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Dec 1:

Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c - Dennis [Dennis Stacy] [130]
Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c - John Koopmans [26]
Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c - Dennis [Dennis Stacy] [12]
Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony - Mark Cashman [8]
CURRENT-ENCOUNTERS: MUFON of Connecticut site now - Mark Cashman [23]
Re: Mars Face Report, Austin, TX - JJ Mercieca [37]
Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony - Jim Deardorff [16]
Re: 'Rand' Document - Backgrounder - Ktperehwon [Karl T. Pflock] [3]
Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c - Mark Cashman [29]
Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony - fergus@ukraine.corp.mot.com [George Fergus] [23]
UFO Database interest - joel henry [81]
Planetary Mysteries Update (12/1/97 - planmyst@planetarymysteries.com (Kynthia) [33]
Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c - Dennis [Stacy] [24]
Re: Hundreds of them..... - John Koopmans [121]
Upcoming Lecture of Interest - "Michael DeRobertis" [25]

Dec 2:

Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony - Bruce Maccabee [16]
Re: UFO Database interest - Henny van der Pluijm [37]
UFOR: Tales from NASA Telemetry.... - Francisco Lopez [57]
Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c - Michael Christol [13]
Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c - Michael Christol [6]
Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c - Bob Shell [5]
Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s - Joseph Polanik [52]
Fwd: Mystery - Ktperehwon@aol.com [34]
Re: UFO Database interest - jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich) [44]
Re: UFO Database interest - Bruce Maccabee [11]
Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c - clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark] [14]
Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c - Steve Neeley [17]
Theresa Carlson's Autopsy Image Report - Philip Mantle [15]
Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s - John Velez [103]
NASA Looks Toward Visionary Interstellar Travel - NASANews@hq.nasa.gov [29]
Re: UFO Database interest - "Serge Salvaille" [34]

Dec 3:
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Re: Fwd: Mystery - Ktperehwon@aol.com [11]
Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony - James Easton [133]
Another Mail Server Fries - UFO UpDates - Toronto [15]
Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c - Mark Cashman [47]
Alien Marketing Says: U.S. Government May Accuse... - RSchatte@aol.com [50]
Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s - "David M. Jacobs" [48]
Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c - Bob Shell [10]
Re: UFO Database interest - "R.Bull" [Rob Bull] [9]
Re: UFO Database interest - joel henry [27]
NASA Solar Powered Altitude Record to Be - NASANews@hq.nasa.gov [48]
Re: - Michael Christol [5]
Re: Fwd: Mystery - John Velez [3]
'Rods' Shot by Professional Videographer - edwards@amigo.net (TIM EDWARDS) [10]
Synopsis of Nov 14 Northwest Sightings - director@ufocenter.com, Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
[10]
ACC - Additional Update - UFO UpDates - Toronto [683]
Invention May Do For Sound What Laser Did For Light - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [58]
Shulman On 'Sightings' December 3 - eotl@west.net, Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [4]
Korean Battlefield UFO Encounter - Stig_Agermose@ONLINE.POL.DK (Stig Agermose) [90]
Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony - fergus@ukraine.corp.mot.com [George Fergus] [47]
Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c - XianneKei@aol.com [Rebecca Keith] [7]
Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] & - William.Hamilton@pcsmail.pcshs.com [28]
Re: Was ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c - John Koopmans [97]
Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony - Ted Viens [57]

Dec 4:

NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass Sightings - edwards@amigo.net (TIM EDWARDS) [9]
Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony - Henny van der Pluijm [19]
Re: UFO Database interest - UFO Joe Daniels [15]
Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony - James Easton [13]
Re: That Ol' Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis - DevereuxP@aol.com [Paul Devereux] [74]
Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s - Bruce Maccabee [6]
Re: Solved Abduction Cases? - DevereuxP@aol.com [Paul Devereux] [66]
Clarke's Art Work - "Julianne Presson" [12]
Re: UFO Database interest - galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy] [9]
Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony - galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy] [4]
Re: Clark and ETH - DevereuxP@aol.com [Paul Devereaux] [147]
Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony - Bruce Maccabee [42]
Re: Was ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c - clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark] [92]
Fireball fires up the UFO Crowd - XianneKei@aol.com [Rebecca Keith] [37]
Re: Solved Abduction Cases? - Henny van der Pluijm [56]
'Fire Balloons' & 'Exeter' - " Jerry Cohen" [29]
Re: UFO Database interest - joel henry [25]
CURRENT-ENCOUNTER: Woman 'Falls From Sky' - Kenny Young [31]
Re: Clark and ETH - clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark] [160]
Re: UFO Database interest - Steven Kaeser [61]
Re: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass - Ted Viens [66]
Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony - Ted Viens [49]
Skywatch: Pappie Defends Col. Wilson - "Skywatch International" <SKYWATCH.INTERNATIONAL> [105]
Skywatch: Skywatch Mailing List - "Skywatch International" <SKYWATCH.INTERNATIONAL> [22]

Dec 5:
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White House Spokesman Stonewalls Clinton's UFO - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [74]
Re: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass - Jim Deardorff [15]
Re: Solved Abduction Cases? - Mark Cashman [55]
Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony - Mark Cashman [13]
Re: 'Fire Balloons' & 'Exeter' - Mark Cashman [64]
Re: UFO Database interest - Jakes Louw [24]
Re: Skywatch: Pappie Defends Col. Wilson - Rebecca Keith [38]
REAL CANADIAN X-FILES RG24 V17988 HQC-940-105, Pt.3 - UFO Joe Daniels [430]
Re: UFO Database interest - UFO Joe Daniels [39]
Re: Rare Planetary Alignment And Other Celestial - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [60]
Skywatch: Filer's Files #48 - "Skywatch International" <SKYWATCH.INTERNATIONAL> [352]
Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c - Bob Shell [41]
Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony - Bob Shell [5]
Re: Clark and ETH (and ELs) - Paul Devereux [29]
Re: Solved Abduction Cases? - Paul Devereux [20]
Re: That Ol' Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis - Paul Devereux [107]
Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s - Paul Devereux [43]
Re: Alfred's Odd Ode #201 - Alfred Lehmberg [43]
Re: UFO Database interest - joel henry [29]
Posting Rules - UFO UpDates - Toronto [60]

Dec 6:

Re: That Ol' Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis - clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark] [83]
Re: Solved Abduction Cases? - clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [29]
Re: UFO Database interest - UFO Joe Daniels [39]
Re: UFO Database interest - joel henry [17]
Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c - John Koopmans [3]
Re: Clark and ETH (and ELs) - clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark] [131]
Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s - rfsignal@sprynet.com [Cathy Johnson] [25]
Re: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass - Ted Viens [87]
Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s - John Velez [157]
Re: UFO Database interest - JJ [Jennifer Jarvis] [54]
Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony - James Easton [103]
Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony - James Easton [64]
Mexico - A Magnet For UFOs, Experts Say - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [47]
Lunar Prospector's Aim Permanent Human Base - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [103]
Alien Doctor On Uranium Diet Fails To Cure Elderly - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [17]
NASA Refutes Challenge To Its Theory On Martian - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [50]
Pathfinder Evidence: Life On Mars? - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [64]
New Mexico Scientists Seek Life In Martian - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [94]
Just what is an abduction experience? - ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant] [29]
Reality Check [was: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s] - Brian Cuthbertson [58]
Re: Clark and ETH (and ELs) - Jilain [Jilain Jones] [33]
Evidence For Military Kidnappings Of Alleged UFO - Joseph Polanik ) [546]
Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s - Don Ledger [74]
Re: Fire Balloons & Exeter - David Rudiak [18]

Dec 7:

Re: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass - Jim Deardorff [54]
Re: UFO Database interest - Henny van der Pluijm [11]
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Re: UFO Database interest - joel henry [27]
Re: Reality Check - Bob Shell [14]
Re: Clark and ETH - Paul Devereux [52]
Irving Challenged To Recreate 'Julia' - Georgina [8]
Re: Just what is an abduction experience? - rfsignal@sprynet.com [Cathy Johnson] [147]
Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony - James Easton [19]
Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimon - James Easton [130]
Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony - Ted Viens [43]
Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony - James Easton [13]
Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s - John Velez [43]
From The "XX Files": The "Real" Truth... - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [113]
MSN UFO Forum Chats with William Birnes - "Yvonne Hedenland" [9]
Flying Saucer Design Praised At Mexico UFO Meeting - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [56]
UFO ROUNDUP, Volume 2, Number 47 - Masinaigan [461]
Alfred's Odd Ode #202 - Alfred Lehmberg [49]
BBC article on Brazilian Conference - jared@valuserve.com (Andromeda.net- Anderson, Jared) [91]
UFO tracking predictions - Brian Cuthbertson [22]
Re: Clark and ETH - clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark] [53]
Re: Clark and ETH - Dennis Stacy [81]
Re: Clark and ETH (and ELs) - John Koopmans [73]
Re: Just what is an abduction experience? - Julie Presson [74]
Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony - Henny van der Pluijm [13]
Re: Just what is an abduction experience? - ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant] [13]
Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s - "Clarke Hathaway [178]
Re: Clark and ETH (and ELs) - clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark] [63]
Re: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass - Ted Viens [110]
Re: From The "XX Files": The "Real" Truth... - RGates8254 [Robert Gates] [18]

Dec 8:

Windchaser Films Site has UFO Video Stills - UFO UpDates - Toronto [65]
More re-entry material? - werd@interlog.com [20]
Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony - Bruce Maccabee [75]
Hollywood 'Aliens' Divide Experts at Acapulco - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [53]
Strieber On Stein's Internet Audio Talk Show - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [25]
Abductions Discussed At Acapulco Conference - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [44]
1st World UFO Forum in Brasilia, Brazil - Pedro Cunha [190]
Re: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass - Jim Deardorff [84]
Re: UFO tracking predictions - JJ [Jennifer Jarvis] [22]
Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s - Ted Viens [36]
New Additions to the Project 1947 Website - jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich) [33]
Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony - "George Fergus" [42]
'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Philip Mantle [12]
Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s - Clark Hathaway [60]
Re: Clark and ETH (and ELs) - John Koopmans [69]

Dec 9:

Re: Irving Challenged To Recreate 'Julia' - georgina@easynet.co.uk [12]
Re: Congress in Acapulco - werd@interlog.com [Drew Williamson] [51]
Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony - "George Fergus" [17]
Project 1947 Notice Board - jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich) [190]
Re: Brasilia Conference (BBC Update) - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [41]
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UFO Researchers Meet In Brasilia (UPI) - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [31]
Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s - John Velez [11]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - XianneKei [Rebecca Keith] [9]
Kenneth Arnold & Being 'There' - KAnder6444 [Kathleen Andersen] [49]
Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - jared@valuserve.com (Andromeda.net- Anderson, Jared) [4]
Re: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass - Ted Viens [56]
Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s - "Clark Hathaway" [31]
Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony - Henny van der Pluijm [26]
Arnold, Geese and Pelicans - The End - UFO UpDates - Toronto [4]
Re: UFO tracking predictions - "Rob Bull" [17]
Re: Roswell Rods - Bob Shell [27]
Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Bob Shell [27]
Re: UFO tracking predictions - JJ [Jennifer Jarvis] [9]
NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass Sightings - TotlResrch [Kal K. Korff] [69]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - RGates8254 [Robert Gates] [5]
Re: UFO tracking predictions - ASIUS [Mike Stahl] [9]
LaPaz's Activities - jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich) [72]
Re: Clark and ETH (and ELs) - clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark] [25]
Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s - Ted Viens [13]
PROJECT-1947: 'Aircraft/UFO Encounters Catalogue' - Jan Aldrich [17]
Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Philip Mantle [7]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Philip Mantle [6]
Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - XianneKei [Rebecca Keith] [6]
Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s - "Clarke Hathaway" [120]
Re: Roswell Rods - Bob Shell [26]
Re: - UFO UpDates - Toronto [1527]

Dec 10:

Re: LaPaz's Activities - Bob Shell [8]
Re: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass - Jim Deardorff [95]
'The Coming of Tan' - pete@popawheelie.com, Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [13]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - c549597@showme.missouri.edu [Barbara Becker] [10]
Re: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass - Jim Deardorff [72]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - XianneKei [Rebecca Keith] [12]
Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s - jpeterson@polaristel.net [Candy Peterson] [15]
Re: From The "XX Files": The "Real" Truth... - Jim Griebel [3]
Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Theresa [93]
ASP-FQA: Sleep Paralysis, the Frequently - Joseph Polanik [84]
Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s - DevereuxP [47]
Au revoir - DevereuxP [197]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson) [4]
Sunday: US Discovery Channel Area 51 show - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [24]
Year Old Data Used To Explain Seattle Sightings - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [34]
Re: UFO tracking predictions - "Mark Pilkington" [25]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Steven Kaeser [19]
Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s - XianneKei [Rebecca Keith] [4]
Re: LaPaz's Activities - Ktperehwon [Karl T. Pflock] [24]
Re: Just what is an abduction experience? - rfsignal@sprynet.com [56]
'Dos Equis' & his amigos stupidos - Ktperehwon [Karl T. Pflock] [40]
Re: Au revoir - "Tom Burnett" [16]
Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s - John Velez [37]
Science Achieve Star Trekish Feat - XianneKei [81]
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Dec 11:

Re: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass - "Keith Woodard" [10]
Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s - Mark Cashman [19]
Re: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass - Ted Viens [17]
Re: - Jim Deardorff [6]
Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony - Steven Kaeser [18]
Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Bob Shell [17]
Re: Alfred's Odd Ode #203 - Alfred Lehmberg [84]
Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Bob Shell [58]
Re: Just what is an abduction experience? - ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant] [31]
Alien Autopsy Report - Philip Mantle [15]
the Grand Conspiracy - jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson) [18]
Crop Circle Connector #52 - Mark Fussell [21]
CURRENT-ENCOUNTERS: Filer's Files #49 - Majorstar [298]

Dec 9:

Re: Roswell Rods - TotlResrch [Kal K. Korff] [15]
Re: Clark and ETH (and ELs) - Brian Cuthbertson [14]

Dec 11:

The Birth of 'Flying Saucers' - James Easton [86]

Dec 10:

Re: UFOMIND: LaPaz Investigated Roswell According - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [39]

Dec 12:

Re: Au revoir - DevereuxP [16]
Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Dennis [11]
Re: Alfred's Odd Ode #203 - rfsignal@sprynet.com [Cathy Johnson] [45]
Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Rob Irving [10]
ACC's Transcapacitor Press Release - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [131]
Wang Update On ACC's Transcapicitor - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [110]
Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Bob Shell [8]
Re: The Birth of 'Flying Saucers' - entropy@brighid.sunflower.com [Tom Genereaux] [17]
Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Bob Shell [9]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - XianneKei [27]
Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Theresa Carlson [44]
Re: UFO UpDate: Strange Dreams - c549597@showme.missouri.edu [Barbara Becker] [14]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - XianneKei [Rebecca Keith] [30]
Re: The Birth of 'Flying Saucers' - James Easton [9]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Steven Kaeser [24]
Re: The Birth of 'Flying Saucers' - clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark] [9]
Re: Strange Dreams - Terry Blanton [9]
Re: The Birth of 'Flying Saucers' - Terry Blanton [10]
Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Bob Shell [22]
Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Rob Irving [6]
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Dec 13:

A Mourning Smile... - UFO UpDates - Toronto [79]
Bright Skies 5 - bikebob [Bob Soetebier] [28]
Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s - jpeterson@polaristel.net [Candy Peterson] [24]
News Briefing Wraps Galileo's Spectacular Primary - NASANews@hq.nasa.gov [59]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - James Easton [128]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson) [13]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - XianneKei [Rebecca Keith] [48]
Bob Dean Undergoes Klass Attack - jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson) [160]
Labour Group Blasts Scottish UFO Inquiry Champion - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [88]
ACC Press release..... But To _Whom_? - Dan Geib [10]
Re: The Birth of 'Flying Saucers' - entropy@brighid.sunflower.com [Tom Genereaux] [4]
Re: Just what is an abduction experience? - ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant] [41]
IUFO: ::: Green Egg Interview with Jacques Vallee - density4@cts.com (Blue Resonant Human) [607]
Re: The Birth of 'Flying Saucers' - Don Ledger [17]
Re: ACC's Transcapacitor Press Release - RGates8254 [Rob Gates] [9]
Re: Wang Update On ACC's Transcapicitor - RGates8254 [Rob Gates} [5]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson) [26]
Re: Experts Say Flash Was Meteor, 12/13/97 - Kenny Young [31]
Re: Alfred's Odd Ode #204 - Alfred Lehmberg [58]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Henny van der Pluijm [12]
Re: - Henny van der Pluijm [18]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Henny van der Pluijm [17]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Steven Kaeser [30]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Steven Kaeser [3]
UFO UpDate:{86} part 2 - United Kingdom UFO Network - United Kingdom UFO Network [502]
{86} part 3 - United Kingdom UFO Network - United Kingdom UFO Network [377]
{86} part 1 - United Kingdom UFO Network - United Kingdom UFO Network [455]
Re: UFO UpDate: ACC Press release..... But To - Henny van der Pluijm [18]
Alfred's Odd Ode #204 - Alfred Lehmberg [58]
Mantle's 'Article' [was: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25)] - XianneKei [Rebecca Schatte] [3]

Dec 14:

Re: The Birth of 'Flying Saucers' - James Easton [21]
IUFO: Abductions: The Boundary Deficit Hypothesis - UFO UpDates - Toronto [463]
Re: ACC Press release..... But To _Whom_? - Dennis Stacy [11]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Dennis [35]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy] [7]
Chat with Author Jim Marrs - "Yvonne Hedenland" [9]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Dennis Stacy [14]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - XianneKei [Rebecca Keith] [6]
Re: ACC Press release..... But To _Whom_? - RGates8254 [Robert Gates] [20]
The Martians Are Coming..... - SKvs [Sue Kovios] [30]
Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Philip Mantle [13]
UFO ROUNDUP, Volume 2, Number 48 - Masinaigan [Joseph Trainor] [403]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Henny van der Pluijm [10]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Dennis Stacy [54]
Re: ACC Press release..... But To _Whom_? - Dennis Stacy [6]
PROJECT 1947 Research 'Notice Board' Update - legion@mira.net [184]
Dr Mack and the Investigation of Abductions - Joseph Polanik [38]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson) [27]
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BWW Media Alert 971212 - BufoCalvin [64]
UFO News International 33 - Henny van der Pluijm [751]

Dec 15:

Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - XianneKei [Rebecca Keith] [35]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Cors - Dennis Stacy [11]
Re: ACC's Transcapacitor Press Release - Ashley Rye [20]
Ros... uh... _that_ place in the desert - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [63]
Darlington's Area 51 Book Reviewed - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [65]
Mars Exploration Captures The US Imagination - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [67]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Bob Shell [18]
PROJECT-1947: FUFOR Party - Jan Aldrich [77]
Through the walls tests [was Re: Jacobs on - Mark Cashman [10]
PROJECT-1947: Strange Report from the 1957 Flap - Jan Aldrich [57]
SpaceViews Update -- 1997 December 15 - Nick Balaskas [90]
ACC's Transcapacitor Press Release - Steven Kaeser [16]
New Energy Researcher Dies - Terry Blanton [10]
Re: Through the walls tests - John Velez [14]
CORSO - Philip Mantle [8]
BWW Media Alert 971212 - BufoCalvin [60]
Re: ACC Press release..... But To _Whom_? - jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson) [23]
Re: Mars Exploration Captures The US Imagination - troodon@netnitco.net [David Orr] [7]
Re: ACC's Transcapacitor Press Release - Ufojoe1 [Joe Murgia] [64]

Dec 16:

Re: CORSO - XianneKei [Rebecca Keith] [9]
OVNI Brazil: Brasilia's LETTER - From the I World - Pedro Cunha [307]
Marist's ET Poll - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [52]
The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [69]
Re: Darlington's Area 51 Book Reviewed - Dave Bethke [3]
Re: Bob Dean Undergoes Klass Attack - Bruce Maccabee [7]
Re: Bright Skies 5 - Bruce Maccabee [3]
New UFO Videos from Scotland - Dave Ledger [12]
Re: The Birth of 'Flying Saucers' - Bruce Maccabee [11]
Re: CORSO - Henny van der Pluijm [11]
Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs - Bob Shell [3]

Dec 17:

Re: Bob Dean Undergoes Klass Attack - Bob Shell [4]
Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs - Alfred Lehmberg [9]
Re: Survey: Americans Believe in Aliens - RSchatte {Rebecca Schatte] [50]
Re: Planets Circling Four Of The Closest Stars? - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [42]
Re: CORSO - XianneKei [Rebecca Keith] [10]
Re: CORSO - nick@emailme.at.address.below (Nick Humphries) [6]
Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs - John Velez [11]
Re: CORSO - RGates8254 [Robert Gates] [14]
MUFON Web Ring - brazel@webtv.net (Clint Stone) [14]
Re: Marist's ET Poll - Bryan Butcher [23]
Re: Belgium Bogus Update - Henny van der Pluijm [18]
Re: Ros... uh... _that_ place in the desert - RGates8254 [Robert Gates] [9]
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Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs - werd@interlog.com [Drew Williamson] [14]
Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs - Whitewolf [Paul Whitewolf] [9]
Greenland the Site of Meteor Search - RGates8254 [Robert Gates] [27]
Re: CORSO - clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark] [6]
Re: CORSO - Philip Mantle [23]
Old Spirals Could Be Sign of Alien Visits - werd@interlog.com [Drew Williamson] [74]
Kudos to Paul Devereux - Ted Viens [15]
Re: The Birth of 'Flying Saucers' - James Easton [41]
Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs - "Scott Carr" [2]
Greenland Meteorite Crash - "Len Fedullo" [55]
Re: ACC's Transcapacitor Press Release - RGates8254 [Robert Gates] [34]
Re: CORSO - XianneKei [Rebecca Keith] [23]
Re: Belgium Bogus Update - "Remo Ponti (Mr. Wolf)" [8]
Re: Ros... uh... _that_ place in the desert - Bob Shell [7]
Re: Old Spirals Could Be Sign of Alien Visits - Bob Shell [10]
Re: CORSO - Bob Shell [3]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson) [34]
Re: CORSO - "Serge Salvaille" [15]
Re: CORSO - clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark] [22]
Meteorite Suspected in Fatal House Fire - Kenny Young [34]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - "George Fergus" [16]
'Murderous Meteors' - Kenny Young [60]
Europa Flyby - Start of Galileo Mission Part II - NASANews@hq.nasa.gov [86]
Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs - Bob Shell [6]
Planes Search For Giant Meteor In Greenland - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [32]
Re: Alien Doctor On Uranium Diet Fails To Cure - Edoardo Russo [70]
CORSO (in Italy at a UFO conference) - Edoardo Russo [35]
Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs - "skyeking@aye.net" [Jerry Washington] [3]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Dennis Stacy [39]

Dec 18:

Re: ACC's Transcapacitor Press Release - Henny van der Pluijm [49]
Re: CORSO - Henny van der Pluijm [11]
Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Rob Irving [23]
Re: Niels Bohr Institute On Qaqortoq Meteorite - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [78]
New Bob Lazar and Area 51 Website - mrivaldi@earthlink.net, Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [10]
Re: New Energy Researcher 'Dies' - Glenn Joyner [28]
Re: CORSO - Peregrine Mendoza [Peter Brookesmith] [16]
Increased Large Meteor Activity? - Bryan Butcher [21]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Henny van der Pluijm [16]
Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs - John Velez [8]
Re: 'Murderous Meteors' - Ed Stewart [42]
Alfred's Odd Ode #205 - Alfred Lehmberg [20]
Hunt for that alien ashtray - ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant] [56]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - natural.state@erols.com [Melanie Mecca] [37]
Foreign Language UFO Articles Needed - "Anthony Chippendale" [12]
Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs - Jim Deardorff [2]
Whereabouts of Phillip Robertson? - jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich) [7]
UFO Research and Mapping Tool - jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson) [15]
Re: Ros... uh... _that_ place in the desert - Steven Kaeser [9]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark] [13]
Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs - Bob Shell [5]
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Re: New Energy Researcher 'Dies' - Terry Blanton [11]
Re: UFO junk collector - clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark] [271]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - "George Fergus" [30]
Re: OVNI Brazil: Brasilia's LETTER - From the I - pandersen@idcresearch.com [Per Andersen] [16]

Dec 19:

Thoughts on making money in the UFO field [was: - RGates8254 [Robert Gates] [18]

Dec 18:

Research Projects in Italy - Edoardo Russo [94]

Dec 19:

Re: ACC's Transcapacitor Press Release - RGates8254 [Robert Gates] [99]
Re: CORSO - RGates8254 [Robert Gates] [9]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Jim Griebel [15]
Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs - Whitewolf [Paul Whitewolf] [8]
Re: 'Murderous Meteors' - Bryan Butcher [43]
'Newsbytes' Release On ACC's Transpacitor - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [147]
ICBMS Incident At Malmstrom AFB - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [88]
Re: A Link Between The Earth And Stars - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [30]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Steven Kaeser [32]
Re: UFO junk collector - James Oberg [13]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Bob Shell [33]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Henny van der Pluijm [39]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - TotlResrch [Kal Korff] [34]
Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs - "Serge Salvaille" [13]
Crop Circle Connector #53 - Mark Fussell [121]
Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs - John Velez [15]
Re: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to - clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark] [6]
Re: UFO junk collector - Jean van Gemert [8]
Re: UFO junk collector - clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark] [39]
Re: 'Murderous Meteors' - Ed Stewart [79]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Steven Kaeser [55]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Don Ledger [6]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Henny van der Pluijm [28]

Dec 20:

Skywatch: Filer's Files #50 - "Skywatch International" <SKYWATCH> [370]
Season's Greetings from Philippe Piet van Putten - postoffice@bluemountain.com (Philippe Piet van Putten) [5]
Corso, ACC, Greer etc... - Ufojoe1 [Joe Murgia] [41]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Henny van der Pluijm [82]
Re: Mantle's 'Article' - James Easton [139]
Re: UFO Research and Mapping Tool - Bruce Maccabee [14]

Dec 21:

ACC on CNN? - Henny van der Pluijm [16]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Steven Kaeser [44]
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Shulman Exposes Ultra-Secret Military ET - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [60]
ACC's Transpacitor - The ultimate energy store? - "Hendrik Rademaker" [18]
NSA's Global Electronic Spy Network Officially - UFO UpDates - Toronto [2212]
Re: Alfred's Odd Ode #206 - Alfred Lehmberg [46]
Chat with Tom McHugh, UFO satirist - "Yvonne Hedenland" [9]
Re: Brasilia's Letter - "A. J. Gevaerd" [176]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Bob Shell [9]
Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs - Bob Shell [12]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Bob Shell [22]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Bob Shell [16]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - John Koopmans [4]
NICAP Statements 1957 (for Jan & readers) - " Jerry Cohen" [68]
The Lesotho Incident - koch@wad.berlin.fido.de (Joachim Koch) [18]
Amazon Book Report - RSchatte [Rebecca] [31]
Bob Lazar? - Jacques Poulet [16]
UFO footage from Scotland - Dave Ledger [16]
FOIA attorney Peter Gersten chats with visionary - "Yvonne Hedenland" [18]
Re: Corso, ACC, Greer etc... - John Velez [43]
ACC's TCAP Diagram - UFO UpDates - Toronto [127]
Re: UFO Research and Mapping Tool - JJ Mercieca [6]
Clinton's Big Interest In UFOs - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [21]
Heat, Cold, Wind, and Clouds - jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich) [20]

Dec 22:

FOIA attorney Peter Gersten chats with visionary - "Yvonne Hedenland" [18]
AP: Could a Transporter Really Work? - RSchatte [100]
The 'Alien Interview' - troodon@netnitco.net [David Orr] [8]
Re: Brasilia's Letter - John Koopmans [11]
UFO ROUNDUP, Volume 2, Number 49 - Masinaigan [Joseph Trainor] [489]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Henny van der Pluijm [66]
Re: Corso, ACC, Greer etc... - RGates8254 [Robert Gates} [11]
Re: ACC's TCAP Diagram - RGates8254 [Robert Gaates] [6]
Re: Shulman Exposes Ultra-Secret Military ET - RGates8254 [Robert Gates] [28]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Don Ledger [10]
Re: ACC's TCAP Diagram - Bob Shell [5]
Re: UFO Research and Mapping Tool - jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson) [5]
Re: Corso, ACC, Greer etc... - Ufojoe1 [Joe Murgia] [63]
Re: The 'Alien Interview' - Steven Kaeser [29]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich) [14]
Re: AP: Could a Transporter Really Work? - ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant] [32]
Re: AP: Could a Transporter Really Work? - Bob Shell [8]
Re: Brasilia's Letter - Bob Shell [6]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Henny van der Pluijm [68]
Re: UFO Research and Mapping Tool - joel henry [51]
Re: 'Murderous Meteors' - Edoardo Russo [11]
Alfred's Odd Ode #207 - Alfred Lehmberg [47]
Re: Brasilia's Letter - Stanton Friedman [38]
Re: Corso, ACC, Greer etc... - Steven Kaeser [24]

Dec 23:

The FUFOR Factor?? [was: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue - XianneKei [Rebecca Leith] [18]
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - "George Fergus" [20]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson) [14]
Re: Brasilia's Letter - John Velez [5]
Re: Corso, ACC, Greer etc... - John Velez [67]
Re: 'Murderous Meteors' - Bryan Butcher [69]
Re: ACC Seeking Independent Investigation - Jilain [Jilain Jones] [30]
Global Surveyor's Launch Monitored By UFOs? - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [79]
Unusual Disclosure on ACC Website: POINTED FAQ - acsa@ix.netcom.com, Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig
Agermose) [28]
'UFO/Nazi' Bibliography - Maurizio Verga [15]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Henny van der Pluijm [23]
Re: ACC Seeking Independent Investigation - Henny van der Pluijm [10]
Re: 'Murderous Meteors' - Ed Stewart [51]
Re: Brasilia's Letter - Bob Shell [10]
Re: ACC Seeking Independent Investigation - Bob Shell [11]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich) [17]
Re: Corso, ACC, Greer etc... - Bruce Maccabee [43]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich) [46]
Re: UFO Research and Mapping Tool - Bruce Maccabee [16]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich) [49]
Re: The FUFOR Factor? - jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich) [9]
InfoHead's UFO Christmas ;^> - Glenn Joyner [51]
Re: Kal Korff's UFO Sighting - TotlResrch [Kal K. Korff] [41]
Re: CORSO - TotlResrch [55]
Sect Awaits 'His' Arrival In Dallas - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [49]
Now, _This_ Is Science! - UFO UpDates - Toronto [64]
BWW Media Alert 971223 - BufoCalvin [112]
BWW Media Alert 971223 Supp - BufoCalvin [51]
Re: Kal Korff's UFO Sighting - John Koopmans [7]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Henny van der Pluijm [130]

Dec 24:

Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkin's POV] - John Velez [27]
Re: The FUFOR Factor? - John Velez [6]
Re: Sect Awaits 'His' Arrival In Dallas - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [59]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Ed Stewart [44]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Ed Stewart [35]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Rob Irving [5]
Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV] - Ed Stewart [102]
Re: Kal Korff's UFO Sighting - "Keith Woodard" [36]
Re: Sect Awaits 'His' Arrival In Dallas - RSchatte [Rebecca Keith] [38]
Merry Christmas, Mulder - John Koopmans [72]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Henny van der Pluijm [25]
Today! CNN's Q&A On Alien Research - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [46]
Alfred's Odd Ode #208 - Alfred Lehmberg [53]
Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV] - clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark] [13]

Dec 25:

Re: Merry Christmas, Mulder - Don Ledger [3]
UFOR: Happy Holidays - Francisco Lopez [5]
Re: Merry Christmas, Mulder - Bruce Maccabee [57]
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Re: exmas!!!! - robert windle [2]
Re: E-Greeting Card - ben@abcfield.force9.co.uk [Ben Field] [9]
A Christmas Wish - Dan [3]
UFO World Greeting Card - yogi@iadfw.net [Bill Ralls] [11]

Dec 24:

Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Jean van Gemert [12]

Dec 25:

Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - XianneKei [Rebecca Keith] [11]

Dec 26:

Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Henny van der Pluijm [11]
Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV] - Ed Stewart [93]
'Soul Catcher' - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [39]
Re: Sect Awaits 'His' Arrival In Dallas - RGates8254 [Robert Gates] [14]
Christmas Greetings - ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant] [3]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Ed Stewart [55]
Russia Fails To Put Satellite Into Orbit - "Requiemdream:)" [R. Scott Holloway] [76]
Re: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to - Jean van Gemert [34]
Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Henny van der Pluijm [13]
Re: Sect Awaits 'His' Arrival In Dallas - Michael Christol [64]
Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV] - clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [13]
Re: Help needed (Moore's docs on green fireballs) - Edoardo Russo [10]

Dec 27:

Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV] - Ted Viens [39]
Costa Rica Sighting - "Len Fedullo" [33]
Skywatch: Filer's Files #51 - "Skywatch International" <SKYWATCH> To: "(list #1)" [258]
Back Stabbing - Ufojoe1 [Joe Murgia] [49]
Re: Skywatch: Filer's Files #51 - "Keith Wyatt" [16]
Hindu Mythology & Eth, Sun-discs, etc. - wlmss@pegasus.com.au [Lawrie Williams] [269]
Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV] - Ed Stewart [113]
Alfred's Odd Ode #209 - Alfred Lehmberg [70]
Re: Back Stabbing - "rose rotis" [17]
Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV] - clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [10]

Dec 28:

Re: Back Stabbing - unicat@worldnet.att.net [Dr. Willy Smith] [9]
Re: UFO Forum chats with Richard Hoagland - "Yvonne Hedenland" [10]
FOIA Attorney Peter Gersten chats with Joshua - "Yvonne Hedenland" [21]
Re: Back Stabbing - John Koopmans [79]
Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV] - Peregrine Mendoza [Peter Brookesmith] [29]
Re: Back Stabbing - natural.state@erols.com [Melanie Mecca] [40]
Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV] - Ed Stewart [41]
Re: Hindu Mythology & ETH, Sun-discs, etc. - "Tom Burnett" [40]
Re: Sect Awaits 'His' Arrival In Dallas - RGates8254 [Robert Gates] [23]
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Re: Back Stabbing - Michael Christol [20]
Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkin's POV] - Bob Shell [7]
Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV] - Bob Shell [7]
Revamped Crop Circle Connector Mailing List - Mark Fussell [28]
UFO ROUNDUP, Volume 2, Number 50 - Masinaigan [420]
Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV] - clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark] [26]
'Civil and Uncivil Wars' - clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark] [94]
NASA Plans Return to the Moon - RSchatte [Rebecca Keith] [116]

Dec 29:

Re: Costa Rica Sighting - troodon@netnitco.net [David Orr] [6]
Re: Sect Awaits 'His' Arrival In Dallas - Michael Christol [14]
Re: Mantle's 'Article' - koch@wad.berlin.fido.de (Joachim Koch) [14]
Re: Back Stabbing - "Serge Salvaille" [28]
Re: UFO ROUNDUP, Volume 2, Number 50 - "Tom Burnett" [29]
Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV] - Peregrine Mendoza [Peter Brookesmith] [46]
Re: 'Civil and Uncivil Wars' - Peregrine Mendoza [Peter Brookesmith] [144]
Spaulding & Heflin Pictures [was: Brasilia's - Bruce Maccabee [68]
Re: Help needed (Moore's docs on green fireballs) - Bruce Maccabee [18]
PROJECT-1947 - Early sightings of UFOs - OregonOtto [49]
Star Clipper Solar Eclipse Cruise - RSchatte [Rebecca Keith] [30]
Re: Mantle's 'Article' - Bob Shell [6]
Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV] - clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark] [13]
Re: Hindu Mythology & Ramblings - Peregrine Mendoza [Peter Brookesmith] [49]
Alan Watts' 'UFO Visitation' - Brian Cuthbertson [9]
BBC: Search For Atlantis Off Cornwall And In - UFO UpDates - Toronto [352]

Dec 30:

Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso - Mike Smith [62]
Re: BBC: Search For Atlantis Off Cornwall And In - Alfred Lehmberg [20]
Re: Back Stabbing - wlmss@pegasus.com.au [Lawrie Williams] [24]
The Importance of UpDates - a Request - SGB List 2 [Stephen G. Bassett] [25]
Re: 'Civil and Uncivil Wars' - SGB List 2 [Stephen G. Bassett] [5]
Re: Alan Watts' 'UFO Visitation' - Bob Shell [7]
Re: BBC: Search For Atlantis Off Cornwall And In - "George Fergus" [6]
Re: Hindu Mythology & Ramblings - "WHITE" [John White] [63]
Re: Alan Watts' 'UFO Visitation' - "Philippe Piet van Putten" [15]
Re: The Importance of UpDates - a Request - RGates8254 [Robert Gates] [25]
UFO Award - Joaquim Fernandes [37]
ACC Responds To Reports Of SAIC Purchasing Bell - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [100]
Re: Alan Watts' 'UFO Visitation' - "Keith Woodard" [7]

Dec 31:

USAF, UFOs And The Movie/TV Industry - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [113]
Donaldson Predicts Contact - Ted Viens [11]
Re: Hindu Mythology & ETH, Sun-discs, etc. - wlmss@pegasus.com.au [Lawrie Williams] [204]
Re: Alfred's Odd Ode #210 - Alfred Lehmberg [46]
Re: Donaldson Predicts Contact - Terry Blanton [14]
Re: ACC Responds To Reports Of SAIC Purchasing Bell - entropy@brighid.sunflower.com [Tom Genereaux] [23]
Re: Donaldson Predicts Contact - Steven Kaeser [14]
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Re: Space Tourism Within 3 Years - Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose) [101]

The number enclosed in brackets is the number of lines of new text in the message, excluding the header, blank lines
and quotes from previous messages.
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Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

http://www.ufoupdateslist.com/1997/dec/m01-001.shtml[12/12/2011 20:41:27]

UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 1

Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

From: Dennis <dstacy@texas.net> [Dennis Stacy]
Date: Sun, 30 Nov 1997 16:52:38 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Mon, 01 Dec 1997 00:55:47 -0500
Subject: Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
>Subject: re: UFO UpDate: Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c
>Date: Sat, 29 Nov 1997 23:17:17 -0800

><snip>

>>  The search for underlying factors, or commonalities, is known as
>>  phenomenology, and it's the same approach Vallee ultimately
>>  applied to the phenomenon, thus mystifying his critics after the
>>  appearance of his first two "classic" scientific treatments of
>>  the subject. Vallee, too, took eyewitness accounts literally,
>>  even when they began to include a growing variety of seemingly
>>  physical impossibilities -- such as the ability to change shapes,
>>  beam people through solid objects, appear larger on the inside
>>  than exterior dimensions would indicate, associated paranormal
>>  effects (psychokinesis, telepathy, etc.), and so on.

>Actually, my understanding of phenomenology is that it simply
>sets aside any interest in the objective reality of a particular
>phenomenon. It is neither hostile to an objective reality nor
>supportive - but simply considers it irrelevant. As I understand
>it, the fundamental postulate is something like " if people
>believe it exists, they will act like it exists, and therefore it
>might as well exist."

>The problem with this is that it also makes the idea of "proof"
>or any other epistemological process irrelevant. Phenomenology in
>this sense is a philosophy more well suited to the sociology of
>UFO reports than to determining objective existence, uncovering
>physical properties, or analyzing the veracity of accounts.

Jeez, Mark:

It's the Sunday after Thanksgiving...the last thing I need is to
get into a lengthy philosophical discussion!

To take a dictionary definition, phenomenology is "the study of
all possible appearances in human experience, during which
considerations of objective reality and of purely subjective
response are left out of account."

But we all know how "lame" dictionary definitions are in such
matters. Technically, issues of objective reality and subjective
response are *temporarily* set aside. In practice, phenomenology
is not a philosophy, but a *tool*, or technique, for arriving at
an eventual philosophy.

How it works or is applied is far too complicated to go into
here, so a "simple" example will have to suffice. Say a
phenomenologist wanted to study sports. To do so, he might take
in a baseball, soccer, football, basketball, tennis, volleyball,
handball, and ping pong game.

He might come away with several observations. For example, while
the physical size, shape and composition of each of the balls
used is vastly different, they are all expressions of, or perhaps
definitions of, what might be called "ball-ness," the nature of
what it is to be a ball. It isn't that none of the balls aren't
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real or objective, but that ball itself has several expressions,
or forms. He (or she) might next notice that are players, rules
for play, fans in the stands, seats in various stadiums, and so
on. By observing and pulling all of these together, he is then
able to make underlying statements about sport itself, which are
true of all sports, or all expressions of sports, indeed, which
define what sports is.

Obviously, this makes a phenomenologist somewhat different than a
fan. The latter is likely to proclaim, say, that football is the
only true sport, and soccer is for wimps. The phenomenologist
would see no inherent (or objective) difference among any of the
individual sports -- none would be better or worse in any sense
of objective or subjective "meaning."

As stated in my post, this is why both Keel and Vallee can apply
phenomenology to the UFO phenomenon and come up with different
answers. They interpret the data differently. This is also why
Keel and Jacobs can have the same message, phenomenologically
speaking, even though they disagree subjectively on the nature
and cause of the phenomenon.

Phenomenology is an aid, then, not a specific answer to a
specific question, although it is employed in an attempt to
uncover the latter.

<snip>

>Thus, as the reports become stranger, we must become more and
>more cautious in verification and acceptance. The problem with
>Keel, Vallee, and for that matter, Fort, is one which Vallee is
>aware of but doesn't always apply:  just because two things are
>strange doesn't mean that they are the same thing, are generated
>by the same cause, or have any connection whatsoever.

I couldn't agree more. In fact, at one point in the Dr. X case,
the doctor began reporting (unwitnessed) incidents of (if I
remember correctly) telekinesis in which pieces of paper were
stuck to his high ceilings. Aime Michel, I think it was, said it
was easier to believe in the existence of ten-foot poles and
flypaper.

>Vallee has asserted the presence of telekinetic and telepathic
>aftereffects from UFO encounters - but has never, to my
>knowledge, scientifically substantiated any of those.

Again, I agree, and said much the same thing. It's easy to get
into trouble in this field when you start trying to account for
everything a witness says or claims.

<snip>

>The Dr. X case is certainly fascinating, but let's keep in mind a
>few cautions. First, the case is a single witness case. Thus,
>according to Hynek, it can never be accorded more than a
>probability of 3. That doesn't mean ignore it, but it does mean:
>don't weight it heavily - especially when it represents a seldom
>repeated part of the UFO pattern. Second, we do not have access
>to the witness or the witness medical records, so there are a
>number of things we can't verify about the supposed healing.
>Third, we do have an apparently unusual "merging" of the objects.
>But we cannot be sure if the witness correctly perceived this.
>For instance, could the objects have passed behind each other?
>Could some sort of lighting distortion made it appear that there
>were two objects? Is there no technological explanation (such as
>a holographic image) which is as or more credible in light of
>current knowledge than a paranormal explanation?

Perhaps, sure. But why technological *or* paranormal? Isn't a
waking dream or a hallucination or altered state of consciousness
of some sort just as viable?

<snip>

>There are tens (if not hundreds) of thousands of UFO reports. Of
>these, relatively few suggest any paranormality.

How, pray tell, do you define "paranormality"? A report of being
beamed through a wall or window into a waiting space ship by a
beam of light would strike many as paranormal.
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>Given this fact, I consider it best to concentrate on the core of
>the UFO phenomenon - the kind of reports which make up the bulk
>of the UFO phenomenon as we know it.

And just what is this "core" and what does it consist of? Radar
reports, radar/visuals, thousands of various reported shapes and
behaviors (some ufos glow, some don't, etc.), landing trace cases
that vary almost as widely in detail and effects, occupant cases,
ufos that disappear or don't, abduction cases, abduction cases
involving hybrid babies, ufos that come out of or enter into the
water, flying diamonds, saucers and cigars? Now you should be
able to appreciate why Vallee and Keel both found themselves in
such hot water.

<snip>

>As a fiction writer, I can easily come up with any number of
>reasonably plausible "technological" and perceptual
>psychology-based explanations which could make an ETH or at least
>non-paranormal kind of sense out of the case, some of which I
>have outlined above.

<huge snip on my part>

Mark, you'll pardon me if I don't respond to each and every of
your ETH explanations that I just snipped. The latter all strike
me as special pleas for the ETH. In any event, we've already
agreed that the Dr. X case isn't common to the field, so why go
out of the way to try to include, or justify, it in a
technological sense? There is much else about the case, hematoma
and hemiparesis aside, that wasn't raised in my original post. My
point wasn't to denigrate or solve the Dr. X case one way or the
other.

>Some ETH proponents accept abductions, and some even accept them
>uncritically. Others reject them. Again, any reasonably good
>fiction writer could provide scenarios for the apparent
>contradiction between advanced "craft" engineering and much less
>sophisticated medical work on humans, including:

>1) Humans only deserve veterinary level treatment.

>2) The aliens did not engineer the vehicles, but obtain them from
>a technologically more sophisticated species.

>3) The aliens find human pain and suffering entertaining and / or
>instructive.

Yes, but you're reaching again. For 2) you might as well
hypothesize that they bought them at a used flying saucer and
advanced technology fire sale. Thank God the previous owners left
the instruction manual in the glove compartment! This is
precisely what I mean by taking the ETH to the extreme. If so
willing, one can use it to explain anything.

>I would say however, speaking only for myself, that the jury is
>still out on the validity of any particular abduction experience
>as one which is objective and caused by the same source as more
>conventional UFO reports.

I agree again.

>In summary, I remain unconvinced that the paranormal hypothesis
>is justified by the best UFO data. And I am not prepared to
>reject evaluative criteria and accept any report at face value.

I wasn't trying to convince anyone of a paranormal explanation,
nor did I suggest that you reject evaluative criteria or accept
reports at face value. What I said was that, phenomenologically
speaking, both Keel and David Jacobs have been to the mountain
top and come down with essentially the same message, while
disagreeing fundamentally as to the nature of the source of the
message. Let me repeat: We're are currently suffering an invasion
from alien beings and there is absolutely nothing you, I or the
Air Force can do about it. Let me add that that's *their* message
-- not mine.

<Another giant snip. God, I love cut and paste!>

>Short of successfully accomplishing disproof of (1) and (2), PNH
>(paranormal hypothesis) adherents must contend that UFOs look
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>like products of the ETH, but that this appearance is simply a
>ruse. That, in fact, the UFO source is simulating ETH-style UFOs
>for some other purpose. Unfortunately, this is a much less
>productive avenue than disproving solidity and occupants. Why?
>Because once one ventures down this path, one can multiply
>deception in any desired direction.

Yes, and the same is true of using the ETH to explain any sort of
behavior as the product of an advanced technology, and then
attributing various motives or attitudes to the aliens inside the
saucers.

>A final avenue which PNH supporters often take is to look for
>cases which are anomalous and on the fringes of the UFO
>phenomenon. As I have shown in another essay, this style is often
>used by Keel, for instance with regard to the famous Mothman.
>Despite the fact that Mothman was never seen entering or leaving
>a UFO, or that most UFO occupants lack the distinguishing
>characteristics of Mothman (wings, glowing red eyes, apparent
>"headlessness"), Keel asserts that the unusual Mothman events
>must be related to UFOs, because UFO sightings occurred in the
>area around the same time as Mothman sightings. Yet we can all
>respect the possibility that correlation in time (within wide
>limits) does not represent causation or a mutual source.

Again, I am not a PNH supporter. However, it should be pointed
out that Keel and Vallee didn't go out looking for anomalous
cases -- the latter came to them, and many other investigators,
because they were investigating ufo reports in the first place.
(Magonia, for example, appears to have been stimulated by and
based on the so-called French Humanoid wave of 1954.) Just as
abduction and missing time cases came to ufo investigators.
Vallee and Keel simply tried to come up with a theory that would
incorporate such cases. For better or worse, both went through
the ETH and beyond. I'm not arguing for the position of either:
I'm simply pointing out how they got there, as opposed to Jerry
Clark's view, which is that Keel is/was fundamentally irrational
and paranoid.

>I think that if PNH proponents consider their alternative to be a
>better one than ETH, they need to demonstrate that with better
>and stronger predictions, and these should be predictions which
>are such that, if they are demonstrated, ETH _must_ be false.

>Mark Cashman

And maybe you'd care to make a prediction about future ET
behavior based on the well documented ETH (and any accompanying
evidence) to date? If I read my Keel correctly, and there's no
guarantee that I do, he's saying that the situation is a
condition of human existence. In other words, you can expect more
of the same, whatever the same is, and what you can't expect is
convincing, incontrovertible proof of physical flying saucers.

As for what I wish, hopefully someone will donate an old 386 and
14.4 modem to Keel so he can respond on his own. Secondly, I hope
that anyone who chooses to respond to the above knows how to cut
and paste. I get pretty bored reading myself the second and third
time around, and I trust everyone else on this list does, too.

Dennis
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Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

From: John Koopmans <john.koopmans@sympatico.ca>
Date: Sun, 30 Nov 1997 19:35:38 -0800
Fwd Date: Mon, 01 Dec 1997 00:58:23 -0500
Subject: Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

> Date: Sun, 30 Nov 1997 14:21:45 -0600 (CST)
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Dennis <dstacy@texas.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

> >Date: Sun, 30 Nov 1997 00:46:35 -0800
> >From: John Koopmans <john.koopmans@sympatico.ca>
> >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

> >And what would you say if a mothman approached you instead? <G>

> >John Koopmans

> <Much, much, very much snipping>

> Dear John:

> I'd say a) you've confused Jerry Clark's remarks with mine;

> b) you seem to have completely misunderstood what I said, and

> c) need to go back and read the post again.

> Dennis

I did read the post again. I responded only to your words, which
I included above each response. The e-mail was from you, not
Jerry Clark. Unfortunately, language is never perfect, and it is
always possible for someone to misunderstand. If so, please tell
me what I misunderstood.

My understanding of the relevant portions of your post are:

1) you state that the problem with Keel's theory is "not that it
is the product of an irrational and paranoid mind" (I assume you
agree with Jerry Clark here since you used "is" and did not use
"allegedly") but "that it takes UFO accounts literally and tries
to find an overarching theory to explain every aspect of the
phenomenon";

2) you object that Keel and Vallee take "eyewitness accounts
literally, even when they began to include a growing variety of
seemingly physical impossibilities";

3) you state that you believe that the ETH "was the product of
profoundly irrational and deeply paranoid minds";

4) you state that, according to Jacobs and Keel, "that we're
presently under invasion by gods/demons/aliens" and that "there
is absolutely nothing either you or I (or the Air Force) can do
about it"; and

5) you feel there would be "(small) consolation" in saying "that
Keel guy was a nutter!".

If I have misunderstood any of the above, please let me know. My
comments were based on the above understanding.

John Koopmans
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Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

From: Dennis <dstacy@texas.net> [Dennis Stacy]
Date: Sun, 30 Nov 1997 18:04:12 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Mon, 01 Dec 1997 00:59:58 -0500
Subject: Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
>Subject: re: UFO UpDate: Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c
>Date: Sat, 29 Nov 1997 23:17:17 -0800

>Thus, as the reports become stranger, we must become more and
>more cautious in verification and acceptance. The problem with
>Keel, Vallee, and for that matter, Fort, is one which Vallee is
>aware of but doesn't always apply:  just because two things are
>strange doesn't mean that they are the same thing, are generated
>by the same cause, or have any connection whatsoever.

>Mark Cashman

Mark,

I almost forgot to ask: does that mean that Keel, Vallee and Fort
are somehow responsible for those ufologists who think ufos have
something to do with crop circles, animal mutilations and black
helicopters -- or can we conceivably attribute any such claims of
an intimate "connection" to those staid, conservative,
scientific, rational and non-paranoid ETHers? After all, there's
nothing paranormal about crop circles, dead animals and
helicopters. All three can be definitely proven to objectively
exist, in one form or another. Much more so, come to think of it,
than ufos themselves.

Dennis
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Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
Date: Sun, 30 Nov 1997 21:22:44 -0800
Fwd Date: Mon, 01 Dec 1997 01:01:41 -0500
Subject: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

>  Date: Sun, 30 Nov 1997 12:26:40 -0800 (PST)
>  From: Jim Deardorff <deardorj@ucs.orst.edu>
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

>  The second flash that Arnold saw directly and described as having
>  "reflected brightly on my plane" may have been of the same
>  intensity and also enhanced over normal reflected sunlight.
>  Since the craft were described as being generally round or ovate,
>  those surfaces wouldn't present much area at all for specular
>  reflection, but perhaps part of their unusual shape near the tail
>  or rear had a larger flat section that could do better.

Actually, Jim, I think Arnold's original cross section sketch
indicated that the objects were flat on top and curved on the
bottom.

------
Mark Cashman, creator of The Temporal Doorway at
http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman
- Original digital art, writing, and UFO research -
Author of SF novels available at...
http://www.infohaus.com/access/by-seller/The_Temporal_Doorway_Storefront
------
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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CURRENT-ENCOUNTERS: MUFON of Connecticut site now

From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@IX.NETCOM.COM>
Date: Sun, 30 Nov 1997 20:38:18 -0800
Fwd Date: Mon, 01 Dec 1997 01:04:52 -0500
Subject: CURRENT-ENCOUNTERS: MUFON of Connecticut site now

The Mutual UFO Network, Connecticut chapter, has opened a
website at

        http://www.geocities.com/Area51/Zone/9047

This new website, which I maintain for the chapter, contains
cases from the state of Connecticut, a sighting submission form,
and contact information for the Connecticut chapter. Links to
other worthwhile sites, including MUFON sites, are also
present.

A recently investigated case with a detailed report (including
maps, digital paintings, and triangulation results) is part of the
case section. The site also includes summaries of past
investigations, and cases garnered from other sources.
Project 1947 coordinator Jan Aldrich, a chapter member,
has kindly provided some suggestions as to possible areas
of fruitful historical research in Connecticut.

If you have any information on UFO sightings in the state of
Connecticut, please e-mail me at mcashman@ix.netcom.com

Information on current and historical sightings is appreciated.

------
Mark Cashman, creator of The Temporal Doorway at
http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman
- Original digital art, writing, and UFO research -
Author of SF novels available at...
http://www.infohaus.com/access/by-seller/The_Temporal_Doorway_Storefront
------
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Re: Mars Face Report, Austin, TX

From: JJ Mercieca <mufor@maltanet.net>
Date: Mon, 01 Dec 1997 11:21:58 +0100
Fwd Date: Mon, 01 Dec 1997 11:22:31 -0500
Subject: Re: Mars Face Report, Austin, TX

Stan McDaniel's rebuttal to Faye Flam's Mars Face article kindly posted
to this list by Brian Cuthbertson.

Regards,

JJ Mercieca
Malta UFO Research
http://www.mufor.org/

-----

November 30, 1997

Letters to the Editor,
Austin American-Statesman (by fax)

        We of the Society for Planetary SETI Research (SPSR)
greatly regret the article in the American-Statesman "MARS PROBE TO
CHECK THAT FAMILIAR "FACE" (Nov. 27). The tone of the article
is quite misleading. Dr. Mark J. Carlotto's presentation of a body
of peer-reviewed scientific evidence to a technical seminar at the
University of Pennsylvania is inappro priately concatenated with
the speculations of tabloids, cults, and "believers." The article
gives the erroneous impression that Dr. Carlotto has "followers"
that constitute such cultish groups, and that he is out "spreading
the word."

        Dr. Carlotto has nothing to do with "cults" and "followers."
He is one of a number of academically qualified scientists and
professionals in our research organization who have carefully
studied the data, presented and published peer-reviewed scientific
papers, and found by four separate statistical tests that there
is a favorable probability for some of the objects on Mars being
artificial.

        We are especially disturbed by the comments quoted from
Dr. Michael Malin, who is not a NASA spokesperson but a private
contractor. Dr. Malin has regularly shown that he has a mistaken
understanding of Dr. Carlotto's procedures. His statement that
if the "Face on Mars" turns out in new higher resolution images
to still look like a face, this would prove nothing, is
particularly reprehensible. It would appear that the actual
"believers" are those in the opposite camp, who will not accept
new data unless it suits their preconceived ideas of reality.

Sincerely,

Stanley V. McDaniel
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Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

From: Jim Deardorff <deardorj@ucs.orst.edu>
Date: Mon, 1 Dec 1997 10:16:51 -0800 (PST)
Fwd Date: Mon, 01 Dec 1997 16:59:16 -0500
Subject: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
> Subject: re: UFO UpDate: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony
> Date: Sun, 30 Nov 1997 21:22:44 -0800

> >  Date: Sun, 30 Nov 1997 12:26:40 -0800 (PST)
> >  From: Jim Deardorff <deardorj@ucs.orst.edu>
> >  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

> >  The second flash that Arnold saw directly and described as having
> >  "reflected brightly on my plane" may have been of the same
> >  intensity and also enhanced over normal reflected sunlight.
> >  Since the craft were described as being generally round or ovate,
> >  those surfaces wouldn't present much area at all for specular
> >  reflection, but perhaps part of their unusual shape near the tail
> >  or rear had a larger flat section that could do better.

> Actually, Jim, I think Arnold's original cross section sketch
> indicated that the objects were flat on top and curved on the
> bottom.

That might explain it, Mark, if the odds were substantial that
the top of one of the nine would accidentally be oriented just
right to reflect the sun's rays exactly to Arnold's airplane.
With the UFOs flying some 1100 mph faster than his plane, though
on a non-parallel track, I think there'd be only a couple
thousandths of a second in which the reflection could sweep cross
his airplane to attract his attention even if the UFO were tilted
at just the proper angle.  And then if it were rotating its tilt
(rolling) rapidly too, this would further shorten the duration of
the specular flash.  Combine that with its having occurred twice,
and I would still leave open the likelihood that it was purposely
directed at Arnold's plane to catch his attention.

It may take a bit more "ET magic" to explain how the flat tops of
the shiny UFOs stayed so immaculately clean and free of aerosols,
bird poop, etc., as to be such good reflecting surfaces.

Jim Deardorff
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Re: 'Rand' Document - Backgrounder

From: Ktperehwon <Ktperehwon@aol.com> [Karl T. Pflock]
Date: Mon, 1 Dec 1997 13:31:36 EST
Fwd Date: Mon, 01 Dec 1997 17:06:46 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Rand' Document - Backgrounder

>Date: Sun, 30 Nov 1997 15:41:00 -0800
>From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Rand' Document - Backgrounder

> Karl Pflock may think my posting was aimed at him. It wasn't.

Not at all, Jan!  I merely was adding to the facts you provided,
correcting an innocent error you made, and letting those on the
list know where they might learn more.
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Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
Date: Mon, 1 Dec 1997 13:51:56 -0800
Fwd Date: Mon, 01 Dec 1997 19:41:15 -0500
Subject: Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

>  From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>, on 12/1/97 12:59 AM:
>  Date: Sun, 30 Nov 1997 18:04:12 -0600 (CST)
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  From: Dennis <dstacy@texas.net> [Dennis Stacy]
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

>  >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  >From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
>  >Subject: re: UFO UpDate: Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c
>  >Date: Sat, 29 Nov 1997 23:17:17 -0800

>  I almost forgot to ask: does that mean that Keel, Vallee and Fort
>  are somehow responsible for those ufologists who think ufos have
>  something to do with crop circles, animal mutilations and black
>  helicopters -- or can we conceivably attribute any such claims of
>  an intimate "connection" to those staid, conservative,
>  scientific, rational and non-paranoid ETHers? After all, there's
>  nothing paranormal about crop circles, dead animals and
>  helicopters. All three can be definitely proven to objectively
>  exist, in one form or another. Much more so, come to think of it,
>  than ufos themselves.

Crop circles are from "saucer nests" and landing traces.

Dead animals are from the Hamilton hoax, Snippy and "Strange
Harvest".

Helicopters... well, I think Keel was the first one to bring up
the "phantom aircraft".

"Responsible?" Well, I suppose that it might be so in the sense
that Lorenzen is "responsible" for getting US researchers to pay
attention to credible occupant reports.

But as I think I said in my earlier post, my position is not to
_reject_ these "high-strangeness" reports or even
high-strangeness theories, but not to allow a small proportion of
the data, with an undetermined level of connection to the UFO
phenomenon, to dictate what should be done in research, nor
should they open the gates to uncritical acceptance of data that
_does_ indeed violate physics as we know it, as opposed to that
which vioates engineering as we know it.

(Note the phrase "uncritical acceptance".)

UFO cases from NL- CE-III may violate engineering as we know it,
but analysts like Hill have provided reasons to be confident that
those cases don't violate engineering as we know it.

However a significant portion of abduction and fringe cases,
usually adopted by PNH adherents or UFO skeptics, do indeed
violate physics as we know it, not to mention biology and a few
other areas.

------
Mark Cashman, creator of The Temporal Doorway at
http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman
- Original digital art, writing, and UFO research -
Author of SF novels available at...
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------
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Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

From: fergus@ukraine.corp.mot.com [George Fergus]
Date: Mon, 1 Dec 1997 13:18:51 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Mon, 01 Dec 1997 19:55:36 -0500
Subject: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

> Date: Mon, 24 Nov 1997 11:06:58 -0500
> From: bruce maccabee <brumac@compuserve.com>
> Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

> I used 100 mph as as estimated speed of Arnold's plane.  Since he
> flew southward parallel to these "birds" for a period of time,
> yet they managed to pull away from him (travel faster, other wise
> he would have noted the sighting line to the birds rotating to
> his LEFT...opposite direction of the rotation of a sighting line
> to objects traveling faster than the plane) I assume they must
> have been going faster than 100 mph.

Is it clear from something he says that he was actually flying
south, parallel to the objects' flight path?

(Sorry if this has already been covered, but as has been surmised
I am not familiar with the details of Arnold's sighting, and
didn't spot this info in the report by Dr. Maccabee that has been
referenced here.)

In the radio interview, Arnold says he "turned the plane around"
in order to get a better look at the objects out his window. This
is oddly worded if all he did was make a right turn  (changing
his heading from east to south).  Initially I thought that he
might have turned north first, and so had to "turn around" simply
to go south, but I have been pretty well trounced for that
notion.  Now I wonder if he could actually have turned southwest
and thus have been more perpendicular to the direction of the
objects' flight?

Also, do we know at what time point during the 2 1/2 minute
sighting he actually made this turn?  If he did it relatively
early on, he is more likely to have ended up flying parallel to
them, whereas if he didn't turn until after the objects were
south of his line of flight, then he is more likely to have had
to turn his plane southwestward in order to put the objects
directly out the window to his left.

-George Fergus
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UFO Database interest

From: joel henry <jhenry@wavefront.com>
Date: Mon, 01 Dec 1997 15:50:32 -0600
Fwd Date: Mon, 01 Dec 1997 20:16:27 -0500
Subject: UFO Database interest

I posted an article in response to another recently regarding a
universal UFO report database. I got many responses. One in
particular, shows that, with some added help from those out there
in various areas, we can achieve this. Please read the e-mail
below, and if interested respond to: jhenry@wavefront.com (This
includes also being a source of database data.) If we can cover
all the bases, we can have one up and running very soon. Any help
setting this up is appreciated and will be open for all to use
(free).

Joel Henry
Minnesota MUFON

From: "Duffy, Robin" <rduffy@pulaski.net>
To: "'jhenry@wavefront.com'" <jhenry@wavefront.com>
Subject: UFO Database
Date: Thu, 27 Nov 1997 11:21:34 -0500

Mr. Henry:

        I read with interest your post on creating a comprehensive UFO
database with filtering capability, etc. I believe I can take your idea
one step farther and offer some assistance. Please allow me to explain.

        My name is Robin Duffy. I work as a microcomputer Specialist for
a K-12 school district. One of my duties is to create databases to hold
and analyze information. I have recently begun to create Access
databases using a web front end. Using the web as a front end allows
researchers from all over the world to access the data. The web works
surprisingly well as a front end.

        For an example of what I mean, have a look at small research
project I've started into Phillip Corso's book, "The Day After Roswell".
This project is based on a web-driven database, where we catalog facts
from the book and then collect information to verify what we can. This
is a small project right now, but I hope it will generate steam.

        Look at the database at www.rduffy.pulaski.net/corso to see how
it works. As a visitor, you can only look at and filter the data (for
example, see just references to a particular person). Registered
researchers log in with a password - they can add or edit data. I have
reserved the right to delete records for myself, but I can do that over
the web as well. I can set up multiple security levels (some can add but
not edit, some can edit but not add, etc.) and restrict access to some
or all of the database. I (or a project manager) can also maintain users
remotely via the web.

        What I am proposing is that I can write a web-driven database
for you that can allow access to anyone in the world, yet maintain
strict control over who can do what. The only problem is I do not have
enough bandwidth to set up such a resource. I currently ride piggy-back
on the school's Internet access and cannot allocate much more resource
than I've already borrowed. Luckily I can develop on a remote server (I
use Visual InterDev, a truly marvelous product).

        Here's what I would need:

1. Exactly what data you would want to organize, and how you want to
organize it. I (or someone else) can create the actual Access database
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(we'll need to use Access 97) and ship it via email to a webmaster.
Changes to the underlying tables would need to be handled this way as
well. ( IIS has a bug dealing with SQL Server memo fields via ODBC which
is why I use Access. I have used Access on tables with tens of thousands
or records with good success).

2. A dedicated Windows NT 4.0 server running Service Pack 3 and IIS 3.0
or higher. I would recommend at least 10G of dedicated hard drive space
and at least 96M of RAM on a Pentium 200 or higher. A T1 or better
connection would be required.

3. A machine ODBC data source set up on the server to point to the
Access database, using the drivers from Office 97 Professional or better
and the latest version of the Frontpage Server Extensions.

4. An account on the NT box with Create rights to the webroot.

5. A webmaster willing to manage such a project.

        I would create the front end using Secure Sockets Layer to
prevent others with the same development tools I use from making
changes. I can password protect some or all of the project, or allow
visitor read-only access much like my own project.

        I think you see the value of this particular setup. From the
Internet, anyone in the world can participate. The only browser
requirement is that the browser supports tables and forms - no Java or
ActiveX required - so browser support is broad-based. With properly
configured security, you have your vision of a comprehensive data
repository.

        Thank you for listening to my proposal.

Robin Duffy
www.rduffy.pulaski.net

Robin has volunteered to setup the database. So we need hardware,
software, mucho typists to enter data, and sources, etc.

Joel Henry

*****************************************************
Minnesota MUFON Webmaster
Minnesota MUFON Web Page= http://www.wavefront.com/~jhenry/index.html
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Planetary Mysteries Update (12/1/97

From: planmyst@planetarymysteries.com (Kynthia)
Date: Mon, 1 Dec 1997 14:24:39 -0800
Fwd Date: Mon, 01 Dec 1997 20:38:32 -0500
Subject: Planetary Mysteries Update  (12/1/97

TAWREN BANNISTER please contact Prof. McDaniel
at  mcdrpt@aol.com
                       ___________

We, at Planetary Mysteries appreciate
your ongoing support and pioneering spirit.

Together we are discovering new pathways of perceiving.

Happy Holidays,         Kynthia & Associates

                <a href=http://www.planetarymysteries.com>

        http://www.planetarymysteries.com       </a>

NEW ON PLANETARY MYSTERIES SINCE OUR LAST UPDATE:

* EASY TO NAVIGATE HOME PAGE (Refresh your browsers)
* SPHINX T-SHIRT
* MARS FACE TETRAHEDRON
* MARS FACE WALL RELIEF (Holiday Special)

* BOOK SPECIAL: The McDaniel Report   $7 off!
* VIDEO SPECIAL: UFO Sightings   $3 off!
* MUSIC SPECIAL: from Mark Dwane $4 off!

* Our new Secured Purchasing System is completely installed and running
smoothly.

* SPHINX UPDATE

* SEKMET 2,3, & 4 by John Anthony West

* UPDATE FROM SEPT.'97 PASADENA MARS RALLY

* "Your Mind And Soul Can Traverse The Field Of Time With Ease"

* EL NINO UPDATE

* SPACEWALK (from our readers)
* UFO SIGHTING ON MARS?
* CONNECTION TO GENESIS
* IMAGES OF THE MOON MIRANDA

* RESPONSE TO GENESIS/GENESET BOOK REVIEW

* HOURS COUNT! (FLYBYTE)

* KYNTHIA'S PHOTO ALBUM

        * * * * * *

We wish you a HAPPY HOLIDAY SEASON and a smooth transition into the new
range of possibilities now unfolding at this time.
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Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

From: Dennis <dstacy@texas.net> [Stacy]
Date: Mon, 1 Dec 1997 16:27:29 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Mon, 01 Dec 1997 21:27:04 -0500
Subject: Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

>Date: Sun, 30 Nov 1997 19:35:38 -0800
>From: John Koopmans <john.koopmans@sympatico.ca>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

>> Dennis

>I did read the post again. I responded only to your words, which
>I included above each response. The e-mail was from you, not
>Jerry Clark. Unfortunately, language is never perfect, and it is
>always possible for someone to misunderstand. If so, please tell
>me what I misunderstood.

>My understanding of the relevant portions of your post are:

>1) you state that the problem with Keel's theory is "not that it
>is the product of an irrational and paranoid mind" (I assume you
>agree with Jerry Clark here since you used "is" and did not use
>"allegedly") but "that it takes UFO accounts literally and tries
>to find an overarching theory to explain every aspect of the
>phenomenon";

John:

We can't go on meeting like this. Maybe rereading the original
post a third time would be the charm.

You still don't understand in what way I was originally
responding to Clark. No, I don't agree with Jerry, and in my
original post I had Keel's "problem" in quotes, to indicate a
problem alleged by someone else, not me.

>2) you object that Keel and Vallee take "eyewitness accounts
>literally, even when they began to include a growing variety of
>seemingly physical impossibilities";

No, John, I didn't object at all, I was simply explaining how
Vallee and Keel arrived at the findings that they did. If you
want to argue that they arrived at them some other way, fine, be
my guest.

>3) you state that you believe that the ETH "was the product of
>profoundly irrational and deeply paranoid minds";

No, John, I didn't. I compared Jacobs' message with Keel's and
said that there was no fundamental *phenomenological* difference
in the two, simply a difference in perceived cause. I then
suggested that if Keel's theory was the product of an irrational
and paranoid mind -- which someone else originally said, BTW,
*not me* -- then you could arguably make the same assumption of
Jacobs' hypothesis.

>4) you state that, according to Jacobs and Keel, "that we're
>presently under invasion by gods/demons/aliens" and that "there
>is absolutely nothing either you or I (or the Air Force) can do
>about it"; and

Yes, that's what Keel and Jacobs both imply, although it's a
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crude, hyberbolic summary of same on my part.

>5) you feel there would be "(small) consolation" in saying "that
>Keel guy was a nutter!".

Go back and read the post aagain and try to figure out what is
meant when one is talking in terms of phenomenology.

>If I have misunderstood any of the above, please let me know. My
>comments were based on the above understanding.

>John Koopmans

Now you know.

Dennis
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Re: Hundreds of them.....

From: John Koopmans <john.koopmans@sympatico.ca>
Date: Mon, 01 Dec 1997 19:34:41 -0800
Fwd Date: Mon, 01 Dec 1997 21:29:08 -0500
Subject: Re: Hundreds of them.....

> Date: Sun, 30 Nov 1997 11:32:23 -0800
> From: John Koopmans <john.koopmans@sympatico.ca>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Hundreds of them.....

> > Date: Thu, 27 Nov 1997 15:57:44 +0000
> > To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > From: Sean Jones <tedric@tedric.demon.co.uk>
> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re:  Hundreds of them.....

> <snip>

> > I'll tell you what Jim, everyone for that matter, I'll put my
> > money where my mouth is, if anyone can name one hundred seperate
> > explanations for UFOs either individually or collectively I
> > will buy them a bottle of thier favourite drink!

> > The first person to email me with a hundred plus list gets the
> > bottle, being that you now have the first thirty that should'nt
> > be too difficult.

> > --
> >         Are you a man or a mouse, come on squeek up!
> >                        Sean Jones

> Here's the best I could come up with - a total of 105 explanations. No
> bottle expected - glad to be able to help.

> John Koopmans

>   1) Spacecraft from another planet/planets
>   2) Time travellers

<snip>

> 104) Refracted starlight
> 105) Spook bombs

In my rush to post the above, I realized afterwards that I
included a few "repeat" items. In the list below, I have removed
the repeated items, and included a few new items, for a total of
104. For convenience, I also organized the information by
category. These categories are arbitrary, and if anyone can come
up with better categories, please advise.

John Koopmans

CELESTIAL OBJECTS

Venus
Mars
Jupiter
Moon
Meteors/meteor showers
Saturn
Vega (star)
The Perseids
Comet
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ANIMALS (INSECTS, BIRDS)

Glowing Bugs
Migratory birds
Fireflies
Insect swarms

NATURAL/ATMOSPHERIC PHENOMENA

Earth Lights
Swamp Gas
Ball lightning
Cumulous/lenticular Clouds
Abnormal weather conditions
Ice crystals
Phosference in the atmosphere
Luminescence - plate tectonics
High flying seed pods
Ionized air
Atmospheric plasma effects
Atmospheric inversion
Air bubbles
Atmospheric "blue jets"
Atmospheric "red sprites"
Lightning
Aurora Borealis (Northern Lights)
Volcano
Parhelia (sun dogs)
Cloud altimeter (Aime Michel)
Gliding hailstones (Aime Michel)
Gossamer
Cobwebs flying high
Distant fire
Lubbock lights

MIND (STATE, PERCEPTION)

Hallucinations
Day dreams/ Night dreams
Reflections of light ( ie car headlights off a cloud)
Mirages
Optical illusions
Hysteria/Dimentia
Mind control
Archetype (Carl Jung)
Film defect
Reflections in glass
Specks of dust before eyes
Red blood corpuscles inside eyes
Refracted starlight

TECHNOLOGY (AERIAL, MILITARY, SCIENTIFIC)

Secret military/governmental/research aircraft
Laser Lights
Model aircraft/helicopters
Falling satellite/space debris
Holograms
Weather balloons
Orbitting Satellite
Dummy parachute
Research balloons
Weather balloons
Blimps
Zeppelins
Jettisoned spacecraft junk
Helicopter
Ultra Light
Rocket
Glider

MAN-MADE/HUMAN ACTIVITY

Kites
Advertising airplanes
Search lights
Lighthouse
Street lights
Car headlights
House lights
Advertising balloon
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Flares
Distress signal
Jet trail
Fireworks

BELIEF SYSTEMS (RELIGIOUS, SUPERNATURAL, LEGEND, MYTH, FOLKLORE)

Biblical prophecy
Ezekial's wheel
Psi Phenomenon
Apparitions
Plasma craft (i.e. Carlos Diaz)
Spirits
Angel's hair
Ghost rockets
Spook bombs
Demons/Angels
Mothman (John Keel)
Fairies/elves

OTHER

Fraud
Misinformation
Foo fighter

ORIGIN THEORIES

Spacecraft from another planet/planets
Time travellers
Hollow Earth
Hollow moon
Atlantis
Multi-dimensional craft
Earth's etheric analog (opposite/mirror Earth)
Interdimensional beings/craft from alternate futures
Gaia's revenge
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Upcoming Lecture of Interest

From: "Michael DeRobertis" <mmdr@lhotse.phys.yorku.ca>
Date: Mon, 1 Dec 1997 20:49:09 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Mon, 01 Dec 1997 21:36:25 -0500
Subject: Upcoming Lecture of Interest

Upcoming Event Sponsored by The Ontario Skeptics
------------------------------------------------

Dr Mark Kingwell
Professor of Philosophy at the University of Toronto,

will speak to the Ontario Skeptics on

THE TRUTH IS OUT THERE:
Abduction Conspiracy Hysteria at the Millennium

The talk will take place on:

Tuesday 9 December 1997

at 8:00 pm at the First Unitarian Congregation Building which is
located at 175 St Clair Ave W., Toronto

-----------------------------------------------------------------
a Dr. Kingwell received his PhD in philosophy at Yale University,
taught at Yale and York Universities, then moved to the
University of Toronto where he has been an assistant professor of
philosophy since 1993. His latest book, Dreams of Millennium, was
a finalist for the Gordon Montador Prize for social commentary,
and won high praise from reviewers. He has two more books coming
out in the near future. His essays and columns have appeared in
more than 25 magazines and newspapers in Canada, the USA and the
UK.
-----------------------------------------------------------------

The Ontario Skeptics is a non-profit association with no
religious affiliation.

Admission for non-members is $5 at the door which may be deducted
from the price of membership in the Ontario Skeptics.

For more information, phone (905) 764-7013 or send e-mail to:
mmdr@yorku.ca
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Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

From: Bruce Maccabee <brumac@compuserve.com>
Date: Tue, 2 Dec 1997 00:38:06 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 02 Dec 1997 05:25:36 -0500
Subject: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

>From: fergus@ukraine.corp.mot.com [George Fergus]
>Date: Mon, 1 Dec 1997 13:18:51 -0600 (CST)
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

>> Date: Mon, 24 Nov 1997 11:06:58 -0500
>> From: bruce maccabee <brumac@compuserve.com>
>> Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony
>> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

>> I used 100 mph as as estimated speed of Arnold's plane.  Since he
>> flew southward parallel to these "birds" for a period of time,
> >yet they managed to pull away from him (travel faster, other wise
> >he would have noted the sighting line to the birds rotating to
> >his LEFT...opposite direction of the rotation of a sighting line
> >to objects traveling faster than the plane) I assume they must
> >have been going faster than 100 mph.

>Is it clear from something he says that he was actually flying
>south, parallel to the objects' flight path?

Although he didn't specifically say "I was flying south," what he
did say is:

"I observed these objects notr only through the glass of my
airplane but turned my airplane sideways where I could open my
window and observe them with a completely unobstructed view.
(without sunglasses)." This would be the left window he was
looking through so he had turned his plane to the right.   I
don't know whether or not he flew exactly southward, itn would
depend upon how far south of Mt. Rainier the objects had traveled
up to the time he turned the plane.

<snip>

>In the radio interview, Arnold says he "turned the plane around"
>in order to get a better look at the objects out his window. This
>is oddly worded if all he did was make a right turn  (changing
>his heading from east to south).  Initially I thought that he
>might have turned north first, and so had to "turn around" simply
>to go south, but I have been pretty well trounced for that
>notion.  Now I wonder if he could actually have turned southwest
>and thus have been more perpendicular to the direction of the
>objects' flight?

It would have made no sense for him to turn the plane "around" in
the ordinary sense, since that would take him away from the
objects and away from his general heading eastward.

>Also, do we know at what time point during the 2 1/2 minute
>sighting he actually made this turn?  If he did it relatively
>early on, he is more likely to have ended up flying parallel to
>them, whereas if he didn't turn until after the objects were
>south of his line of flight, then he is more likely to have had
>to turn his plane southwestward in order to put the objects
>directly out the window to his left.

True, we don't know when he turned.   However I would bet it was
after the objects had passed Mt. Rainier.
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Re: UFO Database interest

From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
Date: Tue, 2 Dec 1997 05:21:08 +0100 (MET)
Fwd Date: Tue, 02 Dec 1997 05:19:46 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO Database interest

>Date: Mon, 01 Dec 1997 15:50:32 -0600
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>From: joel henry <jhenry@wavefront.com>
>Subject: UFO Database interest

>From: "Duffy, Robin" <rduffy@pulaski.net>
>To: "'jhenry@wavefront.com'" <jhenry@wavefront.com>
>Subject: UFO Database
>Date: Thu, 27 Nov 1997 11:21:34 -0500

>Mr. Henry:

>       I read with interest your post on creating a comprehensive UFO
>database with filtering capability, etc. I believe I can take your idea
>one step farther and offer some assistance. Please allow me to explain.

<snip>

>       What I am proposing is that I can write a web-driven database
>for you that can allow access to anyone in the world, yet maintain
>strict control over who can do what. The only problem is I do not have
>enough bandwidth to set up such a resource. I currently ride piggy-back
>on the school's Internet access and cannot allocate much more resource
>than I've already borrowed. Luckily I can develop on a remote server (I
>use Visual InterDev, a truly marvelous product).

>       Here's what I would need:

>1. Exactly what data you would want to organize, and how you want to
>organize it. I (or someone else) can create the actual Access database
>(we'll need to use Access 97) and ship it via email to a webmaster.
>Changes to the underlying tables would need to be handled this way as
>well. ( IIS has a bug dealing with SQL Server memo fields via ODBC which
>is why I use Access. I have used Access on tables with tens of thousands
>or records with good success).

>2. A dedicated Windows NT 4.0 server running Service Pack 3 and IIS 3.0
>or higher. I would recommend at least 10G of dedicated hard drive space
>and at least 96M of RAM on a Pentium 200 or higher. A T1 or better
>connection would be required.

Robin,

Setting up such a database is of course a good idea. But I raised
my eyebrows over the machine specifications you posted. Why NT
Server? Why not use the server of an Internet provider and rent
hard disk space? And why not Windows 95?

The usual way of conduct of estimating the capacity of an automated
system is to first specificy how many records you have, how many
bytes per record, etc. Add to that the operating system and the
apps, like Access and IIS, and you get the required hard disk space.

Since you don't know yet how many records you get and the average
system gets by with 2-4 gig hard disk, it seems that 10 gigabytes is
- to put it mildly - somewhat high on the Richter scale.
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The same goes for working memory. 96 Meg? The average configuration
you buy in the shops has 32. What combination of OS and applications
are you planning to run? Do IIS 3, Access and NT require 96 Meg?

Since it seems unclear at this point how many records you get and
how big those records are in terms of disk space, I would advise
to:

. either find out how big the database will be in terms of records
and space per record

. or, if that's impossible, start with a more average set up, collect
cases and reserve money for when an upgrade is required.

Also, try to get the software free. Microsoft provides free copies of
most of its software - in any case Access - to every journalist who
writes about the IT sector. If there's an American IT journalist on
this list, make him/her ask Microsoft for it.

Unless of course someone likes the idea of donating a pile of money
without asking questions, for the good of the UFO community. But
a more conservative set up would in any case make a better chance.

            __________________________________________
           /    Met vriendelijke groet/Best wishes    \
                      Henny van der Pluijm
                      hvdp@worldonline.nl

                       Technology Pages
                http://home.worldonline.nl/~hvdp
             \______________________________________/
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UFOR: Tales from NASA Telemetry....

From: Francisco Lopez <d005734c@dc.seflin.org>
Date: Tue, 2 Dec 1997 02:16:11 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Tue, 02 Dec 1997 05:33:46 -0500
Subject: UFOR: Tales from NASA Telemetry....

During this past weekend, I traveled to North Central Florida,
where I interviewed a NASA former employee who used to work,
among other things, in telemetry. Be aware that many of the
details are deliberately left out and some information could be
changed to protect the identity of the interviewed.

The person, who is finishing his PH D in Physics told me about the
many times they tracked objects traveling at speeds over 200,000
MPH (320,000 KPH), crossing in a matter of seconds the whole USA
air space. Objects that changed directions, stopped and shot up
and disappeared.

He told me about the several times planes were dispatched to
intercept an the interesting conversation they heard.

Also about the interesting things he saw while in NASA, "a
civilian agency controlled by the military."

He told me about the Apollo program and the moon incidents.

We watched the original edition of the Hoagland briefing to the
NASA engineers, which he got in his desk by accident, when they
got a great internal commotion about the face of Mars. He was
there.

All the engineers in his section who were ordered to the
conference were fired later. Government cars parked in front of
his home very frequently.

In the tape Richard Hoagland, shows very nice images from Mars
and a good computer treatment of the images. The remarkable
thing, however, seemed to be the finding of a pattern that,
corresponded well to tetrahedral math, like the ones used for
fluid mechanics.

They applied the pattern and the location and correlated it to
the patterns in the other planets in which, most of activity
seems to occur between 19.5 N and 19.5 South Latitudes.

A couple of weeks before a flyby to Neptune they were able to
predict that an atmospheric disturbance, similar the Jovian
Red Spot will be in the planet at the expected region.

They speculated about how come a pattern in a region of Mars
surface can contain the necessary information to infer the other
features in the bodies of the solar system.

Eventually the briefing was put in a tape from the Enterprise
Mission.

Another interesting thing, was about the so called flying saucer
crash in the SW of Puerto Rico. He was doing some consulting job
when a group of UFO "researchers" using military clothing and
good equipment approached him for a briefing on the crash
incident. He went to the area and after examination deducted that
a missile crashed in the area (I have no way of knowing what kind
of testing he did, even though I know he is very capable of a
thorough analysis).
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In his opinion the UFO "researcher" group is "just a group of
well intentioned, equipped and naive crackpots used to discredit
and disinform."

Later, via a former colleague, he was able to identify a man who
shot a video of the incident in which it can be seen, an apparent
UFO followed by aircraft, which shot a missile. The UFO responded
deviating the missile to the ground.

Note from the editor: This information has not been corroborated
and represent only the outcome of an interview with the former
NASA employee, which I know for years.

Francisco Lopez
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Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

From: Michael Christol <mchristo@mindspring.com>
Date: Tue, 02 Dec 1997 05:44:00 -0600
Fwd Date: Tue, 02 Dec 1997 09:19:11 -0500
Subject: Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

>> Jerry...

>> Unfortunately John Kep's ideas are not thought of as "half-baked"
>> by the average "religious" person in this country.  I can't speak
>> for the rest of the world, but in this country, the primary
>> explaination for "UFOs" and their "alien" occupants is indeed
>> "demonic." Remember, a couple of months ago when "Pat Robertson"
>> came out on his 700 Club and announced that UFOS were Demonic in
>> nature and anyone who professed to Investigate them or believe in
>> them were guilty of blasphamy and should be stoned to death?
>> Well, unfortunately, this man speaks with the same tongue as the
>> orthodox religionist.

>> Now, I am not by any means saying ALL religions and their
>> followers profess this doctrine, but many do. Having a background
>> in the Baptist religion, I know how many of the people I work and
>> associate with feel about UFOs.

>> Just thought I would add to the conversation, Jerry.
>> Remember, not everyone believes the scientific doctrine.
>
>> REgards, Mike

>Mike,

>You make a good point.  In fact, fundamentalist
>Christian writers on UFOs often cite Keel's work,
>and he gets quoted not infrequently in such
>literature.  Of course such writers ignore Keel's
>further assertion that God is just another ultra-
>terrestrial.

>I have no quarrel with anybody's religious beliefs
>so long as I'm not being compelled to agree with
>them.  Of course Keel is not propounding religious
>doctrine but offering what is supposed to be a
>serious hypothesis about the nature of anomalous
>and paranormal phenomena.  In that secular
>context his ideas are profoundly irrational and
>deeply paranoid.

>Jerry Clark

Jerry,

Have you ever experienced any type of "paranormal"
event?

I am not trying to throw cold water on our conversation, but, I
must in all honesty, say that I have had numerous experiences
with the paranormal, for want of a better word.

Out of Body Experiences, precognition, divinations, etc. I wish
to say, that most of these experiences were spontaneous. As I
began to study them, I found it was possible to develop these
"unused" abilities.  Like any other talent, or ability, they must
be practiced in a structured format to learn control.
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Therefore, Jerry, I know that such things are possible.

REgards, Mike
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Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

From: Michael Christol <mchristo@mindspring.com>
Date: Tue, 02 Dec 1997 05:46:29 -0600
Fwd Date: Tue, 02 Dec 1997 09:21:15 -0500
Subject: Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

>> Unfortunately John Kep's ideas are not thought of as "half-baked"
>> by the average "religious" person in this country.  I can't speak
>> for the rest of the world, but in this country, the primary
>> explaination for "UFOs" and their "alien" occupants is indeed
>> "demonic." Remember, a couple of months ago when "Pat Robertson"
>> came out on his 700 Club and announced that UFOS were Demonic in
>> nature and anyone who professed to Investigate them or believe in
>> them were guilty of blasphamy and should be stoned to death?
>> Well, unfortunately, this man speaks with the same tongue as the
>> orthodox religionist.

>> Now, I am not by any means saying ALL religions and their
>> followers profess this doctrine, but many do. Having a background
>> in the Baptist religion, I know how many of the people I work and
>> associate with feel about UFOs.

>> Just thought I would add to the conversation, Jerry.
>> Remember, not everyone believes the scientific doctrine.

>> REgards, Mike

>I might also add that those who have experienced some of the
>things John Keel talks about and have seen such things as
>"phantom" UFOs have a lot more respect for Keel's theories than
>some of the "half-baked" theories some of the so-called UFO
>scientists put out.

>There's more to life than science can presently explain.

>John K.

Hi John.

Yes, I agree.

I have just finished telling Jerry that I personally have
experienced what we would call, for want of a better word,
Paranormal events.

REgards, Mike
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 2

Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Tue, 2 Dec 1997 08:16:16 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 02 Dec 1997 09:33:33 -0500
Subject: Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
>Subject: re: UFO UpDate: Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c
>Date: Mon, 1 Dec 1997 13:51:56 -0800

>However a significant portion of abduction and fringe cases,
>usually adopted by PNH adherents or UFO skeptics, do indeed
>violate physics as we know it, not to mention biology and a few
>other areas.

Mark,

Your key phrase is "as we know it".  Much of what we do in
our everyday lives today violates the laws of science as they
were known in the not-too-distant past.

Bob
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 2

Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

From: Joseph Polanik <jpolanik@mindspring.com>
Date: Mon, 01 Dec 1997 05:12:57 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 02 Dec 1997 09:42:18 -0500
Subject: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

David M. Jacobs, Ph. D., Associate Professor of History, Temple
University and author of _Secret Life_ has acknowledged on at
least two occasions that there is an intimate connection between
the Alien Abduction Experience and the Out-of-Body Experience:

Part of these anomalous memories and dreams might be the unaware
abductees' knowledge that they have had Out of Body Experiences.
It is common for abductees to feel that they in some way left
their body, usually during the night in bed. When they floated
out of bed they were often accompanied by someone who they
interpret as being a deceased relative or an angel. A few unaware
abductees claim that they have not only had Out of Body
Experiences but that they have experienced Astral Travel as well.
They know that they have in some mysterious way experienced a
strange displacement in location.... The only way that they can
reconcile what has happened to them is through the only available
explanation --- astral travel, no matter how ill-defined that
might be. [Jacobs, David M. (1988). Post-Abduction Syndrome.
MUFON 1988 International UFO Symposium Proceedings. Seguin,
TX: MUFON Inc., p. 91-2.]

A few years later Dr. Jacobs is more explicit about the connection
between OBEs and AAEs:

It is common for abductees to refer to out-of-body experiences
that they had or, more commonly, that they succeeded in
'preventing' at what was the beginning of an abduction. They
sometimes remember that they felt themselves floating out of bed
but then 'fought it' and were able to lower themselves back onto
the bed and abort the experience. When these memories have been
examined, they have turned out to be a combination of the first
few seconds and the last few seconds of an abduction. [Jacobs,
David M. (1992). Secret Life: Firsthand Documented Accounts of
UFO Abductions. New York: Simon & Schuster (Fireside). p. 50.]

In other words, the typical abduction experience occurs in
between the start and finish of a typical OBE. It would seem,
then, that the alien abduction theme would be the content that is
framed by the OBE process.

However, Dr. Jacobs claims that abductees usually abandon such
beliefs (ie the awareness that they experienced Out-of-Body
Travel) when they become aware of what *really* happened to them.
Thus:

Knowledge of the abductions finally gives them the answers they
were seeking and the majority of them let go of previously held
belief structures that were never fully satisfactory. [Jacobs,
David M. (1988). Post-Abduction Syndrome. MUFON 1988
International UFO Symposium Proceedings. Seguin, TX: MUFON Inc.,
p. 99.]

It is unclear how Dr. Jacobs has decided that the rejection of
one's own memories of Out-of-Body Experiencing represents
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progress when his research technique consists of using of
hypnosis to recover buried memories.

Joseph Polanik <jpolanik@mindspring.com>

Trionic Research Institute
http://www.trionica.com
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 2

Fwd: Mystery

From: Ktperehwon@aol.com
Date: Tue, 2 Dec 1997 10:08:19 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Tue, 02 Dec 1997 15:02:12 -0500
Subject: Fwd: Mystery

My literary agent sent this to me this morning.  Case closed!
---------------------
Forwarded message:
Subj:    Mystery
Date:    97-12-01 22:00:04 EST
From:    Cherry8486
To:      Ktperehwon,PHN@netspace.net.au

Question: If toast always lands butter side down and cat's always
land on their feet, what happens when you strap toast to the back
of a cat?

Answer: Even if you are too lazy to do the experiment yourself
you should be able to deduce the obvious result. The laws of
butterology demand that the butter must hit the ground, and the
equally strict laws of feline aerodynamics demand that the cat
cannot land on its back.

If the combined construct were to land, nature would have no way
to resolve this paradox. Therefore it simply does not fall.

That's right! You have discovered the secret of antigravity! A
buttered cat will, when released, quickly move to a height where
the forces of cat-twisting and butter repulsion are in
equilibrium. This equilibrium point can be modified by scraping
off some of the butter - providing lift - or removing some of the
cat's limbs, allowing descent.

Most of the civilized species of the Universe already use this
principle to drive their ships within planetary systems. The loud
humming heard by most sighters of UFOs is, in fact, the purring
of several hundred cats.

The one obvious danger, of course, arises if the cats manage to
eat the bread off their backs. In this case they will instantly
plummet. Naturally the cats will land on their feet but this
generally doesn't do them much good, since right after they make
their landing several tons of red-hot starship and irritated
aliens crash on top of them.

The mystery of Roswell has been solved. That's what's in the
hanger.
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A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 2

Re: UFO Database interest

From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
Date: Tue, 02 Dec 1997 10:38:53 -0800
Fwd Date: Tue, 02 Dec 1997 15:07:44 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO Database interest

> Date: Mon, 01 Dec 1997 15:50:32 -0600
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> From: joel henry <jhenry@wavefront.com>
> Subject: UFO Database interest

> I posted an article in response to another recently regarding a
> universal UFO report database. I got many responses. One in
> particular, shows that, with some added help from those out there
> in various areas, we can achieve this. Please read the e-mail
> below, and if interested respond to: jhenry@wavefront.com (This
> includes also being a source of database data.) If we can cover
> all the bases, we can have one up and running very soon. Any help
> setting this up is appreciated and will be open for all to use
> (free).

> Joel Henry
> Minnesota MUFON

<snip>

I am very interested in catalogues, indices, and databases.

    There are several large databases:

The UFOCAT at CUFOS has well over 100,000 entries.  The
database is not currently available.  You can get reports.
Contact: CUFOS, 2457 WEst Patterson Avenue, Chicago, IL 60659

    http://www.cufos.org/

Larry Hatch's *U* database (0ver 16,000 selected reports with
mapping capabilities.)  (Available from Hatch Software, 142 Jeter
Street, Redwood City, CA 94062-1957)  I personally like this
database because it is self-contained and you are not stuck with
Larry's selections, you can delete, add, or edit entries.  A Demo
is available at:

       http://www.iufog.org/project1947/new.htm

The UFO Filter Center's Regional Database is large database
centering on the Mid West.  Francis Ridge has been at this for
years.

Paul Ferrughelli has a National Database and publishes yearly
reports.

Chris Rowkowski does the same for Canada.

MUFON also has started on a research database.

Many people have there own regional databases or specialized
catalogues, such as Victor Kean's "Flying Triangle Project."

I recently made contact with a researcher in England who is
working on a worldwide database.  When he pulled his 1947 entries
for the UK out, I was pleasantly surprised to see they were
completely new to me.
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The whole thrust of Project 1947 is to collect a very large
database and look for patterns on big scale.  (Someone's CE1
maybe somebody's NL.) Nothing original here.  It was Ruppelt's
idea.  He lost interest because he got too much data!

Problems immediately crop up.  The main one being GIGO, and how
do you prevent it.  Database design can go on so long that
interest in the project is lost.

Don Johnson told me that the UFOCAT had several periods in which
certain data--CE for example--became the focus.  For certain
periods there is a weighting for CE cases.

I have previously discussed the problems with the USAF Special
Report #14.

Careful design and a good "gatekeeper" in the beginning can
overcome a lot of problems later on.

--
Jan Aldrich
Project 1947
http://www.iufog.org/project1947/
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Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 2

Re: UFO Database interest

From: Bruce Maccabee <brumac@compuserve.com>
Date: Tue, 2 Dec 1997 10:53:38 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 02 Dec 1997 17:36:00 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO Database interest

>Date: Tue, 2 Dec 1997 05:21:08 +0100 (MET)
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: UFO Database interest

>>Date: Mon, 01 Dec 1997 15:50:32 -0600
>>To: updates@globalserve.net
>>From: joel henry <jhenry@wavefront.com>
>>Subject: UFO Database interest

>>From: "Duffy, Robin" <rduffy@pulaski.net>
>>To: "'jhenry@wavefront.com'" <jhenry@wavefront.com>
>>Subject: UFO Database
>>Date: Thu, 27 Nov 1997 11:21:34 -0500

>>Mr. Henry:

>>      I read with interest your post on creating a comprehensive UFO
>>database with filtering capability, etc. I believe I can take your idea
>>one step farther and offer some assistance. Please allow me to explain.

Anyone interested in a very useful database, searchable, should
get the program from Larry Hatch.  He has over 16,000 sightings I
believe, in an amazing software package that includes creating
flat or "spherical" maps of the world with sighting locations
showm plus several different statistical packages.  This is an
expandable data base.... you can add sightings from your own
file.  It has to be seen to be believed!!

Larry Hatch Software
142 Jeter St.
Redwood City, CA  94025-1957
415-366-4472
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 2

Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
Date: Tue, 02 Dec 1997 11:18:24 PST
Fwd Date: Tue, 02 Dec 1997 17:39:25 -0500
Subject: Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

> Date: Tue, 02 Dec 1997 05:46:29 -0600
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Michael Christol <mchristo@mindspring.com>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

> >> Unfortunately John Kep's ideas are not thought of as "half-baked"
> >> by the average "religious" person in this country.  I can't speak
> >> for the rest of the world, but in this country, the primary
> >> explaination for "UFOs" and their "alien" occupants is indeed
> >> "demonic." Remember, a couple of months ago when "Pat Robertson"
> >> came out on his 700 Club and announced that UFOS were Demonic in
> >> nature and anyone who professed to Investigate them or believe in
> >> them were guilty of blasphamy and should be stoned to death?
> >> Well, unfortunately, this man speaks with the same tongue as the
> >> orthodox religionist.

> >> Now, I am not by any means saying ALL religions and their
> >> followers profess this doctrine, but many do. Having a background
> >> in the Baptist religion, I know how many of the people I work and
> >> associate with feel about UFOs.

> >> Just thought I would add to the conversation, Jerry.
> >> Remember, not everyone believes the scientific doctrine.

> >> REgards, Mike

> >I might also add that those who have experienced some of the
> >things John Keel talks about and have seen such things as
> >"phantom" UFOs have a lot more respect for Keel's theories than
> >some of the "half-baked" theories some of the so-called UFO
> >scientists put out.

> >There's more to life than science can presently explain.

> >John K.

> Hi John.

> Yes, I agree.

> I have just finished telling Jerry that I personally have
> experienced what we would call, for want of a better word,
> Paranormal events.

> REgards, Mike

Hi, everybody,

Either I did not make myself clear, or the whole
ground of the discussion has shifted inexplicably.

Let me restate my point:

The issue is not whether there are unexplained, anomalous, or
arguably paranormal events and experiences in the world.  Few on
this list would dispute that.  (Probably just about everybody has
had at least one weird incident in his or her life. I have had
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one or two myself.) The issue is whether Keel's "theories" -- one
hesitates to use such a respectable noun to characterize what are
in reality wild, even paranoid, guesses -- address them in any
useful or coherent way.  In my view, they do not.

In mild exasperation,
Jerry Clark
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Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

From: Steve Neeley <stneeley@mail.bright.net>
Date: Tue, 2 Dec 1997 11:20:59 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Tue, 02 Dec 1997 17:41:49 -0500
Subject: Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

>Date: Tue, 02 Dec 1997 05:46:29 -0600
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Michael Christol <mchristo@mindspring.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c
>
>
>>> Unfortunately John Kep's ideas are not thought of as "half-baked"
>>> by the average "religious" person in this country.  I can't speak
>>> for the rest of the world, but in this country, the primary
>>> explaination for "UFOs" and their "alien" occupants is indeed
>>> "demonic."

List:

Belief has nothing to do with the reality of a UFO sighting.
You either saw something unidentified or you didn`t.

This is not a religious theory.

The powers that be need religious voodoo claptrap to keep their
workers in line so they can keep producing revenue.

UFOs are not a new religion.

Steve

Steve Neeley
Ohio Regional Director
Skywatch International
http://www.wic.net/colonel/ufopage.html
Hardin County Ohio Skywatch &
Sighter Support
http://www.geocities.com/soho/5782
stneeley@bright.net
MIRC---Dalnet channel /join #ufo
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 2

Theresa Carlson's Autopsy Image Report

From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
Date: Tue, 02 Dec 1997 10:21:56 +0000
Fwd Date: Tue, 02 Dec 1997 18:03:58 -0500
Subject: Theresa Carlson's Autopsy Image Report

Hello Fellow Researcher / Enthusiast,

You can find the most compelling report ever released on the Alien
Autopsy Footage on the UFO Report Web Site. More information will be
forthcoming, however, we think you will find this information very
suggestive.

Please go to:

http://www.uforeport.com/shadow.html

Input would be appreciated.

We at UFO Report would like to thank T. Carlson and her supports for
this amazing piece of research work.

Thank you,

Mark L. Center
http://www.uforeport.com

PS: Please stay tuned to our web site for another breaking story
regarding the Alien Autopsy Footage over the coming weeks.
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UFO Updates 
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Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
Date: Tue, 2 Dec 1997 13:41:16 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 02 Dec 1997 19:30:15 -0500
Subject: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

>Date: Mon, 01 Dec 1997 05:12:57 -0500
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>From: Joseph Polanik <jpolanik@mindspring.com>
>Subject: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

>David M. Jacobs, Ph. D., Associate Professor of History, Temple
>University and author of _Secret Life_ has acknowledged on at
>least two occasions that there is an intimate connection between
>the Alien Abduction Experience and the Out-of-Body Experience:

Hello Errol, Joe, David, All,

Please consider this, just two cents from 'wonnadem!' <G>

Joe intended for David to respond to this and I hope he does, but
as one of the "subjects" (abductee) of these questions I'd just
like to throw my two cents in before the discussion takes off in
earnest.

Until about six years ago I had rationalized my lifetime of
unexplained experiences and memories as OOBE's (out of body
exp's) vivid nightmares, and several unexplained objects (UFO
sightings) I had seen in the sky (throughout my life - beginning
in childhood) that simply didn't fit in with anything -I- knew
of.

It was the odd experiences and memories that I could never
explain or pigeonhole that drove me to learn about and practice
eastern philosophy, (Tibetan Yoga specifically)  meditation, (I
meditated daily for seventeen years) and to attend an Interfaith
Seminary. I had been on a lifelong search for answers to the
perplexing set of memories that I have had to live with.

Not being at all familiar with "ufology" or the details of alien
abduction I had no way to identify or diagnose my own symptoms. I
simply remembered flying out of my window at night up towards the
sky and then flying back in at dawn (almost a la Peter Pan with
arms outstretched and loving the energy of flying) and then
floating over my bed for a moment and gently dropping into it,
rolling over and going to sleep.

All of my adult life I had explained those very clear
recollections to myself as OOBEs. To my knowledge and way of
thinking it was the only possible/plausable explanation. Same for
the memory of waking up (I was a ten years old) to find myself
floating feet first (in a prone position) about three or four
feet above the floor, thru my living room. I remember opening my
eyes, absorbing what was going on, panicing, and falling back to
sleep in mid journey! I figured I musta been dreaming, or having
one of these OBEs. After all, what else could it possibly be.

Well six years ago I pick up a copy of "Missing Time" (which I
have also had!) and begin to read the accounts of what the
abductees remember and report as having happened to them. For
three nights I had attempted to read that book before going to
sleep. Each time after reading three or four pages I would
develop the most painful splitting headache. I'd have to put the
book down, turn off the lights, and close my eyes in order to
allow the pain to subside. Which it would do after ten or fifteen
minutes.
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On the third night, just as this blasted headache is about to
descend on me again I experienced one of the most acute shocks I
have ever had. It suddenly dawned on me that the abductee in the
book was describing word for word something that I had
experienced and had categorized -filed away- as a "nightmare!"

I also realized that I had not retained a single word of anything
I had read on the prior evenings. I went back to the beginning
and almost immediately the identification with the details of the
accounts of the abductees began. It was a turning point in my
life. I can honestly say that it changed not only the direction
of my life but myself awareness, my self-consciousness in a very
fundamental and profound way. It was the first time in my life I
had heard my deepest held secrets and memories clothed in the
words of another. I wonder if you can appreciate what a profound
and world shattering experience that is.  I am not the same
person I was then. I live in a different world, a different
universe now. It's a much larger place where things that I
thought were impossible are now common place. "I" (the me I was
before I made the connection) died. From the million shattered
pieces of my world a new me emerged.

No, I'm sorry but OOBEs don't explain what I recall. You see, as
clearly as I recall exiting and entering my window as a child
I also recall that my bed was -always empty- as I entered my
room and approached it. I believe that in the case of OOBE's the
subject can see their body on the bed or wherever. I didn't "see"
my body because I was -in it- at the time. I was not having OBE's
I was having OHEs, "Out Of House Experiences! <G>"

My parents once had the police out looking for me during what is
one of two missing time episodes I have had. I was no-where to be
found for three whole days! All I recalled was leaving my house
on a Friday nite to join my buddies for a night out, and then the
next thing I recall I was flat on my back in a 'park' somewhere
staring up at three all white clowns! They scared the hell out of
me, so I closed my eyes and when I opened them again they were
gone.

I was left completely disoriented and confused. To this day my
father thinks I was "catting out" with some young lady. I have no
conscious recollection of that three day period (other that being
face to face with what I thought were three clowns in whiteface)
But,...I was -physically gone- I was nowhere to be found by
friends family or authorities! That does not 'fit into' what is
known as an OBE.

I am convinced (I have my set of reasons) that what is happening
to us is very real and physical. It's not an OBE or anything of
a metaphysical nature, although it does have components that
mimic what we in our limited understanding have categorized as
paraphysical manifestations. Nope, I think these guys are blood
and bone physical. I think their machines are made of some kind
of metal, and I think that they are taking certain people out of
their homes and doing whatever it is they do to them with
complete impunity.

As an abductee I may have had a few OBEs along the way but my
recollections fit the pattern that is associated with alien
intervention/abduction, not the one described by mystics. We (my
wife and children too) have marks on our bodies that are the
sequelae of these abduction episodes. Unless we're all
manifesting 'stigmata' something real and physical is
happening.

Carry on gents.

John Velez, Webmaster AIC/Intruders Foundation Online/Wonnadem
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NASA Looks Toward Visionary Interstellar Travel

From: NASANews@hq.nasa.gov
Date: Tue, 2 Dec 1997 15:56:43 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Tue, 02 Dec 1997 19:45:05 -0500
Subject: NASA Looks Toward Visionary Interstellar Travel

David M. DeFelice
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH           Dec. 2, 1997
(Phone: 216/433-6186)

RELEASE  I97-11

NASA LOOKS TOWARD VISIONARY INTERSTELLAR TRAVEL

     Many people wonder when we will be able to travel to distant
solar systems as easily as envisioned in science fiction.
Discover NASA's perspective on the prospects that exist today for
achieving such far-future visions via a new World Wide Web site
called, "Warp Drive, When?"  Explore the site at:

        http://www.lerc.nasa.gov/WWW/PAO/warp.htm

     This web site explains the challenges of interstellar travel,
the prospects and limitations of existing propulsion ideas, and
the prospects emerging from science that may one day provide the
breakthroughs needed to enable practical interstellar voyages.
Analogies to familiar science fiction are used to simplify
concepts such as "warp drive."

     For a look at what NASA is doing to achieve such
breakthroughs, another web site is available about the new NASA
Breakthrough Propulsion Physics program:

            http://www.lerc.nasa.gov/WWW/bpp/

     This modest program is taking a step-by-step approach toward
discovering the ultimate breakthroughs needed to revolutionize
space travel and enable human journeys to other star systems -
credible progress toward incredible possibilities.  This program
represents the combined efforts of individuals from various NASA
centers, other government labs,
universities and industry.

                        - end -
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Re: UFO Database interest

From: "Serge Salvaille" <sergesa@connectmmic.net>
Date: Tue, 02 Dec 1997 15:18:18 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 02 Dec 1997 19:44:18 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO Database interest

>Date: Mon, 01 Dec 1997 15:50:32 -0600
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>From: joel henry <jhenry@wavefront.com>
>Subject: UFO Database interest

Joel,

I program database applications (in Access 97).

Database concepts are like cooking: you must first know what you
want to eat.  Hamburgers and boeuf bourguignon command different
ingredients.  The first problem to solve is not what information
(ingredients) you want to PUT INTO the database (dish), but what
kind information (meal) you plan to RETRIEVE (eat). In databases
what you want to retrieve dictates the entire project.

Most of the time, even the end users won't know precisely what
they want.  Sure they have a general idea, but most of the time
the guy/lady (team, analyst, programmer, whatever) will have to
study the situation with the users.  It is a team process (and
not an easy one, believe me!).

Concerning the UFO database, time and geographical correlations
are easily implemented, but we also want observed sizes, along
with estimated sizes, estimated speeds, radar correlated data,
single, multiple witness observations, precise longitude and
latitude coordinates, occupants, physical traces, physical
effects, biological effects, atmospheric pressure, multiple UFOs,
F16 data <g>, education of witnesses, investigators, militaries,
pilots, scientists, bogus explanations <g>, photographic
evidence... Will we reach the hundred ?

Once we know what is needed, we have to sit down and study the
feasability of the project, then it's practicability... propose a
solution, discuss it, propose another one, rediscuss it...

The fun part is trying to sort of debunk yourself.  Like... "OK,
now, who's gonna put the data into the database ?  We need
credible data from credible people".  Of course, you exclude
Mendoza and Devereux for the sake of objectivity <hehe>, but
where will the data come from?

And then, well one day, you jump into the volcano and start
programming.

After a while you look around and say "Hey, this thing works
ok"... And you think about diffusing it: freeware, of course.
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Re: Fwd: Mystery

From: Ktperehwon@aol.com
Date: Tue, 2 Dec 1997 18:24:17 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Wed, 03 Dec 1997 00:11:36 -0500
Subject: Re: Fwd: Mystery

Concerning bread-butter-feline UFO propulsion systems and related
matters:

-- Bruce Maccabee provides this important technical note:  Jelly
significantly enhances lift.  (Question, Bruce:  Does the lift
enhancement vary among types of jelly?)

-- A source who shall remain anonymous wonders if the presence of
cats aboard UFOs suggests the Greys/Grays are pussies.

-- The above musing suggests another hint of The Truth:  In
commenting on a parallel (?) consideration, none other than the
illustrious Benjamin Franklin noted, "All cats are gray in the
dark."
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Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

From: James Easton <pulsar@compuserve.com>
Date: Tue, 2 Dec 1997 21:19:34 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 03 Dec 1997 00:23:27 -0500
Subject: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

Regarding...

>Date: Sun, 30 Nov 1997 00:33:55 -0500
>From: bruce maccabee <brumac@compuserve.com>
>Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

Bruce,

Your recent comments noted, this is a reply which doesn't require
any specific cross-references.

As we now know, in his radio interview, Arnold stated:

"I was approximately 25 to 28 miles from Mt. Rainier, I climbed
back up to 9200 feet and I noticed to the left of me a chain
which looked to me like the tail of a Chinese kite, kind of
weaving and going at a terrific speed across the face of Mt.
Rainier. I, at first, thought they were geese because it flew
like geese, but it was going so fast that I immediately changed
my mind and decided it was a bunch of new jet planes in
formation".

According to this testimony, when Arnold first notices the
puzzling objects, they are already passing the face of Mount
Ranier, apparently to Arnold's left as he was flying
approximately 160 degrees south.

Arnold at first recognises these may be geese, because they flew
like geese, but discounts this as the objects seem to be
travelling much too fast. He immediately changes his mind and
decides they must be jet planes, especially as they are flying in
formation.

There's no evidence he considered any other possibilities.

Arnold continues:

"Well, as the plane come to the edge of Mt. Rainier flying at
about 160 degrees south, I thought I would clock them because it
was such a clear day, and I didn't know where their destination
was, but due to the fact that I had Mt. Saint Helens and Mt.
Adams to clock them by, I just thought I'd see just how fast they
were going, since among pilots we argue about speed so much. And,
they seemed to flip and flash in the sun, just like a mirror,
and, in fact, I happened to be in an angle from the sun that
seemed to hit the tops of these peculiar looking things in such a
way that it almost blinded you when you looked at them through
your plexiglass windshield".

He's flying "at about 160 degrees south" and in his Blue Book
report claims, "I observed a chain of nine peculiar looking
aircraft flying from north to south at approximately 9,500 ft
elevation and going, seemingly, in a definite direction of about
170 degrees".

This places Arnold and the objects on an almost parallel course.

Arnold also says he has, "Mt. Saint Helens and Mt. Adams to clock
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them by", however, the reference to Mt. Saint Helens, to the
south and Arnold's right, seems odd if the objects are to
Arnold's left.

Does it imply that at this point, Arnold still hasn't passed Mt.
Saint Helens on his right hand side?

As we were theorising, supposing the objects were not jet planes,
but smaller and much closer to Arnold than he realised.

As they crossed his path, the objects would move away from Arnold.

He should of course at first be moving towards them and if he is
flying faster than the objects, they would appear larger as he
approached. How would Arnold have perceived and quantified this;
is it possible that the objects moved away so rapidly that he
didn't appreciate the brief change in perception.

A key factor would be the relative air speeds.

How fast was Kenneth Arnold travelling at this time?

Assuming the objects in echelon were, just conceivably, a
formation of American White Pelicans (AWP), how fast might they
have been travelling? I have tried to clarify this question and
perhaps with some success.

The ideal person to offer an informed opinion would be a pilot
who has encountered pelicans in flight and I came across a glider
pilot who, no pun intended, "fitted the bill". He has been
accompanied in flight by a flock of pelicans and apparently this
has happened to other glider pilots he's spoken to, the birds
seemingly quite happy to accept the glider as a "bigger
brother".

He states, "The birds I was soaring with were at about 3000 -
4000 feet MSL. We were flying in a continuous band of lift, so we
were continually climbing. I have seen pelicans at higher
altitudes when the lift is really good (maybe 6000 feet MSL)".

"The glider I was flying has a 38 mph stall speed... as a matter
of fact, I was flying at 52 mph between thermals, and these birds
were staying with me".

So, it seems whilst still not quite supersonic, pelicans are no
slouches and under ideal flying conditions, could show a
surprising turn of wing.

From the "perfect" conditions noted by Kenneth Arnold, I'm not
aware of any reason why such ideal flying conditions couldn't
also have existed that day.

How far away might a formation of pelicans be visible?

Our glider pilot states:

"Visibility depends on several factors. The one having the most
effect of course is how much "haze" or other particulate matter
is in the air (i.e. smog, smoke). At low altitudes, visibility is
lowered because of this. However, at higher altitudes, something
like the white body of a pelican contrasts nicely with the blue
sky.

Myself, (a pilot with average eyesight) I can distinguish the
basic shape (a body with wings) of these pelicans from about 4
miles when flying above the haze. From 4 to maybe 6 miles they
become small dots. Beyond that, I'd say they would probably not
be distinguishable other than some sort of relative motion that
may catch your eye".

Much now depends on Arnold's air speed - do we know what this was
claimed to be? Overall, I would be interested in your general
observations, based on the more accurate data now available.

Although I can see a situation where "the pelican brief" might
now be substantiated as a realistic possibility, I obviously
wouldn't wish to "make it fit", if it clearly doesn't.

As I said at the outset, the compelling evidence is how closely
Arnold's description of the flight characteristics resembles a
formation of AWPs. Compelling doesn't mean conclusive.
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Also, the evidence isn't mine, I'm merely highlighting some
observations and relevant opinions and how they might relate to
the Arnold case.

Some of the information referenced has been obtained from
discussions on birdwatching mailing lists and forums elsewhere
and I see no problem in mentioning names when that applies. Where
comments are from personal correspondence, I won't disclose those
sources (although I'm happy to confirm them privately if you
wish), as I can't be sure those sourced quotes, which are _not_
opinions on the Arnold case, won't appear outwith this forum
either misrepresented or misinterpreted.

That clarified, a further contribution from private
correspondence, which let's agree to call noteworthy rather than
compelling. From an active member of one of Canada's foremost AWP
monitoring and conservation projects:

"Everything in Arnold's description that you quoted points to the
strong possibility he saw a flock of AWPs... the formation, the
allusion to the tail of a Chinese kite, etc.

"I have been baffled by optical illusions of distance when these
birds are against a backdrop (hills)".

What remains debatable is Arnold's perception of relative
distance and airspeed.

If the objects which Kenneth Arnold witnessed were indeed a
formation of alien spaceships flying in echelon, perhaps we might
expect to find at least one similar sighting report during the
past fifty years.

Are there any comparative reports?

James.
E-mail: pulsar@compuserve.com
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Another Mail Server Fries

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Wed, 03 Dec 1997 09:19:14 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 03 Dec 1997 09:19:14 -0500
Subject: Another Mail Server Fries

Seems to happen to most of us these days. We spend months
flailing around the neighbourhood looking for a reliable server,
find one, set up our software and hope like hell that they don't
start advertising. They do and rapidly become over-subscribed as
friends spread the word. Collective tech support/client hairlines
start withdrawing with each succeeding mail-server crash.

List operators start sensing 'the next one', as in-comings
dwindle and the password-server starts insisting you have no
rights on _its_ system.

Isn't it odd that out-going mail servers _never_ crash?

Now, where's that list of Double-T3 I/O and mirrored,
servers.....

I've learned how to sum it all up with one word.

ARGH!

ebk
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Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
Date: Wed, 3 Dec 1997 11:59:40 -0800
Fwd Date: Wed, 03 Dec 1997 12:47:10 -0500
Subject: Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

>  From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>, on 12/2/97 9:33 AM:
>  Date: Tue, 2 Dec 1997 08:16:16 -0500
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

>  >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  >From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
>  >Subject: re: UFO UpDate: Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c
>  >Date: Mon, 1 Dec 1997 13:51:56 -0800

>  >However a significant portion of abduction and fringe cases,
>  >usually adopted by PNH adherents or UFO skeptics, do indeed
>  >violate physics as we know it, not to mention biology and a few
>  >other areas.

>  Your key phrase is "as we know it".  Much of what we do in
>  our everyday lives today violates the laws of science as they
>  were known in the not-too-distant past.

Actually, Bob, the "laws" of science are pretty well constrained,
and there are relatively few of them, most of which have been
around for a very long time.

        The law of gravity
        The law of conservation of energy
        The laws of inertia
        etc.

To the best of my knowledge, nothing man does now violates these
laws, and, for that matter, nothing in the vast majority of UFO
reports represents an unambiguous violation of these laws.

From our own experience, for instance, we know that while
aircraft fly (via engineering), they do not violate the laws of
gravity, inertia, etc.

UFOs, likewise, do fly, but they provide every indication of
producing (and thus consuming) energy while they do so. I would
cite the various luminious and radiation effects, not to mention
the evidence of object weight and solidity, and especially those
cases which signal the presence of fields of force around UFOs
(windshield breakages, projectile deflections, etc). These
suggest that, while UFOs make use of an engineering we don't have
any real idea of how to accomplish, they still must oppose
gravity and inertia with some form of thrust, and they are solid
and material objects which do not "dematerialize" into energy
(although even that would not necessarily be a violation of
physics, conservation of mass being one of the few physical laws
which fell with the advent of e=mc^2).

There's no question that as our engineering progresses that we
can accomplish some marvellous things. And certainly there is
some room for the acceptance of unusual effect UFO cases given
that viewpoint.

However cases of transparent objects, cases of structured metal
objects only a few inches in diameter entering homes and
disgorging tiny occupants, cases of UFOs only seen by certain
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people when other witnesses are present and looking in the same
direction, abductions where other witnesses present have not seen
any such event, objects which enter the ground, etc, need to be
examined much more critically than the normal run of UFO reports,
and must be carefully weighted (and, I think, at this point,
weighted more lightly) relative to the normal run of UFO reports.
And reports of beings without UFOs, apparitions, poltergeists,
etc., I think really belong in their own fields of study, not
lumped in with UFOs.

------
Mark Cashman, creator of The Temporal Doorway at
http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman
- Original digital art, writing, and UFO research -
Author of SF novels available at...
http://www.infohaus.com/access/by-seller/The_Temporal_Doorway_Storefront
------
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Alien Marketing Says: U.S. Government May Accuse...

From: RSchatte@aol.com
Date: Wed, 3 Dec 1997 11:33:44 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Wed, 03 Dec 1997 12:58:02 -0500
Subject: Alien Marketing Says: U.S. Government May Accuse...

---------------------
Forwarded message:
Subj:    Alien Marketing Says: U.S. Government May Accuse...
Date:    97-12-03 05:16:30 EST
From:    AOL News

Alien Marketing Says: U.S. Government May Accuse Marketing
Company Of Withholding Proof Of Life On Other Planets

'It's Just A Tongue-In-Cheek Alien Novelty Gift, So What's All
The Fuss About?' Asks Company President

    MIAMI, Dec. 2 /PRNewswire/ -- A Miami-based marketing firm
says the United States government may soon publicly accuse it of
withholding evidence as to the existence of life on other
planets, according to a top Pentagon official who agreed to
comment on the condition of anonymity.

    Alien Marketing, the Miami company that produces a novelty
item called the Home Alien Abduction Verification Kit which
purportedly provides proof of alien abductions, has been under
government surveillance since it began marketing its Alien
Abduction Kit back in January, the Pentagon official said. "The
kit has attracted worldwide publicity and the government thinks
there's more to it than meets the eye."

    Sporting all the earmarks of X-Files melodrama, with some
Beverly Hillbillies thrown in, what started out as a
tongue-in-cheek novelty product has become an issue of National
Security with conspiratorial overtones, says Alien Marketing.

    "For crying out loud it's only a joke product," said a
frustrated Bill Singletary, spokesman for Alien Marketing,
manufacturer of the kit.  "Now I hear the government's going to
call us in for questioning.  What are they going to ask us?  If
we're in collusion with E.T.?  It's absurd.  As a taxpayer I'm
incensed."

    The kit, which sells for $24.95 provides consumers with
photographic proof of their alien encounter, physical evidence, a
newspaper article detailing the abduction and a certificate of
authenticity from the National Alien Sighting Association (NASA)
-- an acronym that's got its namesake government agency fuming.

    "If we get pulled in for questioning I will seriously
consider becoming an alien resident of Canada," Singletary said.

    Alien Marketing is a multimedia company that specializes in
niche marketing.  For more information on the Home Alien
Abduction Verification Kit conspiracy, call Bill Singletary at
305-460-3148.

    Interested parties can decide from themselves whether the kit
poses a threat to National Security by going online at
http://www.alien-abductions.com or calling 800-817-6691.

CO:  Alien Marketing
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ST:  Florida

IN:  ENT

SU:

To edit your profile, go to keyword "aol://1722:NewsProfiles" NewsProfiles.
For all of today's news, go to keyword "aol://1722:News".
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Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

From: "David M. Jacobs" <djacobs@thunder.ocis.temple.edu>
Date: Wed, 03 Dec 1997 23:35:25 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 03 Dec 1997 13:04:18 -0500
Subject: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

> Date: Mon, 01 Dec 1997 05:12:57 -0500
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> From: Joseph Polanik <jpolanik@mindspring.com>
> Subject: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

> David M. Jacobs, Ph. D., Associate Professor of History, Temple
> University and author of _Secret Life_ has acknowledged on at
> least two occasions that there is an intimate connection between
> the Alien Abduction Experience and the Out-of-Body Experience:

> Part of these anomalous memories and dreams might be the unaware
> abductees' knowledge that they have had Out of Body Experiences.
> It is common for abductees to feel that they in some way left
> their body, usually during the night in bed. When they floated
> out of bed they were often accompanied by someone who they
> interpret as being a deceased relative or an angel. A few unaware
> abductees claim that they have not only had Out of Body
> Experiences but that they have experienced Astral Travel as well.
> They know that they have in some mysterious way experienced a
> strange displacement in location.... The only way that they can
> reconcile what has happened to them is through the only available
> explanation --- astral travel, no matter how ill-defined that
> might be. [Jacobs, David M. (1988). Post-Abduction Syndrome.
> MUFON 1988 International UFO Symposium Proceedings. Seguin,
> TX: MUFON Inc., p. 91-2.]

> A few years later Dr. Jacobs is more explicit about the connection
> between OBEs and AAEs:

> It is common for abductees to refer to out-of-body experiences
> that they had or, more commonly, that they succeeded in
> 'preventing' at what was the beginning of an abduction. They
> sometimes remember that they felt themselves floating out of bed
> but then 'fought it' and were able to lower themselves back onto
> the bed and abort the experience. When these memories have been
> examined, they have turned out to be a combination of the first
> few seconds and the last few seconds of an abduction. [Jacobs,
> David M. (1992). Secret Life: Firsthand Documented Accounts of
> UFO Abductions. New York: Simon & Schuster (Fireside). p. 50.]

> In other words, the typical abduction experience occurs in
> between the start and finish of a typical OBE. It would seem,
> then, that the alien abduction theme would be the content that is
> framed by the OBE process.

> However, Dr. Jacobs claims that abductees usually abandon such
> beliefs (ie the awareness that they experienced Out-of-Body
> Travel) when they become aware of what *really* happened to them.
> Thus:

> Knowledge of the abductions finally gives them the answers they
> were seeking and the majority of them let go of previously held
> belief structures that were never fully satisfactory. [Jacobs,
> David M. (1988). Post-Abduction Syndrome. MUFON 1988
> International UFO Symposium Proceedings. Seguin, TX: MUFON Inc.,
> p. 99.]

> It is unclear how Dr. Jacobs has decided that the rejection of
> one's own memories of Out-of-Body Experiencing represents
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> progress when his research technique consists of using of
> hypnosis to recover buried memories.

> Joseph Polanik <jpolanik@mindspring.com>

> Trionic Research Institute
> http://www.trionica.com

 To Joseph Polanik,

Thank you for your query. Perhaps I can clarify my position a
little for you.  The society provides a menu of explanations for
perceived unusual experiences. People claim to see ghosts or
strangers, deceased relatives or friends who have come to tell
them that "everything is all right," angels, devils, and other
religious figures. The society allows them to have, among other
things, out of body experiences, travels on the astral plane, and
so forth.  Actually, the list is fairly short when compared with
some other countries.

Abductees tend to have these "experiences" in much higher
frequency than nonabductees.  When investigated, these
experiences tend to be fragments of distorted memories of
abduction events.

In relation to out of body experiences, I believe that there is
is a neurological mechanism that causes the standard accounts.
Typically, out of body experiences tend to take place in certain
circumstances: deep meditation, profound stress caused by
surgical or medical procedures, and trauma caused by accidents,
(automobile and otherwise). Out of body experiences usually do
not happen when a person is sitting at his couch with a can of
beer in his hand watching David Letterman (I understand that
there will always be exceptions to these examples.)

Abductees tend to report having the unexpected or unwanted "out
of body experiences."  They interpret them as such because that
is part of the menu of explanations that the society has allowed
them.  When carefully investigated by competent individuals,
these "out of body experiences" tend not to be what the person at
first thought they were.

Furthermore, as I stated before, the abduction phenomenon causes
people to forget what has happened to them.  It is, however, an
imperfect science.  While most abductees forget, many, if not
most of their abduction experiences, they tend to retain a
residue of memory fragments, bits and pieces of memories, flashes
of sequences, and even entire events.  Some of the most common
memories are of the first few seconds of the abduction and the
last few seconds.  During this time they might see figures
standing by them ("deceased relatives," etc.) They might remember
traveling through the air and seeing the roof of their house
("astral plane," etc.), or they might remember floating up off
their couch and them coming back to their couch ("out of body
experiences, etc").

Incidentally, some abductees remember spontaneously, and without
hypnosis, that what they originally thought was an out of body
experience was far more complicated.  They suddenly remember
going out of their house, into a UFO, lying on a table, etc.

I hope this hopes to clarify it for you a little.

Dave Jacobs
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Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Wed, 3 Dec 1997 08:22:54 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 03 Dec 1997 13:05:52 -0500
Subject: Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

>Date: Tue, 2 Dec 1997 11:20:59 -0500 (EST)
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Steve Neeley <stneeley@mail.bright.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

>List:

>Belief has nothing to do with the reality of a UFO sighting.
>You either saw something unidentified or you didn`t.

>This is not a religious theory.

>The powers that be need religious voodoo claptrap to keep their
>workers in line so they can keep producing revenue.

>UFOs are not a new religion.

>Steve

Steve,

This is a terribly naive post.  Have you been to UFO
conferences?  If so, you certainly have seen those selling
the new religion, complete with all the trappings.

UFOs are not a religion to you, nor to me, but they are
a religion to a large number of people.  And I see those
numbers growing.

Rather than going into denial, probably it would be more
constructive to try to do something about it.

Bob
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Re: UFO Database interest

From: "R.Bull" <RAB@cadcentre.co.uk> [Rob Bull]
Date: Wed, 03 Dec 97 17:44:00 GMT
Fwd Date: Wed, 03 Dec 1997 13:08:16 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO Database interest

>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: "Serge Salvaille" <sergesa@connectmmic.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: UFO Database interest
>Date: Tue, 02 Dec 1997 15:18:18 -0500

>I program database applications (in Access 97).

I don't have much experience of databases, and no experience of managing
a database design and implementation project, but I'd have thought that
any UFO database would need to be compiled GLOBALLY and so must use a
GLOBALLY AVAILABLE database package - like Access 97.

Hey, Bill Gates has WON - why try and swim against the current?

BUFORA in the UK is in the process of transcribing decades worth of paper
sighting reports into an Access d/b, a long and thankless task, but it
works and is giving useful results.

Rob Bull
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Re: UFO Database interest

From: joel henry <jhenry@wavefront.com>
Date: Wed, 03 Dec 1997 09:59:41 -0600
Fwd Date: Wed, 03 Dec 1997 13:12:02 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO Database interest

>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: "Serge Salvaille" <sergesa@connectmmic.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: UFO Database interest
>Date: Tue, 02 Dec 1997 15:18:18 -0500

>Joel,

>I program database applications (in Access 97).

>Database concepts are like cooking: you must first know what you
>want to eat.  Hamburgers and boeuf bourguignon command different
>ingredients.  The first problem to solve is not what information
>(ingredients) you want to PUT INTO the database (dish), but what
>kind information (meal) you plan to RETRIEVE (eat). In databases
>what you want to retrieve dictates the entire project.

>Most of the time, even the end users won't know precisely what
>they want.  Sure they have a general idea, but most of the time
>the guy/lady (team, analyst, programmer, whatever) will have to
>study the situation with the users.  It is a team process (and
>not an easy one, believe me!).

We are looking at a combination of the obvious items and keyword
searches. Once the reports are selected, then you can go one step
further and filter/graph etc. correlated data by keywords (this
will take some effort in the thesaurus dept. so similar keywords
can be suggested and included where desired).

>Concerning the UFO database, time and geographical correlations
>are easily implemented, but we also want observed sizes, along
>with estimated sizes, estimated speeds, radar correlated data,
>single, multiple witness observations, precise longitude and
>latitude coordinates, occupants, physical traces, physical
>effects, biological effects, atmospheric pressure, multiple UFOs,
>F16 data <g>, education of witnesses, investigators, militaries,
>pilots, scientists, bogus explanations <g>, photographic
>evidence... Will we reach the hundred ?

I was thinking that we may need to develop a coding word to sort
with for each given report. It would identify which subjects,
keywords, filters, etc apply to it. A simple program to do this
would be helpful.

>Once we know what is needed, we have to sit down and study the
>feasability of the project, then it's practicability... propose a
>solution, discuss it, propose another one, rediscuss it...

I was prepared for this. It is inevitable.

>The fun part is trying to sort of debunk yourself.  Like... "OK,
>now, who's gonna put the data into the database ?  We need
>credible data from credible people".  Of course, you exclude
>Mendoza and Devereux for the sake of objectivity <hehe>, but
>where will the data come from?

Data will come from any source. MUFON, CUFOS, etc. even online
submissions. But initial reports will need to be separated form
investigation reports and checked first before inclusion (no
automatic listings).
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>And then, well one day, you jump into the volcano and start
>programming.

>After a while you look around and say "Hey, this thing works
>ok"... And you think about diffusing it: freeware, of course.

The idea here is to have it accessible to anyone over the
internet. If it is not feasable to do it "live", then results
could be churned out and sent out via e-mail.

We are still in the planning stages, so any helpful input you ma
have is greatly appreciated. We want to avoid as many obvious
pitfalls as we can from the start. Less time wasted. This is a
long term project: Ultimate UFO Report Database (UUFORD), so I
have no illusions that it will pop up like a dandilion in
spring.

Thanks.

Joel Henry

*****************************************************
Minnesota MUFON Webmaster
Minnesota MUFON Web Page= http://www.wavefront.com/~jhenry/index.html
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NASA Solar Powered Altitude Record to Be

From: NASANews@hq.nasa.gov
Date: Wed, 3 Dec 1997 10:45:03 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Wed, 03 Dec 1997 13:14:52 -0500
Subject: NASA Solar Powered Altitude Record to Be

Dwayne Brown
Headquarters, Washington, DC              December 3, 1997
(Phone: 202/358-1726)

Fred Brown
Dryden Flight Research Center, Edwards, CA
(Phone: 805/258-2663)

Eric Dunn
Pacific Missile Range Facility, Kekaha, Kauai, Hawaii
(Phone: 808/335-4560)

NOTE TO EDITORS:  N97-087
NASA SOLAR-POWERED ALTITUDE RECORD TO
BE DEDICATED TO CHALLENGER ASTRONAUT

    NASA representatives will present a memorial plaque to
dedicate the world altitude record (for a propeller-driven
aircraft) to the memory of Col. Ellison S. Onizuka at a
ceremony beginning at 3 p.m. EST on Dec. 10, 1997, at the U.S.
Navy's Pacific Missile Range Facility, Barking Sands, Kauai.
The record symbolizes reaching for the heavens and striving for
excellence.

    The plaque will be presented to the Onizuka family and the
Hawaiian community. Another plaque will be provided to the
Onizuka Museum located on Kona.  Onizuka, Hawaii's first
astronaut, was killed in the Space Shuttle Challenger accident
in January 1986.

    The record of 71,530 feet was set by the solar-powered
Pathfinder on July 7, 1997. The remotely piloted Pathfinder is
one of several aircraft in NASA's Environmental Research
Aircraft and Sensor Technology program managed by NASA's Dryden
Flight Research Center, Edwards, CA.

    Pathfinder is a research vehicle developed to explore the
feasibility of flight at very high altitudes and for extreme
duration.  Once the basic feasibility is demonstrated for
continuous day/night operations, then month-long science
flights will be conducted for a variety of missions including
environmental monitoring, atmospheric sampling for next
generation high speed transports, hurricane surveillance, and
telecommunications relays. The record flight marked a
significant step on the path to maturation of these kinds of
flight vehicles.

    Hawaii was chosen as an optimum location for testing the
solar-powered Pathfinder due to high levels of solar
irradiance, available airspace and radio frequency, and
diversity of terrestrial and coastal ecosystems.

    Media wishing to cover the event should be at the Pacific
Missile Range Facility by 2 p.m. EST.  A media briefing will be
held at 2:30 p.m. EST.  For accreditation and more information
contact Eric Dunn at 808/335-4560.

                           -end-
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Re:

From: Michael Christol <mchristo@mindspring.com>
Date: Tue, 02 Dec 1997 22:11:06 -0600
Fwd Date: Wed, 03 Dec 1997 19:08:29 -0500
Subject: Re: 

>> Hi John.

>> Yes, I agree.

>> I have just finished telling Jerry that I personally have
>> experienced what we would call, for want of a better word,
>> Paranormal events.

>> REgards, Mike

>Hi, everybody,

>Either I did not make myself clear, or the whole
>ground of the discussion has shifted inexplicably.

>Let me restate my point:

>The issue is not whether there are unexplained, anomalous, or
>arguably paranormal events and experiences in the world.  Few on
>this list would dispute that.  (Probably just about everybody has
>had at least one weird incident in his or her life. I have had
>one or two myself.) The issue is whether Keel's "theories" -- one
>hesitates to use such a respectable noun to characterize what are
>in reality wild, even paranoid, guesses -- address them in any
>useful or coherent way.  In my view, they do not.

>In mild exasperation,
>Jerry Clark

Jerry,

Since you are just describing your opinion of "Keel's theories,"
I will not comment further.  I don't know him personally, so I
cannot vouch for his claims.

REgards, Mike
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 3

Re: Fwd: Mystery

From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
Date: Wed, 3 Dec 1997 01:45:37 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 03 Dec 1997 19:12:56 -0500
Subject: Re: Fwd: Mystery

>From: Ktperehwon@aol.com
>Date: Tue, 2 Dec 1997 18:24:17 -0500 (EST)
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: In re butterology/cat aerodynamics (UpDates:  "Fwd:  Mystery")

>Concerning bread-butter-feline UFO propulsion systems and related
>matters:

>-- A source who shall remain anonymous wonders if the presence of
>cats aboard UFOs suggests the Greys/Grays are pussies.

Karl,

If Greys/Grays are "pussies" how come we're the ones getting phuqued? <G>

John Velez, Alien Spawn
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 3

'Rods' Shot by Professional Videographer

From: edwards@amigo.net (TIM EDWARDS)
Date: Tue, 2 Dec 1997 23:52:59 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Wed, 03 Dec 1997 19:11:31 -0500
Subject: 'Rods' Shot by Professional Videographer

Notice how much these stills from video resemble the numerous
people video taping using the solar filming techniques and other
taping in other areas of the sky. Check it out at Jose
Escamilla's web site at:

http://www.roswellrods.com/int.html

They are very amazing pictures videoed in a cave in Mexico at the
same time base jumpers are free falling. There is also detailed
descriptions of the sequences and more information on the
mysterious rods.

Tim Edwards
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 3

Synopsis of Nov 14 Northwest Sightings

From: director@ufocenter.com, Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Wed, 3 Dec 1997 09:29:48 +0200
Fwd Date: Wed, 03 Dec 1997 19:18:43 -0500
Subject: Synopsis of Nov 14 Northwest Sightings

Received via "alt.alien.visitors" December 3 at 06.41 local time:

A lengthy synopsis of materials received by the National UFO
Reporting Center concerning the dramatic sightings over
Washington Nov. 14 has been posted on our web site at:

http://www.UFOcenter.com

Date: Tue, 02 Dec 1997 20:18:38 -0800
From: National UFO Reporting Center <director@ufocenter.com>
Subject: Synopsis of Nov 14 Northwest Sightings
Message-ID: <3484DD9E.723FBBB0@ufocenter.com>
Mime-Version: 1.0
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 3

ACC - Additional Update

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Wed, 03 Dec 1997 19:16:38 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 03 Dec 1997 19:16:38 -0500
Subject: ACC - Additional Update

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
To: updates@globalserve.net
Date: Wed, 3 Dec 1997 10:15:28 +0200
Subject: ACC: Additional Update

American Computer Company has just issued an additional update on
its Roswell story. The URL is:

http://www.american-computer.com/thanksgiving.htm

You may have some of the information already, but do read the
publication through!

Stig

--=====================_881212598==_
Content-Type: text/plain; name="Thanksgiving .txt";
 x-mac-type="42494E41"; x-mac-creator="74747874"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: base64
Content-Disposition: attachment; filename="Thanksgiving .txt"
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dGhlIGZhY3QgdGhhdCBoZSBpcyB0aGUgQ0lDLCBoZSBtYXkgbm90IGhhdmUgdGhlIGFiaWxpdHkg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LS1hbmQgd2UgdG9vayBhZHZhbnRhZ2Ugb2YgdGhpcyBtZW5zYWdlIHRvIHJlcXVlc3QgeW91ciBh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bmcgc2luY2UgTWF5LiBUb2RheSwgYSBQZW50aXVtIDIwMCB3b3J0aCAkMjUwMCBhdCB0aGUgYmVn
aW5uaW5nIGZvIHRoZSB5ZWFyLCBpcyBzZWxsaW5nIGZvciB1bmRlciAkNzg5LqAgVGVjaG5vbG9n
eSBtYXJjaGVzIG9uLiANDQoNDQqgIDcuIElzIHRoZSBwbGFjZW1lbnQgb2YgdGhlIGhpc3Rvcnkg
aW4gdGhlIHNpdGUgb2YgQUNDIGEgbWFya2V0aW5nIHBsYXkgZm9yoHByb21vdGluZyB0aGUgdmlz
aXRhdGlvbiB0byB0aGUgc2l0ZT8gDQ0KoCANDQpSRVBMWTogV2Ugd2lzaCB0aGVyZSB3ZXJlIHNv
bWUgYmVuZWZpdCB0byB1cyBmb3IgaGF2aW5nIHByb21vdGVkIHRoZSBzdG9yeSB3aXRoIG91ciB3
ZWJzaXRlLqCgIElmIGFueXRoaW5nLCBvdXIgaGFuZGxpbmcgb2YgdGhlIG1hdHRlciBtYXkgaGF2
ZSBjb250cmlidXRlZCB0byBvdXIgaW1hZ2UgYXMgYmVpbmcgYSAicGVvcGxlIG9yaWVudGVkIiBi
dXNpbmVzcy4gVGhlIHRob3VzYW5kcyBvZiANDQpwZW9wbGUgd2hvIGNhbWUgdG8gb3VyIHdlYnNp
dGUgc2ltcGx5IHZpc2l0ZWQgdGhlIHBhZ2VzIHJlbGF0aW5nIHRvIFJvc3dlbGwsIGFuZCB0aGVu
IGxlZnQuoCBIb3cgZGlkIHRoYXQgYmVuZWZpdCB1cz+gIEl0IGRpZG4ndC4gRGlkIGl0IGJlbmVm
aXQgdGhlIHB1YmxpYz8gDQ0KDQ0KQ2VydGFpbmx5LCBhcyB0aGUgc3Rvcnkgd291bGQgbmV2ZXIg
aGF2ZSBzZWVuIHRoZSBsaWdodCBvZiBkYXkgaW4gdGhlIGZpcnN0IHBsYWNlLCBpZiB3ZSBoYWQg
bm90oCBwdWJsaWNpemVkIGl0LqAgRG8gd2UgZGVzZXJ2ZSBhIE5vYmVsIFBlYWNlIFByaXplLCBh
cyBzb21lIGhhdmUgc3VnZ2VzdGVkOqCgIFdlIGRvIG5vdCB0aGluayBzbywgbm90IGZvciB0aGlz
LqAgSXQgc3RpbGwgaXMgb3VyIGhvcGUgdGhhdCB3ZSBnZXQgdG8gdGhlIGJvdHRvbSBvZiB0aGlz
LCByYXRoZXIgdGhhbiB0aGF0IHRoZSBzdG9yeSBlbmQgaGVyZSwgd2l0aCB0aGUgRG9EIGhhdmlu
ZyBhZG1pdHRlZCB0byBpcnJlZ3VsYXJpdGllcyBpbiB0aGVpciBzdG9yeSwgYW5kIHdpdGggdGhl
IE5BU0EgQXN0cm9uYXV0cyBpbnNpc3RpbmcgQUNDJ3Mgc3RvcnkgaXMgdHJ1ZS6gIFRoZXJlIGlz
IG5vIHJlYXNvbiB0byBiZWxpZXZlIHRoYXQgd2WgIHdpbGwgYmUgYWJsZSB0byBjb252aW5jZSBh
bnlvbmUgYW55dGhpbmcsIHVubGVzcyB3ZSBjYW4gZGVmaW5pdGl2ZWx5IGFubm91bmNlIHRoYXQg
d2UgaGF2ZSBmb3VuZCB0aGUgcmVtYWlucyBvZiB0aGUgDQ0KUm9zd2VsbCBVRk8uIA0NCg0NCqAg
OC4gRGlkIEFDQyB0cnkgdG8gcmV2aWV3IHRoZSBkYXRhIHRoYXQgaXQgb2J0YWluZWQgZm9yIGNv
bmZpcm1hdGlvbiBmb3Igc3BlY2lhbGlzdHMgYW5kIGV4ZW1wdGVkIHJlc2VhcmNoZXJzPyANDQqg
IA0NClJFUExZOiBJbiBvdXIgb3BpbmlvbiwgdGhlcmUgYXJlIE5PIHJlc2VhcmNoZXJzIGluIHRo
ZSBVRk8gSW52ZXN0aWdhdGlvbnMgRmllbGQgcHJlc2VudGx5IGVxdWlwcGVkIHRvIGNvcGUgd2l0
aCB0aGUgZW5vcm1pdHkgb2YgdGhpcyBzdG9yeSwgaXQgaXMgd2F5IHRvIGJpZyBmb3IgYW55IG9u
ZSBzbWFsbCBncm91cCBvZiByZXNlYXJjaGVycyB0byBkZWFsIHdpdGgsIHBhcnRpY3VsYXJseSB0
aGUgcGFydHMgaW52b2x2aW5nLCBhbGxlZ2VkbHksIEJlbGwgTGFib3JhdG9yaWVzIGFuZCB0aGUg
Y3VsdHVyYWwgaGlzdG9yeSBvZiB0aGUgQmVsbCBTeXN0ZW0uIFdlIHByZXNlbnRlZCB0aGUgc3Rv
cnkgb24gb3VyIFdlYiBzaXRlLCBwYXJ0bHkgaW4gaG9wZXMgb2YgZmluZGluZyB0aGUgSW52ZXN0
aWdhdGlvbiBDb21tdW5pdHkgb3BlbiB0byBkb2luZyBleGFjdGx5IHdoYXQgeW91IGhhdmUgYXNr
ZWQsIGJ1dCB0aGUgcmVzdWx0cyB3ZXJlIG5vdCBhcyB3ZSBhbnRpY2lwYXRlZDogdG8gZGF0ZSwg
YXNpZGUgZnJvbSBza2VwdGljcywgTk9ORSBPRiBXSE9TRSBBTExFR0FUSU9OUyBoYXZlIHN1Y2Nl
ZWRlZCBpbiByZWZ1dGluZyB0aGUgc3RvcnksIHRoZSByZXByZXNlbnRhdGl2ZXMgb2YgQmVsbCwg
TW90b3JvbGEgYW5kIHRoZSBJRUVFLCB3aG8gZmFpbGVkIHRvIHByb3ZpZGUgYW55IHJlYWwgZXZp
ZGVuY2UgdGhhdCByZWZ1dGVzIHRoZSBUcmFuc2lzdG9yIGFzcGVjdHMsIGFuZCB0aGUgcmVwcmVz
ZW50YXRpdmVzIG9mIHRoZSBlc3RhdGVzIG9mIEVhcmwgTGlsaWVuZmllbGQsIEphY2sgTW9ydG9u
LCBhbmQgdGhlIHZhcmlvdXMgcGFydGllcyBmcm9tIGxlYXJuZWQgcmVzZWFyY2ggZmFjaWxpdGll
cywgd2hvIGhhdmUgZG9uZSBub3RoaW5nIGJ1dCBjb25maXJtIG1vc3Qgb2YgdGhlIGFsbGVnYXRp
b25zLCB0aGUgYW5zd2VyIGlzOiB3aGVyZSBkbyB5b3UgYmVsaWV2ZSB3ZSBzaG91bGQgVFVSTiBu
ZXh0PyANDQqgIA0NCg0NCqAgOS4gRG8geW91IGJlbGlldmUgaW4gZmx5aW5nIHNhdWNlcnMgYW5k
IGV4dHJhdGVycmVzdHJpYWwgbGlmZT8gDQ0KoCANDQpSRVBMWTogVGhlIHRlcm0gImZseWluZyBz
YXVjZXIiIGlzIGEgbWlzbm9tZXIgcmVmZXJyaW5nIHRvICJhbGllbiBzcGFjZWNyYWZ0IiwgcHJl
c3VtYWJseS6gIEFDQyBjYW4gbmVpdGhlciBjb25maXJtLCBub3IgZGVueSB0aGUgZXhpc3RlbmNl
IG9mIGVpdGhlci4gSG93ZXZlciwgZW1wbG95ZWVzIG9mIHRoZSBjb21wYW55IGFyZSBhIGxvdCBs
ZXNzIHNrZXB0aWNhbCB0b2RheSwgdGhhbiANDQp0aGV5IHdlcmUgd2hlbiB0aGUgc3RvcnkgZmly
c3Qgc3VyZmFjZWQgb24gb3VyIHdlYnNpdGUgaW4gSnVseS6gIFdlIGFyZSBlbmdhZ2luZyBpbiBh
IHBvaW50IGJ5IHBvaW50IHJlY3JlYXRpb24gb2YgZXhhY3RseSB3aGF0IGhhcHBlbmVkIGR1cmlu
ZyB0aGUgcGFzdCA1IG1vbnRocyBhdCB0aGlzIHRpbWUsIHRvIHNlZSBpZiB3ZSBtaXNzZWQgYW55
dGhpbmcuoCBJdCBpcyBkaWZmaWN1bHQgdG8gdGVsbCB3aGF0IHdlIGJlbGlldmUsIHJpZ2h0IG5v
dywgYmVjYXVzZSBpbqAgdGhlIGNvdXJzZSBvZiByZWNyZWF0aW5nIHRoaW5ncywgd2UgZm9sbG93
ZWQgYSBsZWFkIHRoYXQgaGFzIGNvbnZpbmNlZCB1cyB3ZSBrbm93IGV4YWN0bHkgd2hlcmUgdGhl
IHJlbWFpbnMgb2YgdGhlIHNvLWNhbGxlZCBVRk8gZnJvbSBSb3N3ZWxsIGFyZS6gIFdloCBhcmUg
YWxzbyBpbnRlbnQgdXBvbiBwb2ludGluZyBvdXQgdG8gdGhlIHB1YmxpYyB0aGF0IHRoZSB0ZXJt
IFVGTyB3YXMgaW52ZW50ZWQgYnkgYSBkaWxlbW1hIGV4cGVydCwgd2hvIG5vdGVkIHRoYXQgYSBV
Rk8gY291bGQgbmV2ZXIgYmUgImlkZW50aWZpZWQiLCBiZWNhdXNlIHRoZW4gaXQgd291bGQgYmUg
YW4gSUZPLqAgV2UgYmVsaWV2ZSB0aGUgUm9zd2VsbCBVRk8sIGlzLCBpbiByZWFsaXR5LCBhbiBJ
Rk8uIA0NCg0NCklUJ3MgaWRlbnRpdHkgd2lsbCBoYXZlIHRvIGJlIHByb3ZlbiwgYmVmb3JlIHdl
IHdpbGwgZnVydGhlciBwdWJsaWNpemUgaXQuIEZ1cnRoZXJtb3JlOiB3ZSBoYXZlIGlzb2xhdGVk
IGFib3V0IHRocmVlIGRpc3RpbmN0IHRlYW1zIG9mIHBlcnNvbm5lbCBvZiB0aGUgTmF0aW9uYWwg
U2VjdXJpdHmgIEFnZW5jeSB3aG8gaGF2ZSBiZWVuIGxheWluZyBkb3duIGEgc3RlYWR5IHN0cmVh
bSBvZiBmYWxzZSBJbmZvcm1hdGlvbiBpbiB0aGUgRVQgSW52ZXN0aWdhdGlvbiBDb21tdW5pdHkg
Zm9yIHRoZSBwYXN0IDI1IHllYXJzLCBzaW5jZSB0aGUgZGF5cyB0aGUgU3RhcnBvaW50IGludmVz
dGlnYXRpb24gc3VyZmFjZWQgaW4gdGhlIG1pZHN0IG9mIHRoZSBCZWxsIFN5c3RlbSwgYWZ0ZXIg
SmFjayBNb3J0b24gd2FzIG11cmRlcmVkLiBUaGV5IGFyZSBhbG1vc3Qgc2luZ2xlIGhhbmRlZGx5
IHJlc3BvbnNpYmxlIGZvciBtYWludGFpbmluZyBhIGNsb3VkIG9mIGRpc2luZm9ybWF0aW9uIGFi
b3V0IHRoZSBSb3N3ZWxsIG1hdHRlciBpbnRlbmRlZCB0byBoaWRlIHdoYXQgQ09VTEQgSEFWRSBC
RUVOIG9uZSBvciBtb3JlIHRlY2hub2xvZ3kgdHJhbnNmZXIgcHJvZ3JhbXMgaW52b2x2aW5nIGFu
IG90aGVyLXdvcmxkbHkgc3BlY2llcyB0aGF0IGNvbnRhY3RlZCB0aGUgVW5pdGVkIFN0YXRlcyBH
b3Zlcm5tZW50IGluIDE5NDUsIDE5NDcsIDE5NTIsIDE5NTUsIDE5NjMgYW5kIGxhdGVyLqAgV2Ug
YmVsaWV2ZSB0aGF0IGlmIHRoaXMgbGVhZCBiZWFycyBmcnVpdCwgdGhlcmUgd2lsbCBhbHNvIGJl
IGEgY29tcGxldGVseSBkaWZmZXJlbnQgZXhwbGFuYXRpb24gZm9yIGV2ZW50cyB3aGljaCBsZWQg
dXAgdG8gdGhlIGVuZCBvZqAgV29ybGQgV2FyIElJIHRoYW4gaGFzIGV2ZXIgYmVlbiBjb250ZW1w
bGF0ZWQgYmVmb3JlLqAgVGhlIHNwZWNpZXMgaW4gcXVlc3Rpb24gYXJlIGV1cGhlbWlzdGljYWxs
eSByZWZlcnJlZCB0byBieSB0aGUgTlNBIGFuZCBEb0QgYXMgdGhlICJUaW1lIFNraXBwZXJzIiwg
YW5kIHdoaWxlLCBhc3N1bWluZyB0aGV5IGFyZSByZWFsLCBhbmQgd2UgYXJlIG5vdCBiZWluZyBm
ZWQgYSBsaW5lIG9mIGRpc2luZm9ybWF0aW9uIGJ5IHNuaXRjaGVzIHdlIGhhdmUgZW1wbG95ZWQs
IHRoZXkgYXJlIG5vdCBleGFjdGx5IFRpbWUgVHJhdmVsbGVycywgdGhleSBhcmUgY2FwYWJsZSBv
ZiB0cmF2ZWxsaW5nIGdyZWF0IGV4cGFuc2VzIG9mIHNwYWNlLCBpbiB2aW9sYXRpb24gb2YgdGhl
IGxhd3Mgb2YgVGltZSAtIGluIGV4dHJlbWVseSBzaG9ydCBwZXJpb2RzIG9mIHRpbWUsIGJ1dCBh
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cmUgc3RpbGwgYm91bmQgYnkgYSBsYXcgb2YgdGhlIG5hdHVyYWwgdW5pdmVyc2UgdGhhdCBwcmV2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IGdvdmVybm1lbnQsIG1pbGl0YXJ5IHN0YWZmLCBVTiBTdGFmZiBhbmQgdGhlIFByZXNzLqAgSSBo
YXZlIGEgZmVlbGluZyB3ZSBhcmUgZ29pbmcgdG8gaGF2ZSBhIDEwIHllYXIgYmF0dGxlIGluIHRo
ZSBNaWxpdGFyeSBDb3VydCBvdmVyIHRoaXMgdGhpbmcuIiANDQoNDQoiQXQgdGhpcyBwb2ludCwg
d2UgYXJlIHByZXR0eSBtdWNoIGNvbnZpbmNlZCB0aGF0IG5vdCBvbmx5IGRvZXMgdGhlIENyYWZ0
IGV4aXN0LCBidXQgdGhhdCB0aGUgQWlyIEZvcmNlIGlzIGhpZGluZyBpdCBwdXJlbHkgc28gYXMg
dG8gcHJlc2VydmUgdGhlaXIgbW9ub3BvbHkgb3ZlciBpdCBmcm9tIGEgbWlsaXRhcnkgYW5kIHRl
Y2hub2xvZ2ljYWwgc3RhbmRwb2ludC6gIFdlIGJlbGlldmUgdGhhdCB0byBiZSBhbiBvdXRkYXRl
ZCBub3Rpb24sIGEgdmVzdGlnZSBvZiBDb2xkIFdhciBwaGlsb3NvcGhpZXM6IGFsbG93aW5nIGl0
IHRvIGJlIHZpZXdlZCBhbmQgcGhvdG9ncmFwaGVkIHNob3VsZCBzdGlsbCBwcmVzZXJ2ZSBtb3N0
IG9mIGl0cyBzZWNyZXRzLCBhcyB1bmRlciBpbnRlcm5hdGlvbmFsIHNhbHZhZ2UgbGF3cywgbm8g
b25lIGhhdmluZyBjb21lIGZvcndhcmQgdG8gY2xhaW0gaXQgaW4gb3ZlciAyNSB5ZWFycywgaXQg
bm93IGJlbG9uZ3MgdG8gdGhlIEZlZGVyYWwgR292ZXJubWVudC4iIA0NCg0NCiJXZSBoYXZlIGFs
c28gZGlzY292ZXJlZCB3aGF0IHdlIGJlbGlldmUgdG8gaGF2ZSBiZWVuIGFuIGluZGljYXRpb24g
dGhhdCBOYXppIEdlcm1hbnkgbWF5IGhhdmUgcG9zc2Vzc2VkIGl0cyBvd24gZmlsbSBvZiBBbGll
biBDcmFmdCBidXp6aW5nIGl0cyBQZWVuZW11bmRlIFYtMiBSb2NrZXQgUHJvZHVjdGlvbiBGYWNp
bGl0eSwgYW5kIGhhZCBiZWVuIGluc3BpcmVkIHRvIGF0dGVtcHQgDQ0KdG8gYnVpbGQgYXQgbGVh
c3Qgb25lIGFpcmNyYWZ0IHRoYXQgaGFkIHNvbWUgb2YgdGhlIG9ic2VydmFibGUgY2hhcmFjdGVy
aXN0aWNzIG9mIHNhaWQgY3JhZnQuoCBJdCBhcHBlYXJzIGxpa2VseSB0aGF0IGEgbGltaXRlZCBj
b250YWN0IG9mIHNvbWUga2luZCB0b29rIHBsYWNlIGF0IHRoZSBlbmQgdG8gV29ybGQgV2FyIElJ
ICh3aXRoIEdlcm1hbnkpIHRoYXQgbWF5IGhhdmUgbGVkIA0NCnRvIG91ciBhYmlsaXR5IHRvIGtu
b2NrIG91dCBWLTIgUm9ja2V0IEluc3RhbGxhdGlvbnMsIHBlcmhhcHMgb3VyIEFsaWVucyBoYXZl
IGEgY29uc2NpZW5jZSBhbmQgbWF5IGhhdmUgYmVsaWV2ZWQgdGhlIE5hemkncyB0byBiZSB3YXkg
YmV5b25kIHRoZSBhY2NlcHRhYmxlIGxpbWl0cyBvZiBiYXJiYXJpc20sIGFuZCB0b29rIHRoZSB0
aW1lIHRvIGdldCB0aGUgTmF6aSdzIGF0dGVudGlvbiBpbiBhIHdheSB0aGF0IGVuYWJsZWQgdGhl
IEFsbGllcyB0byB0cmFjayBkb3duIGNlcnRhaW4gc2VjcmV0cyByZWxhdGVkIHRvIHRoZSBWLTIn
cyBhbmQgb3RoZXIgc3VjaCB0ZWNobm9sb2d5IC0gaXQgYXBwZWFycyB0aGF0IHRoZSBBbGllbnMg
bWF5IGhhdmUgZXZlbiBiZWVuIHBhcnRseSByZXNwb25zaWJsZSBmb3IgZW5zdXJpbmcgdGhhdCB0
aGUgQWxsaWVzIChwYXJ0aWN1bGFybHkgRWlzZW5ob3dlciBhbmQgDQ0KTWFyc2hhbGwpIHJlYWNo
ZWQgdGhlIFYtMidzIGJlZm9yZSB0aGUgU292aWV0IFJlZCBBcm15IGRpZC4gVGhlcmUgYXJlIG90
aGVyIGZhY3RzIHRoYXQgaGF2ZSByZWNlbnRseSBjb21lIGludG8gb3VyIHBvc3Nlc3Npb24gd2hp
Y2ggSSBkYXJlIG5vdCByZXZlYWwgdW50aWwgd2UgdmVyaWZ5IHRoZW0iLiANDQoNDQoiUGxlYXNl
IG5vdGUgdGhhdCB0aGUgVi0yJ3MgdGhhdCB3ZXJlIHRha2VuIGluIGZvciBzdHVkeSwgYW5kIHJl
c2lkZWQgcHJlc3VtYWJseSBhdCB0aGUgb2xkIFdoaXRlIFNhbmRzIHRlc3QgZmFjaWxpdHksIGF0
IHRoZSB0aW1lIG9mIHRoZSBSb3N3ZWxsIENyYXNoLCB3ZXJlIGluIHRoZSBsaW5lIG9mIGZsaWdo
dCBvZiBib3RoIHRoZSBBbGllbiBjcmFmdCBhbGxlZ2VkbHkgaW52b2x2ZWQgaW4gdGhlIFJvc3dl
bGwgaW5jaWRlbnQsIG9uZSBvZiB3aGljaCBhcHBlYXJzIHRvIGhhdmUgY3Jhc2hlZCwgYmFkbHks
IGFuZCB0aGUgb3RoZXIgdG8gaGF2ZSBsYW5kZWQgdG8gYXR0ZW1wdCBhIHJlc2N1ZSwgcmVzdWx0
aW5nIGluIHRoZSBtYXJvb25pbmcgb2YgaXRzIHR3byBvY2N1cGFudHMgaGVyZSwgcGVyaGFwcyBk
dWUgdG8gdGhlIGZhY3QgdGhhdCBhbiB1bmdyYXRlZnVsIEFybXkgQWlyIEZvcmNlIG1heSBoYXZl
IGluY2FyY2VyYXRlZCB0aGVtLCBsZWFkaW5nIHRvIHRoZWlyIGRlYXRoIGJ5IG9yZGluYXJ5IG9y
IHVua25vd24gY2F1c2VzIHNvbWUgdGltZSBmaXZlIHllYXJzIGxhdGVyLiIgDQ0KDQ0KIkl0IGFw
cGVhcnMgdGhhdCBBVCZUIGZpcnN0IGNhbWUgaW50byBjb250YWN0IHdpdGggdGhlIGNvbnRyYWN0
IHNpdHVhdGlvbnMgaW52b2x2aW5nIHRoZSBBbGllbnMsIGluIGF0dGVtcHRzIHRoYXQgd2VyZSBt
YWRlIHRvIGRlY29kZSByZWNvcmRpbmdzIG9mIHJhZGlvIHRyYW5zbWlzc2lvbnMgYWxsZWdlZGx5
IG9idGFpbmVkIGZyb20gZmx5LWJ5cyBvZiBBbGllbiBjcmFmdCBkdXJpbmcgV29ybGQgV2FyIElJ
LqAgQSBzcGVjaWFsIHByb2plY3QgZ3JvdXAgaW4gSG9sbWRlbCBhbmQgYSBzdWItZ3JvdXAgaW4g
UHJpbmNldG9uLCBOSiwgd2VyZSBzdXBwb3NlZGx5IGludm9sdmVkIGluIGl0LCBmcm9tIDE5NDUt
MTk0Ny6gIFRoaXMgZ3JvdXAgYWxsZWdlZGx5IHNlcnZlZCBhcyBhZHZpc29ycywgYWxsZWdlZGx5
LCBvbiB0aGUgZWZmb3J0IGFmdGVyIEp1bHkgb2YgMTk0NywgdG8gZGVjb2RlIGluZm9ybWF0aW9u
IG9uYm9hcmQgdGhlIGRlYnJpcyBmcm9tIHRoZSBBbGllbiBjcmFzaCwgYW5kIA0NCm9uLWJvYXJk
IHRoZSBDcmFmdCB0aGF0IHdhcyBzZWN1cmVkIGludGFjdC4iIA0NCg0NClRoYXQncyBhbGwgaGUg
d3JvdGUgbWUuIA0NCg0NClBTLCBJIGFtIGVuY2xvc2luZyBhIGNvcHkgb2YgYSBsZXR0ZXIgSSBz
ZW50IHdoaWNoIG1heSBoYXZlIGJlZW4gY2Vuc29yZWQgYnkgc2V2ZXJhbCBsaXN0cyBoZXJlLqBJ
IGFtIHVuZGVyIHRoZSBpbXByZXNzaW9uIHRoYXQgdGhlIG1haW5zdHJlYW0gVUZPIEludmVzdGln
YXRpb25zIENvbW11bml0eSBtYXkgaGF2ZSBhIGN1bHR1cmUgc2hvY2sgaW4gc3RvcmUgZm9yIHRo
ZW0gaWYgU2h1bG1hbiBhbmQgQUNDIGFyZSBzdWNjZXNzZnVsLCBldmVuIGlmIGl0IGRvZXMgdGFr
ZSB0aGVtIDEwIHllYXJzLiBJIA0NCnVuZGVyc3RhbmQgZnJvbSBCb2IgdGhhdCBKYWNrIFNodWxt
YW4gaXMgYSBiaXQgZGlzY291cmFnZWQgYnkgdGhlIGF0dGl0dWRlIG9mIHNvbWUgaW4gdGhlIEVU
SSBjb21tdW5pdHksIHdob20gaGUgZmVsdCBzaG91bGQgaGF2ZSBwdXJzdWVkIHRoZSBzdG9yeSBm
cm9tIHRoZSBBaXIgRm9yY2Ugd2l0aCBhIGJpdCBncmVhdGVyIGd1c3RvLCByYXRoZXIgdGhhbiBh
dHRhY2tpbmcgbXlzZWxmLCBTdGlnIGFuZCBvdGhlcnMgd2hvIGRpc2NvdmVyZWQgdGhlIHN0b3J5
IG9uIHRoZSBBQ0Mgd2Vic2l0ZSBhbmQgcHVibGljaXplZCBpdC6gIEhlIHNhaWQgaXQgcmVtaW5k
ZWQgaGltIG9mIE1jQ2FydGh5aXNtIG9yIE5hemkgQm9vayBCdXJuaW5nLCBhbmQgZmVsdCBpdCB3
YXMgZGlhZ25vc3RpYyBvZiBnbG9iYWwgaW50ZXJmZXJlbmNlIHdpdGggSW50ZXJuZXQgb3BlcmF0
aW9ucyBieSBBVCZUIGFuZCBEb0QgZW1wbG95ZWVzLCB3aG9tIGhlIGJlbGlldmVzIGFyZSBwcm9u
ZSB0byBhdHRhY2tpbmcgdGhlIG1lc3NlbmdlcnMsIHRvICJpc29sYXRlIHRoZSBzdG9yeSBmcm9t
IFB1YmxpYyByZXZpZXcsIGFzIGl0IGRvZXMgbm90IGNhbGwgYXR0ZW50aW9uIHRvIHRoZWlyIHBy
ZWp1ZGljZWQgbmF0dXJlIi4gDQ0KDQ0KT2ggeWVzLCBvbmUgb3RoZXIgdGhpbmcsIEFDQyBoYXMg
aW5kaWNhdGVkIHlvdSBjYW4gb2J0YWluIGNvcGllcyBvZiB0aGUgQWlyIEZvcmNlIE9mZmljZSBv
ZiBTcGVjaWFsIEludmVzdGlnYXRpb25zIFJlcG9ydCBhYm91dCB0aGUgRkFYIGZyb20gdGhlaXIg
cHVibGljIGluZm9ybWF0aW9uIG9mZmljZSwgaWYgeW91IG5lZWQgb25lLCBmb3IgdGhlIGNvc3Qg
b2YgYSBTQVNFIGFuZCAkLjc1IGZvciBjb3B5aW5nLi4uIA0NCg0NCkJ5IHRoZSB3YXksIHRoYW5r
cyB0byB0aGUgYXV0aG9yIG9mIHRoZSBlYXJsaWVyIGRvY3VtZW50IGVudGl0bGVkICJSRUFTT05T
IFRPIEtFRVAgQU4gT1BFTiBNSU5EIiBmcm9tIEdsZWFzb24gU2Fja21hbi6gIEluIGl0IGhlIGNs
YWltcyB0aGF0IEJpbGwgR2F0ZXMgYmVsaWV2ZWQgNjQwSyB3YXMgZW5vdWdoIGZvciBhbnlvbmUg
b24gYSBQQyBpbiAxOTgxLqAgSW50ZXJlc3RpbmdseSwgSmFjayBTaHVsbWFuIHdhcyB0aGUgZ3V5
IHdobyBkaWQgdGhlIGZlYXNpYmlsaXR5IGRlc2lnbiBzdHVkeSBmb3IgdGhlIFBDLCBhbmQgaGUg
d2FzIGFyZ3VpbmcgYWdhaW5zdCBCaWxsIEdhdGVzICh0byBJQk0gUmVzZWFyY2gpIG9uIHRoYXQg
c3ViamVjdC6goCBKYWNrIHRyaWVkIHRvIGdldCBJQk0gZ28gZ2l2ZSB0aGUgUEMgYW4gaW5pdGlh
bCAxNiBNQiBBZGRyZXNzIFNwYWNlIG9yIGxhcmdlciwgYW5kIHRyaWVkIHRvIGdldCBJQk0gdG8g
aW1wbGVtZW50IFdpbmRvd2luZywgSmFjayB1c2VkIHRoZSBleGFtcGxlIG9mIHRoZSA0TUIgV2Fu
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ZyBTeXN0ZW0gaGUgaGFkIHdyaXR0ZW4gdGhlIGZpcnN0IFdpbmRvd3Mgc3lzdGVtIG9uIGluIDE5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ZXQsIGJ1dCB0aGUgSW5mb3JtYXRpb24gT2ZmaWNlcnMgYXQgdGhlIEFGUEkgZGlkbid0IHJlYWxp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YXNlZCBpbiBhIHBsYXN0aWMgcmVzaW4gYW5kIHBsYWNlZCBpbnRvIGEgbGVhZCBsaW5lZCBhbmQg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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 3

Invention May Do For Sound What Laser Did For Light

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Wed, 3 Dec 1997 09:54:08 +0200
Fwd Date: Wed, 03 Dec 1997 19:41:54 -0500
Subject: Invention May Do For Sound What Laser Did For Light

Found at:

http://cnn.com/TECH/9712/02/sound.wave.energy/

The links are in brackets.

Stig

*******

Invention may do for sound what laser did for light

Lucas uses containers of various shapes to eliminate shock waves =BF=BF 

'It's doing something ... completely impossible'

December 2, 1997
Web posted at: 9:52 p.m. EST (0252 GMT)

>From Correspondent Jim Hill

SAN DIEGO (CNN) -- A researcher says he has done something "completely
impossible" by harnessing the power of sound, and that eventually it
will be available in everything from home appliances to industrial
compressors.

Tim Lucas says he made a radical discovery while working at the Los
Alamos National Laboratory in New Mexico that enables him to create
more energy through sound waves than was ever thought possible.

"It's not an incremental improvement in an existing technology," Lucas
says, "it's suddenly doing something which before was completely
impossible."
            
(CNN's Jim Hill reports) (vxtreme video)

Scientists have long known that sound is composed of pulsing waves of
energy, but it was considered useless as a power source because at high
levels sound waves distort into shock waves.

An example is the way sound distorts on a stereo or radio speakers when
turned up too loud.

But Lucas discovered that by sending sound waves through empty
containers of various shapes, the shock waves were eliminated.

Clean electric power generators?

"Once you've done that," he says, "you can add all the energy, create
all the pressure, and deliver all the power that you want."

Lucas calls his invention Resonant Macrosonic Synthesis -- RMS.

He has used it to power such things as a gas compressor, but believes
there is so much potential that he compares what he has done with sound
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to what the laser has done with light.

His company, Macrosonix, is working on sound wave compressors which
might one day do everything from cool refrigerators and air
conditioners in the home to running compressors in factories and on
construction sites.

The beauty of a sound-wave compressor is that it would do what a
compressor does, but without the moving parts required in conventional
piston technology.

Mechanical engineering professor Mark Hamilton, who has followed Lucas'
work, says, "I don't think the idea struck people that you could use
sound waves to do, say, pumping that could be used on a commercial
scale. And I think that was the innovative part of the idea here."

Macrosonix researchers say they also hope to use sound to create clean
electric power generators, replacing any number of machines with the
technology of an empty cavity.

      

Related site:

Note: Pages will open in a new browser window

(Los Alamos National Laboratory)

External sites are not endorsed by CNN Interactive.

Watch these shows on CNN for more sci-tech stories:

CNN Computer Connection | Future Watch | Science & Technology Week
                                 
Sound off on our message boards

You said it...                                                        
                                          

=A9 1997 Cable News Network, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
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Shulman On 'Sightings' December 3

From: eotl@west.net, Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Wed, 3 Dec 1997 10:29:51 +0200
Fwd Date: Wed, 03 Dec 1997 19:42:39 -0500
Subject: Shulman On 'Sightings' December 3

Jeff Rense has just told me that he has spoken at length with Jack
Shulman Tuesday, and that he'll be on Wednesday's "Sightings On The
Radio" after Michael Lindemann.

Stig
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
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Korean Battlefield UFO Encounter

From: Stig_Agermose@ONLINE.POL.DK (Stig Agermose)
Date: Wed, 3 Dec 1997 10:46:36 +0200
Fwd Date: Wed, 03 Dec 1997 19:56:54 -0500
Subject: Korean Battlefield UFO Encounter

Found at

http://www.sightings.com/ufo/1korea.htm

Korean War Battlefield
UFO Encounter
Bizarre Craft Hit Soldiers With Debilitating Light Beam

Courtesy John Timmerman, J. Allen Hynek Center For UFO Studies

Courtesy CNI News

Note: You can hear a tape of Mr. Wall telling his story on the
Sightings Radio show of 11-5-97 via RealAudio Archives.

This text is an edited transcript of an interview between Mr.
Francis P. Wall, a private first class (PFC) in the U.S. Army
during the Korean War, and John Timmerman, an associate of the J.
Allen Hynek Center for UFO Studies (CUFOS) in Chicago, Illinois.
The interview took place in January, 1987. Noted UFO researcher
Richard F. Haines checked military records and found Mr. Wall
listed as a Korean combatant in the infantry unit he names below.
Haines also requested and received from Mr. Wall a drawing of the
aerial object he claims to have seen. The drawing depicts a very
typical "flying saucer." CNI News thanks John Timmerman for
permission to reprint this text. Mr. Wall recounts his experience
as follows:

"This event that I am about to relate to you is the truth, so
help me God. It happened in the early Spring of 1951 in Korea. We
were in the Army infantry, 25th Division, 27th Regiment, 2nd
Battalion, 'Easy' Company. We were in what is known on the
military maps as the Iron Triangle, near Chorwon.

"It is night. We are located on the slopes of a mountain, below
[which] there is a Korean village. Previously we have sent our
men into this village to warn the populace that we are going to
bombard it with artillery. On this night, we were doing just
that. We had aerial artillery bursts coming in.

"We suddenly noticed on our right-hand side what appeared to be a
jack-o-lantern come wafting down across the mountain. And at
first no one thought anything about it. So we noticed that this
thing continued on down to the village to where, indeed, the
artillery air bursts were exploding. It had an orange glow in the
beginning. We further noticed that this object was [so] quick
that it could get into the center of an airburst of artillery and
yet remain unharmed.

"[The] time element on this, I would say, [was] anywhere from, oh,
forty-five minutes to an hour all told.

"But then this object approached us. And it turned a blue-green
brilliant light. It's hard to distinguish the size of it; there's
no way to compare it. The light was pulsating. This object
approached us.

"I asked for and received permission from Lt. Evans, our campany
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commander at that time, to fire upon this object, which I did
with an M-1 rifle with armor-piercing bullets. And I did hit it.
It must have been metallic because you could hear when the
projectile slammed into it.

"Now why would that bullet damage this craft if the artillery
rounds didn't? I don't know, unless they had dropped their
protective field around them, or whatever. But the object went
wild, and the light was going on and off. It went off completely
once, briefly. And it was moving erratically from side to side as
though it might crash to the ground. Then, a sound -- we had
heard no sound previous to this -- the sound of, like, diesel
locomotives revving up. That's the way this thing sounded.

"And then, we were attacked. We were swept by some form of a ray
that was emitted in pulses, in waves that you could visually see
only when it was aiming directly at you. That is to say, like a
searchlight sweeps around and... you would see it coming at you.
Now you would feel a burning, tingling sensation all over your
body, as though something were penetrating you.

"So the company commander, Lt. Evans, hauled us into our bunkers.
We didn't know what was going to happen. We were scared. These
are underground dugouts where you have peep holes to look out to
fire at the enemy. So, I'm in my bunker with another man. We're
peeping out at this thing. It hovered over us for a while, lit up
the whole area with its light, and then I saw it shoot off at a
45 degree angle, that quick, just there and gone. That quick. And
it was as though that was the end of it.

"But, three days later the entire company of men had to be
evacuated by ambulance. They had to cut roads in there and haul
them out. They were too weak to walk. They had dysentery. Then
subsequently, when the doctors did see them, they had an
extremely high white blood cell count which the doctors could not
account for.

"Now in the military, especially the Army, each day you file a
company report. We had a confab about that. Do we file it in the
report or not? And the consensus was 'No.' Because they'd lock
every one of us up and think we were crazy. At that time, no such
thing as a UFO had ever been heard of, and we didn't know what it
was.

"I still don't know what it was. But I do know that since that
time I have periods of disorientation, memory loss, and I dropped
from 180 pounds to 138 pounds after I got back to this country.
And I've had great difficulty keeping my weight up. Indeed, I'm
retired and disabled today."
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Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

From: fergus@ukraine.corp.mot.com [George Fergus]
Date: Wed, 3 Dec 1997 13:22:45 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Wed, 03 Dec 1997 20:03:15 -0500
Subject: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

> Date: Tue, 2 Dec 1997 21:19:34 -0500
> From: James Easton <pulsar@compuserve.com>
> Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

> As we now know, in his radio interview, Arnold stated:

> "I was approximately 25 to 28 miles from Mt. Rainier, I climbed
> back up to 9200 feet and I noticed to the left of me a chain
> which looked to me like the tail of a Chinese kite, kind of
> weaving and going at a terrific speed across the face of Mt.
> Rainier. I, at first, thought they were geese because it flew
> like geese, but it was going so fast that I immediately changed
> my mind and decided it was a bunch of new jet planes in
> formation".

> According to this testimony, when Arnold first notices the
> puzzling objects, they are already passing the face of Mount
> Ranier, apparently to Arnold's left as he was flying
> approximately 160 degrees south.

> Arnold at first recognises these may be geese, because they flew
> like geese, but discounts this as the objects seem to be
> travelling much too fast. He immediately changes his mind and
> decides they must be jet planes, especially as they are flying in
> formation.

> There's no evidence he considered any other possibilities.

> Arnold continues:

> "Well, as the plane come to the edge of Mt. Rainier flying at
> about 160 degrees south, I thought I would clock them because it
> was such a clear day, and I didn't know where their destination
> was, but due to the fact that I had Mt. Saint Helens and Mt.
> Adams to clock them by, I just thought I'd see just how fast they
> were going, since among pilots we argue about speed so much. And,
> they seemed to flip and flash in the sun, just like a mirror,
> and, in fact, I happened to be in an angle from the sun that
> seemed to hit the tops of these peculiar looking things in such a
> way that it almost blinded you when you looked at them through
> your plexiglass windshield".

> He's flying "at about 160 degrees south" and in his Blue Book
> report claims, "I observed a chain of nine peculiar looking
> aircraft flying from north to south at approximately 9,500 ft
> elevation and going, seemingly, in a definite direction of about
> 170 degrees".

> This places Arnold and the objects on an almost parallel course.

I don't think this is right.  Since Arnold states elsewhere that
he was originally flying due east, I took it that Arnold's
mention of "160 degrees south" was in reference to the mystery
planes, not his own, and that he probably meant to say "as the
planes came to the edge of Mt. Rainier".  The difference between
"plane" and "planes" might be a transcription error, or it might
be that he was thinking of only the leading "plane" at this point
in time. Note that a similar problem occurs in the previous
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paragraph, where he says he "thought they were geese because it
flew like geese".

Also, I am not sure how much credence we should give to his
estimate of the objects' flight path as either "160" or "170"
degrees south.  Since he thought the objects were flying among
the mountain peaks many miles distant, it is unlikely that he
could have made such a precise estimate of their direction of
flight solely from his own observations.  More likely, he simply
drew a mental line from Mt. Rainier to Mt. Adams, originally
estimating it as 160 degrees and later correcting it to 170
degrees after he had a chance to measure it on a map.

As I suggested yesterday, if the objects were really large birds
such as pelicans, and were actually much closer to Arnold than he
thought, then the explanation for why he did not eventually catch
up to the slower-flying birds may be that it wasn't until after
they crossed his flight path that he "turned the plane around and
opened the window" to get a better look at them, so he was
actually heading southwest at this point, more perpendicular than
parallel to the flight path of the objects, and thus on a
divergent course.  Remember, he was not trying to follow the
objects, which he thought were fast & distant, but was simply
trying to orient his plane so as to get the best view of them.
(He was not concerned about getting back to his eastward course
right away, since on every flight in that area he already spent
"an hour or two" looking for a lost plane.)  At this point,
concentrating on identifying the objects themselves, he might
have lost sight of them before he could realize that his line of
sight to them was now moving in the wrong direction relative to
Mt. Adams.

Acording to this scenario, Arnold's best observation of the
"pelicans" would have been from the right rear, rather than from
the side.  My questions are:

What does a pelican look like from this angle?

Would migrating penguins be seen flapping, or would they spend
most of their time gliding?

Exactly how did Arnold determine the 3-D shape of the objects, if
he only saw them edge-on?  (within 2 degrees of horizontal, as
estimated by Dr. Maccabee)

-George Fergus
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 3

Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

From: XianneKei@aol.com [Rebecca Keith]
Date: Wed, 3 Dec 1997 16:12:01 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Wed, 03 Dec 1997 20:28:51 -0500
Subject: Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

>From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
>Date: Wed, 3 Dec 1997 08:22:54 -0500
>Fwd Date: Wed, 03 Dec 1997 13:05:52 -0500
>Subject: Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

> UFOs are not a religion to you, nor to me, but they are
> a religion to a large number of people.  And I see those
> numbers growing.

> Rather than going into denial, probably it would be more
> constructive to try to do something about it.

Perhaps limiting ourselves to a discussion of FACTS and not
speculations about ultraterrestrials, etc., would be a good place
to start. <g>

I'm curious Bob, how would we go about steering away from the
religious aspects that crop up from time to time?

I'm serious.

Rebecca
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Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &

From: William.Hamilton@pcsmail.pcshs.com
Date: 3 Dec 1997 20:11:07 UT
Fwd Date: Wed, 03 Dec 1997 20:15:55 -0500
Subject: Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &

>>  Date: Tue, 2 Dec 1997 08:16:16 -0500
>>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>>  From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
>>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

> > >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > >From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
> > >Subject: re: UFO UpDate: Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c
> > >Date: Mon, 1 Dec 1997 13:51:56 -0800

> > >However a significant portion of abduction and fringe cases,
> > >usually adopted by PNH adherents or UFO skeptics, do indeed
> > >violate physics as we know it, not to mention biology and a few
> > >other areas.

>>  Your key phrase is "as we know it".  Much of what we do in
>>  our everyday lives today violates the laws of science as they
>>  were known in the not-too-distant past.

>Actually, Bob, the "laws" of science are pretty well constrained,
>and there are relatively few of them, most of which have been
>around for a very long time.

>       The law of gravity
>       The law of conservation of energy
>       The laws of inertia
>       etc.

>To the best of my knowledge, nothing man does now violates these
>laws, and, for that matter, nothing in the vast majority of UFO
>reports represents an unambiguous violation of these laws.

Comment:  Sometimes a huge object has been sighted that changes
shape, then shrinks to a small object, then disappears.  This is,
indeed, extraordinary, and we may not comprehend the process at
this time, but still no evidence any physical law is violated.
Perhaps just an extension of our current physical paradigms.

>From our own experience, for instance, we know that while
>aircraft fly (via engineering), they do not violate the laws of
>gravity, inertia, etc.

UFOs may not fly in the same sense that aircraft fly, i.e.
supported by a stream of moving air creating pressure
differentials, but they may fly using gravitational fields
in an analagous way.

>UFOs, likewise, do fly, but they provide every indication of
>producing (and thus consuming) energy while they do so. I would
>cite the various luminious and radiation effects, not to mention
>the evidence of object weight and solidity, and especially those
>cases which signal the presence of fields of force around UFOs
>(windshield breakages, projectile deflections, etc). These
>suggest that, while UFOs make use of an engineering we don't have
>any real idea of how to accomplish, they still must oppose
>gravity and inertia with some form of thrust, and they are solid
>and material objects which do not "dematerialize" into energy
>(although even that would not necessarily be a violation of
>physics, conservation of mass being one of the few physical laws
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>which fell with the advent of e=mc^2).

Just adding some comments to what Mark has stated so succinctly..

One of the earliest hypothesis concerning UFO flight and
manuevering was proposed by Professor Hermann Oberth who
speculated that the UFOs that appeared as solid material craft
generated an artificial gravity field that countered the effects
of earth's gravity and reduced or eliminated inertia.  If gravity
and inertia spring from the same source, the zero-point field
permeating space, then it is likely that unknown craft are
controlling movement by manipulating this field.  Because of
limited success with electrogravity and superconducting disc
experiments, certain advanced thinkers with NASA's Breakthrough
Physics Program are generating ideas that may lead to rocketless
antigravitational propulsion systems which can warp space and
circumvent the light-speed barrier for fast travel to the stars.
If NASA eventually succeeds, then they may only be duplicating
what others may have accomplished a long time ago from a place
far far away.

Sincerely,

Bill Hamilton
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 3

Re: Was ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

From: John Koopmans <john.koopmans@sympatico.ca>
Date: Wed, 03 Dec 1997 18:35:04 -0800
Fwd Date: Wed, 03 Dec 1997 20:45:24 -0500
Subject: Re: Was ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

> From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
> Date: Tue, 02 Dec 1997 11:18:24 PST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: RE: UFO UpDate: Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

> > Date: Tue, 02 Dec 1997 05:46:29 -0600
> > To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > From: Michael Christol <mchristo@mindspring.com>
> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

<snip>

> > Hi John.

> > Yes, I agree.

> > I have just finished telling Jerry that I personally have
> > experienced what we would call, for want of a better word,
> > Paranormal events.

> > REgards, Mike

> Hi, everybody,

> Either I did not make myself clear, or the whole
> ground of the discussion has shifted inexplicably.

> Let me restate my point:

> The issue is not whether there are unexplained, anomalous, or
> arguably paranormal events and experiences in the world.  Few on
> this list would dispute that.  (Probably just about everybody has
> had at least one weird incident in his or her life. I have had
> one or two myself.) The issue is whether Keel's "theories" -- one
> hesitates to use such a respectable noun to characterize what are
> in reality wild, even paranoid, guesses -- address them in any
> useful or coherent way.  In my view, they do not.

> In mild exasperation,
> Jerry Clark

Hello Jerry (also Dennis, Mike and Everybody):

I wasn't sure whether your comments were also directed at me,
since I thought I had already acknowledged your concerns.
However, just so that there is no misunderstanding, I am
providing below an elaboration of my position.  To ensure that my
comments do not continue to interrupt your thread, I have changed
the name of this thread to "Non-ETH Theories".

I support  your discussions with Dennis Stacey regarding some of
the more theoretical aspects of ETH versus non-ETH theories from
a scholarly point of view, and am grateful for any resultant
knowledge gained as an observer. What I do object to are some of
the insinuations that I feel are being made, either directly, or
more subtly in the tone of the words being used, that only help
to undermine what little progress (if any) has already been made
in the non-ETH theoretical area.
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I appreciate that you do acknowledge the acceptance of those who
have had "unusual experiences" that currently cannot be
explained. However, you then seem to deny the value of some of
the pioneering theories that try to explain this phenomena, by
pointing out the ineptitude of efforts being made in this area by
the few individuals courageous enough to investigate this
difficult area.

I don't think that there is anyone on this List who would deny
that both Keel and Vallee are not employing the most scientific
practices in their investigations. In fact, it would be difficult
to find a good example of any UFO investigator who employs
perfect or even near-perfect practices.

However, in their support, it cannot be denied that
theoretically, scientific practice is far easier and "safer"
(from a peer perspective) when it concerns itself with the more
physical aspects of the UFO phenomena (ETH) as opposed to the
more non-physical aspects (non-ETH). There are tools readily
available to measure both physical objects and traces of physical
objects, and there is the comfort of a long precedence of
established techniques and well-argued theoretical perspectives.

When it comes to the more non-physical aspects of the UFO
phenomena, there seems to be great resistance from the UFO
community to acknowldge its possibility and research it further,
especially from those who have never personally experienced any
unusual events. This is quite understandable, and I would think
that many of those who have had experiences have been on that
side of the fence at some point in their life, especially before
they were aware of the number of other such occurrences happening
to others. However, I think that today, the volume of such
reports should be an indication that such occurrences can no
longer be denied.

Therefore, there has been very little progress in what I would
call the "non-ETH" side of the phenomena.  There are few, if any
scientific tools available to measure such things as apparent
"non-physical" manifestations and "out-of-body" type of
experiences. Psychiatrists have attempted to investigate these in
terms of various states of mind or emotions. Others have
attempted to explain them in terms of various understandable
events such as electrical, mechanical or chemical stimulation of
the brain. However, these excursions have not been able to
explain away all of the reported phenomena.

So what avenues of investigation remain? Many researchers don't
want to even come close, fearing not only ridicule from their
peers, but also frustration in their inability to "measure" the
phenomena in any scientifically acceptable way. It is therefore
easier to deny the phenomena by casting ridicule on it, and
calling those who attempt to deal with it "paranoid", or
"nutters", or to call their theories "half-baked".  This leaves
the field with little possibility for further scholarly
evolution.

As I've said before, I agree that Vallee's methods can hardly be
classified as "scientific". As for Keel, I don't really think he
was even trying to be scientific. He has a story to tell, and he
has some opinions about what may help explain the events. He
provides some interesting non-scientific "theories" seemingly
based on little more than his own intuition. He's hardly the
person I would chose to be the spokesperson for non-ETH theories,
but at least he has made an attempt to address this difficult
area and has broken a trail, however crude, for others to further
develop and refine.  What other choices are currently available?

So why you need to continue to debate their lack of competence is
beyond me. But calling Keel "paranoid" and "half-baked" is not
only scientifically unjustifiable but does little to help advance
the cause. Instead, I feel that more value would be gained if
investigators could help build on what has already been started,
and progress the theories into something that has a little more
credibility, rather than leaving this field perpetually
associated with "paranoids", "nutters" and "half-baked"
theorists, thereby continuing to scare off those who wish to
explore these theories further as possible starting points.
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Undeniaby, from many perspectives, the non-ETH area will continue
to be a challenging area to address, and will require the
attention of investigators/theorists with the strength and
courage to withstand all of the initial rebukes and "jeers from
peers". But since it is an area that has hardly been touched, it
has great potential and will likely draw greater readership than
may be realized.

After all, there is likely a great silent majority of "paranoid"
and "nutter" experiencers out there just waiting to find out why
the scientific communities are failing them! <G>

John Koopmans
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Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

From: Ted Viens <drtedv@freewwweb.com>
Date: Wed, 03 Dec 1997 13:39:08 -0800
Fwd Date: Wed, 03 Dec 1997 21:17:30 -0500
Subject: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

> Date: Tue, 2 Dec 1997 21:19:34 -0500
> From: James Easton <pulsar@compuserve.com>
> Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

> Regarding...
>
> >Date: Sun, 30 Nov 1997 00:33:55 -0500
> >From: bruce maccabee <brumac@compuserve.com>
> >Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony
> ---snip---

> The ideal person to offer an informed opinion would be a pilot
> who has encountered pelicans in flight and I came across a glider
> pilot who, no pun intended, "fitted the bill". He has been
> accompanied in flight by a flock of pelicans and apparently this
> has happened to other glider pilots he's spoken to, the birds
> seemingly quite happy to accept the glider as a "bigger
> brother".

---snip---

> How far away might a formation of pelicans be visible?

> Our glider pilot states:

> "Visibility depends on several factors. The one having the most
> effect of course is how much "haze" or other particulate matter
> is in the air (i.e. smog, smoke). At low altitudes, visibility is
> lowered because of this. However, at higher altitudes, something
> like the white body of a pelican contrasts nicely with the blue
> sky.

> Myself, (a pilot with average eyesight) I can distinguish the
> basic shape (a body with wings) of these pelicans from about 4
> miles when flying above the haze. From 4 to maybe 6 miles they
> become small dots. Beyond that, I'd say they would probably not
> be distinguishable other than some sort of relative motion that
> may catch your eye".---snip---

> Also, the evidence isn't mine, I'm merely highlighting some
> observations and relevant opinions and how they might relate to
> the Arnold case.---snip---

> From an active member of one of Canada's foremost AWP
> monitoring and conservation projects:

> "Everything in Arnold's description that you quoted points to the
> strong possibility he saw a flock of AWPs... the formation, the
> allusion to the tail of a Chinese kite, etc.

> "I have been baffled by optical illusions of distance when these
> birds are against a backdrop (hills)".

> What remains debatable is Arnold's perception of relative
> distance and airspeed.

> If the objects which Kenneth Arnold witnessed were indeed a
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> formation of alien spaceships flying in echelon, perhaps we might
> expect to find at least one similar sighting report during the
> past fifty years.

> Are there any comparative reports?

> James.
> E-mail: pulsar@compuserve.com

What is most debatable is James's ability to research and analyze
the data available and his ability to keep the scope of his
positions wider than each specific point he is discussing.

James fails to do his homework.  The glider pilot says that he
can distinguish a pelican up to four miles away and observe them
past six miles with his average unaided eyes.  Is the pilot a
good judge of distance?  Although a pelican's wing span may
exceed 10 feet.  At a distance, averaging its cross-section, it
would be a fluctuating blob about 5 feet across.  At 4 miles, it
would have an angular diameter of about 0 degrees 0 minutes 49
seconds.  The receptor cells in the eye have an angular diameter
of 0 degrees 1 minute plus or minus.  Even at 4 miles, the
pelican is a teency weency dot.  To identify a big bird it would
have to eclipse an area of the retina of some 10 by 10 cells or
so having an angular diameter of +- 10 minutes.  This would place
a pelican LESS than 1/2 mile away or 1/8 of the distance claimed
by the pilot of the glider.  If James would do some basic
science, he would understand the treachery of static estimation
of distance.  And he certainly would have refrained from the
embarassment of submitting the pilots story as supporting
evidence.

A variation of these arguments apply to the bird watcher's
observations.  Depth perception is aided not only by having two
eyes, but also by the motion of the observer causing movement of
the object against a distant background.  In fact human depth
perception from stereoscoptic vision is only good to a hundred
meters or so.  Beyond that, we estimate distance by moving our
heads about, judging the relative motion of one object against
another.  Most bird watchers that I am aware of definitely do NOT
bounce around some meter or so while watching birds.  As static
observers, they are easily "baffled by optical illusions of
distance."  Arnold was not a static observer nor an inept
diletante pilot.  As I have written before, any modest motion of
a meter or so of Arnold's plane PERPENDICULAR to the geometric
plane of their flight paths would have made it easier to
distinguish big birds near the plane from big flying craft closer
to the mountains. Arnold did have a convenient and familiar tool
for crudely judging distance that a static observer would not
have.

These are just two of the many faulty points that James has been
making in this thread.  He fails to research and apply science to
the mechanics of the event.  Apparently he has not taken the
three or four accounts of this event and attempted to construct a
best-fit timeline and position map of what really happened
allowing for the foibles of human perception, memory, and
narrative skill.  This allows him to unfairly select phrases from
one or the other of Arnold's accounts to support his points
rather than presenting his issues to better understand what
really happened.  Using selected phrases from the Warren
Commission, I could create strong arguments that pelicans shot
Kennedy.

Again I find myself in awe of Bruce Maccabee for being so patient
with another person who is arguing so poorly.  It would be
difficult for me to repeatedly cover the same points with another
person.

Bye...  Ted..
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 4

NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass Sightings

From: edwards@amigo.net (TIM EDWARDS)
Date: Wed, 3 Dec 1997 20:42:05 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Thu, 04 Dec 1997 01:20:17 -0500
Subject: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass Sightings

Dozens upon dozens of reports on the Seattle and Northwestern US
Mass sighting Nov. 14 can be found at:

http://www.nwlink.com/~ufocntr/

Included in the reports is a press release by Peterson Field Air
Base, Colorado that a Soviet Rocket came down Nov. 16 NOT the
14. A lot of these reports are very derogatory to the official
explanation of space-debris re-entering.

Check it out.

Tim
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Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
Date: Thu, 4 Dec 1997 03:47:24 +0100 (MET)
Fwd Date: Thu, 04 Dec 1997 01:22:17 -0500
Subject: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

>From: fergus@ukraine.corp.mot.com [George Fergus]
>Date: Wed, 3 Dec 1997 13:22:45 -0600 (CST)
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

>> Date: Tue, 2 Dec 1997 21:19:34 -0500
>> From: James Easton <pulsar@compuserve.com>
>> Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony
>> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

<a lot snipped>

>As I suggested yesterday, if the objects were really large birds
>such as pelicans, and were actually much closer to Arnold than he
>thought, then the explanation for why he did not eventually catch
>up to the slower-flying birds may be that it wasn't until after
>they crossed his flight path that he "turned the plane around and
>opened the window" to get a better look at them, so he was
>actually heading southwest at this point, more perpendicular than
>parallel to the flight path of the objects, and thus on a
>divergent course.  Remember, he was not trying to follow the
>objects, which he thought were fast & distant, but was simply
>trying to orient his plane so as to get the best view of them.
>(He was not concerned about getting back to his eastward course
>right away, since on every flight in that area he already spent
>"an hour or two" looking for a lost plane.)  At this point,
>concentrating on identifying the objects themselves, he might
>have lost sight of them before he could realize that his line of
>sight to them was now moving in the wrong direction relative to
>Mt. Adams.

>Acording to this scenario, Arnold's best observation of the
>"pelicans" would have been from the right rear, rather than from
>the side.  My questions are:

>What does a pelican look like from this angle?

>Would migrating penguins be seen flapping, or would they spend
>most of their time gliding?

>Exactly how did Arnold determine the 3-D shape of the objects, if
>he only saw them edge-on?  (within 2 degrees of horizontal, as
>estimated by Dr. Maccabee)

>-George Fergus

In the latest edition of Alien Encounters I read that a flock
of geese was responsible for UFO sightings over the Australian
town of Perth as well as for blocking out the sunlight over the
whole town, plunging it into total darkness.

That considered, I don't understand why this thread has shifted
to pelicans. Surely, if geese have such magical capabilities,
flying supersonic or distorting Arnold's memory must be part
of their bag of tricks as well.
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Btw. I found two interesting general bogus explanation in this
issue: sudden epilepsy and floaters in the eye. Sean, add them
to your list.

            __________________________________________
           /    Met vriendelijke groet/Best wishes    \
                      Henny van der Pluijm
                      hvdp@worldonline.nl

                       Technology Pages
                http://home.worldonline.nl/~hvdp
             \______________________________________/
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Re: UFO Database interest

From: UFO Joe Daniels <ufojoe@cron-2.mco.on.ca>
Date: Wed, 3 Dec 1997 23:30:39 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Thu, 04 Dec 1997 01:25:41 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO Database interest

> > From: "R.Bull" <RAB@cadcentre.co.uk> [Rob Bull]
> > Date: Wed, 03 Dec 97 17:44:00 GMT
> > Fwd Date: Wed, 03 Dec 1997 13:08:16 -0500
> > Subject: Re: UFO Database interest

> > >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > >From: "Serge Salvaille" <sergesa@connectmmic.net>
> > >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: UFO Database interest
> > >Date: Tue, 02 Dec 1997 15:18:18 -0500

It would be a mistake to develope the database around any
particular database structure in my opinion as the computer
industry moves too quickly and old formats die. The only format
that has not changed in the last 30 years is "pure" text or
ASCII. Such databases can be implemented quite easily using the
standard unix/DOS utilities such as grep, awk and sed. If not it
can easily be implemented under any platform using just about any
language and all web browsers have the ability to display "pure"
text and all e-mail programs have the ability to send/recieve
them as well as display them.

The second alternative you might want to consider is HTML,
however, although it's quickly become a world-wide standard, it's
not been around for 30 years. You have no idea what the new
standard might be in five or ten years and then you'd be looking
at a series of huge conversion projects.
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Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

From: James Easton <pulsar@compuserve.com>
Date: Wed, 3 Dec 1997 22:34:25 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 04 Dec 1997 01:27:42 -0500
Subject: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

Regarding...

>Date: Wed, 03 Dec 1997 13:39:08 -0800
>From: Ted Viens <drtedv@freewwweb.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

Ted wrote:

>The receptor cells in the eye have an angular diameter of 0 degrees
>1 minute plus or minus. etc...

Ted,

Using the same scientific formula, please tell us how large
Kenneth Arnold's UFOs must have been at a minimum, based on
Arnold's later claim that, "I observed, far to my left and to the
north, a formation of very bright objects coming from the vicinity
of Mt. Baker, flying very close to the mountain tops and
travelling at tremendous speed".

"At first I couldn't make out their shapes as they were still at
a distance of over a hundred miles".

James.
E-mail: pulsar@compuserve.com
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Re: That Ol' Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis

From: DevereuxP@aol.com [Paul Devereux]
Date: Wed, 3 Dec 1997 22:44:27 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Thu, 04 Dec 1997 01:34:10 -0500
Subject: Re: That Ol' Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis

Sean Jones writes:

>Date: Sat, 29 Nov 1997 09:38:37 +0000
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Sean Jones <tedric@tedric.demon.co.uk>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: That Ol' Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis

>>From: DevereuxP@aol.com [Paul Devereux]
>>Date: Fri, 28 Nov 1997 09:15:19 -0500 (EST)
>>To: updates@globalserve.net
>>Subject: That Ol' Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis

<snip>

>>...<snip>.. yes, indeed, I did see a craft, in the early
>>1950s.... <snip> .. It was a dirigible-type airship of huge
>>proportions.....<snip>

>Paul, who apart from you has researched this case?

Nobody as far as I know, Sean. I was just telling of my
experience. However, in the 1970s a colleague, Andy York, and I
did study and map the locations of UFO reports for the county of
Leicestershire (where my childhood sighting took place), and I
couldn't help but notice that over a 20-year period covered by
the UFO report archives we studied, there had been three (or four)
reports of an unexplained "cigar-shaped" object in the area of
sky over Humberstone, where my sighting took place. I was
intrigued, but don't know what to make of it. (My sighting was
never reported officially, by the way.)

>>(Also, as an aside here, geophysical phenomena can look like

>>metallic disks and even lumps in the daylight sky too - so
>>these are another phenomena that might get mixed in with some
>>genuine sightings of this even more exotic kind. There is also
>>a pitch black aeroform, that I suspect is linked with earth
>>lights phenomena.)

>Is this your argument for why (in your opinion) earth lights are
>the cause of most if not all of the "unexplained" ufo sightings?

Not specifically, no. I'm just pointing out the fact and suggesting
that it be taken into consideration. You have to admit, surely,
that it is not without significance?

>>...<snip>... The ETH doesn't have to be disproven. It has
>>to be proven.

>I disagree, logic has nothing to do with it...<snip>

So it seems.

>>Phenomena like earth lights....<snip>

>I doubt that anyone on this list would argue that it is not a
>valid phenomenom but it does not explain the majority of
>unexplained ufo cases like you seem to think that it does.

Well, bear in mind that ufologists tend to focus on a relatively
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small number of high strangeness cases, while the bulk of the
week-to-week reports go by without comment. It is that bulk I
am considering when I make that claim. As for the much smaller
number of "classic" cases that occupy so much of the literature
and attention, their ET status remains to be confirmed. Some are
not what they seem, I am sure, some may well be geophysical, some
may be something even weirder. Neither you nor I know, Sean, so
please do not keep coming from a position as if you do. You have
your opinions, for sure,  and I have mine, but that is something
else again.

>>But I am not aware I have ever said we should disregard
>>high-strangeness cases. If I did, it was a slip.

>We all make slips Paul.

Now, now - watch that "attitude" Sean.  I don't think I *did*
make a slip - I was just saying "if I did".

>>I entered a fully-3-Dimensional space.... <snip>

>This also could be discribed as an abduction...<snip>

Precisely my point.

>>...<snip> I was in a mental state that had been
>>deliberately induced by manipulation of my REMs....<snip>

>How do you *know* this Paul?

Because it was a designed experimental procedure. We did what
we set out to do. We undertook special procedures, and the whole
affair was conducted with full intent, knowledge and consciousness
throughout.

>>So -- the abduction phenomenon is being heavily worked on, but
>>outside the ufological frame. Indeed, one of my projects is to
>>abduct an alien!

>I wish you the very best of luck with this endeavour Paul.

Thank you - I *genuinely* appreciate that encouragement. It's
rare in these parts!

>>Good for you. Excellent. First class...

>Nice to see that you can give out compliments as well as insults
>Paul.

Well, I call 'em as I see 'em, Sean. If someone is trying on
"attitude" with me, if they are sarcastic, needling, insulting,
disrespectful, etc etc, they are likely to get short shrift from
me (my Irish DNA, no doubt). But I do not set out to insult anyone.
In the particular exchange you take my comments above from, Geoff
obviously had problems with my approach, but was polite and sensible,
and I answered in kind. If ever I am sharp with anyone, they only
have to look in the mirror to find out why. And I must say, since
making what I consider to be perfectly reasonable and worthwhile
points on this list, I have been subjected to some outrageous
rudeness. (For which the ufological community is infamous, by
the way.) Take the whole context, Sean.

And, furthermore, let us be brutally honest.  I have been
demonised (even your postings to me, Sean, have been studded with
attitude, like I say, and sarcasm, and provocation) because I
have had the temerity to question the amount of energy taken up
by the ETH/ETM, and to suggest it may not be the be-all and
end-all. That's what has got up ETHer's  noses. How dare I say
such a thing! What a bounder I must be. After such an "outrage",
nothing I say can be considered as being of value. Etc. Such
defensiveness concerning the ETH/ETM is part of the problem I
have been trying to highlight.

>Perhaps the first step could be forming a "qualification" that
>validates a person to call themselves a Ufologist/UFO >researcher??

It would depend who was dishing out the qualifications! Judging
from some of the flack I have received for some modest and
perfectly legitimate points of view, I for one wouldn't be given
a certificate, would I?
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Until we can agree what needs to be researched, and until we can
respect that people like myself are doing front-line research
into abductions and geophysical phenomena, and that such research
is part of ufological concern, your proposal could never come
into being. As it stands, if a persons's approach and work isn't
within a very narrow frame based on the *assumption* that the
ETH/ETM is the answer to UFOs,then it is perceived as having no
relevance to the ufological mainstream.

Therein lies the problem with ufology. It drives away good
people.

Best wishes,
Paul
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Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

From: Bruce Maccabee <brumac@compuserve.com>
Date: Wed, 3 Dec 1997 19:18:18 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 04 Dec 1997 01:35:20 -0500
Subject: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

Date: Tue, 2 Dec 1997 13:41:16 -0500
To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

>Date: Mon, 01 Dec 1997 05:12:57 -0500
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>From: Joseph Polanik <jpolanik@mindspring.com>
>Subject: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

>David M. Jacobs, Ph. D., Associate Professor of History, Temple
>University and author of _Secret Life_ has acknowledged on at
>least two occasions that there is an intimate connection between
>the Alien Abduction Experience and the Out-of-Body Experience:

>Hello Errol, Joe, David, All,>

>Please consider this, just two cents from 'wonnadem!' <G>

>Joe intended for David to respond to this and I hope he does, but
>as one of the "subjects" (abductee) of these questions I'd just
>like to throw my two cents in before the discussion takes off in
>earnest.

>Until about six years ago I had rationalized my lifetime of
>unexplained experiences and memories as OOBE's (out of body
>exp's) vivid nightmares, and several unexplained objects (UFO
>sightings) I had seen in the sky (throughout my life - beginning
>in childhood) that simply didn't fit in with anything -I- knew
>of.

John, thanks for "trumping in" with your enlightening message from
"wonadem".
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Re: Solved Abduction Cases?

From: DevereuxP@aol.com [Paul Devereux]
Date: Wed, 3 Dec 1997 23:00:43 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Thu, 04 Dec 1997 02:06:58 -0500
Subject: Re: Solved Abduction Cases?

Mark Cashman wrote:

>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
>Subject: re: UFO UpDate: Re: Solved Abduction Cases?
>Date: Thu, 27 Nov 1997 11:23:35 -0800

>>  From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
>>  Date: Wed, 26 Nov 1997 13:24:34 PST
>>  To: updates@globalserve.net
>>  Subject: RE: UFO UpDate: Re: Solved Abduction Cases?

<snip>

>My view is that Ufology may have a folklore, in the sense of
>enduring and frequently repeated stories which serve to remind
>us of why this subject is worth investigating. There are other
>stories as well, which seem to have a certain kind of value that
>is separate from their usually non-existent factual content, in
>the same sense that a good, cautionary SF tale has value.

>But Ufology is not alone in either of these aspects... <snip>

I don't think anyone is suggesting ufology is alone in this
respect - the difficulty is getting ufologists to realise that
they are dealing with folkloric processes at all! Mention
folklore, and there is this huge outcry. It is as if ufology is
to be thought as being above folklore. Yet, how can we view
Adamski's stories and the fifties "contactee culture" today
without thinking of them being folklore? And did not Strieber's
"Communion" contribute to the folklore of grays and abductions?
And wasn't the Hale-Bopp business a piece of folklore? And
doesn't much of what does the rounds regarding Roswell *have* to
be folklore (even *if* one of the strands turns out to be true)?

In my fictional folktale of Old Bill, I pointed out that folklore
can (and often does)  relate to a real incident, but need not
express the actual truth of that incident. Sometimes, folktales
are a kind of cognitive memorial. Verbal time capsules. But it is
crucial not to mistake the finger for the moon. In the case of
Roswell, *something* happened, and the folklore that has issued
from it (most of it starting 20 years or later after the event,
whatever it was, like much folklore) memorialises that something.
But Roswellian folklore is not necessarily describibg the actual
nature of that event.

<snip>

>However, the odd thing about good UFO cases when we try to view
>them as folklore... <snip>

No, this is not what is being said, you know. UFOs are not
ufology. I have been saying, as have many others, that *ufology*
is the container of the folklore. More precisely, folklore is the
glue that holds it together.

I actually witnessed ufological folkore at work earlier this
year, when skywatching at Pine Bush. Standing along the roadside,
in the dark, along with other watchers, one could hear the buzz
of conversation that was the precise oral equivalent of what was
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on the net, on lists like Updates. Cyber-chatter had turned into
oral tradition! I heard it, and heard it being further
embellished. Such embellishment, in turn, would likely later get
out onto the net - a symbiosis of storytelling. We are witnessing
a new kind of  folklore in a new age of instant electronic
communciation. Folkore can be passed on the phone. It can even
more easily be passed on the net into the virtual community.
Electrolore. And as the new voice interfaces become more the
norm, it will be literally a new oral tradition.

A whisper tapped into your keyboard can be heard around the
world. No processing or editing, as in a book or on TV, but raw,
like word of mouth.

It is terribly important for us not to be in denial about this
process. It is actually going on.

>There is, nonetheless, a "UFO culture". Actually, there are
>several UFO cultures...<snip>

Yup. Agreed. It's called ufology.

>...But there are tools for weeding out the wheat from the chaff.
>Some researchers fail to use those tools. There's a reason for
>that, and I think it stems from the activities of those like
>Klass, Menzel, and Kottmeyer, and the way their data distorting
>explanations affect researchers...<snip>

At least consider the possibility, Mark, that there may only be
chaff in many instances (I assume you are thinking of folklore as
"chaff"). And it is a matter of opinion as to whether the likes
of Kottemeyer are "distorting their data". For all I know, some
of the "researchers" you refer to whom you might consider as
paragons of truth may be those I would consider as distorting
their data to fit their own pet theories and beliefs. It is all
such a shaky business, y'know.

I think it should be pointed out that the presence of folklore as
a binding element within ufology is not in itself necessarily a
negative factor. I wasn't thinking of folklore as somehow being
negative or as explaining anything away when I gave this present
round on the subject its spin. What *is* important, however, and
this is the point I was initially trying to make, is to recognise
that it is there, and the role it plays. And not to be in denial
about it.

Finger and moon. Finger and moon.

Cheers,
Paul
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Clarke's Art Work

From: "Julianne Presson" <earthwrk@doitnow.com>
Date: Sun, 30 Nov 1997 01:27:04 -0700
Fwd Date: Thu, 04 Dec 1997 02:09:46 -0500
Subject: Clarke's Art Work

My compliments to the list...

For any and all who may have an interest, I have finally gotten
off of my lazy keister and put up a Cyber Gallery containing most
of my art work.

The paintings were put up into categories including the two
UFO/Alien related pages. I invite one and all to drop by, have a
look and send me commentary (email drop provided).

The URL is:

                       www.crossfields.com/~art

I look forward to your visit!

Kindest Regards...

Clarke Hathaway
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Re: UFO Database interest

From: galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy]
Date: Wed, 03 Dec 1997 23:10:39 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 04 Dec 1997 02:11:54 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO Database interest

> Date: Wed, 03 Dec 1997 09:59:41 -0600
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: joel henry <jhenry@wavefront.com>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: UFO Database interest

> >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >From: "Serge Salvaille" <sergesa@connectmmic.net>
> >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: UFO Database interest
> >Date: Tue, 02 Dec 1997 15:18:18 -0500

> >Joel,

> We are still in the planning stages, so any helpful input you ma
> have is greatly appreciated. We want to avoid as many obvious
> pitfalls as we can from the start. Less time wasted. This is a
> long term project: Ultimate UFO Report Database (UUFORD), so I
> have no illusions that it will pop up like a dandilion in
> spring.

> Thanks.

> Joel Henry

After you have the Ultimate UFO Report Database what will you do
with it?

Will it really prove anything that all of the databases of
sightings that have preceeded it could not?

What is the objective of this effort that has not been
accomplished previously?

Will it take 5,000 10,000 100,000 sighting reports to achieve
what ever these goals are?

Gary
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Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

From: galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy]
Date: Wed, 03 Dec 1997 23:17:35 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 04 Dec 1997 02:14:40 -0500
Subject: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

> Date: Tue, 2 Dec 1997 21:19:34 -0500
> From: James Easton <pulsar@compuserve.com>
> Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

> Regarding...

> >Date: Sun, 30 Nov 1997 00:33:55 -0500
> >From: bruce maccabee <brumac@compuserve.com>
> >Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

> Bruce,

<snip>

> If the objects which Kenneth Arnold witnessed were indeed a
> formation of alien spaceships flying in echelon, perhaps we might
> expect to find at least one similar sighting report during the
> past fifty years.

> Are there any comparative reports?

> James.
> E-mail: pulsar@compuserve.com

Sure there are reports of formation flights - read Edward J.
Ruppelt's 'The Report on Unidentified Flying Objects'.

Gary
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Re: Clark and ETH

From: DevereuxP@aol.com [Paul Devereaux]
Date: Wed, 3 Dec 1997 23:43:45 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Thu, 04 Dec 1997 02:27:47 -0500
Subject: Re: Clark and ETH

Jerry Clark wrote:

>From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
>Date: Tue, 25 Nov 1997 11:15:49 PST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: RE: UFO UpDate: Clark and ETH [Solved Abduction Cases?]

>> From: DevereuxP@aol.com
>> Date: Fri, 21 Nov 1997 23:48:44 -0500 (EST)
>> To: updates@globalserve.net
>> Subject: Solved Abduction Cases?

 <snip>

>...I do, however, appreciate the more moderate and thoughtful
>tone of the current posting, and on my end I apologize for past
>responses that may have sounded flippant or disrespectful...
<snip>

I appreciate the more moderate and thoughtful tone of the current
posting, Jerry, and I accept your apology. Be polite with me, and
I'll be polite with you. It was always that simple.

<snip>

>>A small number of us have been doing a heroic job in raising
>>funding for field and other research, have involved mainstream
>>science, have already produced more than anecdotal results, but
 >>instead of that being acknowledged, we are almost automatically
>>criticised or even derided...

>I will leave aside the issue of whether or not you are a
>"hero," except to say that most would feel this is for others,
>not you, to decide...<snip>

I love your technique, Jerry: even when you are not being openly
rude and hostile, you still keep wheedling away. I said the
effort was heroic (as indeed it has been), like a sculpture can
be heroic, not that I was a hero. Differing statements, old pal.
But having said that, I do happen to think people like Erling
Strand are indeed heroes. And, for that matter, people like Hal
Puthoff, in carving days out of a horrendous schedule to spend
time accompanying me on fieldwork.

>> THE ETH AS THE DOMINANT PARADIGM IN UFOLOGICAL THINKING.

<snip>

>>... I do not think it is an explanation for any, but if the
>>evidence should amount to proof in some cases, I will have no
>>problems accepting it. I think there are definitely:

>> Psychological UFOs
>> Sociological UFOs
>> Geophysical UFOs

>> I'd add the ETH to that list as a possibility. But as someone
>>who has seen anomalous luminous and dark aerial objects, and on
>>one occasion a craft, I can say in total honesty I have not
>>found it necessary to invoke the ETH to cope with any of them.
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>And of course others, including scientists and other trained
>observers, have felt otherwise... <snip>

Of course. And many, many, many  more who have seen sweet F.A.

<snip>

>>... a study of alien abductions without recourse to the ETH
>>reveals evidence amounting to proof as to what the "alien
>>abduction" experience actually is.

>Again, a matter of continuing discussion.  The ETH has to be
>considered as one possible reasonable interpretation of a small
>number of well investigated, multiple-participant cases. Other
>explanations simply lack compelling explanatory power in these
>instances.

Not true (as far as the abduction experience goes). The evidence
that the alien abduction experience is a mind-experience and not
a physical experience is overwhelming. (And that's all I am
saying - I have explicitly stated that the ontological status of
the abduction experience has to be further defined.) And a case I
describe in the forthcoming UFOs & UFOLOGY book demonstrates that
even multiple-experient abductions do not have to mean a
physical, literal abduction has taken place.

The tabloid end of ufology will hang onto a literalist
explanation for alien abductions for years to come, but there is
no excuse for scholars such as yourself, Jerry, to buy that
approach any longer. While it is important for us to be looking
into the ontology of the experience, that cannot happen within
ufology until leading lights such as yourself admit that there is
no future in being an apologist for abduction literalism.

>At the same time, as I have stated repeatedly, there
>is no reason to hold a dogmatic stance at this early stage of
>the discussion/investigation... <snip>

It is later than you think. And is it still dogmatic to say that
the world is round? When does convenient intellectual
laissez-faire run its course?

<snip>

>>...(I am amazed that I have already made this deliberately
>> provocative statement without there being the least ripple of
>> interest by either Jerry or, apparently, more than a couple of
>> people on this list.)

>Somehow I have the sense that we're being set up here for a big
>anticlimax, but go ahead, tell the story, and let the rest of
>us judge its relevance.

Geoff Price got in ahead of you, Jerry.(See also my response to
Sean Jones.)  I'm sorry if you think research is "a big
anticlimax". I guess that's why ufology is what it is at present.
I can tell you that the experience itself was no anti-climax.

<snip>

>As I have said before, the ETH -- which I happen to like, by
>the way...

Even though it isn't *a* hypothesis, and is so general it can
only be called a motif?

>.... has not been ufology's "dominant paradigm" since
>the mid-1960s.  Anybody can determine that for himself or
>herself by reading this list... <snip>

I have to ask you what planet you are on, let alone what list!

<snip>

>...we've actually had to endure a long, tedious exchange on
>whether Ken Arnold saw birds,for god's sake.  One would like to
>think this was all done tongue in cheek, but this is the sort of
>thing that passes for thinking in influential corners of ufology
>these days.
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I fully agree with you about the geese! But spare a thought for
what has to be endured by those of us who do not view the
ETH/ETM in such a positive light as you do.

>> <snip>.... Dealing with the latter possibility first, it is my
>>contention, as I expressed in an early posting to you, Jerry,
>>that it is indeed skewing several stands of research and
>>inhibiting the disclosure of other possibilities. In this
>>sense, it is acting like a self-fulfilling pattern of thought.
>>As a matter of fact, I would go further: I think that within
>>mainstream ufology anything that is not ETH-based in some form
>>or other is viewed as non-ufological, and essentially of minor
>>or no interest. Further still, if it was finally proven that
>>the ETH is not the answer in ufology, I suggest that most
>>people now attracted to ufology would go elsewhere and the
>>subject would drop to a minor strand  of intellectual curiosity
>>within our culture, notwithstanding other important scientific
>>and philosophical matters that might emerge in the ETH's stead.

>I would like to know of a funded mainstream science
>investigation of UFOs and the ETH.  I know the literature pretty
>well, and I've never heard of one.  I doubt that one exists.
>The ETH has been the subject of hand-waving dismissal in the
>mainstream scientific literature but never of balanced,
>searching appraisal.  One way to read your argument is that
>science's neglect of the ETH justifies its continued neglect.

Forgive me, I'm not quite sure what this statement of yours has
to do with anything I was saying.

>> ALIEN ABDUCTION: I think we could set about raising the data
>> within ufology itself (it has already been raised outside of
>> ufology) to demonstrate that the alien abduction experience,
>> for example, is just one modest strand of a broader literature
>> relating to an extremely deep-seated human experience as old
>>as the human mind.

>So you believe.  And others disagree.  The discussion continues,
>as well it should.

My statement is far more than a belief - it is demonstrable. We
can provide more evidence that the abduction experience is a mind
phenomenon than the literalists can that it is a physical one.
But I fully agree with you that most people (within ufology - an
important qualification) do not think that. That, really, is what
I was trying to say: can we get the matter dealt with more
broadly within ufology (for ufology's sake - the work will go on
within or without ufology regardless)?

>> AERIAL PHENOMENA: In the case of things seen-in-the sky, while
>> the ETH should stay on the table, it should not be as
>>overbearing as it currently is and has been for nearly 50
>>years. It should be given nothing more than equal weighting
>>with social, psychological and geophysical UFOs - and perhaps
>>UFOs of a type we haven't even thought of as yet...<snip>

>It is a myth that the ETH dominates ufology.... <snip>

If you truly believe this, you are either in denial or are not
paying attention as to what is occupying the attention of
mainstream ufology today. Even the "occult" and "conspiracy"
folklore themes are attached to the ETH in one form or another.
It may not be the old form of "the" ETH, but the ETM is there
fully entrenched. It is not worth even arguing this point.

<snip>

>...it seems to me your dispute is with all scientists who think
>ETs exist and could visit here, even if they happen to reject
>the idea that it's happening now.  The ETH is so consistent with
>many streams of exobiological/SETI theory that you ought to put
>aside your unique obsession with ufologists and take on ETI
>theorists in mainstream science.

No - this is a fundamental error that is often made. You are
talking about the possibility of other life in the universe -
exobiology. I am immediately open to that possibility(though with
the cautionary thought that life might be even more precious than
we think it is). This is *not* the same issue as whether a
zoo-load of alien beings and variegated craft are visiting the
Earth or not. As far as these present exchanges go, it is this
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latter issue I am addressing.

>> Also, a study of the history of ufology shows conclusively
>>that there is not one, single hypothesis that can be called the
>>ETH, as Dennis Stacy has pointed out in another posting. There
>>is and/or has been a riot of manifestations of what should more
>>properly be called the ET Motif, the ETM.

>Actually, I agree and write as much in my just published The UFO
>Book.  Only a small number of ufologists have formulated a
>detailed, comprehensive ETH.  Most writers have patterned their
>ideas, and only sketchily, after speculations current in
>current mainstream science (I here exclude contactees and other
>extremists, obviously)...

Why exclude them? They have been an essential part of ufology's
history. I see nothing more "extreme" being postulated then than
the notions flying around within ufology now! This is hindsight
sanitisation. What you might think reasonable now, we may both
agree in our bath-chairs was "extreme". The trick is to see
what's going wrong *at the time*. In this, you are kicking and
resisting all the way. Ufology is *not* what you and few mates in
the upper mid-west think -- it is a rampant bed of rumour and
extremist thinking. That is what the bulk of ufology *is*. The
first step in attempting to enlarge the influence of moderation,
and an expansion of though in ufology is to accept that the
problems exist. It is no use pretending it is just a handful of
nutters on the fringe of ufology. While most ufologists might be
nice enough people, they nevertheless bathe in the culture that
we call ufology.

<snip>

>As I have said more than once in this space, the finest writing
>on the ETH is by Michael D. Swords.  ETH-bashers ignore him to a
>man or woman.  Tellingly, I should think.

I've read some of Swords' material, and have listened to him at
length. His thoughts on exbiology may (possibly)  be fine, but,
as I say, this is not the issue. It is jumping from such
speculations to the ufological ETH/ETM that crosses the logic
gap.  And it is a logic gap whether one jumps across it with two
heavily-booted feet, or does a fancier Swords dance.

<snip>

>I have never said your ideas are not "worthy of discussion."
>I have said the contrary.  I just happen to think you're
>wrong -- though interestingly so, which is more than I can
>say for many UFO theorists.

How can you say I'm "wrong"? And about what? And how can we
broaden the thinking within ufology if people like you put a
label *on what you don't like* that says "wrong"?

<snip>

>>... So, as a preliminary test, I took the first 100 postings of
>>the list in my electronic in-tray... <snip>... This is what I
>>found.
>> My UpDates sample of 100 postings started on 11/04 and ended
>>11/08.
>> ETH/ETM-related:      62%
>> Not ETH/ETM related:  38%

>An imaginative reading, I should think.  Most posters don't
>refer to specific theories about UFOs,  The exchanges usually
>are about specific or general issues.  The ETH receded in power
>and influence in the mid-1960s...

Then you are mistaken. There was nothing "imaginative" about my
survey. That 62% (actually 67%) related to the ETH/ETM in one way
or another. If anything, I cut out postings that should have been
included. As I said - explicit *or implicit*. RELATED. My point
was and is that the ETH/ETM is so insidious that it sets the
agenda for most discussion, thought, approaches and beliefs
within ufology. It sets the agenda, even when the discussion
might ostensibly be about something else. No one is saying that
the cyber-waves are full of erudite debates about the ETH/ETM. It
is far, far more insidious than that. And that is precisely my
point.
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Here I am, determining what is on this list by a reasoned
approach and not mere opinion, and you airily dismiss it! (I
expected as much - but then scolded myself for pre-judging you.)

Jerry, as I have said - you are in denial. Honestly.

>I confess I don't understand your particular
>obsession...

Or don't want to, perhaps. It is a pity that my call that we look
at a set of problems gets labelled by you as being obsessive.
If I speak out of line, it seems, I am "wrong" and suffering from
an "obsession". There's not much hope if you continue to think
like that, Jerry.

>...Keyhoe and Lorenzen (to more than a few, barely remembered
>historical figures).

Their legacy lives on, for sure.

<snip>

>Lighten up, Paul.  Ufology's universe strikes me as
>more pluralistic than your own.

Yes, it is pluralistic, but the ETH/ETM is the bass note behind
most of ufological concern and involvement. It is the dominant
drone.

>I also encourage our readers to spend not just 14 days but 365
>of 1998 in following their thoughts where logic and evidence
>take them.  If we're to take 14 days off, let us take them off
>from credulity, dogma, and sloppy thinking -- errors that are
>hardly the sole property of proponents of the extraterrestrial
>hypothesis.

My suggestion was to try to forge some new pathways of thinking,
without the crutch of the ETH/ETM. This is a biological factor,
you know. When we think about something, the neurons fire in
certain patterns. Once such a network has fired, the cells along
the way are "kindled", primed, so to speak, to fire again with
less resistance. This is the way habits are formed. This is why
repetitative tasks can come to be "second nature", and drop more
or less beneath our conscious threshold, even though they
occupied our attention when we were learning them. The same thing
happens with habits of thought. I am suggesting that recourse to
one manifestation or other of the ETH/ETM is "second nature" in
most of mainstream ufology. My idea of a 14-day break was to give
the old firing patterns a rest, to make us more conscious about
what we assume, and to perhaps fashion some tentative new firing
networks inside our little noddles. Maybe the UFO enigma is
bigger than we think, and we need to make more effort.

In this, as in so much, Jerry, it seems my points pass you by.
But I try to get through.

Kind regards,
Paul Devereux
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Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

From: Bruce Maccabee <brumac@compuserve.com>
Date: Thu, 4 Dec 1997 00:39:13 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 04 Dec 1997 10:08:47 -0500
Subject: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

Date: Wed, 03 Dec 1997 13:39:08 -0800
From: Ted Viens <drtedv@freewwweb.com>
To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

> Date: Tue, 2 Dec 1997 21:19:34 -0500
> From: James Easton <pulsar@compuserve.com>
> Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

>James fails to do his homework.  The glider pilot says that he
>can distinguish a pelican up to four miles away and observe th.em
>past six miles with his average unaided eyes.  Is the pilot a
>good judge of distance?  Although a pelican's wing span may
>exceed 10 feet.  At a distance, averaging its cross-section, it
>would be a fluctuating blob about 5 feet across.  At 4 miles, it
>would have an angular diameter of about 0 degrees 0 minutes 49
>seconds.  The receptor cells in the eye have an angular diameter
>of 0 degrees 1 minute plus or minus.  Even at 4 miles, the
>pelican is a teency weency dot.  To identify a big bird it would
>have to eclipse an area of the retina of some 10 by 10 cells or
>so having an angular diameter of +- 10 minutes.  This would place
>a pelican LESS than 1/2 mile away or 1/8 of the distance claimed
>by the pilot of the glider.  If James would do some basic
>science, he would understand the treachery of static estimation
>of distance.  And he certainly would have refrained from the
>embarassment of submitting the pilots story as supporting
evidence.

Good point, Ted. The spacing between receptors (cones) in the eye
is about 2.5 microns.  With a 17 mm effective focal length the
angular spacing is about 0.147 milliradians.  With 17.4
mr/degree, the angular spacing between receptors is about
0.147/17.4 = 0.008 deg or about 1/2 minute.  Anything smaller
than that could get lost between receptors.  Projecting the
spacing 0.147 mr out to 5 miles gives about 4 ft in cross-section
perpendicular to the line of sight. Anything smaller than this
would be barely detectable. The typical eye can determine shape,
i.e., resolve two things next to each other, if they are about 2
arc minutes apart or 1/30 degree or about 0.6 mr, which is about
4 times the receptor spacing.  Projecting 0.6 mr out to 5 miles
yields abou 16 ft. Mighty large for a pelican. Arnold would be
seeing wings mostly on edge so the 10 foot span might not be as
important for viewing unless he were directly behind them.  If we
imagine that the body of the pelican is what Arnold would see,
"modulated" by the flapping wings, and assign a 2 ft size to the
body, then to be resolved with some accuracy (Arnold did say he
could see a shape), then 0.6 mr corresponds to 2 ft at 3300 ft,
or less than a mile.

Suppose we let them be a mile away so that Arnol couldn't quite
resolve their body shapes (and see wings beating).  The UFOs
crossed abot 60 degrees of view in about 100 seconds, or about
0.6 deg/sec or 10 mr/sec.  Project this to a mile and get 0.01
miles per sec or 36 miles per hour.

(a) can pelicans fly this fast at an altitude of about 9000 ft?
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(b) when Arnold turned his plane to fly generally parallel to the
track he would have noticed the speed difference

(c) as pointed out below, the parallax effect due to Arnold's
high speed relative to pelicans only one mile away should have
been immediately obvious as Arnold flew along (as opposed to the
much smaller parallax effect of objects 20 miles away).

>A variation of these arguments apply to the bird watcher's
>observations.  Depth perception is aided not only by having two
>eyes, but also by the motion of the observer causing movement of
t>he object against a distant background.  In fact human depth
>perception from stereoscoptic vision is only good to a hundred
>meters or so.  Beyond that, we estimate distance by moving our
>heads about, judging the relative motion of one object against .
>another.  Most bird watchers that I am aware of definitely do NOT
>bounce around some meter or so while watching birds.  As static
>observers, they are easily "baffled by optical illusions of
>distance."  Arnold was not a static observer nor an inept
>diletante pilot.  As I have written before, any modest motion of
>a meter or so of Arnold's plane PERPENDICULAR to the geometric
>plane of their flight paths would have made it easier to
>distinguish big birds near the plane from big flying craft closer
>to the mountains. Arnold did have a convenient and familiar tool
>for crudely judging distance that a static observer would not
>have.

>Again I find myself in awe of Bruce Maccabee for being so patient
>with another person who is arguing so poorly.  It would be
>difficult for me to repeatedly cover the same points with another.
>person.

(blush)  OK, I admit it. I'm a truely "awesome" person <G>.
However, I must admit that even my patience is wearing thin.
And I can hardly wait for the debate over the Klass-Davidson
meteor theory to begin.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 4

Re: Was ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
Date: Wed, 03 Dec 1997 23:51:23 PST
Fwd Date: Thu, 04 Dec 1997 10:03:35 -0500
Subject: Re: Was ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

> Date: Wed, 03 Dec 1997 18:35:04 -0800
> From: John Koopmans <john.koopmans@sympatico.ca>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

> > From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
> > Date: Tue, 02 Dec 1997 11:18:24 PST
> > To: updates@globalserve.net
> > Subject: RE: UFO UpDate: Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

> > > Date: Tue, 02 Dec 1997 05:46:29 -0600
> > > To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > > From: Michael Christol <mchristo@mindspring.com>
> > > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

> <snip>

> > Hi, everybody,

> > Either I did not make myself clear, or the whole
> > ground of the discussion has shifted inexplicably.

> > Let me restate my point:

> > The issue is not whether there are unexplained, anomalous, or
> > arguably paranormal events and experiences in the world.  Few on
> > this list would dispute that.  (Probably just about everybody has
> > had at least one weird incident in his or her life. I have had
> > one or two myself.) The issue is whether Keel's "theories" -- one
> > hesitates to use such a respectable noun to characterize what are
> > in reality wild, even paranoid, guesses -- address them in any
> > useful or coherent way.  In my view, they do not.

> > In mild exasperation,
> > Jerry Clark

> Hello Jerry (also Dennis, Mike and Everybody):

> I support  your discussions with Dennis Stacey regarding some of
> the more theoretical aspects of ETH versus non-ETH theories from
> a scholarly point of view, and am grateful for any resultant
> knowledge gained as an observer. What I do object to are some of
> the insinuations that I feel are being made, either directly, or
> more subtly in the tone of the words being used, that only help
> to undermine what little progress (if any) has already been made
> in the non-ETH theoretical area.

> I appreciate that you do acknowledge the acceptance of those who
> have had "unusual experiences" that currently cannot be
> explained. However, you then seem to deny the value of some of
> the pioneering theories that try to explain this phenomena, by
> pointing out the ineptitude of efforts being made in this area by
> the few individuals courageous enough to investigate this
> difficult area.

John,
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Since occult theories have practically overrun ufology since
the mid-1960s, I disagree that the individuals who propose them
are either "few" or "courageous."

> I don't think that there is anyone on this List who would deny
> that both Keel and Vallee are not employing the most scientific
> practices in their investigations. In fact, it would be difficult
> to find a good example of any UFO investigator who employs
> perfect or even near-perfect practices.

I disagree.  Not everybody is operating at the lowest level.
Intellectually substantial work on aspects of the UFO phenomenon
is not hard to find if one looks for it.  Off the top of my head,
I think of the research and writing of Swords, Bullard, Maccabee,
both Webbs, Appelle, Sparks, Rodeghier, Chalker, Basterfield,
McDonald, Hynek (at least the Hynek of The UFO Experience),
Zeidman, Cashman, Rutkowski, and many others.  For some quick
examples, read any issue of Journal of UFO Studies, or consult
the cumulative bibliography at the end of my UFO Encyclopedia.

> However, in their support, it cannot be denied that
> theoretically, scientific practice is far easier and "safer"
> (from a peer perspective) when it concerns itself with the more
> physical aspects of the UFO phenomena (ETH) as opposed to the
> more non-physical aspects (non-ETH). There are tools readily
> available to measure both physical objects and traces of physical
> objects, and there is the comfort of a long precedence of
> established techniques and well-argued theoretical perspectives.

The importance of none of which is to be minimized.

> When it comes to the more non-physical aspects of the UFO
> phenomena, there seems to be great resistance from the UFO
> community to acknowldge its possibility and research it further,
> especially from those who have never personally experienced any
> unusual events. This is quite understandable, and I would think
> that many of those who have had experiences have been on that
> side of the fence at some point in their life, especially before
> they were aware of the number of other such occurrences happening
> to others. However, I think that today, the volume of such
> reports should be an indication that such occurrences can no
> longer be denied.

Far from "great resistance" to occult interpretations, there has
been an appalling rush to embrace them.  Keel and Vallee remain
two of the most influential figures in the history of ufology.
Nearly everybody on this list has read them.  How many, on the
other hand, have read Swords on the ETH or Rodeghier on E-M
cases, followed the debate about the Trans-en-Provence CE2, or
even know what the RB-47 case is about?

> Therefore, there has been very little progress in what I would
> call the "non-ETH" side of the phenomena.  There are few, if any
> scientific tools available to measure such things as apparent
> "non-physical" manifestations and "out-of-body" type of
> experiences. Psychiatrists have attempted to investigate these in
> terms of various states of mind or emotions. Others have
> attempted to explain them in terms of various understandable
> events such as electrical, mechanical or chemical stimulation of
> the brain. However, these excursions have not been able to
> explain away all of the reported phenomena.

Persons interested in these sorts of phenomena, whose
relationship to the UFO phenomenon has yet to be demonstrated,
ought to go to the serious literature of parapsychology and
psychical research.  Incidentally, I don't see parapsychologists
and psychical researchers rushing to claim the UFO phenomenon as
their own.  All the claiming is being done by advocates of the
Keel/Vallee approach in ufology.

> So what avenues of investigation remain? Many researchers don't
> want to even come close, fearing not only ridicule from their
> peers, but also frustration in their inability to "measure" the
> phenomena in any scientifically acceptable way. It is therefore
> easier to deny the phenomena by casting ridicule on it, and
> calling those who attempt to deal with it "paranoid", or
> "nutters", or to call their theories "half-baked".  This leaves
> the field with little possibility for further scholarly
> evolution.

> So why you need to continue to debate their lack of competence is
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> beyond me.

I'm glad that you understand that these men are not champions
of a scientific approach to UFO study.  Unfortunately, many of our
fellows think of them as perfectly reasonable. Thus it is necessary
to reiterate the point and to expose the problems with such beliefs.

> But calling Keel "paranoid" and "half-baked" is not
> only scientifically unjustifiable but does little to help advance
> the cause.

Actually, "paranoid" and "half-baked" are the mildest possible
adjectives next to what Keel habitually calls those of us who
presume to question  his approach.  For but one example, see his
stunningly vituperative piece on "The Flying Saucer Subculture,"
published in the Journal of Popular Culture in the 1970s.  There
is no ad hominem to which Keel will not stoop when it comes to
assassination of the character of those who fail to recognize his
genius as the man who knows everything about everything.

I have known Keel since the mid-1960s and for some years was
quite close to him.  Then I grew up.  Meantime, since you
criticize me for calling his ideas "paranoid" and "half-baked,"
you might be interested to know that several years ago he
circulated a malicious tall tale which I heard about from my
friend Peter Brookesmith, who was kind enough to tip me off.
Keel, it seems, told a number of British ufologists that I am
seriously mentally ill and have spent my adult life in and out of
psychiatric hospitals.

On hearing this, I wrote Keel and demanded that he retract this
bizarre allegation. No retraction was forthcoming -- those who
know John know he will not back down even from the biggest
whoppers. While making no attempt to defend the hospitalization
slander (as indeed how could he?), he went on to assert that he
"knows" of my deep schizophrenia just from reading what I write.
Not coincidentally, of course, some of what I write is critical
of his approach.  Which is all the proof of lunacy John needs,
apparently. Typical Keel: if you don't agree with him, you're not
just mistaken; there's something terribly wrong with you as a
human being. In conducting himself in this fashion, Keel
demonstrates his contempt for the standards of civilized
discourse.

I don't hate Keel, or even dislike him much.  I do feel sorry for
him. I also feel that he has been a truly unfortunate influence
on this field, for reasons I discuss in detail in my
just-published The UFO Book (pages 429-44) and at greater length
in the forthcoming second edition of my UFO Encyclopedia.

> Instead, I feel that more value would be gained if
> investigators could help build on what has already been started,
> and progress the theories into something that has a little more
> credibility, rather than leaving this field perpetually
> associated with "paranoids", "nutters" and "half-baked"
> theorists, thereby continuing to scare off those who wish to
> explore these theories further as possible starting points.

I think that to the extent that ufology continues to tie its
thinking and fortune to the likes of Keel and Vallee, it will be
"perpetually associated with 'paranoids,' 'nutters' and 'half-
baked' theorists." Recently, reading a book by an outsider,
science historian Steven J. Dick (author of The Biological
Universe), I was interested to see the same point being made
in a discussion of Vallee's theories.

> Undeniaby, from many perspectives, the non-ETH area will continue
> to be a challenging area to address, and will require the
> attention of investigators/theorists with the strength and
> courage to withstand all of the initial rebukes and "jeers from
> peers". But since it is an area that has hardly been touched, it
> has great potential and will likely draw greater readership than
> may be realized.

Again, John, this area has been "touched on" again and again.It
can be more compellingly argued that too much UFO literature has
been taken up with the most extreme claims, and far too little
attention paid to those cases from which solid data can be
extracted. Ufology, if it is ever to grow up, has to be something
other than the pursuit of scary stories.  If we are to persuade
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open-minded scientists that UFOs exist as a class of
extraordinary phenomena, we had better focus far more than we
have been on CE2s, radar/visuals, and the like.  There's no
shortage of soft evidence which, however intriguing, in the end
gets us nowhere.  Give me one well-invesetigated RB-47 case over
a thousand MIB anecdotes.  And while we're at it, demonstrate to
me that RB-47 and like cases are part of the same "phenomenon" as
MIB tales.  Occult theorists implicitly assume that (typically
while deriding the former) without ever telling us why we should
believe them.

Cordially,

Jerry Clark
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Fireball fires up the UFO Crowd

From: XianneKei@aol.com [Rebecca Keith]
Date: Thu, 4 Dec 1997 01:14:47 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Thu, 04 Dec 1997 10:12:40 -0500
Subject: Fireball fires up the UFO Crowd

http://www.suntimes.com/output/news/ufo03i.htm

"Fireball' fires up the UFO crowd

December 3, 1997

BY ART GOLAB SUBURBAN REPORTER
Scully and Mulder, look out.

The sighting of a mysterious fireball in the sky near New Lenox over the
weekend has drawn the attention of UFO specialists from all over the
country.

It also has become fodder for a nationally syndicated radio show dealing
with the paranormal. But authorities are not ready to open an X-File yet
and call in agents Dana Scully and Fox Mulder from the TV show.

A search by Will County sheriff's police found no evidence of debris,
and the FAA reported no planes missing or sightings on radar. ``We
looked into it, and there is no aviation connection that we can
determine,'' FAA spokesman Don Zochert said.

But Tinley Park businessman and pilot Tim Janecyk, one of three people
who reported the phenomenon to police, knows he saw something.

He was driving west on Interstate 80 near Parker Road about 6:30 p.m.
Sunday with his girlfriend when, off to the left, he saw ``a brilliant
fireball descend from the clouds straight down.''

The object, the size of a full moon, lit up the clouds, trailing a
column of smoke, Janecyk said. It appeared to be descending about 125 to
150 m.p.h., he said. ``It was too slow for a meteor,'' said Janecyk, a
private pilot for eight years. Within 20 seconds, it disappeared behind
some trees, he said.

Janecyk called New Lenox police, who notified Will County sheriff's
police. Officers investigated but found nothing, said Lt. Mike Moran.

Janecyk also called the National UFO Reporting Center in Seattle, whose
director, Peter Davenport, discussed it Monday for half an hour on ``Art
Bell Coast to Coast,'' an overnight radio program heard locally on
WLS-AM (890). Davenport described similar sightings near Kansas City,
Mo.

Janecyk also was contacted by John Timmerman of Lima, Ohio, a case
investigator for the Mutual UFO Network. ``We're not suggesting it could
be of extra-terrestrial origin,'' Timmerman said. ``It could be some
space device that man put up there that decided to come back home. We're
just trying to identify it and explain it.''
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Re: Solved Abduction Cases?

From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
Date: Thu, 4 Dec 1997 10:23:56 +0100 (MET)
Fwd Date: Thu, 04 Dec 1997 11:16:34 -0500
Subject: Re: Solved Abduction Cases?

>From: DevereuxP@aol.com [Paul Devereux]
>Date: Wed, 3 Dec 1997 23:00:43 -0500 (EST)
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Solved Abduction Cases?

>Mark Cashman wrote:

>>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>>From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
>>Subject: re: UFO UpDate: Re: Solved Abduction Cases?
>>Date: Thu, 27 Nov 1997 11:23:35 -0800

>I think it should be pointed out that the presence of folklore as
>a binding element within ufology is not in itself necessarily a
>negative factor. I wasn't thinking of folklore as somehow being
>negative or as explaining anything away when I gave this present
>round on the subject its spin. What *is* important, however, and
>this is the point I was initially trying to make, is to recognise
>that it is there, and the role it plays. And not to be in denial
>about it.

Hi List, Paul and Mark,

Actually Paul has opened my eyes a little bit. There are folkloric
elements in ufology.

. Folklore has it that a UFO crashed in Roswell. The reality
seems to be, according to Randle's 'Conspiracy of Silence',
that there were two crashes, one near Roswell, one somewhere
else. (I believe it was the plains of San Augustin).

. Folklore is that Roswell was the "big one", with the best
evidence, etc. Reality is that the crash near Dalnegorsk,
Siberia, is so far the only one that is officially recognized
by scientists as a crash of an ET spaceship.

. Folklore speaks about a big government UFO cover up. In reality
there are two cover ups. One is maintained by the reluctance
of military officials who want to do their daily jobs unbothered
by outside distractions. Such was the case with the Arizona
sightings, which led to the silly flares explanation.

The other is the real one, which is maintained by a collection
of selected individuals from government and industry, somewhat
like an old boys' network. One of this reasons the cover up
doesn't break easily is that it operates outside the command
structure of the armed forces and outside the democratic
institutions. Another reason is probably that there is no real
leadership within this cover up. Throughout the years the
activities have fragmented.

Another important point is that while the UFO community
easily scoffs at government institutions who seem hesitant
to be totally honest about a UFO case, the community itself
has a total unwillingness to cooperate with the government.
Belgium was a positive exception. Prof. August Meessen must
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be applauded for taking the right step: assure the cooperation
of the Belgian military through calling the minister
of defense.

. Folklore is that the strong UFO cases are ET activity. Reality
is that UFOs could be from the hollow earth, another dimension
or from outer space. According to the hundreds of whistleblowers
from the military, collected by CSETI, George Knapp, Linda
Moulton and others, they are from outer space. Government documents
indicate the same, individuals like Corso and Shulman of ACC do too.

The ETH isn't proven, as Paul rightly points out. But the point is
that we have to send an expedition to other star systems to prove it.
Meanwhile the evidence for the activity of a non human intelligence
on earth has been there for decades. They, whatever they are,
don't announce themselves, violate air space, hover over atomic
installations, sometimes fiddle with the controls of missile
launch pads, mutilate animals and - to all appearances - abduct
people.

In that light I think discussions such as these are interesting
only to bring some nuances in our understanding of the phenomenon.
Ufology has folkloric elements, OK. But does that really matter?

            __________________________________________
           /    Met vriendelijke groet/Best wishes    \
                      Henny van der Pluijm
                      hvdp@worldonline.nl

                       Technology Pages
                http://home.worldonline.nl/~hvdp
             \______________________________________/
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'Fire Balloons' & 'Exeter'

From: " Jerry Cohen" <rjcohen@li.net>
Date: Thu, 4 Dec 1997 06:25:53 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 04 Dec 1997 11:18:51 -0500
Subject: 'Fire Balloons' & 'Exeter'

TO ALL READERS:

Those people that think "fire balloons" are the definitive answer to
"Exeter, N.H. 1965" are cordially invited to examine this theory for
yourselves by visiting the following websites:

Larry Robinson's "Solving the 1965 Exeter NH Sightings"
http://php.indiana.edu/~lrobins/howiextr.htm

and my rebuttal to same:
http://www.li.net/~rjcohen/rob.rebut.html

This researcher strongly believes that the "fire balloon" theory for
the majority of Exeter sighting is mostly "hot air." He also believes
Mr. Robinson's report was just _a little_ slanted. All are invited to
see which presentation makes the most sense. Whatever you do, don't
read one without reading the other.

Respectfully,
Jerry Cohen

 Author: Oberg/Cooper rebuttals
Website: http://www.li.net/~rjcohen
UFOmind: http://www.ufomind.com/ufo/people/c/cohen/

P.S.    Additionally, those wondering whether the Tectonic Strain
Theory (i.e. TST/plasma phenomena) and Nocturnal lights are the
complete solutions to most UFO cases, are also welcome to peruse some
letters between myself and Paul Devereux, one of TST's chief
proponents. (especially "EL & LITS: Reply to Devereux #3)

http://www.ufomind.com/ufo/people/d/devereux/

I think you will find that although the TST theory is probably
expanding our scientific knowledge of earth science, it too falls
short of explaining some of the excellent UFO cases on record to
date. Paul's lack of ability to fit "Exeter" into his rationale is
just one instance amongst many.
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Re: UFO Database interest

From: joel henry <jhenry@wavefront.com>
Date: Thu, 04 Dec 1997 08:45:55 -0600
Fwd Date: Thu, 04 Dec 1997 11:36:44 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO Database interest

>From: galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy]
>Date: Wed, 03 Dec 1997 23:10:39 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO Database interest NOT!

<snip>

>After you have the Ultimate UFO Report Database what will you do
>with it?

It will be open for use by anyone over the internet. What they
choose to do with it is up to the investigator.

>Will it really prove anything that all of the databases of
>sightings that have preceeded it could not?

It will have the most sightings of any database including many
not available for database use. It will be of historical interest
too.

>What is the objective of this effort that has not been
>accomplished previously?

Previous efforts have been limited by :
1- # of reports
2- little access to many people who need it
3- reports not in database form
4- wide range of database searching capabilities to find
info not previously even hinted at.
5- monetary cost for use.

>Will it take 5,000 10,000 100,000 sighting reports to achieve
>what ever these goals are?

The exact # of reports is not important. What is, is that there
are many, if not all of the reports, in any form, all available
in one place for immediate database sorting and use (including
military, FOIA generated, and anything new added as it comes in.)

I have gotten many positive responses from people out there who
believe this effort is long overdue. Past database derived data
has been limited in accuracy by the limited data available and
have taken great effort to generate results. We hope to alleviate
those problems.

Joel Henry

*****************************************************
Minnesota MUFON Webmaster
Minnesota MUFON Web Page= http://www.wavefront.com/~jhenry/index.html
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CURRENT-ENCOUNTER: Woman 'Falls From Sky'

From: Kenny Young <task@FUSE.NET>
Date: Thu, 4 Dec 1997 01:02:28 -0800
Fwd Date: Thu, 04 Dec 1997 16:49:22 -0500
Subject: CURRENT-ENCOUNTER: Woman 'Falls From Sky'

Woman Mysteriously Falls From Sky
The Associated Press
Wednesday, December 3, 1997; 9:28 a.m. EST

MIAMI (AP) -- A black-clad woman mysteriously fell from
the sky onto a wall at an apartment complex.

Residents heard a loud bang Tuesday and went outside to find
the body had landed on the wall and ripped in half, said
Detective Delrish Moss.

A 20-story apartment building is located near the spot where
she landed, but the condition of the woman's body indicates
she fell from much higher, Moss said.

``We have no clue,'' he said.

The woman was wearing a long black shirt and black tights and
had no identification, Moss said. She was described as white
with shoulder length black hair. Police estimate she was in her
mid-30s to late 40s and weighed between 120 to 150 pounds.

``Right now we're still trying to figure out where we go from
here,'' Moss said. ``You have to put together part of the
mystery before you even start a direction.''

Police will try to identify the woman through her fingerprints.
They were also calling airports seeking more information. An
autopsy will be performed to determine whether the woman
was alive before she fell.

In May 1996, police said a mangled, grease-covered body
found in suburban Miami was a stowaway that fell from an
airplane's wheelwell. The same week, police said a body found
in the water off New York City also was that of a stowaway
who fell from an airplane.

                                                End of article
--
UFO Research
http://home.fuse.net/task/
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Re: Clark and ETH

From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
Date: Thu, 04 Dec 1997 12:26:29 PST
Fwd Date: Thu, 04 Dec 1997 17:43:25 -0500
Subject: Re: Clark and ETH

> From: DevereuxP@aol.com [Paul Devereaux]
> Date: Wed, 3 Dec 1997 23:43:45 -0500 (EST)
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Clark and ETH

> Jerry Clark wrote:

> >From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
> >Date: Tue, 25 Nov 1997 11:15:49 PST
> >To: updates@globalserve.net
> >Subject: RE: UFO UpDate: Clark and ETH [Solved Abduction Cases?]

> >> From: DevereuxP@aol.com
> >> Date: Fri, 21 Nov 1997 23:48:44 -0500 (EST)
> >> To: updates@globalserve.net
> >> Subject: Solved Abduction Cases?

>  <snip>

> >...I do, however, appreciate the more moderate and thoughtful
> >tone of the current posting, and on my end I apologize for past
> >responses that may have sounded flippant or disrespectful...
> <snip>

> I appreciate the more moderate and thoughtful tone of the current
> posting, Jerry, and I accept your apology. Be polite with me, and
> I'll be polite with you. It was always that simple.

And what about your apology, Paul?  For me to accept it, which I
will do happily, it must first be offered.  Don't condescend to
me, and I won't condescend to you.  It's that simple.

> <snip>

> >>A small number of us have been doing a heroic job in raising
> >>funding for field and other research, have involved mainstream
> >>science, have already produced more than anecdotal results, but
>  >>instead of that being acknowledged, we are almost automatically
> >>criticised or even derided...

> >I will leave aside the issue of whether or not you are a
> >"hero," except to say that most would feel this is for others,
> >not you, to decide...<snip>

> I love your technique, Jerry: even when you are not being openly
> rude and hostile, you still keep wheedling away. I said the
> effort was heroic (as indeed it has been), like a sculpture can
> be heroic, not that I was a hero.

To most of us, a distinction without a difference, but I'll let
it go.  As I've said more than once before, you are in serious
need of a new rhetorical style.

> But having said that, I do happen to think people like Erling
> Strand are indeed heroes. And, for that matter, people like Hal
> Puthoff, in carving days out of a horrendous schedule to spend
> time accompanying me on fieldwork.

I also think that people like Isabel Davis, Ted Bloecher, Walter
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Webb, Donald Keyhoe, Aime Michel, James McDonald, Dick Hall, and
other pioneers of ufology -- who sought to bring rationality to
UFO research and who all championed, in one way or another, the
ETH -- were also heroes. Whether the likes of you and me are
heroes, Paul, is for history, not you and me, to decide.

> >>... a study of alien abductions without recourse to the ETH
> >>reveals evidence amounting to proof as to what the "alien
> >>abduction" experience actually is.

Yeah, right.  I hope that "proof" is better than that little
anecdote you offered on a recent posting -- your much-vaunted,
predictably anticlimactic meeting with what you characterized
as an alien.  Please tell me what this has to do with the
abduction phenomenon.  It certainly wasn't apparent from your
account, even as you were making, inevitably, huge claims for it.

> >Again, a matter of continuing discussion.  The ETH has to be
> >considered as one possible reasonable interpretation of a small
> >number of well investigated, multiple-participant cases. Other
> >explanations simply lack compelling explanatory power in these
> >instances.

> Not true (as far as the abduction experience goes). The evidence
> that the alien abduction experience is a mind-experience and not
> a physical experience is overwhelming. (And that's all I am
> saying - I have explicitly stated that the ontological status of
> the abduction experience has to be further defined.) And a case I
> describe in the forthcoming UFOs & UFOLOGY book demonstrates that
> even multiple-experient abductions do not have to mean a
> physical, literal abduction has taken place.

I look forward to reading your book, of course.  Still, my point
remains.  The best abduction cases, usually those involving
multiple witnesses and suggestive physical evidence, are more
reasonably interpreted as event-level experiences and
interactions with nonhuman entities.  Which is not to say that
such an interpretation is solidly proved. It's just that the
other explanations, including yours, don't seem up to the task.
Given society's fierce resistance to the idea of ETH visitation
on any but a trivial level (as fodder for fringe groups, scary
movies and TV shows, and stand-up comics), it is little wonder
that even with ufology people seek earnestly, even desperately,
for other, less disturbing explanations. It is, of course,
defensible to look at all possibilities.  It is not defensible to
reject the ETH out of hand or to employ ad hominem rhetoric
against its more serious advocates.

> The tabloid end of ufology will hang onto a literalist
> explanation for alien abductions for years to come, but there is
> no excuse for scholars such as yourself, Jerry, to buy that
> approach any longer. While it is important for us to be looking
> into the ontology of the experience, that cannot happen within
> ufology until leading lights such as yourself admit that there is
> no future in being an apologist for abduction literalism.

An "apologist for abduction literalism"?  Since everything I have
said on the subject has been far more qualified and modest than
anything I've ever seen you pronounce on the subject, that is a
strange remark indeed.  If I am apologizing for anything, it's
for open-minded consideration of the evidence.  If you're
apologizing for anything, it seems to me, it's dogmatism and
self-righteousness in favor of beliefs you hold very strongly.

> >At the same time, as I have stated repeatedly, there
> >is no reason to hold a dogmatic stance at this early stage of
> >the discussion/investigation... <snip>

> It is later than you think. And is it still dogmatic to say that
> the world is round? When does convenient intellectual
> laissez-faire run its course?

I'm glad that you have all the answers, Paul.  Most of the
rest of us, alas, are still searching.

> <snip>

> >>...(I am amazed that I have already made this deliberately
> >> provocative statement without there being the least ripple of
> >> interest by either Jerry or, apparently, more than a couple of
> >> people on this list.)
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> >Somehow I have the sense that we're being set up here for a big
> >anticlimax, but go ahead, tell the story, and let the rest of
> >us judge its relevance.

> Geoff Price got in ahead of you, Jerry.(See also my response to
> Sean Jones.)  I'm sorry if you think research is "a big
> anticlimax". I guess that's why ufology is what it is at present.
> I can tell you that the experience itself was no anti-climax.

It would have been to me, if I'd been expecting more, which I
wasn't.

> >As I have said before, the ETH -- which I happen to like, by
> >the way...

> >.... has not been ufology's "dominant paradigm" since
> >the mid-1960s.  Anybody can determine that for himself or
> >herself by reading this list... <snip>

Get off the mountain, Paul, and try viewing the history and
dynamics of ufology through something other than a narrow- focus
lens.  As I have written elsewhere recently, if ufology weren't
so obsessed with non- or anti-ETH approaches, we would be hearing
a lot less about Keel and Vallee (and maybe even Devereux) and a
lot more about the RB-47 and other hard- evidence cases of the
sorts that underlie the scientific case for ET visitation.

> I have to ask you what planet you are on, let alone what list!

Again, guy, remove the narrow-focus lenses.  You've been living
on the Devereux planet too long.

> >>As a matter of fact, I would go further: I think that within
> >>mainstream ufology anything that is not ETH-based in some form
> >>or other is viewed as non-ufological, and essentially of minor
> >>or no interest.

Not even remotely close to the truth.  In my recent book I
discuss at length, in three separate entries, the intellectual
history of UFO theory.  I show how the ETH came to be eclipsed in
the mid-to late 1960s, primarily by occult theories, and then by
psychosocial speculations.  You have a distorted view, I suspect,
because of your antagonistic view, repeatedly expressed, of
ufologists.  Your mind is made up about who they are and what
they think, and so you don't listen to them.  You have an
unfortunate habit of not listening to those who disagree with
you; instead, as you did recently with Chris Rutkowski, you
accuse them of being full of "hate", or something comparably
unworthy.

Personally, I wish the ETH were a larger force in UFO theory.  I
wish there were a large body of serious, informed writing on the
subject, comparable to that Mike Swords (whose excellent work you
continue to ignore), Edward Ashpole (a rare SETI specialist
conversant in the UFO literature), and a handful of others have
produced. Instead, ETs get linked to Dark Side conspiracy
theories and contact lore, providing you, for example (not to
mention Klass and other debunkers), with yet another strawman to
beat up.

> >I would like to know of a funded mainstream science
> >investigation of UFOs and the ETH.  I know the literature pretty
> >well, and I've never heard of one.  I doubt that one exists.
> >The ETH has been the subject of hand-waving dismissal in the
> >mainstream scientific literature but never of balanced,
> >searching appraisal.  One way to read your argument is that
> >science's neglect of the ETH justifies its continued neglect.

> Forgive me, I'm not quite sure what this statement of yours has
> to do with anything I was saying.

You're ducking the question, guy.

> >> ALIEN ABDUCTION: I think we could set about raising the data
> >> within ufology itself (it has already been raised outside of
> >> ufology) to demonstrate that the alien abduction experience,
> >> for example, is just one modest strand of a broader literature
> >> relating to an extremely deep-seated human experience as old
> >>as the human mind.
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> >So you believe.  And others disagree.  The discussion continues,
> >as well it should.

> My statement is far more than a belief - it is demonstrable. We
> can provide more evidence that the abduction experience is a mind
> phenomenon than the literalists can that it is a physical one.
> But I fully agree with you that most people (within ufology - an
> important qualification) do not think that. That, really, is what
> I was trying to say: can we get the matter dealt with more
> broadly within ufology (for ufology's sake - the work will go on
> within or without ufology regardless)?

What you know, Paul, you know.  What the rest of us know,
we only believe.  It appears that the answers have eluded
everybody but you.  What a lucky man you are.

> >It is a myth that the ETH dominates ufology.... <snip>

> If you truly believe this, you are either in denial or are not
> paying attention as to what is occupying the attention of
> mainstream ufology today. Even the "occult" and "conspiracy"
> folklore themes are attached to the ETH in one form or another.
> It may not be the old form of "the" ETH, but the ETM is there
> fully entrenched. It is not worth even arguing this point.

I certainly don't pretend to know everything, but I do know, it
appears, rather more about the intellectual history of ufology
than you do.  This is not a flaw in your character, but it should
discourage you from making the sorts of sweeping generalizations
you are wont to launch into rhetorical space.

> <snip>

> >...it seems to me your dispute is with all scientists who think
> >ETs exist and could visit here, even if they happen to reject
> >the idea that it's happening now.  The ETH is so consistent with
> >many streams of exobiological/SETI theory that you ought to put
> >aside your unique obsession with ufologists and take on ETI
> >theorists in mainstream science.

> No - this is a fundamental error that is often made. You are
> talking about the possibility of other life in the universe -
> exobiology. I am immediately open to that possibility(though with
> the cautionary thought that life might be even more precious than
> we think it is). This is *not* the same issue as whether a
> zoo-load of alien beings and variegated craft are visiting the
> Earth or not. As far as these present exchanges go, it is this
> latter issue I am addressing.

Paul is simply out to lunch here.  Whether UFOs are alien
spacecraft or not, their presence is not a priori impossible,
according to many strands of SETI theory.  Nor is the humanoid
appearance of their occupants particularly surprising; many
theorists would say it is to be expected.  Again, Mike Swords,
whom Paul dismisses with a wave of the hand, cites chapter
and verse on the lack of conflict between exobiological theory
and the ETH.  Anyone can verify Swords' assertions (richly
footnoted for those who want to follow the literature) by
reading SETI theory.

SETI theorists who reject UFOs as spacecraft seldom show any
serious knowledge of the UFO literature.  Typically, UFOs are
dispatched with a reference to Klass, Menzel, and/or Condon.
I've never seen any of them mention Devereux's "heroic" work.
by the way.  That doesn't necessarily say anything bad about
Paul, but it doesn't put him in the scientific mainstream,
either.

> >Actually, I agree and write as much in my just published The UFO
> >Book.  Only a small number of ufologists have formulated a
> >detailed, comprehensive ETH.  Most writers have patterned their
> >ideas, and only sketchily, after speculations current in
> >current mainstream science (I here exclude contactees and other
> >extremists, obviously)...

> Why exclude them? They have been an essential part of ufology's
> history. I see nothing more "extreme" being postulated then than
> the notions flying around within ufology now! This is hindsight
> sanitisation. What you might think reasonable now, we may both
> agree in our bath-chairs was "extreme". The trick is to see
> what's going wrong *at the time*. In this, you are kicking and
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> resisting all the way. Ufology is *not* what you and few mates in
> the upper mid-west think -- it is a rampant bed of rumour and
> extremist thinking. That is what the bulk of ufology *is*. The
> first step in attempting to enlarge the influence of moderation,
> and an expansion of though in ufology is to accept that the
> problems exist. It is no use pretending it is just a handful of
> nutters on the fringe of ufology. While most ufologists might be
> nice enough people, they nevertheless bathe in the culture that
> we call ufology.

As someone who has written the longest social history of the UFO
controversy ever attempted (the second edition of the
Encyclopedia comes to more than 1000 pages of small-print text
alone), I find the above absurd and even boorish. No one has
written more about "rumor and extremist thinking," or criticized
it more harshly, or made more of an effort to understand it, than
I have.  I know of "rumors and extremist thinking" that Paul's
never heard of.  I know the deep historical roots (often grafted
onto to ufology or saucerianism from outside sources, such as
Theosophy or political conspiracy theory) of current rumor and
extremism, and I document them in my book.

The excesses are, of course, precisely what one would expect to
encounter in a subject that has been relegated to the fringes.
Paul's knowledge of ufological history is so dim, however, that
he would have us believing Isabel Davis and George Adamski are
essentially indistinguishable or that NICAP could have been a
branch of the Aetherius Society, simply because these individuals
and organizations thought of UFOs as having an ET origin.

As a UFO historian I find especially fascinating the long
struggle between sober ufologists and the extremists (contactees,
Dark Siders, et al.).  Paul, conveniently oblivious to this major
and recurring theme in ufology, resorts to cartoonish caricature
and insult.  This is a man obsessed -- a guy whose "heroic" work
has brought the truth to light, only to be scorned by un-
believers and infidels, all suffering from delusions of a sort he
is able to diagnose.  It's hard for me to trust Paul when he's
discussing something I don' t know about.  When he's talking
about something I do happen to know about, it's distorted beyond
recognition.  Given the fierceness, even fanaticism -- certainly
the absence of modesty or of nuance or, at times, even of common
courtesy -- in his rhetoric, it is tempting to wonder if we are
dealing here with some species of true believer.

(It is interesting, by the way, to note the rhetorical trick
Paul is engaging in here.  He wants ufologists to argue as much
from their worst "evidence" -- the nut stuff -- as from their best.
Even Phil Klass understands that it is the best, not the worst,
evidence that is at issue.  Maybe this tells us something about
the weakness Paul senses in his own case.  After all, if there is
no essential difference between, say, the Socorro CE2/CE3 or
the Nash/Fortenberry case on one hand and channelings
from the Ashtar Command on the other, what possible hope
could there be for the poor sap trying to make the argument
against Devereux?)

Paul, allow me to offer some advice:

Can the self-righteous act and start acting more like a
colleague.  There's plenty of room for reasoned discussion and
debate in ufology.  Ufology is a pluralistic universe in which
many intelligent inhabitants with a wide range of views reside.
The insults, caricatures, and bombast of the Devereux style
are not only tiresome but self-defeating.  The rest of us aren't
stupid, Paul.  If your arguments, beneath the posturing and
the victimology rhetoric, have merit, they'll be heard.  At the
same time, I hope you will learn to start listening to the rest
of us instead of lecturing us.  All of us, including you, have
much to learn.  Ufology is in its infancy, and your grand
pronouncements notwithstanding, there are far more questions
than answers out there.  In the meantime, reasonable persons
are going to disagree, reasonably.

Trying one more time,
Jerry Clark
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Re: UFO Database interest

From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
Date: Thu, 04 Dec 1997 14:01:17 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 04 Dec 1997 17:58:44 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO Database interest

>Date: Thu, 04 Dec 1997 08:45:55 -0600
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: joel henry <jhenry@wavefront.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: UFO Database interest

>>From: galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy]
>>Date: Wed, 03 Dec 1997 23:10:39 -0500
>>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>>Subject: Re: UFO Database interest NOT!
>
<snip>

>>After you have the Ultimate UFO Report Database what will you do
>>with it?

>It will be open for use by anyone over the internet. What they
>choose to do with it is up to the investigator.

[. . .]

>It will have the most sightings of any database including many
>not available for database use. It will be of historical interest
>too.

>>What is the objective of this effort that has not been
>>accomplished previously?

>Previous efforts have been limited by :
>1- # of reports
>2- little access to many people who need it
>3- reports not in database form
>4- wide range of database searching capabilities to find
>info not previously even hinted at.
>5- monetary cost for use.

>>Will it take 5,000 10,000 100,000 sighting reports to achieve
>>what ever these goals are?

>The exact # of reports is not important. What is, is that there
>are many, if not all of the reports, in any form, all available
>in one place for immediate database sorting and use (including
>military, FOIA generated, and anything new added as it comes in.)

>I have gotten many positive responses from people out there who
>believe this effort is long overdue. Past database derived data
>has been limited in accuracy by the limited data available and
>have taken great effort to generate results. We hope to alleviate
>those problems.

>Joel Henry

Joel-

I agree with your goal, but I don't think it is attainable.

You're making the assumption that all those who gather
information are interested in sharing it freely with others,
which I have found it not always the case.  Many researchers, who
make their living as a part of this genre, must sell their
material to make ends meet.  They are not likely to give it up
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freely to a public database on the Internet, but for the sake of
your proposal, let's assume this isn't a problem.

As far as I've been able to determine, every researcher I've met
has had their own methodology in filing their material.  This
would have to be coordinated by those who put this database
together, so it would likely result in the complete review of
each piece of evidence and the establishment of a filing system
that will meet the needs that are identified.  A simple database
in Access is one thing, but a database designed to index several
hundred thousand records (items) and allow for multiple access
across the Internet is something a bit more complicated. The
Microsoft "dog and pony show" makes this type of database look
simple, but in reality there are numerous pitfalls that one can
get trapped in. This is, of course, assuming that an agreement
can be reached on how the database should be organized and
indexed.  But for the sake of this exercise, we'll assume that
the database has been designed and set up, and that all of the
freely submitted data has been converted.

There is still the problem of who will maintain (i.e. pay for and
service) the WEB server and the Internet bandwidth usage.  If
there is any interest in this at all, the usage could be very
high and the amount of material involved may require that a
seperate Web server be assigned to this task. In addition, the
database may require a seperate server to provide that
information as requested.  Bandwidth usage, meanwhile, may cost
hundreds of dollars a month, which is an expense that would have
to be met somewhere along the line.

We still haven't defined how much material is to be included in
this database.  Will it concentrate on one facet of the genre, or
will it include information on related subjects (i.e. cattle
mutilation, crop circles, remote viewing, etc.)?  Will everything
be reviewed before it is posted, or will it be up to the reader
to determine the veracity of the information.  If it's to be
reviewed, who will those reviewers be and how will they be
appointed?  If not, then what is to prevent a creative
11-year-old from writing up a good article as a prank and
submitting it for inclusion to the site.  If there is no check of
the material, it would likely be posted.  I will add that
accuracy of the data will not neccesarily increase with the
volumn of information included.  Accuracy is (in part) impacted
by the broad range of researchers and variations in their
investigative techniques.  What one researcher may regard as
highly accurate, the next may regard as sloppy.  This is, of
course, a personality based genre.

The goal of compiling information in one location for all to see
is admirable, and to a limited degree that has been underway for
a number of years.  There are several major efforts now underway
to gather infornation, but most of it is not destined for free
Internet access.  As I said, I admire your proposed goal.  But
let's not make this sound like a simple project, as (IMHO) it is
far more complicated than it may appear and will require
decisions that this genre has not previously been willing to
make.
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UFO Updates 
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Re: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass

From: Ted Viens <drtedv@freewwweb.com>
Date: Thu, 04 Dec 1997 12:09:47 -0800
Fwd Date: Thu, 04 Dec 1997 18:17:09 -0500
Subject: Re: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass

> Date: Wed, 3 Dec 1997 20:42:05 -0500 (EST)
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> From: edwards@amigo.net (TIM EDWARDS)
> Subject: NUFORC reports on the Northwest mass sightings

> Dozens upon dozens of reports on the Seattle and Northwestern US
> Mass sighting Nov. 14 can be found at:

> http://www.nwlink.com/~ufocntr/

> Included in the reports is a press release by Peterson Field Air
> Base, Colorado that a Soviet Rocket came down Nov. 16 NOT the
> 14. A lot of these reports are very derogatory to the official
> explanation of space-debris re-entering.

> Check it out.

> Tim

Hmmm...  going to the Orbital Information Group website:

http://oigsysop.atsc.allied.com/sat.htm

and downloading the weekly satellite report (satwk.html) a couple
of weeks after the sighting and what do we learn:

Objects NO Longer In Orbit:

Internatl.                   Catalog Object Launch      Decay
Designation  Name            Number  Source Date        Date

1987-079L    SL-12 DEB       25022   CIS    16 Sep 1987 30 Oct 1997
1994-029AM   PEGASUS DEB     23991   US     19 May 1994 06 Nov 1997
1986-017LR   MIR DEB         23929   CIS    19 Feb 1986 08 Nov 1997
1986-017JN   MIR DEB         23691   CIS    19 Feb 1986 12 Nov 1997
1997-070B    SL-12 PLAT      25046   CIS    12 Nov 1997 13 Nov 1997
1994-029JL   PEGASUS DEB     24185   US     19 May 1994 14 Nov 1997
1997-070C    SL-12 R/B(1)    25047   CIS    12 Nov 1997 15 Nov 1997
1997-060C    FOTON 12 DEB    25015   CIS    09 Oct 1997 17 Nov 1997
1997-011B    ATLAS 2A CENTAU 24749   US     08 Mar 1997 19 Nov 1997

Why look!!!  A big ole Russian SL-12 Rocket Booster decayed on 15
Nov 1997.  "Wait!!!" you say, "Them supernatural lights came
streaking from the sky after 9:00 pm Friday -14- Nov 1997 Seattle
time!"  Right, they were sighted after 5:00 am Saturday -15- Nov
1997 Universal Coordinated Time (UTC).  Well Hot Damn!!  The most
respected non-military source of satellite information in the
world and the actual events agree.

Also from the above brief list we learn that the booster was
launched three days before decay.  This tells us it decayed from
orbit.  The burning re-entry would be seen below its path over a
third of the way around the world.  It would have been most
spectacular just before crashing to earth which appeared to be
somewhere in the northwestern United States.  It probably would
have broken into several pieces and the densest ones would have
lead a string of flimsier pieces across the sky. Sheet-like
pieces would have diverted some from the path of the bulk of the
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booster.

A brief (hopefully) description of how NORAD really tracks low
earth orbit satellites.  Really big, big radars all over the
earth sweep the skies flapping back and forth zapping everything
just like in the movies...  BBBRRRAAAPPPPP, NOT...  Sorry, wrong
answer.  Take a paper plate and cut it in half.  Get your globe
(ok, pretend) and tape one of the halves sort of up and down
centered over Texas.  See how this semi-circle pattern stays
fixed in place.  Glue a marble to a string and spin it around the
globe.  See how it passes through the semi-circle once each
orbit.  Now, tape two more half plates to the globe so that they
form a triangle over the central U. S.  Take your marble and spin
it around the globe in any orientation you can imagine.  See how
it passes through at least a couple of the radar fans during each
orbit.  NORAD takes all the vectors of all the hits by these
three radars and sorts them out to compute the orbital paths of
all the objects they can detect. If an object decays and they are
not paying particular attention to it, they may take 3 to 6 hours
to notice it.  True, NORAD knows in advance what objects are
about to decay, but they don't know that it has actually decayed
until it fails to trip the radar fence on its next pass and
someone cares enough to inquire.  (Phewww, brief enough.)

In fact, the Orbital Information Group at the above page provides
a sixty day decay forcast.  (60da.html)  If you look today, you
will see that the list only forecasts decays through December 31
and that all decays are listed as expected on December 31.  Even
in the temples of technology, they screw up occasionally and
software has bugs.

I am tempted to ramble on for another couple of pages to explain
why, for the next couple of years, decaying space debris will
begin to feel like a constant rain of fire falling from the sky.
Fortunately, I am restraining myself.  I will give a clue though:
 Personal Sat-Phones.

Bye...  Ted..
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 4

Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

From: Ted Viens <drtedv@freewwweb.com>
Date: Thu, 04 Dec 1997 14:09:01 -0800
Fwd Date: Thu, 04 Dec 1997 18:20:54 -0500
Subject: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

> Date: Wed, 3 Dec 1997 22:34:25 -0500
> From: James Easton <pulsar@compuserve.com>
> Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

> Regarding...

> >Date: Wed, 03 Dec 1997 13:39:08 -0800
> >From: Ted Viens <drtedv@freewwweb.com>
> >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

> Ted wrote:

> >The receptor cells in the eye have an angular diameter of 0 degrees
> >1 minute plus or minus. etc...

> Ted,

> Using the same scientific formula, please tell us how large
> Kenneth Arnold's UFOs must have been at a minimum, based on
> Arnold's later claim that, "I observed, far to my left and to the
> north, a formation of very bright objects coming from the vicinity
> of Mt. Baker, flying very close to the mountain tops and
> travelling at tremendous speed".

> "At first I couldn't make out their shapes as they were still at
> a distance of over a hundred miles".

> James.
> E-mail: pulsar@compuserve.com

If you would do "your own" homework, you would be able to tell me
that an object with an angular diameter of one minute of arc
would be some 46.5 meters across at 160 km.  And before I could
even explore the underlying fallacy implicit in your question, I
would have to say what is so unbelievable about 50 or so meters?
The fallacy is that you are saying that an object must have the
same angular diameter as a receptor cell to be seen.  This, of
course, is not true.  An object must only create enough contrast
in one receptor cell from its neighbors to be seen.  The angular
diameter could be much less than one minute and it still would be
seen.  For example, a bright green dot only 2 mm across 1600 km
away (0.00026 arcseconds) in the blackness of space would still
be seen.  We just wouldn't be able to tell whether it was 500 m
across or much smaller.  Two bright green dots 1600 km away would
still appear as one dot if they were less than 1 km apart.  As
they moved more than 1 km apart we would begin to see them as two
separate dots even though we still could not tell that size they
really are.

Stepping back from this diversion into facile trigonometry, I am
still saying that, as the principle proponent of the significant
theory generating this thread, you are not responsibly doing your
homework.  You have several accounts of what happened from Arnold
himself, yet you apparently haven't attempted to synthesize a
best-fit time and position chart over a reasonably detailed map
of what might have really happened.  I am sure that Bruce and
others here would love to collaborate with you in doing this,
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sharing what they have already done and debating the accuracy of
Arnold's estimated distances and bearings.  This would be
valuable to many here interested in this issue.

You are also oversimplifying your discussion of the relative
position of the plane and objects.  From a fixed observer nearby
small objects moving slowly and distant large objects moving
quickly would have the same angular dimensions and sweep through
the same bearings and make it impossible for the observer to tell
them apart.  This is a false model for what happened.  The
observer is also in motion.  If Arnold did see the objects with a
large aspect ratio and they were big birds, he would be so close
to them that in a couple of minutes they would have gone from way
ahead of him to way behind him even if they were flying in the
same direction.  This is the one unavoidable characteristic
necessary for them to be birds that is not reported.

If you are seriously proposing a bird theory, then it would be
appreciated if you would do more homework.  If you merely desire
to discredit Arnold, then why go through all this work?  Simply
declare that it never happened.  Say that Arnold was lying.  If
you are merely continuing this thread for the fun of holding a
position that you may not believe in then please tell us and I
will focus elsewhere.

Bye...  Ted..
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Skywatch: Pappie Defends Col. Wilson

From: "Skywatch International" <SKYWATCH.INTERNATIONAL>
Date: Thu, 4 Dec 1997 16:42:52 +0000
Fwd Date: Thu, 04 Dec 1997 18:28:57 -0500
Subject: Skywatch: Pappie Defends Col. Wilson

Dear Fellow Skywatch Members and Other Interested Parties:

I visited the UFOmind site and find it meets the needs of many persons
involved in the UFO field. What bothers me, is that some of it has
become a means for cowards to slander others, namely Colonel S. Wilson.
I wrote a letter to the UFOmind site (www.ufomind.com) and hope they
post it. My letter follows:

I think your site is an extremely valuable site, except that part of it
seems to have become a sounding board where some persons can attempt the
destruction of another's character without being held accountable for
their vicious actions. I think that calling others liars, nazis, wayward
shrinks, and being personally insulting, is just a wee bit below the
normal proper levels of behavior. It violates the rules of successful
mediation. Heck, I'll even say it sounds like children. I think actions
by certain parties that are trying to destroy other ufo groups is rooted
in prehaps their desires (hidden agenda)to make themselves the all
powerful ufo guru, maybe to keep their little following, or maybe even
an attempt to keep a cash flow headed towards their greedy little
coffers. If some of these people, like the ones who go around speaking
negativly about Colonel Wilson (or other persons/groups), had the
skeltons in their closets rattled, I bet they would yell, "Foul!" I
would like my comments here posted on your
site. I want those gutless cowards who spend their time trying to
destroy others (not just the Colonel), to know that we who visit the
UFOmind site are not idiots. We know those accusatory persons must have
some problem in their lives that they are not correctly dealing with.
Instead of finding the problem within where it lies, they are striking
out making another the brunt of their anger. If some of those poor
mislead souls would spend just a portion of their time helping those who
are in need, humanity would move up a notch don't you think? Why do some
people, and you know who you are, spend so much of your time trying to
destroy? Why do you not try to build? The power from accomplishment is
much greater then that which comes from destruction. I hope that my
comments are not a waste of time and that someone learns from this. I
have spoken to the Colonel by phone, mail, email, and I am one of the
few people who have met the Colonel in person. People are excited when
they find we met and ask me questions. I
will answer some of them here. When we first met, it was at a crowded
resturant. I walked in, looked at all the people. I walked up to a man
and said, "You must be Colonel Wilson." (Amazing how I was able to do
that huh?) Yes, he appeared ex-military, however, there are those I
thought were military that were not. We sit for hours, drank coffee, and
discussed many things. He was like many of the other "legends" in the
ufo community, part truth, part fiction, but still amazing. He told me
he had cancer and had a certain amount of time to live. I carried that
time with me, as I felt that if persons knew the short time, they would
become unsettled. Maybe I should have told them, but then again, maybe
it was up to him to tell who his wished to know. He told me he wanted to
help Skywatch International get started, but that he wanted it to be
managed without him. He wanted Skywatch International (SI)to be a ufo
group that was willing to share information and work with other groups.
He wanted the organization to be honest and fair in their dealings. Did
the Colonel and I talk of many things? Yes we did. Why did he open up to
me? I do not know. I do know that something about me causes people to
believe they can confide in me. At times it is a blessing, and sometimes
like a curse. I believe many of the things the Colonel related to me.
Now when he took on this certain look, got a twinkle in his eye, and
smiled this smile, I knew the baloney was about to start. He then said
some things which I believed we both knew, the other knew, was bull.
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Just a little fun between us as we bonded. How much of the Colonel is
baloney? Some of it I am sure. But I really don't need anyone to come
around cutting him down. We all have our heroes, but if I were to tell
you negative things I knew about George Washington, Ambraham Lincoln,
John F. Kennedy, Elvis Presley, Ricky Nelson, John Wayne, Evel Knievel,
George Custer, or another certain hero of yours, what do I accomplish? I
rather tell you the good things that your hero did. I would like to see
us raise ourselfs above the bickering, deceit, power plays, and
destructive behavior, to that of understanding, caring, and helping each
other. What ever you may think of the Colonel, what he started is grand.
You will not destroy it. (END)

Thank each and everyone of you for taking the time to read this letter.
There are those of us at Skywatch International that are working on
making this an organization that we all can be very proud of. But we
cannot do it alone. We must al work together and be supportive.

SI now has two addresses. One for membership and the other for
adminstrative fuctions. We will be having an SI web page. The former SI
page is now "The Colonel's Page." As you can see, we have a new email
address for posting letters.

There have been a few problems getting the mail out, but we are working
on it.

If you are not a member, and are interested in helping to support all
that we are trying to do her, email me at; pappie@ix.netcom.com  and I
will USPS or email you an application for membership. It will soon be
available off of my "always under construction" web page located at
www.freeyellow/members/pappie/index.html

All the work is done by volunteers, but it does take funds to operate
the organization. As soon as our tax exempt status is approved as a
non-profit corporation we will let you know! But you can join now and
become a part of a new beginning of a new age in ufo groups. Fairness,
honesty, and working together with a common goal.

Sincerely,

D. "Pappie" Michael
Proud Member of the Board
Skywatch International

*******************************************************************************
SKYWATCH INTERNATIONAL

Adminstrative:
4757 E. Greenway Rd.
Suite #103-84
Phoenix, AZ 85032
USA

Memership:
PO Box 801
Leander, TX 78646-0801
USA
****************************************************************************
Skywatch International and this list service
are not responsible for authenticity of posts
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Skywatch: Skywatch Mailing List

From: "Skywatch International" <SKYWATCH.INTERNATIONAL>
Date: Thu, 4 Dec 1997 17:00:24 +0000
Fwd Date: Thu, 04 Dec 1997 18:30:57 -0500
Subject: Skywatch: Skywatch Mailing List

Greetings from you're Skywatch List Operator...

You may have noticed some problems with the list, we have been making
progress on it and it will be back in full operation soon.

To help us get this list under control please for now post only
important messages that cant be sent another way. This would help with
the mail volume while we work out the problems with the list.

Thanks for all of you letters of support...

Jim Hickman
Executive Director of Communications
Skywatch International
*******************************************************************************
SKYWATCH INTERNATIONAL

Administrative:
4757 E. Greenway Rd.
Suite #103-84
Phoenix, AZ 85032
USA

Membership:
PO Box 801
Leander, TX 78646-0801
USA
****************************************************************************
Skywatch International and this list service
are not responsible for authenticity of posts
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White House Spokesman Stonewalls Clinton's UFO

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Fri, 5 Dec 1997 01:15:10 +0200
Fwd Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 00:48:28 -0500
Subject: White House Spokesman Stonewalls Clinton's UFO

First found December 4 on the site of the New York Post. URL:

http://www.nypostonline.com:80/news/1479.htm

BILL'S UFO INTEREST IS SAUCER FULL OF SECRETS AT THE WHITE HOUSE

BY DEBORAH ORIN

WELCOME to the great White House UFO cover-up.

All the president's men seem quite embarrassed by the revelation - from
disgraced First Pal Webb Hubbell - that President Clinton asked him to
use his top Justice Department post to find out if UFOs exist.

After all, the president as UFO maven isn't exactly Clinton's dream
image. Some might even find it laughable - remember how Dems tittered
over Nancy Reagan's fascination with astrology?

And so, White House spokesman Mike McCurry is doing a full stonewall -
he refuses to say whether Hubbell is telling the truth. What is amazing
- and appalling - is that the White House press corps is letting him
get away with it.

As Hubbell tells it in his new book, Clinton sent him to Justice with
this mandate as a personal priority: "I want you to find the answers to
two questions for me. One, Who killed JFK? And two, Are there UFOs?"

Lest anyone think this was a jest, Hubbell adds: "He - Clinton - was
dead serious. I had looked into both, but wasn't satisfied with the
answers I was getting."

In fact, Hubbell conceded on CNN last weekend that he was serious
enough to ask about UFOs when he met with officials at NORAD, the North
American Aerospace Defense Command in Colorado, which monitors
satellites and other objects in the skies.

"They said no," Hubbell reported. Presumably, this was one of the
answers that didn't satisfy him.

Hubbell ought to know if Clinton was serious. The disgraced
ex-associate attorney general is Hillary Clinton's former law partner
and was Bill Clinton's golfing buddy before Hubbell admitted bilking
law clients out of $482,000 and went to jail.

It's easy to see that Hubbell's revelation poses a big problem for the
Clinton team.

To confirm it would be to paint Clinton as a bit of a UFO nut (and JFK
conspiracy theorist) and invite ridicule from late-night comics.

But it would be dumb and dumber for Clinton aides to call Hubbell a
liar. That would hand Whitewater prober Ken Starr a weapon, as he seems
to be out to prove Hubbell is lying when he denies the fat fees Clinton
aides arranged for him were really hush money.

Besides, Hubbell is loyally insisting - despite a stint in jail and the
risk of another one - that the Clintons did nothing at all wrong
regarding Whitewater or anything else. That's not the kind of ally whom
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you want to tick off by calling him a liar.

So McCurry did an all-out stonewall when he was asked if Hubbell is
right in saying Clinton has a UFO fascination: "I am not going to
respond to the specific things in books that are written."

Huh? "A lot of people are going to write books in the course of the
next several years ... I'm just not going to respond to each and every
thing that occurs in any of these books," McCurry insisted.

Oh, wonderful. Books are now off-limits - a kind of v-chip to screen
out messy questions. Just imagine if Mayor Giuliani insisted he
wouldn't answer any questions about, say, bus advertisements. The press
would skewer him.

Or imagine if Ronald Reagan's spokesmen had dared refuse to answer
questions on books. After all, Nancy Reagan's astrologist popped up in
- what else? - a book. Written by ex-Reagan Chief of Staff Don Regan,
who was a known enemy of Mrs. Reagan.

No one would have stood for the no-books nonsense if Reagan's team had
tried it. But McCurry did, and only a few members of the White House
press corps protested - everyone else just giggled or rolled over and
played dead.

Which does show you something about the degree to which the Clinton
White House has perfected the art of stonewalling.

The Clintons will be back in New York next week, of course, to pass the
cup for still more money for the broke Democratic Party. Word is it'll
be a unique Clinton husband-and-wife tag-team effort.

First, on Tuesday night, Hillary Clinton is slated to star at a Women's
Leadership Forum. Next day, the president passes the cup.

There's also supposed to be a "message event," but no word on what it
might be. That's the supposed policy event on which the White House
likes to piggyback fund-raising trips.

Copyright (c) 1997, N.Y.P. Holdings, Inc. All rights reserved.
Reproduction in whole or in part in any form or medium without express
written permission of the New York Post is prohibited.
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Re: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass

From: Jim Deardorff <deardorj@ucs.orst.edu>
Date: Thu, 4 Dec 1997 19:02:30 -0800 (PST)
Fwd Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 10:05:54 -0500
Subject: Re: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass 

> Date: Thu, 04 Dec 1997 12:09:47 -0800
> From: Ted Viens <drtedv@freewwweb.com>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass Sightings

> > Date: Wed, 3 Dec 1997 20:42:05 -0500 (EST)
> > To: updates@globalserve.net
> > From: edwards@amigo.net (TIM EDWARDS)
> > Subject: NUFORC reports on the Northwest mass sightings

> [...]
> Why look!!!  A big ole Russian SL-12 Rocket Booster decayed on 15
> Nov 1997.  "Wait!!!" you say, "Them supernatural lights came
> streaking from the sky after 9:00 pm Friday -14- Nov 1997 Seattle
> time!"  Right, they were sighted after 5:00 am Saturday -15- Nov
> 1997 Universal Coordinated Time (UTC).  Well Hot Damn!!  The most
> respected non-military source of satellite information in the
> world and the actual events agree.

> Also from the above brief list we learn that the booster was
> launched three days before decay.  This tells us it decayed from
> orbit.  The burning re-entry would be seen below its path over a
> third of the way around the world.  It would have been most
> spectacular just before crashing to earth which appeared to be
> somewhere in the northwestern United States.  It probably would
> have broken into several pieces and the densest ones would have
> lead a string of flimsier pieces across the sky. Sheet-like
> pieces would have diverted some from the path of the bulk of the
> booster.

Are you saying, Ted, that there were typos involved in the dates
of that report from Peterson AFB?  In particular, in its sentence
that reads:

"The Russians launched a SL-12 (Proton) four-stage rocket booster
from the Tyuratam space launch facility at 3:49 p.,. EST on Nov.
16."

And in the sentence that reads, "The USSPACECOM Space
Surveillance Network (SSN) tracked the rocket and boosters
throughout the first three stages of launch, and observed,
recorded and reported an object re-entering the Earth's
atmosphere at 7:49 p.m. EST, Nov 16."

As you know, the sightings were on the 14th.  You seem to be
saying that this US Space Command Release of Nov. 29th contained
disinformation.  Do you mean that?

Jim Deardorff
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Re: Solved Abduction Cases?

From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
Date: Thu, 4 Dec 1997 22:43:07 -0800
Fwd Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 10:13:32 -0500
Subject: Re: Solved Abduction Cases?

>  From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>, on 12/4/97 2:06 AM:
>  From: DevereuxP@aol.com [Paul Devereux]
>  Date: Wed, 3 Dec 1997 23:00:43 -0500 (EST)
>  To: updates@globalserve.net
>  Subject: Solved Abduction Cases?

>  I don't think anyone is suggesting ufology is alone in this
>  respect - the difficulty is getting ufologists to realise that
>  they are dealing with folkloric processes at all! Mention
>  folklore, and there is this huge outcry. It is as if ufology is
>  to be thought as being above folklore.

I think that what generates the objection are contentions that
the UFO phenomenon itself should be considered folklore.

The point I was trying to make was that the presence of a
folklore does not in any way reduce the objective existence or
importance of the underlying phenomenon.

And we could get into classifying the different kinds of folklore
that are generated around the objectively existent UFO
phenomenon, but that probably is a discussion for another day or
possibly another list.

>  >However, the odd thing about good UFO cases when we try to view
>  >them as folklore... <snip>

>  >There is, nonetheless, a "UFO culture". Actually, there are
>  >several UFO cultures...<snip>

>  Yup. Agreed. It's called ufology.

Here's where we part ways. Ufology is not the UFO culture. It's
important to be clear about definitions. Ufology is not UFO
culture any more than astronomy is the culture of astronomers or
climbing is the culture of climbers.

Ufology is the study of UFOs. UFOlogists participate in UFO
culture. That to me is the difference and the essential
distinction.

>  At least consider the possibility, Mark, that there may only be
>  chaff in many instances (I assume you are thinking of folklore as
>  "chaff").

This would be incorrect. Folklore is not the subject of Ufology.
The experience of the witness as related by the witness, plus any
objective scientific measurements, are the subject of UFOlogy.
The "chaff", such as it is, are the misperceptions of aircraft,
birds, balloons, etc. as UFOs.

I think that the generation of folklore around a case does tend
to reduce the value of the case to the extent it embellishes the
original account. This is the reason historical research going to
original sources is so essential. For instance, on the
neighboring Kenneth Arnold thread, we can see that it is easy to
neglect the core facts posed by the original reports and drawings
produced by the witness, at which point all sorts of absurd
theories become easy to support.
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>  And it is a matter of opinion as to whether the likes
>  of Kottemeyer are "distorting their data". For all I know, some
>  of the "researchers" you refer to whom you might consider as
>  paragons of truth may be those I would consider as distorting
>  their data to fit their own pet theories and beliefs. It is all
>  such a shaky business, y'know.

Actually, it's not. That's why we have the original account. Any
theory posed by anyone, pro or con UFO, must use all of the
reported features with the same emphasis provided by the witness
unless specific counter-evidence exists. An assertion that the
witness is a liar or can't distinguish between a near flock of
birds and a far flashing metallic object that shines on a plane
from the direction of a snowfield, or an assertion that a witness
can't tell the difference between a grounded hot air balloon and
a large egg shaped object which indents the soil and burns
bushes, or an assertion that a hoax kite with flashing lights
present in the early hours of the morning in a rural location is
the cause of a UFO report without the demonstrated presence of
such a kite - none of these are sufficient. In short, we can tell
if someone is distorting the data by looking at the data as
presented by the witness and the data as presented by the
theorist, and if any of the data from the witness is omitted,
changed, or devalued by the theorist, then, unless the theorist
can present a specific and valid reason to support such a change,
the data is being distorted.

>  I think it should be pointed out that the presence of folklore as
>  a binding element within ufology is not in itself necessarily a
>  negative factor. I wasn't thinking of folklore as somehow being
>  negative or as explaining anything away when I gave this present
>  round on the subject its spin. What *is* important, however, and
>  this is the point I was initially trying to make, is to recognise
>  that it is there, and the role it plays. And not to be in denial
>  about it.

Yes folklore exists in UFOlogy, it's no big deal except when we
confuse it with the recorded facts of real UFO events.

------
Mark Cashman, creator of The Temporal Doorway at
http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman
- Original digital art, writing, and UFO research -
Author of SF novels available at...
http://www.infohaus.com/access/by-seller/The_Temporal_Doorway_Storefront
------
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 5

Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
Date: Thu, 4 Dec 1997 22:46:18 -0800
Fwd Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 11:17:48 -0500
Subject: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

>  From: galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy]
>  Date: Wed, 03 Dec 1997 23:17:35 -0500
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

>  Sure there are reports of formation flights - read Edward J.
>  Ruppelt's 'The Report on Unidentified Flying Objects'.

Not to mention :

Project Delta: A Study of Multiple UFO Sightings by Richard
Haines   B003

An examination by a respected researcher and Fund board member of
more than 400 reports of two or more UFOs seen simultaneously;
250 pages, illustrated, softcover $9.95

Fund for UFO Research
http://www.fufor.org

------
Mark Cashman, creator of The Temporal Doorway at
http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman
- Original digital art, writing, and UFO research -
Author of SF novels available at...
http://www.infohaus.com/access/by-seller/The_Temporal_Doorway_Storefront
------
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 5

Re: 'Fire Balloons' & 'Exeter'

From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
Date: Thu, 4 Dec 1997 23:34:05 -0800
Fwd Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 11:17:56 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Fire Balloons' & 'Exeter'

>  Date: Thu, 4 Dec 1997 06:25:53 -0500
>  To: " UFO UpDates - Toronto" <updates@globalserve.net>
>  From: " Jerry Cohen" <rjcohen@li.net>
>  Subject: "Fire Balloons" and "Exeter"

>  Those people that think "fire balloons" are the definitive answer to
>  "Exeter, N.H. 1965" are cordially invited to examine this theory for
>  yourselves by visiting the following websites:

Jerry, you have done some fine work. My compliments.

There was one item that I noticed, which is also relevant.

Robinson states: "Data about the distance of the object
from the observers is inherently unreliable due to the fact
that binocular vision is only good out to about 20 feet
unless the object passes directly in front of or behind a
known object."

While he cites no source for this, a standard reference
on optical illusions is Minneaert's "Light & Colour".
LC# 54-10021

On p 160...

"Street lights farther away than 160-170 yards seem at
night to be all the same distance."

This does not mean that the viewer cannot tell how
far away they are, BTW.

Minneaert also states:

"The average uninstructed observer underestimates
all long distances, e.g. a fire at night."

And he describes the Von Sterneck calculation
for correcting for under-estimation beyond 200 yards
(600 feet), which is:

d' = (cd)/c+d

where d' is apparent distance, and c is a constant
varying from 200 yards to 10 miles.

According to "Incident at Exeter" the estimated
distance was 300 feet. This is well within the
Minneart distance, and thus would be perfectly
acccessible to an observer.

I believe that Robinson's claim is a common
misconception, even among UFO investigators. Note
that Minneart's information, backed up by research
done on Von Sterneck's equation, shows that even
beyond 600 feet, the distance estimates made by
witnesses may be correctable.

Some might claim that the distance to an object which
is being misperceived, and thus which is not
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comparable to a known object, cannot be considered
accurate. However, Minneart makes no such distinction
and implies that the Von Sterneck calculation is valid
regardless of what is under observation. Certainly
the examples he mentions (fires, street lights, and
distant city lights) are germane to UFO observations.

I'd may also say that I have actually visited Tel & Tel
pole #668 and looked out over that field. If hoaxers
picked this location, they certainly were crazy. This
is an empty location even in the daytime. The
lack of a fire caused by these alleged balloons is, given
the treeline, is very hard to explain.

You may enjoy my recreation of the Exeter sighting,
which can be found at

http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman/ufo/report/650903.htm

and

http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman/ufo/image/exeter.jpg

The image is based on my inspection of the site, and is also
a computer model which uses the distances, sizes, and
angles estimated by the witnesses to provide a good sense
of the angular size of what the witnesses observed.

(Note that the background of the image is NOT a site
photo, however).

------
Mark Cashman, creator of The Temporal Doorway at
http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman
- Original digital art, writing, and UFO research -
Author of SF novels available at...
http://www.infohaus.com/access/by-seller/The_Temporal_Doorway_Storefront
------
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 5

Re: UFO Database interest

From: Jakes Louw <LOUWJE@telkom.co.za>
Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 08:05:54 +0200
Fwd Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 11:28:07 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO Database interest

>Date: Thu, 04 Dec 1997 08:45:55 -0600
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: joel henry <jhenry@wavefront.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: UFO Database interest

>I have gotten many positive responses from people out there who
>believe this effort is long overdue. Past database derived data
>has been limited in accuracy by the limited data available and
>have taken great effort to generate results. We hope to alleviate
>those problems.

Joel

I originally opened the thread entitled "Phoenix Lights, FTs,
whatever", and it ended off from my side as follows:

"What I'm getting at, and I'm sure that most on the list will
agree, is that there is a requirement for a centralised,
coordinated database that must be used for abductions, sightings,
and other encounters and/or manifestations. Why? Well, there is a
plethora of data mining packages out there, that can be run
against MS Access on Windows or even Oracle on UNIX."

I think you and I have a similar vision, and judging from some
of the responses, there are many people out there that will
welcome an international database.

I've got a lot of ideas regarding the database design and
data structure, so if you want to, you can mail me direct
or we can keep the discussions on the elist so that
everybody can have input.
I'm easy.

Good luck, and scream if you need help: I've been in the
IT industry for 15 years on the OS side, and my wife
is a software developer.

Jakes E. Louw
+27 12 311-2668
082 923 6144
louwje@telkom.co.za
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 5

Re: Skywatch: Pappie Defends Col. Wilson

From: Rebecca Keith <XianneKei@aol.com>
Date: Fri, 5 Dec 1997 02:39:35 EST
Fwd Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 11:41:23 -0500
Subject: Re: Skywatch: Pappie Defends Col. Wilson

>From: "Skywatch International" <SKYWATCH.INTERNATIONAL>
>Date: Thu, 4 Dec 1997 16:42:52 +0000
>Fwd Date: Thu, 04 Dec 1997 18:28:57 -0500
>Subject: Skywatch: Pappie Defends Col. Wilson

>  I think your site is an extremely valuable site, except that part of it
>  seems to have become a sounding board where some persons can attempt the
>  destruction of another's character without being held accountable for
>  their vicious actions.

What about people such as the late "Col." Steve Wilson? Should he
not be held accountable for things he claimed?

> I think that calling others liars, nazis, wayward
>  shrinks, and being personally insulting, is just a wee bit below the
>  normal proper levels of behavior. It violates the rules of successful
>  mediation. Heck, I'll even say it sounds like children. I think actions
>  by certain parties that are trying to destroy other ufo groups is rooted
>  in prehaps their desires (hidden agenda)to make themselves the all
>  powerful ufo guru, maybe to keep their little following, or maybe even
>  an attempt to keep a cash flow headed towards their greedy little
>  coffers. If some of these people, like the ones who go around speaking
>  negativly about Colonel Wilson (or other persons/groups), had the
>  skeltons in their closets rattled, I bet they would yell, "Foul!"

Pappie, who are these people you claim are trying to destroy UFO
groups? Who wants to be an all powerful UFO guru? These claims
you make are baseless. Heck, I don't even think they are rooted
in reality.

If people who make claims (such as "Col." Steve Wilson) would
offer some documentation of their claims, perhaps skeletons would
not have to be rattled.

Maybe I read you wrong but you seem to be suggesting that someone
should be checking up on people who have challenged the claims of
Steve Wilson. Now that is childish!

> I want those gutless cowards who spend their time trying to
>  destroy others (not just the Colonel), to know that we who visit the
>  UFOmind site are not idiots. We know those accusatory persons must have
>  some problem in their lives that they are not correctly dealing with.

Pappie, this just makes no sense. No one would have to accuse
anyone of anything if the claimants would just provide some
documentation. All I see are people saying "Hey, this doesn't
sound right." Some have said they can't validate the claims of
Steve Wilson. That makes them evil? That makes them gutless? I
submit that no one destroyed Steve Wilson, except maybe Steve
Wilson. The man made some pretty wild claims and you have
admitted that as well.

>  Instead of finding the problem within where it lies, they are striking
>  out making another the brunt of their anger. If some of those poor
>  mislead souls would spend just a portion of their time helping those who
>  are in need, humanity would move up a notch don't you think? Why do some
>  people, and you know who you are, spend so much of your time trying to
>  destroy? Why do you not try to build? The power from accomplishment is
>  much greater then that which comes from destruction. I hope that my
>  comments are not a waste of time and that someone learns from this.
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If you want to build, why are you starting a new UFO Group with
Skywatch? There are many INTERNATIONAL UFO Organizations already
in existence, such as MUFON, CUFOS, FUFOR, BUFORA, and numerous
others in countries all over the world. What are those groups
doing wrong that you and your followers think you can do better?
Why not try to improve the existing groups instead of starting
over. Don't be part of the problem, Pappie. Be part of the
solution. Think about that.

>  He was like many of the other "legends" in the
>  ufo community, part truth, part fiction, but still amazing.

What made him amazing?
Who are some of the legends in the UFO Community Pappie?
Who is part truth, part fiction?

Why do we give people who are part truth, part fiction, the time
of day? Why would pay attention to people like that Pappie?

People in the field of ufology who are part fiction are a
disgrace and do nothing other than clutter this field with wild
tales that do nothing other than make us look like a bunch of
idiots. Perhaps you are better off with you own UFO group.

Rebecca
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 5

REAL CANADIAN X-FILES RG24 V17988 HQC-940-105, Pt.3

From: UFO Joe Daniels <ufojoe@cron-2.mco.on.ca>
Date: Fri, 5 Dec 1997 04:50:59 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 11:43:56 -0500
Subject: REAL CANADIAN X-FILES RG24 V17988 HQC-940-105, Pt.3

I have thousands of Canadian Government Documents from National
Archives and Department of National Defence (Canada) regarding
UFOs and am creating an index of their contents.

This is a complete listing of the *THIRD* "batch" of documents.

If you are interested in getting a copy of individual documents
or the entire batch e-mail me at ufojoe@cron-2.mco.net

If you are missing the index for the first two "batches" let me
know and I'll e-mail them out to you.

If you are interested in getting the next index for the "batch"
Email me and I'll put you on a distribution list.

Updates are available at: http://cron-2.mco.net/web/capri

* Special Thanks to Edward Greenop in BC for ordering documents at
  25c each and helping me to continue the research.

--------------------------------------------------------------------
                        INDEX OF CANADIAN UFO X-FILES
                              From 1949 to 1964
                    Department of National Defence (DND)
                 Intelligence, Sightings of Unknown Objects
         Record Group 24, Volume #17988, HQC-940-105, Part 1, T3291

NUMB DATE:    Updated: Dec 4/97 by Joe Daniels ufojoe@cron-2.mco.net
--------------------------------------------------------------------
CERT 10/11/83 Certificate of Authenticity
C00A 10/19/83 Notice from Access Section
C00B (NoDate) Title Page, RG24, Volume 17988
C00C (NoDate) "DEAD"
C001 08/11/75 Memo Re: These files not be released until year 2000

              UFO, SENNETERRE, QUEBEC, 07/21/55:
C002 07/21/55 L. A. Campbell F/O Acting SIO Senneterre, Quebec
              Re: Project Second Story, Sighting Report
              Senneterre, Quebec, 07/21/1955
C003 07/21/55 (Page Two of the Above)
C004 07/21/55 (Page Three of the Above)

              PROJECT SECOND STORY:
C005 05/28/53 Squadron Leader G.C. Campbell for Air Officer Commanding
              Air Defence Command
              Re: Project Second Story
                  a) UFO Questionnaire forward per Department Air Intelligence
                  b) Directive issued by Department Air Intelligence on UFOs
                  c) Elements missing from UFO Questionnaire
C006 05/28/53 (Page Two of the Above) Directives
C007 05/28/53 (Page Three of the Above) Directives
C008 05/28/53 (Page Four of the Above) Distribution List
C009 05/28/53 (Page Five of the Above) Reporting Outline
C010 05/28/53 (Page Six of the Above) Sample Preliminary Signal
C011 05/28/53 (Page Seven of the Above) Sample Written Report
C012 05/28/53 (Page Eight of the Above) Sample Written Report, page two
C013 05/28/53 (Page Nine of the Above) Sample Sighting Report
C014 05/28/53 (Page Ten of the Above) Sample Sighting Report, page two
C015 05/28/53 (Page Eleven of the Above) Sample Sighting Report, page three
C016 05/28/53 (Page Twelve of the Above) Sample Sighting Report, page four
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C017 05/28/53 (Page Thirteen of the Above) Sample Sight Report, page five

              UFO, STRATHMERE, QUEBEC, TUESDAY, MAY 26, 1953:
C018 05/26/53 Project Second Storey Sighting Report, Strathmere, Quebec
C019 05/26/53 (Page Two of the Above)
C020 05/26/53 (Page Three of the Above)
C021 05/26/53 (Page Four of the Above)

              UFO, CHATHAM, NEW BRUNSWICK, THURSDAY, APRIL 16, 1953:
C022 04/16/53 Project Second Story, Sighting Report
              Chatham, New Brunswick, 04/16/1953
              Taken by Squadron Leader Campbell
C023 04/16/53 (Page Two of the Above)
C024 04/16/53 (Page Three of the Above)
C025 04/16/53 (Page Four of the Above)

              UFO, FORT NELSON, BRITISH COLUMBIA, TUESDAY, NOV. 19, 1952:
C026 12/22/52 RCAF Document Transit & Receipt
              From Department of Air Intelligence, Beaver Barracks
              For Group Captain D. Edwards
              UFO Report from Fort Nelson, B.C.
C027 11/19/52 Project Second Storey, Sighting Report
              Fort Nelson, B.C. 11/19/52
C028 11/19/52 (Page Two of the Above)
C029 11/19/52 (Page Three of the Above)
C030 11/19/52 (Page Four of the Above)

              GERMAN BUILT UFOS:
C031 11/18/52 W. D. Birch, Defence Research Board
              To: Department Air Intelligence, Room 2621 "A" Building
              Re: Memo 1603-3 (DAI) dated November 13, 1952
C032 11/13/52 Memo to Wing Commander J. Gellner & O. Fisher
              Re: File S-21-1-9, German Built UFOs
C033 10/26/52 Mont Joli, Quebec
              To: Department of National Defence, Ottawa
              Re: German Built UFOs (English Translation)
C034 10/26/52 (Page Two of the Above)
C035 10/26/52 Mont Joli, Quebec
              To: Department of National Defence, Ottawa
              Re: German Built UFOs (Handwritten in German)
C036 10/26/52 (Page Two of the Above)
C037 10/26/52 (Page Three of the Above)
C038 10/26/52 (Page Four of the Above)
C039 10/26/52 (Page Five of the Above)
C040 10/26/52 (Envelope for the Above)

              UFO, GOODFISH LAKE, ALBERTA, FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 1952:
C041 11/12/52 Temporary Docket, Department National Defence S940-105 TD315
C042 11/06/52 Flight Leader Thompson for Air Officer Commanding
              To: Chief Air Staff, Air Force Headquarters, Ottawa
              Re: UFO sighting Goodfish Lake, Alberta
C043 09/26/52 Sighting Report for Goodfish Lake, Alberta

              ALIVINSTON, ONTARIO, ARTIFACT, FRIDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1952:
C044 11/14/52 Wing Commander Kusiar for Chief Air Staff
              To: Air Officer Commanding, RCAF Station, Trenton, Ontario
              Re: Alivinston Artifact
C045 11/10/52 Director Scientific Intelligence, W.D. Birch
              To: Department Air Defence, Room 2621 "A" Building
              Re: Alvinston Artifact, File S21-1-9
C046 10/23/52 Wing Commander Kusiar for Department Air Intelligence
              To: DSI
              Memo: copy of letter from London and news clipping enclosed
C047 10/17/52 Wing Commander Sproule, RCAF Stn, London
              To: Air Officer Commanding, Training Command, RCAF Trenton
              Re: Request to forward sample of Alvinston Artifact
C048 10/16/52 Extract from Globe and Mail
              Re: Alvinston Artifact
C049 10/18/52 Squadron Leader Nalty for Air Officer Commanding
              To: Chief Air Staff, Air Force Headquarters, Ottawa
              Re: Attached is envelope containing Alvinston Artifact
C050 10/18/52 (Envelope for the Above)
C051 10/18/52 (Envelope for the Above)
C052 10/17/52 Wing Commander Sproule, RCAF Station, London
              To: Air Officer Commanding, Training Command, RCAF, Trenton
              Re: Sample of Artifact & copy of newspaper article

              UFO, ISLAND FALLS, SASKATCHEWAN, 08/20/52:
C053 08/20/52 Project Second Storey, Sighting Report
              Island Falls, Saskatchewan, August 20, 1952
              Several witness blue UFO
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C054 08/20/52 (Page Two of the Above)
C055 08/20/52 (Page Three of the Above)
C056 08/20/52 (Page Four of the Above)

              RCAF SIGHT UFO, MACDONALD, MANITOBA, 08/09/52:
C057 08/09/52 UFO Sighting Report
              Three Witness Oblong UFO, MacDonald, Manitoba
C058 08/09/52 (Page Two of the Above)
C059 08/09/52 (Page Three of the Above)
C060 08/09/52 (Page Four of the Above)

C061 (NoDate) Handwritten Note from Defence Research Board
              To: Department Air Intelligence
              Re: UFO Sighting April 7, 1952
C062 (NoDate) (Page Two of the Above)

              UFO, SPRINGHILL, NOVA SCOTIA, 08/26/52:
C063 09/05/52 Flight Lieutenant Gurney, Department of National Defence
              To: Chief Air Staff, Air Force Headquarters, Ottawa
              Re: Sighting Reports from Springhill, Nova Scotia 08/26/52
                  Eight Children and Seven Adults
C064 09/05/52 (Page Two of the Above)
C065 08/26/52 UFO Sighting Report
              Postal Clerk, Springhill, Nova Scotia 08/26/52
C066 08/26/52 (Page Two of the Above)
C067 08/26/52 (Page Three of the Above)
C068 08/26/52 UFO Sighting Report
              Police Constable, Springhill, Nova Scotia 08/26/52
C069 08/26/52 (Page Two of the Above)
C070 08/26/52 (Page Three of the Above)
C071 08/26/52 UFO Sighting Report
              Retired Miner, Springhill, Nova Scotia 08/26/52
C072 08/26/52 (Page Two of the Above)
C073 08/26/52 (Page Three of the Above)

              UFO, TRENTON, ONTARIO, 08/21/52:
C074 08/21/52 Flight Leader Nichols, Department National Defence,
              Royal Canadian Air Force, Trenton, Ontario
              To: Air Officer Commanding, Air Defence Command,
                  Royal Canadian Air Force, St. Hubert, Quebec
              Re: UFO over Trenton Station
C075 08/21/52 (Page Two of the Above)

              UFO, ISLAND FALLS, SASKATCHEWAN, 08/20/52:
C076 08/21/52 TELEX: From WESCOM
              To: CANARMY, (Confidential)
              Re: Island Falls, UFO

              UFO, HAY LAKES, ALBERTA, 08/05/52:
C077 08/05/52 Defence Research Board, Project Second Storey, Sighting Report
              Re: UFO over Hay Lakes, Alberta August 5, 1952
C078 08/26/52 (Page Two of the Above)
C079 08/26/52 (Page Three of the Above)
C080 08/26/52 (Page Four of the Above)

              UFO, BEAVERTON, ONTARIO, 07/27/52:
C081 08/05/52 Defence Research Board, Project Second Storey, Sighting Report
              Re: UFO over Beaverton, Ontario, July 27, 1952
C082 08/26/52 (Page Two of the Above)
C083 08/26/52 (Page Three of the Above)
C084 08/26/52 (Page Four of the Above)

              UFO, MACDONALD, MANITOBA, 07/27/52:
C085 08/05/52 Defence Research Board, Project Second Storey, Sighting Report
              Re: UFO over MacDonald, Manitoba, August 9, 1952
C086 08/26/52 (Page Two of the Above)
C087 08/26/52 (Page Three of the Above)
C088 08/26/52 (Page Four of the Above)

              UFO, LINDSAY, ONTARIO, 03/20/52:
C089 05/01/52 Temporary Docket S21-1-9 TD#122
C090 04/30/52 Squad Leader Nalty for Air Officer Commanding, Department
              National Defence, Royal Canadian Air Force
              To: Department Air Intelligence, Chief Air Staff, Ottawa
              Re: UFO Report
C091 04/20/52 Defence Research Board, Project Second Storey, Sighting Report
              Re: UFO over Lindsay, Ontario, April 20, 1952
C092 04/20/52 (Page Two of the Above)
C093 04/20/52 (Page Three of the Above)
C094 04/20/52 (Page Four of the Above)
C095 04/21/52 Front Page of Lindsay Daily Post
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C096 04/21/52 (Part Two of the Above)
C097 04/21/52 (Part Three of the Above)
C098 04/21/52 (Part Four of the Above)
C099 04/21/52 (Part Five of the Above)
C100 04/21/52 (Part Six of the Above)

              UFO, RCAF STATION, NORTH BAY, ONTARIO, 04/12/52:
C101 06/13/52 Temporary Docket S 21-1-9 TD#166
C102 06/11/52 Squadron Leader Campbell for Air Officer Commanding
              To: Chief Air Staff, Air Force Headquarters, Ottawa
              Re: Letter from 12 ADGp along with sighting reports and
                  newspaper clippings.
C103 06/11/52 Temporary Docket, Department National Defence
C104 06/10/52 Squadron Leader Spector for GpCdr, 2 Gp Hq (AUX)
                  Royal Canadian Air Froce, Toronto, Ontario
              To: Chief Air Staff, Air Force Headquarters, National
                  Defence Building "A", Ottawa, Ontario
              Re: Sighting Report and interrogation in Toronto
C105 04/25/52 Temporary Document S 21-1-9 TD#112
C106 04/18/52 Squadron Leader Spector for GpCdr, Royal Canadian Air Force
                  Toronto, Ontario
              To: Chief Air Staff, Air Force Headquarters, National Defence
                  Building "A", Ottawa
              Re: Sighting report and interrogation at Adjutant's office at
                  1 SD Weston
C107 04/12/52 Sighting Report, Royal Canadian Air Force Station, North Bay
C108 04/12/52 (Page Two of the Above)
C109 04/12/52 (Page Three of the Above)

              UFO, PARLIAMENT BUILDING, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, 08/17/52:
C110 08/17/52 Defence Research Board, Project Second Storey Sighting Report
              UFO sighted from Parliament Building, Ottawa by army officer.
C111 08/17/52 (Page Two of the Above)
C112 08/17/52 (Page Three of the Above)
C113 08/17/52 (Page Four of the Above)
C114 08/17/52 Diagram of Above Sighting

              UFO, MACDONALD, MANITOBA, 07/29/52:
C115 07/29/52 Sighting Report "Unknown Flying Objects"
              MacDonald, Manitoba
C116 07/29/52 (Page Two of the Above)
C117 07/29/52 (Page Three of the Above)
C118 07/29/52 (Page Four of the Above)

              UFO, BEAVERTON, ONTARIO, 07/27/52:
C119 07/27/52 Defence Research Board, Project Second Storey, Sighting Report
C120 07/27/52 (Page Two of the Above)
C121 07/27/52 (Page Three of the Above)
C122 07/27/52 (Page Four of the Above)

              UFO, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, 07/19/52:
C123 07/19/52 Defence Research Board, Project Second Storey, Sighting Report
              by research officer
C124 07/19/52 (Page Two of the Above)
C125 07/19/52 (Page Three of the Above)
C126 07/19/52 (Page Four of the Above)

              UFO, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, 07/08/52:
C127 07/08/52 Defence Research Board, Project Second Storey, Sighting Report
              by naval officer
C128 07/08/52 (Page Two of the Above)
C129 07/08/52 (Page Three of the Above)
C130 07/08/52 (Page Four of the Above)

              UFO, MIDDLETON, NOVA SCOTIA, 06/21/52:
C131 06/21/52 Sighting Report "Unknown Flying Objects" by school teacher
C132 06/21/52 (Page Two of the Above)
C133 06/21/52 (Page Three of the Above)
C134 06/21/52 (Page Four of the Above)

              UFO, ANNAPOLIS ROYAL, NOVA SCOTIA, 06/21/52:
C135 06/21/52 Sighting Report "Unknown Flying Objects"
C136 06/21/52 (Page Two of the Above)
C137 06/21/52 (Page Three of the Above)
C138 06/21/52 (Page Four of the Above)
C139 06/21/52 Sighting Report "Unknown Flying Objects"
C140 06/21/52 (Page Two of the Above)
C141 06/21/52 (Page Three of the Above)
C142 06/21/52 (Page Four of the Above)
C143 06/21/52 Sighting Report "Unknown Flying Objects"
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C144 06/21/52 (Page Two of the Above)
C145 06/21/52 (Page Three of the Above)
C146 06/21/52 (Page Four of the Above)

              FLYING DISC, WATSON LAKE, YUKON, 07/23/52:
C147 07/25/52 TELEX: Silver Disc over Watson Lake, Yukon

              DRB COMMITTEE ON FLYING SAUCER REPORTS:
C148 05/21/52 RECEIPT to H. C. Oatway of Defence Research Board
              Re: Minutes of meeting on May 7, 1952 (Confidential)
C149 04/30/52 H. C. Oatway (Secretary) Defence Research Board
              Re: Date for next meeting committee on Flying Saucer Reports
C150 04/30/52 Sample Sighting Report for Defence Research Board's
              Second Storey
C151 04/30/52 (Page Two of Sample Report)
C152 04/30/52 (Page Three of Sample Report)
C153 04/30/52 (Page Four of Sample Report)

C154 05/10/56 Classification change to file D940-105 Vol. 1

              DEFENCE RESEARCH BOARD COMMITTEE ON FLYING SAUCERS:
C155 04/24/52 Defence Research Board, Committee on Flying Saucers
              Re: Minutes of meeting on April 22, 1952 (Preliminary)
C156 04/24/52 (Page Two of the Above)
C157 04/24/52 Sample Defence Research Board, Sighting Report
C158 04/24/52 (Page Two of the Above)
C159 04/24/52 (Page Three of the Above)
C160 04/24/52 (Page Four of the Above)
C161 04/28/52 Defence Research Board
              Re: Receipt for minutes of April 22, 1952 meeting
C162 04/26/52 Minutes of Meeting on April 22, 1952
C163 04/26/52 (Page Two of the Above)
C164 04/26/52 (Page Three of the Above)
C165 04/26/52 Sample "Unkown Flying Object" Sighting Report
C166 04/26/52 (Page Two of the Above)

              UFO, BARRIE, ONTARIO, 10/09/51:
C167 10/09/51 Unkown Flying Object, Sighting Report
              Re: UFO, Barrie, Ontario, October 10, 1951
C168 10/09/51 (Page Two of the Above)
C169 10/09/51 (Page Three of the Above)
C170 10/09/51 (Page Four of the Above)
C171 10/09/51 (Hand Written Notes on the Above)

              UFO, RCAF STATION, NORTH BAY, ONTARIO, 04/12/52:
C172 04/12/52 Sighting Report
              Re: Two RCAF officers see UFO over North Bay, April 12, 1952
C173 04/12/52 (Page Two of the Above)
C174 04/12/52 (Page Three of the Above)

              UFO, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, 05/01/52:
C175 05/01/52 Unidentified Flying Object Sighting Report
              Re: Barrister sees UFO over Ottawa River, Ontario, May 1, 1952
C176 05/01/52 (Page Two of the Above)

              UFO, BURLINGTON, NEW YORK, 05/05/52:
C177 05/05/52 Sighting Report
              Re: UFO over Burlington, New York, May 5, 1952
C178 05/05/52 (Page Two of the Above)

C179 04/19/52 Canadian Air Defence (CANAIRDEF)
              To: Staion Toronto
              Re: Interrogation of Witnesses to North Bay UFO

C180 01/29/52 Temporary Docket
C181 01/22/52 Squadron Leader Campbell for Air Officer Commanding
              To: Chief Air Staff, Ottawa, Ontario
              Re: Attached is completed interrogation form
C182 01/11/52 Squadron Leader Campbell for Air Officer Commanding
              To: Chief Air Staff, Ottawa, Ontario
              Re: Attached in report of UFO from RCAF Station North Bay
C183 01/02/52 Squadron Leader Campbell Memo
              To: Commanding Officer
              Re: UFO Sighting January 1, 1952

              UFO, RCAF STATION, GOOSE BAY:
C184 11/18/51 Squadron Leader Tilley for Chief Air Staff
              To: Office of Air Attache, US Embassy, Ottawa
              Re: Request for information on UFO at RCAF Station, Goose Bay
C185 10/15/51 USAF Major, Director of Intelligence, Daniel H. Paulsen
              To: Air Attache, US Embassy, Ottawa, Ontario
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              Re: Air Intelligence Report on UFO, Goose Bay
C186 ??/??/?? (Unreadable)
C187 ??/??/?? (Unreadable)
C188 ??/??/?? (Unreadable)
C189 06/23/51 Squadron Leader Likeness for Air Officer Commanding
              To: Chief Air Staff, Ottawa, Ontario
              Re: Attached copy of UFO sighting in Montreal Area.
C190 ??/??/?? (Unknown)

              UFO, GULKANA,  12/12/51:
C191 12/12/51 Royal Canadian Air Force Message
              Re: Airline Pilot UFO Sighting, Gulkana, 12/12/51
C192 12/12/51 (Page Two of the Above)

C193 10/21/50 Squadron Leader Lawrence for Department Air Intelligence
              Re: Forwarding copies of UFO reports
C194 10/21/50 Squadron Leader Lawrence for Department Air Intelligence
              Re: Copy of UFO report on October 10, 1950
C195 10/21/50 (Page Two of the Above)

C196 10/10/50 Bryans for Chief Air Staff
              To: Air Officer Commanding, Training Command, Trenton, Ontario
              Re: USAF investigation on UFOs

C197 10/11/50 Squadron Leader Likeness for Group Commander
              To: Chief Air Staff, Ottawa, Ontario
              Re: Request for info on Flying Saucer, Aug 16, 1950 at RCAF
                  Station, Chatham

              UFO, NEWCASTLE, NEW BRUNSWICK, 08/17/50 & 08/22/50:
C198 10/04/50 Flight Lieutanant White for Chief Air Staff
              To: Group Commander, Air Defence Group
              Re: UFO reports from Newcastle, New Brunswick and RCAF
                  Station, Chatham
C199 09/23/50 Inspector MacNeil for Officer in charge Special Branch, RCMP
              To: Squadron Leader Atherton, Department National Defence
              Re: UFO Report, Newcastle, New Brunswick, August 17 & 22, 1950

C200 09/11/50 Directorate of Air Intelligence, Internal Distribution
C201 09/09/50 Defence Research Board Memorandum
              To: Department Air Intelligence, Room 2621, Building "A", Ottawa
              Re: Acknowledge receipt of revised UFO questionnaire
C202 09/01/50 Wing Commander Austin for Chief Air Staff
              To: Air Officer Commanding, Air Transport Command, RCAF,
                  Rockcliffe, Ontario
              Re: Delay in Replying

              UNIDENTIFIED AQUATIC VEHICLE:
C203 08/15/50 Group Commander Clements for Air Officer Commanding
              To: Chief Air Staff, Department National Defence
              Re: Sightings of Strange Boats
C204 08/15/50 Submarine Sighting Report (Sample)
C205 08/15/50 (Page Two of the Above)
C206 08/30/50 Wing Commander Austin, Department Air Intelligence, Memo
              Re: Revised Questonnaire

              UFO, DARTMOUTH, NOVA SCOTIA, 06/30/195:
C207 07/19/50 Captain Atwood, Director Naval Intelligence, Memo
              Re: Radar sighting of June 30, 1950, Dartmouth
C208 07/19/50 (Page Two of the Above)
C209 07/19/50 (Page Three of the Above)

              AVENT TO WASHINGTON FOR UFO STUDY:
C210 05/11/50 TELEX to Air Force Headquarters
              Re: Accomodation arranged at Willard Hotel
C211 05/10/50 Field Officer MacDonell Memo
              To: Squadron Leader Avent
              Re: Temporary Duty to USA
C212 05/09/50 TELEX from Air Force Headquarters
              Re: Squadron Leader Avent to Washington for UFO Study

C213 04/20/50 Department Air Intelligence Memo
              Re: D.S.I. recommendations on interrogation of UFO witnesses
C214 04/20/50 (Page Two of the Above)
C215 04/20/50 (Page Three of the Above)
C216 04/20/50 Department Air Intelligence Memo
              Re: D.S.I. recommendations on interrogation of UFO witnesses
C217 04/20/50 (Page Two of the Above)

              UFO, RCAF BASE, ROCKCLIFFE, ONTARIO, 03/15/50:
C218 03/17/50 Group Commander Gibb for Air Officer Commanding RCAF ATC
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              To: Chief Air Staff, Department National Defence, Ottawa
              Re: Sighting of UFO, Rockcliffe, Ontario
C219 03/17/50 Wing Commander Millar, OC 414 P Sqn
              To: Air Officer Commanding, Royal Canadian Air Force, ATC
              Re: Sighting of UFO, Rockcliffe
C220 03/16/50 Re: Sighting of UFO, RCAF Base, Rockcliffe
C221 03/16/50 Re: Sighting of UFO, RCAF Base, Rockcliffe

              UFO, CAMBRIDGE BAY, OPERATION "BEETLE":
C222 07/09/47 Royal Canadian Air Force (Cypher Message)
              To: Air Force Headquarters, Department Air Intelligence
              Re: UFO over Cambridge Bay (Operation Beetle)

C223 (NoDate) Royal Canadian Air Force, Research & Development: 945-2-3
              Re: Invistigation of Flying Saucers: File Dead
C224 (NoDate) Royal Canadian Air Force, Intelligence: S-21-1-9
              Re: Sightings of Unknown Objects: File Dead
C225 (NoDate) Royal Canadian Air Force, Intelligence: S-940-105
              Re: Sightings of Unknown Objects: File Dead

C226 05/17/83 Notes: National Archive: RG24 Vol. 17988 File 940-105-1
CERT 10/11/83 Certificate of Authenticity

                                (END OF FILE)
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 | Computer/Internet Consultant CUFORN: http://cron-2.mco.net/web/cuforn |
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 5

Re: UFO Database interest

From: UFO Joe Daniels <ufojoe@cron-2.mco.on.ca>
Date: Fri, 5 Dec 1997 02:22:30 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 12:15:41 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO Database interest

> > From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
> > Date: Thu, 04 Dec 1997 14:01:17 -0500
> > Fwd Date: Thu, 04 Dec 1997 17:58:44 -0500
> > Subject: Re: UFO Database interest

> > >Date: Thu, 04 Dec 1997 08:45:55 -0600
> > >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > >From: joel henry <jhenry@wavefront.com>
> > >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: UFO Database interest

> > >>From: galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy]
> > >>Date: Wed, 03 Dec 1997 23:10:39 -0500
> > >>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > >>Subject: Re: UFO Database interest NOT!

> > <snip>

> > I agree with your goal, but I don't think it is attainable.

I disagree. If enough people contribute a lot can be
accomplished.

> > You're making the assumption that all those who gather
> > information are interested in sharing it freely with others,
> > which I have found it not always the case.  Many researchers, who
> > make their living as a part of this genre, must sell their
> > material to make ends meet.  They are not likely to give it up
> > freely to a public database on the Internet, but for the sake of
> > your proposal, let's assume this isn't a problem.

This is the biggest problem. However there are other sources. I
have been assembling cases here in London, Ontario and have
collected a rather large collection for such a small city by
searaching local papers, Gov. Archive, etc.

> > As far as I've been able to determine, every researcher I've met
> > has had their own methodology in filing their material.  This

This is why I feel at text-based system would be best rather
than any "database" format. A pure text system would be flexable
enough to accomodate all formats as reports are typed in a they
appear. From the text files one can generate any type of index
or cross-referencing system one wants.

For example I have a site at: http://cron-2.mco.net/web/sight.html

Where sightings are stored as either HTML or Text and the index
into those sightings can be in any form. For this sight it's
broken down by area, they by date, but various indexes could be
generated for type of encounter, number of witnesses, or whatever
criteria, then as a fall-back measure one could search the
actual contents for key words with a "grep" search or a custom
program whatever language the platform supports.

> > There is still the problem of who will maintain (i.e. pay for and
> > service) the WEB server and the Internet bandwidth usage.  If

I'm sure several sites would be interested. I have a site and
I would be. And it should be mirrored at several sites to cut
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down on volume and as security in case of crash. It could also
be broken down by various geographical areas so that servers
in a particular area are responsible for sightings for that
area.

> > We still haven't defined how much material is to be included in
> > this database.  Will it concentrate on one facet of the genre, or

I would say include all information, as it is hard to determine
now what a future investigator may need. For example in the early
years of UFOs, abductions reports were refused by most groups and
all that data may be lost forever.

> > appointed?  If not, then what is to prevent a creative
> > 11-year-old from writing up a good article as a prank and
> > submitting it for inclusion to the site.  If there is no check of
> > the material, it would likely be posted.  I will add that
> > accuracy of the data will not neccesarily increase with the
> > volumn of information included.  Accuracy is (in part) impacted
> > by the broad range of researchers and variations in their
> > investigative techniques.  What one researcher may regard as
> > highly accurate, the next may regard as sloppy.  This is, of
> > course, a personality based genre.

That would be the job of researchers and not those maintaining
the databases.

> > The goal of compiling information in one location for all to see
> > is admirable, and to a limited degree that has been underway for
> > a number of years.  There are several major efforts now underway
> > to gather infornation, but most of it is not destined for free
> > Internet access.  As I said, I admire your proposed goal.  But
> > let's not make this sound like a simple project, as (IMHO) it is
> > far more complicated than it may appear and will require
> > decisions that this genre has not previously been willing to
> > make.

It would be an invaluable tool and something that must be attempted
sooner or later unless we want this stuff relegated to people's
basements forever.

I'd be willing to help.

 .-----------------------------------------------------------------------.
 | From UFO Joe Daniels ufojoe@cron-2.mco.net -or- http://cron-2.mco.net |
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 | Computer/Internet Consultant CUFORN: http://cron-2.mco.net/web/cuforn |
 | Marketing Consultant MUFON: http://www.globalserve.net/~updates/mufon |
 `-----------------------------------------------------------------------'
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 5

Re: Rare Planetary Alignment And Other Celestial

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Fri, 5 Dec 1997 11:25:49 +0200
Fwd Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 12:16:37 -0500
Subject: Re: Rare Planetary Alignment And Other Celestial

Found at

http://www.sfgate.com:80/cgi-bin/examiner/article.cgi?year=3D1997&month=3D12
&day=3D02&article=3DNEWS11720.dtl

Tuesday, Dec. 2, 1997 =B7 Page A 1 =A91997 San Francisco Examiner

Jupiter aligns with Mars - and moon, Venus and Mercury

Stargazers have treats in store throughout month

Keay Davidson
EXAMINER SCIENCE WRITER

A celestial parade of planets is enlivening the evening sky.

On Tuesday evening, the crescent moon and four planets cluster in the
southwestern heavens, just after sunset.

The unusual grouping of worlds - the moon, Mars, Venus, Jupiter and
Mercury - is an illusion. In reality, they are many millions of miles
apart. However, they lie in approximately the same direction, which
creates the illusion of alignment.

"Watching from the Marina would be good," says Bob Havlen, a
professional astronomer who is also executive director of the
6,000-member Astronomical Society of the Pacific in San Francisco.

Tuesday evening's display is an impressive start to a month of
astronomical wonders. Parents who plan to buy their youngsters a small
telescope or a strong pair of binoculars for the holidays couldn't have
picked a better time.

Also ahead this month:

*On the night of Dec. 8-9, the moon passes over or "occults" Saturn,
the ringed planet. Through telescopes, Saturn will appear to wink out
as the dark limb of the moon moves over it. Later Saturn will emerge
from behind the illuminated side of the moon.

Saturn will be "a wondrous target for telescopes, with its rings tilted
9 degrees," says the current issue of Sky & Telescope magazine.

And the moon, of course, is a marvel for telescopic viewing - like a
dead Earth, complete with mountain ranges and dried seas of lava,
billions of years old.

*On Dec. 11, the planet Venus will be brilliant - 16 times as bright as
Sirius. Sirius is the brightest star visible at night from the Northern
Hemisphere. That evening, newspapers and police departments should
expect to receive excited calls from the public, who will inquire about
the UFO toward the southwest.

*On the night of Dec. 12-13, the full moon will occult the bright red
star Aldebaran.
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*On Dec. 21 and 22, Venus and Mars, the Red Planet, will pass close to
each other - just 1.1 degrees apart. By comparison, the full moon is a
half-degree wide.

On Tuesday night, the moon's slender crescent will lie very low in the
southwest just after sunset. To the left will be an orange-red "star,"
actually the planet Mars.

On Wednesday evening, the moon will hang just above Venus. Venus is
brilliant mainly because it is perpetually shrouded in clouds of
sulfuric acid. Also, Venus is the second-closest planet to the sun. The
surface temperature of Venus is about 800 degrees Fahrenheit.

By Thursday night, the moon will have fattened from a skinny crescent
to a fairly plump one. To its left in the evening sky will be Jupiter,
a "gas giant" swept by hurricanes bigger than Earth.

All week, keen-eyed stargazers may see the tiny world Mercury - the
closest planet to the sun - barely above the southwestern horizon. It's
extremely hard to see, though, and may be hopelessly shrouded by
low-level fog.

If you can't see it, don't feel bad. One of history's most famous
astronomers, Nicolaus Copernicus - who showed in the 16th century that
Earth orbits the sun, not vice versa - lived his entire life in Poland
without once glimpsing little Mercury.
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A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 5

Skywatch: Filer's Files #48

From: "Skywatch International" <SKYWATCH.INTERNATIONAL>
Date: Thu, 4 Dec 1997 18:21:53 +0000
Fwd Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 12:55:56 -0500
Subject: Skywatch: Filer's Files #48

Thanks for a great update George! ...JH

Filer's Files #48  MUFON Skywatch Investigations
From George A. Filer:  MUFON Eastern Director, Dec. 4, 1997
Majorstar@aol.com  (609) 654-0020

Faced with having to change our views or prove that there is no need
to do so, most of us immediately get busy on the proof. By John
Kenneth Galbriath

NEW JERSEY

Frank Moriarty, a MUFON investigator reports that on November 30, 1997
he and his wife saw odd lights over Somerdale, New Jersey. Frank
decided to cook on the grill outdoors, when he noticed several jet
aircraft passing overhead in flight patterns used by Philadelphia
International Airport. Frank states, "At 7:11 p.m., facing west, I
noticed a light or lights in the sky above our neighbors' house. This
light seemed to be either a collection of whitish lights or a single
white light of varying brightness across its width. Actually, this is
what attracted my attention to it - the fact that I could not clearly
focus on it. It was at an angle approximately 35-40 degrees from
vertical, and moving from the north to the southwest. As it moved, I
became aware of the very faint sound of a propeller engine aircraft,
coming from behind me to the east. I briefly turned to look for this
aircraft but was unable to see it due to the low clouds, although I
believe I was able to focus on its vicinity by listening for it.
Turning back to the west, at that point I realized that there was no
sound emanating from this light. As branches of the trees began to
interfere with my line of sight, I ran into the backyard for a
unobstructed view. Several times the light/lights wavered slightly in
course as it continued to move in a roughly straight line. The
light/lights occasionally flashed or pulsed on an irregular basis,
accompanied by what appeared to be a trail of light falling away from
the main body straight down. The first time it did this I thought it
might be a helicopter that had stopped and was turning around while
hovering, but there was no sense of the object rotating - and once I
saw the descending "burn off" I dismissed the helicopter possibility.
The closest I can compare this to is that of a flare in the sky,
flickering with burning pieces coming off.

As the object continued southwest I ran to the house and called to my
wife, who joined me in the back yard as the object continued toward
the southwest horizon. We both later agreed that we shared the
impression that this light/lights seemed to be getting lower rather
than fading into the distance. The light went out before it would have
passed from sight behind some distant trees on the horizon to the
southwest. The total duration of this passage, from the time I noticed
the light almost directly over the house next door until the light
disappeared in the southwest, was roughly two minutes." Thanks to
Frank Moriarty frankm@voicenet.com

NORTH CAROLINA CIGAR-SHAPED UFO

     Two UFO sightings were reported last week in western North
Carolina, about 275 miles  west of Raleigh. The first sighting took
place on Monday, November 24, 1997, in Lake Junaluska, North Carolina,
N.C. (population 1,200).  Two UFOs hovered over the Lambuth Inn,
located about three miles from Highway 40 on the Junaluska Methodist
Assembly property, local resident M.B. reported.  "The ships were
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cigar-shaped and very shiny-silver-colored. They hovered in the sky in
the area above the old hotel, and then disappear in the blink of an
eye," M.B. reported.  "At least three other folks have seen these
UFOs.  The objects merely hovered, not moving at all, and vanished as
quickly as you can blink your eye."  On Wednesday night, November 27,
1997, four people in nearby Clyde, N.C. (population 1,008), four miles
south of Lake Junaluska, spotted a UFO "with red, blue and green
lights" hovering near the summit of Chambers Mountain.  M.B. said this
sighting took place at 10 p.m., adding that there are several TV
transmission towers on top of the mountain, located about 25 miles
south of the Tennessee state line.  (Email Interview) Thanks to Joe
Trainor editor of UFO Roundup Vol 2 #46 at Masinaigan@aol.com.

GEORGIA

Case 93/12/1     MUFON/ISUR investigators have just finished meeting
with a 34 year-old married woman who lives near Douglasville, 30 miles
west of Atlanta. They were impressed by the witness and her husband's
apparent truthfulness concerning a most remarkable entity encounter..
On an early cold fall  morning in 1992 or 1993 the wife awoke at
around two in the morning to find a strange light outside her
semi-isolated home on the outskirts of Douglasville. Going outside she
observed in a clearing a "mushroomed-shaped saucer" hovering  only
40-50 feet above. From a recessed area of the bottom of the saucer she
saw a shaft of white  light going straight down to the ground. The
narrow round shaft at  ground-level  blossomed into a several foot
wide circle that illuminating the ground. Approaching the hovering
craft she was told telepathically to, "Turn around." On turning
around, she saw laying on the round a 3 1/2 to 4 foot long,
gray-skinned alien. She was then told that the alien was sick and
needed "warmth" and to be "fed soft food.," Picking the small
"light-bulb shaped head" alien up, she carried it inside into her
house. Placing the extraordinarily  lightweight alien into her bed she
tried to awaken her husband who was sleeping on the other side. With
her husband not stirring, she laid down next to the alien who was now
in between the couple!    With a blanket pulled over all three of
them, the alien communicated telepathically that it was not good for
humans to spend too much time in close contact with him--she says it
was male--as it would make them ill. Picking the alien back up--who
weighed the equivalent of what she thought an insect that size would
weigh-she put him on the couch in the and crushed crackers and made a
"mush" of them with warm water. Tilting the alien up she spoon-fed him
the wet cracker mixture.

Around this point in her narrative Jim says she seems to have a memory
lapse. The housewife next remembers being outside again in her bare
feet and the alien going up inside the almost blinding white shaft of
light. (She said she felt heat from the light beam.   As she watched
the alien disappear into the bottom of the saucer she noticed  five
more aliens  on the ground standing in a  single military-like file
staring at her. These aliens, she said, scared her while the sick one
didn't.  With the alien's  "levitation" into the "large dump-truck
size" UFO complete, the file of aliens on the ground turned in unison
and marched into the shaft of bright light, one-by-one. Methodically,
they were levitated into the hovering saucer.

    Again a memory lapse occurs according to Jim, and the wife finds
herself back inside her house watching the saucer shoot off at a high
rate of speed. Curiously she says before the saucer streaked off it
made a roaring noise much like a jet engine or rolling thunder would
make. Her husband while not seeing or hearing anything did confirm to
Jim and Mark that he found his wife in the middle of the night
standing next to a window and staring outside almost as if in a
trance. On reaching her, he asked , "What's going on?" Facing him she
replied, "Didn'?  His excited wife then went back to bed. On closing
her eyes she immediately experienced excruciating pain. The eye-pain
became so acute that the husband got up and drove his wife to the
emergency room of a nearby hospital. The doctor on examining the
wife's eyes, said she had gotten some kind of "metal" filings in them
and why they were hurting so badly. (A follow up with the doctor by
Jim and Mark is planned.)     Since her encounter  the wife says she
has had severe eye, stomach, and digestion problems. She also claims
that she has had many headaches. According to the couple, two puppies
they had inside died strangely only a few hours after the wife's
alleged holding of the alien.  The couple raises thoroughbred dogs.
The husband while not witnessing his wife's encounters  says that she
has talked countless times about her encounter since he discovered her
standing by the  window. He also says they want no publicity or their
names used and that he believes his wife is telling the truth. He has
confirmed rushing her to the hospital on the same morning he found her
out of bed.   The alien, according to the wife, had on each of its two
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hands only four fingers. Each finger, in-turn, had  three tiny
"octopus-liked suckers" at its end . The witness also says the alien's
face had two large round black eyes and a small round mouth that
showed no teeth. The entity's nose was small and almost recessed and
its ears just really slits in the side of its head. The firmness and
texture of its body felt like an inflated  rubber "inner-tube." And at
no time did any of the aliens verbally communicate with her. This
witness signed MUFON general and entity case forms testifying to her
experience and permitted Mark to video  her at the site of her
encounter. Thanks to John Thompson Georgia State Director, Jim
Clifford and Mark Ausmus investigators

MILITARY TESTING FLYING SAUCER IN GEORGIA

Associated Press  Fort Benning, Ga. -- The truth may be out there for
UFO conspiracy buffs, but here military officials admit flying saucers
have taken over the skies. The U.S. Army has been test-flying the
CYPHER Unmanned Aerial Vehicle  -  a doughnut-shaped aircraft - for
the past six years at the military post just outside of Columbus.
CYPHER uses two sets of rotating blades that are mounted in the
aircraft's center to propel the machine. Hence, giving the aircraft
its whirring sound and UFO look.  The aircraft's design allows it to
hover over an area for as long as the fuel lasts. That capability
distinguishes it from other unmanned aircraft currently being tested,
said Mike Barnes, project director at the military post.  CYPHER,
which earned its name because of its ability to decode underground
structures and secret tunnels, was created by Sikorsky Aircraft Inc.
in Los Angeles. "The uses are absolutely endless,'' said test pilot
Pvt. Brent Satterfield of Fort McClellan, Ala. "If we had a hostage
situation, we could use an infrared camera (in the CYPHER) to find out
where everyone is in the house, where the exits are, and then we can
plan out a better plan of attack.''  The aircraft could also be used
to drop off supplies to soldiers or disburse unruly crowds without
subjecting pilots to danger, Barnes said.  "We take these technologies
and put them in the hands of soldiers and see if they can help them
perform their mission,'' he said.  But Barnes and military officials
admit, it's the CYPHER's covert capabilities that make it even more
appealing.  Inside the CYPHER, a video camera and a navigation
computer - similar to those used in cruise missiles - would allow the
military to survey enemy territory and areas attacked by poison gas or
other hazardous bombs.  Sikorsky, which also manufactured the UH-1
Huey and UH-60 Black Hawk helicopters, also made room for a pilot
onboard the CYPHER.  During a test flight Tuesday, Spc. Jacob Terrell,
21, flew the CYPHER over a crowd of cardboard dummies and hovered 150
feet above the ground before releasing canisters of smoke - simulating
tear gas.  "It was just like a computer game. It's extremely easy to
fly,'' Terrell said.  If Army officials in Washington approve of the
aircraft, CYPHER engineers say they can build the aircraft in a
variety of sizes - from a 40-pound model that can be carried in a
backpack to the size of a cargo helicopter. A price tag has not yet
been set and officials would not comment on the price of the
prototype.  While military officials and Columbus police say they have
yet to receive reports of UFO sightings when the CYPHER is tested,
engineers and military officials laugh at theories fueled by the
Internet and television shows, such as Fox's ``X-Files,'' that such
technology is alien in origin.   All Contents Copyright The Augusta
Chronicle Comments or questions? Thanks to the Augusta Chronicle
(Georgia) at http://augustachronicle.com/stories/103197/tech_ufo.html

COLORADO

Christopher O'Brien, a Skywatch International Investigator reports the
cattle mutilations have  returned to the San Luis Valley, Colorado.
On November 30, 1997, a year-old, still-warm female calf was
discovered dead from unusual circumstances just northwest of Center,
Colorado.  The calf was missing all the flesh from it's right side
mandible, it's right eye, and a 10"diameter rectum coring that
extended 18"  into the animal. The crime scene was completely devoid
of any tracks, (except the dead calf's tracks) footprints, blood, or
additional clues as to how the animal was killed and subsequently
mutilated.  The calf was lying in 6" of fresh snow and the entire
scene was devoid of any additional evidence whatsoever.  No evidence
of  magnetic anomalies were detected around the site. Forensic tissue
samples were obtained by this investigator, and are  being sent to
three separate Veterinary Pathology Labs.  Videotape  and still
picture documentation was also obtained. The same morning, the
reporting rancher also found a second calf with a bloody nose and
claims a third calf is missing from the  herd. The three animals
were/are part of a small herd numbering  around 38 animals. Magpies
and crows showed an interest in the  carcass, as did the rancher's
dogs.  However, after covering the  animal with a tarp, no scavengers
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touched the animal.  Saguache  County sheriff's officers are
investigating the "mutilation"  report. Unusual multi-colored lights
were spotted Saturday night around 11 p.m., 15 to 20 miles north of
the mutilation site by four other witnesses. Two other motorists on
nearby State Highway 17 spotted a large slow-moving "meteor" that
broke apart before disappearing. These sightings are still being
investigated. Thanks to: Christopher O'Brien and Skywatch
International.

PUERTO RICO CHUPACABRA

Mysterious attacks on domestic farm animals around the town of Utuado,
Puerto Rico, 40 miles (64 kilometers) southwest of San Juan, have
triggered rumors of renewed activity by the Chupacabra or legendary
predator "goat sucker." Forty-two large white rabbits, some chickens
and a duck were found dead on a farm in Utuado on Thursday, November
20, 1997.  The dead animals had twin perforations mostly in the
stomach region and on their feet.  Most of the perforations were
triangular.  According to researcher Scott Corrales, "One rabbit had
its stomach split, an incision so precise as to only have been made by
a surgical instrument or by an expert surgeon.  No trace of blood
remained in any of the dead animals."  (Many thanks to Scott Corrales
and Joe Trainor editor of UFO Roundup Vol. 2 #46, Masinaigan@aol.com.

ILLINOIS

NEW LENOX, Ill., Dec. 3 (UPI) _ UFO investigators from around the
country are trying to determine what was a mysterious fireball that
streaked across the sky over Chicago's southern suburbs. The
phenomenon was reported Sunday evening. Pilot Tim Janecyk says he
doesn't know what he saw as he drove near Interstate 80. He described
it as a ``brilliant fireball'' that descended ``from the clouds
straight down.'' He said it was about the size of a full moon and lit
up the clouds. Janecyk said the object was trailing smoke but was
moving too slowly to be a meteor. Similar sightings were reported near
Kansas City, Mo. Copyright UPI. John Timmerman provided me with the
complete telephone interview on this case. The sighting occurred at
6:45 PM and the object reportedly was moving vertically down and came
through the cloud layer at about 80-100 mph! Thanks to Francis Ridge
UFO Filter Center.

NASA INTERVIEW

Francisco Lopez  recently traveled to Florida, where he interviewed a
former NASA employee who worked in telemetry. He reports, "Be aware
that many of the details are deliberately left out and some
information could be changed to protect the identity of the
interviewed. The person, who is finishing his Ph.D. in Physics told me
about the many times they tracked objects traveling at speeds over
200,000 MPH (320,000 KPH), crossing in a matter of seconds the whole
USA air space. Objects that changed directions, stopped and shot up
and disappeared. He told me about the several times planes were
dispatched to intercept an the interesting conversation they heard.
Also about the interesting things he saw while in NASA, "a civilian
agency controlled by the military." He told me about the Apollo
program and the moon incidents. He attended a Richard Hoagland tape
presentation about Mars resulting in a great internal commotion about
the face of Mars.  All the engineers in his section who were ordered
to the conference were fired later. Government cars parked in front of
his home very frequently. In the tape Richard Hoagland, shows very
nice images from Mars and a good computer treatment of the images. The
remarkable thing, seemed to be the finding of a pattern that,
corresponded well to tetrahedral math, like the ones used for fluid
mechanics.

They applied the pattern and the location and correlated it to the
patterns in the other planets in which, most of activity seems to
occur between 19.5 N and 19.5 South Latitudes. A couple of weeks
before a flyby to Neptune they were able to predict that an
atmospheric disturbance, similar to the Jovian Red Spot will be in the
planet at the expected region. They speculated about how come a
pattern in a region of Mars surface can contain the necessary
information to infer the other features in the bodies of the solar
system. Eventually the briefing was put in a tape from the Enterprise
Mission. Another interesting thing, was about the so called flying
saucer crash in Southwest Puerto Rico. He was doing some consulting
job when a group of UFO "researchers" using military clothing and good
equipment approached him for a briefing on the crash incident. He went
to the area and after examination deducted that a missile crashed in
the area. Later, via a former colleague, he was able to identify a man
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who shot a video of the incident in which it can be seen, an apparent
UFO followed by aircraft, which shot a missile. The UFO responded
deviating the missile to the ground." Thanks to: Francisco Lopez
d005734c@DC.SEFLIN.ORG) and Current Encounters.

CRACKING THE BIBLE CODE

This new book may be the most important book of the century. It is
written by psychiatrist Jeffrey Satinover, M.D. who also  holds
degrees in psychology and religion at Harvard and a degree from MIT.
In one sense it may have nothing to do with Ufology, but in another it
may ultimately solve the mystery of alien visitors.  I visited my
local library and the book was laying on a cart of new books. As I
walked by it mysteriously jumped into my hands as brushed the cart.
In any case I decided to check out the book, since it was brand new,
intriguing and free.  I'm glad I did.

The cover modestly states: "This book is the story of what may turn
out to be the most important scientific research ever undertaken.  The
research began long ago as the speculations of mystics, but ended as
science of the highest caliber.  The reality it hints at encompasses
both.  The story begins with an ancient and mysterious tradition among
the Jews concerning the Torah- the first five books of the Bible.
This tradition claims that , unlike all other books of Scripture- and
unlike any other sacred text from anywhere else in the world, at any
time- the Torah- was dictated directly by God to Moses in a precise
letter-by-letter sequence.  It is also said that into the precise
sequence of letters, there is encrypted information of a sort that
only a divine hand could have placed there... Cracking the Bible Code
is the story of the codes and the people behind them.  The recent
scientific discovery that precise descriptions of world-shaking events
seem to be encoded into the first five books of the Bible has captured
the world's attention.  No one in ancient times could have had such
knowledge-from what grew in the Garden of Eden to details of the Gulf
War.  It predicts the dates of attacks of Iraqi Scud missiles on
Israel. It specifically identifies the word Scud and the date of
attack.  It tells of the date and the name of the assassin of Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat.  The names of great rabbis through history.

The author shows that no individual could have written such complex
codes, therefore divine intervention is likely?  If the codes are
proved to be genuine-and some of the world's greatest minds and
largest computers have been unable to disprove them-they would be
tantamount to scientific proof of the existence of God (or at least of
intelligence far greater than our own.) This is a story of epic scope
in which world history, international intrigue, ancient wisdom, and
cutting-edge science converge. Only today with powerful computers have
mathematicians and scientists been able to partially break the code.
The very basis of human science may be undermined by this book.  Where
science assumes evolution is by chance, that mankind's existence is by
accident, this book proves God (or at least the writers of the Torah)
knew 2,000-3,000 years ago what the future would be. Further, God
planned and arranged our very existence and knew how the last several
thousand years of human history would develop.  Suddenly, science is
in the strange position of proving that faith is more important than
science itself and there is a God after all. Obviously it is mind
blowing that the book of Genesis contains meaningful references to
modern day individuals. Essentially, the codes prove the validity of
Genesis, a book that states, "In the beginning God created the heaven
and the earth."  Editors note: As more information is decoded in the
first five books of the Bible we will hear allot more, but I wonder if
the codes will explain the mystery of UFOs?

If you have a UFO news or comments, please, e-mail it to:
Majorstar@aol.com.

*******************************************************************************
SKYWATCH INTERNATIONAL

Administrative:
4757 E. Greenway Rd.
Suite #103-84
Phoenix, AZ 85032
USA

Membership:
PO Box 801
Leander, TX 78646-0801
USA
****************************************************************************
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 5

Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Fri, 5 Dec 1997 08:08:18 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 13:06:34 -0500
Subject: Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

>From: XianneKei@aol.com [Rebecca Keith]
>Date: Wed, 3 Dec 1997 16:12:01 -0500 (EST)
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject:  Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

Hi Rebecca,

>Perhaps limiting ourselves to a discussion of FACTS and not
>speculations about ultraterrestrials, etc., would be a good place
>to start. <g>

I see a problem in determining just what the facts are,
particularly in the more unusual cases.  We know that there is a
very high noise to signal ratio in UFO reports.  Filtering out
the noise seems to be particularly difficult in this field, but
we do need to begin doing so.

As an example, even if we accept that people are being abducted
by "aliens", we must exercise great care in accepting as fact
anything these "aliens" tell or present to their captive
audiences.  I see no evidence that they are ever telling the
truth.

>I'm curious Bob, how would we go about steering away from the
>religious aspects that crop up from time to time?

>I'm serious.

I know you are serious.  That's why I like you.  You have a real
desire to get to the bottom of things and a low tolerance for
bullshit, no matter how exalted the source.

How to steer away from religious aspects?  That's a tough one.
I'm not necessarily arguing that we should.  Many people come
away from UFO encounters with changes, and sometimes these could
be classed as "religious", "spiritual", etc.  That seems to be
part and parcel of the whole thing.

But, I am against those who try to turn this into a new organized
religion and appoint themselves as priests.  Among people we know
I would class Delores Cannon (spelling???) and Bob Dean as two
very different gurus, each preaching their own new religion, and
looking for followers.

You have seen the wide-eyed people at the conferences.  I
realized at my first conference that I could have "followers",
"groupies", "cultists", if I wanted just by spouting a convincing
line.  That scared the hell out of me!!!  It's just too easy.
There are just too many people with no real lives looking for
someone, anyone, to plug up the holes.

I decided then that I was not going to play that game.
Tempting??? Yes, but also terribly dangerous.

We both know that there is a truth of some sort hidden behind
this UFO smokescreen.  I don't know what it is.  I'm pretty sure
you don't know what it is.  Bob Dean certainly hasn't got a clue,
and neither does Ms. Cannon.  Wendelle, much as I love midnight
bull sessions with him, doesn't know.  Mike Hesemann, Philip
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Mantle, Theresa Carlson, Ted Phillips, etc. etc. etc. don't
know.

I'd like to find out what is behind the mask.

Bob
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 5

Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Fri, 5 Dec 1997 08:14:49 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 13:07:22 -0500
Subject: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

>Date: Thu, 4 Dec 1997 00:39:13 -0500
>From: Bruce Maccabee <brumac@compuserve.com>
>Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

>(blush)  OK, I admit it. I'm a truely "awesome" person <G>.
>However, I must admit that even my patience is wearing thin.
>And I can hardly wait for the debate over the Klass-Davidson
>meteor theory to begin.

Hey Bruce,

And you haven't even addressed my pterodactyl theory???  Does
that mean you have no answer to it?  You have to admit that
it makes a lot more sense than _pelicanus eastoni_.

Bob
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 5

Re: Clark and ETH (and ELs)

From: Paul Devereux <DevereuxP@aol.com>
Date: Fri, 5 Dec 1997 08:19:50 EST
Fwd Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 13:41:59 -0500
Subject: Re: Clark and ETH (and ELs)

Jerome Clark wrote:

>From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerry Clark]
>Date: Wed, 26 Nov 1997 13:40:19 PST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: RE: UFO UpDate: Re: Clark and ETH (and ELs)

>> From: DevereuxP@aol.com [Paul Devereux]
>> Date: Wed, 26 Nov 1997 08:47:43 -0500 (EST)
>> To: updates@globalserve.net
>> Subject: whatever

>>>From: Chris Rutkowski <rutkows@cc.UManitoba.CA>
>>>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Clark and ETH (and ELs)
>>>To: updates@globalserve.net (UFO UpDates - Toronto)
>>>Date: Sat, 22 Nov 1997 22:16:12 -0600 (CST)

>> Yes, well... why not?  I get on delightfully with many people.
>> Just because I challenge the likes of you and Jerome Clark
>>doesn't make me a demon, even if I am demonised by Jerry and,
>>sometimes, by you. Those demons are in your heads, not here at
>>this keyboard.

>> Regards,

>> Paul

>Paul,
>Reading something like the above, one doesn't know
>whether to laugh or to cry.  Just a couple of days ago
>you spoke of yourself as a hero.  Now you tell us you're
>a victim.  Are we to admire your courage or to pity your
>persecution?

>As I have said before, my friend, you need a new
>rhetorical style. If you truly believe that those of us
>who simply find your arguments unpersuasive are
>"demonizing" you or are (as you implied in a recent
>posting to Chris Rutkowski) full of hate, it's not just
>your theories that are in serious trouble.  You're
>sounding less and less like a researcher/colleague
>and more and more like a prophet whose unceasing
>complaint is that he has not received the honor and
>adoration that are his due.  Sort of, I fear, like a
>St. Paul the Baptist.

>C'mon, guy.  Lighten up!

>Jerry Clark

My Dear Jerome,

a) Heroic: in the sense of "monumental", as per my previous
posting to you.

b) Demonisation: the trouble is that you not only disagree but
*denigrate* at the same time. The exchange between you and Tom
King (I think his name was), for instance, resulted in someone
who would have been a welcome addition to this list being driven
away because of your behaviour.
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And while we are on this topic, I want to mention your insulting
posture towards John Keel. He  may not be a scholar in the sense
you would approve, and I accept that, but that doesn't justify
you labelling his work as being "half-baked" and the other even
more derogatory terms you used. I tell you, one of my joys of
popping down to Manhattan is the chance of meeting up with the
old war horse. Neither you nor I may agree with his conclusions
about "ultra-terrestrials", but as another member of this list
has pointed out, it was brave of him to move into the spheres of
this desperately entangled subject area the way he did. Also, his
thoughts on "soft" objects pre-figured earth lights, which he has
personally witnessed, and he made some useful observations about
"window" areas, and more. He may not have the intellectual
tightness you admire, Jerry (but do not always display yourself),
or come to the conclusions which you approve of, but he has a
measure of wisdom and experience, and deserves respect.

If fact, it would be pleasing to see you showing a bit more
respect all round than you tend to do, Jerry.

Regards,
Paul
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 5

Re: Solved Abduction Cases?

From: Paul Devereux <DevereuxP@aol.com>
Date: Fri, 5 Dec 1997 08:23:29 EST
Fwd Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 13:44:12 -0500
Subject: Re: Solved Abduction Cases?

Jerry Clark wrote:

>From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
>Date: Wed, 26 Nov 1997 13:24:34 PST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: RE: UFO UpDate: Re: Solved Abduction Cases?

>> From: DevereuxP@aol.com [Paul Devereux]
>> Date: Wed, 26 Nov 1997 08:50:16 -0500 (EST)
>> To: updates@globalserve.net
>> Subject: Solved Abduction Cases?

>> Dear List,
>> About a week back, Jerome Clark made an intervention in my
>> exchange with Sean Jones concerning folklore and ufology, but
>> I've accidentally managed to banish it into the ether!
>> Anyhow...

>> Dear Jerry,
>> I can only take your intervention as meaning that you
>>literally believe that an alien planetoid-sized craft did
>>accompany the comet Hale-Bopp, and that all that is told about
>>Grays and Roswell, etc., is the literal truth. No storytelling,
>>hyping, mytholigising of past events, and the rest that makes
>>up the stuff of folklore.

>> Thank you. It was an enlightening insight into the state of
>>your ufological thinking.

>> Best wishes,
>> Paul

>Hi, Paul,

>Sorry, I couldn't resist the opportunity to tweak you.
>It seemed to me that you were using the word "folklore"
>as if it held some meaning unique to ufology, and
>specifically as a polite way of characterizing all
>opinions and phenomena not to your liking.

>Folklore applies to all aspects of human life.  To
>assert that there is folklore about UFOs is about as
>enlightening as offering the observation that in all
>communities there is gossip.

>Cheers and (if you are in the USA) best Thanksgiving
>wishes,

>Jerry

Dear Jerry,

Oh, I see - more of your playful tweaking!

I agree with  you that folklore is not unique to ufology, but
please understand it would be would be easier for some of us to
spot when you are only tweaking if you had not initially been so
hostile and defensive when the issue of folklore was raised in
the first place, way back when!
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The importance of raising the folklore issue is that it is clear
that many people within ufology are taking some of the folklore
for being factual, descriptive information. The presence of the
folkore needs to be more widely acknowledged so its workings
within the flux of ufology can be better perceived.

Thank you for your Thanskgiving good wishes - I had an excellent
one in this marvellous, generous and friendly country. And when
both of us are next over the other side of the Pond, I'll have
a jar of one of those brews you (so wisely) admire on the bar
waiting for you.

Regards,
Paul
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 5

Re: That Ol' Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis

From: Paul Devereux <DevereuxP@aol.com>
Date: Fri, 5 Dec 1997 08:35:59 EST
Fwd Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 13:51:53 -0500
Subject: Re: That Ol' Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis

Jerry Clark wrote:

>From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
>Date: Fri, 28 Nov 1997 17:44:54 PST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: RE: UFO UpDate: Re: That Ol' Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis

>> From: DevereuxP@aol.com [Paul Devereux]
>> Date: Fri, 28 Nov 1997 09:15:19 -0500 (EST)
>> To: updates@globalserve.net
>> Subject: That Ol' Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis

>> explained by some notion of spontaneous time travel (past and
>> future memories, if you like)  - or temporally-'loose' imagery
>> of some kind.

>Oh, dear. Of course the evidence for these sorts of loopy
>"explanations" is somewhere between nil and nonexistent, and
>they're interesting only because they come from somebody who
>routinely alleges that the ETH has no basis in evidence.  You
>have to decide, Paul, whether you want to be a scientist or a
>mystic.  It seems to me that you're blurring the distinction all
>the time.

Jerry,

There you go again,  not merely disagreeing, but denigrating
("loopy"). I am sure I am no more loopy than you, and as
intelligent and scholarly as you to boot.

In this particular instance (taken out of context here as it so
carefully is), I was not putting forward a developed theory but
simply mentioning another way to approach the problem of
anomalous things-seen-the-sky as an alternative to the ETH. In
particular, I was concerned to make the point that what I and a
school-friend saw was an airship of early twentieth-century
design. This really happened, and I do not see how the ETH could
be of use in explaining the sighting. So I suggested that perhaps
we are not seeing extra-terrestrial craft but transient temporal
displacements from both past and future. (How would *you* explain
the airship in ETH terms?) This is no less a proven possibility
than is the ETH, I'd remind you.

But it was, nevertheless, an off-the-top-of-the-head example of
another approach for the sake of the point I was trying to make.
If I was to get serious about this type of explanation, I'd
invoke non-locality, Bell's Theorem , etc., and other matters
currently exercising the thinking of some serious scientists,
Jerry. If I had the time to explore this I would, just to show
you that it is easy to fashion a notion as convincing as anything
put forward under the banner of the ETH. In fact, this is the
sort of thing I was hoping might develop in an ET-FREE period of
discussion on this list. But, of course, you dismissed that
proposal, too.

>> The mental state or states I am discussing are also - *in
>>part*-  the subject of David J. Hufford's "The Terror that
>>Comes in the Night", which you may have noticed Jerome Clark
>>refer to a couple of times recently (and in some pretty
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>>peculiar ways too, if I may say so).

>'Fraid not, old chap.  Hufford and I are mutual admirers. (See
>his kind words about me and my approach on the back cover
>of High Strangeness.) When my review of his The Terror That
>Comes in the Night was published in Fate in 1983, he told me
>I was just about the only reviewer who seemed to grasp
>the point of the book. (Others read it, in common [I gather]
>with Paul, as an exercise in reductionism, when in fact it was
>devastatingly critical of reductionist explanations of anomalous
>phenomena as counter to the spirit of truth-seeking in
>science.) By the way, I recommend The Terror  to anyone
>seeking to understand the sorts of cultural biases implicit in
>beliefs and arguments such as those Paul habitually reflects
>and employs.

>If anybody is using Hufford strangely, it's Paul here.  Hufford
>once wrote me a hilarious letter parodying the theories of
>Michael Persinger, one of Paul's heroes.  Hufford is not -- by
>any stretch -- on your side of the argument, my friend, and it
>ill behooves you to imply otherwise.

Jerry, you deserve a medal for turning things on their head. If
anyone could make black white, it would be you. Far be it for
me to break up a mutual admiration society, and I am deeply moved
that Hufford liked your review of his book, but let's look at
who is saying what here.

First. I said that the alien abduction experience (AAE)is a mind
phenomenon, I specifically did *not* reduce it (I said the
ontological puzzle still remained), and I emphasised that the
sleep paralysis (SP) experience was *part of* the AAE, not the
whole story. Now isn't all that true, Jerry? It's there in my
posting for all to see. Moreover, if you saw the Discovery
Channel special on alien abductions on 28 November, you will have
noted I gave there a possible, and decidedly non-reductionist
suggestion about the ontology of the AAE.

Second. Hufford was also in that documentary. What did he say?
His actual words were:

"... Clearly [SP is]very much the same thing [as the AAE]...

"The abduction thing is complex. Sleep Paralysis is not an
explanation for it, but it cannot be ignored... [The AAE is] an
experience which at the very least is indistinguishable from
Sleep Paralysis..."

*At the very least*, Jerry. What Hufford is saying here exactly
mirrors my own understanding, and concurs with what I wrote in my
posting. I cannot, and do not, believe that Hufford is seriously
postulating that the AAE is caused by literal, physical alien
abductions. If he is, then why is he drawing such close parallels
with SP?

It is you who are using Hufford's aversion to reductionism to
cloak your apologist's stance regarding physical abductions. So
please do not presume to use the "it ill behoves you" line with
me. Old chap.

Let's go a bit further. In the same documentary, two of the
abductees interviewed stated that the experience, while real to
them, was of an inner nature. One of them said "it was not a
dream, but it wasn't physical - it was somewhere in between".
This is precisely the state of consciousness involved, where the
normal waking sensorium is replaced by another of equal
"realness". In fact, there is a cluster of contiguous, related
states which encompass, among others,  SP, out-of-body states,
hypnogogic visions, and lucid dreaming. It is this last which is
the missing key to the whole business, and which everyone, even
Hufford it seems, has not properly considered, if at all. It is
that area we are looking at now in research - in experiential
(phenomenological) as well as neuro reductionist ways. No
ontological judgements are being made as yet, with the main
emphasis currently being on developing rapid and reliable
induction procedures, so everyone who wishes can test the altered
state out for themselves.

This "in-between" state of consciousness was called by the Sufis
*barzakh*, the interworld, and was central to Iranian mystic
tradition. "This intermediate world... is the world through which
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spirits are embodied, and bodies spiritualised," wrote the
17th-century Islamic mystic, Muhsin Fayz Kashani.

The Arabic scholar, Henri Corbin, wrote: "The sensory world has
its analogue there." He coined the term "imaginal" to describe
the condition of barzakh, and that term was used by Kenneth Ring
in his books - which ought to be familiar to all members of this
list.

I go into the question of this "interworld" or barzakh in more
detail in Chapter 4 of my "SYMBOLIC LANDSCAPES" (ISBN
0-906362-19-9;1992; available from Gothic Image in the U.K., and
in the U.S.is distributed, I think, by Book People and New Leaf,
so should be available if ordered through bookshops). It has
*everything* to do with what we are encountering in alien
abductions. And here is a tradition, thousands of years old, that
carefully mapped this state of mental (if not dimensional)reality
*and did not reduce it* to hallucination, etc. One can learn from
that, without buying into any specific religious beliefs -
indeed, that should be avoided. As should the belief system that
says AAE's are literal, physical events.

So you see, Jerry, mystics do have their uses.

Paul Devereux

PS- In many ways, ET-ism is the most crass reductionism. And,
also, note how reductionist you become, Jerry, when anyone
mentions the word "occult" in a posting.

PPS - None of what I have written above should necessarily be
understood as coming under the label of "paranormal". We are
talking about states of mind that anyone on this list can be
trained or aided to enter.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 5

Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

From: Paul Devereux <DevereuxP@aol.com>
Date: Fri, 5 Dec 1997 08:42:46 EST
Fwd Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 13:54:55 -0500
Subject: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

John Velez  wrote:

>Date: Tue, 2 Dec 1997 13:41:16 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

>Until about six years ago I had rationalized my lifetime of
>unexplained experiences and memories as OOBE's (out of body
>exp's) vivid nightmares, and several unexplained objects (UFO
>sightings) I had seen in the sky (throughout my life - beginning
>in childhood) that simply didn't fit in with anything -I- knew
>of...

<mega-snip>

>Well six years ago I pick up a copy of "Missing Time" (which I
>have also had!) and begin to read the accounts of what the
>abductees remember and report as having happened to them...

<more mega-snip>

>...I'm sorry but OOBEs don't explain what I recall...

<snip>

>I also recall that my bed was - always empty-...<snip> I believe
>that in the case of OOBE's the subject can see their body on the
>bed or wherever...

<snip>

>As an abductee I may have had a few OBEs along the way but my
>recollections fit the pattern that is associated with alien
>intervention/abduction, not the one described by mystics. We (my
>wife and children too) have marks on our bodies that are the
>sequelae of these abduction episodes. Unless we're all
>manifesting 'stigmata' something real and physical is
>happening.

Dear John,

Thank you for your honest account. Most revealing.

I am absolutely convinced of your sincerity, and the truth of the
experiences you describe. But, they are not physical abductions -
I *promise* you. What you describe is in fact a shifting from one
frame of reference(OOBE) to another (alien abduction),and,
moreover, you came to make that shift because of influence from
outside (you were given "the pattern"), from someone who may not
have a clue about what this experience is like from the inside.

Like you, I do. And like you, the entities I have seen look solid,
can touch me (and bite and scratch) and I can touch them. But
even your experience of touching something solid in "real, waking
life" is a mental effect, John. The experience is put together
inside your brain.
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Now, I don't know what these entities truly are, I'm keeping my
powder dry on that issue, but they are encountered in the altered
states of mind that I have been describing elsewhere on this list.

As for the physical body being visible when in an OBE state,
that's by no means always true. I have just completed a survey
of the OBE literature, and quite a few of the leading lights
in OBEs or "astral projection" (that's the Theosophical belief
frame for the experience, now a bit out of date) never could see
their bodies. Their beds seemed empty.

As for physical marks, well, I think they could be explained by
several approaches. But one, at least, is a form of stigmata.
In tribal societies, as I have also written elsewhere on this
list (I do hope you catch some of this stuff, John - it is relevant to
you and your co-experients), the shaman can sport marks and wounds
he claims were inflicted on him my spirits while on his out-of-body
journey. I have seen some of the anthropological photos of this.

What you describe shows quite clearly that you are prone to these
states of consciousness, John, but that of course does not make
your * experiences* any less valid or realistic.

It is such a pity so few people seem to want to know of the middle
way between naive literalism and out-and-out debunking in these
matters.

Best wishes,
Paul
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 5

Re: Alfred's Odd Ode #201

From: Alfred Lehmberg <Lehmberg@snowhill.com>
Date: Sun, 30 Nov 1997 16:03:59 -0600
Fwd Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 18:18:52 -0500
Subject: Re: Alfred's Odd Ode #201

Apology to MW #201 (For November 30, 1997)

=85Not a new story that just came to me, as I sit on hard chairs, and I
read I'm not free. There were *charges* of thievery, graft and
corruption -- the right wrote a writ, and secured an injunction. They
weren't straight at her, they cheap shot her family; they robbed, and
they maimed hapless folks -- sheer insanity! This nation we love, in
unkind dissolution; is it fraught with cold terrors -- here (!) at the
top institutions? Constitutions, as writ, are spat upon jokes to be used
and abused, silken ropes around throats? They are tools of the mighty to
be used when they're necessary -- when convenient, or useful, or
applicablely arbitrary? They're to hide flying lights moving low on
horizons that are lights on their own far beyond my describing! They
have worked with the secrets that spawn all the craziness you'd refute
if you knew and that's _why_ they're betraying us!

Now most will not care in their drive to live lives that they work
pretty hard for -- but then learn to despise. They are ruled by the
hatreds gladly fanned in their churches -- they are scared, and upset
and their fear is discursive. They look at the few, and told they see
many -- distract and bedevil, and are short half a penny. The right
won't help out when it comes to the sharing; though their mansions are
_built_ by the ones that starve staring. As they pray for big gub'mint,
say, to "run off those faggots," they want its retreat when they spew
their detritus! Imposing their will when it complements business, though
forgetting the trust when it comes to what's generous! As they mask and
they hide their fine mess of choice secrets, the watchers will not
interfere, or entreat us. At the whim of the man to be born, work, and
die =85 *secure* in your rut, so, not watching the sky.

Lehmberg@snowhill.com

The man -- all the while laughing, and having fun at your expense --
knowing you're a fool and worse, and programming _your_ children _not_
to be the leaders in the next century. They'll play bait and switch with
all manners of anomaly, dragging you back and forth across the line of
credulity so hard, and so often that you doubt the validity of your own
sensibility. The knowing, finally, is a foundation that won't shift
beneath your feet. You look up with a hard new eye, see the unending
expanse of the misty *always was* -- and ask the question,  =85 not why,
but, "When"! When will _you_ have the pitching deck secure beneath your
feet, and a real "star to steer her by"? It's then you'll have your why.

--
Explore the Alien View?

http://www.fortunecity.com/roswell/arecibo/46/

"I cleave the heavens, and soar to the infinite. What others see from
afar, I leave far behind me." - Giordano Bruno, while burning at the
fundamentalist's stake for wondering when.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
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Re: UFO Database interest

From: joel henry <jhenry@wavefront.com>
Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 09:33:46 -0600
Fwd Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 17:42:39 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO Database interest

>Date: Thu, 04 Dec 1997 14:01:17 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: UFO Database interest

>Joel-

>I agree with your goal, but I don't think it is attainable.

>You're making the assumption that all those who gather
>information are interested in sharing it freely with others,
>which I have found it not always the case.  Many researchers, who
>make their living as a part of this genre, must sell their
>material to make ends meet.  They are not likely to give it up
>freely to a public database on the Internet, but for the sake of
>your proposal, let's assume this isn't a problem.

We have no control here, but we will get as much as we can. After
all, the people who donate the data can also use the database, so
it still serves their own selfish needs.

>As far as I've been able to determine, every researcher I've met
>has had their own methodology in filing their material.  This
>would have to be coordinated by those who put this database
>together, so it would likely result in the complete review of
>each piece of evidence and the establishment of a filing system
>that will meet the needs that are identified.  A simple database
>in Access is one thing, but a database designed to index several
>hundred thousand records (items) and allow for multiple access
>across the Internet is something a bit more complicated. The
>Microsoft "dog and pony show" makes this type of database look
>simple, but in reality there are numerous pitfalls that one can
>get trapped in. This is, of course, assuming that an agreement
>can be reached on how the database should be organized and
>indexed.  But for the sake of this exercise, we'll assume that
>the database has been designed and set up, and that all of the
>freely submitted data has been converted.

This has been thought about and considered and yes, the data will
have to be reviewed and possibly reformatted for best database
use. It is a matter of participation that will get this volume of
work done andI aim to get as much as possible with one set of
well thought out protocols from the getgo.

>There is still the problem of who will maintain (i.e. pay for and
>service) the WEB server and the Internet bandwidth usage.  If
>there is any interest in this at all, the usage could be very
>high and the amount of material involved may require that a
>seperate Web server be assigned to this task. In addition, the
>database may require a seperate server to provide that
>information as requested.  Bandwidth usage, meanwhile, may cost
>hundreds of dollars a month, which is an expense that would have
>to be met somewhere along the line.

Donations, donations, donations. The only way to go. We just have
to search high and low and really push. we believe this effort is
valid enough and important enough to attract this kind os
attention and so far it has.
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>We still haven't defined how much material is to be included in
>this database.  Will it concentrate on one facet of the genre, or
>will it include information on related subjects (i.e. cattle
>mutilation, crop circles, remote viewing, etc.)?  Will everything
>be reviewed before it is posted, or will it be up to the reader
>to determine the veracity of the information.  If it's to be
>reviewed, who will those reviewers be and how will they be
>appointed?  If not, then what is to prevent a creative
>11-year-old from writing up a good article as a prank and
>submitting it for inclusion to the site.  If there is no check of
>the material, it would likely be posted.  I will add that
>accuracy of the data will not neccesarily increase with the
>volumn of information included.  Accuracy is (in part) impacted
>by the broad range of researchers and variations in their
>investigative techniques.  What one researcher may regard as
>highly accurate, the next may regard as sloppy.  This is, of
>course, a personality based genre.

We want to cover all aspects, since even a single report can
cover many aspects. we will divide the reports into:

1- investigated reports - most valid
2- uninvestigated reports - sorted by source (some will be more
   valid than others)
3- to be inverstigated reports.

With this in mind the researcher can choose what level is best
for their use.

>The goal of compiling information in one location for all to see
>is admirable, and to a limited degree that has been underway for
>a number of years.  There are several major efforts now underway
>to gather infornation, but most of it is not destined for free
>Internet access.  As I said, I admire your proposed goal.  But
>let's not make this sound like a simple project, as (IMHO) it is
>far more complicated than it may appear and will require
>decisions that this genre has not previously been willing to
>make.

We are not under any illusions that this is an easy task, only a
necessary one. And that is what will motivate it's ultimate
completion. Your comments and the criticisms of others are
welcome to make this project as valid and worthwhile as
possible.

Thanks.

Joel Henry

*****************************************************
Minnesota MUFON Webmaster
Minnesota MUFON Web Page= http://www.wavefront.com/~jhenry/index.html
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 5

Posting Rules

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 21:02:49 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 21:02:49 -0500
Subject: Posting Rules

To make List Life as painless as possible for you and the List
moderator, please read the following FAQ (Frequently Asked
Questions) carefully. If you have any questions please send the
moderator E-Mail.
_______________________________________________________________

                            Posting Rules

       To help current and future readers of UFO UpDates' posts and
       the UFO UpDates Instant Archive software at:

                   http://www.ufomind.com/ufo/updates

       please observe the following rules when posting to the List.

       Messages that don't meet these criteria will not be posted.

 1.    Line-length

       Please make your lines no more than 70 characters long

------------------------This line is 70 characters---------------------

       Longer lines are wrapped by various pieces of software along the Net
and leave awkward
       and eye-jarring line lengths.

 2.    Attribution

       When responding to a message from the List, _always_ include the
       four line 'header' from the body of that message at the start
       of _your_ message - eg.:

                >Date: 01 Jan 97 00:00:01 EST
                >From: Genghis@mukluk.com <Bob Bobberts>
                >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
                >Subject: UFO UpDate: Grays are Grey Area

       Again - it's at the beginning of the 'body' of the message you
       are responding to.

 3.    Quoting

       _Always_ quote from the message to which you are responding.

       Start each quoted line with a 'greater-than' sign (>) as the
       first character. It should look like this:

       >Start each quoted line with a 'greater-than' sign (>) as the
       >first character. It should look like this:

       The Archive software will automatically italicize these lines.
       Visit the Archive page and take a look.
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       Keep quoted material from previous messages to a minimum:  Just
       quote enough text to let people know what you are referring to.

       Quotes should come _before_ you key your response.

       Messages that do not utilize the required quoting protocol
       or contain excessive quoting will not be posted to UpDates.

       Most modern E-Mail software will allow the user to click a
       'Reply' button and automatically open a new window, with the
       message being responded to inserted with universal quote-mark
       (>) at the beginning of each line.

       When 'Reply' is clicked, some E-Mail software will insert a line
       which states:

              On 01 Jan 97 at 00:00:01 EST, UFO UpDates wrote:

       If your program does this, please remove it - UFO UpDates did
       not _write_ the message - it merely posted it to the List.

 5.    Don't send 'personal' responses to the list that should be sent
       directly to the original author.  Send a message to the list
       only if it contains new information that you want _everyone_
       to see.

       Messages that contain what the List Administrator considers to
       be personal attacks or 'flames' will not be posted to the List.
       Those messages will be forwarded to the person they refer to
       for their information.

 6.    URLs (Web Site addresses)  _must_ include 'http://' and be on
       one line. The Archive software will make the URL a 'click-able'
       link to that address in your archived message.

                     ------------------------------------
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 6

Re: That Ol' Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis

From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 15:58:03 PST
Fwd Date: Sat, 06 Dec 1997 04:25:54 -0500
Subject: Re: That Ol' Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis

> From: Paul Devereux <DevereuxP@aol.com>
> Date: Fri, 5 Dec 1997 08:35:59 EST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: That Ol' Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis

> Jerry Clark wrote:

> >From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
> >Date: Fri, 28 Nov 1997 17:44:54 PST
> >To: updates@globalserve.net
> >Subject: RE: UFO UpDate: Re: That Ol' Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis

> >> From: DevereuxP@aol.com [Paul Devereux]
> >> Date: Fri, 28 Nov 1997 09:15:19 -0500 (EST)
> >> To: updates@globalserve.net
> >> Subject: That Ol' Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis

> >> explained by some notion of spontaneous time travel (past and
> >> future memories, if you like)  - or temporally-'loose' imagery
> >> of some kind.

> >Oh, dear. Of course the evidence for these sorts of loopy
> >"explanations" is somewhere between nil and nonexistent, and
> >they're interesting only because they come from somebody who
> >routinely alleges that the ETH has no basis in evidence.  You
> >have to decide, Paul, whether you want to be a scientist or a
> >mystic.  It seems to me that you're blurring the distinction all
> >the time.

> Jerry,

> There you go again,  not merely disagreeing, but denigrating
> ("loopy"). I am sure I am no more loopy than you, and as
> intelligent and scholarly as you to boot.

> In this particular instance (taken out of context here as it so
> carefully is), I was not putting forward a developed theory but
> simply mentioning another way to approach the problem of
> anomalous things-seen-the-sky as an alternative to the ETH. In
> particular, I was concerned to make the point that what I and a
> school-friend saw was an airship of early twentieth-century
> design. This really happened, and I do not see how the ETH could
> be of use in explaining the sighting. So I suggested that perhaps
> we are not seeing extra-terrestrial craft but transient temporal
> displacements from both past and future. (How would *you* explain
> the airship in ETH terms?) This is no less a proven possibility
> than is the ETH, I'd remind you.

I have repeatedly argued, and you have in no way refuted,
the assertion that the ETH is entirely congruent with some or
most of the major schools of exobiological theory.  If you want
to speculate in a way that removes you from any scientific
bearings whatever, well, of course that's you're right. Occultists
have always claimed to be on the cutting edge of science. Just
don't lecture the rest of us for not wanting to follow you into
the wild blue.

I doubt very much, actually, that you saw a "transient temporal
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displacement," whatever the hell that is.  One discovery I made
while researching the UFO encyclopedia is the continuum between
turn-of-the-century UFO reports and post- Arnold ones.
"Airship"like UFOs continue to be seen, distinguished largely by
their torpedo or Zeppelin shape and absence of luminosity (though
they do have lights along the sides as well as, often,
searchlights). Where I was able to find firsthand reports (as
opposed to the often exaggerated accounts in the sensationalistic
turn-of-the-century American Press), I found that witnesses were
describing this sort of UFO -- a type of UFO, interestingly, that
ufologists, including me till relatively recently, were unaware
of.

> But it was, nevertheless, an off-the-top-of-the-head example of
> another approach for the sake of the point I was trying to make.
> If I was to get serious about this type of explanation, I'd
> invoke non-locality, Bell's Theorem , etc., and other matters
> currently exercising the thinking of some serious scientists,
> Jerry. If I had the time to explore this I would, just to show
> you that it is easy to fashion a notion as convincing as anything
> put forward under the banner of the ETH. In fact, this is the
> sort of thing I was hoping might develop in an ET-FREE period of
> discussion on this list. But, of course, you dismissed that
> proposal, too.

Paul, I'm sure you won't be happy till the world is full of persons
who agree with you absolutely.  Meantime, all of us have to
operate in the real world in which people hold opinions that drive
us to exasperation.  Unlike you, I'm willing to tell somebody I
disagree (as I disagree, ever more profoundly, with you), but I
will never tell him or her to shut up.
>
> >> The mental state or states I am discussing are also - *in
> >>part*-  the subject of David J. Hufford's "The Terror that
> >>Comes in the Night", which you may have noticed Jerome Clark

> >If anybody is using Hufford strangely, it's Paul here.  Hufford
> >once wrote me a hilarious letter parodying the theories of
> >Michael Persinger, one of Paul's heroes.  Hufford is not -- by
> >any stretch -- on your side of the argument, my friend, and it
> >ill behooves you to imply otherwise.

> Jerry, you deserve a medal for turning things on their head. If
> anyone could make black white, it would be you. Far be it for
> me to break up a mutual admiration society, and I am deeply moved
> that Hufford liked your review of his book, but let's look at
> who is saying what here.

> First. I said that the alien abduction experience (AAE)is a mind
> phenomenon, I specifically did *not* reduce it (I said the
> ontological puzzle still remained), and I emphasised that the
> sleep paralysis (SP) experience was *part of* the AAE, not the
> whole story. Now isn't all that true, Jerry? It's there in my
> posting for all to see. Moreover, if you saw the Discovery
> Channel special on alien abductions on 28 November, you will have
> noted I gave there a possible, and decidedly non-reductionist
> suggestion about the ontology of the AAE.

> Second. Hufford was also in that documentary. What did he say?
> His actual words were:

> "... Clearly [SP is]very much the same thing [as the AAE]...

> "The abduction thing is complex. Sleep Paralysis is not an
> explanation for it, but it cannot be ignored... [The AAE is] an
> experience which at the very least is indistinguishable from
> Sleep Paralysis..."

> *At the very least*, Jerry. What Hufford is saying here exactly
> mirrors my own understanding, and concurs with what I wrote in my
> posting. I cannot, and do not, believe that Hufford is seriously
> postulating that the AAE is caused by literal, physical alien
> abductions. If he is, then why is he drawing such close parallels
> with SP?

Since I have discussed the abduction phenomenon with
Hufford in correspondence, I know rather more about his views
than Paul gets from some edited sound bytes on a documentary.
Actually, my views are fairly close to Hufford's.  Meantime, I urge
people on the list to read Hufford's paper (pp. 348-53) in Alien
Discussions (1994).  Like me, Hufford is essentially an agnostic,
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skeptical of conventional explanations yet concerned about the
way "much abduction theory, at present, is way out in front of
its data" (a criticism that applies as much to Paul as to those
abduction literalists he's always demonizing and whom he
fantasizes me to be).  Hufford does suggest some useful
approaches and conceptual frameworks. It's too bad that he
isn't more actively involved in the discussion.

> It is you who are using Hufford's aversion to reductionism to
> cloak your apologist's stance regarding physical abductions. So
> please do not presume to use the "it ill behoves you" line with
> me. Old chap.

I guess, Paul, that since you seem incapable of nuanced thought,
and are bereft of any sense of ambiguity or uncertainty or
tentativeness when it comes to extraordinarily complex problems,
you can't imagine such caution in  others.  Those who question
you automatically become apologists for physical abductions.
I'll leave it to readers to decide for themselves if that is the
position I have been trying to argue here. I will remind them of
how ballistic you go at the mere sound of the adjective/noun
"agnostic."  Even Phil Klass has had no trouble grasping my
essential agnosticism.  That this continues to escape you says, I
fear, more about you than about me.

> Let's go a bit further. In the same documentary, two of the
> abductees interviewed stated that the experience, while real to
> them, was of an inner nature. One of them said "it was not a
> dream, but it wasn't physical - it was somewhere in between".

Of course, if these abductees had said (as most do, most
recently John Velez, whom you address condescendingly
elsewhere on this list) that the experience was purely physical,
you would have rejected their testimony out of hand.  I can't
help thinking of a line from an old Simon and Garfunkel song:
A man hears what he wants to hear/ And disregards the rest.
Evidently, only abductees and other experients who tell you
what you want to believe exercise credible judgment. The
rest to you is just "folklore," I guess.

> This is precisely the state of consciousness involved, where the
> normal waking sensorium is replaced by another of equal
> "realness". In fact, there is a cluster of contiguous, related
> states which encompass, among others,  SP, out-of-body states,
> hypnogogic visions, and lucid dreaming. It is this last which is
> the missing key to the whole business, and which everyone, even
> Hufford it seems, has not properly considered, if at all. It is
> that area we are looking at now in research - in experiential
> (phenomenological) as well as neuro reductionist ways. No
> ontological judgements are being made as yet, with the main
> emphasis currently being on developing rapid and reliable
> induction procedures, so everyone who wishes can test the altered
> state out for themselves.

I look forward to your explanation of multiple-witness abductions,
missing people (John Velez says he was gone for two or three
days, a consideration tactfully passed over in your rejoinder),
and the physical effects associated with abduction experiences.
(As Hufford writes, "I know of no non-abduction explanation
for these events. The conventional psychological 'stigmata'
explanations of such marks seem in such cases to replace one
unknown with another, more conventional sounding, unknown.
A stigmata explanation also fails to address the additional
evidence such as shared observations among family members.
To simply say this must, then, be a case of folie a deux is to
merely state that no amount of evidence will count in such
cases."  Why did I think of you, Paul, when I read these words?)

> This "in-between" state of consciousness was called by the Sufis
> *barzakh*, the interworld, and was central to Iranian mystic
> tradition. "This intermediate world... is the world through which
> spirits are embodied, and bodies spiritualised," wrote the
> 17th-century Islamic mystic, Muhsin Fayz Kashani.

> The Arabic scholar, Henri Corbin, wrote: "The sensory world has
> its analogue there." He coined the term "imaginal" to describe
> the condition of barzakh, and that term was used by Kenneth Ring
> in his books - which ought to be familiar to all members of this
> list.

> I go into the question of this "interworld" or barzakh in more
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> detail in Chapter 4 of my "SYMBOLIC LANDSCAPES" (ISBN
> 0-906362-19-9;1992; available from Gothic Image in the U.K., and
> in the U.S.is distributed, I think, by Book People and New Leaf,
> so should be available if ordered through bookshops). It has
> *everything* to do with what we are encountering in alien
> abductions. And here is a tradition, thousands of years old, that
> carefully mapped this state of mental (if not dimensional)reality
> *and did not reduce it* to hallucination, etc. One can learn from
> that, without buying into any specific religious beliefs -
> indeed, that should be avoided. As should the belief system that
> says AAE's are literal, physical events.

> So you see, Jerry, mystics do have their uses.

> Paul Devereux

> PS- In many ways, ET-ism is the most crass reductionism. And,
> also, note how reductionist you become, Jerry, when anyone
> mentions the word "occult" in a posting.

Let us note your criticism of my criticism of occult
approaches.  No wonder you're defensive.  There is a strong
occult tinge to your work and thinking.  It's your right to hold
whatever beliefs you want, but all things considered, it's bad
taste to accuse others of being unscientific in the next breath.

> PPS - None of what I have written above should necessarily be
> understood as coming under the label of "paranormal". We are
> talking about states of mind that anyone on this list can be
> trained or aided to enter.

You have a good legal mind, Paul.  I like that "None of
what I have written above."  True enough, but not really
the point.

Cheers,

Jerry Clark
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 6

Re: Solved Abduction Cases?

From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net
Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 16:12:26 PST
Fwd Date: Sat, 06 Dec 1997 04:26:05 -0500
Subject: Re: Solved Abduction Cases?

> From: Paul Devereux <DevereuxP@aol.com>
> Date: Fri, 5 Dec 1997 08:23:29 EST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: Solved Abduction Cases?

> Jerry Clark wrote:

> >From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
> >Date: Wed, 26 Nov 1997 13:24:34 PST
> >To: updates@globalserve.net
> >Subject: RE: UFO UpDate: Re: Solved Abduction Cases?

> >> From: DevereuxP@aol.com [Paul Devereux]
> >> Date: Wed, 26 Nov 1997 08:50:16 -0500 (EST)
> >> To: updates@globalserve.net
> >> Subject: Solved Abduction Cases?

> >> Dear List,
> >> About a week back, Jerome Clark made an intervention in my
> >> exchange with Sean Jones concerning folklore and ufology, but
> >> I've accidentally managed to banish it into the ether!
> >> Anyhow...

> >> Dear Jerry,
> >> I can only take your intervention as meaning that you
> >>literally believe that an alien planetoid-sized craft did
> >>accompany the comet Hale-Bopp, and that all that is told about
> >>Grays and Roswell, etc., is the literal truth. No storytelling,
> >>hyping, mytholigising of past events, and the rest that makes
> >>up the stuff of folklore.

> >> Thank you. It was an enlightening insight into the state of
> >>your ufological thinking.

> >> Best wishes,
> >> Paul

> >Hi, Paul,

> >Sorry, I couldn't resist the opportunity to tweak you.
> >It seemed to me that you were using the word "folklore"
> >as if it held some meaning unique to ufology, and
> >specifically as a polite way of characterizing all
> >opinions and phenomena not to your liking.

> >Folklore applies to all aspects of human life.  To
> >assert that there is folklore about UFOs is about as
> >enlightening as offering the observation that in all
> >communities there is gossip.

> >Cheers and (if you are in the USA) best Thanksgiving
> >wishes,

> >Jerry

> Dear Jerry,

> Oh, I see - more of your playful tweaking!
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> I agree with  you that folklore is not unique to ufology, but
> please understand it would be would be easier for some of us to
> spot when you are only tweaking if you had not initially been so
> hostile and defensive when the issue of folklore was raised in
> the first place, way back when!

I am relieved to find that you don't consider folklore unique to
ufology.  Knowing your rhetorical style, however, I find it hard
not to conclude that "folklore" is anything a UFO witness says
that you don't want to hear.  To the rest of us, the fact that
folklore exists in ufology is a banally obvious fact, but not
relevant to the discussion of what the core phenomenon (of CE2s,
radar/visuals, and other documented hard-evidence cases) may
consist of.  I say this, incidentally, as one who, having a
general interest in folklore, has studied UFO folklore and
written about it extensively.  At least one prominent,
well-regarded ufologist has criticized my Encyclopedia for paying
too much attention to this stuff.  I confess that I couldn't help
indulging myself.  I mean, who can resist the Ashtar Command?
Not I.

> The importance of raising the folklore issue is that it is clear
> that many people within ufology are taking some of the folklore
> for being factual, descriptive information. The presence of the
> folkore needs to be more widely acknowledged so its workings
> within the flux of ufology can be better perceived.

Folklore exists in all areas of human life.  Nonetheless, all
human affairs are not reducible to folklore studies simply
because some, most, or even all of us at one time or another
believe a tall tale to be true. This argument gets us nowhere,
Paul.  What I object to is your use of the concept of folklore in
ufology as if it meant something -- as if it were, in other
words, something other than a rhetorical device. As if there were
not a considerable effort, and an attendant literature, in which
serious ufologists have sought to separate sense from nonsense.

> Thank you for your Thanskgiving good wishes - I had an excellent
> one in this marvellous, generous and friendly country. And when
> both of us are next over the other side of the Pond, I'll have
> a jar of one of those brews you (so wisely) admire on the bar
> waiting for you.

Ah, something on which, at last, we are in entire agreement.
Long may your countrymen work their brewing magic, and I
look forward to consuming one (or maybe even two or three)
of those brews in your good company.

All best,

Jerry Clark
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 6

Re: UFO Database interest

From: UFO Joe Daniels <ufojoe@cron-2.mco.on.ca>
Date: Fri, 5 Dec 1997 18:39:50 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Sat, 06 Dec 1997 04:33:24 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO Database interest

On Fri, 5 Dec 1997, Steven Kaeser wrote:

> Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 10:26:35 -0500
> From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
> To: UFO Joe Daniels <ufojoe@cron-2.mco.on.ca>
> Subject: Re: UFO Database interest

> A centralized database is possible of course, but the degree to which it is
> "complete" would be an issue.

The database would never be complete, but that does not mean it
would not be of use.

> But FOIA dcouments are usually poor copies that can barely be read (even if
> they don't black out the text) and it would have to re-keyed into a text
> system.  This is a massive task.  A pure text system would be sensible, but
> would ignore the ability of multimedia computers to include video and sound,
> which would seem to be important to anyone who wanted to create a centralized
> UFO database of relevent information.

The information could be stored as text, the pictures as GIFs or
JPGs and sounds as WAV files for the time being.

> You might want to check out the In-Search-Of web sight.  They are going to go
> off line at the end of the year unless financial backing can be arranged.  His
> expenses have gone up to over $300 a month, and that doesn't include the time
> it takes to manage it.  WEB pages are great until you actually begin to
> attract a following and then you face added expense and other problems.

I agree, my own site costs me about $300 per month to maintain
with no income.

> If you follow all the tangents of this genre, you'll end up with a site that
> includes so much that you won't be able to index it (yes, there are limits to
> effeciency).

Well I'm not sure that's entirely the job of the site manager. As
long as the data is available, researchers should be required to
do something. How can one anticipate the needs of all
researchers. Researching implies some work on behalf of the
researcher.

> How would the person maintaining the database tell if this was a "real"
> researcher or someone "posing" as one.  The simple act of accepting
> information for posting can impact on your credibility, and if the
> information contained is not accurate it will reflect back on the
> entire site.

I see the database managers job to simply present the data. If
not then the database may become skewed due to censorship. As I
mentioned previously, until recently most UFO organizations would
not even accept the report of an abduction. So all those
potential cases are now lost. If someone might be under the
mistaken impression that such cases are a new manifestation, but
that's just a result of prior censorship of such cases.

> But the compilation of data is already underway, so I wouldn't think that a
> lot of data is going to be lost.  Many of these efforts are focused on
> small segments of the genre, but the data is being accumulated and
> archived.  You are taking this one step further and attempting to
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> compile it for access on the "net", which is more difficult.

Not really. It's just that the jump from text files to HTML is
small one. Once the text files have been collected in one place
it is rather easy to access them using whatever platform/languge
that is available. I use the "net" as my personal file cabinet.
Since most requests I get are based on a geographical area and a
date, that's the way I organized my files. ie: "I saw something
in Hamilton in the spring of 1975. Did anyone else see anything?"

> As would I.  But I think that a focused effort is more realistic and would
> probably be more effective in the long run.  I'm trying to work with FUFOR and
> interest them in releasing some of their material on CD-Rom, but I not only

You're already treading into a troublesome area. CDROM is destined to
go the way of the 8-Track recorder as it is due to be replaced by
DVDs. Will a researcher in 25 or 50 years be able to access that CDROM?

> have to convince them that it's a valid concept, but I will also have to
> manage the project from beginning to end if I can put something
> together.  A CD-Rom is in some ways more complicated than a WEB site,
> but the project you propose is far larger.

My suggestion is just to collect files in one place with some sort of
useful index. At the present time, most files are either spread all over
the web, burried in a book, or sitting in someone's basement. I think
there would be a much larger interest in the subject if the general
population was made aware of the large number of sightings that go
unreported in the media.

 .-----------------------------------------------------------------------.
 | From UFO Joe Daniels ufojoe@cron-2.mco.net -or- http://cron-2.mco.net |
 | 37122-769  Southdale Road, East,  London,  Ontario,  Canada,  N6E-3B0 |
 | Computer/Internet Consultant CUFORN: http://cron-2.mco.net/web/cuforn |
 | Marketing Consultant MUFON: http://www.globalserve.net/~updates/mufon |
 `-----------------------------------------------------------------------'
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 6

Re: UFO Database interest

From: joel henry <jhenry@wavefront.com>
Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 16:26:41 -0600
Fwd Date: Sat, 06 Dec 1997 04:37:06 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO Database interest

>Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 08:05:54 +0200
>From: Jakes Louw <LOUWJE@telkom.co.za>
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: UFO Database interest

>>Date: Thu, 04 Dec 1997 08:45:55 -0600
>>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>>From: joel henry <jhenry@wavefront.com>
>>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: UFO Database interest

>>I have gotten many positive responses from people out there who
>>believe this effort is long overdue. Past database derived data
>>has been limited in accuracy by the limited data available and
>>have taken great effort to generate results. We hope to alleviate
>>those problems.

>Joel

>I originally opened the thread entitled "Phoenix Lights, FTs,
>whatever", and it ended off from my side as follows:

>"What I'm getting at, and I'm sure that most on the list will
>agree, is that there is a requirement for a centralised,
>coordinated database that must be used for abductions, sightings,
>and other encounters and/or manifestations. Why? Well, there is a
>plethora of data mining packages out there, that can be run
>against MS Access on Windows or even Oracle on UNIX."

>I think you and I have a similar vision, and judging from some
>of the responses, there are many people out there that will
>welcome an international database.

>I've got a lot of ideas regarding the database design and
>data structure, so if you want to, you can mail me direct
>or we can keep the discussions on the elist so that
>everybody can have input.
>I'm easy.

>Good luck, and scream if you need help: I've been in the
>IT industry for 15 years on the OS side, and my wife
>is a software developer.

>Jakes E. Louw

Any help you can provide would be greatly appreciated. At the
moment we are taking names of those who have something (money,
hardware, services, effort, etc.) to contribute. As we pool
together these names, we will be getting back to everyone, let
them know where we are at and getting commitments for whatever
they decide they want to do. We have 2 database programmers
interested so far and I will e-mail you their names/addresses
soon so you can communicate your combined ideas and come up with
a sort of concensus on how it should be setup (within practical
and funding limits). Then we can sit down and hammer out the
specifics. I'll get back to you soon. In the mean time, if you
know exactly what element of the project you want to get involved
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in, please feel free to let me know and I'll put you on the list
of potential contributors.

Joel Henry

*****************************************************
Minnesota MUFON Webmaster
Minnesota MUFON Web Page= http://www.wavefront.com/~jhenry/index.html
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 6

Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

From: John Koopmans <john.koopmans@sympatico.ca>
Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 18:24:45 -0800
Fwd Date: Sat, 06 Dec 1997 04:39:24 -0500
Subject: Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

> From: XianneKei@aol.com [Rebecca Keith]
> Date: Wed, 3 Dec 1997 16:12:01 -0500 (EST)
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject:  Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

> >From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
> >Date: Wed, 3 Dec 1997 08:22:54 -0500
> >Fwd Date: Wed, 03 Dec 1997 13:05:52 -0500
> >Subject: Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis] &c

> > UFOs are not a religion to you, nor to me, but they are
> > a religion to a large number of people.  And I see those
> > numbers growing.

> > Rather than going into denial, probably it would be more
> > constructive to try to do something about it.

> Perhaps limiting ourselves to a discussion of FACTS and not
> speculations about ultraterrestrials, etc., would be a good place
> to start. <g>

> I'm curious Bob, how would we go about steering away from the
> religious aspects that crop up from time to time?

> I'm serious.

> Rebecca

How could you steer away from the religious aspects?

Perhaps you can start by not posting religious articles that seem
to have nothing to do with the UFO field:

> From: RSchatte@aol.com [Rebecca Schatte]
> Date: Sat, 25 Oct 1997 15:27:36 -0400 (EDT)
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Fwd: Millennium Raises Hopes, Fears

> ---------------------
> Forwarded message:
> Subj:    Millennium Raises Hopes, Fears
> Date:    97-10-25 12:11:20 EDT
> From:    AOL News

> .c The Associated Press

>       By DAVID BRIGGS

>       WASHINGTON (AP) - Jesus Christ is about to return, and the 1,500
> folks packed into the Sheraton Washington ballroom couldn't be
> happier.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 6

Re: Clark and ETH (and ELs)

From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 17:45:01 PST
Fwd Date: Sat, 06 Dec 1997 04:47:49 -0500
Subject: Re: Clark and ETH (and ELs)

> Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 13:41:59 -0500
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: Clark and ETH (and ELs)

> From: Paul Devereux <DevereuxP@aol.com>
> Date: Fri, 5 Dec 1997 08:19:50 EST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Clark and ETH (and ELs)

> Jerome Clark wrote:

> >From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerry Clark]
> >Date: Wed, 26 Nov 1997 13:40:19 PST
> >To: updates@globalserve.net
> >Subject: RE: UFO UpDate: Re: Clark and ETH (and ELs)

> >> From: DevereuxP@aol.com [Paul Devereux]
> >> Date: Wed, 26 Nov 1997 08:47:43 -0500 (EST)
> >> To: updates@globalserve.net
> >> Subject: whatever

> >>>From: Chris Rutkowski <rutkows@cc.UManitoba.CA>
> >>>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Clark and ETH (and ELs)
> >>>To: updates@globalserve.net (UFO UpDates - Toronto)
> >>>Date: Sat, 22 Nov 1997 22:16:12 -0600 (CST)

> My Dear Jerome

> b) Demonisation: the trouble is that you not only disagree but
> *denigrate* at the same time. The exchange between you and Tom
> King (I think his name was), for instance, resulted in someone
> who would have been a welcome addition to this list being driven
> away because of your behaviour.

Have you ever looked into a mirror?  I have met few people in
this field so intolerant of views that do not sound exactly like
their own (another will be discussed presently) as you. You are
curiously resistant to testimony you don't want to hear, and so
oddly eager to dispense diagnoses of persons sufficiently naive,
ignorant, or crazy enough to disagree with you.  And then you
accuse me -- someone who's perfectly prepared to engage in a
good debate, all the while encouraging vigorous discussion and a
broad range of reasonable views -- of the very faults you display
so exuberantly.

> And while we are on this topic, I want to mention your insulting
> posture towards John Keel. He  may not be a scholar in the sense
> you would approve, and I accept that, but that doesn't justify
> you labelling his work as being "half-baked" and the other even
> more derogatory terms you used. I tell you, one of my joys of
> popping down to Manhattan is the chance of meeting up with the
> old war horse. Neither you nor I may agree with his conclusions
> about "ultra-terrestrials", but as another member of this list
> has pointed out, it was brave of him to move into the spheres of
> this desperately entangled subject area the way he did. Also, his
> thoughts on "soft" objects pre-figured earth lights, which he has
> personally witnessed, and he made some useful observations about
> "window" areas, and more. He may not have the intellectual
> tightness you admire, Jerry (but do not always display yourself),
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> or come to the conclusions which you approve of, but he has a
> measure of wisdom and experience, and deserves respect.

The things I have said about Keel's ideas are nothing compared
to what he routinely has said about others, including me.  And I
don't mean my ideas.  I mean me, and I mean the other ufologists
and Forteans whom he has castigated, slandered, and attacked
in the most vulgar and personal way over the years. I can't imagine
that anybody who knows him better than you do would disagree,
and I've had numerous discussions with others who have had
exactly the same sour experience with him.  Hell, you don't have
to know him.  You just have to read him.

Keel has written voluminously.  I have letters from him going
back to the mid-1960s, not to mention all his books and most of
his magazine articles and a number of privately distributed
monographs. But let's just take a few select quotes from his
article in Journal of Popular Culture (Vol. 8, 1975). Now let's
consider that this is supposed to be a scholarly publication in
which contributors, in the fashion of scholars, are expected to
document their assertions with empirical evidence, not just
personal animosity, and consider that he offers no support for
any of the following:

"Teenagers and housewives" are the typical ufologists. "The
classic search for identity plays an important role." The
teenaged ufologist "is most often isolated on a farm, or
separated from his peers because of his eccentric personality.
The housewives are often suffering from marital problems (the
divorce rate among female ufologists is high)....

"Ufology provides an 'ego trip' for those who establish
themselves as the local UFO expert." These "hardcore believers"
assume that "everyone else shares [their] personality flaws...
[M]any sincere percipients and contactees [keep in mind Keel
believed Woody Derenberger, Howard Menger, Ernest Arthur Bryant,
and many more of saucerdom's most flamboyant hoaxers] have been
branded liars by UFO enthusiasts who thought they detected their
own behavioral problems in them."

Ufologists have "two types of distinguishable personalities ...
obsessive-compulsive and paranoid-schizophrenic."  They are
"hobbyists" (as Keel specifically characterizes Richard Hall,
editor of the classic The UFO Evidence, ordinarily considered a
pioneer in this subject, and long a voice of reason in ufology)
and "cultists," "non-objective ... propagandists,"
"impressionable," full of "distorted attitudes."

Though these are serious charges, Keel provides -- as already
noted -- no documentation for them whatever.  In fact, most
psychological surveys of ufologists indicate we're a pretty
ordinary bunch. The lunatic and cultist slander is a product of a
malicious imagination, and nothing more.  Frankly, my impression
is that the average ufologist is a middle-class, middle-aged
Republican. One reason I no longer attend UFO conferences.  I
already live among such; why would I travel any distance to be
among more?

Practically since his appearance on the UFO/Fortean scene some
three decades ago, an unending stream of abuse and vituperation
has flown from Keel's mouth and pen.  Ufologists shouldn't feel
alone, though.  Keel despises scientists and intellectuals as
much as he detests anomalists and paranormalists who hold views
different from his own. (Nasty quotes available on request.) To
understand just how nutty John's views are, and how nasty he can
be in expressing them, you might read my essay on his life and
career in The UFO Book (and in more detail in the forthcoming UFO
Encyclopedia, second edition).

I have received some vituperative letters in the course of my
long ufological career, but none matches a March 27, 1996,
communication. In this letter, written in response to my
complaint about his circulating a vicious falsehood which had me
a regularly hospitalized mental patient (I mention this in a
recent posting), Keel has this to say about ufologists:

They are "idiots and crackpots" who traffic in "totally misguided
nonsense" and "cultural illiteracy."  My own "uncontrolled
obsession has turned [my] whole life into doggy-do." Keel goes on
to make some bizarre allegations, such as that I "had serious
problems as a teenager" (my teenage years were frightfully
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boring, characterized, as best I remember them, by adolescent
sexual frustration) and that I manifested "schizophrenia."  As an
"expert on human psychology," Keel is qualified, he says, to
"realize that you wear your pathology on your sleeve,
particularly when you write book reviews." I am "condemned to
cultism all [my] life."  "There is no reason for me -- or anyone
-- to spread gossip about your mental health. You have been
demonstrating it publicly for years."  (I presume he means to say
"mental illness," but hell, I'll take the compliment.)

Most ufologists "work at minimum wage jobs, live with their
parents forever, are complete social misfits and so fashion their
own false reality of paranoid conspiracies and illiterate
misconceptions." He goes on:

"If you want to find your way into the real world you must first
abandon the UFO obsession.  Your depressions are possibly
bio-chemical, largely induced by your UFO interests [huh?].
..  You need extensive psychotherapy coupled with drug
treatment.... You are ill and have been haunted by this illness
all your life.  I know a lot more about you than you can ever
suspect."

Let me interject here to point out that Keel and I, who were
close in the late 1960s and early '70s, have been largely out of
contact for 25 years.  As his letter and other remarks confided
to me by mutual friends and acquaintances make clear, in reality
he knows so little of me that (1) he thought I live with my
parents [I left the family home at 17 and have not lived there
since]; (2) did not know I have ever been married [I have been
married, and divorced, twice.  Two months ago I became engaged to
a woman who will be my third wife. Yes, I know: the triumph of
hope over experience. But hey, they say the third time's a
charm]; (3) had no idea I have children [I have three children,
the youngest of them 17, to whom I am close].

I will let readers of the list familiar with my writing judge for
themselves whether my writing evinces serious mental disorder
-- surely the most unique criticism ever made of it, I must say.

And finally: The UFO field consists of "swindlers, charlatans,
con artists, frauds, fakers, and imbeciles."

And Paul takes me to task for the mild observation that Keel's
ideas (not Keel personally, though naturally I have my private
suspicions about the dimensions of the cracks in his pot) are
"half-baked."  Paul, I don't believe for a second that you are a
swindler, a charlatan, a con artist, a fraud, or an imbecile, and
I don't think you need to seek out psycho-therapy supplemented by
drug treatment.  I see no evidence that you are illiterate.  I
don't think you are a social misfit awash in paranoid fears, and
to the best of my knowledge, you did not grow up on a farm.  I do
believe, however, that you have no sense of proportion whatever.

> If fact, it would be pleasing to see you showing a bit more
> respect all round than you tend to do, Jerry.

No comment, except this one:

By those for whom they apologize shall ye know them.

Cheers,

Jerry Clark
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Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

From: rfsignal@sprynet.com [Cathy Johnson]
Date: Fri, 5 Dec 1997 15:07:47 -0800
Fwd Date: Sat, 06 Dec 1997 04:50:53 -0500
Subject: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

On Fri, 05 Dec 1997, UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
wrote:

>From: Paul Devereux <DevereuxP@aol.com>
>Date: Fri, 5 Dec 1997 08:42:46 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

>John Velez  wrote:

>>Until about six years ago I had rationalized my lifetime of
>>unexplained experiences and memories as OOBE's (out of body
>>exp's) vivid nightmares, and several unexplained objects (UFO
>>sightings) I had seen in the sky (throughout my life - beginning
>>in childhood) that simply didn't fit in with anything -I- knew
>>of...

><mega-snip>

>>Well six years ago I pick up a copy of "Missing Time" (which I
>>have also had!) and begin to read the accounts of what the
>>abductees remember and report as having happened to them...

>Dear John,

>Thank you for your honest account. Most revealing.

>I am absolutely convinced of your sincerity, and the truth of the
>experiences you describe. But, they are not physical abductions -
>I *promise* you. What you describe is in fact a shifting from one
>frame of reference(OOBE) to another (alien abduction),and,
>moreover, you came to make that shift because of influence from
>outside (you were given "the pattern"), from someone who may not
>have a clue about what this experience is like from the inside.

>Like you, I do. And like you, the entities I have seen look solid,
>can touch me (and bite and scratch) and I can touch them. But
>even your experience of touching something solid in "real, waking
>life" is a mental effect, John. The experience is put together
>inside your brain.

Dear Paul,

I would like to thank John for his honest and sincere sharing of
his personal experiences.  I would like to add my own experiences
have involved real and solid objects and beings.  There was
nothing to do with OBE, nor dreams, nor hallucinations of any
sort.  And, my experiences were ongoing interactive sessions that
I can remember.

I don't want to imply that there is no such thing as OBE, only
that what I experienced had nothing to do with altered states or
drugs.  As a matter of fact, I saw four foot tall beings and a
saucer shaped craft in 1952.  Those were real objects.  So, I
don't believe in the ETH.  I know it is true that there are more
than a few occassions when they are visiting on their missions.
Hypothesis..HA!

It is long past due when you should have widened your eyes.  You
are going to be in for a serious shock when reality checks in.
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Its not a case of what if I am right, or if you are right.  It
has nothing to do with us.  It is what they are going to do, and
when.

Until, the abductions are continuing as per usual, children
first.

Take care for now,
Cathy Johnson
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Re: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass

From: Ted Viens <drtedv@freewwweb.com>
Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 16:05:36 -0800
Fwd Date: Sat, 06 Dec 1997 04:57:32 -0500
Subject: Re: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass

> Date: Thu, 4 Dec 1997 19:02:30 -0800 (PST)
> From: Jim Deardorff <deardorj@ucs.orst.edu>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass  Sightings

> > Date: Thu, 04 Dec 1997 12:09:47 -0800
> > From: Ted Viens <drtedv@freewwweb.com>
> > To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass Sightings

> > > Date: Wed, 3 Dec 1997 20:42:05 -0500 (EST)
> > > To: updates@globalserve.net
> > > From: edwards@amigo.net (TIM EDWARDS)
> > > Subject: NUFORC reports on the Northwest mass sightings

> > [...]
> > Why look!!!  A big ole Russian SL-12 Rocket Booster decayed on 15
> > Nov 1997.  "Wait!!!" you say, "Them supernatural lights came
> > streaking from the sky after 9:00 pm Friday -14- Nov 1997 Seattle
> > time!"  Right, they were sighted after 5:00 am Saturday -15- Nov
> > 1997 Universal Coordinated Time (UTC).  Well Hot Damn!!  The most
> > respected non-military source of satellite information in the
> > world and the actual events agree.

> > Also from the above brief list we learn that the booster was
> > launched three days before decay.  This tells us it decayed from
> > orbit.  The burning re-entry would be seen below its path over a
> > third of the way around the world.  It would have been most
> > spectacular just before crashing to earth which appeared to be
> > somewhere in the northwestern United States.  It probably would
> > have broken into several pieces and the densest ones would have
> > lead a string of flimsier pieces across the sky. Sheet-like
> > pieces would have diverted some from the path of the bulk of the
> > booster.

> Are you saying, Ted, that there were typos involved in the dates
> of that report from Peterson AFB?  In particular, in its sentence
> that reads:

> "The Russians launched a SL-12 (Proton) four-stage rocket booster
> from the Tyuratam space launch facility at 3:49 p.,. EST on Nov.
> 16."

> And in the sentence that reads, "The USSPACECOM Space
> Surveillance Network (SSN) tracked the rocket and boosters
> throughout the first three stages of launch, and observed,
> recorded and reported an object re-entering the Earth's
> atmosphere at 7:49 p.m. EST, Nov 16."

> As you know, the sightings were on the 14th.  You seem to be
> saying that this US Space Command Release of Nov. 29th contained
> disinformation.  Do you mean that?

> Jim Deardorff

Not at all Jim.  You appear to be comparing granny apples to
delicious apples here which is another way of saying that we are
talking about two different launches.  I am talking about NORAD
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object number 25047 which, as you can see from the OIG report
below was launched on 12 November 1997 and decayed on 15 November
1997, and your USSPACECOM report delivered through unnamed
channels, is talking about another undesignated launch.  In fact,
the disconnected paragraphs you quote may in themselves be
talking about two different vehicles.  As you can also see at the
bottom of the list, FOTON 12 DEB  25015 was reported decayed on
17 Nov. UTC which could correspond with 7:49 p.m. EST, Nov 16.
Whoever asked the questions of Peterson and received the reports
they did probably failed to get the relevant information they
were seeking.  For instance, in the couple of paragraphs you
quoted there is no reference to an international designation,
NORAD number or payload common name.  How in the hell can anyone
tell what vehicles they are talking about.  Sure, you can browse
through the Objects in Space Report from the OIG and collate the
lauch and decay times.  But the report is comprised of 6 files
totalling near 4 megabytes.

Now back to NORAD object 25047.  After my last postings, I dove
into the web and dredged up an orbital element set for it dated
13 November. Plugging this into a satellite tracking program
revealed that on 14 November 1997 a little after 9:00 pm Seattle
time object number 25047 was expected to be passing just north of
Seattle and very very low in orbit.  With this degree of
corroboration, I don't see how we could fail to attribute most of
the reports from the Northwest that night to this SL-12 booster.

Notice how I carefully say "most" above.  I also happened to be
listening to the Art Bell show through these events.  It seemed
to me that the witnesses may not have all been reporting the same
event.  I had the feeling that possibly three different events
were being described.  The most commonly reported event was
clearly the reentry of space debris.  A few callers were
describing something that may or may not be this reentry.  And
one or two callers were describing something that sounded quite
different in appearance and location.  Maybe all of these
descriptions varied because our untrained expectations of what
decaying space junk will look like burning across the sky are so
dismally diverse.  The conjecture and assumptions of what a
reentering rocket booster would look like expressed by Art Bell
and Whitley Strieber were embarrassingly cliched and inept.
Perhaps they were intentionally missleading the audience to rouse
their interest.

Anyone who really wants to be involved with watching the skies
and lives in the southwestern half of the United States or
Northern Mexico can get a great training of what a nightime
reentry looks like courtesy of NASA and the Space Shuttle.  For
every Shuttle flight, go to the official Shuttle web pages and
check the landing groundtracks.  If they will pass above your
horizon at night, make yourself get up and watch it.  It is a
wondrous sight and it will explain many of the "supernatural"
characteristics reported by witnesses a couple of weeks ago.

Bye...  Ted..

Period: November 13, 1997 through November 19, 1997

Newly Cataloged Objects:

Internatl.                   Catalog Object Launch Period Incli- Apogee Perigee
Designation  Name            Number  Source Date   Mins.  nation    KM     KM

1997-070A    KUPON           25045   CIS    11 Nov 1448.9    0.0  36039   36032
1997-070B    SL-12 PLAT      25046   CIS    12 Nov   88.3   51.6    208     200
1997-070C    SL-12 R/B(1)    25047   CIS    12 Nov   88.3   51.6    207     195
1997-070D    SL-12 R/B(2)    25048   CIS    12 Nov 1445.7    0.1  36039   35910
1997-071A    SIRIUS 2        25049   SWED   11 Nov 1424.7    0.1  35695   35432
1997-071B    INDOSTAR 1      25050   INDO   11 Nov 1436.2    0.3  35796   35779
1997-071C    ARIANE 44L R/B  25051   ESA    12 Nov  648.7    7.0  36709     180
1997-071D    ARIANE 44L DEB  25052   ESA    12 Nov  630.9    7.0  35764     211
1997-070E    SL-12 R/B(AUX M 25053   CIS    12 Nov  638.4   47.6  36058     305
1997-070F    SL-12 R/B(AUX M 25054   CIS    12 Nov  637.3   47.5  36060     244
1978-064J    SEASAT 1 DEB    25055   US     27 Jun   99.5  108.0    757     743
1964-026J    TRANSIT 9 DEB   25056   US     04 Jun  100.9   90.5    840     769
1990-036C    SL-8 DEB        25057   CIS    20 Apr  104.5   82.9   1007     974
1965-098L    ALOUETTE 2 DEB  25058   CA     29 Nov  117.6   79.8   2651     497
1997-072A    RESURS F        25059   CIS    17 Nov   88.6   82.3    252     196
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1997-072B    SL-04 R/B       25060   CIS    18 Nov   88.3   82.3    230     190
1997-073A    STS 87          25061   US     19 Nov   90.2   28.4    286     280

Objects NO Longer In Orbit:

Internatl.                   Catalog Object Launch      Decay
Designation  Name            Number  Source Date        Date

1987-079L    SL-12 DEB       25022   CIS    16 Sep 1987 30 Oct 1997
1994-029AM   PEGASUS DEB     23991   US     19 May 1994 06 Nov 1997
1986-017LR   MIR DEB         23929   CIS    19 Feb 1986 08 Nov 1997
1986-017JN   MIR DEB         23691   CIS    19 Feb 1986 12 Nov 1997
1997-070B    SL-12 PLAT      25046   CIS    12 Nov 1997 13 Nov 1997
1994-029JL   PEGASUS DEB     24185   US     19 May 1994 14 Nov 1997
1997-070C    SL-12 R/B(1)    25047   CIS    12 Nov 1997 15 Nov 1997
1997-060C    FOTON 12 DEB    25015   CIS    09 Oct 1997 17 Nov 1997
1997-011B    ATLAS 2A CENTAU 24749   US     08 Mar 1997 19 Nov 1997
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Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
Date: Sat, 6 Dec 1997 02:51:30 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 06 Dec 1997 05:35:11 -0500
Subject: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

>From: Paul Devereux <DevereuxP@aol.com>
>Date: Fri, 5 Dec 1997 08:42:46 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

>John Velez  wrote:

>>Date: Tue, 2 Dec 1997 13:41:16 -0500
>>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>>From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
>>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

>>Until about six years ago I had rationalized my lifetime of
>>unexplained experiences and memories as OOBE's (out of body
>>exp's) vivid nightmares, and several unexplained objects (UFO
>>sightings) I had seen in the sky (throughout my life - beginning
>>in childhood) that simply didn't fit in with anything -I- knew
>>of...

><mega-snip>

Hi Paul, hi All,

Paul wrote,

>Thank you for your honest account. Most revealing.

Please don't take this remark personally Paul as it is not
directed at you specifically. The reason I wrote that e-mail is
because I'm a little tired of having 'other people' tell me what
I have experienced.

>I am absolutely convinced of your sincerity, and the truth of the
>experiences you describe. But, they are not physical abductions -
>I *promise* you.

I only have a couple of rules that I go by, one of them is,
"never make promises that you can't keep!" <G> Yes, they are
physical Paul. I'll share just one example with you (there are
many)

Several years ago my wife awakened me and she was very alarmed
and upset. As I sat up in bed I noticed that she had drawn the
covers up and exposed her upper thigh so that I could see it. She
was pointing at her leg and crying, "John, what is that, how did
that get there? I didn't have that last night, what happened to
my leg?" She was [seriously] upset and crying. My wife doesn't
get upset real easy, her highly agitated state if taken alone and
out of context was unusual and out of character for her.

On her leg was a very deep (about 1/2 inch) groove, with sharp,
clean edges as if someone had tightened a steel strap around her
leg and the muscle failed to return to it's normal shape. On the
outside portion of the "strap mark" (for want of a better term)
was an indentation the size and shape of a tablespoon. Like a
strap indentation with a huge crater on one side. I was shocked
and at a complete loss for an explanation.

I rushed her over to our long time family physician (an internist
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who is also the chief of cardiology at Jamaica hospital here in
NY) who was at a loss to explain it. He said he'd ,"never seen
anything like it!" Before we left the office he even inquired if
I had used something on her during sexual relations. I informed
him that although sex was fun and uninhibited for us it -never-
included any 'aids' or 'toys'! Did I mention I had [one of those]
"visitation nightmares" the same night my wife's mark appeared?

One more just for good measure. When my son was sixteen (six
years ago) he came down for breakfast one morning disturbed and
confused about two scars he had discovered just above his knees.
He hopped up on our kitchen counter and said, "Hey dad, look at
these." He was wearing shorts and when I looked what I saw were
two completely healed (and very neat, clean) scars that looked
for all the world like 'surgical scars' because they were so very
straight, clean, and defined. I'm not going to bore you with a
long story, but suffice it to say that my son has never had knee
surgery (although he suffered from knee pain all his life. And he
has never again complained about pain in his knees since the
discovery!) and that this too was accompanied by a nightmare the
night before that my son recounted about 'silver subway cars' and
'being carried away by for kids that all looked the same' and how
he was so scared because they "did something to me." etc.

We all have scoop marks as well. I could go on here quite a bit
about the "physical" aspects of this that have convinced me that
something real world, real time, and physical is not only
interacting with us, they leave behind evidence on our bodies.

>What you describe is in fact a shifting from one
>frame of reference(OOBE) to another (alien abduction),

No. You are trying to put the round peg I put out there into a
square hole!
I told you that I am an experienced meditator. Over seventeen
years worth and (daily) I am -very- familiar with altered states.
Some (not all) of what I recall happened in the light of full
waking consciousness. It is why those memories never left me.
They left a deep impression, and defied explanation for almost
all of my life. Take my word for it Paul, I'm capable of telling
the difference between an "altered mental state" and a "real
event", why is that so hard for people to accept? Everyone
insists that, "Well John, after all, it -must be- something
else!" Well it's not! It's exactly what I say it is, I was there,
I saw, I felt, I heard, I remembered! Unless you have a
convincing arguement why I shouldn't trust my own faculties and
senses then I stand my ground.

If I thought that what I remembered was a purely psychological or
spiritual issue you wouldn't know me and I'd be happily babbling
away to some shrink about it. But that's not the case Paul. I'm a
(fairly) sane, stable and self actualizing individual and I
-know- what has happened to me and what I have remember for all
my life as real but unexplainable events.

Why are UFO/alien "real events" any different from any of the
other "real events" in my life? I remember them both the same. It
is only 'other people' who make a distinction between them, not
me.

>moreover, you came to make that shift because of influence from
>outside (you were given "the pattern"), from someone who may not
>have a clue about what this experience is like from the inside.

You know Paul, this one is just a thinly disguised insult.

1. I am not now, nor have I ever been a 'follower' or 'easily
influenced.' I am a very headstrong and self-directed individual
with healthy and functional critical abilities.

2. I remember "grey men with big black eyes" since I was a small
child. I'm 49 where was your "outside influence" coming from in
the early fifties? About the wierdest thing I was exposed to back
then was Andy Devines cat "Midnight"  He used to dress it up in
strange costumes and then strap it to a turntable and spin the
cat while he played music!  If you're telling me that Midnight
the cat is the basis of all my abduction related memories you may
have an arguement, it -was- a pretty disturbing thing to see. <G>

3. No-one "gave me the pattern." When I read the accounts of the
abductees for the first time I recognized it immediately [from my
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own] lifetime of experiences and memories. Nobody put it there or
suggested it! IT WAS ALREADY THERE PAUL. That set of memories was
in place long before I ever encountered abduction related
anything.

4. We're not (all) as gullible as many would like to think.
Besides I'm not an easy mark for that kind of crap.  Among my
functional equipment I also have an excellent bullshit detector.

But to answer your "real" question,...

No, Budd [nor anyone else] didn't "plant patterns" or try
influence me. I recognized the elements of the "pattern" Paul
because they -happened to me- not because I read it or heard it
somewhere.

>Like you, I do. And like you, the entities I have seen look solid,
>can touch me (and bite and scratch) and I can touch them. But
>even your experience of touching something solid in "real, waking
>life" is a mental effect, John. The experience is put together
>inside your brain.

OK, then let me hit you in the mouth as hard as I can with a 38
ounce Louisville Slugger and then on our way to the hospital you
can tell me [if you can] what part of the experience was just
something that was "put together in your brain!" <G> From my side
of the fence it's a fair analogy.

>Now, I don't know what these entities truly are, I'm keeping my
>powder dry on that issue,

Prudent,...smart!

>As for the physical body being visible when in an OBE state,
>that's by no means always true. I have just completed a survey
>of the OBE literature, and quite a few of the leading lights
>in OBEs or "astral projection" (that's the Theosophical belief
>frame for the experience, now a bit out of date) never could see
>their bodies. Their beds seemed empty.

On a wall about four feet away from me are a few certificates
that I've picked up along the way. One of them is a letter from
the United Lodge of Theosophists. I was a student and a member
for some seven years.

When I said in my last post that what was happenening to me was
"abduction related and not what is taught or described by the
mystics it is based on an -intimate- and broad knowledge of the
material. Like I said Paul, I -know- the difference. No cigar
here either.

>As for physical marks, well, I think they could be explained by
>several approaches.

The one that is always conspicuosly absent is, -we are telling
the truth and we got them where and how we say we got them.- It's
amazing how -that one- never makes it to the table.

>But one, at least, is a form of stigmata.

Show me just one example of "stigmata" that leaves a permanent
crater in your skin! Show me just one "stigmata case" that mimics
-any- of the marks found on the bodies of abductees.

Also, "stigmata" by definition 'appear' disappear, and then
reappear again. The marks on our bodies appear overnight and
stick around for a lifetime. I think comparing what we have to
"stigmata" is a case of 'mistaken identity'

>In tribal societies, as I have also written elsewhere on this
>list (I do hope you catch some of this stuff, John - it is relevant to
>you and your co-experients), the shaman can sport marks and wounds
>he claims were inflicted on him my spirits while on his out-of-body
>journey. I have seen some of the anthropological photos of this.

I guess if you gave me enough psilocybin, or kava-kava root I'd
pick up a few marks myself! <G>

>What you describe shows quite clearly that you are prone to these
>states of consciousness, John, but that of course does not make
>your * experiences* any less valid or realistic.
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For someone who has never met me that's a pretty heavy diagnosis!
How on Gods' good earth could you possibly know what I'm "prone
to" or not? Do you freelance on the psychic hotline?

>It is such a pity so few people seem to want to know of the middle
>way between naive literalism and out-and-out debunking in these
>matters.

I like that Paul! Nice capper. First we're all mis-interpreting
our experiences, then - we are all such easily influenced and
weak minded boobs, that possibly all of our memories are the
result of "outside influence" and now,. . . the creme de la
creme,---we're "naive"

What a neat package! Misunderstanding, easily influenced, and
naive! Paul my man, if it helps you to get through the night to
believe that, then you have my blessings. If you really believe
it, you have my sympathy.

If my experiences were "something else" then I'd simply say so.
My experiences and memories are what they are and what I have
reported. You can dance around it all you want, it just is what
it is. Maybe one day you'll consider including in your list of
possible explanations, "we are simply telling the truth and
reporting what we remember."

I came by my views the hard way Paul. I was not prepared to
accept alien abduction as an explanation either, but after
recieving confirmation after confirmation of the physical nature
of these encounters it's hard for me to deny it. I've seen
classic flying saucers close up in broad daylight with other
witnesses. I'm not a "UFO believer", like Mr S says, "I'm a UFO
-KNOWER!"

Respectfully,

John Velez
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Re: UFO Database interest

From: JJ <fierycelt@full-moon.com> [Jennifer Jarvis]
Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 20:23:06 +1030
Fwd Date: Sat, 06 Dec 1997 12:28:11 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO Database interest

>Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 09:33:46 -0600
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>,
>From: joel henry <jhenry@wavefront.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: UFO Database interest

<much text edited here>

>We have no control here, but we will get as much as we can. After
>all, the people who donate the data can also use the database, so
>it still serves their own selfish needs.

<much text edited here>

>Thanks.

>Joel Henry"

Hello Joel,

I am an "amateur" UFO Researcher.  (The definition of "amateur,"
as given in the Oxford Dictionary, is "one who practises a thing
only as a pastime, esp. UNPAID player etc."  A "professional"
researcher would be one who "performs for monetary reward?")

I was wondering for what purpose this aforementioned possible UFO
Database is being compiled.

With that statement, what I am trying to ask is this: "What is
the ultimate goal of UFO Research?"

Is it to try and discover some sort of pattern to the activity of
the Extra-Terrestrial Visitors that are CURRENTLY visiting our
planet?

Is it to try and discover some sort of HISTORICAL pattern to the
activity of said visitors?

If these are the reasons, whence to we go from there?  What will
we gain from this database?  What is the next step?

I know of a gentleman in England who has researched UFO sightings
dating back to the late 19th Century.   He has discovered
patterns to the UFO activity all around our planet, and has
formulated charts and graphs which, as I have found through
working "in the field," are most helpful in determining the
optimumum dates and times for possible UFO activity in a given
area.

Also, when I have a sighting, I carefully log the time, date,
duration etc., and feed that information back to this gentleman,
so that he can add this to his database, thus making his
prediction system even more accurate.

I have used these charts in Canada, the United States and England
with excellent results, meaning that the Unconventional Flying
Objects/Nocturnal lights or whatever, appear to arrive and depart
"right on schedule."  It is as if I were using a timetable for a
bus or train, except that, the vehicles involved do not appear to
be from "around here."
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I have also had feedback from other people around the world to
whom I have sent specially generated customized charts and graphs
for their specific areas.  Here again, the dates and times
predicted have been VERY accurate.

Of course, how we use such information is left to our
"consciences," and, maybe, certain people and agencies may use
said information for the "wrong reasons."

I use the charts to enable me to go and see these
"unconventionals" without the inconvenience of having to wait
around on the "off-chance" that something MIGHT appear. Very
useful in our cold Canadian winters.

But, even then, I ask myself, "Why AM I doing this?"  Maybe that
is the secret to the whole story.  Humans have a need to ask
questions. To be ever seeking.

But, questions just produce more questions.  Will we ever have
the answers?

Thank you for your time.

Very best wishes.

Jennifer
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Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

From: James Easton <pulsar@compuserve.com>
Date: Sat, 6 Dec 1997 06:42:01 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 06 Dec 1997 12:37:36 -0500
Subject: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

Regarding...

>From: fergus@ukraine.corp.mot.com [George Fergus]
>Date: Wed, 3 Dec 1997 13:22:45 -0600 (CST)
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

George wrote:

>>He's flying "at about 160 degrees south" and in his Blue Book report
>>claims, "I observed a chain of nine peculiar looking aircraft flying
>>from north to south at approximately 9,500 ft elevation and going,
>>seemingly, in a definite direction of about 170 degrees".

>>This places Arnold and the objects on an almost parallel course.

>I don't think this is right.  Since Arnold states elsewhere that he
>was originally flying due east, I took it that Arnold's mention of
>"160 degrees south" was in reference to the mystery planes, not his
>own, and that he probably meant to say "as the planes came to the
>edge of Mt. Rainier".

George,

I've listened to the radio interview again and Arnold does indeed
say "planes". This clears up an apparent anomaly - thanks - and
the transcript (which in defence I didn't make!) should therefore
read:

"Well, as the planes come to the edge of Mt. Rainier flying at
about 160 degrees south, I thought I would clock them because it
was such a clear day...".

>Also, I am not sure how much credence we should give to his estimate
>of the objects' flight path as either "160" or "170" degrees south.
>Since he thought the objects were flying among the mountain peaks
>many miles distant, it is unlikely that he could have made such a
>precise estimate of their direction of flight solely from his own
>observations.  More likely, he simply drew a mental line from Mt.
>Rainier to Mt. Adams, originally estimating it as 160 degrees and
>later correcting it to 170 degrees after he had a chance to measure
>it on a map.

I would agree that Arnold's estimate shouldn't be taken as exact.

>As I suggested yesterday, if the objects were really large birds
>such as pelicans, and were actually much closer to Arnold than he
>thought, then the explanation for why he did not eventually catch up
>to the slower-flying birds may be that it wasn't until after they
>crossed his flight path that he "turned the plane around and opened
>the window" to get a better look at them,

This was essentially my conclusion, if the objects were a
formation of birds.

>Arnold was flying East towards Yakima and if the objects were closer
>than he realised - Arnold having assumed they must be jet planes and
>perceiving them to be substantially larger and much further away,
>then the objects must still have been travelling fast enough to pass
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>from Arnold's left, cross his flight path and continue moving south,
>before Arnold would have come close enough to realise what that they
>truly were.

>At the point when Arnold decides to clock their speed, the formation
>of birds would still be travelling south and away from Arnold.

That's the exact scenario and it seems Arnold didn't turn his
plane until after the objects had crossed his flight path.

>So he was actually heading southwest at this point, more
>perpendicular than parallel to the flight path of the objects, and
>thus on a divergent course.

Yes, that appears to be the situation, Arnold later writing, "as
they were travelling perpendicular to my path I was in an
excellent position to clock their speed and I determined to make
an attempt to do so".

>Remember, he was not trying to follow the objects, which he thought
>were fast & distant, but was simply trying to orient his plane so as
>to get the best view of them. (He was not concerned about getting
>back to his eastward course right away, since on every flight in that
>area he already spent "an hour or two" looking for a lost plane.)
>At this point, concentrating on identifying the objects themselves,
>he might have lost sight of them before he could realize that his
>line of sight to them was now moving in the wrong direction relative
>to Mt. Adams.

Precisely. It's a possibility to consider.

>According to this scenario, Arnold's best observation of the
>"pelicans" would have been from the right rear, rather than from the
>side. My questions are:

>What does a pelican look like from this angle?

Conceivably like wings with no tail.

>Would they spend most of their time gliding?

That's a distinguishing characteristic. As previously referenced
from 'The Birds' - "pelicans travelling in formation... employ
gliding flight - several strong wing strokes and a glide".

>Exactly how did Arnold determine the 3-D shape of the objects, if he
>only saw them edge-on?  (within 2 degrees of horizontal, as estimated
>by Dr. Maccabee)

He claimed to have observed their overall shape when they
"fluttered and sailed", etc.

His estimate of length to width ratio here is open to
interpretation. Although his original claim was a respective
ratio of 20:1, that's disputed by Bruce and it's also at odds
with Arnold's later sketch which shows a ratio of 3:1.

This is the difficulty with the case, Arnold's later claim of
light reflecting onto his plane from objects over a hundred miles
away is also doubtful in the extreme and if they were so far away
at first and he only observed them for 2-3 minutes, it makes the
total distance they travelled even greater.

We can place a number of interpretations on Arnold's claims of
distance, speed, altitude, ratio, but the distinctive flight
characteristics he described might be a significant clue.

The one question I wanted to answer was whether a formation of
pelicans in echelon could have deceived Arnold, or whether there
was sufficient evidence to confirm this was absolutely
impossible.

The main objection seems to be that as Arnold turned his plane to
fly south, he should have caught up with the formation of birds.

In his radio interview, Arnold said:

"Well, uh, I uh, it was about one minute to three when I started
clocking them on my sweep second hand clock, and as I kept
looking at them, I kept looking for their tails, and they didn't
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have any tail. I thought, well, maybe something's wrong with my
eyes and I turned the plane around and opened the window, and
looked out the window, and sure enough, I couldn't find any tails
on 'em. And, uh, the whole, our observation of these particular
ships, didn't last more than about two and a half minutes...".

Arnold says he turned his plane around, as you noted, and I would
have taken this to mean he turned back west.

In Arnold's official report, he wrote, "I observed these objects
not only through the glass of my airplane but turned my airplane
sideways where I could open my window and observe them with a
completely unobstructed view".

It isn't really clear what "sideways" means.

Anyhow, in the first statement, Arnold confirms he had been
clocking the objects as they flew south and spent some time
looking for evidence of tails _before_ he turned his plane
around.

By this time, the objects would obviously have travelled further
south and at no time does Arnold indicate he followed their
southbound course for too long. It's not certain he followed
their course at all.

_If_ he turned his plane 180 degrees to observe the objects
through his left-hand side window, then he presumably had by then
passed the objects which were travelling at 160-170 degrees
south, which must imply they had been relatively close to his
plane.

I wonder if by "sideways", he means that he did briefly turn
around to view the objects unobstructed, i.e., from the other
side to which he was flying.

Bruce had asked, "you should check with the bird experts to find
out how high the pelicans typically fly....or maximum height and
speed".

That's been done.

He also wrote:

"Arnold started timing when the first object passed the southern
edge of Mt. Rainier. Objects, if initially at the distance of
about 20 miles, traveled the distance of about 50 miles (45 +5)
to disappear near Adams in a mere 102 seconds for a rate
calculated at about 1760 mph. In so doing, the sighting line from
Arnold to the objects rotated southward by about 65 degrees.

The same angle would be crossed for objects initially at 3000 ft
distance if they were traveling at about 1760 x 3000/(20 x 5280)
= 50 mph. Hence here is a real speed number the Superpelicans
must match".

Superpelican speed capabilities confirmed.

And Bruce also acknowledges, "True, we don't know when he turned".

We also don't seem to know how he turned.

What I do now know is where I had seen the evidence for Arnold's
claimed airspeed. In "Resolving Arnold - Part 2: Guess Again",
Kottmeyer writes, "The plane was traveling at about 100 m.p.h.,
according to Arnold’s Congress memoir".

Is the main objection still therefore a barrier?

If we could summarise, what remain the major problems with this
theoretical explanation?

James.
E-mail: pulsar@compuserve.com
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Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

From: James Easton <pulsar@compuserve.com>
Date: Sat, 6 Dec 1997 06:41:22 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 06 Dec 1997 12:38:17 -0500
Subject: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

Regarding...

>Date: Thu, 04 Dec 1997 14:09:01 -0800
>From: Ted Viens <drtedv@freewwweb.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

Ted wrote:

> Our glider pilot states:

> "Visibility depends on several factors. The one having the most
> effect of course is how much "haze" or other particulate matter
> is in the air (i.e. smog, smoke). At low altitudes, visibility is
> lowered because of this. However, at higher altitudes, something
> like the white body of a pelican contrasts nicely with the blue
> sky.

> Myself, (a pilot with average eyesight) I can distinguish the
> basic shape (a body with wings) of these pelicans from about 4
> miles when flying above the haze. From 4 to maybe 6 miles they
> become small dots. Beyond that, I'd say they would probably not
> be distinguishable other than some sort of relative motion that
> may catch your eye".---snip---

> Also, the evidence isn't mine, I'm merely highlighting some
> observations and relevant opinions and how they might relate to
> the Arnold case.---snip---

>What is most debatable is James's ability to research and analyze the
>data available and his ability to keep the scope of his positions
>wider than each specific point he is discussing.

Ted,

This data is only available because I researched it.

As for analysing and discussing it, didn't you read what I wrote to
Bruce? :

"Overall, I would be interested in your general observations based on
the more accurate data now available".

I also made it clear I was interested in whether a conceivable case
could be made that Arnold's UFOs were a flock of birds - the
discussion started with Kottmeyer's article - and latterly, whether
they might have been a formation of American White Pelicans, as
suggested by some knowledgable birdwatchers.

But also that, "I obviously wouldn't wish to "make it fit", if it
clearly doesn't".

Your point was apparently that the estimate of visibility mentioned
by the glider pilot was perhaps excessive.

You state, "To identify a big bird it would have to eclipse an area
of the retina of some 10 by 10 cells or so having an angular diameter
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of +- 10 minutes.  This would place a pelican LESS than 1/2 mile away
or 1/8 of the distance claimed by the pilot of the glider".

What exactly are you claiming; that against a background of blue sky,
it's impossible to recognise that a predominately white bird, with a
ten foot wingspan, _is_ a large bird -  unless it's within a half mile
radius?

If our glider pilot doesn't realise that the accompanying pelicans and
his plane are separated by only 1/8 of the distance he believes, we
can only be thankful that travelling at over 50 mph, he managed to
avoid hitting any of the 30lb+ birds. Wouldn't he also have noticed
a slight problem as the birds suddenly zoomed into view 8 times faster
then he expected?

>If James would do some basic science, he would understand the
>treachery of static estimation of distance.  And he certainly would
>have refrained from the embarassment of submitting the pilots story
>as supporting evidence.

As noted, the glider pilot's comments were obtained as a highly
relevant contribution to the discussion - how many pilots do you know
who have been joined in flight by a gregarious flock of pelicans - and
mentioned as such.

On the basis of your claims, I would certainly be embarrassed to ask
if he realised he was a menace to other pilots and local wildlife.

>As I have written before, any modest motion of a meter or so of
>Arnold's plane PERPENDICULAR to the geometric plane of their flight
>paths would have made it easier to distinguish big birds near the
>plane from big flying craft closer to the mountains. Arnold did have
>a convenient and familiar tool for crudely judging distance that a
>static observer would not have.

Arnold made the leap of logic from geese to jet planes.

It the birds weren't geese, but much larger and predominately white
birds, as Kottmeyer theorised, how might Arnold have perceived the
noticeable bird-like movements. Would he have realised these were
birds due to the relative perpendicular motion, or could he possibly
- still thinking jet planes - have attributed this to the planes
weaving in and out of the mountaintops, sometimes apparently going
down into canyons and generally flying like a saucer would if you
skipped it across water?

>These are just two of the many faulty points that James has been
>making in this thread.

Your two "faulty points" are not points I have ever made.

You are confusing this with points you would like to make.

>You have several accounts of what happened from Arnold himself, yet
>you apparently haven't attempted to synthesize a best-fit time and
>position chart over a reasonably detailed map of what might have
>really happened.

We have discussed more than you imply and covered some of this ground.

>I am sure that Bruce and others here would love to collaborate with
>you in doing this, sharing what they have already done and debating
>the accuracy of Arnold's estimated distances and bearings.

Err...I thought that's what had been debated.

One of the difficulties is that ufology is predominately like a
religion and sacrosanct beliefs are zealously guarded.

It tends to show through during some correspondences, especially when
accused of being a "debunker". I'm not burdened by any such faith, so
it does occasionally annoy people, like yourself I suspect, when
certain beliefs are challenged, even as a "what if" scenario,

>If Arnold did see the objects with a large aspect ratio and they were
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>big birds, he would be so close to them that in a couple of minutes
>they would have gone from way ahead of him to way behind him even if
>they were flying in the same direction.  This is the one unavoidable
>characteristic necessary for them to be birds that is not reported.

They weren't flying in the same direction, but if you're interested
in further comments re this point, see my reply to George Fergus.

>If you merely desire to discredit Arnold, then why go through all
>this work?

If you would even begin to believe I would wish to see Arnold
discredited, you either haven't read the material, or comprehensively
fail to understand it.

>Simply declare that it never happened.

That what never happened?

James.
E-mail: pulsar@compuserve.com
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
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Mexico - A Magnet For UFOs, Experts Say

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Sat, 6 Dec 1997 12:51:15 +0200
Fwd Date: Sat, 06 Dec 1997 12:39:26 -0500
Subject: Mexico - A Magnet For UFOs, Experts Say

Found On CNN's site. URL:

http://cnn.com/WORLD/americas/9712/05/RB001749.reut.html

Mexico a magnet for UFOs, experts say

5 December 1997
Web posted at: 20:35 ART, Buenos Aires time (23:35 GMT)

ACAPULCO, Mexico (Reuters) - Mexico has long faced resentment in the
United States for exporting illegal aliens, but since 1991 the country
has faced its own alien invasion -- by extraterrestrials, that is.

That is the claim of UFO experts who are gathering in this Pacific
resort city for the Second World UFO Congress, which started Friday and
runs through Sunday.

The first congress was held here 20 years ago and featured a lecture by
the late astrophysicist Carl Sagan. No one at this convention can match
his scientific credentials, but some UFO proponents here, such as
nuclear physicist and author Stanton Friedman, take a scientific
approach.

Organizers said the convention returned to Mexico in large part because
over the past six years the ancient land of the Aztecs and Mayans has
become a frequent stopping place for extraterrestrials.

It all stems from the eclipse of the sun on July 11, 1991, according to
Jaime Maussan, Mexico's leading "ufologist" who conducts a television
program on the phenomenon.

That was the most highly watched eclipse of the century, and of all the
countries in the world, Mexico had about the best vantage point.
Reports of UFO sightings during the eclipse poured in from around the
country.

"We can only speculate" as to the reason why they chose Mexico, Maussan
told Reuters. "It could be because of the Mexican people themselves,
for their characteristics, for their acceptance, their lack of fear.

"The only thing for sure is that something strange is happening in the
skies of Mexico," he said.

It is not just Mexicans who attest to the trend. Another true believer
is Wendelle Stevens, 74, a retired U.S. Air Force colonel sometimes
called the "grandfather of world ufology."

"This is the biggest wave in the world developing here now, starting in
1991 and continuing until this year," Stevens told Reuters. "It's the
biggest wave of all time."

There is a steady flow of UFO sightings in Mexico, where radio and
television shows regularly feature witnesses who produce videos and
photographs of flying saucers and other vessels.

"There was a triangular object seen flying over Mexico City just two
weeks ago," Maussan said. "Another one was seen flying over the
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skyscrapers about three months ago."

Copyright 1997 Reuters Limited. All rights reserved.
    
=A9 1997 Cable News Network, Inc.
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Earth looks back to moon for exploration

Copyright =A91997 Nando.net
Copyright =A91997 Scripps-McClatchy Western

=B0Read Nando's The Latest from Space

SACRAMENTO, Calif. (December 6, 1997 01:35 a.m. EST
http://www.nando.net) - Earth's most familiar celestial neighbor gets
fresh scrutiny next year in the first space mission dedicated solely to
the moon in 25 years.

A small spacecraft dubbed Lunar Prospector is scheduled to be launched
on Jan. 5 from Florida. A spinning cylinder that looks like a drum, the
satellite will circle the moon from pole to pole for a year or so, its
instruments searching for frozen water and elements that could support
a permanent human base.

The craft will be controlled by a Bay Area team based at the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration's Ames Research Center at Moffett
Field.

To those who would ask, "Don't we already know a lot about the moon?"
the scientists say, "Not really."

The Apollo missions that put astronauts on the moon six times focused
on a belt around the equator, the safest place for people should they
require an emergency trip home, said G. Scott Hubbard, mission manager
for Lunar Prospector.

"We know a great deal about that part of the moon, but we don't have
the global picture," said Hubbard, who is deputy director of space at
Ames. "We don't know for sure that those things are typical of the moon
as a whole. It's like we have rocks from Texas and you assume from that
that you know what the rest of the Earth is made of."

The most intriguing question that Lunar Prospector is meant to answer
is whether the moon has water.

Common images of the moon show an arid surface, but a scientist as far
back as 25 years ago postulated that a crater permanently in shadow
would hold water ice. In 1994, scientists analyzing data from a U.S.
Department of Defense lunar satellite called Clementine saw suggestions
that ice left by passing comets might be contained at the south pole in
a crater that never sees sun.

Scientists reading the shape and strength of radio waves beamed into a
dark depression said the waves may have bounced off water ice. Other
radio probes since then have produced conflicting information. Lunar
Prospector's team hopes to settle the matter.

Hubbard said the craft will use a neutron spectrometer to take a direct
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reading. The tool will measure the movement of neutron masses present
everywhere on the moon. Created by the continuous bombardment of cosmic
rays on the moon's surface, neutrons travel quickly through dry
material, and slowly through water.

If frozen water exists in the quantity some suspect, the neutron
spectrometer should be able to detect it unambiguously, Hubbard said.
"People say there could be a billion tons of ice."

If that's true, "people can have dreams about making a lunar base,
manufacturing water and oxygen and so forth," Hubbard said.

While there are no solid plans for colonizing the moon, NASA's 1996
Strategic Plan includes this goal: "Explore and settle the solar
system. ... Enrich life on Earth through people living and working in
space."

Michael J. Drake, director of the University of Arizona's Lunar and
Planetary Laboratory, called the moon a natural base.

"While Mars is a very exciting place, and ultimately the place, that
people will want to go and live, we will want to go to the moon first.
It's only five days away."

Besides looking for water, Lunar Prospector will watch for volcanic
eruptions and quakes; record the moon's fields of gravity and patches
of magnetism; and identify and measure geologic elements. The
information will allow scientists to draw maps of the moon in
unprecedented detail, and give them clues to the origins of the moon
and Earth.

It's not that the moon has been ignored since the heady days of
moonwalks in the late 1960s and early '70s. There was the Clementine
mission in 1994 - which had a primary goal of testing Star Wars
technology - and four years before that, a flyby by the spacecraft
Galileo, on its way to Jupiter.

The appeal of a new moon mission was in large part a desire to
demonstrate NASA's new motto, "Faster, Cheaper, Better."

Costing $63 million, Lunar Prospector was the first of the so-called
Discovery-class missions chosen in competition against other proposals
for trips to space priced at $200 million or less.

Showing that worthy space exploration can be done without breaking the
treasury is, in fact, the prime goal of Alan Binder, Lunar Prospector's
chief scientist.

"I believe the demonstration of this small, simple project is the main
point," said Binder, a planetary scientist affiliated with Lockheed
Martin in Sunnyvale, maker of the launch vehicle. "Clearly, I have to
get good scientific data to prove the point."

Ultimately, Binder would like to see lunar exploration done
commercially. He recently founded the Lunar Research Institute, based
for the moment in his Gilroy home, toward that goal.

But first, Lunar Prospector must fly successfully. Binder said going
low-budget means forgoing some measure of reliability. Normally, he
said, NASA demands 99 percent reliability. For Discovery missions, the
standard is 95 percent - meaning one out of 20 can be expected to fail.

Binder said the launch vehicle is the main potential weak point,
because it is relatively untested and employs new software.

To keep the mission cheap, he said, only one version of the spacecraft
was built, with no backups of anything. Prospector is made with
technology that has been used before, though in different
configurations.

Powered by batteries recharged by the sun, the craft is so simple that
it won't even carry a computer on board. A "command-data handling unit"
will take directions from Mission Control, one command at a time.

By EDIE LAU, the Sacramento Bee

Copyright =A91997 Nando.net
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Alien doctor on uranium diet fails to cure elderly

Copyright =A91997 Nando.net
Copyright =A91997 Agence France-Presse

PESCARA, Italy (December 5, 1997 5:59 p.m. EST http://www.nando.net) -
Two elderly Italians paid out more than $367,000 on uranium to feed an
extra-terrestrial doctor they had been told would cure their ailments.

Police said three tricksters persuaded the women that the alien, called
Sagyr, could cure them provided he was given uranium for nourishment.

They eventually forked out $391,040 before, having failed to spot any
improvement in their infirmity, deciding to call police.

The fraudsters were Friday jailed by a court in this central Italian
city to 30 months and fined $940 each.
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Scientists dispute finding of life on Mars

NASA says challenge to fossil discovery in meteorite isn't significant

12/04/97

By Alexandra Witze / The Dallas Morning News

Scientists taking a new look at the most-famous Martian meteorite
contend that it doesn't contain fossilized life from Mars, as NASA
scientists reported last year.

The new work - published Thursday, along with a rebuttal from the NASA
team - suggests that tiny, wormlike structures in the meteorite
ALH84001 thought by some to be ancient bacteria, are fractures in the
rock's crystals, said John Bradley, the study's lead author.

"I think this is a big blow" to the case for life on Mars, said Dr.
Bradley, a materials scientist at MVA Inc., a consulting and research
firm in Norcross, Ga., and at the Georgia Institute of Technology.

"There's a whole population of nonbiological things in this rock that
look just like 'worms' [bacteria] but have nothing to do with 'worms,'
" he said.

But the NASA scientists, who announced in August 1996 that the
potato-sized meteorite contains traces of ancient life, disagree. Their
page-long response appears Thursday in the scientific journal Nature,
alongside the page of results from Dr. Bradley's team.

"I don't think this is a serious challenge," said Everett Gibson of the
Johnson Space Center in Houston, a member of the NASA team.

The debate centers on tiny, curving structures in the rock that can be
seen only with a special microscope under a thin metal coating.

Dr. Bradley's group has studied pieces of ALH84001 using the same kind
of microscope as the NASA team. They said they found that many of the
wormlike structures were just fractures.

Moreover, the metal coating applied by scientists to take pictures of
the rock can dry, shrink and crack, forming long, segmented structures
that look just like tiny cell walls, Dr. Bradley said.

Dr. Gibson countered that his team had been careful not to confuse any
metal cracking with true fossils in the rock. The NASA team still
believes that they have seen fossils that may not exist in the sample
that Dr. Bradley's team researched.

The problem now is to distinguish simple cracks from actual life forms,
Dr. Bradley said.

"It's like looking for worms in a plate of spaghetti," he said. "It's a
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hell of a lot more difficult now."

In the past year and a half, many other scientific teams have published
research about ALH84001. Some of those studies rebut the idea of life
on Mars, while others support it or aren't conclusive.

It may take years before scientists know whether life ever existed in
the meteorite, said Allan Treiman of the Lunar and Planetary Institute
in Houston.

"It's been so difficult to get straight answers out of the rock," he
said.

                                        
=A9 1997 The Dallas Morning News                                        
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Pathfinder Evidence: Life on Mars?

By PAUL RECER AP Science Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) -- Mars was once warm and moist, conditions that make
it more likely that the Red Planet could have harbored life, according
to researchers who published their findings today from the Pathfinder
robot landing mission.

"The body of evidence returned by Pathfinder are suggestive that
conditions had been conducive for the formation of life early in Mars'
history," said Matt P. Golombek, a Pathfinder mission scientist and
lead author of a research report in the journal Science.

Golombek said several lines of evidence have produced a strong
consensus among scientists that Pathfinder landed July 4 on a Martian
plain that was sculpted by liquid water sometime in the past and that
such water proves the planet once was a warmer, more life-friendly
place.

Pathfinder and its faithful wheeled rover, Sojourner, found no definite
evidence of life. But the report in Science said the spacecraft studies
"appear consistent with a water-rich planet that may be more Earth-like
than previously recognized, with a warmer and wetter past in which
liquid water was stable and the atmosphere was thicker."

Finding evidence of liquid water, said Golombek, "is a shot in the arm
for the possibility of finding evidence of life. If there was no liquid
water, then there would be no need to search for life on Mars."

"There's nothing we found that would preclude life on early Mars," said
John T. Schofield of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, Calif.,
which controlled Pathfinder for the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration.

"Because there was liquid water billions of years ago, it is
conceivable that there could have been life," said H. J. Moore of the
U.S. Geological Survey, one of the principal researchers with Sojourner.

Liquid water would mean that Mars was much warmer than the
minus-100-degree temperatures experienced by Pathfinder, the
researchers say in Science. This, in turn, means that the atmosphere on
Mars was then much thicker than now, the researchers say.

Moore said Sojourner, the small-wheeled vehicle that roamed for more
than 170 feet around the landing site, found a number of rocks that
bore a strong resemblance to rocks that on Earth were formed in the
presence of water.

He said rocks named Shark, Prince Charming and Ender all appear to be
conglomerates, or rocks formed of smaller pebbles bound together by a
matrix, such as clay. Such rocks are formed by water forces on Earth,
Moore said.
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Some rocks also bore evidence that they may have formed on a lake shore
or even underwater, suggesting that water at one time possibly pooled
on Mars, Moore added.

He said a search for life will be a part of NASA's continuing
exploration of Mars. But he warned that "it is very much a crap shoot.
Mars is a big place and where would you go to look? It is a very tough
question."

It is unlikely that a search for life will turn up bones sticking out
of Martian sand somewhere. More likely, any Martians that ever lived
may have been microscopic, he said.

Golombek said it is unlikely there will be final answers about Martian
life until samples are returned from there. Even then, finding evidence
of life would be only a "very remote possibility," he said.

NASA plans to send landers to Mars in 2001 and 2003 that will scoop up
samples that may be returned to Earth on another mission now planned
for 2005.

AP-NY-12-05-97 0152EST

Copyright 1997 Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may
not be published, broadcast, rewritten, or redistributed.
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Monday, December 1, 1997

UNM Scientists Seek Life in Rock

The Institute of Meteoritics is studying a piece of the Martian
meteorite that some think contains evidence of ancient life on the Red
Planet

By John Fleck

Journal Staff Writer

The dark spot on Chip Shearer's microscope slide, no wider than a human
hair, is tiny stuff to hold a key to one of science's biggest
questions: Was there once life on Mars?

The spot is a bit of carbon lodged in a crack in a rock.

Sliced thin to fit on a microscope slide and magnified by a high-tech
electron microscope, the rock's fractured minerals look like ice on a
Minnesota lake breaking up in the spring thaw.

The rock is a meteorite from Mars, and some scientists believe the
carbon is evidence there was once life on that distant planet. Shearer
and his University of New Mexico colleagues are working to see if that
theory is right.

An electron microscope in a University of New Mexico basement magnifies
Shearer's spot of carbon into a dark, narrow sinew edged in white, and
Shearer huddles before a computer terminal, studying the image.

The sinew is made of carbonates, molecules a team of NASA scientists
says were created by tiny bacteria that once lived in the rock.

Their controversial claim was made in the summer of 1996, setting off a
fierce scientific debate.

Now, the space agency has turned to Shearer and a handful of other
scientists around the country to try to help settle the question of
whether the life on Mars claim is right.

Shearer and Adrian Brearley, both of UNM's Institute of Meteoritics,
are two of 14 scientists whose proposals to study the Martian meteorite
won funding earlier this year from the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration.

Along with money, Shearer and Brearley received precious pieces of the
rock itself.

Shearer is poring over his microscopic images of the little carbonate
globs and the glassy minerals around them, trying to understand how
they were formed.
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Were the conditions conducive to life, or was it so hot inside the rock
when the carbonates were formed that nothing could have survived?

Scientists found the rock on an Antarctic ice field in 1984. By
studying its chemistry, they determined it came from Mars, apparently
knocked off that planet by a great collision 16 million years ago and
sent into an orbit that eventually crossed Earth's path.

Shearer's piece is not much bigger in diameter than a pencil. It has
been preserved in a microscope slide, and Shearer has placed it in a
small chamber that looks like a microwave oven with a chimney.

The chimney pumps a stream of electrons onto the sample, and detectors
pick up the electrons and X-rays that bounce back, giving Shearer a
crystal-clear picture of the rock and its chemical makeup.

If it was too hot for bacteria to have survived when the carbonates
were formed, scientists say you can rule out the life-on-Mars
explanation.

Since what has come to be known as NASA's "life announcement," critics
have offered up evidence that the rock's minerals could only have
formed at such high temperatures.

But the question is unsettled, said University of Tennessee meteorite
expert Harry McSween, an advocate for the hot-rock view.

A "just right" temperature, like Goldilocks' porridge, doesn't prove
the life on Mars case, but at least it means life was possible,
according to McSween.

"It allows the argument to continue," McSween said.

Scientists have determined that the rock itself formed 4.5 billion
years ago on the surface of Mars, just as the planet was forming.

"It's part of the old Martian crust," Shearer said.

Since it formed, the rock has been battered one or more times by
meteors or other space debris slamming into Mars, cracking and heating
the rock and, in the process, creating the minerals found in the rock's
cracks that Shearer is looking at.

Shearer was actually studying pieces of this same meteorite before "the
life announcement," and his analysis of the rock's chemistry has made
him one of the leading skeptics of the life on Mars claim.

But it's one of the ironies of science that, despite that belief, his
new work seems to support the claims of the life on Mars camp.

Ed Scott of the University of Hawaii reported evidence earlier this
year that glassy minerals found in the rock's cracks could only have
formed at high temperatures, suggesting the carbonates formed at
temperatures too high for life.

Shearer's work suggests Scott is wrong, that the minerals and the
carbonates formed at different times, meaning the door is left open for
the life on Mars crowd.

While that might be seen to conflict with Shearer's anti-life beliefs,
that's science, Shearer said -- following the evidence where it leads
him. "I just want to reconstruct the history and get out the answer,"
he explained.

Even though his work supports a life-like temperature for the
carbonates' formation, that doesn't mean it proves there was life on
Mars. Shearer believes the carbonates could have been formed by
ordinary chemical reactions, with no bacteria involved.

Ultimately, Shearer said, he would be happy to be proven wrong on the
question of life in this meteorite.

"I'd be very happy if someone confirmed the record of life was
preserved" in the meteorite, Shearer said. "I just don't see it."

    

Copyright =A9 1997 Albuquerque Journal
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>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

My compliments to the list and to Cathy.

>Dear Paul,
>
>I would like to thank John for his honest and sincere
>sharing of his personal experiences.  I would like to
>add my own experiences have involved real and solid
>objects and beings.  There was nothing to do with OBE,
>nor dreams, nor hallucinations of any sort.  And, my
>experiences were ongoing interactive sessions that
>I can remember.

To Cathy I respectfully request the following...

1. What is an abduction experience?

2. Are they usually remembered?

3. Is it a one-time happening, or an ongoing experience
   that is repeated time and again?

4. Why are certain individuals singled out for these events?

Cathy, once again I have the pleasure of reading of your
thoughts and suggestions about approaching this nagging
topic of discussion.  For the benefit of those who are not
as privy to just what is involved in an abduction experience,
could you please take the time to explain in your own words
what it is like to go through an experience of a nature such
as applies to your own?

It would seem there is confusion on the part of some as to
what actually takes place in the physical sense.  Too many
want to associate a purely psychological reason for your
kind of experience. So, please put the doubting Thomases
and arm-chair psychologists into a more enlightened
frame of thought.

Please explain that it is not just a replacement for some
childhood traumatic happening that so many are insistent
must be the real solution.

You know me, Cathy, and know I am not asking this in a
tongue-in-cheek manner.  ...But in a legitimate quest to
educate those who really don't know what it's all about.

Hoping to hear from you soon, I remain,

Respectfully yours,

Jack Sargeant - Fidonet UFO echo moderator.
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A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Reality Check [was: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s]

From: Brian Cuthbertson <brianc@fc.net>
Date: Sat, 6 Dec 1997 09:35:51 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Sat, 06 Dec 1997 13:02:58 -0500
Subject: Reality Check [was: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s]

> From: rfsignal@sprynet.com [Cathy Johnson]
> Date: Fri, 5 Dec 1997 15:07:47 -0800
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

<snip>

> I don't want to imply that there is no such thing as OBE, only
> that what I experienced had nothing to do with altered states or
> drugs.  As a matter of fact, I saw four foot tall beings and a
> saucer shaped craft in 1952.  Those were real objects.  So, I
> don't believe in the ETH.  I know it is true that there are more
> than a few occassions when they are visiting on their missions.
> Hypothesis..HA!

> It is long past due when you should have widened your eyes.  You
> are going to be in for a serious shock when reality checks in.
> Its not a case of what if I am right, or if you are right.  It
> has nothing to do with us.  It is what they are going to do, and
> when.

> Until, the abductions are continuing as per usual, children
> first.

A comment on reality checking in:  while I have absolutely
no quarrel with Cathy regarding the reality of either her
experiences, those of John Velez, of Whitley Strieber, or any
other abductee, I've always been a bit leary of assertions
that someday soon reality is about to check in, ie, these beings
are going to "come out", reveal themselves publically, and
forever change reality as it exists for our great seething
mass of humanity.

I say this because, as a reader of some number of books
on the topic, and as a lurker here for a couple of years now,
one thing that has regularly caught my attention is the fact
that case evidence exists that these visitors have been around,
doing their abduction thing, and working behind the scenes to
nudge things along, for a long, long, long time.

Just for example, there are a cases in Strieber's recent
book (The Communion Letters) that suggest lines of family
abductions stretching back at least 3 generations.  And I
recall another case reported to this list a year or so ago,
of a Florida woman who told a tale of a classic abduction
encounter that her grandfather experienced while riding
across Texas back in the mid 1800s - it involved a disk,
missing time, and a mysteriously discharged shotgun.
(I suppose with some effort I could try to dig this out
of my PC floppy disk archives if anyone is interested.)
But the point is this: whatever else this phenomenon is,
it certainly is not new.

What is relatevely new, is "extreme" mass communication in the
form of books and the electronic media (most recently of course
the internet), which disseminates knowledge of the phenomenon
far and wide, to many folks like myself who have had no such
experiences themselves.  Consequently, people like Cathy can
now share their experiences with a much much larger audience,
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much more quickly via the internet and web, than would have
been remotely concievable just a few short years ago.  Also
new is our extremely huge population, many with access to
recording media (cameras & camcorders) who can now collect
more snippets of evidence than could ever be done before.

But all this is US, folks, not "them", and our newfound
ability to totally inundate ourselves with information should
not mislead us to conclude that things are somehow building
to some revelation climax on the part of the visitors.

So, although its apparent (to me) that something is going on,
its NOT apparent (to me) that any great revelation is just
around the corner from the visitors.  This of course doesn't
exclude potential mindbending revelations from our own side,
as the continuing American Computer Company web site saga
intimates.

One last observation is that folks who predict upcoming
paradigm-shifting revelations by the visitors have routinely
been made fools of.  Sheldon Nidle's 1996 "mass landings",
and Dr. Boylan's predictions of 1997 contact announcements
spring to mind as ad hoc examples.  Of course I realize 1997
isn't quite over yet, and I may yet have to eat those words.
But pardon me for not holding my breath.

-Brian Cuthbertson

PS. My apologies to folks who object to the term "visitors".
I had to use something, and that seemed as good as any.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
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Re: Clark and ETH (and ELs)

From: Jilain <jilain@rt66.com> [Jilain Jones]
Date: Sat, 06 Dec 1997 10:24:03 -0700
Fwd Date: Sat, 06 Dec 1997 13:06:21 -0500
Subject: Re: Clark and ETH (and ELs)

>From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
>Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 17:45:01 PST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: RE: UFO UpDate: Re: Clark and ETH (and ELs)

<big time major snip>

>I will let readers of the list familiar with my writing judge for
>themselves whether my writing evinces serious mental disorder
>-- surely the most unique criticism ever made of it, I must say.

<more snipping>

>Cheers,

>Jerry Clark

Hello all  :)

I have just joined the list, and thus have missed a great deal of
this conversation.  (Haven't had time to check the archives and
catch up on it as yet).  But the above statement really caught my
eye.  It never ceases to amaze me how quickly an "armchair
diagnosis" of mental disorder rears its head when dealing with
those who investigate any aspect of the ufo/alien phenomenon.

I know a gentleman who has been investigating ufos for 30 years
or so. He once told me that you will know when you're "hitting
too close to home" when people stop debating the data you present
and start attacking you personally.  I've found that to be a true
statement.

I personally find the whole thing quite intriguing.  Once the
personal attacks start, I REALLY start paying close attention to
what someone is saying.  And I've found that nine times out of
ten, the one doing the attacking is reacting to the "hitting of a
nerve" by someone else. From there, its generally just a matter
of time before there is some indication given as to what the
"nerve" is all about.

I do have one question:  To those who investigate abductions,
have you ever had a report of furniture being moved in the home
of the abductee?

Anyway, I shall go back into lurk mode for a while now.  :)

See ya around

Jilain

                  ~~~Tell me not, in mournful numbers,
                       Life is but an empty dream!
                     For the soul is dead that slumbers,
                       And things are not what they seem.~~~

====Jilain can be reached via email at jilain@rt66.com
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      or via IRC undernet channel #blackvault====
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 6

Evidence For Military Kidnappings Of Alleged UFO

From: Joseph Polanik <jpolanik@mindspring.com>)
Date: Sat, 06 Dec 1997 12:17:39 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 06 Dec 1997 13:12:29 -0500
Subject: Evidence For Military Kidnappings Of Alleged UFO

(I am forwarding this from the Conspiracy Theory Research List[CTRL].
Subscription information is at the bottom of the page. Joseph Polanik)

 -----
 Preliminary Findings Of Project MILAB:
 Evidence For Military Kidnappings Of Alleged UFO Abductees

 By Helmut Lammer Ph.D. =A91996

 I. Introduction

 UFO abductions are generally a very strange and complex phenomenon. For
 skeptics, journalists and the public, it is difficult to believe that
 abductions by alien beings have their basis in physical reality. Reports
 of alien beings entering bedrooms through walls, and levitating
 abductees through closed windows and into a waiting craft are hard to
 believe for the open minded researcher too. However, well respected
 researchers have shown that the core of the UFO abduction phenomenon
 cannot be explained psychologically as hallucinations or mass delusions
 [1]. The passing decades of abduction research have brought changes as
 well. Recently, some UFO abductees have reported that they have also
 been kidnapped by military intelligence personnel (MILAB) and taken to
 hospitals and/or military facilities, some of which are described as
 being underground.

 Very few of the popular books on the subject of UFO abductions have
 mentioned these experiences. Especially disconcerting is the fact that
 abductees recall seeing military intelligence personnel together with
 alien beings, working side by side in these secret facilities. The
 presence of human military and civilian personnel occupying the same
 physical reality as alien beings exceeds the mind-sets of the skeptics
 and the open-minded researchers by several orders of magnitude. The
 skeptics would rather believe that stories of aliens and military
 personnel in governmental underground facilities are fabrications
 designed to elicit attention from conspiracy believers or hallucinations
 in general.

 Researchers in the field of mind control suggest that these cases are
 evidence that the whole UFO abduction phenomenon is staged by the
 intelligence community as a cover for their illegal experiments
to gain respect for abduction
 research ignore these stories, since they represent only a minor
 fraction of the cases in their files [3]. I think that abduction cases
 involving abductee reports of being abducted by the military as well as
 alien beings, are very important for two reasons:

 1.) If the UFO community has evidence that a covert military
 intelligence task force is involved in the abduction phenomenon, we
 would know that this phenomenon represents a matter of national
 security.

 2.) The alleged military involvement in the abduction phenomenon could
 be evidence that the military uses abductees for mind control
 experiments as test-targets for microwave weapons. Moreover, the
 military could be monitoring and even kidnapping abductees for
 information gathering purposes during, before and after a UFO abduction.
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 If either of these points are correct, researchers and victims can
 expect to run into early resistance when proposing Congressional
 hearings concerning UFOs and abductions. It is for this reason that I
 have created Project MILAB and present in this article my preliminary
 findings of this study. MILAB is the acronym for Military Abductions of
 alleged UFO Abductees. I reviewed the relevant literature, contacted UFO
 and mind control researchers, as well as MILAB abductees and mind
 control victims from all over the world. I have compared my findings
 with the comprehensive UFO Abduction Study by Dr. Thomas Bullard [4,5],
 the MUFON Abduction Transcription Project [6,7] and the MIT Abduction
 Proceedings [1].

 II. Helicopter Activity in Connection with MILABs

 My study indicates that MILAB abductees are harassed by dark, unmarked
 helicopters that fly around their houses. The mysterious helicopter
 activity goes back to the late sixties and early seventies, when they
 showed an apparent interest in animal mutilations, but not in alleged
 UFO abductees [8, 9, 10]. However, well-known researcher Raymond E.
 Fowler reports some helicopter activity in connection with UFO witnesses
 durin
abduction
 cases worldwide from 1968 to 1984. The majority of these cases occurred
 during the seventies and early eighties [4,5]. I found only 4 abduction
 cases in Dr. Bullard's study where the abductees saw helicopters over or
 near their houses. Among these cases is the well investigated Betty
 Andreasson-Luca abduction.

 Importantly, these helicopter cases occurred in North America; three
 within the United States and one in Canada. Curiously, there were also
 sightings of mysterious helicopters in England during the seventies, but
 they were not connected with animal mutilations or UFO abductions [12].

 I have discovered that the helicopter activity associated with UFO
 abductions has increased from the eighties to the present day. Dan
 Wright has ten cases in the MUFON Transcription Project files (at the
 time of this publication), where helicopters were seen flying in the
 area of the abductee's home within hours of an alleged UFO abduction
 [7]. I have also found that many abduction researchers in North America
 have, on average, about three helicopter cases connected with UFO
 abductions, in their files. It appears to me that this is a North
 American phenomenon since none of the contacted researchers in
 Australia, Africa, Europe and South America have well investigated
 abduction cases that are connected with helicopter activity.

 Well-known abductees such as previously mentioned Betty Andreasson-Luca,
 as well as Debbie Jordan, Kathy Mitchell, Whitley Strieber, Leah Haley,
 Katharina Wilson, Beth Collins, Anna Jamerson and many more, have been
 harassed by these phantom helicopters [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 20]. It is
 not appropriate to suggest that these helicopters are a nineties version
 of the black Cadillacs belonging to the Men in Black (MIB) [4], since
 some abductees have photographs of them and they have also been seen by
 witnesses who have nothing to do with the UFO phenomenon. [e.g. 10, 13,
 18]. In other words, the unmarked helicopters are a physical phenomenon
 (perhaps contracted by a secr
military intelligence task force), while
 the MIB phenomenon seems to have a paranormal derivation.

 Let us summarize what we know about the mysterious helicopter activity
 in five points:

 1.) The helicopter activity began during the late sixties to early
 seventies and seemed to be connected with animal mutilations.

 2.) During the above time frame, the helicopters showed only a minor
 interest in UFO abductees, appearing occasionally after UFO sightings.

 3.) The helicopter activity began to increase in relation to UFO
 abductions during the eighties and up to the present day. However, it
 also continued to be reported in proximity to animal mutilation sites
 across North America.

 4.) At present, many North American abduction researchers have some
 mysterious helicopter cases in their files.

 5.) There were reports of phantom helicopter activity in England during
 the seventies, but it seems that their interest in animal mutilations
 and abductees is limited to North America.
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 III. Alleged Kidnappings by Military Intelligence Personnel

 Most abductees report interaction with military intelligence personnel
 after the helicopters begin to appear. Debbie Jordan reports, for
 instance, in a side note of her book Abducted! [13] that she was stunned
 by an alleged friend and taken to a kind of hospital where she was
 examined by a medical doctor. This doctor removed an implant from her
 ear!

 The abduction experiences of Leah Haley and Katharina Wilson are full of
 MILAB encounters [15, 16]. Some of Katharina Wilson's experiences are
 comparable with mind control experiments. For example, she writes of a
 flashback from her childhood where she remembers being forced into what
 appears to be a Skinner Box-like container which may have been used for
 behavior modification purposes. Because of these types of experiences,
 Katharina Wilson published an excellent article on her Web Site titled
 Project Open Mind: Are Some Alien Abductions Government Mind Control
 Experiments? [19] Beth Collins and Anna Jamerson incl
 military personnel in their book
 Connections [17], and the late Dr. Karla Turner investigated MILABs in
 her books Into the Fringe and Taken: Inside the Alien-Human Abduction
 Agenda [20].

 A worldwide survey revealed that most North American abduction
 researchers have on average, between two and five MILAB cases in their
 files. At present, it seems to me that there are no UFO-related MILABs
 in Australia, South America, Africa, Europe, England or Ireland. I
 compared typical UFO abduction scenarios that were described in Dan
 Wright's MUFON Abduction Transcription Project with ten well
 investigated MILAB victims: Casey Turner, Katharina Wilson, Leah Haley,
 Debbie Jordan, "Polly," "Pat," "Lisa," "Beth," "Angie" and "Amy." The
 last six names are pseudonyms of abductees from the late Dr. Karla
 Turner's book Taken [20]. What I found were many differences between
 abductions by alleged alien beings and abductions by military personnel.

 MILABs involve the following elements:

 Dark, unmarked helicopter activity, the appearance of strange vans or
 buses outside the houses of abductees, exposure to disorienting
 electromagnetic fields, drugging, and transport by a helicopter, bus or
 truck to an unknown building or an underground military facility.
 Usually after the military kidnappings there are physical aftereffects
 such as grogginess and sometimes nausea. There is also a difference when
 the abductors appear. In most UFO abduction cases, the beings appear
 through a closed window, wall, or the abductee feels a strange presence
 in the room. Most abductees report that they are paralyzed from the
 mental power of the alien beings. During MILABs the abductee reports
 that the kidnappers give him or her a shot with a syringe. It is also
 interesting that MILAB abductees report that they are examined by human
 doctor's in rectangular rooms and not in round sterile rooms, as they
 are described during most UFO abductions [4, 5, 6, 7]. The described
 rooms, halls and furniture are similar to terrestrial hospital ro
s,
 laboratories or research facilities and have nothing to do with "UFO" f
 urniture.

 During a MILAB, the examination is similar as during UFO abductions,
 however, the MILAB victim is not paralyzed, but rather, tied to an
 examination table or a gynecological chair. Sometimes, the abductee gets
 a strong drink before the examination. This is perhaps a
 contrast-enhancing fluid. MILAB doctors are usually dressed in white lab
 coats and show an interest in implants as well as gynecological
 examinations. In some MILAB cases military doctors searched for implants
 and sometimes even implanted the abductee with a military device.
 Therefore, surgeons extracting alleged alien implants should be prepared
 in the event they find military devices since human implant technology
 is very advanced.

 IV. Terrestrial Implants

 To date, more than 3 million animals worldwide have been successfully
 implanted with an implantable transponder manufactured by
 Destron-Fearing [21]. The implantable transponder is a passive radio
 frequency identification tag, designed to work in conjunction with a
 compatible radio-frequency ID reading system. The transponder is
 activated by a low-frequency radio signal. It then transmits the ID code
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 to the reading system. The smallest transponder is about the size of an
 uncooked grain of rice. The transponder's tiny electronic circuit is
 energized by the low-power radio beam sent by a compatible reading
 device.

 A similar bio-chip for humans was developed by Dr. Daniel Man in the
 United States. Dr. Daniel Man has held a U.S. patent for a homing device
 since 1989, that can be implanted in humans [22]. He developed the
 implant for solving the missing children problem. This device is
 slightly larger than the Destron implant and cannot be injected with a
 special syringe. Instead, a small surgical incision must be made for it
 to be implanted. It is important to note, that Dr. Man claims that the
 best location for his implant may be behind the ear. MILAB abductees
 like Debbie Jordan ha
ars!

 Dr. Man says that the device is powered by a small battery that can be
 routinely charged with a device that is held outside the body near the
 location of the implant. Those individuals in charge of monitoring the
 implants (and therefore the people) could use three satellites or
 specially equipped helicopters if they wanted to find a missing person.
 By using triangulation to follow the signal from the implant, satellites
 or the helicopters could pinpoint the implant's exact location. Before
 Dr. Man's device becomes available for use in humans in the United Stat
 es, it will have to be approved by the U.S. Food and Drug
 Administration.

 An agency interested in monitoring physiological information from an
 abductee during a UFO abduction could use biomedical telemetry.
 Biomedical telemetry is defined as a special area of biomedical
 instrumentation that permits the transmission of physiological
 information from an often inaccessible location to a remote monitoring
 site [23]. The transmitting unit can be implanted within a subject's
 body. Animals have been monitored with biotelemetry for about 30 years
 now. By using telemetric systems as a method of monitoring abductees,
 the military could obtain physiological data, such as respiration,
 muscle tension, and the presence of adrenaline in the bloodstream.

 There is evidence that the military developed Dr. Man's implant
 technology years ago. Research in the observation and control of human
 behavior and its possible use in rehabilitation was performed during the
 sixties. National Security experts like Dr. Steven Metz and Dr. James
 Kievit predicted in their report The Revolution in Military Affairs and
 Conflict Short of War for the US Army War College, that in the near
 future every American at risk could be equipped with an electronic
 individual position locator device (IPLD) [24]. They suggested that such
 a device could be permanently implanted under the skin with automatic
 remote activation upon departure from the United States, while passin

 through a security screening system at the airport, for example. The
 predictions by these national security experts resemble the plans of Dr.
 Joseph A. Meyer, a computer specialist with the National Security Agency
 (NSA). During the seventies, Dr. Meyer proposed attaching transponders
 to all Americans arrested for various crimes [2].

 During the late fifties and early sixties neuroscientist Dr. Jose
 Delgado invented the stimoceiver, a electrode capable of receiving and
 transmitting electronic signals via FM radio waves. Such a device
 implanted in the brain via the sinus cavity for example, will act as a
 powerful stimulant when activated by FM radio waves. One can suggest
 that the stimoceiver has since been modified to receive stimulation from
 microwave pulses and is capable of wielding a surprising degree of
 control over the implanted victim's response mechanisms [25].

 Implants were being used on unwitting persons as early as fifty years
 ago. One well documented case of the implantation of an electronic
 device into a victim is the case of Robert Naeslund. Mr. Naeslund claims
 that he was unwittingly implanted during an operation in Stockholm,
 Sweden. He has X-rays which clearly show a mushroom-shaped device in his
 brain. He claims that the operation was performed by Dr. Curt Strand,
 who inserted the device in his head through the right nasal passage
 [26].

 The transnasal approach to implants is in common use in Neurosurgery
 [27, 28, 29, 30, 31]. Interestingly, alien abductees have been reporting
 since the sixties, how alien beings have implanted them by placing small
 objects up their noses through the nasal passage and sinus cavity.
 Alleged alien abductees and mind control victims relay that either alien
 doctors or human doctors performed these procedures.

 Robert Naeslund is not alone, he is now a researcher of Gruppen, an
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 organization against illegal mind control experiments. Gruppen and other
 organizations like the Freedom of Thought Foundation have collected a
 lot of evidence that ons are in contact with many victims from all over the
 world who have experienced similar effects as Naeslund, but have nothing
 to do with the UFO community.

 V. Virtual Reality Scenarios and Microwave Hearing

 It appears that some experiences of alleged alien abductees and mind
 control victims may be explained by an advanced virtual reality
 technology. The late Dr. Karla Turner called these experiences Virtual
 Reality Scenarios (VRS) [19, 20]. There are alleged mind control victims
 who claim that someone implants pictures in their brain [32]. If someone
 has been implanted with an intracerebral device, then the implant
 operators may be able to electronically implant pictures and memories
 into the brain of the abductee.

 The New World Vistas was a major undertaking for the USAF Scientific
 Advisory Board (SAB) [33]. This military publication was published in
 June 1996 and is a forecast of possible military developments over the
 next 50 years. In this publication, military scientists suggest that the
 development of electromagnetic energy sources, the output of which can
 be pulsed, shaped, and focused and coupled with the human body will be
 able to: 1) allow one to prevent voluntary muscular movements, 2)
 control emotions and actions, 3) produce sleep, 4) transmit suggestions,
 5) interfere with both short-term and long-term memory, and 6) both
 produce and delete an experience set.

 The military scientists argue that the concept of imprinting a virtual
 reality experience set is highly speculative, but nonetheless highly
 exciting. If such a technology was developed in secret and exists today,
 the unexplainable vividness of some abduction accounts may be explained
 by the implantation of an experience set into the brain of an abductee.
 Dr. Joseph Sharp and Allen Frey experimented with microwaves and
 transmitted spoken words directly into the audio cortex via
 pulsed-microwaves. Dr. Frey's work in this field, dating back to the
 sixties, gave rise to the so called "Frey Effect," which is common
 in abductees and mind control victims sometimes report
 that they hear voices in their heads, although they are not
 schizophrenic. Certainly these scenarios cannot be the case for all UFO
 abductions like multiple abductions, but it may explain a small portion
 and may play a significant role in MILABs.

 VI. Otherworldly Journeys and Underground Military Facilities

 It is interesting to note, that seven abductees of my test sample claim
 that they were allegedly transported to a military underground facility.
 The research of Dr. Richard Sauder showed that almost every federal
 agency and military institution has several secret underground
 facilities across the United States. Some of these facilities are so
 secret that there are only rumors about their existence [36].
 Otherworldly Journeys to strange underground places are common in UFO
 abductions and Dr. Thomas Bullard found a specific pattern in
 Otherworldly Journeys in his abduction research [4, 5].

 1.) Preparation: The alien beings put the abductee into a protective
 environment for the trip.

 2.) Travel: Actual transit to the Otherworld occurs.

 3.) Underground: The abductee passes underground.

 4.) Landscape: The abductee sees the surface of the Otherworld.

 5.) Museum: The tour of the Otherworld includes a stop at a museum or
 zoo.

 In Dr. Bullard's study there are 10 UFO abduction cases where the
 abductee experienced an Otherworldly Journey in an underworld, during
 their UFO abduction. A typical Otherworldly Journey is Betty
 Andreasson's experience in 1950. She experienced seeing a UFO plunge
 into a sea and come out again, and then enter huge crystalline caverns
 which broadened into a vast underworld. Less frequently the examination
 occurs on the Otherworld. During an abduction experience in 1967 Betty
 Andreasson passed through a long dark tunnel similar to a mine shaft cut
 out of rock. In addition, Dr. Gilda Moura informed me that she has
 investigated UFO abduction cases during which abductees reported
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 Otherworldly Journeys into unde
 hese Otherworldly Journeys are not comparable to
 well investigated MILAB underground cases. The Otherworldly Journey
 experiences have a mystical quality, while the MILAB underground
 experiences seem to be a manifestation in our reality. MILAB abductees
 describe elevators, hallways, generators, conference and medical rooms.
 Contrary to experiences during Otherworldly Journeys, if a MILAB
 abductee is kidnapped to an underground facility, the abductors examine
 the victims there. Some abductees report Otherworldly Journeys and MILAB
 experiences separately [16, 20]. Beth, an abductee from Dr. Turner's
 book Taken: Inside the Alien-Human Abduction Agenda, described
 flashbacks which began with her seeing a small flying disc and then
 entering a well lit underground city [20]. The craft flew through a
 tunnel passage into an enormous cavern that contained several buildings.
 UFOs were parked in various locations and alien beings were working side
 by side with human military personnel. In her next flashback Beth
 somehow flew through a body of water and into a tunnel, and then emerged
 from a lake.

 Such flashbacks should be investigated very carefully since they could
 be a mixture of an Otherworldly Journey (entering a well lit underground
 city) and a MILAB underground experience (seeing military personnel). It
 is also important to note that some abductees have flashbacks and they
 remember aliens and military personnel together, but during hypnosis the
 abductee remembers only the military personnel [15, 37]. It is possible
 the abductee mixed an alien abduction experience and a MILAB scenario,
 or that the abductee underwent some kind of hypno-programming by
 military psychiatrists during the MILAB. It is also possible that the
 military is using Electronic Dissolution of Memory (EDOM). This is
 accomplished by electronically jamming the brain, causing the neu
 rotransmitter acetylcholine to create static which blocks out sight and
 sounds. After this mind control procedure a MILAB abductee would have no
 m
f what he or she saw or heard. The mind of the abductee would be
 blank [2, 19, 25].
 VII. Discussion

 We must consider the possibility that some of the information we are
 getting from MILAB abductees may be cover stories, induced by the
 hypno-programming processes of military psychiatrists. There is also the
 possibility that the military uses rubber alien masks and special
 effects during a MILAB. MILAB abductee Katharina Wilson reports
 flashbacks where she remembered holding a rubber mask of an alien head
 in her hands [16]. Facts such as these lead some mind control
 researchers to believe that all alien abductees are used in secret mind
 control and/or genetic experiments staged by a powerful black arm of the
 United States government [2]. However, I have found some arguments
 against this over generalization:

 1.) If all alien abductions are a cover for secret mind control or
 genetic experiments like the Lebensborn Project of the Nazis [38], why
 have abductees only reported military intelligence involvement since the
 early eighties and not before? We should see the opposite of this, since
 the mind control technology would be much better in the nineties than it
 was during the sixties and seventies!

 2.) Why are there mind control victims who are implanted and used for
 secret weapons tests, but have nothing to do with the UFO phenomenon or
 alien abductions? It seems to me that the "mind control agenda" does not
 need UFO abductions as a cover story, since nobody believes the claims
 of ordinary mind control victims in the first place, although they have
 X-rays where everyone can see anomalous objects in their heads.

 3.) If all alien abductions are a cover for mind control experiments,
 why does the military perform gynecological examinations of female
 abductees?

 Serious researchers should investigate all possibilities. Some UFO
 abductees may indeed be mind control victims or they may have been used
 in black-ops genetic experiments from the eighties or earlier. However,
 I think there is anothe
 in the UFO abduction phenomenon. My preliminary
 hypothesis for alleged military kidnappings of UFO abductees is as
 follows:

 MILABs could be evidence that a secret military intelligence task force
 has been operating in North America since the early eighties, and is
 involved in the monitoring and kidnapping of alleged UFO abductees.

 In the early 1980s, a lot of money became available for top secret
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 military projects like the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI). I believe
 this secret task force may be financed by a portion of this money that
 is set aside for SDI. It is no coincidence that the genesis of SDI and
 the reports of military intelligence personnel interfering with
 abductees coincide with one another. It seems to me that they are
 interested in well investigated abduction cases. They monitor the houses
 of their victims, kidnap and possibly implant them with military devices
 shortly after a UFO abduction experience. It appears to me that they are
 searching for possible alien implants as well. Their gynecological
 interest in female abductees could be explained if they are searching
 for alleged alien-hybrid embryos. One thing I'm sure of is, this task
 force and the people who are behind these kidnappings are using advanced
 mind control technology which is currently being tested illegally on
 individuals who have nothing to do with UFO abductions.

 Victims and researchers who are interested in this study or have
 important information they wish to share can contact me at the following
 address:
 Dr. Helmut Lammer
 Postfach 76
 A-8600 Bruck/Mur
 Austria
 Email: lammerh@bkfug.kfunigraz.ac.at

 Dr. Lammer is a scientist with the Austrian Space Research Institute. He
 is the Austrian representative for the Mutual UFO Network and a member
 of the Society for Scientific Exploration, SSE. Dr. Lammer has
 co-authored two previous books with Oliver Sidla. They are UFO Secrecy
 (Herbig: Munich, 1995) and UFO Close Encounters (Herbig: Munich, 1996).

 The previous information covering "Project MILAB" is a s
which is scheduled to be
 published in the Autumn of 1997. His current working title is Covert
 Operations: Military Involvement in Mind Control Experiments and UFO
 Abductions.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 6

Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

From: Don Ledger <dledger@istar.ca>
Date: Sat, 06 Dec 1997 15:46:38 +0100
Fwd Date: Sat, 06 Dec 1997 13:18:31 -0500
Subject: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

> Date: Sat, 6 Dec 1997 02:51:30 -0500
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

> >From: Paul Devereux <DevereuxP@aol.com>
> >Date: Fri, 5 Dec 1997 08:42:46 EST
> >To: updates@globalserve.net
> >Subject: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

> >John Velez  wrote:

> >>Date: Tue, 2 Dec 1997 13:41:16 -0500
> >>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >>From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
> >>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

> >>Until about six years ago I had rationalized my lifetime of
> >>unexplained experiences and memories as OOBE's (out of body
> >>exp's) vivid nightmares, and several unexplained objects (UFO
> >>sightings) I had seen in the sky (throughout my life - beginning
> >>in childhood) that simply didn't fit in with anything -I- knew
> >>of...

> ><mega-snip>

> Hi Paul, hi All,

> Paul wrote,

> >Thank you for your honest account. Most revealing.

> Please don't take this remark personally Paul as it is not
> directed at you specifically. The reason I wrote that e-mail is
> because I'm a little tired of having 'other people' tell me what
> I have experienced.

> >I am absolutely convinced of your sincerity, and the truth of the
> >experiences you describe. But, they are not physical abductions -
> >I *promise* you.

> I only have a couple of rules that I go by, one of them is,
> "never make promises that you can't keep!" <G> Yes, they are
> physical Paul. I'll share just one example with you (there are
> many)

> Several years ago my wife awakened me and she was very alarmed
> and upset. As I sat up in bed I noticed that she had drawn the
> covers up and exposed her upper thigh so that I could see it. She
> was pointing at her leg and crying, "John, what is that, how did
> that get there? I didn't have that last night, what happened to
> my leg?" She was [seriously] upset and crying. My wife doesn't
> get upset real easy, her highly agitated state if taken alone and
> out of context was unusual and out of character for her.

> On her leg was a very deep (about 1/2 inch) groove, with sharp,
> clean edges as if someone had tightened a steel strap around her
> leg and the muscle failed to return to it's normal shape. On the
> outside portion of the "strap mark" (for want of a better term)
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> was an indentation the size and shape of a tablespoon. Like a
> strap indentation with a huge crater on one side. I was shocked
> and at a complete loss for an explanation.

> I rushed her over to our long time family physician (an internist
> who is also the chief of cardiology at Jamaica hospital here in
> NY) who was at a loss to explain it. He said he'd ,"never seen
> anything like it!" Before we left the office he even inquired if
> I had used something on her during sexual relations. I informed
> him that although sex was fun and uninhibited for us it -never-
> included any 'aids' or 'toys'! Did I mention I had [one of those]
> "visitation nightmares" the same night my wife's mark appeared?

> One more just for good measure. When my son was sixteen (six
> years ago) he came down for breakfast one morning disturbed and
> confused about two scars he had discovered just above his knees.

<snipped>

> >What you describe shows quite clearly that you are prone to these
> >states of consciousness, John, but that of course does not make
> >your * experiences* any less valid or realistic.

> For someone who has never met me that's a pretty heavy diagnosis!
> How on Gods' good earth could you possibly know what I'm "prone
> to" or not? Do you freelance on the psychic hotline?

Hi John, Paul and List,

I have stayed out of this thread since the first, skimming the
various thoughts put forward by many of the heavyweights in the
business, trying to get a handle on it. I am surprised that it
took this long for someone to gently try to prod an abductee with
the line that it's all in his/her head.

Now really, don't you think Paul that we are well past the point
in the abductee phenomenon where we can start tossing that old
chestnut around. I think we are. It's like using the Venus theory
to explain a football field sized object 100 feet over some
witnesses head. It's just too damned simplistic.

Two or three years ago I might have been more sympathetic to your
theory Paul, but not now. Like many in the UFO field, I have been
drawn into the abductee phenomenon by its association with the
UFO field. I get calls like everyone else on the subject. I go
out for an interview about a sighting then when that's been dealt
with there's that uneasiness [you get to recognize it after
awhile] that surfaces, the witness getting slightly agitated
before telling "the rest of the story".

As a researcher you sit there detached, yet facinated, by the
details that come out. If you've read up on the subject you start
to see all of the usual telltale signs. So then you think, well
if I've read about it then so they might have. But after
questioning you discover that that this is not something they
were even remotely interested in before the event, and that this
is not something they want known to any but a few because it can
damage careers, or community standing, or for any of a hundred
other reasons.

Still you wonder, with your wonderful detachment, and your
curious little mind, smug in you delightful remote stance,
examining the phenomenon at arms length. While you are holding it
out in front of you at that "arms length", it comes up and bites
you on the ass when one of your own, close in your own
family..tells you a story. A grandchild or maybe two reacts
unprompted to pictures [on TV or in books] of the "cute little
gray guys" in a totally hostile or fearful fashion. Before long
six people in your family are relating curious details to you,
asking like the strangers do, what happened here.

Paul, it's only a matter of time before it happens to you. Or
maybe it has.

> >It is such a pity so few people seem to want to know of the middle
> >way between naive literalism and out-and-out debunking in these
> >matters.

> I like that Paul! Nice capper. First we're all mis-interpreting
> our experiences, then - we are all such easily influenced and
> weak minded boobs, that possibly all of our memories are the
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> result of "outside influence" and now,. . . the creme de la
> creme,---we're "naive"

> What a neat package! Misunderstanding, easily influenced, and
> naive! Paul my man, if it helps you to get through the night to
> believe that, then you have my blessings. If you really believe
> it, you have my sympathy.

Naive! That being the case then there are an awful lot of naive
but very intelligent people out there.

Many of us are aware of people in highly responsible, high
ranking or positions in science that are affected by this
phenomenon.  I suspect that there are many reading this list
right now that are not telling all, in fact I know of a few, as
do others.

But that is their business.

My business is to speak for them in my limited fashion and assure
Paul and others that want to treat this as a purely psychological
phenomenon, that they are well off the track. I suggest that you
cast about you, look in your own families, and you will find that
somewhere close to you is someone who has had something "highly
strange" happen to them and want some answers.

It won't be so easy to blow it off then.

> If my experiences were "something else" then I'd simply say so.
> My experiences and memories are what they are and what I have
> reported. You can dance around it all you want, it just is what
> it is. Maybe one day you'll consider including in your list of
> possible explanations, "we are simply telling the truth and
> reporting what we remember."

It's hard, John, to get Occum's Razor to work on our side,
meaning the UFO phenomenon and it's associated fields.

> I came by my views the hard way Paul. I was not prepared to
> accept alien abduction as an explanation either, but after
> recieving confirmation after confirmation of the physical nature
> of these encounters it's hard for me to deny it. I've seen
> classic flying saucers close up in broad daylight with other
> witnesses. I'm not a "UFO believer", like Mr S says, "I'm a UFO
> -KNOWER!"

> Respectfully,

> John Velez

It has been my experience that those who have had the abduction
experience, shop around looking for almost any explanation, short
of that they are crazy, to explain what has happened to them
before accepting the inevitable explanation, that it really
happened. Some choice they have...they were abducted or they're
crazy.

As for UFO sightings. I recently travelled 4,200 miles across
Canada from Nova Scotia to British Columbia to see my second UFO.
Get this. I was on my way into a shopping mall to buy film for my
camera when I, in company with another investigator, saw it.
Broad daylight, 2:00 pm local, beautiful blue sky, estimated
altitude of 2,500 to 3,000 feet, white, cigarette shaped object
object moving at about 125 to 150 mph.
Duration 1.5 to 2 minutes.

And I'm out of film.

Don Ledger
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 6

Re: Fire Balloons & Exeter

From: David Rudiak <DRudiak@aol.com>
Date: Sat, 6 Dec 1997 12:53:29 EST
Fwd Date: Sat, 06 Dec 1997 13:51:19 -0500
Subject: Re: Fire Balloons & Exeter

>From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
>Date: Thu, 4 Dec 1997 23:34:05 -0800
>Fwd Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 11:17:56 -0500
>Subject: Re: 'Fire Balloons' & 'Exeter'

>There was one item that I noticed, which is also relevant.
>Robinson states: "Data about the distance of the object
>from the observers is inherently unreliable due to the fact
>that binocular vision is only good out to about 20 feet
>unless the object passes directly in front of or behind a
>known object."

>While he cites no source for this, a standard reference
>on optical illusions is Minneaert's "Light & Colour".
>LC# 54-10021
>On p 160...
>"Street lights farther away than 160-170 yards seem at
>night to be all the same distance."

We use various methods of gauging distance.  Direct determination
through parallax between the eyes involves our stereoscopic
system.  People typically test to 24 arc seconds of stereoacuity.
 If you use 6 cm as being the distance between the eyes, this
works out to most people having their stereoscopic systems
operational out to about 500 meters.  At that point we can tell
that something is closer than something further away, but not
necessarily accurately gauge its distance.

However, it is simply NOT true that our "binocular system" is
only good out to 20 feet, as you ably point out.  Robinson
obviously doesn't know beans about the subject.

>This does not mean that the viewer cannot tell how
>far away they are, BTW.

Correct.  Even when stereopsis breaks down, we use all sorts of
other cues to help us determine distance, such as relative size,
motion parallax, atmospheric haze, being obstructed by a closer
object, etc.  Our guesses may not be terribly accurate, but they
generaly get us into the ballpark.

>Minneaert also states:
>"The average uninstructed observer underestimates
>all long distances, e.g. a fire at night."
>And he describes the Von Sterneck calculation
>for correcting for under-estimation beyond 200 yards
>(600 feet), which is:
>d' = (cd)/c+d
>where d' is apparent distance, and c is a constant
>varying from 200 yards to 10 miles.

>According to "Incident at Exeter" the estimated
>distance was 300 feet. This is well within the
>Minneart distance, and thus would be perfectly
>acccessible to an observer.

Thank's for this information.  I wasn't familiar with this.

David Rudiak
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 7

Re: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass

From: Jim Deardorff <deardorj@ucs.orst.edu>
Date: Sat, 6 Dec 1997 10:52:08 -0800 (PST)
Fwd Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 10:51:40 -0500
Subject: Re: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass

> Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 16:05:36 -0800
> From: Ted Viens <drtedv@freewwweb.com>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass
>         Sightings

> > Date: Thu, 4 Dec 1997 19:02:30 -0800 (PST)
> > From: Jim Deardorff <deardorj@ucs.orst.edu>
> > To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass Sightings

> > Are you saying, Ted, that there were typos involved in the dates
> > of that report from Peterson AFB?  In particular, in its sentence
> > that reads:

> > "The Russians launched a SL-12 (Proton) four-stage rocket booster
> > from the Tyuratam space launch facility at 3:49 p.,. EST on Nov.
> > 16."

> > And in the sentence that reads, "The USSPACECOM Space
> > Surveillance Network (SSN) tracked the rocket and boosters
> > throughout the first three stages of launch, and observed,
> > recorded and reported an object re-entering the Earth's
> > atmosphere at 7:49 p.m. EST, Nov 16."

> > As you know, the sightings were on the 14th.  You seem to be
> > saying that this US Space Command Release of Nov. 29th contained
> > disinformation.  Do you mean that?

> > Jim Deardorff

> Not at all Jim.  You appear to be comparing granny apples to
> delicious apples here which is another way of saying that we are
> talking about two different launches.  I am talking about NORAD
> object number 25047 which, as you can see from the OIG report
> below was launched on 12 November 1997 and decayed on 15 November
> 1997, and your USSPACECOM report delivered through unnamed
> channels, is talking about another undesignated launch.

Ted,

Earlier, the attempted put-downs of these Washington state mass
UFO sightings tried to attribute them to a Russian rocket
booster, SL-12 (Proton).  I'm glad you also realize that it could
not have been responsible for any of the sightings.  The real
point is that certain UFO debunkers had no qualms in assigning
all the UFO sightings to this SL-12 booster without waiting for
any confirmation from Russia, which of course never occurred.

> In fact, the disconnected paragraphs you quote may in themselves be
> talking about two different vehicles.

The two sentences I quoted from the U.S. Space Command news
release of Nov. 29th (made available by Peter Davenport on the
National UFO Reporting Center's web site) were separated only by
the single sentence: "Aboard the booster was a spacecraft known
as the Mars '96 probe destined for the planet Mars."  Thus the
second sentence I had quoted did refer to the same rocket
booster.
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> [...]

> Now back to NORAD object 25047.  After my last postings, I dove
> into the web and dredged up an orbital element set for it dated
> 13 November. Plugging this into a satellite tracking program
> revealed that on 14 November 1997 a little after 9:00 pm Seattle
> time object number 25047 was expected to be passing just north of
> Seattle and very very low in orbit.  With this degree of
> corroboration, I don't see how we could fail to attribute most of
> the reports from the Northwest that night to this SL-12 booster.

You ought to read the UFO reports that Davenport made available
-- in 28 pages that include the forementioned discussion of the
Russian rocket booster launched on the 16th.  Most of the reports
are of glowing objects that moved across the sky quite slowly,
and in formation, taking from 30 seconds to 11 minutes as
observed from different locations.  They emphasized the slowness
(small angular velocity) of the UFOs, because by this feature
alone it was obvious, even to non-scientists, that what they saw
could not have been re-entry rocket or satellite debris or a
meteor shower, either one.  Others noted non-linearity in the
UFOs' tracks.

> Notice how I carefully say "most" above.  I also happened to be
> listening to the Art Bell show through these events.  It seemed
> to me that the witnesses may not have all been reporting the same
> event.  I had the feeling that possibly three different events
> were being described.  The most commonly reported event was
> clearly the reentry of space debris.

The debate then seems to be between "most" and "many."  As noted
in an earlier message, the UFO events may well have occurred near
the time at which some booster suffered its final piece of
orbital decay, and that need not have been any accident in the
timing of the UFO event by the UFO intelligences.  It's the
events NOT consisting of man-made or natural events that are the
concern of this list.  Those viewers who assumed it was
reentering space junk seem not to have supplied any estimate of
total duration of their sighting.

Could you help out here by supplying us with your estimate of the
most typical angular velocity across the sky, as viewed from the
earth's surface, of reentering space junk when it's at its
altitude of maximal flaming brightness?

If this altitude were taken to be 70,000 ft and if by then the
speed of the reentry debris had slowed down to 1/2 of the
previous orbital velocity, my rough estimate is that it would
take 12 seconds for it to cover a 120 degree arc of the viewers'
sky.  If the factor of 1/2 were whittled down by an order of
magnitude, then some fraction of the reports that emphasized the
slow movement might be explained by reentering debris.
However, they wouldn't explain the reports which emphasized the
excessive amount of such debris that would have been required, or
the non-linear movements, or the tails of fire that followed only
far behind the leading glowing balls; or the formation maintained
by the multiple objects, considering that reentering debris of
various sizes and shapes would be moving at different velocities
due to their different aerodynamic drags.

Jim Deardorff
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 7

Re: UFO Database interest

From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
Date: Sat, 6 Dec 1997 20:45:55 +0100 (MET)
Fwd Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 10:56:02 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO Database interest

>Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 20:23:06 +1030
>From: JJ <fierycelt@full-moon.com> [Jennifer Jarvis]
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: UFO Database interest

<snip>

>I was wondering for what purpose this aforementioned possible UFO
>Database is being compiled.

>With that statement, what I am trying to ask is this: "What is
>the ultimate goal of UFO Research?"

>Is it to try and discover some sort of pattern to the activity of
>the Extra-Terrestrial Visitors that are CURRENTLY visiting our
>planet?

>Is it to try and discover some sort of HISTORICAL pattern to the
>activity of said visitors?
>
>If these are the reasons, whence to we go from there?  What will
>we gain from this database?  What is the next step?

>I know of a gentleman in England who has researched UFO sightings
>dating back to the late 19th Century.   He has discovered
>patterns to the UFO activity all around our planet, and has
>formulated charts and graphs which, as I have found through
>working "in the field," are most helpful in determining the
>optimumum dates and times for possible UFO activity in a given
>area.

>Also, when I have a sighting, I carefully log the time, date,
>duration etc., and feed that information back to this gentleman,
>so that he can add this to his database, thus making his
>prediction system even more accurate.

>I have used these charts in Canada, the United States and England
>with excellent results, meaning that the Unconventional Flying
>Objects/Nocturnal lights or whatever, appear to arrive and depart
>"right on schedule."  It is as if I were using a timetable for a
>bus or train, except that, the vehicles involved do not appear to
>be from "around here."

>I have also had feedback from other people around the world to
>whom I have sent specially generated customized charts and graphs
>for their specific areas.  Here again, the dates and times
>predicted have been VERY accurate.

Hi Jennifer,

This all sounds very interesting. Who is this gentleman and
has he published a book or something that contains his charts
and graphs?

How can I get access to that?

Thanks a lot in advance.
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            __________________________________________
           /    Met vriendelijke groet/Best wishes    \
                      Henny van der Pluijm
                      hvdp@worldonline.nl
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Re: UFO Database interest

From: joel henry <jhenry@wavefront.com>
Date: Sat, 06 Dec 1997 14:16:22 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 12:12:15 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO Database interest

>Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 20:23:06 +1030
>From: JJ <fierycelt@full-moon.com> [Jennifer Jarvis]
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: UFO Database interest

>Hello Joel,

>I am an "amateur" UFO Researcher.  (The definition of "amateur,"
>as given in the Oxford Dictionary, is "one who practises a thing
>only as a pastime, esp. UNPAID player etc."  A "professional"
>researcher would be one who "performs for monetary reward?")

>I was wondering for what purpose this aforementioned possible UFO
>Database is being compiled.

Data on UFO reports is divided all over the place and generally not
easy to access. One central clearing house would be of benefit to
all of ufology.

>With that statement, what I am trying to ask is this: "What is
>the ultimate goal of UFO Research?"

To find out what these ufo's are all about (that's a major league
generalisation).

>Is it to try and discover some sort of pattern to the activity of
>the Extra-Terrestrial Visitors that are CURRENTLY visiting our
>planet?

That's on idea.

>Is it to try and discover some sort of HISTORICAL pattern to the
>activity of said visitors?

Another good one.

>If these are the reasons, whence to we go from there?  What will
>we gain from this database?  What is the next step?

Data in large quantity is useful not only for the record but
increases accuracy of studies done.

>I know of a gentleman in England who has researched UFO sightings
>dating back to the late 19th Century.   He has discovered
>patterns to the UFO activity all around our planet, and has
>formulated charts and graphs which, as I have found through
>working "in the field," are most helpful in determining the
>optimumum dates and times for possible UFO activity in a given
>area.

What's his name (e-mail address)? I'd like to get ahold of him.
He could be a real beneficial contributor.

>Also, when I have a sighting, I carefully log the time, date,
>duration etc., and feed that information back to this gentleman,
>so that he can add this to his database, thus making his
>prediction system even more accurate.

Good. The better data the better the results.
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>I have used these charts in Canada, the United States and England
>with excellent results, meaning that the Unconventional Flying
>Objects/Nocturnal lights or whatever, appear to arrive and depart
>"right on schedule."  It is as if I were using a timetable for a
>bus or train, except that, the vehicles involved do not appear to
>be from "around here."

>I have also had feedback from other people around the world to
>whom I have sent specially generated customized charts and graphs
>for their specific areas.  Here again, the dates and times
>predicted have been VERY accurate.

Is there a website one can easily access to get access to this
type of data/analysis? It's all very well and good to be able
to do it but not of much use if it is not widely shared (the
goal of the new database).

>Of course, how we use such information is left to our
>"consciences," and, maybe, certain people and agencies may use
>said information for the "wrong reasons."

>I use the charts to enable me to go and see these
>"unconventionals" without the inconvenience of having to wait
>around on the "off-chance" that something MIGHT appear. Very
>useful in our cold Canadian winters.

Being able to predict where and when they will show up is extremely
importanat and I'll bet hundreds of investigator would love to
access this info.

>But, even then, I ask myself, "Why AM I doing this?"  Maybe that
>is the secret to the whole story.  Humans have a need to ask
>questions. To be ever seeking.

>But, questions just produce more questions.  Will we ever have
>the answers?

With enough info, maybe. At least it will be more accurate and
therefore useful even in speculation.

If you or the gentlman you mentioned earlier would be interested
in contributing to this effort, it would be much appreciated.
Interest so far is very high.

Joel Henry

*****************************************************
Minnesota MUFON Webmaster
Minnesota MUFON Web Page= http://www.wavefront.com/~jhenry/index.html
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Re: Reality Check

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Sat, 6 Dec 1997 16:01:47 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 12:26:01 -0500
Subject: Re: Reality Check

>Date: Sat, 6 Dec 1997 09:35:51 -0600 (CST)
>From: Brian Cuthbertson <brianc@fc.net>
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: reality check

>A comment on reality checking in:  while I have absolutely
>no quarrel with Cathy regarding the reality of either her
>experiences, those of John Velez, of Whitley Strieber, or any
>other abductee, I've always been a bit leary of assertions
>that someday soon reality is about to check in, ie, these beings
>are going to "come out", reveal themselves publically, and
>forever change reality as it exists for our great seething
>mass of humanity.

>I say this because, as a reader of some number of books
>on the topic, and as a lurker here for a couple of years now,
>one thing that has regularly caught my attention is the fact
>that case evidence exists that these visitors have been around,
>doing their abduction thing, and working behind the scenes to
>nudge things along, for a long, long, long time.

Ah Brian,

How nice to hear another voice crying reason in this wilderness!!
But don't expect it to get you anywhere.  Yes, they've been here
a very long time, yes they have been doing whatever it is they do
for a very long time.  But don't expect to get much positive
feedback for saying so, or for pointing out that we know no more
what they are than our distant ancestors did.

>So, although its apparent (to me) that something is going on,
>its NOT apparent (to me) that any great revelation is just
>around the corner from the visitors.  This of course doesn't
>exclude potential mindbending revelations from our own side,
>as the continuing American Computer Company web site saga
>intimates.

>One last observation is that folks who predict upcoming
>paradigm-shifting revelations by the visitors have routinely
>been made fools of.  Sheldon Nidle's 1996 "mass landings",
>and Dr. Boylan's predictions of 1997 contact announcements
>spring to mind as ad hoc examples.  Of course I realize 1997
>isn't quite over yet, and I may yet have to eat those words.
>But pardon me for not holding my breath.

I'm not holding my breath either.  I have a prediction that
I can make with great confidence.  Not much is going to happen,
and when the millennium rolls around we are going to start on
another thousand year of the same old shit.

Apologies to the eschatologists among us, but it just ain't
gonna happen.

Bob
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 7

Re: Clark and ETH

From: Paul Devereux <DevereuxP@aol.com>
Date: Sat, 6 Dec 1997 17:37:13 EST
Fwd Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 12:28:50 -0500
Subject: Re: Clark and ETH

Jerry Clark wrote in reply to a posting of mine:

>From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
>Date: Thu, 04 Dec 1997 12:26:29 PST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: RE: UFO UpDate: Re: Clark and ETH

<snip>

>As I've said more than once before, you are in serious
>need of a new rhetorical style.

I think you would improve *your* rhetorical style, Jerry, if you
took a deep breath, actually read the arguments I am trying to
put forth, and tried not to project your own mind-set onto me,
making allegations that I am being some kind of egocentric
lunatic just because I question some tenets of ET ufology. I
naturally observe a spectrum within ET ufology from the nutter
fringe to a more sober expression of the same belief (though the
gap between these ends of the spectrum seem to be getting closer
all the time), but it is that essential belief, that ET motif as
a whole, that I am suggesting we question (but  am NOT saying we
should abandon as one possible explanation for things-seen-in-the
sky). But I do not accept *at all* your claim that mainstream
ufology is not besotted with the ETH/ETM. It has changed over the
decades, of course, but that is part of the problem with the ET
motif as a whole, a point I keep trying to make.

It wish you would not automatically put yourself in a defensive
posture of assuming everything I am saying is wrong, egocentric,
foolish and mad.

It might work best if you took a few days to consider your
responses instead of coming straight back with all your emotional
guns blazing. That way you might avoid the ad hominem insults,
the denigratory comments, and schoolyard-style catcalling that
stud this posting:

"dogmatism and self-righteousness in favor of beliefs you hold"
"Get off the mountain, Paul"
"You've been living on the Devereux planet too long"
"You have a distorted view"
"Your mind is made up"
"You have an unfortunate habit"
"It appears that the answers have eluded everybody but you.  What
a lucky man you are."
"the sorts of sweeping generalizations you are wont to launch
into rhetorical space"
"Paul is simply out to lunch here"
"I find the above absurd and even boorish"
"Paul's knowledge of ufological history is so dim"
"Paul, conveniently oblivious...resorts to cartoonish caricature
and insult.  This is a man obsessed "
"Given the fierceness, even fanaticism...in his rhetoric"
"the rhetorical trick Paul is engaging in here"
"The insults, caricatures, and bombast of the Devereux style"
"your arguments, beneath the posturing and the victimology
rhetoric"

All this from *one* posting. Even if I did the things you claim
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were true (instead of me presenting you with tough debate) I
couldn't match this sort of display from you, Jerry.

<snipped because it's not worth getting on the carousel yet again>

>There's plenty of room for reasoned discussion and debate in
>ufology.

Not with you, it seems. Well, don't worry, I won't bother trying
any more.

Paul Devereux
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 7

Irving Challenged To Recreate 'Julia'

From: Georgina <georgina@easynet.co.uk>
Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 01:28:20 +0000
Fwd Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 12:33:50 -0500
Subject: Irving Challenged To Recreate 'Julia'

CIRCLES CHALLENGE

UFO Researcher, Georgina Bruni has challenged UK crop circle maker Rob
Irving to recreate "The Julia Set".  Rob has agreed and the event will
take place next July. Serious researchers interested in witnessing the
event should e-mail <georgina@easynet.co.uk> The challenge is to
establish whether human crop cirle makers are capable of producing
quality intricate creations.

Georgina Bruni
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Re: Just what is an abduction experience?

From: rfsignal@sprynet.com [Cathy Johnson]
Date: Sat, 6 Dec 1997 19:04:41 -0800
Fwd Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 13:01:05 -0500
Subject: Re: Just what is an abduction experience?

>From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: Just what is an abduction experience?
>Date: Sat, 06 Dec 1997 08:17:14 EST

Dear Jack and List,

I haven't posted for quite a while because of the flavours of
arguments going on in technical legalese that I could barely
interpret. [Huh? - ebk] Now, I have something I can reply to,
because you asked for it.

>To Cathy I respectfully request the following...

>1. What is an abduction experience?

A classical abduction experience is where aliens of one sort or
another, appear in your vicinity, mesmerize you or somehow
prevent your body from obeying your mental commands, then take
you somehow onto a ship to transport you to a larger ship in
space.  Once there, you wait passively in line for your turn to
be examined, sampled and endure the various procedures that are
readied for your specific case.

All the while, your body is inert as your mind functions.  Some
of the procedures are very personally invasive, extremely
painful.  But, your body does not react usually, even though you
bear the full impact of what is going on.  When your turn is
finished, you return to the lineup to wait for the ride home.
Usually this trip will last about two hours or so.  You will find
yourself usually back at where you were originally.  The entire
experience is one at convenience with their time and place.  You
would not be missed by anyone, you might not even know you had
gone off somewhere else for those two hours.

>2. Are they usually remembered?

Usually, there are significant clues to the fact that you have
been abducted.  Besides the fact that you probably would have
unusual memories surfacing, or odd dreams to that effect, there
could also be physical reminders in the presence of scoop marks,
scars of an inexplicable nature, the presence of implants, and
heightened awareness and intelligence.

Since memory is such a complex structure, there are kinds of
memories that our bodies have to retain clues to our past
experiences. The obvious conscious memory is the most temporary
and fickle when it comes to remembering details of abduction
events.  Conscious memory is also that which is most often used
to control humans during their abductions.  Whether or not a
person remembers an abduction experience can and does often
depend upon their own conscious control of memories.

After the fact, people do remember their abduction experiences in
essentially four catagories.  There are those people who do not
remember anything of their abductions.  Any unusual circumstances
or events would be explained away by mundane and acceptable
factors or causes.  Most people remember at least something of
their abductions. Key clues in this are flashback memories,
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incomplete conscious memories of specific circumstances, or
physical marks and alterations, etc.  There is a list of these
reasonably evident clues to the fact that an abduction event has
taken place.  Then, there are a few people who consciously
remember parts of or entire sequences of the abduction
experiences. The fourth catagory of people are those who not only
remmber the ongoing events of their abductions, but consciously
remain interactively involved after their abduction experience.

>3. Is it a one-time happening, or an ongoing experience
>   that is repeated time and again?

Abductions are ongoing visits during a lifetime.  The abductions
begin at an early age and continue frequently until about middle
life of the individual.  Abduction experiences will continue less
frequently until death of the individual. Rarely does a person
begin an abduction experience at an age greater than the early
teenage years.  A person much older will hardly ever survive an
abduction experience.

>4. Why are certain individuals singled out for these events?

People who have true abduction experiences are not any different
than most other people in having two arms, two legs, one head,
and anywhere from three to six digits per hand or foot.  But, it
is a fact that some people grow up thinking it is normal for
themselves to be taken by craft into space, to see and do things
that most people think would be impossible and to mature with the
help of highly evolved intelligences and beings.  No one single
factor has been identified that spells out whether or not a
person could be abducted.  But, it is something that is
determined at a very early age, and once determined, that
individual will go on to live an exceedingly active and healthy
life, usually.  Who knows, maybe they go by the dark blue little
spots that appear at the base of the spine before you are three
months old.

>Cathy, once again I have the pleasure of reading of your
>thoughts and suggestions about approaching this nagging
>topic of discussion.  For the benefit of those who are not
>as privy to just what is involved in an abduction experience,
>could you please take the time to explain in your own words
>what it is like to go through an experience of a nature such
>as applies to your own?

Thanks for the compliment, Jack.  And, what you ask of me is very
difficult.  I cannot stress the extremes of my physical and
mental states as a result of either going through the abduction
experiences of of just remembering those experiences even after
forty years have gone by.  Its still just as fresh as if it had
happened yesterday.  All of the memories are still there and at
the surface of my consciousness.  You can't know just what it is
to be so totally in an emotion, of pain, of fear, of hatred, of
anger, of frustration!

Think of it this way.  A normal brain works at about 3 milliamps
or so (is this the right number for that?).  Then an abduction
takes place.  For weeks, even months afterwards, the brain works
at full power, whatever that value actually is (I think of it as
being like 10 miliamps, instead of the usual 3 milliamps).  The
senses are so terrified and the body is so peaked that you
wouldn't believe the experiences!

Afraid of fear? HA! All five foot five of me at my 130 lbs plus
(big, eh?) was making a city delivery to a factory while the
Brooklyn riots were going on.  Drove down a street that was being
totally destroyed by a mob.  I looked at them, they looked at me
and didn't even touch my truck.  I know other times when I stared
down the barrel of the gun that a State Highway Patrol officer
was about to shoot me with.  My reaction was as cool as cool
could be.  Nada, nothing.  But, whatever it is that does scare me
leaves me with my lungs bursting through my neck, blood on my
lips, in my eyes and out of my ears, my palms bleeding where my
own fingernails are imbedded, as a gallon of sweat soakes me.
That's my fear.  And, I do remember what makes that fear in me.
Think I could forget that?  Well some people do, not me.

>It would seem there is confusion on the part of some as to
>what actually takes place in the physical sense.  Too many
>want to associate a purely psychological reason for your
>kind of experience. So, please put the doubting Thomases
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>and arm-chair psychologists into a more enlightened
>frame of thought.

I have to admit that I ain't so smart when it comes to argueing
with logical intellectuals.  I just ain't that smart. It is all
that I can do to cope with to remember what little I can of what
actually happened during my life.  I don't need to fictionalize
something that I have so much difficulty with in the first place.
 I don't need to complicate already complex matters that are
definitely beyond my own powers of reasoning.  I can't for the
life of me reason out what disease or genetic defect that affects
so many other people like me from all over the world.  If there
is a cure, a pill, or even a plug int a 220 volt electrical line,
I would be the first one to try the cure for all of this,
providing of course that I thought it would change anything.
But, it won't.  I know it won't.  Many other people know it
won't.

>Please explain that it is not just a replacement for some
>childhood traumatic happening that so many are insistent
>must be the real solution.

Abductions begin in early childhood.  At this age, a child knows
who can be told of the experiences or not.  A child knows what is
real or not, can draw and describe their abdcution experiences
just as clearly as can an adult.  So, if an adult's experience is
the same as a child's experience, what factors of the abduction
are being described?  From the human point of view, we go and we
come back.  We have to heal and endure, and go on with our lives
just as if nothing at all had happened.  It isn't talked about,
it isn't treated, and there is no cure.

If there are so many damned experts floating around with nothing
better to do, where is the list of explanations and cures for the
outrages and fears that so many people have to face.  If they are
so expert, they can fix it.  In the meantime, they are idiots
blowing off a but of intellict.  At any rate, they are of no
consequence, because they are not making money by having the
cure.

>You know me, Cathy, and know I am not asking this in a
>tongue-in-cheek manner.  ...But in a legitimate quest to
>educate those who really don't know what it's all about.

Dear Jack, both you and I know the state of affairs when it comes
to the abduction phenomenon.  People here seem to have difficulty
with the UFO sightings, forgetting that for every real sighting,
there are a group of humans walking around a bit more sore than
they were before, and in a different frame of mind about the
whole thing.  Try to convince them that their foolishness during
their childhood was responsible for their present condition and
state of being.  Might work in Saginaw, but it won't work in
Serbia.

Have you read any of the accounts that have come out of Russia
since the fall?  It has been a steady flow of information.  What
is the same in Russia that is the same in America?  Abductions
still continue.

Take care for now,
Cathy Johnson

PS:
Anyone know where I can get warrantee work on my defective implants?
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

From: James Easton <pulsar@compuserve.com>
Date: Sat, 6 Dec 1997 22:40:51 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 13:43:11 -0500
Subject: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

Regarding...

>Date: Fri, 5 Dec 1997 08:14:49 -0500
>From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

Bob wrote (to Bruce):

>And you haven't even addressed my pterodactyl theory???

Bob.

Did you know that skeletons found in Oligocene deposits 30-40
million years old are so similar to living pelicans that they are
both considered to come under the genus "Pelecanus".

>You have to admit that it makes a lot more sense than _pelicanus
>eastoni_.

You know of a reason that the birdwatchers suggested explanation
conclusively isn't possible?

Wonderful. Please, let's hear why your assessment of the Arnold
case concludes that suggestion doesn't make sense.

I trust it's not simply that the explanation is too mundane.

That did bother me, until I remembered how mundane - balloons,
balloon wreckage, lighthouse beacons, misidentified stars, space
debris, etc. - the explanations were for many 'classic' UFO
cases.

That's not always the way, or the subject wouldn't hold much
interest, but we all know it goes with the territory.

James.
E-mail: pulsar@compuserve.com
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Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimon

From: James Easton <pulsar@compuserve.com>
Date: Sat, 6 Dec 1997 22:41:40 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 13:41:05 -0500
Subject: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimon

Regarding...

>Date: Fri, 28 Nov 1997 23:58:35 +0100
>From: Don Ledger <dledger@istar.ca>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

Don wrote:

>>However, there's a striking resemblance with the object portrayed
>>in that later sketch and a Horton GO 229 A-1.

>>I've uploaded a superb illustration of an 229 A-1 to my web site at
>>URL:

>>http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/pulsar/ho229A-1.jpg

>I had a look at them, and as you say they are impressive. You know
>if I had seen them 20 years ago and not knowing then what I know now
>about the K.A. sighting I might have gone for that explanation. But
>none of these aircraft would have been capable of supersonic speed
>in 1947.

Don,

Absolutely not, although I would always make considerable
allowances for perceptions of distance and speed.

Your overall comments of interest and noted, I've asked Gordon if
he can substantiate his claims with some evidence.

It's an unlikely explanation, but who knows.

>>It seems the Horton GO 229 A-1 and Ho-1X A Series were essentially
>>the same project.

>I'd make a guess and suggest that the Ho-1X was a test bed for the
>229. It was probably a glider. It has an X in the model series
>number.

There's no question that Arnold's later sketch resembles a GO 229
A-1 considerably more than any bird and I found some informative
and highly relevant information on a web page, at URL:

http://www.csd.uwo.ca/~pettypi/elevon/baugher_other/go229.html

It's hopefully not too lengthy to quote:

Gotha Go 229 / Horten Ho IX

Flying wing fighter

The Gotha Go 229 was the first turbojet-driven warplane of pure flying
wing configuration. Although flown for the first time in 1945, the
aircraft looks surprisingly modern --- almost like a small version of
the Northrop B-2 stealth bomber.

The Go 229 was initially designed by the brothers Reimar and Walter
Horten, pioneers in early flying wing aircraft designs. The Horten
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brothers were attempting to figure out ways to eliminate every source
of parasitic drag. They believed that the flying wing configuration
offered the best way to achieve this feat. Their flying wing proposals
had no fuselage as such, and they looked a lot like the Northrop
flying wing designs produced in the USA during the 1940s and later.
The chord of the wing center section increased sufficiently to enable
pilot and powerplants to be housed entirely within the wing itself
without any drastic increase of thickness/chord ratio. There were no
vertical surfaces --- lateral and directional control were provided
by a set of spoilers.

The Horten brothers' interest in flying wings dates back to the Horten
I wooden sailplane of 1931. The brothers produced a number of
experimental powered and unpowered flying wings throughout the 1930s.
In 1943, they began to envisage a jet fighter flying wing design,
designated Ho IX. The Ho IX was to be powered by a pair of BMW 003
turbojets. The Ho IX was what was later to be known colloquially as
a "skunked" project --- it went forward initially without the support
(or even the knowledge) of the all-powerful Reichluftfahrtministerium
(RLM, the State Ministry of Aviation). Work on a single prototype
(designated Ho IX V1) was begun at Gottingen.

The Horten brothers planned that their Ho IX V1 was to undergo an
extensive series of gliding tests before any attempt was to be made
to install the pair of BMW 003 turbojets. However, in early 1944, RLM
became aware of the existence of the Ho IX V1. The project captured
the imagination of Reichsmarschall Hermann Goering who gave it his
enthusiastic backing. In addition, intelligence reports from the USA
indicated that the Northrop Corporation was thinking along similar
lines. The Ho IX project was to move forward to powered flight testing
with all deliberate speed.

With official backing now present, the Ho IX project gained momentum.
The first gliding trials began in spring of 1944. Gliding tests were
highly satisfactory. The planned installation of the BMW 003 turbojet
engines in the Ho IX V1 prototype was deemed impractical, and it was
decided to install a pair of Jumo 004 engines in the second prototype
(Ho IX V2).

The Ho IX V2 was designed for a 7g safe load factor. The center
section of the wing housed the engines and the cockpit and was made
of conventional welded steel-tube construction. The center section was
covered with plywood skinning except in the immediate vicinity of the
engine exhausts, where metal was used. The outer wings were made
entirely of wood. The outer wing leading edges were constructed of a
special molded wood (wood shavings compressed with resin), but the
rest of the wing was covered with plywood. A special coating of
lacquer was applied to give a smooth finish to the entire aircraft.
I think that the idea of the lacquer finish was to give an
aerodynamically smooth surface rather than to provide any "stealth"
characteristics --- that was still many, many years in the future.

Two Jumo 004B turbojets were mounted side-by-side close inboard in the
center section. The jet tailpipes protruded above the wing rear
surfaces. A tricycle undercarriage was fitted. Lateral and
longitudinal control was provided by elevons which, together with
plain flaps, occupied the trailing edges of the outer wing panels.
Spoiler flaps extended across most of the wing center section
immediately aft of the mainwheel wheels. Directional control was
achieved by spoilers located near the wingtips just aft of the main
spar.

Glider tests with the Ho IX V1 were sufficiently encouraging that the
RLM decided that the Horten design was worthy of production as an
operational combat aircraft. In early summer of 1944, the
Friedrichsroda facility of the Gothaer Waggonfabrik was given a
contract for the production of the design under the designation Go
229. Control of the adaptation of the design for production was taken
away from the Horten brothers, but the brothers continued to work on
the testing of their Ho IX prototype.

Gotha immediately began work on the production of the flying wing
fighter. The initial production version was to be given the
designation Go 229A. The Gotha team found it necessary to introduce
some changes in order to adapt the Ho IX for production. They
redesigned the cockpit, enlarged the turbojet housings, revised the
air intake geometry and modified the undercarriage. Provision was made
for four 30 mm MK 103 or MK 108 cannon mounted immediately outboard
of the engines. Hardpoints were to be provided beneath the center
section for two 2205-lb bombs or for two 275 Imp gall fuel tanks. A
two seat radar-equipped all-weather version (designated Go 229B) was
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also envisaged.

In the meantime, the Ho IX V2 was transferred in January 1945 to
Oranienberg for powered flight testing. Flight tests went quite well.
Handling characteristics were much better than expected. A maximum
level speed of 497 mph was attained during the tests. Unfortunately,
the Ho IX V2 crashed during a landing attempt and was totally
destroyed.

Gotha's first production prototype for the Go 229A single-seat
fighter-bomber series was given the designation Go 229 V3. V4 and V5
were to be the prototypes for the Go 229B alweather fighter, and V-6
was to be a second A-series prototype with MK 103 cannon in place of
MK 108s. V7 was to be a prototype for a two-seat training version.

All through the spring of 1945, work proceeded at Friedrichsroda on
these prototypes. However, late in April, the Friedrichsroda plant was
finally occupied by American troops and development came to an abrupt
end. At that time, the Go 229 V3 prototype was being prepared for
flight testing, and the V4 and V6 prototypes were in final assembly.
Component manufacture for the 20 pre-production Go 229A-0 fighter
bombers was well advanced, and various component parts were found
strewn about the factory.

The Go 229A-0 pre-production fighters were to be powered by a pair of
Junkers Jumo 004B-1, -2, or -3 turbojets, 1962 lb. st. each. Estimated
maximum speed was 590 mph at sea level and 607 mph at 39,370 feet.
Maximum ceiling was to be 52,500 feet (!!! Remember, this was only
1945, folks!). Maximum range was estimated at 1180 miles, and initial
climb rate was to be 4330 ft/min. Weights were estimated at 10,140 lb
empty, 16,550 lbs. normal loaded.

Source:

   * Warplanes of the Third Reich, William Green. Doubleday, New York,
     1970.

Joe Baugher
[End]

>>For a new perspective on contemporary triangular, or wedge-shaped,
>>'UFOs', there's also an interesting image on my web site at URL:

>>http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/pulsar/p12.jpg

>This image intrigues me but not because it might have any
>relationship to Arnold's "skipping saucers", but because it looks
>like a lifting body, similiar to the experimental lifting bodies that
>NASA experimented with while designing the Shuttle.

Yes, it was an early lifting body design.

James.
E-mail: pulsar@compuserve.com
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Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

From: Ted Viens <drtedv@freewwweb.com>
Date: Sat, 06 Dec 1997 19:48:07 -0800
Fwd Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 13:58:58 -0500
Subject: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

> Date: Sat, 6 Dec 1997 06:41:22 -0500
> From: James Easton <pulsar@compuserve.com>
> Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

> Regarding...

> >Date: Thu, 04 Dec 1997 14:09:01 -0800
> >From: Ted Viens <drtedv@freewwweb.com>
> >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

> Ted wrote:

> > Our glider pilot states:

> > "Visibility depends on several factors. The one having the most
> > effect of course is how much "haze" or other particulate matter

---snip---

First, I must thank James for his lengthy replies to me and the
efforts he is putting into this thread.  Regrettably, for any
logical discourse to proceed some concordance with the arguments
must continue from each person to the next.  For any given issue,
subject, predicate, and object must remain the same.  Corollaries
and contrapositives must be understood before rebuttal and remain
unchanged during it.  An argument about one point must not be
inadvertently applied to another.  Perhaps unknowingly, perhaps
unintentionally, this appears to be the course of James' debate.
I have been needling, I have been demanding, but I have only
tried to address specific technical issues in this thread.  The
arguments appear to get twisted in their return and this makes it
impossible for me to continue.  I will look for other areas here
to make my modest, certainly fallable contributions.

As example, the pilot says he "can distinguish the

> basic shape (a body with wings) of these pelicans from about 4
> miles when flying above the haze. From 4 to maybe 6 miles they
> become small dots.  "I point out that, from the physics of the eye,
>he would be limited to

"distinguishing" them as pelicans within a mile.  In his reply,
James transposes this to an argument about visually detecting a
distant large bird as would be necessary for flight safety.  This
of course can be done at a much greater distance.  In no way is
he addressing the question of how close a bird must be before it
is visually recognized as a "body with wings" as opposed to a
fluctuating blob.

Another example is in James closing comments.  I have only been
debating the fallacies in James technical arguments and not
particularly on Arnold's behalf.  Yet even this gets me labled a
worshipper of some sort. I was hoping to learn more about the
mechanics of Arnold's flight from this thread.  My interest
currently goes no deeper.   If a reasonable argument was
presented that Arnold only saw birds, I would be content with
this conclusion.  Fallacious arguments do little to hold my
interest.
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---snip---

> >they were flying in the same direction.  This is the one unavoidable
> >characteristic necessary for them to be birds that is not reported.

> They weren't flying in the same direction, but if you're interested
> in further comments re this point, see my reply to George Fergus.

James, after conveniently snipping my conditional "even if"
preceding my point, does not even have enough snap to realize
that I chose the worst case in supporting my point and any other
set of bearings would further strengthen it.  The whole posting
in reply to George was riddled with non-sequiturs and invalid
logic.  It would become an avocation to address them.  Again, I
bow out of this thread...

> >If you merely desire to discredit Arnold, then why go through all
> >this work?

> If you would even begin to believe I would wish to see Arnold
> discredited, you either haven't read the material, or comprehensively
> fail to understand it.

> >Simply declare that it never happened.

> That what never happened?

The subject of the preceding argument, of course.

> James.
> E-mail: pulsar@compuserve.com

On to other things...

Bye...  Ted..
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Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

From: James Easton <pulsar@compuserve.com>
Date: Sat, 6 Dec 1997 22:42:09 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 14:00:20 -0500
Subject: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

Regarding...

>From: USDSCUBA@aol.com [Gordon Scott]
>Date: Mon, 24 Nov 1997 01:34:15 -0500 (EST)
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

Gordon wrote:

>according to a close friend within the military at the time the
>vehicle as seen by Mr K. Arnold was a German made Gotha Go 229 IX
>being test flown for radar testing.

Gordon,

Do you know, or can you find out, which airbase it's claimed the
plane was flown from and where it was headed?

Arnold reports nine objects, although apparently later reporting
that one of them, certainly resembling a Gotha Go 229, was
different.

What were the other 8 objects?

Is it possible you can substantiate this story further in any
way?

James.
E-mail: pulsar@compuserve.com
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Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
Date: Sun, 7 Dec 1997 04:05:37 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 14:05:00 -0500
Subject: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

>Date: Sat, 06 Dec 1997 15:46:38 +0100
>From: Don Ledger <dledger@istar.ca>
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

>> Date: Sat, 6 Dec 1997 02:51:30 -0500
>> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>> From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
>> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

>> >From: Paul Devereux <DevereuxP@aol.com>
>> >Date: Fri, 5 Dec 1997 08:42:46 EST
>> >To: updates@globalserve.net
>> >Subject: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

>> >John Velez  wrote:

>> >>Date: Tue, 2 Dec 1997 13:41:16 -0500
>> >>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>> >>From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
>> >>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

>> >>Until about six years ago I had rationalized my lifetime of
>> >>unexplained experiences and memories as OOBE's (out of body
>> >>exp's) vivid nightmares, and several unexplained objects (UFO
>> >>sightings) I had seen in the sky (throughout my life - beginning
>> >>in childhood) that simply didn't fit in with anything -I- knew
>> >>of...

>> ><mega-snip>

>> Hi Paul, hi All,

>> Paul wrote,

>> >Thank you for your honest account. Most revealing.

>> Please don't take this remark personally Paul as it is not
>> directed at you specifically. The reason I wrote that e-mail is
>> because I'm a little tired of having 'other people' tell me what
>> I have experienced.

Hello All,

Don wrote,

>Hi John, Paul and List,

<snip>

>Now really, don't you think Paul that we are well past the point
>in the abductee phenomenon where we can start tossing that old
>chestnut around. I think we are. It's like using the Venus theory
>to explain a football field sized object 100 feet over some
>witnesses head. It's just too damned simplistic.

That we are still basically on 'square one' is symptomatic of a
failure to communicate. Until 'old saws' are put away we're not
going to make much progress. Nothing 'new' will ever get to see
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the light of day because of the ceaseless rehashing of old 'been
dere, don dat' crap. For anyone who was around at the time I had
this exact same dialog with John (Steven) Powell two years ago!
Apparently this freakin elevator don't go past the first floor.
<G>

>Many of us are aware of people in highly responsible, high
>ranking or positions in science that are affected by this
>phenomenon.  I suspect that there are many reading this list
>right now that are not telling all, in fact I know of a few, as
>do others.

Hush, hush, you didn't hear this from me, but I know for a "fact"
that several psychiatrists, (one of them prominent here in NY)
several very famous entertainers, (ones the public doesn't know
about!) two (highly ranked) military people, and one from NASA
are abductees. Money, race, politics, or position have nothing to
do with this. "Abductees" come from all strata of society. Most
of them cannot come forward because of career or family
considerations. As a result, poor bastards like Mr Devereux get
to deal with mamaluks like me!  There are people involved in this
that would turn many a head and cause them to question. As it
stands it's just a few guys and gals like me, and we're easy to
blow off and dismiss because after all, we're just their
neighbors, strangers telling strange stories, we're 'nobody.'

>I suggest that you
>cast about you, look in your own families, and you will find that
>somewhere close to you is someone who has had something "highly
>strange" happen to them and want some answers.

>It won't be so easy to blow it off then.

Geez Don, warn me when you throw open the lid to Pandoras Box,
from where I sit, the numbers are frightening and staggering.
When people start to realize that it's their friends, coworkers
and family members that are telling these stories the tune and
the melody will change rapidly and dramatically.

I'll expect to get a lot more e-mail if that happens! <G>

Consider this:

If -I'm- inundated, (Johnny nobody) imagine how many contacts a
well known person like Hopkins or a Fowler or a Mack get each
week! Time to get off the dime and get serious. It's not just an
isolated few 'whacko's', I'm talking thousands of everyday
ordinary people. I know people who say 'millions!'  I even know
one guy who thinks they've already done us all.  <G>

>As for UFO sightings. I recently travelled 4,200 miles across
>Canada from Nova Scotia to British Columbia to see my second UFO.
>Get this. I was on my way into a shopping mall to buy film for my
>camera when I, in company with another investigator, saw it.
>Broad daylight, 2:00 pm local, beautiful blue sky, estimated
>altitude of 2,500 to 3,000 feet, white, cigarette shaped object
>object moving at about 125 to 150 mph.
>Duration 1.5 to 2 minutes.

>And I'm out of film.

>Don Ledger

You're a courageous guy to share that in a public forum. Thank
you. I only wish that more would. There is strength in numbers
and if 'numbers' is what it will take to 'awaken the sleeper'
then let's give 'em numbers.

Thanx again Don.

John Velez, 'earth patriot'
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From The "XX Files": The "Real" Truth...

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Sun, 7 Dec 1997 13:05:13 +0200
Fwd Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 14:15:40 -0500
Subject: From The "XX Files": The "Real" Truth...

Found at:

http://www.latinolink.com/opinion/opinion97/0628OSPE.HTM

          
From the "XX Files": The "Real" Truth about "Aliens" in the U.S.A.

By Roberto Rodriguez & Patrisia Gonzales

=A91997 Chronicle Features

They lied to us about Roswell. Of course. They also lied to us about
the Mexican-American War and Columbus. So what haven't they lied to us
about?

Roswell, New Mexico, has captured the imagination of the world and yet,
few people seem to know the real story behind the world's most famous
purported UFO incident. In July of 1947, the Air Force reported that it
had captured the remains of a UFO, only to retract the story the
following day, claiming what it had found was in fact only a weather
balloon.

Curiously, in all the current media mania over the 50th anniversary of
the "Roswell Incident," the name of Lincoln LaPaz, an expert in
meteoritics and a key figure in the government investigation, appears
nowhere.

LaPaz was a University of New Mexico professor at the time, who had
earlier been part of the ultra-secret Manhattan Project which developed
the world's first atomic weapon. When the government began to
investigate the purported UFO crash, and a second nearby crash site
where alien bodies were allegedly recovered, agents found that most of
the nearby residents spoke primarily Spanish. Because of the
English-only laws for military personnel back then, the government
found itself with a communication problem. As documented in the 1991
book "UFO Crash at Roswell," the government enlisted the services of
LaPaz to interview the residents. LaPaz scoured the countryside,
visiting homes, farms, and even bars. It is through his interviews that
the trajectory of the UFO was determined.

According to heavily censored government documents given to us by a
former intelligence agent, code-named "XX" (or "Dos Equis"), whom we
met at one of the bars that LaPaz visited, scores of ranch hands in the
area also stumbled onto the bodies of three or four aliens. The
laborers left hastily to other parts of the country, afraid that the
government would make them "disappear" because of what they had seen.

Another top secret document revealed that, for years after LaPaz's
interviews, Army intelligence agents tried to track down the farm
laborers -- even hanging out at bars for years at a time -- but to no
avail.

Apparently, LaPaz, who is now deceased, is the only investigator who
spoke to these witnesses.

Despite the recently released bogus 231-page U.S. Air Force report,
LaPaz's work, as well as the entire Roswell investigation, is still
classified as "Top Secret." Archivists at UNM told us he left no
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papers. The USAF report, which completely lacks credibility, still
claims that the UFO was a weather balloon and that the aliens were
simply 1950s-era test dummies.

"Dos Equis" claims there's an even bigger conspiracy than has been
imagined. Frustrated by its inability to track down and "neutralize"
the farmworker witnesses, the U.S. government created a massive ruse to
find them and to ensure that what they witnessed at Roswell would never
be revealed in public. This resulted in "Operation Wetback," a program
designed to deport Mexicans, citizens and noncitizens alike. Since the
government wasn't sure who the several dozen actual witnesses were (who
happened to be Mexican migrant workers), it opted to just deport as
many Mexicans as possible -- just to be safe.

Apparently, the operation succeeded in its objective because nothing
was ever heard from these migrant workers again. However, government
officials readily admit in the classified documents that it would
probably have been less expensive and better to individually track down
the specific workers, rather than deporting close to one million random
Mexicans, since most of them probably didn't see the alien bodies.

To find the witnesses, they deceived the public with a trumped-up
threat -- an "illegal alien" invasion -- a theme that continues to be
repeated to this day by other government sectors. The objective was to
silence the witnesses so as not to tip-off the Soviet Union about the
U.S. possession of alien technology. So the Cold War was actually a
race to replicate advanced alien technology -- and not a deeply
entrenched historical clash over political systems and deep
philosophical differences between capitalism and communism.

Years later, concerned with the hatred unleashed against immigrants,
President Nixon, against the advice of intelligence officials, was
prepared to admit to the whole "illegal alien" ploy. Unfortunately,
Watergate, our source said, rudely interrupted Nixon's plan.

According to "Dos Equis," presidents Carter and Reagan were also
prepared to call off the war on "illegal aliens" and admit to the
existence of the real extraterrestrials, but the Iran hostage crisis
and the Iran/Contra affair made the revelations not such a good idea at
the time, as both presidents were suffering from credibility problems
and would not have been taken seriously. In office, Carter never
recovered his credibility and Reagan "couldn't recall" being at Roswell
in 1947.

President Clinton himself has been prepared to offer a national apology
to Latinos for the nation's trumped-up war against "illegal aliens" and
has also been ready to tell the truth about Roswell. However, his
credibility problems stemming from Whitewater and his various
extracurricular trysts have deterred him from speaking on the issue.

"Dos Equis" confided in us that the so-called presidential "scandals"
of the past few decades have in fact been manufactured by forces more
powerful than the presidency. When presidents have been close to
revealing the truth about aliens, they have been removed or thoroughly
discredited. Our source claims that the answers to all these mysteries
lie in two places: Texas and Mexico. "Dos Equis" claims that the
character in the TV show, "X-Files," named "cancer man" -- who is held
responsible for every conspiracy of the last half century -- is
patterned after a real-life high government official who lives in
Texas. And Mexico's "Bosque de Silencio" ("Silent Forest") is where
many alien aircraft are said to be buried.

It's time for the government to declassify the truth about its alien
controversies. Or as Lalo Lopez of East L.A.'s National Pochismo
Institute says, look to the mariachi sombrero -- which resembles a UFO
spaceship -- for a clue as to the true origin of aliens in this country.

Last change: June 28, 1997

Rodriguez is the author of Justice: A Question of Race (Cloth ISBN
0-927534-69-X paper ISBN 0-927534-68-1 Bilingual Review Press) and The
X in La Raza II. Both are the authors of Gonzales/Rodriguez: Uncut &
Uncensored (ISBN 0-918520-22-3 UC Berkeley, Ethnic Studies Library).
Rodriguez/Gonzales can be reached at XColumn@aol.com

To share your thoughts about this article or any other in LatinoLink,
send email to latino@latinolink.com. Please indicate whether your words
are for publication. Gracias!
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MSN UFO Forum Chats with William Birnes

From: "Yvonne Hedenland" <VONNI_H@classic.msn.com>
Date: Sun, 7 Dec 97 12:07:53 UT
Fwd Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 14:16:22 -0500
Subject: MSN UFO Forum Chats with William Birnes

Join MSN UFO Forum Tuesday, December 9th, 6pm, PT,
for an open chat with  William Birnes, co-author of
"The Day After Roswell", as we discuss the genesis of
this best selling book as well as future projects that Birnes
and Corso have planned. The chat is available through

http://forums.msn.com/UFO.

The Briefing Room chat can be accessed by any IRC
client. The chat server name is publicchat.msn.com
and the room or channel name is #briefing.
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Flying Saucer Design Praised At Mexico UFO Meeting

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Sun, 7 Dec 1997 13:34:50 +0200
Fwd Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 14:18:40 -0500
Subject: Flying Saucer Design Praised At Mexico UFO Meeting

Flying saucer design praised at Mexico UFO meeting

11:45 a.m. Dec 06, 1997 Eastern

By Dan Trotta

ACAPULCO, Mexico, Dec 6 (Reuters) - The flying saucer has long been the
aerodynamic design of choice for aliens visiting Earth, as every UFO
buff and science fiction fan knows.

But why the flying saucer and not, say, a flying coffee spoon? Flying
casserole dish? Flying rubber chicken?

The answer, according to international UFO experts gathered here this
weekend for the Second World UFO Congress, is simple aerodynamics.
Provided, of course, you have a technology far superior to our own.

"If you're using a magneto aerodynamic propulsion system, then a round
symmetrical body makes absolute sense," Stanton Friedman, a nuclear
physicist who has worked on rocket designs for defense contractors,
told Reuters.

"You change the direction and strengthen the magnetic forces to ionize
the air and interact with electronic and magnetic fields," he said.

Friedman's speech "Flying Saucers are for Real" late on Friday was one
of the highlights of the conference, which features many serious
investigators but also includes some speakers who extend themselves
"outside the data," Friedman admitted.

Still, he said, "This is not a bunch of kooks."

The flying saucer is probably not unique to one civilization that has
visited earth repeatedly, but rather a universal design concept used by
many aliens, who may have formed a galactic federation to keep an eye
on violent earthlings just now venturing off into space, he said.

"There are certain characteristics you want in a high performance
flying vehicle," Friedman said. "You want complete maneuverability so
you can avoid problems. You want a craft that can stop and reverse very
quickly. Airplanes can't do that."

"Secondly, you want one that can land in an area not much larger than
itself, so it can go anywhere," he said. "You want a low radar profile.
There's a little stealthiness here."

Another speaker, Robert O. Dean, suggested that flying saucers have
long been visiting earthlings, pointing out numerous saucer shapes with
domes on top that have appeared in the skies of Jesus paintings from
the Renaissance.

He then displayed a series of art images, including a 20,000-year-old
cave painting from the south of France, where flying saucers appeared
to be mixed in with the mastodons.

"Aerodynamically, it's an ideal shape to fly in an atmosphere," Dean
told Reuters afterward. "Any advanced technology would design it
because it's perfect. As a matter of fact the human blood cell is
shaped like that."
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But of course, not all UFOs are flying saucers, he said.

"I mean, you have gigantic vessels that are 15 to 20 miles (24 to 30
km) long, like giant cigars," Dean said. "We have others that have been
sighted that are giant spheres."

Outside an atmosphere, where there is virtually no matter, the shape of
a vessel is unimportant, he said.

^REUTERS@

Copyright 1997 Reuters Limited. All rights reserved. Republication and
redistribution of Reuters content is expressly prohibited without the
prior written consent of Reuters. Reuters shall not be liable for any
errors or delays in the content, or for any actions taken in reliance
thereon.
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UFO ROUNDUP, Volume 2, Number 47

From: Masinaigan <Masinaigan@aol.com>
Date: Sun, 7 Dec 1997 12:27:47 EST
Fwd Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 14:37:01 -0500
Subject: UFO ROUNDUP, Volume 2, Number 47

     UFO ROUNDUP
Volume 2, Number 47
December 7, 1997
Editor: Joseph Trainor

MYSTERY FIREBALL TAKES
PLUNGE SOUTH OF CHICAGO

     On Sunday evening, November 30, 1997, pilot Tim
Janecyk of Tinley Park, Illinois was driving with his
girlfriend on Interstate Highway 80 south of Chicago
when he saw an unusual light in the sky.
     As he drove through New Lenox, Illinois
(population 9,627), Janecyk, a pilot with eight years'
experience, "off to his left...saw a 'brilliant fireball
descend from the clouds straight down.'"
     "The object, the size of a full moon, lit up the
clouds, trailing a column of smoke, Janecyk said.
It appeared to be descending at 125 to 150 miles
per hour, he said, 'It was too slow for a meteor.'
Within 20 seconds, it dropped behind some trees."
     "Janecyk called New Lenox police, who notified
Will County sheriff's police.  Officers investigated but
found nothing, said Lt. Mike Moran."
     "Will County sheriff's police found no evidence of
debris, and the FAA (Federal Aviation Administration)
reported no planes missing or sightings on radar.
'We looked at it, and there is no aviation connection
we can determine,' FAA spokesman Don Zochert said."
     The case is being investigated by John Timmerman
of Lima, Ohio, a MUFON investigator.
     New Lenox is at the intersection of the Lincoln
Highway (Illinois Highway 30) and Cedar Road, about
six miles (10 kilometers) east of Joliet.  (See the
Chicago Sun-Times for December 3, 1997, "'Fireball'
Fires Up the UFO Crowd.")

NEW SIGHTING IN NEW JERSEY

     On Sunday, November 30, 1997, at 7:11 p.m.,
MUFON investigator Frank Moriarty and his wife were
in the rear of their home in Somerdale, New Jersey
(population 5,440), getting ready to cook supper on
their outdoor grille.
     "I noticed a light or lights in the sky over our
neighbors' house," Moriarty reported.  "The light
seemed to be either a collection of whitish lights or
a single white light of varying brightness across its
width.  Actually, this is what attracted my attention
to it--I could not clearly focus on it."
     "It was at an angle of 35 to 40 degrees...and was
moving from the north to the southwest.  As it moved,
I heard the very faint sound of a propellor engine
aircraft, coming from behind me to the east.  I actually
tried to look for the aircraft but was unable to see it
because of the low clouds...Turning back to the object,
I realized that there was no sound emanating from the
lights."
     "Several times the light wavered slightly in its course
as it continued to move in a regularly straight line.  The

http://www.ufoupdateslist.com/
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light/lights occasionally blinked or pulsed on an irregular
basis, accompanied by what appeared to be a trail of
light following from it and heading straight down."
     Somerdale is on New Jersey Highway 30, about
17 miles (27 kilometers) southeast of Camden, N.J.
and Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.  (See MUFON
Skywatch Investigations #48.  Many thanks to George
A. Filer of MUFON for this report.)
(Editor's Comment: Hmmm, two UFO sightings on
November 30, and they both took place in communities
on a state highway 30.  Interesting coincidence, eh?)

CALF MUTILATION FOLLOWS
COLORADO UFO SIGHTING

     On Saturday, November 29, 1997, at 11 p.m.,
four people in Crestone, Colorado (population 200),
on the western slope of the Sangre de Cristo
Mountains, spotted "unusual multi-colored lights"
in the sky about 15 to 20 miles northwest of town.
     Identical lights were also seen by four people
traveling on Colorado Highway 17, located 15 miles
(24 kilometers) west of Crestone.  This sighting took
place at around 4:45 p.m.
     The following morning, Sunday, November 30,
a rancher found a dead mutilated calf on his property
just northwest of Center, Colorado (population 1,963)
     The "year-old, still-warm, female calf...was missing
all the flesh from its right-side mandible, its right eye
and a 10-inch (25-centimeter) rectum coring that
extended 18 inches (45 centimeters) into the animal."
     "The crime scene was completely devoid of any
tracks--except for the dead calf's," reported Skywatch
investigator Christopher O'Brien, author of THE
MYSTERIOUS VALLEY (St. Martin's Press, 1996).
There were no "footprints or blood or any additional
clues as to how the calf was killed and subsequently
mutilated."
     The rancher, who owns a herd of 38 cattle, told
O'Brien that he found "a second calf with a bloody nose
and is missing a third."  The case is being investigated
by the Saguache County Sheriff's Department.
     Center is on Highway 112 approximately 165 miles
(264 kilometers) southwest of Denver.  (Many thanks
to Steve Wilson Sr. for this report.)
(Editor's Note: Chris O'Brien's long-anticipated sequel,
INSIDE THE MYSTERIOUS VALLEY, dealing with UFO
sightings and other anomalies in southern Colorado,
will be published by St. Martin's Press in May 1998.
Reserve your copy today.)

TWO MORE UFO SIGHTINGS
REPORTED IN BRITAIN

     On Monday, December 1, 1997, at 8:30 p.m., Bruce
B. was outdoors in Rotherham, South Yorkshire when
he "looked up through his north-facing arbor" and "saw
a flame--a fiery, green-orange thing moving from left to
right and downward.  He said it had flames on it, and
he thought it was going to crash three-quarters of a mile
(0.7 kilometers) away."  (Many thanks to Colin Brownbill
for this report.)
     On November 12, 1997, at 5:14 p.m., Harry Price was
walking his dog in Bognor Regis, West Sussex, about
70 miles (112 kilometers) southwest of London "on a clear
but chilly evening."  As he approached the Bognor Regis
railroad station, "looking up in a northerly direction, he saw
a shining light that split into seven smaller lights and
traveled away" to the north.  Harry's workmate, who was
with him at the time, "also saw the same thing."
     A third eyewitness, waiting at the train station,
saw the same UFO "from the platform a few minutes
before the arrival of the 5:30 train."  (Many thanks to
Roger of CompuServe for this report.)
(Editor's Note: In August 1986, Rotherham, S. Yorks
was the scene of two ghost incidents.  A poltergeist
raised havoc at the ground-floor flat inhabited by an
elderly couple, Albert and Ivy Cardwell.  Shortly
thereafter, Stephen Dimbleby saw a ghost in a coal
mine at the Silverwood Colliery just outside of town.
See UNEXPLAINED MYSTERIES OF THE 20TH
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CENTURY by Janet and Colin Bord, Contemporary
Books, Inc., Chicago, 1989, pages 81 and 91.)

ROD-SHAPED UFOs STARTLE
MOTORISTS IN AUSTRALIA

     On Sunday, November 23, 1997, at 7:50 p.m.,
Wayne Banks and his friends were "heading from
Doonside near Blacktown to Penrith," New South
Wales (N.S.W.), 25 miles (40 kilometers) west
of Sydney when they spotted a UFO.
     "We stopped at the traffic light at the corner of
Phillip Parkway and Eastern Road," Banks reported.
"I was looking west at the terrific sunset and
commented on this to the people in the car.  There
was scattered cloud and the sun gave off a reddish
glow."
     "It was then that I noticed an extremely bright line
just to the right of where I was looking.  I originally
thought it was an aircraft jetstream (condensation trail,
or "contrail" for short, here in the USA--J.T.), although it
didn't seem high enough.  It would've been almost an
inch long at arm's length.  I then turned to one of my
friends, and I pointed it out to him."
     "He too thought it was some sort of jetstream, but
then it started to move slowly, until it began to rotate
from horizontal to almost vertical.  By this stage, all
six of us in the car were watching.  It was then that one
of the girls noticed the line to the northwest of us.
It was moving towards the other line but very slowly.
I also noticed a small red light in the direction of the
second line, but this could have been an aircraft.  I
lost sight of them as we got to the bottom of the hill.
Almost a minute later, we had an unobstructed view
of the western sky again, but we could not see anything
at all."  (Many thanks to John Hayes for this report.)
(Editor's Note:  The Katoomba Valley, west of Penrith,
has had numerous UFO sightings since 1942.)

UFO SPOOKS COUPLE IN
TAURANGA, NEW ZEALAND

     On Saturday, November 15, 1997, at 9:50 p.m.,
a couple living in Tauranga, New Zealand, a city of
the North Island located 130 miles (208 kilometers)
southeast of Auckland, spotted a UFO flying slowly
over Welcome Bay.
     "It appeared approximately 100 metres (330 feet)
from where we were standing on a second-storey
verandah, looking out to the north," they reported.
"It was approximately 15 to 20 metres (50 to 67 feet)
wide and appeared almost mist-like.  It was round
in shape.  There was no noise or lights.  One of us saw
it and asked the second person (if) they could see it.
When both acknowledged seeing it, it disappeared,
and not in any particular direction.  From the first
(moment), it was there for almost ten seconds."
(Many thanks to Jane S. Derry for this report.)

UFO FOLLOWS BUS IN
CENTRAL ARGENTINA

     A glowing UFO paced a local transit bus on
the highway between Rio Cuarto and Las Higueras
in Cordoba province, Argentina, approximately
512 kilometers (320 miles) west of Buenos Aires,
the national capital.
     The incident took place Tuesday evening,
November 25, 1997.  Sra. Alicia Ana de Lourenco
boarded a transit bus owned by Transportes Rio
Cuarto Ltda. for a trip to the nearby town of
General Cabrera.
     At 8:55 p.m., Sra. de Lourenco looked out
the bus window at "a storm front in the south."
Suddenly, "a luminous object, bigger than a star
and far more brilliant, caught her attention, and she
began to observe it with great care."
     The OVNI (Spanish acronym for UFO) "had a
half-moon shape," and she estimated that its flight
path carried it over Carnerillo, southeast of Rio Cuarto.
     "To corroborate what she was seeing, she called
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to a policeman sitting a few rows in front of her.  Then,
to get a better view of the object, they opened the side
window and observed how it zigzagged right and left."
     As the UFO came closer, the bus passengers
saw that it contained "four rows of lights, which Sra. de
Lourenco described as 'the lights of a theatre.'"  The
"luminous OVNI" kept pace with the bus until it reached
Las Higueras, about five kilometers (3 miles) northeast
of Rio Cuarto" and then it zipped away.
     The UFO was seen and videotaped in Las Higueras
by a teenager, Valeria Angelini, who used a Panasonic
M8000 camcorder "to capture the luminous object on tape."
     On Monday, December 1, 1997, Srta. Angelini was
interviewed by three ufologists from the Argentine UFO
study group COR--Mario Bracamonte, Pablo Odello
and Frederico Smaldone.  (Muchas gracias a Carlos
Iurchuk y Fundacion Argentina de Ovniologia para
eso caso.)

UNKNOWN VANDALS DISTURB
GRAVE OF H.P. LOVECRAFT

     "Even now, what really happened that October night
behind the Phillips tombstone remains a mystery."
     "The grave diggers left only a footprint."
     "The next morning a Swan Point Cemetery security
guard discovered the hole."
     "Soon thereafter, Martin E. Dugan Jr., Swan Point's
president, hurried to the gravesite, which each year
attracts visitors from around the world, devotees of
the man resting below."
     Yes, that's none other than Howard Phillips
Lovecraft (1890-1937), the early 20th Century horror and
science fiction writer.  Lovecraft's grave at the Philiips
family plot in Swan Point Cemetery, Providence, Rhode
Island (population 160,728) was apparently dug up by
persons unknown the night of October 13, 1997.
     "What happened the night of October13 or early
October 14 is unclear.  Police said yesterday
(December 3, 1997) their investigation is continuing
but offered no details of what they found."
     "Cemetery president Dugan declines to elaborate
on the grave desecrators, not wanting to attract any
more attention."
     "What Dugan will say is that the hole was about
three feet deep and that the dirt at the bottom did not
appear to be disturbed."
     "'Is he (Lovecraft) there?' Dugan says, repeating
the BIG question.  'As far as we know.  There is no
indication to the contrary.'"
     "Did the intruders leave any evidence?  A shovel?
A footprint?"
     "'There was a footprint,' Dugan says.  No, the
police did not make an impression."
     "'No,' Dugan says, no one stuck a rod in the
ground to see if it would strike the coffin.  'It did
not appear than anything had been removed and
then refilled.'"
     Lovecraft, who died sixty years ago, is
considered the finest American horror writer after
Edgar Allen Poe.  He is best remembered for his
"cosmic horror" stories such as "The Colour Out
of Space," "The Call of Cthulu" and "Pickman's
Model."  (See the Providence, R.I. Journal-
Bulletin for December 4, 1997, "New Lovecraft
Mystery Surfaces at Swan Point," page 1.)
(Editor's Note: The Lovecraft grave disturbance
occurred the same week as the appearance of a
large triangle-shaped UFO over Route 10 in
Cranston, R.I., about 12 miles (20 kilometers)
south of Swan Point Cemetery.  Stay tuned for
the sequel..."Howard Goes to Yuggoth.")

WINTER ENDS FAMILIES'
SEARCH FOR MISSING
LEAR JET PILOTS

     With the onset of winter snows, the families of
missing Lear jet pilots Johan Schwartz and Patrick
Hayes have ended their weekend searches in the
upper Connecticut River valley of New England.
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     Since the official search ended on January 6,
1997, the men's relatives and numerous friends have
scoured the woods on both the New Hampshire and
Vermont sides of the river, searching for the wreckage
of the Lear jet, which vanished on the morning of
December 24, 1996.
     "The plane left Bridgeport (Connecticut) at 9:20
a.m.  At 9:45, it was within a few miles of Lebanon
(New Hampshire), 176 miles north."
     "At 9:51, one of the pilots told the (Lebanon, N.H.)
tower he had missed on his first approach in the rain
and fog.  The tower cleared the pilot to turn around and
try again.  The plane called the tower, but an airport
spokesman said the signal was 'very, very weak' and
unintelligible.  'The tower tried to call back, and there
was no answer,' the spokesman said."
     The families, aided by hundreds of volunteers and
friends, launched a new round of ground searches on
October 12.
     In early November, the search's focus turned to
Topsham, Vermont (Vt.), a town 45 miles north of
Lebanon, N.H., following a report from a woman
who had been driving on Route 302 that morning.
     Over the Christmas carols on her car radio,
"Donna Nelson heard a roar like a cranky furnace
firing up on a cold morning.  She turned and saw a
plane flying 'much, much too low.  It was a little
over the tree level.  I'm not one to look at planes
flying around, but it was making this awful noise,'
she said."
     "The jet appeared to be following the road
she was on, U.S. Route 302 from Topsham
to Barre, Vt.  It was just after 10 a.m. on Christmas
Eve day (December 24--J.T.)."
    Yet a search of the Topsham area proved futile.
No wreckage was found.
     According to Major Ron Alie of the N.H. Fish
and Game Department, over 275 witness reports
were collected this year.  Most of them contradict
each other.
     For example, "Two witness reports in Lincoln--
(N.H.) well north (55 miles) of Lebanon--appeared to
correlate.  A woman who is a member of the local
ambulance service looked up from Church Street
as she was passing St. James Church and saw
'the belly of a low-flying aircraft.'  She said she'd
never seen a Lear jet before but it looked like the
Lear jets she'd seen in the movies."
     "At the same time, a hair stylist on Lincoln's
North Main Street was working on a client.  She
looked out the window and saw a jet flying easterly
over Main Street.  She described it as 'smaller than
a military aircraft.'  That airplane appeared to be
two-tone bluish, she said.  It disappeared over
Loon Mountain."
    The Lear jet flown by Schwartz, 31, of Westport,
Conn. and Hayes, 30, of Clinton, Conn. was flying
at a speed of four miles per minute.  Yet, even at
that speed, it could not have been over both
Topsham, Vt. and Lincoln, N.H., communities
70 miles apart, at just after 10 a.m.
     Eyewitness reports of "low-flying jets" were
also received from Campton, N.H., 70 miles east
of Lebanon; East Andover, Croydon and Meriden,
and also in Charlestown, N.H., on the river,
40 miles south of Lebanon and 60 miles southeast
of Topsham, Vt.
     "Vermont witness reports came from towns
as far south as Putney north to the St. Johnsbury
area and to Hardwick, about 10 miles west of
St. Johnsbury."  (Incidentally, the Hardwick/St.
Johnsbury area was the site of several UFO
sightings between January and May 1997--J.T.)
     The families' "grief has been tinged with
bitterness that the official search was called off
so soon, and that their pleas to resume the
search in the spring went unanswered."
     "'Yes, we realize that there were no survivors,
but we're still alive and we should be helping each
other,' Jay Hayes said."
     "Search officials say too much time has
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elapsed for them to get involved."
     "Jay Hayes does not know how long he
will keep looking."
     "'Once a year's over, I don't know what I'm
going to do,' he said.  'I've done everything I
can.  But you never give up hope.'"
(See the Providence, R.I. Journal-Bulletin for
November 30, 1997, "Pilots' Families Still Seek
Answers as Anniversary of Crash Nears," and
October 13, 1997, "Flight of N.H. Mystery Jet
Lingers In Witnesses' Memories.")

from the UFO Files...

1909: UFO DAZZLES CROWD
          OVER MARLBORO

     Last summer UFO ROUNDUP presented actual
newspaper accounts from the 1909 UFO flap in
New Zealand.  This month we're going to run actual
newspaper stories from "L'Affaire Tillinghast," better
known as "the New England Airship Invasion of 1909."
     Although UFOs were seen in Leominster,
Massachusetts (Mass.) and White River Junction,
Vermont (Vt.) as early as July, the flap really got going
in December 1909 with multiple UFO sightings in the
small city of Marlboro, Mass., approximately 28 miles
(45 kilometers) west of Boston.
     Here's the actual newspaper story:
     "One of the most positive proofs of the existence of
the airship comes from ex-councilman B.W. Johnson,
who says he saw the airship Thursday evening,
Dec. 16th, in the southwestern part of the city, and
that it came down so low that he could hear a man
talking from the craft."
     The (newspaper) Marlboro Enterprise also refers
to ten other sightings in the city that week, including
this tantalizing item: "A young man named Beauregard
is an authority for the statement that that on the same
night (December 16, 1909) the airship landed on the
southern side of Lake Williams."
     On December 21, crowds of Marlboro residents,
excited by the Johnson and Beauregard stories,
gathered on Main Street to watch the skies.
     "They saw an aerial craft shooting along the
southwestern heavens at a good rate of speed...
At the city hall, crowds formed and at 7:45 (p.m.)
what looked like a comet showed up and rapidly
steered to the southwest and disappeared...
Among those who saw it was Officer J.J. Buckley
but he would not talk for publication on the
matter."  (See the Marlboro, Mass. Enterprise
for December 22, 1909, page 1.)

FUN UFO WEBSITES:

     James Aho just opened a new website called
"The W-Files," an archive on UFO incidents and
other paranormal events in Wisconsin.  Drop in at
http://www.execpc.com/~ahoj/wfiles/index.htm
     MUFON Connecticut just opened its website
this week.  For a look at the UFO scene in the
Nutmeg State, check in at http://www.geocities.com/
Area51/Zone/9047
     For a look at UFOs in Mississippi, try out Jay
Michael Long's new website, "MS-UFO Files."  Log in
at http://www.c-gate.net/~jmichael/ufo/index.html
     Like Net newsletters?  Then you must try out Kent
Steadman's great new "CyberSpace ORBIT."  Chock
full of UFO news, the ORBIT can be accessed at
http://www.eagle-net.org/phikent/orbit1a.html
     Don't overlook our parent site, UFO INFO, full of
news, photos and features.  Log in at this URL:
http://www.digiserve.com/ufoinfo/
     For back issues of UFO ROUNDUP, try our
website at http://www.digiserve.com/ufoinfo/roundup

     Today is St. Ambrose Day, which makes the
H.P. Lovecraft story in this issue even weirder than
it already is.  One of Lovecraft's literary idols was
American author Ambrose E. Beirce, who vanished

http://www.execpc.com/~ahoj/wfiles/index.htm
http://www.geocities.com/
http://www.c-gate.net/~jmichael/ufo/index.html
http://www.eagle-net.org/phikent/orbit1a.html
http://www.digiserve.com/ufoinfo
http://www.digiserve.com/ufoinfo/roundup
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in Mexico under very puzzling circumstances back
in 1913.  A few years later, in 1922, a man named
Ambrose Small vanished in Toronto, Canada.  The
father of ufology, Charles Fort, once wondered if
"somebody was collecting Ambroses."
     If your name is Ambrose, forget you ever read
this item...
     Can't you just visualize H.P. Lovecraft waking
up in the dark stone crypt on Yuggoth, looking
around in horror and shouting, "Hey!  This isn't
Benefit Street!"

     And we'll be back next weekend with more
saucer news from "the paper that goes home--
UFO ROUNDUP."

UFO ROUNDUP: Copyright 1997 by Masinaigan
Productions, all rights reserved.  Readers may post
items from UFO ROUNDUP on their websites or in
newsgroups provided that they credit the newsletter
and its editor by name and list the date of issue in
which the item first appeared.
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Alfred's Odd Ode #202

From: Alfred Lehmberg <Lehmberg@snowhill.com>
Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 09:28:32 -0600
Fwd Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 14:27:41 -0500
Subject: Alfred's Odd Ode #202

Apology to MW #202 (For December 7, 1997)

Let's talk about guts, and of misery born: A collection of people
ragged, forlorn -- A group labeled dopey, inane, and irrelevant,
a group labeled, badly, as a *rare* fringe development. True,
some are just lying and working an audience, and some are
mistaken by dazzling ambivalence. Some are insane or affected by
curse=85 but some tell the truth, for the better or worse.

First, a pox on you liars -- hope your damned to perdition =85 hope
you fry in some hell as a well earned condition =85 hope  you're
found out, disgraced -- run out on a rail, with bruises on your
face, and tar and feathers on your tail!

Those just mistaken? Don't feel like a looser! Read a book, take
some notes, then eschew your abuser! Look for proof on _each_
side of anomalous struggles =85 decide for yourself -- It's more
fun, and less trouble.

Those of you crazy feel lost and alone? Your torment is real, and
it goes to the bone. I don't judge you or hate you, or label you
hazy, _enigma_ may drive you and make you that crazy.

You telling a truth? You're the bravest of all! The Alien View
has compelled your tough call. At the risk of disgrace, and in
spite of the penalty, you stand, take a breath, and engage an
anomaly!

Now me, all I see are some lights on the fly =85 Inconclusive, but
strange, they are _in_ the night sky! I've studied the footage,
and I've read the accounts! The enigma is rampant; It gushes from
founts! Conspiracy LIVES! It is _not_ in my mind. The *news* is a
joke! If we looked WE WOULD FIND! But, the man holds his purse in
his covetous fingers, and the *news* is his stooge, so the
ignorance lingers.

So, those that laugh, you waste your time; you've nothing here to
add. Moreover, you're incurious, and I think it's _you_ that's
sad. I think you lack real courage, your head is in the sand, and
you lack the stones to open eyes, pay the freight, or take a
stand.

                             Lehmberg@snowhill.com

Witness their terror and elation, and be, yourself, terrified and
elated, smirking bunkies. When the coffee's perked through, and
it's time to throw the grounds on the compost heap, it is just as
Michael Lindemann said to me in conversation once, at a
conference, causing my continuous epiphany, "Most of it's fake,
but some of it -- is not."

Pearl Harbor? What would _you_ have done after a decade of
unethical economic war, and treatment as a cultural, social, and
racial inferior? Take the alien view.

--
Explore the Alien View?
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"I cleave the heavens, and soar to the infinite. What others see from
afar, I leave far behind me." - Giordano Bruno, while burning at the
fundamentalist's stake -- perhaps an experiencer!
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BBC article on Brazilian Conference

From: jared@valuserve.com (Andromeda.net- Anderson, Jared)
Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 10:27:01 -0700
Fwd Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 19:35:06 -0500
Subject: BBC article on Brazilian Conference

If anyone on this list is attending the conference please post
regularly to keep us apprised of it's progress and content.

Jared.

>From BBC News

http://news.bbc.co.uk/hi/english/sci/tech/newsid_37000/37622.stm

International scientists have gathered in the Brazilian capital,
Brasilia, for a week-long conference which aims to take a serious look
at unidentified flying objects.

The conference has been billed as the largest gathering of its kind,
with more than 50 top UFO researchers from across the world expected
to take part.

The theory that intelligent beings have visited or are visiting Planet
Earth has attracted its share of eccentrics.

But ufologists, as they call themselves, want the United Nations to
recognize their science as a legitimate subject for study.

The discovery of fossilised micro-organisms in a tiny fragment of a
meteorite from Mars has rekindled the debate over extra-terrestrial
life. According to Nasa scientists, the fossilised remains are the
first scientific proof that life can exist elsewhere.

I want to believe

The popularity of science fiction films like Hollywood's Men in Black
and television series like The X Files are a testimony to our
fascination with the subject of extra-terrestial life.

A recent poll in the United States showed that some 60% of people
believe in the existence of intelligent life-forms in space.

Despite decades of grainy photographs of flying saucers and other
supposed space ships, the existence of UFOs has never been proven.

A recently declassified CIA document claims that many of the UFO
sightings were experimental jets and the top secret spy planes of
their day.

Rational explanations often fall on deaf ears. Ufology is a science
which lends itself to conspiracy theories and claims of massive
government cover-ups.

The town of Roswell in New Mexico claims to be the sight of an UFO
crash landing in 1947 in which the bodies of aliens were found. It has
built a thriving tourist trade around its extra-terrestial connection
and even boasts a UFO museum.

Speakers from across the world
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The list of international speakers invited:

                         Antonio Las Heras (Argentina)
                         Barry Chamish (Israel)
                         Bob Brown (USA)
                         Bud Hopkins (USA)
                         Colin Andrews ( England)
                         Cynthia Hind (Zimbabwe)
                         Darush Bagheri (Iran)
                         Derrel Sims (USA)
                         Donald Ware (USA)
                         Edgar Mitchel (USA)
                         G C Schellhorn (USA)
                         G=E1bor Tarcali (Hungary)
                         Glennys Mackay (Australia)
                         Graham Birdsall (England)
                         Jaime Maussan ( Mexico)
                         Jaime Rodriguez (Ecuador)
                         James Hurtak (USA)
                         Javier Cabrera Darquea (Peru)
                         Javier Sierra (Spain)
                         Jerome Clark (USA)
                         Jesse Marcel Junior (USA)
                         Joaquim Fernandes (Portugal)
                         John Carpenter (USA)
                         John Mack (USA)
                         Johsen Takano (Japan)
                         Jorge Alfonso Ramirez (Paraguay)
                         Jorge Martin (Port Rico)
                         Leo Sprinkle (USA)
                         Leonard Nimoy (USA)
                         Linda Howe (USA)
                         Mario Dussuel (Chile)
                         Mark Carlotto (USA)
                         Mauricio Baiata (Italy)
                         Michael Hesemann (Germany)
                         Per Andersen (Denmark)
                         Richard Hoagland (USA)
                         Robert Bauval (England)
                         Robert Dean (USA)
                         Roberto Banchs (Argentina)
                         Roberto Pinotti (Italy)
                         Rodrigo Fuenzalida (Chile)
                         Ryszard Fiejtek (Poland)
                         S. O. Svensson (Sweden)
                         Stanton Friedman (Canada)
                         Sun-Shi Li (China)
                         Timo Koskeniemmi (Finland)
                         Tony Dodd (England)
                         Vicente-Juan Ballester Olmos (Spain)
                         Walter Andrus ( USA)
                         Wendelle Stevens (USA)
                         Yuri Guerassimov (Russia)
                         Yves Bosson (France)
                         Yvonne Smith (USA)
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UFO tracking predictions

From: Brian Cuthbertson <brianc@fc.net>
Date: Sun, 7 Dec 1997 13:25:53 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 19:37:39 -0500
Subject: UFO tracking predictions

On Sat 6 Dec 1997 Joel Henry wrote in response to
comments from Jennifer Jarvis ...

>Date: Sat, 06 Dec 1997 14:16:22 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>, fierycelt@full-moon.com
>From: joel henry <jhenry@wavefront.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: UFO Database interest

>>Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 20:23:06 +1030
>>From: JJ <fierycelt@full-moon.com> [Jennifer Jarvis]
>>To: updates@globalserve.net
>>Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: UFO Database interest

> [snip]

>>I know of a gentleman in England who has researched UFO sightings
>>dating back to the late 19th Century.   He has discovered
>>patterns to the UFO activity all around our planet, and has
>>formulated charts and graphs which, as I have found through
>>working "in the field," are most helpful in determining the
>>optimumum dates and times for possible UFO activity in a given
>>area.

>What's his name (e-mail address)? I'd like to get ahold of him.
>He could be a real beneficial contributor.

>>Also, when I have a sighting, I carefully log the time, date,
>>duration etc., and feed that information back to this gentleman,
>>so that he can add this to his database, thus making his
>>prediction system even more accurate.

>Good. The better data the better the results.

>>I have used these charts in Canada, the United States and England
>>with excellent results, meaning that the Unconventional Flying
>>Objects/Nocturnal lights or whatever, appear to arrive and depart
>>"right on schedule."  It is as if I were using a timetable for a
>>bus or train, except that, the vehicles involved do not appear to
>>be from "around here."

>>I have also had feedback from other people around the world to
>>whom I have sent specially generated customized charts and graphs
>>for their specific areas.  Here again, the dates and times
>>predicted have been VERY accurate.

>Is there a website one can easily access to get access to this
>type of data/analysis? It's all very well and good to be able
>to do it but not of much use if it is not widely shared (the
>goal of the new database).

>>Of course, how we use such information is left to our
>>"consciences," and, maybe, certain people and agencies may use
>>said information for the "wrong reasons."

>>I use the charts to enable me to go and see these
>>"unconventionals" without the inconvenience of having to wait
>>around on the "off-chance" that something MIGHT appear. Very
>>useful in our cold Canadian winters.

>Being able to predict where and when they will show up is extremely
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>importanat and I'll bet hundreds of investigator would love to
>access this info.

> [snip]

>If you or the gentlman you mentioned earlier would be interested
>in contributing to this effort, it would be much appreciated.
>Interest so far is very high.

Joel,

Jennifer was kind enough to have the gentleman in question mail
me one of his sample charts last year.  The material (a computer
generated chart for my latitude/longitude), and a page of usage
instructions, are fascinating.  Though I must admit that holding
down a fulltime job, authoring and supporting a commercial
astronomical database package, and trying to maintain a residual
social and personal life have prevented me from doing much with
his material to date.  If you like, I could scan in the 2 pages
and mail them to you, just to show you what he has.  Let me know.
I also have some (somewhere on diskette) old email correspondence
from Jennifer that gives more detail on the rationale behind all
this, but I guess I'd prefer that you talk to the source for that.

Anyway, the gentleman's name is T. Roy Dutton.  Neither the
envelope he sent from England nor the enclosed material provides
any info at all on how to contact him; no mail address, email
address, phone number, notta.

Jennifer however has all this info and should be able to provide
it to you if she sees fit.

-Brian Cuthbertson
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Re: Clark and ETH

From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 15:50:14 PST
Fwd Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 19:53:26 -0500
Subject: Re: Clark and ETH

> From: Paul Devereux <DevereuxP@aol.com>
> Date: Sat, 6 Dec 1997 17:37:13 EST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Clark and ETH

> Jerry Clark wrote in reply to a posting of mine:

> >From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
> >Date: Thu, 04 Dec 1997 12:26:29 PST
> >To: updates@globalserve.net
> >Subject: RE: UFO UpDate: Re: Clark and ETH

> <snip>

> >As I've said more than once before, you are in serious
> >need of a new rhetorical style.

> I think you would improve *your* rhetorical style, Jerry, if you
> took a deep breath, actually read the arguments I am trying to
> put forth, and tried not to project your own mind-set onto me,
> making allegations that I am being some kind of egocentric
> lunatic just because I question some tenets of ET ufology. I
> naturally observe a spectrum within ET ufology from the nutter
> fringe to a more sober expression of the same belief (though the
> gap between these ends of the spectrum seem to be getting closer
> all the time), but it is that essential belief, that ET motif as
> a whole, that I am suggesting we question (but  am NOT saying we
> should abandon as one possible explanation for things-seen-in-the
> sky). But I do not accept *at all* your claim that mainstream
> ufology is not besotted with the ETH/ETM. It has changed over the
> decades, of course, but that is part of the problem with the ET
> motif as a whole, a point I keep trying to make.

I stand by my assertion that the ETH no longer dominates
ufology.  As I've reflected on your contrary assistance, it
occurs to me that maybe you think ufologists mean
"extraterrestrials" when they say "aliens."  My experience
is that when you ask them what they mean, they generally are
quick to say they do NOT mean ETs but extradimensional
entities, psychic phenomena, ultraterrestrials, elementals, or
the like. This, of course, reflects the huge influence of Keel
and Vallee on latterday ufology.

It also occurs to me that the ETH exists in your mental universe
as a sort of convenient whipping boy, a source of all evil in
ufology and, not so incidentally, the one reason your theories
are not widely embraced within the field.  I'm sure you're a
decent guy, Paul, but I do think -- from, for one thing, the
experience of trying to communicate with you on this list -- that
you have a problem hearing other people.  I also think you don't
really understand how you come across to people.

> It wish you would not automatically put yourself in a defensive
> posture of assuming everything I am saying is wrong, egocentric,
> foolish and mad.

I think you are wrong.  I think you are egocentric (to the
extent that you seem to believe that people who disagree with
you are not just mistaken but actively deluded, and moreover
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in ways you are happy to explain to them -- and then you get
uptight and self-righteous when they respond with, to the
rest of us, utterly predictable bristling).  I have never said, and
do not believe, you are "foolish" or "mad."  I have said
repeatedly that your ideas are interesting, inventive, and
deserving of discussion.  As far as I can tell, you think your
views deserve nothing short of universable embrace, the
more immediately the better, and anyone who thinks
otherwise, like me, is somehow beyond the pale.

> It might work best if you took a few days to consider your
> responses instead of coming straight back with all your emotional
> guns blazing. That way you might avoid the ad hominem insults,
> the denigratory comments, and schoolyard-style catcalling that
> stud this posting:

Had I the time or inclination, I could compile a long, long list
of things you have said that would strike most observers as
condescending and even insulting.  If you think it is
"denigatory" and "schoolyard-style catcalling" to have said
to you that "your mind is made up" and you tend at times to
the bombastic and dogmatic, then your skin is so thin that it
must be transparent.  (A line from the great Edward G.
Robinson film Little Caesar comes to mind:  You've been
dishin' it out so long you can't take it no more.)  If I said you
were a charlatan, a swindler, a social misfit, or a mental
case (which I do not believe for a nanosecond), THAT would
be "denigatory" and "schoolyard-style catcalling."  Of
course that would also be the rhetorical style of John Keel,
whom just yesterday you were fervently defending.

> >There's plenty of room for reasoned discussion and debate in
> >ufology.

> Not with you, it seems. Well, don't worry, I won't bother trying
> any more.

Note the strain of self-pity in that last sentence.  Paul, look:
You cannot make sweeping statements and expect not to be
challenged.  You need a fresh rhetorical style which does not
demonize those of us who harbor honest differences of
opinion from you and which, moreover, does not require you
to play the victim all the time.  Pardon the cliche, but you know
the one about the heat in the kitchen. Maybe in the future you
should let somebody else do your cooking for you.

In sorrow and frustration,

Jerry Clark
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Re: Clark and ETH

From: Dennis Stacy <dstacy@texas.net>
Date: Sun, 7 Dec 1997 15:03:05 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 20:20:09 -0500
Subject: Re: Clark and ETH

>>From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
>>Date: Thu, 04 Dec 1997 12:26:29 PST
>>To: updates@globalserve.net
>>Subject: RE: UFO UpDate: Re: Clark and ETH

Jerry,

A couple of idle questions while passing a cold, rainy Sunday at
the keyboard, an NFL game on in the background. You've several
times cited the 1957 RB-47 radar/visual case as a sort of
exemplary argument (or case) for the ETH.

I just went back and read the entry (p. 505ff) in your new
paperback, The UFO Book, and it occurs to me that if you take the
data from the case and apply it in scientific fashion using the
ETH as a starting (or ending) point, it really tells us very
little about, for want of a better word, any theoretical aliens
that might have been inside the UFO(s), or, for that matter, much
about UFOs in particular.

In other words, what can one extrapolate from such a case and
apply to UFOs and ETs as, say, a general rule (which is one of
the ways science works)? One can't say, for example, that UFOs
tend to travel in pairs (they don't), that they always appear on
radar (they don't), that they display bright blue lights (not
always), that they routinely play tag with airplanes (they
don't), or that they're piloted by grays who abduct humans,
resulting in hybrid babies. Can we say that what the RB-47 pilots
saw was the same thing that Kenneth Arnold saw a decade earlier
or that Lonnie Zamora reported seven years later, or that any of
the above had anything to do with Zeta 2 Reticuli?

Despite the presence of a UFO category (radar/visual), one has to
wonder (or at least ask) whether the RB-47 case isn't closer to
being sui generis, and if all cases in the category might not
ultimately, if everything were known, turn out to be sui generis
cases, too. (Which is obviously not to say that they wouldn't be
highly suggestive nonetheless.)

All that can be said with certainty is that some UFOs show up, on
occasion, on radar. We also know, just as frequently, that many
don't on many more occasions. So are the two phenomena actually
one and the same?

Some ufologists have responded in the past by saying, well,
sometimes the aliens want to be detected on radar, and other
times they don't. But this uses the theory to prove the theory --
in short, it refers to alien motives to account for reported
behavior. We see the same thing today when ufologists like Jacobs
and Hopkins start talking about "selective invisibility" to
explain why some UFOs are seen and others aren't -- although how
the ETH or any other hypothesis could account for something that
isn't seen could ever be proved or even investigated is beyond
me.

At one time in UFO history (before, of course, Stealth technology
was even in a gleam in a young electrical engineer's eye),
radar/visuals were thought to be the strongest evidence in favor
of the ETH. It seemingly never occurred to us (without resort to
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alien motives) that the selfsame technology that could fly
between the stars would also be radar invisible by design from
the outset.

Now, we have vastly more (and more sophisticated) radars in
operation everywhere -- so many that the government couldn't
possibly cover-up every anomalous radar reading in the world --
yet recent radar/visual cases are relatively rare -- odd, given
the millions of abductions over major metropolitan areas alleged
by some ufologists. Even if anomalous radar returns numbered only
in the hundreds of thousands, or thousands of cases, or routinely
occurred on a nightly basis, one might expect that every other
air traffic controller in the world would be a fervent subscriber
to IUR or the MUFON Journal.

The same sorts of questions could be asked about the category of
physical trace cases. Do we get them much anymore? Is there a
good physical trace case which is also a good radar/visual case?
If not, why not? Is there a good case which is physical trace,
radar/visual, daylight disk *and* multiple witness? If not, why
not?

Put another way, the more we learn about UFOs, the more reported
parameters should theoretically collapse into a manageable set of
circumstances and characteristics. Imagine a huge pyramid
representing the body of UFO reports. Theoretically, the point of
the pyramid should represent the ur-UFO. Instead, we seem to have
a body of UFO reports in which the base of the pyramid is
sticking up in the sky, the whole suspended on a tiny point
(Arnold?). In short, the more UFO reports we get, the more kinds
of UFOs we have to account for. And while I'm willing to admit we
may have been visited, I'm not yet ready to accept the notion
that we're a Seven-Eleven convenience store (Zip in, zip out) on
some intergalactic highway. Or if we were, that any government in
the world could ever hope to cover it up.

Sunday idling.

Dennis
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UFO Updates 
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Re: Clark and ETH (and ELs)

From: John Koopmans <john.koopmans@sympatico.ca>
Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 16:52:02 -0800
Fwd Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 20:39:36 -0500
Subject: Re: Clark and ETH (and ELs)

> Date: Sat, 06 Dec 1997 10:24:03 -0700
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Jilain <jilain@rt66.com> [Jilain Jones]
> Subject: Re: Clark and ETH (and ELs)

> >From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
> >Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 17:45:01 PST
> >To: updates@globalserve.net
> >Subject: RE: UFO UpDate: Re: Clark and ETH (and ELs)

> <big time major snip>

> >I will let readers of the list familiar with my writing judge for
> >themselves whether my writing evinces serious mental disorder
> >-- surely the most unique criticism ever made of it, I must say.

> <more snipping>

> >Cheers,

> >Jerry Clark

> Hello all  :)

> I have just joined the list, and thus have missed a great deal of
> this conversation.  (Haven't had time to check the archives and
> catch up on it as yet).  But the above statement really caught my
> eye.  It never ceases to amaze me how quickly an "armchair
> diagnosis" of mental disorder rears its head when dealing with
> those who investigate any aspect of the ufo/alien phenomenon.

> I know a gentleman who has been investigating ufos for 30 years
> or so. He once told me that you will know when you're "hitting
> too close to home" when people stop debating the data you present
> and start attacking you personally.  I've found that to be a true
> statement.

> I personally find the whole thing quite intriguing.  Once the
> personal attacks start, I REALLY start paying close attention to
> what someone is saying.  And I've found that nine times out of
> ten, the one doing the attacking is reacting to the "hitting of a
> nerve" by someone else. From there, its generally just a matter
> of time before there is some indication given as to what the
> "nerve" is all about.

<snip>

> Anyway, I shall go back into lurk mode for a while now.  :)

> See ya around

> Jilain

Jilain:

You make a very perceptive observation about following personal
attacks and trying to discern what the "nerve" is all about.
However, if you had followed this discussion a little sooner, you
would have learned that Jerome Clark also attacked John Keel by
calling him "paranoid" and his theories "half-baked". Part of
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this seems to stem from some previous personal attacks that Keel
made on Clark, and according to Clark, on many others.

So, in this case, the personal attacks are going both ways, and
the "nerve" itself seems to be the mutual attacks on each others'
mental stability. If you have any kids jealous of the amount of
attention each seems to think the other is getting, you may
recognize the scenario. Unfortunately, the attacks seem to be
spilling over into each others' theories.

While the work of both Keel and Clark can be respected in their
own way (from certain viewpoints) their attitudes towards each
other can not, since it can only result in unnecessarily
affecting the perceptions of readers towards the work each is
doing. This in turn hurts the whole UFO community and the
likelihood of professional scholary advancement in this field.

If I may expand upon your idea further, rather than following
"personal attacks" and trying to discern what the "nerve' is all
about, I find it more interesting and instructional to follow
when some participants, especially the "lurkers" (myself
included) suddenly react to something said on this List.

If I am any kind of example, a lot of lurkers start by feeling
somewhat intimidated when following discussions by "respected"
authors or researchers. After a while something that they say may
hit you like a bolt of lightning from within, and for a while you
wonder why you reacted the way you did. I think that this may be
an extremely important indicator that there is some intuitive
knowledge, important connection, or subconsious resolution that,
as you say, may be "hitting too close to home". When this hits,
you may quickly react and send a message before you really
realize why you did it. Sometimes (often?) you may actually
regret it. Other times you may think it over for a while, realize
why you reacted, and post a more substantial message. But often
you will find that others may also react the way you did, and
this lends greater support for that "hidden truth".

That is why I think it is important for "lurkers" to contribute
when they feel that their nerve was hit by a sledgehammer. There
is no need to be profound - there is no need to feel that you are
"competing" with the intelligences of some of the more refined
researchers and authors. Their books are meant to be read by
people like you, and the more professinal of them will respect
and try to learn from your reactions and experiences. As for the
rest of them, they don't deserve any respect, and they'll quickly
learn that you don't support them by not buying their books.

So, when more lurkers (especially experiencers) contribute by
sharing when they feel their "nerve" has really been hit, they
may each start to contribute their little personal piece to the
whole puzzle. The more pieces that are placed on the table and
put together, the better will be the ability to start to see the
bigger picture.

From my perspective, it appears that the reactionary messages are
far more revealing in the fast ways to the truth than the long
drawn out deliberations of mote points of theoretical discussions
(although they are obviously valuable and necessary). I only need
to point out posts such as by John Velez and Cathy Johnson to
illustrate my point. Just because the "respected" researchers say
that John or Cathy couldn't have experienced what they repeatedly
state was exactly the way it happened, doesn't mean that the the
researchers are necessarily right. It is time to take exactly
what experiencers say they experienced as an equally important
possibility, and develop reasonable theories to try to explain it
from that perspective.

And the best way for that to happen is if more experiencers come
forward and start protesting when their "nerve" has been insulted
by arm-chair, scientifically-endowed theorists who have the
paradoxically "occult" ability to know your state of mind better
than you do.

John Koopmans
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Re: Just what is an abduction experience?

From: Julie Presson <earthwrk@doitnow.com>
Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 14:36:01 -0700
Fwd Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 20:44:21 -0500
Subject: Re: Just what is an abduction experience?

> From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: Just what is an abduction experience?
> Date: Sat, 06 Dec 1997 08:17:14 EST

> >From: rfsignal@sprynet.com [Cathy Johnson]
> >Date: Fri, 5 Dec 1997 15:07:47 -0800
> >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s
> >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

> My compliments to the list and to Cathy.

Hi Jack,

[...]

> It would seem there is confusion on the part of some as to
> what actually takes place in the physical sense.  Too many
> want to associate a purely psychological reason for your
> kind of experience. So, please put the doubting Thomases
> and arm-chair psychologists into a more enlightened
> frame of thought.

I wanted to address this part of your message as there seems to
be some confusion or lack of understanding of paranormal activity
verses psychological manifestations.

First off they are NOT the same thing. Does that mean a person
who experiences a paranormal event is imagining what happened.
ABSOLUTELY NOT! In my believe system paranormal events are REAL
in all ways. The point that has not been mentioned here to my
knowledge is this, what affects the astral body is seen on the
physical body. Anyone who has studied the older material by
people like Blavatsky, Leadbeater, or Fortune to name a few knows
this. It is one of the primary teachings in the older Occult
works. There is more than the physical body and all students of
the Occult (Which means Hidden and nothing more) and anyone who
have bothered to read at all anything that was published before
the rash of New Age material started coming out in the late 70s
knows this. Yes, there is a vast difference between New Age
practitioners and those who are serious students of the Occult. I
see people confusing the two because of a lack of understanding
often here and elsewhere, or throwing it around to try and
discount other peoples view of abduction.

Now if a person wants to believe there experience is explainable
with a physical explanation that is their right, however there is
no way they should discount the experiences of those who see it
as a paranormal event. We all have to remember we are going to
reference our experience from the view of reality we are choosing
to view at any given time. So is anyone wrong in there view,
NO...not at this point anyway. Why??? Because there is NO
concrete evidence to base what abduction is at this time. It is
all speculation as to what the foundation of the event is. All we
have as humans is our subjective view of the experience. My
subjective perspective after seeing and experiencing is that it
is inter-dimensional and NOT purely physical in nature. To
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someone else they think it is purely physical. So you are never
going to get a consensus on this until there is some honest
properly done research on abduction. And you still may not have
an answer...

> You know me, Cathy, and know I am not asking this in a
> tongue-in-cheek manner.  ...But in a legitimate quest to
> educate those who really don't know what it's all about.

Jack, do you know what it is all about? You are asking Cathy to
relate her subjective view, not the view of every person ever
abducted. Her experience is very different than Clarke's, so
should that invalidate his experience? I think we both know the
answer to that, no. No ONE persons view of there experience
should invalidate anyone else's. When it is allowed to then the
person who is trying to force their view on the world needs to
ask themselves why their view is anymore valid than anyone
else's. We all need to remember we are ONLY sharing our view here
or elsewhere on abduction or anything else for that matter. :-)

However a complete psychological makeup is a necessary tool in
real research by a "real" team of Therapists who are objective on
the subject of abduction. A complete family history, personality
inventories, etc. I believe this should be done in a double blind
study so there is one team the subject is sent to that has no
idea the person feels they were abducted. There is no need to
even mention it for the proper testing to be done to get a good
view of the personality types and family history of the people
that are experiencing these events. I would bet there are a
number of abductees who would be willing to do this around the
country. This testing has nothing to do with finding out if
someone is crazy, it has everything to do with creating a profile
and nothing more. If anyone thinks it is for anything other than
objective research then they need to ask themselves why they
would object to "real" honest objective research into this.
Research is an important and valid tool when done properly.

It is to easy for a few people to say you insulted them by giving
your view to stop any honest information exchange and censor the
views of others on abduction. Are we here to find out what is
really going on, or are we here to stroke the egos of a few
people??? I AM here to find out what is really going on and if
that steps on the toes of a few people them so-be-it. After all
we are supposed to be adults, right. ;-)

Thank you for giving me the opportunity to walk though the door
you opened with this message to express my views openly and
honestly.

Julie
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Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
Date: Sun, 7 Dec 1997 23:53:54 +0100 (MET)
Fwd Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 20:45:31 -0500
Subject: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

>Date: Sat, 6 Dec 1997 22:40:51 -0500
>From: James Easton <pulsar@compuserve.com>
>Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony
>Sender: James Easton <pulsar@compuserve.com>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

>Regarding...

>>Date: Fri, 5 Dec 1997 08:14:49 -0500
>>From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
>>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

James Easton wrote to Bob Shell:

>Wonderful. Please, let's hear why your assessment of the Arnold
>case concludes that suggestion doesn't make sense.

>I trust it's not simply that the explanation is too mundane.

>That did bother me, until I remembered how mundane - balloons,
>balloon wreckage, lighthouse beacons, misidentified stars, space
>debris, etc. - the explanations were for many 'classic' UFO
>cases.

Errr.... James,

The lighthouse beacon was the explanation by some British
'ufologists' for the Woodbridge/Bentwaters case.
Might I ask you whether you actually agree with that
explanation?

            __________________________________________
           /    Met vriendelijke groet/Best wishes    \
                      Henny van der Pluijm
                      hvdp@worldonline.nl

                       Technology Pages
                http://home.worldonline.nl/~hvdp
             \______________________________________/
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Re: Just what is an abduction experience?

From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 18:15:07 EST
Fwd Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 20:48:23 -0500
Subject: Re: Just what is an abduction experience?

>From: rfsignal@sprynet.com [Cathy Johnson]
>Date: Sat, 6 Dec 1997 19:04:41 -0800
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Just what is an abduction experience?
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

>>From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
>>To: updates@globalserve.net
>>Subject: Re: Just what is an abduction experience?
>>Date: Sat, 06 Dec 1997 08:17:14 EST

>Dear Jack and List,

>I haven't posted for quite a while because of the flavours of
>arguments going on in technical legalese that I could barely
>interpret. [Huh? - ebk] Now, I have something I can reply to,
>because you asked for it.

...And admirably done.  Reminds me of the good old days
when you and a few dozen others were participating in the
"Experiencers Only" thread. (Most of this data is gone
forever - a tremendous loss.)  ...But most of you have
scattered to the 4 points of the compass, and no longer
involved with the Fidonet echoes. I wish I could gather
all of you together again to post your experiences again.
(More wishful dreaming.) <grin>

>PS:
>Anyone know where I can get warrantee work on my defective
>implants?

Sure, just contact Dow Corning...  ...Er, sorry, wrong kind of
implants.    ;-)

Best regards,

Jack

P.S.  Thanks for the great reply.
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Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

From: "Clarke Hathaway <earthwrk@doitnow.com>
Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 19:02:30 -0700
Fwd Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 23:02:12 -0500
Subject: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

> Date: Sat, 6 Dec 1997 02:51:30 -0500
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

> >From: Paul Devereux <DevereuxP@aol.com>
> >Date: Fri, 5 Dec 1997 08:42:46 EST
> >To: updates@globalserve.net
> >Subject: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

> >John Velez  wrote:

> >>Date: Tue, 2 Dec 1997 13:41:16 -0500
> >>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >>From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
> >>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

> >>Until about six years ago I had rationalized my lifetime of
> >>unexplained experiences and memories as OOBE's (out of body
> >>exp's) vivid nightmares, and several unexplained objects (UFO
> >>sightings) I had seen in the sky (throughout my life - beginning
> >>in childhood) that simply didn't fit in with anything -I- knew
> >>of...

> ><mega-snip>

> Hi Paul, hi All,

> Paul wrote,

> >Thank you for your honest account. Most revealing.

> Please don't take this remark personally Paul as it is not
> directed at you specifically. The reason I wrote that e-mail is
> because I'm a little tired of having 'other people' tell me what
> I have experienced.

<snip>

Hello John and my compliments to the list.

> We all have scoop marks as well. I could go on here quite a bit
> about the "physical" aspects of this that have convinced me that
> something real world, real time, and physical is not only
> interacting with us, they leave behind evidence on our bodies.

So do I John, though I believe that you well know that I have a
decidedly different view of this than yourself. It is not
incumbant upon me however to attempt to invalidate your version
of reality. Paul approaches my position with his stated opinion,
but I don't feel that his view is quite broad enough.

> >What you describe is in fact a shifting from one
> >frame of reference(OOBE) to another (alien abduction),

> No. You are trying to put the round peg I put out there into a
> square hole!
> I told you that I am an experienced meditator. Over seventeen
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> years worth and (daily) I am -very- familiar with altered states.
> Some (not all) of what I recall happened in the light of full
> waking consciousness. It is why those memories never left me.
> They left a deep impression, and defied explanation for almost
> all of my life. Take my word for it Paul, I'm capable of telling
> the difference between an "altered mental state" and a "real
> event", why is that so hard for people to accept? Everyone
> insists that, "Well John, after all, it -must be- something
> else!" Well it's not! It's exactly what I say it is, I was there,
> I saw, I felt, I heard, I remembered! Unless you have a
> convincing arguement why I shouldn't trust my own faculties and
> senses then I stand my ground.

John, Meditation is not synonymous with what in my view is
occurring. In point of fact John, most of us humans serve to
severely limit what we really are. We are multi-dimensional
beings John and each component is interrelated and connected.
What effects one component necessarily has some effect on the
others.

I have had extensive, long term experience with meditation. I was
first introduced to the concepts of Zen while a five and a half
year old child in Japan. That was in 1948. Soon after arriving
there, I was enrolled into a school of Juijutsu with an
instructor (sensai) who spoke no english. Needless to say I soon
learned Japanese!

I digress however. I was initiated into Transendental Meditation
in January of 1970. While the altered state one achieves is
certainly profound, it is only a mere step towards what one
experiences in more esoteric practices. You see John, I AM also a
near life-long student of metaphysics or the occult in some folks
terminology.

Therefore I came to recognise the phenomena for what it really
represented during a period of intense visitation of more than a
year in duration. These were sometimes followed with bruises,
scratch marks as well as incidents of sleep deprivation. I must
stress how- ever that at no time did any of the phenomena occur
in third dimensional reality. I found that I could interact (with
recall) with the perpetrators of the events while in that state
between sleep and fully awake. During one episode for instance, I
was being pulled up out of my body by a tall Gray who had a hold
on my forearms while he was streatched down toward me through the
ceiling above. He gave off a distinct feeling of surprise when he
realized that I had become aware of what he was up to when Julie
told me to lie back and he wouldn't be able to pull me up.

I can assure you that these beings though not physical, can and
do cause minor physical effects. A short list would include sound
(like unseen footsteps) as well as small objects moved in rare
examples.

> If I thought that what I remembered was a purely psychological or
> spiritual issue you wouldn't know me and I'd be happily babbling
> away to some shrink about it. But that's not the case Paul. I'm a
> (fairly) sane, stable and self actualizing individual and I
> -know- what has happened to me and what I have remember for all
> my life as real but unexplainable events.

I AM puzzled why you would apparently assume that you would be in
need of psychological counsel after experiencing something that
is easily explainable in parapsychological terms?  There is a
paradox here John. I fail to understand how people are not in the
least taken aback by a story concerning a young mother who
relates that she was physically 'floated' out of a 12th storey
apartment through a locked, solid, plate glass window and then up
into a waiting flying saucer above.

Forgive me John, but in my view the person who believes such a
thing is the one most in need of psychological counseling. I
guess that would have to include some rather well known
researchers wouldn't it?

If an Alien culture has the means to alter the molecular
structure of an object in order to pass it through solid barriers
and given that it is more in the interest of these beings to
maintain a covert presence so as to operate undetected, why on
earth would they have 'floated' this women through a plate glass
window and then up into a saucer waiting above where everyone and
their mother could observe them? Sorry, doesn't make much sense.
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My point is ... wouldn't it be more likely that they would have
simply 'beamed' her up through the intervening structure above
directly into the ship?

> Why are UFO/alien "real events" any different from any of the
> other "real events" in my life? I remember them both the same. It
> is only 'other people' who make a distinction between them, not
> me.

Well, I understand your question and sympathize with your
feelings.The truth is, they are both real. My question to you is:
Why do you persist in limiting your perception? You are only
serving to limit yourself. It is obvious to me that there is much
more going on with John Velez than John himself realizes. ;-)

> >moreover, you came to make that shift because of influence from
> >outside (you were given "the pattern"), from someone who may not
> >have a clue about what this experience is like from the inside.

> You know Paul, this one is just a thinly disguised insult.

I don't necessarily agree John. I believe that Paul is attempting
to honestly explain something with only partial tools to work
with. I don't feel that he is trying to insult you at all. Nor AM
I.

> 1. I am not now, nor have I ever been a 'follower' or 'easily
> influenced.' I am a very headstrong and self-directed individual
> with healthy and functional critical abilities.

Sometimes John, this attitude can act to our disadvantage. I
don'tread anywhere in Paul's commentary anything at all about
leading vs. following. By way of contrast, what I see Paul
attempting to say (from my vantage point) is that during your
experience (in light of my own) you bought into the experience as
constituting one occurring within a 3rd dimensional framework.
This is not surprising as that was and is these beings intentions
all along. They are master manipulators and powerful telepaths.

> 2. I remember "grey men with big black eyes" since I was a small
> child. I'm 49 where was your "outside influence" coming from in
> the early fifties? About the wierdest thing I was exposed to back
> then was Andy Devines cat "Midnight"  He used to dress it up in
> strange costumes and then strap it to a turntable and spin the
> cat while he played music!  If you're telling me that Midnight
> the cat is the basis of all my abduction related memories you may
> have an arguement, it -was- a pretty disturbing thing to see. <G>

Yes, me too! I AM 54. I recall extremely disturbing dream-reality
as occurring during the years we lived in Japan. I suspect today
that I experienced abduction events perhaps beginning there. The
thought just occurred to me that if this is true, what part if
any did my introduction into altered states of consciousness have
to do with these circumstances?

In relationship to ole Andy Devine, I used to get antsy when he
would invoke the frog on the "Buster Brown" show with "Plunk Your
Magic Twanger Froggy". It was the upcoming image of "froggy"
saying "Hi Yuh Kids, Hi Yuh". The image of that frog bouncing
around was always unsettling to me. Interesting. I have never
related that to anyone before. <grin>

> 3. No-one "gave me the pattern." When I read the accounts of the
> abductees for the first time I recognized it immediately [from my
> own] lifetime of experiences and memories. Nobody put it there or
> suggested it! IT WAS ALREADY THERE PAUL. That set of memories was
> in place long before I ever encountered abduction related
> anything.

> 4. We're not (all) as gullible as many would like to think.
> Besides I'm not an easy mark for that kind of crap.  Among my
> functional equipment I also have an excellent bullshit detector.

Again. You have more than one body. They co-exsist just out of
phase to one another in the same space. They are all
interconnected. If the psychic impression lets say in the astral
is powerul enough it is easily possible if not probable to
experience like effects in the 3rd dimensional reference.

I must respectfully submit that if what you say above were in
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fact true John, it would not be possible for you to be an
abduction experiencer. Period!

> But to answer your "real" question,...

> No, Budd [nor anyone else] didn't "plant patterns" or try
> influence me. I recognized the elements of the "pattern" Paul
> because they -happened to me- not because I read it or heard it
> somewhere.

I can't state that Budd Hopkins planted patterns John. But for
thesake of honesty here, I have witnessed on video tape, Budd
Hopkins employing leading questions to abduction subjects.

> >Like you, I do. And like you, the entities I have seen look solid,
> >can touch me (and bite and scratch) and I can touch them. But
> >even your experience of touching something solid in "real, waking
> >life" is a mental effect, John. The experience is put together
> >inside your brain.

> OK, then let me hit you in the mouth as hard as I can with a 38
> ounce Louisville Slugger and then on our way to the hospital you
> can tell me [if you can] what part of the experience was just
> something that was "put together in your brain!" <G> From my side
> of the fence it's a fair analogy.

Perhaps your famous temper (another result of wayward attitude)
is getting the better of you here John. You would be far better
served by realizing that you are NOT omnipotent nor do you have
very many answers when it comes to these subjects. I find your
comments as above to Paul as unfortunate and based upon a lack of
understanding on your part. This kind of behavior is sad.

Again. Yes your experience(s) were and are real. I believe that
just as I accept that mine are. I don't believe that anyone is
attempting to steer you otherwise. In my view however, it is your
perception of the events and your understanding of them that is
wayward here. Perhaps if it were otherwise, you would come to
find that you are able to control the flow of these events far
more effectively than you have heretofore dreamed possible.

> >Now, I don't know what these entities truly are, I'm keeping my
> >powder dry on that issue,

> Prudent,...smart!

Translated:  He hasn't yet invested enough time into the research
thereof in order to arrive at any diffinitive conclusions.

> >As for the physical body being visible when in an OBE state,
> >that's by no means always true. I have just completed a survey
> >of the OBE literature, and quite a few of the leading lights
> >in OBEs or "astral projection" (that's the Theosophical belief
> >frame for the experience, now a bit out of date) never could see
> >their bodies. Their beds seemed empty.

> On a wall about four feet away from me are a few certificates
> that I've picked up along the way. One of them is a letter from
> the United Lodge of Theosophists. I was a student and a member
> for some seven years.

I cannot help but state that such letters and/or certificates of
attendence are easily aquired John. One merely attends. The key
thing here is what one absorbs and is capable of putting to
practical use. I AM sorry John, but based upon your statements
above, I shall reserve my opinion as to the veracity of the
stated education. It would seem moreover that given these
circumstances you would display a bit more understanding than you
have.

> When I said in my last post that what was happenening to me was
> "abduction related and not what is taught or described by the
> mystics it is based on an -intimate- and broad knowledge of the
> material. Like I said Paul, I -know- the difference. No cigar
> here either.

I AM not buying this John, though in your mind you quite possibly
believe that you have a firm grip on what composes these events.

The proof is: John are you capable of providing any concrete
evidence to display where you are right and anyone with a
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different view is wrong?

I ask straight out John, are you capable of controlling your abductions
and causing them to cease?

> >As for physical marks, well, I think they could be explained by
> >several approaches.

> The one that is always conspicuosly absent is, -we are telling
> the truth and we got them where and how we say we got them.- It's
> amazing how -that one- never makes it to the table.

Come on John. 98% of abductees and more researchers than I care
tothink about take the easy explanation out. That is exactly what
the beings that perpetrate these events desire John. In buying
into that and not seeking to realize your potential, you are
furthering their ends. Nice job!

> >But one, at least, is a form of stigmata.

> Show me just one example of "stigmata" that leaves a permanent
> crater in your skin! Show me just one "stigmata case" that mimics
> -any- of the marks found on the bodies of abductees.

Yeah, I still have a permanent 'crater' in my skin too John. If
you would do a basic study upon the Etheric, Astral and Physical
bodies and their interrelationship, you should soon come to a
realization of how something psychically traumatic can be
experienced in the Astral and result in physical symptomology.

> Also, "stigmata" by definition 'appear' disappear, and then
> reappear again. The marks on our bodies appear overnight and
> stick around for a lifetime. I think comparing what we have to
> "stigmata" is a case of 'mistaken identity'

A poor example I would agree.

> >In tribal societies, as I have also written elsewhere on this
> >list (I do hope you catch some of this stuff, John - it is relevant to
> >you and your co-experients), the shaman can sport marks and wounds
> >he claims were inflicted on him my spirits while on his out-of-body
> >journey. I have seen some of the anthropological photos of this.

> I guess if you gave me enough psilocybin, or kava-kava root I'd
> pick up a few marks myself! <G>

I also have an interest in anthropology and have come across
evidencesimilar to that Paul is referring to. This is not to
suggest that current anthropological theorum can serve to supply
a convenient answer to the seemingly inexplicable riddle of
abduction events/experiences and attendant physical effects. It
cannot. Nor do I believe Paul is suggesting in anyway that the
mechanism that results in physical marks upon the shaman being
understood. Not all shamanistic journying is accompanied or
predicated by the usage of mind altering substances.

> >What you describe shows quite clearly that you are prone to these
> >states of consciousness, John, but that of course does not make
> >your * experiences* any less valid or realistic.

> For someone who has never met me that's a pretty heavy diagnosis!
> How on Gods' good earth could you possibly know what I'm "prone
> to" or not? Do you freelance on the psychic hotline?

I will disagree with Paul's terminology "realistic". This would
indicate that the event itself constituted something other than
real. It shows that perhaps he is on the path to understanding,
but so far has not realized it.

These experiences are REAL! PERIOD!

What is not being clearly seen or recognised by many ... is the
frame of reference of that reality. Once one comes to a semblance
of understanding concerning this, one becomes capable of
exercising a greater degree of control over what is occurring.

> >It is such a pity so few people seem to want to know of the middle
> >way between naive literalism and out-and-out debunking in these
> >matters.

> I like that Paul! Nice capper. First we're all mis-interpreting
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> our experiences, then - we are all such easily influenced and
> weak minded boobs, that possibly all of our memories are the
> result of "outside influence" and now,. . . the creme de la
> creme,---we're "naive"

We all have a right to the reality which we create.  ;-)

> What a neat package! Misunderstanding, easily influenced, and
> naive! Paul my man, if it helps you to get through the night to
> believe that, then you have my blessings. If you really believe
> it, you have my sympathy.

> If my experiences were "something else" then I'd simply say so.
> My experiences and memories are what they are and what I have
> reported. You can dance around it all you want, it just is what
> it is. Maybe one day you'll consider including in your list of
> possible explanations, "we are simply telling the truth and
> reporting what we remember."

> I came by my views the hard way Paul. I was not prepared to
> accept alien abduction as an explanation either, but after
> recieving confirmation after confirmation of the physical nature
> of these encounters it's hard for me to deny it. I've seen
> classic flying saucers close up in broad daylight with other
> witnesses. I'm not a "UFO believer", like Mr S says, "I'm a UFO
> -KNOWER!"

John, I have to date seen NO documented evidence except with one
possible exception that would suggest that Abductions have any
relationship to the incidence of UFO/Flying Saucer sightings.
While I concede based upon that lone exception plus a provisional
second that such rare occurrances have happened, I suspect that
the bulk of these events are occurring as described by me above.
That is, that they constitute events occurring within the Astral
plane.

I have an effective modality of dealing with these visitations. I
really don't give a flying fig for any negative commentary by
would be detractors. I have something that works and I have
ceased to play the role of victim. If anyone out there can make
the same claim, then I congratulate them!

Clarke Hathaway
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Re: Clark and ETH (and ELs)

From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 22:40:03 PST
Fwd Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 23:10:04 -0500
Subject: Re: Clark and ETH (and ELs)

> Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 16:52:02 -0800
> From: John Koopmans <john.koopmans@sympatico.ca>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Clark and ETH (and ELs)

> > Date: Sat, 06 Dec 1997 10:24:03 -0700
> > To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > From: Jilain <jilain@rt66.com> [Jilain Jones]
> > Subject: Re: Clark and ETH (and ELs)

> > >From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
> > >Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 17:45:01 PST
> > >To: updates@globalserve.net
> > >Subject: RE: UFO UpDate: Re: Clark and ETH (and ELs)

> > <big time major snip>

> > >I will let readers of the list familiar with my writing judge for
> > >themselves whether my writing evinces serious mental disorder
> > >-- surely the most unique criticism ever made of it, I must say.

> > <more snipping>

> > >Cheers,

> > >Jerry Clark

> > Hello all  :)

> > I have just joined the list, and thus have missed a great deal of
> > this conversation.  (Haven't had time to check the archives and
> > catch up on it as yet).  But the above statement really caught my
> > eye.  It never ceases to amaze me how quickly an "armchair
> > diagnosis" of mental disorder rears its head when dealing with
> > those who investigate any aspect of the ufo/alien phenomenon.

> > I know a gentleman who has been investigating ufos for 30 years
> > or so. He once told me that you will know when you're "hitting
> > too close to home" when people stop debating the data you present
> > and start attacking you personally.  I've found that to be a true
> > statement.

> > I personally find the whole thing quite intriguing.  Once the
> > personal attacks start, I REALLY start paying close attention to
> > what someone is saying.  And I've found that nine times out of
> > ten, the one doing the attacking is reacting to the "hitting of a
> > nerve" by someone else. From there, its generally just a matter
> > of time before there is some indication given as to what the
> > "nerve" is all about.

> <snip>

> > Jilain

> Jilain:

> You make a very perceptive observation about following personal
> attacks and trying to discern what the "nerve" is all about.
> However, if you had followed this discussion a little sooner, you

http://www.ufoupdateslist.com/
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> would have learned that Jerome Clark also attacked John Keel by
> calling him "paranoid" and his theories "half-baked". Part of
> this seems to stem from some previous personal attacks that Keel
> made on Clark, and according to Clark, on many others.

John,

I'm afraid you're entirely wrong here.  That doesn't, of course,
make you a bad person; it's just that, by your own admission,
you're new to this field, and I'd bet you haven't read much of
what I've written outside this list.  It's also apparent that you
haven't read much Keel to speak of, either; otherwise you
wouldn't have that "according to Clark" in your last line. You'd
have seen the evidence with your own eyes.

I called Keel's ideas, not John himself, "half-baked."  I am
opposed to personal attacks.  If you think Keel and I are
sinning equally, please read my earlier posting in which I
quote Keel writing vituperously on ufologists and Forteans, as
he has for many  years, using language few of us would employ
even in anger. I challenge you to find me using comparable
language anywhere.

In this field there are many points of view, and I have friends
who hold just about all of them.  My range of friends in ufology
runs the gamut from skeptics to contactees.  I get along fine
with them, and they with me, and occasionally we even mix it up
in print or in correspondence without anyone's mistaking
legitimate dissent for personal animosity.

Keel's ideas, in my judgment, are misguided, for reasons about
which I have written at length. Please go to your local
bookstore, pick up my UFO Book, and read my essay on "Paranormal
and Occult  Theories."  You don't even have to buy the book.
Just learn where I'm coming from, so you don't have to engage in
misguided speculation about who I am and what I'm about.

> So, in this case, the personal attacks are going both ways, and
> the "nerve" itself seems to be the mutual attacks on each others'
> mental stability. If you have any kids jealous of the amount of
> attention each seems to think the other is getting, you may
> recognize the scenario. Unfortunately, the attacks seem to be
> spilling over into each others' theories.

The personal attacks are NOT going both ways, unless you are
arguing that one's protests at being slandered are morally
equivalent to the circulating of the slander to which the victim
is objecting.  I abandoned Keelian views in the late 1970s, when
I came to see them as poorly conceived, essentially meaningless,
and often out-and-out credulous. This had NOTHING to do with my
feelings about Keel, whom I continued to like, though we had long
since drifted apart. The last time I saw John was in Connecticut
in 1989.  We went out to dinner together and had a merry time.
Afterwards I wrote him a good-humored letter.

The issue where Keel is concerned is, it seems, me.  The issue
where I am concerned is his ideas, as you would know if you were
conversant in what I have published on the subject.

> While the work of both Keel and Clark can be respected in their
> own way (from certain viewpoints) their attitudes towards each
> other can not, since it can only result in unnecessarily
> affecting the perceptions of readers towards the work each is
> doing. This in turn hurts the whole UFO community and the
> likelihood of professional scholary advancement in this field.

Give me a break. Please  read what I have read about Keel's
theoriesl in my books and articles. (Please read my UFO
Encyclopedia, incidentally, if you want to learn something about
"professional scholarly advancement in this field," which is what
reviewers said they thought this was.)  Though I have my private
suspicions, I have not once written of Keel as crazy, socially
inept, or pathetic -- adjectives he habitually hurls, in print
and elsewhere, against all who disagree with him.  If Keel were
to write articles challenging my ideas, precisely as I have done
with his, there would be no problem, only healthy, entertaining,
and (one would hope) ultimately enlightening debate.

Personal attacks are pointless, counterproductive, and boring.  I
need no lecture from you on that score, since this was precisely
the point I was making (and apparently you were missing) when I
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raised the issue of Keel's ad hominem excesses. I wish John Keel
believed, as I do and I presume you do, in rational debate, but I
simply fail to see by what peculiar logic my criticizing him for
that makes me morally equivalent to him. Perhaps you could
explain it to me.

If, on the other hand, you want to direct your words to Keel,
which is where they ought to be addressed, I'll gladly give
you his address.

Jerry Clark
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A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Re: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass

From: Ted Viens <drtedv@freewwweb.com>
Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 21:38:29 -0800
Fwd Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 23:16:48 -0500
Subject: Re: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass

> Date: Sat, 6 Dec 1997 10:52:08 -0800 (PST)
> From: Jim Deardorff <deardorj@ucs.orst.edu>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass
> Sightings

> Ted,

> Earlier, the attempted put-downs of these Washington state mass
> UFO sightings tried to attribute them to a Russian rocket
> booster, SL-12 (Proton).  I'm glad you also realize that it could
> not have been responsible for any of the sightings.  The real
> point is that certain UFO debunkers had no qualms in assigning
> all the UFO sightings to this SL-12 booster without waiting for
> any confirmation from Russia, which of course never occurred.
>

Pointing out a reasonable explanation for 99 and 44/100 of the
sightings is not a "put-down."  It may be dull, may disappoint
those who "need" it to be something more, nevertheless, it just
is what it is, a reasonable explanation.  Not absolutely, but
most likely, the real explanation.

> > In fact, the disconnected paragraphs you quote may in themselves be
> > talking about two different vehicles.

> The two sentences I quoted from the U.S. Space Command news
> release of Nov. 29th (made available by Peter Davenport on the
> National UFO Reporting Center's web site) were separated only by
> the single sentence: "Aboard the booster was a spacecraft known
> as the Mars '96 probe destined for the planet Mars."  Thus the
> second sentence I had quoted did refer to the same rocket
> booster.

This is where things get really weird.  Another reader tipped me
off that this press release was from last year.  Here copied from
the NUFORC site:

[begin quote.]
UNITED STATES SPACE COMMAND

NEWS RELEASE

DIRECTORATE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS, Headquarters, U.S. Space Command,  250 S.
Peterson Blvd,
Ste 116, Peterson Air Force Base, CO  80914-3190

Phone: (719) 554-6889  FAX: (719) 554-3165  DSN: 692-6889  E-Mail:
noussppa@spacecom.af.mil

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Release No. 41-96

November 29, 1996

Update on Russian Space Probe

http://www.ufoupdateslist.com/
http://www.ufoupdateslist.com/1997/
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Peterson AFB, COLO. -- U.S. Space Command (USSPACECOM) has
developed new information indicating that te Russian Mars '96
spacecraft likely came down on Nov. 16 instead of Nov. 17 as
earlier reported. Any debris surviving the heat of this re-entry
would have fallen over a 200-mile long portion of the Pacific
Ocean, Chile, and Bolivia. We now believe that the object that
re-entered on Nov. 17, which we first thought to be the Mars '96
probe, was in fact the fourth stage of the booster rocket.
[end quote.]

Yes indeedy, the release is dated in 1996.  What is going on
here?  Jim, did this just slip by you and in the flush of
embarrassment are you fingers busy typing out an apology to me
and our fellow readers?  I humbly accept.

> > Now back to NORAD object 25047.  After my last postings, I dove
> > into the web and dredged up an orbital element set for it dated
> > 13 November. Plugging this into a satellite tracking program
> > revealed that on 14 November 1997 a little after 9:00 pm Seattle
> > time object number 25047 was expected to be passing just north of
> > Seattle and very very low in orbit.  With this degree of
> > corroboration, I don't see how we could fail to attribute most of
> > the reports from the Northwest that night to this SL-12 booster.

> You ought to read the UFO reports that Davenport made available
> -- in 28 pages that include the forementioned discussion of the
> Russian rocket booster launched on the 16th.  Most of the reports
> are of glowing objects that moved across the sky quite slowly,
> and in formation, taking from 30 seconds to 11 minutes as
> observed from different locations.  They emphasized the slowness
> (small angular velocity) of the UFOs, because by this feature
> alone it was obvious, even to non-scientists, that what they saw
> could not have been re-entry rocket or satellite debris or a
> meteor shower, either one.  Others noted non-linearity in the
> UFOs' tracks.

I did go to the NUFORC page and read the many reports from
witnesses.  Let me quote one of the better written and more
descriptive of them:

[begin quote.]
It all started as I was commencing on my usual evening stroll.
The night was one of those befitting Port Ludlow and the Olympic
Peninsula.  Every star was in its own multi-dimensional
extragalactic setting.  The moon was almost full and about 1/3 of
the way to its zenith.  I had just finished locating the north
star and the big dipper when a brilliant orange glow started
growing about 30 degrees above the north west horizon.  At first
there was only one orange mass with a half dozen bright spots of
varying size and light intensity.  The largest piece was about
the size of a large star but much more brilliant and emitting a
pulsating white light.  The others were tracking with it making a
mass in the sky that appeared larger than the moon.  All the
pieces appeared to be disintegrating and left a huge trail that
reminded me of a contrail from a high flying jet at sunset. But
this contrail was multi-colored.  In between the bright spots
were millions of sparkling particles spewing out colored lights
that reminded be of my days in physics where we had to identify
metals by their color in a flame.  As a background, the contrail
had a cosmic glow.

[pararaph relating a second, following object snipped.]

The two masses progressed across the sky, obscuring the north
star and all it’s associate heavenly bodies in a very stately
manner.  Unlike a shooting star or the fireball that I saw in my
youth, this  bizarre light mass was moving slowly but steadily
across the heavens.  It must have taken 1 to two minutes for them
to traverse from the western  to the eastern horizon. As they
went, the stream of off-gassing sparkling particles extended from
horizon to horizon.  As the leading edge of the light show
neared the eastern horizon, each mass appeared to lessen in
intensity.  However, I sensed this was due to the higher air
density.  Finally the leading lights disappeared below the tree
line of Tala Point while the technicolor contrail persisted for a
few more moments.
[end quote.]

Sounds very exotic almost supernatural doesn't it?  Yet this is
an excellent description of a common reentry.  Yes, the Shuttle
as it approaches the Kennedy Space Center, does put on this
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glorious show.  Ah, with one significant difference.  The Shuttle
doesn't (hopefully) break into a string of burning pieces
(although it does appear to be burning.) The bulk of the
eyewitness accounts on the NUFORC page were congruent with the
reentry of a crumbling booster.  Most of the commentary
displayed, in its conjecture and speculation, gross ignorance and
misconception of what a reentry would look like.

> > Notice how I carefully say "most" above.  I also happened to be
> > listening to the Art Bell show through these events.  It seemed
> > to me that the witnesses may not have all been reporting the same
> > event.  I had the feeling that possibly three different events
> > were being described.  The most commonly reported event was
> > clearly the reentry of space debris.

> The debate then seems to be between "most" and "many."  As noted
> in an earlier message, the UFO events may well have occurred near
> the time at which some booster suffered its final piece of
> orbital decay, and that need not have been any accident in the
> timing of the UFO event by the UFO intelligences.  It's the
> events NOT consisting of man-made or natural events that are the
> concern of this list.  Those viewers who assumed it was
> reentering space junk seem not to have supplied any estimate of
> total duration of their sighting.

> Could you help out here by supplying us with your estimate of the
> most typical angular velocity across the sky, as viewed from the
> earth's surface, of reentering space junk when it's at its
> altitude of maximal flaming brightness?

Another common misconception is that the most of the flames
during reentry are from the object burning up.  From the time an
object hits the upper atmosphere, it creates an ionization trail.
 It is glowing brightly long before it starts to burn up.  And
the trail lingers in the sky after the object has passed from
sight.  It glitters with fairy dust just as described above.  As
the debris rises above the horizon, it appears to be moving
straight up as if being launched from only a couple of hundred
miles away.  As it passes overhead, it appears to be in level
flight.  And as it passes below the horizon, it appears to flying
straight down.  These are also characteristics reported by other
witnesses.

> If this altitude were taken to be 70,000 ft and if by then the
> speed of the reentry debris had slowed down to 1/2 of the
> previous orbital velocity, my rough estimate is that it would
> take 12 seconds for it to cover a 120 degree arc of the viewers'
> sky.  If the factor of 1/2 were whittled down by an order of
> magnitude, then some fraction of the reports that emphasized the
> slow movement might be explained by reentering debris.
> However, they wouldn't explain the reports which emphasized the
> excessive amount of such debris that would have been required, or
> the non-linear movements, or the tails of fire that followed only
> far behind the leading glowing balls; or the formation maintained
> by the multiple objects, considering that reentering debris of
> various sizes and shapes would be moving at different velocities
> due to their different aerodynamic drags.

> Jim Deardorff

All the estimation and speculation in the world cannot substitute
for the real facts and experience.  A trip to
http://shuttle.nasa.gov and following the links to the reentry
profile page will answer these questions far better than I can.
Houston is about 3/4's along the reentry path of the shuttle.
Even here, the shuttle takes 4 minutes to pass from horizon to
horizon.  This is much, much longer than your preliminary
estimates.  It looks every bit as magical as the witness's
reports on the NUFORC pages. This makes it easy to understand how
popular misconceptions can sensationalize a common reentry.  The
many ways that a booster can break up and the many aerodynamic
forces affecting the varied pieces can easily explain the various
fireballs and their paths.  Sadly, several of the postings on the
NUFORC page clearly described the how's and why's of this being
an SL-12 reentry.  Yet this did nothing to stem the mystification
and glamorization of the event.

Bye...  Ted..

http://shuttle.nasa.gov/
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Re: From The "XX Files": The "Real" Truth...

From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates]
Date: Sun, 7 Dec 1997 23:18:56 EST
Fwd Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 23:40:42 -0500
Subject: Re: From The "XX Files": The "Real" Truth...

>  From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
>  To: updates@globalserve.net
>  Date: Sun, 7 Dec 1997 13:05:13 +0200
>  Subject: From The "XX Files": The "Real" Truth About "Aliens" In The=
 U.S.A.
 
>  Found at:
 
>  http://www.latinolink.com/opinion/opinion97/0628OSPE.HTM
              
>  From the "XX Files": The "Real" Truth about "Aliens" in the U.S.A.
 
>  By Roberto Rodriguez & Patrisia Gonzales
 
>  =A91997 Chronicle Features
 
>  They lied to us about Roswell. Of course. They also lied to us about
>  the Mexican-American War and Columbus. So what haven't they lied to us
>  about?
 
>  Roswell, New Mexico, has captured the imagination of the world and yet,
>  few people seem to know the real story behind the world's most famous
>  purported UFO incident. In July of 1947, the Air Force reported that it
>  had captured the remains of a UFO, only to retract the story the
>  following day, claiming what it had found was in fact only a weather
>  balloon.
 
>  Curiously, in all the current media mania over the 50th anniversary of
>  the "Roswell Incident," the name of Lincoln LaPaz, an expert in
>  meteoritics and a key figure in the government investigation, appears
>  nowhere.
 
>  LaPaz was a University of New Mexico professor at the time, who had
>  earlier been part of the ultra-secret Manhattan Project which developed
>  the world's first atomic weapon. When the government began to
>  investigate the purported UFO crash, and a second nearby crash site
>  where alien bodies were allegedly recovered, agents found that most of
>  the nearby residents spoke primarily Spanish. Because of the
>  English-only laws for military personnel back then, the government
>  found itself with a communication problem. As documented in the 1991
>  book "UFO Crash at Roswell," the government enlisted the services of
>  LaPaz to interview the residents. LaPaz scoured the countryside,
>  visiting homes, farms, and even bars. It is through his interviews that
>  the trajectory of the UFO was determined.
 
>  According to heavily censored government documents given to us by a
>  former intelligence agent, code-named "XX" (or "Dos Equis"), whom we
>  met at one of the bars that LaPaz visited, scores of ranch hands in the
>  area also stumbled onto the bodies of three or four aliens. The
>  laborers left hastily to other parts of the country, afraid that the
>  government would make them "disappear" because of what they had seen.
 
Boy oh Boy, we meet an self proclaimed intelligence agent in some
local bar in the outback of New Mexico and this story is end all
information about the coverup of the century.  Lets see where
have we heard that before:  Lee Shargel and the Jan 24th 1997 was
when ET radio waves were going to bathe the earth and that would
begin a new day for humanity...according to his never-
wrong-top-drawer-intelligence sources.
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Then we had beltway throat who unloaded the Yellowbook/10,000
year history of the earth/Christ was an ET/mass landings in the
desert SW on April 24th 1997.  Never happened.

Today, the alleged coverup of the century supposedly comes from
some intelligence source whom the authors met in some backwoods
NM bar.

My question is how many beers had "XX" had before he spilled his
guts...whoops!, I mean't told his story.

Cheers,
Robert
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Windchaser Films Site has UFO Video Stills

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 00:00:43 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 00:00:43 -0500
Subject: Windchaser Films Site has UFO Video Stills

The following arrived here last week. As the site name sugggests,
these people chase winds - tornados. In the course of one of
their chases they caught a metallic object on video. The images
are interesting and worth visiting.

ebk

______________________________________

Date: Sun, 30 Nov 1997 17:02:03 -0600
To: everyone@windchaser.com
From: Chaser <chaser@telepath.com>
Subject: A special mission. from Lan Lamphere

We have set up a BBS that caters to the skeptic and the believer
in these unexplained events.  Naturally this is not the first
board of its kind, but it is the first time that a domain has
introduced the UFologolist to the public in a positive light.  We
believe that the world is ready to learn more about these strange
and unexplained events that have been occurring for thousands of
years.  It's time to unite the public in a fight against the lies
and the cover ups that have been inflected on those of us that
"know" for so long now. This board is a starting place, a cornner
stone, for such an organization.

Together with the combined talents of  you, and the other
hundreds of researchers world wide, we can all make a difference
via the world wide web and services available throughout the
world.  Unity in mind, spirit and body.  That is the premise
behind this group of people.  I would like to invite you to join
this group, bringing with you all of the folks that you consider
to be the top in their fields.  The more scientific research
behind this goal of ours the better. To show the rest of the
world that we are not alone in this universe. To show our
governments that we are not fools that can be lead into the
slaughter without a fight.

The only way that we will ever gain our own voice is to unite in
this effort. To use our talents and our minds.  Buy putting away
our own petty differences, we will learn the truth.  Our
governments have counted on the lack of organization for many
years to debunk the claims of the truth.  That time has come to
an end.   I encourage you to join this effort that will soon go
world wide with your help.  Each of you providing research, and
the input to future discussions.  Together we will enlighten and
educate the the world as to the importance of this mission, and
to the importance of knowing we're not alone.

I look forward to hearing from all of you in the very near future.
Peace & Coolness

Lan Lamphere
Windchaser Films/Research groups.

You can find the UFOsRUS Open Forum at the address listed below.
Please be sure to bookmark it for easy access in the future.
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      http://www.windchaser.com/chat/boards/ufosrus
      http://www.windchaser.com

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
_______________________________________________________________________

Web~Master@Windchaser.com
Phone {405}-447-4681

email: webmaster@windchaser.com
Please visit our award winning web site at
http://www.windchaser.com

Stop by and leave a message, learn something new or just visit at the
Windchaser Online
chat boards.  http://www.windchaser.com/chat

UFOsRUSb Open Forum
http://www.windchaser.com/chat/boards/ufosrus

Stop by The Dark Room.  One of the chat boards (BBS)
at our site.  http://www.windchaser.com/chat/boards/hamshack

Visit the LIVE CHAT ROOM at
http://www.windchaser.com/chat/rooms/kaffehaus
Sister sight to http://www.windchaser.com/chat/boards/kaffehaus
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More re-entry material?

From: werd@interlog.com
Date: Mon, 8 Dec 1997 00:24:16 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 00:56:47 -0500
Subject: More re-entry material?

List members,

This article seems to be a reminder that UFOs aren't only seen in
the west. There seems to be an obvious connection with the
objects seen in the Pacific Northwest, at least as far as the
time period is concerned.

Drew Williamson
_____________________________________

SOURCE: Toronto Globe and Mail - p.D4
DATE: November 15, 1997
SECTION: The Local Story

Brunei Darussalam: Unidentified flying objects over Brunei?
That's what some people claim to have seen in the night sky over
Kilanas. Among them are Chan Rasjid and a colleague who saw
mysterious lights as he drove along Jalan Tutong Thar high
street. The lights, he says, were moving in a clockwise
direction, closing in together and then separating out, circling
over an area covering about 30 to 45 degrees left and right of
the vertical in a large area of the sky.

-Borneo Bulletin
www.brunet.bn
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Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

From: Bruce Maccabee <brumac@compuserve.com>
Date: Mon, 8 Dec 1997 00:53:00 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 15:30:49 -0500
Subject: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

>Date: Sat, 6 Dec 1997 22:40:51 -0500
>From: James Easton <pulsar@compuserve.com>
>Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

Jim.
You have asked us (everyone) to evaluate your pelican
"theory" and to demonstrate why it won't work.   However,
you have not really given us a theory, on what I call a
"candidate explanatory phenomenon,"  in this case,
the fligt of pelicans.   Unfortunately you are making the
cardinal error of the skeptics who propose explanations based
on similarities of some of the characteristics of these
candidate explanations with the caracteristics of the
observed phenomenon .   The error is to simply propose
the phenomenon without demonstrating why it satisfies all the
reported characteristics in a uniform manner.  However,
I think thatafter all this argumentation you could perhaps
attempt that.   IT would be a complete "dynamical theory"
which explains why Arnold would THINK was seeing shiny,
(metal-like) objects tilting back an forth and flying past his
line of view at a high speed and at a distance of 20-25 miles.
I won't recite the details.  You know them, and once you have
formulated your complete theory we will check DEDUCTIONS
from the theory against the observations.

You have asked us to evaluate Pelicans.  You have not said
at what alttude or what speed they were flying, Nor have you
proposed an actual track for the pelicans relative to
Arnold's plane.   You have obviously agreed that the track
passes between the plane and Mt. Rainier and that's about
it.   You have complained that Arnold might have been in error
by as much as 4000 ft in estimating the height.   This, of
course, applies only if the objects were 20 miles away(although
you don't seem to understand this.)   OK.  Then propose
a height.

If you don't feel yourself capable presenting a complete
theory then we will work one out for you.   But it has to have
a begining and an end in terms of the of th observations.   It
cannot simply be.."Arnold saw pelicans flyin by; prove he
didn't."   Your job as explainer is to prove he did.  After all,
a UFO can do "anything" but a candidate explanatory
phenomenon (CEP) can only do things allowed by physics,
chemistry, biology, etc.   For example, if your theory
requires pelicans to fly at 9000 ft at 50 mph you've got
to be able to show that pelicans can fly that fast at that height.

We can all find maps.   Pick a location for Arnold's plane
near Mineral Washington at the beginning of the sighting.
Draw a vector of his path (he had been flying toward his
destination for a minute or two, he said).   Draw
a crossing track of pelicans.   Tell us the altitude of the
pelicans (assume Arnold at 9200 ft), tell us the
azimuth of the track of the pelicans, tell us their speed
along the track.  TELL US THE DISTANCE OF THE
CLOSEST APPROACH OF TH PELICANS TO ARNOLD's
PLANE (presumably the point where they crossed his eastward
track, but you might have some other idea).   Remember that
sighting lines have to aling reasonably with known
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"reporting points" such as Mt. Baker, Mt. Rainier and Mt.
Adams.   Once you have this complete map showing the
location of th plane and pelicans at the begining and end of the
sighting, and allowing for Arnold to turn his plane about 90
degrees ("sideways" to his original track),then tell us how to make
similar maps or upload a GIF mage or something.  Then
you will have a complete theory that everyone can test against
Arniold's report.   We may find that your theory fits some things
and no others.  Perhaps you can provide logical convincing
arguments that every aspect which does NOT fit your theory
can be ingnored.    If you succeed then we will have to admit
that the pelican theory could explain the sighting.   Perhaps
you can go even farther and PROVE he saw pelicans.
Or, perhaps your pelicans will sink along with the
mirages, meteors, orographic clouds, billowing blasts of
snow, motes in the eye, reflections from the windshield,
water drops on the windshield..hallucinations.....and on...
and on......

SO, GO FOR IT!!!!!
And I suggest everyone else keep quiet until James
either comes up with a complete theory (the scientific
thing  do) or admits that he can't.
BRUCE
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Hollywood 'Aliens' Divide Experts at Acapulco

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Mon, 8 Dec 1997 08:11:40 +0200
Fwd Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 15:34:02 -0500
Subject: Hollywood 'Aliens' Divide Experts at Acapulco

Found at

http://www.yahoo.com/headlines/971207/entertainment/stories/mexic0_ufomo
vies_1.html

Sunday December 7 11:18 AM EST 

Aliens from Hollywood divide UFO experts

By Dan Trotta

ACAPULCO, Mexico (Reuters) - Most of the UFOs and extraterrestrials
sighted lately on earth have not come from far-away galaxies but from
Hollywood studios, raising a serious dilemma for professional UFO
investigators.

Some experts attending the Second World UFO Congress in Acapulco this
weekend argue that popular science-fiction films are welcome publicity
for their cause.

But others say the string of hit movies, like last summer's "Men in
Black" and "Contact," and television shows like "The X Files," should
be scorned for reinforcing stereotypes and giving UFO debunkers more
ammunition.

"Of course, everything helps, including parodies like 'Men in Black,"'
said Jaime Maussan, Mexico's top "ufologist" and organizer of the
congress.

"It suggests to the masses that there really was a group called Men in
Black that was connected to military intelligence," he told Reuters.

Even "Independence Day," the 1996 blockbuster about aliens bent on
invading Earth and enslaving humans, helped to raise the number of
people who say they believe in UFOs and that governments are covering
up proof of their existence, he said.

The movie took advantage of the core beliefs of many UFO proponents:
that in 1947 an alien spacecraft crashed near Roswell, New Mexico, and
their bodies were recovered by the U.S. military and kept in the
so-called Area 51 of a nearby base.

"It speaks to us about Roswell, about Area 51, that there were aliens
recovered and that the president of the United States is not always
informed," Maussan said. "All of this conditions human beings more and
more to believe it is true."

Nuclear physicist Stanton Friedman called "Independence Day" "a hoot"
that he enjoyed for its special effects. He said nobody who went to see
the film thought it was a documentary.

But others at the conference lambasted "Independence Day" as
practically sacrilegious for exploiting the Roswell story.

Budd Hopkins, a leading investigator of supposed alien abductions of
earthlings, called it "a terrible movie."

Robert Dean, a former soldier who claims to have seen "Cosmic Top
Secret" NATO documents proving that many UFOs were actually alien space
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ships, said he preferred more sober classics like "Close Encounters of
the Third Kind" and "The Day the Earth Stood Still."

"I found 'Independence Day' distracting because it is typical
Hollywood," Dean said.

Dean said he and other UFO investigators have been working with
producers, directors and writers in Hollywood to "tell the true story"
about foreign visitors.

"The true story is much more incredible than any horror movie you could
make," he said.  

                                                       
Copyright =A9 1997 Reuters Limited. All rights reserved.
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Strieber On Stein's Internet Audio Talk Show

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Mon, 8 Dec 1997 08:23:35 +0200
Fwd Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 15:35:22 -0500
Subject: Strieber On Stein's Internet Audio Talk Show

Forwarded from "alt.paranet.ufo":

7. December 1997 04.05.29
alt.paranet.ufo Item
From:   76704.241@CompuServe.COM,usenet
Subject:        FYI:UFO Abduction Expert LIVE 12/18
To:     alt.paranet.ufo

Thursday, December 18, 1997
7:00-8:00 p.m. EST
GUEST: Whitley Strieber
TOPIC: UFO Abductions.
Strieber is the leading researcher and speaker
worldwide on UFO abductions.

A Major Daily LIVE AUDIO Internet Talk/Interview Show
Monday through Friday--7:00-9:00 p.m. EST.

Free to all Internet users at:

www.compuserve.com/cir

and hosted by Audionet at:

www.audionet.com/shows/stein

Listeners can talk to the guests at 1-888-TALK-101

STEIN ONLINE

--
Stein Online

Date: Sat, 06 Dec 1997 21:05:29 -0500
From: STEIN ONLINE <76704.241@CompuServe.COM>
Subject: FYI:UFO Abduction Expert LIVE 12/18
Message-ID: <u5wlYSrA9GA.321@nih2naab.prod2.compuserve.com>
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Abductions Discussed At Acapulco Conference

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Mon, 8 Dec 1997 08:03:28 +0200
Fwd Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 15:32:21 -0500
Subject: Abductions Discussed At Acapulco Conference

Found at the site of Fox News. URL:

http://www.foxnews.com/news/wires2/n_1207_58.sml

Extraterrestrials Discussed at UFO Conference

3.40 p.m. EST (2040 GMT) December 7, 1997

ACAPULCO, Mexico =97  Extraterrestrials are secretly abducting humans for
use in hybrid breeding experiments and inserting implants into their
bodies, UFO experts said Sunday at the Second World UFO Congress.

Of all the claims about alien visits to Earth, stories about abductions
are perhaps the most controversial both for their astonishing nature
and the passion with which believers profess them to be true.

The notion that humans are routinely abducted in their sleep, taken off
to alien space craft and then returned silently to their beds carried a
high level of acceptance among experts from eight countries attending
the meeting.

Most victims cannot remember details of their abductions until they
were brought out of them under hypnosis, presumably because the aliens
tried to wipe out their memories before returning them home, they said.

"We need more involvement from people in the fields of science to study
this," said Jaime Rodriguez, Ecuador's top UFO investigator and host of
a television show on UFOs.

"But they have to come with an open mind or they will continue
ridiculing the phenomenon," he told Reuters.

In some cases, women are impregnated, carry the hybrid fetus through a
short gestation, and then abducted again to give birth, Budd Hopkins,
billed as "a pioneer in the genre" of investigating alien abductions,
told the meeting.

The kidnapping aliens take two forms. Cases in the U.S. involve short
extraterrestrials with white skin, big eyes and large bald heads shaped
like an inverted pear, Hopkins said.

In Ecuador, they are taller with round heads and olive green skin,
Rodriguez said.

In both cases the aliens are implanting devices into the brains,
earlobes or other parts of the human victims. Hopkins theorized they
could be for tracking or controlling humans, or perhaps they allow
aliens to see through their victims' eyes.

Hopkins detailed the 1989 case of Linda Cortile, a woman in New York
who claims to have been kidnapped one night. Hopkins said several
witnesses came forward to report that they saw Hopkins and several
aliens float out of her 12th floor window and into a flying saucer.

But he is not sure if the alien intentions are harmful.

"There are not good aliens and bad aliens," Hopkins said. "This is not
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a cowboy movie. This is the real world."

=A9 Reuters Ltd. All rights reserved =A9 FOX News Network 1997. All rights
reserved. comments@foxnews.com
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1st World UFO Forum in Brasilia, Brazil

From: Pedro Cunha <pplfilho@nutecnet.com.br>
Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 13:38:57 -0200
Fwd Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 15:38:08 -0500
Subject: 1st World UFO Forum in Brasilia, Brazil

UFO FORUM in BRASILIA, BRAZIL

Date: Wed, 03 Dec 1997 13:53:57 -0200
From: Pedro Cunha
Subject: OVNI BRASIL: UFO FORUM in BRASILIA, BRAZIL

LISTA OVNI BRASIL
Mensagem recebida de Pedro Cunha <pplfilho@nutecnet.com.br>
First World UFO Forum

           BRASILIA - BRAZIL - DECEMBER 1997

 Brazilian researchers organize the biggest UFO
                 conference ever
          The First World UFO Forum

 by A. J. Gevaerd, from Brazilian UFO
                  Magazine
        From December 7th to 14th Brazil's federal capital
Brasilia will host the biggest UFO conference ever
promoted in the world until now. A coalition of six
Brazilian UFO researchers have been contracted by a large
non governmental organization called Legiao da Boa
Vontade to organize the Conference and invite as many
international speakers as possible. Up to now, the list of
invited comprises 52 top UFO researchers from all over
the world and over 30 Brazilian lecturers as well.

        The coalition of researchers contracted to host the
conference is comprised of Claudeir Covo, from the
National Institute of Aerospace Phenomena Investigations
(INFA); Rafael Cury, from the UFO Research Nucleus
(NPU); Reginaldo de Athayde, from Ufological Research
Center (CPU); Marco Antonio Petit, from Fluminense UFO
Research Association (AFEU); and Ubirajara Rodrigues
and A. J. Gevaerd, both from the Brazilian Center for
Flying saucer Research (CBPDV), the biggest UFO group
in the country.

        The conference to be held in 8 days (from 8 a.m. to 11
p.m. daily) has been called First World UFO Forum and its
main objective is to promote a summit of the biggest and
most prominent UFO researchers from all parts of the
planet. These people will be asked to prepare a
comprehensive document covering most aspects of UFO
visitations and alien contacts to be given to
the main authorities from several countries, some of them
will be present at the Forum.

Brasilia has been chosen to host the Forum because it is
regarded as the central city in Brazil for discussion of the
UFO phenomena. Many Brazilian and other South
American civilian and military representatives will be
invited to attend the  discussions. Representatives from
other non governmental organizations, scientific community
and associations are also in the list of invited parties.
Brazilians are definitely trying to organize the biggest UFO
event ever and the only publication in the country --- the
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Brazilian UFO Magazine --- is devoted to promote the
Forum as extensively as possible.

     The list of speakers that will present:

Ademar Eugenio de Mello (Brazil)
Ademar Jose Gevaerd (Brazil)
Alberto Romero (Brazil)
Alejandro Agostinelli (Argentina)
Aldo Novak (Brazil)
Alonso Valdi Regis (Brazil)
Ana Santos (Brazil)
Antonio Faleiro (Brazil)
Barry Chamish (Israel)
Basilio Baranoff (Brazil)
Bill Hamilton (USA)
Bob Brown (USA)
Boris Chourinov (Russia)
Budd Hopkins (USA)
Cesar Vanucci (Brazil)
Chica Granchi (Brazil)
Claudeir Covo (Brazil)
Claudio Pamplona (Brazil)
Colin Andrews ( England)
Cynthia Hind (Zimbabwe)
Daryosh Bagheri (Iran)
David Jacobs (USA)
Derrel Sims (USA)
Donald Ware (USA)
Emanoel Paranhos (Brazil)
Eustaquio A. Patounas (Brazil)
G. C. Schellhorn (USA)
G=E1bor Tarcali (Hungary)
Gildas Bordaux (France)
Giorgio Bongiovanni (Italy)
Glennys Mackay (Australia)
Graham Birdsall (England)
Guenady Strekalov (Russia)
Hernan Mostajo (Brazil)
Jaime Maussan ( Mexico)
Jaime Rodriguez (Ecuador)
James Hurtak (USA)
Javier Sierra (Spain)
Jerome Clark (USA)
Jesse Marcel Junior (USA)
Joaquim Fernandes (Portugal)
John Carpenter (USA)
John Mack (USA)
Jorge Alfonso Ramirez (Paraguay)
Jorge Martin (Puerto Rico)
Jose Luiz Lanhoso Martins (Brazil)
Leonard Sprinkle (USA)
Luciano Stancka e Silva (Brazil)
Manoel Gilson Mitoso (Brazil)
Marco Antonio Petit (Brazil)
Mario Dussuel Jurado (Chile)
Mark Carlotto (USA)
Maurizio Baiata (Italy)
Michael Hesemann (Germany)
Michael Lindemann (USA)
Pablo Vilarubia (Spain)
Pedro Cunha (Brazil)
Per Andersen (Denmark)
Peter Davenport (USA)
Rafael Cury (Brazil)
Reginaldo Athayde (Brazil)
Ricardo Varela Correa (Brazil)
Robert Dean (USA)
Robert Banchs (Argentina)
Roberto Affonso Beck (Brazil)
Roberto Pinotti (Italy)
Rodrigo Fuenzalida (Chile)
Roger Leir (USA)
Romio Cury (Brazil)
Ryszard Fiejtek (Polish)
Stanto Friedman (Canada)
Sun-Shi Li (China)
Timo Koskeniemmi (Finland)
Ubirajara F. Rodrigues (Brazil)
Walter H. Andrus (USA)
Wendelle Stevens (USA)
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Wilson Geraldo Oliveira (Brazil)
Yvonne Smith (USA)

Special Guests:

Almiro Barauna (Brazil)
Antonio Nelso Tasca (Brazil)
Elias Seixo (Brazil)
Geraldo Simoes Bichara (Brazil)
Gerson Maciel de Britto (Brazil)
Haroldo Westerndorff (Brazil)
Jose Victor Soares (Brazil)
Liliane Fatima da Silva (Brazil)
Luiza Helena da Silva (Brazil)
Valquiria A. Da Silva (Brazil)

According to the organization committee of the First World
UFO Forum, each international and domestic speaker
invited will be asked to lecture for no longer than 1 hour on
an specific subject within each one's specialty, in order to
cover most aspects of Modern Ufology from A to Z. The
Forum will include roundtables and a series of activities to
better the UFO discussion
at a high level. It is expected that a few personalities from
the UFO-related show biz will be invited too.

At least on one entire night the Brazilian UFO researchers
will present a complete, in-depth and updated description
of the Varginha Case to the international lecturers and the
audiences. The Case is believed to be one of the most
extensively researched events involving the crash of a
spacecraft, happened on January 20, 1996. Up to now it is
known that at least 2 alien creatures were capture by the
Brazilian Army together with the Fire Department of
Varginha in this incident.

It is expected that 1.5 to 2.5 thousand people will attend the
First World UFO Forum, which will be entirely promoted
in the several amphitheaters of the Legiao da Boa Vontade
in Brasilia. All people interested in participating in the
conference are invited to write to the address bellow to
request further information.

A. J. Gevaerd, international coordinator
First World UFO Forum
C/o Brazilian UFO Magazine
P. O. Box 2182, CEP 79008-970
Campo Grande (MS)
Brazil

Phone: +55 (67) 724-6700
Fax: +55 (67) 724-6707

gevaerd@alanet.com.br

Also +55-61-345-0050 LBV In Brasilia

******************* OVNIBR-L ************************
This message reflects the idea of its original author
*****************************************************
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          To subscribe send message to:
              majordomo@listbox.com
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              Majordomo Version 1.93
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Re: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass

From: Jim Deardorff <deardorj@ucs.orst.edu>
Date: Mon, 8 Dec 1997 05:16:43 -0800 (PST)
Fwd Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 15:51:39 -0500
Subject: Re: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass 

> Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 21:38:29 -0800
> From: Ted Viens <drtedv@freewwweb.com>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass
>         Sightings

> > Date: Sat, 6 Dec 1997 10:52:08 -0800 (PST)
> > From: Jim Deardorff <deardorj@ucs.orst.edu>
> > To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass
> > Sightings

> > Ted,

> > Earlier, the attempted put-downs of these Washington state mass
> > UFO sightings tried to attribute them to a Russian rocket
> > booster, SL-12 (Proton).  I'm glad you also realize that it could
> > not have been responsible for any of the sightings.  The real
> > point is that certain UFO debunkers had no qualms in assigning
> > all the UFO sightings to this SL-12 booster without waiting for
> > any confirmation from Russia, which of course never occurred.

> Pointing out a reasonable explanation for 99 and 44/100 of the
> sightings is not a "put-down."

Ted,

Leave out the 99 and you may be much closer to the truth.

> > The two sentences I quoted from the U.S. Space Command news
> > release of Nov. 29th (made available by Peter Davenport on the
> > National UFO Reporting
> > Center's web site) were separated only by the single sentence: ...

> This is where things get really weird.  Another reader tipped me
> off that this press release was from last year.  Here copied from
> the NUFORC site:

> [begin quote.]
> UNITED STATES SPACE COMMAND

> NEWS RELEASE
> [...]

> Release No. 41-96

> November 29, 1996

> Update on Russian Space Probe
> [...  Etc.]

I very much thank this "another reader" for looking more
carefully at the heading.

> Yes indeedy, the release is dated in 1996.  What is going on
> here?  Jim, did this just slip by you and in the flush of
> embarrassment are you fingers busy typing out an apology to me
> and our fellow readers?  I humbly accept.

It apparently slipped past Peter and evidently many others, and
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you the first time through, and me also.  We all, plus any future
readers who may miss seeing the 96 date, extend to others on the
list our deepest, most humble apologies. The '96 date shows up in
9 other spots (in other forms) in that news release, so we have
no excuse.

> I did go to the NUFORC page and read the many reports from
> witnesses.  Let me quote one of the better written and more
> descriptive of them:

> [begin quote: ....]
> ...  I had just finished locating the north
> star and the big dipper when a brilliant orange glow started
> growing about 30 degrees above the north west horizon.  At first
> there was only one orange mass with a half dozen bright spots of
> varying size and light intensity.  The largest piece was about
> the size of a large star but much more brilliant and emitting a
> pulsating white light.  The others were tracking with it making a
> mass in the sky that appeared larger than the moon.  All the
> pieces appeared to be disintegrating and left a huge trail that
> reminded me of a contrail from a high flying jet at sunset. But
> this contrail was multi-colored.  In between the bright spots
> were millions of sparkling particles spewing out colored lights
> that reminded be of my days in physics where we had to identify
> metals by their color in a flame.  As a background, the contrail
> had a cosmic glow.

> [pararaph relating a second, following object snipped.]

> The two masses progressed across the sky, obscuring the north
> star and all it’s associate heavenly bodies in a very stately
> manner.  Unlike a shooting star or the fireball that I saw in my
> youth, this  bizarre light mass was moving slowly but steadily
> across the heavens.  It must have taken 1 to two minutes for them
> to traverse from the western  to the eastern horizon. As they
> went, the stream of off-gassing sparkling particles extended from
> horizon to horizon.  As the leading edge of the light show
> neared the eastern horizon, each mass appeared to lessen in
> intensity.  However, I sensed this was due to the higher air
> density.  Finally the leading lights disappeared below the tree
> line of Tala Point while the technicolor contrail persisted for a
> few more moments.
> [end quote.]

That was the report from near the Hoods Canal region.

> Sounds very exotic almost supernatural doesn't it?  Yet this is
> an excellent description of a common reentry. [...]

That might indeed be the man-made event that allowed the UFO guys
to add their show to it and get away with it, knowing that
skeptics would then have a way out and so not be forced to
believe anything they couldn't accept.

>  The bulk of the
> eyewitness accounts on the NUFORC page were congruent with the
> reentry of a crumbling booster.  Most of the commentary
> displayed, in its conjecture and speculation, gross ignorance and
> misconception of what a reentry would look like.

So here's where we disagree.  You're dismissing most all the UFO
reports that occurred near the same time and same general area
because they had many features that don't jibe with the way
space-debris reentry should behave.  (Notice I said "most"
here.)

One report was of 12 to 15 spherical orbs -- glowing balls with
tails of fire, maintaining formation, whereas broken up debris,
low enough to have tails of fire caused by aerodynamic frictional
heating, would be composed of pieces of widely different masses
and surface area and be subject to widely different aerodynamic
drags, causing them to progress at different rates, not
maintaining any formation.  So this one is Unidentified as any
space-debris.

Another report was of 8 bright lights flying in a V-shaped
formation. Very similar and thus also Unidentified.

The description that it looked like "an oceangoing cruise ship"
also indicates the lights maintained the same positions relative
to each other, not deviating in speed or direction.  So it is
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also Unidentified.

I believe the report of the 12 balls in a tight group also
indicates a formation type of flight, and the observation that
they were so low that their house was illuminated by them also is
incompatible with space debris.

The report of the spheres of light momentarily descending and
slowing down, when shimmering gold & silver lights were seen
inside of them, is also incompatible.  If reentering space debris
were to glow like spheres, they wouldn't show fore-to-aft
symmetry in color variations when viewed from the side.  When the
spheres were seen to take a right turn, this also puts them in
the Unidentified category.

In the summary of the Art Bell show callers, the report by the
witness of the triangle-shaped object is also in the Unidentified
category, as were the others indicating a formation flight.

The Wenatchee trio saw the objects pass between them and the
hills, and "BELOW the mountain top, IN THE VALLEY."  This report
is also in the Unidentified category, as other reports of the
lights came from farther east -- Moses Lake and Spokane.

The witnesses along the Washington shore who reported the large
lights flew in a "symmetrical V-shaped formation," with one
zipping all around the others, obviously saw UFOs, not reentering
space debris.

The three dozen other callers who reported a symmetrical V-shaped
formation were also not reporting any reentering space debris.

The witnesses alluded to by Dale Goudie reported that the large
bright objects moved in non-linear fashion -- also not indicative
of space debris.

The reports that could be consistent with space-debris reentry
were in the minority.

> > Could you help out here by supplying us with your estimate of the
> > most typical angular velocity across the sky, as viewed from the
> > earth's surface, of reentering space junk when it's at its
> > altitude of maximal flaming brightness?

> Another common misconception is that the most of the flames
> during reentry are from the object burning up.  From the time an
> object hits the upper atmosphere, it creates an ionization trail.
>  It is glowing brightly long before it starts to burn up. [...]

In the report you quoted, however, which may or may not have been
actual space debris reentering, the pieces appeared to be
disintegrating.  This is well past any initial ionization stage.

> > If this altitude were taken to be 70,000 ft and if by then the
> > speed of the reentry debris had slowed down to 1/2 of the
> > previous orbital velocity, my rough estimate is that it would
> > take 12 seconds for it to cover a 120 degree arc of the viewers'
> > sky.  If the factor of 1/2 were whittled down by an order of
> > magnitude, then some fraction of the reports that emphasized the
> > slow movement might be explained by reentering debris. [...]

> All the estimation and speculation in the world cannot substitute
> for the real facts and experience.  A trip to
> http://shuttle.nasa.gov and following the links to the reentry
> profile page will answer these questions far better than I can.

But if you think the bulk of the observations were made while the
objects were in an ionizing stage, long before they began to burn
up, can you not supply us with a ball park estimate of what you
think their altitude was and their speed relative to orbital
velocity?

I should think that if such displays are characteristic of
decaying debris while still far above where any burning up
occurs, the show would persist for several orbits and furthermore
be occurring from scores of the thousands of objects presently in
decaying orbits.  One doesn't see any such thing on a clear
night.

But if we both agree that a real object reentered and was viewed
by few or some or many, and UFOs also were viewed by many at

http://shuttle.nasa.gov/
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about the same time, then there isn't much left for us to debate
on this incident.

You have to hand it to those UFO guys -- how easily they can stay
several jumps ahead of scientific human minds.

Jim Deardorff
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 8

Re: UFO tracking predictions

From: JJ <fierycelt@full-moon.com> [Jennifer Jarvis]
Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 10:00:33 +1030
Fwd Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 20:10:53 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO tracking predictions

>Date: Sun, 7 Dec 1997 13:25:53 -0600 (CST)
>From: Brian Cuthbertson <brianc@fc.net>
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: UFO tracking predictions

>On Sat 6 Dec 1997 Joel Henry wrote in response to
>comments from Jennifer Jarvis ...

>>Date: Sat, 06 Dec 1997 14:16:22 -0500
>>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>>From: joel henry <jhenry@wavefront.com>
>>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: UFO Database interest

>>>Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 20:23:06 +1030
>>>From: JJ <fierycelt@full-moon.com> [Jennifer Jarvis]
>>>To: updates@globalserve.net
>>>Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: UFO Database interest

>> [snip]

>>>I know of a gentleman in England who has researched UFO sightings
>>>dating back to the late 19th Century.

>>What's his name (e-mail address)? I'd like to get ahold of him.
>>He could be a real beneficial contributor.

<snip>

>>>I have also had feedback from other people around the world to
>>>whom I have sent specially generated customized charts and graphs
>>>for their specific areas.  Here again, the dates and times
>>>predicted have been VERY accurate.

>>Is there a website one can easily access to get access to this
>>type of data/analysis? It's all very well and good to be able
>>to do it but not of much use if it is not widely shared (the
>>goal of the new database).

>>>Of course, how we use such information is left to our
>>>"consciences," and, maybe, certain people and agencies may use
>>>said information for the "wrong reasons."

<snip>

>>Being able to predict where and when they will show up is extremely
>>importanat and I'll bet hundreds of investigator would love to
>>access this info.

>> [snip]

>>If you or the gentlman you mentioned earlier would be interested
>>in contributing to this effort, it would be much appreciated.
>>Interest so far is very high.

>>Joel,

>Jennifer was kind enough to have the gentleman in question mail
>me one of his sample charts last year.  The material (a computer
>generated chart for my latitude/longitude), and a page of usage
>instructions, are fascinating.  Though I must admit that holding
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>down a fulltime job, authoring and supporting a commercial
>astronomical database package, and trying to maintain a residual
>social and personal life have prevented me from doing much with
>his material to date.  If you like, I could scan in the 2 pages
>and mail them to you, just to show you what he has.  Let me know.
>I also have some (somewhere on diskette) old email correspondence
>from Jennifer that gives more detail on the rationale behind all
>this, but I guess I'd prefer that you talk to the source for that.

>Anyway, the gentleman's name is T. Roy Dutton.  Neither the
>envelope he sent from England nor the enclosed material provides
>any info at all on how to contact him; no mail address, email
>address, phone number, notta.

>Jennifer however has all this info and should be able to provide
>it to you if she sees fit.

>-Brian Cuthbertson<

Hello Brian, and thank you for you input!

As you mentioned above, T. Roy Dutton is NOT digitally
connected to the outside world as others of us are.

His work has been presented to various UFO research groups in the
United Kingdom, and has received good response.  However, the
"scientific community," if that be the correct term, has not
shown too much interest.

I am, at present, working on a website wherein we could place T.
R. Dutton's theories and findings.  Maybe then, anyone interested
in his work could access this information, and investigate the
possibility of having customized prediction charts generated for
a specific research area.

He produced an explanatory video back in 1994.  This past summer
he was putting another video together (filmed in his own home),
and this, I believe, delves into the Crop Circle aspect of his
research.

As I mentioned in my previous posting, we can only hope that this
information will be used for "good" purposes.

Very best wishes.

Jennifer
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UFO Updates 
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Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

From: Ted Viens <drtedv@freewwweb.com>
Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 12:15:53 -0800
Fwd Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 20:15:13 -0500
Subject: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

> Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 19:02:30 -0700
> From: "Clarke Hathaway <earthwrk@doitnow.com>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

> > Date: Sat, 6 Dec 1997 02:51:30 -0500
> > To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

> > >From: Paul Devereux <DevereuxP@aol.com>
> > >Date: Fri, 5 Dec 1997 08:42:46 EST
> > >To: updates@globalserve.net
> > >Subject: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

> > >John Velez  wrote:

---snippety snip, snip---

> I have an effective modality of dealing with these visitations. I
> really don't give a flying fig for any negative commentary by
> would be detractors. I have something that works and I have
> ceased to play the role of victim. If anyone out there can make
> the same claim, then I congratulate them!

> Clarke Hathaway

I am driven uncontrollably to sing the praises of Paul and
Clarke. They are to be honored for the fruits of their life-long
studies. Their years of effort and discovery have yeilded unto
them such an exacting perception of reality that it must be more
than shared with us lesser mortals. Poor delusional John Velez.
Throuhout his shallow life, he has only managed to craft the most
rudimentary of reality models. And he is so lacking in wisdom, he
fails to realize that it is only a poorly informed model. But,
John should fear no more.  Paul and Clarke have shown their
limitless mercy in revealing to John the truth of his life
experiences derived from their grasp of the very core of reality
itself.  So profound is their knowledge, they can step far past
merely suggesting another interpretation of John's events to
strongly declaring the Truth of John's life...

I am humbled, really...

I, of course, possess another poorly informed model portraying
the reality that we share.  My studies pale when measured against
the eclectic and arduous works accomplished by Paul and Clarke.
Certainly, I could suggest to misguided John alternative
explanations for his experiences.  Those experiences that Paul
and Clarke can understand so completely and deeply from a handful
of missives on an electronic forum.  I could, in lengthy essays,
go further and INSIST that these events in John's life were truly
explain by my inspired grasp of REALITY.

I could insist.  I could declare.  No doubt, my poorly informed
model of reality would only evoke cries of "Sophistry!" from the
more learned among us.  I would soon learn the folly in declaring
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what can only be suggested.  Perhaps I would garnish enough
wisdom from this error to grow slightly from this experience.  I
would be humbled again.

I am so envious of Paul and Clarke.  The depths of their wisdom, and
the breadths of their vision empower them to declare the true nature
of poor John Velez's experiences.  Such learned men are immune from
the rabbled protestations of "Sophistry!"

Bye...  Ted..
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New Additions to the Project 1947 Website

From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 13:13:28 -0800
Fwd Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 20:35:18 -0500
Subject: New Additions to the Project 1947 Website

John Stepkowski, the Project 1947 webmaster, has made some
new additions to the PROJECT 1947 web site at:

       http://www.iufog.org/project1947/

                      -------------------------------

  One of the best known ground trace cases is the 1966 Tully
  "saucer nest" found in Queensland, Australia. Bill Chalker
  examines the case in detail with the help of official documents,
  news accounts and an interview with the primary witness in The
  1966 Tully Saucer "Nest" - A Classic UFO Physical Trace Case"

                      -------------------------------

     British UFO researcher and author Paul Fuller has compiled
     some interesting ground trace cases from Ted Phillips'
     Physical Trace Catalogue:

       http://www/iufog.org/project1947/phillips.htm

                      -------------------------------

     The shape and performance characteristics of UFOs can take
     many forms.  In "Close Encounters with Unknown Missiles,"
     respected Swedish researchers Clas Svahn and Anders Liljegren
     of the Archives for UFO research (AFU), document some
     mysterious and possibly fatal incidents between aircraft and
     unidentified missile-like objects.  Includes update on
     one-time UFO now an IFO.  (See the Olympic Airlines 727
     Incident over the Swiss-Italian border.)

       http://www.iufog.org/project1947/afumiss.htm

                      -------------------------------

     The PROJECT 1947 Notice Board has several new entries.

       http://www.iufog.org/project1947/47notice.htm

     To aid PROJECT 1947 members in their current research
     efforts, this publically accessible 'Notice Board' contains
     details of requests for information.

     Research is a gift economy. The more we contribute the more
     we all get back. Please check the 'Notice Board' regularly
     and contact the researchers listed if you can help.

                      -------------------------------

 Thank you.

--
Jan Aldrich
Project 1947
http://www.iufog.org/project1947/
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Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

From: "George Fergus" <fergus@mail.ccrl.mot.com>
Date: Mon, 8 Dec 1997 13:28:30 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 20:37:38 -0500
Subject: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

> Date: Thu, 04 Dec 1997 14:09:01 -0800
> From: Ted Viens <drtedv@freewwweb.com>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

Ted Viens wrote to James Easton:

> Stepping back from this diversion into facile trigonometry, I am
> still saying that, as the principle proponent of the significant
> theory generating this thread, you are not responsibly doing your
> homework.  You have several accounts of what happened from Arnold
> himself, yet you apparently haven't attempted to synthesize a
> best-fit time and position chart over a reasonably detailed map
> of what might have really happened.  I am sure that Bruce and
> others here would love to collaborate with you in doing this,
> sharing what they have already done and debating the accuracy of
> Arnold's estimated distances and bearings.  This would be
> valuable to many here interested in this issue.

> You are also oversimplifying your discussion of the relative
> position of the plane and objects.  From a fixed observer nearby
> small objects moving slowly and distant large objects moving
> quickly would have the same angular dimensions and sweep through
> the same bearings and make it impossible for the observer to tell
> them apart.  This is a false model for what happened.  The
> observer is also in motion.  If Arnold did see the objects with a
> large aspect ratio and they were big birds, he would be so close
> to them that in a couple of minutes they would have gone from way
> ahead of him to way behind him even if they were flying in the
> same direction.  This is the one unavoidable characteristic
> necessary for them to be birds that is not reported.

Here is my attempt to make a time and position chart for the
Pelican Scenario.  The numbers repesent a sequence of time points
at 15 second intervals, assuming that Arnold's plane is coming in
from the left at 100 mph and the pelicans (path denoted by
asterisks) are coming from the northwest at 50 mph.  Since the
mountains would be far off the diagram at this scale, I have only
attempted to indicate the general direction of Mt. Rainier and
Mt. Adams at the two critical timepoints.

                                                       direction of
                                                        Mt. Rainier
                                                          at t=1

                                    *1
                                      2
                                       *3
                                         4
                                          *5
1     2     3     4     5     6     7    8  6
                                           9 *7
                                               8
                                        10      *9
                                                  10
                                     11            *11

                                                       direction of
                                                         Mt. Adams
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                                                          at t=8

Arnold starts clocking the objects for speed when they pass Mt.
Rainier at t=1.  At this point they are at a distance of about 1
1/4 miles. He stops clocking at t=8 when the objects reach the
edge of Mt. Adams (actual duration = 102 seconds).  Assume that
it is at this point he decides to get a better look by turning
his plane so that it is sideways to his line of sight to the
objects. (For simplicity, I have shown Arnold's flight path as if
he had made an abrupt turn on reaching the flight path of the
objects.)

At t=9 he has turned around so that the objects are directly out
his left window, and after a brief period of observation he loses
sight of them.  He may have kept on this course for a while
(shown as t=10 and t=11 to clarify his direction of motion) or he
may have continued circling to his right in order to come back to
his original heading and resume his eastward journey.

-George Fergus
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 8

'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 09:31:09 +0000
Fwd Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 20:40:49 -0500
Subject: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

I don't know what to msake of Colonel Philip J.Corso and his book
'The Day After Roswell', but Corso was recently interviewed in
the UK-based magazine 'The X-Factor' (issue 25).

One question put to Corso was:

Have you seen the Roswell autopsy video ?

I saw the Roswell footage and I saw some things in it that nobody
could have known about, so maybe that gives it authenticity, I
don't know. I lean towards the opinion that it is authentic, but
I can't really tell you that I'm 100 per cent sure.

What this says about Corso and Ray Santilli's film I'm not sure.
Any comments ?

Philip Mantle.
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Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

From: Clark Hathaway <earthwrk@doitnow.com>
Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 14:00:00 -0700
Fwd Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 21:38:09 -0500
Subject: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

> Date: Sat, 06 Dec 1997 15:46:38 +0100
> From: Don Ledger <dledger@istar.ca>
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

> > Date: Sat, 6 Dec 1997 02:51:30 -0500
> > To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

> > >From: Paul Devereux <DevereuxP@aol.com>
> > >Date: Fri, 5 Dec 1997 08:42:46 EST
> > >To: updates@globalserve.net
> > >Subject: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

<snip>

> > >Thank you for your honest account. Most revealing.

> > Please don't take this remark personally Paul as it is not
> > directed at you specifically. The reason I wrote that e-mail is
> > because I'm a little tired of having 'other people' tell me what
> > I have experienced.

> <snipped>

> > >What you describe shows quite clearly that you are prone to these
> > >states of consciousness, John, but that of course does not make
> > >your * experiences* any less valid or realistic.

> > For someone who has never met me that's a pretty heavy diagnosis!
> > How on Gods' good earth could you possibly know what I'm "prone
> > to" or not? Do you freelance on the psychic hotline?

> Hi John, Paul and List,

> I have stayed out of this thread since the first, skimming the
> various thoughts put forward by many of the heavyweights in the
> business, trying to get a handle on it. I am surprised that it
> took this long for someone to gently try to prod an abductee with
> the line that it's all in his/her head.

Hello Don and my compliments to the list...

I find myself feeling bad for Paul. It is curious that as I sit
here in front of this monitor, a fellow abduction experiencer, I
fail to read Paul's commentary the way you apparently have and
the way John obviously has. John I can make allowance for to a
degree. These experiences after all represent some extremely
traumatic events. I have been defensive myself a time or two in
the past.

> Now really, don't you think Paul that we are well past the point
> in the abductee phenomenon where we can start tossing that old
> chestnut around. I think we are. It's like using the Venus theory
> to explain a football field sized object 100 feet over some
> witnesses head. It's just too damned simplistic.
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> Two or three years ago I might have been more sympathetic to your
> theory Paul, but not now. Like many in the UFO field, I have been
> drawn into the abductee phenomenon by its association with the
> UFO field. I get calls like everyone else on the subject. I go
> out for an interview about a sighting then when that's been dealt
> with there's that uneasiness [you get to recognize it after
> awhile] that surfaces, the witness getting slightly agitated
> before telling "the rest of the story".

If you do some careful research Don, you perhaps will come tothe
conclusion that the evidence for Abductions being associated with
UFOs is at best circumstantial. At that moreover the association
is extremely tenuous.

> As a researcher you sit there detached, yet facinated, by the
> details that come out. If you've read up on the subject you start
> to see all of the usual telltale signs. So then you think, well

<many needless putdowns snipped for brevity>

> My business is to speak for them in my limited fashion and assure
> Paul and others that want to treat this as a purely psychological
> phenomenon, that they are well off the track. I suggest that you
> cast about you, look in your own families, and you will find that
> somewhere close to you is someone who has had something "highly
> strange" happen to them and want some answers.

> It won't be so easy to blow it off then.

You know Don, it is absolutely astounding to me how suchseemingly
intelligent gentlemen can completely misinterpret what another is
saying. I believe that Paul is making an honest effort at an
attempt to find an alternative view into these phenomenon. The
Nuts and Bolts approach fails dismally does it not?

> <snip>

> It has been my experience that those who have had the abduction
> experience, shop around looking for almost any explanation, short
> of that they are crazy, to explain what has happened to them
> before accepting the inevitable explanation, that it really
> happened. Some choice they have...they were abducted or they're
> crazy.

I fail to understand this attitude that so-called Alien
Abductionnecessarily represents a solid 3rd dimensional reality
based phenomenon especially when there is overwhelming evidence
that it is paranormal in nature. If the phenomena is based in
perceived 3rd dimensional reality, why in all of the years of
occurrence of incidents of "alien" abduction hasn't at least one
episode been captured on video tape while in progress as has UFOs
in the skies and in a few possible cases on the ground?

I want to reiterate for the umpteenth time that by being a
paranormal event rather than a conventional reality event, in no
manner is the event or experience to be construed as any less
real. It is so real that one can sustain conventional reality
based evidence (marks, bruises, depressions, etc.) upon their
body.

In fact, such offers proof of my contention that we humans reside
in a number of different "realities" simultaneously. Rather than
being New Age psycho babble, these are tenets handed down through
antiquity. For the uneducated, I would serve to inform that New
Age babblings are twisted approximations of what is offered from
a vast and varied occult/metaphysical data base that has been
handed down over uncounted centuries.

I become rather weary of seeing those who hold the narrow,
unreasonable view of these phenomena representing events that
occur within conventional 3rd dimension based reality constantly
labeling those who hold a different view whether firm or
tentative, as being other than sane. I find it unfortunate and
ignorant. This "Techno-Bigotry" is increasingly disturbing.

In August of 1990 at approximately 1:30 a.m., I was hauled bodily
through the locked steel doors at the rear of my '79 Ford Van.

Therefore I make this plea:  If I ever categorize this event as
one that occurred within conventionally perceived reality, please
call the nearest mental health facility and have my carcass
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hauled off to a rubber room!

That the event happened and was to me extremely real, is
undeniable. There was an outside witness to some of the
peripheral phenomena that convinces me that the event actually
occurred. The phenomena alluded to was decidedly paranormal.

> As for UFO sightings. I recently travelled 4,200 miles across
> Canada from Nova Scotia to British Columbia to see my second UFO.
> Get this. I was on my way into a shopping mall to buy film for my
> camera when I, in company with another investigator, saw it.
> Broad daylight, 2:00 pm local, beautiful blue sky, estimated
> altitude of 2,500 to 3,000 feet, white, cigarette shaped object
> object moving at about 125 to 150 mph.
> Duration 1.5 to 2 minutes.

> And I'm out of film.

> Don Ledger

Hahahaha!

That is Standard Operating Procedure Don!  ;-)

Kind Regards...

Clarke Hathaway
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Re: Clark and ETH (and ELs)

From: John Koopmans <john.koopmans@sympatico.ca>
Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 17:58:14 -0800
Fwd Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 23:30:29 -0500
Subject: Re: Clark and ETH (and ELs)

> From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
> Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 22:40:03 PST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: RE: UFO UpDate: Re: Clark and ETH (and ELs)

> > Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 16:52:02 -0800
> > From: John Koopmans <john.koopmans@sympatico.ca>
> > To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Clark and ETH (and ELs)

> > > Date: Sat, 06 Dec 1997 10:24:03 -0700
> > > To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > > From: Jilain <jilain@rt66.com> [Jilain Jones]
> > > Subject: Re: Clark and ETH (and ELs)

> > > >From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
> > > >Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 17:45:01 PST
> > > >To: updates@globalserve.net
> > > >Subject: RE: UFO UpDate: Re: Clark and ETH (and ELs)

> > > <big time major snip>

> Give me a break. Please  read what I have read about Keel's
> theoriesl in my books and articles. (Please read my UFO
> Encyclopedia, incidentally, if you want to learn something about
> "professional scholarly advancement in this field," which is what
> reviewers said they thought this was.)  Though I have my private
> suspicions, I have not once written of Keel as crazy, socially
> inept, or pathetic -- adjectives he habitually hurls, in print
> and elsewhere, against all who disagree with him.  If Keel were
> to write articles challenging my ideas, precisely as I have done
> with his, there would be no problem, only healthy, entertaining,
> and (one would hope) ultimately enlightening debate.

> Personal attacks are pointless, counterproductive, and boring.  I
> need no lecture from you on that score, since this was precisely
> the point I was making (and apparently you were missing) when I
> raised the issue of Keel's ad hominem excesses. I wish John Keel
> believed, as I do and I presume you do, in rational debate, but I
> simply fail to see by what peculiar logic my criticizing him for
> that makes me morally equivalent to him. Perhaps you could
> explain it to me.

> If, on the other hand, you want to direct your words to Keel,
> which is where they ought to be addressed, I'll gladly give
> you his address.

> Jerry Clark

Dear List:

Wow! Since this topic seems to be getting a little personal, I have
chosen to respond to this message by e-mailing Jerry Clark personally.
Someone on this List was kind enough to give me some helpful advice, and
before I leave this thread permanently and go back to "Lurker" and
"nerve-hit" mode, I just wanted to say a few things (anyone listening?):

First of all, although I am relatively new to the "UFO
community", I am not new to the UFO field. I saw my first (and
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only) "physical" UFO while a teen in the 1960s. I still have
newspaper articles about UFOs that I collected since that time,
and have read enough books and seen enough video and TV
documentations to give me at least some background. I have also
read five of Keel's books and own a sixth, which I haven't had
the time to read yet. As for Jerry Clark, I've only read one of
his books. The only Clark books the local Libraries have are
missing, and I pointed out to Jerry how good his books must be
for them to have been stolen. Some of Jerry's other books are too
expensive for my budget, and I will try to read them when they
become available from friends or through used book stores.

I have never said anything derogatory about Jerry's work, and
respect what I have seen of it. I am also eager to read more of
his work.  I want to make it clear that I am not trying to
"judge" anyone. I have enough faults of my own! I am only
_reacting_ to what I thought was an unjustified attack on someone
else's mental condition and theories, and to the potential damage
that could be incurred on a very delicate and difficult area of
research. It is not my intention to hurt anyone, especially those
who are making an honest, open, and sincere attempt to help
explain the UFO phenomena. And, regardless of what it may seem
I'm saying, I would include Jerry Clark in that description.
There! I've said it.

In terms of 'UFO UpDates', I couldn't care less whether Keel has
said derogatory things about Clark. That's not an area that I'm
even interested in debating. Keel's not on this List and can't
defend himself. I do care about what is being said on this List
and how it may affect the continuing pursuit of the UFO enigma. I
also care how experiencers are being treated and about the
intimidating tone that is being set which may discourage
experiencers from coming forth and adding to the discussion. I
want them to know that some of us are here ready to go to bat for
them if necessary. Otherwise we will lose a valuable source of
_direct_ information, and a possibility to piece together some of
the puzzle and revise some of the theories.

I greatly value the opportunity to hear from all sides of the
discussion, whether it be from authors, researchers, experiencers
or "lurkers", and no-one can deny the miraculous efforts of Errol
to make that happen. I hope it continues and that we don't end up
losing more of the experiencers themselves. I know that some have
given up and turned to Velez's List in desperation (my hat goes
off to John Velez for providing this alternative).

I have the sense that many experiencers may feel too intimidated
to speak up.  The few experiencers who have, have screamed and
shouted on this List on many ocassions. But how many on this List
have actually responded and asked them for more details,
insights, etc. Isn't this what the List is _also_ about? (Am I
wrong Errol?). That is why I try to defend the experiencers'
point of view and sometimes get overly carried away when I feel
someone is either belittleing (sp.?) or insulting them. And that
is why I use John Velez as a perfect example. He has much to say,
but no-one seems to want to listen. Individually, these people
may not have all of the answers, but collectively, they might
have some astounding clues.

Ah, why do I bother! Chalk this up to another desparate failed
attempt. I'm back to lurking mode. Thanks for listening, anyway.
Does this hit the nerve of any of you lurkers out there? Let's
have some support.
Speak up! Please!

Frustrated, in despair, but open to hope...

John Koopmans
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Re: Irving Challenged To Recreate 'Julia'

From: georgina@easynet.co.uk
Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 01:01:58 +0000
Fwd Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 05:29:16 -0500
Subject: Re: Irving Challenged To Recreate 'Julia'

>Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 01:28:20 +0000
>From: Georgina <georgina@easynet.co.uk>
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Circles Challenge

>CIRCLES CHALLENGE

>UFO Researcher, Georgina Bruni has challenged UK crop circle maker Rob
>Irving to recreate "The Julia Set".  Rob has agreed and the event will
>take place next July. Serious researchers interested in witnessing the
>event should e-mail <georgina@easynet.co.uk> The challenge is to
>establish whether human crop cirle makers are capable of producing
>quality intricate creations.

Mr Irving has decided he no longer wishes to go on with this
challenge with me involved.  He has "fired me". <G> (which is
interesting considering he didn't hire me in the first
place)...... and appears to be making his own plans.

The challenge was to him.... then he said he was bringing in his
buddies...first....he could do it in one night...then he needed
to plan the field...then the crop had to be perfect...then he
needed four months notice of which field it was to be...and so
on.... considering that the Julia Set was alleged to have been
done within a two hour period in broad day light...one
wonders.....

Georgina
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Re: Congress in Acapulco

From: werd@interlog.com [Drew Williamson]
Date: Mon, 8 Dec 1997 17:36:11 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 05:10:25 -0500
Subject: Re: Congress in Acapulco

SOURCE: Globe and Mail - p.C3   (Toronto, Ontario, Canada)
DATE: December 8, 1997

Alien encounter films hurt UFO experts

BY DAN TROTTA
Reuters News Agency

ACAPULCO - Most of the UFOs and extraterrestrials sighted lately
on earth have not come from far-away galaxies but from Hollywood
studios, raising a serious dilemma for professional UFO
investigators.

   Some experts attending the Second World UFO Congress in
Acapulco this weekend argue that popular science-fiction films
are welcome publicity for their cause.

   But others say the string of hit movies, such as last summer's
Men in Black and Contact, and television shows like The X-Files,
should be scorned for reinforcing stereotypes and giving UFO
debunkers more ammunition.

   "Of course, everything helps, including parodies like Men in
Black," said Jaime Maussan, Mexico's top "ufologist" and
organizer of the congress. "It suggests to the masses that there
really was a group called Men in Black that was connected to
military intelligence," he told Reuters.

   Even Independence Day, the 1996 blockbuster about aliens bent
on invading Earth and enslaving humans, helped to increase the
number of people who say they believe in UFOs and that
governments are covering up proof of their existence, he said.

   The movie took advantage of the core beliefs of many UFO
proponents: that in 1947 an alien spacecraft crashed near
Roswell, N.M., and their bodies were recovered by the U.S.
military and kept in the so-called Area 51 of a nearby base.

   "It speaks to us about Roswell, about Area 51, that there were
aliens recovered and that the President of the United States is
not always informed," Maussan said. "All of this conditions human
beings more and more to believe it is true."

   Nuclear physicist Stanton Friedman called Independence Day. "a
hoot" that he enjoyed for its special effects. He said nobody who
went to see the film thought it was a documentary.

   But others at the conference lambasted Independence Day as
practically sacrilegious for exploiting the Roswell story. Budd
Hopkins, a leading investigator of supposed alien abductions of
earthlings, called it "a terrible movie."

   Robert Dean, a former soldier who claims to have seen "Cosmic
Top Secret" NATO documents proving that many UFOs were actually
alien space ships, said he preferred more sober classics such as
Close Encounters of the Third Kind and The Day the Earth Stood
Still. "I found Independence Day distracting because it is
typical Hollywood," Dean said.

   Dean said he and other UFO investigators have been working
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with producers, directors and writers in Hollywood to "tell the
true story" about extraterrestrial visitors. "The true story is
much more incredible than any horror movie you could make," he
said.
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Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

From: "George Fergus" <fergus@mail.ccrl.mot.com>
Date: Mon, 8 Dec 1997 16:41:09 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 05:15:07 -0500
Subject: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

> Date: Sat, 6 Dec 1997 06:42:01 -0500
> From: James Easton <pulsar@compuserve.com>
> Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

> If we could summarise, what remain the major problems with this
> theoretical explanation?

David Rudiak made a very good point about the spacing between the
objects being too great for them to be birds.  According to my
Pelican Scenario, when Arnold observed the objects crossing a
ridge straight ahead of him (roughly at my timepoint 6), they
would still have been about a mile away.  Since he estimated
there was about 5 miles between the first and last objects at a
distance of maybe 25 miles, this would still translate to about
1000 feet at a distance of one mile, making the distance between
individual objects about 100 feet.  Is this conceivable for
pelicans flying in formation?

The flashing of white underwings looking like reflections from a
metallic surface is problematic also, but since there is no
quantitative info given by Arnold, the brightness must be
considered relative and thus within the realm of possibility.

Oh, and by the way I gave the wrong distance for timepoint 1 in
my scenario.  It should be 2 1/2 miles, not 1 1/4.

-George Fergus
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Project 1947 Notice Board

From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 19:44:22 -0800
Fwd Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 05:22:47 -0500
Subject: Project 1947 Notice Board

NOTICE   BOARD

PROJECT 1947

PROJECT 1947 was formed to undertake historical research into the
UFO phenomenon. The PROJECT 1947 E-mail research list and the
PROJECT 1947 Web site were established to further this goal.

We are pleased to announce a number of research projects by
PROJECT 1947 members and request assistance in their completion.

While some of this contemporary research may not lie within the
original guidelines of the project, we welcome research which
follows generally accepted standards for academic, scientific,
historic or journalistic investigations.

PROJECT 1947 has several Masters and Doctoral candidates on the
e-mail list, and we wish to support academic inquiry regardless
of outcome.

If you can help with leads, information, personal accounts,
documents, etc., please contact the researchers directly and
assist them in their research efforts.

 Thank you.

-------------------------------------------------------

1946 "Ghost Rocket" Reports

The Archives for UFO Research in Sweden is preparing a
report in English on the 1946 "ghost rocket" era. This
winter they are concentrating on checking Swedish
microfilms of more than forty Swedish newspapers,
particularly for the July-August 1946 period.
Associated documents and articles will also be
translated into English.

The Archives for UFO Research is seeking 1946 accounts
of the "ghost rocket" reports from Scandinavia,
Europe, the U.K. and the United States. Some
researchers may have these accounts in either paper
form or as ascii on their computers.

Anyone willing to share such items or volunteer their
assistance, please contact Anders Liljegren of AFU at:
anders.liljegren@norrkoping.mail.telia.com

-------------------------------------------------------

 Early Brazilian UFOlogy

Ed Stewart writes:

I am interested in the early Ufological history of
Brazil.

The earliest Brazilian UFO newsletter that I am aware
of is C.P.D.V. THE FLYING SAUCER, that was Jose
Escobar Faria's Centro De Pesquisa Dos Discos Voadores
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housed in Sao Paulo, Brazil. Its first issue was
published in August, 1956, and lasted for 10 issues
till February, 1958. Its editor was Auriphebo Berrance
Simoes.

It was a bilingual publication. I have the English
versions, but have never seen the Portuguese version
for the Brazilian population.

I am also trying to secure copies/originals of Walter
Buehler's bulletins as well as copies of early UFO
newsclippings of Brazilian papers.

These early Brazilian publications were mostly for
exchange only, so it is very possible that there are
more copies existing outside of Brazil with European
organizations existing at the time than inside of
Brazil.

I have obtained access to many of Walter Buehler's
bulletins and would like to complete the series. His
SBEDV bulletins were also published in Portuguese with
independently published (I believe that to be the case
on most issues) English summary translations. The
"Sociedade Brasileira De Estudos Sobre Discos Voadores
bulletins also started in the late 50s. I don't know
how long they lasted. Walter Buehler, it is my
understanding, passed away within the last year or so.

I would appreciate hearing from anyone who may be in a
position to assist either myself or Barry Greenwood
(CAUS) with newsclips and/or publications (original or
copies) of early Brazilian material.

Please mail me at egs@netcom.com

 - Ed Stewart
-------------------------------------------------------

Ground Traces and "Solid" UFO Light Reports

Bill Chalker is interested in reports of unusual
ground traces and is keen to form a world-wide network
of UFO physical trace researchers . Ultimately Bill
would like to establish an international database of
trace cases relating to UFOs (excluding those
elaborate "traces" that have come to be popularly
known as "crop circles.")

Bill is also collecting reports of falls of "Angel
Hair" and unusual "solid light" cases associated with
UFOs. These "solid lights" often demonstrate unusual
properties, e.g. light beams that "bend" at angles, or
display "fluid-like" states. (See Bill's book _The OZ
Files_, pp. 201-202 for a "fluid light" case from the
1970s).

 Contact Bill at bchalker@ozemail.com.au

 ------------------------------------------------------

Aircraft / UFO Encounters

Dominique Weinstein continues to revise and update his
Aircraft / UFO Encounters catalogue. He would like
to hear from anyone with personal accounts or
information about this topic.

Dominique would also welcome correspondence with those
who might have more information about the cases
currently in his "ACUFOE" catalogue.

Contact Dominique at WEINSTEIND@compuserve.com

(For information about the availability of copies of
Dominique's catalogues, please mail Jan Aldrich
at jan@cyberzone.net)

 -----------------------------------------------------
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U.S. Forest Service Fire Lookout Reports

Dr. James Doerter is conducting a small study on
observations of aerial phenomena by U.S. Forest
Service Fire Lookouts.

Lookouts today average about 15-20 summers on the job
and they are not usually fooled by comets, meteors,
the moon, Venus, ball lightning, sun dogs, St. Elmo's
discharge, helicopters, etc. They are usually middle
class, reticent people who normally live a rural
lifestyle during the rest of the year. They are better
than average observers and have high reliability. At
least twice in the past, Forest Service personnel were
asked to help in other observation programs. During
the Japanese Balloon Bomb attacks they were part of an
ad hoc federal employees and law enforcement observers
network to report sightings, and during the Condon
Committee investigations they were asked specifically
to look for UFOs.

Lookout reports exist from the beginning of the UFO
era. Some have been found in small local newspapers.
Generally reports come directly from the observers.
While the study is primarily concerned with Fire
Lookouts, any Forest Service employees' reports (State
and Federal) are most welcome. Published accounts from
newspapers and the UFO literature are also sought.

 E-mail contact address is: OregonOtto@aol.com

--------------------------------------------------------

Abduction Experiencer Survey

Stephanie Kelley is a graduate student at the
University of Kansas who is researching the
significance of the abduction phenomenon for her
dissertation and would like to contact experiencers
and those who may have access to them - other
researchers, support group leaders, etc.

Stephanie is a communication studies major, and her
research focuses on the role language plays in
describing and recounting the abduction experience,
the similarities (or differences) that may be present
in elements of recollections, and so on. The study
also has the wider goal of increasing scholarship in
the investigation of this phenomenon.

If you are an experiencer, or a researcher who can
help, please contact Stephanie. A letter of
introduction which explains her research project and
the anonymous nature of the study can be viewed at:

 http://www/iufog.org/project1947/survey.htm

Stephanie can be contacted at
skelley@falcon.cc.ukans.edu and is willing to forward
her study material via e-mail or as hardcopies through
the mail.

-------------------------------------------------------

 Seeking UFO / Aviation Information: 1947 - 1950

French researcher Pierre Lagrange is completing a book
on the emergence of the UFO phenomenon, with an
emphasis on the period 1947-1950.

Pierre has undertaken extensive personal research and
has interviewed many prominent people from the period
including members of Kenneth Arnold's family, Marjorie
Palmer, Captain E.J. Smith, Curtis Fuller, and Bill
Bequette. He would like to contact other people who
may have participated in the early UFO waves:
Journalists, UFO witnesses, military or federal
investigators, etc., or their families and associates
who would be willing to detail their experiences.
In particular Pierre would like to locate people who
worked for Project Sign in 1948 and anyone who
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investigated flying disc sightings during the summer
of 1947.

He would also like information about discussions among
pilots and military personnel regarding the "sound
barrier" before it was broken by Chuck Yeager in
October of 1947, and any stories or rumours about the
existence of this "barrier", secret aircraft projects,
the development of guided missiles, and so on. Any
pilots or personnel who might have recollections
they'd be willing to share would be greatly
appreciated.

Any UFO or aviation/military historians who have
researched this time period and would be willing to
share information, please contact Pierre also.

He can be contacted at:

 Observatoire des Parasciences
 Pierre Lagrange
 BP 75 - La Plaine
 13244 Marseille Cedex 01
 FRANCE

 or via e-mail at: lagrange@gulliver.fr

Pierre requests that those with information to share please
confine it to historical material that can in some way be
verified or documented.

 -----------------------------------------------------------

--
Jan Aldrich
Project 1947
http://www.iufog.org/project1947/

-------------------------
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Re: Brasilia Conference (BBC Update)

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Tue, 9 Dec 1997 02:44:19 +0200
Fwd Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 05:31:45 -0500
Subject: Re: Brasilia Conference (BBC Update)

Found at BBC's site. URL:

http://news.bbc.co.uk:80/hi/english/despatches/newsid_37000/37715.stm

Monday, December 8, 1997 Published at 12:12 GMT

Despatches

Stephen Cviich

Brasilia

Delegates from around the world are gathering in the capital of
Brazil, Brasilia, for a seven-day conference on the subject of
Unidentified Flying Objects, or UFOs. The conference which starts
on Monday aims to convince governments and international
organisations that the study of extra-terrestial lifeforms
deserves official recognition as a science.

Here's our Brazil correspondent, Stephen Cviic:

This conference is the biggest of its kind ever held in Brazil
and brings together more than 80 UFO specialists, or ufologists,
from several countries, including the United States, Canada,
Russia and China. It is being organized by a group of Brazilian
ufologists who want to draw the world's attention to what they
say is the increasing evidence of extra-terrestrial lifeforms,
and they are keen to gain official recognition for their subject
as a science in its own right.

The UFO specialists also want official archives on the subject to
be opened, because they say governments know far more about it
than they acknowledge. In particular, the conference organisers
say there have been several military enquiries into alleged UFO
sightings which have never been made public.

Brazil itself has proved a fertile ground for those who believe
in the existance of life beyond our planet. In 1982 a military
aeroplane is said to have collided with an unidentified flying
object, and last year the town of Varginha, in the south-east of
the country, attracted nationwide attention when a group of girls
said they had seen an alien being.

It also seems particularly appropriate that this conference is
being held in Brasilia. Brazil's futuristic purpose-built capital
is regarded by some people as a place of mystical significance
and the design of some of the buildings probably contributes to
this impression.

The National Congress building is a good example of this. When
they hold their debates, Brazil's deputies and senators are
sitting under a roof which is crowned by two large, concrete
saucers.
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UFO Researchers Meet In Brasilia (UPI)

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Tue, 9 Dec 1997 02:47:16 +0200
Fwd Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 05:36:40 -0500
Subject: UFO Researchers Meet In Brasilia (UPI)

>From United Press International. URL:

http://biz.yahoo.com/upi/97/12/08/international_news/brazilufo_1.html

Monday December 8 4:48 AM EST

UFO researchers meet in Brasilia

LONDON, Dec. 8 (UPI) _ Top UFO researchers from 27 countries
gather in the Brazilian capital this week to take a serious look
at Unidentified Flying Objects.

The 50 scholars believe their discipline merits U.N. recognition.

A BBC report cites a U.S. poll indicating popular belief in
intelligent life on other planets is at an all-time high.

Most mainstream scientists scoff at the grainy photographs and
stereotyped eyewitness accounts presented by so-called
"ufologists" as evidence of alien visitations to Earth.

But the popularity of film and television space fiction testifies
to the human willingness to believe.

Television's "The X-Files" series raised so many questions about
"the Roswell incident" that the CIA took pains earlier this year
to issue a final report on the mysterious sightings in the New
Mexico desert in 1947.

The CIA said weather balloons were mistaken for UFOs, and crash
test dummies for dead aliens.

The CIA's report may have fallen on deaf ears. A standard
ufologist argument is that governments do not tell the truth
about alien encounters.

Ufologists took heart from the discovery earlier this year of a
meteorite from Mars that appeared to contain evidence of organic
structures.

But not all scientists accepted NASA's conclusion that the "Mars
rock" contained a fossilized micro-organism.

_-

Copyright 1997 by United Press International.

All rights reserved.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 9

Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
Date: Mon, 8 Dec 1997 23:04:02 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 05:48:27 -0500
Subject: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

>Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 12:15:53 -0800
>From: Ted Viens <drtedv@freewwweb.com>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

>> Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 19:02:30 -0700
>> From: "Clarke Hathaway <earthwrk@doitnow.com>
>> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

>> > Date: Sat, 6 Dec 1997 02:51:30 -0500
>> > To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>> > From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
>> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

>> > >From: Paul Devereux <DevereuxP@aol.com>
>> > >Date: Fri, 5 Dec 1997 08:42:46 EST
>> > >To: updates@globalserve.net
>> > >Subject: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

>> > >John Velez  wrote:

>---snippety snip, snip---

>> I have an effective modality of dealing with these visitations. I
>> really don't give a flying fig for any negative commentary by
>> would be detractors. I have something that works and I have
>> ceased to play the role of victim. If anyone out there can make
>> the same claim, then I congratulate them!

>> Clarke Hathaway

Hi Ted, hi All,

Ted writes,

>I am driven uncontrollably to sing the praises of Paul and
>Clarke. They are to be honored for the fruits of their life-long
>studies.

<A large snip that I really hate to make, Teds' post is so right
on and done in such good spirit that any response I could have to
penned Clarke would have paled in comparison. Ted my man, I don't
know you but I like your style. Classy, intelligent, and right
on!>

>I am so envious of Paul and Clarke.  The depths of their wisdom, and
>the breadths of their vision empower them to declare the true nature
>of poor John Velez's experiences.  Such learned men are immune from
>the rabbled protestations of "Sophistry!"

>Bye...  Ted..

And precisely why I chose not to respond! thanx for saying it for
me.

Ted Veins, gotta love a guy like that! <G>
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John Velez, SOS (on the - Side Of Sanity)
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 9

Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
Date: Mon, 8 Dec 1997 23:39:33 EST
Fwd Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 05:49:58 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 09:31:09 +0000
Fwd Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 20:40:49 -0500
Subject: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> What this says about Corso and Ray Santilli's film I'm not sure.
> Any comments ?

Here's my comment:

Corso and Santilli can claim just about anything and someone
somewhere will take them seriously.

I don't take either of them seriously.

Rebecca
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 9

Kenneth Arnold & Being 'There'

From: KAnder6444 <KAnder6444@aol.com> [Kathleen Andersen]
Date: Tue, 9 Dec 1997 00:34:32 EST
Fwd Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 06:19:56 -0500
Subject: Kenneth Arnold & Being 'There'

>Date: Sat, 6 Dec 1997
>From: James Easton <pulsar@compuserve.com>
>Subject: UFO Update: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

>From: fergus@ukraine.corp.mot.com [George Fergus]

and

>From: USDSCUBA@aol.com [Gordon Scott]

I've really enjoyed reading your discussion about Kenneth Arnold
and would like to make a couple of comments.

Gordon wrote:

>according to a close friend within the military at the time the
>vehicle as seen by Mr K Arnold was a German made Gotha Go229 IX
>being test flown for radar testing.

Gordon, I  will not doubt that this prototype was in existence or
even tested. However, why would any agency -- aerospace or
military -- test a valuable piece of machinery in an area as
remote and isolated as Mt. Rainier? Although Boeing as always
been a rumor hotbed for saucer type craft development, it would
seem that  testing an aircraft on a 14,000 foot volcano would be
too volatile and a risky bet.

James and George Fergus:

I can't buy the pelican theory. I live here, I see that mountain
every day it is clear, I sleep up there when the weather permits,
I have hiked her by every angle and I have never seen a pelican
there nor in Washington state.

Perhaps there are a couple that live on the coast near the Oregon
but I will stick my neck out and say that this weather  is on the
chilly side for pelicans. And speaking of Canadian Geese. Yes
perhaps a group would be flying south "near" Mt. Rainier. But the
ones I've observed that pass thru here travel along Puget Sound
or the coast. Makes more sense to follow the water I would
think...... food source, etc.

To all:

If you were to live here as I do, you would notice that Mt.
Rainier can be very deceiving. If you are driving south on one
road, she looks far away. If you were to go directly west one
mile and travel south on another road, she would look very close.
Reading a map of the area cannot give you an accurate picture of
what things are like. I am an outside sales person and spend a
lot of time in my car watching that mountain and pondering the
possibilities of what Kenneth Arnold saw. I tend to be a skeptic
about all UFO sightings but will still stand my ground that
"being here" and living here gives you a better understanding of
the possibilities that what Ken Arnold saw was real. Last year we
had a case with the National UFO Reporting Center. My part of the
investigation was to go up to an area called Sunrise and
interview the rangers. First of all, it is quite embarrassing to
walk into a visitors center and say "Hi, I'm with the National
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UFO Reporting Center". Total silence in the whole place. We had
received one report from a hiker spotting a UFO. After
interviewing the rangers, it turns out that they had received
about 20 reports of a UFO that same day!

Whether it was 1947 or 1996, UFO's are still in the picture in
the Pacific Northwest.

Happy Holidays
Kathleen Andersen
MUFON State Section Director
Seattle Washington
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 9

Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: jared@valuserve.com (Andromeda.net- Anderson, Jared)
Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 21:57:12 -0700
Fwd Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 06:21:42 -0500
Subject: Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
> Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 09:31:09 +0000
> Fwd Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 20:40:49 -0500
> Subject: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> I don't know what to msake of Colonel Philip J.Corso and his book
> 'The Day After Roswell', but Corso was recently interviewed in
> the UK-based magazine 'The X-Factor' (issue 25).

> One question put to Corso was:

> Have you seen the Roswell autopsy video ?

> I saw the Roswell footage and I saw some things in it that nobody
> could have known about, so maybe that gives it authenticity, I
> don't know. I lean towards the opinion that it is authentic, but
> I can't really tell you that I'm 100 per cent sure.

> What this says about Corso and Ray Santilli's film I'm not sure.
> Any comments ?

> Philip Mantle.

Have you corresponded with Bob Shell about this new work done by
Theresa Carlson?

What answers have the 2 of you drawn from this research?

Jared.
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Re: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass

From: Ted Viens <drtedv@freewwweb.com>
Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 21:47:49 -0800
Fwd Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 06:24:51 -0500
Subject: Re: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass

> Date: Mon, 8 Dec 1997 05:16:43 -0800 (PST)
> From: Jim Deardorff <deardorj@ucs.orst.edu>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass  Sightings

> > Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 21:38:29 -0800
> > From: Ted Viens <drtedv@freewwweb.com>
> > To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass
> >         Sightings

<massive snip, if you haven't followed closely, go to ufomind and read
the archives...>

In case Jim would choose to argue from an informed position, I
leave my following lines...

> > All the estimation and speculation in the world cannot substitute
> > for the real facts and experience.  A trip to
> > http://shuttle.nasa.gov and following the links to the reentry
> > profile page will answer these questions far better than I can.

> But if you think the bulk of the observations were made while the
> objects were in an ionizing stage, long before they began to burn
> up, can you not supply us with a ball park estimate of what you
> think their altitude was and their speed relative to orbital
> velocity?

> I should think that if such displays are characteristic of
> decaying debris while still far above where any burning up
> occurs, the show would persist for several orbits and furthermore
> be occurring from scores of the thousands of objects presently in
> decaying orbits.  One doesn't see any such thing on a clear
> night.

> But if we both agree that a real object reentered and was viewed
> by few or some or many, and UFOs also were viewed by many at
> about the same time, then there isn't much left for us to debate
> on this incident.

> You have to hand it to those UFO guys -- how easily they can stay
> several jumps ahead of scientific human minds.

> Jim Deardorff

Jim, all of the erroneous conclusions you can draw from an
uniformed position on orbital decay will do little to support
your claims.  From the time an object kisses the orbit death of
the first wisps of ionoshpere to the point of impact is less than
an hour and less than one quarter of a revolution.  Even my
first, off the top of my head, estimate of how much this would be
was excessive by a factor of two.  There is not a sharp
demarcation from "ionization" to "burn up" phase of decay.  Only
a long, gradual transition.  The ionization trail will begin
first and continue until the kinetic energy of the debris can no
longer literally punch electrons off from atmospheric molecules.
After one or two tumbles, the booster will start to break up.  It
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just can't fly sideways.

Again, the breakup will not be a sudden single event, but
continuing through the decay.  As the booster is seared by the
friction, light thin metals will boil off early in the decay
while dense hard objects will burn deep into the atmosphere,
perhaps even to the ground.

What do we learn from the many reports coming from British
Columbia and Washington State?  Most widespread are the reports
of the eerie contrail with the glittering fairy dust.  A clear
indication that the debris was high enough and fast enough to
create an ionization trail throughout this area.  As objects
moved from the west to disappear in the east they glowed brighter
and their flaming trails grew longer.  Again, just as decaying
debris would.  Most witnesses actually observed the objects for
less than a minute after the first fiery flashes drew their
attention to the sky.  During this brief time, there would be
little relative motion between the major pieces.  They would
certainly appear to be flying in formation.  In the quotes above
that I have snipped, everywhere that you find anomolous behavior,
I find a reasonable description of burning debris.  This must
represent some form of impasse in our dialogue.  The specific
details you keep asking for are relatively insignificant in the
broad range of a decaying profile where these observations could
be seen.

I live a rather casual, low income lifestyle.  Rather than
vacuously say that the mythical somebody should personaly
interview these witnesses at the spot where they made their
observations, I will make myself available.  If anyone or any
organization would care to pay my way to Seattle for a couple of
weeks with some minimal per diem and minor compensation, I would
gladly track down the witness and ask them to recreate this event
for us.  I am sure that I could set aside my own conclusions to
ask the simple questions of where were they and what was the path
of these objects as they passed.  I could record their
descriptions on tape to expose any bias that could slip into my
questions.  Perhaps I would be lucky enough to find those few
witnesses whose events were totally unrelated to the decay of
some Russian booster.

Any serious offers can be passed to me by email...

Bye...  Ted..
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 9

Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

From: "Clark Hathaway" <earthwrk@doitnow.com>
Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 23:41:34 -0700
Fwd Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 06:34:58 -0500
Subject: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

> Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 12:15:53 -0800
> From: Ted Viens <drtedv@freewwweb.com>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

> > Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 19:02:30 -0700
> > From: "Clarke Hathaway <earthwrk@doitnow.com>
> > To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

> > > Date: Sat, 6 Dec 1997 02:51:30 -0500
> > > To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > > From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
> > > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

> > > >From: Paul Devereux <DevereuxP@aol.com>
> > > >Date: Fri, 5 Dec 1997 08:42:46 EST
> > > >To: updates@globalserve.net
> > > >Subject: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

> > > >John Velez  wrote:

> ---snippety snip, snip---

> > I have an effective modality of dealing with these visitations. I
> > really don't give a flying fig for any negative commentary by
> > would be detractors. I have something that works and I have
> > ceased to play the role of victim. If anyone out there can make
> > the same claim, then I congratulate them!

> > Clarke Hathaway

> I am driven uncontrollably to sing the praises of Paul and
> Clarke. They are to be honored for the fruits of their life-long
> studies. Their years of effort and discovery have yeilded unto
> them such an exacting perception of reality that it must be more

<an extreme amount discarded for the sake of brevity>

Ted:

What Part of my declaration of these constituting MY experiences
did you not understand?  Or is it perhaps that your capacity for
comprehension of what you read merely extremely low?

John has his experiences and I have mine as does Paul.
I do NOT believe that it is incumbent upon you, myself or anyone
else to state that any experience is more or less valid than the
next one. This is not a competition here.

There are NO prizes. I cannot speak for Paul, only my perception
of what he was stating ... which by the way appeared far
different to me apparently than it did to you, John and perhaps
more than I care to think about. Perhaps you would be well served
to ponder my remarks as to the emergence of 'Techno Bigotry".

> I am so envious of Paul and Clarke.  The depths of their wisdom, and
> the breadths of their vision empower them to declare the true nature
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> of poor John Velez's experiences.  Such learned men are immune from
> the rabbled protestations of "Sophistry!"

> Bye...  Ted..

Not so fast Ted...

Why is it that I AM seeing no mention of John's professed
education in at least one esoteric organization as well as his
stated 'years long' practice of meditation?

It is NOT my problem if You, John or anyone else for that matter
choose to view my experiences as well as my opinions as personal
attacks. The bottom line Ted is this. If John or anyone else is
going to use their experiences and/or credentials in an effort to
prop-up their opinions as being those with the only validity,
then it is only fair, proper and to be expected that others be
afforded the same right.

Your sarcasm in this matter only serves to display for all to see
that there are components within my views that serve to greatly
threaten your own. Otherwise your reaction would not be so
vitriolic. Notice that I mention Reaction rather than response.
There happens to be a great deal of difference between the two.

Clarke Hathaway
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 9

Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
Date: Tue, 9 Dec 1997 10:18:55 +0100 (MET)
Fwd Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 06:42:51 -0500
Subject: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

>Date: Mon, 8 Dec 1997 13:28:30 -0600 (CST)
>From: "George Fergus" <fergus@mail.ccrl.mot.com>
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

>> Date: Thu, 04 Dec 1997 14:09:01 -0800
>> From: Ted Viens <drtedv@freewwweb.com>
>> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

>Ted Viens wrote to James Easton:

>Here is my attempt to make a time and position chart for the
>Pelican Scenario.

[mercy snip]

List,

A fifty year old case. An experienced pilot, Kenneth
Arnold, saw a train objects that flew extremely fast
from his private aircraft. They didn't look like aircraft,
they didn't look like birds. He is so excited that he
turns toward them to have a better look. After landing,
he is so excited that he tells reporters about it.

Nobody had after heard of flying saucers or UFOs or
whatever. Arnold just reports his observation.

Fifty years later someone comes along: 'they were geese'.
Seems they couldn't have been geese. 'OK, then they were
American White Pelicans'.

The arguments against this have been presented over and over
again. Still, the debate doesn't die out. Worse, some people
take this extreme silliness seriously.

The debate goes on for weeks. People who have better
things to do waste their time on total absurdity.
On certain days Ufology is just bizarre.

            __________________________________________
           /    Met vriendelijke groet/Best wishes    \
                      Henny van der Pluijm
                      hvdp@worldonline.nl

                       Technology Pages
                http://home.worldonline.nl/~hvdp
             \______________________________________/
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 9

Arnold, Geese and Pelicans - The End

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 06:56:03 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 06:56:03 -0500
Subject: Arnold, Geese and Pelicans - The End

Time to call closure on The Birds folks, moments before Dasher,
Prancer, Donder, Blitzen and Olive (the other reindeer) make
their way toward the Cascades and Esther Bunny.

Thank you to all who contributed to these fascinating threads.
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Re: UFO tracking predictions

From: "Rob Bull" <RAB@cadcentre.co.uk>
Date: Tue, 09 Dec 97 11:52:00 GMT
Fwd Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 08:07:51 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO tracking predictions

>Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 10:00:33 +1030
>From: JJ <fierycelt@full-moon.com> [Jennifer Jarvis]
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: UFO tracking predictions

>>Date: Sun, 7 Dec 1997 13:25:53 -0600 (CST)
>>From: Brian Cuthbertson <brianc@fc.net>
>>To: updates@globalserve.net
>>Subject: UFO tracking predictions

>>On Sat 6 Dec 1997 Joel Henry wrote in response to
>>comments from Jennifer Jarvis ...

>>Date: Sat, 06 Dec 1997 14:16:22 -0500
>>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>>From: joel henry <jhenry@wavefront.com>
>>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: UFO Database interest

>>>Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 20:23:06 +1030
>>>From: JJ <fierycelt@full-moon.com> [Jennifer Jarvis]
>>>To: updates@globalserve.net
>>>Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: UFO Database interest

>> [snip]

>>>I know of a gentleman in England who has researched UFO sightings
>>>dating back to the late 19th Century.

>>What's his name (e-mail address)? I'd like to get ahold of him.
>>He could be a real beneficial contributor.

<snip>

>>>I have also had feedback from other people around the world to
>>>whom I have sent specially generated customized charts and graphs
>>>for their specific areas.  Here again, the dates and times
>>>predicted have been VERY accurate.

[snip]

>Anyway, the gentleman's name is T. Roy Dutton.  Neither the
>envelope he sent from England nor the enclosed material provides
>any info at all on how to contact him; no mail address, email
>address, phone number, notta.

Jennifer/Joel/Brian,

I asked Roy Dutton for help with my first UFO 'case' in early 1994.

I gave him a location, a time and a date, and he sent me back
some graphs. Sure enough, he was able to show that 'my' UFO
was 'very close' to the UFO 'predicted' by his graphs.

Trouble was, his graphs showed a tightly packed set of curves,
printed to a very coarse scale on a line printer. It would be very
difficult for a UFO sighting NOT to appear 'close' to one of the curves.

It was when he also told me WHERE the UFO had come from that
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my interest in his method plummeted.

Roy may have improved things since 1994 of course, but from what
I saw then I would NOT say that Roy Dutton's method is the holy grail
of UFO prediction.

Rob Bull
BUFORA Accredited Investigator
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UFO Updates 
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'Its All Here In Black & White'
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Re: Roswell Rods

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Tue, 9 Dec 1997 08:19:30 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 08:21:13 -0500
Subject: Re: Roswell Rods

At the suggestion of a friend I just spent some time
looking at the "smoking gun" which is supposed to
prove that the "rods' are real.  For those interested
it's at:

http://www.roswellrods.com/int.html

After I got up off the floor, set my chair upright
again, and managed to get hold of myself from my fit
of ROFLMAO disease, I thought I should jot down a few
points.

Yes, these images are truly the "smoking gun".  They
prove rather conclusively that the "rods" are insects
caught in sunlight.  In some images you can clearly
see the sine wave form of the "appendages" which is
so typical of the wing motion of insects in flight.

Sequence 5 if particularly clear in this respect.

The final set of images compares the well-known
Hawaiian image of an airplane in haze to one of the
"rods" and says that they are strikingly similar.
To a blind man, maybe, but not to anyone with
halfway decent eyesight.

Although not directly part of ufology, this bunch
of badly seasoned baloney exemplifies what is wrong
with ufology.  People who should know better foisting
off spurious evidence onto people not equipped to
evaluate it for themselves.

Look and learn.

Bob

Search for other documents from or mentioning: bob
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Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 9

Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Tue, 9 Dec 1997 08:39:56 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 09:14:44 -0500
Subject: Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 21:57:12 -0700
>From: jared@valuserve.com (Andromeda.net- Anderson, Jared)
>To: Updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>Have you corresponded with Bob Shell about this new work done by
>Theresa Carlson?

>What answers have the 2 of you drawn from this research?

>Jared.

Jared,

Speaking strictly for myself and not for Philip:

Yes, Theresa sent me her overlays a while ago.  She has
demonstrated that if you adjust size and angle it is possible to
make the upper outline of the left thighs line up in images from
the two autopsies.  But when you do this "manipulation" (Theresa
objects to my use of that word), then NOTHING else in the images
lines up, not even the lower outline of the same thigh.

What does this prove?

To me it only proves that the two creatures have the same leg
structure.  As I have pointed out elsewhere, I could take two of
my photographs of nude models and do the same.  This would not
prove that it was the same woman in both photos.  Nor would it
prove that they were identical twins, clones, dummies cast from
the same mold, whatever.  Ultimately it might prove that they
were both human, since it would be unlikely that a chimp or
gorilla leg could be made to line up.

I have talked personally to everyone who is known to have seen
both autopsies.  Every one of them stresses differences in the
bodies rather than similarities.  Since Philip is one of those
people, perhaps he would care to comment on his own impressions
of the similarities/differrences of the two bodies.

I applaud Theresa for her efforts.  She had devoted a lot of time
to this, and I know she is an honest researcher trying to get to
the truth.  I just do not agree with her conclusions from the
work she has done.

Bob
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'Its All Here In Black & White'
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Re: UFO tracking predictions

From: JJ <fierycelt@full-moon.com> [Jennifer Jarvis]
Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 09:50:33 +1030
Fwd Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 10:18:12 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO tracking predictions

> From: "Rob Bull" <RAB@cadcentre.co.uk>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO tracking predictions
> Date: Tue, 09 Dec 97 11:52:00 GMT

>Jennifer/Joel/Brian,

> I asked Roy Dutton for help with my first UFO 'case' in early 1994.

> I gave him a location, a time and a date, and he sent me back
> some graphs. Sure enough, he was able to show that 'my' UFO
> was 'very close' to the UFO 'predicted' by his graphs.

> Trouble was, his graphs showed a tightly packed set of curves,
> printed to a very coarse scale on a line printer. It would be very
> difficult for a UFO sighting NOT to appear 'close' to one of the curves.

> It was when he also told me WHERE the UFO had come from that
> my interest in his method plummeted.

> Roy may have improved things since 1994 of course, but from what
> I saw then I would NOT say that Roy Dutton's method is the holy grail
> of UFO prediction.

> Rob Bull
> BUFORA Accredited Investigator<

Hi there Rob!!!

As I mentioned in my FIRST posting, I am but a humble "amateur,"
but have found that these "event" prediction charts have helped
my "sightings efficiency" enormously.

I now do not waste time going out at all times of night and day
any more.

I just go out, set up camera, film and go home!

Best wishes,

Jennifer
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NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass Sightings

From: TotlResrch <TotlResrch@aol.com> [Kal K. Korff]
Date: Tue, 9 Dec 1997 11:03:58 EST
Fwd Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 12:08:22 -0500
Subject: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass Sightings

>Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 21:47:49 -0800
>From: Ted Viens <drtedv@freewwweb.com>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass
>         Sightings

<snip>

>I live a rather casual, low income lifestyle.  Rather than
>vacuously say that the mythical somebody should personaly
>interview these witnesses at the spot where they made their
>observations, I will make myself available.  If anyone or any
>organization would care to pay my way to Seattle for a couple of
>weeks with some minimal per diem and minor compensation, I would
>gladly track down the witness and ask them to recreate this event
>for us.  I am sure that I could set aside my own conclusions to
>ask the simple questions of where were they and what was the path
>of these objects as they passed.  I could record their
>descriptions on tape to expose any bias that could slip into my
>questions.  Perhaps I would be lucky enough to find those few
>witnesses whose events were totally unrelated to the decay of
>some Russian booster.

>Any serious offers can be passed to me by email...

>Bye...  Ted..

Dear Ted/List:

I wouldn't waste my time on this, many of us up here in the
Seattle/Northwest region saw this debris and it was just as
"impressive" as the old Skylab debris that feel to Earth years
ago. Why? Duh, because it WAS space debris.

Or, to put it comically perhaps, "How SNEAKY of those 'aliens' to
ride into Earth into our atmosphere under the cover of falling
man-made space debris!" Yeah, right.

It is my personal opinion, for what it's worth, that you're
wasting your time with Jim Deardorff. After all, this is a man
who believes in the Talmud Immanuel, (Billy Meier's version of
the Bible and "last testament" of Christ) and blinbdly believes
Meier in general AND thinks that Joseph Smith's "angel" Moroni
was a space alien!!

Regarding Deardorff's activities on Meier, they are
shameful...but consistent.
He believes in Meier's photos as being "authentic" for which
there are no original negatives which is also true for Meier's
"Talmud". There's no original scroll or document for that either,
but this never stopped Jim from endorsing it anyway.

Jim STILL has yet to tell the ENTIRE world HOW one can
"authenticate" (scientifically, as opposed to
pseudo-scientifically) ANY photo without original negatives. I
"psychically" predict he will continue to decline to do so.

The truth is, Deardorff can't, and I have no idea whether he
HONESTLY knows better or is just plain "stupid" or is a "less
informed individual" to use two phrases Billy Meier (whom
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Deardorff considers to be a PROPHET, just like Meier says he is!)
himself often throws around.

Finally, (and this is also my own opinion) I have become
personally very much disillusioned with the National UFO
Reporting Center. They seem to defer to UFOs as their favorite
"explanation" all too often nowadays rather than opting to be
more objective and only resort to the "UFO" explanation AFTER
they've exhausted ALL possibilities. They're a rag tag operation,
but way off the mark on their "explanations" of various
sightings.

Lastly, I found out this past weekend that two people in the
Seattle area have taken it upon themselves to start somewhat of a
palace revolt against the NUFORC, by calling up their phone lines
and faking UFO reports or describing (deliberately) what are
clearly cases of airplanes, meteors (one was the space shuttle)
and as predictable, Davenport and Company think these are "UFOs"
as well.

Well, when I heard this, I told these people that this was NOT
what the UFO field needs, that Davenport MEANS WELL but is not
always asobjective as one would like, and I also told them that
IF they did not STOP this activity that I'd REPORT them.

They have now stopped.

IF Peter and the NUFORC care to get in touch with me, sometime
AFTER next February when I have the time, I will gladly tell them
which reports they have been suckered on. Some of them, were even
the Phoenix lights! (shudder!).

Davenport may already know about this, since he alluded to this
taking place regarding the Phoenix Lights on the Laura Lee Show
radio program about two months ago or so.

I remember when the NUFORC was run by Bob Gribble and in my
opinion the level of objectivity back in those long forgotten
days was much more pronounced than it is at present

Sorry to be a party spoiler.

Kal (still waiting for INCONTROVERTIBLE EVIDENCE of a REAL
extraterrestrial visitation, been looking for 25 years now and
counting....) Korff

Konfuscious saying #94: "Colonel Corso will be exposed in an
upcoming and devastating expose as a fraud in January, 1988, and
those who have bought his book may very well be entitled to a
REFUND in a CLASS ACTION SUIT AGAINST Pocket Books."

Stay tuned, folks...this is going to be one humdinger.
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates]
Date: Tue, 9 Dec 1997 10:27:08 EST
Fwd Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 11:49:07 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>  Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 09:31:09 +0000
>  From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
>  To: updates@globalserve.net
>  Subject: The X-Factor

>  I don't know what to msake of Colonel Philip J.Corso and his book
>  'The Day After Roswell', but Corso was recently interviewed in
>  the UK-based magazine 'The X-Factor' (issue 25).

>  One question put to Corso was:

>  Have you seen the Roswell autopsy video ?

>  I saw the Roswell footage and I saw some things in it that nobody
>  could have known about, so maybe that gives it authenticity, I
>  don't know. I lean towards the opinion that it is authentic, but
>  I can't really tell you that I'm 100 per cent sure.

>  What this says about Corso and Ray Santilli's film I'm not sure.
>  Any comments ?

>  Philip Mantle.

My first take on this quote:  It reminds me of a politician talking
out of both sides of his mouth so whatever happens, he can later
say "Well I knew" or "Well as you know I said..."

Cheers,
Robert
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Re: UFO tracking predictions

From: ASIUS <asius@mindless.com> [Mike Stahl]
Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 01:24:57 +1030
Fwd Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 13:09:00 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO tracking predictions

Rob Bull - BUFORA Accredited Investigator wrote:

> From: "Rob Bull" <RAB@cadcentre.co.uk>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO tracking predictions
> Date: Tue, 09 Dec 97 11:52:00 GMT
> Jennifer/Joel/Brian,

> I asked Roy Dutton for help with my first UFO 'case' in early 1994.

> I gave him a location, a time and a date, and he sent me back
> some graphs. Sure enough, he was able to show that 'my' UFO
> was 'very close' to the UFO 'predicted' by his graphs.

> Trouble was, his graphs showed a tightly packed set of curves,
> printed to a very coarse scale on a line printer. It would be very
> difficult for a UFO sighting NOT to appear 'close' to one of the curves.

> It was when he also told me WHERE the UFO had come from that
> my interest in his method plummeted.

> Roy may have improved things since 1994 of course, but from what
> I saw then I would NOT say that Roy Dutton's method is the holy grail
> of UFO prediction.

> Rob Bull
> BUFORA Accredited Investigator

G'day Rob & List Members,

Rob, Have you anything better?

If so please share.

Merry Christmas,

Mike StahlSAUFORI

------------------------------------------------------------------
Applied Idiocy 101  #3

"Heavier-than-air flying machines are impossible."

Lord Kelvin, president, Royal Society, 1895.
--------------------------------------------------------------------
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LaPaz's Activities

From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 11:07:11 -0800
Fwd Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 13:03:20 -0500
Subject: LaPaz's Activities

The following is from Appendix A, to a draft document:
"REPORT BY THE DIRECTOR OF INTELLIGENCE, USAF to the
JOINT INTELLIGENCE COMMITTEE on UNIDENTIFIED AERIAL
OBJECTS," ca. 20 April 1949, page 6, item 15:

"15.  On 8 April 1949 the repeated occurrence of green
fireball phenomena in New Mexico was discussed with Dr.
Joseph Kaplan, member of the USAF Scientific Advisory Board.
This phenomenon has casued considerable concern on the part
of Hq. Fourth Army and has occupied the interests of Dr.
Lincoln LaPaz of the University of New Mexico.  Dr. LaPaz
believes that the phenomena are not meteorites.  Because of
Dr. LaPaz's outstanding ability for accurate observation and
his experience in identification of meteoritic phenomena,
Dr. Kaplan expressed the belief that the greenfire phenomena
should be further investigated.  Dr. Kaplan's views and this
phenomena were discussed on 12 April 1948 [1949?] with Dr.
Theodore von Karman, Chairman, USAF Scientific Advisory Board,
who feels that the problem is more properly in the field of
upper atmosphere research than the field of intelligence."

From:  National Archives II, Record Group 341, Entry 214A, USAF
Deputy Chief of Staff Operations--Directorate of Intelligence,
Top Secret Control & Cable Section General Files July 1945-
December 1954, Boxes 40-45 [I did not write down the box number,
but the document is easily found by the TS Control #]
TOP SECRET Control #2-7051A.

     +               +                +

A message from the Project 1947 E-mail Research List Archives:

LaPaz to Landsberg

Date: Tue, 14 Jan 1997 22:31:48 -0800

The following was in the Project Sign, Albuquerque, New Mexico
5 December 1948, Incident 223 file on roll #7 of the Project
Sign microfilms.  It is probably also on the Project Blue Book
microfilms.

"EXTRACTS FROM LETTER TO DR. H. E. LANDSBERG, ECECUTIVE DIRECTOR
OF THE RDB COMMITTEE ON GEOPHYSICS AND GEOGRAPHY FROM DR. LINCOLN
LAPAZ, DIRECTOR OF THE INSTITUTE OF METEORITICS, UNIVERSITY OF NEW
MEXICO, December 28, 1948, Attching Appended Material

    "'Since December 4 I have been working almost continuously
day and night on certain anomalous fireball phenomena of which
a detailed account is given in the accompanying confidential
enclosures.  No doubt you are familiar with these incidents
since I brought your name into the picture in my first report
to the O. S. I. of the U. S. A. F.

    "'These incidents are not in the same category as the rather
fanastic ones described by Norman G. Markham and certain
inhabitants of Norton County, Kansas.  Authorities here are
deeply concerned.  Perhaps you have knowledge of defensive
training meaneuvers that would explain the observed concentration
of incidents in certain highly important areas.
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    "'Additional observations by 6 more AEC Security Service
Guards make incidents referred tolook very serious.  Please give
this matter careful attention.  I am sure two best observed
incidents are not meteoric.'"

COMMENTS:
Norman G. Markham was a Fortean so we can imagine what he had
to say about the Norton, Kansas meteor.  Dr. H. H. Ninninger of
the American Meteor Museum, and rival of Dr. LaPaz, had visited
Norton, Kansas, searching for the Norton Meteorite.  I am sure
that did not sit well with LaPaz.

It would be interesting to know if Dr. H. E. Landsberg left any
personal papers in college or university archives.  A small amount
of LaPaz's correspondence has been uncovered in other scientists'
papers.

Jan Aldrich

            +             +             +

To me the real history of UFOs is very interesting without the
conspiracy theories of people with other axes to grind and
without the anonymous "inside" informants who can never supply
any credible and creditable evidence or support.

It is unfortunate that most of LaPaz' personal papers are
currently unavailable.

--
Jan Aldrich
Project 1947
http://www.iufog.org/project1947/

-------------------------

Index: Lincoln LaPaz
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Re: Clark and ETH (and ELs)

From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 11:17:51 PST
Fwd Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 13:01:22 -0500
Subject: Re: Clark and ETH (and ELs)

> Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 17:58:14 -0800
> From: John Koopmans <john.koopmans@sympatico.ca>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Clark and ETH (and ELs)

> > From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
> > Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 22:40:03 PST
> > To: updates@globalserve.net
> > Subject: RE: UFO UpDate: Re: Clark and ETH (and ELs)

> > > > <big time major snip>

> > Give me a break. Please read what I have read about Keel's
> > theoriesl in my books and articles. (Please read my UFO
> > Encyclopedia, incidentally, if you want to learn something about
> > "professional scholarly advancement in this field," which is what
> > reviewers said they thought this was.)  Though I have my private
> > suspicions, I have not once written of Keel as crazy, socially
> > inept, or pathetic -- adjectives he habitually hurls, in print
> > and elsewhere, against all who disagree with him.  If Keel were
> > to write articles challenging my ideas, precisely as I have done
> > with his, there would be no problem, only healthy, entertaining,
> > and (one would hope) ultimately enlightening debate.

> > Personal attacks are pointless, counterproductive, and boring.  I
> > need no lecture from you on that score, since this was precisely
> > the point I was making (and apparently you were missing) when I
> > raised the issue of Keel's ad hominem excesses. I wish John Keel
> > believed, as I do and I presume you do, in rational debate, but I
> > simply fail to see by what peculiar logic my criticizing him for
> > that makes me morally equivalent to him. Perhaps you could
> > explain it to me.

> > If, on the other hand, you want to direct your words to Keel,
> > which is where they ought to be addressed, I'll gladly give
> > you his address.

> > Jerry Clark

> Dear List:

> Wow! Since this topic seems to be getting a little personal, I have
> chosen to respond to this message by e-mailing Jerry Clark personally.
> Someone on this List was kind enough to give me some helpful advice, and
> before I leave this thread permanently and go back to "Lurker" and
> "nerve-hit" mode, I just wanted to say a few things (anyone listening?):

John, three quick points before we drop the subject:

(1)  Calling someone else's theories "half-baked" or "paranoid,"
as I did about Keel's, is well within the accepted parameters of
debate and discussion; anyone who follows debates in scholarly
journals will have no trouble recognizing either adjective. It is
essential to bear in mind that I have written at great length on
what I see as the problems with Keel's approach. Responding to
such skeptical analysis of one's ideas by calling one's critic a
social misfit or a mental case is way beyond the pale.  The two
are, obviously to me anyway, in no way morally equivalent.
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(2) If you can't get a copy of my essay on "Paranormal and Occult
Theories" (High Strangeness, pp. 367-89, or [in abridged form]
The UFO Book, pp. 429-44), I'd be glad to send you a xerox of
same, if you'll supply me with your regular mail address.  Agree
or disagree with what I write there, this is what we ought to be
talking about.

(3)  I have not the slightest doubt that you are a good guy.
You have always struck me as thoughtful and articulate.
It's just that, in my view, you happen to be wrong on this
particular issue, one obviously dear to my heart.  Nothing I have
said is intended in any way to discourage you from speaking your
mind now or in the future.  I for one am always interested in
what you to have to say.

All best,
Jerry Clark
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Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

From: Ted Viens <drtedv@freewwweb.com>
Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 11:34:50 -0800
Fwd Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 13:14:39 -0500
Subject: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

> Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 23:41:34 -0700
> From: "Clark Hathaway" <earthwrk@doitnow.com>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

> > Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 12:15:53 -0800
> > From: Ted Viens <drtedv@freewwweb.com>
> > To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

> Ted:

> What Part of my declaration of these constituting MY experiences
> did you not understand?  Or is it perhaps that your capacity for
> comprehension of what you read merely extremely low?

> John has his experiences and I have mine as does Paul.
> I do NOT believe that it is incumbent upon you, myself or anyone
> else to state that any experience is more or less valid than the
> next one. This is not a competition here.

> There are NO prizes. I cannot speak for Paul, only my perception
> of what he was stating ... which by the way appeared far
> different to me apparently than it did to you, John and perhaps
> more than I care to think about. Perhaps you would be well served
> to ponder my remarks as to the emergence of 'Techno Bigotry".

> > I am so envious of Paul and Clarke.  The depths of their wisdom, and
> > the breadths of their vision empower them to declare the true nature
> > of poor John Velez's experiences.  Such learned men are immune from
> > the rabbled protestations of "Sophistry!"

> > Bye...  Ted..

> Not so fast Ted...

> Why is it that I AM seeing no mention of John's professed
> education in at least one esoteric organization as well as his
> stated 'years long' practice of meditation?

> It is NOT my problem if You, John or anyone else for that matter
> choose to view my experiences as well as my opinions as personal
> attacks. The bottom line Ted is this. If John or anyone else is
> going to use their experiences and/or credentials in an effort to
> prop-up their opinions as being those with the only validity,
> then it is only fair, proper and to be expected that others be
> afforded the same right.

> Your sarcasm in this matter only serves to display for all to see
> that there are components within my views that serve to greatly
> threaten your own. Otherwise your reaction would not be so
> vitriolic. Notice that I mention Reaction rather than response.
> There happens to be a great deal of difference between the two.

> Clarke Hathaway

Cough, hack, wheeze, "Pheww!"
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Forgive me, I have been reduced to a roaring quivering mass
rocking on the floor.  So tempted am I to write a short comedic
skit of a poor man succumbing to spasmodic guffaws, struggling to
sit at his keyboard as convulsions repeatedly quake his desk
scattering his computer equipment about him in a pile.  Alas,
since it takes this mildly autistic fool over an hour to compose
each page of good text, I will pass on the effort.

Permit me to say that I cannot find ANY of the claims that Clarke
makes about me in his reply in the substance of my letter.

Allow me to respond by saying that Clarke's reply portrays my
point...

Bye...  Ted..
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PROJECT-1947: 'Aircraft/UFO Encounters Catalogue'

From: Jan Aldrich <jan@CYBERZONE.NET>
Date: Tue, 9 Dec 1997 12:22:07 -0800
Fwd Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 13:18:22 -0500
Subject: PROJECT-1947: 'Aircraft/UFO Encounters Catalogue'

We have just received the latest edition of Dominique Weinstein's
'Aircraft/UFO Encounters Catalogue' from the printers.  A small
supply is available for sale.

The current catalogue contains 920 cases from around the world
covering the period 1916 to present.  Over a dozen researchers
contributed material from hundreds of sources for this catalogue.
A significant number of cases involve radar or electromagnetic
effects.  Many of these cases are not well unknown outside their
country of origin.  A sample of  the catalogue may be viewed at:

       http://www.iufog.org/project1947/acufoe.htm

The cost of the catalogue is $US11.00 postpaid anywhere in the
world.

    Order from:

                 J. L. Aldrich
                 P. O. Box 391
                 Canterbury, CT 06331,
                 USA

--
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Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 08:32:45 +0000
Fwd Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 16:24:40 -0500
Subject: Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 21:57:12 -0700
> From: jared@valuserve.com (Andromeda.net- Anderson, Jared)
> To: Updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> > From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
> > Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 09:31:09 +0000
> > Fwd Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 20:40:49 -0500
> > Subject: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> > I don't know what to msake of Colonel Philip J.Corso and his book
> > 'The Day After Roswell', but Corso was recently interviewed in
> > the UK-based magazine 'The X-Factor' (issue 25).

> > One question put to Corso was:

> > Have you seen the Roswell autopsy video ?

> > I saw the Roswell footage and I saw some things in it that nobody
> > could have known about, so maybe that gives it authenticity, I
> > don't know. I lean towards the opinion that it is authentic, but
> > I can't really tell you that I'm 100 per cent sure.

> > What this says about Corso and Ray Santilli's film I'm not sure.
> > Any comments ?

> > Philip Mantle.

> Have you corresponded with Bob Shell about this new work done by
> Theresa Carlson?

> What answers have the 2 of you drawn from this research?

> Jared.

Dear Jared,

I have communicated with Bob Shell concerning the recent work by
Theresa Carlson. I respect Theresa and her work enormously. What
I have to say is that we are hopeful of haveing a 'BEYOND
ROSWELL' web site up and running early in l998, a response to
Thersa's work should, all being well, be placed on the site.

Philip.
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 08:30:27 +0000
Fwd Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 16:22:39 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
> Date: Mon, 8 Dec 1997 23:39:33 EST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
> Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 09:31:09 +0000
> Fwd Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 20:40:49 -0500
> Subject: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> > What this says about Corso and Ray Santilli's film I'm not sure.
> > Any comments ?

> Here's my comment:

> Corso and Santilli can claim just about anything and someone
> somewhere will take them seriously.

> I don't take either of them seriously.

> Rebecca

> \Dear Rebecca,

I can understand why eople would be skeptical of Ray Santilli,
but why would the same apply to Colonel Corso? Does he not have
all the right military credentials ? Don't get me wrong, there's
something here that bothers me, and I can't put my finger on it.
It could be that he seems too good to be true.

Philip.
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Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
Date: Tue, 9 Dec 1997 14:56:27 EST
Fwd Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 16:26:09 -0500
Subject: Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>  Date: Tue, 9 Dec 1997 08:39:56 -0500
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso
>  Speaking strictly for myself and not for Philip:

[snip]

>  I applaud Theresa for her efforts.  She had devoted a lot of time
>  to this, and I know she is an honest researcher trying to get to
>  the truth.  I just do not agree with her conclusions from the
>  work she has done.

And you are being unbiased here, right? You wouldn't be
disagreeing because of your upcoming participation in a CD-ROM
based on the Hesemann and Mantle book?

How do you explain the blemishes on the legs lining up?

Rebecca
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A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

From: "Clarke Hathaway" <earthwrk@doitnow.com>
Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 13:15:37 -0700
Fwd Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 16:35:00 -0500
Subject: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

John Koopmans wrote:

> > Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 19:02:30 -0700
> > From: "Clarke Hathaway <earthwrk@doitnow.com>
> > To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

> > > Date: Sat, 6 Dec 1997 02:51:30 -0500
> > > To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > > From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
> > > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

> > > >From: Paul Devereux <DevereuxP@aol.com>
> > > >Date: Fri, 5 Dec 1997 08:42:46 EST
> > > >To: updates@globalserve.net
> > > >Subject: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

> <snippage>

> > Hello John and my compliments to the list.

> > > We all have scoop marks as well. I could go on here quite a bit
> > > about the "physical" aspects of this that have convinced me that
> > > something real world, real time, and physical is not only
> > > interacting with us, they leave behind evidence on our bodies.

> > So do I John, though I believe that you well know that I have a
> > decidedly different view of this than yourself. It is not
> > incumbant upon me however to attempt to invalidate your version
> > of reality. Paul approaches my position with his stated opinion,
> > but I don't feel that his view is quite broad enough.
> >

<much snipage>

> > I have an effective modality of dealing with these visitations. I
> > really don't give a flying fig for any negative commentary by
> > would be detractors. I have something that works and I have
> > ceased to play the role of victim. If anyone out there can make
> > the same claim, then I congratulate them!

> > Clarke Hathaway

> Hello Clarke:

> I was trying to follow your explanation of what you think happens during
> an abduction, but there is not enough to get a better idea of the bigger
> picture. Do you have any essays (electronic) that you could share, or
> can you point me to any previous posts where you explain it more fully?

> >From what I can understand of your explanation, it does seem to make
> sense, and I am curious to know more about it.

> Thank you in advance

> John Koopmans

 Hello John and my compliments to the list.....
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All I have to go on in these matters like anyone else including
John Valez, is my total experience. That perhaps explains our
differing views rather than being a question of sanity as some
would like to have it.

In my opinion it is extremely important for anyone doing research
or inquiry into abduction or any other subject for that matter to
go into it with a completely open mind. If entered into with a
fixed opinion or summation, one is merely seeking those
circumstances that fit their theory. In defense of this DISHONEST
practice moreover, these practitioners can be most often observed
to resort to exercises of condemnation of any who hold views
contrary to their own. I could cite a long list of these types
throughout the recent history of ufology/Alien Abduction
research, but it really wouldn't add anything to our discussion
here. I merely mention it due to some of these self-serving
tactics being observed in practice today within this forum. It is
an interesting phenomena in itself. When the frontal attacks are
shown as being ineffective, what usually occurs are those of a
more private nature filled with threats and lies.

I have an area on one of my hard drives where such are archived.
;-)

Anyway sorry about the digression John.... to continue. :-)

I Am not sure that I entirely understand your question entirely.
I will assume that you are seeking the whys if not the
wherefores. <g>

In answer to electronic essays, I must confess yes I have done a
bit of writing and that was back in my old FidoNet days. I
understand that these are archived at different sites around the
web. They are reflective of my thinking during the 1993-1995
period. My ideas and understanding have gone through quite a
transformation since then however.

I want to take the opportunity here to point out that just
because the circumstances exist of one having a website devoted
to this or any other subject hardly qualifies them as being an
expert or more knowledgeable in these areas as anyone else. If
one wishes to truly gauge the credibility and character of an
individual who has a group or organization, talk to some of those
who are no longer affiliated with that group. An important point
to ascertain would be why these people left the group. Was it due
to their belief system being different than the founder? Has the
founder or the core members attacked the credibility of the
former member either publicly or privately. Another question
pertinent to this would be, is this an open group or one that is
cloistered and subject to a fee or dues ala membership?

The reason I mention these things at all is due to personal
experience, it is a great concern of mine. During the earlier
years of my abduction realization, I was the member of a CE-IV
(close encounters of the fourth kind) group conducted by a
moderately high profile Abduction Researcher and Doctorate of
Psychology in Sacramento, California. The membership was closed
to the general public and interested parties other than those who
had been treated by the Doctor. This small organization had all
of the trappings of a cult. The Doctor was placed upon a pedestal
as a 'father' figure and his personal philosophies were strongly
fostered. Each meeting was filled with psychological manipulation
in many guises to include blatant 'peer pressure tactics' to
further the notion of his being the Aliens sole representative
upon this planet and the members as constituting components of
the human race being above the bulk of their peers..
During each meeting psychic information was sought from the
individual members with interpretation by the good Doctor. My
adopted role while there was to offer as well as I could a
counter-point to his insanity. I AM gratified that in a few cases
at least I was successful as seen from the few sincere thank yous
that I received. These sorts of endeavors have NO place within
honest research in so far as concerns subjects already looked at
with a jaundiced eye by those of science.

I could go into a long winded dissertation upon this subject with
most of it based upon material that I have studied over the years
and quite a bit of conjecture. However, I do not feel that this
is the proper forum for doing so.

Most of the attendees of this list are adherents of the Nuts and
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Bolts perspective concerning Ufology and Alien Abduction.
Introduction of relative esoteric data by way of explanation of
certain of these phenomena would likely cause a bit of disruption
as it does each time it is presented. The same basic people with
vested interest rise up in clamor in a blatant attempt at
censorship. The current tactic as can be seen is that any who
hold an opposing or otherwise contrary view is subject to having
his/her sanity held in question and subject to ridicule.  That is
unfortunate.

This being the case, it is little wonder that the Body Scientific
holds the Study of UFOs and Alien Abduction in such contempt.
Each time someone offers a fresh perspective, one adherent or
other to the prevailing views rises up in loud protest ultimately
resorting to underhanded tactics in order to discredit those
professing new or different views.

Pertinent to what you seem to be asking though, it has been my
observation while in the company of quite a few abductees that
those in whom I AM satisfied as having genuinely experienced an
abduction event display a heightened psychic sensitivity.
I suspect that this has much to do with why some experience these
things while others do not.

My own experiences are literally filled with paranormal
occurrences. When the Ant Woman was approaching the back of my
van for instance and I found that I couldn't move, there were
'puff-balls' of pale fluorescent light popping on and off in
front of me within and without the back of the van. These were
marble to golf ball in size. In recollection there was a tenuous
quality about them. I seriously doubt that were I capable of
moving that I would have been able to grab a hold on one.

Those who would detract from my view and label me as being other
than sane, hold the view that beings flowing and passing through
walls constitute actual physical occurrences. They also take
literal in a conventional reality sense that humans can be
levitated as well as passed through solid objects as well as many
more absolutely fantastic claims. Yet none of these things are
demonstrable by any branch of science. They will react with
"well, it is alien technology after all" conveniently throwing
aside the fact that an alien no matter from where ALSO HAS
various immutable physical laws to deal with.

This by no means negates or invalidates any abductees experiences
however. Universal physical law does not apply in the same manner
on other levels of our existence or awareness.

Perhaps I shall have to set all of this down within the covers of
a book.

 Sincere Kindest Regards...

Clarke Hathaway
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 9

Re: Roswell Rods

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Tue, 9 Dec 1997 15:46:35 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 16:37:26 -0500
Subject: Re: Roswell Rods

>From: TotlResrch <TotlResrch@aol.com> [Kal K. Korff]
>Date: Tue, 9 Dec 1997 11:16:03 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: Roswell Rods

>>Although not directly part of ufology, this bunch
>>of badly seasoned baloney exemplifies what is wrong
>>with ufology.  People who should know better foisting
>>off spurious evidence onto people not equipped to
>>evaluate it for themselves.

>GREAT ADVICE, Bob. Never thought I'd ever AGREE with you on more
>than any one point. That's TWO points we AGREE on now, 1) your
>assessment of these unimpressive "Rods" images and 2) your
>comments that the Meier photos are fakes.

>Now, if only Jim Deardorff would get a clue.

>My only question, Bob, is that since you obviously have a very
>sound point here, WHEN are you going to "walk your talk" and
>APPLY THESE SAME, SELF- PROFESSED STANDARDS AND REASONING to the
>Alien Autopsy hoax??

>No need for a reply, it's a rhetorical question, unless you've
>changed your stance on the Autopsy ScamTilli.

>Sincerely,
>Kal Korff

Hey Kal,

Welcome back!

Now we can catch up on lost time, eh?

Your question may be rhetorical, but I will answer it
anyway.  I have become increasingly frustrated by trying
to do any serious work on the AA film without any
real help from Ray Santilli.  I'm still waiting for
my "research copy" of the first autopsy on video,
promised many months ago.  I'm still waiting for the
promised opportunity to interview the cameraman.  I'm
still waiting for a lot of things.

However I do not plan to throw the baby out with the
bathwater.  There is still something about this film
which has convinced a large number of educated medical
people that it is a real dissection of a real body of
some sort.

So I'm stuck with the feeling that the film must be
treated as a document unto itself, divorced from the
whole Tentcrest circus.

My current assessment is that the film has a slightly
better than 50% chance of being real.
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More information will be posted as available on our
new Beyond Roswell web site at:

http://beyondroswell.com

which will be opening up around January 15th.

Bob
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 9

Re:

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 17:07:39 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 17:07:39 -0500
Subject: Re: 

Date: Tue, 9 Dec 1997 15:45:53 -0500
To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

>Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 23:41:34 -0700
>From: "Clark Hathaway" <earthwrk@doitnow.com>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

>> Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 12:15:53 -0800
>> From: Ted Viens <drtedv@freewwweb.com>
>> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

>> > Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 19:02:30 -0700
>> > From: "Clarke Hathaway <earthwrk@doitnow.com>
>> > To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

>> > > Date: Sat, 6 Dec 1997 02:51:30 -0500
>> > > To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>> > > From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
>> > > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

>> > > >From: Paul Devereux <DevereuxP@aol.com>
>> > > >Date: Fri, 5 Dec 1997 08:42:46 EST
>> > > >To: updates@globalserve.net
>> > > >Subject: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

>> > > >John Velez  wrote:

>> ---snippety snip, snip---

>> > I have an effective modality of dealing with these visitations. I
>> > really don't give a flying fig for any negative commentary by
>> > would be detractors. I have something that works and I have
>> > ceased to play the role of victim. If anyone out there can make
>> > the same claim, then I congratulate them!

>> > Clarke Hathaway

>> I am driven uncontrollably to sing the praises of Paul and
>> Clarke. They are to be honored for the fruits of their life-long
>> studies. Their years of effort and discovery have yeilded unto
>> them such an exacting perception of reality that it must be more

><an extreme amount discarded for the sake of brevity>

Hi Ted, Clarke, All,

I'm not here to 'red cross' for Ted. I have complete confidence
that Mr Viens will not only respond to this for himself but far
better than I -ever- could. I'm jumping in for a minute because
Mr Hathaway has developed a penchant for mentioning my name. I do
wonder at the sudden fascination with me however.

Clarke's (rapidly becoming typical) response to Ted.
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>Ted:

>What Part of my declaration of these constituting MY experiences
>did you not understand?  Or is it perhaps that your capacity for
>comprehension of what you read merely extremely low?

Clarke, you have a tendency to insult/talk down to people. I
chose not to respond to your last for that very reason. You are
the one who is trying to -ram- your views down others throats,
and feels so "threatened" by them that you feel the need to post
long resumes' and expositions about yourself and of -your-
personal philosophy.

Now you jump out of the box raving and snapping ala Dr B! And all
of it delivered in the most abrasive and authoritarian sounding
"You better listen to me cause -I KNOW-" tone that I've evr heard
on this list. You then turn around and accuse people of the very
behavior you yourself have introduced. Balls man.

Do you realize that you used my name -OVER- twenty times in your
original e-mail? Sometimes -three times- in a -two sentence-
paragraph! You almost spit my name out like punctuation. Not only
that, you got real personal and condescending with me. What's
that all about? You expected a response?

After the second or third time you addressed a (proclamation)
-at- me, I kinda "got the picture" that you were talking to me,
and the message that came through even clearer was that you also
have a serious hard on for me as well! (It was the 'other' 23 or
so uses of my name that gave you away Einstien.) I found it -a
bit- redundant.

Your incessant, "John this, and John that, and "John you know,
and John you shoulds," only served to reveal a thinly disguised
anger?/animosity? and it set my 'alarm' off.

My response to it was, no response. I figured you're only trying
to grab an oportunity to expound your philosophy and point of
view so I just ignored all the personal remarks (ie; my "famous
temper" and several other comments that were nothing but
-personal- and intended to be so) and let your
resume/declaration of beliefs that you call a 'response' stand
on it's own merits. I believe that Mr Viens review of your post
speaks for me as well.  And I simply decided to let it stand
unanswered.

As I have said, Ted wrote you a dead on (and BLISTERING) response
to it. I could never in a million years improve upon it in terms
of the accuracy of his perceptions or the sheer class with which
he said it. Ted told it like it is. I can't improve on it or add
to it. The man just, blew his wad and -said it all! <G>

>John has his experiences and I have mine as does Paul.
>I do NOT believe that it is incumbent upon you, myself or anyone
>else to state that any experience is more or less valid than the
>next one. This is not a competition here.

Clarke, the -only one- who has percieved this thread as a
"competition" is you! What's up dude? Nowhere in any of my posts
have I ever said or implied that my views were "more valid than
anyone elses" Where do you get stuff like that from?
The air?

>There are NO prizes. I cannot speak for Paul,

That's right, no prizes, and you can add me to your shortlist of
people you can't speak for, ok? Or is there some percieved hidden
meaning in that too?

Ted:
>> I am so envious of Paul and Clarke.  The depths of their wisdom, and
>> the breadths of their vision empower them to declare the true nature
>> of poor John Velez's experiences.  Such learned men are immune from
>> the rabbled protestations of "Sophistry!"
>> Bye...  Ted..

Clarke:
>Not so fast Ted...

>Why is it that I AM seeing no mention of John's professed
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>education in at least one esoteric organization as well as his
>stated 'years long' practice of meditation?

I must take a moment to address this one.

Wow! "Professed?" (Calling me a liar now eh?) I am attaching (3)
documents just for you Clarke. One is from the United Lodge of
Theosophists here in New York, (I blanked out the content simply
because it's none of your business,) another is my graduation
certificate (reproduced in toto) from an Interfaith Seminary I
attended, and the third is from Long Island University. Just FYI,
smartass, I was ordained in a ceremony at the Methodist Sanctuary
in NY in1985. The certificate is signed by:

Rabbi Jos. H Gelberman PhD.

Father Giles Spoonhour, Franciscan (Catholic priest)

Reverend Jon Mundy, Bishop, Methodist Church of America

Swami Devananda, Yogi (Tibetan teachings)

Not on the certificate but also instructors were a Shiek, an Oman,
a hopi medicine man, and a Hassidic Rabbi that taught us Kabbala
on the 'sneak', - after all most of us were goyem! <G> Man, don't
ever call me -or even insinuate- that I'm a liar. Unnerstan?
You're starting to get real -personal- in your attacks, and I'm
just not going to put up with it.

>It is NOT my problem if You, John or anyone else for that matter
>choose to view my experiences as well as my opinions as personal
>attacks.

Oh, I beg to differ. It most certainly -is- "your problem." And
there is no other way that your comments can be taken. They are
insulting, presumptuous, -PREACHY- condescending, and dare I say
it,...egotistical.

You forget what happened to Dr B when he started attacking people
and and forcefully trying cram his 'New Age" religious beliefs
down everyones throat don't you. Well you shouldn't 'cause you're
starting to sound a lot like him minus the 'paranoia.' Or is that
next on the menu?

Kettle calls pot black!

>The bottom line Ted is this. If John or anyone else is
>going to use their experiences and/or credentials in an effort to
>prop-up their opinions as being those with the only validity,
>then it is only fair, proper and to be expected that others be
>afforded the same right.

You have the right to jump into any thread at anytime in order to
express your views and opinions. It doesn't give you the right to
be insulting, condescending or pompous.

I wasn't "using" my experiences or my credentials to "prop up"
anything! I mentioned certain aspects of my private studies and
affiliations -because it was 'germain' to the conversation- and
because it -came up- I didn't egotistically volunteer it out of
context.

Unlike yourself I don't feel the need to "show off" what I know,
or post my 'resume' or brag about "what I've done." I haven't
felt a need to prove anything to anybody or justify myself to
anyone for many long years. See, I've paid my dues. But now lets
get to the crux.

The very things that you accuse me of, are the motivations behind
all of -your- own actions so far in this thread. Your e-mail was
a long (and boring) exposition and resume' of your backgound and
personal philosophy. _YOU_ are the one who is "using" his
"experiences and credentials" to "prop up" your opinion! Are you
so very insecure that you feel you need to do that? You seem to
have no problem ascribing those motives to me though. Whatever
you -think- you know about me is shamefully off target and
completely unjustified.

Just say what's on your mind man. You don't have to publish a
goddam resume to get people to listen to you. And, you don't
have to insult and preach down to your peers in order to get them
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to listen. You draw more flys with honey, yadda yadda.

(Sometimes,) the things we say to others are the things we need
to hear most ourselves. The next three comments are perfect
examples of this axiom. I'll let Clarke speak his inner
thoughts.

>Your sarcasm in this matter only serves to display for all to see
>that there are components within my views that serve to greatly
>threaten your own.

"Threatened?" Who's "threatened" Clarke? You?

>Otherwise your reaction would not be so vitriolic.

And that from -the only source of "vitriol"- so far! <G>

>Notice that I mention Reaction rather than response.
>There happens to be a great deal of difference between the two.

That's right Clarke. Dr., heal thyself!

You said in your e-mail to me that (in your opinion) my views
were "sad." This self exposition that you have provided us with
is what -I- consider "sad!"

Glad you're feeling better Clarke, be well and take it easy.

Rev. John Velez, Interfaith Minister/Counsellor -----and also,

S.A.Spec. Senior Addiction Specialist. Addiction Services Agency,
City of New York, 1972 I was the -director- of a residential drug
free therapeutic community which housed 95 teen-aged residents and
8 full time clinical staff.

1977
Founder of "Second Harvest New York" (first food bank for the
needy in NY) I secured large donations of food stuffs from major
corporations, got then Mayor Ed Koch to donate a building to us
and established a food bank that organisations like the Salvation
Army and others who feed the homeless could come to for unlimited
free food.

1970
Co-founder Project R.E.T.U.R.N. Foundation NYC. An agency with
facilities for drug rehab, battered women and unwed mothers, and
a senior citizen center.

1973
Co-founder of first facility to house and treat returning
addicted Viet Nam veterans.

1975
Co-founder of the "Court Referral Project" A program I designed
and instituted whereby rehab (drug) counselling could be
delivered to inmates serving sentences for drug related charges,
and allowed for the paroling into the custody of certain rehab
agencies any minor or teen-age drug offenders.

1978
Then, one year of printing/graphic art school followed by many
years of work as a graphic artist.

1983
Entered seminary for two years of study.

1991-1993
Owned and operated my own music store, Sold guitars amps and
drums, and gave lessons to the kids that bought from me. Had to
close because of slow economy, nobody was spending. Bad timing.

1995
Most recently, 1 year at Long Island University studying computer
graphics. I am currently self-employed.

In between I went to seminary, attended classes at the lodge for
seven years and managed to meditate twice a day for over
seventeen of those years.

I am also a member of the US Chess Federation, an amateur
astronomer, an oil painter, and I have played the drums for 34
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years, and guitar for 17.

There's -more- but modesty prevents me,.... <G>

See Clarke, anyone can do it, -nothing- about me is "alleged"
It's all -very real-. I just don't brag on it like you do. This
is the first time in the 2 years I have been a member of this
list that I have -ever- mentioned or revealed any of the above
mentioned data about myself. I have never "used" it to gain
recognition for my "views" That's -you- talking, not me. See
Clarke, when you're "for real" you don't have to crow about it,
or try to hard sell anyone. I am as -for real- a man as you have
probably ever met. That's who and what I am, and what I've done.
Next time you go and insinuate that someone is a liar, check your
facts first.

People can tell by the content of your words and the quality of
what comes from you whether you are someone worth listening to.
Let them decide, and don't 'push it' or yourself on them. (Or me!
Thank you very much.<G>)

John
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sKDBgwgTKlzIsKHDhxAjSpxIsaLFixgzatzIsaPHjyBDdvxH8p/IkyhTqlzJsqXLlzBjypyJsSTN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nwjJ/6w+Stfx4L08eqyljvWsA/22KH90gZ+m74COXdAvNntEtt4QkzoZ7hI0XJaz2/H6Vn3Pco9q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0loKQhL0EDGdoEHL/0JiEI2ciRURvCIoe5kqCiKPOFtMnljIYrjCpuURw9GIOcvXj3+AY4tAOB5R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H7xzNf6DESwDXe+SS+ioEKKoDmgRc2hSHurgW+snQSeYFrOwTrF4bYnAT4/QThnUi4lhL4MBXw0h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DmggLDADYa/sKag1C/gFDR8SQPPAXHK6wDFAg5hfXJQMXCRzwQqlg0sI4oYKuxITb0gvNP2wjaSg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JUDg4EcVDECCerwnB08Z3ix0d6e/UcQa6SAgmX6EiOPQZEZROQR1rKQSrMioOnIyVo+8kQMWmm8h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a6/BjC4MEXkh6shk6ccgV4KUjHqnaYg8L6fWHBPzy3kyv5kOP7rnxsaJeVKnn0R0kOGoHJ6iIQfa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Gu3mOpXozkwVr24LkiUxx7XHQnLMl/qMZ0OrGFWXSjWADpIiw8T1UQH6tDAh+icybXjQ6xmncE41
KzaTOdV/6nFL7vnfOf92yTzN0VmH/GVURHrWclYzqFfFIZDklE+nBK9mgJWW+4qExbBeDU7A/GNg
/crQv7r1lFUNLJ5Qellt/fSNW8HlS1Oa2FylVZx+pOzUoGRPnWVSjaJM4/wgq9el/+CrW2VM7Nji
NkyfNdNkkSypMm+425ZGbFR9nWxFTysr5jJyide06lIpdibXwdGjNeLkpMao0HaSNrMytW1saQtL
ldoyldqdYFINy1aDGpWqHU1uRZNWte9uEJAtjC94ewVMRXW2uXksYdW6ezHuToWv8NWbZZPowcd5
V2o9BOV6sXhdBwMwpvttIYaLW9kHjjVx0PvVXdsrQ8/J9p53GpBzg0rg9lqYrfpVa2MDKUncntFv
1BHpgbhqMsXJTbRt3WhlzdbSF3FtlO/iFVwHW1grIhiBHVYdIVez4M4q9MmqpWiV5+u0Kfb3gucC
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6jxTzEkkK/eYAf2Y9EbX12Wa6f+hU3zwaEEYZPLktV4DrqCcU4vIDWF5r1teJVWaiCsN0o1cH/0W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lapQZ4sNBNcnmP/qAQ+DuxvV9jAnQve9SH3AEaD+ULa/sGnJgA3k0ttetrgDzuyD4+rMjrbzQi8Z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O//2NXk35dXDaf32RAvzaVOdjsnqhWt460a7kAsnLGoyLEmxZtkqZtl57eTSkXnSvYuaMNLLpjND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00Sztd2c21U3NxfirRGttAkWZ6syTj7dnfp3+xAmNQuqAYa0ZF+xuD6a6BYwY45wvi15prCrUdYr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tYMJ2Hoxt4YIUVE7l5QM1mSt7mxptHFh9YOlcxdTd2aZNpdYcMhOGMAWMw2dVGlBeM9AQjTrT/Qg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Teta2/rWuM61rnfN6177+tfADrawh03sYhv72MhOtrKXPSlFypXZWkEqI6HNFR9zeYEeY6J5rXlb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xWhCWWiGDeWIPAqCBeamiv/id2t5G8XSmblHYoD1FiN6UTdzhX9nnO9FNE9YGix6KuoUSpHajDgK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--=====================_881723259==_
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 10

Re: LaPaz's Activities

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Tue, 9 Dec 1997 15:50:29 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 02:22:23 -0500
Subject: Re: LaPaz's Activities

>Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 11:07:11 -0800
>From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
>To: Updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: LaPaz's Activities

Jan,

Most of us know of La Paz's involvement.

Am I the only one who recognized the Dos Equis story
as journalistic leg pulling????  It was obvious to me
that this was intended as a satirical humor piece and
I never thought that anyone here would take it as
a serious story!!

Bob
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 10

Re: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass

From: Jim Deardorff <deardorj@ucs.orst.edu>
Date: Tue, 9 Dec 1997 13:34:47 -0800 (PST)
Fwd Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 02:22:30 -0500
Subject: Re: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass 

> Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 21:47:49 -0800
> From: Ted Viens <drtedv@freewwweb.com>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass
>         Sightings

> > Date: Mon, 8 Dec 1997 05:16:43 -0800 (PST)
> > From: Jim Deardorff <deardorj@ucs.orst.edu>
> > To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass  Sightings

> > > Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 21:38:29 -0800
> > > From: Ted Viens <drtedv@freewwweb.com>
> > > To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass
> > >         Sightings

> <massive snip, if you haven't followed closely, go to ufomind and read
> the archives...>
>
> In case Jim would choose to argue from an informed position, I
> leave my following lines...

> > > All the estimation and speculation in the world cannot substitute
> > > for the real facts and experience.  A trip to
> > > http://shuttle.nasa.gov and following the links to the reentry
> > > profile page will answer these questions far better than I can.

> > But if you think the bulk of the observations were made while the
> > objects were in an ionizing stage, long before they began to burn
> > up, can you not supply us with a ball park estimate of what you
> > think their altitude was and their speed relative to orbital
> > velocity? [....]

Continued reading indicates the short answer is "no."

> > But if we both agree that a real object reentered and was viewed
> > by few or some or many, and UFOs also were viewed by many at
> > about the same time, then there isn't much left for us to debate
> > on this incident.
> > You have to hand it to those UFO guys -- how easily they can stay
> > several jumps ahead of scientific human minds.

> Jim, all of the erroneous conclusions you can draw from an
> uniformed position on orbital decay will do little to support
> your claims.  From the time an object kisses the orbit death of
> the first wisps of ionoshpere to the point of impact is less than
> an hour and less than one quarter of a revolution.  Even my
> first, off the top of my head, estimate of how much this would be
> was excessive by a factor of two.  There is not a sharp
> demarcation from "ionization" to "burn up" phase of decay.  Only
> a long, gradual transition.  The ionization trail will begin
> first and continue until the kinetic energy of the debris can no
> longer literally punch electrons off from atmospheric molecules.
> After one or two tumbles, the booster will start to break up.  It
> just can't fly sideways.

> Again, the breakup will not be a sudden single event, but
> continuing through the decay.  As the booster is seared by the
> friction, light thin metals will boil off early in the decay
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> while dense hard objects will burn deep into the atmosphere,
> perhaps even to the ground.

Hello Ted,

That much, from your latest post, sounds reasonable to me, though
I have no more expertise in this field than you do.

> What do we learn from the many reports coming from British
> Columbia and Washington State?  Most widespread are the reports
> of the eerie contrail with the glittering fairy dust.  A clear
> indication that the debris was high enough and fast enough to
> create an ionization trail throughout this area.  As objects
> moved from the west to disappear in the east they glowed brighter
> and their flaming trails grew longer.  Again, just as decaying
> debris would.

We seem to need some sort of cateogrization of these reports of
what is "most" and what is not.  Below is my attempt at
summarizing how many different reports UFORC received showing 3
different aspects or combinations of the event, with redundancies
hopefully removed:

1) Lights (usually 8 or more) in formation, no trail mentioned:
   86 + 1 report of 20 more + 1 report of "many" more observing it

2) Long trails (1 or 2 of them), and no lights in formation:
   7

3) Both lights in formation and trail(s) behind:
   5

The first category might have included observations where trails
were seen too, but if so, they were so insignificant in
comparison with the formation of lights that they did not warrant
inclusioin.

An impartial or scientific investigator would not for a minute
neglect the primary category: 1).

> Most witnesses actually observed the objects for
> less than a minute after the first fiery flashes drew their
> attention to the sky.  During this brief time, there would be
> little relative motion between the major pieces.  They would
> certainly appear to be flying in formation.

That was easy to say!  Why were the lights still white (8 of
them, with a trail behind them) when observed near Spokane (at
Nine Mile Falls)? In the report you quoted from earlier, which
came from west of Seattle, already all the pieces had appeared to
be disintegrating, with orange glows predominating, even in the
second mass that became visible.

The V-shaped formation of "multiple large lights" was reported by
multiple witnesses from the vicinity of the western Washington
shore, and then again near Spokane.  So if you are hypothesizing
that this formation occurred naturally and would not have changed
in all that distance to eastern Washington, I'd say Hogwash!  The
inertia of the relative spinoff velocities of fragmentation that
you must postulate created the V formation would have persisted
to spread them out of any formation long before they reached the
vicinity of Spokane.

Some 40 of the reports mentioned the V formation of lights.
Since these outnumbered the 7 or so reports that were more
indicative of just a reentry event, it behooves you to indicate
how such a formation could have come about naturally.  Unless you
wish to acknowledge that these 40 and more reports represent the
UFO events.

If you wish the V-formation to have come about naturally, we need
a realistic account of the odds that the rocket booster, in
fragmenting, would have first spit off a fragment to one side,
then to the other, then the first side, then the other, etc.,
always with a *rearward* component of relative velocity, in
fragments of comparable size (comparable brightness) and white in
color rather than glowing orange, to create a V-formation of 8
objects, whose relative velocities thereupon ceased so as to
allow the V shape to persist for many minutes.  Any estimate of
mine would result in vanishingly small odds for this.  How would
you get the odds up much closer to unity?
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You need to explain the rearward component of relative velocity
of the fragmenting pieces, because if the rocket booster were
periodically tossing off equal sized fragments with precise
timing while rotating, you'd just end up with a line of objects
lying athwart the sky, not a V formation.  And you'd need to
explain how the odds could be high that the timing for each
fragmenting piece would be just right, why the last piece or two
to fragment wouldn't exhibit a reaction velocity, etc.

>  In the quotes above
> that I have snipped, everywhere that you find anomolous behavior,
> I find a reasonable description of burning debris.  This must
> represent some form of impasse in our dialogue.  The specific
> details you keep asking for are relatively insignificant in the
> broad range of a decaying profile where these observations could
> be seen.

I see you have not come to grips with any of those reports I
summarized that are *totally* inconsistent with the reentry of
space junk.  That's not using the scientific method, Ted.  On the
other hand, I include them as well as the likelihood that space
junk reentry occurred then also.

And we have evidence, starting with Stan Gordon's observation
back in 1985, that "unexplained UFO activity in some cases seems
to occur at nearly the same time, and in the same general
location where observers have reported the passage of a
scientifically explainable UFO, such as a bright meteor or a
satellite re-entry" (MUFON UFO J. Dec. 85).  You have ignored
this also; that's not being scientific -- ignoring the evidence.

We all know of the thousands of UFO reports where UFOs have paced
automobiles and airplanes, and even persons on motorcycles.  We
know of the one incident in which a UFO once circled around a
speeding U.S. missile fired off of California.  So what's so hard
to believe about a group of UFOs accompanying a rocket-booster
re-entry?  And at times perhaps changing their formation from a
V-shape to two lines of lights, or changing the numbers of them
that are made visible, and on occasion causing one of them to zip
around the others (as reported) and on another occasion altering
direction of the formation?  This is but child's play to "them."

> I live a rather casual, low income lifestyle.  Rather than
> vacuously say that the mythical somebody should personaly
> interview these witnesses at the spot where they made their
> observations, I will make myself available.  If anyone or any
> organization would care to pay my way to Seattle for a couple of
> weeks with some minimal per diem and minor compensation, I would
> gladly track down the witness and ask them to recreate this event
> for us.  I am sure that I could set aside my own conclusions to
> ask the simple questions of where were they and what was the path
> of these objects as they passed.  I could record their
> descriptions on tape to expose any bias that could slip into my
> questions.  Perhaps I would be lucky enough to find those few
> witnesses whose events were totally unrelated to the decay of
> some Russian booster.

Check first with Peter Davenport, of course.  But I doubt that he
would supply anyone with witnesses' names who wished them to be
withheld, especially if he suspected the investigator's mind was
made up in advance and that he might verbally harrass any
witnesses whose stories contradict the investigator's
preconceived notions.  However, quite a few persons were willing
to give their names in that UFORC report and you could hunt them
up; I know one of them whom I might be able to put you in contact
with.

I notice that Kal Korff has come to your defense.  Do you need
that?

Jim Deardorff
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'The Coming of Tan'

From: pete@popawheelie.com, Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Tue, 9 Dec 1997 23:37:09 +0200
Fwd Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 02:25:42 -0500
Subject: 'The Coming of Tan'

Received via "alt.alien.visitors" December 9 at 17.16 local time (GMT +
1 hour):

If you're looking for a good book about an alien abduction
story, check out this web site...

http://users.truminds.com/tan

It's called "The Coming of Tan" by Riley L. Martin
The first 2 chapters are posted on the web site...
You may have heard Riley on the Howard Stern Show...

Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 10:42:43 -0500
From: Pete <pete@popawheelie.com>
Subject: "The Coming of Tan"  heard on The Howard Stern Show...
Message-ID: <348D66F3.69E4@truminds.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: c549597@showme.missouri.edu [Barbara Becker]
Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 17:59:10 -0600
Fwd Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 02:38:06 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 09:31:09 +0000
> From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: The X-Factor

> I don't know what to msake of Colonel Philip J.Corso and his book
> 'The Day After Roswell', but Corso was recently interviewed in
> the UK-based magazine 'The X-Factor' (issue 25).

> One question put to Corso was:

> Have you seen the Roswell autopsy video ?

> I saw the Roswell footage and I saw some things in it that nobody
> could have known about, so maybe that gives it authenticity, I
> don't know. I lean towards the opinion that it is authentic, but
> I can't really tell you that I'm 100 per cent sure.

> What this says about Corso and Ray Santilli's film I'm not sure.
> Any comments ?

> Philip Mantle.

I saw the autopsy film when it was first aired.  Couldnt quit
laughing. Then I got involved with this list.  I did some
research at the Library of Congress web site and got a copy of
Santilli's copyright. From what I have seen, which is not the
actual document but the info on the document, it looks to be in
order.  Also, Trimark lost the suit against Harder.  Someone
correct me if Im worng... but I tink the judge said the film was
in public domain. Anyone else have any new info Id like to hear
it too.

Barbara
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Re: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass

From: Jim Deardorff <deardorj@ucs.orst.edu>
Date: Tue, 9 Dec 1997 16:39:08 -0800 (PST)
Fwd Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 02:45:18 -0500
Subject: Re: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass

> From: TotlResrch <TotlResrch@aol.com> [Kal K. Korff]
> Date: Tue, 9 Dec 1997 11:03:58 EST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass Sightings

> >Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 21:47:49 -0800
> >From: Ted Viens <drtedv@freewwweb.com>
> >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass
> >       Sightings

> [...]
> It is my personal opinion, for what it's worth, that you're
> wasting your time with Jim Deardorff.

But I'm afraid your opinion's not worth anything, Kal.  And I
hope this quick response to your diatribe is not construed as
contributing to your rehabilitation.

> After all, this is a man
> who believes in the Talmud Immanuel, (Billy Meier's version of
> the Bible and "last testament" of Christ) ..

Having studied the Talmud Jmmanuel (TJ) for over ten years, I
indeed have noted several hundred reasons for believing it to be
the real thing and no hoax.  However, in the TJ, Immanuel is
nowhere referred to as "Christ."

You must have some fascination with the TJ, to bring it up here
on a UFO list.  I've briefly responded here to your similar
diatribe before, but you did not take notice: Any interested
reader is to be referred to my refutations of Korff's allegations
concerning the TJ posted within the website of Jeroen Jansen:

http://users.bart.nl/~edzmath/access.htm

(see under chap. 2).  In there I refute the 37 false or
unsupported claims, misleading impressions, innuendos and just
plain errors you managed to squeeze into just 7 pages of your
1995 book, concerning the TJ.  A lot of them came from claims of
one other, which you just repeated and obviously did not check
out for yourself.  The rest of your book is similarly riddled
with disinformation, as indicated by the rest of Jeroen's website
presentation, to which more could be added.

> and blinbdly believes Meier in general ..

In the past 13 years I've indeed studied what Wendelle Stevens,
Lee & Brit Elders, Gary Kinder and others have learned of Meier's
experiences from their timely investigations, and are aware of
the many supportive statements by first-hand and secondary
witnesses that you chose to omit from your book.  Also, I've been
over there, met the man, and interviewed a few of the secondary
witnesses myself.  Nothing blind about that.  When you went there
under cover of disguise and alias, however, it was with the
agenda of getting whatever info and disinfo you could that would
aid in your writing a book debunking the case -- your 1981
booklet that tried to do the same have made your long-held
prejudices clear.
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> ..AND thinks that Joseph Smith's "angel" Moroni was a space alien!!

That seems more probable to me than that he was an angel from heaven.

> Regarding Deardorff's activities on Meier, they are
> shameful...but consistent.
> He believes in Meier's photos as being "authentic" for which
> there are no original negatives..

Meier's photos in 1975-1976 were all taken on positive slide
transparencies.  So no negatives.  I do believe he still has
quite a few of the originals of the slide transparencies; Stevens
still has some 40 internegatives (next generation) made from
these originals.  The interested reader may visit Jansen's
website to learn what a sham analysis Korff's book makes of
Meier's UFO photos.

> .. which is also true for Meier's
> "Talmud". There's no original scroll or document for that either,
> but this never stopped Jim from endorsing it anyway.

One works with the best material available.  In the case of the
TJ, it is only a translation and an editing away from its
original, which was apparently destroyed by authorities for
obvious reasons relating to their heresies.  In the case of the
New Testament Gospels, their originals, which actually appear to
have stemmed from the TJ, do not date back further than the 4th
and 5th centuries, with a few fragments going back to the 2nd and
3rd centuries.  They are actually not just a translation away,
but also many transcriptions away in addition.

> Jim STILL has yet to tell the ENTIRE world HOW one can
> "authenticate" (scientifically, as opposed to
> pseudo-scientifically) ANY photo without original negatives. I
> "psychically" predict he will continue to decline to do so.

One can go to the best film available, which was 2nd generation
for what Wendelle Stevens holds, and note all the points
indicating it could not have been hoaxed by any but the most
extraordinary means seemingly unavailable to a man with only one
hand, with no known accomplices to any hoax, and with far
insufficient funds to have paid or bribed others to try to do so
with equipment available in 1974 or 1975.  It doesn't require
original film to indicate certain undeniable features, such as
the foreground being in shade around sunset while the UFO farther
away is in sunlight, etc.  Those are the very features Korff's
book omits any mention of.  But ultimately the other witnesses
are important, and it is inexcusable that Korff would fail to
mention in his book that several adult witnesses (known and
named) had a daytime sighting of a UFO after Meier told them when
and where to wait and look, which UFO looked just as in certain
of Meier's photos.

> The truth is, Deardorff can't, and I have no idea whether he
> HONESTLY knows better or is just plain "stupid" or is a "less
> informed individual" to use two phrases Billy Meier (whom
> Deardorff considers to be a PROPHET, just like Meier says he is!)
> himself often throws around. [...]

I guess Meier doesn't have to worry about being sued for having
called Korff a liar!  Meier speaks it as he sees it.

One of Meier's ETs told him he was the prophet of the new age.
Contactees and abductees tend to believe what their aliens have
told them; ufologists are under no obligation to do so.

Jim Deardorff
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
Date: Tue, 9 Dec 1997 20:01:02 EST
Fwd Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 02:47:13 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 08:30:27 +0000
Fwd Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 16:22:39 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> I can understand why eople would be skeptical of Ray Santilli,
> but why would the same apply to Colonel Corso? Does he not have
> all the right military credentials ? Don't get me wrong, there's
> something here that bothers me, and I can't put my finger on it.
> It could be that he seems too good to be true.

Corso CLAIMS to have the right military credentials. That is
quite different from actually having them.

Be skeptical. Check some of the places Corso claims to have gone
and some of the people that he claimed to meet with. Not only
were some of him meetings an impossibility but he doesn't get
people's names or job descriptions correct.

Sorry I can't go into more detail at this time.

Rebecca
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Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

From: jpeterson@polaristel.net [Candy Peterson]
Date: Tue,  9 Dec 97 18:44:02 PST
Fwd Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 02:50:01 -0500
Subject: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

>Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 13:15:37 -0700
>From: "Clarke Hathaway" <earthwrk@doitnow.com>
>To: john.koopmans@sympatico.ca, updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

>> <snippage>

>In my opinion it is extremely important for anyone doing research
>or inquiry into abduction or any other subject for that matter to
>go into it with a completely open mind. If entered into with a
>fixed opinion or summation, one is merely seeking those
>circumstances that fit their theory.

 <snip>

>Those who would detract from my view and label me as being other
>than sane, hold the view that beings flowing and passing through
>walls constitute actual physical occurrences. They also take
>literal in a conventional reality sense that humans can be
>levitated as well as passed through solid objects <snip>

Doesn't it seem likely that the *windows* -- which are reportedly
preferred by the "abductors" as the passageway out of the house
-- would be the temporarily altered or de-materialized physical
substances, rather than the beings or the humans? Inanimate,
single-substance plane surfaces versus complex living organisms?

>Perhaps I shall have to set all of this down within the covers of
>a book.

Just be sure "to go into it with a completely open mind." After
all, "it is extremely important"  [See para. one, above. ;) ]

>Clarke Hathaway

--Candy Peterson,  still asking experiencers and researchers for
information about their attempts to catch the abductors in the act
with cameras or other recording devices.

*--> Is there *no*one* out there doing this, successfully or not? <--*

Reply here, or send to:
jpeterson@polaristel.net
Minnesota MUFON Web Page  <http://www.wavefront.com/~jhenry/index.html>
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Re: From The "XX Files": The "Real" Truth...

From: Jim Griebel <71541.2124@compuserve.com>
Date: Tue, 9 Dec 1997 20:52:54 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 02:50:59 -0500
Subject: Re: From The "XX Files": The "Real" Truth...

>From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Date: Sun, 7 Dec 1997 13:05:13 +0200
>Subject: From The "XX Files": The "Real" Truth About "Aliens" In The U.S.A.

>Found at:

>http://www.latinolink.com/opinion/opinion97/0628OSPE.HTM

>From the "XX Files": The "Real" Truth about "Aliens" in the U.S.A.

You know, I almost wrote a long, nasty reply to this until I
realized that it's probably a gag: "Dos Equis" is a Mexican beer
popular in parts of the U. S.
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Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Theresa <Tcarlson1@compuserve.com>
Date: Tue, 9 Dec 1997 21:31:16 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 02:58:08 -0500
Subject: Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>Date: Tue, 9 Dec 1997 08:39:56 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

Dear Bob,

>Yes, Theresa sent me her overlays a while ago.  She has
>demonstrated that if you adjust size and angle it is possible to
>make the upper outline of the left thighs line up in images from
>the two autopsies.  But when you do this "manipulation" (Theresa
>objects to my use of that word), then NOTHING else in the images
>lines up, not even the lower outline of the same thigh.

For some strange reason, you seem to be the only one that didn't
notice that this particular frame from first autopsy has the
object's axis rotated differently.  Everyone else figured that
out and went and captured stills that were at the proper rotation
and found that way more than just the left thigh lines up. The
overlay you received was created to show that the bodies were on
both on their backs.  But it made people curious and they went
and checked.

Bob, did you capture frames and do your own overlays? I know you
weren't part of the peer group, but I still suggest that you you
do that anyways. I have no doubt that other people will.

There are frames in the released footage that need no rotation of
the frames to see the matches. I just happened to like that
frame.

As far as resizing, it's a little more than just resizing it to
fit the "other" body.  The frame that Mark sent me is an odd
size, probably because it was cropped, printed, scanned etc.. But
we have a scale to that first autopsy still. Other items that can
be matched to objects in the released autopsy appear in the
still.  The instrument tray, some of the instruments on that
tray, the autoclave and the pan on top of it in the background.

You see there were some constants there to work with. You can
call it manipulation, but it isn't done haphazardly.

A lot of the things that seem to be bothering you about my work I
already explained on my video presentation. I simply couldn't
afford to make a bunch of videos. It was quite expensive as it
was. (And I still have one daughter to put through college.)
Since you had already dismissed the preview without checking into
it yourself, I didn't see any use in sending you any more.

I wish I could afford it though. I explain some of the
difficulties and limitations of working with 2D images of 3D
objects. Some things that are helpful for people that aren't
familiar with image analysis such as yourself.

Now, even if you do all this and you still say that only the left
thighs are a match, how do you justify those matching?  You stated in
November, 1995 that the left femur on SUE was broken and the lump
there was swelling from. You stated that your medical professionals
confirmed this.  So, both bodies have broken femurs and both swelled
the same? Both have a lack of bruising in the inner thigh area where
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said swelling appears?

Are these the same medical professionals that look at it and say
that it looks like a real body?

And that's not all. If you don't line up the bodies, there are
blemishes on both that are in the same areas and the same shape.
How?  We can't say that they both sustained the same injuries.
SUE's right leg is half gone and SALLI's appear to be pretty much
intact.

>I have talked personally to everyone who is known to have seen
>both autopsies.  Every one of them stresses differences in the
>bodies rather than similarities.  Since Philip is one of those
>people, perhaps he would care to comment on his own impressions
>of the similarities/differences of the two bodies.

How observant were those people that saw the first autopsy?  I
have a message from you that you quote Philip M. as saying that
the body in the first autopsy was "shriveled up like a raisin".
No matter what way I look at this still from the first autopsy, I
can't describe it in anything like those terms.

If your counter is that he was confused about the first autopsy
and the tent footage, go back to my first question as it is even
more relevant in that case, how observant were the people that
were allowed to look at this? If they couldn't keep the different
footages straight, don't expect them to keep different bodies
straight.

The similarities in the two bodies are just an interesting aside
for me tho.  What convinced me was the inconsistencies in the
"blood" marks in the footage.   I can not conceive of any way
this could have occurred in a real autopsy.  Why haven't you
addressed this instead of beating on some body comparisons?

Complaining about the overlays may get you a lot of attention but
the real story is in the released autopsy.  These things people
can look up for themselves on the copies of the videos they
already have. This is what convinced me, and in the end is what
will probably convince most.

Ray Santilli has already given me his "explanation" or "best
guess" or what ever it was.   Do you have an explanation also?

I know that you have a CD to sell and that this is probably a bad
time for you to have to look at things objectively.  I have
offered this information as evidence not proof, as I already
stated.

Proof is up to each individual, but they should have as much
information as possible to make that decision.

Early on in this saga, Ray Santilli offered some photocopies of
some labels alleged to be on the autopsy  film cans.  Those
labels were studied and researched.  Mr. Rob Irving did excellent
research on them, and I double checked his work on my own.
Will you be offering the information on that research on your
version of the CD?

The camera man's tale doesn't work. Many points there, will you
be including those?

If you really want people to make up their own minds about this,
give them ALL of the information.  You have the opportunity to
make a difference,  and maybe even set a precedence in this
messed up field.

   Please?  Pretty please, Bob?

   Regards,

     Theresa Carlson

    tcarlson1@Compuserve.com
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ASP-FQA: Sleep Paralysis, the Frequently

From: Joseph Polanik <jpolanik@mindspring.com>
Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 22:55:51 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 03:00:42 -0500
Subject: ASP-FQA: Sleep Paralysis, the Frequently

ASP-FQA: Sleep Paralysis, the Frequently Questioned Answer

Skeptics often use 'sleep paralysis' to explain (or explain away)
Alien Abductions, Old Hag Attacks and other paranormal phenomena.
How realistic is this?

Q.  What is Sleep Paralysis?

During REM-sleep [Rapid-Eye Movement or dream sleep], the brain
sends out a signal immobilizing the body so that we do not act
out our dreams.

That is sleep paralysis. Everyone experiences it several times a
night, whenever they enter a period of REM sleep, about every 90
minutes.

Q.  Well, okay, but we're usually not aware of all these episodes
of sleep paralysis.

Precisely! It's the presence of *Awareness* during Sleep
Paralysis [ASP] that makes a difference.

Q.  ASP? Could you be a little more specific?

Have you ever found yourself lying fully conscious or in a
dreamlike state, unable to move or cry out, while perhaps
experiencing auditory or visual phenomena? If so, you have
experienced Awareness during Sleep Paralysis [ASP].

ASP experiencers often feel intense fear and may even believe
that they are dying. Experiencers often sense the presence of an
unseen, malevolent being. An episode of ASP can occur while the
body sleeps in any position, but it is much more likely while
sleeping on one's back.

Often experiencers feel the pressure of a crushing weight on
their chest as if being pushed downward into the bed. A few sense
a what seems to be a phantom being sitting on their chest. They
may be unable to feel the breathing process continue, but those
who see their chest can see it continue to inhale and exhale ---
they just don't feel it as the body has gone to sleep while the
consciousness remains alert despite reduced sensory input from
the body.

Q.  How can Sleep Paralysis be used to explain Alien Abductions,
Old Hag Attacks and other paranormal experiences?

Sleep Paralysis *can't* explain any of these or other anomalous
experiences.

Since everyone experiences sleep paralysis, it does not
differentiate between those who report Alien Abductions
Experiences, Old Hag Attacks, Incubi/Succubi Visitations, Lucid
Dream Events or Out-of-Body Experiences, and those who don't
report these unusual experiences.
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What *does* differentiate between experiencers and
non-experiencers is that experiencers report Awareness during
Sleep Paralysis.

Q.  How does this make a difference?

Someone for whom the Awareness is more immediate, more
significant, than the feelings of bodily immobility may take
control of the situation and aim for a more positive outcome. The
experience of bodily immobility may become a gateway to a lucid
dream or out-of-body experience.

Q.  What about people who believe they are being abducted by
aliens? How do they turn the situation toward a more positive
outcome?

Abduction researcher, Ann Druffel, found numerous abductees who
warded off an impending abduction or aborted an abduction in the
early stages.

Interestingly enough, the techniques these abductees used are the
same as those used by others to ward off visitations by entities
not perceived as being aliens but as demons, the old hag or
whatever.

Q.  What are these techniques?

They range from attempting to move a finger or a toe (in order to
end the paralysis and, hence, the experience), to invoking the
name of a spiritual entity.

Q.  How can I learn more?

A lengthy file on the subject of responding constructively when
Aware during and episode of Sleep Paralysis, Respond.txt,  is
available from ASP-L, the Awareness during Sleep Paralysis
mailing list. To obtain the file send an email msg with the
command 'Get-Respond.txt' (without quotes, but with the file
extension) in the SUBJECT: field to:

nightflyer@mindspring.com

<====================================================================>

ASP-L is a mailing list for the discussion of Awareness during Sleep
Paralysis [ASP] and experiences with which it has been associated: Lucid
Dreaming, Out-of-Body Experiencing, Alien Abductions, Old Hag Attacks
and Supernatural assaults such as the Incubus/Succubus assault.

To subscribe to the list, send the word "Subscribe" (without quotes) in
the SUBJECT: field of your msg to the same address.

******

ASP-L is a service of the Trionic Research Institute,
http://www.trionica.com

Joseph Polanik <jpolanik@mindspring.com>
List Moderator
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Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

From: DevereuxP <DevereuxP@aol.com>
Date: Tue, 9 Dec 1997 23:33:09 EST
Fwd Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 03:24:25 -0500
Subject: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

Dear List:

John Velez supplied a forceful - if not intemperate - second
epistle on the status of his alien abduction experiences, which
he insists are physically real events. He deeply resents my
observations.
I will make just the following points:

Dear John,

*  John, one of the reasons you gave for distinguishing what you
believe to be alien abductions from out-of-body experiences was
that you never saw your physical body in bed when you were 'out'.
I pointed out to you that many an OOBE experient/ astral
traveller has reported that when looking back at the bed during
an OOBE, it appeared to be empty. That remains a fact despite
your ire.

* There are techniques for determining whether you are in an OOBE
state or not. But as you are having physically real
abductions,you won't need that knowledge.

* The "pattern" I was mentioning was to do with the
*interpretation* of the experience, not the experience itself -
you picked up the "alien abduction" interpretative pattern or
frame of reference from reading Hopkins' book. The experience
itself, which you did indeed already know about, is as old as
human consciousness. I can show you prehistoric rock art in
southern Africa that depicts the experience. To this day, the
!Kung of the Kalahari know of it. They call it "kia" and it
occurs as a result of their trance dances. They are not being
abducted by physical aliens in physical craft. What we now call
the alien abduction exprience was and is known to the human race
in many guises and from all time. The alien abduction frame is
only the latest literalist interpretation. The experience is old,
John.  The alien abduction intepretation is only a recent
obfuscation.

* I was not trying to psychoanalyse you! I'm sorry of that's how
it came across, but I would point out that I specifically said
that my comments were based *on what you said* in your first
posting on this topic. According to that, you have had OOBEs
since childhood, and you further have indulged in meditative and
occult exercises. You are therefore prone to these types of
experiences, and your history is typical. Unless you are lying,
of course, in which case I withdraw my observations.

* Putting in "<G>" does not make your image of shooting me in the
head with your pistol any less ugly. But it did persuade me to
now fervently hope that you are indeed actually being abducted by
physically real aliens, and that next time they don't bother to
bring you back.

*<G>

Paul
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Au revoir

From: DevereuxP <DevereuxP@aol.com>
Date: Tue, 9 Dec 1997 23:56:06 EST
Fwd Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 03:42:35 -0500
Subject: Au revoir

Dear List,

My stirring of the pot has certainly brought forth a lot of froth
and bubbles!

As this will be my last statement on this list for a while, and
perhaps for ever, I trust you will allow me to leave you with the
main points I was trying to make, lest they be lost amid all the
kerfuffle. They were modest enough.

* FOLKLORE.
I was not saying that the UFO event, whatever it is, is folklore.
I was saying that ufology is comprised of folklore, and we ought
to recognise that. The folklore might well point to a real
phenomenon - or, more likely, a set of differing occurrences that
get lumped together under the umbrella of "UFO" - in the manner
indicated by my "Old Bill" folktale, but is unlikely to be
literally true. It is important to become aware that most
versions (at least) of the ETH are folklore - and that is so even
if it turns out that things-seen-in-the-sky are physically real
craft. If we are not aware that the nature of ufology, the human
penumbra surrounding the UFO enigma, is essentially folklore, we
get seduced into belief systems and waste years, decades, going
down conceptual cul-de-sacs.

It is clear from the generally hostile response that has met this
modest observation that this is a real issue. It's a problem.
After 50 years, we should perhaps more actively and consciously
address it. It is such a problem that even people like Jerry
Clark, who dismisses the observation of the presence of folklore
in ufology as of no value, is a victim of it too. Invisible
folklore can damage your understanding. Visible folklore can
perhaps be used to reach greater understanding.

*THE ETH.
As ufology has now turned 50,  I suggested that it might be a
good idea if we did a stock-take of ufological assumptions, and
especially of the ETH as it has been unproductive and slippery
over the course of that half-century. I suggested that it should
stay on the table as an option for explaining
things-seen-in-the-sky, but that perhaps we should lessen the
mental  energy that goes into it. I called for a deepening and
widening of thinking within ufology that did not rely so heavily
on the ETH, and one way of doing that was to put the ETH aside
for a while, as an experiment.
I further pointed out that there was not, in any case, such a
thing as the ETH, and that it amounted more to a motif. Its
insidious nature is such that we do not always notice how it
drives apparently other aspects of ufology. (For example,
government UFO conspiracies are subjects in their own right
within ufology, but they revolve around the issue as to whether
the government is covering up alien bodies, craft and technology.
This strand of ufological research is therefore *informed* by the
ET motif. Another example would be the discussions about the
"alien autopsy" footage: the technical matters concerning the age
of film stock, types of suits and equipment used by the
characters shown on the film, the arts of Special FX model
making, etc. are not in themselves anything to do with the ETH,
but they revolve around the question as to whether or not a real
alien body was involved, whether or not an alien flier had been
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obtained from a crashed saucer by the government decades ago.) I
offered this suggestion in order to enhance ufological thinking,
and did not presume to state what UFOs were. I assure you I did
all this in good faith, and it is false characterisation to make
me out to be "out to lunch",  "bombastic" and all the other names
I have been called.

If a suggestion that we take stock, and  put less reliance in one
particular explanation, is met with such hostility, how can the
subject area move forward? If people like Jerry Clark find
themselves unable to come out from behind their emotional
barricades, fruitful discussion cannot even begin. I am
particularly disappointed that Jerry could not respond in the
manner of a scholar and take part in some model-building, at
least in the spirit of experiment. But he is so far away from
such a possibility that he actually denied that the ETH still
dominates ufology in one form or another. I therefore  attempted
to move this disagreement outside the scope of mere opinion,  and
presented a 100-sample tester of this list, UpDates. The result
of this indicated that the majority  of postings were concerned
in one way or another with  the ET motif. This was not my opinion
but a methodological demonstration. It can be repeated by Jerry
Clark or anyone else. Yet Clark refused to accept the result, and
continued to make his denials.

Jerry did make the point that ETs should not be confused with
aliens, and that they could be dimensional as well as spatially
extra-terrestrial.  I accept this, but we are still dealing with
the hypothesis that physically real non-humans in physically real
craft are involved. This is a rose by any other name.

*ALIEN ABDUCTIONS.
I have argued that the literature in a range of other areas of
human experience, such as lucid dreaming (especially), sleep
paralysis (to some extent - it is a precondition of a certain
state of consciousness), ecsomatic or out-of-body travel,
shamanic traditions of spirit flight,  narcolepsy,  and other
conditions, can leave no doubt in the minds of anyone who studies
them that the same class or group of experiences are involved. I
have had what I took to be OOBEs, and I am actively and
experientially studying lucid dream research. In the course of
that research, using carefully developed techniques, we
successfully had an experiment in which I was able to approach
within 20 feet of what appeared to me to be a flesh-and-blood
alien (if aliens have blood!) while what I call waking
consciousness was replaced by another mental reality, another
sensorium, of equal realism.  Jerry Clark claimed that this was
anticlimatic, and of no relevance to the abduction exprience. It
is difficult to credit such an attitude in any serious
researcher, let alone a man who claims to be an agnostic with
regard to alien abductions. His  claim and his behaviour do not
match, and I made it clear that I consider him an apologist for a
literal interpretation of the  alien abduction experience, and
not an agnostic. When the truth of all this comes out, I will not
let him forget his stance, and I put him on notice of that here
and now.

Whatever one's beliefs about alien abductions, to not merely
dismiss but to angrily abuse me for the information I impart
means that there can be no serious discussion concerning the
alien abduction experience within the confines of ufology as it
currently exists, if Updates is a fair cross-section of
ufological thinking.

I specifically left my views open about the aliens encountered in
this profound, bizarre and important experience - this is because
I do not (yet, at any rate) know their nature, though I have some
ideas. The nature of the experience and the aliens encountered
need and deserve intense study, and that is beginning to happen -
but not inside ufology itself. We do not understand the nature of
the experience, but of one thing I am certain - it is a mental
reality situation, not a physical one (though it might, possibly,
have physical side effects).  I am therefore not debunking the
experience (indeed not, I am fascinated by it and suspect it
holds great teachings for and about us), but I am trying to get
at the experience without the hindrance of labels such as alien
abductions (or, for that matter, OOBEs - a more useful
interpretation, but an interpretation nontheless). I am just
asking that we try to understand what is happening, and I am
further saying that enough literature and research already exists
to at least determine that we are dealing with a mental situation
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(and I mean neurological wiring, not merely "psychological" as
some critics have complained on this list) - even though we do
not yet know for sure what lies beyond that mental gateway.

If people are not acting from a belief posture, but a genuinely
investigative one, there should be no antagonism towards what I
am suggesting. Especially as research can show my viewpoint to be
backed up by powerful evidence.  It seems, however, judging by
the  main response on this list (but thank you for the more
thoughtful postings),  that an investigative posture does not
exist. Only postings that support a favoured view can be
tolerated, it seems.

* GENERAL.
Jerry Clark, who has been the most vociferous in these exchanges,
stated that my work does not figure in the  references of the
major debunkers such as Phil Klass. This is because I am not a
debunker, and I am saddened that Clark is unable to make the
distinction.

I do, however, feel that those of us within ufology do need to
take more stock of where we are going, make visible assumptions
and attitudes that may currently be transparent to us, and to try
to broaden and deepen our field. But that brings me back to where
I came in.

In the exchanges of the past weeks and months, I have become
conscious that a relatively small number of us have been hogging
the cyberwaves, so to speak. I apologise for my part in that.
My only defence is that I have stayed silent for long periods
when others were discussing other matters, and I chipped in this
time - and then, really, unintentionally - first because of a
point made regarding folklore, a subject I am published on and
can offer some opinion on,  and then because I thought I could
make a difference by suggesting some fresh avenues that might
prove fruitful.  I must declare that I have never experienced
such a torrent of abuse or sarcasm for my efforts, however
imperfectly I may have carried them out.

The silent majority of you out there in list-land will have to
decide what kind of ufology you want. As it stands, as far as the
alien abduction theme goes, the classic experience, Betty and
Barney Hill's interrupted journey, involves what we are to take
to be an encounter of two ordinary people with a physically real
alien craft and occupants, which traversed unknown interstellar
reaches or inter-dimensional warps, with a technology beyond our
capability and possibly beyond our imagination, which then used
equally magical technology to abduct these human beings, in order
to ask questions like: "What is a vegetable?"

If this type of interpretation satisfies you, then so be it. If
it does not, then you might find that you will have to forego
being silent in order to help fashion a ufology more worthy of
the enigma involved. That will also necessitate going outside the
literature that currently gets labelled "ufological".

Anyway, enough. Thank you for allowing me to re-iterate my
position.

Now it only remains for me to grant Jerry Clark his Christmas
wish, and to "get out of the kitchen". I am travelling for the
next few months, so would  be unable to to take part in
discussions on Updates in any case, so I am asking Errol to
unsubscribe me - for the time being at least. I thank him for his
sterling service in maintaining this list.

Some of my  travels involve further practical research on the
alien abduction experience, with workers and laboratories in
different parts of the world. So, though I am leaving this
particular kitchen, I'm certainly still cookin', let there be no
doubt about that.

My best wishes to all of you for a happy holiday season.

From your legal alien in the USA,
Au revoir.

Paul Devereux
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 00:48:35 -0700
Fwd Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 22:53:01 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
> Date: Tue, 9 Dec 1997 20:01:02 EST
> Fwd Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 02:47:13 -0500
> Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
> Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 08:30:27 +0000
> Fwd Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 16:22:39 -0500
> Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> > I can understand why eople would be skeptical of Ray Santilli,
> > but why would the same apply to Colonel Corso? Does he not have
> > all the right military credentials ? Don't get me wrong, there's
> > something here that bothers me, and I can't put my finger on it.
> > It could be that he seems too good to be true.

> Corso CLAIMS to have the right military credentials. That is
> quite different from actually having them.

> Be skeptical. Check some of the places Corso claims to have gone
> and some of the people that he claimed to meet with. Not only
> were some of him meetings an impossibility but he doesn't get
> people's names or job descriptions correct.

> Sorry I can't go into more detail at this time.

> Rebecca

Rebecca this is a rather tall claim here. Please provide more
information about Corso's "non-military" record as it becomes
available to you.

Jared.
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Sunday: US Discovery Channel Area 51 show
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Sunday: US Discovery Channel Area 51 show

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 09:48:48 +0200
Fwd Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 22:46:48 -0500
Subject: Sunday: US Discovery Channel Area 51 show

10. December 1997 02.47.40
Message
From:   campbell@ufomind.com,Internet
Subject:        UFOMIND: Coming this Sunday: Discovery Channel Area 51 show
To:     Stig Agermose
ufomind@lists.best.com,Internet

An Area 51 show will air on the Discovery Channel this Sunday....

Found at:
http://www.discovery.com/diginets/smartviewer/episode/27/30142098.html

Discovery Sunday: Inside Area 51

A look at top secret black aircraft, covert military bases that
don't exist on FAA or US Geological Survey maps, strange
conspiracy theories, accusations of alien autopsies, and other
covert operations.

Air Time(s) Eastern/Pacific Time:

DSC - 14 Dec 1997 - 10:00 PM

DSC - 14 Dec 1997 - 02:00 AM

DSC - 21 Dec 1997 - 05:00 PM

[ Via covertboy@webtv.net ]

+---------------------------------------------------------------
| UFOMIND MAILING LIST - Supporting the Ufomind/PsiSpy Website
| http://www.ufomind.com/misc/ - Glenn Campbell, Moderator
| "unsubscribe"/"subsingle" to: ufomind-request@lists.best.com
| Submissions to: ufomind@lists.best.com
|
| RELEVANCE OF THIS MESSAGE: Area 51
+---------------------------------------------------------------
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Year Old Data Used To Explain Seattle Sightings
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Year Old Data Used To Explain Seattle Sightings

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 09:55:59 +0200
Fwd Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 22:48:11 -0500
Subject: Year Old Data Used To Explain Seattle Sightings

[Begin RFC-822 message.]

From: authority@webtv.net
Date: Mon, 8 Dec 1997 14:38:04 -0700
To: UASR@mylist.net
Subject: Year old data used to explain Nov.14th Seattle incident

The Norad object 25047 tracked on software, being an object
expected to decay in space, was tracked for Nov. 14th expected to
pass just north of Seattle at around 9PM Pacific time.  That it
did.

Reports on the internet quoted a release from Peterson Air Force
Base, Colorado, showing that the space junk was expected from
Russian space debris on Nov.16th, instead of Nov.17th.  This
internet story was implying that the space debris story of
sightings over Seattle on Nov.
14th were bogus because this Peterson report said the stuff was
expected on the 16th.

The news release from Peterson was from 1996, not 1997. It was a
year old.  Ted Viens reported on OVNI BRASIL and quoted the exact
Peterson Air Force Base report.

NEWS RELEASE -- Directorate of Public Affairs -- U.S. Space
Command - Peterson Air Force Base, CO. -- Release #41-96 -
November 29, 1996

--Russian Mars '96 spacecraft came down on Nov. 16th instead of
Nov.17th as earlier reported.    (Notice the date of release is
1996 not 1997)

This year old news release was used to show confusion at Norad or
at Peterson implying that the Seattle incident did not include
space junk.

Hey, maybe many things were sighted going west to east over
Washington State on November 14th, but mistrust of government
information should not include using year old data as current
data.

Doc in Phoenix

[End RFC-822 message.]
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Re: UFO tracking predictions
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Re: UFO tracking predictions

From: "Mark Pilkington" <markp@syzygy.co.uk>
Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 10:14:42 -0000
Fwd Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 22:50:35 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO tracking predictions

-----Original Message-----
From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
To: updates@globalserve.net <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: 09 December 1997 14:09
Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: UFO tracking predictions

>From: "Rob Bull" <RAB@cadcentre.co.uk>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO tracking predictions
>Date: Tue, 09 Dec 97 11:52:00 GMT
>
>Jennifer/Joel/Brian,

>I asked Roy Dutton for help with my first UFO 'case' in early 1994.

>I gave him a location, a time and a date, and he sent me back
>some graphs. Sure enough, he was able to show that 'my' UFO
>was 'very close' to the UFO 'predicted' by his graphs.

>Trouble was, his graphs showed a tightly packed set of curves,
>printed to a very coarse scale on a line printer. It would be very
>difficult for a UFO sighting NOT to appear 'close' to one of the curves.

>snip<
>Rob Bull

I'll agree with Rob here, though I've only seen Dutton's material
presented by ICUFOS, a Irish group I saw in Dublin Ireland, who
also have some, er, unorthodox ideas, even by ufology's
standards.

(See Dave Walsh's Blather for a fuller report
http://www.nua.ie/blather/archives/issue1no28.html)

Using Dutton's charts this group are predicting UFO appearances
over Dublin on December 14th, which of course just happens to
coincide with the Geminid meteor shower. Another of their
predicted dates, earlier in the year just happened to coincide
with the Lyrid shower on April 21st. Now maybe much of this data
comes from misinterpreting  Dutton's work, but they claim that
these are drop off points for huge motherships. It seems to me
they might be marking something somewhat more conventional!

Mark Pilkington
Magonia Online
http://www.magonia.demon.co.uk
-----------------------------------------------------------

Never before have so few been in a position to make fools,
maniacs, or criminals of so many.
Aldous Huxley 1952
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 06:56:18 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 22:52:55 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
> Date: Tue, 9 Dec 1997 20:01:02 EST
> Fwd Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 02:47:13 -0500
> Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>Corso CLAIMS to have the right military credentials. That is
>quite different from actually having them.

>Be skeptical. Check some of the places Corso claims to have gone
>and some of the people that he claimed to meet with. Not only
>were some of him meetings an impossibility but he doesn't get
>people's names or job descriptions correct.

>Sorry I can't go into more detail at this time.

You might want to give better hints than that.

That the book he co-authored is filled with errors is nothing new.  My
understanding is that the manner in which the book was handled by Birnes
and the publisher is resulting in some sort of legal action, which won't
help its credibility too much.

But I think that it can be shown that Corse served in the Miliary, and was
well thought of by many on the conservative/anti-communist side of the
political spectrum.   He testified before Congress on the issue of Korean
POWs and that at least lends some credibility to his background.  I think
that we can be skeptical of many of the facets in his book, and that may
prejudice out entire view of his allegations.  But without knowing what
Corso's notes contained, it is impossible to determine how much of the
story that is told is from Corso, and how much was "filler" created by
Birnes.  I am indeed skeptical of many issues raised by the book, but I'm
not sure his credentials should be called into question.

On the other hand, if you've got the goods on him, perhaps we need to begin
an effort now to make sure he doesn't get buried at National Cemetary . . .
. . . <g>

Steve
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Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s
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Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 11:13:16 EST
Fwd Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 22:59:09 -0500
Subject: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

>From: jpeterson@polaristel.net [Candy Peterson]
>Date: Tue,  9 Dec 97 18:44:02 PST
>Subject: RE: UFO UpDate: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

> --Candy Peterson,  still asking experiencers and researchers for
>  information about their attempts to catch the abductors in the act
>  with cameras or other recording devices.

>  *--> Is there *no*one* out there doing this, successfully or not? <--*

Katharina Wilson did it. See her results at the alien jigsaw
website.

http://www.alienjigsaw.com/videotap.html

Rebecca
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Re: LaPaz's Activities
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Re: LaPaz's Activities

From: Ktperehwon <Ktperehwon@aol.com> [Karl T. Pflock]
Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 11:52:44 EST
Fwd Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 23:05:58 -0500
Subject: Re: LaPaz's Activities

>Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 11:07:11 -0800
>From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
>To: Updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: LaPaz's Activities

Greetings Jan & UpDates Addicts:

>To me the real history of UFOs is very interesting without the
>conspiracy theories of people with other axes to grind and
>without the anonymous "inside" informants who can never supply
>any credible and creditable evidence or support.

Bravo, Jan!

One of the persistent myths concerning LaPaz's alleged
involvement with Roswell is that, because he was fluent in
Spanish, he was able to obtain valuable information from Spanish
ranchers and hands.  Fact is, despite his name, LaPaz, a native
of Ohio, neither spoke nor wrote Spanish (although he did teach
himself to write in Russian !!).  When dealing with Spanish-
speaking colleagues or reading or writing professional papers
from or for Spanish-language journals, LaPaz used the services of
an interpreter or translator.

This information was provided to me in writing by LaPaz's
daughter,  Jean, a scientist herself, who worked very closely
with her father at the University of New Mexico's Institute of
Meteoritics, which LaPaz founded.  Others who worked closely with
LaPaz confirmed this.  See my "Roswell in Perspective," pp. 77-78
and pertinent notes.

On a related note, the idiotic "Dos Equis" column recently posted
here also ran in the ALBUQUERQUE JOURNAL.  I wrote a letter to
the editor, which was published, pointing out the
columnists--notorious ethnic PCers/baiters--had bought into
Randle and Schmitt's equally uncritical acceptance of the
Spanish- speaking LaPaz tale, caring more about making a satiric
(and silly) political point than the facts.
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Re: Just what is an abduction experience?
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Re: Just what is an abduction experience?

From: rfsignal@sprynet.com
Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 09:20:29 -0800
Fwd Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 23:10:03 -0500
Subject: Re: Just what is an abduction experience?

>From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: Just what is an abduction experience?
>Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 18:15:07 EST

>>From: rfsignal@sprynet.com [Cathy Johnson]
>>Date: Sat, 6 Dec 1997 19:04:41 -0800
>>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Just what is an abduction experience?
>>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

>>I haven't posted for quite a while because of the flavours of
>>arguments going on in technical legalese that I could barely
>>interpret. [Huh? - ebk] Now, I have something I can reply to,
>>because you asked for it.

Dear Errol,
I must apologize for using the wrong word there.  I have to admit
that I was kind of eyesore about reading all of the posts
agrueing about the technical end of things.  It is important to
argue the facts, the discrepancies and how all of this came to
be.  That's what this List is for, comparing notes and getting
those details to light where everyone can understand what's
necessary.

But, while some people here are still defining the kinds of
sightings that they have had, or possibly not have had, you have
to realize that there are people who have been sharing their
experiences, who have come to know a bit more about some of those
bright little lights in the sky.

>...And admirably done.  Reminds me of the good old days
>when you and a few dozen others were participating in the
>"Experiencers Only" thread. (Most of this data is gone
>forever - a tremendous loss.)  ...But most of you have
>scattered to the 4 points of the compass, and no longer
>involved with the Fidonet echoes. I wish I could gather
>all of you together again to post your experiences again.
>(More wishful dreaming.) <grin>

Dear Jack,
I am as sorry as you are that all of those posts are no more.
But, time and technology marches on.  On to new and better things
at a time when we truly appreciate 'those good old days'!

>P.S.  Thanks for the great reply.

And thank you for the compliment!  Although I didn't include
anything of my own experiences in that post, it is necessary to
realize the extent and nature of our own perceptions as we relate
to things we normally wouldn't even think of, let alone encounter
in the darkness of our minds.  Are abductions real?  To some
people they are as real as possible, while at the same time to
some other people they are not.  Who is to say anything about the
mechanisms of the human mind that filters and discriminates
information in such a varying way.

Who could stand still as a Moon rides down through the clouds to
terrorize and capture us, take us on ships to be examined and
instructed, then to be released right back from where we started
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in the first place.  What can possibly take our otherwise mundane
lives and turn it all upside down in an instant, so completely,
so extensively, that we are never the same for the rest of our
lives?  What can possibly have happened to us?

Us, the hidden, the nameless, the willing participants or the
innocent victims who have been so afflicted, so special in some
way that no one has ever managed to find, so alone while
thousands? millions? of abductees, contactees and all share the
same kinds of experiences from all over the world.  How could
this be?  How could something transcend world distances,
political boundaries, religious faiths and dogmas, social
structures of race, creed, colour, and so on.  If there is such a
trouble with the 'black and white' of it all, then you couldn't
even begin to imagine the trouble with the 'Grey' of it all.  Now
could you?

What if... if they were real and truly physical.  Why are they
here in the first place?  Why are they acting so covertly?  Why
are they so concerned and careful about many things that only
humans could identify or perceive?  Why do they do what they do?
Are we really so important to them?  I think not.  I think that
we are going to be allowed to see the possibility of evolution
being directed by outside influences in a manner we have never
seen before.  And, as our understanding grows, so too, will the
extent of understanding how the alien presence has guided and
affected us in so many ways.

Take care for now,
Cathy Johnson
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'Dos Equis' & his amigos stupidos

From: Ktperehwon <Ktperehwon@aol.com> [Karl T. Pflock]
Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 12:40:15 EST
Fwd Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 23:12:59 -0500
Subject: 'Dos Equis' & his amigos stupidos

Errol and List Fiends -- Since I mentioned this letter in an
earlier post, I thought I'd provide the whole enchilada for them
as might be interested.  BTW, as a devoted cerveza Dos Equis
drinker, I was doubly (heh, heh) ticked off by the "Dos Equis"
column.  =A1Salud! -- DON KARLOS DE ALBURQUERQUE (not a typo) Y
PLACITAS

June 29, 1997

Letters to the Editor
Albuquerque Journal
Post Office Drawer J
Albuquerque, NM 87103

Editor:

        In their silly satirical attempt to capitalize on the 50th
anniversary of the Roswell UFO non-crash incident, "Latino
Spectrum" columnists Roberto Rodriguez and Patrisia Gonzales fell
into the ethnic stereotyping trap which they so often both decry
and exploit ("'Dos Equis' Reveals All on Aliens," Journal, June
28).  They, like the authors of the source of their information,
Kevin Randle and Don Schmitt's "UFO Crash at Roswell," assumed
that, because the late Dr. Lincoln LaPaz had a Spanish surname,
he spoke Spanish and used this to help the government ferret out
information about the alleged crashed flying saucer from New
Mexico's Spanish-speaking ranchers and farmers.

        The linguistic truth about Dr. LaPaz, a native of Ohio who
founded and directed the University of New Mexico's Institute of
Meteoritics and did much classified work for the U.S. Air Force,
is that he could neither speak nor read Spanish.  During my
investigation of the Roswell incident, I was told this by several
of his former colleagues and students, a number of whom speak
Spanish, and had it confirmed in no uncertain terms in a letter
(July 4, 1993) from LaPaz's daughter Jean, who worked very
closely with him:  "[M]y father was NOT fluent in spoken Spanish
[emphasis in original].  He neither spoke nor read that language,
requiring the assistance of either an interpreter during
interviews with Spanish-speaking individuals or a translator for
scientific articles published in Spanish."   Moreover, while Dr.
LaPaz did quite a bit of very important work for the Air Force on
the UFOs known as green fireballs, there is absolutely no
credible evidence linking him with the Roswell affair.

/signed, KTP/
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Re: Au revoir

From: "Tom Burnett" <burnettc@gte.net>
Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 08:09:27 -1000
Fwd Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 23:36:41 -0500
Subject: Re: Au revoir

Aloha Paul...

While I am merely a recent lurker to the UFO UpDate list, I find
it sad that many people are not willing to listen to reason or,
more correctly, an alternative and, to my way of thinking,
entirely logical viewpoint. It seems to me that there is an
interesting mindset in the UFO community at large which tends to
promote speculative viewpoints as probabilities rather than
possibilities. This is pseudoscience, not impartial
investigation.

Would you be so kind as to inform me as to where I might continue
to follow your thoughts and research?  I am seriously interested
in the subject matter and you are one of the few people I have
read who are not lost in the confusion.

Mahalo
Tom Burnett
burnettc@gte.net
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Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 15:22:05 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 23:43:47 -0500
Subject: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

>From: DevereuxP <DevereuxP@aol.com>
>Date: Tue, 9 Dec 1997 23:33:09 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Jacobs and OBEs

Paul writes,

>John Velez supplied a forceful - if not intemperate - second
>epistle on the status of his alien abduction experiences, which
>he insists are physically real events. He deeply resents my
>observations.
>I will make just the following points:

I don't "resent" your "observations" Paul. I strongly disagree
with them. And, contrary to poular belief, I don't think my views
are any more 'valid' than anyone elses. I still can't figure out
how you (and a few others) continue to catagorize my objections
to your proposed theories as "resentment" or that I am insisting
that my views are 'the only valid ones.' Why introduce elements
that aren't based in reality or in anything I have said. Still
don't get that one. Maybe you think it'll help your arguement if
you simultaneously try to ascribe motives such as "resentment" to
my responses to it. Nonetheless, it is inaccurate and untrue.

>*  John, one of the reasons you gave for distinguishing what you
>believe to be alien abductions from out-of-body experiences was
>that you never saw your physical body in bed when you were 'out'.
>I pointed out to you that many an OOBE experient/ astral
>traveller has reported that when looking back at the bed during
>an OOBE, it appeared to be empty. That remains a fact despite
>your ire.

It's like you selectively read and respond to the things I write.
(THE) main things that I use as evidence for the physical reality
of abduction is the physical marks and scars on our bodies, and
several daylight, close up, multiple witness UFO sightings I have
had. The business of not remembering seeing my body is the least
among my reasons (but in there) for believing in a 3D physical
reality in regard to "them."

>* There are techniques for determining whether you are in an OOBE
>state or not. But as you are having physically real
>abductions,you won't need that knowledge.

Thanx anyhow! <G> It -is- the 'thought' that counts isn't it Paul? <G>

>* Putting in "<G>" does not make your image of shooting me in the
>head with your pistol any less ugly. But it did persuade me to
>now fervently hope that you are indeed actually being abducted by
>physically real aliens, and that next time they don't bother to
>bring you back.

The "analogy" that you refer to was, "hitting you in the mouth
with a baseball bat" not shooting you in the head! And, If you
had actually taken the time to -read- my e-mail, you'd know that
my 'baseball bat' analogy was in response to your insistance that
my experiences only happen in my brain, remember now? Guns?
Shooting? Whatta you make this up as you go along?

And thanx for the kind thought Paul. Revealing, very revealing. I
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wouldn't wish an abduction experience on my worst enemy. I have
also taken note that those that are in fact the most "threatened"
(apparently) by my views (and that's all they are, is -my- views)
are the ones who react to them with offensive personal attacks
and genuine animosity.  Your 'wish' for me only serves to
illustrate the unusual degree of insensitivity that you are
capable of, and the contempt you hold for anyone who dares
disagree with you.

That, I already knew about you.

Geez, what a sorry 'fizzle' you are.

John Velez
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Science Achieve Star Trekish Feat

From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com>
Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 15:12:44 EST
Fwd Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 23:50:00 -0500
Subject: Science Achieve Star Trekish Feat

Science Achieve Star Trekish Feat

c The Associated Press

NEW YORK (AP) - Scientists have pulled off a startling trick that
looks like the ``Beam-me-up-Scotty'' technology of science
fiction.

In an Austrian laboratory, scientists destroyed bits of light in
one place and made perfect replicas appear about three feet away.

They did that by transferring information about a crucial
physical characteristic of the original light bits, called
photons. The information was picked up by other photons, which
took on that characteristic and so became replicas of the
originals.

The phenomenon that made it happen is so bizarre that even Albert
Einstein didn't believe in it. He called it spooky.

In addition to raising the rather fantastic notion of a new means
of transportation, the trick could lead to ultra-fast computers.

The experiment is reported in Thursday's issue of the journal
Nature by Anton Zeilinger and colleagues at the University of
Innsbruck in Austria. Another research team, based in Rome, has
done similar work and submitted its report to another journal.

The work is the first to demonstrate ``quantum teleportation,'' a
bizarre shifting of physical characteristics between nature's
tiniest particles, no matter how far apart they are.

Scientists might be able to achieve teleportation between atoms
within a few years and molecules within a decade or so, Zeilinger
said.

The underlying principle is fundamentally different from the
``Star Trek'' process of beaming people around, but could
teleportation be used on people? Could scientists extract
information from every tiny particle in a person, transfer it to
a bunch of particles elsewhere, and assemble those particles into
an exact replica of the person?

There's no theoretical problem with that, several experts said.
But get real.

``I think it's quite clear that anything approximating
teleportation of complex living beings, even bacteria, is so far
away technologically that it's not really worth thinking about
it,'' said IBM physicist Charles H. Bennett. He and other
physicists proposed quantum teleportation in 1993.

There would just be too much information to assemble and
transmit, he and others said. Even if it were possible someday,
it would be so expensive that ``probably it's just as cheap to
send the real person,'' said Benjamin Schumacher of Kenyon
College in Gambier, Ohio.

Besides, Schumacher said, teleportation would ``kill you and take
you apart atom by atom so you could be reassembled at the other
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end, one hopes. It doesn't seem like a good idea to me.''

Much more likely, experts said, is using teleportation between
tiny particles to set up quantum computers. These devices would
use teleportation to sling data around, and they could solve
certain complex problems much faster than today's machines.

In the new work, scientists transferred the trait of
``polarization'' between photons. Light behaves like both a
photon particle and as a wave. A light wave has peaks and troughs
like an ocean wave, and polarization refers to the directions in
which these peaks and troughs point. Photons retain this trait.

To transfer the polarization between photons, the researchers
used a phenomenon called entanglement, which a disbelieving
Einstein derided. Since then, however, it's been shown to be
real.

When two photons are entangled, ``they have opposite luck,'' said
IBM's Bennett. Whatever happens to one is the opposite of what
happens to the other. In particular, their polarizations are the
opposite of each other.

Here's how the Austrians took advantage of that:

Call three photons A, B and C, and assume the goal is to transmit
A's polarization to C. The researchers created B and C as
entangled photons. Then they entangled B with A.

That second step destroyed A, but not before B took on the
opposite of A's original state. This change meant B's entangled
partner, C, had to change polarization to remain the opposite of
B's. So C's polarization ended up the same as A's used to be. The
polarization was transmitted.

The process worked only 25 percent of the time because of how the
experiment was set up. It's possible to go to 75 percent and
scientists will shoot for that, Zeilinger said.

If the notion of entanglement leaves your head spinning, don't
feel bad. Zeilinger said he doesn't understand how it works
either.

``And you can quote me on that,'' he said.

AP-NY-12-10-97 1401EST
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Re: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass

From: "Keith Woodard" <qwoodard@worldnet.att.net>
Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 13:13:16 -0800
Fwd Date: Thu, 11 Dec 1997 00:02:51 -0500
Subject: Re:  NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass

>From: TotlResrch <TotlResrch@aol.com> [Kal K. Korff]
>Date: Tue, 9 Dec 1997 11:03:58 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass Sightings

> I wouldn't waste my time on this, many of us up here in the
> Seattle/Northwest region saw this debris and it was just as
> "impressive" as the old Skylab debris that feel to Earth
> years ago. Why? Duh, because it WAS space debris.

You seem awfully sure of yourself on this Seattle business, Kal.
Maybe you could clear something up for me.  I've heard that the
official story explains the absence of ground debris by having it
sink into the ocean.  Why does nearly every sighting report it
streaking from West to East?

BTW, I assume my email was only one of many requests for
clarification on your very intriguing 1981 sighting.  Any chance
you could post more details?

Kind regards,

Keith
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Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 20:07:11 -0800
Fwd Date: Thu, 11 Dec 1997 00:05:14 -0500
Subject: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

>  From: jpeterson@polaristel.net [Candy Peterson]
>  Date: Tue,  9 Dec 97 18:44:02 PST
>  Subject: RE: UFO UpDate: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

>  Doesn't it seem likely that the *windows* -- which are reportedly
>  preferred by the "abductors" as the passageway out of the house
>  -- would be the temporarily altered or de-materialized physical
>  substances, rather than the beings or the humans? Inanimate,
>  single-substance plane surfaces versus complex living organisms?

If you have a case where this sort of thing has occurred, it
would be appropriate to apply a variety of tests to the object
reportedly "passed through". Assuming what you suggest actually
occurred, it would be reasonable to expect that some level of
physical change in the material might be detectable. Such changes
might include embedded foreign material or air, isotopic /
chemical changes, magnetic field changes on metallic materials
such as doorknobs, radioactivity, etc.

To the best of my knowledge, no such tests have ever been made,
despite the possibility that whether it is the witness or the
material being made permeable, some trace of the event will be
found. Such evidence would go a long way toward validating the
physical reality of that component of the abduction experience.

Any thoughts on the types of tests that might be made?

------
Mark Cashman, creator of The Temporal Doorway at
http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman
- Original digital art, writing, and UFO research -
Author of SF novels available at...
http://www.infohaus.com/access/by-seller/The_Temporal_Doorway_Storefront
------
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Re: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass

From: Ted Viens <drtedv@freewwweb.com>
Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 12:19:27 -0800
Fwd Date: Thu, 11 Dec 1997 00:08:20 -0500
Subject: Re: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass

> Date: Tue, 9 Dec 1997 13:34:47 -0800 (PST)
> From: Jim Deardorff <deardorj@ucs.orst.edu>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass  Sightings

> > Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 21:47:49 -0800
> > From: Ted Viens <drtedv@freewwweb.com>
> > To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass
> >         Sightings

---Pardon another massive snip---

> > for us.  I am sure that I could set aside my own conclusions to
> > ask the simple questions of where were they and what was the path
> > of these objects as they passed.  I could record their
> > descriptions on tape to expose any bias that could slip into my
> > questions.  Perhaps I would be lucky enough to find those few
> > witnesses whose events were totally unrelated to the decay of
> > some Russian booster.

> Check first with Peter Davenport, of course.  But I doubt that he
> would supply anyone with witnesses' names who wished them to be
> withheld, especially if he suspected the investigator's mind was
> made up in advance and that he might verbally harrass any
> witnesses whose stories contradict the investigator's
> preconceived notions.  However, quite a few persons were willing
> to give their names in that UFORC report and you could hunt them
> up; I know one of them whom I might be able to put you in contact
> with.

> I notice that Kal Korff has come to your defense.  Do you need
> that?

> Jim Deardorff

Again, most of our disagreement is a matter of proportion and
interpretation.  It would be a waste for us to go round and round
about this based only on the quickly written initial observations
of a number of witnesses.  I am sure I made it clear that I was
not volunteering a charitable effort in Seattle.  If someone came
up with the bucks, I would come up to Seattle.  They would own
the products of my efforts.  (I was holding my breath after
submitting the offer.  Regrettably, I woke up the next morning
crumpled on the floor.)

OK, I admit it.  I found it a bit disheartening to have Kal Korff
seize on my posting in reentering the mail list.  (Could this be
another form of burning orbital decay?)  Some people tend to
contribute, some tend to only detract.  I find it much more
pleasant to speak with those pursuing their contributions no
matter how wrong headed I think they may be about some points.

Bye...  Ted..
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Re:

From: Jim Deardorff <deardorj@ucs.orst.edu>
Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 21:09:10 -0800 (PST)
Fwd Date: Thu, 11 Dec 1997 00:35:09 -0500
Subject: Re: 

> From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 09:55:59 +0200
> Subject: Fwd: Year Old Data Used To Explain Seattle Sightings

> [Begin RFC-822 message.]

> From: authority@webtv.net
> Date: Mon, 8 Dec 1997 14:38:04 -0700
> To: UASR@mylist.net
> Subject: Year old data used to explain Nov.14th Seattle incident

> The Norad object 25047 tracked on software, being an object
> expected to decay in space, was tracked for Nov. 14th expected to
> pass just north of Seattle at around 9PM Pacific time.  That it
> did.

> Reports on the internet quoted a release from Peterson Air Force
> Base, Colorado, showing that the space junk was expected from
> Russian space debris on Nov.16th, instead of Nov.17th.  This
> internet story was implying that the space debris story of
> sightings over Seattle on Nov.
> 14th were bogus because this Peterson report said the stuff was
> expected on the 16th.

> The news release from Peterson was from 1996, not 1997. It was a
> year old.  Ted Viens reported on OVNI BRASIL and quoted the exact
> Peterson Air Force Base report.    [...]

> This year old news release was used to show confusion at Norad or
> at Peterson implying that the Seattle incident did not include
> space junk. [...]

> Doc in Phoenix

I informed Peter Davenport of this a day or two ago, in case no
one else did so.  But he doesn't seem to update his UFORC web
site very often, so I don't know if or when he'll purge that
Petersen AFB report from his collection of Nov. 14th Pacific NW
UFO reports.

Jim Deardorff
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Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 11

Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
Date: Thu, 11 Dec 1997 05:41:51 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 11 Dec 1997 22:09:05 -0500
Subject: Re:  Kenneth Arnold's testimony

>Date: Tue, 9 Dec 1997 10:18:55 +0100 (MET)
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Kenneth Arnold's testimony

>List,
>
>A fifty year old case. An experienced pilot, Kenneth
>Arnold, saw a train objects that flew extremely fast
>from his private aircraft. They didn't look like aircraft,
>they didn't look like birds. He is so excited that he
>turns toward them to have a better look. After landing,
>he is so excited that he tells reporters about it.
>
>Nobody had after heard of flying saucers or UFOs or
>whatever. Arnold just reports his observation.

Actually, there are many reports of UFOs prior to Arnold's
sighting, but you are correct that the phrase "Flying Saucer" was
not coined by the press until he commented that the objects
looked like saucers skipping on the water.

>Fifty years later someone comes along: 'they were geese'.
>Seems they couldn't have been geese. 'OK, then they were
>American White Pelicans'.
>The arguments against this have been presented over and over
>again. Still, the debate doesn't die out. Worse, some people
>take this extreme silliness seriously.

Of course both sides are making assumptions with the proposals
they are advocating (or suggesting) and since part of the
evidence is somewhat annecdotal there is no way to confirm it one
way or the other. I would tend to trust Arnold's initial
impression, and wouldn't accept the "geese" explanation without
more than a theory.

>The debate goes on for weeks. People who have better
>things to do waste their time on total absurdity.

Since we can't prove what the objects were, the only logical
conclusion that can be drawn is that they are UFOs. At some point
it may be more productive to decide that no conclusion can be
drawn, as opposed to beating this "dead horse" any further.

>On certain days Ufology is just bizarre.

It's been said that "it's always sunny somewhere in the world",
and I would think that it's fair to say that "ufology is always
bizarre somewhere in the world every day".

Steve
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Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Thu, 11 Dec 1997 08:34:20 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 11 Dec 1997 22:10:16 -0500
Subject: Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
>Date: Tue, 9 Dec 1997 14:56:27 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>And you are being unbiased here, right? You wouldn't be
>disagreeing because of your upcoming participation in a CD-ROM
>based on the Hesemann and Mantle book?

>How do you explain the blemishes on the legs lining up?

>Rebecca

Rebecca,

Yes, Philip is being unbiased.  He is a very intellectually
honest person.  He doesn't claim to have the answers.  As for
the CD ROM, do you know what royalties on a project like this
are?  Hardly enough to get seriously bothered over.

As for "blemishes" lining up, how do you know that these dark
areas are "blemishes"?  I don't know what they are, so how do
you?  I interpret them as "shadows" myself, and if you really
look closely at Theresa's overlays, only some of them sort of
line up.  If they are shadows on similar legs, this is just
what I would expect.

The only thing that does line up is the upper contour of the
left thigh from just above the knee to near the crotch.  Nothing
else really lines up.

As another very good researcher has commented, I am "totally
underwhelmed" by this alignment thing.

Bob
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Re: Alfred's Odd Ode #203

From: Alfred Lehmberg <Lehmberg@snowhill.com>
Date: Thu, 11 Dec 1997 07:34:00 -0600
Fwd Date: Thu, 11 Dec 1997 22:11:51 -0500
Subject: Re: Alfred's Odd Ode #203

Apology to MW #203 (For December 11, 1997)

Be it Earthlike in space as I travel vast distance? Can I breath
the Earth's sweetness in transit t'wixt stars. Can I live in a
can that retreats from the sun, or in rings that we built from
collections of jars? The answer is yes, is my own learnt opinion.
The answer is yes, in all ways, shapes, and forms. The answer is
yes; even frat boys are grudging, as they plan in their
businesses, proud churches, and dorms.

We could push to light speed, or close to it anyway. We could
slow the time down to a whimpering crawl. We could do in a moment
what aeons were taking, and we'd seed the local galaxy with an
Earth life, after all.
It's all in the living the joys of continuance. It's all in a
place where you stand safe and watch. It's finding and knowing,
and beating the nightmare that nibbles at your never mind, then
bites hard on your haunch.

What's past grows small in a rear view screen. It's retreating
with the sun. All you need is with you in your city on the run.
Not running from a consequence, or running on the lam, but
running to new futures where one gives a tinker's damn.

A city's where you're living, then. It's travel spans the stars.
The Earth is carried with you; Earth you've coaxed into your
jars. All the people you have with you, that you'll ever see
again, 'cause time erased those left behind, rather like they'd
never been.

But a thousand years then passed on Earth, and they had found a
way (!) to hot wire the reality that we endure today. Less is
more, they had discovered, and they could travel in a wink what
your ship in space had traveled while your eye does less than
blink.

They meet you at your journey's end, they visit on the way. They
upgrade all your hardware, but they never judge or weigh. They
don't peer down lofty noses =85 don't insist upon new prayers. It's
rather like you meet nice folks on a stellar flight of stairs.
You can go or you can stay; you can have it either way, either
one has heaven's promise -- satisfaction.
No one pays so you can play, you make it work, you save the day!
But for you the works are rusted to distraction.

Return then to the night of dreams where nestled in the stars,
are the fruits these satisfactions can provide in cosmic jars. I
metaphor ideas, we then take our precious breath, and we live
among the stars to cheat a grinning, leering death.

     Lehmberg@snowhill.com

Regarding relevance, I contend that the battle must be fought on
all the fronts at the same time, by some one <g>.

You won't be engaging your garden variety anomaly while children
starve _anywhere_ in complacent neglect. UFO's will never be
accounted for when billions of your dollars are poured into the
greedy coffers of non accounting black shops. A handle on the
abduction phenomenon will remain forever elusive until we can put
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to rest who the man really is, and understand the mechanisms of
his disrespectful manipulation held over, as it happens,  from an
arbitrary and absolutist time of the divine rights of priests and
kings! A suggested alien presence will not treat with us on any
level we'd appreciate as long as we environmentally foul our bed
clothes, and then throw the dirty sheets into the faces of a
hapless lot of ever increasing *never-haves*.

All the fronts are tied together into this heaving mass of almost
was, and could have been. It is composed of part and parcel,
nuance, and suggestion. The seemingly understood is filled with
surprise, and deepening mystery is no surprise at all. But,
though composed of all these form defying portions and
components, it is still a _whole_ that is greater than the sum of
all of its parts. It must be seen _eventually_ as this *whole* as
it is very easy to become lost into an infinity of contested
compendium, hashing and rehashing these moot details until they
have lost all meaning, relevance, and objectivity.

The imposition into our consciousness by this *paranormal/UFO
thing* is a manipulation of the whole. We have to believe that
there is something _more_ to our aggregate reality than sifting
conflicting minutia, following *rules*, paying taxes, and dying.
We are fed a thin gruel of religion, work ethic, incomplete
character assessment, and gross and prevaricating sexual
titillation from a learned media that is clearly a tool of some
shadowy control body. We don't get the real deal, just a
distorted mist -- a lie in the fog. Cop to that, and the mist
begins to dissipate, the lie becomes impossible to tell, and WE
stand revealed.

~~~
Explore the Alien View?

http://www.fortunecity.com/roswell/arecibo/46/

"I cleave the heavens, and soar to the infinite. What others see
from afar, I leave far behind me." - Giordano Bruno, while
burning at the fundamentalist's stake, and now traveling between
the stars.
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Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Thu, 11 Dec 1997 09:11:48 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 11 Dec 1997 22:16:59 -0500
Subject: Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>Date: Tue, 9 Dec 1997 21:31:16 -0500
>From: Theresa <Tcarlson1@compuserve.com>
>Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

 Theresa,

Thanks for your lengthy post.  I am responding here to the points
that I have answers/comments on:

>For some strange reason, you seem to be the only one that didn't
>notice that this particular frame from first autopsy has the
>object's axis rotated differently.  Everyone else figured that
>out and went and captured stills that were at the proper rotation
>and found that way more than just the left thigh lines up. The
>overlay you received was created to show that the bodies were on
>both on their backs.  But it made people curious and they went
>and checked.

When you sent me the overlay, you did not say that it was to
prove that both bodies were on their backs, something that needed
no proof in the first place.

>Bob, did you capture frames and do your own overlays? I know you
>weren't part of the peer group, but I still suggest that you you
>do that anyways. I have no doubt that other people will.

Yes, I have captured frames and floated them over the stills from
autopsy one.  All this has shown me is that the two bodies are
very similar.  That doesn't really prove anything, one way or the
other.  They could be clones, in which case I would expect them
to be very similar.  You speak of a "peer group" and say I was
not part of it.  Since I have done more work on this film than
anyone other than, perhaps, yourself, what criteria did you use
to select this "peer group"?

>You see there were some constants there to work with. You can
>call it manipulation, but it isn't done haphazardly.

Did I ever say it was done haphazardly??

>A lot of the things that seem to be bothering you about my work I
>already explained on my video presentation. I simply couldn't
>afford to make a bunch of videos. It was quite expensive as it
>was. (And I still have one daughter to put through college.)
>Since you had already dismissed the preview without checking into
>it yourself, I didn't see any use in sending you any more.

If this is a real concern, and you really want my feedback, how
much does one more copy cost?  Currently this video of yours is
in the same mythical category as the ones Jose Escmilla said he
was mailing around three months ago.  I can't comment on or
respond to things I have not seen. I get my blank video tapes for
the videos I produce and sell for about $ 3 each.  Let me know
how much you want to burn me a copy and I'll send you a check.

>Now, even if you do all this and you still say that only the left
>thighs are a match, how do you justify those matching?  You stated in
>November, 1995 that the left femur on SUE was broken and the lump
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>there was swelling from. You stated that your medical professionals
>confirmed this.  So, both bodies have broken femurs and both swelled
>the same? Both have a lack of bruising in the inner thigh area where
>said swelling appears?

How do I explain that?  Simple, I was wrong.  We only had one
video to look at then, and the thigh looked "deformed' by human
standards. If a human thigh was that shape, we would know that
the femur was broken. Obviously if we have two bodies with
similarly shaped thighs, then they either have identical
fractures (highly unlikely) or this is how the thigh is shaped
normally. New data modifies old research, and I'm sure you know
that.

>>I have talked personally to everyone who is known to have seen
>>both autopsies.  Every one of them stresses differences in the
>>bodies rather than similarities.  Since Philip is one of those
>>people, perhaps he would care to comment on his own impressions
>>of the similarities/differences of the two bodies.

>How observant were those people that saw the first autopsy?  I
>have a message from you that you quote Philip M. as saying that
>the body in the first autopsy was "shriveled up like a raisin".
>No matter what way I look at this still from the first autopsy, I
>can't describe it in anything like those terms.

How observant they were certainly varied.  Both Philip and Susan
Mantle saw the first autopsy, and both have told me that they
would have paid a lot more attention if they had known that it
would be withdrawn from circulation.  But both (and Philip please
correct me if I am wrong) have said the bodies looked different.

>The similarities in the two bodies are just an interesting aside
>for me tho.  What convinced me was the inconsistencies in the
>"blood" marks in the footage.   I can not conceive of any way
>this could have occurred in a real autopsy.  Why haven't you
>addressed this instead of beating on some body comparisons?

I haven't addressed this because you have not shared it with me.
All I know is that you said something about painted on blood
drips not changing.  If you want to give me the full details,
I'll look and comment.

>Ray Santilli has already given me his "explanation" or "best
>guess" or what ever it was.   Do you have an explanation also?

Explanation of WHAT?

>I know that you have a CD to sell and that this is probably a bad
>time for you to have to look at things objectively.  I have
>offered this information as evidence not proof, as I already
>stated.

My opinion is my opinion, it has nothing to do with a few
possible bucks from CD royalties.

>Proof is up to each individual, but they should have as much
>information as possible to make that decision.

Agreed. So give it to me.

>Early on in this saga, Ray Santilli offered some photocopies of
>some labels alleged to be on the autopsy  film cans.  Those
>labels were studied and researched.  Mr. Rob Irving did excellent
>research on them, and I double checked his work on my own.
>Will you be offering the information on that research on your
>version of the CD?

No.  Except for a contribution from Paul Fuller the material on
the CD is all from Mike, Philip and me.  I'm not in charge of
this project, and I am sure that there is no way that Mike (and
Perhaps Philip) would have let me include anything from Mr.
Irving.

>The camera man's tale doesn't work. Many points there, will you
>be including those?

No.  It seems to work for me and many others except for the bit
about how he got to keep the film.

>If you really want people to make up their own minds about this,
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>give them ALL of the information.  You have the opportunity to
>make a difference,  and maybe even set a precedence in this
>messed up field.

Why?  Have the skeptics done so?  I don't think that's bloody
likely!

We will make it possible for informed skeptical material to be
posted on our web site when it is up and running.  ETA, around
January 15.

>   Please?  Pretty please, Bob?

I'm doing what I can.  I don't see why it is up to me to
reform UFOlogy.

Bob
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Re: Just what is an abduction experience?

From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
Date: Thu, 11 Dec 1997 11:11:40 EST
Fwd Date: Thu, 11 Dec 1997 22:23:06 -0500
Subject: Re: Just what is an abduction experience?

My compliments to the list and especially to Cathy...

>>>From: rfsignal@sprynet.com [Cathy Johnson]
>>>Date: Sat, 6 Dec 1997 19:04:41 -0800
>>>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Just what is an abduction experience?
>>>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

[snip]

>It is important to
>argue the facts, the discrepancies and how all of this came to
>be.  That's what this List is for, comparing notes and getting
>those details to light where everyone can understand what's
>necessary.

>But, while some people here are still defining the kinds of
>sightings that they have had, or possibly not have had, you have
>to realize that there are people who have been sharing their
>experiences, who have come to know a bit more about some of those
>bright little lights in the sky.

>>...And admirably done.  Reminds me of the good old days
>>when you and a few dozen others were participating in the
>>"Experiencers Only" thread. (Most of this data is gone
>>forever - a tremendous loss.)  ...But most of you have
>>scattered to the 4 points of the compass, and no longer
>>involved with the Fidonet echoes. I wish I could gather
>>all of you together again to post your experiences again.
>>(More wishful dreaming.) <grin>

>Dear Jack,
>I am as sorry as you are that all of those posts are no more.
>But, time and technology marches on.  On to new and better things
>at a time when we truly appreciate 'those good old days'!

>>P.S.  Thanks for the great reply.

>And thank you for the compliment!  Although I didn't include
>anything of my own experiences in that post, it is necessary to
>realize the extent and nature of our own perceptions as we relate
>to things we normally wouldn't even think of, let alone encounter
>in the darkness of our minds.  Are abductions real?  To some
>people they are as real as possible, while at the same time to
>some other people they are not.  Who is to say anything about the
>mechanisms of the human mind that filters and discriminates
>information in such a varying way.

[snip]

>What if... if they were real and truly physical.  Why are they
>here in the first place?  Why are they acting so covertly?  Why
>are they so concerned and careful about many things that only
>humans could identify or perceive?  Why do they do what they do?
>Are we really so important to them?  I think not.  I think that
>we are going to be allowed to see the possibility of evolution
>being directed by outside influences in a manner we have never
>seen before.  And, as our understanding grows, so too, will the
>extent of understanding how the alien presence has guided and
>affected us in so many ways.
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>Take care for now,
>Cathy Johnson

Cathy,

The success of the "Experiencers Only" thread was due to my
stance of complete neutrality. After all, having no formal
degrees (or hot tubs), I simply provided a place for people to
share their experiences.  There are many explanations floating
about from both the skeptic, professional, and also among the
ranks of experiencers themselves, as can be attested to by Clark
Hathaway, and his own interpretation of some experiences.  It is
100 percent impossible for any single explanation to prevail.
The professional psychologist would suggest a traumatic childhood
incident was responsible.

...Or spousal abuse. ...Or parental abuse.  ...Or even just a
practical joke by attention seekers. ...Anything but the actual
happening as interpreted and remembered by the victim.

Although finding the truth is the primary goal of researchers,
UFOlogists, and the just plain curious, the overall product
seems to make for some really interesting reading to those
like myself who have no axe to grind.

The bottom line is, nothing prevents you from posting your own
experience for all of us right here in this forum, should you
take the notion (hint, hint). The worst that can happen is,
someone may accuse you of spinning a really good yarn. ...But you
have grown out of the concern for what others think over the
years, I'm sure.  I do know this much... You believe in your
experience.  ...And that's all that counts.

I challenge you to share it with us again, here and now.  ;-)

Regards,

Jack
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Alien Autopsy Report

From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
Date: Thu, 11 Dec 1997 08:03:37 +0000
Fwd Date: Thu, 11 Dec 1997 22:24:46 -0500
Subject: Alien Autopsy Report

Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 19:35:53 -0800
From: Mark Lee Center <enzoab@ix.netcom.com>
To: enzoab@ix.netcom.com
Subject: Alien Autopsy Report

Hello Interested People!

Please go to the Society of Operating Cameramen Home Page to see
the latest news on the Alien Autopsy!

http://www.soc.org/alienautopsy.html

There you will find an in depth report weighing the pros and cons
of the film. Myself and others helped with the report and it
turned out pretty good.

Pass the word around please. The stories not yet dead!!!

Thx,

Mark L. Center
http://www.uforeport.com
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the Grand Conspiracy

From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
Date: Thu, 11 Dec 1997 12:14:37 -0700
Fwd Date: Thu, 11 Dec 1997 22:26:41 -0500
Subject: the Grand Conspiracy

> From: Ktperehwon <Ktperehwon@aol.com> [Karl T. Pflock]
> Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 11:52:44 EST
> Fwd Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 23:05:58 -0500
> Subject: Re: LaPaz's Activities

> >Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 11:07:11 -0800
> >From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
> >To: Updates@globalserve.net
> >Subject: LaPaz's Activities

> Greetings Jan & UpDates Addicts:

> >To me the real history of UFOs is very interesting without the
> >conspiracy theories of people with other axes to grind and
> >without the anonymous "inside" informants who can never supply
> >any credible and creditable evidence or support.

Boy ain't 'dat the truth. The conspiracy claims have been so
forcefully attached to this field of research that it's enough to
make anyone dizzy.

There's lots of people doing excellant research without
constantly making reference to the big bad Air Force-tap my
phone-steal my evidence-threaten my witnesses all the time song
and dance. It's exhausting.

To what extent the Defense Department actually monitors UFO's and
ufology I really couldn't say but I've begun to tire of this
field being superficially presented as one big conspiracy and
nothing more. What a stigma.

Especially here on the Internet where the bullshit stacks up so
fast you need wings to stay above it.

Speaking of which, my name isn't really "Jared" it's Jarod. I
changed it after completing that project with Bill Uhouse when I
was sending him telepathic messages on how to build UFO
simulators based on our technology.

Jared.
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Crop Circle Connector #52

From: Mark Fussell <mjfussell@marque.demon.co.uk>
Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 00:27:27
Fwd Date: Thu, 11 Dec 1997 22:29:08 -0500
Subject: Crop Circle Connector #52

Welcome to the Crop Circle Connector Mailing List #52

WHAT`S NEW on the Crop Circle Connector at:-

http://alpha.mic.dundee.ac.uk/ft/crop_circles/anasazi/whatsnew.html

Updated  Monday 8th December  1997

(Members 2280)

********************************************

           BACK TO BASICS

    Internal Geometry of Crop Circles

          By Bert Janssen

Two major articles one in Dutch with the
    translated English Version

Bert has been a Dutch Crop Circle researcher
for some years, and has noticed the containing
geometry within the patterns, which form the
fundamental basis for the designs. In this
particular article he discusses and shows us the
fascinating correlation between the formations
and points out the construction of certain shapes
from the 1997 season, and the internal mechanics
of their form.

********************************************

All the best

Stuart & Mark

*******************************************
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CURRENT-ENCOUNTERS: Filer's Files #49

From: Majorstar <Majorstar@AOL.COM>
Date: Thu, 11 Dec 1997 21:37:03 EST
Fwd Date: Thu, 11 Dec 1997 22:34:11 -0500
Subject: CURRENT-ENCOUNTERS: Filer's Files #49

Filer's Files #49  MUFON Skywatch Investigations
From George A. Filer:  MUFON Eastern Director, Dec. 11, 1997
Majorstar@aol.com  (609) 654-0020

The Sages tell us to study history carefully. For what happens to our
forebears is bound to happen again to us.

NEW YORK

Case 97/9/15.  MUFON investigators Richard Slingerland and  David Bodner (sp)
P.E. completed their investigation of a September 9th sighting near Pulaski,
NY.  The witness, a well known local artist, looked up for no particular
reason and observed an unidentified flying object. The witness described the
UFO as similar to a Christmas snowball like tree ornament. It had an irregular
surface, but a perfect outline.  The UFO  glowed as if it had an internal
light source. The entire object appeared white except for a black circle near
the bottom. This black circle may have been an opening, a window or part of
the propulsion system.  The black circle within the UFO appeared to rotate
about 45 degrees during the four to five minute observation. The witness drew
an artistic watercolor representation of the UFO, showing its size in relation
to the moon.  The apparent size comparison indicates the object was three
times larger than the moon. The witness felt the object was at least 5000 feet
from her and no farther than a mile away. This would indicate it was a large
object at least the size of a large aircraft. The witness felt fearful during
the sighting and afterwards felt uncomfortable thinking about it.  The event
ended when the object dissolved instantaneously.  Thanks to David Schmidt, NY
State Director, and Richard Slingerland for this report.

ARIZONA

CNI  News editor Michael Lindemann reports on the night of November 25, Lesley
Beare and her housemate David described a series of incidents that began in
mid-evening and  lasted until past midnight.  David, who calls himself a
complete skeptic regarding UFOs, told that he and Lesley were returning from a
short  trip to a nearby convenience store when they observed several lights
moving  in the sky above their ranch. At first, he assumed the lights belonged
to some  kind of "test aircraft," because unusual aircraft often fly out of
nearby Davis-Monthan Air Force Base, south of Tucson. However, at Lesley's
urging, he observed the lights through binoculars.  "I've never seen a plane
like this," he said. "It didn't have legal [aircraft] lights. It was very
bright and dashing about." Despite the  oddness of the sighting, David went
inside to read a book. "I didn't want to  deal with it," he said. "I had my
denial going." But Lesley stayed outside.  At least one other woman, a
neighbor, also watched the moving lights.  "It was like two spheres, circular,
and playing, going up and down and sideways and together," Lesley said. The
sighting so captivated her that  she forgot about the ice cream they had just
purchased at the store. It was  found melting in the car the next morning.
But this was just the beginning. After watching the lights for about  half an
hour, Lesley went inside with David and her two children. Some time  later,
her dogs started barking. She let them out the front door.  "I went out the
front door, and there were these three shapes in the sky  that were all
different colors," Lesley said. "One was like a square with a triangle in it,
one was like two spheres, and one was like two boxes  with what appeared to be
some kind of bridge or light that attached them  together. So I went in and
got David and my two kids and had them look at it. We  were watching them
dance in the sky."  Asked to estimate size and distance of the objects, Lesley
said that  they appeared to be "in front of" a mountain range about two miles
away, to  the east. She estimated that the objects looked bigger than a
helicopter  would look at the same distance. The objects made no noise, she
said.  Although the moving lights looked beautiful, Lesley said she became
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concerned because her animals were obviously agitated. "My dogs were barking
constantly and acting weird. The horses were very upset. The goats were hiding
under their little house." Lesley said her animals had never acted that way as
long as she had been on that ranch.

It was then that she decided to call Davis-Monthan Air Force Base.  "I asked
David-Monthan, 'Are you doing something in the sky? Because my animals are
going crazy, and I'll go down and tranquilize them if you're doing something
that's upsetting them.' And they basically said, 'That's classified
information,' and hung up," Lesley told CNI News.  "Whatever happened [that]
night was not usual. It wasn't right," David  said. "We called Davis-Monthan
to report it, and they told us it was  classified and none of our business."
Lesley then decided to call local news media to see if anyone had  reported
similar sightings, but no one had. Then she called 911. To her surprise,  the
911 operator gave she reported her sighting to a "UFO place" in Florida. " By
this time, there was more activity in the sky. Two or three planes appeared to
come toward their location from Davis-Monthan. Though David  could not confirm
that they were military jets, he felt sure they were not commercial planes. He
said the strange aerial objects disappeared as the planes approached, but
returned when the planes left the area.

 "It was real obvious, after I made the report, that Davis-Monthan AFB was
getting interested. We never have planes like that around our house," Lesley
said.  "Davis-Monthan wanted to know where [the objects] were," David added.
Later that evening, Lesley took a high-powered flashlight and flashed it
toward the sky. "The box-shaped one was starting to go away, so I had  this
big mag-light, and as I flickered the light, this thing came toward me,"  she
said. "It scared the hell out of me and my kids."  "It was hovering in one
spot, and then it started coming toward us,"  David said. "I told her, 'Don't
do that! Come in the house!'"  They all ran inside. That was the last they saw
of the objects. They did  not go back outside until the next morning. But the
strangeness was not  over.  "This is the weirdest thing," Lesley said. "My
kids were  terrified. They're nine and twelve years old. So I put them to bed,
and then David  and I went to bed. And as we were going to sleep, he said,
'One of the boys is  in here. Look at the bottom of the bed.' As I looked up,
I saw what  appeared to be a figure of some kind, and then it was gone. So I
ran into my kids'  room, because I thought they were playing some kind of game
with me. But they  were sound asleep."  Lesley and David say they don't know
who, or what, was in their room  that night.  Thanks to CNI  News editor
Michael Lindemann  and Bill Ventre.

COLORADO

Last week, we reported on the discovery of cattle mutilations in the San Louis
Valley .  Now we have learned that the night before, on November 29, 1997, at
11 p.m., four people in Crestone, Colorado on the western slope of the Sangre
de CristoMountains, spotted "unusual multi-colored lights" in the sky about 15
to 20 miles northwest of town.      Identical lights were also seen by four
people traveling on Colorado Highway 17, located 15 miles west of Crestone.
This sighting took place at around 4:45 p.m. The following morning, Sunday,
November 30,a rancher found a dead mutilated calf on his property just
northwest of Center, Colorado; a small town 165 miles southwest of Denver. The
"year-old, still-warm, female calf...was missing all the flesh from its right-
side mandible, its right eye   and a 10-inch (25-centimeter) rectum coring
that   extended 18 inches (45 centimeters) into the animal."
       "The crime scene was completely devoid of any tracks--except for the
dead calf's," reported Skywatch investigator Christopher O'Brien, author of
THE MYSTERIOUS VALLEY (St. Martin's Press, 1996). There were no "footprints or
blood or any additional clues as to how the calf was killed and subsequently
mutilated."       The rancher, who owns a herd of 38 cattle, told O'Brien that
he found "a second calf with a bloody nose and is missing a third."  The case
is being investigated by the Saguache County Sheriff's Department.  Center is
on Highway 112 approximately.  (Many thanks to Steve Wilson Sr. (UFOSSI) for
this report.)

NEW JERSEY

On November 17, 1997, , a ham radio operator reported that UFOs were active
according to pilot transmissions to Newark Airport Tower on frequency
118.300Mhz. (See Filer's Files #47) The report indicated, "Flight 262 flying
over northern New Jersey reported at 8:50 p.m., he had two UFOs right in front
of him.  A second jet also reported two UFOs near them."
MUFON investigator Bob Durant, who is an airline pilot has made inquiries into
the alleged incident.  Bob believes the radio transmissions and procedures
used by the alleged pilots and Newark Tower imply a prank or hoax.  For
example, pilots almost always identify themselves by airline name, such as
Delta Flight 262 or TWA Flight 111 rather than just Flight 262. Tapes of the
radio transmissions are apparently not available. Therefore, unless new
evidence is obtained, we have serious doubts to the validity of this report.

UNITED KINGDOM
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Victor Kean reports, the Rendlesham "Skywatch"  team recorded their first FT
sighting on December 5th, 1993.  Visits continued  throughout 1994, 1995 and
1996 during which the FT was seen on 16 occasions. Various colored Spheres
were also observed.  With the establishment of the FT Database it was found
that the timings of the Rendlesham 'Skywatch' team fitted neatly with timed
sightings from the Sizewell, Suffolk Nuclear Power complex.   The distance
between Rendlesham and Sizewell is 12 miles. Intervals of 10 and 30 minutes
are noted. On one particular occasion (Feb.19th 1995) the FT was first seen
"Hovering out at sea" over the Wash, East Anglia (52.57 N. 0.19 E.) at 1950
hours. by independent observers. The FT was then 'tracked' by four other
sightings during the hours following  This assumes, of course, that it was the
*same* FT on each occasion.) The "Skywatch' team observed the FT at 0245
hours. It was seen at Sizewell at ten minutes later. During 1997 (Jan. to
July) The black FT has been observed on five occasions. Colored Spheres on
nine occasions.

Intervals between the Rendlesham sightings and subsequent Sizewell NPS
sightings are between 2 and 12 minutes. I am loath to say much about the
"Skywatch" team themselves.     They are headed by one of the UK's well-
respected researchers.     I have repeatedly warned them of the risks they are
taking by being in the Rendlesham   area, close to the Woodbridge base (Now
back in 'operation')  in the wee small hours of the morning. The whole area is
a 'sensitive' area and maps in the Public Domain are clearly marked as being a
'DANGER AREA' .   My concern is that they may stumble into a Military 'Swat
Team'. Groups  are currently  conducting 'skywatches' in Rendlesham Forest and
observing spheres  and the occasional FT on its way to/ and from the Sizewell
Nuclear complex. Thanks to Victor Kean and PROJECT-1947.

 On November 12, 1997, at 5:14 p.m., Harry Price was walking his dog in Bognor
Regis, West Sussex, about 70 miles (112 kilometers) southwest of London "on a
clear but chilly evening."  As he approached the Bognor Regis railroad
station, "looking up in a northerly direction, he saw a shining light that
split into seven smaller lights and traveled away" to the north.  Harry's
workmate, who was with him at the time, "also saw the same thing."       A
third eyewitness, waiting at the train station, saw the same UFO "from the
platform a few minutes before the arrival of the 5:30 train."  (Many thanks to
Roger of CompuServe for this report.) (

ARGENTINA

      A glowing UFO paced a local transit bus on the highway between Rio
Cuarto and Las Higueras in Cordoba province, Argentina, approximately 512
kilometers (320 miles) west of Buenos Aires, the national capital.  The
incident took place Tuesday evening, November 25, 1997.  Sra. Alicia Ana de
Lourenco boarded a transit bus owned by Transportes Rio Cuarto Ltda. for a
trip to the nearby town of General Cabrera.       At 8:55 p.m., Sra. de
Lourenco looked out the bus window at "a storm front in the south." Suddenly,
"a luminous object, bigger than a star and far more brilliant, caught her
attention, and she began to observe it with great care."

      The OVNI (Spanish acronym for UFO) "had a half-moon shape," and she
estimated that its flight path carried it over Carnerillo, southeast of Rio
Cuarto.       "To corroborate what she was seeing, she called to a policeman
sitting a few rows in front of her.  Then, to get a better view of the object,
they opened the side window and observed how it zigzagged right and left."
As the UFO came closer, the bus passengers saw that it contained "four rows of
lights, which Sra. de Lourenco described as 'the lights of a theatre.'"  The
"luminous OVNI" kept pace with the bus until it reached Las Higueras, about
five kilometers (3 miles) northeast of Rio Cuarto" and then it zipped away.
The UFO was seen and videotaped in Las Higueras by a teenager, Valeria
Angelini, who used a Panasonic M8000 camcorder "to capture the luminous object
on tape."       On Monday, December 1, 1997, Srta. Angelini was interviewed by
three ufologists from the Argentine UFO study group COR-Thanks to Carlos
Iurchuk y Fundacion Argentina de Ovniologia para eso caso. and UFO RoundupVol
2, # 47, December 7, 1997 Editor: Joseph Trainor.)

NEW HAMPSHIRE

With the onset of winter snows, the families of missing Lear jet pilots Johan
Schwartz and Patrick Hayes have ended their weekend searches in the upper
Connecticut River valley of New England.       Since the official search ended
on January 6, 1997, the men's relatives and numerous friends have scoured the
woods on both the New Hampshire and Vermont sides of the river, searching for
the wreckage of the Lear jet, which vanished on the morning of December 24,
1996.

      "The plane left Bridgeport, Connecticut at 9:20 a.m.  At 9:45, it was
within a few miles of Lebanon (New Hampshire), 176 miles north."     "At 9:51,
one of the pilots told the (Lebanon, N.H.) tower he had missed on his first
approach in the rain and fog.  The tower cleared the pilot to turn around and
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try again.  The plane called the tower, but an airport spokesman said the
signal was 'very, very weak' and unintelligible.  'The tower tried to call
back, and there was no answer,' the spokesman said." The families, aided by
hundreds of volunteers and friends, launched a new round of ground searches on
October 12. In early November, the search's focus turned to Topsham, Vermont
a town 45 miles north of Lebanon, N.H., following a report from a woman who
had been driving on Route 302 that morning. Over the Christmas carols on her
car radio, "Donna Nelson heard a roar like a cranky furnace firing up on a
cold morning.  She turned and saw a plane flying 'much, much too low.  It was
a little over the tree level.  I'm not one to look at planes flying around,
but it was making this awful noise,' she said."       "The jet appeared to be
following the road she was on, U.S. Route 302 from Topsham to Barre, Vt.  It
was just after 10 a.m. on Christmas Eve day (December 24--J.T.)."      Yet a
search of the Topsham area proved futile. No wreckage was found.
      According to Major Ron Alie of the N.H. Fish and Game Department, over
275 witness reports were collected this year.  Most of them contradict each
other.

The Lear jet flown by Schwartz, 31, of Westport, Conn. and Hayes, 30, of
Clinton, Conn. was flying at a speed of four miles per minute.  Yet, even at
that speed, it could not have been over both Topsham, Vt. and Lincoln, N.H.,
communities 70 miles apart, at just after 10 a.m.       Eyewitness reports of
"low-flying jets" were also received from Campton, N.H., 70 miles east of
Lebanon; East Andover, Croydon and Meriden, and also in Charlestown, N.H., on
the river, 40 miles south of Lebanon and 60 miles southeast of Topsham, Vt.
"Vermont witness reports came from towns as far south as Putney north to the
St. Johnsbury area and to Hardwick, about 10 miles west of St. Johnsbury."
(Incidentally, the Hardwick/St. Johnsbury area was the site of several UFO
sightings between January and May 1997--J.T.)       The families' "grief has
been tinged with bitterness that the official search was called off so soon,
and that their pleas to resume the search in the spring went unanswered."
"'Yes, we realize that there were no survivors, but we're still alive and we
should be helping each other,' Jay Hayes said."       "Search officials say
too much time has elapsed for them to get involved."       "Jay Hayes does not
know how long he will keep looking."       "'Once a year's over, I don't know
what I'm going to do,' he said.  'I've done everything I can.  But you never
give up hope.'" (See the Providence, R.I. Journal-Bulletin for November 30,
1997, "Pilots' Families Still Seek Answers as Anniversary of Crash Nears," and
October 13, 1997, "Flight of N.H. Mystery Jet Lingers In Witnesses' Memories."
From: UFO RoundupVol 2, # 47, December 7, 1997 Editor: Joseph Trainor

TWA FLIGHT 800

A retired Navy pilot, Commander William Donaldson, claims he has done his own
investigation of TWA Flight 800 and feels certain the crash  was caused by a
terrorist missile. On Sunday, December 7, 1997, he was the key speaker on  the
C-Span, "Accuracy in Media" television show.  He claims that radar tapes
reviewed by FAA and Navy personnel show a missile hitting the aircraft.  He
further claims the reason for the denials by government were Whitehouse orders
to prevent public knowledge of terrorist operations prior  to the election.
The President issued Executive Order 13039 on March 11, 1997, that rescinded
all Whistle Blower laws concerning this case. The order was released just
prior to the "Paris Magazine" article also claiming that a missile caused the
tragedy.

Commander Donaldson personally interviewed several witnesses who saw a missile
like object leave the ocean surface, ascend to altitude make a left turn and
explode near Flight 800.  He provided taped testimony of Richard Gauss a
witness to the tragedy. Gauss stated he heard the sound of thunder twice and a
few seconds later saw an orange flare like object ascend towards West Hampton.
As the flare climbed higher and glowed in the sky, he commented to his friend,
"It looks like a UFO,"   The object penetrated a cloud layer and he saw a huge
glowing brightness in the sky.  Tom Daugherty another witness was on the porch
of the Hampton Yacht Club when he and a group of friends saw a missile like
object launch.  All saw the fireworks bright pink launch . The unidentified
object climbed straight up then veered sharply towards an aircraft and
exploded. A few seconds later a larger secondary explosion occurred and the
smoky wreckage started tumbling into the sea.  Several witnesses also
complained of having strange men guard their house for a year after the crash.

Donaldson also interviewed Major Mier, an ANG pilot who had won a
Distinguished Flying Cross in Vietnam.  Major Mier was flying near Flight 800
at the time and insisted the initial explosion was caused by ordinance outside
the craft such as a missile.  He had observed missiles in Vietnam. The initial
explosion was outside rather than from inside the aircraft's center wing fuel
tank.  All investigators agree that the center fuel tank exploded. The
disagreement concerns what caused the center tank to explode.  Government
experts claim they have not determined the cause, but rule out a missile.
Donaldson conducted some experiments on TV showing that Jet A fuel used by
virtually all commercial  aircraft is very difficult to explode and would have
needed an outside source such as a missile.  He measured the temperature on
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the center fuel tanks on similar 747 aircraft under similar conditions and
found the that comparatively low temperatures could  not have caused an
explosion.

His most convincing evidence had to do with damage to the aircraft.  He claims
Flight 800's nose wheel doors were blown inward by the impact from an
explosion outside the aircraft.   Parts of the wing were also blown apart as
from a missile, rather than from an internal explosion. These key parts of the
aircraft damaged in the initial missile explosion landed first several
thousand feet prior to the other parts of the aircraft. Tracking the damage
caused by the secondary fuel tank explosion would not reach either to the
outer wings or to the nose wheel panels.  A top secret hangar allegedly houses
40 key aircraft parts of the aircraft showing damage from the impact of
explosion outside the aircraft. Although this evidence and other evidence has
been presented to the news media they have been reluctant to tell the story to
the public. The full true story of Flight 800 has yet to be told.

ABDUCTIONS AND UFO CONSULTATIONS
We are happy to announce that Dr. Joseph Ricciolli M.D. Eastern MUFON is
available for hypnosis, and consultation for UFO related events.  Preliminary
consultation can be accomplished over the phone. He can be contacted through
his web site at http//www.Angelfire.//com//nj/CENTER or Dr.Hypno@mail.com.
.
If you have a UFO news or comments, please, e-mail it to:  Majorstar@aol.com
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 9

Re: Roswell Rods

From: TotlResrch <TotlResrch@aol.com> [Kal K. Korff]
Date: Tue, 9 Dec 1997 11:16:03 EST
Fwd Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 12:13:45 -0500
Subject: Re: Roswell Rods

>Date: Tue, 9 Dec 1997 08:19:30 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: ROSWELL RODS

In a recent posting, Bob Shell wrote:

<snip>

>Although not directly part of ufology, this bunch
>of badly seasoned baloney exemplifies what is wrong
>with ufology.  People who should know better foisting
>off spurious evidence onto people not equipped to
>evaluate it for themselves.

GREAT ADVICE, Bob. Never thought I'd ever AGREE with you on more
than any one point. That's TWO points we AGREE on now, 1) your
assessment of these unimpressive "Rods" images and 2) your
comments that the Meier photos are fakes.

Now, if only Jim Deardorff would get a clue.

My only question, Bob, is that since you obviously have a very
sound point here, WHEN are you going to "walk your talk" and
APPLY THESE SAME, SELF- PROFESSED STANDARDS AND REASONING to the
Alien Autopsy hoax??

No need for a reply, it's a rhetorical question, unless you've
changed your stance on the Autopsy ScamTilli.

Sincerely,
Kal Korff
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 9

Re: Clark and ETH (and ELs)

From: Brian Cuthbertson <brianc@fc.net>
Date: Tue, 9 Dec 1997 09:36:47 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 11:51:13 -0500
Subject: Re: Clark and ETH (and ELs)

On Mon 8 Dec 1997 John Koopmans wrote ...

> Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 17:58:14 -0800
> From: John Koopmans <john.koopmans@sympatico.ca>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Clark and ETH (and ELs)

> [snip]

> I have the sense that many experiencers may feel too intimidated
> to speak up.  The few experiencers who have, have screamed and
> shouted on this List on many ocassions. But how many on this List
> have actually responded and asked them for more details,
> insights, etc. Isn't this what the List is _also_ about? (Am I
> wrong Errol?). That is why I try to defend the experiencers'
> point of view and sometimes get overly carried away when I feel
> someone is either belittleing (sp.?) or insulting them. And that
> is why I use John Velez as a perfect example. He has much to say,
> but no-one seems to want to listen. Individually, these people
> may not have all of the answers, but collectively, they might
> have some astounding clues.

Talk about collective astounding clues:  I don't wanna sound like
an ad here, but anyone interested in a large collection of
"astounding clues" from experiencers should take a look at
Whitley Strieber's recent book, "The Communion Letters".  Its a
published selection (out of his much larger archive) of letters
Strieber received in response to his books (Communion,
Breakthrough, etc), in which all sorts of people wrote to
Strieber telling of their own experiences.  Some to these are
truly bizaar (bizaare? bizzaar?  whatever).  Its a strange world
out there folks, either the people or what's happening to them,
one way or another.

Onward thru' the fog,
-Brian Cuthbertson
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 11

The Birth of 'Flying Saucers'

From: James Easton <pulsar@compuserve.com>
Date: Thu, 11 Dec 1997 22:09:22 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 11 Dec 1997 22:58:44 -0500
Subject: The Birth of 'Flying Saucers'

Errol wrote,

>Time to call closure on The Birds...

Errol,

As you wish. I had asked for a summary of the remaining objections to
the scenario outlined and did want to move on to other things.

If I might tidy up a couple of points in closure...

George Fergus pretty well summed up the possibilities which should
arguably at least be considered and the difficulty, as always, is that
in dealing with anyone's estimations, perceptions, sometimes unclear
and overall not entirely consistent evidence, there is so much open
to interpretation.

Kathleen commented, "If you were to live here as I do, you would
notice that Mt. Rainier can be very deceiving... Reading a map of the
area cannot give you an accurate picture of what things are like".

Having seen photographs of the spectacular Mt. Ranier and surrounding
landscape, I realised how true this was. Perhaps the only way to ever
fully appreciate and document the perspective of Kenneth Arnold's
reported encounter is to retrace that same route and record it on
film.

Don might offer, so long as we make sure his camera's loaded.;)

Incidentally Kathleen, when I asked birdwatchers from the area if
there were any candidates which might explain Arnold's descriptions
of the flight characteristics, I had specified they must be
conceivably southbound birds in the area and at that time of year.
Their suggestion was in that context, however it would not be a common
sighting. Whether it might have been more or less so in 1947 is
another matter - you could maybe quiz some of the local "old timers"!

Their overall recollections of the case and it's impact could be quite
interesting.

I had enquired if anyone knew the origin of what was apparently a
later sketch from Kenneth Arnold, showing the crescent-shaped object
with a tail.

In her article, "The Mystery of the Ken Arnold Story", Kathleen
writes:

"On July 3rd Arnold met with a good friend, Colonel Paul Wieland.

[...]

Two days later, Arnold and Wieland went to Boeing Field in Seattle
where they met Captain E.J. Smith who made a spectacular sighting the
day before.
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[...]

Captain Smith, his co-pilot Ralph Stevens, and the entire United Air
Lines Flight 105 had a UFO sighting just after takeoff from Boise
Idaho. Nine objects, flat and circular. Flight attendant Martie Morrow
was called to the cockpit and noticed what appeared to be a formation
of flying disks. They were noted as bigger than the DC-3.

[...]

About the end of July, a letter was sent to Arnold from the Army Air
Corps, requesting that he investigate a strange incident on Maury
Island, an island in the Puget Sound group and accessible by short
ferry ride from Tacoma or Seattle. Arnold did not respond. About the
25th of July, two representatives from Military Intelligence came to
visit. During a friendly conversation Arnold mentioned that just
coincidentally Captain Smith was arriving into Boise. The men
proceeded to the airport to meet Smith and his co-pilot. Arnold and
Smith provided a drawing of what they had both seen. Arnold left out
one important bit of data: one of the 9 craft was different from the
rest. He thought it would diminish the story. He was very wrong.

[...]

This whole case was becoming very complex. Lieutenant Brown and
Captain Davidson from The Fourth Air Force Base become involved.

[...]

In his meeting with Capt. Davidson, Arnold was shown a photograph of
a craft. It struck a note in Ken's mind, this was the one missing
piece --the "other" shaped craft that Arnold had not disclosed.
Davidson told him that the original negative was flown to Washington
D.C.
[End]

Kathleen's full article can be seen at URL:

http://www.pdsnorth.com/~mufonwa/arnold.html

According to Harold Wilkins, in, "Flying Saucers on the Attack", the
sketch in question originated from Lieutenant Frank Brown, of U.S.
Military Intelligence.

When Arnold was shown the sketch - it seems this was in August 1947
during his investigation of the Maury Island incident - he reportedly
claimed that the object depicted looked exactly like one he had seen
in the formation of nine, allegedly the second bottom in the echelon.

As Kathleen and others will know, Brown was killed when his B-52
crashed on the return trip from meeting Arnold.

If it wasn't Arnold's drawing, which sighting report did that sketch
[I'm assuming this is the 'photograph' Kathleen refers to] therefore
originate from?

Wilkins coverage of the Arnold story and the Maury Island case is a
historical perspective I had long forgotten and I rediscovered a quote
which Wilkins attributes to Arnold, in which Arnold reportedly states,
"At my home, I have been visited by unseen entities whom I believe to
be pilots of these weird disks. They were invisible to me and made no
attempt to communicate. But I was aware of their presence because I
could see my rugs and furniture sink down under their weight, as they
walked about the room, or sat on various objects in the room".

Did Arnold ever repeat or expand on this reported claim?

James.
E-mail: pulsar@compuserve.com
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 10

Re: UFOMIND: LaPaz Investigated Roswell According

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 09:28:59 +0200
Fwd Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 22:42:19 -0500
Subject: Re: UFOMIND: LaPaz Investigated Roswell According

10. December 1997 00.08.22
Message
From:   campbell@ufomind.com,Internet
Subject:        UFOMIND: La Paz investigated Roswell according to R & S
To:     Stig Agermose
ufomind@lists.best.com,Internet

Date: Tue, 9 Dec 97 02:03:14 UT
From: "Erik Landahl" <cubman@classic.msn.com>
To: "Glenn Campbell" <campbell@ufomind.com>
Subject: La Paz at Roswell

In Randle and Schmitt's 1990 book, UFO Crash at Roswell, I
believe they devoted an entire section to chronicling how Lincoln
La Paz was hired by the government to trace the final crash path
of the supposed UFO.

That chapter from their book sticks out in my mind, how La Paz
spent much time interviewing locals in remote locations who saw
the object as it made its path toward its eventual supposed
crash.  According to Randle and Schmitt, La Paz used this info to
recreate the path the object took.

Has this La Paz story been discredited?

=================================================================

From: Glenn Campbell

I looked it up.  There is a short chapter on La Paz on page
118-121 of Randle and Schmitt's "UFO Crash at Roswell."

According to Lewis Rickett, he and La Paz interviewed ranchers in
Sept.
1947 -- pretty much as claimed in the "Latino Conspiracy" article
previously posted to the list.  They interviewed witnesses at
remote ranches and sought to determine the trajectory of the
object.  LaPaz believed the craft was unmanned.

The information all comes from Rickett, who is a primary witness
in the R & S book.  (The claims about LaPaz would be discredited
if Rickett were.)

See: www.ufomind.com/catalog/r/roscrash/
See: www.ufomind.com/people/r/rickett/

+---------------------------------------------------------------
| UFOMIND MAILING LIST - Supporting the Ufomind/PsiSpy Website
| http://www.ufomind.com/misc/ - Glenn Campbell, Moderator
| "unsubscribe"/"subsingle" to: ufomind-request@lists.best.com
| Submissions to: ufomind@lists.best.com
|
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|
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+---------------------------------------------------------------
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 12

Re: Au revoir

From: DevereuxP <DevereuxP@aol.com>
Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 00:03:45 EST
Fwd Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 11:18:11 -0500
Subject: Re: Au revoir

>From: "Tom Burnett" <burnettc@gte.net>
>To: "UFO UpDates - Toronto" <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Au revoir
>Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 08:09:27 -1000

Dear Tom,

Many thanks for your message - one of several I have received
privately. I greatly appreciate your comments.

Facts on File will be bringing out UFOs & UFOLOGY (Devereux and
Brookesmith) in the States in February, I think - it is out in
the UK this month from Blandford Press. That  goes into some of
the things I have been attempting to discuss on Updates, and is
illustrated. Next year, I'll have a book out on lucid dreaming
(from Tuttle in USA, I think). But the heavy duty stuff on alien
abductions/lucid dreaming and practical ways to have the
experience will take a bit longer - we are up to our eyes in the
work right now. It will be sea-change material - promise.

Also, I run a fairly regular column in FORTEAN TIMES magazine -
available from major bookstores in both UK and USA.

Very best wishes,
Paul
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 12

Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Dennis <dstacy@texas.net>
Date: Thu, 11 Dec 1997 23:06:58 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 11:20:07 -0500
Subject: Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>Date: Thu, 11 Dec 1997 09:11:48 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

<Mucho snippo>

>I'm doing what I can.  I don't see why it is up to me to
>reform UFOlogy.

>Bob

Bob:

Nor do I.

Out of curiousity, though...you're on record on this list as
defending a non-literal/physical interpretation of UFOs and
aliens in general, and abductions in particular. At the same
time, however, you continue to (seemingly) defend the physical
reality of the alien autopsy film.

I'm not asking you to make an either/or choice here, I'm just
curious as to how you reconcile the two opposite points of view?

Dennis
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 12

Re: Alfred's Odd Ode #203

From: rfsignal@sprynet.com [Cathy Johnson]
Date: Thu, 11 Dec 1997 22:02:20 -0800
Fwd Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 11:25:52 -0500
Subject: Re: Alfred's Odd Ode #203

>Date: Thu, 11 Dec 1997 07:34:00 -0600
>From: Alfred Lehmberg <Lehmberg@snowhill.com>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Alfred's Odd Ode #203

Dear Alfred,

This work stirs me to call you.  How could I tell you of the
waves of humanity that will burst forth from our star.  Such a
flower of loss and death will be the fate of the first wave.  The
second wave will land on sweeter surface and begin again to
replicate the Earth as it will be for us and as it was for them.
The third wave will be as epic as the preceeding ones, no less as
great in intent and endeavour.

The fourth wave of humanity will have assurances and help to
survive, to prosper so well in the vastness of space and time.
All the while, the Earth pod, having cast forth its seeds, will
wither each time to renew itself once more, each time much longer
than the last.  Is this such a vision as I see, is it true fate
for me?  Is it what will be or just a pattern of humanity?

Mark me now, for I have been where humans could never go, have
seen what only I have seen and done only what I have done.
Nothing more could ever be than what it is that I have come to
see.

I have seen the living light out between the stars.  I have
journeyed so far that only my mind could accept the vastness of
it all.  Within this finite universe that we perceive, I have
been beyond it all, beyond what even I could have ever possibly
have been.  Yet, her and now, I sit in this dismal world,
watching and knowing of the greatness, the glory and the power
that allowed my pitiful self to have been at all.  By chance I
have come to be.  By chance will I come to go.  By chance and by
luck, are the factors of my life such as I know.

I could not possibly tell you of my pain and suffering, endured
so heartlessly, so lost.  For every tear that can not fall, a
thousand lives I have lived and know it all.  I have seen and
been where ever I wanted to go for two short years that had
become lifetimes for me.  A thousand years of culture, a hundred
years of practical service, and countless little things I have
done during my time.  Ihave no idea of the total effect of my
singular life.  I can only know that by watching the societies
and worlds as they change around me.  But, every once in a while
a little reminder rises up out of the past and declares the
reality of it all to me.  Only then could I know by the flashback
rush of experience.  Oh just how real it really is, how true and
perfect I have been to have brought this about.  To see another
human's life as testimony to my work can be no less than
absolute.  YES!!!!!!

If only you could see for a moment of what my eyes have seen.

Take care for now,

Cathy
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Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Rob Irving <RobIrving@aol.com>
Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 08:49:01 EST
Fwd Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 11:27:42 -0500
Subject: Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>  Date: Thu, 11 Dec 1997 09:11:48 -0500
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

Bob,

>  Except for a contribution from Paul Fuller the material on
>  the CD is all from Mike, Philip and me.  I'm not in charge of
>  this project, and I am sure that there is no way that Mike (and
>  Perhaps Philip) would have let me include anything from Mr.
>  Irving.

A rare compliment, but not deserved as much as say, James Easton,
who's excellent research I can see you, Mike, and Phil, also have
no intention of including. As self-conferred authorities you are
of course expected to embrace facts rather than demonstrate a
desperate fear of them. It is obvious from your uncomfortable
reaction that Theresa's findings are well worth attention from
the rest of us - that is, those of us who don't equate the word
"investigation" with "pious myopia".

Rob
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
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ACC's Transcapacitor Press Release

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 12:32:24 +0200
Fwd Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 11:31:59 -0500
Subject: ACC's Transcapacitor Press Release

Published on American Computer Company's website December 7.
URL:

http://www.American-Computer.com/Transcap.htm

AMERICAN COMPUTER COMPANY unearths previously unknown electronic
device it claims it obtained by analyzing notes about Alien
Artifact examined by Bell Labs 50 years ago, notes that were sold
ACC by an unnamed source...

In an earthshaking Press Release, the American Computer Company,
Cranford, NJ

http://american-computer.com

announced:

a) In July of 1947, the Department of the Army Air Force, secured
debris from one crashed Aircraft and a complete Aircraft which
was landed by occupants trying to determine the status of their
comrades from the first crash site. The Aircraft captured by the
Air Force are allegedly of ExtraTerrestrial Manufacture, bearing
engineering wonders previously unseen by humans.

b) As a result of an indepth study of notes and things it
purchased from an unnamed source, American Computer Company has
announced that it has newly discovered a previously undetected
electronic component, one that it feels the Air Force, IBM and
Bell Labs overlooked in 1947. The notes were kept about a project
involving IBM and AT&T during 1947 who had been hired to analyze
the wreckage and the intact spacecraft by the Air Force during
July and August of 1947.

At least one past analysis of the debris allegedly led to AT&T
Bell Labs announcement of the Transistor in September of 1947.
Remarkably: ACC has announced that Bell Labs, the Army and Air
Force Research Labs, and IBM Research "completely missed one of
the key components in the debris they were given to analyze".

c) The component American Computer Company discovered, has been
dubbed the "Transfer Capacitor". ACC has decided to refer to it
as the Transcap or Transcapacitor, and as the "T-CAP" for short.
ACC has noticed that it is reserving these names, along with the
Transpacitor, as ACC Trademarks and Usage Marks. It has several
advanced features heretofor unidentified in the electronics
industry, and it is UNRELATED to the Transistor in composition:

ACC claimed that the "T-CAP" can store energy in "levels" using a
single microelectronic component device that could be
manufactured as small as physics permits, having only four
fundamental elements (the Transistor has only three), to whit, as
small as a small part of a Micron, at the molecular level,
smaller even than a single Transistor as are used in today's
microchips.

ACC said that the energy levels the T-CAP can store can represent
mathematical values up to 10 to the 23rd power, and can be
recalled, all using only a single Transcap device and a simple
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circuit design.

The Transcap could revolutionize memory devices, as it replaces
as many as 50 to 1000 Transistors used in common Memory Chips. A
version of the Transcap can be used as a comparator to enable
"analog boolean mathematics" as are commonly used in Computers
today. As a result, it could revolutionize the size of computers,
reducing them to 1/50th to 1/1000th of their size, or increasing
memory capacity by 50 to 1000 times in the same space as today's
common memory systems.

ACC said that the energy levels the Transcap can store, could
also be "modulated", and could be configured to represent a
"fragment" of information, not just the bits and bytes stored in
today's computers.

To that extent, it would operate much like a very short piece of
"recording tape". ACC's engineers, excited by their find,
described the circuit as being "similar in function to the
synapses of the brain or the neuro ganglial pill, yet much
smaller, more precise and much, much faster."

ACC's staff indicated that the Transcap has very little heat
transfer in its operation, hence it runs with less than 1000th of
the heat dissipation of conventional memory circuits, yet its
read cycle (requiring a rewrite for refresh after read) operates
in the sub-nanosecond speed range. Power from the Transcap is
recycled from read to write cycles, hence it is "highly power
efficient", said the Disclosure, with little or no heat
emmission, as there is no power loss in the Transcap, unlike the
Transistor.

In addition, ACC's staff said that the Transcap can also be used
as a replacement for "electron valves" (also known as "vacuum
tubes") even though an unconventional application, and would be
ideal for such applications where Transistors have been
unsuccessful.

According to ACC, in addition to obvious application in
Computers, the Transcap can also be used as a high voltage,
unifrequency Oscillator, with applications in Laser, Radio,
Microwave, Data Communications, and UltraFrequency devices,
possessing features which the Transistor does not: it can store
the oscillatory energy and discharge it in sub nanosecond pulses,
at voltages upto 80 Megavolt, and Frequencies up to near light
wave ranges.

The Transcap Patents being prepared by lawyers for ACC's
Shadowlake R&D facility, will be filed in weeks to months, and
include manufacturing techniques, commercialization and other
utility patents that ACC has decided to apply for. ACC has
claimed full rights to the device, indicating that "The Air
Force, AT&T and Bell Labs had 50 years to discover THIS device in
the wreckage, now we have found it, and on the very same basis as
with other finds from the wreckage the Air Force proliferated to
commercial interests, we are staking a claim in the
Transcapacitor!"

It was not stated when ACC felt it would be able to bring the
Transcap to market, but the company indicated "This time, its
going to be mass produced cheaply and made available to the
public at minimum cost. It could revolutionize computing,
telephony, radio, TV and other electronic components, and we are
going to see that it does so to the benefit of Humanity. Our
studies have indicated that the Transcap could change the way we
transmit signals along wires: by using its energy-modulation
signature approach, we might even be able to cram megabits of
information per second along ordinary circuits used for dial up
telephone lines today at only thousands of bits per second.
Who knows, perhaps we'll all save a lot of money, at the very
least we are going to open up the Information Superhighway to
some Autobahn Speed Traffic and Information flow, rather than the
Turtle Race it is today..."

ACC indicated that one other use, as a component in small, flat
picture tubes, was being investigated at the time of this
release. ACC indicated it hoped that the component would become a
boon to humanity, and not a "hot potato controlled by a small
group of labs licensing it out for the sake of their own
self-possessed greed for high fees to the highest bidder...".
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Initial information has indicated that at least one company, IBM
Corporation, may file a protest on the patent, claiming that it
"discovered the device first". In response to the rumor, an ACC
Spokesperson said: "IBM always says things like that."

For more information, contact the Company.

====== END OF PRESS RELEASE ======
Prepared by -- John Schwartz
 Superior Media Services
 Newark, NJ 07102
 908-931-1200
=============================
REPRINTED at the request of public interests.

(c) 1997, 1998 American Computer Company. All Rights Reserved.
May Not Be Commercially Reproduced.
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Wang Update On ACC's Transcapicitor

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 12:40:18 +0200
Fwd Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 11:37:04 -0500
Subject: Wang Update On ACC's Transcapicitor

Received via "Doc in Phoenix" December 12 at 05.42 local time:

*******

Doc in Phoenix

[Begin RFC-822 message.]
From: "acsa" <acsa@ix.netcom.com>
To: <authority@webtv.net>
Subject: Re: ED WANG   ATTENTION
Date: Thu, 11 Dec 1997 23:10:44 -0500

ohhh, mucho mas to come....  you'd be shocked if you heard what I'd
heard, today.

(Did you happen to notice they, ACC, are selling a 200MHZ MMX Pentium
PC System with all the trimmings for $789?  Its on their home page...
Is this possible?)

Here is the scuttlebutt from

http://american-computer.com

(pass this email on, verbatim...)

Story #1:
The Air Force's lawyer was at American Computer today with a
subpoena - but were escorted out of the building by AC Security
empty handed.

Apparently, as he was leaving, Jack Shulman met him in the lobby
and gave him two blue "American Computer" coffee mugs and a 1998
"American Computer" Daily Organizer, with a smile on his face.
Also: a number of splinter groups inside the Air Force have set
up a "fan club" and are writing emails to ACC every day
encouraging them on... I read one of them today when I stopped by
to meet with my contact.

Story#2:
AC has received a number of telephonic death threats against Jack
Shulman since the T-CAP announcement and since his appearance on
Jeff Rense's Sightings "on the Radio" last week.

Story#3:
http://american-computer.com/ was "active hacked" by one of the
large Internet Suppliers two nights ago, trying to redirect their
page elsewhere.

Story#4:
Four of the top 10 PC Companies have sent active "buyout
proposals" to American Computer over the course of the last week,
including, reportedly, Hewlett Packard, Compaq, and IBM.

Story#5:
At least two semiconductor firms have contacted AC in the past
two days and have opened discussions with them about licensing
the Transpacitor for manufacture.

Story#6:
Merrill Lynch is (more than) rumored to have contacted American
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about trying to get them to go Public "RIGHT NOW!"  At least one
individual has filed a complaint with the Securities and Exchange
Commission saying that the publicity about American Computer in
the last week has been so much, that it is the same thing as if
the company were "going public without a registration statement"
with the SEC.  I don't know what the SEC is doing about this,
although I have heard they may be asking the Attorney General to
investigate if American Computer has sold any public stock (I
understand that they have not, and do not have any active plans
to go public that they could discuss with anyone).

Story#7:
One of the major news wires is spinning off the "Transpacitor
Announcement" onto 4000+ mainstream news sources on Friday or
Monday, without American's knowledge.

Story#8:
American may produce a limited run of Transpacitor storage cards
and sell them in a limited run of Laptop computers, so as to
demonstrate their capability, some time next year.  I understand
that a very simple mock-up of the device is already functioning
in their test lab.

Apparently, it is relatively easy to build, so long as size is
not an issue.  They are expecting to be able to produce a
"nanostorage unit" based on the product that will be able to
store over 4 GB of information in a single panel about the size
of a 128 MB SD-RAM panel as are used in today's PCs, and a "Solid
State Storage disk drive" that will hold 64GB in the space of one
of today's 3.5" PC Hard Drives, and will have no "seek time"
because there are no Disk Heads in the device. (I am being leaked
some pretty interesting technical data...) Apparently a
semiconductor fabrication facility is already working on the
planning for an effort to "grow" the wafers needed to make the
storage device a reality.  It was explained to me that it takes
between 3 and 6 months to get these wafers up to what they call a
"reliable yield (rate)".  I have heard that Seagate Corporation,
Maxtor Corp and Western Digital have expressed a keen interest in
this variation of the device, as it represents a 20 fold increase
in speed over a hard disk drive, and about an 8 times capacity
increase. I understand that the device includes a small
rechargeable Lithium Ion battery that reads and rewrites the
entire contents of the drive every hour, giving the information
on it a lifespan of about 5 years, before the battery has to be
changed.  The longer the unit is powered on on a PC, the longer
the battery lifespan, too.  It is reportedly much more accurate
than electromagnetic storage such as disk or tape, with almost a
Zero error rate!!  And, there is no limitation to its internal
organization, as it does not have the "concentric circles" that
Hardware Disk Drives do - just a continuous stream of storage,
making it much more suitable for applications such as Data Base
Managers! (My contact is compiling a whole data sheet on the
remarkable device).

Story#9:
The Transpacitor "Nanostore" could replace the Digital Video
Disk!  If manufactured in a small, flat package with a built in
battery, a 15 GB unit could hold as much information as is needed
for an upto 3.5 hour long high definition Movie, yet be about 1.5
times the size and twice the thickness of a Floppy Diskette!
And, it would be able to store the movie for about 10 Years
before its built in battery needed replacing.
It would only weigh a few ounces!

Story#10:
The Transpacitor, aside from replacing 50 to 1000 transistors in
a storage circuit, reducing it in complexity, can be built MUCH
SMALLER than even the smallest micro-transistors, as it has a
much "less sophisticated" atomic structure than the Transistor.

Holy Moley!

-- Ed
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Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 15:02:49 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 15:25:53 -0500
Subject: Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>From: Rob Irving <RobIrving@aol.com>
>Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 08:49:01 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>A rare compliment, but not deserved as much as say, James Easton,
>who's excellent research I can see you, Mike, and Phil, also have
>no intention of including. As self-conferred authorities you are
>of course expected to embrace facts rather than demonstrate a
>desperate fear of them. It is obvious from your uncomfortable
>reaction that Theresa's findings are well worth attention from
>the rest of us - that is, those of us who don't equate the word
>"investigation" with "pious myopia".

>Rob

Rob,

As I said, I'm not the one making the decisions.  If you, James,
or anyone else would like to submit material for postion on our
web site, we are happy to consider it.

I'm not sure why you characterize my reaction to Theresa's work
as "un=E7omfortable".  I'm perfectly comfortable.

"pious myopia", wow what a phrase.  Wish I'd thought of it!!!

Bob
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Re: The Birth of 'Flying Saucers'

From: entropy@brighid.sunflower.com [Tom Genereaux]
Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 13:38:06 +0000
Fwd Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 15:06:20 -0500
Subject: Re: The Birth of 'Flying Saucers'

> Date: Thu, 11 Dec 1997 22:09:22 -0500
> From: James Easton <pulsar@compuserve.com>
> Subject: The Birth of 'Flying Saucers'
> To: UFO UpDates <updates@globalserve.net>

> Errol wrote,

> >Time to call closure on The Birds...

> When Arnold was shown the sketch - it seems this was in August 1947
> during his investigation of the Maury Island incident - he reportedly
> claimed that the object depicted looked exactly like one he had seen
> in the formation of nine, allegedly the second bottom in the echelon.

> As Kathleen and others will know, Brown was killed when his B-52
> crashed on the return trip from meeting Arnold.

The B-52 wasn't flown in prototype form until 1952-3, and both of
the prototypes survived the test program, winding up in the
outdoor storage area of Wright-Pat until the 1960's, when they
were scrapped.

The B-52A variant incorporated major changes from the XB52 and
YB52 designs - Boeing had originally designed a bubble canopy and
in-line seating for the pilot and co-pilot. This was changed to
side-by-side seating in the 3 A/C designated as A models. All
three aircraft are accounted for, no losses due to crashes.
Rollout of the A model took place in 1954, with a first flight
that year. The B model is the first of the in-service 52's,
flying and entering service in 1955.

It is conceivable the A/C refered to is a C-52, a short-lived
modification (6(?) - I  need to check my notes, it could have
been as few as 3, or as many as 14) of the C-47, aka DC-3.

Just a nit in the interest of historical accuracy....

Tom G.
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Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 15:06:37 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 15:28:21 -0500
Subject: Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>Date: Thu, 11 Dec 1997 23:06:58 -0600 (CST)
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Dennis <dstacy@texas.net> [Dennis Stacy]
>Subject: Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>Out of curiousity, though...you're on record on this list as
>defending a non-literal/physical interpretation of UFOs and
>aliens in general, and abductions in particular. At the same
>time, however, you continue to (seemingly) defend the physical
>reality of the alien autopsy film.

>I'm not asking you to make an either/or choice here, I'm just
>curious as to how you reconcile the two opposite points of view?
>
>Dennis

Dennis,

Our "uninvited guests", whatever they are, can have physical
bodies whether they are space aliens, time travellers,
dimension jumpers, elves, trolls, kobalds, whatever......

I never said or intended to imply that they were non-physical
creatures.

These are not opposite points of view, and no reconciliation
is required.

Bob
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'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 12

Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com>
Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 14:48:42 EST
Fwd Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 15:30:14 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
>Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 00:48:35 -0700
>Fwd Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 22:53:01 -0500
>Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>> Corso CLAIMS to have the right military credentials. That is
>> quite different from actually having them.

>> Be skeptical. Check some of the places Corso claims to have gone
>> and some of the people that he claimed to meet with. Not only
>> were some of him meetings an impossibility but he doesn't get
>> people's names or job descriptions correct.

>> Sorry I can't go into more detail at this time.

>> Rebecca

> Rebecca this is a rather tall claim here. Please provide more
> information about Corso's "non-military" record as it becomes
> available to you.

I didn't say that Corso had no military record. I said he made
claims about his military record which seem to be a little
different than the record via FOIA by Larry Bryant. Not too big
of deal.

It has been claimed by Corso and/or Birnes that there wasn't
enough room in the book to provide documentation for Corso's
claims. I'm skeptical of that claim. I feel Corso can't back up
many of his claims. That's my opinion.

It's not up to me, you, or anyone -- other than Corso and/or
Birnes -- to provide documentation for their claims. Until they
do so, I don't have to take them seriously.

Some of the specific and some of the not so specific claims
relating to people, places and events have been shown to be an
impossibility. Forgot about the back engineering claims and look
at what was said about specific people and you will find all
sorts of mistakes. Those mistakes, IMO, should not have been made
and don't appear to have been corrected in other printings. So,
do we just make Birnes the scapegoat? Or do we say, well, Corso
is old, perhaps that's why these mistakes are in the book? How
many excuses do we allow  a man who offers up a wild tale, of
which he's the hero, and offers not one iota proof for anything
that he says?

Maybe you can make excuses for him, but I don't have to and I
won't.

It's an interesting story but unfortunately Corso's tale just
adds to so much of the garbage that already litters this field.

Rebecca
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 12

Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Theresa Carlson <Tcarlson1@compuserve.com> 
Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 15:06:42 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 15:40:54 -0500
Subject: Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>Date: Thu, 11 Dec 1997 09:11:48 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

Bob,

>  You speak of a "peer group" and say I was
>not part of it.  Since I have done more work on this film than
>anyone other than, perhaps, yourself, what criteria did you use
>to select this "peer group"?

I wanted other people that had some knowledge of image analysis
or image problem troubleshooting and didn't have a personal
investment in the footage one way or the other.

And more importantly, I wanted people that did NOT state I was
crying wolf prior to looking at the material.

>If this is a real concern, and you really want my feedback, how
>much does one more copy cost?

I did want your feedback in the beginning, though after seeing
you dismiss it without looking at it, I no longer feel your
feedback is valid.

> They could be clones, in which case I would expect them
>to be very similar.

>But both (and Philip please
>correct me if I am wrong) have said the bodies looked different.

Okay. Is that like having cake....?

And what about your own examination of the first autopsy? In
November of 1995 you announced that Mr. Santilli was going to be
giving you a copy of the first autopsy footage to examine.
Has this copy arrived yet?

>I haven't addressed this because you have not shared it with me.

Mark posted it on his website.  You need to look at it on the
Alien Autopsy footage video though to really see it. The
explanations given for it so far don't fit. The "bloodlike
substance" (I got in trouble for calling it blood already) drips
and splatters are inconsistent from scene to scene, reel to
reel.

The explanation Joe C. gave for it, which in laymens terms is
that the area of the film was washed out, doesn't work because
the camera operator moves around the room, and these areas are
seen from different angles and land in different parts of the
frames.  But then Joe did also say that he didn't have a copy of
the Alien Autopsy Footage video to check it out and it may have
worked if it were just some stills.

>No.  Except for a contribution from Paul Fuller the material on
>the CD is all from Mike, Philip and me.  I'm not in charge of
>this project, and I am sure that there is no way that Mike (and
>Perhaps Philip) would have let me include anything from Mr.
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>Irving.

This is good to know. We can then expect it will likely be just a
rehash of the same thing as the book contains.

I personally handed Philip copies of the background I turned up
myself on the labels, so that isn't a good excuse for not
including it.

But as you say, you aren't in charge of it, so there is nothing
you can do.  Will you be endorsing/promoting it?

>I'm doing what I can.  I don't see why it is up to me to
>reform UFOlogy.

No one would expect you to reform Ufology. But if you could fix
one small part it could only help.  And others might fix a part,
and so on.

From another message:

>As for "blemishes" lining up, how do you know that these dark
>areas are "blemishes"?  I don't know what they are, so how do
>you?  I interpret them as "shadows" myself, and if you really
>look closely at Theresa's overlays, only some of them sort of
>line up.  If they are shadows on similar legs, this is just
>what I would expect.

The images in the released autopsy are pretty clear. You really
think those are shadows on the leg?

Considering where the light is in the room, how could there be
shadows there?

   Regards,

     Theresa
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 12

Re: UFO UpDate: Strange Dreams

From: c549597@showme.missouri.edu [Barbara Becker]
Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 14:11:16 -0600
Fwd Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 15:42:43 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Strange Dreams

> Date: Sun, 23 Nov 1997 19:33:43 -0800
> From: Terry Blanton <commengr@bellsouth.net>
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Strange Dreams

> List members,

> I've had a series of really strange dreams.  They're almost like
> instructional videos.  I'm not sure of the setting but I'm either
> watching a large screen TV or working on a computer.  Probably the
> latter since it is an interactive system.  There is an instructor;
> however, I never see him.  His messages are either aural or
> telepathic.
> It's very real and very technical; but, I am not told the purpose.

> The first one was about time.  More precisely, it was about time
> tampering.  The end result was a three step process whereby I could
> recognize an event which was the result of someone or something moving
> in time to alter reality.  I don't consciously remember the details;
> but, it was a three step process and the first step was written in
> red. <G>  All I remember was it was intuitively obvious once I had
> seen it.  I have the feeling that I remember it on some level.

> The last dream was about dimension trapping.  I can't really explain
> that phrase other than being locked in a dimension whereby I could
> turn 90 degrees and still be facing the same way.  The implication was
> that there was a way to enter other dimensions beyond our three; but,
> we were  intentionally trapped in our three.  Again it was very
> detailed and I'm  sure I remember it all on some level.

> These are absolutely the most bizarre dreams I have ever had.  (except
> ET ones. <G>)  I'm very curious if anyone else has been experiencing
> this in the past few days.  Or, are these the first stages of
> dementia?

> Terry

Dear Terry,

No, its not dementia!  :)  (At least I hope not because if you
have it so do I!)

Over the years I have had quite a few "instructional" dreams very
similar to yours.  I take them seriously and employ what I am
taught, (of course Im still not too good with the telekinesis
stuff!) What I have learned has changed my life and I am very
happy with it.

Dont be put off by anyone who would need to invalidate you or
your dreams.  There are a lot of heavy duty egos on this board
who say "My experience is bigger than your experinece."  Your
dreams and experineces are just as important as everyone elses.
I hope you will continue to relate them.

Barbara
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 12

Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 14:50:11 EST
Fwd Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 15:48:05 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
>Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 06:56:18 -0500
>Fwd Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 22:52:55 -0500
>Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> You might want to give better hints than that.

I wasn't trying to be cute and I should not have typed it. On the
UFOMIND site you can locate some of the discrepancies in the
book, however, I did not find the specific ones I was being so
cagey about. Check

http://www.ufomind.com/people/c/corso

for some attempts to verify data provided in the book. Some stuff
checks out, some doesn't.

> That the book he co-authored is filled with errors is nothing new.  My
> understanding is that the manner in which the book was handled by Birnes
> and the publisher is resulting in some sort of legal action, which won't
> help its credibility too much.

I won't make Birnes a scapegoat, Corso's name is on that book
too.

> But I think that it can be shown that Corse served in the Miliary, and was
> well thought of by many on the conservative/anti-communist side of the
> political spectrum.   He testified before Congress on the issue of Korean
> POWs and that at least lends some credibility to his background.

So, he served in the military. He held relatively important
positions. He did brave and corageous acts. Somehow, that doesn't
add up to his handling of alien technology from a filing cabinet
in the Pentagon. One has to wonder why some documentation of his
military career wasn't provided in the book? Sure we see
pictures, but it was up to ufologists to file the FOIA to get
some of his record. Does it match what he claims in the book?

> I think
> that we can be skeptical of many of the facets in his book, and that may
> prejudice out entire view of his allegations.

Where does one draw the line?

> But without knowing what
> Corso's notes contained, it is impossible to determine how much of the
> story that is told is from Corso, and how much was "filler" created by
> Birnes.  I am indeed skeptical of many issues raised by the book, but I'm
> not sure his credentials should be called into question.

Corso had notes? He claims to have notes. He must not have had
very good ones, as some mistakes were made. Obvious mistakes to
people who know when buildings were built and when people died.
Maybe not so obvious to the general population, but ones I can
check out, once pointed in the right direction.

Maybe Birnes couldn't read Corso's notes and that's why these
mistakes were made? But I wonder why the mistakes weren't
corrected from the proof or even later editions. Surely, Corso
has read the book and should know these details are wrong.
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> On the other hand, if you've got the goods on him, perhaps we need to begin
> an effort now to make sure he doesn't get buried at National Cemetary . . .
> . . . <g>

Nah, when his time comes, he probably has a right to be buried
there. I would rather see buried are the new myths he has created
for ufology, not to mention history.

Rebecca
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 12

Re: The Birth of 'Flying Saucers'

From: James Easton <pulsar@compuserve.com>
Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 18:37:25 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 23:30:08 -0500
Subject: Re: The Birth of 'Flying Saucers'

Regarding...

>From: entropy@brighid.sunflower.com [Tom Genereaux]
>Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 13:38:06 +0000
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: The Birth of 'Flying Saucers'

Tom wrote:

>The B-52 wasn't flown in prototype form until 1952-3...

>Just a nit in the interest of historical accuracy....

Tom,

Although Kathleen mentions a B-52 in the article which I
referenced, it seems this is simply a typo and the plane was a
B-25 bomber.

Historical accuracy hopefully restored!

James.
E-mail: pulsar@compuserve.com
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 12

Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 17:30:35 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 23:28:51 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
>Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 14:50:11 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>>From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
>>Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 06:56:18 -0500
>>Fwd Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 22:52:55 -0500
>>Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>> You might want to give better hints than that.

>I wasn't trying to be cute and I should not have typed it. On the
>UFOMIND site you can locate some of the discrepancies in the
>book, however, I did not find the specific ones I was being so
>cagey about. Check

>http://www.ufomind.com/people/c/corso

>for some attempts to verify data provided in the book. Some stuff
>checks out, some doesn't.

No argument from me on that.

>> That the book he co-authored is filled with errors is nothing new.  My
>> understanding is that the manner in which the book was handled by Birnes
>> and the publisher is resulting in some sort of legal action, which won't
>> help its credibility too much.

>I won't make Birnes a scapegoat, Corso's name is on that book
>too.

Corso is of course going to held responsible for the contents of
the book. That, however, does not translate to his having full
knowledge of its contents prior to publication.

>> But I think that it can be shown that Corse served in the Miliary, and was
>> well thought of by many on the conservative/anti-communist side of the
>> political spectrum.   He testified before Congress on the issue of Korean
>> POWs and that at least lends some credibility to his background.

>So, he served in the military. He held relatively important
>positions. He did brave and corageous acts. Somehow, that doesn't
>add up to his handling of alien technology from a filing cabinet
>in the Pentagon. One has to wonder why some documentation of his
>military career wasn't provided in the book? Sure we see
>pictures, but it was up to ufologists to file the FOIA to get
>some of his record. Does it match what he claims in the book?

>> I think
>> that we can be skeptical of many of the facets in his book, and that may
>> prejudice out entire view of his allegations.

>Where does one draw the line?

Good question, and one that will cause most people to write this
book off as unsubstantiated nonsense.  The question that many are
trying to answer is why a man with such a career history would
want to make such allegations.  From my understanding his income
from the book was very small, so the profit motive seems to be
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missing.  This is especially true considerring his age.

>> But without knowing what
>> Corso's notes contained, it is impossible to determine how much of the
>> story that is told is from Corso, and how much was "filler" created by

>Corso had notes? He claims to have notes. He must not have had
>very good ones, as some mistakes were made. Obvious mistakes to
>people who know when buildings were built and when people died.
>Maybe not so obvious to the general population, but ones I can
>check out, once pointed in the right direction.

>Maybe Birnes couldn't read Corso's notes and that's why these
>mistakes were made? But I wonder why the mistakes weren't
>corrected from the proof or even later editions. Surely, Corso
>has read the book and should know these details are wrong.

I wasn't aware that a second printing had taken place, but you
may know more than I in that regard.  Corso had a large file
folder of information that he took to Roswell several years
before the book was released, and he met with a number of
researchers to discuss his connection to the Roswell incident.
From my understanding, he didn't provide details to those who
attended, and his presentation wasn't well received.  That fact
that he had a folder of material can be confirmed by those who
attended, but its contents remain a mystery and there's no proof
that it related to the contects of his book.  As to the accuracy
of the notes that Birnes had been sent, we would have to see them
to see if they were accurately interpreted or not.

>> On the other hand, if you've got the goods on him, perhaps we need to begin
>> an effort now to make sure he doesn't get buried at National Cemetary . . .
>> . . . <g>

>Nah, when his time comes, he probably has a right to be buried
>there. I would rather see buried are the new myths he has created
>for ufology, not to mention history.

Good.  We've had enough controversy over burials lately.

Steve
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Re: The Birth of 'Flying Saucers'

From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 16:46:53 PST
Fwd Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 23:25:52 -0500
Subject: Re: The Birth of 'Flying Saucers'

> Date: Thu, 11 Dec 1997 22:09:22 -0500
> From: James Easton <pulsar@compuserve.com>
> Subject: The Birth of 'Flying Saucers'
> To: UFO UpDates <updates@globalserve.net>

> Harold T. Wilkins'
> coverage of the Arnold story and the Maury Island case is a
> historical perspective I had long forgotten and I rediscovered a quote
> which Wilkins attributes to Arnold, in which Arnold reportedly states,
> "At my home, I have been visited by unseen entities whom I believe to
> be pilots of these weird disks. They were invisible to me and made no
> attempt to communicate. But I was aware of their presence because I
> could see my rugs and furniture sink down under their weight, as they
> walked about the room, or sat on various objects in the room".

> Did Arnold ever repeat or expand on this reported claim?

Not only did Arnold not repeat or expand on this claim,
he never made it in the first place.  I knew Ken Arnold,
and in June 1977, while in his company, I asked him
about the above quote.  He said this was the first time
he'd heard it, and nothing of the sort had ever happened.
He added that many things said about him in print were
not true.  I might add as well that those words don't sound
like any Arnold would have spoken.

Jerry Clark
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Re: Strange Dreams

From: Terry Blanton <commengr@bellsouth.net>
Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 18:43:02 -0800
Fwd Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 23:37:46 -0500
Subject: Re: Strange Dreams

Barbara Becker wrote:

> From: c549597@showme.missouri.edu [Barbara Becker]
> Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 14:11:16 -0600
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Strange Dreams

[snip]

> Dont be put off by anyone who would need to invalidate you or
> your dreams.  There are a lot of heavy duty egos on this board
> who say "My experience is bigger than your experinece."  Your
> dreams and experineces are just as important as everyone elses.
> I hope you will continue to relate them.

Thanks, Barbara.  I've had a lot of those late night pepperoni
pizza dreams but these are different.  I guess those who would
attempt to invalidate them simply have not experienced them.
Since my posting, I have received several emails from other
people who experienced similar dreams.  Unlike most nightmares, I
look forward to these dreams -- they're somehow very fulfilling.

Terry
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Re: The Birth of 'Flying Saucers'

From: Terry Blanton <commengr@bellsouth.net>
Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 18:36:29 -0800
Fwd Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 23:32:43 -0500
Subject: Re: The Birth of 'Flying Saucers'

Tom Genereaux wrote:

> From: entropy@brighid.sunflower.com [Tom Genereaux]
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 13:38:06 +0000
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: The Birth of 'Flying Saucers'

[snip]

> Just a nit in the interest of historical accuracy....

> Tom G.

Hey, Tom!  Welcome to the list!!  Great to see you here!!  Take
your shoes off and stay awhile.  Are you still with Teri Garr?

Listmembers, Tom has been a technical consultant on some very
interesting projects. (nudge nudge, wink wink, say no more)

Tom, what do you think of American Computer's <alleged> transpacitor?
<g>

(see http://www.american-computer.com/Transcap.htm )

Terry
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Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 21:13:27 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 23:43:12 -0500
Subject: Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 15:06:42 -0500
>From: Theresa Carlson <Tcarlson1@compuserve.com>
>Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

Theresa,

OK.  I'm a very patient person as many will attest, but you are
really starting to piss me off.

>>  You speak of a "peer group" and say I was
>>not part of it.  Since I have done more work on this film than
>>anyone other than, perhaps, yourself, what criteria did you use
>>to select this "peer group"?

>I wanted other people that had some knowledge of image analysis
>or image problem troubleshooting and didn't have a personal
>investment in the footage one way or the other.

>And more importantly, I wanted people that did NOT state I was
>crying wolf prior to looking at the material.

I said I was tired of people telling me that the smoking gun had
been found by you, and the autopsy was obviously a hoax and I
should stop wasting my time.  Yes, I compared this to the "boy who
cried wolf" story, because it happened over and over and each
"proof" evaporated when exposed to scrutiny.  The original leg
overlay did just the same.

>>If this is a real concern, and you really want my feedback, how
>>much does one more copy cost?

>I did want your feedback in the beginning, though after seeing
>you dismiss it without looking at it, I no longer feel your
>feedback is valid.

If you no longer feel my feedback is valid, why write me a long
note asking for it?  Why go into this long thing at all if you
feel I have nothing to add?   I offered to pay the expense of
making me a copy of your video since you said the reason you
didn't send me one was that you couldn't afford to make any more
copies.  That was a sincere offer, and it stands.  If, like Jose
Escamilla, you are scared to let me actually see your work, then
I have no option but to dismiss it.  If it can't stand the light
of scrutiny, then it fails.  Period.

>And what about your own examination of the first autopsy? In
>November of 1995 you announced that Mr. Santilli was going to be
>giving you a copy of the first autopsy footage to examine.
>Has this copy arrived yet?

No, the tape has not been given to me.

>>I'm doing what I can.  I don't see why it is up to me to
>>reform UFOlogy.

>No one would expect you to reform Ufology. But if you could fix
>one small part it could only help.  And others might fix a part,
>and so on.
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And the same goes for you.  If you want me to take you and your
work seriously, share it with me.

Bob
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Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Rob Irving <RobIrving@aol.com>
Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 21:08:26 EST
Fwd Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 23:50:00 -0500
Subject: Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>  Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 15:02:49 -0500
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

Bob,

>  As I said, I'm not the one making the decisions.  If you, James,
>  or anyone else would like to submit material for postion on our
>  web site, we are happy to consider it.

You didn't save it two years ago? Geez... your's and Easton's
Web-sites should do lunch.

>  "pious myopia", wow what a phrase.  Wish I'd thought of it!!!

Fair's fair, I haven't seen the CD-ROM yet...  I'm thinking I'll
save "devoutly scotomic" in case I'm asked to review it ;}

Rob
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A Mourning Smile...

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 00:01:00 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 00:01:00 -0500
Subject: A Mourning Smile...

I know who sent me this - I'm not including attribution,
the reason for which will be obvious to long-time
subscribers.....

ebk

"My Lord, I have a cunning plan." - Sod-off Baldrick

"Baldrick, you wouldn't recognize a subtle plan if it painted
itself purple and danced naked on a harpsicord singing 'subtle
plans are here again'." - Edmund Blackadder

ebk

________________________________________________________________

[Header removed - ebk]

This is an important announcement that I feel that I have to
bring to this newsgroup, as a partiot of this Great country, the
United States of America.

I am an employee of the Central Intelligence Agency, working in a
department that controls all intelligence and communications with
other employees of the agency. Recently, during a routine
installation of network software on our PC terminals, the file
transfer protocol server returned to me an e-mail from an
executive officer (one of the highest positions within the
Agency). This mail was from this executive officer to an
anonymous mail address, which when we ran our mail tracker, was
not located.

The mail contained a transcript of a meeting which the executive
officer had chaired, and took place on Saturday, 26th April,
1997.

For security reasons, I was not allowed to remove the transcript
from the building, or mail it to my home account, due to the
stringent security which is in force within the buildings.

This transcript contained instructions to several "G-Men" who are
taking part in a big conspiracy. When I mean big, I'm talking
world-changing, here.

Apparently, on Monday, 1st December, 1997, President Bill Clinton
plans to broadcast, to the nation and the world, the news that
the USA is conducting, and has been conducting since the end of
World War II experiments on technology which can only be
classified as extra-terrestrial: not from this world. Not only
have the government been experimenting with technology, but they
have also acquired many different "lab specimens", as the
transcript puts it, and have created hybrid "creatures". The
transcript does not go into any further details about this
subject.
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This announcement would create wide-spread panic and
disillusionment across the population of the world. The executive
officers have decided that this cannot be allowed to happen. The
transcript then goes on to say that the White House will be the
subject of a terrorist attack by an unknown milita group, during
which the President will be fatally wounded. His death shall
occur during his removal from the bomb scene to the nearest
hospital. After the explosion, two patsies will be rounded up,
known collaborators with an Islamic fundamentalist group who are
known for their terrorist activities within the USA.

The transcript then goes on to list the code-names of the
operation and the names of those involved.

I have e-mailed this message to yu via a mail address in U.K. to
preserve my anonyminity. If my identity is revealed I am in
danger of being "removed". Naturally I do not want this to
happen.

I leave you, with a heavy heart and the knowlege that if their is
a large enough outcry, this tragedy can still be averted.

________________________________________________________________

Blackadder: "Right, Baldrick, let's try again, shall we?  This is
            called adding. If I have two beans, & then I add two
            more beans, what do I have?"

Baldrick:   "Some beans."

Blackadder: "Yes...& no.  Let's try again, shall we?  I have two
            beans, then I add two more beans.  What does that make?"

Baldrick:   "A very small casserole."

Blackadder: "Baldrick, the ape creatures of the Indus have mastered
            this. Now try again.  One, two, three, four.  So how many
            are there?"

Baldrick:   "Three."

Blackadder: "What?"

Baldrick:   "And that one."

Blackadder: "Three...& that one.  So if I add that one to the three,
            what will I have?"

Baldrick:   "Some beans."

Blackadder: "Yes.  To you, Baldrick, the Renaissance was something that
            just happened to other people, wasn't it?"
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Bright Skies 5

From: bikebob <bikebob@Walden.MO.NET> [Bob Soetebier]
Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 21:09:46 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 00:02:13 -0500
Subject: Bright Skies 5

Just wanted to be sure you all were aware that Part 5 of Harry Mason's
"Bright Skies" article series is now available on-line on the "NEXUS"
magazine we site at:

http://www.peg.apc.org/~nexus/

When you get on the Nexus web site, click on "Current Issue"
[Vol. 5, No.1; Dec. 97 - Jan. 98] and scroll down to the "Bright
Skies/Part 5" article.  (If you have not done so already, you can
also read the previous four parts of Harry Mason's "Bright Skies"
article series by clicking on "Back Issues." --- At the same
time, I'd certainly encourage  one and all to subscribe to the
hard-copy version of Duncan Road's excellent "NEXUS" mag., too!)

[BTW...Duncan Road's (editor of "NEXUS") "PERMISSION-TO-REPRODUCE
POLICY" -- contained at the bottom of the magazine's masthead --
states:  "While reproduction and dissemination of the information
in NEXUS is actively encouraged, anyone caught making a buck out
of it, without our express permission, will be in trouble when we
catch them!"]

Harry Mason's "Bright Skies" article series postulates (with some
rather intriguing evidentiary research) on the possible
connections between recent (since 1993, right up to the end of
1997...as of this writing) "fireball" events (in Australia, and
elsewhere,) electromagnetic offensive-weapons technology, the Aum
Suprem Truth (Aum Shinrikyo) sect, the Kobe (Japan) earthquake,
the Oklahoma City "bombing," the downing of TWA-800 airplane, and
more.  Well worth the time taken to read through it all!

Bob Soetebier

    Tailwinds to you...            See you ON the road!

    /// BICYCLE BOB ///            bikebob@mo.net
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Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

From: jpeterson@polaristel.net [Candy Peterson]
Date: Fri, 12 Dec 97 21:54:21 PST
Fwd Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 11:24:07 -0500
Subject: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s

>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
>Subject: re: UFO UpDate: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s
>Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 20:07:11 -0800

>>  From: jpeterson@polaristel.net [Candy Peterson]
>>  Date: Tue,  9 Dec 97 18:44:02 PST

>>  Doesn't it seem likely that the *windows* -- which are reportedly
>>  preferred by the "abductors" as the passageway out of the house
>>  -- would be the temporarily altered or de-materialized physical
>>  substances, rather than the beings or the humans? Inanimate,
>>  single-substance plane surfaces versus complex living organisms?

>If you have a case where this sort of thing has occurred, it
>would be appropriate to apply a variety of tests to the object
>reportedly "passed through". Assuming what you suggest actually
>occurred, it would be reasonable to expect that some level of
>physical change in the material might be detectable. Such changes
>might include embedded foreign material or air,

It has been suggested that abductees get X-rayed within a few days
of their abduction experience to look for air in their abdominal
cavities, IF they suspect an invasive procedure has been performed.
Also, maybe the "alien implants" we're discovering inside people
are exactly these telltale detectable materials!

>isotopic /
>chemical changes, magnetic field changes on metallic materials
>such as doorknobs, radioactivity, etc.

>To the best of my knowledge, no such tests have ever been made,
>despite the possibility that whether it is the witness or the
>material being made permeable, some trace of the event will be
>found. Such evidence would go a long way toward validating the
>physical reality of that component of the abduction experience.

>Any thoughts on the types of tests that might be made?

This sounds like a natural for further research. One would think
most of the involved windows, doors, and walls/ceilings are still
available. Unfortunately, destroying them for science would be
an expensive undertaking for investigators, and very *invasive*
for the homeowners.

Some of the tests for magnetic properties, radiation, or chemical
changes in the paints might not be so involved. But how practical
would it be to remove whole sections of window, framing, drywall,
siding, hardware, and so on for extensive testing -- including
those pesky experimental controls from elsewhere in the building?

I think we need some deep pockets out there who can step up to
the plate to help fund these kinds of undertakings.  [Ha!]

Speaking of undertakings...cattle mutilations and crop circles
provide us with lots of easily harvested and testable material...

Will we next see a wave of *window* mutilations and *wall*
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circles?

humorously,
--Candy Peterson
Minnesota MUFON Web Page  <http://www.wavefront.com/~jhenry/index.html>
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News Briefing Wraps Galileo's Spectacular Primary

From: NASANews@hq.nasa.gov
Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 16:42:57 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 11:26:17 -0500
Subject: News Briefing Wraps Galileo's Spectacular Primary

Douglas Isbell
Headquarters, Washington, DC                  December 12, 1997
(Phone: 202/358-1753)

Jane Platt
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA
(Phone: 818/354-5011)

NOTE TO EDITORS: N97-91

NEWS BRIEFING WRAPS GALILEO'S SPECTACULAR PRIMARY
MISSION; JOURNEY CONTINUES WITH CLOSE EUROPA FLYBY

     Just six hours after NASA's Galileo spacecraft makes its
closest-ever pass above Jupiter's icy moon Europa, scientists and
engineers will present highlights of the spacecraft's primary
mission and preview its two-year extended mission at a press
briefing. The briefing, to be held on Tuesday, Dec. 16 at 1 p.m.
EST, also will feature new images from Galileo's previous Europa
flyby on Nov. 6, the final encounter of the primary mission. The
briefing will originate from NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
Pasadena, CA, and will be carried live on NASA Television, with
two-way question-and-answer capability for reporters at
participating NASA Centers.

     Galileo concluded its historic primary mission on Dec. 7
after spending two years studying Jupiter, its magnetosphere and
its four largest moons.

     The spacecraft immediately embarked on a two-year extension,
called the Galileo Europa Mission, with eight planned Europa
flybys, four Callisto flybys and one or two Io encounters,
depending on spacecraft health.  Scientists hope to learn more
about the tantalizing prospect that liquid oceans may lie
underneath Europa's icy crust.  The first flyby of the Galileo
Europa Mission will take place on Dec. 16 at 7:03 a.m. EST, at an
altitude of only 124 miles (200 kilometers) above Europa, with the
signal reaching Earth at 7:49 a.m. EST. This will be the closest
approach to any planetary body by the Galileo spacecraft.

     During the primary mission, Galileo returned about one
gigabyte of data and hundreds of high-resolution pictures.  At the
briefing, scientists will summarize key findings from the
spacecraft's abundant harvest of scientific information,
including:

Ganymede's magnetic field

Volcanic ice flows and melting or "rafting" on Europa's surface
that support the premise of liquid oceans underneath

Studies of water vapor, lightning and aurora on Jupiter

The discovery of a hydrogen and carbon dioxide atmosphere on
Callisto

The presence of metallic cores in Europa, Io and Ganymede and the
lack of evidence for such a core in Callisto
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High volcanic activity on Io, with dramatic changes since the
Voyagers

     The Galileo spacecraft entered orbit around Jupiter on Dec.
7, 1995, becoming the first mission to orbit one of the Solar
System's outer planets.  It also deployed a parachute-borne probe
into Jupiter's outer atmosphere. JPL manages the Galileo mission
for NASA's Office of Space Science, Washington, DC.

     NASA Television is available through GE-2, transponder 9C at
85 degrees west longitude, vertical polarization, with a frequency
of 3880 MHz, and audio at 6.8 MHz. The new images will be released
on the Galileo Internet home page at the following URL:

           http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/galileo/

                          -end-
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: James Easton <pulsar@compuserve.com>
Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 23:22:17 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 11:38:50 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

Regarding...

>Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 09:31:09 +0000
>From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
>Subject: The X-Factor

Philip wrote:

>I don't know what to msake of Colonel Philip J.Corso and his book
>'The Day After Roswell', but Corso was recently interviewed in the
>UK-based magazine 'The X-Factor' (issue 25).

>One question put to Corso was:

>Have you seen the Roswell autopsy video ?

>I saw the Roswell footage and I saw some things in it that nobody
>could have known about, so maybe that gives it authenticity, I don't
>know. I lean towards the opinion that it is authentic, but I can't
>really tell you that I'm 100 per cent sure.

>What this says about Corso and Ray Santilli's film I'm not sure. Any
>comments ?

Philip,

It's surprising you don't seem to realise just how many of
Corso's claims have already been proven to be abject nonsense.

Speaking of which, I note the Paragon web site, originally used
to sell the "raw" footage, is now selling "Beyond Roswell" and
contains a lengthy article by yourself which seems to be a
blatant plagiarism, perhaps of course with permission, of
Hesemann's 'Nexus' article.

Are you somehow unaware that most of the claims you make have
equally been proven to be absurd and false?

You write:

"In April 1996, Bob Shell was contacted by Captain James McAndrew
of the United States Air Force".

Perhaps you should ask Bob Shell how true this isn't.

And that:

"Leaders from the 16mm film were shown to Kodak and were found to
bear the symbols used by the company during 1927, 1947 and
1967".

Bob Shell wrote on CompuServe:

To:  Rick Monteverde, 76216,2421      22 March 1996 15:58:19
From:  BOB  SHELL, 76750,2717

This is pure BS!  NO LEADER WAS EVER SHOWN OR GIVEN TO KODAK.
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Leader is specially produced blank film stock, and does not have
edge markings at all.  What was shown to Kodak was film from the
beginning or end of a roll with no images on it, and that is
something quite different.  Anyone who doesn't know the
difference between leader and blank film is obviously not
qualified to comment on any technical points about this film.

Bob
[End]

You also write:

"Two segments of film with three frames each, were given to
phototechnical consultant. Following a thorough physical
examination, Shell confirmed that the film samples were indeed
16mm and were shot before 1956. In his opinion, Shell feels that
the film is representative of the story touted by Santilli and
the cameraman.
However, Shell stated that further testing on the film would have
to be carried out to be absolutely certain of its authenticity".

Aren't we missing something important here... like the fact these
frames did not come from the "autopsy" footage?

You add that:

"According to Santilli's cameraman, the autopsy was carried out
by Dr Bronk and Dr Williams. Dr Detlev Bronk was America's
leading biophysicist and his name appears on the infamous
Majestic-12 documents.

[...]

It is believed that Dr Williams might have been Dr Parvin
Williams, the special assistant to the Surgeon General at Fort
Monroe. The fact that his name was mentioned by the cameraman
indicates that, at the very least, he has insider knowledge".

Ray Santilli says a Dr Williams was involved, but Hesemann has no
evidence whatsoever to connect Dr Parvin Williams with the
story.

This is insider knowledge?

In his 'Nexus' article, Hesemann wrote:

"Indeed, the corpses found in Roswell were smaller, more slender,
and had four or five fingers, according to eyewitnesses. None
ever mentioned six fingers.  In any case, if the film were a
fake, why did those responsible for it not care to read at least
one of the many books on this subject or see the excellent TV
mini-series, Roswell, by Paul Davies, as shown on Showtime?"

You write:

"Indeed, the corpses apparently found at the crash-site were
smaller, more slender and were reported to have had four or five
fingers. However, if the film is a fake, then why didn't the
people who made the film read a book on the incident to ensure an
accurate representation?"

This is nothing but a re-hash of Hesemann's article and his
appalling 'research'.

As you obviously realise, there are many similar examples here
which can be cited.

For example, Hesemann wrote:

"British UFO and crop circle researcher, Colin Andrews, visited
Ray Santilli at his London office on 26th June 1995. He brought
with him a Japanese researcher called Johsen Takano (who
apparently advises the Japanese Government on UFO related
matters) and Dr Hoang Yung Chiang (of the National Research
Center for Biotechnology in Taiwan).

Following a private viewing of the Santilli footage, both Takano
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and Chiang told Andrews that they had seen the film before.
Takano when his government requested UFO information from the US
Government, and Chiang when he visited the CIA headquarters in
Langley, Virginia".

You write:

"On 26th June 1995, the British researcher Colin Andrews visited
Ray Santilli in the presence of the Japanese researcher Johsen
Takano, who advises the Japanese Government in UFO matters, and
Dr Hoang-Yung Chiang of the National Research Centre for
Biotechnology in Taipeh, Taiwan.

[...]

After a private viewing, both Takano and Hoang-Yung told Andrews
they had seen the film before: Johsen, when his government had
requested UFO information from the US Government, which was then
brought to Tokyo by a CIA courier; Hoang-Yung, when he had
visited the CIA's headquarters in Langley, Virginia".

As I pointed out to Hesemann, he, and consequently yourself, have
the characters reversed.

I explained:

"This story is in fact the wrong way round, it was Takano who
allegedly visited the CIA HQ.

It's also of course complete nonsense and in an attempt to
unravel the truth behind these claims, researcher and author,
Paul Fuller corresponded at length with Jun-Ichi Takanashi,
Chairman of the Japan UFO Science Society.

Following Fuller's admirable efforts, it was established that
neither Takano and Dr Hoang-Yung Chiang supported Hesemann's
claims.

Hesemann acknowledges that the Takano and Chiang story has a
credibility problem and in a reply to Fuller mentioned that, 'I
have read a letter Takano wrote to Colman VonKeviczky where he
claims that they bought the original 16mm reels from Ray Santilli
to display them in the museum. Of course this claim is not
true'.

It was Takano who coincidentally took the photographs of the
Roswell TV movie model alien, now housed in the Roswell museum,
which subsequently - and apparently with no involvement from
Takano - were published as "genuine" in the September 1996 issue
of Penthouse magazine".

I could continue, at length, to demonstrate the woeful 'research'
which seems evident here and which many would say illustrates the
overall 'competence' of the "International Research Team".

If you contend otherwise, perhaps you might now trouble Ray with
some of the more 'difficult' questions I've highlighted in the
past.

Or would that compromise commercial interests?

James.
E-mail: pulsar@compuserve.com
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 22:40:54 -0700
Fwd Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 11:40:01 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
> Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 17:30:35 -0500
> Fwd Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 23:28:51 -0500
> Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> Good question, and one that will cause most people to write this
> book off as unsubstantiated nonsense.  The question that many are
> trying to answer is why a man with such a career history would
> want to make such allegations.  From my understanding his income
> from the book was very small, so the profit motive seems to be
> missing.  This is especially true considerring his age.

Can you talk a little more about that?...that's been the subject
of a good degree of debate. There have been a lot of questions
regarding just exactly how much financial gain Corso and his
family stand to achieve from the book. I, personally, have no
idea. Where did you hear that Corso's financial gain from book
sales was small? Like you, I'm somewhat leary of critics taking
refuge in the rather simpleminded contention that Corso
fabricated all his UFO/alien claims in his book in order to seek
financial gain. If there are other motivations for fabricating
such claims for a man of his age in his position it's certainly
incumbent on us to find out what they are.

...questions abound.

Jared.
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 02:09:35 EST
Fwd Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 11:47:52 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 17:30:35 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 23:28:51 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

<snip>

>> I won't make Birnes a scapegoat, Corso's name is on that book
>> too.

> Corso is of course going to held responsible for the contents of
> the book. That, however, does not translate to his having full
> knowledge of its contents prior to publication.

Then that is his problem -- not ufology's.

<snip>

>> Where does one draw the line?

> Good question, and one that will cause most people to write this
> book off as unsubstantiated nonsense.  The question that many are
> trying to answer is why a man with such a career history would
> want to make such allegations.  From my understanding his income
> from the book was very small, so the profit motive seems to be
> missing.  This is especially true considerring his age.

I think you are missing the point that I am obviously not making.
Why do we have to find a motive for Corso? Sure, his actions beg
for a reason. If we can't figure out the reason, does that mean
that the book must be true?

Maybe he's just a man with some sort of complex or syndrome. Not
being a mental health professional, I'd hate to speculate,
however, delusional does come to mind.

The point is that it isn't really necessary to go to any great
lengths to try to make excuses for this man Corso and/or his
co-author Birnes. Neither of them included one iota of
documentation for the claims they made. Why must we look for a
motive? We should we waste our time?

>>> But without knowing what
>>> Corso's notes contained, it is impossible to determine how much of the
>>> story that is told is from Corso, and how much was "filler" created by

>> Corso had notes? He claims to have notes. He must not have had
>> very good ones, as some mistakes were made. Obvious mistakes to
>> people who know when buildings were built and when people died.
>> Maybe not so obvious to the general population, but ones I can
>> check out, once pointed in the right direction.

>> Maybe Birnes couldn't read Corso's notes and that's why these
>> mistakes were made? But I wonder why the mistakes weren't
>> corrected from the proof or even later editions. Surely, Corso
>> has read the book and should know these details are wrong.

> I wasn't aware that a second printing had taken place, but you
> may know more than I in that regard.
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There is a version of the book out that does not include the
Thurmond forward, doesn't that mean it went into additional
printings?

> Corso had a large file
> folder of information that he took to Roswell several years
> before the book was released, and he met with a number of
> researchers to discuss his connection to the Roswell incident.

I am well aware of that. One of my very good friends from Houston
was present at that meeting. I am aware of that folder and the
fact that Corso was very protective of it.

> From my understanding, he didn't provide details to those who
> attended, and his presentation wasn't well received.  That fact
> that he had a folder of material can be confirmed by those who
> attended, but its contents remain a mystery and there's no proof
> that it related to the contects of his book.  As to the accuracy
> of the notes that Birnes had been sent, we would have to see them
> to see if they were accurately interpreted or not.

When you mentioned notes, I thought you were talking about notes
that Birnes had from his days in the military -- perhaps diaries
or appointment books -- that might have assisted him in recalling
the things he writes about in the book. I think he mentions his
notes in the book because I asked Birnes about those notes and if
I could see at least one page. I was told on two occasions that
he would be happy to show them to me. Birnes claimed that he had
a truckload of documents from Corso. Be nice to get a look at
those, however I've been waiting since July.

My point about the notes (in my assumption you were speaking of
the type notes I refer to above and not the notebook he had in
Roswell several years ago) is that there is NO proof that Corso
has notes from his military days. There is no need to speculate
about how Birnes may or may not have interpreted those notes
because there is no proof that they exist.

Bob Shell remarked the other day that it was not up to him to
reform ufology. I happen to disagree with him. It is up to all of
us who want to see the study of UFOs advance to reform this
field. We need to stop making excuses for people who tell stories
without offering proof. It is a waste of our time to chase down
the claims of people who refuse to offer documentation for their
claims.

Rebecca
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Bob Dean Undergoes Klass Attack

From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 00:52:43 -0700
Fwd Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 11:59:00 -0500
Subject: Bob Dean Undergoes Klass Attack

Source: http://www.parascope.com/index.htm

"Cosmic Top Secret" or Cosmic Bunk?

UFOlogist Robert Dean Claims "It's Quite Easy To Lie To The
American Public," and Demonstrates This Claim To Be True

by Philip J. Klass Skeptics UFO Newsletter Reprinted by
permission

Robert O. Dean, a rising star in the UFO lecture circuit,
initially attracted attention by claiming to reveal the 'Cosmic
Top Secret' results of an alleged three-year UFO investigation by
NATO in the early 1960s. But in his lecture on July 5 at the
Roswell 50th anniversary celebration, Dean claims he has found
extensive evidence that ETs have been visiting Earth for
thousands of years. The evidence: paintings found on the walls of
prehistoric caves in northern Spain and in ancient Egyptian
tombs. Seemingly, Dean has become America's own Erich von
Daniken, who achieved fame with similar claims in his 1968 book,
Chariots of the Gods.

Examination of Dean's service record confirms that he did serve
four years at NATO headquarters from mid-1963 to mid-1967 with
the rank of Master Sergeant, as he claims. (Dean entered the Army
on April 5, 1950, and retired on Oct. 31, 1976 -- with many
decorations for combat service in Korea and later in Vietnam.)
But while Dean claims he worked as an "Intelligence Analyst" at
NATO headquarters, his military records show his duty assignment
there was "Ch. Clk. Lang. Svc. Br." [Chief Clerk Language Service
Branch]. During Dean's Roswell talk, he claimed he "was trained
as an intelligence analyst." However, Dean's service record does
not show he ever received such training. Nor does his service
record show any assignments as an 'intelligence analyst' during
his entire 26 years in the Army.

According to Dean, UFOs flying over Europe during the 1950s and
early 1960s almost precipitated World War III. He told his
Roswell audience that "large numbers of large metallic, circular
objects were flying all over Europe... These things would fly in
formations out of the east toward the west over Europe, over the
southern coast of England, then they would turn north over the
channel and then would disappear off of NATO radars off the
Norwegian Sea. For a time the Soviets thought they belonged to
us. For a time, we honestly thought they belonged to the Soviets.
It became apparent to both of us very quickly that these objects
did not belong to either side because of their repeated and
continual demonstration of an incredibly advanced technology...
they would fly circles around our fighter jets... We didn't know
who they were, what they were, why they were here and where they
were from."

Dean claims that in early 1961 NATO launched a three-year
investigation to determine if UFOs posed a possible military
threat.

The results were contained in a NATO report titled "AN ASSESSMENT
(An Evaluation of a Possible Military Threat to Allied Forces in
Europe)," which was published in 1964 -- a year after Dean
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arrived at NATO. The report was given NATO's top security
classification -- "Cosmic Top Secret" -- and, with annexes, stood
eight inches high. Its contents were considered so sensitive,
according to Dean, that only 15 copies of the report were
printed. Dean told his Roswell audience that NATO's report
revealed that "there had been case after case of [UFO] landings,
face-to-face confrontations, invitations to come aboard their
ships. It had been going on for some years. It has been going on
for centuries."

According to Dean, the NATO report included not only in-depth
studies by atmospheric physicists, astronomers and
astrophysicists, but also by sociologists, historians and
theologians. Dean said the report concluded that "there
apparently was not a military threat because if... [ETs] were
hostile or malevolent, the game would have been up a long time
ago."

However, Dean reported, NATO officials were -- understandably --
very disturbed by the fact that one of the four types of ETs
"looked exactly like we do, and I don't mean close. I mean
exactly... The admirals and the generals were terribly troubled
by the idea that these guys [ETs] could be walking up and down
the corridors of our headquarters and we would never know... that
there could be advanced intelligence in our midst and we didn't
know who they were, where they were from, why they were here or
what they were up to. It drove the military planners up the
wall."

[SUN Comment: Presumably, NATO headquarters security guards would
not admit anyone without appropriate identification passes -- but
conceivably the human-like ETs might fabricate counterfeit
credentials. One would expect that NATO would quickly have taken
steps to enable its security guards to detect counterfeit
credentials and to capture any human-like ETs trying to enter
NATO headquarters. But Dean made no mention of any such increased
security effort.]

If NATO did indeed launch its own UFO investigation in the early
1960s, and if its report was classified "Cosmic Top Secret" and
only 15 copies were printed to restrict knowledge of its
contents, how did a 'lowly' Master Sergeant like Dean gain access
to the highly classified report? Very easily, according to Dean.
He claims he was on duty at 2 a.m. in NATO's War Room and having
trouble staying awake when "an Air Force bird colonel thumped it
down on my desk." (In an interview published in the winter 1995
-- 96 issue of UFO Update AZ magazine, Dean said "this Air Force
controller, a bird colonel... pulled this thing out of the vault
and he said, "here read this. This will wake you up." Not only
did Dean claim he once had access to what he calls the most
sensitive document in NATO, but he claims that he "read it
repeatedly, studied it, pulled the annexes out, looked at the
photographs, the autopsy reports...") In the same magazine
interview, Dean said he learned from the NATO report that a
100-ft. diameter UFO had crashed in Germany in late 1963 or 1964
and had been recovered, along with 12 ET bodies, by a British
Army engineer battalion. The NATO report, according to Dean,
included comments of the British pathologist during his
examination of the ET bodies. These included: "Holy shit," "Jesus
Christ," "My, God, look at this."

Dean told his Roswell audience that "I was to learn later --
before I departed [NATO] in 1967 -- that they concluded that we
were not merely dealing with visitations from other planets or
from other star systems or from other galaxies. They had begun to
conclude -- and I learned this later before I retired from the
Army in 1976 -- and this is another thing that really shook our
scientists and our military people up -- we are apparently
dealing with advanced intelligence that seems to be
multi-dimensional in their source... Some of the more advanced
species, more advanced races were apparently multi-dimensional."
Dean said that "when I left the service in 1976, we knew of at
least 12 different groups [i.e., types of "aliens"]. I have
talked to old cronies, old colleagues who are still involved in
government work and they say the latest estimate -- my God --
could be over hundred." [SUN Comment: Seemingly, this tiny planet
is a popular tourist attraction for ETs.]

On December 2-3, 1994, the Central Intelligence Agency released
79 "National Intelligence Estimates" (NIE), previously classified
Top Secret, at a Harvard University conference (which SUN's
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editor attended). These NIEs, covering the period from 1950 to
1984, were prepared by the CIA in collaboration with the
directors of intelligence for the USAF, Army, Navy, Atomic Energy
Commission, FBI and National Security Agency (NSA). The NIEs were
based on the best available information on the military situation
in Europe. Roughly half of the NIEs made public in late 1994
cover the period of 1950 to 1964 -- when Dean claims that "large
numbers of large metallic, circular objects were flying all over
Europe."

Not one of these many once Top Secret National Intelligence
estimates mentions UFOs or that "large numbers of large metallic,
circular objects were flying all over Europe."

Dean claims he is "violating my national security oath" by
revealing the contents of the (alleged) NATO report. If true, he
could be punished (at least covertly) by terminating his military
pension. (Or he could be permanently silenced by a "burglar" with
a gun entering his Tucson home in the middle of the night.)
During an interview published in the December/January 1997 issue
of the British magazine UFO Reality, Dean was asked if he had
ever been threatened for revealing "Cosmic Top Secret"
information. Dean replied, "I've not had any overt threats, but
I've faced some subtle intimidation... I've had black helicopters
over my house..."

Dean explained to his Roswell audience that he feels justified in
violating his secrecy oath to expose the government's UFO policy
of "deceit and deception." When Dean appeared on the TV show
"Roswell: Coverups & Close Encounters," which aired on the Sci-Fi
Channel last July, he said: "It's quite easy to lie to the
American public because they don't do their homework."

Dean said he has recently created a Coalition for Honesty in
Government to petition Congress for UFO hearings, and hopes to
obtain a million signatures by late this year. [If SUN should
create a Coalition for Honesty in ufology, Dean will not be
allowed to join.]
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Labour Group Blasts Scottish UFO Inquiry Champion

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 10:02:56 +0200
Fwd Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 12:04:29 -0500
Subject: Labour Group Blasts Scottish UFO Inquiry Champion

>From the online edition of The Scotsman December 13. URL:

http://www.scotsman.com/news/ne05ufos971213.1.html

Labour blasts UFO inquiry champion

ROBERT McNEIL 

A COUNCILLOR who has called for a Government inquiry into
unidentified flying objects faces a rocket from his colleagues
next week when they try to ban him from their committees.

Billy Buchanan's colourful career on Falkirk Council will enter a
new dimension when members vote on a motion condemning his
"inappropriate behaviour".

The motion, proposed by the Labour group leader John Connolly,
has not been prompted by the call for a Government inquiry but by
Mr Buchanan's alleged behaviour on the council. It accuses him
of:

=B0Calling chief officers "a band of vagabonds who are like
leeches".

=B0Accusing the chief executive, Walter Weir, of "disgraceful
conduct and racist behaviour" in banning a German TV crew filming
a UFO special from the council building.

=B0Accusing Mr Weir of "preventing [sic] the course of natural
justice" and of "lying".

=B0Maligning members and officials and questioning their
professional integrity and honesty."

=B0Claiming a committee convener and other councillors were
"corrupt".

=B0Claiming he was assaulted by staff and that "the place was run
by a bully".

The motion calls for Mr Buchanan to be censured for his
"inappropriate behaviour and, in the circumstances and in the
interests of the proper management of the council, that he be
suspended from the committees and sub-committees of the council
of which he is a member until the next ordinary election of
councillors".

It also calls for all support and secretarial services to be
withdrawn, and says: "Councillor Buchanan will only be permitted
to have contact with employees by way of letter or fax."

Last night, as he prepared to face the final frontier, Mr
Buchanan, an independent representing Bonnybridge, said: "This is
tyranny. Are we in Bonnybridge or Baghdad? All I've ever done is
fight for the truth. I just stand up and say what I feel. They've
used every trick in the book against me. This censure motion is
just the latest." 
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Support has materialised from the Scottish National Party group
on the council, which has accused Labour of going over the top.
The group leader, David Alexander, said: "I don't condone
everything Billy has done but we must recognise he is a public
representative. He won't be allowed to represent them if his
facilities are withdrawn."

However, the SNP's eight-strong group will not be enough to stop
Mr Buchanan being brought down to earth by the dominant Labour
group.

Last night, Mr Connolly said that as leader of the council he had
a "duty to maintain the integrity of the council."

He said: "Councillor Buchanan has, on numerous occasions, made
personal and unwarranted attacks on members and officials of the
council so as to have a detrimental effect on the operation and
reputation of the council. Such behaviour cannot be tolerated."

Banning Mr Buchanan will be a blow to UFO investigators who have
valued his efforts. Malcolm Robinson, of Strange Phenomena
Investigations, said:

"Billy Buchanan should be commended for taking up his
constituents' concerns over what is happening in Bonnybridge."

=B0Editorial comment: Falkirk: The final frontier 
      
=A9The Scotsman Publications Ltd              

************                                                     
    
                                  
The Scotsman's editorial comment can be found at

http://www.scotsman.com/opinion/op03ldrc971213.1.html

and goes like this:

Falkirk: the final frontier

Editorial comment 

MULDER and Scully would understand how Billy Buchanan feels. You
know the truth is out there - perhaps even up there - but all
around there is mockery, official hostility, and ignorance. It
may be some comfort to ask yourself who will have the last laugh
when the little green men from Alpha Centauri turn their death
rays on the planning commit-tee for refusing to allow them to
park a UFO at the back of the local supermarket. Until then, the
struggle for justice is a lonely one.

The Bonnybridge councillor, who brought fame to his village by
dint of sheer, even extravagant, open-mindedness, is nevertheless
accused of bringing Falkirk council into disrepute. He believes
that there is a conspiracy to shut him up, just as The X Files
might have predicted. If so, this seems a little harsh. Some
people add to the gaiety of nations. Mr Buchanan has
single-handedly brought a smile to entire solar systems.

He believes in UFOs; so do many people. Others might find such a
conviction strange. Then again, within the council Labour group
attempting to censure Mr Buchanan there are people who believe
with absolute certainty in Tony Blair.                           
         
  
=A9The Scotsman Publications Ltd
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ACC Press release..... But To _Whom_?

From: Dan Geib <geibdan@qtm.net>
Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 09:32:01 -0800
Fwd Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 12:17:23 -0500
Subject: ACC Press release..... But To _Whom_?

The recent hoopla over the ACC press release leaves me wondering,
Who do they release it too ? I recently read a Reuters article about
a nanotransistor but nothing about alien technology.
So they have created a press release. But if it never goes to the
press, then of what value is it ? Anyone can create a press release.

Curious for answers

Dan

UFO Folklore at
http://www.qtm.net/~geibdan/framemst.html

<>=======<>========<>========<>=====<>
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Re: The Birth of 'Flying Saucers'

From: entropy@brighid.sunflower.com [Tom Genereaux]
Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 10:41:39 +0000
Fwd Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 12:13:26 -0500
Subject: Re: The Birth of 'Flying Saucers'

>Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 18:37:25 -0500
>From: James Easton <pulsar@compuserve.com>
>Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: The Birth of 'Flying Saucers'
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

> Tom,

> Although Kathleen mentions a B-52 in the article which I
> referenced, it seems this is simply a typo and the plane was a
> B-25 bomber.

> Historical accuracy hopefully restored!

Yep. Large numbers of B-25's were converted to executive
transport duties, so this fits.  One does need to be careful when
putting this stuff on WEB sites - typos like that can be deadly.

Tom G.
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Re: Just what is an abduction experience?

From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 08:49:59 EST
Fwd Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 12:08:11 -0500
Subject: Re: Just what is an abduction experience?

My compliments to the list, and especially to John and Cathy...

Hello John,

On Fri, 12 Dec 1997 19:44:22 -0800 John Koopmans
<john.koopmans@sympatico.ca> writes:

>> From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
>> To: updates@globalserve.net
>> Subject: Re: Just what is an abduction experience?
>> Date: Thu, 11 Dec 1997 11:11:40 EST

>> My compliments to the list and especially to Cathy...

><snip>

>> Although finding the truth is the primary goal of researchers,
>> UFOlogists, and the just plain curious, the overall product
>> seems to make for some really interesting reading to those
>> like myself who have no axe to grind.

>> The bottom line is, nothing prevents you from posting your
>> own experience for all of us right here in this forum, should
>> you take the notion (hint, hint). The worst that can happen is,
>> someone may accuse you of spinning a really good yarn.
>> ...But you have grown out of the concern for what others think
>> over the years, I'm sure.  I do know this much... You believe
>> in your experience.  ...And that's all that counts.

>> I challenge you to share it with us again, here and now.  ;-)

>> Regards,

>> Jack

>Hello Jack:

>You say it so much better than I was able to do in my recent
>series of postings. Keep it up! I hope it gets results.

>John Koopmans

Thank you, John.

We've all heard from the arm-chair "experts." --

"...Obviously a victim of parental abuse." --  "Someone just
seeking attention." --  "...Just another prankster."

John, I am not a professional, nor do I have any degrees that
officially allow me to even suggest a reason behind the professed
experience of any individual, and since I don't even own a hot
tub (An inside joke that only a few of us will understand), I can
only give rise to being appreciative of anyone willing to stand
the gaff of the dissenters who use their sharp tongue to ridicule
others who are mostly just seeking an outlet for their
frustrations. Even a professional psychologist knows to keep his
personal notions to himself if he sincerely wishes to help a
patient.
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Most experiencers are want of a good listener, nothing more,
nothing less. Therefore, it behooves us to give a listen, since
there is no expense on our part. That's all I've ever tried to be
with the dozens of folks who have told their story in my open
forum, Fido UFO.

During the years 1994, 1995, and 1996, dozens of participants
have come forth and told of their personal experiences without
fear of ridicule from the more outspoken of the skeptics who are
always present in the background.  In this type of forum here, I
have no control, and cannot prevent the nay sayer from making
their "arm-chair observations."

Fortunately for Cathy, she is aware of the existence of the
"skeptibunker" who with an almost religious fervor, insists on
bringing his version of the "truth" to the masses.

I say, let the experiencer tell their story, and we can just be
thankful for the good reading instead of making remarks that are
designed only to hurt the feelings of many who have already
undergone the ridicule of untactful people in the past.

At this point in time, the skeptical critic will just have to get
in line.

Regards,

Jack

P.S.  I have included the "list" as recipient of this note.
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IUFO: ::: Green Egg Interview with Jacques Vallee

From: density4@cts.com (Blue Resonant Human)
Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 06:54:39 GMT
Fwd Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 12:45:38 -0500
Subject: IUFO: ::: Green Egg Interview with Jacques Vallee

->  SearchNet's   IUFO   Mailing List

Strange Encounters
==================

An Interview with UFOlogist, Jacques Vallee
by Daniel Blair Stewart, CAW
for Green Egg magazine

We have all seen the classic Spielberg film that immortalized
J. Allen Hynek's phrase, _Close Encounters of the Third Kind_.
It is the story of a little boy, a telephone repairman and a
compassionate, wise French scientist who meet at the site of
contact with extraterrestrials.  How many of us know that the
fictional character "Lacombe" is based on a real person, a
compassionate and wise French scientist who travels the world
in search of the elusive UFO?

Fewer still know that Dr. Jacques Vallee, who is the real-life
Lacombe, does not (I repeat, not!) espouse the theory that
flying saucers necessarily constitute visitors from other worlds
via spacecraft, saucer-shaped or otherwise.  Instead, he
postulates that they may be visitors from other dimensional
worlds that coexist with ours, analogous to the realms of faerie,
or may in fact be manifestations of something even stranger.

Jacques Vallee received training as an astrophysicist and a
Master's degree and then worked as an astronomer in France.
There he witnessed the destruction of tracking tapes, which he
had helped record, showing unidentified aerial phenomena.  This
sparked his interest in UFOs.  He obtained his Ph.D. in computer
science from Northwestern University in Chicago and moved to
California, where he pioneered computer science and proceeded to
write what some UFOlogists consider to be the best books on the
subject of UFOs.

_Anatomy of a Phenomenon_ (1966) was followed by _Challenge to
Science_ (1967) co-written with his wife, Janine Vallee.  In his
1970 classic _Passport to Magonia_, he wrote about the relationship
of UFO contact with the patterns of faerie lore and the Little
People.  Five years later he published _The Invisible College_,
which explored the patterns of influence unexplained phenomena
have exerted on humanity historically.

His investigations led him on a grand tour of the sinister side
of unexplained phenomena, which he encapsulated in his 1979 book,
_Messengers of Deception_.  After a very long period away from
writing, while continuing to research UFOs, he published several
technical books, notably _The Network Revolution_ in 1982.
Vallee returned to the subject of UFOs again in 1988 with
_Dimensions_, which summed up UFOs from a historical perspective.

His book, _Confrontations_, (1990) is a detailed analysis of 100
of his most recent investigations, from northern California to
Brazil.

Most recently, his book _Revelations_ (1991) gives us a glimpse
of the world of UFO reporting and investigation -- as well as
the paranoid maze of military and intelligence involvement with
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UFOs.  Unafraid of controversy, always ready to examine unpopular
issues, he remains one of our most intrepid and highly original
thinkers on any subject.

 [Note: Green Egg is an "occult" magazine published by a neo-
  pagan group calling themselves the Church of All Worlds (CAW)
  and loosely fashioned after the group of the same name in
  Heinlein's sci-fi classic _Stranger in a Strange Land_.
  Although in reading this interview some may be pleasantly
  surprised to discover there is far more to the enigmatic Dr.
  Vallee than bizarre tales of Pancake-Bearing Martians, what we
  found of perhaps even greater interest and significance than
  the refreshingly iconoclastic substance of the interview was
  the fact that it appeared in this particular publication.
  Lastly, we offer it here in loving memory of our dear friend
  and Water Brother; the recently deceased CAW Bard, Adam Walks
  Between Worlds -- may you never thirst, my Brother.  -B:.B:.]

Daniel Blair Stewart: What aspects, data, or questions about UFO
phenomena are not being addressed by the community of
investigators and researchers?

Jacques Vallee: To begin with, many aspects of UFO sightings
have to do with the paranormal; yet psychic phenomena,
paranormal phenomena have been consistently pushed under the rug
by most UFO investigators.  That is due in part to the fact that
witnesses tell you such things only after you have gained their
trust.  But very often they are a challenge to the beliefs or
the world view of the investigators.  They may not be ready to
hear it or they may not publish it because they think it would
damage their credibility.  And since they are in the business of
giving credibility to the subject they don't want to reveal the
paranormal aspects of it.

Just to give you one example, in the Redding case that I
investigated in northern California, the witnesses had seen an
object three times on their claim near a mine that they worked.
The case had been investigated by various UFO groups and the
report had been published.  I went there and gained the trust of
the witnesses.

We went back to the place where the object had been and I asked
them "How did the object take off?"  They said it took off ...
sort of at an angle."  I looked at the place and said, "Well, it
had to go through the trees, didn't it?"  And they said, "Well,
it kind of went through the trees!"  I pointed out, "That's not
what you told the other people who investigated and that's not
what's in the published report."  And they said, "Well, this man,
he was so nice and obviously he wasn't going to believe it if
we told him it went through the trees."

Every genuine UFO sighting has some elements that are shocking
to the "rational" view, the nuts-and-bolts picture that these
are simply spacecraft from outer space.

Another aspect of your question is that for a long time the
UFOlogists have been blind to the fact that the phenomenon can
be manipulated.  In particular it can be manipulated by the
government, by various intelligence groups or by different cults
with their own agenda.  I published over ten years ago in
_Messengers of Deception_ my conclusion that many of the UFO
organizations had been infiltrated.  That book got me in a lot
of trouble with my friends in the UFO community who refused to
look at that particular problem.

Since then, of course, this observation has been vindicated.
One government informant has even come forward to reveal that he,
in fact, had been recruited to befriend various UFOlogists and
to write psychological profiles of them.  Every UFO organization
is monitored by government informers.

On the board of the National Investigation Commitee on Aerial
Phenomena, which was one of the major organizations in this
country in the '50s and '60s, were three people who were among
the founders of psychological warfare.  They were people with
strong ties to the government and intelligence community.  I'm
not saying it's necessarily illegal or wrong, but it should be
recognized.
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One of the recommendations of the 1953 Robertson Panel, convened
by the CIA and the Air Force to review the UFO problem, was that
UFO organizations be watched.  That report was classified at the
time.  That recommendation was in fact implemented.  The civilian
UFO groups were being watched and infiltrated as early as the
fifties.  They still are.

I think this aspect has many remarkable consequences.  To what
extent were some well-known UFO sightings actually simulations
that were staged for the benefit of someone who wanted to do
social engineering research or psychological warfare research?
Perhaps to see what kind of stimuli it would take to make people
change their belief systems, for example.

DBS: A lot of investigators have pointed out that UFOs behave
like holograms.  I've heard the phrase "a hologram with mass"
more than once.

JV: In many cases they behaved like a hologram that had mass.
In other words, if a hologram could also interact with the
environment, if it could put holes in the ground and burn the
vegetation, you'd have a good approximation of what the UFO is.
In other words, it is not an object like that car over there is
an object.  It looks like a car, it feels like a car, but it
isn't a car.  It's something totally different which can look
like a car if it wants to.

To a large extent we know how to do that!  We have devices that
could produce something that would look like that car and you
wouldn't be able to tell the difference, including shadows
reflecting on it as objects go by.  This is today's technology;
not 1950s or 1960s technology, but it certainly is 1990s
technology.  But it still would not have mass.  The UFOs do have
mass.  They leave imprints in the ground, they interact with the
environment, so that's where the analogy stops.

DBS: Tell us your objections to the extraterrestrial hypothesis
as the explanation for UFOs.

JV: If we had done this interview 20 years ago I would have told
you the best theory we have is that this is extraterrestrial.
We do know that UFOs are a physical phenomenon, they offer us an
opportunity to do some good science, and they seem to come from
the sky.  We have the capability to go to the moon and very soon
to go to other planets.  I do believe that there is life throughout
this Universe.  So why couldn't "they" come here?

In the last 20 years we've learned a lot of new things about
this phenomenon that contradicts the idea that it is
extraterrestrial.

We have too many Close Encounters.  The extraterrestrial theory
on the first level assumes that these are explorers on a mission.
They are supposed to have evolved on some other planet and are
coming here.  But if they have to study us by landing 100,000
times, they have to be very dumb!  That's approximately the
volume of data we have on Close Encounters reports today.  If
you were to take into account that those tend to occur at night
when there are fewer observers, if you extrapolate you would
actually get into millions of landings.

Now, it wouldn't take us millions of landings if there was a
civilization on Mars we wanted to study.  With something the
size of a beer keg in orbit we could get most of the things we
needed to know about them, especially if they'd been broadcasting
"I Love Lucy" into space for so many years!  Then we'd want to
land to check some things and get actual samples.  We'd land maybe
a few dozen times, maybe a few hundred times, but we wouldn't need
millions of landings.  So that aspect of it is a contradiction with
the idea that it's an extraterrestrial mission.

The second contradiction is the shape of the beings.  They are
uniformly humanoid in shape, somewhat bizarre and weird.  They
are described as having big eyes and being short with longer
arms and so on, but still they have two legs, two arms.  They
have a torso and eyes that are adapted to exactly the same part
of the spectrum as we are.  They don't walk around with goggles
or strange devices on their eyes.  They seem to hear what we
hear; they seem to be breathing our air.  That means they're
human or very close to human beings!  It's very unlikely that
beings evolving on radically different planets would end up
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looking like us, breathing our air, seeing the same part of the
spectrum that we see.  I think the biological statistics are
against it.

So you can say, "Well, they are so smart they are using
biogenetic engineering to adapt to this planet and its gravity."
But then why don't they just create complete human beings?  If
you can go 99% of the way, why not 100%, and then you'd be
completely undetectable?  So I think that's a serious obstacle
to the ET theory.

Another argument is that this is not a recent phenomenon.  It is
a phenomenon that has existed, as far as we can tell, throughout
history in one form or another.  Without going back to Ezekiel
or to Medieval folklore, we do have excellent UFO report records
from 1897.  I personally have a number of sightings that living
people whom I actually met with and interviewed have told me
about that they were witnesses of in the twenties and thirties.

So this certainly invalidates the idea that we're dealing with a
civilization that has just discovered us and is coming here now.
UFOs seem to have been a part of our environment for a very
long time, perhaps as long as man has existed.

Another problem with the extraterrestrial hypothesis is the
behavior of these beings.  The mainstream of UFOlogy today
claims that these are wise explorers of the galaxy who are
coming here to study us and the proof of that is what they do.
In abductions, for example, they take away human beings.  They
seem to carry them inside a craft and they draw blood from them.
They take samples from them, such as sperm and ova and these
look like biological experiments to people like Budd Hopkins
and his followers.

Well, I think it proves entirely the opposite thing, because the
descriptions that are given of the medical examinations are
crude to the point of being absurd.  If you had this technology,
disc-shaped vehicles that could fly silently and appear out of
nowhere, paralyze people and remain unnoticed; if you wanted to,
you could land on the roof of the Mayo Clinic or any large
research hospital and you'd have access to the blood bank, the
sperm, bank, the frozen embryo banks.

We are close to having the techniques for cloning people.  You
could potentially restart the human race with what we know today
on Earth, yet we have only been doing molecular biology for
about fifteen years.  It's a very young science, a new science.
Think about it.  If we can already do this and these beings are
supposedly a million years ahead of us, they should be able to
perform experiments that would be way beyond what we do.

Instead what people describe is victims coming back with obvious
scars.  They come back bleeding, they have things up their nose,
they have terrible dreams, intense trauma, and they remember
under hypnosis!  The whole thing is completely absurd.  The mind
control people in the military already have drugs that can make
people forget what they did for a week or what they did on
Tuesday between 2 and 3, and no hypnotist could simply put them
into a trance and recover the memory.  So if we already have
that kind of drug, a civilization millions of years in advance
of us should be able to manipulate both the body and the memory
much better.

Another thing that has been swept under the rug by UFOlogists,
which is yet another argument against the extraterrestrial
hypothesis, is that these objects change shape.  In other words,
they are not always discs or eggs or cigars.  They change shape
dynamically.

When I went to the Soviet Union, I met a man named Vladimir
Azhazha, who is head of the research committee on UFOs in Moscow.
He said, "You know, one of the most important aspects of this
whole phenomenon is that it's polymorphic."  I wasn't sure my
interpreter was translating accurately, so I had him repeat that.
He said, "It's polymorphic; they change shapes.  An object
will appear as a disc and as it's moving through the sky it will
change into a cube or into a pyramid or it will vanish on the
spot."

I showed him an article where I had said essentially the same
thing.  He looked at me and he said, "You know, it's as if you
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and I had been working together for the last ten years."  This
shows something rather remarkable about the phenomenon, which is
that two people who have been studying it in earnest in completely
different parts of the world under completely different conditions
will arrive at the same conclusions about it.

If it changes shape, if it can appear out of nowhere and disappear
into nowhere, this is not just a bunch of spacecraft.  This is a
much more interesting technology that manipulates dimensions.  It
manipulates space-time.  And if it can do that, then it can be from
anywhere and anytime.

DBS: Where are they coming from, if not from outer space?

JV: Let me try to separate what I think I can prove from
personal speculation.  I would feel comfortable standing up in
front of a scientific committee and I think I could argue
convincingly that the UFO phenomenon is a real, unrecognized
phenomenon; that it is physical and that it can manipulate space
and time in ways that we don't understand.

Beyond that, my own personal speculation which I could not prove
is that the phenomenon represents a form of consciousness that
is nonhuman.  There's a big distinction here.  A lot of people
might agree that there are unrecognized phenomena in nature, but
wouldn't necessarily agree that they are conscious even though
they are nonhuman.  If UFOs represent a form of consciousness
then obviously it could originate in outer space, but not with
the first level, nuts-and-bolts extraterrestrial hypothesis.  It
would have to be a lot more sophisticated than that.  There could
be a form of consciousness out in space that can manipulate
dimensions.  But it could just as easily be here on earth.  It
could be using the Earth as its home port.

It could also be tied to human consciousness.  The Collective
Unconscious could be doing this to us, projecting images that
are important during the current crisis we are going through.
It could also come from a form of creature that has always lived
on Earth with us and is not an alien consciousness, in the sense
that we usually think of aliens.  This goes back to the
traditions about the faeries and gnomes and Little People: what
I have called the Magonia tradition, that in fact there is
another Universe right here.  Perhaps most of us just don't see
it, but it's here.

When I started _Passport to Magonia_, I gathered all the old
books about the faeries and the Good People, the Good Neighbors.
This is a wonderful body of literature.  These beings did
approximately what the UFO beings do today.  They would fly at
night in strange cone-shaped luminous craft, they would abduct
human beings, they even had little pins that would paralyze you.
This is centuries ago, okay?  And it matches reports from
people who see UFOs today.

So I think that parallel is very interesting.  It's still one of
my favorite theories but there could be others!  You could argue
that there are natural phenomena that play a role in all this.
For instance, Paul Devereux has written several books about
"Earth lights" which he has shown to be tied to several
megalithic sites.  Whether the megaliths have anything to do
with UFOs, or whether those sites tended to have strange lights
so that over the years people used them for their temple and put
a rock there, is open to question.  Perhaps it was a natural
phenomenon all along.  That's a possibility, but it really does
not explain all UFOs.

The other possibility is that there may be forces within the
Earth tied to some old traditions.  There may be unrecognized
telluric currents, forces within the Earth that could manifest
in the form of electromagnetic phenomena that could become
luminous and float through the air.  Usually those things we don't
think of as being intelligent but who knows?  Maybe it could be a
form of consciousness.

There are other way-out theories that I find entertaining.  We
could imagine superconductive clouds moving through the galaxy
taking any shape they want.  Say, if you were a superconductive
hydrogen cloud ten times the size of the solar system and you
wanted to look like a Volkswagen, who could stop you from
looking like a Volkswagen?  You could do anything you wanted to!
There is a book called The Black Cloud  by Fred Hoyle, who is
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one of our greatest living astronomers.  It is a science fiction
story about a conscious hydrogen cloud.  Now, of course if there
was such a cloud we'd presumably see it as it came closer to the
Earth.  But there may be forms of plasma that we don't know how
to detect yet, or maybe we're simply not looking for them.

Now, I don't specifically believe all that, but these are fun
theories that should be looked at.  Paul Devereux's hypothesis
of the Earth Lights is a very important one.

Geologists today are beginning to reassess the descriptions by
people who said they saw lights before an earthquake: "I saw
this globe of light and it flew down the canyon and ten minutes
later there was an earthquake!"  Geologists used to say those
were ignorant farmers who didn't know their physics.  Now they
are beginning to realize that before an earthquake the friction
forces within the Earth could well create plasma or electromagnetic
discharges that could become visible.  In fact, scientists like Dr.
John Derr at the US Geological Survey have found a correlation of
these lights with fault lines and earthquakes.

DBS: Do you think our awareness of UFOs has been detrimental or
beneficial?

JV: In _Confrontations_ we report on a trip Janine and I took
to Brazil where there seemed to be evidence of UFO hostility.
Objects would literally zap people with beams.  In several cases
it seemed that it killed them.  It certainly injured them.  We
couldn't really prove a direct cause-and effect relationship in
the cases of death, but there was a cause-and-effect relationship
in the cases of injuries.  People were, in fact, injured by those
beams.

The phenomenon really doesn't seem to care at all whether it's
perceived as good or bad.  It does seem to have an influence on
our culture, but we may not be able to detect it because our
view of it is so short.  Historically, we're only aware of
things for a few months or a few years.  We don't tend to get
the big picture of contemporary events.  If we did, the science
of economics would be in much better shape than it is!

It is very difficult for us to deal both with transient and slow-
changing, long-term thing like the UFO phenomenon.  It seems to
be a control system.  If it is a control system, then it affects
our culture.  We probably would be unable to detect whether it
is doing good or bad to us.  In fact, it may be beyond the level
at which humans would define good and evil.

DBS: How vast might this phenomenon be?

JV: My impression is that it extends to every culture, every
race, every religion on Earth.  I really have not found a single
place that doesn't have a tradition about this phenomenon.  What
is fascinating is that most of the anthropologists have
completely missed it!  You have to look at the footnotes in
their books to find any mention of it.  It's never mentioned in
the mainstream.  It's a peripheral vision effect, you know?
Something that's just off to the side of your intellectual
vision.

DBS: Tell us about your trip to Russia.

JV: In Russia I had a chance to talk to a number of groups who
are actually doing UFO research.  One of the groups was even
interested in New Age pursuits, astrology and a number of other
topics.  We were amazed because when we went there we had no
idea that this sort of work went on.

These people were also interested in natural healing and herbal
medicine.  They had an entire storehouse of primitive plant
remedies that obviously came from a long Russian tradition.  So
we asked them, "How come the Russian culture has preserved all
this with the kind of regime you've had all these years?"  And
they answered, "It's very simple.  In this respect we are ahead
because you have had all these so-called 'rationalist' thinkers
in the West.  The Russian tradition has always preserved some of
the ancient ways, even under Communism."

So I said, "Why do you think there is such a difference between
these two cultures when it comes to these traditions about
nature?"  And they answered: "Well, you killed all your witches!
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So you've eliminated the genes from the gene pool.  We've had
an orthodox church here for centuries but they never killed the
witches.  Neither did the Communists.  They did many horrible
things, but only the Western church slaughtered the witches."

Oddly enough, parapsychology research went on in the Soviet
Union even under Stalin's regime.  They never stopped doing that
kind of research and they never stopped natural healing and
natural medicine, side by side with the official medicine.  Don't
get me wrong, this wasn't approved officially by the Academy
of Sciences and all that, but they didn't kill these people.
They didn't send them to labor camps.

I had never thought of that.  The east European countries never
eliminated those abilities from their gene pool.

We went there because there were a series of sightings in
Voronezh, which is a city a few hundred miles south of Moscow.
Some of the UFO sightings were reported in the Western press,
but in a very superficial way.  We found that there were many
more witnesses than had been reported.  There were not only
Close Encounters but also things seen in the sky by up to 500
witnesses at the same time.

Very active research was being done by several official
commissions and by private scientists.  I was impressed by the
number of people doing research and by the quality of the
research.

DBS: Many books depict the UFO phenomenon as benevolent and
peaceful.  Your descriptions of UFOs in _Confrontations_ make it
appear sinister.  How would you account for this discrepancy?

JV: I can understand why the expectation has grown that this
could be helpful and benevolent.  It's a very complex,
unexplained phenomenon and we always tend to project our own
human fantasies into every such thing that comes along.  It
would be nice if somebody came down from the sky and told us how
to stop wars and how to cure cancer.  Unfortunately the
phenomenon itself, when you look at it objectively, doesn't seem
to care about us at all.  It seems to be benevolent in some
cases and hostile or at least harmful in other cases.

Notice that we could say the same thing about electricity.  We
couldn't live without electricity, but if you put your fingers
in the socket it could kill you!  That doesn't mean the utility
company is hostile to you, it just means that there's a very
powerful force out there and it doesn't care if it kills you or
not.  Electricity really doesn't give a damn one way or the
other, and I think that, to some extent, the UFO phenomenon is
the same way.  It does whatever it has to do according to a
pattern we haven't detected.  When people get in the way they
get zapped.

In Close Encounter situations there is often a profound long-
term psychological behavior change in the witness.  Sometimes
it's for the better and sometimes it's for the worse.  You
occasionally meet people who seem very enlightened, who have a
very positive attitude toward life, who think they have psychic
abilities, and when you ask them when they first became aware of
this they will trace it to a time when they saw a UFO.

Some witnesses have actually described to us being healed as
they were caught in the beam from a UFO.  There is a case like
that in _Confrontations_, a doctor in France who had been blown
up by a mine in Algeria.  He had a form of paralysis that was
gone after he was exposed to light from the object.

There are also numerous cases in which the reverse happens.
People are confronted with a UFO and their whole life changes
for the worse.  When they tell their story, the local people
don't believe them.  They are ostracized, they get fired from
their jobs, their wives leave them, they go through a tailspin,
they sometimes end up as bums.

That happened in the '60s and '70s to several American cops.
The phenomenon tends to happen away from towns, between, say,
1 and 4:00 in the morning.  Who is going to be away from a town
between 1 and 4:00 in the morning, but the highway patrol!  So
very often in places like Nebraska, North Dakota, Minnesota,
there are cases of Close Encounters at night involving highway
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patrolmen.  In numerous cases their lives were destroyed or
broken; they had to leave the force because people wouldn't
respect them anymore.  They were suspected of seeing things,
maybe of drinking.

DBS: In your book _The Invisible College_ you stated that matter
might have three aspects: substantial, energetical, and
informational.  Could you elaborate on this and show how it
applies to UFO phenonmena?

JV: We learn in school that energy and information are two sides
of the same coin, okay?  That you can translate energy into
information and vice versa.  And yet, the only physics we learn
is the physics of energy!  The physics of energy should have a
little sister, the physics of information, but nobody talks
about it!  It's interesting to ask what might be in that physics.

My speculation is that that physics of information exists and
that it is what people through the ages have called magic.  The
magical tradition asks, how does the mind deal with information
structures?  And how does it relate to the rest of Nature?

DBS: Tell me what perhaps idealistic changes you might make in
our present that would improve our future?

JV: By idealistic, what do you mean?  If I could change human
beings, I would make them more loving, more open, but I don't
know how to do that.  So I'm going to take your question on a
different level: if I had the power to make changes in the way
things are in the world, what would I change without changing
human nature?  I have to assume human nature is a given.

DBS: We'll have to assume that.  But now we're going to give you
temporary control of the world.

JV: Good!  (Laughter, a long pause.)  The reason I am silent
is that it's so easy to come up with idealistic things.  Jesus
Christ did it, every prophet has done it, and usually they ended
up with the exact opposite of what they wanted.  The prophets
say: "Let there be love!" and people say, "Yeah, let there be
love, but of course it has to be my way and not this other guys's
way!" and they end up fighting.

I do wish that the impulse to search, to question reality, to
search beyond the obvious face of reality, became more
widespread.  I wish that people had more of an interest in the
mysteries around them.

I also wish that there was a simple, medical way for all of us
to experience what goes on in the moment of death without dying.
I think that if people had that simple experience once, the
rest of their lives would be very, very different.  I have a few
friends who have had a near-death experience, usually under very
traumatic circumstances like a head-on collision.  They changed
radically the way they thought about their careers, their
relationships, their life, their view of death.  In some cases
it eliminated their fear of death completely.  When you don't
fear death anymore your life is going to change radically.  So
if there was one thing ...

You cannot wish for people to have head-on collisions!  I'm just
wishing there was a way for people to have the experience of
dying, to take it with them into the mainstream of their life
without going through the trauma of an accident.  Of course,
that's what initiation does, in part, with a lot of work.  A
head-on collision gives you that instant initiation, assuming
you survive it.  To some extent the UFO Close Encounter has the
characteristics of a near death experience.

DBS: In quantum physics and biology scientists are considering
models that no longer resemble the mechanistic models of the
19th Century.  In particular, quantum physicists speculate that
the observer influences the phenomenon observed.  In biology
microbiologists are examining relationships to determine if
Earth qualifies as a literally living thing.  How do you respond
to these models?  Will breakthroughs in these fields apply to
UFO phenomena?

JV: In both of those cases you have an example of the relationship
of information with energy.
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What we seem to be discovering in genetics is that what's
important is information storage.  DNA is essentially a machine
to store a lot of information.  When you alter the information
you alter the whole being.  Essentially you are dealing here
with software, not hardware.  There may be other ways of
representing it, other than DNA.  It just seems to be an
extraordinarily efficient way of storing information perfectly
and duplicating it perfectly.

I'm not a physicist, but I do talk to a lot of physicists who
are very puzzled these days.  When you draw information out of
an experiment, theoretically you're drawing energy, because
energy and information are related; in fact, they are identical.
So if I observe a certain phenomenon at the quantum level, the
answer is translatable in terms of energy.  That energy had to
come from somewhere!  So I've actually had an impact on the
experiment.  It might not have happened the same way if I had
not been observing it.

That's another mechanism in which you see information and energy
being related and unless we take that equation into account we
don't have a real picture of the Universe.  That leads to the
question of what is the role of consciousness in the Universe.
This also relates to magic, because in magic you are manipulating
information structures that have a relationship to the material
world around you.  So I think that both of those examples are
very relevant to the question of information versus energy.
Increasingly we may find that information is the more important
of the two.

I think UFOs are a special case that forces us to question what
we call reality.  In Close Encounter cases there is a point at
which the witness seems to enter a different reality.  There is
an English researcher named Jenny Randles who calls this "the Oz
factor."  There is a point where all of a sudden reality has split
and the reality of the observer has been replaced by another
reality.  If we could measure that, if we could instrument the
witness, we might be able to learn about what we call physical
reality.  But that also raises the question: how do we know that
this reality is the real one?  How would we prove that it's the
real one?  This reality is merely a human consensus.

There are interesting experiments that have been done where a
newborn cat is given goggles that have vertical slits, and the
cat can't take the goggles off.  It's known that visual reality
is created in the first two weeks in the life of a cat.  So
after two weeks they remove those goggles and the cat has a
vertical reality!  The cat could not think of horizontal
structures.  The cat would never jump on this bench, for example.
She would negotiate her way around a vertical structure, but
she has no concept of horizontal things.  If the goggles had
horizontal slits, then that cat would have a horizontal reality.

The point is that we all have goggles over our minds and that's
where the UFO phenomenon comes in.  It challenges these goggles!
Our goggles are called culture, education, tradition and so on,
and these are the things through which we see the world!  We're
incapable of seeing the world through a different set of goggles.
One of the opportunities that the UFO phenomenon is giving us
is to look at reality in a much larger context.

Whatever UFOs turn out to be, the opportunity is here.  Simply
by stretching our minds and forcing us to look at the Universe
in other ways.

Excerpt from:

Green Egg Magazine
The Official Organ of the Church of All Worlds
"A Magazine of Goddess and Nature Religion"
Vol. XXTV, No. 95, Yule 1991
Green Egg, POB 488, Laytonville, CA 95454
(707) 984-7062  Gemagazine@aol.com
http://www.caw.org/green-egg/
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Re: The Birth of 'Flying Saucers'

From: Don Ledger <dledger@istar.ca>
Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 16:17:40 +0100
Fwd Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 17:55:40 -0500
Subject: Re: The Birth of 'Flying Saucers'

> From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
> Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 16:46:53 PST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: RE: UFO UpDate: The Birth of 'Flying Saucers'

Generous snip......

> I knew Ken Arnold,
> and in June 1977, while in his company, I asked him
> about the above quote.  He said this was the first time
> he'd heard it, and nothing of the sort had ever happened.
> He added that many things said about him in print were
> not true.  I might add as well that those words don't sound
> like any Arnold would have spoken.

> Jerry Clark

Hi Jerry and List

As an aquaintence of his, are you aware of whether Ken Arnold
shared his sighting with or was interviewed extensivly by anyone
who might have been an experienced pilot. As a pilot Arnold would
have had many flying buddies some who would probably have been
his closest friends. He probably would have shared details with
them that he would not bother passing on to the press, etc,
because they either didn't ask or because they would not have
understood these details anyway.

I don't know what Arnold's age was when he had the sighting, I'm
guessing 32-38 years, but he might have had younger flying
buddies, for instance ex WW II pilots, commercial or private
pilots who are still living. Arnold might have given them more
details of his flight itinerary than he would to the layman
because that's what pilots talk about when they get together.

Don Ledger
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Re: ACC's Transcapacitor Press Release

From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Rob Gates]
Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 13:17:00 EST
Fwd Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 17:58:00 -0500
Subject: Re: ACC's Transcapacitor Press Release

In a message dated 97-12-13 07:51:39 EST, you write:

>  From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
>  To: updates@globalserve.net
>  Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 12:32:24 +0200
>  Subject: ACC's Transcapacitor Press Release

>  Published on American Computer Company's website December 7.
>  URL:

>  http://www.American-Computer.com/Transcap.htm

>  AMERICAN COMPUTER COMPANY unearths previously unknown electronic
>  device it claims it obtained by analyzing notes about Alien
>  Artifact examined by Bell Labs 50 years ago, notes that were sold
>  ACC by an unnamed source...

Same ACC crap being dissiminated by "unnamed source.." we have
been hearing about for months -- and as usual comes from unnamed
sources.

Its called rumor mongering on the internet.

Isn't it convient that all this trash comes out just before ACC's
alleged public stock offerings?

Cheers,
Robert
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Re: Wang Update On ACC's Transcapicitor

From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Rob Gates}
Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 12:59:04 EST
Fwd Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 17:56:27 -0500
Subject: Re: Wang Update On ACC's Transcapicitor

In a message dated 97-12-12 13:09:40 EST, you write:

>  From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
>  To: updates@globalserve.net
>  Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 12:40:18 +0200
>  Subject: Wang Update On ACC's Transcapicitor

>  Received via "Doc in Phoenix" December 12 at 05.42 local time:

>  *******

>  Doc in Phoenix

>  [Begin RFC-822 message.]
>  From: "acsa" <acsa@ix.netcom.com>
>  To: <authority@webtv.net>
>  Subject: Re: ED WANG   ATTENTION
>  Date: Thu, 11 Dec 1997 23:10:44 -0500

>  ohhh, mucho mas to come....  you'd be shocked if you heard what I'd
>  heard, today.

>  (Did you happen to notice they, ACC, are selling a 200MHZ MMX Pentium
>  PC System with all the trimmings for $789?  Its on their home page...
>  Is this possible?)

>  Here is the scuttlebutt from

>  http://american-computer.com

>  (pass this email on, verbatim...)

  Same rumors/gossip/tales/stories crap from ACC, different day.
   Don't quit your day job to start selling ACC's Transcapicitor.  :)

Cheers,
Robert
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A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 13

Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 11:40:57 -0700
Fwd Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 18:02:02 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com>
> Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 14:48:42 EST
> Fwd Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 15:30:14 -0500
> Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> >From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
> >Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 00:48:35 -0700
> >Fwd Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 22:53:01 -0500
> >Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> >> Corso CLAIMS to have the right military credentials. That is
> >> quite different from actually having them.

> >> Be skeptical. Check some of the places Corso claims to have gone
> >> and some of the people that he claimed to meet with. Not only
> >> were some of him meetings an impossibility but he doesn't get
> >> people's names or job descriptions correct.

> >> Sorry I can't go into more detail at this time.

> >> Rebecca

> > Rebecca this is a rather tall claim here. Please provide more
> > information about Corso's "non-military" record as it becomes
> > available to you.

> I didn't say that Corso had no military record. I said he made
> claims about his military record which seem to be a little
> different than the record via FOIA by Larry Bryant. Not too big
> of deal.

> It has been claimed by Corso and/or Birnes that there wasn't
> enough room in the book to provide documentation for Corso's
> claims. I'm skeptical of that claim. I feel Corso can't back up
> many of his claims. That's my opinion.

> It's not up to me, you, or anyone -- other than Corso and/or
> Birnes -- to provide documentation for their claims.

Why not?...Wouldn't you be intersted in legitimate documentation
irrespective of who dug it up?

> Some of the specific and some of the not so specific claims
> relating to people, places and events have been shown to be an
> impossibility. Forgot about the back engineering claims and look
> at what was said about specific people and you will find all
> sorts of mistakes. Those mistakes, IMO, should not have been made
> and don't appear to have been corrected in other printings. So,
> do we just make Birnes the scapegoat? Or do we say, well, Corso
> is old, perhaps that's why these mistakes are in the book? How
> many excuses do we allow  a man who offers up a wild tale, of
> which he's the hero, and offers not one iota proof for anything
> that he says?

> Maybe you can make excuses for him, but I don't have to and I
> won't.

What excuses?

> It's an interesting story but unfortunately Corso's tale just
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> adds to so much of the garbage that already litters this field.

yes, yes, what would a dissenting view on this list be without
this overused rhetorical endstatement. Before you finish
punctuating your thought, Let's keep this in perspective here so
you don't misunderstand what I asked you. This discussion has
nothing to do with Corso's UFO claims or Roswell or
backengineering or anything else, this discussion is about his
military record. If you have some information or evidence that
casts doubt on specific aspects of his military record than I
reccommend you post it.

According to his FOIA military record his claims of heading the
FTD for 2 years were overstated and that he actually held this
position for only 90 days.

Corso claims a tour in North Africa. This is not reflected in his
military record.

This what I'm talking about...do you have other evidence of this
type?

Flaws in Corso's UFO and backengineering claims are a dime a
dozen and exist everywhere you look but using the FOIA to attempt
to verify or refute Corso's alien claims is a laughable concept.
The FOIA's usefulness in this capacity will provide evidence to
either support or refute his more terrestrial claims, service
record, and credentials.

Jared.
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Re: Experts Say Flash Was Meteor, 12/13/97

From: Kenny Young <task@fuse.net>
Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 15:00:52 -0800
Fwd Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 18:10:15 -0500
Subject: Re: Experts Say Flash Was Meteor, 12/13/97

Experts Say Flash Was a Meteor
Dec. 13, 1997
By The Associated Press

A mysterious flash of light that prompted calls to authorities in
four Midwestern states and led to a brief search for an overdue
plane was probably caused by a meteor, experts said.

The light -- described by many as a glowing orange or red -- was
seen about 8 p.m. CST Friday across hundreds of miles, from
Minnesota and Wisconsin south into Iowa and northern Missouri.

``It was a good-sized red ball,'' said Wylie Peterson of Colfax,
Wis. ``It had a pretty good tail behind it. It was too big to be
a flare.''

A search was organized after a private airplane was reported
overdue at the Boyceville, Wis., airport. It was suspended after
doubts were raised about whether the plane was missing and the
meteor possibility was considered.

Astronomy experts at the University of Minnesota and Drake
University in Des Moines, Iowa, said the phenomenon was best
explained by a single meteor burning through the Earth's
atmosphere.

Today marks the peak of the annual Germinid meteor shower.

``We are constantly bombarded by fragments of old comets,'' said
Lawrence Staunton, a physics and astronomy professor at Drake.
``They are mostly not seen.''

George Amis, a meteorologist with the National Weather Service in
Pleasant Hill, Mo., said the flash was not weather-related.

``There are no thunderstorms within 2,000 miles of us,'' he
said.

                                                End of article
--
UFO Research
http://home.fuse.net/task/
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Re: Alfred's Odd Ode #204

From: Alfred Lehmberg <Lehmberg@snowhill.com>
Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 14:17:45 -0600
Fwd Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 18:13:25 -0500
Subject: Re: Alfred's Odd Ode #204

Apology to MW #204 (For December 13, 1997)

Say what you want about *crazy* John Ford. Say that he's addled
and daffy. Say that he's gone off the deep end, of course. Say
that his brains are like taffy. Say he's a mental case, say he's
a dope -- say that he's outside his reasonable scope. Say that
he's loony -- all gooney -toony, not deserving your concern, and
unworthy of your note.

=85Compelled to serial murder? He's a bumbling Manson clone? He's
eating funny mushrooms -- spends his off time getting stoned?
He's a frothing, raving nut case, surely better behind bars?

I really think it's rather that his mind was on the stars.

He started asking questions that would likely bode us well, got
mad when he was stonewalled, got strident, then, as hell <g>! He
got right up some noses -- again and, then, again, to the point
some felt his boot heels on their slick and smarmy chins. He made
some calls, and he raked some muck, he wrote some dangerous
letters. He only did what I'd do with the courage of my betters=85

Consider the details, and the facts of his case! The plot is
bizarre, and goes off in your face! It reads like a movie done
cheap -- on the fly. It can't hold together -- this pie in the
sky!  Radium toothpaste's beyond my belief, and "outside in his
pickup" is less than concrete! An informant inside leads the talk
by the nose=85 -- is there more to this story, do you think or
suppose?

     Lehmberg@snowhill.com

My last sentence fragment drips with the most cloying and
derisive sarcasm!

We should ALL be asking questions about this! John Ford was
functioning well within the law in an ethical pursuit allegedly
guaranteed by our *constitution*. Here's hoping YOU never feel
compelled to speak up about something YOU feel is important, but
inconvenient for the man. If so, YOU are next! Be afraid!  Then
get mad.

Turn the heat up, slow, on a frog, and it will sit complacently
in its pot of water until it cooks. Feel the heat coming up,
little froggies?

~~~

"There is plenty of reason to think the Suffolk Police were 'out
to get' John Ford. And no member of the UFO community can be
confident they understand the arrest of John Ford if their only
source of information is the sensational media reports
orchestrated by the Suffolk DA.  That is why John's colleagues,
including myself in Washington, DC, LIUFON vice president Steve
Iavarone, and Tony West, Richard Jones, Preston Nichols, and Joe
Zuppardo in New York, Don Jernigan of Ohio, and Kelly Freeman of
Florida, have organized the John Ford Defense Committee. Our
purpose is (1) to give people true information on the arrest of
John Ford, and (2) collect funds and other resources essential
for John's defense." -- Elaine M. Douglass (elaine26@juno.com).
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The Committee needs funds for John's legal defense and donations
of several kinds: a psychiatrist expert witness; professional
audiotape analysis; and a Long Island-based legal investigator.
Please also write personal letters to: John Ford (8-29-48),
Suffolk County Jail, 100 Center Dr, Riverhead NY 11901.

--
Explore the Alien View?

http://www.fortunecity.com/roswell/arecibo/46/

"I cleave the heavens, and soar to the infinite. What others see from
afar, I leave far behind me." - Giordano Bruno, while burning at the
fundamentalist's stake. They're building John's pyre now!
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 13

Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 22:44:48 +0100 (MET)
Fwd Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 18:15:12 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
>Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 02:09:35 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject:  Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
>Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 17:30:35 -0500
>Fwd Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 23:28:51 -0500
>Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

><snip>

>Bob Shell remarked the other day that it was not up to him to
>reform ufology. I happen to disagree with him. It is up to all of
>us who want to see the study of UFOs advance to reform this
>field. We need to stop making excuses for people who tell stories
>without offering proof. It is a waste of our time to chase down
>the claims of people who refuse to offer documentation for their
>claims.

>Rebecca

Rebecca,

You got to stop making excuses for not doing your own research.
If you want to know more about this case, what stops you from
calling Corso? Or do you expect Corso to call you?
Hell, the man does not even know you exist.

            __________________________________________
           /    Met vriendelijke groet/Best wishes    \
                      Henny van der Pluijm
                      hvdp@worldonline.nl

                       Technology Pages
                http://home.worldonline.nl/~hvdp
             \______________________________________/
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Re:

From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 22:44:32 +0100 (MET)
Fwd Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 18:17:10 -0500
Subject: Re: 

>Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 09:32:01 -0800
>From: Dan Geib <geibdan@qtm.net>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: ACC Press release ... But TO WHOM ?

>The recent hoopla over the ACC press release leaves me wondering,
>Who do they release it too ? I recently read a Reuters article about
>a nanotransistor but nothing about alien technology.
>So they have created a press release. But if it never goes to the
>press, then of what value is it ? Anyone can create a press release.

>Curious for answers

>Dan

Dan,

That is a good question. It almost seems as if ACC suffers from
the same strange habit that has always plagued the UFO community:
do an enormous amount of research, establish beyond a reasonable
doubt that something very strange happened somewhere, and them
inform nobody except the rest of the UFO community.

However, Ed Wang recently revealed that securities broker Merril
Lynch has urged ACC to go public. There is a difference between
posting a press release on a website and really going public,
which means sending the press release to all mainstream media, as
ACC should do, in my opinion.

            __________________________________________
           /    Met vriendelijke groet/Best wishes    \
                      Henny van der Pluijm
                      hvdp@worldonline.nl

                       Technology Pages
                http://home.worldonline.nl/~hvdp
             \______________________________________/
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 22:44:39 +0100 (MET)
Fwd Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 18:20:27 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

At 11:40 13-12-97 -0500, you wrote:
>Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 22:40:54 -0700
>From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
>To: Updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>> From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
>> Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 17:30:35 -0500
>> Fwd Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 23:28:51 -0500
>> Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>> Good question, and one that will cause most people to write this
>> book off as unsubstantiated nonsense.  The question that many are
>> trying to answer is why a man with such a career history would
>> want to make such allegations.  From my understanding his income
>> from the book was very small, so the profit motive seems to be
>> missing.  This is especially true considerring his age.

>Can you talk a little more about that?...that's been the subject
>of a good degree of debate. There have been a lot of questions
>regarding just exactly how much financial gain Corso and his
>family stand to achieve from the book. I, personally, have no
>idea. Where did you hear that Corso's financial gain from book
>sales was small? Like you, I'm somewhat leary of critics taking
>refuge in the rather simpleminded contention that Corso
>fabricated all his UFO/alien claims in his book in order to seek
>financial gain. If there are other motivations for fabricating
>such claims for a man of his age in his position it's certainly
>incumbent on us to find out what they are.

>...questions abound.

Hi Jared, Steven,

Please keep in mind that before publication of the book
nobody knew how much money it would earn for Corso or for the
publisher.

In other words, the "how much money has he made" issue
is irrelevant.

I have develop a rule for this: the faster someone
claims that a certain act in Ufology is done for the money,
the less research the claimant has done.

            __________________________________________
           /    Met vriendelijke groet/Best wishes    \
                      Henny van der Pluijm
                      hvdp@worldonline.nl

                       Technology Pages
                http://home.worldonline.nl/~hvdp
             \______________________________________/
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 16:56:35 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 18:24:48 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
>Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 02:09:35 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject:  Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
>Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 17:30:35 -0500
>Fwd Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 23:28:51 -0500
>Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

[. . .]

>I think you are missing the point that I am obviously not making.
>Why do we have to find a motive for Corso? Sure, his actions beg
>for a reason. If we can't figure out the reason, does that mean
>that the book must be true?

>Maybe he's just a man with some sort of complex or syndrome. Not
>being a mental health professional, I'd hate to speculate,
>however, delusional does come to mind.

>The point is that it isn't really necessary to go to any great
>lengths to try to make excuses for this man Corso and/or his
>co-author Birnes. Neither of them included one iota of
>documentation for the claims they made. Why must we look for a
>motive? We should we waste our time?

Good point.  You review the claims, look at the evidence, dismiss
what isn't supported and move on.  Some may want to give the
story credibility based on his military background, and I have to
question what his motive would be to concoct this story.  But
there is certainly no direct connection between his documented
military history and the allegations he has made.

I make no excuses for Corso, but merely have an explanation that
has been given for some of the nonsense I've seen in the book.
If one could question Corso regarding all of the discrepancies
that would perhaps clear up some of the issues, but that's not
likely to happen.  I would agree that without further supporting
evidence, we should only acknowledge the allegation and move on.

>>>> But without knowing what
>>>> Corso's notes contained, it is impossible to determine how much of the
>>>> story that is told is from Corso, and how much was "filler" created by

>>> Corso had notes? He claims to have notes. He must not have had
>>> very good ones, as some mistakes were made. Obvious mistakes to
>>> people who know when buildings were built and when people died.
>>> Maybe not so obvious to the general population, but ones I can
>>> check out, once pointed in the right direction.

>>> Maybe Birnes couldn't read Corso's notes and that's why these
>>> mistakes were made? But I wonder why the mistakes weren't
>>> corrected from the proof or even later editions. Surely, Corso
>>> has read the book and should know these details are wrong.

>> I wasn't aware that a second printing had taken place, but you
>> may know more than I in that regard.

>There is a version of the book out that does not include the
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>Thurmond forward, doesn't that mean it went into additional
>printings?

I haven't been checking copies I've seen in the stores in my
area, but I know the publisher had agreed to remove it.  That
would indeed be the second printing.  If someone has contacts in
the printing industry, it would be interesting to see the number
of copies printed.

[. . .]

>My point about the notes (in my assumption you were speaking of
>the type notes I refer to above and not the notebook he had in
>Roswell several years ago) is that there is NO proof that Corso
>has notes from his military days. There is no need to speculate
>about how Birnes may or may not have interpreted those notes
>because there is no proof that they exist.

Of course, we could really be talking about notes about his
military days that were written many years later.  His notes
would still be annecdotal unless we have additional evidence that
can be derived from them.  As you've noted, the incorrect
information in the book shows that the notes weren't accurate if
they did exist, with numerous dates and other factors reported
incorrectly.

>Bob Shell remarked the other day that it was not up to him to
>reform ufology. I happen to disagree with him. It is up to all of
>us who want to see the study of UFOs advance to reform this
>field. We need to stop making excuses for people who tell stories
>without offering proof. It is a waste of our time to chase down
>the claims of people who refuse to offer documentation for their
>claims.

I have no argument with that, but I'm not sure how you're going
to develop a common consensus on what will constitute "proof",
and some will always be willing to accept the claims of others.
I'm not even sure we could come up with a good consensus on how
we define the "field" of "Ufology".

Steve
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 16:58:17 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 18:27:08 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 22:40:54 -0700
>From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
>To: Updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>> From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
>> Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 17:30:35 -0500
>> Fwd Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 23:28:51 -0500
>> Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>> Good question, and one that will cause most people to write this
>> book off as unsubstantiated nonsense.  The question that many are
>> trying to answer is why a man with such a career history would
>> want to make such allegations.  From my understanding his income
>> from the book was very small, so the profit motive seems to be
>> missing.  This is especially true considerring his age.

>Can you talk a little more about that?...that's been the subject
>of a good degree of debate. There have been a lot of questions
>regarding just exactly how much financial gain Corso and his
>family stand to achieve from the book. I, personally, have no
>idea. Where did you hear that Corso's financial gain from book
>sales was small? Like you, I'm somewhat leary of critics taking
>refuge in the rather simpleminded contention that Corso
>fabricated all his UFO/alien claims in his book in order to seek
>financial gain. If there are other motivations for fabricating
>such claims for a man of his age in his position it's certainly
>incumbent on us to find out what they are.

>...questions abound.

I will try to see what information has been released on this, but
it really isn't my story to tell.

Steve
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UFO UpDate:{86} part 2 - United Kingdom UFO Network

From: United Kingdom UFO Network <ufo@holodeck.demon.co.uk>
Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 20:39:05 +0000
Fwd Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 18:54:49 -0500
Subject: UFO UpDate:{86} part 2 - United Kingdom UFO Network

        ______ _______ ____
------ /  /  //  ____//    |----------------------------------------------
 U K  /  /  //  ___/ /  /  '                                Dec 13th, 1997
     /  /  //  /    /  /  /  N E T W O R K                 part 2 Issue 86
--- (_____//__/ -- (_____/------------------------------------------------

The United Kingdom UFO Network - a free electronic magazine with
subscribers in over 40 countries.

This issue comes in 3 parts. If any part is missing please mail:
ufo@holodeck.demon.co.uk giving the issue number. The issue will be
reposted to you. Please put the details as below in the subject
section e.g.  Repost {86} part 1, part 2 or part 3.

[W 7]******

Source: Newsday (Long Island) newspaper
Publish Date: 14th November 1997

Judge sends John Ford to N.Y. Mental Hospital

A Suffolk County Court judge ordered ufologist John Ford, president
of the Long Island UFO Network (LIUFON) to be sent to an upstate New
York mental hospital on Thursday, November 13, 1997.

Ford, 49, was arrested June 15, 1996 by police of Suffolk County,
Long Island, "on charges that he was seeking to kill three officials
by putting radium in their cars and lacing their toothpaste with
radioactive material."

The grand jury indicted Ford on charges of conspiracy and possession
of radioactive materials. Ford has been held in jail without bail
bond for the past seventeen months.

"Three psychiatrists and a psychologist, two hired by District
Attorney James M. Catterson Jr.'s office, examined John Ford and all
four concluded that the former court officer (the defendant--J.T.)
isn't competent to stand trial."

"In one report, Robert H. Berger, director of Forensic Psychiatry at
Bellevue Hospital Center (in New York City-- J.T.), said that while
Ford seemed to understand his legal predicament, he thinks 'the
criminal case against him is in reality an intelligence operation
being run by the CIA together with the Israeli intelligence agency
Mossad.'"

"Ford, 49, of Bellport (N.Y.) is charged with conspiring to kill
Suffolk Couty Republican chairman John Powell, legislator Fred Towle
(R-Shirley) and Brookhaven public safety director Anthony Gazzola by
putting radium in their cars and toothpaste."

"Ford is expected to be transferred from the Suffolk County jail in
Riverhead to the upstate Mid-Hudson Psychiatric Center in New Hampton
(N.Y.) next week. He will return to Suffolk to face the criminal
charges if doctors there determine he is competent to stand trial."

"Ford's lawyer, John Rouse, has maintained that the only reason
Catterson brought charges against Ford for the plot (was) that
prominent Republicans were the target.  'If the threats were against
you or I, John (Ford) would be walking the streets like an average
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citizen,' Rouse said."

Ford and LIUFON had conducted an ongoing investigation of doings at
the Brookhaven National Laboratory on Long Island since a UFO
incident near the lab back in 1994.  Ford reportedly "said he
believed that visitors from outer space had crash-landed on Long
Island and that government officials were hiding the aliens at
Brookhaven National Laboratory in Upton."

[W 8]******

Source: The New York Post
Publish Date: 23rd November 1997

Bill wanted UFO probe: Hubbell book

By DEBORAH ORIN

President Clinton was intrigued by UFOs and wanted to know if they
really existed, says a new book by his golfing pal, disgraced
Justice Department official Webb Hubbell.

Hubbell says finding out about UFOs was one of the top priorities
Clinton gave him in sending him over to a job as one of Attorney
General Janet Reno's top deputies.

Clinton had said, "if I put you over at Justice I want you to find
the answers to two questions for me," Hubbell recounts.

"One, who killed JFK. And two, are there UFOs."

"Clinton was dead serious. I had looked into both, but wasn't
satisfied with the answers I was getting," Hubbell adds.

Hubbell describes his failure to find out about JFK and UFOs as a
big regret when he had to resign as associate attorney general and
pleaded guilty to bilking law clients of $482,000.

Whitewater figure Jim McDougal has said Hubbell - who worked closely
with Mrs. Clinton and former White House lawyer Vincent Foster at
Little Rock's Rose law Firm - "knows where the bodies are buried" on
the land deal, but he stays pretty closed-mouthed in the book
"Friends in High Places."

The book touched off a courtroom battle when Whitewater counsel Ken
Starr tried to subpoena early drafts. Starr backed off, and in any
case Hubbell's book insists he can't remember much.

But Hubbell does toss out a tantalizing aside in examining why Bill
Clinton decided against running for president in 1988: a remark from
Hillary that, "We've got to straighten up Whitewater."

The book portrays Hillary Clinton as an ambitious woman who dreamed
of succeeding her husband as Arkansas governor and paints Bill
Clinton as someone unable to face his wife on whether she should use
his last name or hers.

Hubbell recounts that in 1981, after Clinton got beaten for
re-election as Arkansas governor - a campaign in which his wife's
use of her maiden name, Rodham, was an issue - he asked Hubbell to
press her to change her name.

He quotes Clinton as saying: "She needs to do this ... Webb, you're
her friend. Will you talk to her about it?"

Hubbell says he did so and Mrs. Clinton agreed - "but I suspect it
hurt for some reasons she's never understood herself."

Later in 1990, Hillary Clinton seriously talked of running to
succeed her husband as Arkansas governor when Bill Clinton seemed
bored with the job, he adds.

"Hillary had actually floated her candidacy past Vince Foster and me
in the event that Bill didn't run," writes Hubbell, then a law
partner of Mrs. Clinton's and Foster's.

"We questioned whether if the reason Bill wasn't running was he had
been in office too long, voters would think they were just getting
the same thing."

Hubbell adds that Mrs. Clinton "talked about how it might energize a
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new generation of females in the state, and when she said that, I
knew she was really thinking about it."

[W 9]******

Source: Electronic Telegraph
Publish Date: Monday 24th November 1997
From: Stuart Lester <slester@email.msn.com>

Clinton looked for evidence of UFOs

By Charles Laurence in New York

PRESIDENT Clinton is a believer that there might indeed be UFOs,
according to a Little Rock associate. When he appointed his friend
Webster Hubbell to a job in the Justice Department, he told him he
wanted him to go through government records, and find out if UFOs
existed. He also wanted to know who really assassinated President
John Kennedy.

The startling insight into Mr Clinton's convictions comes in Friends
in High Places, a book by Mr Hubbell, who was the President's
golfing partner in Arkansas, and left the government in disgrace
after pleading guilty to milking clients of his legal practice of
$482,000 (293,000). He reveals that the President made the UFOs a
priority when he appointed him as an associate attorney general.

He writes: "Clinton had said, 'I want you to find the answers to two
questions for me. One, who killed JFK. And, two, are there UFOs?'
Clinton was dead serious. I had looked into both but wasn't
satisfied with the answers."

When it was first announced that Mr Hubbell was writing a book,
there was controversy because it was believed that he knew the
secrets of Whitewater. The Whitewater special prosecutor, Kenneth
Starr, tried to subpoena drafts. However, he backed down, and, in the
book, Mr Hubbell says he can remember little.

[W 10]******

Source: New York Post
Publish Date: 4th December 1997

Bill's UFO interest is saucer full of secrets at the White House

By Deborah Orin

WELCOME to the great White House UFO cover-up.

All the president's men seem quite embarrassed by the revelation -
from disgraced First Pal Webb Hubbell - that President Clinton asked
him to use his top Justice Department post to find out if UFOs
exist.

After all, the president as UFO maven isn't exactly Clinton's dream
image. Some might even find it laughable - remember how Dems
tittered over Nancy Reagan's fascination with astrology?

And so, White House spokesman Mike McCurry is doing a full stonewall
- he refuses to say whether Hubbell is telling the truth. What is
amazing - and appalling - is that the White House press corps is
letting him get away with it. As Hubbell tells it in his new book,
Clinton sent him to Justice with this mandate as a personal
priority: "I want you to find the answers to two questions for me.
One, Who killed JFK? And two, Are there UFOs?"

Lest anyone think this was a jest, Hubbell adds: "He ^Clinton_ was
dead serious. I had looked into both, but wasn't satisfied with the
answers I was getting." In fact, Hubbell conceded on CNN last
weekend that he was serious enough to ask about UFOs when he met with
officials at NORAD, the North American Aerospace Defense Command in
Colorado, which monitors satellites and other objects in the skies.

"They said no," Hubbell reported. Presumably, this was one of the
answers that didn't satisfy him.

Hubbell ought to know if Clinton was serious. The disgraced
ex-associate attorney general is Hillary Clinton's former law
partner and was Bill Clinton's golfing buddy before Hubbell admitted
bilking law clients out of $482,000 and went to jail.
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It's easy to see that Hubbell's revelation poses a big problem for
the Clinton team.

To confirm it would be to paint Clinton as a bit of a UFO nut (and
JFK conspiracy theorist) and invite ridicule from late-night comics.

But it would be dumb and dumber for Clinton aides to call Hubbell a
liar. That would hand Whitewater prober Ken Starr a weapon, as he
seems to be out to prove Hubbell is lying when he denies the fat
fees Clinton aides arranged for him were really hush money.

Besides, Hubbell is loyally insisting - despite a stint in jail and
the risk of another one - that the Clintons did nothing at all wrong
regarding Whitewater or anything else. That's not the kind of ally
whom you want to tick off by calling him a liar.

So McCurry did an all-out stonewall when he was asked if Hubbell is
right in saying Clinton has a UFO fascination: "I am not going to
respond to the specific things in books that are written."

Huh? "A lot of people are going to write books in the course of the
next several years ... I'm just not going to respond to each and
every thing that occurs in any of these books," McCurry insisted.

Oh, wonderful. Books are now off-limits - a kind of v-chip to screen
out messy questions. Just imagine if Mayor Giuliani insisted he
wouldn't answer any questions about, say, bus advertisements. The
press would skewer him.

Or imagine if Ronald Reagan's spokesmen had dared refuse to answer
questions on books. After all, Nancy Reagan's astrologist popped up
in - what else? - a book. Written by ex-Reagan Chief of Staff Don
Regan, who was a known enemy of Mrs. Reagan.

No one would have stood for the no-books nonsense if Reagan's team
had tried it. But McCurry did, and only a few members of the White
House press corps protested - everyone else just giggled or rolled
over and played dead.

Which does show you something about the degree to which the Clinton
White House has perfected the art of stonewalling.

The Clintons will be back in New York next week, of course, to pass
the cup for still more money for the broke Democratic Party. Word is
it'll be a unique Clinton husband-and-wife tag-team effort.

First, on Tuesday night, Hillary Clinton is slated to star at a
Women's Leadership Forum. Next day, the president passes the cup.

There's also supposed to be a "message event," but no word on what
it might be. That's the supposed policy event on which the White
House likes to piggyback fund-raising trips.

[W 11]******

Source: The Times newspaper
Publish Date: 22nd November 1997

Hacker who broke into Nasa walks free

Prosecutors say case was no threat to security, writes Stephen
Farrell.

A COMPUTER hacker charged with breaking into United States Air Force
computers causing damage estimated at Pounds 300,000 walked free
from court yesterday.

Mathew Bevan, 23, smiled as he left Belmarsh Crown Court, southeast
London, with representatives of a tabloid newspaper six months after
a London teenager, Richard Pryce, was fined Pounds 1,200 for
admitting similar offences.

Prosecutors decided it was not in the public interest to pursue a
costly case expected to last up to three months involving witnesses
flown from America to give evidence against Bevan, the son of a
Fraud Squad detective.

The decision comes three and a half years after two hackers
codenamed Kuji and Datastream Cowboy used the Internet to penetrate
Rome Laboratories, the US Air Force's premier command and control
research facility at Griffiss Base in New York.
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Sources close to the US investigation said the intrusions had
"serious implications" but did not involve national security.
According to a report to the US Senate Affairs Committee the
intruders gained access in March 1994 to unclassified files held at
Nasa's Goddard Space Flight Centre and computers belonging to
Lockheed.

Pryce, then 16, from Colindale, North London, who went on to win a
scholarship to study the double bass at the Royal College of Music,
was fined after he admitted 12 charges of gaining unauthorised
access under the Computer Misuse Act. Magistrates were told he
"caused more harm than the KGB".

Another institution allegedly penetrated by the pair was Wright-
Patterson Air Force Base in Ohio, where wilder elements among UFO
conspiracy theorists believe alien spacecraft are secretly held.

Bevan, who cheerfully acknowledges being obsessed with aliens,
nevertheless denied three charges of gaining unwarranted access to
USAF and Lockheed computers between March and May 1994.

The charges related to the alteration of data by the alleged
insertion of a "sniffer" program designed to gain access to systems.

The investigation was carried out by Scotland Yard's Computer Crime
Unit and the US Air Force's Office of Special Investigations (OSI).
Initial charges of conspiracy against the pair were dropped at an
earlier hearing.

Pony-tailed Bevan, an X Files addict, obsessed with UFOs, lived a
twin existence and saw himself as the Nick Leeson of the hacking
world.

An Admiral Insurance computer operator by day, at night he sat
beneath posters of his fictional FBI heroes, Mulder and Scully,
hacking around the world as real-life American investigators on his
electronic trail suspected him of being one of the most sophisticated
and dangerous hackers they had ever encountered.

In an interview with The Times Bevan admitted gaining access to
computers belonging to the US Air Force, Nasa and the defence
contractors Lockheed, but adamantly denied ever altering data.

He insists his motive was curiosity, not personal gain. "I was after
information about UFOs. I just wanted to find evidence of all the
conspiracy theories - alien abductions, the 1947 Roswell landings
and Nasa faking the moon landings - and where better to look than
their computer files?" he said. "The US Air Force posts details of
its personnel and network addresses on the Internet so anything you
want you can get if you know how. It was a challenge."

One source close to the American investigation, however, said: "At
one stage they were connected to Latvia and the South Korean Atomic
Research Institute, which raised serious concerns about the former
Eastern Bloc and information warfare." Bevan was 12 when he was
given a Sinclair ZX81 for Christmas from his parents, Elaine, a
nurse, and Thomas, a detective sergeant with the South Wales Fraud
Squad.

Despite spending up to 36 hours at a time on the keyboard the family
telephone bills never exceeded Pounds 60 because he mastered the
technique of "blue-boxing", gaining free calls by sending electronic
pulses down the line to trick BT software into thinking a call was
over. His Holy Grail was to prove that alien spacecraft are stored
in conditions of strict secrecy at Area 51 of Wright Patterson Air
Force Base in Ohio - as suggested in the film Independence Day .
Although he claims to have seen convincing evidence of their
presence, no evidence is forthcoming.

Pryce was arrested at his parents home in Colindale in May 1994 and
Bevan in June last year. All his equipment was seized, leading, he
admits, to withdrawal symptoms. "It is all about control, really.
I'm in my little room with my little computer breaking into the
biggest computers in the world and suddenly I have more control over
this machine than them. That is where the buzz comes from. Anyone who
says they are a reformed hacker is talking rubbish. If you are a
hacker, you are always a hacker. It's a state of mind."

uk.ufo.nw says: The below report appeared in issue {73} of the
e-zine.
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Source: Today@NASA
Date: 6th March 1997

Yes, it's true. We got hacked. We're back.

At noon EST on March 5, hackers got into the server that houses the
main NASA Web page, www.nasa.gov, and replaced it with a page of
their own design. The replacement page, which was available for about
30 minutes, contained a diatribe against commercialization of the
Internet and protested the criminal prosecution of two hackers.
After system administrators assessed the damage (none beyond the
affected page) and did some other work to prevent a recurrence, the
server was back online at 9:30 a.m. March 6. Apologies to those who
were unable to access desired pages.

[W 12]******

Source: Fox10 News
Transmission Date: 18th November 1997
From: bernhard.nahrgang@ob.kamp.net (Bernhard Nahrgang)

Men in Black intercept 'Phoenix Lights' video footage?

(transcribed from a FOX10 NEWS (Phx.) report reported by Jim
Schnebelt)

FROM THE FOX-10 '10 files'...

(on screen: stock "Phoenix Lights" footage, of lights suspended in
sky)

voiceover: Months after this (March 13) sighting there are many
questions regarding the strange lights over Phoenix. Is this a solid
craft, or merely lights in an empty sky?

What could be the conclusive evidence is now mysteriously missing.

Richard Curtis claims his home video is proof that this sighting was
a huge flying craft. And he claims his video shows a solid object in
the sky passing over his home.

(on screen: cut to head shot of Curtis.)

Curtis: I saw the bottom part (of the craft) as it went over
Phoenix, because the lights lit the bottom of it, and it partially
blocked out the clouds and the stars.

voiceover: Curtis called city councilwoman Frances Emma Barwood,
wanting to show her the footage.

(on screen: cut to head shot of Barwood)

Barwood: He said he had it on two videotapes, and would I like them,
so I said, "Of course I would.", and could he give me copies of
them. He said he would. I told him how to get them to my office and
to mark them 'personal and confidential'.

(on screen: cheesy slo-mo video "re-enactment" of Men in Black
walking about)

voiceover: But before Curtis could send copies to Barwood, he's paid
a visit by two mysterious men in black.

Curtis:(voiced over MIB reenactments) They were dressed in black
suits, with black hats and sunglasses. They asked me if I had tapes
for coucilwoman Barwood, and I said "Yah, they're laying right
here." They said, "We've stopped by to pick them up." So I said,
"Great!" and just handed (the original tapes) to them.

(on screen: cut to head shot of Barwood)

Barwood: I didn't get them, and I have no idea who these two men
were since I have just females working in my office. Its absolutely
puzzling to me.

(on screen: cut to slo-mo MIB, one of them now holding
videotapes...(!) )

voiceover: Did the tapes ever exist, and if so were they proof of
more than "lights" in the sky? And who were these mysterious Men in

http://www.nasa.gov/
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Black who allegedly took them?

(as slo-mo MIB vid continues...)

Curtis (voiced over): I think someone listened in on that phone call
and wanted those tapes.

Barwood (voiced over): I can't explain it. Its just eerie.

Voiceover: The mystery continues. Jim Schnebelt, Fox-10 News.

end story, cut to anchor

[W 13]******

Source: USA Today
Publish Date: 20th November 1997

Records Destroyed

The (USA's) National Archives and the Navy blame each other for the
inadvertent destruction of records chronicling what the Archives
calls "some of the most significant technical achievements in the
20th Century."

The 4,200 scientific notebooks and 600 boxes of correspondence and
technical memos of the Naval Research Laboratory were "pulped beyond
recognition," the Archives said.  Some records were of rocket
development, the early space program and development of radar.

[W 14]******

Source: BBC World Service
Publish Date: Wednesday 19th November 1997

Chile to investigate reported UFO sightings

The Chilean airforce has set up a special committee to investigate
reported sightings of unidentified flying objects, or UFOs.

A government spokesman said reputable sources -- such as pilots and
air traffic controllers -- had sometimes reported seeing objects for
which there was no immediate explanation.

The committee, he said, would attempt to determine whether or not
the objects were naturally-occurring phenomena.

There are said to have been about sixty incidents this year alone.

In May a convention of UFO experts was held in the Chilean capital,
Santiago.

[W 15]******

Source: CNN News
Date: Sunday 7th December 1997

Brazil to Host UFO Forum

Brasilia will host the 1st World Forum of Ufology from December 7 to
14, the Rio de Janeiro-based Periodico de Comercio daily reported
today.

The term ufology refers to the Unidentified Flying Object, or
popularly known as the UFO.

Nearly 60 specialists from the United States, Russia and Latin
America are scheduled to join the event.

Organizers said the forum will be based on the conviction that the
increasing number of people who have witnessed some kind of
phenomenon related to UFOs, or that can be described as UFOs, is
enough evidence to give it official acknowledgment.

In June 24, 1947, an American businessman reported he saw a flying
"saucer- shaped" object. It was the first time the world heard about
UFOs. Since then, civil and military pilots reportedly have claimed
to have seen such "aircraft."

The date of the first UFO report, 50 years ago, will be commemorated
at the forum in Brazil.
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[W 16]******

Source: BBC
Publish Date: Sunday 7th December 1997

Brazil - largest UFO meeting ever (December 1997)

Close encounters of an extra-terrestial kind

Grainy photos, allegedly of flying saucers, have failed to prove the
existence of UFO's.

International scientists have gathered in the Brazilian capital,
Brasilia, for a week-long conference which aims to take a serious
look at unidentified flying objects.

The conference has been billed as the largest gathering of its kind,
with more than 50 top UFO researchers from across the world expected
to take part. The theory that intelligent beings have visited or are
visiting Planet Earth has attracted its share of eccentrics.

But ufologists, as they call themselves, want the United Nations to
recognise their science as a legitimate subject for study.

Mars fragment rekindled debate over extra-terrestrial life.

The discovery of fossilised micro-organisms in a tiny fragment of a
meteorite from Mars has rekindled the debate over extra-terrestrial
life. According to Nasa scientists, the fossilised remains are the
first scientific proof that life can exist elsewhere.

I want to believe.

The popularity of science fiction films like Hollywood's Men in
Black and television series like The X Files are a testimony to our
fascination with the subject of extra-terrestial life.

A recent poll in the United States showed that some 60% of people
believe in the existence of intelligent life-forms in space.

'Take me to your leader'

Despite decades of grainy photographs of flying saucers and other
supposed space ships, the existence of UFOs has never been proven.

A recently declassified CIA document claims that many of the UFO
sightings were experimental jets and the top secret spy planes of
their day.

Rational explanations often fall on deaf ears. Ufology is a science
which lends itself to conspiracy theories and claims of massive
government cover-ups.

The town of Roswell in New Mexico claims to be the sight of an UFO
crash landing in 1947 in which the bodies of aliens were found. It
has built a thriving tourist trade around its extra-terrestial
connection and even boasts a UFO museum.

Speakers from across the world

The list of international speakers invited:
 Antonio Las Heras (Argentina)
 Barry Chamish (Israel)
 Bob Brown (USA)
 Bud Hopkins (USA)
 Colin Andrews ( England)
 Cynthia Hind (Zimbabwe)
 Darush Bagheri (Iran)
 Derrel Sims (USA)
 Donald Ware (USA)
 Edgar Mitchel (USA)
 G C Schellhorn (USA)
 Gbor Tarcali (Hungary)
 Glennys Mackay (Australia)
 Graham Birdsall (England)
 Jaime Maussan ( Mexico)
 Jaime Rodriguez (Ecuador)
 James Hurtak (USA)
 Javier Cabrera Darquea (Peru)
 Javier Sierra (Spain)
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 Jerome Clark (USA)
 Jesse Marcel Junior (USA)
 Joaquim Fernandes (Portugal)
 John Carpenter (USA)
 John Mack (USA)
 Johsen Takano (Japan)
 Jorge Alfonso Ramirez (Paraguay)
 Jorge Martin (Port Rico)
 Leo Sprinkle (USA)
 Leonard Nimoy (USA)
 Linda Howe (USA)
 Mario Dussuel (Chile)
 Mark Carlotto (USA)
 Mauricio Baiata (Italy)
 Michael Hesemann (Germany)
 Per Andersen (Denmark)
 Richard Hoagland (USA)
 Robert Bauval (England)
 Robert Dean (USA)
 Roberto Banchs (Argentina)
 Roberto Pinotti (Italy)
 Rodrigo Fuenzalida (Chile)
 Ryszard Fiejtek (Poland)
 S. O. Svensson (Sweden)
 Stanton Friedman (Canada)
 Sun-Shi Li (China)
 Timo Koskeniemmi (Finland)
 Tony Dodd (England)
 Vicente-Juan Ballester Olmos (Spain)
 Walter Andrus ( USA)
 Wendelle Stevens (USA)
 Yuri Guerassimov (Russia)
 Yves Bosson (France)
 Yvonne Smith (USA)

-[continued in part 3]-
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From: United Kingdom UFO Network <ufo@holodeck.demon.co.uk>
Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 20:39:05 +0000
Fwd Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 18:57:55 -0500
Subject: {86} part 3 - United Kingdom UFO Network

        ______ _______ ____
------ /  /  //  ____//    |----------------------------------------------
 U K  /  /  //  ___/ /  /  '                                Dec 13th, 1997
     /  /  //  /    /  /  /  N E T W O R K                 part 3 Issue 86
--- (_____//__/ -- (_____/------------------------------------------------

The United Kingdom UFO Network - a free electronic magazine with
subscribers in over 40 countries.

This issue comes in 3 parts. If any part is missing please mail:
ufo@holodeck.demon.co.uk giving the issue number. The issue will be
reposted to you. Please put the details as below in the subject
section e.g.  Repost {86} part 1, part 2 or part 3.

[W 17]******

Source: Ross Dowe, National UFO Hotline NZ
From: Eric Howarth: erich@cycor.ca
Date: 17th November 1997
From: 'Sightings On The Radio' web page:
http://www.sightings.com/

Military Admits To Having A 'Flying Saucer'

FORT BENNING, Ga. -- The truth may be out there for UFO conspiracy
buffs, but here military officials admit flying saucers have taken
over the skies.

The U.S. Army has been test-flying the CYPHER Unmanned Aerial
Vehicle - a doughnut-shaped aircraft - for the past six years at the
military post just outside of Columbus.

CYPHER uses two sets of rotating blades that are mounted in the
aircraft's center to propel the machine. Hence, giving the aircraft
its whirring sound and UFO look.

The aircraft's design allows it to hover over an area for as long as
the fuel lasts. That capability distinguishes it from other unmanned
aircraft currently being tested, said Mike Barnes, project director
at the military post.

CYPHER, which earned its name because of its ability to decode
underground structures and secret tunnels, was created by Sikorsky
Aircraft Inc. in Los Angeles.

``The uses are absolutely endless,'' said test pilot Pvt. Brent
Satterfield of Fort McClellan, Ala. ``If we had a hostage situation,
we could use an infrared camera (in the CYPHER) to find out where
everyone is in the house, where the exits are, and then we can plan
out a better plan of attack.'' The aircraft could also be used to
drop off supplies to soldiers or disburse unruly crowds without
subjecting pilots to danger, Barnes said.

``We take these technologies and put them in the hands of soldiers
and see if they can help them perform their mission,'' he said. But
Barnes and military officials admit, it's the CYPHER's covert
capabilities that make it even more appealing.

Inside the CYPHER, a video camera and a navigation computer -
similar to those used in cruise missiles - would allow the military

http://www.ufoupdateslist.com/
http://www.ufoupdateslist.com/1997/
http://www.ufoupdateslist.com/cgi-bin/maillist-today.cgi?file=/1997/dec/m13-026.shtml
http://www.sightings.com/
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to survey enemy territory and areas attacked by poison gas or other
hazardous bombs.

Sikorsky, which also manufactured the UH-1 Huey and UH-60 Black Hawk
helicopters, also made room for a pilot onboard the CYPHER.

During a test flight Tuesday, Spc. Jacob Terrell, 21, flew the
CYPHER over a crowd of cardboard dummies and hovered 150 feet above
the ground before releasing canisters of smoke - simulating tear gas.

``It was just like a computer game. It's extremely easy to fly,''
Terrell said. If Army officials in Washington approve of the
aircraft, CYPHER engineers say they can build the aircraft in a
variety of sizes - from a 40-pound model that can be carried in a
backpack to the size of a cargo helicopter. A price tag has not yet
been set and officials would not comment on the price of the
prototype.

While military officials and Columbus police say they have yet to
receive reports of UFO sightings when the CYPHER is tested,engineers
and military officials laugh at theories fueled by the Internet and
television shows, such as Fox's ``X-Files,'' that such technology is
alien in origin.

Regards
Ross Dowe
National UFO
Hotline NZ 0900 58 367

Letters
=======

Scottish Star Wars - they got it partly wrong

uk.ufo.nw says: Readers will remember the sensational story from the
last issue of the e-zine {85} in which the Sun newspaper printed
witnesses reports of UFO battle's over Scotland. The main witness to
these sightings was David Ledger. Dave wrote us the following letter
- putting the record straight -

From: Dave Ledger <dledger@cableinet.co.uk>
Date: Thursday 20th November 1997

Hi again Dave,

Many thanks for your letter. In relation to the newspaper article in
the Sun paper that you speak of..........I strongly suggest that it
is not taken too seriously as the original story has been twisted and
totally sensationalised by the press.

If you haven't visited my site yet and would like to know the real
story which prompted the newspaper interest, you will find it all
there. I have included an article from our local paper also which is
far more accurate than the Sun's story.

Our sighting experiences were indeed spectacular, but not as
fantastic as the sun made them out to be. There was no excuse for
this as the whole interview was done over two days with lengthy phone
calls, involving seven of the nine witnesses. Surely in that length
of time they would have got the jist of it. I personally spoke to
them the most and was very careful with what I said etc. I have had
press experiences with my band in the past and I know full well, what
they are capable of. However, my caution obviously failed, in my
attempt to get a good clear account of what really did happen, in the
press.

Still, on a positive note, it did draw a lot of people out to come
forward with their stories, which probably would not have happened
if we hadn't have spoke out about what we saw.

Dave Ledger (UFO Scotland)
http://wkweb5.cableinet.co.uk/dledger

---

A FEARFUL SYMMETRY

A TRUE STORY OF ALIEN INTRUSION INTO HUMAN LIVES

By D. Lynne Bishop

http://wkweb5.cableinet.co.uk/dledger
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A FEARFUL SYMMETRY Copyright 1995 by D. Lynne Bishop

All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced,
stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any form or by any
means, electronic or mechanical including photocopying, recording or
otherwise without prior permission of the publisher, except by a
reviewer who may quote brief passages.

First Printing September 1995

Printed in the United States of America

BOOKFINDER PUBLISHING

http://bookfinder.simplenet.com/

Lynne Bishop's home page

http://www.geocities.com/Athens/3862/

---

CHAPTER 8

At the conclusion of my sister's regression, the hypnotherapist had
again cautioned her about the necessity of not sharing any details of
the session with Mother, until after September 6, the date of
Mother's next session.  The memories retrieved at this

I had already discovered, through the progression of my search for
answers, that for every query sufficiently explained, many more
unsolved mysteries rushed in to fill the void.  I was learning to
live with the inevitable frustration caused by this--but

With this thought firmly entrenched, my husband and some friends of
ours decided to take matters into our own hands.  If the spaceship
would not come to us, perhaps we could go to the spaceship.  On a
crystal-clear night, we packed up all the gear needed

As the sky darkened, our small group drew nearer together. Suddenly,
someone quietly said, "There's something up there, directly
overhead."  Four pairs of eyes immediately swung upward, focusing on
a large, white spot of light. There were no other ligh

September 6 arrived, and we made the pilgrimage yet again to
Springfield.  The route had become so familiar by now, we almost felt
the car could be put on auto-pilot.  Still, we watched the skies for
silver discs, and alternately, our watches for indicat

John and Ann welcomed our crew, as we disembarked from the car, and
entered the office.  Again, there was a lengthy pre-hypnosis
interview, and the excerpts follow:

John:  . . . Tell us that story, now.

Frances:  Well, anyhoo, when I was little--somewhere between five and
seven--we lived in Houston. At that time Houston was a small city.
There were many roads out to the forest.  We used to go nut hunting,
right on the environs.  We were always making

Anyway, this one night we went out north of town.  It was after
sundown, but just good and dusky dark.  Not pitch dark--although this
event lasted until pitch dark.  So we drove up and down roads, and
that's when Mom got to where she hated dirt roads. So, we see this
red glow through the trees . . . and we were fire bugs, my sisters
and I.  We thought everything was a fire, so we wanted to go see it.
We drove on and on, and finally gave up; decided we weren't going to
find it.  We'd go down this road

We were very independent--very.  Daddy didn't have any boys, so we
learned to work on automobiles, and do all those weird little things
that girls in the '20's didn't do.  So, naturally, when my own kids
came along, I figured they could live the way I di

John:  When was your mother born?

Frances:  1896, I believe.  Mother was quite reserved about
things--very personal.  She talked to me more than she did any of the
sisters.  Mom and I had . . . a weird relationship. I was a middle
kid; had two older sisters and a younger one.  And Mothe

http://bookfinder.simplenet.com/
http://www.geocities.com/Athens/3862
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My dad was part Irish, so he probably still thought that there were
"Changelings."  His parents came over from Ireland, but he was
orphaned when he was eight years old.  He lived with his aunt--his
mother's sister.  They originated in Protestant Ireland-

John:  Did your mother ever tell you about any strange dreams?

Frances:  No, as I said, Mother was rather reserved.  Her life had
been like so many of her era, you know . . . circumscribed.  Her
mother had died when she was very young.  Mom was the next to the
oldest child.  Her brother was older than she--he was ab

John:  Did your mom ever make any comment about the dirt road thing?

Frances:  No--just that she wouldn't go down it, if it was a dirt
road.  She had other phobias, too.  She wouldn't lock her house, and
living in Houston, we all thought she'd get murdered in her sleep.
But she didn't like closed-in places--had claustrop

John:  Okay.  So, what do you think of all this at this point?

Frances:  Well, I think there is something happening to people.  The
way we tell it has a great deal to do with our perceptions, and our
own mental approach to things.  I'm more cut-and-dried.  I
under-describe things in "real life," compared to a lot of

If this is "get it off your chest" day . . . okay.  My daughters have
come here and said, "You're going to think I'm weird, but . . . "
So, okay, you're going to think I'm weird, along with them and
probably everyone else in the family.  I've had two we

John:  Okay.  Tell us about them.

Frances:  My youngest daughter (the author of this book) used to own
horses.  We had saddle horses, and she took them to shows.  I pulled
the horse-trailer.  One night, there had been a rodeo in a
neighboring town.  There's a creek that crosses right in

And then, some years later, my youngest daughter and I were at a
rodeo in that same town.  We'd been there, I suppose, about thirty
minutes.  I say, "Oh, my God!", and she wants to know what's the
matter with me.  And I tell her I'm seeing someone being

So . . . yeah, we're weird.  Maybe our minds can link in some strange
fashion.

John:  Okay.  Tell us abut the time you and your other daughter were
together, back in the late 1980's . . .

Frances: I have very strong conscious memory about parts of that,
and other parts are confused.  We were driving down the road into a
curve, just prior to a straight stretch. There are trees on either
side of the road, and from nowhere comes this white

Anyway, this thing is virtually nicking the tops of the trees, and we
thought it was going to fall on top of us.  There was no noise, we
thought it was going to crash.  I don't remember where she stopped,
but I remember seeing it under the power lines.

The plane was white--bright white--and it really stood out to look at
it.  But there are some really clear facts, and other parts are very
fuzzy.  It's just like the incident that occurred to my other
daughter and me (back in 1972.)

HYPNOSIS SESSION
September 6, 1992

John:  (Hypnotic regression had been induced at this point, and the
time- frame had been returned to the time of the incident.) . . .
And as you're driving along, you can describe what you're noticing .
 .

Frances:  The car was the blue one.  It was bigger than the one she
has now.  I'm in the front seat.  My daughter's driving.  Her older
son is behind me.  I'm not sure if the other boy is behind my
daughter.  The weather is nice, and the windows are down

My daughter drove up into a driveway by a white house.  She stopped,
and then we looked.  It seemed like it was under the power lines, but
I don't know how it could have gotten there.  My daughter leaned out
one window to look, and I leaned out the other
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John:  Describe the thing as it's sitting under the lines.

Frances: It's shimmery . . . like heat waves . . . shimmery.

John:  What's the next thing that happens?

Frances:  She says, "Let's go to the airport."

John:  When the thing went over, what was its flight pattern like?

Frances:  Very smooth . . . Real quiet . . . like a kite floating.
Very glider-like.

John:  Are there any other people around?

Frances:  Just me and my daughter.  I don't see the kids right now.
I'm not comfortable with not knowing where they are.  But . . . I
don't seem to . . . need to know . . . right then.

John:  What did you do next?

Frances:  The next thing I see is the airport.  But I don't remember
turning around.  I can't get beyond that.  I'm uncomfortable with
that.  It's . . . very blank!  I have nothing in between seeing the
thing on the ground, and then being at the airport.

John:  All right.  Since the airport is the next thing you remember,
what do you recall about that? Frances:  We got out of the car and
went around the building to talk to the intendant.  There were three
men standing by a blue and white airplane. It was just a small,
common airplane.  The men were gassing it up.  It's like the cowling
and the fuselage

John:  Do you have any other memory beyond that? Frances:  Just going
home, and telling my daughter's husband about it.

John:  What time was it when you got home?

Frances:  It was late afternoon, just before dark.

John:  How much time had passed? Frances:  Hm . . . I think about
two hours.

John:  Are there any other people around?

Frances:  My daughter's older boy should have been there.  I know I
saw him once, but after the airplane, I don't know.

John:  Wouldn't you be concerned about him?

Frances:  I guess . . . on some level . . . I knew where he was.

John:  What do you think that means?

Frances:  Well . . . It's like I really was there for part of the
ride, and not there for part of the ride.  I think I must have been
left behind.  Most of it is . . . just blank.  My sensation is that
he wasn't in the car when we went under that stupid

John:  (After assurances of well-being, the hypnotist tried to ease
Mother into being able to look behind the block she had
encountered.) . . . Everyone is quite safe; there's nothing to be
concerned about . . . Can you go back in; take a quick peek at t

Frances:  Uh, uh!  I don't want to know what's there!  I just
blacked it all out.  I put it in one of my little boxes that I put
things in and shut doors on.

John:  This one says, "Do not open"?

Frances:  (Affirmative nod.)

---------------------------------------------------------------------
UNITED KINGDOM UFO NETWORK

STATEMENT
uk.ufo.nw statement: The articles or text appearing within these
pages are not necessarily the views or opinions of United Kingdom
UFO Network.
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REPORTS
Please forward all reports to: ufo@holodeck.demon.co.uk

WWW
Visit us on the World Wide Web at
http://www.holodeck.demon.co.uk/

BACK ISSUES & FILES
For information on receiving back issues and other files send mail
with REQUEST INFO in the subject area to: ufo@holodeck.demon.co.uk

IRC - (INTERNET RELAY CHAT)
The meetings take place at 11pm (2300hrs) each and every Saturday
night. Times will vary depending on your location in the world. If
you would like to know the time in your part of the world send a mail
to:

ufo@holodeck.demon.co.uk

In the subject section put: IRC TIME INFO

In the message of your mail please put:

a) Your Country
b) Your location
c) Nearest major City

Connecting to our weekly UFO meetings on the IRC (internet relay
chat) is now easier than ever.

If you are using at least one of the following web browers:
Netscape 3 ++
MS Internet Explorer 4 ++

Simply visit one of the below url's (world wide web) addresses. When
the 'ultrachat' page has loaded you will see a large grey filled box
somewhere on the screen. It may then take a few more seconds for the
java script to load and run.

The grey area will then turn white and you will be asked to enter a
nickname. Your own name or a nickname will suffice here.

Once you press return you will be presented with various bits of
information scrolling up the screen. After a few seconds you will be
connected to the uk.ufo.nw #UFO channel.

Down the right hand side of the screen you will see a list of the
people currently on channel. At the bottom of the screen is where
you type your messages. The large upper left section of the screen is
were you read and follow the proceedings of the meetings.

Don't be shy. We are all a friendly bunch. Give it a go. You'll soon
get the hang of it. We'll be happy to offer any assistance that you
may need.

http://www.holodeck.demon.co.uk/ultrachat.html
http://www.maygale.org/07/eyesonly
http://www.geocities/Area51/Cavern/2646
http://www.tedric.demon.co.uk/ultrachat.htm
http://www.ultranet.org/webchat/ufo.html
http://web.ukonline.co.uk/colin.light/ultrachat.htm
http://web.ukonline.co.uk/phil.light
http://www.ufo.grid9.net/ufo.html
http://www.us.ultranet.org/webchat/ufo.html
http://www.no.ultranet.org/webchat/ufo.html
http://crowman.demon.co.uk/ultrachat.html

If you are using one of the dedicated IRC programs such as the
excellent MIRC available free from: http://www.mirc.co.uk/index.html
enter one of the below irc server addresses into your program. The
nearer the server to your location the faster the connection. If one
fails then try another.

London.UK.EU.UltraNET.Org
Belgrade.YU.EU.UltraNet.org
Kalemegdan.YU.EU.UltraNet.org
Singidunum.YU.EU.UltraNet.org
Bor.YU.EU.UltraNet.org
Zemun.YU.EU.UltraNet.org
Gloucester.UK.EU.UltraNET.Org
Uppsala.SE.EU.UltraNET.Org

http://www.holodeck.demon.co.uk/
http://www.holodeck.demon.co.uk/ultrachat.html
http://www.maygale.org/07/eyesonly
http://www.geocities/Area51/Cavern/2646
http://www.tedric.demon.co.uk/ultrachat.htm
http://www.ultranet.org/webchat/ufo.html
http://web.ukonline.co.uk/colin.light/ultrachat.htm
http://web.ukonline.co.uk/phil.light
http://www.ufo.grid9.net/ufo.html
http://www.us.ultranet.org/webchat/ufo.html
http://www.no.ultranet.org/webchat/ufo.html
http://crowman.demon.co.uk/ultrachat.html
http://www.mirc.co.uk/index.html
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Johnson-City.TN.US.UltraNet.Org
Haifa.IL.AS.UltraNET.Org
Mons.BE.EU.ultraNET.Org
Neuilly.FR.EU.UltraNET.Org
Hofors.SE.EU.UltraNET.Org
Bergen.NO.EU.UltraNET.Org

Once you are connected to a server join channel:
#UFO

The uk.ufo.nw #UFO channel is open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
Visit the channel at any time. There is usually someone there to
talk to.

For those of you needing help connecting to our IRC meetings send
your questions to:

ufo-irc-advice@crowman.demon.co.uk

If you want to be a little more adventurous and perhaps use one
of the dedicated IRC programs such as the excellent MIRC visit
the below urls for advice:

http://www.crowman.demon.co.uk/ultranet.htm
http://web.ukonline.co.uk/phil.light/irchelp.htm

SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION
The UK.UFO.NW free fortnightly e-zine covering UFO reports and
information from the UK and around the world is now available by
subscribing to our new List Server.

Send mail to:

listserv@sjuvm.stjohns.edu

In the main body of the mail put:

subscribe ufo fn ln

note: in place of fn put your first name.
      in place of ln put your last name.

For example:

subscribe ufo John Smith

A confirm mail will then be sent to you which you need to reply to
within 48 hours to be put on the e-zine mailing list.

If you have problems you may also subscribe by sending mail to:

ufo@holodeck.demon.co.uk

In the subject section of your mail type: SUBSCRIBE

Search for other documents from or mentioning: ufo | erich | dledger | ufo-irc-advice | listserv
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The United Kingdom UFO Network - a free electronic magazine with
subscribers in over 40 countries.

This issue comes in 3 parts. If any part is missing please mail:
ufo@holodeck.demon.co.uk giving the issue number. The issue will be
reposted to you. Please put the details as below in the subject
section e.g.  Repost {86} part 1, part 2 or part 3.

In this issue:

Editorial
---------

Lynne Bishop's 'A Fearful Symmetry'
Alien song titles
Alien and UFO jokes, yet another request
The Great Toad Mystery

United Kingdom News
-------------------

[UK 1] Object over Bangor North Wales UK
[UK 2] Nazi Saucer!
[UK 3] Freedom of Information plans finalised
[UK 4] Minister orders inquiry after BBC leak
[UK 5] Apologies after BBC reveals secrets
[UK 6] Move on Freedom of Information
[UK 7] Paper to open up Whitehall to public

World News
----------

[W 1] Inventor of jet plane dies
[W 2] Large triangular UFO seen over Santa Barbara Channel, Ca.
[W 3] Mutant Rats
[W 4] Chinese Scholars Tap Physics To Learn About Flying Saucers
[W 5] NASA's Deep Space 1 spacecraft to study Mars
[W 6] UFO enthusiast in N.Y. found unfit to stand trial
[W 7] Judge sends John Ford to N.Y. Mental Hospital
[W 8] Bill wanted UFO probe: Hubbell book
[W 9] Clinton looked for evidence of UFOs
[W 10] Bill's UFO interest is saucer full of secrets at the White
      House
[W 11] Hacker who broke into Nasa walks free
[W 12] Men in Black intercept 'Phoenix Lights' video footage?
[W 13] Records Destroyed
[W 14] Chile to investigate reported UFO sightings
[W 15] Brazil to Host UFO Forum
[W 16] Brazil - largest UFO meeting ever (December 1997)
[W 17] Military Admits To Having A 'Flying Saucer'

Letters
-------
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Scottish Star Wars - they got it partly wrong

Book serialisation
------------------

A FEARFUL SYMMETRY

A TRUE STORY OF ALIEN INTRUSION INTO HUMAN LIVES

By D. Lynne Bishop

Editorial
=========

UK.UFO.NW would like to thank Lynne Bishop and Bookfinder Publishing
for allowing us to continue serialising Lynne's fascinating book 'A
Fearful Symmetry'. The response to Lynne's book has been
overwhelming.

--

Thank you very much to all those of you who wrote in with song
title's etc to our recent request. I was amazed at just how many
songs were out there either about or mentioning aliens and/or UFOs.
The information received is being written up into an article for a
near future issue of the e-zine.

--

It is often said that ufologists and those interested in the
phenomenon find it difficult to laugh at themselves or the subject.
This is so true. Now is your chance to change all that albeit
slightly. Here is another request for you. There must be text jokes
out there about our favourite subject. Collect them up, type them
out and send them in. Lets see how many text jokes we can collect.
Lets bring a little light heartiness to ufology. As usual when
sending text to be published in the e-zine please let us know if you
wish to remain anonymous.

--

Readers may recall that in the last issue we published our 1997
Skywatch report. In it the below story was mentioned as recalled by
Tom:

'Some time ago, an article appeared in a magazine telling of a road
crew blasting a tunnel through a mountainside in France. Apparently,
after one particular blast, when the dust settled a baby teradactile
staggered out of the gloom, coughed once and promptly fell over
dead!!!'

Thanks to an observant reader we can reveal the full article
relating to this story.

From: David Skinner <david@drspc.demon.co.uk> Date sent: Saturday
22nd November 1997

Upon reading the Skywatch report, I too remembered reading of the
fossilised Pterodactyl in the rock. After a few moments thought, I
recalled where I had read it. It's reproduced below.

From page 147 of the early eighties' periodical "The Unexplained",
chapter entitled "The Great Toad Mystery":

In the winter of 1856, French workmen were blasting a tunnel to
carry the railway line from Saint-Dizier to Nancy when they came
across a monstrous form' in the darkness. They had just split open a
huge boulder of 'lias' or Jurassic limestone, when the thing
staggered from a cavity within the rock, rattled its wings, gave a
hoarse cry, and died without further ado.

It was the size and shape of a large goose, though its head was
'hideous' and its mouth contained sharp teeth. Four long legs ended
in hooked talons and were joined by a bat-like membrane, and the skin
itself was black, leathery, thick and oily.

Somewhat gingerly, the workmen carried the carcase to the nearby
town of Gray where, according to a report in the Illustrated London
News of 9 February, 1856, a naturalist, versed in palaeontology,
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immediately recognised it as belonging to the genus (sic)
Pterodactylus anas. The rock strata from which it had come tallied
with the era in which pterodactyls flourished, and it was noted that
the cavity whence it had emerged formed an exact hollow mould of its
body, which indicates that it was completely enveloped with the
sedimentary deposit.

United Kingdom News
===================

[UK 1]******

Source: joel henry <jhenry@wavefront.com>
From: baylissl@gwent-tertiary.ac.uk

Object over Bangor North Wales UK

Joe Henry - Minnesota MUFON

On Sunday November 16th at 16:10 hrs GMT an object was sighted
moving South to North over Bangor North Wales, UK. The object was
observed from the upper floor of the University Library. When the
object was first sighted it was bright white in colour, then it
entered a cloud, when it emerged it was a Yellow/Gold in colour, and
had a similarity to the rescue helicopters which operate in the
area. But the object showed no characteristic rotor blades or
flotation/undercarriage struts port and starboard. It had no
flashing warning strobes and no ensignia denoting its origin.

The shape was similar to a tear drop on its side. The motion seemed
to be too smooth to be a helicopter or other aircraft. It did not
reappear once out of sight. The object was at approximately 500ft
with the sun to its starboard. The forward portion of the "fuselage"
had a black/dark area which led me to compare it to the Sea King
helicopter in the Search and Rescue colours. There was no forward
canopy visible. The craft was in sight for approximately 8-10
seconds. I am an experienced ex-military aircraft observer and am
proficient in aircraft recognition. Hope this is of some interest to
you. Thanks for your time.

uk.ufo.nw is attempting to make further enquiries into this
sighting.

[UK 2]******

Source: Sci-Fi Channels sightings page
URL: http://www.scifi.com/sightings/
From: bernhard.nahrgang@ob.kamp.net (Bernhard Nahrgang)

Nazi Saucer!

Milton Keynes, England, it's not the kind of place where we expect
to get new information on real life flying saucers. But after our
recent report on a shaped aircraft in Canada, top secret American
saucer projects and Germany's development of craft like this during
World War II, a SIGHTINGS Researcher received A letter from viewer D.
Robin Stowell.

A typesetter by trade, Stowell alerted us to the book, Brighter Than
A Thousand Suns. An authoritative history of the race to build the
first Atomic Bomb. Stowell typeset the original manuscript nearly
forty years ago. And never forgot this brief reference to a Nazi
Saucer that could out-maneuver any allied aircraft.

Four decades after publication, Stowell found a copy of the out of
print reference book and confirmed what he had long remembered. The
footnote describes German Saucers that were forty five yards across,
capable of reaching speeds over Mach One and climbing to an
elevation of nearly eight miles. Some experts believe that these Nazi
Saucers could have been responsible for the legendary Foo Fighter
sightings over Europe late in World War II. But if they were, it
still does not explain Foo Fighters spotted over the Pacific during
the same period.

[UK 3]******

uk.ufo.nw says: The below report appeared during the morning of
Tuesday 9th December. The next two reports appeared later the same
day.

http://www.scifi.com/sightings
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Source: BBC Ceefax
Date: a.m. Tuesday 9th December 1997

Freedom of Information plans finalised

Government freedom of information plans go further than many
observers expected a BBC correspondent says.

The Minister responsible, David Clark, is set to unveil the plans
this week.

They are understood to include an independent commissioner who can
force Government departments to release information which is
requested.

But information could be withheld if the commissioner believes it to
be in the public interest.

[UK 4]******

Source: BBC Ceefax
Date: p.m. Tuesday 9th December 1997

Minister orders inquiry after BBC leak

A Minister has been forced to apologise over leaks of new Government
legislation on freedom of information.

It follows a BBC report that a White Paper on the issue goes further
than first thought, with plans to make public the workings of
Government.

Dr David Clark, the Public Service Minister, apologised to
Parliament and said he will investigate the leak.

The White Paper is due to be published on Thursday.

[UK 5]******

Source: Teletext
Date: p.m. Tuesday 9th December 1997

Apologies after BBC reveals secrets

Public Service Minister Dr David Clark has apologised to the Commons
for the disclosure on the BBC of features of a White Paper not yet
published.

The Freedom of Information document should have been kept under
wraps.

Dr Clark said: "No one is more annoyed than I," adding that he took
the matter "very seriously" and was looking into it.

[UK 6]******

Source: Teletext
Date: Thursday 11th December 1997

Move on Freedom of Information

Plans for an Independent Information Commissioner with powers to
compel Whitehall to release files to the public are being officially
unveiled.

The paper foreshadows a Freedom of Information Act allowing the
public to demand information from the Government.

Civil Servants will be banned from evading their duties of
disclosure by destroying official records.

[UK 7]******

Source: BBC Ceefax
Date: Thursday 11th December 1997

Paper to open up Whitehall to public

Plans for an independent Information Commissioner with powers to
compel Whitehall to release files to the public are to be unveiled.
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The White Paper is intended to foreshadow a Freedom of Information
Act.

This will ensure for the first time in law the right of the public
to demand information from the Government.

Details of the paper were leaked on Tuesday forcing Public Services
Minister David Clark to apologise.

World News
==========

[W 1]******

Source: Teletext World News
Date: 21st November 1997

Inventor of jet plane dies

Germany: Carl Neubronner, inventor of the jet plane in 1912, has
died at the age of 101.

[W 2]******

From: "A.J. Craddock" <webmaster@cseti.org>
Date: Sunday 16th November 1997

Large triangular UFO seen over Santa Barbara Channel, Ca.

At approximately 10:05 pm on Friday 14th November, Dr. Ted Loder and
Tony Craddock were checking out new nightscopes from Tony's house
overlooking the Santa Barbara Channel.  Ted was using an ITT Night
Mariner (Model G3) and Tony a Litton NightMate (Model Nav3) each
with a light magnification of 30,000 to 50,000x.

They both happened to be looking through the nightscopes at Jupiter,
which was about ten degrees above the horizon and over the island of
San Miguel. Simultaneously they both saw a set of lights near
Jupiter in the shape of a large triangle silently flying eastward
down the Santa Barbara Channel. They followed it for about six
seconds until it disappeared behind some trees. Both realized that
the visible lights were on the outside edges of a large craft which
was not itself visible in the night scopes.

A few seconds after the initial recognition, both saw the craft tilt
slightly on its side so that its triangular shape could be more
clearly seen.  Its shape was delineated by five to eight lights
along its edges clearly visible through the nightscopes.  Ted Loder
counted five or six lights in the shape of a triangle seen partly on
its side, while Tony Craddock saw an additional one or two lights in
the center towards the rear, making it appear chevron or boomerang
shaped.  Tony had the clearer nightscope which may explain why he was
able to see the extra lights.  Both had the impression that it was
not lights independently flying in formation but a solid craft.  The
length of the craft appeared to be longer than the sword on Orion's
belt and shorter than Orion's belt itself.

The craft was not visible with the naked eye and was not seen by the
two other people who were present without nightscopes.

It was later estimated that the craft traveled through a visible arc
of 75 degrees in about 6 seconds.  It was estimated that the craft
was at a distance of 5-10 miles, which would have meant it was
traveling at approximately 4000-8000 mph.

Both Ted Loder and Tony Craddock are members of CSETI (Center for
the Study of Extraterrestrial Intelligence), and attended CSETI's
Congressional Briefing on UFO/ET in Washington DC on April 9th of
this year.  Dr. Loder is a Professor of Earth Sciences at the
University of New Hampshire.  Tony Craddock is President of an
international petroleum consulting company and co-ordinates Santa
Barbara's CSETI Working Group.

[W 3]******

Source: Teletext World News
Date: 24th November 1997

Mutant Rats
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Chile: An ecology group has warned of 2ft long "mutant" rats that
have attacked barnyard animals in Santiago.

[W 4]******

Source: Wall Street Journal
Publish Date: Friday 7th November 1997
From: baylissl@gwent-tertiary.ac.uk

Chinese Scholars Tap Physics To Learn About Flying Saucers

By KATHY CHEN

Staff Reporter of THE WALL STREET JOURNAL

BEIJING -- In ever-changing China, which in places has rocketed from
agrarian poverty to urban modernity in less than a decade, nothing
seems impossible these days.

Not even UFOs.

That may explain why 60-year-old Sun Shili, professor of
international trade at Beijing's University of International
Business and Economics, is holding court at China's hallowed Academy
of Science along with a South Korean delegation from something
called the Embassy of Extraterrestrials.

Mr. Sun poses with a dress-up alien

In the West, unidentified flying objects and alien abductions are
the stuff of Hollywood pulp and supermarket tabloids. But in China,
UFOs are a matter of great national importance. Prof. Sun's group,
the Chinese UFO Research Association, receives government grants, and
its members include some of the nation's most respected scientists
and academics -- even Communist Party officials.

These enthusiasts aren't merely trying to prove the existence of
UFOs: They are attempting to figure out what makes them fly and then
harness that power for everyday use in China.

"UFOs are faster than any airplane or car," Prof. Sun explains. "We
hope to use the UFO phenomenon to resolve China's energy and
efficiency problems." The professor, who once worked as a translator
for Mao Tse-tung, adds that while "the focus of foreign UFO studies
on sightings is a little passive," in China "we've always linked our
research with science."

Of course, classifying the study of UFOs as "science" protects Prof.
Sun and his group from Communist Party prohibitions against engaging
in superstition. And China does have its official skeptics: Ji
Fusheng, general director of the Department of Basic Research and
High Technology of the China Association for Science and Technology,
says "the study of UFOs does no harm, but I believe it won't have
any concrete results."

Yo-Yo Mao

A serious scholar with a dignified air, Prof. Sun experienced what
he says was his first and only close encounter in 1969, when he
spotted a bright orb bouncing like a yo-yo above the horizon during
a Maoist learn-from-the-peasants campaign at a rural cooperative. Not
having heard of flying saucers, "I thought it was a Soviet
reconnaissance plane," he recounts. Mr. Sun only considered the
other-worldly possibilities of his sighting after the author of a
Spanish-language book on UFOs sent him a copy to translate. At the
time, Mr. Sun was working for the government, even translating for
Mao during meetings with Spanish-speaking dignitaries.

Before long, Mr. Sun had become the nation's leading UFO expert. He
attended official conferences organized and funded by the
government. A vice premier, Yao Yilin, wrote a commentary in 1980
urging the Chinese to respect his findings.

Sitting in his Beijing apartment in a study crammed with UFO books,
Mr. Sun recounts how he helped transform the nation's UFO association
from a science-fiction club, founded at Wuhan University in 1979,
into a nationwide organization with 5,000 members.

One of his first moves after taking the helm in 1986 was to use his
connections in government and academia to move the association's
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membership away from mostly students and laborers. He stepped up
contact with the outside world, attending international conferences
and posing for photos with dress-up aliens. Today, he brags, "80% of
our members are college graduates or above."

Gao Ge is characteristic of the members Prof. Sun has been trying to
recruit. The 52-year-old scientist at Beijing Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics holds three Chinese patents and one U.S.
patent for aerospace-related advances, as well as China's National
First-Class Invention prize for his research on improving the
efficiency of jet engines. Ever since spotting what he says was an
orange UFO in Miami, where he was a visiting professor at Florida
Atlantic University in 1990, Mr. Gao has been trying to build his
own. What he envisions is an ellipsoid with tiny wings that he says
can take off vertically and move like an alien spaceship, albeit at
subsonic speed.

Beds and Dragonfly Wings

Mr. Gao says he has test-flown a wooden prototype with the
dimensions of a king-size bed. He is confident that, someday, with
his craft's maneuverability and energy-saving "vortex generator" (a
device that creates lift much like dragonfly wings) "you won't need
airplanes anymore." He can't offer much more than a description,
however: He says Beijing Institute has labeled his invention top
secret and has banned him from showing even blueprints to outsiders.

Strolling by a lily pond at a senior citizens' recreation center in
the southern city of Guiyang, another UFO buff and association
member, Ma Ruian, 54, envisions a future filled with superfast
submarines, floating cars and energy-saving ships shaped like
flounders -- all gunned by his patented flying globe.

Mr. Ma conducts some of his experiments on this pond, using
rudimentary models to test his theory. He believes that by
redirecting air or water flow, his globe can decrease resistance,
significantly speed up moving objects and save energy. To
demonstrate, he releases a balloon fit with a special plug that
controls the outrush of air. The balloon moves fast as it deflates,
but Prof. Sun has his doubts about Mr. Ma's theory. "It could be a
little exaggeration that the globe's speed could exceed that of a
rocket," the professor says.

Fountain of Youth?

Perhaps the boldest dream belongs to Liu Zhongkai, 47, an official
at the Beijing Meteorological Bureau with wild eyes and vertical
hair. Patent authorities are weighing whether or not to register his
invention, which he describes as a magnetic field that produces as
much as a third more energy than it requires to run. Among other
things, he claims, his magnetic field can alter time. "If you live to
be 100 on Earth, in my UFO you will be able to live at least 100,000
years," he says.

Tinkering with his contraption -- two steel bars with coils of
copper wire at each end -- Mr. Liu says his self-generating energy
machine "is what UFOs must use to fly long distances because they
can't use gas. It's a simple logic thing."

Which, of course, begs the question: How do these scientists know
what makes a UFO run, since none claims to have ever been inside one?

"I've studied many photographs of UFOs," Mr. Ma says with a shrug.
"In physics, you can work backward to figure out the theory."

That isn't to say the quest isn't tough. Says Mr. Sun: "Working with
UFOs is more complicated than translating for Mao."

[W 5]******

Source: The Associated Press
Date: 19th November 1997
From: baylissl@gwent-tertiary.ac.uk

NASA's Deep Space 1 spacecraft to study Mars

By JANE E. ALLEN

PASADENA, Calif. (AP) - Slowly accelerating through space with a
solar-powered engine, NASA's $141 million Deep Space 1 spacecraft
will test a dozen new technologies for future missions.
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DS1, the first in NASA's New Millennium series, is set for launch
next July on a two-year mission. The 5-foot-high workhorse will
cruise past an asteroid, Mars and a comet, doing scientific work
with several compact, lightweight and highly efficient new
instruments.

Seven members of the science team held a briefing Tuesday to discuss
the spacecraft's advanced technologies, including a solar electric
propulsion system.

In January 1999, the spacecraft will pass within 5 miles of an
asteroid named for Christa McAuliffe, the New Hampshire teacher
killed by the explosion of the space shuttle Challenger. It will snap
pictures, analyze the asteroid's surface composition and brightness,
and monitor effects of the solar wind.

In April 2000, DS1 will pass by Mars, conducting tests while it uses
the planet for a gravity assist manoeuvre to fling it on a path
toward the comet West-Kohoutek-Ikemura.

Once it catches up with the comet, it will study its solid nucleus
and surrounding cloud of gas and dust.

The mission also offers ``a long-overdue opportunity to flight-test
ion propulsion,'' said Joseph Wang, who runs the propulsion group at
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena.

An array of 720 lenses will focus sunlight on solar panels to produce
electricity to power the ion propulsion engine. Inside the engine,
atoms of xenon gas are given positive charges, then exposed to a
negative electrical field that attracts and shoots them out the back
of the spacecraft. The result is a gradual build up of speed over
many months.

The propulsion method is 10 times more efficient than burning fuel,
``but the thrust is extremely gentle,'' said Marc D. Rayman, the
project's chief mission engineer at JPL. He compared the engine's
thrust to the weight of a piece of paper in your hand.

[W 6]******

Source: Deseret News Archives, Salt Lake City
Publish Date: 14th November 1997
From: baylissl@gwent-tertiary.ac.uk

UFO enthusiast in N.Y. found unfit to stand trial

John Ford, a UFO enthusiast accused of masterminding a plot to
assassinate three political officials in Suffolk County, was found
unfit to stand trial on Thursday. A judge ordered that he be sent to
an upstate psychiatric institution for at least a year.

Ford, 48, was arrested a year ago on charges that he was scheming to
kill the three officials by putting radium in their cars and lacing
their toothpaste with radioactive metal.

Investigators said Ford wanted the three officials killed because he
believed they were interfering with his efforts to contact aliens
from outer space. Ford's friends said he believed that visitors from
outer space had crash-landed on Long Island and that government
officials were keeping the aliens at Brookhaven National Laboratory
in Upton and had created diversionary fires in Long Island's Pine
Barrens to conceal the crash landings.

uk.ufo.nw says: You can find the full reports and articles regarding
the above John Ford case in our back-issues numbers{57} & {67}.
Visit our web site at:

http://www.holodeck.demon.co.uk/

Select the button: FTP Back-Issues

-[continued in part 2]-
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Re: UFO UpDate: ACC Press release..... But To

From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 22:44:32 +0100 (MET)
Fwd Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 19:18:41 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: ACC Press release..... But To

>Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 09:32:01 -0800
>From: Dan Geib <geibdan@qtm.net>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: ACC Press release ... But TO WHOM ?

>The recent hoopla over the ACC press release leaves me wondering,
>Who do they release it too ? I recently read a Reuters article about
>a nanotransistor but nothing about alien technology.
>So they have created a press release. But if it never goes to the
>press, then of what value is it ? Anyone can create a press release.

>Curious for answers

>Dan

Dan,

That is a good question. It almost seems as if ACC suffers from
the same strange habit that has always plagued the UFO community:
do an enormous amount of research, establish beyond a reasonable
doubt that something very strange happened somewhere, and them
inform nobody except the rest of the UFO community.

However, Ed Wang recently revealed that securities broker Merril
Lynch has urged ACC to go public. There is a difference between
posting a press release on a website and really going public,
which means sending the press release to all mainstream media, as
ACC should do, in my opinion.

            __________________________________________
           /    Met vriendelijke groet/Best wishes    \
                      Henny van der Pluijm
                      hvdp@worldonline.nl

                       Technology Pages
                http://home.worldonline.nl/~hvdp
             \______________________________________/
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Alfred's Odd Ode #204

From: Alfred Lehmberg <Lehmberg@snowhill.com>
Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 14:17:45 -0600
Fwd Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 19:19:12 -0500
Subject: Alfred's Odd Ode #204

Apology to MW #204 (For December 13, 1997)

Say what you want about *crazy* John Ford. Say that he's addled
and daffy. Say that he's gone off the deep end, of course. Say
that his brains are like taffy. Say he's a mental case, say he's
a dope -- say that he's outside his reasonable scope. Say that
he's loony -- all gooney -toony, not deserving your concern, and
unworthy of your note.

=85Compelled to serial murder? He's a bumbling Manson clone? He's
eating funny mushrooms -- spends his off time getting stoned?
He's a frothing, raving nut case, surely better behind bars?

I really think it's rather that his mind was on the stars.

He started asking questions that would likely bode us well, got
mad when he was stonewalled, got strident, then, as hell <g>! He
got right up some noses -- again and, then, again, to the point
some felt his boot heels on their slick and smarmy chins. He made
some calls, and he raked some muck, he wrote some dangerous
letters. He only did what I'd do with the courage of my betters=85

Consider the details, and the facts of his case! The plot is
bizarre, and goes off in your face! It reads like a movie done
cheap -- on the fly. It can't hold together -- this pie in the
sky!  Radium toothpaste's beyond my belief, and "outside in his
pickup" is less than concrete! An informant inside leads the talk
by the nose=85 -- is there more to this story, do you think or
suppose?

     Lehmberg@snowhill.com

My last sentence fragment drips with the most cloying and
derisive sarcasm!

We should ALL be asking questions about this! John Ford was
functioning well within the law in an ethical pursuit allegedly
guaranteed by our *constitution*. Here's hoping YOU never feel
compelled to speak up about something YOU feel is important, but
inconvenient for the man. If so, YOU are next! Be afraid!  Then
get mad.

Turn the heat up, slow, on a frog, and it will sit complacently
in its pot of water until it cooks. Feel the heat coming up,
little froggies?

~~~

"There is plenty of reason to think the Suffolk Police were 'out
to get' John Ford. And no member of the UFO community can be
confident they understand the arrest of John Ford if their only
source of information is the sensational media reports
orchestrated by the Suffolk DA.  That is why John's colleagues,
including myself in Washington, DC, LIUFON vice president Steve
Iavarone, and Tony West, Richard Jones, Preston Nichols, and Joe
Zuppardo in New York, Don Jernigan of Ohio, and Kelly Freeman of
Florida, have organized the John Ford Defense Committee. Our
purpose is (1) to give people true information on the arrest of
John Ford, and (2) collect funds and other resources essential
for John's defense." -- Elaine M. Douglass (elaine26@juno.com).
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The Committee needs funds for John's legal defense and donations
of several kinds: a psychiatrist expert witness; professional
audiotape analysis; and a Long Island-based legal investigator.
Please also write personal letters to: John Ford (8-29-48),
Suffolk County Jail, 100 Center Dr, Riverhead NY 11901.

--
Explore the Alien View?

http://www.fortunecity.com/roswell/arecibo/46/

"I cleave the heavens, and soar to the infinite. What others see from
afar, I leave far behind me." - Giordano Bruno, while burning at the
fundamentalist's stake. They're building John's pyre now!
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Mantle's 'Article' [was: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25)]

From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Schatte]
Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 18:50:11 EST
Fwd Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 19:37:10 -0500
Subject: Mantle's 'Article' [was: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25)]

>From: James Easton <pulsar@compuserve.com>
>Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 23:22:17 -0500
>Fwd Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 11:38:50 -0500
>Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> Speaking of which, I note the Paragon web site, originally used
> to sell the "raw" footage, is now selling "Beyond Roswell" and
> contains a lengthy article by yourself which seems to be a
> blatant plagiarism, perhaps of course with permission, of
> Hesemann's 'Nexus' article.

Wonder if this is the same "article" the MUFON Journal published
in the December issue?  I hope not.

Rebecca
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Re: The Birth of 'Flying Saucers'

From: James Easton <pulsar@compuserve.com>
Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 19:42:40 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 14 Dec 1997 07:56:27 -0500
Subject: Re: The Birth of 'Flying Saucers'

Regarding...

>From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
>Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 16:46:53 PST
>Subject: RE: UFO UpDate: The Birth of 'Flying Saucers'

Jerry wrote:

>>Did Arnold ever repeat or expand on this reported claim?

>Not only did Arnold not repeat or expand on this claim, he never made
>it in the first place.

Jerry,

If I had seen Wilkins' claim before, I had long forgotten it and
have never seen any such reference elsewhere. I thought it was
unlikely, hence my query if Arnold had ever repeated it.

As I'm sure you realise, Wilkins book has its moments, but also
has its problems and I'm grateful this has been clarified.

Did Arnold offer any insight about the sketch showing a
crescent-shaped object with a tail?

In what I trust is an accurate quote, Wilkins mentions that
Arnold commented, "the peculiar object drawn by Brown had a
length one-fourth that of its width, and seemed bat-like in the
tips of its wings".

It would seem to confirm the drawing originated from Lieutenant
Brown.

What then was this case featuring a quite distinctive object
which Arnold apparently claims he also saw and how does it
compare overall with Arnold's report?

James.
E-mail: pulsar@compuserve.com
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IUFO: Abductions: The Boundary Deficit Hypothesis

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Sun, 14 Dec 1997 08:08:31 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 14 Dec 1997 08:08:31 -0500
Subject: IUFO: Abductions: The Boundary Deficit Hypothesis

[Thanks Francisco!]

From: http://www.ufomind.com/ufo/media/mailing/archive/iufo/msg02696.shtml

IUFO Mailing List

      ::: Abductions: The Boundary Deficit Hypothesis :::

From: density4@cts.com (Blue Resonant Human)
Subject: IUFO: ::: Abductions: The Boundary Deficit Hypothesis :::
Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 06:15:22 GMT

->  SearchNet's   IUFO   Mailing List

Abductions: The Boundary Deficit Hypothesis
1988 by Martin Kottmeyer

As claims about the reality of alien abductions multiply, the
assertion is increasingly heard that psychology offers little or
no insight into how such experiences could occur if they are
unreal.  Abductees are normal people.  Tests prove it.  How,
then, could normal people make such impossible claims as those
found in abduction narratives and not be right?  If this
assertion is true, the theatre version of the UFO phenomenon is
in jeopardy.  To the extent that the UFO phenomenon is a genre
of theatre and an expression of the human imagination, it must
be amenable to psychological study.  Clearly this is a paradox
that needs to be addressed.

Drama is quintessentially involved with conflict, the exercise
of power.  Aliens and their magical technology represent an
elementary extreme in the spectrum of power relationships seen
in theatre.  The vitality of the UFO mythos lies precisely in
its ability to provoke fear and desire over the power symbolised
in the role of the alien.  Studies of UFO belief repeatedly
implicate the frustration of the will to power. (1)

The clearest evidence for this fact is Stephen P. Resta's study
which found strength of UFO belief is well correlated with
externality, a generalised attitude that one has little control
over one's life. (2)

The significant correlation between UFO belief and belief in
witches, necromancy, and ghosts doubtless derives from this
general sense of powerlessness. (3)  Witchcraft in some form
is found in all societies and practised most avidly by those
lacking, but desiring, power.  A subtle sociological datum worth
noting is Donald Warren's Gallup poll analysis which found
elevated levels of UFO belief among individuals who failed to
achieve the economic level of status that their education would
lead society to expect. (4)

UFO reports themselves give ample testimony to the predominance
of powerlessness as a shaping factor of UFO experiences.  The
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dominant emotion in reports is fear.  If UFOs represent a symbol
of wholeness, as Jungians claim, this is assuredly a counter-
intuitive finding.  We should see serenity and fulfilment.
UFOs, in the great majority of cases, behave like agents of
chaos.  Vehicles lose power.  Witnesses are paralysed.  Life
is disrupted.  Entropy reigns.  Abduction is so natural an
extension of the core of UFO belief, the mystery is not that
it appeared, but why it took so long as it did to be accepted.

Even a person totally naive in psychological analysis should be
able to satisfy himself that the overarching theme of abduction
narratives is powerlessness.  This is manifest not in the mere
sense of capture and involuntary scrutiny, but in the extra-
ordinary variety of dramatic intrusions imposed on the abductee.
Among the accounts in the literature one will find pain inflicted
in many different parts of the body including the head, the neck,
the chest, the stomach, the back, and the navel.  Needles,
absurdly big at times, are used to penetrate a variety of points
including the nose, the arm, the navel, an eye socket with the
eye removed, and wires have been inserted into one man's penis
and anus.  Organs have been removed and replaced.  Sometimes the
body is completely ripped apart and put back together.  One
abductee had her eye scraped with a knife.  Some people have
their limbs pulled sharply, their hair pulled, even their head
pulled and squeezed by aliens.  Abductees are subjected to rape,
castration, impregnation, abortion, choking, drowning, freezing,
bleeding profusely, temporary blinding, hand cramps, being
stripped, having their brains scrambled, and being confronted
with their personal phobia.

Abductees have also reported sensations of weakness, of hurtling
or tumbling through space, of spinning, of being stuck, of being
buried alive, and, once, of crashing to the ground with a saucer.
Though there is no reason to be discerned in such a pattern,
there is clearly a rhyme with the theme being unfolded.

It should be no surprise that intense expressions of powerlessness
are not unique to ET settings.  Fictive past-life regressions are
commonly quite dramatic. (5)  In some individuals daytime stream-
of-consciousness fantasies can take on embarrassingly vivid facets
that provoke fear. (6)

Alvin Lawson precedes me in noting the striking correspondence
between bad LSD trips and abduction experiences in terms not
only of emotive engagement, but of bizarre somatic threats such
as umbilical pain being a common narrative sub-plot.  Far and
away the most useful observation, however, is that nightmares
provide the ideal model to map abduction experiences.  Nightmares
overwhelmingly involve powerlessness.  They commonly reflect
certain basic fears of childhood: fear of completely dissolving
or being destroyed; fear of mutilation, castration, loss of body
parts; fear of isolation and abandonment; fear of loss of
sustenance and love; and an inability to control the body.  They
are intensely rendered dramas which utilise numerous motifs
familiar among abduction stories: chase, capture, torture,
imminent catastrophe, wild kinetic sensations, and eerie back-
ground scenes.  Regarding the last, it is especially damning how
fog frequently finds its way into abduction tales, this being a
form of artistic license utilised in dozens of SF movies and
programmes and possessing a lineage stretching back to Lovecraft
and probably beyond.

The phenomenon of an introductory eerie silence just prior to
encountering aliens, a commonplace noted by Raymond Fowler,
similarly has a lineage that dates back at least to H.G. Wells
and "The War of the Worlds".  As Colin Greenland might say,
everyone subconsciously recognises such things as an Indication
of Monsters. (7)  It follows that the abductionologists'
appreciation of the "emotional authenticity" and validity of
abductee writings should not lead us to leap to the conclusion
that such accounts are materially authentic and valid.  The
unconscious can and does invest fictions with expressions of
passion.

It seems logical at this point to ask if the psychology of
nightmares can throw any light on what is happening in alien
abduction experiences.  While not all the puzzles of nightmares
have been solved, psychology has recently made significant
strides in understanding why some people develop them and others
do not.  In building a profile of nightmare sufferers Ernest
Hartmann developed a conceptual model termed boundary theory
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which expands on a set of propositions about boundaries in the
mind formulated by a handful of earlier psychoanalytic theorists.
It is from Hartmann's study "The Nightmare" that we will
develop the blueprint of our argument. (8)

Boundary theory begins with the axiom that as the mind matures,
it categorises experiences.  It walls off certain sets to be
distinct from other sets.  Boundaries become set up between what
is self and what is non-self, between sleep and waking
experiences, between fantasy and reality, passion and reason,
ego and id, masculine and feminine, and a large host of other
experiential categories.  This drive to categorise is subject to
natural variation.  The determinants of the strength of that
drive appear to be biochemical and genetic and probably have no
environmental component such as trauma.  When the drive is weak
the boundaries between categories are thinner, more permeable or
more fluid.  When the boundaries become abnormally thin one sees
psychopathologies like schizophrenia.  Hartmann discovered
individuals who suffer from nightmares have thin boundaries.
From this central mental characteristic one can derive a large
constellation of traits that set these people apart from the
general population.

From earliest childhood, people with thin boundaries are
perceived as "different".  They are regarded as more sensitive
than their peers.  Thin character armour causes them to be more
fragile and easily hurt.  They are easily empathic, but dive
into relationships too deeply too quickly.  Recipients of their
affection will regard them as uncomfortably close and clinging
and they are thus frequently rejected.  Experience with their
vulnerability teaches them to be wary of entering into
relationships with others.  Adolescence tends to be stormy and
difficult.  Adult relationships -- whether sexual, marital or
friendships -- also tend to be unsettled and variable.  A slight
tendency to paranoia is common.

One-third will have contemplated or attempted suicide.
Experimentation with drugs tends to yield bad trips and is
quickly abandoned.  They are usually alert to lights, sounds
and sensations.  They tend to have fluid sexual identities.
Bisexuals are over-represented in the nightmare sufferers'
population and it is rare to find manly men or womanly women in
it.  Macho pigs apparently do not have nightmares.  They are not
rule followers.  Either they reject society or society rejects
them.  They are rebels and outsiders.  There is a striking
tendency for these people to find their way into fields
involving artistic self-expression; musicians, poets, writers,
art teachers, etc.  Some develop their empathic tendencies and
become therapists.  Ordinary BLUE or white collar jobs are rare.

Hartmann believes the predominance of artists results from the
fact that thin boundaries allow them to experience the world
more directly and painfully than others.  The ability to
experience their inner life in a very direct fashion contributes
to the authenticity of their creations.  They become lost in
daydreaming quite easily and even experience daymares -- a
phenomenon people with thick boundaries won't even realise
exists.  This trait of imaginative absorption should also make
nightmare sufferers good hypnotic subjects.  (9)  Boundary
deficits also contribute to fluid memories and a fluid time
sense.

To be considered a candidate for the hypothesis that one is a
victim of alien abduction a person must present certain symptoms.
Among the factors which are looked for are conscious memories
of an abduction, revealing nightmares, missing time, forgotten
scars, or dramatic reactions to seemingly trivial stimuli like
distant nocturnal lights.  The last four factors act as
screening devices to yield a population of boundary deficit
individuals.  This is blatant in the case of people whose
candidacy is based on nightmares of aliens.  It is subtler in
the other symptoms.

People who have thin boundaries in their time sense virtually
by definition will experience episodes of missing time.  People
with fluid memories could easily lose track of the event that
led to the creation of a scar.  People with weak ego-id
boundaries and a sense of powerlessness probably would over-
react to distant inexplicable lights as symbols of power.  These
candidates, in turn, are subject to further screening by their
performance under hypnosis.  The thicker the boundary, the less
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likely it is that a convincing narrative will emerge or be
accepted as emotionally valid.  We would predict the final
population of abduction claimants would be biased in favour of
a high proportion of boundary-deficit personalities.

The evidence that abductees have boundary-deficit personalities
is, if not definitive, reasonably convincing.  The points of
correspondence between abductees and nightmare sufferers are
several and consistent.

Ufology regards the Slater psychological study of nine abductees
as an experimentum crucis for the view that abductees are
victims of real extraterrestrial intrusions.  It affirmed not
only the normality of abductees, but offered a hint of
traumatisation in the finding that abductees showed a tendency
to display distrust and interpersonal caution.  It is time to
remind everyone, however, of what Slater's full results were
reported to be.  Slater found abductees had rich inner lives; a
relatively weak sense of identity, particularly a weak sexual
identity; vulnerability; and an alertness characteristic of both
perceptual sophistication and interpersonal caution. (10)

All four of these traits are characteristic of boundary-deficit
minds.  Clearly the abduction-reality hypothesis is, in this
instance, unparsimonious.  It fails to explain the presence of
rich inner lives, weak identities and vulnerability.  (I reject
Slater's post hoc attempt to account for the weak sexual identity
via childhood trauma induced by involuntary surgical penetrations
as undocumented, and just plain weird.)  It should not be over-
looked that Slater volunteered the opinion that her test subjects
did not represent an ordinary cross-section of the population.
She found some were "downright eccentric or odd" and that the
group as a whole was "very distinctive, unusual, and interesting".
(11)

This nicely parallels Hartmann's observation that boundary-
deficit personalities are perceived as "different" from "normal"
people.  Slater's study does indeed seem to be an experimentum
crucis, but the conclusion it points toward is perfectly
opposite from what ufologists have been assuming.

The boundary-deficit hypothesis evidently can also be invoked to
explain the unusual proportion of artist-type individuals that I
discovered in testing Rimmer's hypothesis.  Roughly one-third of
abductees showed evidence of artistic self-expression in their
backgrounds in my sample population, as you may recall.
Hartmann's study would also lead us to expect an unusual number
of psychotherapists among abductees.  In a recent paper, Budd
Hopkins reported that in a population of 180 probable abductees
he found many mental health professionals: two psychiatrists,
three PhD psychologists and an unstated number of
psychotherapists with Master's degrees. (12)

It would obviously be child's play to pick and choose isolated
bits of confirming or discordant biographical information from
the abductee literature and argue about the fit of Hartmann's
boundary-deficit profile to various individual cases.  It would
be a pleasant diversion, but would ultimately not prove much one
way or the other given the scanty nature of background information
in almost all abduction narratives.  I exempt Whitley Strieber's
autobiography from dismissal, however, for it is both detailed and
highly revealing.

Strieber's experiences resound with emotions of powerlessness.
He speaks eloquently of the despair, extreme dread, crazed
terror and panic inspired by his experience.  The incident with
the faecal probe is recognisably a pseudo-homosexual rape
fantasy of the form discussed in Ovesey's studies. (13)  As the
emotions prove, the incident has nothing to do with eroticism
but everything to do with the expression of powerlessness.
Psychiatrists would predict that Strieber was repressing
resentment and hostility from having to be subordinate in an
undesired social relationship.  The incident with the mind wand
-- "You'll ruin a beautiful mind" -- is more interesting since
it reflects the childhood fear of the dissolution of self.  This
was very much on Strieber's mind at the time.  We can see it in
his story "Pain" where his narrator dreams of friendly
tormentors with a high-powered rifle who he asks to hug him.
The core of the narrator's identity ebbs away and he suffers
through the torture of the tearing down of his personality. (14)
Strieber's picture-drama of the world blowing up with horns of
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smoke streaking out from it similarly bespeaks the fear of
dissolution, since world destructions commonly precede the onset
of psychosis as the mind projects the internal catastrophe into
the world at large. (15)

The evidence for thin boundaries in Strieber's personality is
highly convincing.  Strieber's curious assessment that he is
"80% convinced" of the reality of his experiences immediately
impresses one that his demarcation between reality and fantasy
is rather fluid.  Strieber's memory is disturbingly fluid as
revealed in his willingness to accept another person's word that
he wasn't present at the historic bell-tower sniper incident at
the University of Texas -- an event he elsewhere discusses in
gruesome detail. (16)  The manner in which he strips away his
memory of past anomalies and tosses them out as screen memory
fictions covering alien encounters has an almost ghoulish self-
mutilation quality like making his identity self-destruct before
our eyes.

Strieber is an outsider.  This is less indicated by his
questioning of Catholic faith than by his seeking spiritual
values in witchcraft, mysticism and Gurdjieff.  Strieber's wife
volunteered the opinion that her husband has "a very unique head"
and is openly distressed over the vulnerability he manifests at
one point.  Strieber confessed he contemplated suicide before
contacting Budd Hopkins about his fears.  Paranoid mentation is
clearly evident in his book and has at times led to bizarre
speculations.  In a radio interview with Tom Snyder, Strieber
wondered aloud if a gagster who was selling alien abduction
insurance wasn't a dishonest dupe of Cosmic Watergate because
ridicule was a known MO of the UFO cover-up. (17)   Strieber's
encounters with critics consistently show projective hostility
and a thin character armour, probably best shown in his pre-
emptive strike to Thomas Disch when he found he would be
reviewing his book "Communion" for The Nation.  Strieber's
success as a writer of horror fiction lastly clinches the
argument that he is a boundary-deficit personality.

It is interesting to note, parenthetically, that Strieber also
manifests a constellation of traits that object-relations theory
explains as resulting from traumas early in childhood when the
child is first developing the character armour during the phase
of separation and individuation.  Prominent among these traits
are threats of inner fragmentation like those cited above;
primitive emotional defences including paranoia and, most
primitive of all, splitting; archaic narcissistic formations
involving grandiosity; inability to integrate the hostile and
living aspects of parental introjects; and a tendency to project
hostility.

A couple of reviewers of "Communion" were quite confused as to
how Strieber failed to be repelled by the prospect of communion
with aliens who threatened his beautiful mind and caused such
body terror as he described.  The answer is found in the trait
of splitting which allows the individual to hold contradictory
emotional stances and not see the contradiction.  Strieber never
developed the higher forms of emotional defence found in those
with thicker boundaries in adulthood.  If Strieber has indeed
suffered separation trauma as a child, it is apparent that is
why communion is such a central concern to him.  He never
resolved the problem of separating his self from his parental
object relations.  The upshot of all these observations is that
Strieber's alien experiences form a unity with the issues of his
unconscious.  I am 0% convinced of the objective reality of his
abduction. (18)

In addition to forming a coherent assembly of the known facts
about the psychology of abductees, the boundary-deficit
hypothesis is richly testable.  Hartmann's profile offers
numerous predictions about the inner world of abductees.  Those
listed above are just a fraction of the possibilities.  If you
want to know if missing time derives from a fluid time sense or
a fluid memory, you can test people who report this for
concomitant phenomena: frequent episodes of deja vu or jamais vu,
primal repression dated to two or three years of age as opposed
to four or five, days organised according to flexible rather
than rigid schedules, future plans lacking specific time frames,
and a tendency to not answer questions in a temporally
structured pattern.  The core claim about a low categorisation
drive can be tested by cognitive tests like those cited in a
book by Theodore Sarbin. (19)
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The boundary-deficit proposition has in it the implicit
resolution of the paradox of how people without significant
psychopathology can entertain the belief that they are victims
of alien abduction.  The abduction myth has opportunistic
features wherein boundary-deficit traits act to justify id
material crossing ego boundaries being considered real.  Whether
the crossing is prompted by leaky sleep/wake boundaries (as in "
Communion"'s hypnopompic nightmares) or by the opening of the
boundary for role-taking behaviour, the narrative material is no
more evidence of pathology than an  LSD trip is proof that LSD
is a toxin, (20) or a symphony arising from a composer's
unconscious can be called a product of psychosis.  Belief in the
reality of the material need not evoke thin reality/fantasy
boundaries, since a logic is present within the received myth
which requires a trusting, or rather distrusting, demeanour for
its acceptance.  If you have a forgotten scar and a ufologist
unleashes a creative id to pull together a dramatic nightmare,
is it illogical to wonder if the myth is right and the nightmare
explains the scar?  In the context of a belief in furtive
extraterrestrials, it is not.

As developmental psychologists well understand, unconformative
behaviour and absurd beliefs often owe more to pathological
contexts than organic  dysfunction.  If there is any pathology
to abduction belief it is within the science of ufology itself
-- a point I explore elsewhere. (21)  Normal people will
necessarily not waste their time or the money needed to develop
a thoroughgoing scientific judgement on all the facts and
systems of belief they are exposed to in life.  Since it has
been a relatively harmless and a glorious entertainment (in
Jacques Barzun's sense of science as a glorious entertainment)
the concept of UFOs survives to haunt the imaginations of
millions and attract the attention of individuals who have been
the victims of life's conflicts.  From the alchemy of ideas and
passions transformed by the human unconscious emerges the
fertile and labyrinthine myth and mystery of the UFO drama.

Notes:
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    dissertation, Loyola College Graduate School, Baltimore,
    Maryland, 30 October 1975.  Resta failed to find a significant
    correlation between anomie and UFO belief.  This could be
    consistent with a paranoid orientation.  Paranoia acts as a
    defence against depression and meaninglessness.

3.  Zusne, Leonard and Jones, Warren H.; "Anomalistic Psychology",
    Lawrence Erlbaum, 1982, 184-185
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    saucer sightings", Science, 170 (6 November 1970), 137

5.  Watson, Ian; "All in the Mind", Doubleday, 1984, 137
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14. Etchison, Dennis; "Cutting Edge", Doubleday, 1986, 279-280

15. Eidelberg, Ludwig; "Encyclopedia of Psychoanalysis", Free
    Press, 1968, 351

16. Strieber, Whitley; "On the road (with visitors)",
    International UFO Reporter, January/February 1987, 9. Winter,
    Douglas; "Faces of Fear", Berkeley Books, 1985, 192-206

17. Tom Snyder interview with Whitley Strieber, WIS Radio,
    Chicago, 2 March 1988

18. Meissner, W.W.; "Narcissistic personalities and borderline
    conditions: a differential diagnosis"; in Morrison, Andrew P.
    (ed.); "Essential Papers on Narcissism", New York University
    Press, 1966, 403-437.  Rinsley, Donald B.; "Borderline and
    Self Disorders: A Developmental and Object relations
    Perspective", Jason Aronson, 1982

19. Sarbin, Theodore and Mancuso, James C.; "Schizophrenia:
    Medical Diagnosis or Moral Verdict?", Pergamon, 1980, 203-206

20. LSD acts specifically on the dissolution of mental
    boundaries.  Stanislav Grof's studies of LSD experiences reveal
    systematic correspondence to Hartmann's profile of boundary-
    deficit experience.  Hartmann even reports that some of the
    nightmare sufferers volunteer the observation that they don't
    need LSD because their lives are always like a trip!  Most
    criticism of Lawson's birth trauma study I have heard fails
    to display any recognition of his primary discovery, namely
    that Grof's "Realms of the Human Unconscious" provides the
    blueprint to the emotional subtext of UFO experiences.  To
    me, the concern over foetal self-imagery being the origin of
    the humanoid image is a side issue and a distraction.  Reading
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Re: ACC Press release..... But To _Whom_?

From: Dennis Stacy <dstacy@texas.net>
Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 21:12:39 -0600 (CST) 
Fwd Date: Sun, 14 Dec 1997 08:14:47 -0500
Subject: Re: ACC Press release..... But To _Whom_?

>Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 22:44:32 +0100 (MET)
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: ACC Press release..... But To _Whom_?

<snip>

>That is a good question. It almost seems as if ACC suffers from
>the same strange habit that has always plagued the UFO community:
>do an enormous amount of research, establish beyond a reasonable
>doubt that something very strange happened somewhere, and them
>inform nobody except the rest of the UFO community.

Do an enormous amount of research...establish beyond a reasonable
doubt...since when? The only strange habit ACC or anyone else
suffers from here is the pompous propensity and proclivity for
making absurd assumptions and statements for which no validating
documentation or proof of evidence for same is ever submitted
whatsoever. And you and your ilk and the like want to give them
the benefit of the doubt? Excuse me.

>However, Ed Wang recently revealed that securities broker Merril
>Lynch has urged ACC to go public. There is a difference between
>posting a press release on a website and really going public,
>which means sending the press release to all mainstream media, as
>ACC should do, in my opinion.

In my opinion, too. In the meantime, can you spell publicity ploy
to sell computers? I didn't think so.

Dennis
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Dennis <dstacy@texas.net>
Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 21:12:40 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Sun, 14 Dec 1997 08:24:15 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
>Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 02:09:35 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject:  Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
>Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 17:30:35 -0500
>Fwd Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 23:28:51 -0500
>Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

><snip>

>>> I won't make Birnes a scapegoat, Corso's name is on that book
>>> too.

>> Corso is of course going to held responsible for the contents of
>> the book. That, however, does not translate to his having full
>> knowledge of its contents prior to publication.

>Then that is his problem -- not ufology's.

>Rebecca

<Giant snip>

Pleez, everyone:

Corso is crap. I interviewed his co-author, William Birnes, for
Omni Online on Sept 2, 1997, a portion of which was recently
republished in the December MUFON UFO Journal, pp. 6-7.

Here is a relevant exchange:

Stacy: "As you're no doubt aware, Corso's version of Roswell
differs from what has been previously published. For example, he
has Jesse Marcel at a crash site where bodies were recovered,
something Marcel never mentioned, despite the numerous times he
was interviewed."

Birnes: "The book's version of Roswell is simply a compilation of
Roswell stories as a background to what happened later. In fact,
it was added at the very end because the publisher believed that
not enough readers were familiar with the basic story. So I
imagine there are hundreds of disagreements between the story in
the first chapter and other versions of the story. But [it] is
meant to be only the most general of introductions."

In short, there you have it, straight from the horse's mouth. The
Roswell scenario as portrayed in 'The Day After Roswell' is a
fictional concoction from start to finish -- added at the
publisher's request, and presumably supplied by Birnes. (If Corso
was really privy to official government files, as he claims, then
he would have been able to set the so-called record straight
instead of confusing it further.)

But even this statement is disingenuous in the extreme. How could
the publisher have accepted a title with Roswell in its name to
begin with, only to ask for a "clarification" of Roswell at the
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last moment? The short answer is that they couldn't have and
wouldn't have, had they bothered to conduct any research of their
own.

In brief, Corso and Birnes have sold you a bill of goods -- for
whatever reason(s). If you want to buy into it, fine, it's your
money. But don't blame me or Rebecca when the check bounces.

Dennis
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 14

Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: galevy@pipeline.com [Gary Alevy]
Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 22:26:23 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 14 Dec 1997 10:43:24 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 16:56:35 -0500
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
> Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> >From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
> >Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 02:09:35 EST
> >To: updates@globalserve.net
> >Subject:  Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> >From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
> >Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 17:30:35 -0500
> >Fwd Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 23:28:51 -0500
> >Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

<Big snip>

> I have no argument with that, but I'm not sure how you're going
> to develop a common consensus on what will constitute "proof",
> and some will always be willing to accept the claims of others.
> I'm not even sure we could come up with a good consensus on how
> we define the "field" of "Ufology".

> Steve

Capt. Edward J. Ruppelt stated in his book "The Report on
Unidentified Flying Objects" that proof would be a saucer landing
at the River entrance of the Pentagon.

Note he did not consider a landing on the White House lawn would
constitute proof, nor would many others.

Gary
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 14

Chat with Author Jim Marrs

From: "Yvonne Hedenland" <VONNI_H@classic.msn.com>
Date: Sun, 14 Dec 97 03:40:54 UT
Fwd Date: Sun, 14 Dec 1997 10:48:41 -0500
Subject: Chat with Author Jim Marrs

Join MSN UFO Forum and special Guest Jim Marrs, author
of ALIEN AGENDA, on Tuesday, December 16th, 6pm, PT.
According to Jim Marrs, the documented interest in UFOs
supports the confident statement that UFOs represent a
real phenomenon. This chat is available at

http://forums.msn.com/UFO

The Briefing Room chat can be accessed by any IRC
client. The chat server name is publicchat.msn.com
and the room or channel name is #briefing.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 14

Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Dennis Stacy <dstacy@texas.net>
Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 21:47:49 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Sun, 14 Dec 1997 10:52:15 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 22:44:48 +0100 (MET)
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
>Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

<snip>

>Rebecca,

>You got to stop making excuses for not doing your own research.
>If you want to know more about this case, what stops you from
>calling Corso? Or do you expect Corso to call you?
>Hell, the man does not even know you exist.

>Henny van der Pluijm

Henny:

Hell, he probably doesn't know you exist, either, except as some
other sucker willing to shell out 25 dollars for his book. My,
aren't you the clever one!

Do you seriously think that were Rebecca to actually make voice
contct with Corso that he would give her any more staightforward
answers than he has given the rest of us? Do you think he would
give her evidence that he somehow accidentally omitted from the
originl book? In short, don't you know when you're being had?

We've already heard from Corso.

And that's the point. He discredits himself.

We don't need to hear from him again.

Dennis
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 14

Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
Date: Sun, 14 Dec 1997 01:56:35 EST
Fwd Date: Sun, 14 Dec 1997 10:57:49 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
>Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 22:44:48 +0100 (MET)
>Fwd Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 18:15:12 -0500
>Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> You got to stop making excuses for not doing your own research.
> If you want to know more about this case, what stops you from
> calling Corso? Or do you expect Corso to call you?
> Hell, the man does not even know you exist.

I have no interest in calling Col. Corso. From my perspective, it
looks as if he called me -- and all us. He co-authored a book
with Willima Birnes. He offered not one shred of proof for his
claims in said book. Why would I need to call him? He made the
claim and it's up to him to offer the proof.

Rebecca
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Re: ACC Press release..... But To _Whom_?

From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates]
Date: Sun, 14 Dec 1997 02:09:21 EST
Fwd Date: Sun, 14 Dec 1997 11:01:49 -0500
Subject: Re: ACC Press release..... But To _Whom_?

>  Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 09:32:01 -0800
>  From: Dan Geib <geibdan@qtm.net>
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  Subject: ACC Press release ... But TO WHOM ?

>  The recent hoopla over the ACC press release leaves me wondering,
>  Who do they release it too ? I recently read a Reuters article about
>  a nanotransistor but nothing about alien technology.
>  So they have created a press release. But if it never goes to the
>  press, then of what value is it ? Anyone can create a press release.

>  Curious for answers

>  Dan

>  UFO Folklore at
>  http://www.qtm.net/~geibdan/framemst.html

Something else to consider, having seen this first hand myself.

The major/minor media gets 100s if not thousands of press
releases every day on about every issue.  Most press releases are
viewed as self serving propaganda pieces and are generally thrown
away.

In one large newspaper office I was told "We don't print 95
percent of the news stories we receive."  Apparently because at
any given point on the  wire services their is 5-10 thousand
stories posted a day from around the world, not to mention local
stories.  From all this the editor(s) have to select about 20-50
stories to run with.

Had ACC unloaded this release around the middle June to middle
July 1997 it might have got some coverage, ala a 10 second sound
bite as part of the bigger Roswell coverage, or a 1 or 2 sentence
mention as part of a newspaper's Roswell commeration coverage.

Now the media will be focused on campaign fund raising 1-10, the
Republicans and their differences with Janet Reno etc etc.
Thats just the way the media cookie crumbles.

Cheers,
Robert
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The Martians Are Coming.....

From: SKvs <bradford@globalserve.net> [Sue Kovios]
Date: Sun, 14 Dec 1997 08:32:49 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 14 Dec 1997 13:24:36 -0500
Subject: The Martians Are Coming.....

A Martian couple and an Earthling couple meet and are talking
about all sorts of things.  Finally, the subject of sex comes
up.

"Just how do you guys do it?" asks the Earthling.

"Pretty much the way you do." responds the Martian.

Discussion ensues and finally the couples decide to swap partners
for the night and experience one another.  The female Earthling
and the male Martian go off to a bedroom where the Martian
strips.  He's got only a teenie, weenie member, about half an
inch long and just a quarter inch thick.

"I don't think this is going to work" says the woman.

"Why?" he asks.  "What's the matter?"

"Well, it's just not long enough to reach me" she replies.

"No problem" he says and proceeds to slap his forehead with his
palm.  With each slap of his forehead, his member grows until
it's quite impressively long.

"Well, that's quite impressive, but it's still pretty narrow" she
says.

"No problem" he says, and starts pulling his ears.  With each
pull his member grows wider and wider until the entire
measurement is extremely exciting to the woman.

"Wow!" she exclaims as they fall into bed and make mad,
passionate love.

The next day the couples rejoin their normal partners and go
their separate ways.  As they walk along, the Earth male asks
"Well, was it any good?"

"I hate to say it but it was pretty wonderful"  she says.
"How about you?"

"It was okay" he replied.  "But it was a little weird.  The whole
time she was slapping my forehead and pulling on my ears."
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Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
Date: Sun, 14 Dec 1997 04:05:57 +0000
Fwd Date: Sun, 14 Dec 1997 13:27:51 -0500
Subject: Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> From: Rob Irving <RobIrving@aol.com>
> Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 08:49:01 EST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> >  Date: Thu, 11 Dec 1997 09:11:48 -0500
> >  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >  From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
> >  Subject: Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> Bob,

> >  Except for a contribution from Paul Fuller the material on
> >  the CD is all from Mike, Philip and me.  I'm not in charge of
> >  this project, and I am sure that there is no way that Mike (and
> >  Perhaps Philip) would have let me include anything from Mr.
> >  Irving.

> A rare compliment, but not deserved as much as say, James Easton,
> who's excellent research I can see you, Mike, and Phil, also have
> no intention of including. As self-conferred authorities you are
> of course expected to embrace facts rather than demonstrate a
> desperate fear of them. It is obvious from your uncomfortable
> reaction that Theresa's findings are well worth attention from
> the rest of us - that is, those of us who don't equate the word
> "investigation" with "pious myopia".

> Rob

Dear Rob,

The CD-ROM is more or less based on our book 'BEYOND ROSWELL'
with a few exceptions here and there. We will be having a BEYOND
ROSWELL web site where all information, pro & con will be
utilised for all to see.

As for being short sighted concerning Theresa Carlson's recent
research the opposite is true. I have complimented Theresa on her
work and I have forwared the relevant information to many
different parties so that they can view it for themselves.

I hold Theresa and her work in very high regard as I know that
she, like myself and Bob, are only tring to get to the bottom of
things despite what you and others might belive.

Philip.
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UFO ROUNDUP, Volume 2, Number 48

From: Masinaigan <Masinaigan@aol.com> [Joseph Trainor]
Date: Sun, 14 Dec 1997 11:13:28 EST
Fwd Date: Sun, 14 Dec 1997 13:35:53 -0500
Subject: UFO ROUNDUP, Volume 2, Number 48

     UFO ROUNDUP
Volume 2, Number 48
December 14, 1997
Editor: Joseph Trainor

RED UFO SEEN HOVERING
OVER RENO, NEVADA

     On Tuesday, December 9, 1997, at 5:15 p.m., a
red UFO five times the size of a star appeared over
the city of Reno, Nevada (population 133,850).
    One witness described the object as "a bright
red strobing light."
     The UFO remained over the city for one hour,
moving erratically across the sky, occasionally
halting and hovering for several minutes at a time.
The last reported sighting of the UFO was at 6:15
p.m.
     Local TV station KRNV Channel 4 videotaped
the object and aired the video on its late evening
broadcast.
     Radio station KKOH (780 AM) received "plenty
of phone calls about the object."
     Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) ground
crew at the Reno-Tahoe Municipal Airport off
Greg Street reported that they did not spot the
UFO on radar.  However, several FAA workers
reportedly observed the object with binoculars
from the airport runway.
     The Reno Gazette-Journal checked with
Desert Research Institute, which launches upper
atmosphere research balloons, but the institute
said the UFO was not a "runaway balloon" of
theirs.
     A check of local helicopter companies
revealed that no helicopters were aloft at the
time.
     The Lake Tahoe Naval Air Station told the
Gazette-Journal that they "had not seen the
object and had no flights up at that time."
     Reno is located on Interstate Highway 80
in western Nevada, approximately 32 miles
(51 kilometers) northwest of Carson City,
the state capital.
(See the Reno, Nev. Gazette-Journal for
December 10, 1993, page B-2)

PILOT DEBUNKS JERSEY
UFO-JETLINER HOAX

     Airline pilot Bob Durant, a MUFON member who
lives in New Jersey, says the recent report of an
encounter November 17 between UFOs and two
jetliners over Morristown, N.J. is most likely a hoax.
     The evening of November 17, a ham radio
operator overheard a conversation on frequency
118.300 MHz, purportedly between the Newark Tower
and a Flight 262.
     After looking into the matter on behalf of MUFON,
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Durant reported that the conversation "sounds like
script written by someone who has seen the movies
but never flew the planes."
     Durant cited several "procedurally incorrect"
statements in the conversation as proof of his
assertion.
     "For example, air traffic controllers never use
the term 'Flight So-and-So,'" he said, "They always
precede the flight number with the name of the
airline, as in United 262 or Delta 1003 and so forth."
     Durant added that he was also suspicious
"why this conversation could be taking place on
118.3, which is the Newark Tower frequency,"
pointing out that commercial aircraft are not
handed over to the tower "until they are within
five miles of the airport, typically descending through
1,500 feet."
     The presence of three "planes" on the frequency
was also a gaffe.  "Normally, there are only two
airplanes on Tower frequency during landing
approach, plus one which just landed."
     Durant pointed out that Morristown, N.J. is
20 miles (32 kilometers) west of Newark airport
and not on "any approach path" to the airport.
     "Also, procedurally, the alleged Tower instruction,
'Flight 262, go to the emergency frequency.  We will
meet you there,' is all wrong."  (Many thanks to
George A. Filer and Bob Durant of MUFON for this
report.)

UFO PURSUES WOMAN'S CAR
IN PUNTA ARENAS, CHILE

     On Wednesday, November 26, 1997, at 11:34 p.m.,
Pilar Olazabal was driving home with her friends,
Juana Villalobos Moreno and Carlos Iturbide Masana,
in Punta Arenas, the southernmost city in Chile, when
the two women spied something strange in the road
just ahead of them.
     "About 300 meters (1,000 yards) before reaching
the house, in front of the car, was an oval shape that
looked like it was on fire.  It illuminated the road in
front of them.  The strangest part is that it was seen
only by the two women and not by the man."  The
apparition lasted for several seconds.
     After they reached home, the trio talked about
their encounter.  Then Juana got in her car and
drove back to her own apartment.
     Ten minutes later, "on one of the main streets
of Punta Arenas, she saw a bright object behind her
car," in the rear-view mirror.  "It was closing in very
fast, at about 50 meters (165 feet) behind her and
20 meters (66 feet) off the ground.  The UFO was
oval in shape with red, yellow, blue and green lights
that rotated very fast.  She stopped her car, and
the object flew over her car at 20 meters above,
and she got a good look at the UFO.  It then
accelerated at very high speed, heading for the
Estrecho de Magallanes (Strait of Magellan)."
     The sighting was investigated by Bertran
Cardenas of Agrupacion de Investigaciones
Ovniologicas (AION), Chile's foremost UFO study
group.
     On Tuesday, December 9, 1997, a friend of
Cardenas's telephoned "to tell him that he was
watching a UFO over his house.  Bertran grabbed
his videocamera and his binoculars and went there
as fast as he could.  The object was too high to
capture on video, so he observed it with his
binoculars."
     Cardenas reported, "The UFO had the shape of
a ring of smoke with a ball in the middle.  The object
started moving at 80 to 100 kilometers per hour
(48 to 60 miles per hour-J.T.).  Then it changed shape
into a sphere of smoke and then into a solid metallic
sphere.  At that point, the UFO began to reflect the
sunlight so I turned on my videocamera."
     Cardenas added that the UFO "looked just like
the one filmed in Mexico during a lunar eclipse" a
few years ago.  (Muchas gracias a Luis Sanchez
Perry para esas historias.)
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BRUNEI MEN SPOT A UFO
HOVERING OVER THEIR TOWN

     A UFO hovered briefly last week over the town
of Kilanas in Brunei Darussalam, an Islamic
country on the northern coast of Borneo.
     Several residents claimed to have seen bright
UFOs cavorting in the night sky.  "Among them
are Cham Rajuto and a colleague, who saw
mysterious lights" in the sky above Jalan Tutong
Tham street in Kilanas.
     "The lights," Cham said, "are moving in a
clockwise direction, coming together and then
separating out, circling over and over, covering
30 to 45 degrees left and right of the vertical in
a large area of the sky."  (See the Toronto Globe
and Mail for December 8, 1997, page D-4.  Many
thanks to Drew Williamson and Errol Bruce-
Knapp for this report.)

TWO BOYS PHOTOGRAPH
UFO OVER SIRACUSA

     On November 15, 1997, at about 4 p.m., two
teenaged boys spotted a UFO over their hometown
of Siracusa, a port city in Sicily on the Golfo di
Augusta, 224 kilometers (140 miles) southeast
of Palermo.
     Grabbing a 35mm camera, the boys shot
several photos "of an object of discoidal form"
as it "moved about in an erratic manner through
the skies above Siracusa."  The UFO also
"periodically halted in mid-air" from time to time.
They described the object as having the shiny
reflective surface "of the glass of a window."
(See the Italian newspaper Giornale di Sicilia
for November 30, 1997.  Grazie a Edoardo Russo
e Antonio Rapulla per questo rapporto.)

GLOWING UFO FRIGHTENS
ONLOOKERS IN TUNISIA

     On November 9, 1997, at 10:10 p.m., "a strange
phenomenon" appeared in the sky over Sfax, a
port city on the south central coast of Tunisia.
     The UFO was described as "bright orange" and
"was a sort of great luminous mass with a dense
center but very clear toward the exterior."  The object
"glowed like fire and even more so like a plasma
effect.  It was not a reflection of a possible flare."
     Crowds of onlookers in Sfax watched the UFO
for about four minutes.  "A strange odor permeated
the air, a blend of the smell of sulfuric acid and of
dead fish."
     One witness estimated the size of the UFO as
"eight centimeters (four inches) if held at the end
of an outstretched hand, and perhaps six kilometers
(four miles) away."
     The orange glow then began to flutter "like
a light in another room, when the door begins to
close."
     The UFO zipped away to the southwest,
heading for the Chott Fejaj salt desert.  Sfax
is 320 kilometers (200 miles) south of Tunis.
(Merci beaucoup aux Mahmoud el-Mejdoub
et Banque OVNI-Tunisie pour ces nouvelles.)

CHUPACABRA STRIKES
TWICE IN PUERTO RICO

     On November 10, 1997,  at about 2 a.m., the
Chupacabra or "goatsucker" attacked a livestock
pen at Granja Marina farm in the Barrio San
Isidro section of Loiza Aldea, Puerto Rico (P.R.)
15 miles (24 kilometers) east of San Juan.
     According to police reports, two goats were
killed, four others "were bled dry" and a baby
goat was stolen.
     Farm worker Jess Betato, an immigrant from
the Dominican Republic, "heard what he described
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as 'a flutter of wings' at that time of night" and "he
claims he saw three horses and 58 cows, who
were in a fenced area, 'run as if the Devil were in
pursuit.'  It was then that the cries of the goats
could be heard in the tropical darkness."
     Betato started towards the goat pen with
his dog, a Dalmatian, at his side.  Suddenly, his
dog "made a sudden 'about face' and broke into a
furious run in the opposite direction, tail between
its legs.  Taking a cue from the animal's behavior,
Betato retreated to the farmhouse and waited
for daybreak before returning to the site."
     When he examined the dead goats, Betato
noticed that "the animals had deep 'puncture
marks' on the right side of their throats."
     Carlos Ortiz, owner of Granja Marina farm,
asked Puerto Rican police to "redouble their
efforts" to find the slayer.  He reportedly lost
30 goats to Chupacabra attacks back in 1995.
     One week later, on November 17, 1997,
Chupacabra struck again, this time at the Sabana
Hoyos prison camp 30 miles (48 kilometers) west
of San Juan.
     "According to a report by Colonel Mariano
Aponte, police chief of the Arecibo (P.R.) area,
34 hogs were found dead with strange puncture
marks on their necks through which blood was
extracted."
     "Jesus Rodriguez Rosario, an officer with the
Department of Corrections, reported to work at
7 a.m., as was his custom, and came across the
34 slain animals."
     News of the incident at Sabana Hoyos "spread
like wildfire across the island" of Puerto Rico.
     One farmer, Roberto Rivera Garcia, told the
newspaper El Vocero, "Those of us who believed
the murderer of our animals--the Chupacabra--had
disappeared for good and were therefore more at
ease, have been fooled.  He only took a protracted
vacation."  (Many thanks to Scott Corrales, author
of CHUPACABRAS AND OTHER MYSTERIES,
Greenleaf Publications, 1997, for these news
stories.)

MYSTERIOUS PLANE CRASH
CAUSES MAMMOTH FIRE
IN IRKUTSK, SIBERIA

     On Saturday afternoon, December 6, 1997, an
Aeroflot Antonov 124 jet transport took off from
Irkutsk, the largest city in Siberia, for the second
lap of its Moscow-to-Hanoi flight.
     Nearly seventy people were killed in the
catastrophic crash, including all 23 crew members.
     All four jet engines of the Antonov 124 suddenly
failed as the 120-ton transport began its climbout.
The plane then nosedived into a residental district.
     "Residents reported hearing a powerful explosion
that shook their homes and blew open windows.
People ran into the street in panic and looked up to
see the 11-year-old cargo plane fall almost without
sound from the sky, crashing into a four-story
building."
     "The tail of the AN-124 protruded from the side
of an apartment building demolished by the crash
and the fire."
     "Three hundred firefighters battled flames that
consumed a 1,000-yard (330-meter) area; as the
smoke and fire subsided, the water froze, gilding
the rubble with a thick layer of ice.  About 1,400
rescue workers hunted through debris at the
crash site searching for victims."
     Investigators pursued leads as to the cause
of the crash, including contaminated fuel or
inadequate de-icing in the 5 degree (Fahrenheit)
weather, "but had few leads as to what actually
happened, said Emergency Situations Minister
Sergei Shoigu."
     "'We're not trying to hide.  We're just trying
to get you the truth,' Shoigu said."
     Irkutsk in on the Angara River east of
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Lake Baikal, about 3,520 kilometers (2,200
miles) southeast of Moscow.
(See USA Today for December 8, 1997, page
A-3.  Also the Boston, Mass. Herald for
December 8, 1997, page 2)
Editor's Comment: The Antonov 124 crash in
Irkutsk is a virtual repeat of the jetliner crash
in Sao Paulo, Brazil a year ago.)

from the UFO Files...

1909: CIGAR-SHAPED UFO
          FOLLOWS A TRAIN
          IN MASSACHUSETTS

     This week we continue our look back at the
1909 UFO flap in the USA's New England states.
     When the conductor of the Evening Limited
pulled out his pocket watch and bellowed,
"All aboooooard!" at Boston's North Station the
evening of December 23, 1909, he had no idea
his train was about to make UFO history.
     Belching black smoke, the big Baldwin steam
locomotive rumbled out of the station, heading
north on the Boston and Maine Railroad tracks.
     Meanwhile, 55 miles up the line, in Fitchburg,
Massachusetts, "soon after 6 o'clock, like fire the
word went around that the mysterious airship that
startled Worcester the night before was hovering
over the city.  Over the peak of Rollstone Hill a
wonderfully bright light glowed, and hundreds
watched it with wonder, not unmixed with awe."
(See the Fitchburg, Mass. Sentinel for
December 24, 1909, page 1.)
     As the Evening Limited approached the town
of Ayer, 30 miles (48 kilometers) northwest of
Boston, a cigar-shaped UFO came down from
the sky and hovered above the train.
     "A messenger on a train westbound out of
Boston first saw the airship at Ayer, when it came
down from the west to meet the train.  The
messenger is a violent convert to the airship
theory.  He says the powerful light of the ship
was played upon the cars of the train, and it
followed along until this city (Fitchburg--J.T.)
was reached.  Then it temporarily disappeared
and was not picked up again until the train got
up the line, and for some time the light played
over and around the cars."  (See the Fitchburg,
Mass. Sentinel for December 24, 1909.)
     "Inspector Frank Metcalf of the (Springfield,
Mass.) police claims to have seen the mysterious
airship last evening.  He was coming from Boston
on the Fitchburg division of the Boston & Maine
Railroad and said that after leaving Athol his
attention was called to the airship, although all
he could see of it was the searchlight.  The machine
kept ahead of the train from Athol until near
Miller's Falls when it shot off to the side and
went away.  The machine was driven ahead of the
train and then would wait until the train caught up
and would go ahead again.  It seemed to be a
good height in the air and kept about at the same
height during all the time it was following the
train.  Considerable interest was manifested
among the passengers, and a closer view of the
flyer would have been welcome.  Some of the
passengers saw the light when the train was as
far east as Ayer Junction."  (See the Springfield,
Mass. Union-News for December 25, 1909.)
(Editor's Comment:  Fitchburg is definitely the
UFOs' "home port" in Massachusetts.  The city,
located in north central Massachusetts, has had
UFO sightings in 1909, 1921, 1937, 1947, 1950,
1955, 1957, 1967, 1973, 1975, 1979, and most
recently in April 1996.)

FUN UFO WEBSITES:
     Parallel Universe, a "one-stop-shopping UFO
store," will soon have a physical site to go along
with its website.  Owned and operated by Christy
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Castleton-Graf and James D. (Dog House) Graf
of Alamo, Nevada, the store offers a wide array
of UFO, Area 51 and Alien-related merchandise,
including hats, books, videos, bumper stickers,
artwork, bags and statuary.  You can order by
phone by calling 1-800-484-2635--enter 1614
after the tone.  Or drop in at their website at this
URL: http://www.ufo-hyway.com
     Don't neglect our parent site during this
holiday season.  UFOINFO has the latest in
photos and features.  You'll find us at this site:
http://www.digiserve.com/ufoinfo/
     Back issues of UFO ROUNDUP are always
available at our site, too. Check them out at
http://www.digiserve.com/ufoinfo/roundup/

     You'll never guess what today is.  Does
"quatrains" give you a clue?  Yes, December 14
is the birthday of Nostradamus.  That "Prince of
Prognosticators" was born on December 14,
1503.  Born Michel de Notredame, he grew up
to become a famous astrologer and wrote in
predictions in the form of poetry.  Many of the
prophecies have proven uncannily accurate,
providing detailed predictions of future events
such as the French Revolution, the rise and fall
of Napoleon, the Third Reich and Adolf Hitler,
the assassinations of the Kennedys and Martin
Luther King, the Gulf War and Saddam Hussein,
and the death of Princess Diana earlier this year.
Michel, better known by his Latin name of
"Nostradamus," died on July 2, 1566.

     Here's my stab at prediction--we'll be back in
seven days with more saucer news from "the paper
that goes home--UFO ROUNDUP."  See you then!

UFO ROUNDUP: Copyright 1997 by Masinaigan
Productions, all rights reserved.  Readers may post
news items from UFO ROUNDUP on their websites
or in newsgroups provided that they credit the
newsletter and its editor by name and list the date
of issue the item first appeared.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 14

Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
Date: Sun, 14 Dec 1997 18:42:31 +0100 (MET)
Fwd Date: Sun, 14 Dec 1997 14:38:47 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 21:12:40 -0600 (CST)
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Dennis <dstacy@texas.net>
>Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>>> Corso is of course going to held responsible for the contents of
>>> the book. That, however, does not translate to his having full
>>> knowledge of its contents prior to publication.

>>Then that is his problem -- not ufology's.

>>Rebecca

><Giant snip>

>Pleez, everyone:

>Corso is crap. I interviewed his co-author, William Birnes, for
>Omni Online on Sept 2, 1997, a portion of which was recently
>republished in the December MUFON UFO Journal, pp. 6-7.

>Here is a relevant exchange:

>Stacy: "As you're no doubt aware, Corso's version of Roswell
>differs from what has been previously published. For example, he
>has Jesse Marcel at a crash site where bodies were recovered,
>something Marcel never mentioned, despite the numerous times he
>was interviewed."

>Birnes: "The book's version of Roswell is simply a compilation of
>Roswell stories as a background to what happened later. In fact,
>it was added at the very end because the publisher believed that
>not enough readers were familiar with the basic story. So I
>imagine there are hundreds of disagreements between the story in
>the first chapter and other versions of the story. But [it] is
>meant to be only the most general of introductions."

>In short, there you have it, straight from the horse's mouth. The
>Roswell scenario as portrayed in 'The Day After Roswell' is a
>fictional concoction from start to finish -- added at the
>publisher's request, and presumably supplied by Birnes. (If Corso
>was really privy to official government files, as he claims, then
>he would have been able to set the so-called record straight
>instead of confusing it further.)

Dennis,

Can you spell 'irrelevant'?

>But even this statement is disingenuous in the extreme. How could
>the publisher have accepted a title with Roswell in its name to
>begin with, only to ask for a "clarification" of Roswell at the
>last moment? The short answer is that they couldn't have and
>wouldn't have, had they bothered to conduct any research of their
>own.
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Or 'priorities'?

            __________________________________________
           /    Met vriendelijke groet/Best wishes    \
                      Henny van der Pluijm
                      hvdp@worldonline.nl

                       Technology Pages
                http://home.worldonline.nl/~hvdp
             \______________________________________/
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 14

Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Dennis Stacy <dstacy@texas.net>
Date: Sun, 14 Dec 1997 12:12:59 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Sun, 14 Dec 1997 16:02:05 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 22:44:39 +0100 (MET)
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
>Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>Hi Jared, Steven,

>Please keep in mind that before publication of the book
>nobody knew how much money it would earn for Corso or for the
>publisher.

>In other words, the "how much money has he made" issue
>is irrelevant.

>I have develop a rule for this: the faster someone
>claims that a certain act in Ufology is done for the money,
>the less research the claimant has done.

>Henny

Henny:

Have you ever heard of a little thing called an "advance"? It's
money a publisher pays *prior* to publication. Strieber got a
million for Communion, if memory serves, John Mack got something
like $250,000 for his abduction book, Hopkins over $100,000 for
Witnessed. Nick Pope was well rewarded for both of his books. Ed
Walters, I believe, picked up something like a $200,000 advance
for his first UFO book, along with an additional $200,000 for
mini-series rights.

Corso's publisher "gambled" on the free publicity the Roswell
anniversary provided Corso's book, but you can be damn sure that
serious cash changed hands prior to publication of the book.
Birnes is a high-concept producer, meaning that he packages
books; he probably signed a two or three book deal with the
publisher (remember the promised Corso "memoirs" about the
Kennedy assassination?).

It's safe to say that the advance for The Day After Roswell was
at least $100,000 and could very easily have been closer to
$200,000, based on similar projects. It's also possible that
movie rights had already been sold prior to publication, possibly
for a similar amount. The book is in its sixth printing, I
believe, and was briefly on the NY Times bestseller list -- and
we haven't yet seen the paperback. Corso would be getting 50% of
the above -- at the very least -- if not 75 to 80%, unless Birnes
completely bamboozled him.

In other words, there was plenty of money on Corso's side of the
table before the book ever rolled off the presses, and perhaps
before it was even written.

My guess is that the Jim Marrs book, Alien Agenda, because of who
he was and the way it was packaged, was probably in the $100 to
$200,000 range as well.

The specifics in such cases are often hard to ferret out because
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they exist in the form of a private contract. Unless the author
wants to tell how much he or she got paid, it's almost impossible
to find out, unless someone inside the publishing firm wants to
"leak" the rumored amount for publicity purposes.

I should reiterate that the overwhelming majority of UFO book
advances are nowhere near this level -- in case anyone out there
is thinking about writing a UFO book and comfortably retiring on
the proceeds.

I'd tell you what I got for my UFO book -- except that it would
publicly embarrass both me and the publisher. If any of you out
there are still suffused with the Christmas spirit, however, I
still have plenty of copies available. They'd make a nice gift
for your local library.

UFOs 1947-1997: Fifty Years of Flying Saucers
Edited by Dennis Stacy & Hilary Evans
Illus, 272 pages, hardback

$27.95 + $3.00 s/h, check or money order payable to:

Dennis Stacy
Box 12434
San Antonio
Texas 78212

Dennis
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 14

Re: ACC Press release..... But To _Whom_?

From: Dennis Stacy <dstacy@texas.net>
Date: Sun, 14 Dec 1997 12:13:01 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Sun, 14 Dec 1997 16:02:28 -0500
Subject: Re: ACC Press release..... But To _Whom_?

>Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 22:44:32 +0100 (MET)
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: ACC Press release..... But To _Whom_?

>That is a good question. It almost seems as if ACC suffers from
>the same strange habit that has always plagued the UFO community:
>do an enormous amount of research, establish beyond a reasonable
>doubt that something very strange happened somewhere, and them
>inform nobody except the rest of the UFO community.

>However, Ed Wang recently revealed that securities broker Merril
>Lynch has urged ACC to go public. There is a difference between
>posting a press release on a website and really going public,
>which means sending the press release to all mainstream media, as
>ACC should do, in my opinion.

>Henny

But then they might have to answer a lot of embarrassing
questions from the mainstream media, mightn't they?

The UFO crowd -- which has never seen a good rumor or even
outright hoax that it didn't first embrace with wide-open arms --
is not usually so critical, are they?

Dennis
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 14

PROJECT 1947 Research 'Notice Board' Update

From: legion@mira.net
Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 08:18:21 +1100 (EST)
Fwd Date: Sun, 14 Dec 1997 16:25:53 -0500
Subject: PROJECT 1947 Research 'Notice Board' Update

Greetings All;

Several new entries on the PROJECT 1947 'Notice Board' at:

          http://www.iufog.org/project1947/47notice.htm

Please contact the researchers listed if you think you might be
able to assist.

Thanks,
        John

     ===============================================================

                        PROJECT 1947 NOTICE BOARD

     PROJECT 1947 was formed to undertake historical research into
     the UFO phenomenon. The PROJECT 1947 E-mail research list and
     the PROJECT 1947 Web site were established to further this goal.

     We are pleased to announce a number of research projects by
     PROJECT 1947 members and request assistance in their completion.

     While some of this contemporary research may not lie within the
     original guidelines of the project, we welcome research which
     follows generally accepted standards for academic, scientific,
     historic or journalistic investigations.

     PROJECT 1947 has several Masters and Doctoral candidates on the
     e-mail list, and we wish to support academic inquiry regardless
     of outcome.

     If you can help with leads, information, personal accounts,
     documents, etc., please contact the researchers directly and
     assist them in their research efforts.

                                Thank you.

----------------------------------------------------------------

              New Entries on the PROJECT 1947 Notice Board

                       Chronicle of 1952 UFO Wave

          Michael Hall has just completed the manuscript for his
          general overview of UFOs, "Unidentified Flying Objects:
          One Hundred Year History." Hopefully his publisher will
          have this work ready by summer next year.

          Michael has commenced work on his next project, "The
          Summer 1952 UFO Sighting Wave" and would like
          documents, newspaper clippings and accounts from this
          period.

          This work involves an in-depth look at the phenomenon
          itself as well as the reactions of officials, the
          media and other segments of society to it. To that end
          he would like to interview witnesses, officials and
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          other principals from this fascinating period.

          Contact:
                   Michael Hall,
                   Executive Director
                   Montgomery County Historical Society
                   212 South Water Street
                   P. O. Box 127
                   Crawfordsville, IN. 47933
                   U.S.A.

                   Telephone: (765) 362-3614.
                   E-Mail: mdhall@indy.tds.net

     -----------------------------------------------------------------

                        Shag Harbor Investigations

          The crash and attempted retrieval of a mysterious
          aerial object that entered the waters off Nova Scotia
          in October, 1967 is the subject of a major ongoing
          research project by Chris Styles and Don Ledger. Some
          background on the investigation so far can be found
          at:

               http://www.renaissoft.com/ufocanada/shag.htm

          Chris and Don have amassed a huge collection of
          official documents to complement the large number of
          eyewitness and media accounts of the incident, and
          believe there are still more witnesses to be found.
          Anyone who has information to share about this
          potentially highly significant event, please contact
          Don Ledger at dledger@ISTAR.CA

     -----------------------------------------------------------------

                          The UFO History Project

          Loren Gross's long-running series, The Fifth Horseman
          of the Apocalypse, (now 46+ booklets) on the history
          of UFOs has reached the November 1957 flap period.
          Loren would welcome UFO accounts, especially from
          overseas, from November 1957 to December 1959. He
          plans revisions to some of his earlier efforts which
          span the period from 1896 to 1957.

          Loren's histories cover the vast panoply of
          sociological, official and popular reactions to the
          continued curiosity about strange things seen in the
          sky. Some of the best-known names in UFOlogy have
          contributed to this unique project.

          He can be reached at:
                               Loren Gross
                               690 Gable Dr.
                               Fremont,
                               CA. 94538
                               U.S.A.

          Loren does not have e-mail but Ed Stewart will relay
          messages to him via egs@netcom.com

     -----------------------------------------------------------------

                            Alfred C. Loedding,
                   Project Sign "Initiator" and Monitor

          My name is Robert C. Loedding. I am attempting to
          gather information about my uncle, Alfred C. Loedding,
          who died in 1963.

          Alfred was employed at Wright-Patterson AFB (WPAFB)
          from May 1938 to Feb. 1951.  We have obtained his
          personnel file from the Office of Personnel Management
          and it contains very interesting information about his
          work at WPAFB, including his involvement in Project
          Sign.  The material indicates that he was the civilian
          engineer assigned with a Dr. Carroll to set up the
          procedures for this operation.
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          I quote from one of the documents:

                --------------------------------------------

          AMC Form No. 10-3 MATERIAL COMMAND
          Subject: Efficiency Rating of Mr. Alfred C. Loedding
          To: MCACXC-12 from MCIA
          Date 5 May 48

          4.     Instances of Mr. Loedding's accomplishments
          which were of outstanding credit to the division are
          given below:

                  a.    Mr. Loedding was assigned as monitor for
          the Project "Sign" and subsequently devoted much time
          and attention toward investigating various reported
          sightings of so-called unidentified flying objects, an
          intelligence item of vital importance to the National
          security. As a result of his recommendations, and many
          discussions with higher echelon personnel, T.I. 2185,
          Add. No. 3 was initiated to set up the reporting
          policy and procedures. Practically all details of this
          directive were worked out by Mr. Loedding.

                  b.    Acting as monitor of Project "Sign"
          required initiative to expedite action in dealing with
          high officials of this command and also with higher
          authority in HQ, USAF in reducing it to a real project
          and initiating a T.I.   This also involved working out
          details of operation and preparation of guides for
          reporting unidentified aerial phenomena which are now
          being used by the Military Attache offices.

          (Signed by) Miles E. Goll,
          Civ Chief,
          Tech Intelligence Div,
          Intelligence Department

          (Countersigned by) W.R. Clingerman,
          Colonel, USAF,
          Chief, Tech Intelligence Div Intelligence Department

                --------------------------------------------

          An earlier document - classified "Secret" from:

          Headquarters,
          Air Material Command
          TSNAD-2B/ACL/amc,
          Wright Field,
          Dayton O.
          24 Sept 47

          "Flying Saucers"

          Commanding General, Army Air force, Washington 23, D.C.
          Attn. AC/AS - 2, Lt. Col Garrett

          It is requested that this office be furnished all
          information concerning an alleged "Flying Saucer"
          flight sighting made by a radar station in Japan. This
          incident was mentioned by Dr. Charles Carroll during a
          conference in Brig Gen Schulgen's office attended by
          Mr. A. C. Loedding, T-2 representative, on 5 September
          1947.

                      FOR THE COMMANDING GENERAL:

                          /s/ M.E. Goll
                          /t/ H.M. McCoy
                              Colonel, Air Corps
                              Deputy Commanding General
                              Intelligence T-2

                --------------------------------------------

          I also have a tape of a TV program called "Sightings"
          that reviewed the incident in 1948 involving the crash
          of a Kentucky National Guard P-51. That program spoke
          of a Colonel Howard McCoy and Alfred Loedding coming
          from WPAFB to investigate the incident, and
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          characterized Alfred as "The mysterious Alfred
          Loedding whose extensive files held the key to the
          mystery of UFO's."

          Unfortunately, his "extensive files" (which he did
          have in his home) seem to have disappeared. Any
          assistance in providing information about our uncle
          Alfred would be greatly appreciated.

          Please contact me at Loeddingr@aol.com

     -----------------------------------------------------------------

                UFO Sightings - Canada/Atlantic Provinces

          Don Ledger is collecting accounts of UFOs and unusual
          aerial phenomena sighted at sea or over land near the
          Canadian east coast and the Atlantic Provinces, Nova
          Scotia, New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island and
          Newfoundland/Labrador.

          In times past, ships' captains would often send one of
          the crew to contact the local newspapers and report
          any unusual phenomena encountered at sea. Over the
          years many people have searched ships' logs and
          collected other maritime accounts from a variety of
          sources. Don would be interested in any collections of
          such material that might be at local libraries,
          historical societies or in private files.

          Contact Don at dledger@ISTAR.CA

---------------------------------------------------------------------

--

PROJECT 1947                        |  E-Mail:
http://www.iufog.org/project1947/   |  legion@werple.net.au
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UFO Updates 
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Dr Mack and the Investigation of Abductions

From: Joseph Polanik <jpolanik@mindspring.com>
Date: Sun, 14 Dec 1997 19:46:01 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 14 Dec 1997 23:49:07 -0500
Subject: Dr Mack and the Investigation of Abductions

John E. Mack, M.D., Professor of Psychiatry, Harvard Medical School

_Abductions_ by Harvard psychiatrist, John E. Mack, contains a
great deal of information from his therapy sessions with his
patients that suggests that the Alien Abduction Experience [AAE]
is a disguised form of Out-of-Body Experience.

Dr. Mack acknowledges that in some cases a ...

... 'complete' abduction does not appear to occur. The individual
may have an out-of-body experience while others see that he or
she has not left the house".

[Mack, John E. (1994). Abduction. New York: Charles Scribner's
Sons. p. 394-5.]

In contrast, Dr Mack assumes that any case without a
corroborating eye witnesses must involve a 'complete' and genuine
kidnapping of the physical body of the experiencer.

Of course, we must also consider the testimony of the
experiencer.

Unfortunately, Dr. Mack makes no attempt to compare/contrast the
content of the experiencer reports given by:

1.  those whose physical bodies were observed not to move during
    the 'abduction'; and,

2.  those whose physical bodies were not observed during the time
    of the 'abduction'.

I'm thinking that the more similarities there are in these two
sets of experiencer reports, the less need there is to postulate
a mechanism beyond the one for which we have eye witnesses.

Consequently, I would greatly appreciate any references to
published reports where the experiencer's physical body was
observed (either by the experiencer or by others) during the time
of the experience.

And I would very much like to hear from experiencers who:

* came back to find that they had been observed not to leave
* understood from the beginning (or came to understand later)
  that their body had stayed behind

as well as any eyewitnesses to this sort of event.

Thanks in Advance

Joseph Polanik  <jpolanik@mindspring.com>

Trionic Research Institute
http://www.trionica.com
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 17:35:33 -0700
Fwd Date: Sun, 14 Dec 1997 23:42:04 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

Jared Anderson wrote:

> From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com>
> Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 14:48:42 EST
> Fwd Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 15:30:14 -0500
> Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> >From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
> >Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 00:48:35 -0700
> >Fwd Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 22:53:01 -0500
> >Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> >> Corso CLAIMS to have the right military credentials. That is
> >> quite different from actually having them.

> >> Be skeptical. Check some of the places Corso claims to have gone
> >> and some of the people that he claimed to meet with. Not only
> >> were some of him meetings an impossibility but he doesn't get
> >> people's names or job descriptions correct.

> >> Sorry I can't go into more detail at this time.

> >> Rebecca

> > Rebecca this is a rather tall claim here. Please provide more
> > information about Corso's "non-military" record as it becomes
> > available to you.

> I didn't say that Corso had no military record. I said he made
> claims about his military record which seem to be a little
> different than the record via FOIA by Larry Bryant. Not too big
> of deal.

> It has been claimed by Corso and/or Birnes that there wasn't
> enough room in the book to provide documentation for Corso's
> claims. I'm skeptical of that claim. I feel Corso can't back up
> many of his claims. That's my opinion.

> It's not up to me, you, or anyone -- other than Corso and/or
> Birnes -- to provide documentation for their claims.

Why not?...Wouldn't you be intersted in legitimate documentation
irrespective of who dug it up?

> Some of the specific and some of the not so specific claims
> relating to people, places and events have been shown to be an
> impossibility. Forgot about the back engineering claims and look
> at what was said about specific people and you will find all
> sorts of mistakes. Those mistakes, IMO, should not have been made
> and don't appear to have been corrected in other printings. So,
> do we just make Birnes the scapegoat? Or do we say, well, Corso
> is old, perhaps that's why these mistakes are in the book? How
> many excuses do we allow  a man who offers up a wild tale, of
> which he's the hero, and offers not one iota proof for anything
> that he says?

> Maybe you can make excuses for him, but I don't have to and I
> won't.

What excuses?
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> It's an interesting story but unfortunately Corso's tale just
> adds to so much of the garbage that already litters this field.

yes, yes, what would a dissenting view on this list be without
this overused rhetorical endstatement. Before you finish
punctuating your thought, Let's keep this in perspective here so
you don't misunderstand what I asked you. This discussion has
nothing to do with Corso's UFO claims or Roswell or
backengineering or anything else, this discussion is about his
military record. If you have some information or evidence that
casts doubt on specific aspects of his military record than I
reccommend you post it.

According to his FOIA military record his claims of heading the
FTD for 2 years were overstated and that he actually held this
position for only 90 days.

Corso claims a tour in North Africa. This is not reflected in his
military record.

This what I'm talking about...do you have other evidence of this
type?

Flaws in Corso's UFO and backengineering claims are a dime a
dozen and exist everywhere you look but using the FOIA to attempt
to verify or refute Corso's alien claims is a laughable concept.
The FOIA's usefulness in this capacity will provide evidence to
either support or refute his more terrestrial claims, service
record, and credentials.

Jared.
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BWW Media Alert 971212

From: BufoCalvin <BufoCalvin@aol.com>
Date: Sun, 14 Dec 1997 16:44:09 -0800 (PST)
Fwd Date: Sun, 14 Dec 1997 23:52:03 -0500
Subject: BWW Media Alert 971212

Bufo Calvin, P O Box 5231, Walnut Creek, CA  94596
E-mail: BufoCalvin@aol.com
Website: http://members.aol.com/bufocalvin (  <A HREF="http://members.aol.com/

BufoCalvin/index.html">BufoCalvin's Home Page</A>  )
TAP (The Address Project)
Bufo's WEIRD WORLD e-zine
Bufo's WEIRD WORLD Media Alert
Bufo's WEIRD WORLD Books ( http://members.aol.com/weirdware/books.ht

Bufo's WEIRD WORLD Books
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED (permission is granted to reproduce or redistribute this
edition of Bufo's WEIRD WORLD Media Alert provided that attribution is made
to http://members.aol.com/bufocalvin.  It is good etiquette to check with
strangers before you e-mail them something.  If you forward this, please make
sure it is clear that you are forwarding it).

December 12, 1997

Gang, I've tried this twice with the new server, and no go.  I'm trying it
again with the old one...we'll see if that works!  My apologies if you get it
more than once...

--------------

Well, this is the first real sending with the new server, which ought to
improve things.  One note: the only e-mail where you can expect to reach me in
a reasonable amount of time is the one in the header: bufocalvin@aol.com.  I
use some others, but only really for out-going and don't check them very
often.  This note will be short: crushed for time as usual.  Been especially
busy lately, and I have an article I really want to get written this week...

ACTN (Action?) is running UFOS: ABOVE AND BEYOND (hosted by James Doohan) at 5
AM, 7PM on Saturday, and 4:30 PM on Sunday.

The Discovery Channel has INSIDE AREA 51 on Sunday at 10:00 PM and Monday at
2:00 AM.  Also, the cryptozoology series INTO THE UNKNOWN is covering the
Giant Squid on Thursday at 9:00 PM and Friday at 1:00 AM.

The History Channel has a Roswell special on Sunday at 8:00 PM and Monday at
Midnight (Sunday night).  It's called: ROSWELL: AN ALIEN OBSESSION.

MTV has ABDUCTED!  (which I've heard is played for laughs) at 11:00 AM on
Tuesday.

Well, that's all I can do right now...maybe more later this week.

____________________________

You can stop receiving this from me just by asking (note: it is commonly
redistributed, and I can't control you getting it from those sources) by
e-mail at BufoCalvin@aol.com.  You can also subscribe or unsubscribe to
Bufo's WEIRD WORLD (which covers theories and happenings) the same way.
Also, please let me know if there is something in the media you think I
should cover.  Deadline is Tuesday, the week before.
_____________________________
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**OPUS is the Organization for Paranormal Understanding and Support.  I am an
Executive Boardmember, and Director of the OPUS Educational Institute.  OPUS
encourages its officers and Network Associates to express their own opinions:
however, it is important to note that I do not speak for OPUS in this piece
or others presented under my own name.  The new OPUS phone number is (510)
689-4198
______________________________

Bufo's WEIRD WORLD BOOKS ( <A HREF="http://members.aol.com/weirdware/books.htm

l">Bufo's WEIRD WORLD Books</A> )

I'm very excited about this!  Some of you know, I ran a bookstore for years,
and it has always been a love of mine.  I get asked often to recommend books
(I do write reviews for several publications) on these topics, and now I can
do it and actually give you a source for them at the same time!  This is
being done in association with Amazon.com, which has an outstanding
reputation for the five "S"s of internet shopping: selection, searchability,
service, savings, and security.  If there is any specific book you want (or
topic in which you are interested), let me know and I will do the research
and e-mail you a link you can use to check it out more (and order it if you
want).  I will be linking to books within the Media Alert, to make it more
efficient for you.  If you click on the link, you will be sent to that title
on Amazon. You do =not= have to buy it at that point!  You may, but the
option is yours.
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//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

For direct subscriptions, send your e-mail address to:
                        hvdp@worldonline.nl

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

**************************************************************
Patenting alien computer technology
**************************************************************

___________________ C O M M E N T A R Y _____________________

During the course of their research into the UFO cover up,
American Computer Company of Cranford, New Jersey, had acquired
documents from the US Air Force and from AT & T that support
previous rumors that the US Air Force is hiding an extraterres-
trial spacecraft.

Another result of their research were strong indications that in
the years after the second world war, large American companies
such as AT & T and IBM have acquired portions of information from
the US military that led them in the direction of ground breaking
inventions such as the transistor.

ACC's president Jack Shulman has publicly stated that, if this
were true, he would be outraged that these companies have kept
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the technology for themselves. At least AT & T would have had
wittingly fooled the public about the invention of the transistor
and kept the results - and the generated income from it - for
itself.

A recent development in this saga is the discovery by ACC of a
heretofore unknown electronic component in documentation about
the hidden UFO. This documentation was sold to ACC by an unknown
third party. The alleged alien device is described as composed
of four fundamental elements that together form a capacitor, a
unit that conserves electromagnetic energy. Unlike conventional
capacitors, the component can store energy in levels. ACC
explains that implementation of massive numbers of this miniature
component can shrink present day computers to roughly 1/50 to
1/1000 of their size or increase memory 50 to 1000 fold. ACC dubs
it the "trans capacitor" or Transcap or T-CAP.

ACC describes the discovery on its web page:

http://www.american-computer.com/Transcap.htm

Had this component been discovered in 1947, the discovery would
have been about as earthshaking as the transistor itself was.
Interestingly, ACC now explains that it has filed a patent on
this new device. ACC has also trademarked the names "transfer
capacitor", "Transcap", "transpacitor" and "T-CAP".

This development shows two things. In the first place it streng-
thens the basic Roswell story, at least the ACC version, that an
extraterrestrial spaceship crashed near Roswell in July 1947 and
that a second spacecraft landed as a rescue effort, to a phenome-
nal extent. This second craft was acquired intact by the US Air
Force, then part of the Army Air Force and was studied intensive-
ly, of which documentation has now surfaced.
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If ACC had not discovered the transcapacitor during their UFO
research, why would a medium sized information technology company
announce such a groundbreaking invention and ascribe it to an
extraterrestrial source? If ACC engineers have been responsible
for the discovery, they would now be eligible for the Nobel prize
in physics.

The second thing this development shows is that ACC is capable
of doing roughly the same thing it accuses AT & T of: keeping the
technology to itself by applying for patents and trademarks.

Human nature being as it is, this should be no surprise. After
all, the world revolves around personal interests and it would
be foolish to assume otherwise. Furthermore, there are important
differences between the AT & T transistor patent and the ACC
transcapacitor patent: AT & T allegedly received the technology
through the US military, while ACC did its own research and was
offered fifty year old notes which it bought. In other words, it
did nothing wrong or illegal. Finally, at least ACC admits that
the new component is based on extraterrestrial technology, which
is progress for Ufology.

Though hardly covered in the news, ACC's discovery seems to be
attracting a lot of attention already from other companies in the
computer industry. According to Ed Wang, who is a former writer
for the New York Times, several have offered ACC licensing
agreements for the technology, while others, among which IBM and
Compaq, have offered to buy ACC.

Also, securities broker Merrill Lynch has contacted American
Computer about getting them to go public "right now", in other
words: go to the stock market. And at least one individual has
filed a complaint with the Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC) saying that the publicity around American Computer in the
last week has been so much, that it appears as if the company
were "going public without a registration statement" with the
SEC.

A word of caution is in place here. Right after the T-CAP
announcement, IBM stated that it had already invented a device
similar to the T-CAP. ACC has waved its hand against this, but

http://www.american-computer.com/Transcap.htm
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IBM could well be right. It certainly has the technological
prowess to invent such a device. In thas case, ACC gets no
patent.

But if ACC is right, the discovery of this technology is among
the first spin offs of UFO research that reaches the public
domain. It is also one of the first instances in which Ufology
directly benefits mankind as a whole. The interesting thing for
me now is whether the mainstream media will keep up their ostrich
act with their heads sticking three feet deep in the sand.

- HvdP

______________________________________________________________
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**************************************************************
Alien abductions and blood type
**************************************************************

In the previous issue I asked the readers of this newsletter who
felt that they were abductees to send me their blood type. This
was because an interesting theory had reached me that connected
the alien abduction phenomenon to a human blood type.

At this moment I cannot present any results, because the
reactions were disappointing. Out of an estimated 14,000 readers
only 7 reacted, so the sample is simply too small.

If the other abductee readers really want to help verifying this
relationship, I hereby urge them again to send me their blood
type. Anonimity will be granted.

- HvdP

**************************************************************
ACC sues US Air Force for hiding an alien spacecraft
**************************************************************

By Ed Wang, slightly edited

ACC has been persistent. I understand that they have fired off
a lawsuit (four weeks ago) with the Judge Advocate General of the
US Air Force and have obtained a Court Order against the Air
Force Engineering Installations and IT Divisions that may
eventually compel them to release:

a) the documents they failed to about Project Blue Book and the
Roswell UFO

b) the actual debris from Roswell and an unclaimed craft that was
found by the Air Force in the vicinity of Corona California in
July of 1947.

- Corona is in New Mexico, - HvdP

The craft is not "classified", ACC's president Jack Shulman told
me. It has been dubbed "experimental military aircraft", so that
it ordinarily would not be available to the public and all
documents about it subject to perpetual classification. I
understand that the Air Force has until the second week in
January to respond and is bound irrevocably by the Order of
Protection, being monitored by the Department of Justice and the
US Marshall Service.

           /\
        --------
          /  \
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The lawsuit is based on "fraudulent representation of property
of the United States Government" and includes writs of Habeous
Corpus demanding production of documents, things and corpses,
connected with the Roswell matter. ACC says it may be pending for
several years, given the immediate effort by the Air Force to
slow the fast track of the lawsuit, and to quell production. 

ACC has also cornered President Clinton, sending one of their
lobbyists to meet with him: they got him to release a statement
that he has a "personal interest"in UFOlogy and wants the
ultimate facts surrounding any military dossiers and Alien
Hardware in the US Government's possession released to the
public. But admitting that despite the fact that he is the
Commander in Chief, he may not have the ability to cause the
release, due to the problem with ultra-classified materials from
the past, he has not yet been able to get the DoD to brief him
on the project allegedly assigned to the Roswell craft, or so he
said.

ACC has approached both Colin Powell and Norman Schwarzkopf about
the possibility of organizing a Pro Bono Observation Team (PBOT)
to enter and examine the alleged storage facility housing the
craft. It is my understanding that the Judge Advocate General of
the Army and Air Force has issued a ruling ordering a protective
order on the facility, barring removal of any materials from it
by the NSA and by the DoD, or any agent thereof.

ACC has asked General (ret.) Alexander Haig to join the PBOT.
Apparently Al Haig was one of the sources of the ACC story,
although I have not confirmed this, and may be the consultant,
the identity of whom Jack has been protecting. Haig is working
on Defense Communications based on high altitude blimps, and they
have adopted the name of the Air Force's secret extra-terrestrial
flyby monitoring system: Skystation, which is referred to in the
FAX sent to ACC's technical support desk. But Haig is not the
source of that document - ACC has confirmed it came from Langley
Air Force Base, and was sent them not so by accident, after the
posting of their story on the Internet.

____

Editor's comment:

Interestingly, there is a reference to Skystation in the November
1997 issue of Byte, the world's leading computer magazine. The
article 'Fiber in the Sky' by John Montgomery describes various
projects to put systems of communications satellites into orbit.
In the table 'The Air up There' on page 68, under High Altitude
Long Endurance platforms (HALE), we find 'Skystation'. HALEs are
described as solar powered lightweight airplanes or lighter than
air craft that hover over an unmoving spot some 70,000 feet above
the earth. Not often talked about, and now primarily a research
venture. An example of HALE that uses blimps is Skystation.
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The author John Montgomery claims not to know whether this was
the same Skystation as was mentioned by Jack Shulman. The Byte
article does mention however that Skystation is a system that
uses blimps, exactly like the Skystation that Shulman et al. are
talking about.

However, there appear to be two Skystations, one that is a
communications platform for Internet transmissions and one that
is a top secret US Air Force asset. Jack Shulman sheds further
light on this:
'Alexander Haig's "Skystation Blimp" is a form of mass Internet
Communications System based on not yet built nor launched Lighter
Than Air Craft (blimps) proposed by Skystation, Inc. This system
is based on radio waves with such a high frequency that rain,
clouds and even smog could interfere with it, and which has been
discredited lately on this account. But this system is verifiably
NOT the same thing as the US Air Force's "Skystation Satellite".
They are two different things.

Apparently, the Air Force's Skystation is a CLASSIFIED Space
Communications Platform, while Haig's Skystation, Inc. is a
COMMERCIAL Network of Hydrogen/Helium blimps with two-way digital
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Internet re-transmitters.

None of Haig's Skystation blimps have been built or launched yet,
nor have they been licensed yet to use the key radio frequencies
by the FCC, and the entire commercial Skystation, Inc. plan may
be infeasible due to its sensitivity to bad weather - that kink
hasn't been worked out yet.

On the other hand, the Air Force's Classified Skystation Space
Platform appears to be in full operation and appears to have sent
us an outage message at the end of July by Fax transmission. The
similarities end at the Air Force's choice of code name, and
Skystation, Inc's use of its marketing-hype name. Is the
commercial one designed to provide cover for the Air Force
satellite? I don't know.'

- HvdP

____

Ed Wang continued.

ACC has also met with estate management trustees for Walter
Brattain, one of the co-inventors of the transistor, about some
documents that were in his estate when he passed away. These
documents were, despite his published writings, dispositive about
his having been convinced by his superiors at Bell Labs to put
his name on phony patent disclosures surrounding the AT&T
Transistor. I understand that the lawyers who Brittain had
originally hired for his estate had passed copies to ACC for
examination. I also understand that a document that was drawn
up to protect them from AT&T and signed by Brattain, Shockley and
Bardeen, may be being sought, in that it was filed with their
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lawyer as a means by which to convince AT&T that "if anything
should happen to us, then our lawyers will release this letter
to the public, the press and the government".

ACC has indicated they will not be adding new information to
their website until almost New Years, and have asked me to serve
as a "go between", limiting my postings to those who have sent
me their email addresses, and to Francisco Lopez's list server.
I believe however that they are still taking calls, but keeping
their heads down and also having a very busy holiday sale season
on their PCs. Shulman told me he didn't want the Public coming
to his website and buying PCs for the holidays as a result of any
earth shattering news posted there about Roswell, so he has
locked the Roswell story-well. But many of us are trying to
convince him to change his mind. There are about 50 pages of
things ACC does NOT want me to release in my letters to you that
have my mind boggled.

ACC has also indicated that while it has received numerous offers
about books and movies concerning its story, it has withheld any
agreement to the many offerers, and is working mainly on the
effort to get the UFO and documents (and bodies?) produced by the
Air Force for public inspection...  I applaud them. I heard that
they have put a lawyer between them and the many requests coming
from companies, from ghost writers, from screenplay writers and
many others and aren't committing to anything.

**************************************************************
The Roswell craft still functions, says ACC
**************************************************************

By Ed Wang

I was told by American's Jay Schwartz, who told me to tell you
these and other facts will be more fleshed out on ACC's website:

"ACC is surfacing an indepth profile of the relationship between
Brigadier General Roger Maxwell Ramey, General Hoyt Vandenberg,
Harry Truman, Lt. Colonel Charles Irvine, Colonel Herb Kalberer,
and General Jack Cossart, as being the key players in the hiding
and transport of the undamaged Space Craft, and the pieces from
its partner, the Space Craft that crash landed.
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According to ACC, the craft were transported and described to
curious people, by air, flatbed and rail, as "Radar Dish
Components". They were taken underground and hidden at the
"Advanced Radiotronic Research Center" during the early part of
August, 1947. This was an AT&T facility in 1947 and is now on the
grounds of and part of the "Holmdel, Crawford Corners" Research
Centers maintained by Bell Labs, AT&T Labs and Lucent Labs.

         __|__
       --_---_--
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The damaged or separate electronic components were then transpor-
ted by two NJ State Troopers in a Truck along with two Air Force
personel, Irvine and Kalberer, with instructions from General
Hoyt Vandenberg on the wishes of the Air Force and Army and
Truman, and transferred to Charles Kelley and John M. Morton,
employed in the executive staff at Bell Labs in Murray Hill. The
lab shopkeeper's notebook was from Kelley's assistant, Jefferey
Prokauer and has been maintained by Prokauer ever since. It has
a detailed depiction of the planning by Kelley, Morton, the legal
staff and operating comittee of the physics and electronics MSS
(Members of Scientific Staff) from the time period."

I was further told by Schwartz:

"The undamaged craft, while entered, filmed, photographed and
examined, is made of a superhard synthetic element or alloy that
even high energy lasers fired at it have been unable to damage.
It is also still running from a nuclear power source that has
never been disconnected, and maintains an operating on-board
flight control system to this very day. The craft is extremely
hard to comprehend, it was designed by an entirely different form
of engineering than we even today understand. Some of its
features have been copied, e.g. its resistance to radar penetra-
tion, some of its electronic components, and materials mainly
obtained from what appear to be its passenger bedding and eating
area. By an executive order of president Lyndon Baines Johnson
in 1967, it was ordered encased in a plastic resin and placed
into a lead lined and cement lined casket and stowed at an Air
Force Engineering Installations facility under level 10 clearance
protection."

Jay said, Jack Shulman said: "I fear that even were I to haul
that UFO out of its storage area on the back of a Dodge Ram, and
parade it right down the middle of Broadway, New York City,
carcasses of Dead Aliens, and all, the disinformation campaigners
will have so misdirected both the Public and the UFO community,
that more than likely people will wonder whether it was some
late-to-end part of the Wacky Greenwich Village Halloween Parade,
and turn back to reading their New York Times about how great a
job Bill Clinton is supposedly doing dealing with the Saddam
Hussein problem, or what other rediculous notion Janet Reno has
for persecuting Microsoft again..." 

**************************************************************
Interview with Steven Greer
**************************************************************

By Monte Leach

In this article Dr. Greer says that 99% of the information about
UFOs is ridiculous (disinformation). He has several people who
have or had Top Secret Clearances who are willing to testify to
the US Congress.
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The information about UFOs can be categorized as an ultra-black
area of USAPs, Unacknowledged Special Access Projects (above top
secret). In April of 1997, Dr Greer stirred up a hornets nest,
by calling for government-sponsored public hearings on the UFO
issue, leading to a full public disclosure on the subject.
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_________ Uncovering the big UFO cover-up ____________________

by Monte Leach (from Share International Magazine Nov. 97)

Dr Steven Greer, a physician and former Chairman of the Depart-
ment of Emergency Medicine at Caldwell Memorial Hospital in North
Carolina, USA, is widely considered an authority on UFO and
extraterrestrial phenomena. In 1991 he founded CSETI (the Center
for the Study of Extraterrestrial Intelligence) as a world-wide
organization dedicated to establishing peaceful and sustainable
relations with extraterrestrial life forms.

As part of CSETI, Greer subsequently founded Project Starlight,
an attempt to uncover the best scientific evidence regarding
UFOs. Since 1993, Greer and other Project Starlight members have
provided preliminary briefings on the UFO phenomenon for the US
White House staff, a sitting director of the US Central Intelli-
gence Agency, senior military leaders, senior UN leadership,
members of the US Senate and House of Representatives, internati-
onal leaders, and leaders in foreign governments. Greer has
placed particular emphasis on identifying military, intelligence,
government contractor and other government agency employees with
direct, first-hand knowledge of the UFO/ET subject.

Greer says he has found 107 such government witnesses. In April
of this year, 15 of these witnesses testified in CSETI-sponsored
briefings held in Washington, DC. Among those in attendance were
representatives of more than two dozen US Congressional offices,
VIPs from the Executive branch of government and the Pentagon,
representatives of the Dutch Embassy, the National Academy of
Sciences, and two state Governors offices. Major print and
broadcast media representatives attended a separate briefing.
Participants received numerous government and military documents
related to UFOs, as well as a video and photographic summary tape
of UFO footage.

All the US government witnesses who were present signed a
statement that they are willing to testify under oath before an
open hearing in the US Congress concerning the UFO/ET projects
and events that they personally witnessed. Dr Greer called for
government-sponsored public hearings on the UFO issue, leading
to a full public disclosure on the subject.

In the following interview, Dr Greer discusses some of the
possible implications of holding such public hearings, including
the potentially embarrassing revelation that certain elements of
the military-industrial complex worldwide have covered up the
existence of UFOs for the past half century.
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Share International: What has happened since the Washington DC
briefings in April?

Dr Steven Greer: Since then, we have been following up with
senior staff and members of Congress, including several committee
chairpeople of relevant committees, to negotiate having an open
hearing.
What happened in April caused quite a stir saying it stirred up
a hornets nest might be an understatement. People who were
present at the private briefing that CSETI conducted for members
of Congress, the White House staff and others were somewhat
horrified, I think is the word that was used, to hear top-secret
witnesses who have dealt first-hand with unambiguous events such
as daylight chases of UFOs involving both satellite tracking and
Space Command tracking with extraordinary pursuits and attempts
to shoot down the objects back in the 1980s. We had witnesses
with top-secret clearances and very sensitive positions, from the
Air Force, Navy and Army.

We have taken a very bold step here by identifying definitive
evidence related to UFOs and then presenting this to key members
of the political and military establishment in the United States,
as well as at the United Nations and elsewhere. It has caused not
only a tremendous amount of interest, but a lot of concern over
something which can only be described as the probable extra-con-
stitutional management of the subject.
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SI: What do you mean by extra-constitutional management of the
subject?

SG: There are top-secret projects that are in the black area,
so-called black projects, and then there are the ultra-black
ones. This falls into the really ultra-black area of USAPs,
Unacknowledged Special Access Projects. Even if someone senior
in the chain of command makes an inquiry about them, they will
be told very specifically that the project doesnt exist. This is
up to and including the White House and the Joint Chiefs [of
Staff at the Pentagon] levels.

The best example that has been reported in the public media so
far, in the New York Times and the Washington Post, has been the
Senate Intelligence Committee confronting the National Reconnais-
sance Office with the fact that they were building a $300 million
office building that had never been authorized by Congress or the
White House, and that they had set up a $1.7 thousand million
slush fund that no one had authorized.

You have several dynamic issues here: theres the extraterrestrial
phenomenon itself; theres the covert program dealing with it; and
then the disconnection between the covert management of it and
the legal and constitutional government, which has largely been
left out of the loop on this. This becomes a very complex problem
to resolve, and thats why it has taken so much work, not only on
my part, but on the part of hundreds of people with whom Im
working, to try to resolve this crisis.
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SI: Are you saying that, since the late 1940s or 50s, the US
Government has known about the UFO phenomenon and has tried to
keep that information away from the public in a conscious way?

SG: Well, yes and no. And the reason I have to say yes and no is
that you must define US Government. The group that I referred to,
which has been called MJ-12, or Majestic 12, and alternately
PI-40 (I dont know what that stands for), should not be confused
with the US Government.

For example, I spent nearly three hours briefing a sitting
director of Central Intelligence, a CIA director, about this
because he couldnt find out anything on the subject. So when
someone says the US Government is holding back information, what
they have to understand is that the US Government and 99.9 per
cent of the people in it have no knowledge of this subject. Im
referring to relevant members of the Senate Intelligence
Committee that I briefed, relevant members of the White House
staff and the CIA, and very relevant senior members of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff.

The questions then become: who is managing this and how is it
being managed? These questions cause the most disturbed reaction
in people in public life when they find out that there is an
organization that exists which is largely based in the private
sector with significant representation within the military and
intelligence community, which essentially behaves independently
of normal checks and balances that are necessary if youre going
to have anything pretending to be a democracy.

SI: Are some of the witnesses that you have spoken with actually
members or former members of this covert group that has been
covering up the UFO story?

SG: Yes.

SI: Why are they coming forward now?

SG: This gets very complex. The US Government, as you and I think
of it, and other governments, dont know about this subject 99 per
cent of the time. The elements that do know about it work closely
with large high-tech aerospace firms that do a lot of contracting
with the US Government. Among those within that group, there is
no unanimity on how to handle this issue. Because of what we have
been doing, there are a number of them who feel that the time has
come for disclosure on this.
About one-third of the elements within MJ-12 feel that way. But
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there is still a majority, particularly the older members, who
want to keep this quiet at least until after they have died. So
even within that group its not monolithic.

This is why it is so difficult for the subject to be brought out,
because its not just a matter of saying to the public: Were not
alone and there are extraterrestrials out there. And by the way,
theres not a scintilla of evidence that these ETs are hostile,
notwithstanding the rantings of the UFO community and the science
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fiction buffs. The issue is much more complex because it deals
with hugely vested, powerful interests that are desperate to keep
this thing quiet for as long as they can because of the economic,
social, technological, geopolitical, and other implications of
a disclosure.

SI: How many people do you estimate are involved in this covert
group?

SG: There are probably 200 or 300 who really know whats going on,
but only a couple of dozen who are key to the operation, and I
know who a few of those people are.

SI: Would you describe them as oil company executives, or
aerospace executives, or military people? How would you describe
them in a general sense?

SG: All of the above, and not necessarily the obvious suspects,
by the way. Ill give you an example. After I met with the
Director of Central Intelligence, I went to a southwestern city
in the US, which is probably all I should say, and met with a
member of MJ-12 who was quite interested in what we were doing.
They were quite horrified, I think, in the sense that we were not
only determined but successful in what we set out to do. He
turned to me, around a huge conference table in this mansion this
is a man who is a very high-tech figure and a genius and very
much involved in super-computers and other things and said: You
really don't need to be talking to the CIA Director about this
because he doesn't know anything about this and he is not going
to know anything about it. If I were you, I'd be talking to
people like me, people who are involved in doing a lot of
high-tech work, covertly, for contractors to the US Government.
I would be talking to certain heads of think-tanks; I would be
talking to certain people who are concerned about the religious
implications of this, and certain religious orders.

He gave me a very specific litany, and at the time I thought this
man must be crazy. It turned out he was 100 per cent correct. It
was very hard for me to accept this. Its much harder for someone
on the Senate Intelligence Committee or the Joint Chiefs of Staff
to accept that this is how this is being managed.

Ill give you another example. I had a two-hour meeting with a
former Head of the Ministry of Defence in the UK, and the only
living five-star admiral in the world, Lord Hill-Norton, who is
in the House of Lords. A couple of years ago he and I discussed
this at great length. He told me:

'I know now that these UFOs are real, that there are extraterres-
trial life forms, but I never knew it as a member of the British
Government or as a member of the admiralty.' I looked at him and
said: 'This is strange.' He said: 'I assure you that this subject
never ever crossed my radar screen.' He told me this, and there
was no prevarication or deceit at all; he was being completely
forthcoming, as was the CIA Director, and they both basically
told me the same story.
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They could never find anything out about the subject. In fact
they didnt even think to look into it because they never thought
it was real. Lord Hill-Norton told me very specifically that he
now has no doubt these projects exist. He and I have compared
notes and shared data and weve reached this assessment: that the
only way that could be possible is if it were being managed in
a process parallel to conventional military and political
governmental activity.
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I got a very similar picture from a sitting CIA Director and from
a head of state in Europe that Ive met with. This is not to say
that there has never been a CIA director that knew. I know that
there are. Or that there has never been a president who knew some
of the information. But Im quite convinced that theyre told only
what the control apparatus in this issue wants them to know, and
I think a great deal of it has been dis-information.
Unfortunately, the UFO community and the media have taken this
disinformation, hook, line and sinker. They have not asked the
hard questions such as when there is an account of a cattle
mutilation or a so-called abduction, whos really behind it? Is
it the ETs? Almost never. Is it more likely psychological warfare
experts staging these sort of events? Yes. And we know that, we
have no question that thats going on.

Media involvement

SI: Do you think any heads of media corporations might be
involved with this?

SG: I certainly think there are control points that are likely
within various media. I used to think not, but there have been
certain things that have happened that make me very suspicious
of that. I think, though, that people go too far with these kinds
of conspiracy ideas. You psychologically condition the media to
dismiss the subject. You discredit it, you set up hoaxes that can
be exposed, you set up people who are complete charlatans. You
put out information from scientists who will stand up and say
this is all poppycock, so that the mainstream media, rather than
doing true independent journalism, go along with whatever the
status quo is because they want to be in.

I myself was approached by a very senior military intelligence
figure and told that, if I would work with them and merge my
operation with them, they would give us unlimited access to
whatever we wanted. But of course then you sell out to that, and
thats something we have refused to do. Its not to say that there
arent people who have done so.

SI: Another point is that the media are owned by large corporati-
ons that tend to be very conservative.

SG: You question how independent CBS can be if they are owned by
a conglomerate, or how independent NBC can be if they are owned
by General Electric, a big defense operator. Another problem is
the attitude the media come to the subject with. I cannot tell
you how many puffed-up scientists and journalists and people who
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consider themselves know-it-alls have said: This has to be
poppycock, because if it werent, I would know about it because
Im so important. Moreover, many mainstream journalists bring to
it the years of ridicule and debunking, as well as the fact that
the predominant feeling out there is that most of these accounts
are rubbish, and theyre not incorrect in that regard.

In that sense I have a lot of sympathy for the media, because Ive
gone to hundreds of gatherings and UFO meetings and I would say
90 to 99 per cent of everything I hear and see is utter and
complete rubbish. So a journalist could be forgiven for thinking
that all of it was. Thats a mistake, but its something that is
nevertheless understandable. That said, I'd say that the media
people who were at the background briefing we did in Washington
were very interested, and there were some good and serious
stories that came out of it.

SI: Is there a single person who heads this covert group, and is
it international?

SG: Yes, its international, no doubt about that. I seriously
doubt that theres one individual that heads it. There may be a
rotating chair of it, but I do know that there are a number of
people involved that would be in the policymaking direction.

SI: How many countries do you think are involved?

SG: More than a few and less than all. I can't give you an exact
number. I would say there's representation that's very large and
extends from religious entities to corporate to financial to
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military intelligence. I can say that the major industrial powers
certainly have entities that are involved with this. However,
that doesnt mean, for example, the UK Prime Minister knows, or
that the Ministry of Defence in the UK knows, not by any stretch
of the imagination.

I do want to say here on the record that a number of people in
the military and intelligence communities are some of our biggest
supporters for getting this information out. They are honest,
upright men and women who really want this issue to get resolved.
They understand how dangerous it is to our way of life to have
something this powerful managed in an ultra-secret and probably
illegal way.

Public hearings or private efforts

SI: Are there any indications that a public hearing might be
called? And if not, what will you do?

SG: Im very concerned that, because of the implications of this
and the way the subject can be either debunked or quietly
silenced by power operators, we may not get a hearing. I am
hopeful, though. There are some very good people in Congress and
very good former members of Congress helping us who really do
understand the implications of this.
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But should it not happen, then we have to be prepared as a
non-profit research group to put together all of these top-secret
witnesses and all the evidence and present it to the public
through documentaries, books, and a public press conference so
that the subject gets out in an unofficial way. If it isnt done
scientifically in a very dignified way, then it simply will not
register on the radar scope of the world, and all these
top-secret witnesses will be literally risking their lives and
careers for nothing.
It wouldnt be easy to do. We have no operating funds. The extent
of our staff is someone who comes in 10 hours a week to help with
office work and the rest of it is totally volunteer. All of us
are taking time away from our families, our work, and our
careers.

I can honestly say that we have the physical evidence, photograp-
hic evidence, government documents, and more than 100 top-secret
military and intelligence witnesses which, if they could be put
together and presented to the public, would constitute a
definitive and unambiguous disclosure on this subject. The
problem is we dont have the financial means to do it, and if the
US Government, through a hearing in the Congress, doesnt allow
a vehicle such as that to be created that would have it come out
in an official way, then it becomes a very serious problem of how
we go about doing it.

For more information: contact CSETI, PO Box 15401, Asheville,
North Carolina, 28813, USA; Telephone: 704-274-5671; Web site:
www.cseti.org.

Witnesses

Among the witnesses testifying in Washington DC were -------, a
former subcontractor in the photo labs of the Johnson Space
Center in Houston, Texas. ----- said she saw one NASA technician
air-brush a UFO out of a space satellite photo, and that it was
done routinely, according to her colleague. ---------- a lawyer
from North Carolina who worked as a trained cryptologist with a
Top Secret security clearance in the Pentagon during President
Eisenhowers White House term in the 1950s, says he saw material
from a downed ET craft and saw apparent ET writing on the
material. Lovekin says the President was regularly briefed about
the UFO issue.
Another witness was a world-renowned astronomer who was present
when an apparent extraterrestrial signal was received at the
Harvard observatory (SETI) facility. (Source: CSETI)

  ______
 /\    /\
 \_\  /_/
 \  "  /

http://www.cseti.org/
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  \ _ /
   \ /
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**************************************************************
Web sites
**************************************************************

I just received a copy of your e-zine through a friend and have
happily subscribed.  I wanted to know if you can mention a web
site I have developed to your subscribers.

http://idt.net/~srimpi19/ufo.html

I have created this site to act as a repository of stories from
UFO Experiencers.  This is a place where experiencers can go and
tell their tales without fear of ridicule or shame. 

It is a free site that I happily maintain.  Unfortunately not
many people know about it.  Any help or comments you can give
would be greatly appreciated.

Thanks again, and I look forward to your next e-zine.

Steven Rimpici
UFO Experiencer Support

_____

Hello Interested People!

Please go to the Society of Operating Cameramen Home Page to see
the latest news on the Alien Autopsy!

http://www.soc.org/alienautopsy.html

There you will find an in depth report weighing the pros and cons
of the film. Myself and others helped with the report and it
turned out pretty good.

Pass the word around please. The stories not yet dead!!!

Thx,

Mark L. Center
http://www.uforeport.com

**************************************************************
You can use UFO News International articles
**************************************************************

. Make a selection from this issue for your web site.

. Redistribute articles in your owns newsletter or Bulletin Board
System.
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Conditions:

. Please give credit to UFO News International and, if relevant,
to the original source.

. Articles may not be used for the express purpose of baseless
debunking. Baseless debunking can be defined as attacking the
validity of a report without including substantial grounds for
the attack. Violations of this condition will immediately be
followed by exposure on the main Internet UFO discussion forums.

http://idt.net/~srimpi19/ufo.html
http://www.soc.org/alienautopsy.html
http://www.uforeport.com/
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**************************************************************
Editor's notes:

UFO News International welcomes:
. reports, experiences, analyses and commentaries
Anonimity will be provided if needed.

All contributions to this newsletter must be in English. Grammar
and spelling need not be perfect.

In case of a change in your e-mail address, please notify me in
advance, so that you can continue to receive UFOPals. Readers are
encouraged to invite their friends, acquaintances and colleagues
to subscribe to this newsletter.

  ______
 /\    /\
 \_\  /_/
 \  "  /
  \ _ /
   \ /

**************************************************************

Date:               December 12, 1997=FF
Editor:             Henny van der Pluijm
Correspondents:     Barry Chamish (Israel)
                    Mike Stahl (Australia)

UFOIC, http://www.ufoic.com, hosts:

Henny van der Pluijm's UFO FAQ: http://www.ufoic.com/faq
and the UNI archive:            http://www.ufoic.com/faq/ufopals

Personal website:   http://www.worldonline.nl/~hvdp
E=A9mail:             hvdp@worldonline.nl

Direct subscribers:                  255

Redistributors:

Alien Research (90), Project Watchfire BBS, NUN BBS Network

Estimated readership: 14,000
______________________________________________________________

(C) Henny van der Pluijm, 1997.
______________________________________________________________
=FF
            __________________________________________
           /    Met vriendelijke groet/Best wishes    \
                      Henny van der Pluijm
                      hvdp@worldonline.nl
                 
                       Technology Pages
                http://home.worldonline.nl/~hvdp       
             \______________________________________/
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 15

Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 02:10:55 EST
Fwd Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 10:12:33 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 17:35:33 -0700
Fwd Date: Sun, 14 Dec 1997 23:42:04 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>> It's not up to me, you, or anyone -- other than Corso and/or
>> Birnes -- to provide documentation for their claims.

> Why not?...Wouldn't you be intersted in legitimate documentation
> irrespective of who dug it up?

Sure, I'd be interested in legitimate documentation. But I'd much
rather see it from the person making the claims. If you want to
go dig it up, knock your lights out.

> What excuses?

Sorry, you weren't making excuses, I was ranting.

> This discussion has
> nothing to do with Corso's UFO claims or Roswell or
> backengineering or anything else, this discussion is about his
> military record. If you have some information or evidence that
> casts doubt on specific aspects of his military record than I
> reccommend you post it.

I doubt I have seen anything different than you.

> According to his FOIA military record his claims of heading the
> FTD for 2 years were overstated and that he actually held this
> position for only 90 days.

So what do you think about that?

> This what I'm talking about...do you have other evidence of this
> type?

Nope.

> Flaws in Corso's UFO and backengineering claims are a dime a
> dozen and exist everywhere you look but using the FOIA to attempt
> to verify or refute Corso's alien claims is a laughable concept.
> The FOIA's usefulness in this capacity will provide evidence to
> either support or refute his more terrestrial claims, service
> record, and credentials.

There is no need to use FOIA to verify the people/place claims in
the book. That information is fairly accessible in libraries with
a good newspaper archive and some of it is even disprovable by
doing searches on the web.

Rebecca

Search for other documents to/from: jared | xiannekei
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Cors

From: Dennis Stacy <dstacy@texas.net>
Date: Sun, 14 Dec 1997 22:56:15 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 10:08:48 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Cors

>Date: Sun, 14 Dec 1997 18:42:31 +0100 (MET)
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
>Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

<massive snip>

>Dennis,

>Can you spell 'irrelevant'?

<snip>

>Or 'priorities'?

>Henny

Sure can, Henny, what's the point? I went straight to the
horses's mouth, or at least one of the horses' mouths, and posted
what he told me. What's irrelevant about that? If you find it
irrelevant, that's your problem.

And what do you pretend to mean by "priorities"?

Can you spell 'non sequitur'?

Or 'meaningless comments'?

If you've got something to say, say it.

Dennis
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Re: ACC's Transcapacitor Press Release

From: Ashley Rye <ashleyry@netcomuk.co.uk>
Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 07:31:17 +0000
Fwd Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 10:28:43 -0500
Subject: Re: ACC's Transcapacitor Press Release

At 17:58 13/12/97 -0500, you wrote:
>From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Rob Gates]
>Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 13:17:00 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: ACC's Transcapacitor Press Release
>
>In a message dated 97-12-13 07:51:39 EST, you write:
>
>
>>  From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
>>  To: updates@globalserve.net
>>  Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 12:32:24 +0200
>>  Subject: ACC's Transcapacitor Press Release
>
>>  Published on American Computer Company's website December 7.
>>  URL:
>
>>  http://www.American-Computer.com/Transcap.htm
>
>
>>  AMERICAN COMPUTER COMPANY unearths previously unknown electronic
>>  device it claims it obtained by analyzing notes about Alien
>>  Artifact examined by Bell Labs 50 years ago, notes that were sold
>>  ACC by an unnamed source...
>
>Same ACC crap being dissiminated by "unnamed source.." we have
>been hearing about for months -- and as usual comes from unnamed
>sources.
>
>Its called rumor mongering on the internet.
>
>Isn't it convient that all this trash comes out just before ACC's
>alleged public stock offerings?
>
>Cheers,
>Robert

If there is any substance at all in ACC's recent statement,
Robert, you may have to modify your views in the wake of
forthcoming events, if not actually swallow your words whole...
time will clarify your assumption that all this talk is some kind
of elaborate sales pitch, or something else. If it's hype, then
they have gone to a vast amount of trouble to concoct all these
elaborate stories, putting themselves in a delicate, expensive
legal position, potentially undermining their credibility in the
eyes of customers and competitors merely in order to attract,
what, publicity? is this logical?  Is it necessary to get
involved in legal battles with the Air Force to promote sales?
Are you implying that the break-in and death threats are further
fabrications, and that the transcapacitor will have  no influence
on the future of computer technology, since it doesn't exist?

Perhaps we might wait and see for ourselves before agreeing with
your statements unconditionally.

Ash

Visit Ash's Mural Gallery at:
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Ros... uh... _that_ place in the desert

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 09:12:40 +0200
Fwd Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 10:31:36 -0500
Subject: Ros... uh... _that_ place in the desert

>From "Amarillo Globe-News". URL:

http://www.amarillonet.com/stories/121497/LG3046.001.shtml

Web posted Sunday, December 14, 1997

Town considers licensing name

The Associated Press

ROSWELL (AP) - The mere mention of Roswell is enough to conjure up
images of aliens and crashed UFOs. Mayor Tom Jennings is willing to
bank on it.

After cashing in earlier this year on the 50th anniversary of the
purported crash of an alien spacecraft in the nearby desert, the City
Council is now considering registering "Roswell, New Mexico" as a
global trademark.

"Before the crash, Roswell was just another dusty town in southern New
Mexico," Jennings said. "But now, we have worldwide name recognition,
and we think the town should capitalize on this phenomenon."

An agent from a Los Angeles-based licensing company, NRP Productions,
posed the idea in October. The agent, Neil Russell, said his company
would pay the $100,000 registration fees to license the city's name and
seal in exchange for a third of the profits.

If the plan is approved, every time "Roswell, New Mexico" is used in a
movie or a book, the city would be entitled to royalties.

Jennings said he expects a council vote sometime in January.

"There have been books, posters and even a movie made about Roswell
that was filmed in the Arizona desert," "We don't want to be greedy,
but we do want to ensure accuracy in the usage of Roswell products,"
Jennings said.More than 40,000 people trekked to Roswell in July for
the weeklong anniversary bash that featured a memorial service for the
dead aliens and a crash-and-burn parade of home-built spaceships.

Roswell residents secretly smile at their odd fame, so there is no
reason the city 200 miles southeast of Albuquerque shouldn't try to
make a buck off its reputation, much as Hollywood and New York have,
Jennings says.

"Shoot - everybody is making a profit off of aliens right now but us."

A profit is not guaranteed, though. In California, the Beverly Hills
Chamber of Commerce tried to trademark its name. But officials decided
it was too costly and inconvenient to regulate its use, said Don
Oblander, the city's finance director.

"The thing that we've learned is that for a geographical name, we can't
really prevent someone from using it," Oblander said.

The city, still looking for a way to cash in on its mystique, opted to
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license the Beverly Hills shield instead.

The trademarked shield, a piece of art that sits on the edge of town,
bagged the city about $10,000 in just a few months, Oblander says.

"The shield was flashed for less than three seconds in a Wendy's
television ad. That made up for about a third of those earnings,"
Oblander said. "We expect that there could be revenues of $100,000 over
the year or more."

Some global trademarks, such as Marlboro, rake in billions of dollars
every year simply on name recognition, says Daniel Kimbell, a trademark
attorney in Glendale, Calif.

"People will always associate the product with the name. Like Beverly
Hills is always identified with a class of wealth," Kimbell said.

"The city of Hollywood, a name known all over the world, makes money on
everything from Hollywood coffee to condoms," he said.

Jennings, the Roswell mayor, said he would spend royalties from
licensing - which NRP estimates at more than $50,000 a year - to create
a community foundation benefiting children.

While he doesn't think the UFO craze will pass anytime soon, Jennings
said some "real evidence" from the contestable crash could increase
profits dramatically.

"I'm not sure anyone knows for sure what really happened in that desert
50 years ago, but something happened," he said. "If we could find an
artifact that backs up the story we'd really be in business."

=A9 1997 Amarillo Globe-News
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Darlington's Area 51 Book Reviewed

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 09:23:37 +0200
Fwd Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 10:33:20 -0500
Subject: Darlington's Area 51 Book Reviewed

Found at:

http://www.sfgate.com:80/cgi-bin/examiner/article.cgi?year=3D1997&month=3D12
&day=3D14&article=3DTRAVEL9564.dtl

Sunday, Dec. 14, 1997 =B7 Page T 8 =A91997 San Francisco Examiner

        
Unknown UFO site remains so

Linda Watanabe McFerrin

SPECIAL TO THE EXAMINER

IN NEVADA, not far from the California border and right next door to
the Nevada Test Site where the U.S. government has been experimenting
with nuclear bombs since 1951, on a remote plain ringed by parched
mountains, lies the best-kept, widely known, top-secret spot in the
world.

To insiders it is "Watertown Strip," or "the Ranch. " Aircraft buffs,
referring to the call sign of its control tower or its off-limits
status on aeronautical maps, call it "Dreamland" or "the Box." Most of
us know it as Area 51, the appellation assigned to it on government
documents. The New York Times once described it as a base so secret
that it didn't exist. To some "ufologists" it is a turn-out on the
extraterrestrial highway, an alien rest stop and spaceship garage.

Regardless of what it's called, this military installation sequestered
in America's outback - it does not appear on U.S. Geological Survey
maps - has been cloaked throughout its 46-year history in the kind of
secrecy that invites investigation, and that is just what writer David
Darlington does in Area 51: The Dreamland Chronicles (Henry Holt and
Company, Inc., 281 pages, $25.00).

Darlington's informants - desert denizens, road warriors, con artists
and self-proclaimed extraterrestrials - are a colorful lot, and their
stories about alien abductions, government conspiracies and
interstellar travel rival the best from the Twilight Zone.

Darlington walks among them with heroic impartiality on his sober and
ultimately sobering prowl of Dreamland's dramatic periphery. When he
digs deeper, the stories get wilder. Witnesses report on aliens called
"little grays," saucers propelled by elements that do not exist in this
solar system, the use of humans as guinea pigs and New World Order
conspiracies. There are tales about back-engineering captive flying
saucers, interactions with aliens, neighbors from Alpha Reticuli and
Invisible Government Obedient Robotons (IGORS) created in clandestine
government Frankenstein works.

On the other hand, the summary withdrawal of 89,000 acres of public
land from public access, the untold billions spent yearly on Black
Budget (secretly funded) intelligence and defense projects, the spy
planes, stealth fighters, secret shuttles, security oaths and workers
exposed to toxic waste without recourse - all verifiable fact - read a
great deal like science fiction.
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There's so much deceit and misrepresentation around Area 51 that the
line between myth and reality is a blur. In this frighteningly
distorted world even Darlington seems to occasionally lose perspective.
At one point, lured to the Luxor casino in Las Vegas and confronted
with the spectacle of Americans smoking, drinking, eating and gambling
to excess, he wonders irritably if visitors to this planet might not
find that earthly society at the end of the century was nothing more
than a mass migration of oversized but pea-brained organisms, waddling
about in T-shirts and shorts.

The only regrettable thing about his chronicle is that Darlington never
really penetrates Area 51's covert operations. The electric fences, the
false trails, the "cammo" dudes, the smoke screens and very real fears
keep him forever circling about the installation's perimeter. This
leaves the reader longing, in the midst of all of this data, for the
one thing that Darlington is unable to unearth - a truly believable
witness.

(snipped)

Linda Watanabe McFerrin is a Bay Area poet, novelist and travel writer
whose work appears frequently in the Examiner Travel Section. Bookings
appears the second Sunday of each month.
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Mars Exploration Captures The US Imagination

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 09:41:35 +0200
Fwd Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 10:34:36 -0500
Subject: Mars Exploration Captures The US Imagination

Mars exploration captures the US imagination

Agence France-Presse
Sun, Dec 14 1997

WASHINGTON, Dec 14 (AFP) - The mythical "red planet" returned to
intrigue Americans this year as two probes renewed Martian exploration,
fueling hopes of finding a trace of life on the planet and encouraging
Hollywood's fascination with "little green men."

On July 4, the US Independence Day, the Mars Pathfinder landed in the
Ares Vallis plain with great pomp, reviving the Mars craze that
infatuates both the scientific world and the general public.

Two months later, on September 11, a second probe, the Mars Global
Surveyor (MGS), began its orbit around the planet. "We enter in the
second era of the exploration of Mars," declared NASA official Wesley
Huntress.

For the past 21 years, since the dramatic landings of the US Viking
probes, Mars has not been in the spotlight of NASA research.

However, with the arrival of the Pathfinder and its Sojourner rover,
mankind again set foot on another planet and began receiving detailed
data on the Martian environment.

Computer users eagerly sought information about the mission on the
Internet, where NASA's 25 websites received some 100 million "hits" on
the day after the landing. And the enthusiasm didn't fade in the
following weeks.

The two probes have opened new doors to exploration of Mars, providing
scientists with evidence of torrential floods in the Ares Vallis some
three billion years ago and of volcanic activity on a much lerger scale
than previously thought.

With its discovery of the presence of clouds, detection of large and
rapid temperature changes, samples of Martian sand and more than 16,000
photographs, the probe more than lived up to NASA's expectations before
it became silent at the end of October.

Interest then centered on the MGS, which will begin mapping the surface
of the planet next year, providing a complete topographical map,
studying the planet's magnetic field, analyzing its atmosphere and
determining the composition and distribution of minerals, rocks and ice
on the planet's surface.

"We can say hello Mars, we are here to stay, and we are here to stay
for a long, long time," mission chief Glenn Cunningham told reporters
at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory in California when the probe
reached the planet.

The US team has seven missions to Mars scheduled between now and 2005
and hopes to send an astronaut to Mars in 2014 who would perhaps gain
new insight to the mystery of life on Mars.
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In the meantime, some 23 new studies are under way broadening the
search for traces of past life by analyzing Martian rocks.

Most of the studies are being conducted on the Martian meteorite Allan
Hills 84,001. From that rockm, a US team two years ago detected the
presence of elements supporting the theory that biological activity
once took place on the Mars.

Hollywood, naturally, cannot resist renewed attention on
extraterrestrial life.

Directors responded to the alien craze with two hit movies -- "Men In
Black," in which two secret government agents confront the arrival of
thousands of extraterrestrials, and "Contact," with Jodie Foster
playing a scientist encountering mysterious visitors.

In addition, for hardcore fans of flying saucers, Roswell, a small town
in New Mexico, celebrated the 50th anniversary of the legend which
created its worldwide reputation: the infamous crash of a UFO and its
mysterious alien pilots.

No matter that the US government again denied the UFO landing.

gcv/jcb/jsr

(Copyright 1997)

Copyright 1997, Agence France-Presse. All rights reserved.
Republication and redistribution of Agence France-Presse content is
expressly pr ohibited without the prior written consent of Agence
France-Presse. Agence France-Presse shall not be liable for errors or
delays in the content, or for any actions taken in reliance thereon. =BF
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 08:45:48 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 10:36:04 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>Date: Sun, 14 Dec 1997 12:12:59 -0600 (CST)
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Dennis Stacy <dstacy@texas.net>
>Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>Have you ever heard of a little thing called an "advance"? It's
>money a publisher pays *prior* to publication. Strieber got a
>million for Communion, if memory serves, John Mack got something
>like $250,000 for his abduction book, Hopkins over $100,000 for
>Witnessed. Nick Pope was well rewarded for both of his books. Ed
>Walters, I believe, picked up something like a $200,000 advance
>for his first UFO book, along with an additional $200,000 for
>mini-series rights.

>Corso's publisher "gambled" on the free publicity the Roswell
>anniversary provided Corso's book, but you can be damn sure that
>serious cash changed hands prior to publication of the book.
>Birnes is a high-concept producer, meaning that he packages
>books; he probably signed a two or three book deal with the
>publisher (remember the promised Corso "memoirs" about the
>Kennedy assassination?).

>It's safe to say that the advance for The Day After Roswell was
>at least $100,000 and could very easily have been closer to
>$200,000, based on similar projects. It's also possible that
>movie rights had already been sold prior to publication, possibly
>for a similar amount. The book is in its sixth printing, I
>believe, and was briefly on the NY Times bestseller list -- and
>we haven't yet seen the paperback. Corso would be getting 50% of
>the above -- at the very least -- if not 75 to 80%, unless Birnes
>completely bamboozled him.

Dennis,

Having written a number of books and counting many well-known
authors in my circle of friends, I should point out that the
numbers announced in press releases are usually grossly inflated.
Creative bookkeeping always seems to apply in these matters,
and I have yet to talk to an author who claims to have actually
received the stated advance amounts.

Even if the contract specifies $ XXXX for the advance, there
always seems to be a bunch of fine print at the end of the
contract allowing all sorts of things to be deducted from the
advance.

Then there is the little question of the publisher actually even
paying the advance.  I know quite a few authors whose contracts
specified pretty goodly amounts for the advance but never actually
saw a penny of it.

So I always take these claims of the amounts authors get/got with
several big grains of salt.

Bob
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PROJECT-1947: FUFOR Party

From: Jan Aldrich <jan@CYBERZONE.NET>
Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 10:28:31 -0800
Fwd Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 11:12:08 -0500
Subject: PROJECT-1947: FUFOR Party

Greetings List

I hopped down to Washington, D. C. to basically attend this
party. I had hoped to get some work done in the Library of
Congress, but that was the slow pre-holiday schedule meant that
some of the least experienced pages were pull items from the
repository.  So in the short time I was there, I found almost
nothing.

Perhaps I should have stayed over.  A party is not the place to
discuss some of the issues that people wanted me to bring up.

In any case there was some news and items of interest.  Richard
Hall is stepping down as Chairman of the Fund at the end of this
year.  Don Berliner will be the new chairman.

The recipient of the Isabel Davis Award was announced to the
attendees.  However, since he has not been official informed,
public announcement will have to wait.

William B. Weitzel, the former Chairman of NICAP Pennsylvania
Investigative Subcommittee #1 during the early 1960s, talked about
his investigation of Portage County UFO "chase," (also known as
the Spaur/Neff chase or the Revenna, Ohio case.)  In a very
understated presentation Bill Weitzel summarized this cases and
some of the extensive investigations that NICAP conducted.  The
huge case file was personally hand carried to the Condon
Committee by Richard Hall.  The case was among the committee's
papers, but was not treated in any detail in the finally Condon
report.

This case ruined Dale Spaur's career and his life.  He did a
straight reporting job of what he had seen.  He hadn't claimed
that he saw a spaceship or anything like that.  The Air Force's
explanation by Maj (later Colonel) Quintanilla of a satellite and
Venus as a cause for this case sealed Spaur's fate.  Quintanilla
ignored the fact that Spaur picked out Venus during and after the
sighting and that during the chase the object was seen in
different parts of the sky.  Defense lawyers, after the USAF
explanation became public, used this to ridicule Spuar when he
gave testimony.  It became impossible for him to keep his job.

Susan Swiatek showed me some of the artwork she had prepared for
the second volume of the UFO Evidence.  How an artist visualizes
the witnesses' descriptions is very interesting.  Even when there
is immediate feed back from a witness, it is sometimes difficult
to get any kind of representative idea of what the witness saw.

The original drawing Liz Coleson did of the High Point, North
Carolina sighting July 1947 was very different from the drawing
that the witness made when he reported the sighting in a first
hand account.  Liz kindly redid this drawing for my preliminary
report.  I had previously thought that the High Point sighting
had been a distorted account of a meteor after reading the
newspaper account.  However, after seeing the witness' report
form, drawing, and first hand account, it became quite obvious
that whatever was involved it was definitely not a meteor.

Susan's experiences with this aspect were very interesting.  Many
artists who illustrate UFO sightings give the prominent place to
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the witnesses or other features of the sighting and the UFO
itself becomes just a part of the backdrop.

Rob Swiatek brought along a copy of the Fund's latest
publication. It will surely not be a best seller, but it will
surely be useful to the serious researcher.  "Index to the Case
Files of Project Blue Book" is a printout of the UFO CAT entries
of the Project Blue Book cases.  There are entries on 14,613
cases in the Project Blue Book files.  The breakdown is

   14,613 Gross case
    1,558 "For information only" cases
      272 Duplicates
   12,752 Net cases

Interestingly enough in the original files of Project Blue Book
which I inspected for 1947-1949, there are a number of files
which were not microfilmed or indexed.  These cases generally
involved letters or report forms submitted years afterwards which
seemed to just be quickly stashed in the Blue Book files probably
on their transfer to Maxwell or the Archives.

On a lighter note Bruce Maccabbee provided music with his electric
organ.  Dick Hall said this was about the best turn out they had
in ten years.

Best regards,

Best
--
Jan Aldrich
Project 1947
http://www.iufog.org/project1947/
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Through the walls tests [was Re: Jacobs on

From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 10:42:48 -0800
Fwd Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 11:14:25 -0500
Subject: Through the walls tests [was Re: Jacobs on

>  From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>, on 12/13/97 11:24 AM:
>  From: jpeterson@polaristel.net [Candy Peterson]
>  Date: Fri, 12 Dec 97 21:54:21 PST
>  Subject: RE: UFO UpDate: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

>  Some of the tests for magnetic properties, radiation, or chemical
>  changes in the paints might not be so involved. But how practical
>  would it be to remove whole sections of window, framing, drywall,
>  siding, hardware, and so on for extensive testing -- including
>  those pesky experimental controls from elsewhere in the building?

I suspect that large sections wouldn't be needed, but some
careful thought would have to be given as to how to obtain
samples (for instance extracting nails from a window frame
without using a metallic tool) without disturbing exactly the
effect one is trying to measure.

------
Mark Cashman, creator of The Temporal Doorway at
http://www.geocities.com/~mcashman
- Original digital art, writing, and UFO research -
Author of SF novels available at...
http://www.infohaus.com/access/by-seller/The_Temporal_Doorway_Storefront
------
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PROJECT-1947: Strange Report from the 1957 Flap

From: Jan Aldrich <jan@CYBERZONE.NET>
Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 11:36:35 -0800
Fwd Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 14:46:32 -0500
Subject: PROJECT-1947: Strange Report from the 1957 Flap

Greetings List,

Loren Gross called me Sunday, and we talked about his current
research.  He is working on the November 1957 flap.  Here is the
a strange report from Midland the (Texas) REPORTER-TELEGRAM, 8
November 1957.  Any further information would be most welcome.

'Glowing Like Red Lights Shining on It'-- Woman's Car Hits
"Whatnik'

A lone woman motorist reported to police Friday she crashed
through a mysterious, brilliantly lighted object shortly after 2
a. m. on a deserted stretch of highway 30 miles southeast of
Midland in Glasscock County.

"Two men ran from it just as I reached the object and it
collapsed," reported Mr. Edith Joyce Wilson of San Angelo, almost
hysterical as she reached Midland.

"A few seconds later something I guess it was an automobile, but
it had a brilliant red light pulled in behind me and chased me
four or five miles."

Glasscorck Sheriff Buster Cox investigated immediately with
Deputy Otto Dozler.

"We searched the entire area from 2:30 until about 4:30 but we
couldn't find a trace of anything," he reported.

Mrs. Wilson insisted she had seen and hit something but admitted
it might have been someone playing a prank in the light of
widespread reports of mysterious objects.

"It was such a nice night, I was driving along enjoying the radio
and I msut have been five miles this side of Garden City," she
said.

"I had my lights dim and suddenly I saw something in front of me
that looked like...well, I don't know what it looked like.

"It was glowing red like red lights were shining on it.  Just as
I reached it, it collapsed in front of me and I felt my car hit
something.

"Two men ran from it, one on each side of the road.  At first I
thought I had hit someone as it went under my car, but I guess I
didn't.  I don't think I would have stopped anyway.

"Immediately, I saw something pull onto the road behing me, with
a brilliant red light shining through my rear window.

"I've been travelling 25 years and I've ever been held up at the
point of a gun.  But I never had anything scare me half as much
as this did."

She said she drove more than 85 miles an hour before the vehicle
behind her apparently gave up the chase.

She said the object wasn't as big as a house "but it probably
looked twice as big as it really was, I was so scared."
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           *         *          *          *

Earlier two people had used a hoax balloon on the highway between
Dallas and Fort Worth.  The caused a traffic jam in dangerous
highway conditions.  The police were quite angry, however such
considerations of danger or displeasure of the authorities seldom
deter hoaxers.  The red light on a vehicle would, at the time, be
against the law as only emergency vehicles could be so
outfitted.

The 1957 flap contained more than its share of Oz factor
sightings.  We would like to get a handle on at least one.

Best regards,
--
Jan Aldrich
Project 1947
http://www.iufog.org/project1947/
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SpaceViews Update -- 1997 December 15

From: Nick Balaskas <nikolaos@YorkU.CA>
Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 11:45:06 -0800 (Pacific Standard Time)
Fwd Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 14:49:12 -0500
Subject: SpaceViews Update -- 1997 December 15

Greetings everyone!

Below is a forwarded message from SpaceViews Update about the
minicomets the size of a house that were reported to be hitting
the Earth at a rate of 10 to 20 a minute.

Also, this Friday will mark the 25th anniversary of the last
beings who came to Earth from another world (see below).
It has been that long, eh?

Nick Balaskas

---------- Forwarded message ----------
Date: Sun, 14 Dec 1997
18:34:49 -0500 (EST)
From: SpaceViews-approval@nss.org
To: undisclosed-recipients:
Subject: SpaceViews Update -- 1997 December 15

                     S P A C E V I E W S   U P D A T E
                             1997 December 15
                  http://www.seds.org/spaceviews/971215/

<snip>
                        Small Comet Theory Rebutted

A theory that the Earth is pelted with thousands of house-sized
comets each day was the subject of a number of rebuttals
presented at a conference last week, while the leading proponent
of the theory provided new evidence which he says further
supports his explanation.

A series of independent papers by researchers at the University
of Arizona, University of Washington, and NASA Marshall Space
Flight Center presented at the American Geophysical Union (AGU)
meeting in San Francisco all found evidence for small comets
lacking, and believed that the original evidence was instrumental
error.

At an AGU meeting in May Louis Frank of the University of Iowa
presented images of the Earth from the Polar spacecraft which
showed black specks at ultraviolet wavelengths.  Frank explained
the specks as small comets, weighing 20 to 40 tons, breaking up
in the Earth's upper atmosphere.

Research by George Parks, a geophysicist at the University of
Washington, points to a different explanation.  Parks said other
images taken from the camera, including some taken in a lab on
Earth before launch, show the same black specks, leading him to
believe that the spots are just instrument noise.

The same conclusions were found by James Spann of the Marshall
Space Flight Center.  Spann compared the black dots to the random
noise seen in other instruments that use image intensifiers,
including night-vision goggles.

Three different studies by University of Arizona scientists
searched for additional evidence for small comets, but failed to
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find any.  Bashar Rizk and Alex J. Dessler found that if small
comets hit the Earth's atmosphere at the rate predicted by Frank,
they would create clouds of ice and dust that would be easily
visible as one of the brightest objects in the sky.

"The two-hour periods after sunset and before sunrise ought to
produce the most spectacular sightings -- intermittent
punctuations of bright, rapidly moving points of light," they
said, but noted, "Where are they? We should see them."

Timothy D. Swindle and David A. Kring noted that the elemental
composition of small comets, had they struck the Earth at the
same rate throughout its history, would have given the planet 500
times as much krypton and 30,000 times as much argon as found
today.

Jennifer A. Grier and Alfred S. McEwen estimated that small
comets should strike the Moon every nine minutes, leaving behind
a crater at least 50 meters (165 ft.) in diameter.  Images of the
Moon from the Apollo missions and the 1994 Clementine spacecraft
do not show the hundreds of thousands of craters that should form
every year.

Despite the mounting evidence against the small comet theory,
Frank held firm to the theory and presented new evidence to
support it at the conference.  In what Frank dubbed the
"ultimate" test of his explanation, he and John Sigwarth compared
data taken by Polar at low altitudes -- 3 to 5 Earth radii
(19,100-31,850 km) above the surface, to data taken the same day
at high altitudes, 5 to 8 radii (31,580- 50,960 km) high.  The
high altitude data showed an 80 percent drop in dark spots, or
"holes", seen in the data.

"This result is a marvelous confirmation of the reality of
atmospheric holes," Frank said, claiming that the spots would be
more visible at lower altitudes, but should not vary in frequency
if they were just instrument noise.  Frank called the instrument
noise explanations "nonsense" at a press conference.

Frank, who originally proposed the small comet theory in 1986
based on data from the Dynamics Explorer 1 satellite, said
resistance to his theory has been strong. "Despite all of the
evidence that the atmospheric holes were a geophysical phenomenon
and not an artifact of the camera, many members of the scientific
community refused to accept the reality of the atmospheric holes
because of the immense implications of the large fluxes of small
comets in the vicinity of our planet."

<snip>

December 19     25th anniversary of the splashdown of Apollo 17,
marking the end of the Apollo program
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ACC's Transcapacitor Press Release

From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 11:54:21 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 14:50:35 -0500
Subject: ACC's Transcapacitor Press Release

>Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 07:31:17 +0000
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Ashley Rye <ashleyry@netcomuk.co.uk>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: ACC's Transcapacitor Press Release

>If there is any substance at all in ACC's recent statement,
>Robert, you may have to modify your views in the wake of
>forthcoming events, if not actually swallow your words whole...
>time will clarify your assumption that all this talk is some kind
>of elaborate sales pitch, or something else. If it's hype, then
>they have gone to a vast amount of trouble to concoct all these
>elaborate stories, putting themselves in a delicate, expensive
>legal position, potentially undermining their credibility in the
>eyes of customers and competitors merely in order to attract,
>what, publicity? is this logical?  Is it necessary to get
>involved in legal battles with the Air Force to promote sales?
>Are you implying that the break-in and death threats are further
>fabrications, and that the transcapacitor will have  no influence
>on the future of computer technology, since it doesn't exist?

>Perhaps we might wait and see for ourselves before agreeing with
>your statements unconditionally.

>Ash

One has to question how long we are expected to wait for
documentation to back up the claims that ACC continues to make.
In answer to some of your questions, I have seen far more
complicated schemes used to attract customers, and I would
suspext that ACC's attornies have kept them from making any
claims that would get them into legal trouble.  If police reports
exist then the break-in and death threats could be verified, but
it would also be interesting to hear the opinion of the
authorities as to these events.

The T-Cap, as defined by ACC, would have a tremendous influence
on the computer industry if it exists.  On the other hand, we
only know if it because of a statement written by a publicity
agent, not because of an announcement by ACC to the industry,
which would be a normal first step.

I would like to believe, but would also like to have a reason to
believe. So far, those reasons have become very elusive.
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New Energy Researcher Dies

From: Terry Blanton <commengr@bellsouth.net>
Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 11:26:17 -0800
Fwd Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 14:47:54 -0500
Subject: New Energy Researcher Dies

We have now lost four new energy researchers in the past year:

Stefan Marinov          Suicide
Brian DePalma           Gastrointestional disease
Chris Tinsley           Coronary thrombosis

And now I have learned that Dr. Paul W. Brown, inventor of the
resonant nuclear generator (patent #4,835,433) was killed by an
explosion in his lab last week.

Overunity energy research is rapidly becoming a most hazardous
profession.

Terry
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Re: Through the walls tests

From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 13:32:14 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 15:25:05 -0500
Subject: Re: Through the walls tests

>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Mark Cashman <mcashman@ix.netcom.com>
>Subject: re: UFO UpDate: Through the walls tests
>Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 10:42:48 -0800

>>  From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>, on 12/13/97
>>11:24 AM:
>>  From: jpeterson@polaristel.net [Candy Peterson]
>>  Date: Fri, 12 Dec 97 21:54:21 PST
>>  Subject: RE: UFO UpDate: Re: Jacobs on Abductions & O.B.E.s
>>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

>>  Some of the tests for magnetic properties, radiation, or chemical
>>  changes in the paints might not be so involved. But how practical
>>  would it be to remove whole sections of window, framing, drywall,
>>  siding, hardware, and so on for extensive testing -- including
>>  those pesky experimental controls from elsewhere in the building?

>I suspect that large sections wouldn't be needed, but some
>careful thought would have to be given as to how to obtain
>samples (for instance extracting nails from a window frame
>without using a metallic tool) without disturbing exactly the
>effect one is trying to measure.

>------
>Mark Cashman, creator of The Temporal Doorway at

Hi Mark, All,

A few years ago I invited the NOVA people to come out to the
house and check for "anomolies" (magnetic and otherwise) but
they never took me up on it.

I own my own home. If -anyone- is willing to actually perform
-any- of these tests for changes in physical properties I again
volunteer my home. I've spent my whole life in here painting
and putting up sheetrock anyway so a couple of more pieces
won't mean a thing to me.

As long as the testing is conducted by someone 'reputable'
who is willing to publicly publish the results, you can put
me on the volunteer list. Let's see how many takers come
breaking down my door this time! <G>

John Velez
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CORSO

From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 09:21:16 +0000
Fwd Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 15:23:07 -0500
Subject: CORSO

Dear colleague,

Is there any way that you can help me locate and address, phone,
fax or e-mail for Colonel Philip J. Corso.

I'm in the process of setting up some speakers for a UFO
conference in the UK and we would like to invite Colonel Corso.

Any assistance with this request would be greatly appreciated.

Yours Sincerely,

Philip Mantle.
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BWW Media Alert 971212

From: BufoCalvin <BufoCalvin@aol.com>
Date: Sun, 14 Dec 1997 01:14:08 EST
Fwd Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 15:37:54 -0500
Subject: BWW Media Alert 971212

Bufo Calvin
P O Box 5231, Walnut Creek, CA  94596
Internet: BufoCalvin@aol.com
Website: http://members.aol.com/bufocalvin
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED (permission is granted to reproduce or
redistribute this edition of Bufo's WEIRD WORLD provided that
attribution is made to
http://members.aol.com/bufocalvin

It is good etiquette to check with strangers before you e-mail
them something.  If you forward this, please make sure it is
clear that you are forwarding it).

This one was sent on Friday, and has not delivered yet, so I'm
re-trying it.

My apologies if you get it twice...new server and all, you know.

December 12, 1997

Well, this is the first real sending with the new server, which ought to
improve things.  One note: the only e-mail where you can expect to reach me in
a reasonable amount of time is the one in the header: bufocalvin@aol.com.  I
use some others, but only really for out-going and don't check them very
often.  This note will be short: crushed for time as usual.  Been especially
busy lately, and I have an article I really want to get written this week...

ACTN (Action?) is running UFOS: ABOVE AND BEYOND (hosted by James Doohan) at 5
AM, 7PM on Saturday, and 4:30 PM on Sunday.

The Discovery Channel has INSIDE AREA 51 on Sunday at 10:00 PM and Monday at
2:00 AM.  Also, the cryptozoology series INTO THE UNKNOWN is covering the
Giant Squid on Thursday at 9:00 PM and Friday at 1:00 AM.

The History Channel has a Roswell special on Sunday at 8:00 PM and Monday at
Midnight (Sunday night).  It's called: ROSWELL: AN ALIEN OBSESSION.

MTV has ABDUCTED!  (which I've heard is played for laughs) at 11:00 AM on
Tuesday.

Well, that's all I can do right now...maybe more later this week.

____________________________

You can stop receiving this from me just by asking (note: it is commonly
redistributed, and I can't control you getting it from those sources) by
e-mail at BufoCalvin@aol.com.  You can also subscribe or unsubscribe to
Bufo's WEIRD WORLD Media Alert the same way. Also, please let me know if
there is something in the media you think I should cover. Deadline is Tuesday, the week before.
_____________________________

**OPUS is the Organization for Paranormal Understanding and Support. I am an
Executive Boardmember, and Director of the OPUS Educational Institute. OPUS
encourages its officers and Network Associates to express their own opinions:
however, it is important to note that I do not speak for OPUS in this piece
or others presented under my own name.
______________________________
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I'm very excited about this!  Some of you know, I ran a bookstore
for years, and it has always been a love of mine.  I get asked
often to recommend books(I do write reviews for several
publications) on these topics, and now I can do it and actually
give you a source for them at the same time!  This is being done
in association with Amazon.com, which has an outstanding
reputation for the five "S"s of internet shopping: selection,
searchability, service, savings, and security.  If there is any
specific book you want (or topic in which you are interested),
let me know and I will do the research and e-mail you a link you
can use to check it out more (and order it if you want).  I will
be linking to books within the Media Alert, to make it more
efficient for you.  If you click on the link, you will be sent to
that title on Amazon. You do =not= have to buy it at that point!
You may, but the option is yours.
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Re: ACC Press release..... But To _Whom_?

From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 12:20:08 -0700
Fwd Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 15:39:22 -0500
Subject: Re: ACC Press release..... But To _Whom_?

> From: Dennis Stacy <dstacy@texas.net>
> Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 21:12:39 -0600 (CST)
> Fwd Date: Sun, 14 Dec 1997 08:14:47 -0500
> Subject: Re: ACC Press release..... But To _Whom_?

> In my opinion, too. In the meantime, can you spell publicity ploy
> to sell computers? I didn't think so.

This is conjecture Dennis.

After looking into this business with ACC directly I came out of
it real dubious about what is actually going in Jack Shulman's
mind and his zealous dedication to the "alien transistor" theory.
After my discussions with the man there is no question in my mind
that he is convinced that what he is doing is grounded in
reality, far fetched as it may be. Shulman probably understands
that he is alone in this process and should not expect any
assistance from the UFO community as this crusade is truly his
own.

People like Ed Wang and Bob Wolf have done nothing but drag
Shulman into discredit with their wild conspiratorial claims,
some of which ended up in my e-mail box.

A member of the FUFOR board confirmed to me directly that
Shulman's meeting with members of the DOD, Air Force, lawyers and
security personnel at Princeton did in fact take place.

After spending years in the computer industry I can think of no
better way to injure a computer company's reputation and threaten
it's future beyond what ACC has done here. I do not believe
Shulman did this as a marketing ploy.

but even so, I don't think this whole alien transistor circus
will ever amount to anything.

Jared.
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Re: Mars Exploration Captures The US Imagination

From: troodon@netnitco.net [David Orr]
Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 14:22:22 -0600
Fwd Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 15:42:03 -0500
Subject: Re: Mars Exploration Captures The US Imagination

>From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 09:41:35 +0200
>Subject: AFP: Mars Exploration Captures The US Imagination

>Mars exploration captures the US imagination

>Agence France-Presse
>Sun, Dec 14 1997

>WASHINGTON, Dec 14 (AFP) - The mythical "red planet" returned to
>intrigue Americans this year as two probes renewed Martian exploration,
>fueling hopes of finding a trace of life on the planet and encouraging
>Hollywood's fascination with "little green men."

<snip>

Articles like this one just go to prove that The McDaniel report
should be required reading. For everyone.

Good fortune, safe travels

David Orr

Push the button, Frank.
********************************
TRANSMISSION ENDED.
********************************
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Re: ACC's Transcapacitor Press Release

From: Ufojoe1 <Ufojoe1@aol.com> [Joe Murgia]
Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 15:33:43 EST
Fwd Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 17:50:15 -0500
Subject: Re: ACC's Transcapacitor Press Release

I couldn't have said it better Ash! It's amazing how some people
in the UFO community are so fast to dismiss ACC's claims. I too
am sceptical but will wait for more information to come out
before I make a judgement.

I wrote to Jeff Rense (Sightings on the Radio) last night and
told him that I was getting suspicious of Schulman because of the
recent press releases "promoting" the transcapacitor. I thought
maybe this could be a ploy to drum up sales like everybody else
is starting to think. Jeff responded and said that he has a lot
of confidence in Schulman and the "case" is very solid. He also
said, and I'm sure we all agree with him, that this could be the
biggest break ever in this whole saga. We shall see...

Rense also has a lot to lose too. His reputation is on the line
and the listeners that he has built up over the last three years
are eagerly  awaiting the outcome. Keep an open, skeptical mind!

Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 15:33:43 EST
To: updates@globalserve.net
Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: ACC's Transcapacitor Press Release

 >>  AMERICAN COMPUTER COMPANY unearths previously unknown electronic
 >>  device it claims it obtained by analyzing notes about Alien
 >>  Artifact examined by Bell Labs 50 years ago, notes that were sold
 >>  ACC by an unnamed source...

 >>Same ACC crap being dissiminated by "unnamed source.." we have
 >>been hearing about for months -- and as usual comes from unnamed
 >>sources.

 >>Its called rumor mongering on the internet.

 >>Isn't it convient that all this trash comes out just before ACC's
 >>alleged public stock offerings?

 >>Cheers,
 >>Robert

 >If there is any substance at all in ACC's recent statement,
 >Robert, you may have to modify your views in the wake of
 >forthcoming events, if not actually swallow your words whole...
 >time will clarify your assumption that all this talk is some kind
 >of elaborate sales pitch, or something else. If it's hype, then
 >they have gone to a vast amount of trouble to concoct all these
 >elaborate stories, putting themselves in a delicate, expensive
 >legal position, potentially undermining their credibility in the
 >eyes of customers and competitors merely in order to attract,
 >what, publicity? is this logical?  Is it necessary to get
 >involved in legal battles with the Air Force to promote sales?
 >Are you implying that the break-in and death threats are further
 >fabrications, and that the transcapacitor will have  no influence
 >on the future of computer technology, since it doesn't exist?

 >Perhaps we might wait and see for ourselves before agreeing with
 >your statements unconditionally.
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 >Ash

I couldn't have said it better Ash! It's amazing how some people
in the UFO community are so fast to dismiss ACC's claims. I too
am sceptical but will wait for more information to come out
before I make a judgement.

I wrote to Jeff Rense (Sightings on the Radio) last night and
told him that I was getting suspicious of Schulman because of the
recent press releases "promoting" the transcapacitor. I thought
maybe this could be a ploy to drum up sales like everybody else
is starting to think. Jeff responded and said that he has a lot
of confidence in Schulman and the "case" is very solid. He also
said, and I'm sure we all agree with him, that this could be the
biggest break ever in this whole saga. We shall see...

Rense also has a lot to lose too. His reputation is on the line
and the listeners that he has built up over the last three years
are eagerly  awaiting the outcome. Keep an open, skeptical mind!

Joe Murgia
Tampa, Florida
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Re: CORSO

From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 16:54:47 EST
Fwd Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 08:40:00 -0500
Subject: Re: CORSO

>From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
>Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 09:21:16 +0000
>Fwd Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 15:23:07 -0500
>Subject: CORSO

> I'm in the process of setting up some speakers for a UFO
> conference in the UK and we would like to invite Colonel Corso.

I'm only going to rag on you Philip because you are handy: BUT
WHY ARE YOU DOING THIS?

Is this a conference to promote UFOLOGY as a field that is
respectable and to eductate the public? Or is the conference to
make money? Couldn't you (and other conference promoters) try to
invite people to speak at conferences who just might shed some
light on the phenomenon? Or is everyone just interested in
spreading bullshit?

Rebecca
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OVNI Brazil: Brasilia's LETTER - From the I World

From: Pedro Cunha <pplfilho@nutecnet.com.br>
Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 21:49:28 -0200
Fwd Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 08:58:06 -0500
Subject: OVNI Brazil: Brasilia's LETTER - From the I World

--
Pedro Cunha
------------------------------------
http://www.geocities.com/Area51/1349
------------------------------------

LISTA OVNI BRASIL
Mensagem recebida de Pedro Cunha <pplfilho@nutecnet.com.br>

Hello All,

The following message is the BRASILIA's LETTER, in Porguese and
English Versions! As a result of the I World UFO Forum, the
letter was given to the brazilian authorities and is supposed to
go to each of the governments of the participating countries from
the 5 continents, as well as to the United Nations. A few
conferencists participating in the Forum were excluded from the
list of the signing ones because they did not agree to sign the
letter. They have their reasons.

A seguinte mensagem contem a CARTA DE BRASILIA em Portugues e
Ingles! Fruto do I Forum Mundial de Ufologia, a carta foi
entregue a autoridades locais brasileiras e devera ser entregue
=E0s autoridades de cada um dos pa=EDses participantes dos 5
continentes, bem como para as Na=E7=F5es Unidas. Perdoem alguma falta
ou erro. Alguns palestrantes participantes foram excluidos da
lista de assinaturas, por nao concordarem em assinar a carta.
Eles t=EAm suas raz=F5es.

Bras=EDlia (DF), Brazil, December 14, 1997.

                  BRASILIA'S LETTER

Brazilian and foreign ufologists, from 19 nations of all
continents, gathered at the First World UFO Forum, from December
7 to 14,1997, in the World Parliament of Ecumenical Fraternity,
Parlamundi of the LGW, in Bras=EDlia, Brazil. The following facts
were presented in the presence of the Brazilian air force
minister:

1.   That it is of general knowledge that the UFO phenomenon,
represented by the constant visits of space vehicles to planet
Earth, is genuine and been independently confirmed by civilian
ufologists and military authorities throughout the world for the
last 50 years.

2.   That the origin of such phenomenon, already identified as
extraterrestrial and whose visiting vehicles come from
civilizations technologically far advanced than our own, co-exist
with us in the Universe.

3.   That such civilizations are in a continuous process of
approaching Earth and our planetary civilization. Also, that
these civilizations, through their maneuvers, most of the time,
display no hostility towards us.

4. That the visits of such extraterrestrial civilizations to
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Earth have been gradually increasing over recent years, accordinq
to statistics provided by national and international statistics,
not only in quantity but also in intensity.

5.  That it is urgent to establish an offcial programme of
knowledge, research and public education of the topic. Through
such methods, make it clear to the Brazilian population the ever
growing, undeniable and extraterrestrial presence on Earth.

Thus, considering the adopted attitudes taken by countries who
have already recognized the extent of the problem, such as Chile
for example, who a few weeks ago established a UFO investigating
committee, we respectfully recommend that the Brazilian Air
Force, or some of their departments, adopt a similar approach to
formulate an appropriate way to discuss the subject at all levels
possible.

The Brazilian UFO Community, through this act represented by the
national researchers whose names appear below and with the full
support of the World UFO Community, represented in this act by
the undersigned, wishes to volunteer its knowledge, effort and
dedication should our proposal become a reality.

As an initial point in this process, something that would
represent a positive action taken by our authorit=EDes, the
Brazilian UFO Community respectfully requests that your Ministry
opens the files about at least two specific and remarkable
episodes of our UFO research.

(a)  The Operation Prato, conducted by the First Air Regional
Command (COMAR) of Bel=E9m, Par=E1 State, between September and
December 1997, that resulted in a large volume document,
complemented with more than 500 photos and many films, the
movements of UFOs above the Amazon Region, as was confirmed by
Coronel Uyrang=EA Bol=EDvar Soares de Hollanda Lima; and

(b) Ufological phenomenon which occurred in May of 1986, over the
states of Rio de Janeiro and S=E3o Paulo, among others, when more
than 20 unknown flying objects were observed, monitored, recorded
on radar and were chased by Air Force jets, according to the
Aeronautics Minister at that time, Brigadier Oct=E1vio Moreira
Lima.

Given that civilian and military authorities have been aware of
the UFO situation and have monitored it at different levels over
past decades, always in the interest of national security, we
believe that this initiative and agreement would solidify the
beginning of a meaningful and prosperous partnership.

Cordially,

BRAZILIAN UFO COMMISSION (BUC)

Ademar Jose Gevaerd
Centro Brasileiro de Pesquisas de Discos Voadores (CBPDV)

Claudeir Covo
Instituto Nacional de Investigacao de Fenomenos Aeroespaciais (INFA)

Marco Antonio Petit
Associa=E7=E3o Fluminense de Estudos Ufologicos (AFEU)

Rafael Cury
N=FAcleo de Pesquisas Ufologicas (NPU)

Reginaldo de Athayde
Centro de Pesquisas Ufologicas (CPU)

Ubirajara Franco Rodrigues
Instituto Ubirajara Rodrigues S.C. (IUR)

BRAZILIAN UFO COMMUNITY

Ademar Eugenio de Mello (SP)

Antonio Faleiro (MG)
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Cesar Pereira Vanucci (MG)

Ana Maria Santos (BA)

Basilio Baranoff (SP)

Chica Granchi (RJ)

Claudio Pamplona (CE)

Elias Seixas (RJy

Eust=E1quio Andrea Patounas (SC)

Haroldo Westendorff (RS)

Irene Granchi (RJ)

Luciano Stancka e Silva (SP)

Oscar Alberto Romero (BA)

Ricardo Varela Correa (SP)

Romio Cury (PR)

Edwaldo Gomes Silva Jr. (SP)

Emanuel Paranhos (BA)

Geraldo Simao Bichara (MG)

Hernan Mostajo (RS)

Jose Luiz Lanhoso Martins (PA)

Manoel Gilson Mitoso (AM)

Pedro Cunha (DF)

Roberto Affonso Beck (DF)

Wilson Geraldo de Oliveira (DF)

INTERNATIONAL UFO COMMUNITY

Alejandro Agostinell=EC (Argentina)

Alexandr Balandine (Russ=ECa)

Barry Chamish (Israel)

Budd Hopkins (United States)

David Jacobs (United States)

Gabor Tarcali (Hungary)

Giorgio Bongiovanni (Italy)

Graham Birdsall (England)

James Courant (United States)

Jesse Marcel J=FAnior (United States)

Michael Hesemann (Germany)

Pablo Villarrubia Mauso (Spain)

Roberto Pinotti (San Marino)

Boris Chourinov (Russia)

Colin Andrews (England)

Derrel Sims (United States)
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G. C. Schellhorn (United States)

Gildas Bourdais (France)

Glennys Mackay (Australia)

Jaime Maussan (Mexico)

James Hurtak (United States)

M=E1rio Dussuel Jurado (Chile)

Maurizio Baiata (Italy)

Michael Lindemann (United States)

Per Andersen (Denmark)

Roberto Banchs (Argentina)

Rodrigo Fuenzalida (Chile)

Sun-Shi Li (China)

Timo Koskeniemi (Finland)

Wendelle Stevens (United States)

Yvonne Smith (United States)

Salutations.

               Bras=EDlia (DF), Brasil,14 de dezembro de 1997

                  CARTA DE BRASILIA

Os uf=F3logos brasileiros e estrangeiros, de 19 na=E7=F5es, de todos os
continentes, reunidos no Primeiro F=F3rum Mundial de Ufologia, no
per=EDodo de 07 a 14 de dezembro de 1997, no Parlamento Mundial da
Fraternidade Ecum=EAnica, Parlamundi da LBV, em Bras=EDlia, Brasil,
vem =E0 presen=E7a do Ministro da Aeron=E1utica Brasileira apresentar
os seguintes fatos:

1.   Que =E9 de conhecimento geral que o Fen=F4meno UFO, representado
pelas constantes visitas de ve=EDculos espaciais ao nosso Planeta
Terra, =E9 genu=EDno e assim tem sido confirmado independentemente
por uf=F3logos civis e autoridades militares de todo o mundo, nos
=FAltimos 50 anos.

2.   Que tal fen=F4meno j=E1 teve sua origem plenamente identificada
como sendo extraterrestre e que os ve=EDculos que nos visitam t=E3o
insistentemente prov=EAm de civiliza=E7=F5es tecnologicamente mais
avan=E7adas que a nossa, mas que coexistem conosco no Universo.

3.   Que tais civiliza=E7=F5es encontram-se num processo cont=EDnuo de
aproxima=E7=E3o da Terra e de nossa civiliza=E7=E3o planet=E1ria.
Igualmente, essas civiliza=E7=F5es, em suas manobras, na maioria
absoluta das vezes, n=E3o demonstram hostilidade para conosco.

4.   Que as visitas de tais civiliza=E7=F5es extraterrestres =E0 Terra
t=EAm aumentado, gradativamente, nos =FAltimos  anos, segundo
comprovam as estat=EDsticas nacionais e internacionais, tanto em
quantidade quanto em profundidade e intensidade.

5.   Que =E9 urgente que se estabele=E7a um programa oficial de
conhecimento, pesquisa e respectiva divulga=E7=E3o p=FAblica do
assunto, de forma a esclarecer a popula=E7=E3o brasileira a respeito
da ineg=E1vel e cada vez mais crescente presen=E7a extraterrestre na
Terra.

Assim, considerando atitudes assumidas em v=E1rios momentos da
Hist=F3ria, por pa=EDses que j=E1 reconheceram a extens=E3o do problema,
como por exemplo o Chile, h=E1 algumas semanas, respeitosamente
recomendamos que o Minist=E9rio da Aeron=E1utica da Rep=FAblica
Federativa do Brasil, ou algum de seus organismos, a partir deste
instante, formule uma pol=EDtica apropriada para se discutir o
assunto, nos ambientes, formatos e n=EDveis considerados
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necess=E1rios.

A comunidade ufol=F3gica brasileira, neste ato representada pelos
estudiosos nacionais abaixo assinados, com total apoio da
comunidade ufol=F3gica mundial, tamb=E9m signat=E1ria deste documento,
deseja oferecer voluntariamente seus conhecimentos, seus esfor=E7os
e sua dedica=E7=E3o para que tal proposta venha a tornar-se realidade
e que tenhamos o reconhecimento imediato do Fen=F4meno UFO.

Como marco inicial deste processo, que simbolize uma a=E7=E3o
positiva por parte de nossas autoridades, a comunidade ufol=F3gica
brasileira respeitosamente solicita que o referido Minist=E9rio
abra seus arquivos referentes a pelo menos dois epis=F3dios
espec=EDficos e marcantes de nossa pesquisa ufol=F3gica:

(a)   a Opera=E7=E3o Prato, conduzida pelo Primeiro Comando A=E9reo
Regional (Comar), de Bel=E9m (PA), entre setembro e dezembro de
1977, que resultou em volumoso comp=EAndio que documentou com mais
de 500 fotografias e in=FAmeros filmes a movimenta=E7=E3o de UFOs sobre
a Regi=E3o Amaz=F4nica, da forma como foi confirmado pelo coronel
Uyrang=EA Bol=EDvar Soares de Hollanda Lima; e

(b)   a maci=E7a casu=EDstica ufol=F3gica ocorrida em maio de 1986,
sobre os Estados do Rio de Janeiro e S=E3o Paulo, entre outros, em
que mais de 20 objetos voadores n=E3o identificados foram
observados, radarizados e perseguidos por ca=E7as a jato de nossa
valorosa For=E7a A=E9rea, segundo afirmou o pr=F3prio ministro da
Aeron=E1utica =E0 =E9poca, brigadeiro Oct=E1vio Moreira Lima.

Absolutamente conscientes de que nossas autoridades civis e
militares jamais se descuidaram da situa=E7=E3o, que tem sido
monitorada com maior ou menor grau de intera=E7=E3o ao longo das
=FAltimas d=E9cadas, sempre no interesse da seguran=E7a nacional,
julgamos que a tomada da provid=EAncia acima referida solidificar=E1
o in=EDcio de uma pr=F3spera e proveitosa parceria.

Atenciosamente,

                COMISS=C3O BRASILEIRA DE UF=D3LOGOS (CBU)

Ademar Jos=E9 Gevaerd
       Centro Brasileiro de Pesquisas de Discos Voadores (CBPDV)

Claudeir Covo
  Instituto Nacional de Investiga=E7=E3o de Fen=F4menos Aeroespaciais (INFA)

Marco Antonio Petit
          Associa=E7=E3o Fluminense de Estudos Ufol=F3gicos (AFEU)

Rafael Cury
N=FAcleo de Pesquisas Ufol=F3gicas (NPU)

Reginaldo de Athayde
Centro de Pesquisas Ufol=F3gicas (CPU)

Ubirajara Franco Rodrigues
Instituto Ubirajara Rodrigues S.C. (IUR)

COMUNIDADE UFOL=D3GICA BRASILEIRA

Ademar Eug=EAnio de Mello (SP)

Antonio Faleiro MG

C=E9sar Pereira Vanucci (MG)

Ana Maria dos Santos (BA)

Bas=EDlio Baranoff (SP)

  Chica Granchi (RJ)

Cl=E1udio Pamplona (CE)

Elias Seixas (RJ)

Eust=E1quio Andr=E9a Patounas (SC)

Haroldo Westendorff (RS)
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Irene Granchi (RJ)

Luciano Stancka e Silva (SP)

Oscar Alberto Romero (BA)

Ricardo Varela Corr=EAa (SP)

Romio Cury (PR)

Edwaldo Gomes Silva Jr. (SP)

Emanuel Paranhos (BA)

 Geraldo Sim=E3o Bichara (MG)

Hern=E1n Mostajo (RS)

Jos=E9 Luiz Lanhoso Martins (PA)

Manoel Gilson Mitoso (AM)

Pedro Cunha (DF)

Roberto Affonso Beck (DF)

Wilson Geraldo de Oliveira (DF)

COMUNIDAE UFOL=D3GICA INTERNACIONAL

Alejandro Agostinelli (Argentina)

Alexandr Balandine (R=FAssia)

Barry Chamish (Israel)

Budd Hopkins (Estados Unidos)

David Jacobs (Estados Unidos)

G=E1bor T=E3rc=E0li (Hungria)

Giorgio Bongiovanni (It=E1lia)

Graham Birdsall (Inglaterra)

James Courant (Estados Unidos)

Jesse Marcel J=FAnior (Estados Unidos)

Michael Hesemann (Alemanha)

Pablo Villarrubia Mauso (Espanha)

Roberto Pinotti (San Marino)

Boris Chourinov (R=FAssia)

Colin Andrew (Inglaterra)

Derrel Sims (Estados Unidos)

G. C. Schellhorn (Estados Unidos)

Gildas Bourdais (Fran=E7a)

Glennys Mackay (Austr=E1lia)

Jaime Maussan (M=E9xico)

James Hurtak (Estados Unidos)

M=E1rio Dussuel Jurado (Chile)

Maurizio Baiata (It=E1lia)

Michael Lindemann (Estados Unidos)
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Per Andersen (Dinamarca)

Roberto Banchs (Argentina)

Rodrigo Fuenzalida (Chile)

Sun-Shi Li (China)

Timo Koskeniemmi (Finl=E2ndia)

Wendelle Stevens (Estados Unidos)

Yvonne Smith (Estados Unidos)

=3D=3D=3D cut here =3D=3D=3D

--
Pedro Cunha
------------------------------------
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------------------------------------
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Marist's ET Poll

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 01:33:33 +0200
Fwd Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 09:10:02 -0500
Subject: Marist's ET Poll

Found at the website of The Nando Times. URL:

http://www.nando.net/newsroom/ntn/health/121597/health7_26825_noframes.h
tml

Martians smarter than the average American?

Copyright =A91997 Nando.net
Copyright =A91997 The Associated Press

WASHINGTON (December 15, 1997 5:48 p.m. EST http://www.nando.net) --
Most Americans think there is intelligent life on other planets -- more
intelligent than on Earth.

"The public loves this stuff, they always have," said Paul Horowitz, a
professor of physics at Harvard, when told of the finding made public
Monday by the Marist Institute for Public Opinion. Horowitz directs a
project that operates a 250-million channel receiver listening for
signals from space.

"It could be that the American people are taking two and two and coming
up with four," said Brian Welch, a spokesman for the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration.

What pleased the space community was the response to this question: "Do
you think there is intelligent life on other planets?"

Sixty percent of the people said yes and 40 percent said no.

Marist researchers then asked those who said yes if they thought life
on other planets is "more, less, or about as intelligent as human life
on earth."

The aliens came out ahead on that question, with 47 percent of
Americans saying they thought extraterrestrial life was more
intelligent, 13 percent said less intelligent and 40 percent said it
was about the same.

By a margin of 86 to 14, people said they thought galactic neighbors
are friendly rather than hostile.

Despite the positive view of the possibility of life on other planets,
the survey found Americans divided on spending for the space program.

Forty-seven percent said the government is spending too much, 43
percent said funding was about right and 10 percent said it was too
low. Asked if they thought the space program was a good investment, 45
percent said yes and 55 percent said the money would be better spent on
other programs.

The telephone survey was conducted Oct. 5-7. Marist questioned 935
adults by telephone and the results had a margin of error of 3.5
percentage points.

Broken down by age, people from 18 through 60 were strongly supportive
of the idea of life on other planets. But people older than 60 rejected
the idea by a margin of 67 to 33.
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"The subject has moved a lot in just the last couple of years, said
Louis Friedman, executive director of the Planetary Society, whose
100,000 members are strong advocates of continuing research into the
possibility of life in outer space.

Horowitz said researchers are "riding along on this wave of
technological innovation." He said his project listens on 250 million
channels simultaneously. The first serious search for signals from
space was in 1960 and had just one channel, he said.

By DONALD M. ROTHBERG, Associated Press Writer

Copyright =A91997 Nando.net
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The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 03:29:00 +0200
Fwd Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 09:12:32 -0500
Subject: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

Published at the website of The Sunday Times on December 14. URL:

http://www.sunday-times.co.uk/news/pages/Sunday-Times/stifgnnws01001.htm
l?1509232

Pope builds telescope to find God

THE Pope has asked a team of top astronomers to try to find "the
fingerprints of God" amid the chaos of the cosmos, writes Jonathan
Leake.

The Vatican is jointly building one of the most powerful astronomical
observatories on Earth to help search for other planets and star
systems capable of supporting life.

The observatory, at Mount Graham in Arizona, will have two telescopes
designed for astronomical survey work with the ability to pick out the
clouds of dust and gas that can give rise to planetary systems. They
may also be able to pinpoint those stars and planets on which
conditions could be suitable for life to develop.

In what amounts to the most ambitious astronomical project in the
Catholic church's history, the Vatican and its Jesuit partners will
invest at least =A33m in a powerful infrared telescope to search space in
tandem with a =A32m optical system now undergoing final tests.

The observatory will be used by the astronomers from the Vatican
observatory, based near Rome, whose original team of 10 scientists will
grow to more than 20 as the facility comes into operation. The Jesuits
persuaded the Pope to part with the money after convincing him that the
papal observatory, established in the last century, has been rendered
useless by atmospheric pollution.

Father George Coyne, the director of the observatory, said its main
work would be pure science, albeit with a theological bias. "The
incarnation of Christ applies to all human activity, including
astronomy," he said.

For the Vatican, maintaining a team of astronomers is seen as vital to
prevent repeats of its past battles with scientists. It persecuted
early astronomers such as Copernicus and Galileo, who challenged the
church's vision of a universe in which the sun and planets rotated
around the Earth.

The project does, however, hold some dangers for Christianity. One of
the greatest would be the discovery of alien life forms, especially if
they were intelligent. The Catholic church would have huge problems
deciding if Jesus's crucifixion, which was meant to redeem mankind from
original sin, also applied to aliens. One way around that problem would
be to convert aliens to Catholicism, an idea already considered by the
Pope's astronomers.

Father Chris Corbally, an English Jesuit who is the observatory's
deputy director, said: "If civilisation were to be found on other
planets and if it were feasible to communicate, then we would want to
send missionaries to save them, just as we did in the past when new
lands were discovered."
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Such problems may be a long way off, but other equally powerful
conflicts between Christianity and science are emerging. One centres on
recent theories that the universe has no end or beginning, which would
take away the need for a God to have created it at all.

The Pope's astronomers have considered such questions and have
developed a theory of "speculative theology" which allows the church
huge flexibility in the way it responds to new discoveries. Under the
theory, newly discovered phenomena are seen as "the fingerprints of
God" and their complexity and subtlety simply reinforce God's
omnipotence. It means that anything discovered by the Pope's
astronomers can be used to reinforce rather than undermine faith. Some
believe the Vatican has lost its way. David Thompson, an expert in
modern church history at Cambridge University, said: "It is biology
that holds the real challenges, especially the idea that our behaviour
is predetermined by our genes, and that means sinning is not possible.
Without sin, Christianity falls apart completely, irrespective of what
lies in the heavens."

=B0British astronomers believe they have found planetary systems around
four of the nearest stars to Earth. The discovery was announced at the
Royal Astronomical Society in London on Friday.

Copyright 1997 The Times Newspapers Limited. To inquire about rights to
reproduce material from The Sunday Times, please visit the Syndication
website.                            
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Re: Darlington's Area 51 Book Reviewed

From: Dave Bethke <bethland@ix.netcom.com>
Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 20:43:14 -0600
Fwd Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 09:19:33 -0500
Subject: Re: Darlington's Area 51 Book Reviewed

> From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
> Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 09:23:37 +0200
> Fwd Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 10:33:20 -0500
> Subject: Darlington's Area 51 Book Reviewed

> Found at:

> http://www.sfgate.com:80/cgi-bin/examiner/article.cgi?year=3D1997&month=3D12
> &day=3D14&article=3DTRAVEL9564.dtl

URL doesn't quite work.  Try -

http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-bin/examiner/article.cgi?
year=1997&month=12&day=14&article=TRAVEL9564.dtl

--
Dave Bethke - on the fringe of Houston
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Re: Bob Dean Undergoes Klass Attack

From: Bruce Maccabee <brumac@compuserve.com>
Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 00:47:38 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 09:22:48 -0500
Subject: Re: Bob Dean Undergoes Klass Attack

>Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 00:52:43 -0700
>From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
>To: Updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Parascope: Bob Dean undergoes "Klass attack"

>Source: http://www.parascope.com/index.htm>

>"Cosmic Top Secret" or Cosmic Bunk?

>UFOlogist Robert Dean Claims "It's Quite Easy To Lie To The
>American Public," and Demonstrates This Claim To Be True

>by Philip J. Klass Skeptics UFO Newsletter Reprinted by
>permission

Not surprise PJK has (finally) tried to shine some light on
Dean's claims.  The idea that someone would toss a highly
classified document on the desk of a person not cleared to see it
to wake the person up is quite "far out" to say the least....even
ridiculous.

Like Lazar and others, Dean's problem is his story is too good.
CAVEAT EMPTOR.
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Re: Bright Skies 5

From: Bruce Maccabee <brumac@compuserve.com>
Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 00:48:01 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 09:27:06 -0500
Subject: Re: Bright Skies 5

>Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 21:09:46 -0600 (CST)
>From: bikebob <bikebob@Walden.MO.NET> [Bob Soetebier]
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Bright Skies 5 / NEXUS [URL]

>Just wanted to be sure you all were aware that Part 5 of Harry Mason's
>"Bright Skies" article series is now available on-line on the "NEXUS"
>magazine :

>Harry Mason's "Bright Skies" article series postulates (with some
>>rather intriguing evidentiary research) on the possible
>connections between recent (since 1993, right up to the end of
>1997...as of this writing) "fireball" events (in Australia, and
>elsewhere,) electromagnetic offensive-weapons technology, the Aum
>Suprem Truth (Aum Shinrikyo) sect, the Kobe (Japan) earthquake,
>the Oklahoma City "bombing," the downing of TWA-800 airplane, and
more.  Well worth the time taken to read through it all!

EL MAGNUM CONSPIRITOSO....

everything but the JFK assissination explained here.
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New UFO Videos from Scotland

From: Dave Ledger <dledger@cableinet.co.uk>
Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 06:20:43 +0000
Fwd Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 10:26:43 -0500
Subject: New UFO Videos from Scotland

Greetings Errol & list members,

UFO Scotland has recently been updated,and now features some,
never before seen on the internet, footage of anomalous lights in
Scotland. We have so far managed to post three new pieces of
footage and have more to add in the near future, so dont forget
to visit us regularly for the latest video updates.

I thank you all for your time and wish you all luck with your
individual quests.

Be happy and healthy always.......................Dave Ledger

==================================================================
The truth is just around the corner!,................but how far?
Visit UFO SCOTLAND at http://wkweb5.cableinet.co.uk/dledger
ICQ pager http://wwp.mirabilis.com/4851425
==================================================================
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Re: The Birth of 'Flying Saucers'

From: Bruce Maccabee <brumac@compuserve.com>
Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 00:50:22 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 10:24:21 -0500
Subject: Re: The Birth of 'Flying Saucers'

>From: entropy@brighid.sunflower.com [Tom Genereaux]
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 13:38:06 +0000
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: The Birth of 'Flying Saucers'

Tom,

Regardless of what type of plane Brown was flying in, the
important observation is that pelicans, like geese, have lead in
their pants, as  compared to flying saucers. Perhaps the next
ornithiological proposal will be the legendary Thunderbird (not
the car, not the wine).

OH SAY, have you recently heard?
Ken Arnold did not see a bird.
The geese were shot down,
and the pelicans drowned,
I think that is the final word.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 16

Re: CORSO

From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 16:15:44 +0100 (MET)
Fwd Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 10:35:34 -0500
Subject: Re: CORSO

>From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
>Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 16:54:47 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: CORSO

>>From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
>>Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 09:21:16 +0000
>>Fwd Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 15:23:07 -0500
>>Subject: CORSO

>> I'm in the process of setting up some speakers for a UFO
>> conference in the UK and we would like to invite Colonel Corso.

>I'm only going to rag on you Philip because you are handy: BUT
>WHY ARE YOU DOING THIS?

>Is this a conference to promote UFOLOGY as a field that is
>respectable and to eductate the public? Or is the conference to
>make money? Couldn't you (and other conference promoters) try to
>invite people to speak at conferences who just might shed some
>light on the phenomenon? Or is everyone just interested in
>spreading bullshit?

>Rebecca

Rebecca,

So you have all kinds of questions about Corso. And you refuse to
call him or interview him about it. Now you are going to persuade
others not to do that either. What kind of attitude is this?

            __________________________________________
           /    Met vriendelijke groet/Best wishes    \
                      Henny van der Pluijm
                      hvdp@worldonline.nl

                       Technology Pages
                http://home.worldonline.nl/~hvdp
             \______________________________________/
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 16

Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 10:42:16 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 10:43:23 -0500
Subject: Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

>From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 03:29:00 +0200
>Subject: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

>Published at the website of The Sunday Times on December 14. URL:

>http://www.sunday-times.co.uk/news/pages/Sunday-Times/stifgnnws01001.htm
>l?1509232

>Pope builds telescope to find God

<snip>

>Father Chris Corbally, an English Jesuit who is the observatory's
>deputy director, said: "If civilisation were to be found on other
>planets and if it were feasible to communicate, then we would want to
>send missionaries to save them, just as we did in the past when new
>lands were discovered."

Now that's a truly FRIGHTENING thought!!!!!!

Bob
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Re: Bob Dean Undergoes Klass Attack

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 10:47:29 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 00:18:45 -0500
Subject: Re: Bob Dean Undergoes Klass Attack

>Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 00:47:38 -0500
>From: Bruce Maccabee <brumac@compuserve.com>
>Subject: UFO UpDate: Bob Dean Undergoes Klass Attack
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

>>Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 00:52:43 -0700
>>From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
>>To: Updates@globalserve.net
>>Subject: Parascope: Bob Dean undergoes "Klass attack"

>>Source: http://www.parascope.com/index.htm>

>>"Cosmic Top Secret" or Cosmic Bunk?

>>UFOlogist Robert Dean Claims "It's Quite Easy To Lie To The
>>American Public," and Demonstrates This Claim To Be True

>>by Philip J. Klass Skeptics UFO Newsletter Reprinted by
>>permission

>Not surprise PJK has (finally) tried to shine some light on
>Dean's claims.  The idea that someone would toss a highly
>classified document on the desk of a person not cleared to see it
>to wake the person up is quite "far out" to say the least....even
>ridiculous.

>Like Lazar and others, Dean's problem is his story is too good.
>CAVEAT EMPTOR.

Much as I hate to agree with him, I'm with Phil on this one
100%.  Dean is a fraud, and needs to be seen as such by the
credulous.

Bob
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 17

Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

From: Alfred Lehmberg <Lehmberg@snowhill.com>
Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 10:29:32 -0600
Fwd Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 00:24:21 -0500
Subject: Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

> Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 10:42:16 -0500
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

> >From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
> >To: updates@globalserve.net
> >Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 03:29:00 +0200
> >Subject: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

> >Pope builds telescope to find God

> <snip>

> >Father Chris Corbally, an English Jesuit who is the observatory's
> >deputy director, said: "If civilisation were to be found on other
> >planets and if it were feasible to communicate, then we would want to
> >send missionaries to save them, just as we did in the past when new
> >lands were discovered."

> Now that's a truly FRIGHTENING thought!!!!!!

> Bob

Yeah -- an idea worthy of frying this planet and all its
inhabitants to a cinder, once they get up from falling down
laughing, of course! Talk about arrogance with no memory!

Lehmberg@snowhill.com

--
Explore the Alien View?

http://www.fortunecity.com/roswell/arecibo/46/

"I cleave the heavens, and soar to the infinite. What others see from
afar, I leave far behind me." - Giordano Bruno, while burning at the
fundamentalist's stake -- a function of being saved.
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Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 17

Re: Survey: Americans Believe in Aliens

From: RSchatte <RSchatte@aol.com> {Rebecca Schatte]
Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 00:03:33 EST
Fwd Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 00:34:16 -0500
Subject: Re: Survey: Americans Believe in Aliens

From: AOL News <AOLNews@aol.com>
Return-path: <AOLNews@aol.com>
Subject: Survey: Americans Believe in Aliens
Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 16:56:52 EST

Survey: Americans Believe in Aliens

.c The Associated Press

 By DONALD M. ROTHBERG

WASHINGTON (AP) - Most Americans think there is intelligent life on other
planets - more intelligent, in fact, than on Earth.

``The public loves this stuff, they always have,'' said Paul Horowitz, a
professor of physics at Harvard, when told of the finding made public Monday
by the Marist Institute for Public Opinion. Horowitz directs a project that
operates a 250-million channel receiver listening for signals from space.

``It could be that the American people are taking two and two and coming up
with four,'' said Brian Welch, a spokesman for the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration.

What pleased the space community was the response to this question: ``Do you
think there is intelligent life on other planets?''

Sixty percent of the people said yes and 40 percent said no.

Marist researchers then asked those who said yes if they thought life on other
planets is ``more, less, or about as intelligent as human life on earth.''

The aliens came out ahead on that question, with 47 percent of Americans
saying they thought extraterrestrial life was more intelligent, 13 percent
said less intelligent and 40 percent said it was about the same.

By a margin of 86 to 14, people said they thought galactic neighbors are
friendly rather than hostile.

Despite the positive view of the possibility of life on other planets, the
survey found Americans divided on spending for the space program.

Forty-seven percent said the government is spending too much, 43 percent said
funding was about right and 10 percent said it was too low. Asked if they
thought the space program was a good investment, 45 percent said yes and 55
percent said the money would be better spent on other programs.

The telephone survey was conducted Oct. 5-7. Marist questioned 935 adults by
telephone and the results had a margin of error of 3.5 percentage points.

Broken down by age, people from 18 through 60 were strongly supportive of the
idea of life on other planets. But people older than 60 rejected the idea by a
margin of 67 to 33.

``The subject has moved a lot in just the last couple of years, said Louis
Friedman, executive director of the Planetary Society, whose 100,000 members
are strong advocates of continuing research into the possibility of life in
outer space.

Horowitz said researchers are ``riding along on this wave of technological
innovation.'' He said his project listens on 250 million channels
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simultaneously. The first serious search for signals from space was in 1960
and had just one channel, he said.

AP-NY-12-15-97 1649EST
Copyright 1997 The Associated Press.  The information  contained
in the AP news report may not be published, broadcast, rewritten
or otherwise distributed without  prior written authority of The
Associated Press.
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Re: Planets Circling Four Of The Closest Stars?

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 06:04:00 +0200
Fwd Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 00:31:16 -0500
Subject: Re: Planets Circling Four Of The Closest Stars?

Found at BBC's site. URL:

http://news.bbc.co.uk/hi/english/sci/tech/newsid_39000/39536.stm

Sunday, December 14, 1997

Published at 16:18 GMT
          
Sci/Tech

          
British scientists unearth new worlds
                                                                      
              
(Image: A high-tech camera zooms in on new worlds)

British scientists have used new cameras to find what they say is
conclusive evidence of planets circling four of the stars closest to
our solar system.

Wayne Holland, one of a team of scientists at Edinburgh's Royal
Observatory, was quoted in The Observer as saying: "It's planets, I've
no doubt."

The new camera is cooled to within a 10th of a degree of absolute zero
(minus 273 Centigrade), enabling it to pick up faint heat emanations
from gas and dust particles warmed by stellar radiation.

The newspaper said the discovery was bound to lead to speculation that
planets were a common feature of our galaxy, making the existence of
intelligent life within it much more probable.

The camera was mounted on the Observatory's Maxwell telescope 14,000ft
(4,000 metres) above sea level on the Mauna Kea mountain in Hawaii.

It probed four stars, Beta Pictoris, Fomalhaut, Epsilon Eridani and
Vega.

These stars are all relatively young - about 200 million years old
compared with several billion for our sun - and are all within 24 light
years from Earth.

The scientists reported to Britain's Royal Astronomical Society at a
meeting last week that each star was surrounded by a vast halo of dust,
but the centre of the area was clear of material.

The Observer quoted the leader of the survey team, Professor Ben
Zuckerman of the University of California, Los Angeles, as saying:
"Radiation from the stars may have driven these particles deeper into
space.

"However, easily the most convincing reason is that they have been
swept clean by planets orbiting near each star." 

Back to top | BBC News Home | BBC Homepage          
=A9          
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Internet Links:
          
Royal Observatory in Edinburgh
          
Institute for Astronomy
          
AstroWeb
          
          
The BBC is not responsible for the content of external internet sites.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 17

Re: CORSO

From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 12:18:03 EST
Fwd Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 00:29:34 -0500
Subject: Re: CORSO

>From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
>Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 16:15:44 +0100 (MET)
>Fwd Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 10:35:34 -0500
>Subject: Re: CORSO

> So you have all kinds of questions about Corso. And you refuse to
> call him or interview him about it. Now you are going to persuade
> others not to do that either. What kind of attitude is this?

My attitude is that we (ufologists) need to take responsibility
for the kind of information we present to the public for
education.

Henny, I have no interest in interviewing Corso and I wouldn't
stop ANYONE from doing that. However, I think the interview(s)
needs to be done privately BEFORE this man is promoted at
conferences and such.  Until Corso can offer some documentation
for his claims, I don't think we need to be serving him to the
public. Just my opinion.

Rebecca
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Re: CORSO

From: nick@emailme.at.address.below (Nick Humphries)
Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 18:18:14 GMT
Fwd Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 00:38:17 -0500
Subject: Re: CORSO

>Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 16:15:44 +0100 (MET)
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: CORSO

>>From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
>>Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 16:54:47 EST
>>To: updates@globalserve.net
>>Subject: Re: CORSO

>>>From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
>>>Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 09:21:16 +0000
>>>Fwd Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 15:23:07 -0500
>>>Subject: CORSO

>>> I'm in the process of setting up some speakers for a UFO
>>> conference in the UK and we would like to invite Colonel Corso.

>>I'm only going to rag on you Philip because you are handy: BUT
>>WHY ARE YOU DOING THIS?

>>Is this a conference to promote UFOLOGY as a field that is
>>respectable and to eductate the public? Or is the conference to
>>make money? Couldn't you (and other conference promoters) try to
>>invite people to speak at conferences who just might shed some
>>light on the phenomenon? Or is everyone just interested in
>>spreading bullshit?

>>Rebecca

>Rebecca,

>So you have all kinds of questions about Corso. And you refuse to
>call him or interview him about it. Now you are going to persuade
>others not to do that either. What kind of attitude is this?

A case of once bitten, twice shy. We don't want another
Santilli-esque fiasco.

-------------------------------------------------------
Nick Humphries, nick@the-den.clara.net, at your service
      If the Truth is Out There, what's In Here?
-------------------------------------------------------
          The Your Sinclair Rock'n'Roll Years
       http://www.the-den.clara.net/ys/cover.htm
-------------------------------------------------------
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Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 14:14:49 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 00:40:44 -0500
Subject: Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

>Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 10:42:16 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

>>From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
>>To: updates@globalserve.net
>>Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 03:29:00 +0200
>>Subject: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

>>Published at the website of The Sunday Times on December 14. URL:

>>http://www.sunday-times.co.uk/news/pages/Sunday-Times/stifgnnws01001.htm
>>l?1509232

>>Pope builds telescope to find God

><snip>

>>Father Chris Corbally, an English Jesuit who is the observatory's
>>deputy director, said: "If civilisation were to be found on other
>>planets and if it were feasible to communicate, then we would want to
>>send missionaries to save them, just as we did in the past when new
>>lands were discovered."

>Now that's a truly FRIGHTENING thought!!!!!!

>Bob

No worries Bob, some 'rebel' will probably transmit a copy of one
of our history books well in advance of the arrival of the
Jesuits! Maybe the poor unsuspecting alien societies will do what
the indians -should have done- and that is to -sink em all-
before their feet ever touch dry land!

I pray that history (never) repeats itself -that way- ever again!
And that goes for our own impending contact as well! This time,
-we're- the 'indians'! How does it feel Cochise? <G>

How!

And how!

John Velez ; )
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Re: CORSO

From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates]
Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 18:26:01 EST
Fwd Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 00:53:17 -0500
Subject: Re: CORSO

>  Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 16:15:44 +0100 (MET)
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: CORSO

>  >From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
>  >Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 16:54:47 EST
>  >To: updates@globalserve.net
>  >Subject: Re: CORSO

>  >>From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
>  >>Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 09:21:16 +0000
>  >>Fwd Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 15:23:07 -0500
>  >>Subject: CORSO

>  >> I'm in the process of setting up some speakers for a UFO
>  >> conference in the UK and we would like to invite Colonel Corso.

>  >I'm only going to rag on you Philip because you are handy: BUT
>  >WHY ARE YOU DOING THIS?

>  >Is this a conference to promote UFOLOGY as a field that is
>  >respectable and to eductate the public? Or is the conference to
>  >make money? Couldn't you (and other conference promoters) try to
>  >invite people to speak at conferences who just might shed some
>  >light on the phenomenon? Or is everyone just interested in
>  >spreading bullshit?

>  >Rebecca

>  Rebecca,

>  So you have all kinds of questions about Corso. And you refuse to
>  call him or interview him about it. Now you are going to persuade
>  others not to do that either. What kind of attitude is this?

But the point is Henry that anybody can come out of the woodwork,
unload incredible tales and the tale will be instantly lapped up
by the UFO community.

Lets take a look at a couple of tales that were supposedly from
never-wrong-high-level-never-lied-about-anything-before-in-their
-lives- intelligence community sources.

Remember the Yellowbook/10,000 year history of earths dealings
with ET/Christ was an ET/April 24th 1997 was going to be the big
day of mass landings in  the desert SW blah blah.  Not to mention
Lee Shargel and his tales and stories about how Jan 24 1997 was
going to be the day when ET radio waves would "bathe" the earth
and that would begin a new day for humanity.  Naturally when all
the dates came and went with nothing happening people moved on to
the next tale bearer.
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MUFON Web Ring

From: brazel@webtv.net (Clint Stone)
Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 17:27:09 -0600
Fwd Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 00:43:00 -0500
Subject: MUFON Web Ring

Dear list,

I would like to announce the completion of an attempt to link all
serious UFO investigative sites together. Along with other
upcoming projects located at Ky/MUFON's site, this one can be
found at http://www.angelfire.com/ky/ufohome/ring.html

Also in the making: Fran Ridge, coordinater of Lunascan, and I
are working on an international directory of all UFO sites and
information organized in the MUFON category form, which will also
have a who's who? in ufology section. The site will be called
INTERLINK: UFO and should be up and running in a few weeks or so.
I'll keep everyone posted...

Clint Stone
brazel@webtv.net
http://www.angelfire.com/ky/ufohome
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Re: Marist's ET Poll

From: Bryan Butcher <being@concentric.net>
Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 17:01:04 +0000
Fwd Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 00:57:04 -0500
Subject: Re: Marist's ET Poll

> From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 01:33:33 +0200
> Subject: Marist's ET Poll

> Found at the website of The Nando Times. URL:

> http://www.nando.net/newsroom/ntn/health/121597/health7_26825_noframes.h
> tml

> Martians smarter than the average American?

> Copyright =A91997 Nando.net
> Copyright =A91997 The Associated Press

> WASHINGTON (December 15, 1997 5:48 p.m. EST http://www.nando.net) --
> Most Americans think there is intelligent life on other planets -- more
> intelligent than on Earth.

<big snip...if you want the stats...read the original>

I just want to be one of the first to point out...never believe
polls and stats, they can be heavily manipulated without the
reader's knowledge. 

Arrangement of questions, population of the survey, and
socio-economic status of the respondents are just three very
important factors when looking at the numbers.

This particular survey, conducted by the by the Marist Institute
for Public Opinion, polled a very small section of the "American"
populus...a mere 935 adults.  In basic stat courses it is taught
a survey conducted with less than 10% of a given population is
subject to greater error.  In this case, similar measurements
could elicit inverted numbers easily.

It is a sweeping statement to assert *most* Americans believe
there is intelligent life in space based on this survey....

...even though it's probably very true... 

cheers,
Bryan!
http://www.raccoon.com/~bryan
Member of the NPAA
http://www.mufor.org/ares
President of the Des Moines Astronomical Society
http://www.sciowa.org/~dmas
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Re: Belgium Bogus Update

From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 01:01:50 +0100 (MET)
Fwd Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 00:58:23 -0500
Subject: Re: Belgium Bogus Update

Hi List,

I just registered a new bogus explanation for the Belgian flap:
an American AWACS aircraft!

Source: MUFON's Dutch representative. Let's not name names here.

This explanation will appear in the Dutch Esquire.

(Luckily the interviewer saved me for the end to debunk this
bullshit).

I have rearranged my Bogus Hall of Fame for the occasion and
found I have only 13 separate categories of Bogus Explanations.
I don't think number 20 will come up before Christmas, so
nobody wins the miniature white elephant.

            __________________________________________
           /    Met vriendelijke groet/Best wishes    \
                      Henny van der Pluijm
                      hvdp@worldonline.nl

                       Technology Pages
                http://home.worldonline.nl/~hvdp
             \______________________________________/
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Re: Ros... uh... _that_ place in the desert

From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates]
Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 19:07:35 EST
Fwd Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 01:03:58 -0500
Subject: Re: Ros... uh... _that_ place in the desert

>  From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
>  To: updates@globalserve.net
>  Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 09:12:40 +0200
>  Subject: Roswell Considers Licensing Name (Amarillo Globe-News)

>  >From "Amarillo Globe-News". URL:

>  http://www.amarillonet.com/stories/121497/LG3046.001.shtml

>  Web posted Sunday, December 14, 1997

>  Town considers licensing name

>  The Associated Press

>  ROSWELL (AP) - The mere mention of Roswell is enough to conjure up
>  images of aliens and crashed UFOs. Mayor Tom Jennings is willing to
>  bank on it.

>  After cashing in earlier this year on the 50th anniversary of the
>  purported crash of an alien spacecraft in the nearby desert, the City
>  Council is now considering registering "Roswell, New Mexico" as a
>  global trademark.

>  "Before the crash, Roswell was just another dusty town in southern New
>  Mexico," Jennings said. "But now, we have worldwide name recognition,
>  and we think the town should capitalize on this phenomenon."

>  An agent from a Los Angeles-based licensing company, NRP Productions,
>  posed the idea in October. The agent, Neil Russell, said his company
>  would pay the $100,000 registration fees to license the city's name and
>  seal in exchange for a third of the profits.

Its called "Milking the Roswell cash cow every way possible."

Can you imagine if this passes and somebody writes yet and again
another Roswell book/article/video/paid lecture?

Example Roswell author/lecturer phone rings and the city attorney
demands x% of his **gross** lecture door fees or they are going
to file a lawsuit.

Ah, let the legal manuvering began.

Cheers,
Robert
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Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

From: werd@interlog.com [Drew Williamson]
Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 19:29:13 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 01:06:27 -0500
Subject: Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

>From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 03:29:00 +0200
>Subject: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

>Published at the website of The Sunday Times on December 14. URL:

>http://www.sunday-times.co.uk/news/pages/Sunday-Times/stifgnnws01001.htm
>l?1509232

>Pope builds telescope to find God

What a sad story! A religious order that oversees hundreds of
millions of people, the vast majority of which are destitute.
Women who are told to bear children ad-infinitum; hungry children
dressed in tatters, who have little or no opportunity to improve
there lot in life. The legions of followers who have scraped and
scrimped to give to the church only to have it squandered on
something of absolutely no benefit to them! Wouldn't =A35m be
better spent on food, clothing and shelter?

The irony of this story is overwhelming given this religious
order's oppression of Galileo's discoveries at the time!

>Father Chris Corbally, an English Jesuit who is the observatory's
>deputy director, said: "If civilisation were to be found on other
>planets and if it were feasible to communicate, then we would want to
>send missionaries to save them, just as we did in the past when new
>lands were discovered."

Wasn't this the basis of a Robert Heinlen novel? Or was it James
Blish...?
Hmmmm.

Drew Williamson
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Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

From: Whitewolf <witewolf@neptune.on.ca> [Paul Whitewolf]
Date: Tue, 16 Dec 97 19:36:31 -0000
Fwd Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 01:08:35 -0500
Subject: Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

>From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 03:29:00 +0200
>Subject: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

>Published at the website of The Sunday Times on December 14. URL:

>http://www.sunday-times.co.uk/news/pages/Sunday-Times/stifgnnws01001.htm
>l?1509232

>Pope builds telescope to find God

<snip>

>The project does, however, hold some dangers for Christianity. One of
>the greatest would be the discovery of alien life forms, especially if
>they were intelligent. The Catholic church would have huge problems
>deciding if Jesus's crucifixion, which was meant to redeem mankind from
>original sin, also applied to aliens. One way around that problem would
>be to convert aliens to Catholicism, an idea already considered by the
>Pope's astronomers.

<snip>

Put you're hand up against mine on your UFO. Let the almighty
power of God flow through your alien body. Surely only your
technology must be more advanced than ours....

Paul Whitewolf....X-Catholic and now the Evil Prince of Darkness...<G>.

"If you can't laugh at yourself, you might be missing the joke of the
century."

...Dame Edna, 1997.
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Greenland the Site of Meteor Search

From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates]
Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 18:42:16 EST
Fwd Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 01:10:09 -0500
Subject: Greenland the Site of Meteor Search

Greenland the Site of Meteor Search

.c The Associated Press

COPENHAGEN, Denmark (AP) - Danish Air Force planes searched
the vast white expanse of southern Greenland on Tuesday for traces
of a meteor believed to have struck the ice-capped island.

The search was prompted by a giant flash that split the darkness
about 5 a.m. Dec. 9. The flash was reported by three fishermen
working off Greenland's east coast. A parking lot surveillance camera
in Nuuk, the territory's capital on the west coast, also recorded a brief
illumination at that time.

``According to the accounts, the flash was so huge that we have
good reason to believe that this is a giant (meteor),'' said Bjoern
Franck Joergensen of the Tycho Brahe Planetarium in Copenhagen.

Joergensen said it probably was ``a one-piece, solid meteor'' that
crashed. Most meteors travel at more than 7,500 mph and explode
or break up as they enter the atmosphere.

Joergensen would not speculate on how large the meteor may have been.

The search has been hampered by heavy snowfalls that could easily
bury even a large meteor or obscure its crater. About 85 percent
of Greenland is covered by an ice cap.

The search of the southern portion of the island was suspended
Monday due to a blizzard, but resumed Tuesday.

Greenland, a semi-independent Danish territory, has been hit by
enormous meteors before. At the begining of the century, a U.S.
expedition led by Robert Peary found a huge meteor in northeastern
Greenland, and a Danish expedition found a 22-ton meteor in 1963.

AP-NY-12-16-97 1258EST
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Re: CORSO

From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 20:05:46 PST
Fwd Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 01:13:45 -0500
Subject: Re: CORSO

> From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
> Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 16:54:47 EST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: CORSO

> >From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
> >Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 09:21:16 +0000
> >Fwd Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 15:23:07 -0500
> >Subject: CORSO

> > I'm in the process of setting up some speakers for a UFO
> > conference in the UK and we would like to invite Colonel Corso.

> I'm only going to rag on you Philip because you are handy: BUT
> WHY ARE YOU DOING THIS?

> Is this a conference to promote UFOLOGY as a field that is
> respectable and to eductate the public? Or is the conference to
> make money? Couldn't you (and other conference promoters) try to
> invite people to speak at conferences who just might shed some
> light on the phenomenon? Or is everyone just interested in
> spreading bullshit?

> Rebecca

Rebecca,

Well stated.  To every available appearance (and, so far, to not
a single contrary appearance), The Day After Roswell is the
Behind the Flying Saucers of the 1990s.  In other words, science
fiction of the worst and most cynical kind.

Jerry Clark
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Re: CORSO

From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 08:38:22 +0000
Fwd Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 01:11:41 -0500
Subject: Re: CORSO

> From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
> Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 16:54:47 EST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: CORSO

> >From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
> >Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 09:21:16 +0000
> >Fwd Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 15:23:07 -0500
> >Subject: CORSO

> > I'm in the process of setting up some speakers for a UFO
> > conference in the UK and we would like to invite Colonel Corso.

> I'm only going to rag on you Philip because you are handy: BUT
> WHY ARE YOU DOING THIS?

> Is this a conference to promote UFOLOGY as a field that is
> respectable and to eductate the public? Or is the conference to
> make money? Couldn't you (and other conference promoters) try to
> invite people to speak at conferences who just might shed some
> light on the phenomenon? Or is everyone just interested in
> spreading bullshit?

> Rebecca

Dear Rebecca,

If you think people are involved in conference organising to make
money then think again. I dare say a few might be but I do not
count myself as one of them.

My aim of any conference is to allow people to put their
information across and then allow those in attendence to decide
whether or not it's bullshit.

In the past I have organised many conferences with a wide variety
of people stepping up to the podium including Paul Devereux,
Jacques Vallee, John Keel, Budd Hopkins, Eddie Bullard, Dr
Richard Lawrence, Stanton Friedman, Cynthia Hind and many, many
more.

What we have to remember in this discipline we call ufology, is
that one mans evidence is another mans (or in your case womans)
bullshit. It is surely not up to me, or others like me, to act as
a censor when organising such conferences.

Whether I agree with Corso or not remains to be seen, but as a
socialist I will defend his right to be heard and for those
listening to decide whether or not they believe him.

Merry Christmas.

Philip.

PS.

Does this mean you can put me in contact with Colonel Corso or not ?
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Old Spirals Could Be Sign of Alien Visits

From: werd@interlog.com [Drew Williamson]
Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 21:16:56 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 01:22:44 -0500
Subject: Old Spirals Could Be Sign of Alien Visits

From: Globe and Mail, December 7, 1997, page F8

Old spirals could be sign of alien visits
by Jay Ingram

I think I have stumbled on one of me great discoveries of all
time: evidence that aliens once visited this planet. I realize
that this is a notion that has often been discredited and so I
need to make a strong case. But I think I have one.

First, let me emphasize that I think the notions of the
deservedly maligned Erich von Daniken, and others like him, that
mysterious glyphs in Mesoamerican carvings represent advanced
technologies like rockets are crazy. Nor do I think the Nazca
lines in Peru-the outline drawings apparently made to be seen
from the air-suggest that aliens took the natives aloft to give
them inspiration to create these works of art.

I am not convinced that the African Dogon knowledge about an
invisible companion star for the star Sirius requires that
Sirians landed and imparted that information.

All of these are pretty feeble, last resort grasping at
extraterrestrial straws to explain the somewhat
outof-the-ordinary.

Yet, on the other hand, there is the firm belief among
astronomers and cosmologists that there are very likely
intelligent civilizations out there.

I think that now for the first time there might be evidence at
hand of knowledge imparted by aliens to humans thousands of years
ago-knowledge that we have just now decoded.

The story begins with stone carvings of the neolithic age, 4,000
or 5,000 years ago. One of the most common decorative motifs in
carvings of the time is something called a "cup and ring"
pattern. It is a tightly coiled spiral, resembling a coil of rope
as seen from above.

While these are often seen carved into stone objects and walls in
Scotland and Ireland, they actually are very widespread,
appearing throughout Europe and Asia. There is no evidence that
these tight spirals are meant to mimic anything the people of the
time might have used (like rope or woven baskets), but their
ubiquity suggests a strong artistic urge to create and copy
them.

The problem until now has been that, unlike the ice-age art of
Lascaux and Altamira, where there is a logical link between the
large mammals depicted in the caves and the artists who hunted
them-there seemed to be no good reason to carve tight spirals.

However, recent advances in molecular biology have changed all
that. Specifically, a recent publication in the journal Cell has
provided what I think is an explanation, one that requires the
visitation of a civilization with advanced technology.

The scientific article in Cell describes how DNA is packaged
inside strange objects called bacterialviruses (technically
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bacteriophages). These are viruses that prey only on bacteria.
They are so tiny they can be seen only with an electron
microscope, and even then they are marvellously complex. Only a
few of their inner details have been revealed.

In the recent issue of Cell, researchers use high-resolution
images of viruses frozen in ice, then sliced, to show how the
genetic material DNA is packed inside the socalled "head" of the
virus. To fit inside, the relatively huge strand of DNA is
compacted by a factor of 10,000. And how do you think it's
arranged inside the virus? Of course-as a tight spiral.

It is awe-inspiring to see the two images together: a
cryoelectron micrograph of the DNA of bacteriophage T7 next to a
carving from Neolithic Ireland. They are exactly the same.

It makes perfect sense to me. I suppose aliens could pass on
astronomical knowledge or show technopoor earthlings their flying
machines; but how grandiose and unimaginative.

How much more dramatic to inform stone-age people of the
existence of the master molecule, to tell them of the
evolutionary struggle in the microworld, then to give them a
motif that would be reproduced over and over, finally to be
decoded by us, the carvers' high-tech descendants.

I hope to gather all the relevant evidence and publish this
discovery more widely in the scientific literature-hopefully by
the first of April.

Jay Ingram hosts the TV program @discovery.ca on the Discovery
Channel.
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Kudos to Paul Devereux

From: Ted Viens <drtedv@freewwweb.com>
Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 16:27:59 -0800
Fwd Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 02:09:42 -0500
Subject: Kudos to Paul Devereux

The show "Earth Lights" was broadcast on the Discovery Channel
this weekend.  Paul was one of the featured researchers and an
Associate Producer.  He presented himself and his thoeries very
well.  The study of reported earth light locations can certainly
bring you some exotic travel experiences.  The tenuous theories
that make the leap from coincidental to causation failed to
convert me but they were well presented.  I would have enjoyed
seeing more of the final reports from the field trips included in
the show.  All in all, the show was a piece of good work from
Paul.  See, we can be nice to each other when we really try...

Its hard to say why Paul didn't promote the show in his good-bye
for now message.  Sure, I am no less an unabashed supporter of
the ETH now then before watching the show, but it was nice to get
a clear outline of another view.

Bye...  Ted..
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Re: The Birth of 'Flying Saucers'

From: James Easton <pulsar@compuserve.com>
Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 22:52:14 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 02:12:56 -0500
Subject: Re: The Birth of 'Flying Saucers'

Regarding...

>Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 00:50:22 -0500
>From: Bruce Maccabee <brumac@compuserve.com>
>Subject: UFO UpDate: Re: The Birth of 'Flying Saucers'

Bruce, straining poetic license, wrote:

OH SAY, have you recently heard?
Ken Arnold did not see a bird.
The geese were shot down,
and the pelicans drowned,
I think that is the final word.

Bruce,

They flew like geese, so Arnold said
But were not geese, that's put to bed
What could they be, these 'UFOs'
Until this day, nobody knows.

Pelicans? Why that's absurd!
And yet, he wrote, they flew like birds
In echelon, all nine, I note
Don't write it off, and that's a quote!

Speculation? That's surely fine.
And, of course, it wasn't mine
Birdwatchers gave their expertise
Although for some, it didn't please!

This theory has some way to go
New evidence ensures that's so
I hope you won't declare it crass
But I've passed it on to Philip Klass...

On which dubious note...

In "Resolving Arnold - Part 2: Guess Again", Martin Kottmeyer writes:

"The likelihood of ornithological misinterpretation may be
enhanced by an incident that happened a month after the big
event. While en route to Tacoma to investigate the Maury Island
mystery, Kenneth Arnold encountered a cluster of twenty-five
brass-colored objects that looked like ducks, but displayed a
terrific rate of speed. "I was a little bit shocked and excited
when I realized they had the same flight characteristics of the
large objects I had observed on June 24," he wrote. They also
appeared round to him. He turned his plane to follow them, but
they disappeared to the east at a speed far in excess of his
airplane. He concluded, "I know they were not ducks because ducks
don't fly that fast".

What's your take on this?

James.
E-mail: pulsar@compuserve.com
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Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

From: "Scott Carr" <Scott_Carr@MCKINSEY.COM>
Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 15:02:36 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 15:24:46 -0500
Subject: Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

>Father Chris Corbally, an English Jesuit who is the observatory's
>deputy director, said: "If civilisation were to be found on other
>planets and if it were feasible to communicate, then we would want to
>send missionaries to save them, just as we did in the past when new
>lands were discovered."

>Now that's a truly FRIGHTENING thought!!!!!!

Hmm. I hope that the ET's aren't missionaries here to "save" us...

-Scott
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Greenland Meteorite Crash

From: "Len Fedullo" <lenf1@snip.net>
Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 22:56:02 -0800
Fwd Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 15:50:17 -0500
Subject: Greenland Meteorite Crash

I retrieved the following article from the BBC Current Affair
publication

Len Fedullo.

It came from the skies
- Satellite image of the impact-. (Courtesy Dundee Satellite
Receiving Station)

Martin Shankleman reports (3'27")As fishermen minded their nets
in the dull grey of a Greenland dawn, a blinding flash lit up the
sky.

The meteorite fell near the town of Qaqortoq

The meteorite fell near the town of Qaqortoq Whereas 2,000 years
ago they might have started a new religion, now scientists
believe they are hot on the trail of a huge meteorite.

Bjorn Ericksonn, the first mate on the trawler Regina, saw the
object fall.

"I was on the bridge and looking out of the window, I have never
seen so strong light before in the night," he said. "In the
strongest part of the light, there looked like a circle that was
burning."

Bjorn Ericksson describes what he saw (1'03") Many people across
the southern tip of Greenland saw the huge light in the early
hours of Tuesday morning last week.

But no-one was able to photograph it as it glowed for between 2
and 5 seconds. However a closed circuit surveillance camera in a
car park in the town of Nuuk did record the incredible
brightening of the ambient light.

Professor Chandra Wickramasingha from Cardiff University (2'19")

Seismographic equipment recorded a 10 second shockwave.
Scientists believe the early indications are that the meteorite
could have measured between 50 and 100 metres across, and have
been travelling at 7,600 mph.

This would put it on a par with the Tunguska meteorite which
devastated hundreds of square miles of Siberia in 1908, when it
exploded with the same energy as a 15 megatonne nuclear bomb.

The Danish airforce have sent up planes to look for the impact
site. So far they have had little success because of appalling
weather conditions.

Captain Mads Als of the Danish airforce (53")

"We will concentrate in the southern part of Greenland, we have a
fishing vessel on the east coast, and he took a bearing where he
thought it might have hit the ground," said Captain Mads Als of
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the Danish Airforce.

The search could be extremely hard. The meteorite would have been
white hot when it hit the ground.

It would have melted its way into the pack ice, which would have
then melted on top of it.

Just to make things more difficult, there was heavy snow in the
hours after the impact, further obscuring the site.

"We don't have a radar on the aircraft which can look through the
snow," said Captain Als. "So it's pretty much a visual
observation."

The meteorite has been named Qaqortoq, after the nearest post
office, which is apparantly traditional.

| BBC News Home |
Dundee Satellite Receiving Station
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Re: ACC's Transcapacitor Press Release

From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates]
Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 19:30:32 EST
Fwd Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 15:42:46 -0500
Subject: Re: ACC's Transcapacitor Press Release

>  Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 07:31:17 +0000
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  From: Ashley Rye <ashleyry@netcomuk.co.uk>
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: ACC's Transcapacitor Press Release

>  >From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Rob Gates]
>  >Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 13:17:00 EST
>  >To: updates@globalserve.net
>  >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: ACC's Transcapacitor Press Release

>  >>  From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
>  >>  To: updates@globalserve.net
>  >>  Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 12:32:24 +0200
>  >>  Subject: ACC's Transcapacitor Press Release

>  >>  Published on American Computer Company's website December 7.
>  >>  URL:

>  >>  http://www.American-Computer.com/Transcap.htm

>  >>  AMERICAN COMPUTER COMPANY unearths previously unknown electronic
>  >>  device it claims it obtained by analyzing notes about Alien
>  >>  Artifact examined by Bell Labs 50 years ago, notes that were sold
>  >>  ACC by an unnamed source...

>  >Same ACC crap being dissiminated by "unnamed source.." we have
>  >been hearing about for months -- and as usual comes from unnamed
>  >sources.

>  >Its called rumor mongering on the internet.

>  >Isn't it convient that all this trash comes out just before ACC's
>  >alleged public stock offerings?

>  >Cheers,
>  >Robert

>  If there is any substance at all in ACC's recent statement,
>  Robert, you may have to modify your views in the wake of
>  forthcoming events, if not actually swallow your words whole...
>  time will clarify your assumption that all this talk is some kind

The point is Ash, is many in the UFO community never met a
tale/rumor gossip/unprovable story that they didn't embrace.

For example last year at this time we were being barraged with
Yellowbook/Christ is an ET/10,000 year history of ET dealings
with earth/and last but not least mass landings in the desert SW
on April 24th 1997.  All of this posted on the web from "unamed"
but never-wrong-trust-with-my-life-high-level-top-drawer
intelligence community sources.

Then we had Lee Shargel and his (amongst others) ET radio waves were going
to bathe the earth on Jan 24th 1997 which would begin a new day for
humanity.

Naturally because all these rumors/and gossip was posted on the Web
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from unamed sources we should instantly treat them as gospel fact.

Ash you hit it right when you started with "IF.."
W hat in fact will happen is the tales and stories will continue
from the ACC site BUT NO PROOF WILL BE FORTHCOMING.

>  of elaborate sales pitch, or something else. If it's hype, then
>  they have gone to a vast amount of trouble to concoct all these
>  elaborate stories, putting themselves in a delicate, expensive
>  legal position, potentially undermining their credibility in the
>  eyes of customers and competitors merely in order to attract,

It doesn't put them in a "delicate, expensive legal position"
even if its all untrue because nobody can sue them and win.
Their defense will be "Well we were only posting what our source
told us...Freedom of speech...blah blah.

>  what, publicity? is this logical?  Is it necessary to get
>  involved in legal battles with the Air Force to promote sales?

Can anybody cite a legal case number so that the actual case file
could be looked up.  As far as I know all we have is ACC's word
that they are in a case with the AF, and ACC's word that it
involves Roswell.

>  Are you implying that the break-in and death threats are further
>  fabrications, and that the transcapacitor will have  no influence
>  on the future of computer technology, since it doesn't exist?

Again we have only ACC's word that all this is connected, that
death threats were in fact received.

>  Perhaps we might wait and see for ourselves before agreeing with
>  your statements unconditionally.

You are more then welcome to wait and see.

Many in the UFO community are still waiting and seeing for:

MJ-12, alien autopsy (you know Scamtilli still hasn't provided the
film clip to verify the films age inspite of repeated promised to everyone)
and the big ET reality announcement that was going to happen in 1974,
then 1977 after Spielburg's move was released, then in 1982 after ET,
then in 1988, then last year after the Mars life announcement  .. and
I have skipped a wholebunch in between.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 17

Re: CORSO

From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 03:09:25 EST
Fwd Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 15:55:01 -0500
Subject: Re: CORSO

>From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
>Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 08:38:22 +0000
>Fwd Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 01:11:41 -0500
>Subject: Re: CORSO

<snip>

>  What we have to remember in this discipline we call ufology, is
>  that one mans evidence is another mans (or in your case womans)
>  bullshit. It is surely not up to me, or others like me, to act as
>  a censor when organising such conferences.

What evidence has Corso offered, other than testimony?

>  Whether I agree with Corso or not remains to be seen, but as a
>  socialist I will defend his right to be heard and for those
>  listening to decide whether or not they believe him.

I don't believe Corso nor do I have a problem with the man saying
what he wishes. He said it in a book called "The Day After
Roswell." Unfortunately, the book lacks documentation. I didn't
expect pictures of the alien technology but one or two pages
reproduced from his diaries would have been nice. Or something
from his military record. But no, we didn't get that. We got a
book that reads like a bad novel. I'm sure you've read the first
chapter or two.

This man doesn't even know WHEN Roswell happened. He's not even
sure how many fingers the aliens had. He didn't even realize that
he was involved with the project of millennium until at least 40
years after the fact -- when he started looking through his
diaries and papers! Oh yes, Corso has a right to have his say --
but is it for us to give him a forum to promote his claims when
he offers not one shred of evidence? I don't think so. Practice
Responsible Ufology.

>  Merry Christmas.

And A Happy Holiday Season to you and your family!

> PS.

>  Does this mean you can put me in contact with Colonel Corso or not ?

Sorry, I don't have that information. I would recommend going
through his publisher, or Birnes. I'm sure someone will have the
information.

Rebecca
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 17

Re: Belgium Bogus Update

From: "Remo Ponti (Mr. Wolf)" <rponti@geocities.com>
Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 09:22:39 +0100
Fwd Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 16:12:04 -0500
Subject: Re: Belgium Bogus Update

>Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 01:01:50 +0100 (MET)
>To: UFO Updates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
>Subject: Belgium Bogus Update

>I just registered a new bogus explanation for the Belgian flap:
>an American AWACS aircraft!

In the SOBEPS book "Vague d'ovni sur la Belgique" Volume 2 the
authors say that A SPECIFIC sighting was caused by an AWACS, not
ALL the flap.

In fact M. Bougard affirmed that the policemen identified three
stars as a triangular object.

I hope I remember correctly.

--
bye, Remo

rponti@geocities.com
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 17

Re: Ros... uh... _that_ place in the desert

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 07:35:33 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 16:13:25 -0500
Subject: Re: Ros... uh... _that_ place in the desert

>From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates]
>Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 19:07:35 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Ros... uh... _that_ place in the desert

>Can you imagine if this passes and somebody writes yet and again
>another Roswell book/article/video/paid lecture?

>Example Roswell author/lecturer phone rings and the city attorney
>demands x% of his **gross** lecture door fees or they are going
>to file a lawsuit.

>Ah, let the legal manuvering began.

>Cheers,
>Robert

Robert,

I'm not worried.  Previous attempts to trademark names, and
in one case a building, have conveyed only very limited
trademark rights.

Besides, if they are successful, I'll just trademark my
last name and go after the oil company for infringement!!

Bob Shell
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 17

Re: Old Spirals Could Be Sign of Alien Visits

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 07:35:47 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 16:20:30 -0500
Subject: Re: Old Spirals Could Be Sign of Alien Visits

>From: werd@interlog.com [Drew Williamson]
>Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 21:16:56 -0500 (EST)
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Old Spirals Could Be Sign of Alien Visits

>From: Globe and Mail, December 7, 1997, page F8

>Old spirals could be sign of alien visits
>by Jay Ingram

>I think I have stumbled on one of me great discoveries of all
>time: evidence that aliens once visited this planet. I realize
>that this is a notion that has often been discredited and so I
>need to make a strong case. But I think I have one.

>First, let me emphasize that I think the notions of the
>deservedly maligned Erich von Daniken, and others like him, that
>mysterious glyphs in Mesoamerican carvings represent advanced
>technologies like rockets are crazy. Nor do I think the Nazca
>lines in Peru-the outline drawings apparently made to be seen
>from the air-suggest that aliens took the natives aloft to give
>them inspiration to create these works of art.

>I am not convinced that the African Dogon knowledge about an
>invisible companion star for the star Sirius requires that
>Sirians landed and imparted that information.

<Really big snip...>

>I hope to gather all the relevant evidence and publish this
>discovery more widely in the scientific literature-hopefully by
>the first of April.

A little early for April fool's jokes, isn't it Jay????

Actually those tight spiral designs you are talking about look
EXACTLY like the coiled mosquito repellers used in the tropics.
You light the outside end and they burn slowly, releasing smoke
which keeps the little beggers at bay.  Obviously, aliens
don't like to be bitten by bugs, so when visiting our vermin-
infested ancestors, they brought lots of these coils with them.

No electron microscope needed.

Bob
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 17

Re: CORSO

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 07:35:17 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 16:32:31 -0500
Subject: Re: CORSO

>From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
>Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 12:18:03 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: CORSO

>>From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
>>Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 16:15:44 +0100 (MET)
>>Fwd Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 10:35:34 -0500
>>Subject: Re: CORSO

>> So you have all kinds of questions about Corso. And you refuse to
>> call him or interview him about it. Now you are going to persuade
>> others not to do that either. What kind of attitude is this?

>My attitude is that we (ufologists) need to take responsibility
>for the kind of information we present to the public for
>education.
>
>Henny, I have no interest in interviewing Corso and I wouldn't
>stop ANYONE from doing that. However, I think the interview(s)
>needs to be done privately BEFORE this man is promoted at
>conferences and such.  Until Corso can offer some documentation
>for his claims, I don't think we need to be serving him to the
>public. Just my opinion.

>Rebecca

Rebecca,

If Ufology did that, there would be no conferences!

Bob
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 17

Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 02:47:16 -0700
Fwd Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 16:48:05 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
> Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 02:10:55 EST
> Fwd Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 10:12:33 -0500
> Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
> Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 17:35:33 -0700
> Fwd Date: Sun, 14 Dec 1997 23:42:04 -0500
> Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> > This discussion has
> > nothing to do with Corso's UFO claims or Roswell or
> > backengineering or anything else, this discussion is about his
> > military record. If you have some information or evidence that
> > casts doubt on specific aspects of his military record than I
> > reccommend you post it.

> I doubt I have seen anything different than you.

> > According to his FOIA military record his claims of heading the
> > FTD for 2 years were overstated and that he actually held this
> > position for only 90 days.

> So what do you think about that?

I think it SUCKS!...If the man is having trouble differentiating
months from years and remembering which continents he's been to
then it poses a real serious problem for his credibility. I know
that military records can quite often contain incorrect
information (I think Kevin Randle presented good evidence for
this awhile back) but if so these are big errors. So either his
memory is failing him, his notes are wrong, he's been duped by
his co-writer, or he's trying to dupe all of us. Gotta be one of
those.

Eventually one of us will get around to putting together a list
of all of Corso flaws and their relative "explanations" from
Corso and Birnes to account for the flaws and see where his
credibility stands then.

Err...maybe Tom Mahood is already working on that. who knows?

One thing that really galls me is that I heard that Corso's book
was being sold directly out of the Pentagon book store and the
Wright Patterson AFB book store...is this an endorsement?

I have other problems with Corso but they're completely
subjective. Reading his book was like seeing everything every
ufologist ever wanted to hear strung together like a sonata. He
constantly touched on known cases, conspiracy theories, and
research that is in the public domain. Barring his
backengineering claims, I was troubled by his lack of original
information about the nature of the phenomenon and aversion to
discussing other alleged crash cases.

Corso's cloud does have a silver lining however, I'd heard some
folks associated with CAUS had been using Corso to pound on the
Defense Department and try to initiate a grand jury
investigation. The nice thing about this is it can be used as
legal fuel against the cover-up because Corsos's claims
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(irrespective of his veracity) could conceivably assist in the
release of certain documents. Peter Gersten and Larry Bryant have
been working on this independantly I believe.

Jared.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 17

Re: CORSO

From: "Serge Salvaille" <sergesa@connectmmic.net>
Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 09:25:40 +0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 17:19:57 -0500
Subject: Re: CORSO

>Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 08:38:22 +0000
>From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: CORSO

Dear Philip,

Just a couple of questions arising from your reply to Rebecca...

1. [...]

>If you think people are involved in conference organising to make
>money then think again. I dare say a few might be but I do not
>count myself as one of them.

The fact that one makes no money with a book on ufology has
already been discussed on the list.  Now, I learn one makes no
money with conferences. How does one earn a living in ufology ?
Please understand  "earning a living" and "making money" are the
same.

2. [...]

>My aim of any conference is to allow people to put their
>information across and then allow those in attendence to decide
>whether or not it's bullshit.

[...]

>What we have to remember in this discipline we call ufology, is
>that one mans evidence is another mans (or in your case womans)
>bullshit. It is surely not up to me, or others like me, to act as
>a censor when organising such conferences.

Considering such an open-minded attitude, I fail to understand
your verbal fencing with Rebecca. Please consider here that
"fencing" is a sport of parry and riposte and open criticism.

3. [...]

>Whether I agree with Corso or not remains to be seen, but as a
>socialist I will defend his right to be heard and for those
>listening to decide whether or not they believe him.

I have trouble understanding that Corso's right to be heard needs
to be defended.  I mean, he has already written a book hasn't he ?
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Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 17

Re: CORSO

From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 11:15:46 PST
Fwd Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 19:15:06 -0500
Subject: Re: CORSO

> Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 08:38:22 +0000
> From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: CORSO

> > From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
> > Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 16:54:47 EST
> > To: updates@globalserve.net
> > Subject: Re: CORSO

> > >From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
> > >Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 09:21:16 +0000
> > >Fwd Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 15:23:07 -0500
> > >Subject: CORSO

> > > I'm in the process of setting up some speakers for a UFO
> > > conference in the UK and we would like to invite Colonel Corso.

> > I'm only going to rag on you Philip because you are handy: BUT
> > WHY ARE YOU DOING THIS?

> > Is this a conference to promote UFOLOGY as a field that is
> > respectable and to eductate the public? Or is the conference to
> > make money? Couldn't you (and other conference promoters) try to
> > invite people to speak at conferences who just might shed some
> > light on the phenomenon? Or is everyone just interested in
> > spreading bullshit?

> > Rebecca

> Dear Rebecca,

> If you think people are involved in conference organising to make
> money then think again. I dare say a few might be but I do not
> count myself as one of them.

> My aim of any conference is to allow people to put their
> information across and then allow those in attendence to decide
> whether or not it's bullshit.

> In the past I have organised many conferences with a wide variety
> of people stepping up to the podium including Paul Devereux,
> Jacques Vallee, John Keel, Budd Hopkins, Eddie Bullard, Dr
> Richard Lawrence, Stanton Friedman, Cynthia Hind and many, many
> more.

> What we have to remember in this discipline we call ufology, is
> that one mans evidence is another mans (or in your case womans)
> bullshit. It is surely not up to me, or others like me, to act as
> a censor when organising such conferences.

> Whether I agree with Corso or not remains to be seen, but as a
> socialist I will defend his right to be heard and for those
> listening to decide whether or not they believe him.

> Merry Christmas.

> Philip.
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> PS.

> Does this mean you can put me in contact with Colonel Corso or not ?

 Philip,

Exercising judgment is not the same thing as being a "censor."
Surely you know that.  Col. Corso has no constitutional right to
speak at your conference, any more than I do or whoever happens
to be reading these words at this moment does.

Grave questions have been raised about the credibility of Corso's
account and about the sincerity of the authors of The Day After
Roswell.  The book makes incredible claims and offers virtually
nothing in the way of credible evidence for them.

We ufologists (I'm confused about what your being a "socialist"
has to do with this) have a responsibility to our public. One way
we exercise that is to present accurate information and
reasonable analysis to an audience which gets little of either
from popular media treatments of the UFO phenomenon.  Except in a
realm where intellectual anarchy rules, one person's opinion or
claim is NOT as good as somebody else's.  In the real world of
which ufology wants to be a part, claims have to be tested,
opinions challenged and tested.  So far Corso has failed this
reasonable standard miserably, and unless we are the gullible
fools our critics would like the world to believe we are, we
ought not to be encouraging him.

Jerry Clark
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Meteorite Suspected in Fatal House Fire

From: Kenny Young <task@fuse.net>
Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 10:22:46 -0800
Fwd Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 17:39:32 -0500
Subject: Meteorite Suspected in Fatal House Fire

Updated 5:01pm EST December 16, 1997

Meteorite suspected in fatal house fire

BOGOTA (Reuters) - A meteorite may have triggered a fire that
killed four small children in central Colombia, local media
reports said Tuesday.

Bogota's El Espectador newspaper quoted witnesses, including the
children's father and local firefighters, as saying "fireballs"
had been spotted raining down from the sky in the impoverished
area of Huila province where the children died in the house fire
on Sunday evening.

The children, all under six, were alone in their ramshackle house
when the fire broke out and authorities initially suspected a
candle or electrical short circuit.

But Capt. Carlos Augusto Rojas of the fire department in
Pitalito, a town three miles from the village where the fire
occurred, said the house had no electricity and other possible
causes of the blaze -- including a candle or gas lamp -- had been
ruled out.

Speaking in an interview with the Radionet all-news radio
program, Rojas said he saw three distant fireballs in the sky
when he arrived to fight the blaze.

He said no evidence of a meteorite had been found inside the
house where the children were killed in their sleep.

But he said a hole, measuring about 10 inches in diameter, was
discovered in the zinc roof of the house, along with traces of a
sulphur-like substance that was being studied in a local
laboratory.

The hole in the roof had been punched from the outside, Rojas
said, adding that everything seemed to indicate the children were
the unwitting victims of a meteorite.

REUTERS
                                                End of article

--
UFO Research
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: "George Fergus" <fergus@mail.ccrl.mot.com>
Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 13:49:14 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 20:43:39 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

Regarding Corso's motives:

True, we do not know exactly how much money Corso received as an
advance for his book "The Day After Roswell", nor could he have
known ahead of time how much he would currently be receiving in
royalties.

We do know, however, that Corso's original manuscript was
entitled "I Walked with Giants: My Career in Military
Intelligence". Senator Strom Thurmond claims that this is the
book for which he originally wrote an introduction, and that it
contained no conspicuous references to Roswell or UFO's.

Why do you think Corso changed the entire thrust and title of his
book, because he suddenly felt a burning desire to expose the
truth about Roswell, or because his UFO buff co-author suggested
that the new version would be more successful and make more
money?

-George Fergus
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'Murderous Meteors'

From: Kenny Young <task@fuse.net>
Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 15:55:46 -0800
Fwd Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 22:55:49 -0500
Subject: 'Murderous Meteors'

Of considerable interest to UFO researchers is the
disproportionate numbers of 'meteor sightings' as of recent, with
new episodes and events appearing across newsires almost weekly.

Of concern is the 'murderous meteor' episode from Bogota,
Columbia, reported by Reuters News Agency on December 16, 1997.
The article states that a meteorite may have triggered a fire
that killed four small children.

Quoting the article:

Bogota's El Espectador newspaper quoted witnesses, including
the children's father and local firefighters, as saying
"fireballs" had been spotted raining down from the sky in the
impoverished area of Huila province where the children died in
the house fire on Sunday evening.

The children, all under six, were alone in their ramshackle
house when the fire broke out and authorities initially
suspected a candle or electrical short circuit.

But Capt. Carlos Augusto Rojas of the fire department in
Pitalito, a town three miles from the village where the fire
occurred, said the house had no electricity and other possible
causes of the blaze -- including a candle or gas lamp -- had
been ruled out.

Speaking in an interview with the Radionet all-news radio
program, Rojas said he saw three distant fireballs in the sky
when he arrived to fight the blaze.

He said no evidence of a meteorite had been found inside the
house where the children were killed in their sleep.

But he said a hole, measuring about 10 inches in diameter, was
discovered in the zinc roof of the house, along with traces of
a sulphur-like substance that was being studied in a local
laboratory.

The hole in the roof had been punched from the outside, Rojas
said, adding that everything seemed to indicate the children
were the unwitting victims of a meteorite.

End of article

One thing which caught my attention was the reference made by
Capt. Carlos Augusto Rojas of the fire department in Pitalito,
who stated that 'three fireballs' were in the sky when they
arrived to fight the blaze.  This is most odd, and seems to
indicate a rain of meteors over one localized community for an
extended time frame (time from which the meteor hits house and
starts fire until arrival of the fire department).  How likely
are the odds of something like this happening within a small
area?

In researching my files on 'MURDEROUS METEORS,'  I found an
extraordinary event happening in Teheran, Iran on August 15, 1951,
in which a rain of meteorites killed twelve persons, injured
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nineteen and took a heavy toll of livestock near Shiraz, in
southwestern Iran.  The event was reported by Iranian newspapers
and The United Press.  Sixty-two houses were said to have been
destroyed by the meteoric shower.

An Alabama woman reportedly was bruised by an incoming space
projectile in 1954.

In July of 1988, scientists at Battelle Memorial Institute in
Columbus, Ohio investigated an incident in which a fist-sized hole
was punched through the roof of a house under construction in
Highland County, Ohio.

In 1992, a 28-pound chunk of extraterrestrial rock pierced through
a car fender in Peekskill, N.Y.
--
UFO Research
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Europa Flyby - Start of Galileo Mission Part II

From: NASANews@hq.nasa.gov
Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 15:45:59 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 23:08:12 -0500
Subject: Europa Flyby - Start of Galileo Mission Part II

Donald Savage
Headquarters, Washington, DC                  December 16, 1997
(Phone:  202/358-1547)

Jane Platt
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA
(Phone:  818/354-5011)

RELEASE:  97-286

CLOSEST EUROPA FLYBY MARKS START OF GALILEO MISSION "PART II"

     NASA's Galileo spacecraft today successfully made its
closest-ever flyby of Jupiter's icy moon Europa, marking the
start of an extended mission that will focus on new and
tantalizing scientific questions raised by its just-completed,
highly successful two-year primary mission.

     "Galileo has earned a place in history as the first
mission to orbit an outer planet," said Dr. Wesley T. Huntress,
Jr., NASA's associate administrator for space science,
Washington, DC.  "Galileo already has returned a wealth of new
information in its two-year scientific exploration of Jupiter's
atmosphere and system of moons.  But the best yet may still be
ahead of us as Galileo continues its mission at Jupiter with a
focus on the moons Europa and Io in the next two years."

     Galileo dipped over Europa at an altitude of only 124
miles (200 kilometers), with the signal received on Earth at
7:49 a.m. EST.  This was the first encounter of the Galileo
Europa mission, which began formally on Dec. 8, following the
end of Galileo's primary mission.  The Galileo Europa mission
will study Jupiter's icy satellite in detail in hopes of
shedding more light on the intriguing prospect that liquid
oceans may lie under Europa's ice crust.

     New images released today from Galileo's Europa encounter
of Nov. 6 show more evidence that the moon has been subjected
to intense geological deformation.  The pictures show a mottled
region of dark and splotchy terrain that scientists say
represents some of the most recent geologic activity on Europa.
It is believed the mottled appearance was created when chaotic
areas of the bright, icy crust broke apart and exposed darker
material underneath.  The new images also show a smooth, gray
band where the Europan crust has been fractured, separated, and
filled in with material from the interior.  Numerous isolated
mountains or "massifs" are visible.

     The new images represent a small portion of the 1,800
images obtained during Galileo's primary mission, including
hundreds of high-resolution images of Jupiter's moons.  The
images and other information gathered by Galileo's science
instruments have dramatically revised our knowledge of Jupiter
and its moons, according to mission scientists.

     The Galileo Europa mission is designed to follow up on
these discoveries and will include eight consecutive Europa
flybys through February 1999, followed by four Callisto flybys
and one or two Io encounters in late 1999, provided the
spacecraft remains healthy.
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     "The Galileo Europa mission really builds upon the success
of the prime mission which has forced us to re-think many of
our perceptions of the Jovian system," said Galileo project
scientist Dr. Torrence Johnson.  "We've acquired a tremendous
pool of knowledge about Jupiter, its magnetosphere and its four
largest moons."

     The key findings of Galileo's primary mission include:

*    The existence of a magnetic field on Jupiter's largest
moon, Ganymede;
*    The discovery of volcanic ice flows and melting or
"rafting" of ice on the surface that supports the premise of
liquid oceans underneath at some point in Europa's history;
*    The observation of water vapor, lightning and aurora on
Jupiter;
*    The discovery of an atmosphere of hydrogen and carbon
dioxide on the moon Callisto;
*    The presence of metallic cores in Europa, Io and Ganymede
and the lack of evidence of such a core in Callisto;
*    Evidence of very hot volcanic activity on Io and
observations of dramatic changes compared to previous
observations and even during the period of Galileo's
observations.

     "We look forward to providing even more fascinating
science results over the next two years," said newly appointed
Galileo Europa mission project manager Bob Mitchell of NASA's
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), Pasadena, CA.

     JPL manages the Galileo mission for NASA's Office of Space
Science, Washington, DC.  The new images shown at today's
briefing are available on the Galileo Internet home page at the
following URL:

              http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/galileo/

     Members of the Galileo mission will answer questions from
the public during a Galileo WebChat on Wednesday, Dec. 17 from
6 to 9 p.m. EST, at URL: http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/galileo/chat/

                         -end-
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Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 16:46:45 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 23:17:57 -0500
Subject: Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

>From: "Scott Carr" <Scott_Carr@MCKINSEY.COM>
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 15:02:36 -0500
>Subject: Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

>>Father Chris Corbally, an English Jesuit who is the observatory's
>>deputy director, said: "If civilisation were to be found on other
>>planets and if it were feasible to communicate, then we would want to
>>send missionaries to save them, just as we did in the past when new
>>lands were discovered."

>>Now that's a truly FRIGHTENING thought!!!!!!

>Hmm. I hope that the ET's aren't missionaries here to "save" us...

>-Scott

Well, Scott,

Turnabout IS fair play, isn't it!  They might just demolish the
Vatican and all churches and "convert" us to Xyrogzianity just as
the Catholic priests "converted" the native people in the new
world.

Bob
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Planes Search For Giant Meteor In Greenland

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 02:51:46 +0200
Fwd Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 23:19:19 -0500
Subject: Planes Search For Giant Meteor In Greenland

>From USA TODAY December 16. URL:

http://www.usatoday.com/life/science/space/lss201.htm

*******

Planes search for meteor in Greenland

COPENHAGEN, Denmark - Danish Air Force planes searched the vast white
expanse of southern Greenland on Tuesday for traces of a meteor
believed to have struck the ice-capped island.

The search was prompted by a giant flash that split the darkness about
5 a.m. Dec. 9. The flash was reported by three fishermen working off
Greenland's east coast. A parking lot surveillance camera in Nuuk, the
territory's capital on the west coast, also recorded a brief
illumination at that time.

"According to the accounts, the flash was so huge that we have good
reason to believe that this is a giant (meteor)," said Bjoern Franck
Joergensen of the Tycho Brahe Planetarium in Copenhagen.

Joergensen said it probably was "a one-piece, solid meteor" that
crashed. Most meteors travel at more than 7,500 mph and explode or
break up as they enter the atmosphere.

Joergensen would not speculate on how large the meteor may have been.

The search has been hampered by heavy snowfalls that could easily bury
even a large meteor or obscure its crater. About 85% of Greenland is
covered by an ice cap.

The search of the southern portion of the island was suspended Monday
due to a blizzard, but resumed Tuesday.

Greenland, a semi-independent Danish territory, has been hit by
enormous meteors before. At the begining of the century, a U.S.
expedition led by Robert Peary found a huge meteor in northeastern
Greenland, and a Danish expedition found a 22-ton meteor in 1963.

By The Associated Press

=B0More Science and astronomy coverage

=B0Go to Science digest
=B0Go to Life front page

Front page, News, Sports, Money, Life, Weather, Marketplace

=A9COPYRIGHT 1997 USA TODAY, a division of Gannett Co. Inc. 
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Re: Alien Doctor On Uranium Diet Fails To Cure

From: Edoardo Russo <edoardo.russo@torino.ALPcom.it>
Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 16:48:01 +0100
Fwd Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 23:23:11 -0500
Subject: Re: Alien Doctor On Uranium Diet Fails To Cure

Hello All!

>From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Date: Sat, 6 Dec 1997 13:25:53 +0200
>Subject: Alien Doctor On Uranium Diet Fails To Cure Elderly

>PESCARA, Italy (December 5, 1997 5:59 p.m. EST http://www.nando.net) -
>Two elderly Italians paid out more than $367,000 on uranium to feed an
>extra-terrestrial doctor they had been told would cure their ailments.

Well, indeed: the two men behind the fraud (the third culprit is
the woman partner of one of them) are old acquaitances of Italian
ufologists, since they've been doing similar affairs since at
least the late '50s.

It's the well known story we call "the Pescara clan", though it
was in part organized in Milan.

The boss was "Prof.". B.S., variously posing as a psychologist, a
book writer, a philosopher. He had uncommon magician trick
abilities and was able to convince a lot of people that he was in
contact with aliens, communicating to him via radio interferences
(voices) or materializing objects in closed rooms.

The first version of the story (the most known one) was that
there  were two species of aliens, battling against each other:
the bad C.T.R. and the good W56, the former attacking earth and
the latter defending us.

Unfortunately, the W56 ere often defeated and needed help from
the few earthlings aware of the plot. Money soliciting for
"wounded alien pilots" was but the most simple part of the fraud,
but dozens of businessmen and professionals in Rome, Milan and
other towns did contribute (some of them for years, and for
thousands of $ value).

Sometime followers were asked to do strange things (like building
plane models to be sold for the cause; or transporting unusual
materials). Often were they encouraged to buy a "protector", that
is a small bottle containing a yellowish liquid: if you put it
within your hat or under your car's roof, it might save you from
hazardous radiations emitted from the bad CTR's.

Miracle cures were claimed for cancer and other diseases, thanks
to the good aliens' advanced scientific knowledge. An impressive
number (a suitcase full) of unbelievably clear, daylight saucer
pictures (and even some motion picture) were shown at the
believers' meetings (organized in small groups, unbeknown to each
other). Personal sightings of spacecrafts, even of aliens, were
also reported, and at least one man claimed to have piloted a
scout-ship.

Once a bus full of such contributors did leave for Pescara, where
the entrance to one of W56 underwater bases was hidden below a
gas pump, for a guided tour. But as soon as the "guide" jumped
off the bus, he was back shouting "CTR's are attacking now. Out
of here!" and the bus had to return home  in a hurry.

Phone calls and letters from the ET's were also part of the fake.
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And some members of the hoax group are suspected to have menaced
and scared UFO witnesses, generating MIB stories in the early
'60s.

In due time, some of the victims realized they had been hoaxed
and managed to get some of their money back. But most never
tried, fearing for ridicule to destroy their lives (we've known
and interviewed a prominent lawyer, a bank director, a university
professor, etc., who were among the victims).

In the '70s the "Pescara clan" remained much more quiet, but
actually did keep on other similar, yet non-UFO-related  frauds.
The one ruining them was much more recent, and once again
involved their old alien friend, Sygir, helping an elderly man to
recover from was but a depression, if he could afford the cost of
uranium food the ET MD needed.

Such a long and complex story had some influence on Italian
ufology between late '50s and early '60s: among their hoax cases
reported also abroad were pictures of low-flying saucers
allegedly taken in 1961 by noted TV journalist Bruno Ghibaudi;
the ones by Milan painter Gaspare De Lama in 1962; and one of the
"Pescara pictures" somehow found its way to the Project Blue Book
files. Our  very thick file about that unfortunate story counts
some thousands pages, plus hundreds of pictures, but a great part
of it has to remain confidential.

That was for the "little history".

Best regards

Edoardo Russo                             Centro Italiano Studi Ufologici
CISU, Casella postale 82, 10100 Torino - tel 011-3290279 - fax 011-545033
http://www.arpnet.it/~ufo          e-mail: edoardo.russo@torino.alpcom.it
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 17

CORSO (in Italy at a UFO conference)

From: Edoardo Russo <edoardo.russo@torino.ALPcom.it>
Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 17:19:39 +0100
Fwd Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 23:25:37 -0500
Subject: CORSO (in Italy at a UFO conference)

Hello Philip!

At 15.23 15/12/97 -0500, you wrote:

>Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 09:21:16 +0000
>From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: CORSO

>Is there any way that you can help me locate and address, phone,
>fax or e-mail for Colonel Philip J. Corso.
>I'm in the process of setting up some speakers for a UFO
>conference in the UK and we would like to invite Colonel Corso.

The fastest way should be to ask your good friends Maurizio
Baiata and Roberto Pinotti, of Centro Ufologico Nazionale (CUN),
since they hosted what apparently is the first public appearance
of Philip Corso at an "International conference: the Contact", in
Montesilvano (Italy) on November 8 and 9, last.

Not only the elderly gentleman did attend and present two papers
in two days, but he was also lenghtily interviewed at the Italian
national TV (where he confirmed to astonished newsmen that of all
his activities nothing was left written, since all orders and
communications were verbal) and even answered questions from the
public at the conference.

There he shared the chair with such known celebrities of
present-day scientific ufology made in USA like William Hamilton
III, his abductee wife Pamela, Sgt. Bob O'Dean and col. Wendelle
Stevens, who presented their usual stuff. Old glory Desmond
Leslie was also there (still supporting Adamski's reliability,
after all those years), as well as Mexican contactee Carlos Diaz,
whose pictures of "spaceships of light" Corso told were authentic
because of a detail he had never mentioned before: as Diaz says,
the aliens are part of the craft and their four fingers control
each a color, since craft propulsion works through color
emissions.

Ah! Once-again-announced Ray Santilli was (once again) not there,
but nobody worried about that.

I am sure that Baiata/Pinotti can help you to contact Corso
because their publishing society Futuro is going to publish the
Italian edition of Corso's book, translated by Maurizio Baiata.

If you are also interested in the unexpected synergy between
Corso and Diaz, you may also ask them for Carlos Diaz' address.

Best regards

Edoardo Russo                             Centro Italiano Studi Ufologici
CISU, Casella postale 82, 10100 Torino - tel 011-3290279 - fax 011-545033
http://www.arpnet.it/~ufo          e-mail: edoardo.russo@torino.alpcom.it
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Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

From: "skyeking@aye.net" <skyeking@aye.net> [Jerry Washington]
Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 22:08:59 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 23:21:12 -0500
Subject: Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

> Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 10:42:16 -0500
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

> >From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
> >To: updates@globalserve.net
> >Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 03:29:00 +0200
> >Subject: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

> >Published at the website of The Sunday Times on December 14. URL:

> >http://www.sunday-times.co.uk/news/pages/Sunday-Times/stifgnnws01001.htm
> >l?1509232

> >Pope builds telescope to find God

> <snip>

> >Father Chris Corbally, an English Jesuit who is the observatory's
> >deputy director, said: "If civilisation were to be found on other
> >planets and if it were feasible to communicate, then we would want to
> >send missionaries to save them, just as we did in the past when new
> >lands were discovered."

> Now that's a truly FRIGHTENING thought!!!!!!

> Bob

I second that devotion...

Jerry Washington
 Kentucky/MUFON
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Dennis Stacy <dstacy@texas.net>
Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 17:32:18 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 23:33:07 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 08:45:48 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
>Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>Dennis,

>Having written a number of books and counting many well-known
>authors in my circle of friends, I should point out that the
>numbers announced in press releases are usually grossly inflated.
>Creative bookkeeping always seems to apply in these matters,
>and I have yet to talk to an author who claims to have actually
>received the stated advance amounts.

Bob:

As far as I know, none of the instances of large advances that I
mentioned appeared in press releases made by the publishers, but
after the fact.

>Even if the contract specifies $ XXXX for the advance, there
>always seems to be a bunch of fine print at the end of the
>contract allowing all sorts of things to be deducted from the
>advance.

I agree with you. But an advance is an advance. Either you get it
in advance or you don't.

>Then there is the little question of the publisher actually even
>paying the advance.  I know quite a few authors whose contracts
>specified pretty goodly amounts for the advance but never actually
>saw a penny of it.

Then you've got some fools for friends, it would appear. Maybe
you ought to stir a few attorneys into the social stew. If it's
in writing, why wouldn't any self-respecting writer sue if he
didn't receive a promised, contracted-for advance? For that
matter, why would he/she finish and deliver the product without
the advance having been paid? Makes no sense to me. If you're an
author, just say No. No advance, no book.

>So I always take these claims of the amounts authors get/got with
>several big grains of salt.

>Bob

So do I. But surely you're not suggesting that huge advances
don't routinely get paid, that people (aka authors) don't
regularly make big bucks off books and subsidiary rights, that
mini-series and movie and paperback rights count for nought? You
should check out Birnes's cv sometime, BTW. The man's a master.
Trust me. The Day After Roswell did not go out the front door
without big bucks coming in through the rear door or windows --
or both.

You don't think Birnes and Corso wrote their book and then went
shopping for a publisher, do you? No way, Jose: its publication
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was too closely tied to Roswell's 50th anniversary. The marketing
boys had that free tie-in well in mind when Pocket Books offered
Birnes a contract. Then they both cobbled the book together
because they got paid well to do so.

You seem to think that authors can be had with a wave of the
hand. My point is that publishers get had, too.

Dennis

PS: We've got a few authors on this list. Maybe they would like
to weigh in with whether or not they got paid their promised
advance? How about it Mantle, Devereux, Clark and Maccabee, and
anyone else willing to chime in?

You don't need to mention dollar amounts, BTW, just whether or
not your publisher paid what they promised -- in advance. Mine
did, and I'm working on another one with the same proviso: If
your advance check doesn't clear my bank, then you don't get the
book.
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Re: ACC's Transcapacitor Press Release

From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 01:02:13 +0100 (MET)
Fwd Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 09:25:42 -0500
Subject: Re: ACC's Transcapacitor Press Release

>From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates]
>Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 19:30:32 EST
>To: updates@GLOBALSERVE.NET
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: ACC's Transcapacitor Press Release

>>  Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 07:31:17 +0000
>>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>>  From: Ashley Rye <ashleyry@netcomuk.co.uk>
>>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: ACC's Transcapacitor Press Release

<snippy>

>>  If there is any substance at all in ACC's recent statement,
>>  Robert, you may have to modify your views in the wake of
>>  forthcoming events, if not actually swallow your words whole...
>>  time will clarify your assumption that all this talk is some kind

>The point is Ash, is many in the UFO community never met a
>tale/rumor gossip/unprovable story that they didn't embrace.

Which is their business and shouldn't concern anyone.

>For example last year at this time we were being barraged with
>Yellowbook/Christ is an ET/10,000 year history of ET dealings
>with earth/and last but not least mass landings in the desert SW
>on April 24th 1997.  All of this posted on the web from "unamed"
>but never-wrong-trust-with-my-life-high-level-top-drawer
>intelligence community sources.

Corso, Shulman et al. are not exactly unnamed sources, have
phones, etcetera. When you use that phone you may find out that
they have a place where they live and you can visit them and ask
for every kind of documentation you like.

>Then we had Lee Shargel and his (amongst others) ET radio waves were going
>to bathe the earth on Jan 24th 1997 which would begin a new day for
>humanity.

I really hope you didn't buy into that.

>Naturally because all these rumors/and gossip was posted on the Web
>from unamed sources we should instantly treat them as gospel fact.

But Corso/ACC is a different story.

>Ash you hit it right when you started with "IF.."
>W hat in fact will happen is the tales and stories will continue
>from the ACC site BUT NO PROOF WILL BE FORTHCOMING.

That is because people like Corso and Shulman are hardly aware of
the existence of lists such as these, while its participants seem
to think it is the center of the world.

At least real investigators like Ed Wang and Bob Wolf have
contacted ACC and satisfied themselves that the ACC case is
genuine.

>>  of elaborate sales pitch, or something else. If it's hype, then
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>>  they have gone to a vast amount of trouble to concoct all these
>>  elaborate stories, putting themselves in a delicate, expensive
>>  legal position, potentially undermining their credibility in the
>>  eyes of customers and competitors merely in order to attract,

>It doesn't put them in a "delicate, expensive legal position"
>even if its all untrue because nobody can sue them and win.
>Their defense will be "Well we were only posting what our source
>told us...Freedom of speech...blah blah.

And what exactly do they gain by saying that their transcapacitor
is of alien origin? Especially since only the UFO community is
aware of that? And especially since UFO folks as potential buyers
of ACC stuff are consumers while ACC is a company that has hardly
anything to do with the consumer market? And how exactly do they
compensate for the management time that ACC spends on this case?

Personally I have worked in the information technology sector for
three years, have two academic degrees, one in business (MBA) and
one in management psychology. Futhermore, I have been a
information technology journalists for the last five years and
have since been under constant bombardment of PR crap coming from
information tech companies. With this background I can
conveniently that what ACC is doing is NOT a sales pitch.

>>  what, publicity? is this logical?  Is it necessary to get
>>  involved in legal battles with the Air Force to promote sales?

>Can anybody cite a legal case number so that the actual case file
>could be looked up.  As far as I know all we have is ACC's word
>that they are in a case with the AF, and ACC's word that it
>involves Roswell.

You don't just have ACC's word, you also have Wang's word. And
you also have the word of a couple of guys of FUFOR and Jared
Anderson that the meeting with the USAF and DOD actually took
place. Nonetheless, if such a document would be attainable, this
would be progress.

>>  Are you implying that the break-in and death threats are further
>>  fabrications, and that the transcapacitor will have  no influence
>>  on the future of computer technology, since it doesn't exist?

>Again we have only ACC's word that all this is connected, that
>death threats were in fact received.

Yeah, of course, the shareholders of this 200 people company
wouldn't have ditched a UFO nut/paranoid as a president by now,
especially after he attributed the groundbreaking transcapacitor
invention done by their own crack engineers to little green men.

>>  Perhaps we might wait and see for ourselves before agreeing with
>>  your statements unconditionally.

>You are more then welcome to wait and see.

>Many in the UFO community are still waiting and seeing for:

>MJ-12, alien autopsy (you know Scamtilli still hasn't provided the
>film clip to verify the films age inspite of repeated promised to everyone)
>and the big ET reality announcement that was going to happen in 1974,
>then 1977 after Spielburg's move was released, then in 1982 after ET,
>then in 1988, then last year after the Mars life announcement  .. and
>I have skipped a wholebunch in between.

Oh, please, stop this crap!

One more thing. If I were Jack Shulman I would by now have
progressed to the point where I would patent all the technology I
could get from these 50 year old documents, sell it to the
highest bidder and I wouldn't give a damn about offering proof to
the UFO community.

            __________________________________________
           /    Met vriendelijke groet/Best wishes    \
                      Henny van der Pluijm
                      hvdp@worldonline.nl

                       Technology Pages
                http://home.worldonline.nl/~hvdp
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Re: CORSO

From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 01:02:11 +0100 (MET)
Fwd Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 09:26:58 -0500
Subject: Re: CORSO

>From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
>Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 03:09:25 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: CORSO

>>From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
>>Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 08:38:22 +0000
>>Fwd Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 01:11:41 -0500
>>Subject: Re: CORSO

><snip>

<snippy>

>This man doesn't even know WHEN Roswell happened. He's not even
>sure how many fingers the aliens had. He didn't even realize that
>he was involved with the project of millennium until at least 40
>years after the fact -- when he started looking through his
>diaries and papers! Oh yes, Corso has a right to have his say --
>but is it for us to give him a forum to promote his claims when
>he offers not one shred of evidence? I don't think so. Practice
>Responsible Ufology.

Practise responsible Ufology and for instance organize
conferences where people, including long time ufologists such as
Mantle, can ask Corso for as much evidence as they like.

            __________________________________________
           /    Met vriendelijke groet/Best wishes    \
                      Henny van der Pluijm
                      hvdp@worldonline.nl

                       Technology Pages
                http://home.worldonline.nl/~hvdp
             \______________________________________/
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Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Rob Irving <RobIrving@aol.com>
Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 19:39:23 EST
Fwd Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 09:30:12 -0500
Subject: Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>  Date: Sun, 14 Dec 1997 04:05:57 +0000
>  From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

Philip,

>  I hold Theresa and her work in very high regard as I know that
>  she, like myself and Bob, are only tring to get to the bottom of
>  things despite what you and others might belive.

Do you ever ask why the bias and selectivity demonstrated by you,
and especially your colleagues attracts so much criticism? Don't
get me wrong, I love a good myth as much as the next guy,
particularly the kind rooted in that netherworld between fact and
fiction.

Someone has noted in reviewing your book that its value as a
record of all the lamest and unsubstantiated yarns that make up
the Roswell story should not be underestimated. I agree. But
let's not pretend that it represents any more than that, least of
all, as your co-author, in his inimitable style, would have us
believe: "THE TRUTH!!!"

To get past the first bell with that elusive heavyweight your
'research' would at least have to acknowledge the few relevant
facts that have been discovered so far, no matter how uneasily
they may sit with the idea you're trying to promote.  You were
offered this opportunity, and you chose to ignore it, I imagine
for quite valid commercial reasons.

But please, don't now try to kid us that you, Bob, and Michael
are only trying to get to the bottom of things. The book is what
it is and fits well with its ilk. But such unlikely claims are
disingenuous, and deserve the treatment they get.

Rob
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Re: Niels Bohr Institute On Qaqortoq Meteorite

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 02:13:34 +0200
Fwd Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 09:42:12 -0500
Subject: Re: Niels Bohr Institute On Qaqortoq Meteorite

Received via "alt.alien.visitors" December 17 at 18.28 local Danish
time (GMT + 1 hour):

*******

Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 17:13:55 GMT
From: twitchb@worldnet.att.net
Subject: Tunguska, was Re: Greenland Meteorite Fall Update
Message-ID: <6791d7$akk@mtinsc03.worldnet.att.net>

I thought this might be of some interest with the wacky
claims being made for the Tunguska event of 1908.

                               Press statement

                                     by

                   Niels Bohr Institute, Geophysical Dept.

                               971215 20.00UT

-----------------------------------------------------------------

A big meteor impact has probably occurred in Southern Greenland
at 61 25N, 44 26W on Tuesday, December 9th app. 08.11UTC (05.11am
local time). The position is on the ice cap app. 50 kilometers NE
of Narsarsuaq Airport.

The position has been determined on the basis of observations
made by a Danish and a Norwegian trawler near the east coast of
Greenland, and a Danish trawler at a position in the bay off
Julianehaab. Based on fairly accurate direction findings and the
fact, that the trawlers were situated on both sides of Southern
Greenland it can be determined, that the meteorite fell on land.

The relevant trawlers are:

Halten Trawl, Norwegian at 62 05N, 41 10W
Regina C, Danish at 60 55N, 51 35W
Timmarut, Danish at 60 13N, 46 43W

Observations of the satelite lighttrack from Nuuk indicates that
the meteorite passed a bit south of Nuuk in southeasterly
direction towards the mentioned impact site in Southern
Greenland.

Seismic disturbances have been observed on Svalbard and Finmarka
(Norway).

These tremors are observed at 08.21UTC and 08.23UTC and are
assumed to relate to the impact or the passage of the meteorite
through the atmosphere.

The signals did not allow a seismic localization of the event.

The observations are made by NORSAR (Norwegian Seismic Array),
Kjeller, Norway.
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Fainter signals were observed in Finland and Germany. The seismic
stations in Greenland (Sonder Stromfjord and Danmarkshavn) has no
observations.

Further seismic data will be collected from Iceland and Canada in
order to confirm the visual localization.

Observations from the satellites ERS1 and ERS2 are being planned.
These satellites observe the surface of the Earth using radar.

The flashes observed in conjunction with the meteorite were so
bright as to turn night into daylight at a distance of 100
kilometers and can be compared to the light af a nuclear
explosion in the atmosphere. However, we stress that there is no
reason to belive other than natural causes.

During the day, the position will be overflown by an ice
reconnaissance plane, from the Ice Central in Narsarsuaq on its
planned flight from Kap Farvel to Nuuk.

The event can in size probably be compared to the Kap York
meteorite, that in prehistoric time fell in Melville Bay,
Sassivik south of Thule.

Findings from the meteorite consist of a number of iron
meteorites totalling 50 tons.

One of these ironfragments can be seen in Copenhagen outside the
Geological Museum.

Collecting and studying material from this meteorite has great
scientific value. It is fortunate that the meteorite fell on
land, but a search on the ice cap is difficult and in winter
impeded by bad weather and darkness.

Since December 9th 30-100cm of snow has fallen in the area and
before summer smaller fragments will be covered by 3 meters of
snow. According to Danish law, findings of meteorite material
must be turned over to the authorities, in this case they will be
the property of the Greenland Home Rule.

These investigations are coordinated by Geophysical Dept. at the
Niels Bohr Institute, University of Copenhagen in cooperation
with:

Tycho Brahe Planetarium, Copenhagen.
Copenhagen Astronomical Society
National Survey and Cadastre, Denmark
NORSAR, Kjeller, Norway
Danish Center for Remote Sensing, Technical University of Denmark

The information may be qouted, if the source is indicated.
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New Bob Lazar and Area 51 Website

From: mrivaldi@earthlink.net, Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 02:32:43 +0200
Fwd Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 09:51:15 -0500
Subject: New Bob Lazar and Area 51 Website

Received via "alt.alien.visitors" December 18 at 00.52 local time (GMT
+ 1 hour):

*******

Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 15:29:56 +0000
From: Matt Rivaldi <mrivaldi@earthlink.net>
Subject: Bob Lazar and Area 51
Message-ID: <3497EFEC.16F@earthlink.net>

Tune into the only nonlinear biography of Robert Scott Lazar and SFour.
Featuring five years of graphics, movies, and interviews.

http://www.boblazar.com

The site will officially open Jan. 1st. So bookmark it early.
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Re: New Energy Researcher 'Dies'

From: Glenn Joyner <infohead@airmail.net>
Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 12:53:20 -0600
Fwd Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 09:54:50 -0500
Subject: Re: New Energy Researcher 'Dies'

Greetings EBK, List, and Terry:

>Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 11:26:17 -0800
>From: Terry Blanton <commengr@bellsouth.net>
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: New Energy Researcher Dies

[snip]

>And now I have learned that Dr. Paul W. Brown, inventor of the
>resonant nuclear generator (patent #4,835,433) was killed by an
>explosion in his lab last week.

>Overunity energy research is rapidly becoming a most hazardous
>profession.

I just got a note from one of our old buddies, Jerry Decker of
KeelyNet, concerning this.  Apparently, there is some question as
to the validity of this report of Dr. Brown's death.

Jerry has promised to let us know what he finds out further, but
you might be interested in seeing what he has already received on
this.

Here's an excerpt of some mail I got from Jerry this morning...

===============================================================

Hi Glen!

I made the mistake of trusting an email posted to KeelyNet...Dr.
Brown is apparently alive, won't be SURE until I talk to him
direct.  Details are posted at:

    http://www.keelynet.com/energy/pbrown.htm

===============================================================

The above, when perused, really has this old butthead wondering
what the heck is going on.  It appears that SOMEONE, on one side
of the issue or the other, is pulling some seriously morbid
shenanigans.

Hopefully we'll know something further soon.

Regards,

Glenn Joyner
Dallas, Texas

P.S.  You folks check out the newly-redesigned UFO-World.  We're
proud to have recently been selected as a featured site by UFO
Magazine's WebWatch columnist, Glen Boyd.  (See "Awards" at the
site.)

********************************************
** Visit : http://ufo-world.simplenet.com **
**  It's a SERIOUS look at UFO phenomena  **
********************************************
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Re: CORSO

From: Peregrine Mendoza <101653.2205@compuserve.com> [Peter Brookesmith]
Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 23:39:25 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 09:58:14 -0500
Subject: Re: CORSO

The Duke of Mendoza presents his compliments & best wishes to one
all for the approaching season of Mammonmas. The Duke is a trifle
preoccupied but had trouble controlling his left eyebrow at this:

>Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 08:38:22 +0000
>From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: CORSO

>My aim of any conference is to allow people to put their
>information across and then allow those in attendence to decide
>whether or not it's bullshit.

In that case the Duke would like to know why it is that his
personal Grace, along with such as Messrs Rimmer, Rogerson,
Roberts, French, Hutchinson, Irving, Ridpath & Madame Blackmore,
to mention a few in the UK, or Messrs Kottmeyer, Klass, Russo,
Shaeffer, Oberg, Van Utrecht, Stacy, Lagrange and many others of
like mind from over the sea never seem to get invites to appear
at your famously dispassionate and disinterested gatherings.

Nothing to do with the heathen infidel unbelievers being too
likely to upset the faithful, or even bad for the gate, I
suppose. Perish the thought.

Yours &c
Prophylactic D. Masticator
Marrowbone Vendor
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Increased Large Meteor Activity?

From: Bryan Butcher <being@concentric.net>
Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 23:10:53 +0000
Fwd Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 10:00:46 -0500
Subject: Increased Large Meteor Activity?

> Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 10:22:46 -0800
> From: Kenny Young <task@fuse.net>
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Meteorite suspected in fatal house fire

> Updated 5:01pm EST December 16, 1997

> Meteorite suspected in fatal house fire

> BOGOTA (Reuters) - A meteorite may have triggered a fire that
> killed four small children in central Colombia, local media
> reports said Tuesday.

Has anyone noticed an increase in large fireballs recently?  Has
anyone also noticed we are currently arriving to the point in
space where Comet Hale-Bopp was in late March?  If I remember
correctly, astronomers were laughing at the doomsayers who
predicted Hale-Bopp would collide with the Earth...and justly so!
 The Great Comet of 1997 passed on the opposite side of the
sun...but also crossed near the plane of the Earth.  I can't find
the webpage showing an animation of this...but I remember seeing
it when Hale-Bopp was heading toward us early in the year.  I
will attempt to locate it.  In March I told my wife to get ready
for December...when we passed through the tail of the comet.

It was the largest comet ever recorded....do we know the effects
of meteor activity on Earth after the passage of such an object?

cheers,
Bryan!
--
_________________
interests - - - -
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Dreamsenses: The Home of Being! - http://www.raccoon.com/~bryan
The Des Moines Astronomical Society - http://www.sciowa.org/~dmas
The Near Pathfinder Anomaly Analysis Group - http://www.mufor.org/ares
_________________
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 07:14:07 +0100 (MET)
Fwd Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 10:08:14 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 13:49:14 -0600 (CST)
>From: "George Fergus" <fergus@mail.ccrl.mot.com>
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>Regarding Corso's motives:

>True, we do not know exactly how much money Corso received as an
>advance for his book "The Day After Roswell", nor could he have
>known ahead of time how much he would currently be receiving in
>royalties.

>We do know, however, that Corso's original manuscript was
>entitled "I Walked with Giants: My Career in Military
>Intelligence". Senator Strom Thurmond claims that this is the
>book for which he originally wrote an introduction, and that it
>contained no conspicuous references to Roswell or UFO's.

>Why do you think Corso changed the entire thrust and title of his
>book, because he suddenly felt a burning desire to expose the
>truth about Roswell, or because his UFO buff co-author suggested
>that the new version would be more successful and make more
>money?

>-George Fergus

How do you know that the book under the original title would
have sold less well? How do you know that is was William J. Birnes
suggested the other story? And since when is William J. Birnes a UFO
buff?

And when are the negativists in this thread going to rise above
the usual level of Internet twaddle for a change and come up
with some proof that this book was a hoax?

In answer to your question, the former possibility is the most
likely of the two.

            __________________________________________
           /    Met vriendelijke groet/Best wishes    \
                      Henny van der Pluijm
                      hvdp@worldonline.nl

                       Technology Pages
                http://home.worldonline.nl/~hvdp
             \______________________________________/
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Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 01:22:14 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 10:09:52 -0500
Subject: Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

>Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 16:46:45 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

>>From: "Scott Carr" <Scott_Carr@MCKINSEY.COM>
>>To: updates@globalserve.net
>>Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 15:02:36 -0500
>>Subject: Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

>>>Father Chris Corbally, an English Jesuit who is the observatory's
>>>deputy director, said: "If civilisation were to be found on other
>>>planets and if it were feasible to communicate, then we would want to
>>>send missionaries to save them, just as we did in the past when new
>>>lands were discovered."

>>>Now that's a truly FRIGHTENING thought!!!!!!

>>Hmm. I hope that the ET's aren't missionaries here to "save" us...

>>-Scott

>Well, Scott,

>Turnabout IS fair play, isn't it!  They might just demolish the
>Vatican and all churches and "convert" us to Xyrogzianity just as
>the Catholic priests "converted" the native people in the new
>world.

>Bob

Sorry Bob, it's a lot more complex than that! In order for the
aliens to do it, "just as the Catholic priests" first they'd have
to kill most of us off with infectious diseases that our immune
systems are unprepared for, then they'd have to burn all our
books and any records of our civilization, then they could rob
us, rape us, enslave us and kill us!

But that's only if they want to do it the 'old fashioned way!' <G>

John Velez
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Re: 'Murderous Meteors'

From: Ed Stewart <egs@netcom.com>
Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 22:25:05 -0800
Fwd Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 10:15:42 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Murderous Meteors'

> Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 15:55:46 -0800
> From: Kenny Young <task@fuse.net>
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: MURDEROUS METEORS

> Of considerable interest to UFO researchers is the
> disproportionate numbers of 'meteor sightings' as of recent, with
> new episodes and events appearing across newsires almost weekly.

Disproportionate numbers? Based on what? I have been tracing and
cataloguing newsclips back to the Charles Fort era and even into
the 18th and 19th century from both the popular media as well as
the scientific media. I have over 100,000 newsclips at my
immediate disposal. As far as I know, there are no
"disproportionate numbers of 'meteor sightings'". What is your
source of data for that statement?

And if these events have been identified as meteor sightings they
would be IFOs and there the interest to UFO researchers would
rest. Where do you get the impression that IFOs would be of
considerable interest to UFO researchers?

> Of concern is the 'murderous meteor' episode from Bogota,
> Columbia, reported by Reuters News Agency on December 16, 1997.
> The article states that a meteorite may have triggered a fire
> that killed four small children.

May have triggered a fire? How does that make a meteor
"murderous" since the case is still being investigated? Sounds
like a lot of sensational hype to me.

[article snipped]

> One thing which caught my attention was the reference made by
> Capt. Carlos Augusto Rojas of the fire department in Pitalito,
> who stated that 'three fireballs' were in the sky when they
> arrived to fight the blaze.  This is most odd, and seems to
> indicate a rain of meteors over one localized community for an
> extended time frame (time from which the meteor hits house and
> starts fire until arrival of the fire department).  How likely
> are the odds of something like this happening within a small
> area?

The likelyhood is that meteor showers last entire nights and
cover at least hundreds if not thousands of square miles of
Earth. The Captain's testimony supports that. The meteors he saw
were in the distance. That would indicate that they were probably
hundreds of miles away and not over the village where the house
caught fire. There is nothing in the news article that indicates
the "meteor shower" was localized over one village and one
village alone.

> In researching my files on 'MURDEROUS METEORS,'  I found an
> extraordinary event happening in Teheran, Iran on August 15, 1951,
> in which a rain of meteorites killed twelve persons, injured
> nineteen and took a heavy toll of livestock near Shiraz, in
> southwestern Iran.  The event was reported by Iranian newspapers
> and The United Press.  Sixty-two houses were said to have been
> destroyed by the meteoric shower.
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Okay then, what is the actual source of your story? Wish to share
that with us? You have offered nothing that someone can readily
trace for its authenticity. Any reason why you fail to share the
actual source with us?

> An Alabama woman reportedly was bruised by an incoming space
> projectile in 1954.

Why does that make this incident a "murderous meteor" or filed
that way? Again, what is the source?

> In July of 1988, scientists at Battelle Memorial Institute in
> Columbus, Ohio investigated an incident in which a fist-sized hole
> was punched through the roof of a house under construction in
> Highland County, Ohio.

Why does that make this incident a "murderous meteor" or filed
that way? Again, what is the source?

> In 1992, a 28-pound chunk of extraterrestrial rock pierced through
> a car fender in Peekskill, N.Y.

Why does that make this incident a "murderous meteor" or filed
that way?  Again, what is the source?

> UFO Research
> http://home.fuse.net/task/

UFO Research? Really? It sounds more like IFOs hyped into some
sensationalistic tag to exploit the gullible. Let us know when
you start getting serious about your "research"?

Ed Stewart
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Ed Stewart egs@netcom.com | So Man, who here seems principal alone,
There is Something        | Perhaps acts second to some sphere unknown.
  Going On!       ,>'?'<, | Touches some wheel, or verges to some goal,
Salvador Freixedo ( O O ) | 'Tis but a part we see, and not a whole.
--------------ooOO-(_)-OOoo------- Alexander Pope, Essay on Man -------
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Alfred's Odd Ode #205

From: Alfred Lehmberg <Lehmberg@snowhill.com>
Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 06:37:48 -0600
Fwd Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 10:44:24 -0500
Subject: Alfred's Odd Ode #205

Apology to MW #205 (For December 18, 1997)

Where is the wisdom; what is the cost; where are you wrong, and
how are you lost? What is the problem, what's to be gained?
What's the prognosis; why then abstain? Why are you scared?
What's been foretold? Where is your courage? When are you bold?
What is the consequence? What's the big deal? Why must you
struggle to see what is real? How are you hoodwinked? What do you
give? Why all the guns, and why hide the shiv?

Why is John Ford put away in their keep? Why do you follow along
like mute sheep? Why are you shallow; why are you here? Will it
be later you're laughing through tears?

Lehmberg@snowhill.com

Sometimes you get a bit of E-mail that makes you feel you're
beating your head on a broken glass wall. Through my tears, I
laugh.

--
Explore the Alien View?

http://www.fortunecity.com/roswell/arecibo/46/

"I cleave the heavens, and soar to the infinite. What others see from
afar, I leave far behind me." - Giordano Bruno, while burning at the
fundamentalist's stake, and laughing through pain's tears.
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Hunt for that alien ashtray

From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 07:50:57 EST
Fwd Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 10:51:29 -0500
Subject: Hunt for that alien ashtray

Greetings to the list. I offer some personal thoughts to the
never-ending question of extraterrestrial visitors, past or
present...

(4304)  Thu 18 Dec 97  7:31
By: Jack Sargeant
To: All
Re: Hunt for the alien ashtray
St: Local
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Originally posted to Fido UFO [BBS] conference.

What would it take to convince skeptics that aliens are visiting
us? (Or have visited us in the past.)

The answer depends on the individual skeptic. Some skeptics are
so devoted to their anti-alien cause, as to be totally
unconvincing. Do I want to label these extremists?  ...No,
because the name would be as insulting as the occasional use of
the expression, "FTB" for "foaming true believer." ...A very
insulting name for a believer who is adamant in his belief that
aliens are either here, or have visited us in the past. There is
evidence of such visits that are viable, but this "evidence" does
not constitute proof, and is still nothing but curious
speculation.

An example of said evidence is to be found in the form of
drawings on cave walls which may or may not be authentic, and if
authentic, may not depict the suggested event. ...Such as the
famous drawing of an alien astronaut in his rocket ship. ...Or a
humanoid wearing what appears to be a space suit, complete with
bubble head-dress.

Some books have been debunked as being inaccurate to say the
least.

Other evidence is in the form of UFO reports that have not been
convincingly explained. There are thousands of these
unexplainable reports in the offering.

Of some small value is the constant public interest in the
subject, and the media exploitation in the form of sci-fi movies,
documentaries depicting the unanswerable questions combined with
even more questionable evidence.

The bottom line here is, the public seems to want to believe in
aliens very, very much. This, in my opinion is demonstrative of a
dissatisfied society, unhappy with the world situation, and
having little faith in their government. ...Something that has
always been there, and likely to never change. Do not confuse
temporary patriotism during war years with faith in one's
government. The difference is very noticeable. ...Especially from
a civilian standpoint of view.

So, as long as we have this type of population interest in
aliens, aliens who would bring to us cures for our diseases,
technology that would make life easier for everyone, and any
other benefits one could expect from a benevolent, advanced
technological race of "visitors."
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So, about that alien ashtray... Nothing convincing has been found
in the 50 years since Roswell, and no promise is in the offing.

Keep the faith, all ye believers, the gods are still out there...
...Somewhere.

Jack

Ask your sysop to pull in BAMA, where all the UFOs are going

---
 * Origin: -=Keep Watching the Skies=-  ufo1@juno.com (1:379/12)
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: natural.state@erols.com [Melanie Mecca]
Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 08:14:10 -0600
Fwd Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 10:56:43 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 02:47:16 -0700
> From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
> To: Updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> > From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
> > Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 02:10:55 EST
> > Fwd Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 10:12:33 -0500
> > Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> > From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
> > Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 17:35:33 -0700
> > Fwd Date: Sun, 14 Dec 1997 23:42:04 -0500
> > Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>If the man is having trouble differentiating
> months from years and remembering which continents he's been to
> then it poses a real serious problem for his credibility. I know
> that military records can quite often contain incorrect
> information (I think Kevin Randle presented good evidence for
> this awhile back) but if so these are big errors. So either his
> memory is failing him, his notes are wrong, he's been duped by
> his co-writer, or he's trying to dupe all of us. Gotta be one of
> those.

> Corso's cloud does have a silver lining however, I'd heard some
> folks associated with CAUS had been using Corso to pound on the
> Defense Department and try to initiate a grand jury
> investigation. The nice thing about this is it can be used as
> legal fuel against the cover-up because Corsos's claims
> (irrespective of his veracity) could conceivably assist in the
> release of certain documents. Peter Gersten and Larry Bryant have
> been working on this independantly I believe.

And, it's an ill wind that blows nobody good, right????? ;)>

Perhaps the career inaccuracies are really fond embellishments of
a cherished life's path - if it was important to you and you were
80, perhaps you'd exaggerate too (military whoppers can be the
same size as fishermen's tales, I hear).  If Corso is not telling
the whole truth about his military career, there may be different
reasons for that.

As for evidence, could he have been "discouraged" for offering up
any hard proof in the book, since the military did know about the
release of the book (classification check-in, it goes on for life
if your tickets were impressive)?  Also, if the two years was his
only stint with UFO artifacts, he probably doesn't know about
Ufology or other cases.  And that could be because he saw the
hard evidence & didn't feel any need to verify the visitors
existence beyond that - like a person who was totally
uninterested in UFOs, has a major sighting, then "believes" but
feels no need to pursue the subject.

BTW, I am not stating as my opinion that everything in the book
is gospel or that Corso is George Washington (cannot tell a lie),
simply taking my typical working perspective - "what if it's
true?"
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As for the coverup, here are a few interesting tidbits: a friend
of mine is married to a man who has worked 'black projects' for
six or seven years - always at Wright-Pat, etc. etc., lips always
sealed, but he did recently say to her "Starwars wasn't developed
for war on earth, it's intended for them (pointing at the sky)."
She was at a holiday party last week and met lots generals and
defense bigwigs from all over, all involved in these nameless
projects.  Being the intrepid individual she is, she asked every
one she could buttonhole (without her husband's knowledge) about
Roswell.  Most of them gave very stock answers indicating denial
or lack of knowledge.  However, when she asked the question of a
bigwig general, the head of the European Theatre, he said in all
seriousness "That's nothing to what's really going on!"

There must be some way to pry the lid off the government's closed
mouth (pry the steel plate off the government's metal head????)

Melanie
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Foreign Language UFO Articles Needed

From: "Anthony Chippendale" <ufos@chipp.clara.net>
Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 07:40:20 +0000
Fwd Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 10:58:48 -0500
Subject: Foreign Language UFO Articles Needed

Hi,

I'm looking for articles about UFOs that are written in French,
German, Italian and Spanish, for my web site, UFOs Online
(http://www.chipp.clara.net).

If you have any articles in any of the above languages then I'd
appreciate it if you could let me know where I can find them or
email them to: ufos@chipp.clara.net

Thanks,
Anthony Chippendale
*************************************
The Truth Is Out There...
Visit UFOs Online, at:
http://www.chipp.clara.net
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Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

From: Jim Deardorff <deardorj@ucs.orst.edu>
Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 08:01:38 -0800 (PST)
Fwd Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 10:59:57 -0500
Subject: Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

> From: werd@interlog.com [Drew Williamson]
> Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 19:29:13 -0500 (EST)
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

> >From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
> >To: updates@globalserve.net
> >Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 03:29:00 +0200
> >Subject: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

> >Published at the website of The Sunday Times on December 14. URL:

> >Pope builds telescope to find God

> What a sad story! A religious order that oversees hundreds of
> millions of people, the vast majority of which are destitute.
> Women who are told to bear children ad-infinitum; hungry children
> dressed in tatters, who have little or no opportunity to improve
> there lot in life. The legions of followers who have scraped and
> scrimped to give to the church only to have it squandered on
> something of absolutely no benefit to them! Wouldn't =A35m be
> better spent on food, clothing and shelter?

> The irony of this story is overwhelming given this religious
> order's oppression of Galileo's discoveries at the time!

Amen, brother, Amen!

  Jim
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Whereabouts of Phillip Robertson?

From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 08:59:30 -0800
Fwd Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 11:01:52 -0500
Subject: Whereabouts of Phillip Robertson?

Greetings List

Does anyone know the whereabout or address of Phillip Robertson
who formerly published "Independent Aerial Phenomena Reseach?"

Thanks.

--
Jan Aldrich
Project 1947
http://www.iufog.org/project1947/
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UFO Research and Mapping Tool

From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 14:19:47 -0700
Fwd Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 11:18:53 -0500
Subject: UFO Research and Mapping Tool

'lo listmembers,

To my knowledge, The most comprehensive and complete sightings
database ever recordered on computer has been created by a
software developer named Larry Hatch. It's a DOS program that
maps the world and lists a record of sightings by year. It's
catalog goes all the way back to Ezechial's sighting and contains
sporadic sightings throughout the centuries but starts becoming
dense around the 1700's. Actual recordings of waves don't really
begin until the 1900's. The software also allows the user to add
his own sighting data. Larry has put a lot of sleepless nights
into this project and his  support is ongoing.

The program is called the UFO Research and Mapping Tool
If interested information can be found at:

http://www.flash.net/~joerit/docs/udemo.htm

Jared.
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Re: Ros... uh... _that_ place in the desert

From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 11:15:12 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 17:00:00 -0500
Subject: Re: Ros... uh... _that_ place in the desert

>Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 07:35:33 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Ros... uh... _that_ place in the desert

>>Can you imagine if this passes and somebody writes yet and again
>>another Roswell book/article/video/paid lecture?
>
>>Example Roswell author/lecturer phone rings and the city attorney
>>demands x% of his **gross** lecture door fees or they are going
>>to file a lawsuit.

>
>I'm not worried.  Previous attempts to trademark names, and
>in one case a building, have conveyed only very limited
>trademark rights.
>
>Besides, if they are successful, I'll just trademark my
>last name and go after the oil company for infringement!!

Bob-

I think that Shell Oil has already copyrighted that name as a
trademark, but give it a shot . . . .<g>

On the other hand, I agree that efforts to copyright town or city
names have proven to be more trouble than it's worth.  I think
that Hollywood, CA looked into it and decided not to pursue it
because of the legal entanglements they could be drawn into.  Of
course, the Roswell City Countil may feel differently.

Steve
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 12:02:55 PST
Fwd Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 17:39:39 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 17:32:18 -0600 (CST)
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Dennis Stacy <dstacy@texas.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> >Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 08:45:48 -0500
> >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
> >Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> >Dennis,

> >Having written a number of books and counting many well-known
> >authors in my circle of friends, I should point out that the
> >numbers announced in press releases are usually grossly inflated.
> >Creative bookkeeping always seems to apply in these matters,
> >and I have yet to talk to an author who claims to have actually
> >received the stated advance amounts....

> Surely you're not suggesting that huge advances
> don't routinely get paid, that people (aka authors) don't
> regularly make big bucks off books and subsidiary rights, that
> mini-series and movie and paperback rights count for nought? You
> should check out Birnes's cv sometime, BTW. The man's a master.
> Trust me. The Day After Roswell did not go out the front door
> without big bucks coming in through the rear door or windows --
> or both.

> Dennis

> PS: We've got a few authors on this list. Maybe they would like
> to weigh in with whether or not they got paid their promised
> advance? How about it Mantle, Devereux, Clark and Maccabee, and
> anyone else willing to chime in?

> You don't need to mention dollar amounts, BTW, just whether or
> not your publisher paid what they promised -- in advance. Mine
> did, and I'm working on another one with the same proviso: If
> your advance check doesn't clear my bank, then you don't get the
> book.

Dennis,

I was just as puzzled as you by Bob's comments.
If authors were routinely being screwed out of their
advances, there would be a national outcry, and
probably even people who've never written books
would hear about it in media coverage.

I have written and published 11 books.  In each
case I received the advance specified in the contract,
and in some cases I got further royalty money beyond
the advance.

Like you, I can only wonder if Bob's friends have ever
heard of lawyers.
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Jerry Clark
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Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 11:14:11 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 16:29:51 -0500
Subject: Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

>Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 01:22:14 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

>Sorry Bob, it's a lot more complex than that! In order for the
>aliens to do it, "just as the Catholic priests" first they'd have
>to kill most of us off with infectious diseases that our immune
>systems are unprepared for, then they'd have to burn all our
>books and any records of our civilization, then they could rob
>us, rape us, enslave us and kill us!

>But that's only if they want to do it the 'old fashioned way!' <G>

>John Velez

No argument, John!!  I just left out the other stuff in case little
kids were reading <G>!!!!

Maybe converting us is EXACTLY what is going on.  They just do it
differently????

Bob
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Re: New Energy Researcher 'Dies'

From: Terry Blanton <commengr@bellsouth.net>
Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 12:41:08 -0800
Fwd Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 20:04:15 -0500
Subject: Re: New Energy Researcher 'Dies'

> Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 12:53:20 -0600
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> From: Glenn Joyner <infohead@airmail.net>
> Subject: Re: New Energy Researcher 'Dies'

> I just got a note from one of our old buddies, Jerry Decker of
> KeelyNet, concerning this.  Apparently, there is some question as
> to the validity of this report of Dr. Brown's death.

> Jerry has promised to let us know what he finds out further, but
> you might be interested in seeing what he has already received on
> this.

> Here's an excerpt of some mail I got from Jerry this morning...

> ===============================================================

> Hi Glen!

> I made the mistake of trusting an email posted to KeelyNet...Dr.
> Brown is apparently alive, won't be SURE until I talk to him
> direct.  Details are posted at:

>     http://www.keelynet.com/energy/pbrown.htm

> ===============================================================

Hi Glenn!

Yes, Jerry was my source for this information.  I received email
today indicating that Jerry has spoken with Dr. Brown (via phone
not a medium <g>) and apologized for the premature announcement
of his death.

Jerry also said that a similar hoax was perpetrated regarding the
alleged death of Tom Bearden recently.  Someone has a morbid
sense of humor.

BTW, the deaths of the other three researchers mentioned in my
original post *have* been confirmed by multiple sources.

Terry
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Re: UFO junk collector

From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 13:28:14 PST
Fwd Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 20:29:12 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO junk collector

Hi, everybody,

Recently someone on this list mentioned Jim Oberg and
implied that he was a responsible UFO critic whom some
ufologists were afraid to hear.  I was reminded of a piece I
wrote on Oberg for Fate, August 1982.  For those who may
be interested, the piece follows:

UFO Junk Collector
by Jerome Clark

Although James E. Oberg's UFOs and Outer Space Mysteries (The
Donning Company/Publishers, Norfolk, Va., 1981, 200 pages, $6.95,
paperback) bears the subtitle "A Sympathetic Skeptic's Report,"
that is precisely what the book is not.  In it Oberg shows
himself to be of the Philip J. Klass school, an unsympathetic
debunker. The one difference between Oberg and his mentor,
however, is that Klass understands that in the UFO controversy
the best evidence, not the worst, is at issue.

Oberg seems little more than a devoted -- and humorless -- junk
collector. He reads the National Enquirer and scrutinizes the
writings of obscure crackpots and hacks, magically transforming
ridiculous drivel into "UFO evidence" which he proceeds, with
predictable ease, to demolish.

Oberg, an active figure on the UFO scene, is well aware that wild
stories about extraterrestrial bases on the moon and Venusian
rapists play no part in the real case for the UFO but in his book
he elects not to acknowledge that fact.  He even professes to
believe such yarns pose a threat to human welfare. Young people
who foolishly fall for stories about ancient astronauts and a
hollow moon "can and will be intellectually scarred for life with
the bitter disillusionment that comes with learning that somebody
you trusted, or a book in which you thought you had glimpsed the
truth, was brazenly lying to you." Oberg does not speculate about
the number of people   who have been "intellectually scarred for
life" after learning that persons they trusted, for example their
parents, were "brazenly lying" about the existence of the Easter
Bunny.

But it gets worse. The space-age hoaxers are "all too reminiscent
of the bizarre irrational and antiscience cults which preceded
the fall of democratic Germany in the 1930s. Such irrationality
and nonrationality must not be tolerated, humored, or laughed
at." Those of us who reside in a world menaced by nuclear
weapons, totalitarian governments, racism, poverty, pollution,
and crime can only marvel at someone whose definition of a social
threat is a flying saucer hoax in a tabloid newspaper.

Is it possible Oberg is unaware that fantastic stories have
always circulated in all human societies? Folklorists collect,
catalog, and analyze such tales which, far from threatening the
fabric of civilization, may in fact serve a positive social
function.  They entertain people and give them a brief respite
from the burdens of the world. They are no more a threat to
science than pulp novels are a threat to literature.

If the crackpots and sensation-mongers pose a threat to serious
ufology, it is because debunkers like Oberg use them to persuade
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the ufologically illiterate -- such as the guileless souls who
will write the wildly uncritical reviews of this book in the mass
media and in the science journals -- that ufologists are
credulous fools possessed of a rabid need to believe and an
irrational hostility to the reasonable arguments of those
persons, Oberg among them, who euphemistically call themselves
"skeptics."

In reality a skeptic is someone who takes a conservative but
open-minded view of things, doubting but not dogmatically
denying....
A debunker, considerably more sure of himself, is able to assume
implicitly that those who hold views different from his most
likely do so because (as Oberg says of "UFO buffs") they are on
"ego trips" and dwell "in a world of fantasy."

Oberg's sole claim to the adjective "sympathetic" is that he is
willing to concede, if only in passing, "Some ufologists have
resolutely set off in the direction of scientific standards," and
at one point he is kind enough to call me "highly principled"
(thanks, Jim), but except for these rare and brief asides, the
personalities, issues, methods, and conclusions of serious UFO
research are as hard to come by as an honest man in a den of
thieves.

Far from being a "skeptic," Oberg takes a position that is
extreme even for a debunker.  He tells us early on, "The
accusation (and such it is) that our present understanding of the
universe cannot account for certain data must be established
without a shadow of a doubt." Can he actually be saying that it
is merely an "accusation" by irrationalists that science has not
accounted for every single phenomenon in the universe?
Presumably not, but clearly the (hardly radical) idea that
science may not know everything, even some important things,
makes him uncomfortable, and the effrontery of ufologists who
argue that science has not dealt responsibly with UFO data
infuriates him.

Oberg wants us to believe that ufologists are unhappy because
scientists "try to apply the same rigorous standards to UFO
reports that they have demanded of their own work over the
years." Precisely the opposite is true.  Ufologists have
complained not because scientists have applied "rigorous
standards" to UFO study but because they haven't.  Where UFOs are
concerned, scientists frequently have not acted like scientists.

Instead we have watched prominent astronomer Donald Menzel
manipulate data, twist facts, and ignore inconvenient details in
order to arrive at predetermined prosaic "solutions" to UFO
reports.  Ufologist Brad Sparks has shown how Menzel altered the
details of his own sighting so that he could "explain" it. Even
the UFOphobes of Project Blue Book were much amused at Menzel's
inability even to properly identify known IFOs.

No one argues that physicist Edward Condon approached the UFO
question with anything remotely resembling scientific
objectivity.  Nor have debunkers tried to persuade us that the
Carl Sagans and the Isaac Asimovs, their hostile anti-UFO stances
notwithstanding, have contributed anything of scientific interest
to the controversy,

Oberg goes on, "Ufologists posturing as aggrieved victims .. see
skeptics [sic] as `prosecutors' who, by being required to
disprove UFO data, must establish the sufficiency of today's
science in the face of UFO reports."  In fact ufologists'
principal objection to the debunkers has nothing to do with the
"sufficiency of today's science."  It has to do with the
insufficiency of the debunkers' arguments, many of which are
dishonest and incompetent and whose shortcomings have been richly
documented documented in the serious literature....

A "key element of a true scientific theory," Oberg writes, "is
its ability to be disproved or its 'falsifiability'....
Innumerable speculations have been voiced, published, and argued
over [by ufologists].  None ... have ever deserved the name
'theory' since none of them has ever been formulated so as to be
disprovable."

Oberg first used this argument in his famous paper "The Failure
of the 'Science' of Ufology" which won the Cutty Sark Prize and
which was published in New Scientist.  It was easily refuted by
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Ron Westrum, a sociologist of science well versed in UFO matters.
 Westrum wrote in Frontiers of Science (November/December 1980),
"To demonstrate the falsity of his contention one has only to
open The UFO Handbook (1979), written by Allan Hendry of the
Center for UFO Studies. Here one finds careful critical
examinations of data,  hypotheses tested -- sometimes verified
and sometimes proven wrong -- and theories scrutinized.  Can it
be that Mr. Oberg knows so little about ufology that he has never
heard of such eminently falsifiable hypotheses as 'orthoteny',
the 'Wednesday phenomenon', the 'law of the times', or the
'inverse population density' hypothesis?"

Oberg presumably read Westrum's remarks, but he does not address
them in his book. Oberg never responds to his critics, as a
matter of fact, although he continually accuses ufologists of
ignoring their critics. Chapter Six, on "The Sirius Mystery," is
a word-for-word reprint of an article Oberg wrote in the November
1978 issue of Fate.  The unsuspecting reader is nowhere informed
that Robert Temple, who proposed the hypothesis Oberg is
criticizing, published a detailed refutation which cast serious
doubt on several of Oberg's key arguments ("In Defense of the
Sirius Mystery," October 1980 Fate).

In his one small effort to address serious evidence Oberg lists
precisely six cases in one-paragraph summaries.  In most
instances he merely echoes Klass' purported solutions, ignoring
as usual the detailed refutations in the literature.
When he mentions the famous 1976 Iranian case, he claims
ufologists consider it significant and evidential only because
"it never could be investigated properly, and hence is immune
from being solved."  Naturally he does not document the
accusation and neglects to tell us (1) even the United States
government found the episode puzzling and (2) the case for UFOs,
as Oberg is well aware, consists primarily of cases that can be
and have been investigated properly and that so far have resisted
solution.

"I do not want to dwell on the regrettable fact that the UFO
field has attracted more than its share of cranks and cultists,"
Oberg writes in what is surely the most hilariously hypocritical
sentence in the entire book, "since this should not be a
criterion for judging the authenticity of ufology itself." Of
course Oberg "dwells on" the subject most of the book and employs
it as  his principal "criterion" for judging ufology. He goes on,
"Other fields ... attract cranks and cultists, too, but I must
say that most of them seem to police themselves somewhat more
efficiently."

That's an interesting observation.  Unlike other of Oberg's
assertions this one is open to empirical examination.

First, however, it might be instructive to consider the
experience of a friend of mine, Don Schmitt, who sometime ago
asked Oberg and his debunker-colleagues Philip Klass and Robert
Sheaffer if they could supply him with instances of internal
criticism in the anti-UFO literature -- i.e., writings in which
debunkers criticized weaknesses in other debunkers' work.  In
their replies the three, expressing varying degrees of confusion
about the question (apparently the idea that they might subject
their own work to skeptical scrutiny had never occurred to them),
were unable to cite any significant amount of internal criticism
although they assured Schmitt that such criticism is virtually
nonexistent in the pro-UFO literature.  In any case, the
debunkers said, they were much too busy battling the irrational
hordes to concern themselves with such matters.

By way of contrast, proponents, whatever their shortcomings, have
produced a not inconsiderable body of internal criticism.  In
fact, the best UFO debunking consistently has been done by UFO
proponents.... The UFO journals often feature critical articles
and reviews.  The single most devastating critique of the UFO
evidence and of the way ufologists have approached it, Hendry's
The UFO Handbook, was written by a close association of J. Allen
Hynek.

Although debunkers predicted ufologists would shun Handbook,
instead ufologists praised it effusively, showing that they are
receptive to even the harshest criticism -- so long as it is
reasonable criticism.  One can argue (as I have) that there ought
to be more internal criticism, but the fact remains that such
criticism does exist among ufologists -- and does not exist among
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debunkers.

Over the years Oberg has made much of the acceptance by some
ufologists of "astronaut sightings" which Oberg subsequently
determined to be bogus.  This is a valid criticism although these
reports hardly loomed as large in the serious case for UFOs as
Oberg would have the unsuspecting think. Nor does Oberg (at least
in his book) let us know that serious ufologists have not only
accepted his negative conclusions but praised his investigative
work.  Instead he cites the usual cranks and hacks who continue
to publicize the stories as if such marginal personalities were
expressing views widely held in mainstream ufology.

A telling example of Oberg's determination to make UFO proponents
look stupid at any cost is in his treatment of an article
published in Fate's November 1980 issue.  In "Anatomy of a UFO
Hoax" Karl T. Pflock recounted a wild contactee story concocted
by a budding young science-fiction writer, Tom Monteleone, who
succeeded in fooling a prominent UFO writer and several other
saucer enthusiasts.  In his conclusion Pflock explicitly stated
that he had written the expose to warn UFO buffs "to read
accounts of purported strange encounters with a large saltshaker
at hand."

But Oberg has Pflock saying quite something else. He takes one
statement out of context -- an utterly noncontroversial passing
observation that it's not a good idea to perpetrate hoaxes -- and
cites it as evidence that Pflock is blaming Monteleone "for all
the confusion.... This ironic complaint appeared to absolve the
over-gullible investigators of any responsibility for careless
and credulous acceptance of Monteleone's fabrications. Fate
magazine seemed to be saying that it wasn't their fault that they
were hoaxed."

Pflock calls this "an incredible distortion of my views.... It
should be obvious to anyone who read [it] ... that my article was
devoted to demonstrating just how uncritical and credulous the
'investigators' involved in Tom's case were....  I do not 'blame'
Tom for all the confusion."

UFOs and Outer Space Mysteries is so densely packed with dubious
allegations and questionable conclusions that it would take a
review twice the length of this one to address them even briefly.
But let's end with two representative examples:

"We've learned," Oberg says, "that old cases are not particularly
useful as sources of investigation. After 20 or 30 years people's
memories are not what they were. Even a few days passing can
hopelessly scramble crucial data in human memory banks. The
things people remember are no longer accurate."

But that's only if people are remembering things that have pro-
UFO implications.  If they're remembering negative data, then
their memories are clear and accurate literally decades after the
event in question.  So Oberg has no trouble endorsing my expose
... of the famous UFO "calfnapping" of 1897 -- based solely on
testimony recorded 46 and 79 years after the fact!

Remember Oberg's complaint about unfalsifiable UFO hypotheses?
Then consider his remarks on close-encounter claimants: "The
witnesses seem to be sincere and deeply moved by their accounts,
yet time and again psychologists have pointed out that such
behavior is entirely consistent -- indeed, often a characteristic
-- with fantasy and 'tall-tale-telling'." Of course psychologists
(not to mention UFO debunkers) have also pointed out that the
behavior of claimants who appear to be insincere and unmoved by
their accounts is entirely consistent with, even characteristic
of, fantasy and "tall-tale-telling."

So the hypothesis that witnesses are lying is confirmed (1) when
they act as if they believe what they are saying and (2) when
they act as if they don't believe what they are saying.
Debunkers, it appears, are permitted the luxury of making
unfalsifiable hypotheses.

Throughout the book, as in all the UFO-debunking literature to
date, UFO proponents are held to one standard, their critics to
another. A pro-UFO book as egregiously awful as this anti-UFO
book would be dismissed as a waste of money, time, and paper.
But UFOs and Outer Space Mysteries serves one useful purpose: it
shows us the lengths to which an emotional partisan will go when
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mere facts and mere logic are not sufficient to support the
argument.  Both believers and disbelievers should take heed.
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: "George Fergus" <fergus@mail.ccrl.mot.com>
Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 13:17:26 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 21:15:59 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 07:14:07 +0100 (MET)
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> >Why do you think Corso changed the entire thrust and title of his
> >book, because he suddenly felt a burning desire to expose the
> >truth about Roswell, or because his UFO buff co-author suggested
> >that the new version would be more successful and make more
> >money?

> How do you know that the book under the original title would
> have sold less well?

I don't know.  The fact is that the change was made, and I'm
asking folks to make their own judgment on why it was done.

> How do you know that is was William J. Birnes suggested the other
> story?

Birnes states that he was originally put in touch with Corso in
regard to a movie that was being developed regarding Corso's
experiences in Army Intelligence during World War II and the
Korean War, but that after developing a book outline for this,
they talked about what other kinds of books they might do.  For
some reason the book outline as originally conceived was then
abandoned.  Of course, it could be that Birnes had absolutely
nothing to do with this.

> And since when is William J. Birnes a UFO buff?

Birnes from his interview with CNI News, June 16, 1997, on his
familiarity with the subject of UFO's before working with Corso:

"I was a UFO literary and movie 'fan' with a cursory background
into the research. I'd read Kevin Randle and Stan Friedman, saw
all the relevant documentaries, knew the lore of Roswell and
spoken with people in Roswell who had claimed to have knowledge
of the 1947 incident."

> And when are the negativists in this thread going to rise above
> the usual level of Internet twaddle for a change and come up
> with some proof that this book was a hoax?

Since Corso claims that nothing was ever written down, there is
no way to disprove anything that he says.  He does not remember
the names of any of the people or the projects at the various
companies to whom he claims to have given UFO artifacts, so none
of those companies' records can be checked to verify that those
people or projects were there at the time.  He does not provide
any insider information on any of these projects, but only what
one would find in any good encyclopedia.

Mistakes in dates and names can be attributed simply to errors
by Birnes attempting to fill in the gaps in the info he got from
Corso.

I don't see any way to either prove or disprove Corso.  Do you?

-George Fergus
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Re: OVNI Brazil: Brasilia's LETTER - From the I

From: pandersen@idcresearch.com [Per Andersen]
Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 19:18:38 +0100
Fwd Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 21:30:56 -0500
Subject: Re: OVNI Brazil: Brasilia's LETTER - From the I

The letter with a statement from the 1st World UFO Forum in
Brasilia, Brazil, names a number of ufologists from the whole
world supporting the statement.

My name, Per Andersen, appears as a signing person.

While I did attend and made a presentation at the UFO Forum, I
DID NEVER SIGN THE LETTER NOR WAS I EVER PRESENTED WITH ITS
CONTENTS. If I would have been asked, I would NOT sign the
letter.

The only conclusion can be, that nobody can take the list of
signing person serious
and thus the whole statement fails.

I AM SHOCKED TO EXPERIENCE SUCH FRAUD WITHIN THE UFO COMMUNITY
WITH MANY PERSONAL FRIENDS.

Per Andersen
Chairman
Scandinavian UFO Information, Denmark
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Thoughts on making money in the UFO field [was:

From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates]
Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 19:12:58 EST
Fwd Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 00:03:34 -0500
Subject: Thoughts on making money in the UFO field [was:

>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  From: "Serge Salvaille" <sergesa@connectmmic.net>
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: CORSO
>  Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 09:25:40 +0500

>  >Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 08:38:22 +0000
>  >From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
>  >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: CORSO

>  Dear Philip,

>  Just a couple of questions arising from your reply to Rebecca...

>  1. [...]

>  >If you think people are involved in conference organising to make
>  >money then think again. I dare say a few might be but I do not
>  >count myself as one of them.

>  The fact that one makes no money with a book on ufology has
>  already been discussed on the list.  Now, I learn one makes no
>  money with conferences. How does one earn a living in ufology ?
>  Please understand  "earning a living" and "making money" are the
>  same.

Just a quick thought.  Heard this tale for years how absolutly
nobody makes "any money" with UFO books/magazine
articles/lecturers etc etc. If this is all true, how does Stan
Friedman (not picking on him, but using him as an example) who
has stated that he quit his full time nuclear  job in 1973 or 4
to lecture and write about Cosmic Watergate UFOs travel to his
lecturers, make his house, car, insurance, utilities payments,
and so on.   Most likely he makes money, but like all of us,
after his expenses are plugged in, actual cash in the bank is
quite a bit less.

The bottom line truth is YES PEOPLE DO MAKE MONEY IN THE UFO
FIELD AND THEIR IS NOTHING WRONG WITH THAT.

Speaking of nuclear I know for a fact that they are advertising
for a full time Nuclear engineer in Idaho for $3,750.00 per month
-- which is considered peanuts by those working in Calif and the
bigger areas states.

Cheers,
Robert
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Research Projects in Italy

From: Edoardo Russo <edoardo.russo@torino.ALPcom.it>
Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 15:14:56 +0100
Fwd Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 23:59:10 -0500
Subject: Research Projects in Italy

Here follows a list of Research and Cataloguing  Projects presently
operated by officers of CISU (Centro Italiano Studi Ufologici), in
order to let colleagues all around the world to know exactly who is
doing what. For each one the coordinator's name, address, phone and
(where applicable) e-mail are indicated.

The list was prepared by Renzo Cabassi (CISU National Research
Coordinator) and  Edoardo Russo for the recently held 12th National
UFO Congress ("Ufology as a Research Activity - Projects of Study and
of Catalogue within CISU"), which took place in Bologna on November
22, 1997.

* AIRCAT (cataloguing of all Italian pilot sightings, plus an
international list for comparison purposes): MARCO ORLANDI,
VIA DEGLI ORTOLANI 12/2, 40139 BOLOGNA, tel. 051-6240256, e-mail
<ORLANDI@astbo3.bo.astro.it>

* PROJECT DELTA (catalogue and file of Italian reports of
polygonal shaped UFOs): ROBERTO RAFFAELLI, VIA BRASCHI 27,
47023 CESENA (FO), tel. 0547 25756

* PRE-UFO (catalogue and file of Italian unusual aerial
phenomena predating 1900): UMBERTO CORDIER, CASELLA POSTALE
269, 17100 SAVONA, e-mail: umberto.cordier@usa.net

* PHOTOCAT (catalogue and file of Italian photographic cases):
MAURIZIO VERGA, VIA MATTEOTTI 85, 22072 CERMENATE (CO), tel.
031-771600, e-mail <mauverga@wolf.it>

* FILMCAT (catalogue of Italian reports of filmed UFOs):
GIOVANNI ASCIONE, VIA CASERTA - PAL.PINI SC. A, 81020 SAN
NICOLA LA STRADA (CE), tel. 0823-451472

* ITACAT (catalogue and file of Italian UFO landing and close
encounter reports):  MAURIZIO VERGA, VIA MATTEOTTI 85, 22072
CERMENATE (CO), tel. 031-771600, e-mail <mauverga@wolf.it>

* USOCAT (catalogue and file of Italian reports of unidentified
submerged objects or water-related UFOs):  : MARCO BIANCHINI,
VIA C. ANGIOLIERI 9, 53100 SIENA, tel. 0577-46480

* UFO-EM (catalogue and file of Italian reports of effects from
UFOs):   STEFANO INNOCENTI, VIA COSTANZO CLORO 57, 00145 ROMA,
tel. 06-5127566, e-mail:  <s.innocenti@agora.stm.it>

* PROJECT ANGEL HAIR (catalogue and file of Italian reports of
angel hair, plus an international  cases file and copy of all
pertinent literature for comparison purposes): MASSIMILIANO
GRANDI, VIA F. LIPPI 55, 52100 AREZZO, tel. 0575 352591, e-mail
<massimiliano.grandi@usa.net>

* TRACAT (catalogue and file of Italiani ground traces reports):
MAURIZIO VERGA, VIA MATTEOTTI 85, 22072 CERMENATE (CO), tel.
031-771600, e-mail <mauverga@wolf.it>

* PROJECT ITALIA 3 (investigation, filing and cataloguing of all
Italian CE-III reports): PAOLO FIORINO, VIA BURIASCO 5, 10134
TORINO, tel. 011-3978684

* CRASH-CAT (catalogue of Italian reports of objects seen falling
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to earth from the sky): GIUSEPPE STILO, VIA ANTONIO CANOVA 264,
50142 FIRENZE, tel. 055-785709, e-mail <giuseppe.stilo@usa.net>

* PROJECT OVNI/FA (catalogue of the Italian reports with
military witnesses of a military involvement): PAOLO FIORINO,
VIA BURIASCO 5, 10134 TORINO, tel. 011-3978684

* PROJECT 1978 (review and analysis of the great Italian UFO
wave of 1978): RENZO CABASSI, CASELLA POSTALE 190, 40100
BOLOGNA, tel. 051-239088, e-mail <cabassi@mail.asianet.it>

* UFOs IN SPACE (catalogue of all reported sightings by
astronauts or in space): MARCO ORLANDI, VIA DEGLI ORTOLANI 12/2,
40139 BOLOGNA, tel. 051-6240256, e-mail
<ORLANDI@astbo3.bo.astro.it>

* OPERATION ORIGINS (library research for all UFO news items in
the period 1946-1954): GIUSEPPE STILO, VIA ANTONIO CANOVA 264,
50142 FIRENZE, tel. 055-785709, e-mail <giuseppe.stilo@usa.net>

* ITALIAN UFO BIBLIOGRAPHY (catalogue of all Italian books
mentioning - even marginally - UFOs): MARCELLO PUPILLI, VIA
SOLFERINO 5, 60015 FALCONARA MARITTIMA, tel. 071-913751,
  <p.pupilli@fastnet.it>

* SCIENCE.CAT (international catalogue of articles on UFOs
in the scientific journals): PAOLO TOSELLI, VIA MONDOVI' 4,
15100 ALESSANDRIA, tel. 0131-443856, e-mail
<ptoselli@mbox.vol.it>

* UFO & CINEMA (catalogue of Italian movies with a UFO content:
FABRIZIO DIVIDI, CORSO ORBASSANO 249, 10137 TORINO, tel.
011-353364, e-mail <fabriziodividi@usa.net>

* UFO & MUSIC (international catalogue of UFO contents in
pop music): RICCARDO DE FLORA, VIA VICARELLI 4, 10137 TORINO,
tel. 011-3094517

* UFO & ADVERTISING (international catalogue of UFO images/words
in commercial advertising): PAOLO TOSELLI, VIA MONDOVI' 4, 15100
ALESSANDRIA, tel. 0131-443856, e-mail <ptoselli@mbox.vol.it>

* FORTCAT (Italian catalogue and file of Fortean events, places,
phenomena, people): UMBERTO CORDIER, CASELLA POSTALE 269, 17100
SAVONA, e-mail: umberto.cordier@usa.net

* REGIONAL FILES (filing and cataloguing of all UFO/IFO reports
on a regional basis) - National Coordinator: EDOARDO RUSSO,
CORSO VITTORIO EMANUELE 108, 10121 TORINO, tel. 011-538125,
e-mail <edoardo.russo@torino.alpcom.it> (+ 20 Regional and
Provincial Directors)

Most of the above coordinators are interested in sharing their
own experience, data and difficulties with foreign colleagues
working on the same areas.

Best regards

Edoardo Russo                             Centro Italiano Studi Ufologici
CISU, Casella postale 82, 10100 Torino - tel 011-3290279 - fax 011-545033
http://www.arpnet.it/~ufo          e-mail: edoardo.russo@torino.alpcom.it
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Re: ACC's Transcapacitor Press Release

From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates]
Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 21:01:33 EST
Fwd Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 09:24:51 -0500
Subject: Re: ACC's Transcapacitor Press Release

>  Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 01:02:13 +0100 (MET)
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: ACC's Transcapacitor Press Release
 
>  >From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates]
>  >Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 19:30:32 EST
>  >To: updates@GLOBALSERVE.NET
>  >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: ACC's Transcapacitor Press Release

<snip for brevity>

>  >For example last year at this time we were being barraged with
>  >Yellowbook/Christ is an ET/10,000 year history of ET dealings
>  >with earth/and last but not least mass landings in the desert SW
>  >on April 24th 1997.  All of this posted on the web from "unamed"
>  >but never-wrong-trust-with-my-life-high-level-top-drawer
>  >intelligence community sources. 
 
>  Corso, Shulman et al. are not exactly unnamed sources, have
>  phones, etcetera. When you use that phone you may find out that
>  they have a place where they live and you can visit them and ask
>  for every kind of documentation you like.

Carso can't back up his claims with any documented evidence,
other then his memory.  As I recall he claimed he was head of the
Army FTD for 2 years, then when his service record comes out we
find out he was only in charge for a period of weeks, and gone
part of it.

<snip>

>  >Naturally because all these rumors/and gossip was posted on the Web
>  >from unamed sources we should instantly treat them as gospel fact.
 
>  But Corso/ACC is a different story.

As for Shulman et al lets see where they claim to have gotten
information from.  Just look at some quotes from the ACC web
site:

"This is a story which, if true, could ultimately change.."

"It's the Public's right to decide if it is, in whole or in part,
or if theparty who related it to us, was portraying a fiction."=A0

"So, according to the story leaked by a reliable source to
UFO-logy circles:"

"UPDATE NOTE: It has been suggested that, after he left office,
the US.."

"It has allegedly been reported that it took a year or more for
Bell Labs to then figure out how to commercially produce the
miracle devices."

"We haven't read the book, but we have been told it pretty much
appears to coincide with the above ACC story, which was related
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to us by a Defense Communications Consultant who had access to
the people at Bell Labs who he said were involved with the
alleged "alien artifacts".

"Since the time that Col. Corso was identified to American, new
information, unconfirmed, has surfaced and been presented to us.
Two people who wrote to us, claimed their fathers worked for Bell
Labs, have identified to us, by unconfirmable email reports, ..."

So the bottom line is its rumors/gossip and otherwise being
posted on the ACC web site.  THEY DON'T EVEN CLAIM IT TO BE
FACTUAL.

>  >Ash you hit it right when you started with "IF.." 
>  >W hat in fact will happen is the tales and stories will continue
>  >from the ACC site BUT NO PROOF WILL BE FORTHCOMING.
  
>  That is because people like Corso and Shulman are hardly aware of
>  the existence of lists such as these, while its participants seem
>  to think it is the center of the world.
 
>  At least real investigators like Ed Wang and Bob Wolf have
>  contacted ACC and satisfied themselves that the ACC case is
>  genuine.

Personally I was always under the impression that Ed Wang was
a promoter of the ACC tales and stories.

I can "call" three different people and they will assure me that
they have satisfied themselves about the actual location of the
Roswell crash site...not the debris field.  Naturally I would get
three different answers with 39 reasons why the others were all
wrong, misinformed etc.

I would urge caution when others "assure" you.

<snip> 

>  And what exactly do they gain by saying that their transcapacitor
>  is of alien origin? Especially since only the UFO community is
>  aware of that?

Free publicity not to mention the press release that went out to
4000 news organizations.  So now if you believe their claims
4000 news organizations are aware of their claims plus the UFO
community.

>And especially since UFO folks as potential buyers
>of ACC stuff are consumers while ACC is a company that has hardly
>anything to do with the consumer market? And how exactly do they

When I go to the ACC web site and see:

ACC's "WINTER OF '97"=AE PC SALE! Prices start at: $299!! K6 /
Pent-IIs: $599 ACC's NET-SERVERS FOR THE WAY WE WORK=AE! starting
at: $1499 SPECIAL LOW-PRICE PC: ACC's EAGLE BEATS DELL, IBM...!!
THE RIGHT STUFF: ACC's NEW LAPTOP is HALF the COST of IBMs
770...!!

I somehow fail to see your point about how "ACC is a company that
has hardly anthing to do with the consumer market."

>  compensate for the management time that ACC spends on this case?
  How much time is actually being spent on this case?  From what I read
on the ACC site they get much of their information on Roswell via e-mail
and nobody has actually seen copies of the princeton evidence list.

> 
>  Personally I have worked in the information technology sector for
>  three years, have two academic degrees, one in business (MBA) and
>  one in management psychology. Futhermore, I have been a
>  information technology journalists for the last five years and
>  have since been under constant bombardment of PR crap coming from
>  information tech companies. With this background I can
>  conveniently that what ACC is doing is NOT a sales pitch.
  I to have been in the journalism field for the last 15 years and have
seen all manner of PR stunts, ploys, and scams to attract attention
to companies and their products.
  It appears that you happen to *believe* based on the assurances of
Wang et al the ACC/Roswell story without having seen any of the *actual*
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evidence.
   This was my point all along.  The UFO field is full of people who tell
tales and stories, offer no evidence, and the gulliable people lap it up ala
Yellowbook, Shargel,  because it fits what they want to believe.

> 
>  >>  what, publicity? is this logical?  Is it necessary to get
>  >>  involved in legal battles with the Air Force to promote sales?
> 
>  >Can anybody cite a legal case number so that the actual case file
>  >could be looked up.  As far as I know all we have is ACC's word
>  >that they are in a case with the AF, and ACC's word that it
>  >involves Roswell.
> 
>  You don't just have ACC's word, you also have Wang's word. And
>  you also have the word of a couple of guys of FUFOR and Jared
>  Anderson that the meeting with the USAF and DOD actually took
>  place. Nonetheless, if such a document would be attainable, this
>  would be progress.

Did any of these individuals **actually** go to the meeting, or
are they just "believing" the ACC story based upon their web site
posting or because "Ed Wang or Bob Wolf said...."?

On their web site concerning this meeting they present an
impressive list of "evidence" that was going to be presented.
Has anybody actually seen it?

Like I said before does anybody actually have the case number of
the lawsuit so that it could be independently verified?

Everything I have seen is "Well, Ed Wang said, based upon an
e-mail with Schulman... blah blah blah.

Or Schulman said on the blah blah radio show.  Remember the poor
amateur astronomer who claimed to have a photo of the companion
object following Hale Bopp blah blah.

He didn't check it out or verify it with anybody else, turned out
untrue, but it didn't stop him from blathering it all over the
radio. 

<snip>
 
>  >Many in the UFO community are still waiting and seeing for:
 
>  >MJ-12, alien autopsy (you know Scamtilli still hasn't provided the
>  >film clip to verify the films age inspite of repeated promised to
>  >everyone) and the big ET reality announcement that was going to
>  >happen in 1974, then 1977 after Spielburg's move was released,
>  >then in 1982 after ET, then in 1988, then last year after the Mars
>  >life announcement  .. and I have skipped a wholebunch in between.
 
>  Oh, please, stop this crap!

Agreed the crap should stop.  We should ask that ACC present
copies of the documented evidence.

Still reminds me of Scamtilli.  When asked to provide 1 (ONE)
only frame from the film of the century to give to Kodak to
examine, he tells people its either forth coming, or double talks
them and still hasn't provided anything.

 
>  One more thing. If I were Jack Shulman I would by now have
>  progressed to the point where I would patent all the technology I
>  could get from these 50 year old documents, sell it to the
>  highest bidder and I wouldn't give a damn about offering proof to
>  the UFO community.

PROOF that ACC is even patenting ANYTHING.  I am sure that if a
person checked with the patent office and found that ACC/Schulman
has filed nothing, then Ed Wang would be telling us stories how
the process is going to take 20 years or some drop dead date long
into the future, and we won't see any documentation until 2017
blah blah or a similar minded story.

My prediction is 6 months from now we will still be hearing
pronouncements for Schulman, Ed "the conduit" Wang but nobody
will present copies of any kind of evidence.
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Cheers,
Robert
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Re: CORSO

From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates]
Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 21:05:36 EST
Fwd Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 09:24:40 -0500
Subject: Re: CORSO

>  Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 01:02:11 +0100 (MET)
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: CORSO

>  >From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
>  >Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 03:09:25 EST
>  >To: updates@globalserve.net
>  >Subject: Re: CORSO

>  >>From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
>  >>Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 08:38:22 +0000
>  >>Fwd Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 01:11:41 -0500
>  >>Subject: Re: CORSO

>  ><snip>

>  <snippy>

>  >This man doesn't even know WHEN Roswell happened. He's not even
>  >sure how many fingers the aliens had. He didn't even realize that
>  >he was involved with the project of millennium until at least 40
>  >years after the fact -- when he started looking through his
>  >diaries and papers! Oh yes, Corso has a right to have his say --
>  >but is it for us to give him a forum to promote his claims when
>  >he offers not one shred of evidence? I don't think so. Practice
>  >Responsible Ufology.

>  Practise responsible Ufology and for instance organize
>  conferences where people, including long time ufologists such as
>  Mantle, can ask Corso for as much evidence as they like.

So when Mantle asks "Carso" for evidence what does Carso say.

"Well Phil, lets look in the crate of declassified documents that
I brought with me to the conference."   Nah, that will never
happen.

We will hear Mantle gush about what a nice guy Carso was, how the
story sounded totally believable etc etc.  Why his memory is as
sharp as a 20 year olds blah blah.

Cheers,
Robert
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Jim Griebel <71541.2124@compuserve.com>
Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 20:34:31 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 09:27:06 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 02:47:16 -0700
>From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
>To: Updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

<snip>

>One thing that really galls me is that I heard that Corso's book
>was being sold directly out of the Pentagon book store and the
>Wright Patterson AFB book store...is this an endorsement?

I used to buy UFO books regularly at "military" bookstores, if
the base actually had one and not just a book rack in the PX.
(Now that I come to think of it the only places I can remember
that had actual bookstores were a couple overseas and the Naval
Postgraduate School in Monterey.) They stocked pretty much what
the equivalent civvie bookstores did. Why not? Military consumers
tend to buy pretty much what civilian consumers do, apart from
specialized items like _The Overseas Weekly_, a newspaper rather
critical of the military in general but which was sold at all the
installations I was stationed at.

Enterprises like this on military bases are often run by
civilian concessionnaires, who sell what sells -- if the signs
were that Corso's book was going to sell well they'd stock it,
along with _Playboy_, Tom Clancy's latest, and _The Royals_.
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Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

From: Whitewolf <witewolf@neptune.on.ca> [Paul Whitewolf]
Date: Thu, 18 Dec 97 22:34:09 -0000
Fwd Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 09:30:12 -0500
Subject: Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

>Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 11:14:11 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

>>Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 01:22:14 -0500
>>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>>From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
>>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

<snip>

> then they'd have to burn all our
>>books and any records of our civilization, then they could rob
>>us, rape us, enslave us and kill us!

>>But that's only if they want to do it the 'old fashioned way!' <G>

>>John Velez

>No argument, John!!  I just left out the other stuff in case little
>kids were reading <G>!!!!

>Maybe converting us is EXACTLY what is going on.  They just do it
>differently????

>Bob

Bob, you never cease to amaze me. You consistently make the most
insightful observations...

Regards,
Paul.

"If you can't laugh at yourself, you might be missing the joke of the
century."

...Dame Edna, 1997.
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Re: 'Murderous Meteors'

From: Bryan Butcher <being@concentric.net>
Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 21:56:25 +0000
Fwd Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 09:35:10 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Murderous Meteors'

> Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 22:25:05 -0800
> From: Ed Stewart <egs@netcom.com>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: 'Murderous Meteors'

> > Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 15:55:46 -0800
> > From: Kenny Young <task@fuse.net>
> > To: updates@globalserve.net
> > Subject: MURDEROUS METEORS

> > Of considerable interest to UFO researchers is the
> > disproportionate numbers of 'meteor sightings' as of recent, with
> > new episodes and events appearing across newsires almost weekly.

> Disproportionate numbers? Based on what? I have been tracing and
> cataloguing newsclips back to the Charles Fort era and even into
> the 18th and 19th century from both the popular media as well as
> the scientific media. I have over 100,000 newsclips at my
> immediate disposal. As far as I know, there are no
> "disproportionate numbers of 'meteor sightings'". What is your
> source of data for that statement?

Ed...

100,000 newsclips is a tremendous resource!  Can you sort these
clippings and do a detailed analysis of fireball sighting trends
over the past, say, 50 years?  Is there a place the public can
access these newsclippings?

> And if these events have been identified as meteor sightings they
> would be IFOs and there the interest to UFO researchers would
> rest. Where do you get the impression that IFOs would be of
> considerable interest to UFO researchers?

Any increase in meteorite, and more importantly, bolide sightings
could interest a great many people in many fields...for you to
say it shouldn't interest UFO researchers is a bit harsh...yes?
I would think people who spend a great deal of their time gazing
upward would be curious about any astronomical, or artificial
event in the sky.  It wouldn't surprise me if many amateur
ufologists are also amateur astronomers...like myself.

> > Of concern is the 'murderous meteor' episode from Bogota,
> > Columbia, reported by Reuters News Agency on December 16, 1997.
> > The article states that a meteorite may have triggered a fire
> > that killed four small children.

> May have triggered a fire? How does that make a meteor
> "murderous" since the case is still being investigated? Sounds
> like a lot of sensational hype to me.

It's not everyday a meteor causes a fire and kills four children.
 Would you rather listen to the street report from a large
metropolitan US city?

> <article snipped>

> > One thing which caught my attention was the reference made by
> > Capt. Carlos Augusto Rojas of the fire department in Pitalito,
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> > who stated that 'three fireballs' were in the sky when they
> > arrived to fight the blaze.  This is most odd, and seems to
> > indicate a rain of meteors over one localized community for an
> > extended time frame (time from which the meteor hits house and
> > starts fire until arrival of the fire department).  How likely
> > are the odds of something like this happening within a small
> > area?

> The likelyhood is that meteor showers last entire nights and
> cover at least hundreds if not thousands of square miles of
> Earth. The Captain's testimony supports that. The meteors he saw
> were in the distance. That would indicate that they were probably
> hundreds of miles away and not over the village where the house
> caught fire. There is nothing in the news article that indicates
> the "meteor shower" was localized over one village and one
> village alone.

Good point...and probably quite valid and true.  However, this
does not preclude the possibility a centralized mass of debris
fell in the immediate area.  I believe large meteors can, and
often do, break up into smaller particles once they reach the
lower stratosphere.  If the meteor is large enough (there is no
mention of a larger bolide sighted prior to the fire), then the
raining debris would be scattered in a fairly tight
group...somewhat to a shotgun blast.

<big snip of further data and requests for data verification>

> > UFO Research
> > http://home.fuse.net/task/

> UFO Research? Really? It sounds more like IFOs hyped into some
> sensationalistic tag to exploit the gullible. Let us know when
> you start getting serious about your "research"?

> Ed Stewart

Ed...what research can you provide that scientifically proves
IFOs to be hyped sensationalism designed to exploit the gullible
public?  The Bogota incident is not exclusive...it merely took
the lives of four young humans to gain some attention.

If you were the children's parents, would you want a real answer
as to why they died the way they did?  Perhaps they were playing
with matches?  Perhaps some fireman wanted to get in on the South
American UFO Enigma and hype the story for money... yeah...
right... after he carried a little bundle of charred remains from
a shanty shack.  It's hard for me to accept this is the
case...but perhaps I'm just too gullible.

cheers,
Bryan!
--
_________________
interests - - - -
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Dreamsenses: The Home of Being! - http://www.raccoon.com/~bryan
The Des Moines Astronomical Society - http://www.sciowa.org/~dmas
The Near Pathfinder Anomaly Analysis Group - http://www.mufor.org/ares
_________________
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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'Newsbytes' Release On ACC's Transpacitor

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 05:03:41 +0200
Fwd Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 09:38:25 -0500
Subject: 'Newsbytes' Release On ACC's Transpacitor

Found at:

http://www.newsbytes.com/pubNews/97/105422.html

According to its own description at

http://www.nbnn.com/html_p/f_what.html

Newsbytes is the largest and most comprehensive electronic news
service covering the computer, interactive services, and
telecommunications industries. Founded in 1983, Newsbytes has the
timeliest and most extensive first-hand reported high-tech news
files on the Web. Every business day there are 100 new reports
written by the international Newsbytes journalism team. Each day
those reports are folded into a 14-year archive of high-tech news
dating back to 1983, an archive which is keyword-searchable by
our members.

This Newsbytes Website has the news first, before any of the 160+
online services, databases, or other publications licensed to
publish Newsbytes news stories, so that we can guarantee our
members first access to breaking technology news. The news files
are updated by Newsbytes editors throughout the morning (11 am
Eastern Time) and afternoon in batches until 6pm Eastern Standard
Time."

Here's the ACC story.

*******

American Computer's Honkin' Alien-Origin Device

****American Computer's Honkin' Alien-Origin Device 12/18/97
CRANFORD, NEW JERSEY, U.S.A., 1997 DEC 18 (NB) -- By Craig
Menefee, Newsbytes.

Jack A. Shulman, head of American Computer Company, says he has
prototyped a capacitance-based, transistor-like device called a
transpacitor that puts today's transistors to shame. He claims
the design is based on sketches purported to have been made in
1947 of salvaged pieces at the site of a UFO crash in Roswell,
New Mexico.

The claim has a lot of people scratching their heads. Shulman is
the head of a small but respected computer engineering company.
ACC has been around since the 1970s and this is not a marketing
strategy the company has tried before.

Shulman says he doesn't know the real story behind Roswell and
its famous, rumored UFO crash. He doesn't even know if Roswell is
where the original design came from. He just knows a physics
professor friend helped him build the thing, it works, and it's
one honkin' device.

The man is serious. In a rather long chat with Newsbytes he
talked a mile a minute but never came off like a nut with
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aluminum foil on his head to block transmissions from the aliens,
or the CIA, or whoever.
And he certainly speaks techno-geek like a native of the US
defense industry.

Still -- technology from a flying saucer?

Shulman is quick to say he does not insist on an alien origin:
"It might be stuff from German Nazi rocket scientists that the
Department of Defense wanted to cover up, for all I know," he
says. "But it is far outside anything they knew 50 years ago.
We're groping for how it works even with today's understanding.
Fifty years ago they probably thought it was just some strange
kind of power supply."

Shulman says he came by the notebook when a consultant
acquaintance told him what it might be and he scoffed. The
consultant, he says, has clients in high-tech corporations and US
government agencies. Shulman won't name him nor his clients since
discretion was, he says, a condition of getting the notebook.
Anyway, he says, he doesn't want anyone tarred with the "UFO nut"
brush, if that's how this comes out.

Newsbytes notes there is much about this affair that Shulman is
unwilling to name or to describe in detail. Confirmations outside
his immediate circle are hard to come by.

"I thought it was all a joke at first," Shulman told Newsbytes,
"but the harder I looked, the weirder it got. Finally I got a
friend of mine, a physics professor, to go over it with me, and
we used scientific knowledge that wasn't even available 50 years
ago to decipher what it might be. This experience has been very
strange."

Shulman says it took a half-dozen tries using "unusual materials"
for the professor and him to create a device based on the drawing
that worked. That's when the real surprises began.

Shulman calls what he built a transpacitor, T-Cap, TCAP or
Transcap. He says it does things that verge on breaking
fundamental laws. They do not quite cross the line into
impossibility under current science, or at least he thinks they
don't. He's not quite sure.

Phillip Conklin, an R&D (research and development) engineer at
Shulman's firm, in a memo published at the firm's World Wide Web
site, says the device uses an "isotropic crystalline substrate"
capable of "bistable resonance and quantum storage." The memo
continues: "The formal registration name filed with the Patent
Office shall be 'The Transpacitor: A Quantum Memory Device.'"

The memo adds: "On a different subject: the demo of the device to
GE went quite well on Friday, basically: their jaws dropped and
stayed dropped. They said they wanted to meet with you and legal
next week to discuss the possibility of licensing."

By Shulman's account, the transpacitor stores voltages with
gradients too fine for his best test equipment to measure them.
It transfers measurable charges too fast for a 10 picosecond
timer to clock their passage. It generates no measurable heat
when voltage is applied though electrons do move from point A to
point B.

But wait, there's more. It can be discharged and recharged with
no losses you couldn't blame on the measuring process itself. It
stores multiple voltage states that can be reliably measured, so
coupling the devices into arrays like transistor logic gates
could make the logic of current solid-state devices seem like
ancient cave-wall writing.

Is it a hoax? Maybe. Newsbytes has known a bored engineer or two
who were more than capable of "inventing" such a device as a
lark. They would not go public, however -- at least, not under
their own company's established logo.

Shulman insists this is not a perpetual motion or free energy
device of the sort the US Patent Office refuses to consider. He
also says he has been harassed by hate mail since he went public
on the Web site December 7, an action he says he took to promote
public discussion. He hopes someone can help him figure out just
what it is he has built and how best to use it, he says.
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Toward this end, on Monday Shulman announced he is forming a
Transpacitor Technologies Laboratory (TTL) and he wants qualified
technology partners to help him develop the gadget.

He will not accept offers of funding, at least not yet. Asked
why, he answered: "People might think I'm just doing this for the
money." He paused, then added: "Well, I am in it for the money,
but I will not approach anyone for financial help until we
understand this thing a lot better. It would hurt my
credibility."

Where will it all lead? He says he couldn't begin to guess, but
later in the conversation he remarks: "For starters, try a
poker-chip sized 100-GB hard drive with no moving parts and a
tiny battery to sustain internal memory for, say, 10 years."

He adds: "A T-Cap has a measurable drop-off rate of about 1 bit
per hour, like a kind of seepage, if you don't steadily supply a
tiny amount of current. But we're not sure if the loss results
from some localized phenomenon having to do with its size, or if
it will scale down when we miniaturize the thing. We just don't
know yet. That's why we're establishing a research laboratory."

Newsbytes notes any story involving UFOs brings out True
Believers and Professional Skeptics in about equal numbers.
Schulman says if he's anywhere on that spectrum it's with the
skeptics, but seeing is believing. The guys from GE could tell
you, he says, as could some other technical guys from Motorola
who came calling.

But he won't divulge their names. He says they would not
appreciate being peppered with calls from the press.

For those who would like to check out Shulman's claims, his Web
site is located at http://www.american-computer.com . If you go,
expect to see some typos and a lot of intentional vagueness.
Shulman says he won't give anything much away until his patent
applications are solidly in place.

Reported by Newsbytes News Network: http://www.newsbytes.com .

(19971217 /TRANSCAP/PHOTO)

Copyright =A9Newsbytes News Network. All rightsreserved. For more
Newsbytes see http://www.newsbytes.com.
Home | Daily | Weekly | Publishers | Search
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ICBMS Incident At Malmstrom AFB

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 05:18:41 +0200
Fwd Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 09:40:36 -0500
Subject: ICBMS Incident At Malmstrom AFB

This report in UFOINFO's news section was submitted by James J.
Bjaloncik and published on December 10. URL:

http://www.digiserve.com/ufoinfo/news/minuteman.html

*******

MINUTEMAN ICBMS SHUT DOWN BY UFO

UFO intrusions in and around military installations have been
documented in many books and articles (i.e. "Above Top Secret" by
Tim Good, "The UFO Cover-Up by Lawrence Fawcett and Barry
Greenwood). The Loring (Maine) AFB incident in 1975 put eight
other U.S. Air Force bases as far away as the states of
Louisiana, Washington and North Dakota on alert. However, another
intrusion that was touched on in both of the afore-mentioned
books has only now been brought more into the open. The cable
television program "Sightings" (Sci-Fi Channel) earlier this year
aired the story of how two entire Minuteman ICBM launch-sites
located near Malmstrom AFB (Montana) were completely shut-down by
the presence of a nearby UFO.

On March 16, 1967, deputy crew commander Robert Salas of missile
site "November" received a phone call from a security guard at
the site, indicating that he and several other guards had seen
UFOs near the site. Five minutes later, Salas received a call
from the same guard who stated that a red-glowing, saucer-shaped
craft was hovering just outside the front gate of the complex. It
was at this time that the missiles began to shut themselves down,
going off "Alert" and putting themselves in a "No-Go" status.

Twelve hours later, at missle launch site "Echo", located 20
miles away, launch commander Don Crawford suddenly found that his
ICBMs were also shutting down. According to Crawford, there is NO
command in the launch capsule (bunker) to be able to turn these
systems off. He stated that there were no breakdowns in the
systems, however, he also stated that, three weeks earlier, a
security guard at this site had reported a UFO over the missle
silos.

According to Salas, approximately three hours after the missiles
went down, the systems simply and suddenly CAME BACK ON LINE,
with NO repair work being done. No broken cables or damaged
hardware was found. Contractors for the Minuteman system (Boeing,
Sylvania) were called in to investigate, but they were unable to
determine what had happened.

Recently, the USAF report on the incident has been declassified
(one part on 4/27/95 and the second part on 7/27/95) and a copy
was obtained by Salas and investigator James Klotz through the
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). The report, relative to the
341st Strategic Missle Wing, the 341st Combat Support Group, and
the 15th Air Force, SAC, Malmstrom AFB, indicated that the Air
Force was mystified by the incident. The possibility of an EMP
(electro-magnetic pulse) was considered, but the capability of
anyone to induce EMP into the shielded cable system of the
Minuteman at that time did NOT exist (at least, not on this
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planet). The report claims that the security guards were
questioned and that NO unusual activity or sightings were
observed. The report also claims that "rumors of UFOs during the
time of the Echo fault were disproved". Salas disputes this based
on the calls he received.

Another reason for the incident, that the shutdown was actually a
training exercise to test the mettle of the launch crews, was
ruled out by retired Lt. Col.Jerry Rowess, who was also involved
with the sites. "You don't degrade your capability to fight a war
for a war-game exercise," stated Rowess, who also indicated that
the integrity of the security forces on duty would have to be
"impeccable".

Veteran UFO investigator Ray Fowler, a former Sylvania employee,
said that Sylvania and Boeing representatives went to the two
sites and attempted to simulate the shutdowns, but that they were
never able to do so nor were they able to trace a reason for
"No-Go" status. Fowler has also touched on this incident in his
book "Casebook of a UFO Investigator" (Prentice-Hall, 1981).

The "Sightings" program brought Salas and Crawford together for
the first time. While they served in the same program at close-by
sites, they had only heard of one another during their tours of
duty and had never met. Both indicated that they would continue
to investigate the shut-downs.

Just recently, the Winter, 1997 issue of "UFO Universe" magazine
(edited by Timothy Green Beckley) further expanded on the crisis.
In it, Salas stated that he has also been in contact with many of
the other Air Force personnel involved at launch-site "November"
and that they all confirm his version of the events. Salas has
continued to investigate the incident and is not happy with the
Air Force's refusal to tell the truth. He indicates that the Air
Force, in 1969, issued a letter that, based on the investigations
by Project Blue Book and by the Condon Committee, no reported UFO
incident had ever affected the national security of the United
States. However, the "No-Go Crisis" occurred in 1967, and Salas
believes that the Air Force "blatantly misrepresented the facts".
He also has correspondence from SAC Headquarters stating that the
incident "was of very grave concern to this headquarters". The
article also carries a map showing the placement of the various
launch sites at the time.

Report submitted by James J. Bjaloncik =BF=BFjjbjal@gwis.com
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Re: A Link Between The Earth And Stars

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 05:31:46 +0200
Fwd Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 09:43:25 -0500
Subject: Re: A Link Between The Earth And Stars

Found at the site of The Nando Times. URL:

http://www.nando.net/newsroom/ntn/health/121897/health16_29534_noframes.
html

*******

A link between the Earth and stars

Copyright =A91997 Nando.net
Copyright =A91997 Reuters

LONDON (December 18, 1997 11:12 a.m. EST http://www.nando.net) - The
Earth's destiny really is written in the stars, according to new
research released Wednesday, but that doesn't mean scientists have now
given their backing to astrology.

Scientists have discovered the earth's orbit can be influenced by the
way geophysical processes deep within its crust interact with the solar
system's movement.

Features of the Earth's orbit, such as the rotation of the poles and
changes in the tilt of its axis, may be influenced by factors such as
the way the crust is affected by the melting of continental ice sheets.

At the same time, changes in the Earth's orbit affect the amount of sun
that falls on the Earth, according to Alessandro Forte of the Institut
de Physique du Globe in Paris and Jerry Mitrovica of Canada's
University of Toronto.

Geophysical processes can alter the earth's orbit and this, in turn,
can affect the long-term climate, the researchers wrote in the
scientific journal  Nature.

Their investigations suggested the Earth had, at some period in the
last 20 million years, passed through the gravitational influence of
the planets Jupiter and Saturn and this influenced the way the earth's
tilt changed during that time.

The scientists' work will allow them to look at what the Earth's
climate was like and how it might turn out.

Copyright =A91997 Nando.net
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 23:38:49 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 10:03:05 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 13:17:26 -0600 (CST)
>From: "George Fergus" <fergus@mail.ccrl.mot.com>
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>> And when are the negativists in this thread going to rise above
>> the usual level of Internet twaddle for a change and come up
>> with some proof that this book was a hoax?

Not to be too negative, but it would seem that Corso's
allegations would be better served by documentation, rather than
word games.  He has made claims that thus far have no supporting
evidence.  From the interviews that I've been made aware of, it
is apparent that Corso believes what is claimed in his book, but
we must in turn decide if his beliefs have any basis in our
reality.

>Since Corso claims that nothing was ever written down, there is
>no way to disprove anything that he says.  He does not remember
>the names of any of the people or the projects at the various
>companies to whom he claims to have given UFO artifacts, so none
>of those companies' records can be checked to verify that those
>people or projects were there at the time.  He does not provide
>any insider information on any of these projects, but only what
>one would find in any good encyclopedia.

>Mistakes in dates and names can be attributed simply to errors
>by Birnes attempting to fill in the gaps in the info he got from
>Corso.

>I don't see any way to either prove or disprove Corso.  Do you?

Perhaps a look at the notes that Corso gave to Birnes would help
in determining who claims what.  Jesse Marcel Jr. says that the
description of his father's involvement in an earlier crash is
simply nonsense.  While one might claim that his young son might
not be aware of his father's early involvement in such an
incident, Marcel Sr.'s later actions just don't seem to fit the
description given.  Since Corso was never in Roswell around the
time of the (alleged) crash, I would have to assume that this
information was inserted by Birnes.  But who knows, without a
look at the notes given to Birnes.

IMHO, I believe that Corso holds the key to either proving or
disproving his claims, and it's up to him to come forward with
additional information.ufologists then have a responsibility to
investigate claims that are made, but only until they are
convinced that they are either valid or bogus.

I have heard that Corso has much more information that he feels
would be of interest, but it's not clear that any of it will be
published. Unfortunately, I've not heard that it will help to
validate his earlier claims.  Perhaps more will become known if
he is able to speak at Symposiums and Conferences, but that in
turn may depend on the legal agreement that he has with Birnes
and his publisher. In the meantime, the factual errors in "The
Day After Roswell" will only serve to isolate him from both
researchers and skeptics.

Steve Kaeser
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Re: UFO junk collector

From: James Oberg <JamesOberg@aol.com>
Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 07:17:28 EST
Fwd Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 10:43:15 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO junk collector

>From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net
>Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 13:28:14 PST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: UFO junk collector

>Chapter Six, on "The Sirius Mystery," is a word-for-word reprint
>of an article Oberg wrote in the November 1978 issue of Fate.
>The unsuspecting reader is nowhere informed that Robert Temple,
>who proposed the hypothesis Oberg is criticizing, published a
>detailed refutation which cast serious doubt on several of
>Oberg's key arguments ("In Defense of the Sirius Mystery,"
>October 1980 Fate).

As anyone who compares the chapter with the article can
determine, this statement is inaccurate. The chapter is entirely
re-written to account for Temple's responses and reply to them
point by point, an action which Clark explicitly and falsely
states that I never do. But I did.

Anyone with the most modest capabilities in research can verify
this. Why Clark should feel compelled fifteen years later to
repeat his insulting falsehood is a question beyond my competence
-- or interest -- to confront. Perhaps it's related to his silly
assertion made elsewhere that I compare UFO believers to
crypto-nazis,  something else he made up.

My writings stand on their own as a useful contribution to the
understanding of the UFO phenomenon.
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'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 19

Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 08:47:04 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 10:47:13 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
>Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 12:02:55 PST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: RE: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>Dennis,

>I was just as puzzled as you by Bob's comments.
>If authors were routinely being screwed out of their
>advances, there would be a national outcry, and
>probably even people who've never written books
>would hear about it in media coverage.

>I have written and published 11 books.  In each
>case I received the advance specified in the contract,
>and in some cases I got further royalty money beyond
>the advance.

>Like you, I can only wonder if Bob's friends have ever
>heard of lawyers.

>Jerry Clark

Obviously experiences vary.

I've written sixteen books to date (9 still in print) and just
finished three for next year.

Recently heard excuses from publishers for why money, or
specified amount, has not been received include:

"Our computer hard drive crashed and we lost your mailing
address."

"Business has been tight and we had to lower our wholesale
prices, so that's why we lowered your royalties by one
percent."

" We sent you the money.  You mean you DIDN'T get it???"

And many more.  I have three books in print which are best
sellers in their field in Germany, but because of a legal
dispute between the English and German publishers, I have
not seen a penny in royalties.  This one is working its
way slowly through the German courts, so I may see something
some day.

Yes, Jerry, my friends and I know about lawyers.   There are
two problems with that approach.  First, lawyers won't take on
publishers on a contingency basis, so you have to pay the lawyer
up front.  In most cases, legal fees would exceed the amount
of money in dispute, so what's the point?  Secondly, publishers
do "black list" authors seen as being "troublesome".

I'd rather lose out now and then and keep writing books.

This is not to say that all publishers are like this.  I have
worked with several different ones, and have found one that is
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scrupulously honest.  I'll do anything they ask as a result.
Contracts from the others aren't worth the paper they are
printed on.

I enjoy writing, and I think I'm pretty good at it, so I will
keep it up knowing full well that I will not always see the
promised money.

Bob
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 19

Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 06:16:29 +0100 (MET)
Fwd Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 10:24:30 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 13:17:26 -0600 (CST)
>From: "George Fergus" <fergus@mail.ccrl.mot.com>
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>> Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 07:14:07 +0100 (MET)
>> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>> From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
>> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

<snippy>

>> And when are the negativists in this thread going to rise above
>> the usual level of Internet twaddle for a change and come up
>> with some proof that this book was a hoax?

>Since Corso claims that nothing was ever written down, there is
>no way to disprove anything that he says.  He does not remember
>the names of any of the people or the projects at the various
>companies to whom he claims to have given UFO artifacts, so none
>of those companies' records can be checked to verify that those
>people or projects were there at the time.  He does not provide
>any insider information on any of these projects, but only what
>one would find in any good encyclopedia.

>Mistakes in dates and names can be attributed simply to errors
>by Birnes attempting to fill in the gaps in the info he got from
>Corso.

>I don't see any way to either prove or disprove Corso.  Do you?

George,

At least you sound objective, unlike some other people I'm aware
of. I think the UFO community should keep telling Corso's tale
and bring him out into the spotlights. If he sounded a liar, most
of the UFO community would have lost interest by now, just like
it lost interest in other hoaxers. But anyone who he listened to
him knows that he doesn't sound like a liar.

If he is telling the truth perhaps other people will come forward
and confirm his story or parts of it. To a certain extent that
has already happened. A week or so ago someone posted a story
about an alleged extraterrestrial project at Monsanto, one of the
companies in Corso's book. If I remember correctly the post was
from Kenny Young of TASK.

Also, the ACC folks are verifying Corso's story. In one of his
appearances on Sightings Jack Shulman told that he has found
where the intact UFO had been after it landed near Corona. It was
moved from one place to another and eventually ended up in New
Jersey, while parts of it were transferred to the Pentagon where
Corso worked in the sixties (Shulman's story).

As long as Corso's story is spread and ACC keeps going, expect
more revelations to come. The suggestion from some people on this
list that Corso should be prohibited from speaking at conferences
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and that the ACC thing should stop too, for God's sake, is to me
preposterous. As far as I can see, Pitbull Jack has more brains,
balls and bucks than every next 100 ufologists and is 1,000 times
more effective. It's irony that a formerly disinterested party
now seems to be unraveling the cover up that the UFO community
has been staring at for 50 years. (At least part of it, duhh!) To
some armchair ufologists who haven't mastered the telephone yet
this is of course sour grapes.

Keep going, Jack!

            __________________________________________
           /    Met vriendelijke groet/Best wishes    \
                      Henny van der Pluijm
                      hvdp@worldonline.nl

                       Technology Pages
                http://home.worldonline.nl/~hvdp
             \______________________________________/
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: TotlResrch <TotlResrch@aol.com> [Kal Korff]
Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 01:38:26 EST
Fwd Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 17:59:58 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

In a recent posting, Bob Shell wrote:

>Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 08:45:48 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

<snip>

>Even if the [book] contract specifies $ XXXX for the advance, there
>always seems to be a bunch of fine print at the end of the
>contract allowing all sorts of things to be deducted from the
>advance.

Well, maybe there's "fine print" in some author's contracts, but
certainly not mine. Indeed, all clauses appear in twelve point
print, and I was even free to add some of my own terms and
conditions, which I appreciated.

Indeed, as the author of two, widely-critically acclaimed books
myself, I have always been paid by my publisher (Prometheus)
within the parameters of my contract, and now that my Roswell
book is heading towards a THIRD printing, I look forward to their
next royalty check.

I intend to use ALL of these moneys (and have been using them)
towards my efforts to pry more UFO documents from the government
that are still being withheld from the American public. I have
already received nearly 300 pages from various agencies and I
will be publishing these early next year, and announcing them in
a nationwide radio address on January 16, 1998. More details to
follow soon.

In other words, unlike SOME UFO authors, who sock away the
profits to line their pockets, I am plowing it back into UFO
research.

The scenario Bob Shell outlines of being ripped-off by
publishers, etc., is one that I cannot relate to
personally...maybe some authors have gotten burned by their
publishers, but I would like to believe (since I have numerous
contacts in the publishing industry and have the luxury of
picking and choosing my publishers, which is very rare) and I
KNOW that most of the (certainly mainstream) publishing industry
simply does not work this way.

Perhaps Shell has had no luck...just like those who have been
trying to get some straight and truthful answers from Ray
ScamTilli and his promoters regarding the alien fraudtopsy case.
:-)

Respectfully yours,

Kal Korff
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Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

From: "Serge Salvaille" <sergesa@connectmmic.net>
Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 09:22:15 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 18:03:26 -0500
Subject: Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

>Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 01:22:14 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

>>Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 16:46:45 -0500
>>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>>From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
>>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

<snip>

>Sorry Bob, it's a lot more complex than that! In order for the
>aliens to do it, "just as the Catholic priests" first they'd have
>to kill most of us off with infectious diseases that our immune
>systems are unprepared for, then they'd have to burn all our
>books and any records of our civilization, then they could rob
>us, rape us, enslave us and kill us!

>But that's only if they want to do it the 'old fashioned way!' <G>

John,

There are much better ways to achieve this John, the new
fashioned way: cut off jobs, lower education, demote schools,
ignore poverty, have people watch TV or get on the Internet where
more people with lesser and lesser education can communicate and
in a common cognitive dissonnance forget about the hobos spilling
their gutts in the gutter, forget about no jobs and no future and
get the impression that they are on top of the world.

And then BAM, anything will go: the only hope will come from
outside, as there will be none from inside.

Sounds familiar ?

Serge Salvaille
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Crop Circle Connector #53

From: Mark Fussell <mjfussell@marque.demon.co.uk>
Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 01:25:25
Fwd Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 18:12:30 -0500
Subject: Crop Circle Connector #53

Hi

WHAT`S NEW on the Crop Circle Connector at:-

http://alpha.mic.dundee.ac.uk/ft/crop_circles/anasazi/whatsnew.html

Updated  Thursday  18th December  1997

(Members 2280)

The Crop Circle Connector as many of you know
was established in June 1995. We have come
a long way since then, and are very grateful
for the support we have received in that time.

Many thanks go out to all of you who very kindly
donated money towards our scanner appeal. It has
made life so much easier for us, to scan images
as they come into the Crop Circle Connector.

As the new year approaches, there will be two
more Mailing Lists, to finish the year.

In January 1998 we are asking all of our Mailing
List members to resubscribe again, uunder the
conditions stated on the web page below

http://www.marque.demon.co.uk/connector/ml.html

The reasons being, that we hope to open a mirror
site in America, to make it easier for our North
American readers. We will be arranging a monthly
competition, which will provide prizes, such as
Crop Circle books, Videos, Photographs, etc etc.

We would like too take this oppportunity in wishing
all of our members a Merry Christmas, and succesful
New Year.

********************************************

           BACK TO BASICS

    Internal Geometry of Crop Circles

          By Bert Janssen

Two major articles one in Dutch with the
    translated English Version

Bert has been a Dutch Crop Circle researcher
for some years, and has noticed the containing
geometry within the patterns, which form the
fundamental basis for the designs. In this
particular article he discusses and shows us the
fascinating correlation between the formations
and points out the construction of certain shapes
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from the 1997 season, and the internal mechanics
of their form.

***********************************************
     DELUXE, GLOSSY 1998 CROP CIRCLE CALENDAR

     *****BUY NOW BEFORE THE CHRISTMAS RUSH*****

       EMAIL TO RESERVE YOUR CALENDAR NOW

A Stunning 12x16 inches calendar incorporating  photographs
of the 1997 formations in four different languages for that
International appeal!

If you would like to receive your 1998 Crop Circle Calendar
before Christmas, please make sure your order and money are
received no later than 6th December 1997 for USA orders and
13th December for European orders.

email for details:- calendar@marque.demon.co.uk

*****************************************

The November/December 1997 Crop Circle Connector Competition
Prize Draw

Please do not forget to send your answer to Steve Alexander and
read the instructions on how to enter the Competition.

The Prize draw has been delay until the 31st December as many
people have not follow the instructions on the competiton page on
 how to enter.

Your chance to win a delux 1998 Crop Circle Calendar, plus
a set of 30 colour photographs of the best Crop formations
from 1994, 1995, 1996, and 1997. A set of 10 postcards and
a copy of the Music CD "Signs of Life" (Music inspired by
the Crop Circles). All photographs & images on the CD by
Steve Alexander. 2nd prize one free calendar.

To enter go to:-

http://alpha.mic.dundee.ac.uk/ft/crop_circles/anasazi/nov97.html

*****************************************

   Attention all Croppies Down Under!!

This is a request to all our Australian subscribers. We are
searching for anyone who can supply us with informatiion on any
Crop Circle events in Australia. At this present time, we are
without any reports of the phenomenon in this country, and would
like to recieve any news clippings, photographs, or eye witness
accounts of crop circles around the mainland. The Crop Circle
Connector feels that it too quiet in Australia, so please can you
help us?

******************************************

      Sussex Formations 1997

A selection of updated formations from Sussex
    incorporating locations such as:

Offham, West Sussex
Edburton, West Sussex
Cissbury Ring, West Sussex
Hemel Hemptead.
Angmering, West Sussex
Storrington, West Sussex
New Haven, East Sussex
Southease, East Sussex

New photographs and additional reports

      See Crop Circles 1997

*****************************************

http://alpha.mic.dundee.ac.uk/ft/crop_circles/anasazi/nov97.html
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       Austrian Crop Circles

Never seen before exclusive photographs
of the 1997 Crop Circles in Austria.

Fascinating accounts of historical
crop circle events also, indicating that
Austria has its fair share of the phenomenon.

****************************************

The Crop Circle Enigma  Facts, Analysis,
            Hypotheses

       Dr Eltjo H. Haselhoff

A major new book arriving in March 1998, which
thhe Crop Circle Connector will be promoting,
and will be available with personal
signature from the Author.

***************************************

    SC Magazine, December Issue 71

             OUT NOW!!

        See Magazines link

***************************************

  Amasing Discovery by Mark Reynolds

Barry Reynolds (Sussex Team) son Mark,
made an amasing discovery, using Polydron
pieces He created the Koch Snowflake, and
found 3 fold geometry within it. See
the photographs of the model in 3D.

**************************************

Update on the CCCS (Centre for Crop Circle
Studies) on their local, and International
contacts, and the latest issue of the Circular
magazine.

*************************************

Complete listing for the Sussex research
monthly meetings, incorporating dates

************************************

The listing for the CCCS London Winter
lectures, with dates, and location.

**********************************

All the best

Stuart & Mark

*******************************************
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Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 00:26:17 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 18:15:02 -0500
Subject: Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

>Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 11:14:11 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

>>Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 01:22:14 -0500
>>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>>From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
>>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

>>Sorry Bob, it's a lot more complex than that! In order for the
>>aliens to do it, "just as the Catholic priests" first they'd have
>>to kill most of us off with infectious diseases that our immune
>>systems are unprepared for, then they'd have to burn all our
>>books and any records of our civilization, then they could rob
>>us, rape us, enslave us and kill us!

>>But that's only if they want to do it the 'old fashioned way!' <G>

>>John Velez

>No argument, John!!  I just left out the other stuff in case little
>kids were reading <G>!!!!

>Maybe converting us is EXACTLY what is going on.  They just do it
>differently????

>Bob

Hey Bob,

Yeah, it is very different. One major difference is, they didn't
land on the Whitehouse lawn as everyone expected. Why do you
think you're hearing about this from a nobody like me. They are
introducing themselves to the people (directly) one at a time.

Not to say they haven't contacted our leaders. (If Bubba and
Hillary haven't been 'tagged' yet I'd consider the aliens remiss
in their duties.) But they -have gone- directly to the people.
And, unlike the Catholic Priests, about all they've done so far
is shove things in our noses and keesters and scare the living
daylights out of a few citizens. Although I'm not too choked up
about that either, it beats the hell out of genocide and the
death of our entire culture I'd say. <G>

BTW, kids who are not educated about predators are easy prey!

John Velez
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Re: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to

From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 11:49:31 PST
Fwd Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 18:19:58 -0500
Subject: Re: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to

> Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 08:47:04 -0500
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> >From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
> >Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 12:02:55 PST
> >To: updates@globalserve.net
> >Subject: RE: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> >Dennis,

> >I was just as puzzled as you by Bob's comments.
> >If authors were routinely being screwed out of their
> >advances, there would be a national outcry, and
> >probably even people who've never written books
> >would hear about it in media coverage.

> >I have written and published 11 books.  In each
> >case I received the advance specified in the contract,
> >and in some cases I got further royalty money beyond
> >the advance.

> >Like you, I can only wonder if Bob's friends have ever
> >heard of lawyers.

> >Jerry Clark

> Obviously experiences vary.

> I've written sixteen books to date (9 still in print) and just
> finished three for next year.

> Recently heard excuses from publishers for why money, or
> specified amount, has not been received include:

> "Our computer hard drive crashed and we lost your mailing
> address."

> "Business has been tight and we had to lower our wholesale
> prices, so that's why we lowered your royalties by one
> percent."

> " We sent you the money.  You mean you DIDN'T get it???"

> And many more.  I have three books in print which are best
> sellers in their field in Germany, but because of a legal
> dispute between the English and German publishers, I have
> not seen a penny in royalties.  This one is working its
> way slowly through the German courts, so I may see something
> some day.

> Yes, Jerry, my friends and I know about lawyers.   There are
> two problems with that approach.  First, lawyers won't take on
> publishers on a contingency basis, so you have to pay the lawyer
> up front.  In most cases, legal fees would exceed the amount
> of money in dispute, so what's the point?  Secondly, publishers
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> do "black list" authors seen as being "troublesome".

> I'd rather lose out now and then and keep writing books.

> This is not to say that all publishers are like this.  I have
> worked with several different ones, and have found one that is
> scrupulously honest.  I'll do anything they ask as a result.
> Contracts from the others aren't worth the paper they are
> printed on.

> I enjoy writing, and I think I'm pretty good at it, so I will
> keep it up knowing full well that I will not always see the
> promised money.

> Bob

Bob,

Thanks for the clarification.  It makes me feel a little better;
I didn't want to leave the impression, in my own note, that
all publishers are to be trusted.  There are indeed plenty of
horror stories out there.  So far, anyway, I've been fortunate.

Jerry Clark
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Re: UFO junk collector

From: Jean van Gemert <jeanvg@dds.nl>
Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 17:56:18 +0100 (MET)
Fwd Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 18:22:17 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO junk collector

>From: James Oberg <JamesOberg@aol.com>
>Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 07:17:28 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re:  UFO UpDate: Re: UFO junk collector

>-- or interest -- to confront. Perhaps it's related to his silly
>assertion made elsewhere that I compare UFO believers to
>crypto-nazis,  something else he made up.

 Now now, James. Do you want me to pull some of your insulting
 posts from Usenet? I'm not sure if you've ever said that UFO
 believers are akin to "crypto-nazis," but you've sure said a
 bunch of *other* denigrating stuff.

>My writings stand on their own as a useful contribution to the
>understanding of the UFO phenomenon.

 Well, guess that all depends on how you define "useful". :)
 __________________________________________________________________________

                    Science, Logic, and the UFO Debate:
               http://www.primenet.com/~bdzeiler/index.html
                           -----------------------
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Re: UFO junk collector

From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 12:23:52 PST
Fwd Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 18:28:08 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO junk collector

> From: James Oberg <JamesOberg@aol.com>
> Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 07:17:28 EST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re:  UFO UpDate: Re: UFO junk collector

> >From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net
> >Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 13:28:14 PST
> >To: updates@globalserve.net
> >Subject: UFO junk collector

> >Chapter Six, on "The Sirius Mystery," is a word-for-word reprint
> >of an article Oberg wrote in the November 1978 issue of Fate.
> >The unsuspecting reader is nowhere informed that Robert Temple,
> >who proposed the hypothesis Oberg is criticizing, published a
> >detailed refutation which cast serious doubt on several of
> >Oberg's key arguments ("In Defense of the Sirius Mystery,"
> >October 1980 Fate).

> As anyone who compares the chapter with the article can
> determine, this statement is inaccurate. The chapter is entirely
> re-written to account for Temple's responses and reply to them
> point by point, an action which Clark explicitly and falsely
> states that I never do. But I did.

> Anyone with the most modest capabilities in research can verify
> this. Why Clark should feel compelled fifteen years later to
> repeat his insulting falsehood is a question beyond my competence
> -- or interest -- to confront. Perhaps it's related to his silly
> assertion made elsewhere that I compare UFO believers to
> crypto-nazis,  something else he made up.

> My writings stand on their own as a useful contribution to the
> understanding of the UFO phenomenon.

Jim,

I confess that long ago I misplaced my copy of your book.  If you
would be so kind as to send me a photocopy of the chapter in
question and document your assertion that you responded to
Temple, I will apologize to you on this list.  It seems odd to
me, I confess, that it's taken you more than 15 years to register
a protest.  But if I have misrepresented what you did, I will set
the record straight. My address is 612 North Oscar Avenue, Canby,
Minnesota 56220.

Perhaps then you could apologize to the UFO community for, on one
level, claiming (to ufologists) to be a sympathetic skeptic
favoring serious investigation while, on another, writing NASA
(on June 30, 1977) -- when it was giving consideration to a
serious investigation -- about the "UFOniks" and "UFO nuts" who
"for fun and profit have been slandering our space program and
lying through their teeth.... All of the UFO business you have to
do is an essential waste of time.  So if I can in any way make
things easier or faster, since I know many of the UFO freaks and
their weaknesses and biases, please don't hesitate to give me an
unofficial call."  (Are you familiar, Jim, with a concept called
"hypocrisy"?)
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Since we're on the subject, maybe you could identify by name
those "UFOniks" and "UFO nuts" who "for fun and profit have been
... lying through their teeth."

As for your linkage of UFO beliefs and holders of same to
fascism, see the fourth paragraph of my review.  I recall an
earlier private exchange on this very matter, when you labored
mightily to make your silly words not say what they said.  If I
were you, I'd simply retract them. All of us, especially those of
us who've written a whole lot over the years, have said something
dopey at one time or another.  Some of us have been willing to
own up to that.  (I once wrote a book that is as awful in its way
as yours is in its.)  On the other hand, if you don't want to cut
your losses, that is, of course, your choice.  If that is your
choice, expect that you will continue to be criticized on this
matter.

I can think of many adjectives to characterize your writings on
UFOs.  "Useful,"  I'm afraid, is not one of them.

Jerry Clark
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Re: 'Murderous Meteors'

From: Ed Stewart <egs@netcom.com>
Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 10:49:19 -0800
Fwd Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 18:44:58 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Murderous Meteors'

> Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 21:56:25 +0000
> From: Bryan Butcher <being@concentric.net>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Murderous Meteors'

> Ed...

> 100,000 newsclips is a tremendous resource!  Can you sort these
> clippings and do a detailed analysis of fireball sighting trends
> over the past, say, 50 years?

I am in the process of building a central database on the known
newsclips but it is strictly bibliographical in nature and in
essence will only point a researcher to the prime source of the
news story.

> Is there a place the public can access these newsclippings?

There is not one place yet. But there are public places where one
can get a taste of what has been microfilmed. The Leon Davidson
Collection is available at Columbia University, 5 microfilm
reels. The NICAP Newsclipping Collection is available at the
Library of Congress, 4 microfilm reels. The Air Force 1952
Newsclipping collection, 32 microfilm reels, may also be
available at the LOC, not sure. The bulk of the collected
newsclips have come from private sources and researchers that
have subscribed individually to newsclipping services over the
years and have researched various newspaper depositories and
Universities through out the world. Recently Jan Aldrich on a
research project, Project-1947, was able to find somewhere
between 10,000 to 20,000 clips alone that for the most part
simply covered a couple of months in 1947.

I have databased the Canadian clips from the above 1947 material,
1169 clips. 12 related to the subject of Fireballs, Meteors,
UFOs, or about 1%. I have also databased the entire MUFON Journal
and assorted publications. 91 articles there related to the
subject of Fireballs, Meteors, UFOs, or again about 1% of the
total articles of 9133. That does not include the 328 articles
under Observational Astronomy. The MUFON Index is available
through MUFON, FUFOR and/or Arcturus Books. I have also indexed
the entire run of FLYING SAUCER REVIEW available through FUFOR
and Arcturus Books, but when I did that I did not assign a
subject category to each article. Consequently, I don't have
figures for Fireballs, Meteors, UFOs related articles in FSR, but
I suspect the percentages will run the same, about one percent of
the total stories/articles.

> Any increase in meteorite, and more importantly, bolide sightings
> could interest a great many people in many fields...for you to
> say it shouldn't interest UFO researchers is a bit harsh...yes?

It was harsh. A reaction of mine to the tabloid mentality
expressed in the original posted article. If you are interested
in serious research related to bolide sightings check with the
American Meteor Society internet site for appropriate links. Also
check with the largest library near you (may have to go to the
National archives and/or Library of Congress) and look up the
publication "Notice To Mariners" which is/was compiled by the
Navy Hydrographic Office. They maintained records of bolides and
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fireballs and published sighting reports. It is a great resource
for possible UFO sightings prior to WWII. Also look for books and
articles written by H.H. Ninninger (sp?), past curator of the
American Meteor Museum whose holdings are now at the British
Museum and at Arizona State U.

> > The likelyhood is that meteor showers last entire nights and
> > cover at least hundreds if not thousands of square miles of
> > Earth. The Captain's testimony supports that. The meteors he saw
> > were in the distance. That would indicate that they were probably
> > hundreds of miles away and not over the village where the house
> > caught fire. There is nothing in the news article that indicates
> > the "meteor shower" was localized over one village and one
> > village alone.

> Good point...and probably quite valid and true.

And as a professed amateur astronomer you should have also been
aware that this incident occured at the tail end of the annual
Geminid shower which lasted from Dec. 7 to 15 with the peak on
the 13-14. Geminid meteors are famous for their brightness and
whiteness. They usually peak out at 50-100 an hour and you can
see them from all over the Earth. One doesn't have to go to a
village in South America to observe the Geminids.

> <big snip of further data and requests for data verification>

[BIG SNIP OF SPECULATION AND TABLOID NAUSEA]

> Ed...what research can you provide that scientifically proves
> IFOs to be hyped sensationalism designed to exploit the gullible
> public?

Reference the original article. That is what my post applied to.
Don't make more of it than it was intended to address. There is
no evidence that points to a meteorite as the cause of this fire.
The article itself states that. PERIOD!

> The Bogota incident is not exclusive...it merely took
> the lives of four young humans to gain some attention.

No, it took the speculative comment of a Fire Chief who couldn't
come up with any real evidence of what caused the fire in the
first place and that speculation has now been promoted and
amplified to even suggest "murderous meteors". That is what gave
the article attention, not that four children died in a fire. I
think Ed Wood would have been very proud to run with this story.
(GRIN)

> If you were the children's parents, would you want a real answer
> as to why they died the way they did?

I would want real answers, not tabloid journalism using the death
of my children to promote the frenzy among gullibles.

> Perhaps they were playing
> with matches?  Perhaps some fireman wanted to get in on the South
> American UFO Enigma and hype the story for money... yeah...
> right... after he carried a little bundle of charred remains from
> a shanty shack.  It's hard for me to accept this is the
> case...but perhaps I'm just too gullible.

I would want a real answer, based on facts not speculation. But
then again, ufology as practiced today is for the most part
sensationalistic and speculative. As a point, that is all you
have offered in your criticism. Not one yota of evidence to
suggest that this article was justified, or that the review given
by the poster was justified in its tabloid treatment of an
unfortunate incident.

Ed Stewart

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Ed Stewart egs@netcom.com | So Man, who here seems principal alone,
There is Something        | Perhaps acts second to some sphere unknown.
  Going On!       ,>'?'<, | Touches some wheel, or verges to some goal,
Salvador Freixedo ( O O ) | 'Tis but a part we see, and not a whole.
--------------ooOO-(_)-OOoo------- Alexander Pope, Essay on Man -------
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 14:07:45 -0500
Fwd Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 19:37:00 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 06:16:29 +0100 (MET)
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>>Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 13:17:26 -0600 (CST)
>>From: "George Fergus" <fergus@mail.ccrl.mot.com>
>>To: updates@globalserve.net
>>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

I really wasn't going to respond to this, but. . . . well, anyway

>>> And when are the negativists in this thread going to rise above
>>> the usual level of Internet twaddle for a change and come up
>>> with some proof that this book was a hoax?

>>Since Corso claims that nothing was ever written down, there is
>>no way to disprove anything that he says.  He does not remember
>>the names of any of the people or the projects at the various
>>companies to whom he claims to have given UFO artifacts, so none
>>of those companies' records can be checked to verify that those
>>people or projects were there at the time.  He does not provide
>>any insider information on any of these projects, but only what
>>one would find in any good encyclopedia.

>>Mistakes in dates and names can be attributed simply to errors
>>by Birnes attempting to fill in the gaps in the info he got from
>>Corso.

>>I don't see any way to either prove or disprove Corso.  Do you?

>George,

>At least you sound objective, unlike some other people I'm aware
>of. I think the UFO community should keep telling Corso's tale
>and bring him out into the spotlights. If he sounded a liar, most
>of the UFO community would have lost interest by now, just like
>it lost interest in other hoaxers. But anyone who he listened to
>him knows that he doesn't sound like a liar.

Bring him "out into the spotlights"?  He has appeared at book
signings, taken part in several radio programs to answer
questions, met with a number of Ufologists (most of them
believers), and this doesn't include the appearances and coverage
that his co-author has taken part in.  There has been no shortage
of opportunities from Corso to provide details that could help to
verify his version of history.  The problem is that his answers
never go beyond the "facts" that are outlined in the book.  He
has been unable to provide any further documentation or
information that could help researchers in checking into his
allegations.  Of course he doesn't sound like a liar, as it
appears that he truly believes that what he is claiming is the
truth.  The problem is that there is no way to verify whether he
is one of the most important people in our history or simply
delusional.

>If he is telling the truth perhaps other people will come forward
>and confirm his story or parts of it. To a certain extent that
>has already happened. A week or so ago someone posted a story
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>about an alleged extraterrestrial project at Monsanto, one of the
>companies in Corso's book. If I remember correctly the post was
>from Kenny Young of TASK.

If others would come forward, that would help.  Of course, we
always hope for something more solid than annecdotal claims.

>Also, the ACC folks are verifying Corso's story. In one of his
>appearances on Sightings Jack Shulman told that he has found
>where the intact UFO had been after it landed near Corona. It was
>moved from one place to another and eventually ended up in New
>Jersey, while parts of it were transferred to the Pentagon where
>Corso worked in the sixties (Shulman's story).

The only link between Corso and the ACC story is the claim that
ET technology has been recovered and has since become a part of
our own technological development.  Shulman at ACC goes to great
pains to keep his claims seperate from Corso's, indicating that
he had never heard of Corso or read his book prior to the ACC web
statement.  Corso, meanwhile, has not indicated any involvement
in the seeding of "transistor" technology at Bell Labs.  So, I'm
at a loss as to why you would believe that one would lend
credence to the other.  Both stand, or fall, on their own merits.

>As long as Corso's story is spread and ACC keeps going, expect
>more revelations to come. The suggestion from some people on this
>list that Corso should be prohibited from speaking at conferences
>and that the ACC thing should stop too, for God's sake, is to me
>preposterous. As far as I can see, Pitbull Jack has more brains,
>balls and bucks than every next 100 ufologists and is 1,000 times
>more effective. It's irony that a formerly disinterested party
>now seems to be unraveling the cover up that the UFO community
>has been staring at for 50 years. (At least part of it, duhh!) To
>some armchair ufologists who haven't mastered the telephone yet
>this is of course sour grapes.

>Keep going, Jack!

If you've followed the ACC story from the beginning, you see that
Shulman has had an ax to grind since the death of a friend many
years earlier, and that would seem to make him an "interested"
party in this matter.

But I would agree that a prohibition would be counter-productive,
and Corso should be invited to come out and answer as many
quesitons about his claims as possible.  That same goes for Jack
Shulman of ACC.  Of course, their involvement in a Symposium or
Conference may reflect on its credibility. On the other hand, the
primary goal of every event that I've been to has been
attendance.  If a program isn't interesting, the people won't
come, and the event won't be held again next year.

I'm curious as to how much of Corso's claims you've checked into?
 Some other lists have carried threads that show quite a few
"mistakes" in his book, which don't help its credibility.  If he
had prepared himself this poorly before he testified before
Congress regrding Korean POWs, he would have been screened out by
the staff and would have never reached the Floor.

The alien technology/transistor story is certainly not new, but
it has become the subject of discussion by ACC on the basis of a
"notebook" that no one has been shown.  Several researchers I
know have been very interested in ACCs claims, since they tend to
support theories they had developed on their own.  However, most
of them have moved on to other research, since ACC isn't coming
forward to show the evidence to support its claims.

I'm not sure the genre is any better of as a result of these
"revelations". However, that's a judgement call we all have to
make on our own.
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Don Ledger <dledger@istar.ca>
Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 22:22:38 +0100
Fwd Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 20:05:14 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 08:47:04 -0500
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> I've written sixteen books to date (9 still in print) and just
> finished three for next year.

> Recently heard excuses from publishers for why money, or
> specified amount, has not been received include:

> "Our computer hard drive crashed and we lost your mailing
> address."

> "Business has been tight and we had to lower our wholesale
> prices, so that's why we lowered your royalties by one
> percent."

> " We sent you the money.  You mean you DIDN'T get it???"

> And many more.  I have three books in print which are best
> sellers in their field in Germany, but because of a legal
> dispute between the English and German publishers, I have
> not seen a penny in royalties.  This one is working its
> way slowly through the German courts, so I may see something
> some day.

> Yes, Jerry, my friends and I know about lawyers.   There are
> two problems with that approach.  First, lawyers won't take on
> publishers on a contingency basis, so you have to pay the lawyer
> up front.  In most cases, legal fees would exceed the amount
> of money in dispute, so what's the point?  Secondly, publishers
> do "black list" authors seen as being "troublesome".

> I'd rather lose out now and then and keep writing books.

> This is not to say that all publishers are like this.  I have
> worked with several different ones, and have found one that is
> scrupulously honest.  I'll do anything they ask as a result.
> Contracts from the others aren't worth the paper they are
> printed on.

> I enjoy writing, and I think I'm pretty good at it, so I will
> keep it up knowing full well that I will not always see the
> promised money.

> Bob

Bob if you have publishers who are screwing you then you should
pass them on as a warning to the rest of us. They won't last long
in the business, once they become known. You don't have to put
them on the list but could issue them privately to those that are
interested, such as myself...and I'm sure many others.

Don Ledger
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 20:57:43 +0100 (MET)
Fwd Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 19:39:24 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 23:38:49 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>>Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 13:17:26 -0600 (CST)
>>From: "George Fergus" <fergus@mail.ccrl.mot.com>
>>To: updates@globalserve.net
>>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>I have heard that Corso has much more information that he feels
>would be of interest, but it's not clear that any of it will be
>published. Unfortunately, I've not heard that it will help to
>validate his earlier claims.  Perhaps more will become known if
>he is able to speak at Symposiums and Conferences, but that in
>turn may depend on the legal agreement that he has with Birnes
>and his publisher. In the meantime, the factual errors in "The
>Day After Roswell" will only serve to isolate him from both
>researchers and skeptics.

Steven and list,

All so called errors in Corso's book must be attributed to
Birnes and not to Corso, as Corso and Birnes themselves
have stated and as I predicted around July when this
issue came up here first. I didn't have to ask either of
them as it was obvious from the beginning.

All this nonsense about Corso's so called errors is
entirely irrelevant and the product of minds that make a
mountain out of every molehill while so far ACC as well
as Kenny Young have come with corroberative information.

I will make two new predictions here:

1. More evidence that corroberates Corso's and ACC's claims
will surface

2. Amateur Ufologists will accuse more people to be part of a
giant conspiracy to sell Corso's book and to help ACC with their
commercial ploy. If Ed Wang, FUFOR and the US Air Force are
already improving ACC's Christmas sales and bottom line by
revealing that the meeting at Princeton took place where the USAF
acknowledged the alien origin of transistor technology, then next
in line will be the CIA, the NSA and Clinton's new dog.

Mark my words and archive them.

            __________________________________________
           /    Met vriendelijke groet/Best wishes    \
                      Henny van der Pluijm
                      hvdp@worldonline.nl

                       Technology Pages
                http://home.worldonline.nl/~hvdp
             \______________________________________/
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Skywatch: Filer's Files #50

From: "Skywatch International" <SKYWATCH>
Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 17:37:12 +0000
Fwd Date: Sat, 20 Dec 1997 00:21:35 -0500
Subject: Skywatch: Filer's Files #50

Filer's Files #50  MUFON Skywatch Investigations
From George A. Filer:  MUFON Eastern Director, Dec. 18
Majorstar@aol.com  (609) 654-0020

Meteor showers cause a sudden drop in UFO reports. Apparently,
UFO crews feel shopping for the holidays is safer than dodging
meteors.

Happy Holidays everyone.

NEW HAMPSHIRE:

MUFON investigator and Board member Carolyn S. McNellis reports:
On December 2, at 4:32 p.m. Eastern time, I spotted a fireball
approximately half the size of a ping pong ball at arm's length
with a two inch tail. While driving south on RT 12-A at the
intersection of Hwy 89 at W. Lebanon, NH, (the road parallels the
Connecticut River, NH's border with VT), I saw the object in the
southwest sky.  I concluded that, because the sun was just going
down, the object was picking up the golden orange of the setting
sun.     That evening I questioned a local astronomer-friend who
said he had not heard of a meteor at that time, but December was
supposed to be full of meteor showers.  I witnessed Hale-Bopp in
early spring and this was MUCH MUCH larger .  If this was 1/2 the
size of a ping pong ball, Hale Bopp was the size of the head of a
pin, and  needed binoculars to really  be seen clearly.  I
watched this fireball until the road took me into the woods.
Seven minutes later, when I emerged from the woods, it was not to
be seen.  It was an awe inspiring sight, but one that made me
hope it was headed elsewhere in space -- gloom and doom warnings
of what will happen "if" have certainly  made an impression on
me!

GEORGIA:

John Thompson, MUFON Georgia State Director reports, I just got
off the phone with a man who says that he saw a triangle-shaped
UFO. The sighting took place at 8:40 PM on December 5th, on
Highway. 100, two miles north of Franklin. The witness observed a
formation of 5 white to amber color large lights.  A structured
object would have made a triangle about 50 feet in size. "The UFO
flew to the southeast at 2000 feet altitude or lower."  He
observed it for nearly 20 seconds before losing sight of the UFO
behind some pines. He said, the UFO flew slowly and made no
sound. The lights did not flash, and he is assuming they were on
a structured object that could not be see. The sky was clear,
with little wind and the UFO according to him was clearly close
enough for him to  have heard noise if it had made any.
He said he is certain  it was not an airplane nor like anything
he has ever seen before.   A check with the Heard County
Sheriff's Department and 911 revealed no other reports except
"gunshots were heard behind a nearby rock quarry." A call to
LaGrange Calloway Airport (15 miles to the southeast) showed that
no planes fitting the description of the alleged unknown  object
landed there on Friday night.  An investigation will be
completed. Best Regards, John Thompson.

US MIDWEST

--- Experts Say Flash Was a Meteor Dec. 13, 1997 By ( Associated
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Press) A mysterious flash of light that prompted calls to
authorities in four Midwestern states and led to a brief search
for an overdue plane was probably caused by a meteor, experts
said.  The light -- described by many as a glowing orange or red
was seen about 8 p.m. CST Friday across hundreds of miles, from
Minnesota and Wisconsin south into Iowa and northern Missouri.
``It was a good-sized red ball,'' said Wylie Peterson of Colfax,
Wisconsin. ``It had a pretty good tail behind it. It was too big
to be a flare.''  A search was organized after a private airplane
was reported overdue at the Boyceville, Wis., airport. It was
suspended after doubts were raised about whether the plane was
missing and the meteor possibility was considered.
Astronomy experts at the University of Minnesota and Drake
University in Des Moines, Iowa, said the phenomenon was best
explained by a single meteor burning through the Earth's
atmosphere.  December 13th, marks the peak of the annual Germinid
meteor shower. Thanks to:UFO Research http://home.fuse.net/task/

OHIO

Karen Heaster reports that on October 29 at 6:15 PM, three car
loads of professional workers were going home (north of Marietta,
Ohio) when a 300 foot long object with portholes appeared before
them in front of a cloud. All three cars pulled off the road to
look at it.  After 15 seconds it seemed to pull back into the
cloud which turned red.   The cloud and object then disappeared.
No further information is available at this time.  Thanks to:
Ted.Spickler.B @bayer.com and the American UFO Newsletter (Bob
Teets, Headline Books, WV).

Rob McConnell reports that on December 15, "I received a
telephone call from a lady who lives near Wright Patterson AFB.
The lady told me that since 1994 she has witnessed, along with
some 20 neighbors, multiple UFO sightings and 2 craft landings."
(Prebles County, Ohio) The lady told me that she has called the
Defense Department, NORAD, the USAF and other US governmental
agencies telling her sighting stories - to which she has,
allegedly, never received any answers.

     The description of the crafts involved, according to the
witness, are very bright white with an outer rim of red. In one
case, she observed USAF jets attempting to intercept these UFOs.
In another incident, this lady also saw a craft emit a green
beam. I will have more information on this case, and will post
it, along with a transcript of the radio interview I will be
doing with her this coming Saturday, December 20 on The 'X' Zone
Radio Show. Sheriff Hayes of the Preble's County Sheriff Office
and the Register Herald in Eaton, Ohio have confirmed that the
witness called in and reported UFO activity.
Specific dates of sightings include: April 96, April 97,
September 97.
Thanks to Rob McConnell, Producer & Host, of The 'X' Radio and TV
Programs, www.x-chronciles.com

NEVADA

On December 9th, a bright red, non-blinking object, about five
times as large as a bright star, hovered over the Reno area for
about an hour, from 5:15 PM to 6:15 PM Pacific time.  Radio
Station KKOH (780AM) received lots of phone calls about the
sighting.  The Reno Police Station said they received no calls.
The Reno Airport said they were watching the object, nothing on
radar, and estimated its speeds same as upper winds speeds.  They
ruled out a balloon because the object came to complete stops,
becoming stationary at times.   The Desert Research Institute,
which releases balloons, reported nothing from them in the sky.
The Naval Air Station said they did not see the object, but had
nothing in the skies at that time.  The object headed south at
about 6:15 PM Pacific time.  The Reno Gazette-Journal ran a small
notice of the sighting on the second page of its second section
today, 12/10/97.  Thanks to  Skywatch and Doc in Phoenix

CHILE

On Wednesday, November 26, 1997, at 11:34 p.m., Pilar Olazabal
was driving home with her friends, Juana Villalobos Moreno and
Carlos Iturbide Masana, in Punta Arenas, the southernmost city in
Chile, when the two women spied an oval shape that looked like it
was on fire. It illuminated the road in 300 meters in front of
them. The strangest part is that it was  seen only by the two
women and not by the man." Juana dropped off her friend and
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started to drive back to her own apartment. Ten minutes later,
"on one of the main streets of Punta Arenas, she saw a bright
object behind her car," in the rear-view mirror. "It was closing
in very fast, at about 50 meters (165 feet) behind her and 20
meters (66 feet) off the ground. The UFO was oval in shape with
red, yellow, blue and green lights that rotated very fast.
She stopped her car, and the object flew over her car at 20
meters above, and she got a  good look at the UFO. It then
accelerated at very high speed, heading for the Strait of
Magellan." The sighting was investigated by Bertran Cardenas of
Agrupacion de Investigaciones Ovniologicas (AION), Chile's
foremost UFO study group.

On Tuesday, December 9, 1997, another UFO was observed with
binoculars "The UFO had the shape of a ring of smoke with a ball
in the middle and then changed into a solid metallic sphere. A
video was taken and looks similar to the one filmed in Mexico
during a lunar eclipse.

Rodrigo Fuenzalida (president of AION)  was being interviewed on
Channel 4 with the  Chilean Air Force Captain Cristian Puebla who
is an Aeronautics Engineer, Professor at the Air Force
Politechnical School and Coordinator of Space Projects. When the
Captain was asked about the UFO's registered over Chilean soil,
he said the following "Yes, these UFO's have appeared all over
our country and by the way they behave and maneuver I can only
say that they are extraterrestrial in origin. It is impossible
that these UFO's are man- made". This was said publicly on
Channel 4 TV.   Many other sighting have been reported in the
last few weeks with one landing in a military practice field near
Santiago.  Thanks to  Luis Sanchez (Thanks to Luis Sanchez Perry
and UFO Roundup #49 Joe Trainor Editor .

ITALY:

On November 15, 1997, at about 4 p.m., two teenaged boys spotted
a UFO over their hometown of Siracusa, a port city in Sicily on
the Golfo di Augusta, 224 kilometers (140 miles) southeast of
Palermo. Grabbing a 35mm camera, the boys shot several photos "of
an object of discoidal form" as it "moved about in an erratic
manner through the skies above Siracusa." The UFO also
"periodically halted in mid-air" from time to time. They
described the object as having the shiny reflective surface "of
the glass of a window." (See the Italian newspaper Giornale di
Sicilia for November 30, 1997. Grazie a Edoardo  Russo e Antonio
Rapulla per questo rapporto.) Thanks to UFO Roundup, Joe Trainor
editor.

PACIFIC OCEAN

Alfred J. Quiroz reports that while he was Quartermaster of the
Watch enroute from Midway Island to Guam  in January 21, 1966, he
saw five lights in a "V" formation heading west. The objects were
at a very high altitude and similar to the Echo satellite of that
period. After chewing out the lookouts for not reporting the
UFO's I logged in the sighting in the ship's log. The weather was
clear and visibility was 20 miles. The entire bridge observed the
formation. We had no radar contact. We assumed they were a flight
of B-52's enroute to Guam. We contacted Guam and several other
bases that all denied having aircraft in our area. As we observed
the UFOs with 7 X 50 binoculars, the object executed a 90 degree
turn, accelerated and sped off at an extremely high speed and
disappeared heading south. The disappearance was like a very fast
fade out. The Officer of the Deck lowered his binoculars and
quietly exclaimed, "Gentlemen I believe you call those ! UFOs." I
logged in the sighting and the maneuver. The ship's log
mysteriously disappeared a few months later.

There was another incident that occurred while on daylight patrol
in the Tonkin Gulf in March. The lookouts reported a shiny object
floating just below the surface ahead of the ship. The object was
a silver ball about 3-4 feet in diameter and it appeared to be
heavy. The Captain ordered the ship to stop and all equipment was turned
off.
Officers hurriedly searched through manuals on Warsaw Pact mines
and nothing was found that matched what we were looking at 200
yards away.
The Captain called in a helicopter from the carrier we were
operating with. It hovered over the object and lowered a sonar
boom. The pilot was on the loudspeaker of the bridge so we were
hearing his description of the object. Silver, metallic sphere,
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no seams, marking or rivets, just an independent ball floating
just below the surface.
At this point the pilot decided to have his door gunner open fire
on the object. I was trying to film all of this with my 8mm movie
camera.
The distance was too much for my camera. The pilot reported that
the bullets were bouncing off. The pilot suddenly excited yells
"Whoa, that damn thing just took off!" Somebody yank that thing
down," the pilot exclaimed. Our captain immediately ordered
everything turned back on and General Quarters was sounded and we
proceeded to our ASW (Antisubmarine warfare) stations. We
searched for 72 hours and found nothing. I am curious if anyone
else or ship reported an incident like this one.  Phone #
520-327-327, Tucson, AZ 85713. Thanks to ISUR and John Thompson.

COLUMBIA

BOGOTA (Reuters) - A meteorite may have triggered a fire that
killed four small children in central Colombia.  Bogota's El
Espectador newspaper quoted witnesses, including the   children's
father and local firefighters, as saying "fireballs" had    been
spotted raining down from the sky in the impoverished area of
Huila province where the children died in the house fire on
Sunday evening.  The children, all under six, were alone in their
ramshackle house when the fire broke out. A hole, measuring about
10 inches in diameter, was discovered in the zinc roof of the
house, along with traces of a sulfur-like substance that was
being studied in a local laboratory.   The hole in the roof had
been punched from the outside, Rojas said,   adding that
everything seemed to indicate the children were the   unwitting
victims of a meteorite.

GREENLAND

Niels Bohr Institute in Denmark , announced a big meteor impact
has probably occurred in Southern Greenland at 61 25N, 44 26W on
Tuesday, December 9th, 5:00 AM.  The position is on the ice cap
approximately 50 kilometers NE of Narsarsuaq Airport. Based on
fairly accurate direction findings and the fact, that Danish and
Norwegian trawlers were situated on both sides of Southern
Greenland it can be determined, that the meteorite fell on land.
Greenland saw the huge light in the early hours of Tuesday
morning last week. Observations of the satellite light track from
Nuuk indicates that the meteorite passed a bit south of Nuuk in a
southeasterly direction towards the mentioned impact site in
Southern Greenland.

The flashes observed in conjunction with the meteorite were so
bright as to turn night into daylight at a distance of 100
kilometers and can be compared to the light of a nuclear
explosion in the atmosphere.
However, we stress that there is no reason to believe other than
natural causes.  During the day, the position will be over flown
by an ice reconnaissance plane, from the Ice Central in
Narsarsuaq on its planned flight from Kap Farvel to Nuuk.  The
event can in size probably be compared to the Kap York meteorite,
that in prehistoric time fell in Melville Bay, Sassivik south of
Thule. Findings from the meteorite consist of a number of iron
meteorites totaling 50 tons.

UNITED KINGDOM

Victor Kean has compiled the data on the increasing high rate of
Flying Triangles (FT) sightings over Southeastern England. During
July of 1997, there were 63 observed FT visits to the Nuclear
Power Station at Sizewell, Suffolk. Up from 61 sightings in May
and 62 in June. The Bradwell, Essex Nuclear Power Station
received 39 observed visits in July also up from the  35 visits
in May and 26 in June. The Dungeness,(Lydd), Kent Nuclear Power
Station (NPS)had 27 observed visits in July. This is a slight
downturn from 31 in June and  28 in May. There were no sightings
during July of the Grey FT with Amber or Orange lights.

On July 3rd the Flying Triangle was seen over the Bradwell NPS at
2340 hours and over both the Sizewell NPS and the Dungeness NPS
at 2345 hours some 94 miles apart suggesting that two Flying
Triangles were in 'operation' during that Working Period. The
last sighting of this was at 0155 hours at Sizewell. This was a
remarkably short Working Period of only 2 hours 15 minutes
compared with the 'normal'  4 to 5 hours.
Thanks to Victor Kean and the FT Group.
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MARS

The Pathfinder Robot uncovered evidence that Mars was once warm,
moist and more like Earth than its forbidding surface might now
suggest. The Martian plain was sculpted by liquid water in the
past that proves that the planet was once much warmer.  John T.
Scholfield of the Jet Populsion Laboratory stated in an AP
interview that "There's nothing we found that would preclude life
on early Mars." Some rocks on Mars bore evidence that they were
formed on a lake shore or even under water.

Reuters reports that a mishap that forced the Mars Global
Surveyor to make emergency flight changes has led to a surprising
wealth of data on the planet, including pictures of a dust storm
the size of the southern Atlantic.  "This will affect all the
incoming data for the next two years," Arden Albee, chief
scientist on the project. "It gives us some very significant
science that we couldn't have gotten in the normal design. We
come very close to the surface of Mars, much closer than we would
have."  Global Surveyor arrived to orbit Mars in September,
almost unnoticed amid the fanfare surrounding the Mars Pathfinder
mission and hobbled by an equipment mishap.  The problem arose
shortly after launch in November 1996, when one of the two arms
holding Surveyor's solar panels did not deploy properly.  The
problem forced Surveyor, which is carrying an array of sensors
and cameras to map and analyze Earth's closest neighbor, to alter
its orbit not to put too much pressure on the arm. The flight
change means the spacecraft must now fly backward and will not
reach its final intended position until March 1999, one year
behind schedule. Nevertheless, scientists said the new elliptical
orbit, which brings Surveyor to within 75 miles of the surface
instead of the planned 250 miles, was giving its cameras an
eyeful.  "We have canyons which are hardly named which are
steeper and deeper than the Grand Canyon." Albee, of the
California Institute of Technology, said. "We'd never have been
gutsy enough to design the mission this way."  The main focus of
scientific interest now is a huge dust storm that Surveyor has
tracked from its beginnings two weeks ago as a small disturbance
toward Mars' south pole.  "It is currently about the size of the
southern Atlantic. We don't know if it will grow into a global
dust storm," Albee said.
Mike Malin, responsible for the cameras on Surveyor, said it did
not appear the storm would spread over the rest of the planet and
that was good, because there were plenty of other things to look
at.  Among them were layers of rock that could suggest evidence
of deposition by water at some point in the planet's past and
small depressions that Malin said might be the empty beds of
Martian ponds.  "This would be the first evidence that seems
plausible of standing bodies of water on Mars," Malin said.
Editors Note: Evidence is continuing to mount that intelligent
life once existed on Mars and a startling announcement by NASA is
likely.

HYPOTHESIS

     Bob Beckwith, a MUFON scientist and engineer sent me a
letter stating in part: Magnetic levitation was first
demonstrated at Nottingham University by Dr. Peter Main on April
13, 1997.  Main's experiment was verified at the National High
Magnetic Laboratory at Florida State University on December 1,
1997.  These landmark experiments far overshadow the first
experiments demonstrating the splitting of the atom...On December
7, 1997, American Computer Company released information about the
"Transfer Capacitor" obtained in 1947 from Roswell by IBM and
AT&T, but not recognized for 50 years as significant.  Roswell as
the origin of the transistor in 1947 is now well documented.
Other Roswell material was distributed to industry in 1960.

Pressure must be placed on the selected recipients of 1947
material to release the material for further study by the free
scientific community.  The use of nuclear energy will surely then
become obsolete and dangerous as the ultimate in pollution.  Our
scientific eyes must be opened to the existence of the EBE's in
our midst and the vast new knowledge that they bring us.   Bob
Beckwith with Drew Craig have written an exciting book called,
HYPOTHESES, that outlines  the future technology  being uncovered
through the study of UFOs. Thanks to Bob Beckwith at
RWB@interramp.com.
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Season's Greetings from Philippe Piet van Putten

From: postoffice@bluemountain.com (Philippe Piet van Putten)
Date: Mon, 15 Dec 97 14:25:56 -00800 (PST)
Fwd Date: Sat, 20 Dec 1997 17:21:15 -0500
Subject: Season's Greetings from Philippe Piet van Putten

Philippe Piet van Putten has just sent you an animated greeting
card. You can pick up your personal greeting by connecting to the
following WWW Address:

http://www.bluemountain.com/cards/box4367/youa2494aaw9575.html

_______________________________________________________________________
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Corso, ACC, Greer etc...

From: Ufojoe1 <Ufojoe1@aol.com> [Joe Murgia]
Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 22:18:07 EST
Fwd Date: Sat, 20 Dec 1997 17:28:21 -0500
Subject: Corso, ACC, Greer etc...

>> Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 07:14:07 +0100 (MET)
>> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>> From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
>> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>As long as Corso's story is spread and ACC keeps going, expect
>more revelations to come. The suggestion from some people on this
>list that Corso should be prohibited from speaking at conferences
>and that the ACC thing should stop too, for God's sake, is to me
>preposterous. As far as I can see, Pitbull Jack has more brains,
>balls and bucks than every next 100 ufologists and is 1,000 times
>more effective. It's irony that a formerly disinterested party
>now seems to be unraveling the cover up that the UFO community
>has been staring at for 50 years. (At least part of it, duhh!) To
>some armchair ufologists who haven't mastered the telephone yet
>this is of course sour grapes.

>Keep going, Jack!

My sentiments exactly Henry! Everything you wrote regarding ACC,
Corso and other armchair ufologists is how I feel. The only
difference is you know how to express yourself well in writing. I
am looking for a good email writer to express my thoughts. Are
you available? Just kidding! Kind of...

Why are most of the people who write on this list so cynical? I
mean, healthy skepticism is one thing, closed minds are another.
Is most of the UFO community like this?

I read posts from April this year where people were complaining
about Steven Greer's personality and the way he went about
getting his contacts in Washington. Huh? Who the hell cares! If
he is successful getting the open hearings, will people on this
list still complain that he was mean and played "their" game to
do it? I don't understand this logic. I thought getting the
truth out in the open was the most important thing here. It
sounds like ego comes first with a lot of people.

Who else got certain congressional representatives to agree to
listen to some of the UFO evidence? I don't see them coming
forward. When I talked to my local Congressman about Greer and
his D.C. briefings, he was interested and wanted to know more and
asked for further information.

Greer wrote me and told me to tell the Congressman that he would
be happy to fly to Washington or Tampa and brief him in person.
I'm sure the Congressman was impressed with such vigor on Greer's
part.

Also, a representative from Greer's group called me just to
discuss the current situation that was going on regarding the
briefings and the whole UFO matter. I'm meeting with him next
week just to have a discussion about UFO related current events.
This guy is a really nice person. What, a nice person connected
with that evil minded, egotistical Dr.Greer? It's unheard of!

Greer is doing what it takes to get the open hearings. I would
think he's financially backed by somebody or he wouldn't be able
to do some of the things he does. I hope he plays "their" game to

http://www.ufoupdateslist.com/
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a T and gets the hearings. That's what I told my Mom and Wife
that I wanted for Xmas. Open UFO hearings in Congress! I don't
mind wating a couple of months or years if that's what it takes.

Keep it up Dr. Greer!

Joe Murgia
Tampa, Florida
Ufojoe1@aol.com
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
Date: Sat, 20 Dec 1997 06:19:56 +0100 (MET)
Fwd Date: Sat, 20 Dec 1997 17:35:39 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 14:07:45 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>>Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 06:16:29 +0100 (MET)
>>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>>From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
>>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> The problem is that his answers
>never go beyond the "facts" that are outlined in the book.  He
>has been unable to provide any further documentation or
>information that could help researchers in checking into his
>allegations.

Which is simply the fault of the investigators. He seems to have
given notes to Birnes. If nobody asks for copies, then the man may
be unaware of the requirement for further evidence. So the wisest
thing to do is ask for them. But alas, nobody does.

Of course he doesn't sound like a liar, as it
>appears that he truly believes that what he is claiming is the
>truth.  The problem is that there is no way to verify whether he
>is one of the most important people in our history or simply
>delusional.
>

See above. And I disagree, because the possibilities to verify
Corso's claims are virtually endless. You could start with the
notes, then the family of Corso, then the family of Trudeau,
ask them for documents, photographs, etc., etc.

Since nobody is doing that, the problem is really with the
Ufological community that seems to have only two possibilities:
either let him speak and moan that the only thing he gives
is anecdotes or dismiss him altogether.

>>If he is telling the truth perhaps other people will come forward
>>and confirm his story or parts of it. To a certain extent that
>>has already happened. A week or so ago someone posted a story
>>about an alleged extraterrestrial project at Monsanto, one of the
>>companies in Corso's book. If I remember correctly the post was
>>from Kenny Young of TASK.

>If others would come forward, that would help.  Of course, we
>always hope for something more solid than annecdotal claims.

You can hope as long as you like, but investigating would be
more productive.

>The only link between Corso and the ACC story is the claim that
>ET technology has been recovered and has since become a part of
>our own technological development.  Shulman at ACC goes to great
>pains to keep his claims seperate from Corso's, indicating that
>he had never heard of Corso or read his book prior to the ACC web

http://www.ufoupdateslist.com/
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>statement.

Which, obviously, only strengthens both cases. And of course,
it's damned if you do, damned if you don't. If Shulman had
contacted Corso before about this, he would by now be accused of
cooking up a master plan to boost both sales of Corso's book and
ACC's pc's.

>Corso, meanwhile, has not indicated any involvement
>in the seeding of "transistor" technology at Bell Labs.

Quite predictably not, because he arrived on the scene in 1960.
But in his book are at least five different references
where Corso unequivocally states that the transistor seeding
was in fact done by the military, though not by him.

In another post of mine I explained that on Sightings Shulman
said he has tracked the movement of the intact UFO and
specifically referred to parts of it that ended up at the
Pentagon. Because he obviously assumes the cases are linked,
Shulman has announced on his latest appearance that he is to set
up a meeting with Corso.

>So, I'm
>at a loss as to why you would believe that one would lend
>credence to the other.  Both stand, or fall, on their own merits.

So obviously you missed some things. What you are stating is
simply confirmation of a general Ufological rule I
formulated that when a case is composed of various types of
evidence, each will be artificially separated from the others
and the case will be explained away piece by piece.

>>Keep going, Jack!

>If you've followed the ACC story from the beginning, you see that
>Shulman has had an ax to grind since the death of a friend many
>years earlier, and that would seem to make him an "interested"
>party in this matter.

So?

>I'm curious as to how much of Corso's claims you've checked into?
> Some other lists have carried threads that show quite a few
>"mistakes" in his book, which don't help its credibility.  If he
>had prepared himself this poorly before he testified before
>Congress regrding Korean POWs, he would have been screened out by
>the staff and would have never reached the Floor.

Most of these errors were attributed by Corso and Birnes to
Birnes. Most of these errors are trivial anyway and should be of
no concern. I could give interesting examples of errors in the
papers that I read every day which have to do with reporters not
knowing all the details and making errors because of deadlines.
Nobody bothers about that, unless people are of very bad will and
get emotional over the heart of the matter. That, too often, is
the case in Ufology and it fools people into thinking that the
whole story is a hoax.

>The alien technology/transistor story is certainly not new,

Where has it appeared before then?

>but
>it has become the subject of discussion by ACC on the basis of a
>"notebook" that no one has been shown.

Ed Wang has seen it, because he has developed a relationship
with Shulman and has asked for it. Since all other Ufologists
seem to have trouble even operating the telephone, they haven't,
and are in no position to critisize ACC in the first place.
Nonetheless, a constant barrage of criticism flows towards ACC.

>Several researchers I
>know have been very interested in ACCs claims, since they tend to
>support theories they had developed on their own.  However, most
>of them have moved on to other research, since ACC isn't coming
>forward to show the evidence to support its claims.
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See above about the lab notebook. About the transcapacitor,
it's quite normal that a company protects its invention when it
is applying for a patent. When the patent is in, there would be
more room for disclosure. Since the mainstream press seems to be
picking this story up and Shulman is setting up a Lab to further
study his transcapacitor, they will have to release more data.

As you can imagine, someone who is responsible for a 200
people company must be aware of the scrutiny that is coming,
both from the media and from the technological partners he hopes
to attract, and of the danger to ACC's reputation when the story
is a hoax. In that case, his career is over.

So we have two possibilities:

- either the story is true or

- Shulman is a nut and an incompetent president and should start
looking for another job on short notice, since the showdown is
coming.  Also, the story cooked up by this nut happens to
corroberates Corso's to some extent while his employees, Wang,
Wolf, FUFOR and the US Air Force are his accomplices. (USAF has
confirmed they agree with ACC's assessment that the transistor is
out of a military project that involved an object not of this
earth).

Having listened to four radio interviews with Jack Shulman
and having spoken to him on the phone I am assured that the
qualification 'genius' would be more appropriate than 'nut'.

            __________________________________________
           /    Met vriendelijke groet/Best wishes    \
                      Henny van der Pluijm
                      hvdp@worldonline.nl

                       Technology Pages
                http://home.worldonline.nl/~hvdp
             \______________________________________/
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Re: Mantle's 'Article'

From: James Easton <pulsar@compuserve.com>
Date: Sat, 20 Dec 1997 00:28:32 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 20 Dec 1997 17:50:36 -0500
Subject: Re: Mantle's 'Article'

Regarding...

>From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Schatte]
>Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 18:50:11 EST
>Subject: Mantle's "article"

Rebecca wrote:

>Wonder if this is the same "article" the MUFON Journal published in
>the December issue? I hope not.

Perhaps someone will confirm if the Journal published Philip's
"Beyond Roswell" 'article' which appears on the Paragon site at:

http://binky.paragon.co.uk/roswell/beyond/index.html

Hesemann wrote:

"Nexus Magazine", Volume 3, #6 (Oct-Nov '96).
by Michael Hesemann, (C) 1996

THE 'ROSWELL FOOTAGE' RELEASE
About a year and a half ago, on 5th May 1995, the London-based
film producer Ray Santilli for the first time presented his
alleged alien autopsy footage to an audience of invited media
representatives and UFO researchers at the London Museum. Even
before that date, a very emotional debate had already started.
Angry ufologists had challenged Santilli to shut up or work
together with them, while others had claimed from the very
beginning that the film is a hoax just because it doesn't fit
into their concept of what happened in New Mexico in the summer
of 1947.

In the new Paragon "Beyond Roswell" promotion, it's written:

New eyewitness accounts of the Roswell incident seem to suggest
the Santilli autopsy footage is real. Philip Mantle ponders new
facts, research and expert opinions in search of the truth.

In March 1995 London based video and music distributor, Ray
Santilli, premiered his alleged alien autopsy film to a select
audience. Media researchers and Ufologists alike, gathered in the
museum of London to view what has proven to be the most
controversial event in the history of UFOs.

A debate had already raged among angry UFO researchers who
demanded that Santilli either 'shut up' or work with them. Some
claimed, even before seeing the film, that it was a hoax, just
because it did not fit into their concept of what took place in
New Mexico during the summer of 1947.

Similarly, from Hesemann's "Nexus Magazine" article:

Santilli's marketing policy, his commercial exploitation of the
film, his ignorance in the UFO field and his violation of all the
unwritten protocols of the UFO community didn't find many friends
among ufologists, and quite soon many screamed "Hoax!" without
being able to prove anything.  One researcher even concluded,
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"There is no [16 mm] film and no cameraman", after quoting page
after page of all the rumours, second- and third-hand information
and inconsistencies among Santilli's claims (or alleged claims),
to prove that he was right from the very beginning when he
suspected a scam, because the being on the autopsy table looked
"too humanoid to be an extraterrestrial", yet ignoring that this
is exactly how most eyewitnesses describe crashed ufonauts.

Unfortunately, those who searched for the truth, wherever it
might be, were few in number. Willing to listen to Santilli
first, before they judged and checked out the information they
could get before asking for more, were mainly Philip Mantle (UK),
Bob Shell (USA) and Michael Hesemann (Germany)-the International
Research Team (IRT)-joined by Maurizio Baiata and Roberto Pinotti
(Italy), Johannes Baron of Buttlar (Germany), Odd-Gunnar Roed
(Norway), Hanspeter Wachter (Switzerland), Col. Colman
VonKeviczky, Dr Bruce Maccabee, Joe Stefula, Lt. Col. W.
C. Stevens, Ted Loman, Robert Morning Sky, Llewellyan Wykel and
Dennis Murphy (USA), and others.

[...]

The following is a summary of results from the IRT's first year
of investigation.

Compared to Mantle's "Beyond Roswell" promotion:

Santilli's marketing policy, his commercial exploitation of the
film and his ignorance of the UFO field did not make him many
friends amongst ufologists. It was not long before many such
researchers screamed "hoax" without being able to prove anything.
One researcher concluded that, "there is no [16mm] film and no
cameraman." This self-same researcher cried hoax simply because
the creature on the Santilli film looked "too humanoid to be
extraterrestrial," but ignored the fact that this is exactly how
many UFO witnesses have described the occupants.

Unfortunately, those who were willing to check the information
available before reaching premature conclusions are few in
number.

Such researchers, apart from myself, have been Michael Hesemann
(Germany), Maurizio and Roberto Pinotti (Italy), Bob Shell,
Colonel Colman VonKeviczky, Dr Bruce Maccabee, Joe Stefula, Lt
Col Wendelle Stevens, Ted Loman, Robert Morning Sky, Llewllyan
Wykel, Theresa Carlson, Steve Kaeser and Dennis Murphy (USA). The
following is a summary of the results from the investigation of
the Santilli alien autopsy film.
[End]

The plagiarism is obviously beyond question and even permitted, I
can't recall ever seeing anything remotely like this before.

A notable distinction which is apparent.

From Hesemann's "Nexus Magazine" article:

Two segments with three frames each, one clearly showing the
autopsy room, were given to Bob Shell, editor of Shutterbug
magazine and also a phototechnical consultant for the FBI and the
US courts. After a careful physical analysis, Shell confirmed the
segments to be pre-1956 16-mm film. In 1956 Kodak changed its
film-base from acetate-propionate to triacetate, and the samples
were clearly on acetate-propionate film. The film type was Super
XX-Panchromatic Safety Film, a high-speed film used for indoor
filming but which had a life-span of no more than two years, when
cosmic radiation would cause a 'fogging' of the material. Shell
is sure the film was exposed and developed within two years.
This, at least, dates the film as pre-1958.

And from Mantle's "Beyond Roswell" promotion:

Two segments of film with three frames each, were given to
phototechnical consultant. Following a thorough physical
examination, Shell confirmed that the film samples were indeed
16mm and were shot before 1956. In his opinion, Shell feels that
the film is representative of the story touted by Santilli and
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the cameraman. However, Shell stated that further testing on the
film would have  to be carried out to be absolutely certain of
its authenticity.
[End]

At least we've dropped the absurd, "one clearly showing the
autopsy room" claim, although Hesemann no doubt still contends
the frames show a "collapsible autopsy table".

Collapsing in laughter, maybe.

As noted, in doing so, Philip neglects to mention that the frames
therefore have nothing whatsoever to do with the 'autopsy'
footage.

For a full comparison, Hesemann's article can be seen at URL:

http://www.peg.apc.org/~nexus/Roswell.html

Hesemann recently claimed that, contrary to what we were led to
believe, Bob Shell did not ask for any significant amendments to
the contents of "Beyond Roswell" and Hesemann wrote, "The book
manuscript was presented to Bob with the question is his research
result is represented accurately and if he wants to add anything.
He denied. Everything was OK for him".

I had asked what about Bob's public withdrawal of his "95%
certain" statement on the film's likely authenticity, to which
Hesemann replied, "Obviously he withdrew his withdrawel or
whatever".

In summary, Hesemann reiterated, "I repeat for the onethousands
time that Bob had the book before it went into print. He did find
idiomatic mistakes but NEVER REQUESTED ANY CHANGE OF HIS QUOTED
STATEMENTS IN THE BOOK. Ask him if you don't believe me".

I did of course, but await a response to Hesemann's contradictory
claims.

All of the above quotes are factual and I can but merely
highlight them for those who remain interested.

On Theresa's dedicated, exceptional and absolutely conclusive
research - Theresa being the first to _prove_ the video was a
special effect - duh... this merits a separate comment and in due
course.

James.
E-mail: pulsar@compuserve.com
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Re: UFO Research and Mapping Tool

From: Bruce Maccabee <brumac@compuserve.com>
Date: Sat, 20 Dec 1997 00:48:50 -0500
Fwd Date: Sat, 20 Dec 1997 18:08:46 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO Research and Mapping Tool

>Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 14:19:47 -0700
>From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: UFO Research and Mapping Tool

>'lo listmembers,

>To my knowledge, The most comprehensive and complete sightings
>database ever recordered on computer has been created by a
>software developer named Larry Hatch. It's a DOS program that
>maps the world and lists a record of sightings by year. It's
>catalog goes all the way back to Ezechial's sighting and contains
>sporadic sightings throughout the centuries but starts becoming
>dense around the 1700's. Actual recordings of waves don't really
[...]
>his own sighting data. Larry has put a lot of sleepless nights
>into this project and his support is ongoing.

>The program is called the UFO Research and Mapping Tool
>If interested information can be found at:

>http://www.flash.net/~joerit/docs/udemo.htm

No doubt about it....Hatch has a corner on the UFO data base
"market."  You absolutely will not believe what his program can
do.  Imagine being able to display 14,000 (or whatever the number
is now) sighitngs at their locations all over the globe or in
flat projection maps. Statistics? He's got 'em. I used it to
disprove the CIA's claim that "over 50 percent of UFOs after 1955
were sighitng of the U-2" (remember that last summer?) I used
Hatch's program to isolate the years 1955-1960 or so and the time
periods 0400-0800 and 1600-2000, when the U=2 would be most
likely seen.

THere weren't many sigitngs there but, more importantly, ther was
no change in the number of sightings in these time periods whe
the U-2 started flying.  I COULD NOT HAVE DONE THIS WITH ANY
OTHER DATA BASE ON SUCH A LARGE SCALE!
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ACC on CNN?

From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
Date: Sat, 20 Dec 1997 08:08:39 +0100 (MET)
Fwd Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 11:14:40 -0500
Subject: ACC on CNN?

Hi List,

I received a post from Newsbytes that had this header:

Jack Shulman And ACC
 Make It To CNN
   By Craig Menefee
     Newsbytes
      12-9-97

But the article says nothing about when that segment will be aired
or was aired. Does someone know more about this?

            __________________________________________
           /    Met vriendelijke groet/Best wishes    \
                      Henny van der Pluijm
                      hvdp@worldonline.nl

                       Technology Pages
                http://home.worldonline.nl/~hvdp
             \______________________________________/
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
Date: Sat, 20 Dec 1997 06:44:47 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 11:08:18 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 20:57:43 +0100 (MET)
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>Steven and list,

>All so called errors in Corso's book must be attributed to
>Birnes and not to Corso, as Corso and Birnes themselves
>have stated and as I predicted around July when this
>issue came up here first. I didn't have to ask either of
>them as it was obvious from the beginning.

Why "must" we believe that all the errors in the book have to be
attributed to Birnes?  Is there some documentary evidence to
support that contention, or do we simply "have" to believe that
it's true out of faith.

Yes, Corso has indicated that he never actually read the final
text before it went to print, and claims that Birnes included a
lot of material that he had not included in his "notes".  But
that is only a claim unless Corso provides the actual notes sent
to Birnes and we can make up our own minds as to what was later
added to complete the book.

>All this nonsense about Corso's so called errors is
>entirely irrelevant and the product of minds that make a
>mountain out of every molehill while so far ACC as well
>as Kenny Young have come with corroberative information.

ACC has announced nothing to substantiate the technological
claims of Corso.  ACCs claim deals with technology developed some
12 years before Corso's involvement.  There has been no claims
made by either ACC or Corso that they were part of the same
program, and the net effect of this assumption is that you end up
using one unsubstantiated claim to back up another
unsubstantiated claim.

>I will make two new predictions here:

>1. More evidence that corroberates Corso's and ACC's claims
>will surface

I certainly hope so.  If Corso isn't tied up in a legal knot, and
his health holds out, he claims to have a lot more material of
interest. However, he failed to mention any of it while promoting
his book.  A month or so ago his health precluded his travelling
to speak about the book, and I'm not sure of his status today.
At least one researcher has expressed an interest in working with
him to get additional material out into the open, but the legal
arrangement he has with Birnes and the publisher may preclude
such a deal.

>2. Amateur Ufologists will accuse more people to be part of a
>giant conspiracy to sell Corso's book and to help ACC with their
>commercial ploy. If Ed Wang, FUFOR and the US Air Force are
>already improving ACC's Christmas sales and bottom line by
>revealing that the meeting at Princeton took place where the USAF
>acknowledged the alien origin of transistor technology, then next
>in line will be the CIA, the NSA and Clinton's new dog.
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I've read all of the ACC material on the "net", and you must have
some document that I've failed to notice.  May I ask what you
perceive FUFOR's involvement to be in this matter?  Beyond that,
can you explain where you get the impression that the USAF has
"acknowledged" any of ACCs claims?

As many of these allegations are repeatedly mentioned on the
"net", the line between "allegation" and "fact" has become
hopelessly blurred.  I truly believe we have to keep an open mind
in dealing with these issues, but we also have to keep at least
one foot on the ground to keep from getting blown away.  To be
honest, I am more sympathetic to the claims made by ACC and Corso
than this post would seem to indicate.  I also don't care if ACC
wants to use this issue to increase its sales, which is all a
part of our capitalistic economy.  But it's probably a mistake to
claim that we're about to win the war when we're not even sure
that these new "recruits" have any ammunition for their weopens
(sorry, bad analogy....but it's early in the morning).

Steve
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Shulman Exposes Ultra-Secret Military ET

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Sat, 20 Dec 1997 13:36:21 +0200
Fwd Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 11:11:11 -0500
Subject: Shulman Exposes Ultra-Secret Military ET

Received via "alt.alien.visitors" December 20 at 12.19 local time (GMT
+ 1 hour).

*******

Date: 20 Dec 1997 11:06:13 GMT
From: "ufotruth@ix.netcom.com" < ufotruth@ix.netcom.com>
Subject: JACK SHULMAN EXPOSES TOP SECRET ET ORGANIZATION!
Message-ID: <01bcc676$88375720$2908b8cd@default>

Jack Shulman Exposes Hidden Ultra-Secret ET Military Organization

Stunning Development Revealed on Jeff's Friday Show 12-20-97

In an EXCLUSIVE breaking story, Jack Shulman, the President of
the American Computer Company, announced on Jeff Rense's
Sightings On the Radio program, Friday, 12-19-97, that he and his
associates have discovered a heretofore ultra secret, UNKNOWN,
apparent Black Budget, deeply buried, military organization which
deals with, and may direct and operate, our UFO/ET policy.

Jeff broke into his regular program at 9:06 pm Pacific to get the
story from Shulman, who is deeply involved with what is, so far,
perhaps the biggest UFO/ET story since the landmark Roswell
event(s) 50 years ago.
(see "Jack Shulman And ACC Make It To CNN" and other ACC
stories).

On the show, Shulman related an amazing string of events which
culminated when he and other ACC personnel, along with
Investigator/Journalist Bob Wolf, had what amounted to a
confrontation with Air Force personnel at the Pentagon. During
the course of what was described as a rather heated encounter,
Air Force personnel are said to have disclosed accidentally, or
otherwise, the existence of this invisible military organization
within the Department of Defense THAT NO ONE HAS EVER HEARD OF
BEFORE.

Shulman said it is called the Extraterrestrial Space Command
Directorate, or simply "E2SCD." As stated, this military group,
branch, or operational unit, officially DOES NOT EXIST in any
readily locatable government or military archive or database.
Jack stated the unit is probably referred to simply as "E2" by
those in it or those who have a need to know of its existence.

Further, Jack explained to Jeff how when he and his associates
were first going through the now famous 'laboratory notebook',
which apparently reveals the true origin of the transistor
(recovered ET technology), they observed several "E2" notations
in the text. Not having any idea what "E2" stood for at the time,
Jack and his team of scientists assumed "E2" to be some type of
engineering symbol or code. Today's revelation may have solved
that mystery and could confirm the existence of this ultra secret
elite military UFO organization far at least as long as 50 years
ago.

Shulman said a thorough search of the Library of Congress and all
immediately available government data bases revealed NO DATA on
the "Extraterrestrial Electronics Space Directorate", or "E2SCD."
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In a related issue, Shulman said it now appears the orginal top
secret fax that American Computer mysteriously received several
months ago is now believed by Jack Shulman, at least, to have
originated from a satellite which may well belong to, and be
operated by, the secret E2 organization.

The discovery of such an ultra secret organization lends credence
to many years of suspicion and assertions by a number of
researchers such as Stanton Friedman that an organization of
scientists and key players commonly called "MJ-12" exists, and
that it directs the military's deep cover, ultra secret ET
program.

This story is just beginning. Updates as available.
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ACC's Transpacitor - The ultimate energy store?

From: "Hendrik Rademaker" <hradem@worldonline.nl>
Date: Sat, 20 Dec 1997 13:41:36 +0100
Fwd Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 11:12:31 -0500
Subject: ACC's Transpacitor - The ultimate energy store?

Hello List,

Reading the article about the new device from ACC I was
quite surprised about the properties of this device, as anyone
would have been reading the article.

If this turns out to be not a hoax or some clever advertising
campain from ACC this is gonna shake the science tree quite
a bit. And maybe much more.

Implications would be:
- super fast computers
- super power efficient computers, since no heat is generated
- super big memory available to programmers (Bill will love this)
- the ultimate energy storage device, no loss (finaly electric cars?)
- etc..

Does anyone knows where any official scientiffic information on the
subject can be found (and not the ACC homepage)

Cheers and a Merry X-mas,

Hendrik Rademaker
hradem@worldonline.nl
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 21

NSA's Global Electronic Spy Network Officially

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 11:04:26 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 11:04:26 -0500
Subject: NSA's Global Electronic Spy Network Officially

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
To: updates@globalserve.net
Date: Sat, 20 Dec 1997 11:50:37 +0200
Subject: NSA's Global Electronic Spy Network Officially Acknowledged

Released by the Electronic (Daily) Telegraph December 16. URL:

http://www.telegraph.co.uk:80/et?ac=3D000239087618192&rtmo=3DVS6r3DqK&atmo=
=3DV
S6r3DqK&pg=3D/et/97/12/16/ecspy16.html

Menwith Hill is situated in the UK at 52=BA 52" N, 03=BA 03" W, and the
"Photo of the Menwith Hill installation" link

http://www.fas.org/irp/overhead/menwith.htm

refers to a site maintained by John Pike, where you'll find a map of
the area as well. The text accompanying the photo reads:

"The 1996 Strategic Assessment by the National Defense University
includes a chapter on Intelligence which includes the following aerial
photograph, captioned "Overseas collection site with covered antennae.""

The "Cooking up a charter for snooping" link 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk:80/et?ac=3D000239087618192&rtmo=3DVmP1w5Fx&atmo=
=3Dp
3IUbBUe&pg=3D/et/97/12/16/ecspy116.html

in the Electronic Telegraph's NSA item furnishes this information:

"Britain is bound to the national security interests of other nations.
In 1947 the governments of the United States, the United Kingdom,
Canada, Australia and New Zealand signed a national security pact known
as the United Kingdom - United States (UKUSA) agreement. Its intention
was to seal an intelligence bond in which a common national security
objective was created.

Disclosures to the US Congress reveal some of the functions of the
agreements. Under the terms of the five nations carved up the Earth
into five spheres of influence, and each country was assigned
particular targets. (Britain was responsible for intercepting the
Chinese).

The UKUSA Agreement standardised terminology, code words, intercept
handling procedures, arrangements for cooperation, sharing of
information, and access to facilities.

One important component of the agreement was the exchange of data and
personnel. The link means that NSA operatives from Fort Meade could
work from Menwith Hill to intercept local communications without either
nation having to formally approve or disclose the interception."

This is the article from the Electronic Telegraph. The links are
preceded by a square:

****

http://www.ufoupdateslist.com/
http://www.ufoupdateslist.com/1997/
http://www.ufoupdateslist.com/cgi-bin/maillist-today.cgi?file=/1997/dec/m21-005.shtml
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/
http://www.fas.org/irp/overhead/menwith.htm
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/
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Tuesday 16 December 1997

Issue 936   
                                          

Spies like US

A European Commission report warns that the United States has developed
an extensive network spying on European citizens and we should all be
worried. Simon Davies reports

=B0Photo of the Menwith Hill installation
     
=B0Cooking up a charter for snooping
                                                

A GLOBAL electronic spy network that can eavesdrop on every telephone,
email and telex communication around the world will be officially
acknowledged for the first time in a European Commission report to be
delivered this week.

The report - Assessing the Technologies of Political Control - was
commissioned last year by the Civil Liberties Committee of the European
Parliament. It contains details of a network of American-controlled
intelligence stations on British soil and around the world, that
"routinely and indiscriminately" monitor countless phone, fax and email
messages.

It states: "Within Europe all email telephone and fax communications
are routinely intercepted by the United States National Security Agency
transfering all target information from the European mainland via the
strategic hub of London then by satellite to Fort Meade in Maryland via
the crucial hub at Menwith Hill in the North York moors in the UK."

The report confirms for the first time the existence of the secretive
ECHELON system.

Until now, evidence of such astounding technology has been patchy and
anecdotal. But the report - to be discussed on Thursday by the
committee of the office of Science and Technology Assessment in
Luxembourg - confirms that the citizens of Britain and other European
states are subject to an intensity of surveillance far in excess of
that imagined by most parliaments. Its findings are certain to excite
the concern of MEPs.

"The ECHELON system forms part of the UKUSA system (=B0Cooking up a
charter for snooping) but unlike many of the electronic spy systems
developed during the Cold War, ECHELON is designed primarily for
non-military targets: governments, organizations and businesses in
virtually every country.

"The ECHELON system works by indiscriminately intercepting very large
quantities of communications and then siphoning out what is valuable
using artificial intelligence aids like MEMEX to find key words".

According to the report, ECHELON uses a number of national dictionaries
containing key words of interest to each country.

For more than a decade, former agents of US, British, Canadian and New
Zealand national security agencies have claimed that the monitoring of
electronic communications has become endemic throughout the world.
Rumours have circulated that new technologies have been developed which
have the capability to search most of the world's telex, fax and email
networks for "key words". Phone calls, they claim, can be automatically
analysed for key words.

Former signals intelligence operatives have claimed that spy bases
controlled by America have the ability to search nearly all data
communications for key words. They claim that ECHELON automatically
analyses most email messaging for "precursor" data which assists
intelligence agencies to determine targets. According to former
Canadian Security Establishment agent Mike Frost, a voice recognition
system called Oratory has been used for some years to intercept
diplomatic calls.

The driving force behind the report is Glyn Ford, Labour MEP for
Greater Manchester East. He believes that the report is crucial to the
future of civil liberties in Europe.
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"In the civil liberties committee we spend a great deal of time
debating issues such as free movement, immigration and drugs.
Technology always sits at the centre of these discussions. There are
times in history when technology helps democratise, and times when it
helps centralise. This is a time of centralisation. The justice and
home affairs pillar of Europe has become more powerful without a
corresponding strengthening of civil liberties."

The report recommends a variety of measures for dealing with the
increasing power of the technologies of surveillance being used at
Menwith Hill and other centres. It bluntly advises: "The European
Parliament should reject proposals from the United States for making
private messages via the global communications network (Internet)
accessible to US intelligence agencies."

The report also urges a fundamental review of the involvement of the
American NSA (National Security Agency) in Europe, suggesting that
their activities be either scaled down, or become more open and
accountable.

Such concerns have been privately expressed by governments and MEPs
since the Cold War, but surveillance has continued to expand. US
intelligence activity in Britain has enjoyed a steady growth throughout
the past two decades. The principal motivation for this rush of
development is the US interest in commercial espionage. In the Fifties,
during the development of the "special relationship" between America
and Britain, one US institution was singled out for special attention.

The NSA, the world's biggest and most powerful signals intelligence
organisation, received approval to set up a network of spy stations
throughout Britain. Their role was to provide military, diplomatic and
economic intelligence by intercepting communications from throughout
the Northern Hemisphere.

The NSA is one of the shadowiest of the US intelligence agencies. Until
a few years ago, it existence was a secret and its charter and any
mention of its duties are still classified. However, it does have a Web
site (=B0www.nsa.gov:8080) in which it describes itself as being
responsible for the signals intelligence and communications security
activities of the US government.

One of its bases, Menwith Hill, was to become the biggest spy station
in the world. Its ears - known as radomes - are capable of listening in
to vast chunks of the communications spectrum throughout Europe and the
old Soviet Union.

In its first decade the base sucked data from cables and microwave
links running through a nearby Post Office tower, but the
communications revolutions of the Seventies and Eighties gave the base
a capability that even its architects could scarcely have been able to
imagine. With the creation of Intelsat and digital telecommunications,
Menwith and other stations developed the capability to eavesdrop on an
extensive scale on fax, telex and voice messages. Then, with the
development of the Internet, electronic mail and electronic commerce,
the listening posts were able to increase their monitoring capability
to eavesdrop on an unprecedented spectrum of personal and business
communications.

This activity has been all but ignored by the UK Parliament. When
Labour MPs raised questions about the activities of the NSA, the
Government invoked secrecy rules. It has been the same for 40 years.

Glyn Ford hopes that his report may be the first step in a long road to
more openness. "Some democratically elected body should surely have a
right to know at some level. At the moment that's nowhere".

=B0See also in this week's issue: =B0Pretty good Phil bounces back (a
report on the consolidation of the reputation of Phil Zimmermann,
creator of PGP).

14 October 1997: =B0Europe's private parts to expand

=A9 Copyright Telegraph Group Limited 1997. Terms & Conditions of
reading.

Information about Telegraph Group Limited and Electronic Telegraph.

"Electronic Telegraph" and "The Daily Telegraph" are trademarks of
Telegraph Group Limited. These marks may not be copied or used without

http://www.nsa.gov/
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permission. Information for webmasters linking to Electronic Telegraph.

=B0Email Electronic Telegraph. 

 
--=====================_882738266==_
Content-Type: application/octet-stream; name="Menwith Hill (Overview)"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: base64
Content-Disposition: attachment; filename="Menwith Hill (Overview)"
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9caRzLIiBkHeMLsxbY+3l7W6YOgWnEgeSRmjBNltey/XE5SaIyk1rojGVvBF38jxJqJ0+IFnO3Fv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TFEtGiU2pSZZp0jdF0QyCMz/KWif/ZPjYZ9+oBsNvlJzaSPuJCiWlNJ7AODH2WiDMRMzpaVQEudP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--=====================_882738266==_
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
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Re: Alfred's Odd Ode #206

From: Alfred Lehmberg <Lehmberg@snowhill.com>
Date: Sat, 20 Dec 1997 06:55:10 -0600
Fwd Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 11:13:44 -0500
Subject: Re: Alfred's Odd Ode #206

Apology to MW #206 (For December 20, 1997)

You wouldn't know the deal if it bit you on the ass? Your brains would
run from ears; you=92d be in shock, and stand aghast? Rock too hard on
these foundations, and the heavens crack and fall -- falling down around
mad ears, never really there at all=85

Our living's so peripheral, as it's base shifts in the sands, while the
sky you see above you is without surcease or end. The potential of that
sky can draw a whimper from the strong, sorely test the courage, make you
doubt and think you're wrong.

You're pushed too hard believing that the answer is at hand -- that UFO's
are landing undersea -- upon the land. Then "bait and switch" is offered
up as proof of your infusion; you're derisive of the Mexican who has
FILMED your main confusion.

My laughing ass has come undone, is rolling on the floor. It rolls on
down the street unshamed, though it guffaws it implores. "Open up your
mind," it says. "Don't give in to the man. Broaden up your scope -- (ah
hell)  =85yank _hard_ down on his gland"! Pull the damn thing off, I say,
just yanking ain't enough.  =85stop taking shit from Congressmen, those
betrayers of the trust =85!

There _is_ some dark truth afoot, and it reeks of fish in Denmark!
Conspiracy's alive! We see its sign and hallmark! Whipped into a frenzy
by those who sell soft soap, we are dazzled by anomaly _contrived_ to
make us dopes!

Have you checked into the multiverse? Have you felt its length and girth!
Do you really think we're all alone? Do you think that we're the first?
=85Discount the paranormal? Think the concept's full of shit -- when it's
_fact_ mere observation changes _all_ that's scanned with it?

Got your Walmart's and your Save-U? Well then I guess _you've_ got it
made! You're in the pink and nothing stinks -- you're laid back in the
shade! You've got a job, the works not hard, you're even getting laid?
Well, slap and call me Susan, cousin; just dismiss all that I've said.

      Lehmberg@snowhill.com

All of it.

On an exhaustive internal investigation of their record, the CIA has
absolved itself of all wrongdoing and conspiracy allegations in the
matter regarding the involvement of a profit made from the transportation
and sale of illicit drugs. If it's good enough for the patronizing
talking heads of network news, and it's good enough for the individual's
with pre programmed brain cells, then, what's _my_ problem =85 don't I
watch the news?

"It's true Marge! =85 didn't you here the music"? -- Homer Simpson.

--
Explore the Alien View?

http://www.fortunecity.com/roswell/arecibo/46/

"I cleave the heavens, and soar to the infinite. What others see from
afar, I leave far behind me." - Giordano Bruno, while burning at the
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fundamentalist's stake for not believing the music.
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UFO Updates 
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Chat with Tom McHugh, UFO satirist

From: "Yvonne Hedenland" <VONNI_H@classic.msn.com>
Date: Sat, 20 Dec 97 13:01:23 UT
Fwd Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 11:17:10 -0500
Subject: Chat with Tom McHugh, UFO satirist

Join guest Tom McHugh, author of Flying Saucers are Everywhere,
along with the UFO Forum and the Comedy Forum, on December
23rd, 6pm PT, for a special holiday laugh as we take a look at this
outrageous spoof on the world of Ufology. There will even be a quiz,
Are You A UFO Contactee? Join us for an evening of fun. This chat
is available at http://forums.msn.com/UFO

The Briefing Room chat can be accessed by any IRC
client. The chat server name is publicchat.msn.com
and the room or channel name is #briefing.
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Re: Brasilia's Letter

From: "A. J. Gevaerd" <gevaerd@gold.alanet.com.br>
Date: Sat, 20 Dec 1997 10:14:42 -0200
Fwd Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 11:19:58 -0500
Subject: Re: Brasilia's Letter

 +++ FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE +++

The First World UFO Forum, Brasilia (Brazil), 07 to 14 December,
produced a letter that was delivered to some authorities invited
to represent Brazilian's Federal Government and the Ministry of
Aeronautics. This document was called Brasilia's Letter and
consisted of a respectfull request for our government to open a
few files about UFOs. Its contents is bellow.

The structure of that document is simple: the Brazilian UFO
Comission, on behalf of the entire Brazilian UFO Community,
wished to address to our government our concerns towards the UFO
Phenomena and ask for immediate actions including research,
investigation and dissemination public information about the
subject. 

The Brazilian UFO Comission, who hosted the Forum, asked the
support of the international UFO speakers present, representing
their local UFO communities in that action, just by signing the
document. By doing that they would make it clear that they
approve and recommend our letter. We expected to have massive
support from these people and fortunately we had!

We invited all the 70 domestic and international speakers present
at the Forum to sign the document, but a few of them left earlier
and couldn't do so. Others decided not to sign: Stanton Friedman
(Canada), Mark Carlotto, Donald Ware, Peter Davenport (EUA) and
Alegandro Agostinelli (Argentina). Per Andersen (Denmark), left
earlier and let us know by e-mail that he wouldn't sign.

All these people had their oppinions and positions fully
respected. Although we understand why Mark Carlotto wouldn't
sign, since he works for the US Government, we simply cannot
understand why people as Stan Friedman, Don Ware and Davenport
wouldn't sign. By doing that, they simply refused to support a
legitimate request of the Brazilian ufologist to our government.
But, all the remaining people did support us and we are immensely
gratefull to that!

Unfortunately, however, a few copies of this document circulated
in several lists on the Internet with the names of the above
mentioned people as having signed the Brazilian's Letter.  It
happened because the FULL letter was scanned and placed on the
net, where no one could see who signed and who didn't. So here we
express our appologies for having caused any trouble to anyone.

Anyway, if we achieve any success in our request to the Brazilian
Government, we will let the world know the results. Bellow is the
final version of the Brasilia's Letter. 

Respectfully,

A. J. Gevaerd, International Coordinator, World UFO Forum

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Bras=EDlia (DF), Brazil, December 14,1997.
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BRASILIA'S LETTER

Brazilian and foreign ufologists, from 19 nations of all
continents, gathered at the First World UFO Forum, from December
7 to 14,1997, in the World Parliament of Ecumenical Fraternity,
Parlamundi of the LGW, in Bras=EDlia, Brazil. The following facts
were presented in the presence of the Brazilian air force
minister:

1.   That it is of general knowledge that the UFO phenomenon,
represented by the constant visits of space vehicles to planet
Earth, is genuine and been independently confirmed by civilian
ufologists and military authorities throughout the world for the
last 50 years.

2.   That the origin of such phenomenon, already identified as
extraterrestrial and whose visiting vehicles come from
civilizations technologically far advanced than our own, co-exist
with us in the Universe.

3.   That such civilizations are in a continuous process of
approaching Earth and our planetary civilization. Also, that
these civilizations, through their maneuvers, most of the time,
display no hostility towards us.

4. That the visits of such extraterrestrial civilizations to
Earth have been gradually increasing over recent years, accordinq
to statistics provided by national and international statistics,
not only in quantity but also in intensity. 

5.  That it is urgent to establish an offcial programme of
knowledge, research and public education of the topic. Through
such methods, make it clear to the Brazilian population the ever
growing, undeniable and extraterrestrial presence on Earth.  

Thus, considering the adopted attitudes taken by countries who
have already recognized the extent of the problem, such as Chile
for example, who a few weeks ago established a UFO investigating
committee, we respectfully recommend that the Brazilian Air
Force, or some of their departments, adopt a similar approach to
formulate an appropriate way to discuss the subject at all levels
possible.

The Brazilian UFO Community, through this act represented by the
national researchers whose names appear below and with the full
support of the World UFO Community, represented in this act by
the undersigned, wishes to volunteer its knowledge, effort and
dedication should our proposal become a reality.

As an initial point in this process, something that would
represent a positive action taken by our authorit=EDes, the
Brazilian UFO Community respectfully requests that your Ministry
opens the files about at least two specific and remarkable
episodes of our UFO research.

(a)  The Operation Prato, conducted by the First Air Regional
Command (COMAR) of Bel=E9m, Par=E1 State, between September and
December 1997, that resulted in a large volume document,
complemented with       more than 500 photos and many films, the
movements of UFOs above the Amazon Region, as was confirmed by
Coronel Uyrang=EA Bol=EDvar Soares de Hollanda Lima; and

(b) Ufological phenomenon which occurred in May of 1986, over the
states of Rio de Janeiro and S=E3o Paulo, among others, when more
than 20 unknown flying objects were observed, monitored, recorded
on radar and were chased by Air Force jets, according to the
Aeronautics Minister at that time, Brigadier Oct=E1vio Moreira
Lima.

Given that civilian and military authorities have been aware of
the UFO situation and have monitored it at different levels over
past decades, always in the interest of national security, we
believe that this initiative and agreement would solidify the
beginning of a meaningful and prosperous partnership.

Cordially,

BRAZILIAN UFO COMMISSION (BUC), who hosted the Forum

Ademar Jose Gevaerd
Centro Brasileiro de Pesquisas de Discos Voadores (CBPDV)
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Claudeir Covo
Instituto Nacional de Investigacao de Fenomenos Aeroespaciais
(INFA)

Marco Antonio Petit
Associa=E7=E3o Fluminense de Estudos Ufologicos (AFEU)

Rafael Cury
N=FAcleo de Pesquisas Ufologicas (NPU)

Reginaldo de Athayde
Centro de Pesquisas Ufologicas (CPU)

Ubirajara Franco Rodrigues
Instituto Ubirajara Rodrigues S.C. (IUR)

BRAZILIAN UFO COMMUNITY, supporting the BUC

Ademar Eugenio de Mello (SP)
Antonio Faleiro (MG)
Cesar Pereira Vanucci (MG)
Ana Maria Santos (BA)
Basilio Baranoff (SP)
Chica Granchi (RJ)
Claudio Pamplona (CE)
Elias Seixas (RJy
Eust=E1quio Andrea Patounas (SC)
Haroldo Westendorff (RS)
Irene Granchi (RJ)
Luciano Stancka e Silva (SP)
Oscar Alberto Romero (BA)
Ricardo Varela Correa (SP)
Romio Cury (PR)
Aldo Novak (SP)
Emanuel Paranhos (BA)
Geraldo Simao Bichara (MG)
Hernan Mostajo (RS)
Jose Luiz Lanhoso Martins (PA)
Manoel Gilson Mitoso (AM)
Pedro Cunha (DF)
Roberto Affonso Beck (DF)
Wilson Geraldo de Oliveira (DF)

INTERNATIONAL UFO COMMUNITY, idem

Alexandr Balandine (Russ=ECa)
Barry Chamish (Israel)
Budd Hopkins (United States)
David Jacobs (United States)
Gabor Tarcali (Hungary)
Giorgio Bongiovanni (Italy)
Graham Birdsall (England)
James Courant (United States) ..........WASN'T PRESENT TO SIGN
Jesse Marcel J=FAnior (United States)
Michael Hesemann (Germany)
Pablo Villarrubia Mauso (Spain)
Roberto Pinotti (San Marino)
Boris Chourinov (Russia)
Colin Andrews (England)..........WASN'T PRESENT TO SIGN Derrel
Sims (United States)
G. C. Schellhorn (United States)
Gildas Bourdais (France)
Glennys Mackay (Australia)
Jaime Maussan (Mexico)
James Hurtak (United States)
Mario Dussuel Jurado (Chile)
Maurizio Baiata (Italy)
Michael Lindemann (United States)
Roberto Banchs (Argentina) ...... SIGNED WITH RESTRICTIONS
Rodrigo Fuenzalida (Chile)
Sun-Shi Li (China)
Timo Koskeniemi (Finland)
Wendelle Stevens (United States)  Yvonne Smith (United States)
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Sat, 20 Dec 1997 09:43:23 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 11:21:07 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>From: TotlResrch <TotlResrch@aol.com> [Kal Korff]
>Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 01:38:26 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>The scenario Bob Shell outlines of being ripped-off by
>publishers, etc., is one that I cannot relate to
>personally...maybe some authors have gotten burned by their
>publishers, but I would like to believe (since I have numerous
>contacts in the publishing industry and have the luxury of
>picking and choosing my publishers, which is very rare) and I
>KNOW that most of the (certainly mainstream) publishing industry
>simply does not work this way.

>Perhaps Shell has had no luck...just like those who have been
>trying to get some straight and truthful answers from Ray
>ScamTilli and his promoters regarding the alien fraudtopsy case.
>:-)

>Respectfully yours,

>Kal Korff

Kal,

I do not claim that my experience is universal.  But it is fairly
common.

I've never written a UFO book.  My many books have all been
on photography and photo topics.  Perhaps photographic publishers
are less honest than the industry in general.

If Prometheus is honest, I applaud them, and hope their ethics
will spread through the industry.

Bob
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Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Sat, 20 Dec 1997 09:43:41 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 11:21:46 -0500
Subject: Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

>Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 00:26:17 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: The Pope Builds Giant Observatory To Find ETs

>Hey Bob,

>Yeah, it is very different. One major difference is, they didn't
>land on the Whitehouse lawn as everyone expected. Why do you
>think you're hearing about this from a nobody like me. They are
>introducing themselves to the people (directly) one at a time.

>Not to say they haven't contacted our leaders. (If Bubba and
>Hillary haven't been 'tagged' yet I'd consider the aliens remiss
>in their duties.) But they -have gone- directly to the people.
>And, unlike the Catholic Priests, about all they've done so far
>is shove things in our noses and keesters and scare the living
>daylights out of a few citizens. Although I'm not too choked up
>about that either, it beats the hell out of genocide and the
>death of our entire culture I'd say. <G>

>BTW, kids who are not educated about predators are easy prey!

>John Velez

Personally, I never expected them to land on the white house
lawn.  If they are enlightened, the certainly understand that
"there is no governor anywhere" and realize that our "need" for
government is just a temporary phase that civilization goes
through as it matures.  So they are contacting those that
really matter in our civilization, ordinary people.

Some aspects of our culture need to die.  We need to lose the
idea of government as surrogate parents and take on responsibility
ourselves.  We need to throw away the crutches of organized
religion and look for truth within ourselves.  We need to
grow up!  It's happening, but slowly.

Bob
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Sat, 20 Dec 1997 09:43:56 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 11:23:12 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
>Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 11:49:31 PST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: RE: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>Bob,

>Thanks for the clarification.  It makes me feel a little better;
>I didn't want to leave the impression, in my own note, that
>all publishers are to be trusted.  There are indeed plenty of
>horror stories out there.  So far, anyway, I've been fortunate.

>Jerry Clark

Perhaps the difference is that publishers of UFO books, by and
large, are smaller firms, and you get more personal attention
from them.  I've never written a UFO book, and may never.

A couple of years ago I was contracted to write a book by one
of the largest publishing conglomerates.  I got the advance, as
agreed.  Then, over the course of a year they had three
complete personnel changes, and I had three different editors,
each of whom had a totally different idea of what the book
should be.  The last editor they stuck me with was a rabid
"feminist", and it was immediately obvious that our personalities
were oil and water, and she despised by photographs as well.
I just sent them back their advance and
withdrew from the project.

This and similar crap just doesn't happen with smaller
publishing houses, where your editor is often the owner or
one of the owners, and major personnel changes are rare.

I'm in the middle of negotiations right now with one of the
largest publishers in the world for a major book for next
year, and I've got all my fingers crossed that I can keep the
same editorial contacts and editor until the book is "put
to bed".  But I'm not counting on it!!!!!

Bob
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Sat, 20 Dec 1997 09:50:12 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 11:23:57 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 22:22:38 +0100
>From: Don Ledger <dledger@istar.ca>
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>Bob if you have publishers who are screwing you then you should
>pass them on as a warning to the rest of us. They won't last long
>in the business, once they become known. You don't have to put
>them on the list but could issue them privately to those that are
>interested, such as myself...and I'm sure many others.

>Don Ledger

Don,

They are some of the major publishing houses, and their
subsidiaries.  Bigger firms can get away with this sort of thing
much more easily than small ones.

It's just the same as big corporations.  When I was running my
own photo magazine we knew that the really big name companies
were the ones who would play games when it came to paying their
advertising bills.  The industry giant typically took at least
six months to pay.  There was nothing anyone in the industry
could do about it.  If we wanted their business, we just had to
sit back and take it.  And they flatly refused to pay interest
and late charges!

I think corporate ethics of major corporations would make a
very short book!!

Stick with small publishers and you are probably safe.

Bob
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: John Koopmans <john.koopmans@sympatico.ca>
Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 22:57:33 -0800
Fwd Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 11:24:45 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 22:22:38 +0100
> From: Don Ledger <dledger@istar.ca>
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

<snip>

> Bob if you have publishers who are screwing you then you should
> pass them on as a warning to the rest of us. They won't last long
> in the business, once they become known. You don't have to put
> them on the list but could issue them privately to those that are
> interested, such as myself...and I'm sure many others.

> Don Ledger

Don, why not put them on the list? I as a reader I would also like to
boycott those publishers that screw the authors.

John Koopmans
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NICAP Statements 1957 (for Jan & readers)

From: " Jerry Cohen" <rjcohen@li.net>
Date: Sat, 20 Dec 1997 13:46:44 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 11:27:21 -0500
Subject: NICAP Statements 1957 (for Jan & readers)

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Cordial hello to you Jan Aldrich,

I've been trying to catch up on my posts after finishing my rebuttal
to Larry Robinson's "SOLVING THE 1965 EXETER NH SIGHTINGS. Article and
rebuttal located at:

LARRY ROBINSON'S SOLUTION
http://php.indiana.edu/~lrobins/howiextr.htm

MY REBUTTAL
http://www.li.net/~rjcohen/rob.rebut.html

                              . . .

Just a point of information regarding some snippets from your early
October post below.

>Statements by NICAP Officials in 1957
>
>From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
>Date: Sat, 04 Oct 1997 10:16:41 -0700
>Fwd Date: Sat, 04 Oct 1997 11:46:12 -0400
>Subject: Statements by NICAP Officials in 1957

>Here is an interesting newspaper article from 1957
>with statements from both Hillenkoetter and Fournet.
>Note that there are several mistakes Charles Maney:
>was not a PhD, he was at Defiance College, not University.

>Whether Moonwatch teams, at this time, 1957, had UFO sightings
>or not is questionable.  There were some newspaper accounts
>saying that some teams saw something unusual.  Later analysis
>may have found the answer.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

JC:   Whatever the later analyses indicated, and I'd like to see them,
one of the members of that team, Walter Webb, made some comments
regarding same which were quoted in my Oberg/Cooper series.

     "I certainly know that in the satellite tracking mission
     we got a number of things that appeared on the films that
     were never tracked down; they weren't part of the
     mission!  A person who says that the Baker-Nunn cameras
     never picked up anything is just dead wrong because I
     know they did ..  I was in charge of the project!
     We just didn't bother about it.  It would have been too
     much work to investigate some strange lights;  it would
     have diverted men from the job they were supposed to do.
     . . . "

     "We received many reports from our Moonwatch stations
     concerning the strange lights that certainly weren't
     satellites.  Many of these witnesses were amateur
     astronomers and generally well acquainted with the
     skies."

I believe Webb still supports these comments to this day. If these
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things were observed at satellite heights, that would probably
eliminate "earthlights" and cloud-level anomalies as a probable cause.

Some further references to Webb and his comments are located at:
http://www.li.net/~rjcohen/ocr.3b.html#anchor904745

Webb's comments were gleaned from CUFOS International UFO Reporter
(1/93), appearing approximately 6 years after Hynek's death.  They
were taken from an article he wrote titled "Allen Hynek As I Knew
Him."  Webb was (is?) an astronomer at Charles Hayden Planetarium,
Boston.   He had worked for Dr. Hynek beginning in February 1957 when
Dr. Hynek was setting up tracking stations for the Smithsonian
Astronomical Observatory.

One of the reasons NICAP made the statements they did regarding "UFOs
& Moonwatch" was because Webb had became a scientific advisor to their
group. They probably felt that since his statements were source
related, they were therefore reliable enough to take seriously.

Some further information about NICAP can be found at:
http://www.li.net/~rjcohen/nicap.html
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
and regarding the following comment:

>Dr. Hynek gave Edward Ruppelt a statement for his book
>which said that U. S. Moonwatch teams had not reported
>any UFOs.  Later, in communication with LTC Friend, Project
>Blue Book chief, Dr. Hynek was "pained" to say that the
>statement as far as he knew was correct at the time he gave
>it to Ruppelt, but after Ruppelt's  updated "The Report on
>Unidentified Flying Objects" went to  press, unidentified
>sighting reports came in from Moonwatch team personnel.

JC:   Here's a question for everyone out there: If you were doing the
serious work Hynek was performing for NASA via the Smithsonian
project, would you be quick to make positive statements regarding a
topic that a majority of scientists were still scoffing at back then?
I know if I were doing his job, I certainly wouldn't have.

Incidentally, it was Webb's comments, along with my own analysis of
the "Skything" case that prompted me to use "Skything" as an example
in the Oberg/Cooper series as well. It is also why I challenged Paul
Devereux to explain it using his earthlights theory concerning "ALL
UFOs."

"Skything" is located at:
http://www.li.net/~rjcohen/ocr.2.html

Wishing you and yours a happy holiday season and thanks
for all your diligent efforts. Keep up the great work.

Sincerely,
Jerry Cohen

 Author: Oberg/Cooper rebuttals
         Robinson/Exeter rebuttal
Website: http://www.li.net/~rjcohen
UFOmind: http://www.ufomind.com/ufo/people/c/cohen/

P.S.    Best wishes for a joyous holiday season to all our
readers too.
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The Lesotho Incident

From: koch@wad.berlin.fido.de (Joachim Koch)
Date: 20 Dec 97 17:16:00 +0000
Fwd Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 11:28:30 -0500
Subject: The Lesotho Incident

Date: 20 Dec 97 19:43:00 GMT
From: koch@wad.berlin.fido.de <Joachim Koch>
To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Subject: The Lesotho Incident

Hello Errol, Hello List!

During the (hopefully) quiet Christmas Days I am going to  prepare
another update report of recent developments surrounding the Lesotho
Incident and would like to publish it here only.

Until then, to you and all readers of this very important and
substantial list:

Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!
Froehliche Weihnachten und ein glueckliches neues Jahr!

Joachim Koch
Berlin, Germany

        *Homepage International Roswell Initiative, Germany:*
         > http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/jkoch1 <
      *Update December 20,1997*: News about the "Santilli-Film"
   Other items: Lesotho-Crash, Crop Circles, Betty Hill's Star Map
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Amazon Book Report

From: RSchatte <RSchatte@aol.com> [Rebecca]
Date: Sat, 20 Dec 1997 19:52:02 EST
Fwd Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 11:31:00 -0500
Subject: Amazon Book Report

-----
From: "We've Found the Books You're Looking For" <eyes@amazon.com>
Date: Sat, 20 Dec 1997 04:43:21 -0800 (PST)
To: RSchatte@AOL.com
Subject: Books whose keywords include "UFO"

Hello from Amazon.com Books!

As you requested, we are notifying you of new books matching the
following criteria:

      keywords include "UFO"

The new books are listed at the end of this message.  If you're
interested in any of these books, you can order them online at
http://www.amazon.com/ .

Your most humble automated search agent,

          Eyes
          Amazon.com Books
          http://www.amazon.com/

P.S. Did you know that we can also send you e-mail messages reviewing
books in your favorite genres? Sign up for our free Amazon.com Delivers
notification service and we'll send you e-mail featuring
the titles that our Editors think are outstanding.

If you'd like to sign up, visit us at
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/subst/editors/editors-signup.html !
------------------------------------------------------------------------
"Ufo's and Ufology : The First 50 Years"

by

Paul Devereux, Peter Brookesmith

List Price: currently unknown

Subjects: Unidentified flying objects; UFOs

Publisher: Facts on File
Binding: Hardcover
Expected publication date: January 1998
ISBN: 0816038007
URL: http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ISBN=0816038007/e
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Bob Lazar?

From: Jacques Poulet <jpoulet@generation.net>
Date: Sat, 20 Dec 1997 20:53:13
Fwd Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 12:00:43 -0500
Subject: Bob Lazar?

Hi All,

I want to contact Bob Lazar to invite him to give a lecture in
Montreal. The phone number I was given isn't the right one. Does
anyone have it?

        Thanks.

Jacques Poulet, Directeur
SOS OVNI Qu=E9bec
Case Postale 143
St-Jean-sur-Richelieu, Qc
CANADA   J3B 6Z1

T=E9l:(514)536-0140
Fax:(514)536-0141
http://www.mygale.org/01/jpoulet/
jpoulet@generation.net
jpoulet@mygale.org
sosovni@aol.com
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UFO footage from Scotland

From: Dave Ledger <dledger@cableinet.co.uk>
Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 02:17:23 +0000
Fwd Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 12:32:09 -0500
Subject: UFO footage from Scotland

Hello Errol, group,

We are writing this letter to inform you all that we now have
enabled streaming of the video clips from the website at 28 kbps.
Unfortunately we have not solved our problem of the downloading
of these files when saved. If any fellow members have any
suggestions toward our problem,we would be very glad to hear
them. We are sorry for any previous inconvenience that we may
have caused and can only state to you all that this is a new
venture to us and we are prone to mistakes etc. We will improve
through time and do not aim to upset anyone. Thankyou all for
your time. And please accept our sincere apologies.

Good luck to you all and merry Christmas.....

Dave Ledger.
--
==================================================================
The truth is just around the corner!,................but how far?
Visit UFO SCOTLAND at http://wkweb5.cableinet.co.uk/dledger
ICQ pager http://wwp.mirabilis.com/4851425
==================================================================
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FOIA attorney Peter Gersten chats with visionary

From: "Yvonne Hedenland" <VONNI_H@classic.msn.com>
Date: Sun, 21 Dec 97 05:41:56 UT
Fwd Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 12:42:14 -0500
Subject: FOIA attorney Peter Gersten chats with visionary

On Monday, December 22nd at 6 p.m. PT, the Timeless
Journeys chatroom's featured guest will be visionary
artist AYA.

Inspired by a spirit vision in 1985, AYA is creating
a line of higher-dimensional mandala-templates, called
Star-Wheels. These Star-Wheels are to be shared with
the world as 'living holograms.' thus helping to
synergise colors, sounds, sacred geometries and
ceremonial dances into a celebration of 'who we are.'

The Star-Wheels are a sequence of 144 telepathic
information mandala-disks scaled-up (and down) to a
frequency appropriate for human vibrational perception.
These disks are encoded with specific keys to trigger
brain activation/transduction. This chat is available at
http://forums.msn.com/UFO

The Briefing Room chat can be accessed by any IRC
client. The chat server name is publicchat.msn.com
and the room or channel name is #briefing.
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Re: Corso, ACC, Greer etc...

From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 03:05:57 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 12:46:33 -0500
Subject: Re: Corso, ACC, Greer etc...

>From: Ufojoe1 <Ufojoe1@aol.com> [Joe Murgia]
>Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 22:18:07 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Corso, ACC, Greer etc...

>>> Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 07:14:07 +0100 (MET)
>>> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>>> From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
>>> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>>As long as Corso's story is spread and ACC keeps going, expect
>>more revelations to come. The suggestion from some people on this
>>list that Corso should be prohibited from speaking at conferences
>>and that the ACC thing should stop too, for God's sake, is to me
>>preposterous. As far as I can see, Pitbull Jack has more brains,
>>balls and bucks than every next 100 ufologists and is 1,000 times
>>more effective. It's irony that a formerly disinterested party
>>now seems to be unraveling the cover up that the UFO community
>>has been staring at for 50 years. (At least part of it, duhh!) To
>>some armchair ufologists who haven't mastered the telephone yet
>>this is of course sour grapes.

>>Keep going, Jack!

>My sentiments exactly Henry! Everything you wrote regarding ACC,
>Corso and other armchair ufologists is how I feel. The only
>difference is you know how to express yourself well in writing. I
>am looking for a good email writer to express my thoughts. Are
>you available? Just kidding! Kind of...

>Why are most of the people who write on this list so cynical? I
>mean, healthy skepticism is one thing, closed minds are another.
>Is most of the UFO community like this?

>I read posts from April this year where people were complaining
>about Steven Greer's personality and the way he went about
>getting his contacts in Washington. Huh? Who the hell cares! If
>he is successful getting the open hearings, will people on this
>list still complain that he was mean and played "their" game to
>do it? I don't understand this logic. I thought getting the
>truth out in the open was the most important thing here. It
>sounds like ego comes first with a lot of people.

Joe, I was one of the people who got on Greers case last april.
My reasons were based on several important points and issues
-none of which- have ever been addressed or answered.

1. What you call an, "open hearing" is stretching the taffy a
bit. To this day no-one knows who all of the "official" attendees
were. (Mind you these are -our- elected officials!) nor does
anyone have a copy of the minutes of these "open hearings." Dr
Greer himself told us that we'd all, "have to wait for his
-future book- to come out!" (That's a direct quote!)

2. Greer et al are prone to secrecy. Not what I look for in an
individual who presumes to represent -me- before our elected
officials in Washington. (Who -elected- Greer "the peoples
representative? Not I. Did -you- get to vote Joe? Or did the good
doctor using the substantial "grease" provided by the likes of
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old man Rockefeller -buy- his way into the situation? Ask Doc
Greer about the Lear jet jaunts to Europe, and the limo's and all
the other trappings. "Someone" is paying for all of that. I
wonder what ever happened to accountability in a person who
'claims' to represent others.

3. Greer only represented himself and the interests of whoever
backed him with all those goods and services. Name -one- other
major UFO group or organization that he contacted for support or
consensus. Yet before our elected officials he claimed to
represent us all.

4. Dr.Greer makes wild and unsubstantiated claims such as, "98%
of all abductions are performed by clandestine government
groups!" OK fine, how do you know that doctor? No response. No
sources, no corroboration, no proof. That's a mighty big claim to
make without proof, documents or any substantiation.

None of the above reasons are "ego based" Joe. They are
legitimate questions and issues that deserve answers. None have
been forthcoming. Nor do I expect any.

I could go on Joe but all this is "old territory" we been dere
and done dat already. Greer has no credibilty with me and great
many others. You didn't go back far enough in the archive to see
e-mails from Greer and his side kick mizz Adamiak spitting venom
and making false accusations while at the same time trying to
scam a lousy video out of some Scotsmen! You really ought to pick
your "hero's" a little more carefully. This guy is not a shining
example.

>Keep it up Dr. Greer!

That- has been the problem Joe.

Over and out!

John Velez
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 21

ACC's TCAP Diagram

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 12:48:00 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 12:48:00 -0500
Subject: ACC's TCAP Diagram

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
To: updates@globalserve.net
Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 09:23:59 +0200
Subject: ACC's TCAP Diagram

ACC has just put a visualization of the transcapacitor up on its
website. Go to

http://www.American-Computer.com/tcapviz.gif

The introduction on the main Roswell page

http://www.American-Computer.com/roswell.htm

reads like this:

"GREEN LIGHT GIVEN TO POST DIAGRAM !! In spite of questions raised by
ACC about the TCAP's=BFlineage, THIS IS the amazing "1st Anywhere!"
artists Microminiaturization Diagram=BFof the Transfer Capacitor, posted
by ACC for the Interest of Public Speculation!
(originally posted 12/21/1997)" =BF

--=====================_882744480==_
Content-Type: image/gif; name="Tcapviz.gif";
 x-mac-type="47494666"; x-mac-creator="4A565752"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: base64
Content-Disposition: attachment; filename="Tcapviz.gif"
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82gYKRvm8IhILGAQg/jDJe5wiOP7X/mSSMUq6s+JPWwiFk0CxflZ8YtgbN8Wd6jFMXZRimFMoxrB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Re: UFO Research and Mapping Tool

From: JJ Mercieca <mufor@maltanet.net>
Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 12:52:12 +0100
Fwd Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 12:54:18 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO Research and Mapping Tool

>Date: Sat, 20 Dec 1997 00:48:50 -0500
>From: Bruce Maccabee <brumac@compuserve.com>
>Subject: UFO UpDate: UFO Research and Mapping Tool
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

>No doubt about it....Hatch has a corner on the UFO data base
>"market."  You absolutely will not believe what his program can
>do.  Imagine being able to display 14,000 (or whatever the number

Larry Hatch now has an e-mail for anyone wishing to contact him :
larryhat@jps.net [and subscribed here today, thanks JJ - ebk]

Regards,

JJ Mercieca

Malta UFO Research
http://www.mufor.org/
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Clinton's Big Interest In UFOs

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 14:04:38 +0200
Fwd Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 13:02:22 -0500
Subject: Clinton's Big Interest In UFOs

Issued on the National Enquirer's site December 20. URL:

http://www.nationalenquirer.com:80/mod03/mod03-story-509.html

*******

PRESIDENT Clinton. What Clinton's Enquiring Mind Wants To Know . . .

Bill Clinton wanted two big questions answered when he first took
office as President: Who killed JFK? Are there UFOs?

That's the intriguing revelation of Bill's old friend Webb Hubbell, who
said that when Clinton appointed him associate attorney general, he
told Hubbell to make those questions a top priority.

"He was dead serious," declared Hubbell in his new book "Friends in
High Places."

But Hubbell himself didn't get satisfactory answers from his own
investigations, so he never answered the questions for the President.

"Clinton wanted to learn the truth about JFK's assassination because he
has had a long love affair with Camelot," a Washington insider
disclosed.

"President Kennedy was his idol. When young Clinton shook hands with
him in the Rose Garden at the White House, he felt as though his
destiny was sealed. He told me his Presidential ambitions took form
that afternoon.

"And Clinton has always been interested in space and whether UFOs and
space aliens are real."
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Heat, Cold, Wind, and Clouds

From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 10:24:04 -0800
Fwd Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 13:05:38 -0500
Subject: Heat, Cold, Wind, and Clouds

Greetings List Member,

In trying to update Rene Hardy's Trace/Effects Catalogues and other
items we are still seeking:

Radar material
Heat cases
Cold effects cases
Cases where the object causes wind or things to blow around
Cloud-Cigar or large object with satellite objects cases.

I have already consulted the usual suspects:

   Jacques Vallee's  Magonia Catalogue
   NICAP's "Strange Effects from UFOs"
   Richard Hall's "Uninvited Guests"
   NICAP's "The UFO Evidence"
   BUFORA's and CUFOS'  Vehicle interferences catalogues
   UFOIC's article on "Cloud Cigars"

Thnaks for the previous pointers and references.  New ones are welcome.

Best regards,
--
Jan Aldrich
Project 1947
http://www.iufog.org/project1947/
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FOIA attorney Peter Gersten chats with visionary

From: "Yvonne Hedenland" <VONNI_H@classic.msn.com>
Date: Sun, 21 Dec 97 05:41:56 UT
Fwd Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 00:39:57 -0500
Subject: FOIA attorney Peter Gersten chats with visionary

On Monday, December 22nd at 6 p.m. PT, the Timeless
Journeys chatroom's featured guest will be visionary
artist AYA.

Inspired by a spirit vision in 1985, AYA is creating
a line of higher-dimensional mandala-templates, called
Star-Wheels. These Star-Wheels are to be shared with
the world as 'living holograms.' thus helping to
synergise colors, sounds, sacred geometries and
ceremonial dances into a celebration of 'who we are'.
The Star-Wheels are a sequence of 144 telepathic
information mandala-disks scaled-up (and down) to a
frequency appropriate for human vibrational perception.
These disks are encoded with specific keys to trigger
brain activation/transduction. This chat is available at
http://forums.msn.com/UFO

The Briefing Room chat can be accessed by any IRC
client. The chat server name is publicchat.msn.com
and the room or channel name is #briefing.
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AP: Could a Transporter Really Work?

From: RSchatte <RSchatte@aol.com>
Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 13:18:02 EST
Fwd Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 00:42:52 -0500
Subject: AP: Could a Transporter Really Work?

From: AOL News <AOLNews@aol.com>
Subject: Could a Transporter Really Work?
Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 12:09:32 EST

Could a Transporter Really Work?

.c The Associated Press

 By M.R. KROPKO

CLEVELAND (AP) - Physicist Lawrence Krauss is boldly going where
scientists have rarely gone before - out of the cloistered halls
of academia and into the alien world of mass media.

His mission: to convince people that science is fun.

His primary tool: ``Star Trek'' reruns.

``I like to convince people that science is exciting and worth
talking about, just like a good movie,'' says Krauss, author of
two books that have taken ideas from science fiction -
particularly from the ``Star Trek'' TV series and films - and
applied real scientific concepts to them.

Krauss' gimmick is working.

His first book, 1995's ``The Physics of Star Trek,'' sold 100,000
copies in hardback. He recently completed a cross-country tour
promoting his latest release, ``Beyond Star Trek: Physics from
Alien Invasions to the End of Time,'' published last month.

With his success, the head of the physics department at Case
Western Reserve University makes no apologies for tackling such
weighty topics as: would a transporter really work? And, what's
wrong with those explosions viewers hear when the U.S.S.
Enterprise trades phaser blasts with an alien ship?

``In `Physics of Star Trek' and hopefully with this new one, I
get to say, `Well look, here's how close or far it is from
reality,''' Krauss said during an interview in his office, where
life-size photo cutouts of the original TV show's Capt. Kirk and
Mr. Spock guard his recliner.

In many cases - but not all - science and science fiction just
don't mesh.

Case in point: The transporter on the starship Enterprise. The
instrument got Krauss ruminating about science fiction concepts
in the first place.

Using a transporter, a crew member can dematerialize in one place
and re- materialize in another. Krauss believes the device
wouldn't work, now or in the future, because of the immense
energy required to disassemble and reassemble a person atom by
atom.

He also touches in his first Trek book on blunders physicists
can't help but notice, such as objects producing sound in space.
There's no air in space and therefore no sound, so the thunderous
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explosions heard in ``Star Trek'' battle scenes on television and
in the movies are inaccurate.

But two other mainstays of the ``Star Trek'' universe - warp
speed, which is faster than the speed of light, and time travel -
are theoretically possible, he contends.

``Beyond Star Trek'' not only targets Trek science, it considers
other scenarios, such as in the film ``Independence Day'' and the
TV show ``The X- Files.'' He discusses real science implications
of traditional science fiction subjects, such as time travel,
UFOs and aliens, and clairvoyance.

For instance, the huge alien spaceship over New York in
``Independence Day'' would flatten the city merely due to the air
pressure involved to hold it up against the force of gravity, he
says.

``It would be nice if science fiction on TV and other places
always got it right,'' he says.

But they don't, so Krauss accepts the fiction as entertainment.

``It's drama after all, and that's what keeps it going.''

While it's fun to find the flaws in science fiction, Krauss sees
his role as much more than a professional nitpicker.

He believes there's a void between scientists and the public,
particularly since the death of Carl Sagan last December.

Sagan won the Pulitzer Prize for general nonfiction in 1978 for
``The Dragons of Eden: Speculations on the Evolution of Human
Intelligence'' and wide acclaim for his 13-part Public
Broadcasting Service series ``Cosmos.''

Krauss dedicated his latest book to the popular Cornell
University astronomer, who brought difficult concepts to the
masses and made science, well, almost cool.

``Many scientists are hesitant to make that leap into popular
culture because some sense that it might be demeaning,'' he said.
``But it hasn't been for me, and I think people are craving to
know more about their world.''

Jack Munsee, professor of physics and astronomy at California
State University, Long Beach, recently invited Krauss to be the
first speaker in a popular science lecture series. He says the
physics professor is good at delivering the message that hard
science is as amazing as the dreams of fiction writers.

``I think too many scientists are worried about their own
discipline and not worried about communicating it to a wider
audience,'' Munsee said.

The only thing Krauss fears now is that his audience will be
disappointed that some of their favorite ``Star Trek'' gadgets
would never work.

Even if you can't change the laws of physics, as Enterprise
engineer Scotty was fond of reminding Capt. Kirk in almost every
episode, there's still plenty to learn about the universe.

``Physics constrains us, sure,'' Krauss says. ``But it constrains
us by marvels.''

``Beyond Star Trek'' is published by BasicBooks, a division of
HarperCollins, in hardback. It costs $21.

AP-NY-12-21-97 1205EST

Copyright 1997 The Associated Press.  The information  contained
in the AP news report may not be published, broadcast, rewritten
or otherwise distributed without  prior written authority of The
Associated Press.
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The 'Alien Interview'

From: troodon@netnitco.net [David Orr]
Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 12:26:46 -0600
Fwd Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 00:44:15 -0500
Subject: The 'Alien Interview'

Does any one have anything to say about the "Area 51 Alien Interview" video
advertised on Art Bell and the FX network? There may be two versions out. I
know the ad on FX featured Steven Wiliams, X from the "X-Files". Bell
doesn't mention him in it. Has anyone seen this?

Good fortune, safe travels

David Orr

Push the button, Frank.
********************************
TRANSMISSION ENDED.
********************************
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Re: Brasilia's Letter

From: John Koopmans <john.koopmans@sympatico.ca>
Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 01:41:49 -0800
Fwd Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 00:45:46 -0500
Subject: Re: Brasilia's Letter

> From: "A. J. Gevaerd" <gevaerd@gold.alanet.com.br>
> To: "UFO UpDate" <updates@globalserve.net>,
> Subject: Brasilia's Letter
> Date: Sat, 20 Dec 1997 10:14:42 -0200

>  +++ FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE +++

> The First World UFO Forum, Brasilia (Brazil), 07 to 14 December,
> produced a letter that was delivered to some authorities invited
> to represent Brazilian's Federal Government and the Ministry of
> Aeronautics. This document was called Brasilia's Letter and
> consisted of a respectfull request for our government to open a
> few files about UFOs. Its contents is bellow.

<snip>

> Others decided not to sign: Stanton Friedman
> (Canada), Mark Carlotto, Donald Ware, Peter Davenport (EUA) and
> Alegandro Agostinelli (Argentina). Per Andersen (Denmark), left
> earlier and let us know by e-mail that he wouldn't sign.

> All these people had their oppinions and positions fully
> respected. Although we understand why Mark Carlotto wouldn't
> sign, since he works for the US Government, we simply cannot
> understand why people as Stan Friedman, Don Ware and Davenport
> wouldn't sign. By doing that, they simply refused to support a
> legitimate request of the Brazilian ufologist to our government.

<snip>

> Respectfully,

> A. J. Gevaerd, International Coordinator, World UFO Forum

Hello Mr. Gevaerd and List:

While the intent of the letter is admirable, it is easy to understand
why some of those attending would not sign it. In fact, I am surprised
to see that Bud Hopkins and David Jacobs signed it. The problem, as I
see it, is "fact" number two:

> The following facts
> were presented in the presence of the Brazilian air force
> minister:

> 2.   That the origin of such phenomenon, already identified as
> extraterrestrial and whose visiting vehicles come from
> civilizations technologically far advanced than our own, co-exist
> with us in the Universe.

Since when has this become a "fact"? I thought this was still a
hypothesis and subject to differing opinions.

I wouldn't have signed it either!

John Koopmans
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UFO ROUNDUP, Volume 2, Number 49

From: Masinaigan <Masinaigan@aol.com> [Joseph Trainor]
Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 13:47:25 EST
Fwd Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 00:58:57 -0500
Subject: UFO ROUNDUP, Volume 2, Number 49

     UFO ROUNDUP
Volume 2, Number 49
December 21, 1997
Editor: Joseph Trainor

PENNSYLVANIA REPORTS TWO
NEW UFO SIGHTINGS

     On Tuesday, December 16, 1997, at around 8 p.m.,
Kevin L. spotted a large triangular UFO in the skies
above his hometown of Allison Park, Pennsylvania
(Pa.), on the William Flinn Highway (Route 8) just
north of Pittsburgh.
     "My best description of color would be a dark
classical gray," Kevin reported.  "There were six large
lights on the outer rim of the object.  The two lights at
the point of the (triangular) objet were red, while the
others on the corners were white.  The lights on the
object were not very bright compared to what you see
on aircraft--they looked more like a glow."
     "The object was in constant motion.  It basically
looked like a great granitic slab crossing the sky...
My best guess was that the object was between
4,000 and 6,000 feet in the air."
     "I looked at it through a pair of binoculars that
were 7 X 35mm and rated for a view area of 578 feet
at 1,000 yards.  The object took up about one-half of
the view of the binoculars at full magnification."
     Kevin estimated that the UFO approached Allison
Park from the east at about 70 degrees above the
horizon.
     The object then "headed off in a northwesterly
direction.  This is an unusual route for air traffic.  The
Pittsburgh airport is 25 miles southwest of my house.
When I first saw the object, it was already one-quarter
of the way across (the sky) from the horizon.  I could
see it clearly for about one minute, after that it was
too small to see any real details."
     As the UFO left, Kevin estimated that it was
headed for the Franklin Park section of Pittsburgh
and nearby Marshall township.  (Email Interview)
     On December 2, 1997, at 11:33 p.m., Brian C.
was driving west on Interstate Highway 76, the
Schuylkill Expressway, just west of Philadelphia.
As his car approached the West Manayunk exit
(Belmont Avenue--J.T.), he noticed "a green light
with my peripheral vision to the right of my car out
the passenger side window.  My initial reaction was
that I thought it was a helicopter.  Air traffic copters
often fly up the (Schuykill) river for their reports.
Almost as quickly, I realized how fast it was moving,
because it shot straight up the river parallel to the
highway and no more than 300 feet in altitude."
     "The whole incident took no more than five
seconds," Brian added.  "There was no tracer following,
no smoke or trail of any kind...It could not have been a
meteor because it was so low and flew straight across
at a consistent height."  (Many thanks to Tim
Hagemeister of NACOMM for this report.)
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HORSE FOUND MUTILATED
IN SOUTHERN COLORADO

     On Wednesday, December 17, 1997, at 10:30 a.m.,
rancher Ron Gardiner found one of his horses dead
and mutilated on his property five miles (8 kilometers)
west of Alamosa, Colorado (population 1,359).
     Alamosa is at the intersection of Colorado
Highways 160 and 285 approximately 228 miles
(375 kilometers) south of Denver.
     According to Christopher O'Brien, author of THE
MYSTERIOUS VALLEY (St. Martin's Press, 1996),
"The animal was still warm, and the rancher estimated
that the animal was killed and mutilated sometime
around dawn."
     "The horse was missing its penis and an 8-inch
circular patch of hide behind the sheath, which was
still intact.  The rear end was neatly cored out in a
slightly elongated circle to a depth of 8 or 9 inches.
Eyes and tongue were intact."
     O'Brien visited the crime scene on Thursday,
December 18, and secured three sets of incisional
samples for forensic tests.
     "The animal was found lying on its right side at
the bottom of a dry 7-foot-deep irrigation channel or
canal.  There was evidence of a struggle in broken
chimisia bushes."  However, other than the horse's
own hoofprints, no other tracks of any kind were
found at the scene.
     O'Brien and investigators of the Alamosa County
Sheriff's Department found "a five-inch shallow gash"
in the horse's neck.  Also, "several drops which appear
to be blood were found in snow about 60 feet away,
over the fence and across the road."
     "The vast majority of San Luis Valley unusual animal
deaths occur from last-frost to first-frost, during the
warmer months," O'Brien said.  "Rarely are these
deaths reported during cold sub-zero nights.  This may
be a new wrinkle" in the ongoing mutilation mystery.
(Many thanks to Chris O'Brien for this report.)

GLOWING ORANGE FIREBALL
STIRS UPPER MIDWEST

     On Friday, December 12, 1997, at about 8 p.m.,
a UFO described as "a glowing orange or red" sphere
was seen over Eyota, Minnesota (population 1,448),
a town on Interstate Highway 90 about 100 miles
(160 kilometers) southeast of Minneapolis.
     Within 15 minutes, calls were received in police
stations to the south in Wisconsin, Iowa and
Missouri, reporting "a mysterious flash of light."
     Experts said the flash was "probably caused by
a meteor."
     "It was a good-sized red ball," said Wylie Peterson
of Colfax, Wisconsin (population 1,110), a town on
Highway 170 about 20 miles (32 kilometers) northwest
of Eau Claire and 261 miles (418 kilometers) northwest
of Milwaukee.  "It left a pretty good tail behind it.  It was
too big to be a flare."
     In Boyceville, Wisconsin (population 913), a town
20 miles (32 kilometers) west of Colfax, a private plane
was reported overdue, and townspeople organized a
search of the local woods.  The search was suspended
after they realized that the glow was "probably from
the meteor" and not a crashing aircraft.
     Astronomers at the University of Minnesota and
Drake University in Des Moines, Iowa said "the
phenomenon was best explained by a single meteor
entering the Earth's atmosphere."  They noted that
December 12 is the height of annual Geminid meteor
shower.
     "We are constantly bombarded by fragments of
old comets," said Lawrence Staunton, a physics and
astronomy professor at Drake University.  "They are
mostly not seen."
     The orange fireball, however, was also seen in
Cresco, Iowa (population 3,669) on Highway 9 about
228 miles (365 kilometers) northeast of Des Moines.
(Many thanks to Steve Wilson Sr. and Errol Bruce-
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Knapp for these reports.)

MUFON MEMBER SPOTS UFO
IN NEW HAMPSHIRE

     On December 2, 1997, at 4:32 p.m., MUFON
member Carolyn S. McNellis was driving south on
New Hampshire Highway 12A, along the eastern bank
of the Connecticut River when she spotted a UFO.
     "I spotted a fireball approximately half the size of
a ping-pong ball at arm's length," Carolyn reported,
"while driving south on Route 12A at the intersection
of (Interstate) Highway 89 in West Lebanon, New
Hampshire (N.H.).  The road parallels the Connecticut
River, which forms New Hampshire's boundary with
Vermont.  I saw the object in the southwestern sky.
I concluded that because the sun was just going down
and the object was picking up the golden orange of the
setting sun."
     "That evening I questioned a local astronomer-friend
and he had not heard of a meteor at that time, but
December was supposed to be full of meteors.  I
witnessed (the) Hale-Bopp (comet) in the early spring,
and this was MUCH, MUCH larger.  It was half the size
of a ping-pong ball.  Hale-Bopp was the size of a head
of a pin and needed binoculars to really be seen
clearly."
     Ms. McNellis kept the UFO in view until she
drove into a wooded area.  "Seven minutes later, when
I emerged from the woods, it was not to be seen."
(See Filer's Files #50 for December 19, 1997.  Many
thanks to George A. Filer of MUFON for this report.)

TRIANGULAR UFO SIGHTED
IN WESTERN GEORGIA

     On December 5, 1997, at 8:40 p.m., a man living
in Franklin, Georgia (population 876), located north of
West Fork Lake on Highway 34, about 50 miles
(80 kilometers) southwest of Atlanta, spotted a
triangle-shaped UFO moving through the night sky.
     "The witness observed a formation of five white-to-
amber-color lights," John Thompson, MUFON Georgia
state director, reported.  "A structured object would
have made a triangle 50 feet (15 meters) in size.  The
UFO flew to the southeast at 2,000 feet altitude or
lower."
     The witness observed the UFO for 20 seconds
before losing sight of the object among the trees.
     "He said the UFO flew slowly and made no sound,"
Thompson added.  "The lights did not flash, and he is
assuming they were on a strucutred craft he did not see.
The sky was clear, with little wind, and the UFO,
according to him, was clearly close enough for him to
have heard noise, if it had made any."  (See Filer's
Files #50 for December 19, 1997.  Many thanks to
George A. Filer and John Thompson for this report.)

MYSTERY BOOM STARTLES
PEOPLE IN THE OZARKS

     On Wednesday afternoon, December 17, 1997,
a huge aerial explosion jolted the town of
Rogersville, Missouri (population 995).
     According to news reports on KYTV (Cable
Channel 12 in Florida--J.T.), the blast "rattled
windows and blew open storm doors" in the small
community on Missouri Highway 60 approximately
13 miles (21 kilometers) east of Springfield.
     According to KYTV, a U.S. Air Force spokesman
denied that the mysterious blast was a sonic boom
caused by low-flying supersonic jet interceptors.
    The cause of the "sky boom" is unknown.
    The mystery deepened when Cal W., a retired
farmer living in Ozark, Missouri (population 4,243),
a town on Highway 14 just seven miles (10 kilometers)
south of Springfield, telephoned a radio talk show and
told how he and his wife had seen "five or six high-altitude
jets" flying what appeared to be a crisscrossing search
pattern across the sky.  Contrails were pefectly visible
in the clear, cold upper air, he reported.
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GIANT METEOR LIGHTS UP THE
SKY OVER GREENLAND

     On Tuesday, December 9, 1997, at 5:15 a.m.,
fishermen aboard the motor vessels Halton Trawl
and Regina C. cruising off the eastern coast of
Greenland heard a faint rumbling sound.  Looking
west, they spied "a giant flash split the darkness."
     The bright flash was also seen by fishermen
aboard the Timmarut, a Danish motor trawler
moored in Greenland's Julianehaab Bay.
     "The glow lit up the whole ice cap," Jens P.,
one of the fishermen, said.
     A parking lot surveillance camera in Nuuk,
the Danish territory's capital on Greenland's west
coast, "also recorded a brief illumination at that
time."
     "According to the accounts, the flash was so
huge that we have good reason to believe that
this was a giant meteor," said Bjoern Franck
Jorgenson of the Tycho Brahe Planetarium in
Copenhagen, Denmark.
     "Jorgenson said it was probably a 'one-piece,
solid meteor' that exploded.  Most meteors travel
at more than 7,400 miles per hour and explode or
break up as they enter the atmosphere," the
Reuters report noted.
     Scientists at the Niels Bohr Institute at the
University of Copenhagen and the Tycho Brahe
Planetarium estimated that the meteor struck the
Greenland ice cap at a point 50 kilometers
(30 miles) northeast of Narsarsuaq airport.
     The meteor "can be compared to the Kap York
meteorite," which fell in "Melville Bay, Sassivik,
south of Thule."
     "The flashes observed with the meteorite were
so bright as to turn night into day at a distance of
100 kilometers and can be compared to the
light of a nuclear explosion in the atmosphere.
However, we stress that there is no reason to
believe (the flashes) were other than natural causes."
     The institute reported a strange discrepancy
in the incident, however.
     The "meteor" crashed no later than 5:15 a.m.
Greenland time or 8:15 a.m. UTC time.  Yet, six
minutes later, at 8:21 a.m. UTC, a "seismic
disturbance," attributed to the meteor, was recorded
at Svalbard, Norway.  Two minutes later, at 8:23 a.m.
UTC, a second "shock wave" was recorded by the
seismic detectors at Finmarca, Norway.  The
readings were announced by the Norwegian Seismic
Agency at Kjeller.  Similar readings were taken in
Finland and Germany.
     Yet, according to the Institute, there were no
readings of a "shock wave" or "seismic disturbance"
at Danmarkshavn and Sonder Stromfjord, Greenland
only 380 miles (608 kilometers) west of the meteor
strike zone.
     Although grounded by a severe blizzard on
Monday, December 11, planes of the Danish Air
Force continued their search for the meteor crater.
It has not yet been found.  (Many thanks to the
Geophysical Dept. at the Niels Bohr Institute and
the Tycho Brahe Planetarium for the news release.)

FOUR CHILDREN KILLED IN
COLOMBIA METEOR STRIKE

     On Sunday evening, December 14, 1997, a fire
broke out in a one-story house five kilometers
(2 miles) from Pitalito in Huila province, Colombia,
killing four sleeping children, all of whom were under
the age of six.
     Responding to the call were units of the Pitalito
municipal fire department, led by Captain Carlos
Augusto Rojas.  The children were home alone "in
their ramshackle house when the fire broke out,
and (Colombian) authorities initially suspected a
candle or an electrical short circuit."
     Capt. Rojas told the Colombian show Radionet
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that, as his units were on their way to the fire,
they had seen "fireballs raining down from the
sky," adding, "We saw three distinct fireballs when
we arrived" at the fire.
     Fire marshals examined the house after the
blaze had been extinguished, noting that "the house
had no electricity and other possible causes of the
blaze--a candle or a gas lamp--had been ruled out."
     "But he said a hole measuring 25 centimeters
(10 inches) in diameter was discovered in the zinc
roof of the house, along with traces of a sulfur-like
substance that was being studied in a local
laboratory."
     "The hole in the roof had been pushed from the
outside, Rojas said, adding that this exactly seemed
to indicate that the children were the unwitting
victims of a meteorite."
     Pitalito is in Colombia's Cordillera Oriental,
approximately 633 kilometers (396 miles)
southwest of Bogota.  (See the newspaper
El Espectador for December 16, 1997.)
(Editor's Comment:  The height of the Geminid
meteor shower was December 12, two days before
this incident.  Maybe a chemistry major can help
us out.  At what temperature does zinc completely
vaporize?)

UKRAINIAN JETLINER GOES
DOWN IN GREEK MOUNTAINS

     Greek Army mountain troops located the
wreckage of an Aerosivit Yak-42 jetliner near
Fotina, Greece on Saturday, December 20,
following an intensive four-day search.
     Nearly 4,000 Greek soldiers searched the
Mount Olympus area on foot, aided by a U.S.
Navy P-3C Orion loaded with weather-piercing
surveillance equipment, after the jetliner
vanished on Wednesday, December 17, with
70 people aboard.
     "The original flight--an Aerosivit charter
flight from Kiev, Ukraine, to Salonika aboard a
Boeing 737--was scrapped when the plane
developed engine trouble after takeoff and
landed in Odessa, Ukraine, said Aerosivit
president Leonid Pogrebynak."  (See the
Boston, Mass. Globe for December 19, 1997,
"Search for jet slows in mountains of Greece.")
     "Pogrebynak said the passengers were
transferred to the Yak-42 with a new crew that
had never flown to Salonika, which is considered
to be a challenging landing site."
     Tapes of "the pilot's last conversations with
the (Salonika) tower, in which he indicated he
was moving into landing position but was
apparently heading into the mountains."
     The Yak-42's final approach into Salonika
would have taken it in a northeasterly direction
over Thermaikos Bay.  At the point where the
pilot said he was approaching the outer marker
at Epanomi, he was actually heading northwest,
up the Aliakamon Valley toward the snow-capped
mountains on the Macedonian border, 320
kilometers (200 miles) northeast of Salonika.
(Editor's Comment: Since the Yak-42 was flying
IFR into Salonika, perhaps we should ask what
happened to the aircraft's instruments during
final approach.)

STRANGE JETLINER CRASH
CLAIMS 106 IN INDONESIA

     A SilkAir Boeing 737-300 crashed Friday,
December 19, 1997, in a river on the island of
Sumatra in Indonesia, killing all 106 people aboard.
     The twin-engine jet left Sukarno Hatta Airport
in Jakarta around 3 p.m. Friday, for a short flight
to Singapore.  The estimated time of arrival was
6 p.m.
     "There were no distress signals.  There were
no adverse weather conditions.  There was no
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mountainous terrain.  It is obviously very
puzzling," said Mah Bow Tan, Singapore's
minister of communications.
     "The last radio contact at 5:15 p.m. gave no
sign of trouble.  Indonesians alerted SilkAir
that the plane was missing about 40 minutes
later."  (See the Providence, R.I. Journal-
Bulletin for December 20, 1997, "Singapore
airliner crashes; 104 believed killed.")
     "SilkAir said the plane, a Boeing 737-300,
was 10 months old and was the newest aircraft
in the fleet." (See the Boston, Mass. Globe for
December 20, 1997, "Over 100 feared dead in
Indonesia jet crash.")
     The jetliner, SilkAir Flight M-185, crashed
in the Musi River just outside the village of Parit,
near Makarti Jaya, 56 kilometers (35 miles)
north of Palembang.
     "Witnesses said the plane exploded twice
in the air and again when it hit the water, a
rescue official named Ono said in a telephone
interview.  There was no way to confirm the report."
     "A police officer said the plane crashed into
the Musi River, which winds through a large
(mangrove) swamp on its way to the sea.  Most
of the wreckage sank soon after impact."
(See the Providence Journal-Bulletin for
December 20, 1997, page 4.)
(Editor's Comment:  Shades of the May 1996
ValuJet crash in southern Florida!)

from the UFO Files...

1909: AIRSHIP FLAP SPREADS
          INTO RHODE ISLAND

     This week we continue our look back at the 1909
airship flap in the USA's New England states.  Here
are a few actual newspaper stories from Rhode Island.
     "Charles J. Greene, who is head gardener at the
estate of Colonel Robert H.I. Goddard at Potowomut
Neck (now Goddard State Park just south of East
Greenwich, Rhode Island--J.T.) noticed a moving light
in the sky somewhat north of the Goddard place.  He
and other employees watched the light until it was
out of sight to the southwest.  According to Mr. Greene,
the light was of rather a bluish tinge...Had the night
been darker, with less interference from the moon and
stars, Mr. Greene thinks it very likely that he could
have satisfied himself that it was an airship.  He
judged that it crossed the west shore of the bay
at a point above Old Warwick." (i.e. the Shawomet
section of Warwick, R.I.--J.T.)
     On December 22, 1909, at 1:15 a.m., a very large
UFO flew over the cities of Providence and Pawtucket
in Rhode Island.  Two witnesses were Mr. and Mrs.
William S. Forsythe of 85 Evergreen Street,
Providence, R.I.
     The Forsythes were putting up Christmas
decorations "when Mrs. Forsythe looked out of the
windows.  Her attention was attracted by two red lights
in the sky which were different from anything she had
ever seen before.  She called her husband to the
window and both watched the strange spectacle.
The lights appeared to be covering a course that
was varied, now rather close to the earth and then
soaring upward, but always making toward the
south.  They were able to make out an object which
appeared to be in front of the lights...It was moving
at such high speeds that they could get little more
than a superficial view of the object, although what
they saw was enough to satisfy them as to the
identity of the contrivance.  The Forsythes watched
until the lights faded out in the haze on the southern
horizon.  When they arose in the morning, they
promptly told all their friends of what they had seen."
(See the Providence, R.I. Journal for December 22,
1909.)
     In Pawtucket, people "were alerted by a whirring
noise in the heavens...and those who looked upward
beheld a dark object which was easily discerned by
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the presence of two red lights.  It moved gracefully
away in a southerly direction, crossing the city over
Woodlawn as if Bound for Newport."  (See the
Pawtucket, R.I. Times for December 21, 1909.)
     And in West Warwick, "The phenomenon which
has been perplexing people from Worcester to
Willimantic for the past several nights has at last
been noticed by the Arctic Centre folks on Quidnick
Street. Last evening (December 27, 1909--J.T.) here
assembled a cluster of people, many armed with
small telescopes, field and opera glasses and each
contending as they took a peep at the bright and
shining 'Venus' which appeared so brilliantly in the
heavens, that the light moved to the westward very
rapidly and the shining rays of its searchlight were
clearly visible."
    "One lady, who was an interested spectator,
claims to have seen the light go down and entirely
disappear from the heavens.  Other claim to have
followed the course of the light for fully half an hour
and that it changed to many different angles during
that time."  (See the Pawtuxet Valley Daily Times
of West Warwick, R.I. for December 28, 1909.)

FUN UFO WEBSITES:
     For more news on the UFO scene in Brazil,
log in at Michael Wismierski's Brazilian UFO Report
located at http://www.inbrapenet.com.br/bufor
     Kentucky MUFON has a great site.  They're at
http://www.angelfire.com/ky/ufohome/ring.html
     Need a place to go on Christmas?  Why not drop
in at our parent site, UFOINFO, at http://www.
digiserve.com/ufoinfo?
     The year's best UFO stories can be found in
back issues of UFO ROUNDUP.  Visit our website
at http://www.digiserve.com/ufoinfo/roundup/

     To our readers and friends all over the Earth
(and beyond), UFO ROUNDUP wishes you a
Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!

     We'll be back next Sunday with more saucer
news--and the inevitable reports of red, sleigh-shaped
UFOs--from "the paper that goes home--UFO
ROUNDUP."  Enjoy your holiday season!

UFO ROUNDUP: Copyright 1997 by Masinaigan
Productions, all rights reserved.  Readers may post
items from UFO ROUNDUP on their websites or in
newsgroups provided that they credit the newsletter
and its editor by name and list the date of issue in
which the item first appeared.
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A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 22

Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 20:07:17 +0100 (MET)
Fwd Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 12:01:51 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>Date: Sat, 20 Dec 1997 06:44:47 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>>Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 20:57:43 +0100 (MET)
>>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>>From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
>>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>>Steven and list,

>>All so called errors in Corso's book must be attributed to
>>Birnes and not to Corso, as Corso and Birnes themselves
>>have stated and as I predicted around July when this
>>issue came up here first. I didn't have to ask either of
>>them as it was obvious from the beginning.

>Why "must" we believe that all the errors in the book have to be
>attributed to Birnes?  Is there some documentary evidence to
>support that contention, or do we simply "have" to believe that
>it's true out of faith.

>Yes, Corso has indicated that he never actually read the final
>text before it went to print, and claims that Birnes included a
>lot of material that he had not included in his "notes".  But
>that is only a claim unless Corso provides the actual notes sent
>to Birnes and we can make up our own minds as to what was later
>added to complete the book.

As I said, I base it on the writers' claims and my own
experience in journalism. As I said here many times
before, stop complaining and ask for these notes.

>>All this nonsense about Corso's so called errors is
>>entirely irrelevant and the product of minds that make a
>>mountain out of every molehill while so far ACC as well
>>as Kenny Young have come with corroberative information.

>ACC has announced nothing to substantiate the technological
>claims of Corso.

Again, you seem to have missed it. Shulman found out when the
transfer of technology to the Pentagon happened.

> ACCs claim deals with technology developed some
>12 years before Corso's involvement.  There has been no claims
>made by either ACC or Corso that they were part of the same
>program,

You and I don't have to part of the same program to find
corroberating evidence. Again, irrelevant.

>and the net effect of this assumption is that you end up
>using one unsubstantiated claim to back up another
>unsubstantiated claim.

Jack has found the tech transfer to the Pentagon, Corso
gives 5 explicit references to the transistor, and in my

http://www.ufoupdateslist.com/
http://www.ufoupdateslist.com/1997/
http://www.ufoupdateslist.com/cgi-bin/maillist-today.cgi?file=/1997/dec/m22-006.shtml
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previous posts I even forgot that Jack has found in the
notebook a drawing of a laser! If you have read Corso's
book, he says that the laser seeding was done by the military
and he played a part in it.

>>2. Amateur Ufologists will accuse more people to be part of a
>>giant conspiracy to sell Corso's book and to help ACC with their
>>commercial ploy. If Ed Wang, FUFOR and the US Air Force are
>>already improving ACC's Christmas sales and bottom line by
>>revealing that the meeting at Princeton took place where the USAF
>>acknowledged the alien origin of transistor technology, then next
>>in line will be the CIA, the NSA and Clinton's new dog.

>I've read all of the ACC material on the "net", and you must have
>some document that I've failed to notice.  May I ask what you
>perceive FUFOR's involvement to be in this matter?  Beyond that,
>can you explain where you get the impression that the USAF has
>"acknowledged" any of ACCs claims?

FUFOR has arranged witnesses for the meeting with ACC and the
USAF near Princeton University.

USAF confirmed at this meeting their estimate that the transistor
technology was from a military project on the basis of the
provided evidence, notes and witnesses. FUFOR confirms that the
meeting took place.

>To be
>honest, I am more sympathetic to the claims made by ACC and Corso
>than this post would seem to indicate.  I also don't care if ACC
>wants to use this issue to increase its sales, which is all a
>part of our capitalistic economy.  But it's probably a mistake to
>claim that we're about to win the war when we're not even sure
>that these new "recruits" have any ammunition for their weopens
>(sorry, bad analogy....but it's early in the morning).

>Steve

Yes, bad analogy. Not because of the 'war' talk, because it
certainly seems like that from time to time. Bad analogy because
Corso and Shulman are not exactly part of the UFO community and
recruits is about the last thing I would call them. This is
simply one more example of the arrogance that the UFO community
is capable of. Corso and Shulman recruits, give me a break!

Corso has been there, Ufologists are groping. Jack is in this for
his own curiosity, his love of technology, his hope that he can
enlighten the public and for the money. This is an unbeatable
combination of interests. Furthermore, the man has a combination
of brains and balls that is truly unique and seems to have the
money he needs to take some problems out of the way. He seems to
have hired an entire detective agency to find the UFOs.

All this bickering about ACC providing no evidence is just the
talk of people who prefer to keep groping in the dark.
ACC has provided evidence, though not to you. Shulman has even
invited scrutiny of his transcapacitor on Sightings, but you
don't seem to have heard it. He likes to talk to knowledgeable
engineers about this thing, but most of the Ufological community
doesn't qualify.

When the ACC thing came up here first, Jack responded to an
allegation by someone who didn't know what the Internet Link
Exchange was. This person apparently thought that it was a system
that transfers money to the owner of the website just by the
click of a button.

Jack responded then, but hasn't done that since. No wonder, if
the Ufological community has One Big Talent it is to produce an
infinite amount of bogus to discredit a case.
I still don't understand how Jack has figured out the UFO
community so fast. It simply confirms my earlier suspicion that
the man is a goddamn genius!

What he did ask us was to cooperate with him, saying 'You have to
grab the ball and run with it'. Well, nobody's done that. You get
something when you give something. In his mind, we don't give
anything so we don't get anything.

Since then, he doesn't seem to bother about all the negativity on
lists such as these, and rightly so. To him, these lists are a
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sideshow, and as long as the negativity, the irrelevance, the
flaws of logic and the armchair analyses keep polluting these
lists, they remain that.

            __________________________________________
           /    Met vriendelijke groet/Best wishes    \
                      Henny van der Pluijm
                      hvdp@worldonline.nl

                       Technology Pages
                http://home.worldonline.nl/~hvdp
             \______________________________________/
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Re: Corso, ACC, Greer etc...
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 22

Re: Corso, ACC, Greer etc...

From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates}
Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 16:59:57 EST
Fwd Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 12:03:33 -0500
Subject: Re: Corso, ACC, Greer etc...

>  Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 03:05:57 -0500
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Corso, ACC, Greer etc...

>  >From: Ufojoe1 <Ufojoe1@aol.com> [Joe Murgia]
>  >Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 22:18:07 EST
>  >To: updates@globalserve.net
>  >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Corso, ACC, Greer etc...

>  >>> Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 07:14:07 +0100 (MET)
>  >>> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  >>> From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
>  >>> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to

<snip>.

>  >Why are most of the people who write on this list so cynical? I
>  >mean, healthy skepticism is one thing, closed minds are another.
>  >Is most of the UFO community like this?

Being a good investigator searching for the truth does not mean
jumping on every guy and his claims bandwagon with your eyes
closed because it happens to tickle your ears and or your belief
system.

Not to mention that fact that people have made/built such a
career about defending various UFO personalities and or their
claims, that if the claims are in  fact proven false then those
people's credibility is on the line.

Cheers,
Robert
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 22

Re: ACC's TCAP Diagram

From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gaates]
Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 17:03:03 EST
Fwd Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 12:04:55 -0500
Subject: Re: ACC's TCAP Diagram

 
>  From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
>  To: updates@globalserve.net
>  Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 09:23:59 +0200
>  Subject: ACC's TCAP Diagram
 
>  ACC has just put a visualization of the transcapacitor up on its
>  website. Go to
 
>  http://www.American-Computer.com/tcapviz.gif
 
>  The introduction on the main Roswell page
 
>  http://www.American-Computer.com/roswell.htm
 
>  reads like this:
 
>  "GREEN LIGHT GIVEN TO POST DIAGRAM !! In spite of questions raised by
>  ACC about the TCAP's=BFlineage, THIS IS the amazing "1st Anywhere!"
>  artists Microminiaturization Diagram=BFof the Transfer Capacitor, posted
>  by ACC for the Interest of Public Speculatio

So now we have "artists" making diagrams of this alleged artifact
"for the Interest of Public Speculation.."  At least they aren't
claiming that "aliens drew this blah blah.."

I speculate on the origin of the diagram!!

Cheers,
Robert
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 22

Re: Shulman Exposes Ultra-Secret Military ET

From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates]
Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 17:22:11 EST
Fwd Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 12:07:47 -0500
Subject: Re: Shulman Exposes Ultra-Secret Military ET

>  From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
>  To: updates@globalserve.net
>  Date: Sat, 20 Dec 1997 13:36:21 +0200
>  Subject: Fwd: Shulman Exposes Ultra-Secret Military ET Organization

>  Received via "alt.alien.visitors" December 20 at 12.19 local time (GMT
>  + 1 hour).

>  *******

>  Date: 20 Dec 1997 11:06:13 GMT
>  From: "ufotruth@ix.netcom.com" < ufotruth@ix.netcom.com>
>  Subject: JACK SHULMAN EXPOSES TOP SECRET ET ORGANIZATION!
>  Message-ID: <01bcc676$88375720$2908b8cd@default>

>  Jack Shulman Exposes Hidden Ultra-Secret ET Military Organization

<snip>

>  On the show, Shulman related an amazing string of events which
>  culminated when he and other ACC personnel, along with
>  Investigator/Journalist Bob Wolf, had what amounted to a
>  confrontation with Air Force personnel at the Pentagon. During
>  the course of what was described as a rather heated encounter,
>  Air Force personnel are said to have disclosed accidentally, or
>  otherwise, the existence of this invisible military organization
>  within the Department of Defense THAT NO ONE HAS EVER HEARD OF
>  BEFORE.

So if we understand this right, Schulman and Bob "the conduit
when Ed Wang isn't around" Wolf were having some sort of
confrontation with AF personnel "at the Pentagon" in which it is
alleged that some military officials accidently vomited up this
organizations name.

Ten to 1 odds when the gulliable fools start filing FOIA
requests for information "no such organization will exist."

>  Shulman said it is called the Extraterrestrial Space Command
>  Directorate, or simply "E2SCD." As stated, this military group,
>  branch, or operational unit, officially DOES NOT EXIST in any
>  readily locatable government or military archive or database.
>  Jack stated the unit is probably referred to simply as "E2" by
>  those in it or those who have a need to know of its existence.

This is mighty convient fact.   For those truth seekers who
attempt to verify its existance they say up front that its
unverifiable.  SO AND AGAIN all we have is Schulman making
pronouncements on a show.

>  Further, Jack explained to Jeff how when he and his associates
>  were first going through the now famous 'laboratory notebook',
>  which apparently reveals the true origin of the transistor
>  (recovered ET technology), they observed several "E2" notations

Yet nobody other then Schulman & cronies seems to have *actually*
seen this incredible notebook that apparently is one of the
greatest secrets to ever be seen by man.
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Everybody remember the Hitler diarys that fooled the experts for
awhile.  Not to mention Mark Hoffman, who fooled many experts for
along time.  Ah, not to mention the infamous Kennedy papers that
supposedly "experts and investigators" prounounced authentic,
then to find out that none of the experts and investigators were
even capable of making any kind of judgement.

My point is that before we launch into notebook heaven, it should
be subject to examination.

>  in the text. Not having any idea what "E2" stood for at the time,
>  Jack and his team of scientists assumed "E2" to be some type of
>  engineering symbol or code. Today's revelation may have solved
>  that mystery and could confirm the existence of this ultra secret
>  elite military UFO organization far at least as long as 50 years
>  ago.

>  Shulman said a thorough search of the Library of Congress and all
>  immediately available government data bases revealed NO DATA on
>  the "Extraterrestrial Electronics Space Directorate", or "E2SCD."

Told you, another MJ-12 black hole.  Like MJ-12  this E2SCD
willnot quite be proven true, but because Shulman said it on
national radio, its the god's gospel truth to never be doubted
by the Schulman/Wolf/Wang defenders and their cronies.

>  In a related issue, Shulman said it now appears the orginal top
>  secret fax that American Computer mysteriously received several
>  months ago is now believed by Jack Shulman, at least, to have
>  originated from a satellite which may well belong to, and be
>  operated by, the secret E2 organization.

  How did Schulman come to that conclusion?
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 22

Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Don Ledger <dledger@istar.ca>
Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 22:46:52 +0100
Fwd Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 12:21:56 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 22:57:33 -0800
> From: John Koopmans <john.koopmans@sympatico.ca>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> > Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 22:22:38 +0100
> > From: Don Ledger <dledger@istar.ca>
> > To: updates@globalserve.net
> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> <snip>

> > Bob if you have publishers who are screwing you then you should
> > pass them on as a warning to the rest of us. They won't last long
> > in the business, once they become known. You don't have to put
> > them on the list but could issue them privately to those that are
> > interested, such as myself...and I'm sure many others.

> > Don Ledger

> Don, why not put them on the list? I as a reader I would also like to
> boycott those publishers that screw the authors.

> John Koopmans

Hey, if it was happening to me John, I'd be nailing their asses
to the wall, but this is Bobs's call.  Anybody who writes or has
written books is aware of the amount of work that goes into it.
It is sinful that certain publishers can get away with ripping
off an author.  It's stealing pure and simple.

But your right John. Rolling over the rocks and exposing
unscrupulous publishers helps everyone, writers,readers and even
other publishers. The more of us who are informed, the more who
can fink on the bastards.

Don Ledger
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Re: ACC's TCAP Diagram
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 22

Re: ACC's TCAP Diagram

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 18:03:39 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 12:20:08 -0500
Subject: Re: ACC's TCAP Diagram

>From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 09:23:59 +0200
>Subject: ACC's TCAP Diagram

>ACC has just put a visualization of the transcapacitor up on its
>website. Go to

>http://www.American-Computer.com/tcapviz.gif

>The introduction on the main Roswell page

>http://www.American-Computer.com/roswell.htm

>reads like this:

>"GREEN LIGHT GIVEN TO POST DIAGRAM !! In spite of questions raised by
>ACC about the TCAP's=BFlineage, THIS IS the amazing "1st Anywhere!"
>artists Microminiaturization Diagram=BFof the Transfer Capacitor, posted
>by ACC for the Interest of Public Speculation!
>(originally posted 12/21/1997)" =BF

Stig,

So what is this drawing supposed to tell us???????

Without labels for the parts it is pretty meaningless.

It is right pretty, though!

Bob
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Re: UFO Research and Mapping Tool
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 22

Re: UFO Research and Mapping Tool

From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 18:12:29 -0700
Fwd Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 12:23:23 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO Research and Mapping Tool

> From: JJ Mercieca <mufor@maltanet.net>
> Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 12:52:12 +0100
> Fwd Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 12:54:18 -0500
> Subject: Re: UFO Research and Mapping Tool

> >Date: Sat, 20 Dec 1997 00:48:50 -0500
> >From: Bruce Maccabee <brumac@compuserve.com>
> >Subject: UFO UpDate: UFO Research and Mapping Tool
> >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

> >No doubt about it....Hatch has a corner on the UFO data base
> >"market."  You absolutely will not believe what his program can
> >do.  Imagine being able to display 14,000 (or whatever the number

> Larry Hatch now has an e-mail for anyone wishing to contact him :
> larryhat@jps.net [and subscribed here today, thanks JJ - ebk]

I gave Larry the URL for Updates and invited him to the list the
other day when I posted the original information on the mapping
tool. He should be joining us for discussion and insight
shortly.

Jared.
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Re: Corso, ACC, Greer etc...
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 22

Re: Corso, ACC, Greer etc...

From: Ufojoe1 <Ufojoe1@aol.com> [Joe Murgia]
Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 21:09:35 EST
Fwd Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 13:06:13 -0500
Subject: Re: Corso, ACC, Greer etc...

>Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 03:05:57 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Corso, ACC, Greer etc...

>>I read posts from April this year where people were complaining
?>about Steven Greer's personality and the way he went about
>>getting his contacts in Washington. Huh? Who the hell cares! If
>>he is successful getting the open hearings, will people on this
>>list still complain that he was mean and played "their" game to
>>do it? I don't understand this logic. I thought getting the
>>truth out in the open was the most important thing here. It
>>sounds like ego comes first with a lot of people.

>Joe, I was one of the people who got on Greers case last april.
>My reasons were based on several important points and issues
>-none of which- have ever been addressed or answered.

>1. What you call an, "open hearing" is stretching the taffy a
>bit. To this day no-one knows who all of the "official" attendees
>were. (Mind you these are -our- elected officials!) nor does
>anyone have a copy of the minutes of these "open hearings." Dr
>Greer himself told us that we'd all, "have to wait for his
>-future book- to come out!" (That's a direct quote!)

The meeting in April was a briefing not hearing. If I wrote
hearing I apologize. I agree that the briefing should have been
open to all but don't blame Greer. Blame the people who attended.
They probably insisted on secrecy so they wouldn't be labeled UFO
nuts.

The Congressman (Jim Davis (D), Tampa) that represents me agrees
that all of this should be out in the open. I hope he pursues
this matter like he said he would.

>2. Greer et al are prone to secrecy. Not what I look for in an
>individual who presumes to represent -me- before our elected
>officials in Washington. (Who -elected- Greer "the peoples
>representative? Not I. Did -you- get to vote Joe?

Actually, Greer's name was at the very bottom of the voting
ballot at the last election I attended. I did my duty and cast my
vote for him. Just kidding, sorry. Greer can say whatever he
wants as long as he gets open hearings. He can call me names for
all I care. I just want open hearings. Who else has made the
headway that he has? I know you have to take the word of Greer
and others that this briefing actually took place the way he said
it did but there are others who are with him (Mitchell) who I
think are credible and I don't think they would alow Greer to
just make stuff up about what happened in April.

>Or did the good
>doctor using the substantial "grease" provided by the likes of
>old man Rockefeller -buy- his way into the situation? Ask Doc
>Greer about the Lear jet jaunts to Europe, and the limo's and all
>the other trappings. "Someone" is paying for all of that. I
>wonder what ever happened to accountability in a person who
>'claims' to represent others.
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I don't care how he got into the situation as long as he didn't
hurt anybody in the process. He's doing what it takes to get the
job done. I'm sure there are plenty of people out there that
don't like his style but that's going to happen with anybody.

If "somebody" is paying for the Lear jets and limos than I hope
that "somebody" keeps it up until Greer reaches the goal of open
hearings. Why do they have to be accountable to anybody if it's
private money? I know Greer is playing the game that has to be
played to get results.

>3. Greer only represented himself and the interests of whoever
>backed him with all those goods and services. Name -one- other
>major UFO group or organization that he contacted for support or
>consensus. Yet before our elected officials he claimed to
>represent us all.

Like I said, he's getting results so I don't care if he asks for
help or not.

4. Dr.Greer makes wild and unsubstantiated claims such as, "98%
of all abductions are performed by clandestine government
groups!" OK fine, how do you know that doctor? No response. No
sources, no corroboration, no proof. That's a mighty big claim to
make without proof, documents or any substantiation.

I agree with you on that point. Don't know where he gets his
facts. Although I think when he says these things he states that
it's his opinion. Does he ever come out and say that he KNOWS
100% that 98% of abuctions are by those clandestine groups or
does he say that this is what he BELIEVES? If he says he knows
100% than I would like to see his data. If he says he believes
than let him have his opinion. I don't think he brings these
topics up when he briefs the Congressmen and women. Obviously I
don't know, since I wasn't there, but I would think he would kept
it simple so the Congressmen ( & Pentagon officials &  aides to
the Presidents if you believe Greer) and women could start off
with information that is easier" to digest like "simple" UFOs.

>None of the above reasons are "ego based" Joe. They are
>legitimate questions and issues that deserve answers. None have
>been forthcoming. Nor do I expect any.

Oh well, I guess I have more hope than most. It won't ruin my day
if Greer's not the one who helps attain open hearings. I don't
care who does it as long as it''s done.

>I could go on Joe but all this is "old territory" we been dere
>and done dat already. Greer has no credibilty with me and great
>many others. You didn't go back far enough in the archive to see
>e-mails from Greer and his side kick mizz Adamiak spitting venom
>and making false accusations while at the same time trying to
>scam a lousy video out of some Scotsmen! You really ought to pick
>your "hero's" a little more carefully. This guy is not a shining
>example.

Hero, who said hero? I don't have to like Greer to applaud his
results. I guess time will tell if he is making headway or not. I
know that my local Congressman is deciding what to do with
Greer's information as I write these words. This may be old
territory for most but I think it is still one of the most
important things going on in Ufology today. I will go back and
read the archive. In the meantime, I respect everybody's opinion
but still believe that Greer will be in the spotlight until this
thing breaks open. Just my opinion.

>>Keep it up Dr. Greer!

>That- has been the problem Joe.

>Over and out!

>John Velez

John, who else has presented such topics to people on Capitol
Hill? I would like to read about them too. I'm sure there are
others. Let me know.

Joe Murgia
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 22

Re: The 'Alien Interview'

From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 06:23:53 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 15:33:01 -0500
Subject: Re: The 'Alien Interview'

>From: troodon@netnitco.net [David Orr]
>Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 12:26:46 -0600
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: The "Alien Interview"

>Does any one have anything to say about the "Area 51 Alien Interview" video
>advertised on Art Bell and the FX network? There may be two versions out. I
>know the ad on FX featured Steven Wiliams, X from the "X-Files". Bell
>doesn't mention him in it. Has anyone seen this?

>Good fortune, safe travels

>David Orr

Rocket Productions (or Rocket Pictures) apparently owns the
rights to this footage, and their "documentary" features Williams
as the narrator.  I would doubt that they would license the
"Alien Interview" to any other group, since they apparently want
to make as much from this as they can. It may be that Bell simply
didn't recognize him, as it took me quite a while to recall where
I'd seen him before.  With all the hype, my guess is that most
aren't paying too much attention to the narrator.

If a good quality video tape of the footage can be obtained it
would be interesting to see a good analysis of it, but one of the
FX experts on the video concluded that it was most definitely a
puppet, and another indicated that while the head appeared to
move in a manner that would be difficult to duplicate, he felt
that he could have done a better job.  Bob Dean, whose comments
had been featured on Strange Universe, apparently believes that
it's the real thing and was almost brought to tears.  Sean David
Morton, who has been promoting this video for a number of months,
also appears to believe that it's real.

This video is more than an hour long, and contains all of the 90
second (approx.) segment.  This means that there is a lot of
background material and statements by "experts", and it is
mentioned several times that this video is "much more realistic
than the Alien Autopsy", which they state is an obvious fake.

My impression is that this is simply a ploy to make a few bucks,
which can be said about much of this genre these days.  If you
know someone who has a copy, go over and watch it.  But having
seen it, I don't feel the need to permanently add it to my
collection.

Steve Kaeser
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 22

Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 14:00:57 -0800
Fwd Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 15:35:15 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 20:07:17 +0100 (MET)
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> >Date: Sat, 20 Dec 1997 06:44:47 -0500
> >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
> >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> >>Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 20:57:43 +0100 (MET)
> >>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >>From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
> >>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

[snip]

> >>2. Amateur Ufologists will accuse more people to be part of a
> >>giant conspiracy to sell Corso's book and to help ACC with their
> >>commercial ploy. If Ed Wang, FUFOR and the US Air Force are
> >>already improving ACC's Christmas sales and bottom line by
> >>revealing that the meeting at Princeton took place where the USAF
> >>acknowledged the alien origin of transistor technology, then next
> >>in line will be the CIA, the NSA and Clinton's new dog.

> >I've read all of the ACC material on the "net", and you must have
> >some document that I've failed to notice.  May I ask what you
> >perceive FUFOR's involvement to be in this matter?  Beyond that,
> >can you explain where you get the impression that the USAF has
> >"acknowledged" any of ACCs claims?

> FUFOR has arranged witnesses for the meeting with ACC and the
> USAF near Princeton University.

> USAF confirmed at this meeting their estimate that the transistor
> technology was from a military project on the basis of the
> provided evidence, notes and witnesses. FUFOR confirms that the
> meeting took place.

[snip]

>             __________________________________________
>            /    Met vriendelijke groet/Best wishes    \
>                       Henny van der Pluijm
>                       hvdp@worldonline.nl
>
>                        Technology Pages
>                 http://home.worldonline.nl/~hvdp

Henry, if by FUFOR you mean Funny UFO Rogues than maybe the above
happened.  If you are mean the Fund for UFO Research, I have just
talked to  Richard Hall, the current Chairman, and Don Berliner,
the incoming Chairman.  They completely deny an affiliation,
meeting or contact with you, ACC, Ed Wang or any contact with the
Air Force on this subject.

Hall said you should contact him at 301-779-8683.  He will want
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a full retraction from you.

My question to you is:  Who gave you this information?  Who did
you check with to see if it was true?  Certainly not anyone from
FUFOR.  Seems to me you ought to be more careful in future!

Jan Aldrich
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Re: AP: Could a Transporter Really Work?

From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 07:35:26 EST
Fwd Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 16:35:45 -0500
Subject: Re: AP: Could a Transporter Really Work?

Hello list, and Rebecca too. (Its been a long time, Rebecca.)

>From: AOL News <AOLNews@aol.com>
>Subject: Could a Transporter Really Work?
>Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 12:09:32 EST

>Could a Transporter Really Work?

>.c The Associated Press

> By M.R. KROPKO

>CLEVELAND (AP) - Physicist Lawrence Krauss is boldly going where
>scientists have rarely gone before - out of the cloistered halls
>of academia and into the alien world of mass media.

>His mission: to convince people that science is fun.

>His primary tool: ``Star Trek'' reruns.

>``I like to convince people that science is exciting and worth
>talking about, just like a good movie,'' says Krauss, author of
>two books that have taken ideas from science fiction -
>particularly from the ``Star Trek'' TV series and films - and
>applied real scientific concepts to them.

>Krauss' gimmick is working.

>His first book, 1995's ``The Physics of Star Trek,'' sold 100,000
>copies in hardback. He recently completed a cross-country tour
>promoting his latest release, ``Beyond Star Trek: Physics from
>Alien Invasions to the End of Time,'' published last month.

>With his success, the head of the physics department at Case
>Western Reserve University makes no apologies for tackling such
>weighty topics as: would a transporter really work? And, what's
>wrong with those explosions viewers hear when the U.S.S.
>Enterprise trades phaser blasts with an alien ship?

>``In `Physics of Star Trek' and hopefully with this new one, I
>get to say, `Well look, here's how close or far it is from
>reality,''' Krauss said during an interview in his office, where
>life-size photo cutouts of the original TV show's Capt. Kirk and
>Mr. Spock guard his recliner.

>In many cases - but not all - science and science fiction just
>don't mesh.

>Case in point: The transporter on the starship Enterprise. The
>instrument got Krauss ruminating about science fiction concepts
>in the first place.

>Using a transporter, a crew member can dematerialize in one place
>and re- materialize in another. Krauss believes the device
>wouldn't work, now or in the future, because of the immense
>energy required to disassemble and reassemble a person atom by
>atom.

Agreed, but this hasn't deterred science from trying. Some minor
success at transporting photons has already been claimed, as seen
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on CNN and other news services.

>He also touches in his first Trek book on blunders physicists
>can't help but notice, such as objects producing sound in space.
>There's no air in space and therefore no sound, so the thunderous
>explosions heard in ``Star Trek'' battle scenes on television and
>in the movies are inaccurate.

This is both true and false at the same time. It is true that the
human ear would not detect the sound due to the lack of air to
carry the sound waves. ...But, the explosions are easily detect-
able with sensors. A small radio telescope would suffice. The
energy picked up by  sensors could then be re-converted into
visual and audio waves.

>But two other mainstays of the ``Star Trek'' universe - warp
>speed, which is faster than the speed of light, and time travel -
>are theoretically possible, he contends.

Maybe if a worm hole was conveniently placed where it could be
accessed, the above "theory" could be tested.

>``Beyond Star Trek'' not only targets Trek science, it considers
>other scenarios, such as in the film ``Independence Day'' and the
>TV show ``The X- Files.'' He discusses real science implications
>of traditional science fiction subjects, such as time travel,
>UFOs and aliens, and clairvoyance.

Wow!  He really covers all the bases, doesn't he? ...A little
something for everybody, eh?

>For instance, the huge alien spaceship over New York in
>``Independence Day'' would flatten the city merely due to the air
>pressure involved to hold it up against the force of gravity, he
>says.

I don't agree.  A dirigible of this size could be built using
today's technology.  Since it would be lighter than air, it would
overcome the force of gravity, harming nobody underneath. Think
about how a dirigible is constructed before challenging this
statement. It is just a bunch of aluminum girders with bags of
gas tied in place, and then covered with a thin skin of
aluminized fabric. The "lighter than air craft" could be built to
any size or shape....And who's to say what UFOs are constructed
of? The same principle could be applied if the "skin" was light
enough. Some UFOs are described as having a spinning section.
This gyro- scopic effect would offer great stability to any
flying device.

>``It would be nice if science fiction on TV and other places
>always got it right,'' he says.

>But they don't, so Krauss accepts the fiction as entertainment.

>``It's drama after all, and that's what keeps it going.''

>While it's fun to find the flaws in science fiction, Krauss sees
>his role as much more than a professional nitpicker.

>He believes there's a void between scientists and the public,
>particularly since the death of Carl Sagan last December.

>Sagan won the Pulitzer Prize for general nonfiction in 1978 for
>``The Dragons of Eden: Speculations on the Evolution of Human
>Intelligence'' and wide acclaim for his 13-part Public
>Broadcasting Service series ``Cosmos.''

Not to mention the film he wrote the story to that is currently
in the theatres. CONTACT, or something like that? (I may need
to be corrected on this.)

>Krauss dedicated his latest book to the popular Cornell
>University astronomer, who brought difficult concepts to the
>masses and made science, well, almost cool.

>``Many scientists are hesitant to make that leap into popular
>culture because some sense that it might be demeaning,'' he said.
>``But it hasn't been for me, and I think people are craving to
>know more about their world.''

>Jack Munsee, professor of physics and astronomy at California
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>State University, Long Beach, recently invited Krauss to be the
>first speaker in a popular science lecture series. He says the
>physics professor is good at delivering the message that hard
>science is as amazing as the dreams of fiction writers.

>``I think too many scientists are worried about their own
>discipline and not worried about communicating it to a wider
>audience,'' Munsee said.

>The only thing Krauss fears now is that his audience will be
>disappointed that some of their favorite ``Star Trek'' gadgets
>would never work.

>Even if you can't change the laws of physics, as Enterprise
>engineer Scotty was fond of reminding Capt. Kirk in almost every
>episode, there's still plenty to learn about the universe.

>``Physics constrains us, sure,'' Krauss says. ``But it constrains
>us by marvels.''

>``Beyond Star Trek'' is published by BasicBooks, a division of
>HarperCollins, in hardback. It costs $21.

>AP-NY-12-21-97 1205EST

>Copyright 1997 The Associated Press.  The information  contained
>in the AP news report may not be published, broadcast, rewritten
>or otherwise distributed without  prior written authority of The
>Associated Press.

So, go sue EBK, and when yer finished with him, you can come
after my S.S. Check.

Jack Sargeant, Fido UFO moderator.
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Re: AP: Could a Transporter Really Work?

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 08:20:29 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 16:50:56 -0500
Subject: Re: AP: Could a Transporter Really Work?

>From: RSchatte <RSchatte@aol.com>
>Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 13:18:02 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Fwd: Could a Transporter Really Work?

>Could a Transporter Really Work?

>Case in point: The transporter on the starship Enterprise. The
>instrument got Krauss ruminating about science fiction concepts
>in the first place.

>Using a transporter, a crew member can dematerialize in one place
>and re- materialize in another. Krauss believes the device
>wouldn't work, now or in the future, because of the immense
>energy required to disassemble and reassemble a person atom by
>atom.

This is the classic mistake scientists always make.  I can agree
with Krauss that a transporter wouldn't work now (for us humans
anyway), but to say that it would never work in the future is
just plain stupid.  Physics is changing and expanding rapidly
today, and just because something is impossible today does not
mean that it may not be possible, perhaps even easy, in the
future.

Bob
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Re: Brasilia's Letter

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 08:23:49 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 17:03:26 -0500
Subject: Re: Brasilia's Letter

>Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 01:41:49 -0800
>From: John Koopmans <john.koopmans@sympatico.ca>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Brasilia's Letter

>Hello Mr. Gevaerd and List:

>While the intent of the letter is admirable, it is easy to understand
>why some of those attending would not sign it. In fact, I am surprised
>to see that Bud Hopkins and David Jacobs signed it. The problem, as I
>see it, is "fact" number two:

>> The following facts
>> were presented in the presence of the Brazilian air force
>> minister:

>> 2.   That the origin of such phenomenon, already identified as
>> extraterrestrial and whose visiting vehicles come from
>> civilizations technologically far advanced than our own, co-exist
>> with us in the Universe.

>Since when has this become a "fact"? I thought this was still a
>hypothesis and subject to differing opinions.

>I wouldn't have signed it either!

>John Koopmans

John,

Right on!  If asked, I would not have signed it either.  Much as
I like and respect my friend A.J., I think he is way off base on
endorsing this document.  I see no facts in this document, only
speculations based on very limited evidence.

Bob
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 22

Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 23:05:35 +0100 (MET)
Fwd Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 17:15:10 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 14:00:57 -0800
>From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>> Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 20:07:17 +0100 (MET)
>> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>> From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
>> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>> >I've read all of the ACC material on the "net", and you must have
>> >some document that I've failed to notice.  May I ask what you
>> >perceive FUFOR's involvement to be in this matter?  Beyond that,
>> >can you explain where you get the impression that the USAF has
>> >"acknowledged" any of ACCs claims?

>> FUFOR has arranged witnesses for the meeting with ACC and the
>> USAF near Princeton University.

>> USAF confirmed at this meeting their estimate that the transistor
>> technology was from a military project on the basis of the
>> provided evidence, notes and witnesses. FUFOR confirms that the
>> meeting took place.

>[snip]

Jan Aldrich said:

>Henry, if by FUFOR you mean Funny UFO Rogues than maybe the above
>happened.  If you are mean the Fund for UFO Research, I have just
>talked to  Richard Hall, the current Chairman, and Don Berliner,
>the incoming Chairman.  They completely deny an affiliation,
>meeting or contact with you, ACC, Ed Wang or any contact with the
>Air Force on this subject.

>Hall said you should contact him at 301-779-8683.  He will want
>a full retraction from you.

>My question to you is:  Who gave you this information?  Who did
>you check with to see if it was true?  Certainly not anyone from
>FUFOR.  Seems to me you ought to be more careful in future!

>Jan Aldrich

Jan,

The information came from my memory. I remembered Jared
Anderson saying as much on this list. However, my memory
was not entirely accurate, because Jared had said he had
this information from one member of the FUFOR board. Full
post by Jared dug up from the archives is included below
my message.

So, if 'one member of the FUFOR board' is not entitled
to release such statements, then that is news to me. On
second thought, being familiar with the UFO community,
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the confusion does not surprise me.

So I retract that: 'FUFOR acknowledged that the meeting took
place' and you can convey that to Richard Hall. But I maintain
that 'Jared Anderson says he knows a FUFOR board member who
can confirm the meeting took place'.

To clear this matter up, I just had a lengthy conversation
with Jack Shulman before I read your post, Jan, and he says
that he does not remember anybody from FUFOR. Having spent a
goddamn fortune on this international call - the man is virtually
uninterruptable - I will not call Richard Hall. I hope you
understand.

Jack had other things to say as well and I hope to get
to that later. About giving evidence that the meeting took
place, he says he doesn't care and that he is not in the
business of dealing with e-mail lists anyway. His hope is to
force the US Air Force to change their stance on the release
of data about the UFO phenomenon by lawsuit or by other means.
He expects to be treated as a liar and a nut.

For now, I am interested in who Jared Anderson meant when
he said 'Board member of FUFOR'.

-begin Post Jared-

Re: ACC Press release..... But To _Whom_?

From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 12:20:08 -0700
Fwd Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 15:39:22 -0500
Subject: Re: ACC Press release..... But To _Whom_?

> From: Dennis Stacy <dstacy@texas.net>
> Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 21:12:39 -0600 (CST)
> Fwd Date: Sun, 14 Dec 1997 08:14:47 -0500
> Subject: Re: ACC Press release..... But To _Whom_?

> In my opinion, too. In the meantime, can you spell publicity ploy
> to sell computers? I didn't think so.

This is conjecture Dennis.

After looking into this business with ACC directly I came out of
it real dubious about what is actually going in Jack Shulman's
mind and his zealous dedication to the "alien transistor" theory.
After my discussions with the man there is no question in my mind
that he is convinced that what he is doing is grounded in
reality, far fetched as it may be. Shulman probably understands
that he is alone in this process and should not expect any
assistance from the UFO community as this crusade is truly his
own.

People like Ed Wang and Bob Wolf have done nothing but drag
Shulman into discredit with their wild conspiratorial claims,
some of which ended up in my e-mail box.

A member of the FUFOR board confirmed to me directly that
Shulman's meeting with members of the DOD, Air Force, lawyers and
security personnel at Princeton did in fact take place.

After spending years in the computer industry I can think of no
better way to injure a computer company's reputation and threaten
it's future beyond what ACC has done here. I do not believe
Shulman did this as a marketing ploy.

but even so, I don't think this whole alien transistor circus
will ever amount to anything.

Jared.

-end post Jared-

            __________________________________________
           /    Met vriendelijke groet/Best wishes    \
                      Henny van der Pluijm
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                      hvdp@worldonline.nl

                       Technology Pages
                http://home.worldonline.nl/~hvdp
             \______________________________________/
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Re: UFO Research and Mapping Tool

From: joel henry <jhenry@wavefront.com>
Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 10:57:53 -0600
Fwd Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 17:41:31 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO Research and Mapping Tool

>Date: Sat, 20 Dec 1997 00:48:50 -0500
>From: Bruce Maccabee <brumac@compuserve.com>
>Subject: UFO UpDate: UFO Research and Mapping Tool
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

>>Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 14:19:47 -0700
>>From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
>>To: updates@globalserve.net
>>Subject: UFO Research and Mapping Tool

>>'lo listmembers,

>>To my knowledge, The most comprehensive and complete sightings
>>database ever recordered on computer has been created by a
>>software developer named Larry Hatch. It's a DOS program that
>>maps the world and lists a record of sightings by year. It's
>>catalog goes all the way back to Ezechial's sighting and contains
>>sporadic sightings throughout the centuries but starts becoming
>>dense around the 1700's. Actual recordings of waves don't really

>[...]

>>his own sighting data. Larry has put a lot of sleepless nights
>>into this project and his support is ongoing.

>>The program is called the UFO Research and Mapping Tool
>>If interested information can be found at:

>>http://www.flash.net/~joerit/docs/udemo.htm

>No doubt about it....Hatch has a corner on the UFO data base
>"market."  You absolutely will not believe what his program can
>do.  Imagine being able to display 14,000 (or whatever the number
>is now) sighitngs at their locations all over the globe or in
>flat projection maps. Statistics? He's got 'em. I used it to
>disprove the CIA's claim that "over 50 percent of UFOs after 1955
>were sighitng of the U-2" (remember that last summer?) I used
>Hatch's program to isolate the years 1955-1960 or so and the time
>periods 0400-0800 and 1600-2000, when the U=2 would be most
>likely seen.

>THere weren't many sigitngs there but, more importantly, ther was
>no change in the number of sightings in these time periods whe
>the U-2 started flying.  I COULD NOT HAVE DONE THIS WITH ANY
>OTHER DATA BASE ON SUCH A LARGE SCALE!

No doubt Mr. Hatches' database is good but 14000 sightings isn't
that many. The combined resources of MUFON, FUFOR, CUFOS, and The
older defunct org's would total well over 100,000 possibly
200,000 sightings.

If you really want good data you need sheer #'s of reports,
otherwise, when you filter out what you aren't looking for, what
you have left is so small a number, your validity is poor. The
UUFORD (Universal UFO Report Database) is intended to combine all
the reports available from all sources for the use of all
ufologists, investigators, etc.
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to create whatever comparisons, charts, etc. that they could
possibly think of. 14000 reports over a 50 year period is not
enough. I realise what an effort it must have been for him to
construct the database he has so far, but it makes more sense to
get the whole ufological community together for a huge project
for free to use. More effort than just one man, more reports from
more sources, and open architecture for flexibility in use are
some major advantages. Even MUFON's database is not open, not
complete, and so far will not be free fro use. This will severely
limit the ability of researchers to get the needed data for their
hypothesis'. If we let profit interfere with the end goal of
ufology (to get answers and prove our positions), we gain nothing
and are restrained and will probably waste another 50 years
getting at the truth. I have found a lot of talented support for
the UUFORD project and expect it will be useful as soon as those
who have the reports commit to sharing the info with us so we can
get them into the database.

We are certainly open to advice and expertise on the construction
of UUFORD and the usage of the UFO data. In fact we welcome open
participation and aid from MUFON, FUFOR, CUFOS, and all the rest.
As a joint effort, it will most surely succeed and serve the
needs of all, especially those organisations. I hope to hear from
representatives of these org's as soon as they decide how and if
they want to fit in the project. This is not a power game, but
the first real effort at getting a long overdue database for ufo
research off the ground and available to all who find it useful.

There are many considerations to be taken into account (including
security) and we are prepared to deal with them and take all
advice and concerns to heart. Anyone interested in participating
in UUFORD can contact me at: jhenry@wavefront.com    I am acting
as a facilitator at the moment in gaining and coordinating all
participants, and their relative areas of effort. We already have
lots of database, programming, webmaintaining, and word
processing commitments and are still looking for more data
source, hardware, and monetary commitments to get the ball
rolling. We are already in the process of making decisions on
construction, etc. but are still open to good ideas, advice, etc.
I wish to thank those already joined and those that wish to.

Joel Henry

*****************************************************
Minnesota MUFON Webmaster
Minnesota MUFON Web Page= http://www.wavefront.com/~jhenry/index.html
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Re: 'Murderous Meteors'

From: Edoardo Russo <edoardo.russo@torino.ALPcom.it>
Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 18:18:03 +0100
Fwd Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 17:43:50 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Murderous Meteors'

>Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 21:56:25 +0000
>From: Bryan Butcher <being@concentric.net>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Murderous Meteors'

>> Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 22:25:05 -0800
>> From: Ed Stewart <egs@netcom.com>
>> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: 'Murderous Meteors'

>> I have over 100,000 newsclips at my
>> immediate disposal. As far as I know, there are no
>> "disproportionate numbers of 'meteor sightings'". What is your
>> source of data for that statement?

>100,000 newsclips is a tremendous resource!  Can you sort these
>clippings and do a detailed analysis of fireball sighting trends
>over the past, say, 50 years?  Is there a place the public can
>access these newsclippings?

Why do you say that?

100,000 newsclippings is not very much, even if you limit
yourself to the USA (and I  don't know what geographical
extension Ed's collection has).

Just think that as for our little country, Italy, CISU files hold
just about 100,000 UFO newsclippings (8,000 in the last seven
quiet years).

Regards

Edoardo Russo                             Centro Italiano Studi Ufologici
CISU, Casella postale 82, 10100 Torino - tel 011-3290279 - fax 011-545033
http://www.arpnet.it/~ufo          e-mail: edoardo.russo@torino.alpcom.it
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Alfred's Odd Ode #207

From: Alfred Lehmberg <Lehmberg@snowhill.com>
Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 09:35:09 -0600
Fwd Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 17:35:28 -0500
Subject: Alfred's Odd Ode #207

Apology to MW #207 (For December 22, 1997)

It interests me, then, how pathetic we're painted; we that have
seen pointless lights in the sky. We that admit that we don't
have a clue, as we watch the anomalous caper and fly.

It's taken for fun in our crass TV ads. The college of mankind is
mute. The edge of hard science forbidden the area, if they look
they are labeled as kooks, non astute. Religion admits that
they're real, but evil. "They're stuff of the devil, for sure and
be damned." And, "agents of Satan have cluttered the mind set --
they've stuffed it with nonsense; it's filled up, and crammed."
The news is the worst, it grins like a patron. They paint us in
caps of aluminum foil. They front all the clutter from skeptics,
and bunkies, then ignore the community, its work, and real toil.

Society works to distract from reality with taxes and sanctions
that wound and confine. They do this to keep you from thinking
too much 'cause it messes with the lifestyles of a few who'd live
sublime. "Go on and have a dozen kids"!, those few make culture
say, so they can, then, respect much less the single one that
works and pays.

Look you out into the night -- into starry stellar vastness. To
_think_ that you might be alone's one monumental crassness! The
length of its potential, maybe, fills your soul with fear, but
ignore it at your peril; *forewarned* is better beer. "Lions, and
tigers, and bears" ain't the issue! We'd get enough warning, of
threat, t'were it _them_. The meter man's order is toppled's the
issue =85 it's the root of confusion -- its seed pod, and stem.

All shiftless injustice thus hides in confusion. All manners of
*maybe* can dull the best sword. Get in their face, and ask them
tough questions, and they'll shut you in their dungeons like
they're doing with John Ford! So, who is pathetic when questions
are answered? Who's then pathetic, and missing their screws? Who
is pathetic when truth paints the picture? Who with some courage
will tell us real news?

      Lehmberg@snowhill.com

It takes guts to give up some advantage so the rest can live with
efficacy. We can have that kind of guts, we could give it to
ourselves. Humans should, after all, be born to respect, then
have an opportunity to lose it -- but to have never had it at all
=85 that _must_ be a hell on Earth. Think about _that_ consuming
your roast beasts and pounding your pumpkin pies=85 have a Merry
Updates, and a happy Transcapaciter <g>.

--
Explore the Alien View?

http://www.fortunecity.com/roswell/arecibo/46/

"I cleave the heavens, and soar to the infinite. What others see from
afar, I leave far behind me." - Giordano Bruno, while burning at the
fundamentalist's stake. Today they'd force a little aluminum cap on his=
 head.
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Re: Brasilia's Letter

From: Stanton Friedman <fsphys@brunnet.net>
Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 15:13:53 -0400
Fwd Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 20:21:47 -0500
Subject: Re: Brasilia's Letter

> Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 01:41:49 -0800
> From: John Koopmans <john.koopmans@sympatico.ca>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Brasilia's Letter

> > From: "A. J. Gevaerd" <gevaerd@gold.alanet.com.br>
> > To: "UFO UpDate" <updates@globalserve.net>,
> > Subject: Brasilia's Letter
> > Date: Sat, 20 Dec 1997 10:14:42 -0200

> >  +++ FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE +++

> > The First World UFO Forum, Brasilia (Brazil), 07 to 14 December,
> > produced a letter that was delivered to some authorities invited
> > to represent Brazilian's Federal Government and the Ministry of
> > Aeronautics. This document was called Brasilia's Letter and
> > consisted of a respectfull request for our government to open a
> > few files about UFOs. Its contents is bellow.

> <snip>

> > Others decided not to sign: Stanton Friedman
> > (Canada), Mark Carlotto, Donald Ware, Peter Davenport (EUA) and
> > Alegandro Agostinelli (Argentina). Per Andersen (Denmark), left
> > earlier and let us know by e-mail that he wouldn't sign.

> > All these people had their oppinions and positions fully
> > respected. Although we understand why Mark Carlotto wouldn't
> > sign, since he works for the US Government, we simply cannot
> > understand why people as Stan Friedman, Don Ware and Davenport
> > wouldn't sign. By doing that, they simply refused to support a
> > legitimate request of the Brazilian ufologist to our government.

> <snip>

> > Respectfully,

> > A. J. Gevaerd, International Coordinator, World UFO Forum

> Hello Mr. Gevaerd and List:

> While the intent of the letter is admirable, it is easy to understand
> why some of those attending would not sign it. In fact, I am surprised
> to see that Bud Hopkins and David Jacobs signed it. The problem, as I
> see it, is "fact" number two:

> > The following facts
> > were presented in the presence of the Brazilian air force
> > minister:

> > 2.   That the origin of such phenomenon, already identified as
> > extraterrestrial and whose visiting vehicles come from
> > civilizations technologically far advanced than our own, co-exist
> > with us in the Universe.

> Since when has this become a "fact"? I thought this was still a
> hypothesis and subject to differing opinions.

> I wouldn't have signed it either!
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> John Koopmans

 To List:There are several reasons for my not signing the letter:

1. I am a dual citizen of the United States and Canada. Should I
be telling the Brazilian government what it should be doing? I
don't think so.

2. Does Brazil have a FOIA or equivalent or other legal
procedures for seeking government information? If so, have they
been used?

3. I certainly have seen no evidence that

    a.military authorities throughout the world have confirmed
visits to earth by space vehicles.

    b. the visits to earth have been gradually increasing.

    c. these civilizations display no hositilty towards us.

4. If Brazilian UFO groups are aware of government data on
Operation Prado and the May 1986 events, that certainly suggests
to me that the government does indeed already have a UFO
investigative body.

5. I also didn't sign Kent Jeffrey's strange Roswell Initiative
because it jumped from l947 events to wanting the US government
to release everything it has ever obtained which would certainly
include technnological  data obtained yesterday which I think
would be ridiculous. Petitions like this one and the Rockefeller
effort to convince VIPs to have their friends release classified
data because some group wants it make no more sense to me than
picketting  the White House.

6. The DCI finally released the total amount of the Black
Intelligence Budget (26.6 Billion$) in mid October because of a
court action, not because of a petition by foreigners.

Yes, I am indeed certainly convinced that 1.SOME UFOs are ET
spacecraft, 2.that some few people in governments know what is
going on (i.e. A Cosmic Watergate)3. That none of the anti
arguments stand up. and 4 We are dealing with the biggest story
of the millenium, visits to planet Earth by alien Spacecraft and
successful cover up of the best data (bodies and wreckage) for 50
years. I honestly thought I had made this very clear in Crash at
Corona and in TOP SECRET/MAJIC and at the beginning of all my
lectures including the one in Brazil.

Puzzled in Fredericton, NB, Canada,

Stan Friedman
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Re: Corso, ACC, Greer etc...

From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 14:39:59 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 20:32:33 -0500
Subject: Re: Corso, ACC, Greer etc...

>From: Ufojoe1 <Ufojoe1@aol.com> [Joe Murgia]
>Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 21:09:35 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Corso, ACC, Greer etc...

>John, who else has presented such topics to people on Capitol
>Hill? I would like to read about them too. I'm sure there are
>others. Let me know.

>Joe Murgia

Joe-

There has been a lot of movement behind the scenes, which is
going to be far more fruitful at this time.  Greer's "briefing"
did take place on an "invitation only" basis.  Greer set this up
as his own "dog and pony show" and didn't even notify some of the
local groups (such as FUFOR) about it's taking place.  Of course,
Greer and FUFOR haven't been seeing eye to eye on too much
lately. . . . <g>

You may feel that Greer is actually accomplishing something, but
there's no evidence of that here on the "Hill".  Following his
May "briefing" has there been any movement in Congress to look
into this matter?  Do we actually know anything more today than
we did before his "briefing" had taken place?

The entity that would investigate the abuse of secrecy in
government has been tied up with the issue of campaign finance
abuse, and that (I'm sorry to say) has taken precedence over
everything else.  I mean, who wants to discuss a controversial
subject when you can take your political opponent "to the
cleaners".

I would certainly support any effort by anyone to bring this
matter out before Congress and the public, but Greer's efforts
IMHO haven't done much to change the climate here on the "Hill",
which was allegedly the purpose.

Steve
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The FUFOR Factor?? [was: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue

From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Leith]
Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 15:52:27 EST
Fwd Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 01:39:40 -0500
Subject: The FUFOR Factor?? [was: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue

From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 14:00:57 -0800
Fwd Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 15:35:15 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>My question to you is:  Who gave you this information?  Who did
>you check with to see if it was true?  Certainly not anyone from
>FUFOR.  Seems to me you ought to be more careful in future!

I refer you to:

http://www.ufomind.com/ufo/updates/1997/dec/m15-017.shtml

where you will find this:

From:jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 12:20:08 -0700
Fwd Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 15:39:22 -0500
Subject: Re: ACC Press release..... But To _Whom_?

[Snipped all but FUFOR reference -Rebecca]

"A member of the FUFOR board confirmed to me directly that
Shulman's meeting with members of the DOD, Air Force, lawyers and
security personnel at Princeton did in fact take place."

[end quote]

Henny latched on to that and hasn't let us hear the end of it.

Rebecca
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: "George Fergus" <fergus@mail.ccrl.mot.com>
Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 15:33:50 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 01:58:57 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 20:07:17 +0100 (MET)
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>> can you explain where you get the impression that the USAF has
>> "acknowledged" any of ACCs claims?

> USAF confirmed at this meeting their estimate that the transistor
> technology was from a military project on the basis of the
> provided evidence, notes and witnesses. FUFOR confirms that the
> meeting took place.

According to what was published at the time, the technology that
was first used to manufacture transistors was originally
developed by researchers at Purdue University and at Bell
Laboratories, under military contracts, for the manufacture of
semiconductor diodes for the military's microwave radar.

Have you seen any evidence that the USAF has "acknowledged"
anything more than this regarding ACC's claims about the
transistor?

> All this bickering about ACC providing no evidence is just the
> talk of people who prefer to keep groping in the dark.

If Shulman has evidence, then why doesn't he put copies of this
evidence on ACC's web page, rather than the collection of
allegations and hearsay that is there now?

> Jack responded then, but hasn't done that since. No wonder, if
> the Ufological community has One Big Talent it is to produce an
> infinite amount of bogus to discredit a case.
> I still don't understand how Jack has figured out the UFO
> community so fast. It simply confirms my earlier suspicion that
> the man is a goddamn genius!

> Since then, he doesn't seem to bother about all the negativity on
> lists such as these, and rightly so. To him, these lists are a
> sideshow, and as long as the negativity, the irrelevance, the
> flaws of logic and the armchair analyses keep polluting these
> lists, they remain that.

I've sent 3 e-mails to ACC, and the strange replies I got
consisted of the same sort of unsupported assertions and factual
errors that appear on their web page, with the addition of ad
hominem attacks. Apparently these were from ACC's VP John
Schwartz, rather than from Jack Shulman, but they caused me to
suspect that at least some people at ACC were not making an
unbiased interpretation of whatever documents they've
discovered.

-George Fergus
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 17:05:47 -0700
Fwd Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 02:16:41 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
> Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 23:05:35 +0100 (MET)
> Fwd Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 17:15:10 -0500
> Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> >Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 14:00:57 -0800
> >From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
> >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> Jan,

> The information came from my memory. I remembered Jared
> Anderson saying as much on this list. However, my memory
> was not entirely accurate, because Jared had said he had
> this information from one member of the FUFOR board. Full
> post by Jared dug up from the archives is included below
> my message.

> So, if 'one member of the FUFOR board' is not entitled
> to release such statements, then that is news to me. On
> second thought, being familiar with the UFO community,
> the confusion does not surprise me.

> So I retract that: 'FUFOR acknowledged that the meeting took
> place' and you can convey that to Richard Hall. But I maintain
> that 'Jared Anderson says he knows a FUFOR board member who
> can confirm the meeting took place'.

> To clear this matter up, I just had a lengthy conversation
> with Jack Shulman before I read your post, Jan, and he says
> that he does not remember anybody from FUFOR. Having spent a
> goddamn fortune on this international call - the man is virtually
> uninterruptable - I will not call Richard Hall. I hope you
> understand.

> Jack had other things to say as well and I hope to get
> to that later. About giving evidence that the meeting took
> place, he says he doesn't care and that he is not in the
> business of dealing with e-mail lists anyway. His hope is to
> force the US Air Force to change their stance on the release
> of data about the UFO phenomenon by lawsuit or by other means.
> He expects to be treated as a liar and a nut.

> For now, I am interested in who Jared Anderson meant when
> he said 'Board member of FUFOR'.

The reason I did not post the individual's name is because he
specifically asked that I not post any of the contents of our
conversation to the Internet (I don't believe this individual
uses the Internet or has e-mail). The individual in question did,
in fact, confirm to me that the meeting took place as I specified
earlier and I will stand by my conviction here. Any errononeus
association between FUFOR and ACC as a result of my earlier
statements by individuals on this list or elsewhere is not my
responsibility. I did expand on this information privately with
another list member that has also been speaking to the same board
member I have and has been briefing him on the situation with
ACC. Whether this board member is actually interested in the
matter, I couldn't say.
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Jared.
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Re: Brasilia's Letter

From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 21:22:49 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 02:18:01 -0500
Subject: Re: Brasilia's Letter

>Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 08:23:49 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Brasilia's Letter

>>Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 01:41:49 -0800
>>From: John Koopmans <john.koopmans@sympatico.ca>
>>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Brasilia's Letter

>>Hello Mr. Gevaerd and List:

>>While the intent of the letter is admirable, it is easy to understand
>>why some of those attending would not sign it. In fact, I am surprised
>>to see that Bud Hopkins and David Jacobs signed it. The problem, as I
>>see it, is "fact" number two:

>>> The following facts
>>> were presented in the presence of the Brazilian air force
>>> minister:

>>> 2.   That the origin of such phenomenon, already identified as
>>> extraterrestrial and whose visiting vehicles come from
>>> civilizations technologically far advanced than our own, co-exist
>>> with us in the Universe.

>>Since when has this become a "fact"? I thought this was still a
>>hypothesis and subject to differing opinions.

>>I wouldn't have signed it either!

>>John Koopmans

>John,

>Right on!  If asked, I would not have signed it either.  Much as
>I like and respect my friend A.J., I think he is way off base on
>endorsing this document.  I see no facts in this document, only
>speculations based on very limited evidence.

>Bob

I just wanted to add that I too was a bit disappointed to see
that Budd Hopkins and Dave Jacobs had put their names to a
document that contains so much pure speculation. I also have
respect for AJ and I'm just as surprized at his involvement.

John Velez
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UFO Updates 
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Re: Corso, ACC, Greer etc...

From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 22:07:39 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 02:43:51 -0500
Subject: Re: Corso, ACC, Greer etc...

>From: Ufojoe1 <Ufojoe1@aol.com> [Joe Murgia]
>Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 21:09:35 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Corso, ACC, Greer etc...
>
>>Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 03:05:57 -0500
>>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>>From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
>>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Corso, ACC, Greer etc...
>
>
>>>I read posts from April this year where people were complaining
>?>about Steven Greer's personality and the way he went about
>>>getting his contacts in Washington. Huh? Who the hell cares! If
>>>he is successful getting the open hearings, will people on this
>>>list still complain that he was mean and played "their" game to
>>>do it? I don't understand this logic. I thought getting the

>>1. What you call an, "open hearing" is stretching the taffy a
>>bit. To this day no-one knows who all of the "official" attendees
>>were. (Mind you these are -our- elected officials!) nor does
>>anyone have a copy of the minutes of these "open hearings." Dr
>>Greer himself told us that we'd all, "have to wait for his
>>-future book- to come out!" (That's a direct quote!)

Hiya Joe, hi All,

Joe wrote,

>The meeting in April was a briefing not hearing. If I wrote
>hearing I apologize. I agree that the briefing should have been
>open to all but don't blame Greer. Blame the people who attended.
>They probably insisted on secrecy so they wouldn't be labeled UFO
>nuts.

You're probably right about the politico's Joe but it doesn't
excuse Greers refusal to provide -basic- information about the
proceedings afterwards. OK cool, some fat cats are worried about
guilt by association and maybe it's an election year for them,
but Greer refused to talk about the proceedings at all. It was
only after much pressure was applied and much tortured tooth
pulling that he (grudgingly) gave up the little that we do have.
It's been months, where is a detailed report? What was
accomplished? Has anything -new- happened since? Greer tells us
to "wait for his book!"

>The Congressman (Jim Davis (D), Tampa) that represents me agrees
>that all of this should be out in the open. I hope he pursues
>this matter like he said he would.

Geez, I wish we had someone as 'responsive' as your guy here in
NY. I'm stuck with Al D'matto! <G>

>>2. Greer et al are prone to secrecy. Not what I look for in an
>>individual who presumes to represent -me- before our elected
>>officials in Washington. (Who -elected- Greer "the peoples
>>representative? Not I. Did -you- get to vote Joe?

>Just kidding, sorry. Greer can say whatever he
>wants as long as he gets open hearings. He can call me names for
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>all I care. I just want open hearings. Who else has made the
>headway that he has? I know you have to take the word of Greer
>and others that this briefing actually took place the way he said
>it did but there are others who are with him (Mitchell) who I
>think are credible and I don't think they would alow Greer to
>just make stuff up about what happened in April.

Joe, the "end" doesn't -always- justify the means. No, it's not
OK for Greer to do and say whatever he wants. We shouldn't -have
to- take his (or anyone elses) word for what transpired at those
sessions. We have a right to know! Those were (our) elected
officials in there.

And I think you're making a bad assumption about Mitchell's
involvement being anything more than his giving testimony. You
imply that Mitchell will keep Greer 'in check' somehow by the
sheer force of his character. We have no evidence that such a
relationship exists between them. What we do have evidence for is
Greers need for absolute control and how covetous he is of
information. Especially what he likes to call, "inside
information." Yes, I've spoken to him on a few occasions and I
gotta tell you that I wasn't impressed with him then either Joe.

>I don't care how he got into the situation as long as he didn't
>hurt anybody in the process. He's doing what it takes to get the
>job done. I'm sure there are plenty of people out there that
>don't like his style but that's going to happen with anybody.

I'm an old fart Joe. A placard carrying anti-war, anti-nuke 60's
nightmare. Phrases like, "doing what it takes to get the job
done" when applied to Washington DC and all that it implies
really rubs my old radical hackles the wrong way. <G>

One of the things the we as Americans need to address is the
-business as usual, under the table, behind closed doors, who
gave what to who BS thaty passes for "government" in this
country. If we're not a part of the solution,... yeah, you know
the rest,.. then we're a part of the problem. Our backyard is
ufology. Let's keep our own backyard free of such low practices.
Let's not 'condone it' or excuse it in anyone who claims to
represent us. Let's demand the best and maybe one day we'll
actually get it!

>If "somebody" is paying for the Lear jets and limos than I hope
>that "somebody" keeps it up until Greer reaches the goal of open
>hearings. Why do they have to be accountable to anybody if it's
>private money? I know Greer is playing the game that has to be
>played to get results.

You sound like a decent guy Joe and I hope that deep down inside
you really don't mean a word of what you've said here. If so,
then they (the backroom wheeler dealer asshol*s) have won! If
decent people have begun to accept the practices that you have
outlined as "acceptable" and "par for the course" then we are all
in much deeper ca ca than I ever imagined.

>Like I said, he's getting results so I don't care if he asks for
>help or not.

You should care Joe. The seeking of consensus is central to the
democratic process.

>John, who else has presented such topics to people on Capitol
>Hill? I would like to read about them too. I'm sure there are
>others. Let me know.

The 'best approach' to have come along so far was the one used
for the Roswell Declaration. (Although that one fell apart at the
last minute in one of the most anticlimactic moments in modern
ufology!)

The point is, that they tried to include everyone in the
process.
It was -the- single most democratic thing that has been tried to
date. So what, it fizzled in the end because of individuals, in
house conflicts, and last minute changes, not to mention a
terminal case of politics. But the -idea- the method, the
inclusion of as many as could be recruited is good! A popular
movement would bring a lot more politico's to the table than any
one man running around wining and dining his way into peoples
hearts.
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The people united, are a powerful force for change. Oops,
flashback, sorry! <VBG>

Take care Joe.

John Velez
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Re: 'Murderous Meteors'

From: Bryan Butcher <being@concentric.net>
Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 22:55:18 +0000
Fwd Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 02:48:53 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Murderous Meteors'

> > Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 21:56:25 +0000
> > From: Bryan Butcher <being@concentric.net>
> > To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Murderous Meteors'

> > Ed...

> > 100,000 newsclips is a tremendous resource!  Can you sort these
> > clippings and do a detailed analysis of fireball sighting trends
> > over the past, say, 50 years?

> I am in the process of building a central database on the known
> newsclips but it is strictly bibliographical in nature and in
> essence will only point a researcher to the prime source of the
> news story.

<snip catalogue history...wonderful information>

Ed...

Thank you for the information, it was greatly appreciated.

> > Any increase in meteorite, and more importantly, bolide sightings
> > could interest a great many people in many fields...for you to
> > say it shouldn't interest UFO researchers is a bit harsh...yes?

> It was harsh. A reaction of mine to the tabloid mentality
> expressed in the original posted article. If you are interested
> in serious research related to bolide sightings check with the
> American Meteor Society internet site for appropriate links. Also
> check with the largest library near you (may have to go to the
> National archives and/or Library of Congress) and look up the
> publication "Notice To Mariners" which is/was compiled by the
> Navy Hydrographic Office. They maintained records of bolides and
> fireballs and published sighting reports. It is a great resource
> for possible UFO sightings prior to WWII. Also look for books and
> articles written by H.H. Ninninger (sp?), past curator of the
> American Meteor Museum whose holdings are now at the British
> Museum and at Arizona State U.

...again...wonderful information, but doesn't tell us very much
about trends or predictions.  I asked you a simple question based
on your response to the posters comments regarding the occurrance
of bolide meteors.

My question was:

"Can you sort these clippings and do a detailed analysis of
fireball sighting trends over the past, say, 50 years?"

Secondary to the question was a follow-up inquiry as to the
availability of this information to the public...which you
answered quite thoroughly.  I don't think you answered the first
one however.

> And as a professed amateur astronomer you should have also been
> aware that this incident occured at the tail end of the annual
> Geminid shower which lasted from Dec. 7 to 15 with the peak on
> the 13-14. Geminid meteors are famous for their brightness and
> whiteness. They usually peak out at 50-100 an hour and you can
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> see them from all over the Earth. One doesn't have to go to a
> village in South America to observe the Geminids.
>

I do realize this, and agree the meteors in question could have
very well been associated with the Geminids...this does not
discount the events in Bogota, Greenland, or the central US as
being anomalous meteor activity.  We are also traveling into the
area comet Hale-Bopp passed earlier in the year...without
historical data to predict the effect this had on annual meteor
showers.

Comet Hale-Bopp was unique...if you do not agree with this, then
I suggest you refer to the vast amounts of comet data.  Most of
this can be found at the places you suggested...plus much more.
Here's the latest from Hal Weaver, principal investigator of the
comet:

http://www.pha.jhu.edu/~weaver/hb_stis.html

Nowhere in Dr. Weaver's comments is the issue of effects on
meteor activity mentioned...and understandably so, he was not
investigating this variable.

> > <big snip of further data and requests for data verification>

> [BIG SNIP OF SPECULATION AND TABLOID NAUSEA]

> > Ed...what research can you provide that scientifically proves
> > IFOs to be hyped sensationalism designed to exploit the gullible
> > public?

> Reference the original article. That is what my post applied to.
> Don't make more of it than it was intended to address. There is
> no evidence that points to a meteorite as the cause of this fire.
> The article itself states that. PERIOD!

>From the article...what kind of evidence do you want?

"But he said a hole, measuring about 10 inches in diameter, was
discovered in the zinc roof of the house, along with traces of
a sulphur-like substance that was being studied in a local
laboratory.

The hole in the roof had been punched from the outside, Rojas
said, adding that everything seemed to indicate the children
were the unwitting victims of a meteorite."

> > The Bogota incident is not exclusive...it merely took
> > the lives of four young humans to gain some attention.

> No, it took the speculative comment of a Fire Chief who couldn't
> come up with any real evidence of what caused the fire in the
> first place and that speculation has now been promoted and
> amplified to even suggest "murderous meteors". That is what gave
> the article attention, not that four children died in a fire. I
> think Ed Wood would have been very proud to run with this story.
> (GRIN)

Perhaps the fire chief was being speculative...he didn't have all
the evidence (samples of the sulphur were still being examined),
but he had already ruled out several other causes.  I realize we
are asked to take the opinion of a human we know nothing
about...this is the only leap of faith in this incident.  A
meteor could have struck the shack, and subsequently killed the
four children.  If this is the case, Ed Wood...and all other
reporters on the planet could run the story with a clear
conscious.

> > If you were the children's parents, would you want a real answer
> > as to why they died the way they did?

> I would want real answers, not tabloid journalism using the death
> of my children to promote the frenzy among gullibles.

This is a ridiculous response.  You are being speculative when
you state the motives of those involved are for tabloid
journalism...you have no proof of this.

> > Perhaps they were playing
> > with matches?  Perhaps some fireman wanted to get in on the South

http://www.pha.jhu.edu/~weaver/hb_stis.html
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> > American UFO Enigma and hype the story for money... yeah...
> > right... after he carried a little bundle of charred remains from
> > a shanty shack.  It's hard for me to accept this is the
> > case...but perhaps I'm just too gullible.

> I would want a real answer, based on facts not speculation. But
> then again, ufology as practiced today is for the most part
> sensationalistic and speculative. As a point, that is all you
> have offered in your criticism. Not one yota of evidence to
> suggest that this article was justified, or that the review given
> by the poster was justified in its tabloid treatment of an
> unfortunate incident.

> Ed Stewart

Ed...I'm not clear on your comment here, are you suggesting the
article reporting the incident is not genuine?  Did this incident
happen?  If the fire chief found a hole in the roof...coupled
with an ensuing fire, sightings of fireballs, and a foreign
sulphuric substance (still to be analyzed) found at the site, the
preliminary assessment is valid.  It is not conclusive, but it is
far from speculative.

I did not write my response to you in a critical manner...I
merely questioned your questions to the poster.  I also
questioned your assertions of illicit motives by those involved
with the investigation.
Something I find quite speculative.

cheers,
Bryan!
--
_________________
interests - - - -
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Dreamsenses: The Home of Being! - http://www.raccoon.com/~bryan
The Des Moines Astronomical Society - http://www.sciowa.org/~dmas
The Near Pathfinder Anomaly Analysis Group - http://www.mufor.org/ares
_________________
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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Re: ACC Seeking Independent Investigation

From: Jilain <jilain@rt66.com> [Jilain Jones]
Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 22:05:13 -0700
Fwd Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 02:52:30 -0500
Subject: Re: ACC Seeking Independent Investigation

ACC Seeking Independent Investigation

Lan Lamphere, Director of the newly formed Nexxus Organization,
has been in contact today with Jack Shulman, President of the
American Computer Company.  Mr. Shulman has requested that Nexxus
undertake an impartial investigation of the material in ACC's
possession that led to their recent announcements regarding the
origin of their transcapacitor technology.  While talks are still
pending on the details of this requested analysis, Mr. Lamphere
has confirmed that ACC did approach Nexxus about working in a
consulting capacity to do an independent study of the material.

As per the standards of the Nexxus organization, it was made
clear to Mr. Shulman that any information gleaned from such an
investigation would be made public, with nothing withheld. In
preliminary discussions, Mr. Shulman agreed to this stipulation
on the part of Nexxus.

The Nexxus Organization is rapidly forming into a notable
research and investigative team, drawing together scientists and
ufologists from around the world for the purpose of scientific,
in-depth study of any and all aspects of the UFO phenomenon.
Information on the Nexxus group, its ever-increasing list of
participants, the group's mission statement, and directions on
how anyone can become a member of this organization can be found
at the Nexxus webpage:

http://www.nexxus.org

jilain@rt66.com
IRC undernet channel #blackvault

                  ~~~Tell me not, in mournful numbers,
                       Life is but an empty dream!
                     For the soul is dead that slumbers,
                       And things are not what they seem.~~~
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Global Surveyor's Launch Monitored By UFOs?

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 07:37:50 +0200
Fwd Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 10:31:24 -0500
Subject: Global Surveyor's Launch Monitored By UFOs?

This is a rather old, but very interesting item that I just found on
Florida Today's site. URL:

http://www.flatoday.com/space/explore/stories/1997/022897a.htm

*******

FLORIDA TODAY Space Online

For February 28, 1997

FOIAville: Good things take time

By Billy Cox

A FLORIDA TODAY column

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. - OK - even though the Air Force is now 39 days
late in responding to its own Freedom of Information Act deadline, and
its public relations officer at Los Angeles Air Force Base isn't
returning calls, I still don't buy the conspiracy stuff. I'd have to be
paranoid, and I'm glad I'm not one of those raving lunatics.

ON THE OTHER HAND ... !!!

On Nov. 7 last year, shortly after 11 a.m., Jim Graw, a security guard
at Aquarina in Melbourne Beach, was glancing east when he became
transfixed by two elliptical metallic objects, each roughly the size of
a jumboliner, cruising north at a leisurely pace along the shoreline.
Glinting sunlight, they were visible for about a minute, not even a
mile away. Graw was amazed. "I couldn't identify them. They were
definitely round and disc-shaped," he said.

Less than an hour later, after watching the Delta rocket's first-stage
separation that launched Mars Global Surveyor from Cape Canaveral Air
Station, Wes Clark noticed a white pinpoint of light entering the
picture some 40 degrees above the horizon. Several moments later, the
blip was joined by two identical UFOs, which proceeded to perform
strange maneuvers in a triangulated formation.

At 12:16 p.m., as Clark and perhaps a dozen fellow USA Flight Systems
employees watched from the parking lot of the space station processing
facility, what appeared to be a single jet fighter slashed in from the
south, briefly scattering the UFOs. With the jet banking and cutting
"lazy figure-8s, as if it was on an intercept pattern," Clark took
meticulous notes on the chronology of events, which included an entry
at 1:05 p.m. listing a pass by a "high-flying aircraft with a short
fuselage and long wing and white on the bottom, going from northeast to
southwest, as if tracking the objects."

Clark finally went back to work at 1:08 p.m. because he'd spent his
entire lunch break in the parking lot. A while later, Clark got a "holy
cow!" phone call from a buddy, space shuttle inspector Scott Cook at
the logistics building, several miles away.

Cook had seen the objects, too. "They looked like three stars, in broad

http://www.ufoupdateslist.com/
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daylight, arranged like a pyramid, before they started moving," Cook
said later. "When I showed them to other people, they said, `Oh,
they're probably just weather balloons.' But I didn't think weather
balloons could move like that. And I thought the winds would've carried
them away by then, because they were there for an hour."

Cook also saw the first jet ("I'm not sure what it was - an F-15 maybe,
or it could've been a T-38") as well as the second, which he surmised
was a U-2. Cook watched the show until 2:30. He counted eight U-2
passes. During the last, Cook says one of the UFOs began following the
U-2. Cook says he also watched two more jets streaking into the area,
apparently surveilling the objects. "The (UFO) I got the best view of,
the bottom one, looked like a perfectly round star," Cook says.

Rawinsond and/or jimsphere weather balloons? Or something else?

A circuitous maze of queries meandered from the Lockheed Missiles and
Space Ops to the Eastern Test Range to the Federal Aviation Authority
before finally crunching into a FOIA request for data records with the
USAF in Washington, D.C. They've got this really cool picket fence of
Defense Support Program satellites that can allegedly track the nose
hairs off a garden snake. The most interesting lock-ins - the unknowns
that enter the atmosphere and then veer out again - are rumored to be
called "fastwalkers," although that term doesn't officially exist.

Well, you know how zany things can get in Bureaucracy World, being
understaffed, underfinanced, overworked and all that. No surprise here
that USAF/Washington exceeded its legal mandate to acknowledge receipt
of my FOIA within 10 days by nearly two weeks. Like, when was the last
time any of those paper-pushers got a raise, anyway?

The last I heard, the FOIA had been peddled off on LAAFB, which wrote
on Dec. 20, "We will provide your office with the determination and/or
the current status of your FOIA request on or before 20 Jan 97." Just
for grins, LAAFB even included a phone number.

You know, they probably were weather balloons, after all. But this is
how weird rumors get started. I'm glad I'm mature and professional
enough not to participate.

Billy Cox's column runs every Friday. He can be reached at 242-3774, or
FLORIDA TODAY, P.O. Box 419000, Melbourne, FL 32941-9000.

          
Please e-mail comments or questions to FLORIDA TODAY's Space Online
office.
This World Wide Web site is copyright =A9 1997, FLORIDA TODAY.
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Unusual Disclosure on ACC Website: POINTED FAQ

From: acsa@ix.netcom.com, Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 08:08:47 +0200
Fwd Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 10:36:10 -0500
Subject: Unusual Disclosure on ACC Website: POINTED FAQ

Just received this from Ed Wang.

*******

23. December 1997 07.34.57
Message
From:   acsa@ix.netcom.com,Internet
Subject: Very Unusual Disclosure on the ACC Website: a very POINTED FAQ.
To: Stig Agermose

Well, here's one for the record books.  I'm stumped and I'm a
little in shock.

URL:

http://www.American-Computer.com/expose.htm

A very pointed Disclosure FAQ has just mysteriously appeared on
ACC's website.  It has caught me by surprise as this is the first
time they put anything on the web that they have not emailed me
to tell me about.

Interesting: it's dated Christmas eve, but it's posted tonight.
It does appear to describe some very revealing things, very bold,
and it makes some very distinct points I am not sure everyone is
going to be happy with,
but I think many are going be very happy with.

It also says its been "Posted a day early...".

I wonder if they are planning on shutting off the Roswell site?

As an aside to one and all: even if you've taken the time to
write me, I haven't been able to download my mail from the
server, because I have suddenly received several, well, many
large emails and am awaiting help from my ISP.  I can only
"send".

So don't be alarmed if I don't respond for a day or two...

-- Ed Wang.
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'UFO/Nazi' Bibliography

From: Maurizio Verga <mverga@wolf.it>
Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 09:58:02 +0100
Fwd Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 10:37:58 -0500
Subject: 'UFO/Nazi' Bibliography

Dear Friends,

please be informed that at the URL

http://www.ufo.it/german/german.htm

you may find the first updated bibliography devoted to the
controversial subject of the alleged "UFO/Nazi connection", as
well as of German Secret Weapons of WWII.

The bibliography is regularly revised and expanded, also thanks
to the collaboration of people like you. So if you feel to know
references about both subjects worth to be considered for
inclusion, please send me a message at mauverga@wolf.it

More, I am interested in getting copies of the older or less know
references included in the bibliography. If you have any of them,
please get in touch with me including a detailed list.

Merry Christmas to everybody,

Maurizio Verga
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 10:43:12 +0100 (MET)
Fwd Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 10:51:36 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

At 01:58 23-12-97 -0500, you wrote:
>Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 15:33:50 -0600 (CST)
>From: "George Fergus" <fergus@mail.ccrl.mot.com>
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso
>
>> Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 20:07:17 +0100 (MET)
>> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>> From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
>> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso
>

>> USAF confirmed at this meeting their estimate that the transistor
>> technology was from a military project on the basis of the
>> provided evidence, notes and witnesses. FUFOR confirms that the
>> meeting took place.

>According to what was published at the time, the technology that
>was first used to manufacture transistors was originally
>developed by researchers at Purdue University and at Bell
>Laboratories, under military contracts, for the manufacture of
>semiconductor diodes for the military's microwave radar.

>Have you seen any evidence that the USAF has "acknowledged"
>anything more than this regarding ACC's claims about the
>transistor?

I haven't seen anything. I am saying that ACC says that the USAF
confirmed their estimate that the transistor technology was from
a military project on the basis of the provided evidence,
notes and witnesses. Specifically, from a project that concerned
an object not of this earth.

I am also saying that people who have developed a working
relationship with ACC have satisfied themselves that this is
true.

>> All this bickering about ACC providing no evidence is just the
>> talk of people who prefer to keep groping in the dark.

>If Shulman has evidence, then why doesn't he put copies of this
>evidence on ACC's web page, rather than the collection of
>allegations and hearsay that is there now?

Shulman doesn't care about people who doubt what he does,
because he is spending enough time on this thing already.

The only thing he wants is to force the USAF to release
statements, documents, ships and carcasses of dead alien
bodies to prove that they have alien technology in
their possession. The only thing he wants from the
public is to help him achieve that goal.

            __________________________________________
           /    Met vriendelijke groet/Best wishes    \
                      Henny van der Pluijm
                      hvdp@worldonline.nl
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                       Technology Pages
                http://home.worldonline.nl/~hvdp
             \______________________________________/
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Re: ACC Seeking Independent Investigation

From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 10:43:14 +0100 (MET)
Fwd Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 10:52:44 -0500
Subject: Re: ACC Seeking Independent Investigation

>Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 22:05:13 -0700
>To: "UFO Sky Searchers International" <deeaob@sherman.midplains.net>
>From: Jilain <jilain@rt66.com> [Jilain Jones]
>Subject: ACC Seeking Independent Investigation

>ACC Seeking Independent Investigation

>Lan Lamphere, Director of the newly formed Nexxus Organization,
>has been in contact today with Jack Shulman, President of the
>American Computer Company.  Mr. Shulman has requested that Nexxus
>undertake an impartial investigation of the material in ACC's
>possession that led to their recent announcements regarding the
>origin of their transcapacitor technology.  While talks are still
>pending on the details of this requested analysis, Mr. Lamphere
>has confirmed that ACC did approach Nexxus about working in a
>consulting capacity to do an independent study of the material.

>As per the standards of the Nexxus organization, it was made
>clear to Mr. Shulman that any information gleaned from such an
>investigation would be made public, with nothing withheld. In
>preliminary discussions, Mr. Shulman agreed to this stipulation
>on the part of Nexxus.

>The Nexxus Organization is rapidly forming into a notable
>research and investigative team, drawing together scientists and
>ufologists from around the world for the purpose of scientific,
>in-depth study of any and all aspects of the UFO phenomenon.
>Information on the Nexxus group, its ever-increasing list of
>participants, the group's mission statement, and directions on
>how anyone can become a member of this organization can be found
>at the Nexxus webpage:

>http://www.nexxus.org

>jilain@rt66.com
>IRC undernet channel #blackvault

The newly released information by ACC to be found on
http://accpc.com/expose.htm is in contradictino with this.
ACC specifically denies a co-project with Nexxus.

            __________________________________________
           /    Met vriendelijke groet/Best wishes    \
                      Henny van der Pluijm
                      hvdp@worldonline.nl

                       Technology Pages
                http://home.worldonline.nl/~hvdp
             \______________________________________/
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Re: 'Murderous Meteors'

From: Ed Stewart <egs@netcom.com>
Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 02:04:35 -0800
Fwd Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 11:05:59 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Murderous Meteors'

> Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 22:55:18 +0000
> From: Bryan Butcher <being@concentric.net>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'Murderous Meteors'

<snip>

>  I asked you a simple question based
> on your response to the posters comments regarding the occurrance
> of bolide meteors.

> My question was:

> "Can you sort these clippings and do a detailed analysis of
> fireball sighting trends over the past, say, 50 years?"

I answered it. Learn how to read and comprehend the English
language.

> Secondary to the question was a follow-up inquiry as to the
> availability of this information to the public...which you
> answered quite thoroughly.  I don't think you answered the first
> one however.

What you think is irrelevant.

<snip>

> > > <big snip of further data and requests for data verification>

Still waiting! It won't be forthcoming. That does not diminish
the importance and the relevance of the request.

> > [BIG SNIP OF SPECULATION AND TABLOID NAUSEA]

> > Reference the original article. That is what my post applied to.
> > Don't make more of it than it was intended to address. There is
> > no evidence that points to a meteorite as the cause of this fire.
> > The article itself states that. PERIOD!

> "But he said a hole, measuring about 10 inches in diameter, was
> discovered in the zinc roof of the house, along with traces of
> a sulphur-like substance that was being studied in a local
> laboratory.

So? What are the results of that inquiry? Have you bothered to
try and find out since you seem to be championing what is
otherwise tabloid speculation?

> The hole in the roof had been punched from the outside, Rojas
> said, adding that everything seemed to indicate the children
> were the unwitting victims of a meteorite."

And once you bring yourself up to date with the English language,
maybe, just maybe, you will understand the difference between the
above and the implication of "murderous".

> > > The Bogota incident is not exclusive...it merely took
> > > the lives of four young humans to gain some attention.
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> > No, it took the speculative comment of a Fire Chief who couldn't
> > come up with any real evidence of what caused the fire in the
> > first place and that speculation has now been promoted and
> > amplified to even suggest "murderous meteors". That is what gave
> > the article attention, not that four children died in a fire. I
> > think Ed Wood would have been very proud to run with this story.
> > (GRIN)

> Perhaps the fire chief was being speculative...

There was no perhaps. He was speculative, but he wasn't the one
that said "murderous meteorites". That added layer of speculation
was left to a "ufologist" to make and apparently championed by
you.

> > > If you were the children's parents, would you want a real answer
> > > as to why they died the way they did?

> > I would want real answers, not tabloid journalism using the death
> > of my children to promote the frenzy among gullibles.

> This is a ridiculous response.

There is nothing ridiculous about my answer. That is exactly what
the original poster did in his editorializing of the news
article.

> You are being speculative when
> you state the motives of those involved are for tabloid
> journalism...you have no proof of this.

There is zero need to address motivation. The story is tabloid
journalism and it is that aspect that is being hyped and
championed by you, whatever your motivation is.

> > > Perhaps they were playing
> > > with matches?  Perhaps some fireman wanted to get in on the South
> > > American UFO Enigma and hype the story for money... yeah...
> > > right... after he carried a little bundle of charred remains from
> > > a shanty shack.  It's hard for me to accept this is the
> > > case...but perhaps I'm just too gullible.

There is no perhaps. You have already demonstrated that you wish
to dwell in gullibility and not muster your energy into finding
facts to support your initial emotional reaction.

> > I would want a real answer, based on facts not speculation. But
> > then again, ufology as practiced today is for the most part
> > sensationalistic and speculative. As a point, that is all you
> > have offered in your criticism. Not one yota of evidence to
> > suggest that this article was justified, or that the review given
> > by the poster was justified in its tabloid treatment of an
> > unfortunate incident.

> Ed...I'm not clear on your comment here, are you suggesting the
> article reporting the incident is not genuine?

I am not surprised. You have already shown to have an apparent
comprehension deficit. The article made no mention of "murderous
meteorites". That was left to the ufological wisdom of
"UFORESEARCH", the original poster of the article. I will repeat
myself since you are obviously in need of special attention. That
ufological editorializing to a higher level of tabloid journalism
is what I addressed and you have failed to grasp.

> Did this incident happen?

Maybe what you need to do is to have you and your ilk round-up a
vigilante posse and go catch those "murderous meteorite" varmints
and bring them to justice.

> I did not write my response to you in a critical manner...

No, just irrelevantly. I asked for evidence. You snipped that
part of my response and chose to linger with the tabloid aspects
of the original post.

> I also
> questioned your assertions of illicit motives by those involved
> with the investigation.
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And I never addressed motivation in the first place, but did
point out the tabloid aspects of the post. Your insertion of a
strawman argument and a redhering just shows that you also need
some special assistance in learning how to construct logical
arguments. If the difference is beyond your comprehension, go
back to school and this time try to learn something.

Ed Stewart
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Ed Stewart egs@netcom.com | So Man, who here seems principal alone,
There is Something        | Perhaps acts second to some sphere unknown.
  Going On!       ,>'?'<, | Touches some wheel, or verges to some goal,
Salvador Freixedo ( O O ) | 'Tis but a part we see, and not a whole.
--------------ooOO-(_)-OOoo------- Alexander Pope, Essay on Man -------
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Re: Brasilia's Letter

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 07:24:25 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 18:12:43 -0500
Subject: Re: Brasilia's Letter

>Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 21:22:49 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Brasilia's Letter

>I just wanted to add that I too was a bit disappointed to see
>that Budd Hopkins and Dave Jacobs had put their names to a
>document that contains so much pure speculation. I also have
>respect for AJ and I'm just as surprized at his involvement.

>John Velez

John,

Why not ask Budd why he signed?

Perhaps it is just a case of the "high" that often goes around
at conferences and makes people say things and do things the
would not otherwise consider.

Perhaps it is a case of thinking that almost any action is
better than no action at all.

Ultimately, I don't think anyone really believes that this
letter will have any effect on the Brazilian government.

Bob
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Re: ACC Seeking Independent Investigation

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 07:25:44 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 18:13:53 -0500
Subject: Re: ACC Seeking Independent Investigation

>Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 22:05:13 -0700
>To: "UFO Sky Searchers International" <deeaob@sherman.midplains.net>
>From: Jilain <jilain@rt66.com> [Jilain Jones]
>Subject: ACC Seeking Independent Investigation

>ACC Seeking Independent Investigation

>Lan Lamphere, Director of the newly formed Nexxus Organization,
>has been in contact today with Jack Shulman, President of the
>American Computer Company.  Mr. Shulman has requested that Nexxus
>undertake an impartial investigation of the material in ACC's
>possession that led to their recent announcements regarding the
>origin of their transcapacitor technology.  While talks are still
>pending on the details of this requested analysis, Mr. Lamphere
>has confirmed that ACC did approach Nexxus about working in a
>consulting capacity to do an independent study of the material.

>As per the standards of the Nexxus organization, it was made
>clear to Mr. Shulman that any information gleaned from such an
>investigation would be made public, with nothing withheld. In
>preliminary discussions, Mr. Shulman agreed to this stipulation
>on the part of Nexxus.

>The Nexxus Organization is rapidly forming into a notable
>research and investigative team, drawing together scientists and
>ufologists from around the world for the purpose of scientific,
>in-depth study of any and all aspects of the UFO phenomenon.
>Information on the Nexxus group, its ever-increasing list of
>participants, the group's mission statement, and directions on
>how anyone can become a member of this organization can be found
>at the Nexxus webpage:

Pardon me if I am just a bit suspicious after reading this.

Lamphere is, after all, the tornado chaser who supposedly caught
a UFO on video when it passed through a storm his team was
chasing.  He claimed no interest in UFOs when this material first
was posted on the net.  Now, a few months later, he is Director
of Nexxus and involving himself in the ACC affair.

This just sounds too pat, too convenient, to me.

The headline implies that ACC initiated this contact, but the
first sentence is very vague on that point.  Just who
contacted whom?  It reads like journalistic doublespeak to me.

Bob
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 23

Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 08:19:45 -0800
Fwd Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 18:16:21 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 17:05:47 -0700
> From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
> To: Updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso
>
> > From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
> > Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 23:05:35 +0100 (MET)
> > Fwd Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 17:15:10 -0500
> > Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso
>
> > >Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 14:00:57 -0800
> > >From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
> > >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

No, Jared, you don't get off that easily!  Maybe, just maybe,
Henny inferred too much from your post.  You sure as soap did not
get up and try to correct the situation.  There was not
connection between ACC and FUFOR, all that you had was one board
members opinion.

You know the people called Americans?  They have two opinions a
day on everything.  After Henny started off, you could not step
forward and said something?  You waited until now.

Then, you call me up and say if I have any evidence that refute
Corso, I should post it.  I could spend all my time knocking down
screwball posting.  That would assure that no UFO research got
done.

I have a better receipe for you:  Stop rumor mongering!  There
are enough people doing that already.  When something you said
gets out of hand, step up, and take some responsibility, and make
the necessary corrections.

Jan Aldrich
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Re: Corso, ACC, Greer etc...

From: Bruce Maccabee <brumac@compuserve.com>
Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 10:54:02 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 18:30:09 -0500
Subject: Re: Corso, ACC, Greer etc...

>From: Ufojoe1 <Ufojoe1@aol.com> [Joe Murgia]
>Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 21:09:35 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Corso, ACC, Greer etc...

>>Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 03:05:57 -0500
>>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>>From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
>>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Corso, ACC, Greer etc...

>>>I read posts from April this year where people were complaining
>?>about Steven Greer's personality and the way he went about
>>>getting his contacts in Washington. Huh? Who the hell cares! If
>>>he is successful getting the open hearings, will people on this
>>list still complain that he was mean and played "their" game to
>>>do it? I don't understand this logic. I thought getting the
>>truth out in the open was the most important thing here. It
>>>sounds like ego comes first with a lot of people.

>>Joe, I was one of the people who got on Greers case last april.
>>My reasons were based on several important points and issues
>>-none of which- have ever been addressed or answered.

<snip>

>>I could go on Joe but all this is "old territory" we been dere
>>and done dat already. Greer has no credibilty with me and great
>>many others. You didn't go back far enough in the archive to see
>>e-mails from Greer and his side kick mizz Adamiak spitting venom
>>and making false accusations while at the same time trying to
>>scam a lousy video out of some Scotsmen! You really ought to pick
>>your "hero's" a little more carefully. This guy is not a shining
>>example.

>Hero, who said hero? I don't have to like Greer to applaud his
>results. I guess time will tell if he is making headway or not. I
>know that my local Congressman is deciding what to do with
>Greer's information as I write these words. This may be old
t>erritory for most but I think it is still one of the most
important things going on in Ufology today. I will go back and
>read the archive. In the meantime, I respect everybody's opinion
>but still believe that Greer will be in the spotlight until this
>thing breaks open. Just my opinion.

>>>Keep it up Dr. Greer!

>>That- has been the problem Joe.

>>Over and out!

>>John Velez

>John, who else has presented such topics to people on Capitol
>Hill? I would like to read about them too. I'm sure there are
>others. Let me know.

>Joe Murgia

Dear Joe,
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I conducted a briefing in the old Senate office building in July,
1987.

This briefing was arranged by FUFOR to occur coincident with the
MUFON Symposium held in Washington,  DC at that time.

This was the "40th aniversary of UFOs" and we wore lapel pins
that said "40 years is long enough."

(I guess we were wrong.... 40 years wasn't long enough.  Oh,
well...) I and several other FUFOR members spoke for well over an
hour (I don't recall exactly how long) to about 50 people, most
of whom were congressional aides.   We were able to d this in a
government building because we had "connections" that had been
built up over years.

The net result of that briefing was.... interest by some people
but NO ACTIVITY to speak of.

Congresspersons (politically correct!), Senators have important
things to do...like worry about the next election...and they
won't do anything which could jeopardize their
stature/standing/credibility  in their home districts.

Most of them won't take on any potentially "hazardous" (from the
poin of view) project unless it is  politically necessary. The
only way to make a UFO project politically necessary is to stir
up interest in the district of a Congressperson.
Get people to write zillions of letters and you will get action!

Congressman Steven Schiff of New Mexico was able to get actively
involved in the Roswell investigation because many of his
constituents live in Roswell. Nevertheless, he did not
characterize his activity as a search for flying saucers or
aliens.  He characterized it as a search for the truth about an
odd incident (in 1947) about which his constituents were very
interested  The General Accounting Office (GAO) did not go
looking for aliens.   The GAO wanted to find out if the Air Force
had maintained records of the crash of whatever it was (they
found all records missing).

So the bottom line is that Greer has regenerated some interest in
the political world but UFOs are such a "hot potato" that you can
expect to see NO overt activity for a while  (if ever) as a
result of his activities.

(You want to help?  Start a letter writing campaing to your own
Senator(s)/Congressperson(s) )
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 23

Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 09:32:33 -0800
Fwd Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 18:24:16 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 23:05:35 +0100 (MET)
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> >Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 14:00:57 -0800
> >From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
> >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> >> Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 20:07:17 +0100 (MET)
> >> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >> From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
> >> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

What an absolutely remarkable post from the man who was beating
up Rebecca just a few short days ago about "responsible
ufology!"

> >> >I've read all of the ACC material on the "net", and you must have
> >> >some document that I've failed to notice.  May I ask what you
> >> >perceive FUFOR's involvement to be in this matter?  Beyond that,
> >> >can you explain where you get the impression that the USAF has
> >> >"acknowledged" any of ACCs claims?

> >> FUFOR has arranged witnesses for the meeting with ACC and the
> >> USAF near Princeton University.

> >> USAF confirmed at this meeting their estimate that the transistor
> >> technology was from a military project on the basis of the
> >> provided evidence, notes and witnesses. FUFOR confirms that the
> >> meeting took place.

> >[snip]

> Jan Aldrich said:

> >Henny, if by FUFOR you mean Funny UFO Rogues than maybe the above
> >happened.  If you are mean the Fund for UFO Research, I have just
> >talked to  Richard Hall, the current Chairman, and Don Berliner,
> >the incoming Chairman.  They completely deny an affiliation,
> >meeting or contact with you, ACC, Ed Wang or any contact with the
> >Air Force on this subject.

> >Hall said you should contact him at 301-779-8683.  He will want
> >a full retraction from you.

> >My question to you is:  Who gave you this information?  Who did
> >you check with to see if it was true?  Certainly not anyone from
> >FUFOR.  Seems to me you ought to be more careful in future!

> >Jan Aldrich

> Jan,

> The information came from my memory.

That is very responsible, Henny.  Don't check your facts!
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>I remembered Jared
> Anderson saying as much on this list. However, my memory
> was not entirely accurate, because Jared had said he had
> this information from one member of the FUFOR board. Full
> post by Jared dug up from the archives is included below
> my message.

You could have gone to FUFOR and confirmed instead of relying on
you alleged faulty memory.  How responsible, Henny!

> So, if 'one member of the FUFOR board' is not entitled
> to release such statements, then that is news to me. On
> second thought, being familiar with the UFO community,
> the confusion does not surprise me.

Nowhere in Jared's post does he say or imply that the board
member speaks for FUFOR.  Did you check with Jared to find if
that were so?  How responsible, Henny.

> So I retract that: 'FUFOR acknowledged that the meeting took
> place' and you can convey that to Richard Hall. But I maintain
> that 'Jared Anderson says he knows a FUFOR board member who
> can confirm the meeting took place'.

Well, that is a start towards responsibility, Henny.  What about
all the jerks that carried away your revelations to the other
lists and the newsgroups?  You have with your earlier
irresponsibility assured that this rumor will go on and on.
Would it not be better in the very beginning to get your facts
straight?

> To clear this matter up, I just had a lengthy conversation
> with Jack Shulman before I read your post, Jan, and he says
> that he does not remember anybody from FUFOR.

Oh, there's a handy fellow to go run to.  And you could not
have asked him about FUFOR's involvement earlier?

>Having spent a
> goddamn fortune on this international call - the man is virtually
> uninterruptable - I will not call Richard Hall. I hope you
> understand.

You don't need to call him, Henny, just open the window.  You'll
hear what he thinks of you and your responsible ufology!

> Jack had other things to say as well and I hope to get
> to that later. About giving evidence that the meeting took
> place, he says he doesn't care and that he is not in the
> business of dealing with e-mail lists anyway.

This is about the biggest talltale of the decade.  Jack has his
minions real and fictious posting non-stop to the newsgroups and
e-mails lists.

> His hope is to
> force the US Air Force to change their stance on the release
> of data about the UFO phenomenon by lawsuit or by other means.
> He expects to be treated as a liar and a nut.

Henny, you may not understand the legal system in the United
States.  You can go into court and put in a lawsuit about
anything.  That does not mean that it has any standing.  You can
only sue the governing bodies in certain narrow cases.  Old
Schulman has not established that he has any grounds for a suit.
Another words he is just spouting hype to reload the marks.

> For now, I am interested in who Jared Anderson meant when
> he said 'Board member of FUFOR'.

Then, why didn't you practice the responsible ufology you were
jumping up and down about just a few days ago?  Simply go and ask
Jared what all this meant.

Now read Jared's post again, Henny!

Where in Jared's post go you find your contention?

"FUFOR has arranged witnesses for the meeting with ACC and the
USAF near Princeton University."
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That is your statement, Henny.  Not Jared.  Not Schluman's.

> -begin Post Jared-

> Re: ACC Press release..... But To _Whom_?

> From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
> Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 12:20:08 -0700
> Fwd Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 15:39:22 -0500
> Subject: Re: ACC Press release..... But To _Whom_?

> > From: Dennis Stacy <dstacy@texas.net>
> > Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 21:12:39 -0600 (CST)
> > Fwd Date: Sun, 14 Dec 1997 08:14:47 -0500
> > Subject: Re: ACC Press release..... But To _Whom_?

> > In my opinion, too. In the meantime, can you spell publicity ploy
> > to sell computers? I didn't think so.

> This is conjecture Dennis.

> After looking into this business with ACC directly I came out of
> it real dubious about what is actually going in Jack Shulman's
> mind and his zealous dedication to the "alien transistor" theory.
> After my discussions with the man there is no question in my mind
> that he is convinced that what he is doing is grounded in
> reality, far fetched as it may be. Shulman probably understands
> that he is alone in this process and should not expect any
> assistance from the UFO community as this crusade is truly his
> own.

> People like Ed Wang and Bob Wolf have done nothing but drag
> Shulman into discredit with their wild conspiratorial claims,
> some of which ended up in my e-mail box.

> A member of the FUFOR board confirmed to me directly that
> Shulman's meeting with members of the DOD, Air Force, lawyers and
> security personnel at Princeton did in fact take place.

> After spending years in the computer industry I can think of no
> better way to injure a computer company's reputation and threaten
> it's future beyond what ACC has done here. I do not believe
> Shulman did this as a marketing ploy.

> but even so, I don't think this whole alien transistor circus
> will ever amount to anything.

> Jared.

> -end post Jared-

All that I can say, Henny, for someone how advocates "responsible
ufology"  you have fallen far short of the mark yourself.  While
you were ranting at Rebecca to disprove the stories you had
swallowed whole, Birnes is on this list or trolls the archives.
I have a communication from him about one of my posts here.  He
could have easily piped up.

It is up to the person that make the claim to provide the proof
and the evidence.  It is not up to any of us to disprove
anything, especially irresponisble statements made here!

Jan Aldrich
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'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 23

Re: UFO Research and Mapping Tool

From: Bruce Maccabee <brumac@compuserve.com>
Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 10:54:42 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 18:33:15 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO Research and Mapping Tool

>Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 10:57:53 -0600
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: joel henry <jhenry@wavefront.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: UFO Research and Mapping Tool

>>Date: Sat, 20 Dec 1997 00:48:50 -0500
>>From: Bruce Maccabee <brumac@compuserve.com>
>>Subject: UFO UpDate: UFO Research and Mapping Tool
>>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

<snip>

>>To my knowledge, The most comprehensive and complete sightings
>>database ever recordered on computer has been created by a
>>software developer named Larry Hatch. It's a DOS program that
>>maps the world and lists a record of sightings by year. It's
>>catalog goes all the way back to Ezechial's sighting and contains
>>sporadic sightings throughout the centuries but starts becoming
>>dense around the 1700's. Actual recordings of waves don't really

<snip>

>>his own sighting data. Larry has put a lot of sleepless nights
>>into this project and his support is ongoing.

>>The program is called the UFO Research and Mapping Tool
>>If interested information can be found at:

>>larryhat@jps.net

>>No doubt about it....Hatch has a corner on the UFO data base
>>"market."  You absolutely will not believe what his program can
>>do.  Imagine being able to display 14,000 (or whatever the number
>>is now) sighitngs at their locations all over the globe or in
>>flat projection maps. Statistics? He's got 'em. I used it to
>>disprove the CIA's claim that "over 50 percent of UFOs after 1955
>>were sighitng of the U-2" (remember that last summer?) I used
>>Hatch's program to isolate the years 1955-1960 or so and the time
>>periods 0400-0800 and 1600-2000, when the U=2 would be most
>l>ikely seen.

>No doubt Mr. Hatches' database is good but 14000 sightings isn't
>that many. The combined resources of MUFON, FUFOR, CUFOS, and The
>older defunct org's would total well over 100,000 possibly
>200,000 sightings.

He now has over 16,000 sightings  (increased by 2000 since I got
my most recent copy 1.5 years ago)

>If you really want good data you need sheer #'s of reports,
>otherwise, when you filter out what you aren't looking for, what
>you have left is so small a number, your validity is poor. The
>UUFORD (Universal UFO Report Database) is intended to combine all
t>he reports available from all sources for the use of all
>ufologists, investigators, etc.<

I agree with the need for lots of sightings, but if they are not
easily inaccessible or are poorly investigated, etc.,  then they
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are not very valuable.   (I would never have been able to respond
as I did to the CIA if I had had to read through the reports of
200,000 sightings by hand.)

I also like the highly useable format of Hatch's data base, which
allows for the addition of more sightings.   It wouldn't be a bad
idea for anyone who is really interested to buy the existing data
base AND ADD IN THEIR OWN SIGHTINGS!!!!    If lots of people did
this, then a "central group"  could combine data bases from the
various researchers.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 23

Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 13:41:35 -0800
Fwd Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 18:56:10 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor'  (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 23:05:35 +0100 (MET)
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> >Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 14:00:57 -0800
> >From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
> >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> >> Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 20:07:17 +0100 (MET)
> >> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >> From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
> >> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

I have just noticed that I mistaken referred to Henny van
der Pluijm as "Henry."  This is incorrect.  I apologize for
my mistake.

What an absolutely remarkable post from the man who was
beating up Rebecca just a few short days ago about
"responsible ufology!"

> >> >I've read all of the ACC material on the "net", and you must have
> >> >some document that I've failed to notice.  May I ask what you
> >> >perceive FUFOR's involvement to be in this matter?  Beyond that,
> >> >can you explain where you get the impression that the USAF has
> >> >"acknowledged" any of ACCs claims?

> >> FUFOR has arranged witnesses for the meeting with ACC and the
> >> USAF near Princeton University.

> >> USAF confirmed at this meeting their estimate that the transistor
> >> technology was from a military project on the basis of the
> >> provided evidence, notes and witnesses. FUFOR confirms that the
> >> meeting took place.

> >[snip]

> Jan Aldrich said:

> >Henry, if by FUFOR you mean Funny UFO Rogues than maybe the above
> >happened.  If you are mean the Fund for UFO Research, I have just
> >talked to  Richard Hall, the current Chairman, and Don Berliner,
> >the incoming Chairman.  They completely deny an affiliation,
> >meeting or contact with you, ACC, Ed Wang or any contact with the
> >Air Force on this subject.

> >Hall said you should contact him at 301-779-8683.  He will want
> >a full retraction from you.

> >My question to you is:  Who gave you this information?  Who did
> >you check with to see if it was true?  Certainly not anyone from
> >FUFOR.  Seems to me you ought to be more careful in future!

> >Jan Aldrich

> Jan,
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> The information came from my memory.

That is very responsible, Henny.  Don't check your facts!

>I remembered Jared
> Anderson saying as much on this list. However, my memory
> was not entirely accurate, because Jared had said he had
> this information from one member of the FUFOR board. Full
> post by Jared dug up from the archives is included below
> my message.

You could have gone to FUFOR and confirmed instead of relying on
you alleged faulty memory.  How responsible, Henny!

> So, if 'one member of the FUFOR board' is not entitled
> to release such statements, then that is news to me. On
> second thought, being familiar with the UFO community,
> the confusion does not surprise me.

Nowhere in Jared's post does he say or imply that the board
member speaks for FUFOR.  Did you check with Jared to find if
that were so?  How responsible, Henny.

> So I retract that: 'FUFOR acknowledged that the meeting took
> place' and you can convey that to Richard Hall. But I maintain
> that 'Jared Anderson says he knows a FUFOR board member who
> can confirm the meeting took place'.

Well, that is a start towards responsibility, Henny.  What about
all the jerks that carried away your revelations to the other
lists and the newsgroups?  You have with your earlier
irresponsibility assured that this rumor will go on and on.
Would it not be better in the very beginning to get your facts
straight?

> To clear this matter up, I just had a lengthy conversation
> with Jack Shulman before I read your post, Jan, and he says
> that he does not remember anybody from FUFOR.

Oh, there's a handy fellow to go run to.  And you could not
have asked him about FUFOR's involvement earlier?

>Having spent a
> goddamn fortune on this international call - the man is virtually
> uninterruptable - I will not call Richard Hall. I hope you
> understand.

You don't need to call him, Henny, just open the window.  You'll
hear what he thinks of you and your responsible ufology!

> Jack had other things to say as well and I hope to get
> to that later. About giving evidence that the meeting took
> place, he says he doesn't care and that he is not in the
> business of dealing with e-mail lists anyway.

This is about the biggest talltale of the decade.  Jack has his
minions real and fictious posting non-stop to the newsgroups
and e-mails lists.

>His hope is to
> force the US Air Force to change their stance on the release
> of data about the UFO phenomenon by lawsuit or by other means.
> He expects to be treated as a liar and a nut.

Henry, you may not understand the legal system in the United
States.  You can go into court and put in a lawsuit about
anything.  That does not mean that it has any standing.  You can
only sue the governing bodies in certain narrow cases.  Old
Schulman has not established that he has any grounds for a suit.
Another words he is just spouting hype to reload the marks.

> For now, I am interested in who Jared Anderson meant when
> he said 'Board member of FUFOR'.

Then, why didn't you practice the responsible ufology you were
jumping up and down about just a few days ago?  Simply go and ask
Jared what all this meant.

Now read Jared's post again, Henny!

Where in Jared's post go you find your contention?
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"FUFOR has arranged witnesses for the meeting with ACC and the
USAF near Princeton University."

That is your statement, Henny.  Not Jared.  Not Schluman's.

> -begin Post Jared-

> Re: ACC Press release..... But To _Whom_?

> From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
> Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 12:20:08 -0700
> Fwd Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 15:39:22 -0500
> Subject: Re: ACC Press release..... But To _Whom_?

> > From: Dennis Stacy <dstacy@texas.net>
> > Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 21:12:39 -0600 (CST)
> > Fwd Date: Sun, 14 Dec 1997 08:14:47 -0500
> > Subject: Re: ACC Press release..... But To _Whom_?

> > In my opinion, too. In the meantime, can you spell publicity ploy
> > to sell computers? I didn't think so.

> This is conjecture Dennis.

> After looking into this business with ACC directly I came out of
> it real dubious about what is actually going in Jack Shulman's
> mind and his zealous dedication to the "alien transistor" theory.
> After my discussions with the man there is no question in my mind
> that he is convinced that what he is doing is grounded in
> reality, far fetched as it may be. Shulman probably understands
> that he is alone in this process and should not expect any
> assistance from the UFO community as this crusade is truly his
> own.

> People like Ed Wang and Bob Wolf have done nothing but drag
> Shulman into discredit with their wild conspiratorial claims,
> some of which ended up in my e-mail box.

> A member of the FUFOR board confirmed to me directly that
> Shulman's meeting with members of the DOD, Air Force, lawyers and
> security personnel at Princeton did in fact take place.

> After spending years in the computer industry I can think of no
> better way to injure a computer company's reputation and threaten
> it's future beyond what ACC has done here. I do not believe
> Shulman did this as a marketing ploy.

> but even so, I don't think this whole alien transistor circus
> will ever amount to anything.

> Jared.

> -end post Jared-

All that I can say, Henny, for someone how advocates "responsible
ufology"  you have fallen far short of the mark yourself.  While
you were ranting at Rebecca to disprove the stories you had
swallowed whole, Birnes is on this list or trolls the archives.
I have a communication from him about one of my posts here.  He
could have easily piped up.

It is up to the person that make the claim to provide the proof
and the evidence.  It is not up to any of us to disprove
anything, especially irresponisble statements made here!

Jan Aldrich
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 23

Re: The FUFOR Factor?

From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 14:00:25 -0800
Fwd Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 19:03:49 -0500
Subject: Re: The FUFOR Factor?

> From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Leith]
> Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 15:52:27 EST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: The FUFOR Factor???

> From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
> Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 14:00:57 -0800
> Fwd Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 15:35:15 -0500
> Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> >My question to you is:  Who gave you this information?  Who did
> >you check with to see if it was true?  Certainly not anyone from
> >FUFOR.  Seems to me you ought to be more careful in future!

> I refer you to:

> http://www.ufomind.com/ufo/updates/1997/dec/m15-017.shtml

> where you will find this:

> From:jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
> Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 12:20:08 -0700
> Fwd Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 15:39:22 -0500
> Subject: Re: ACC Press release..... But To _Whom_?

> [Snipped all but FUFOR reference -Rebecca]

> "A member of the FUFOR board confirmed to me directly that
> Shulman's meeting with members of the DOD, Air Force, lawyers and
> security personnel at Princeton did in fact take place."

> [end quote]

> Henny latched on to that and hasn't let us hear the end of it.

Yes, and then there was also a lot of expanding on it, too.
Rebecca, you show more courage than the rest of us in confronting
fuzzy thinking, rumor mongering, and outright charlatanism.  I
admire you willingness to stand up to this madness and gladly
suffer the slings and snide comments from the gullible,
uncritical, wide eyed believers.  Your example may lead others to
demand higher standards in ufology, also.

Best regards,
--
Jan Aldrich
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UFO Updates 
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'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 23

InfoHead's UFO Christmas ;^>

From: Glenn Joyner <infohead@airmail.net>
Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 18:06:50 -0600
Fwd Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 19:10:21 -0500
Subject: InfoHead's UFO Christmas ;^>

                    A FLYING SAUCER CHRISTMAS
                         Copyright 1997
             by Glenn Joyner -- infohead@airmail.net

               It's not Santa Claus and reindeer,
                 It's not Sputnik, it's not MIR.
              It's not the moon, or a flying spoon,
                 What it is ain't exactly clear.

                 Could these be Santa's helpers?
                With grey heads smooth as a ball.
           They look like elves, and dress themselves
                     In one-piece coveralls.

                  It doesn't show up on radar,
                   But, Bubba, it's up there.
                   Don't you know, it's a UFO,
                   Don't soil your underwear.

                    They're not from Uranus,
                And they're not from the mall...
            Not from a black hole, or the North Pole,
                 Are they from anywhere at all?

                 Have a flying saucer Christmas,
                `Cos it's just that time of year.
             With flashing strobes and anal probes,
                      The aliens are here!

                 Have a flying saucer Christmas,
                There's no reason why you can't.
             Decorate the tree, and laugh with glee,
                    Mistletoe on my implant.

                    I'm not drunk on eggnog,
                  My deck isn't missing a card,
               But I saw it there, up in the air,
                    And it landed in my yard.

                  They abducted my old grandpa,
                 And took our Christmas wreath,
        He put up a fuss, they brought back the old cuss,
                But I guess they kept his teeth.

                They don't leave us any presents,
                And don't ride on Santa's sleigh,
           In the dark of night, they visit all right,
               But bring us back by Christmas day.

                  They're only seeking answers,
                   So please make no mistake.
           I know it's true, because before they flew
            They took core samples of the fruit cake.

                 Have a flying saucer Christmas,
                `Cos it's just that time of year.
             With flashing strobes and anal probes,
                      The aliens are here!

                 Have a flying saucer Christmas,
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                There's no reason why you can't.
             Decorate the tree, and laugh with glee,
                    Mistletoe on my implant.
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Re: Kal Korff's UFO Sighting

From: TotlResrch <TotlResrch@aol.com> [Kal K. Korff]
Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 02:50:44 EST
Fwd Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 21:06:32 -0500
Subject: Re: Kal Korff's UFO Sighting

>From: "Keith Woodard" <qwoodard@worldnet.att.net>
>To: "UFO Updates" <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: NUFORC Reports on the US Northwest Mass
>Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 18:31:20 -0800

>You seem awfully sure of yourself on this Seattle business, Kal.
>Maybe you could clear something up for me.  I've heard that the
>official story explains the absence of ground debris by having it
>sink into the ocean.  Why does nearly every sighting report it
>streaking from West to East?

Keith, I KNOW what I saw. Also, a close friend of mine was in
Missouri at the time (near St. Louis) and INDEPENDENT of these
observations also saw the same thing and for what it's worth he
said it looked to him "like space junk." He had not even heard
ANY of the press reports and this person is in the aviation field
and has a real sharp eye and saw the "UFOs" from a very powerful
set of binoculars..

My point on this subject is this: For those reports where the
"UFOs" were seen at the precise moments, proper angles and times
as this space debris re- entered the atmosphere, it is very
likely a safe bet to say that it WAS space debris.

However, I am NOT saying that EVERYTHING seen that night is or
was due to space debris. After all, it didn't take all night for
this stuff to fall back to Earth and not having those other "UFO"
reports to study I am in no position to comment.

Since MOST "UFO" reports go UNREPORTED, who knows what else might
have been seen at other times that night.

I doubt any of them were from the Pleiades, though. :-)

Also, I hope I made it clear that a troubling trend in ufology
nowadays is to resort to an ET "explanation" FIRST, rather than
be more restrained and scientifically objective. This is
unfortunate.

Look how people (even Ufologists) have swallowed Corso's garbage
without a shred of proof. I can't wait til Corso gets exposed in
less than 30 days. Those bozos who supported him without any good
or decent reason in the UFO field will have egg on their
collective faces and rightly so.

Personally, I hope Mantle invites Corso because considering the
company Mantle keeps it is par for Philip's course.

>BTW, I assume my email was only one of many requests for
>clarification on your very intriguing 1981 sighting.  Any chance
>you could post more details?

>Kind regards,

>Keith

Keith, I'd be HAPPY to answer any questions about my UFO
sighting. Feel free to ask away!!
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As usual, every time I pose to this forum I get inundated with
way more mail than even I can ever respond to (and I am never
short on words, believe me), but I do have some time until
December 24th, so please "ask away" and I will do my best to
answer any questions you and others may have.

I am also going to try and post as much as I can to this forum
while I have some time before getting snowed under again for a
couple of months.

Best always,

Kal (never enough hours in a day) Korff
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Re: CORSO

From: TotlResrch <TotlResrch@aol.com>
Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 03:04:43 EST
Fwd Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 21:11:17 -0500
Subject: Re: CORSO

In a message Philip Mantle wrote to Rebecca Keith:

>Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 08:38:22 +0000
>From: Philip Mantle <el51@dial.pipex.com>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: CORSO

>Whether I agree with Corso or not remains to be seen, but as a
>socialist I will defend his right to be heard and for those
>listening to decide whether or not they believe him.

Philip:

Do you mean to HONESTLY tell us that you have NO OPINION on the
authenticity of Corso's claims?? Come on, Philip!! As co-author
or a Roswell book, HOW can you ETHICALLY have "no opinion"??

OK, Mr. Mantle, just WHAT IS YOUR OPINION(S) about Corso? Do you
endorse his claims about Roswell or not? This is a yes or no
question. Do you ALSO endorse his claims about his military
career?

Finally, have you done ANY firsthand investigation into Corso and
IF so, WHAT did it consist of??

I think everyone on this forum would really like to know, so
please articulate your responses in detail for us.

The issue here, Philip, is NOT to censor people at UFO
conferences, as you stated, but rather, WHY invite someone whose
claims can be and have been PROVEN to be BOLDFACED LIES??

I hate to use such strong language, Philip, but originally I
thought Corso was just old, demented and senile. Now it has been
established that he has just blatantly confabulated his Roswell
claims AND his various accounts of his "career," and the
forthcoming "Day After Dallas" book that he and Birnes are
preparing to scam the people with is a despicable insult to the
American people and a tragic travesty that exploits and plays on
the emotions surrounding the assassination of President JFK.

Merry Christmas to you, Philip. May the Grinch steal Corso's
Christmas, though, and may Robin Hood descend upon his house and
return some of the money he has "earned" by scamming people in
his book.
Do you mean to HONESTLY tell us that you have NO OPINION on the
authenticity of Corso's claims?? Come on, Philip!! As co-author
or a Roswell book, HOW can you ETHICALLY have "no opinion"??

OK, Mr. Mantle, just WHAT IS YOUR OPINION(S) about Corso? Do you
endorse his claims about Roswell or not? This is a yes or no
question. Do you ALSO endorse his claims about his military
career?

Finally, have you done ANY firsthand investigation into Corso and
IF so, WHAT did it consist of??

I think everyone on this forum would really like to know, so
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please articulate your responses in detail for us.

The issue here, Philip, is NOT to censor people at UFO
conferences, as you stated, but rather, WHY invite someone whose
claims can be and have been PROVEN to be BOLDFACED LIES??

I hate to use such strong language, Philip, but originally I
thought Corso was just old, demented and senile. Now it has been
established that he has just blatantly confabulated his Roswell
claims AND his various accounts of his "career," and the
forthcoming "Day After Dallas" book that he and Birnes are
preparing to scam the people with is a despicable insult to the
American people and a tragic travesty that exploits and plays on
the emotions surrounding the assassination of President JFK.

Merry Christmas to you, Philip. May the Grinch steal Corso's
Christmas, though, and may Robin Hood descend upon his house and
return some of the money he has "earned" by scamming people in
his book.

Kal Korff
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Sect Awaits 'His' Arrival In Dallas

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 02:44:49 +0200
Fwd Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 21:17:46 -0500
Subject: Sect Awaits 'His' Arrival In Dallas

Found at the site of the Nando Times. URL:

http://www.nando.net/newsroom/ntn/nation/122397/nation30_14191_noframes.
html

Spiritual sect waits for God in Texas

Copyright =A91997 Nando.net
Copyright =A91997 Reuters

GARLAND, Texas (December 23, 1997 5:36 p.m. EST http://www.nando.net) -
A Taiwanese spiritual sect has moved into a working-class neighborhood
in this north Dallas suburb to await God's arrival here in March 1998,
the group's leader said Tuesday.

Hoh-Ming Chen, who led about 150 followers, including more than 30
children here from Taiwan, said Tuesday God would be reincarnated as
man on March 31 at precisely 10 a.m. local time/11 a.m at his modest
house on Ridgedale Drive.

However, contrary to news reports in Taiwan, the group does not plan to
stage a mass suicide if God fails to show, said Yu-Cheng Lo, deputy
director general of the Taipei Economic and Cultural Office in Houston,
who visited leaders and other members of the group last week.

"There's no reason to be concerned that they would commit suicide," Lo
told Reuters. "They have return (airplane) tickets home."

Newspapers in Taiwan last week reported that the group would stage a
mass suicide in Texas. Those concerns were heightened when the group's
name was translated into English as "God Save the Flying Saucers,"
conjuring images of the Heaven's Gate cult's mass suicide in San Diego
last March.

In his first news conference since arriving in Garland, Chen said God's
arrival would be preceded by turbulent weather, heavenly writings in
the skies and sightings of aircraft moving at miraculous speeds.

An advertisement would be broadcast on local television six days before
God's arrival, Chen said, speaking in Chinese through an interpreter.

"If you turn on your television and switch your channel to channel 18,
you will see God making the advertisement that he is coming into the
world," Chen said. "It is advertised by God himself."

Chen preaches a mix of Christianity and Buddhism, but most of his
followers do not have strong religious beliefs, Lo said. The group,
which includes an engineer, doctors and several teachers, believes a
disaster will strike Taiwan next year and the earth will come to an end
before the end of the century unless God intervenes, he said.

The group's arrival intrigued local residents in Garland, where the
group bought up 20 homes and hoped to attract a million people to be
touched by the hands of God in March. But Mayor James Ratliff said he
was too busy dealing with a sewer plant failure over the weekend to
keep close tabs on the group's activities.
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"The first thing we know from scripture is no man knows the time the
Lord is going to return," he said. "Our police department has been put
aware and we don't want them to endanger anyone, including themselves."

By HARIHAR KRISHNAN, Reuters

Copyright =A91997 Nando.net
Do you have some feedback for the Nando Times staff?
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Now, _This_ Is Science!

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 22:02:52 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 22:02:52 -0500
Subject: Now, _This_ Is Science!

And A Merry Season To All!

from Sue & I

ebk
________________________________________________________________

As a result of an overwhelming lack of requests, and with
research help from that renowned scientific journal SPY Magazine
(January, 1990) - I am pleased to present a scientific inquiry
into Santa Claus.

1)  No known species of reindeer can fly.  BUT there are 300,000
species of living organisms yet to be classified, and while most
of these are insects and germs, this does not COMPLETELY rule out
flying reindeer which only Santa has ever seen.

2)  There are 2 billion children (persons under 18) in the world.
BUT since Santa doesn't (appear) to handle the Muslim, Hindu,
Jewish and Buddhist children, that reduces the workload to 15% of
the total - 378 million according to Population Reference Bureau.
At an average (census) rate of 3.5 children per household,
that's 91.8 million homes. One presumes there's at least one good
child in each.

3)  Santa has 31 hours of Christmas to work with, thanks to the
different time zones and the rotation of the earth, assuming he
travels east to west (which seems logical).  This works out to
822.6 visits per second.  This is to say that for each Christian
household with good children, Santa has 1/1000th of a second to
park, hop out of the sleigh, jump down the chimney, fill the
stockings, distribute the remaining presents under the tree, eat
whatever snacks have been left, get back up the chimney, get back
into the sleigh and move on to the next house. Assuming that each
of the 91.8 million stops are evenly distributed around the earth
(which, of course, we know to be false but for the purposes of
our calculations we will accept), we are now talking about .78
miles per household, a total trip of 75 1/2 million miles, not
counting stops to do what most of us must do at least once every
31 hours, plus feeding and etc.

This means that Santa's sleigh is moving at 650 miles per second,
3,000 times the speed of sound.  For purposes of comparison, the
fastest man- made vehicle on earth, the Ulysses space probe,
moves at a poky 27.4 miles per second - a conventional reindeer
can run, tops, 15 miles per hour.

4)  The payload on the sleigh adds another interesting element.
Assuming that each child gets nothing more than a medium-sized
lego set (2 pounds), the sleigh is carrying 321,300 tons, not
counting Santa, who is invariably described as overweight.  On
land, conventional reindeer can pull no more than 300 pounds.
Even granting that "flying reindeer" (see point #1) could pull
TEN TIMES the normal amount, we cannot do the job with eight, or
even nine.  We need 214,200 reindeer.  This increases the payload
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- not even counting the weight of the sleigh - to 353,430 tons.
Again for comparison - this is four times the weight of the Queen
Elizabeth.

5)  353,000 tons travelling at 650 miles per second creates
enormous air resistance - this will heat the reindeer up in the
same fashion as spacecraft re-entering the earth's atmosphere.
The lead pair of reindeer will absorb 14.3 QUINTILLION joules of
energy, per second, each.  In short they will burst into flame
almost instantaneously, exposing the reindeer behind them, and
create deafening sonic booms in their wake.  The entire reindeer
team will be vaporized within 4.26 thousandths of a second.
Santa, meanwhile, will be subjected to centrifugal forces
175,000.06 times greater than gravity.  A 250 pound Santa (which
seems ludicrously slim) would be pinned to the back of his sleigh
by 4,315,015 pounds of force.

In Conclusion - If Santa ever DID deliver presents on Christmas
Eve, he's dead now.
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BWW Media Alert 971223

From: BufoCalvin <BufoCalvin@aol.com>
Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 19:27:47 EST
Fwd Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 22:08:57 -0500
Subject: BWW Media Alert 971223

Bufo Calvin
P O Box 5231, Walnut Creek, CA  94596
Internet: BufoCalvin@aol.com
Website: <A HREF="http://members.aol.com/bufocalvin">http://members.aol.com/bufocalvin<;/a>
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED (permission is granted to reproduce or redistribute this
edition of Bufo's WEIRD WORLD provided that attribution is made
to http://members.aol.com/bufocalvin. It is good etiquette to check with
strangers before you e-mail them something.  If you forward this, please make
sure it is clear that you are forwarding it).
December 23, 1997

Hey, gang!  Had some problems with the new server being generously provided by
my secret benefactor.  Not SB's fault, of course, and now it's all resolved.
It meant that some things I sent didn't get delivered.  I do have a couple of
notes on this week:

SIGHTINGS ON THE RADIO:
This is a great program, connected to the TV show.  It's hosted by Jeff Rense.
For details on stations, etc., go to http://www.sightings.com.  It can also be
heard live or in archive through that site.
Tuesday, Bruce Campbell Adamson: Geneologist On Fayed, Diana, and JFK
LIVE FROM CANADA: Bill Oliver And UFO*BC Report
Wednesday, Michael Lindemann: Weekly UFO/ET Update
Pending Thursday, Brad Steiger: A Paranormal Look At Christmas Spirit
Frances Fontaine: A Remarkable ET Visitation
Friday, Ralph Barrera: LAPD Cop Under Pressure For UFO/ET Views
Pending

STRANGE UNIVERSE:

Nationally syndicated paranormal magazine show.  Go to
http://www.strangeuniverse.com.
December 23, 1997
Encore presentation of Strange Universe Episode #2017
Jerusalem Syndrome
Take a trip to the Holy Land, where tourists find themselves struck by a
common delusion that they are religious prophets.
Dirt Eaters
A woman who practices the ancient tradition of dirt eating.
Joan Van Ark/Joan of Ark
The actress reveals that she believes she was Joan of Ark in a former life.
Pan Pagan Festival
In the heart of the Midwest, a gathering of pagans that looks amazingly
ordinary.
<Picture: line><Picture: wed>December 24, 1997
Encore presentation of Strange Universe Episode #2018
Devil's Tower
The site of the alien landing in the movie Close Encounters is now the site of
a heated controversy.
TWA Angel
The town hit hardest by the TWA Flight 800 disaster may be touched by angels.
Oregon Dowsers
A convention of dowsers, where people are learning more than just how to find
water.
Samuel L. Jackson and the Paranormal
The Pulp Fiction star tells about his UFO experience.
<Picture: line><Picture: thurs>December 25, 1997
Encore presentation of Strange Universe Episode #2019
Hudson Valley UFO's
Journey to the terrain where the legend of the Headless Horseman was
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born...and where locals say there's something just as mysterious traveling in
the skies.
Time Traveler
A man who rides up and down the California Coast, seemingly defying time and
space.
Middlesboro Homecoming
A Kentucky church where handling snakes and fire is just part of keeping the
faith.
Kevin Sorbo
TV's Hercules tells about the strangest thing that ever happened to him.
<Picture: line><Picture: fri>December 26, 1997
Encore presentation of Strange Universe Episode #2020
Maitreya
A religious leader who some call the messiah...but others say he's a false
prophet.
UFO Hoaxers
See the amazing entries in a contest for the best faked UFO photo.
Pet Detective
Forget Ace Ventura - a real-life pet detective who says she can talk to and
find lost animals.
Tia Carrera
Tia Carrera tells why she doesn't think we're alone in the universe.

THE HISTORY CHANNEL

History Undercover
Thursday, January 1, 1998 - 7:00 PM - HISTRY (also 11:00 PM)
PROGRAM: Documentary (60 Minutes)
"Roswell: An Alien Obsession". The debate over a possible UFO crash in 1947
Roswell, N.M.

Try to do more later...this is Bufo saying, "If  =everything= seemed normal,
that would be weird!"

____________________________

You can stop receiving this from me just by asking (note: it is commonly
redistributed, and I can't control you getting it from those sources) by
e-mail at BufoCalvin@aol.com.  You can also subscribe or unsubscribe to
Bufo's WEIRD WORLD Media Alert the same way. Also, please let me know if
there is something in the media you think I should cover. Deadline is Tuesday, the week before.
_____________________________

**OPUS is the Organization for Paranormal Understanding and Support. I am an
Executive Boardmember, and Director of the OPUS Educational Institute. OPUS
encourages its officers and Network Associates to express their own opinions:
however, it is important to note that I do not speak for OPUS in this piece
or others presented under my own name.
______________________________

<A HREF="http://members.aol.com/weirdware/books.html">Bufo's WEIRD WORLD Books</A>
I'm very excited about this!  Some of you know, I ran a bookstore for years, and it has always 
been a love of mine.  I get asked often to recommend
books(I do write reviews for several publications) on these topics, and now I
can do it and actually give you a source for them at the same time!  This is
being done in association with Amazon.com, which has an outstanding
reputation for the five "S"s of internet shopping: selection, searchability,
service, savings, and security.  If there is any specific book you want (or
topic in which you are interested), let me know and I will do the research
and e-mail you a link you can use to check it out more (and order it if you
want).  I will be linking to books within the Media Alert, to make it more
efficient for you.  If you click on the link, you will be sent to that title
on Amazon. You do =not= have to buy it at that point!  You may, but the
option is yours.
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From: BufoCalvin <BufoCalvin@aol.com>
Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 19:52:49 EST
Fwd Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 22:09:40 -0500
Subject: BWW Media Alert 971223 Supp

Bufo Calvin
P O Box 5231, Walnut Creek, CA  94596
Internet: BufoCalvin@aol.com
Website: <A HREF="http://members.aol.com/bufocalvin">http://members.aol.com/bufocalvin<;/a>
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED (permission is granted to reproduce or redistribute this
edition of Bufo's WEIRD WORLD provided that attribution is made
to http://members.aol.com/bufocalvin. It is good etiquette to check with
strangers before you e-mail them something.  If you forward this, please make
sure it is clear that you are forwarding it).
Here's the schedule for that ACTN documentary...heard some good things about
it.

UFOs: Above and Beyond
Tuesday, December 23, 1997 - 3:30 PM - ACTN
PROGRAM: Documentary (60 Minutes)
Documentary on UFOs and aliens, hosted by James "Scotty" Doohan.
Thursday, December 25, 1997 - 3:00 AM - ACTN
Thursday, December 25, 1997 - 4:30 PM - ACTN
Saturday, December 27, 1997 - 2:00 PM - ACTN
Sunday, December 28, 1997 - 4:00 AM - ACTN
Sunday, December 28, 1997 - 11:30 AM - ACTN
Monday, December 29, 1997 - 4:30 PM - ACTN
Tuesday, December 30, 1997 - 3:00 AM - ACTN
Tuesday, December 30, 1997 - 8:30 AM - ACTN
Tuesday, December 30, 1997 - 2:00 PM - ACTN
Wednesday, December 31, 1997 - 3:00 PM - ACTN

____________________________

You can stop receiving this from me just by asking (note: it is commonly
redistributed, and I can't control you getting it from those sources) by
e-mail at BufoCalvin@aol.com.  You can also subscribe or unsubscribe to
Bufo's WEIRD WORLD Media Alert the same way. Also, please let me know if
there is something in the media you think I should cover. Deadline is Tuesday, the week before.
_____________________________

**OPUS is the Organization for Paranormal Understanding and Support. I am an
Executive Boardmember, and Director of the OPUS Educational Institute. OPUS
encourages its officers and Network Associates to express their own opinions:
however, it is important to note that I do not speak for OPUS in this piece
or others presented under my own name.
______________________________

<A HREF="http://members.aol.com/weirdware/books.html">Bufo's WEIRD WORLD Books</A>
I'm very excited about this!  Some of you know, I ran a bookstore for years, and it has always 
been a love of mine.  I get asked often to recommend
books(I do write reviews for several publications) on these topics, and now I
can do it and actually give you a source for them at the same time!  This is
being done in association with Amazon.com, which has an outstanding
reputation for the five "S"s of internet shopping: selection, searchability,
service, savings, and security.  If there is any specific book you want (or
topic in which you are interested), let me know and I will do the research
and e-mail you a link you can use to check it out more (and order it if you
want).  I will be linking to books within the Media Alert, to make it more
efficient for you.  If you click on the link, you will be sent to that title
on Amazon. You do =not= have to buy it at that point!  You may, but the
option is yours.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 23

Re: Kal Korff's UFO Sighting

From: John Koopmans <john.koopmans@sympatico.ca>
Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 10:15:02 -0800
Fwd Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 22:29:22 -0500
Subject: Re: Kal Korff's UFO Sighting

> From: TotlResrch <TotlResrch@aol.com> [Kal K. Korff]
> Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 02:50:44 EST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Kal Korff's UFO Sighting

> I am also going to try and post as much as I can to this forum
> while I have some time before getting snowed under again for a
> couple of months.

> Best always,

> Kal (never enough hours in a day) Korff

Kal:

I hope that includes responding to some outstanding "promises"
from about a year ago (I'm still waiting), and to many unanswered
questions on this List to you earlier this year, just at the time
you took a sabbatical from this List (see archives).

John (always try to find at least a few minutes for everyone)
Koopmans
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 23

Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 04:36:34 +0100 (MET)
Fwd Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 23:04:21 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor'  (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 13:41:35 -0800
>From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO Update: Re: 'The X-Factor'  (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>> Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 23:05:35 +0100 (MET)
>> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>> From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
>> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>I have just noticed that I mistaken referred to Henny van
>der Pluijm as "Henry."  This is incorrect.  I apologize for
>my mistake.

Fine, guess it came from your memory.

Jan,

You have really pissed me off and I am afraid you have
asked for what is coming.

>What an absolutely remarkable post from the man who was
>beating up Rebecca just a few short days ago about
>"responsible ufology!"

Jan, I admit it when I am wrong and immediately, unlike
some other people I know. When I hear 'FUFOR board member'
that means to me 'FUFOR', so in that respect that was not
a memory lapse. What was my mistake was to assume that one
board member can speak for FUFOR. Apparently I was naive
enough to assume that an organization like FUFOR was capable
of supporting the ACC initiative by confirming that meeting.

The truth is that confirmation came from one member by
way of Jared and Jared maintains that. What is becoming
clear to me now - and I hope the list sees that as well -
is that this board member apparently doesn't dare to reveal
his name.

Apparently because he/she would be chastized, ostracized and
hung up on the highest tree by his/her left big toe for having
the guts to seemingly support an apparent succesful
initiative by a party - ACC - that happens to be not part of
the UFO establishment.

>> The information came from my memory.

>That is very responsible, Henny.  Don't check your facts!

Jan, this is a joke. Where were you all this time? I have
mentioned 'FUFOR confirmed the meeting' a total of four
or five times on this list. You see, some people have a
hearing problem. Others, like you, seem to have a problem
with their eyesight.

You are on this list. You have posted dozens of messages. You
have followed threads. You can read I assume. If this was so
important to you then it was your call to speak up.
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>>I remembered Jared
>> Anderson saying as much on this list. However, my memory
>> was not entirely accurate, because Jared had said he had
>> this information from one member of the FUFOR board. Full
>> post by Jared dug up from the archives is included below
>> my message.

>You could have gone to FUFOR and confirmed instead of relying on
>you alleged faulty memory.  How responsible, Henny!

This is insane. Where are these lists for in the first place? To
exchange information or what? If Jared said words to that effect
and nobody corrects him then I assume that it is true. If I have
to get confirmed everything that is said on this list with
everyone who concerns it I could spend my whole life confirming
the posts of just one day.

>> So, if 'one member of the FUFOR board' is not entitled
>> to release such statements, then that is news to me. On
>> second thought, being familiar with the UFO community,
>> the confusion does not surprise me.

>Nowhere in Jared's post does he say or imply that the board
>member speaks for FUFOR.  Did you check with Jared to find if
>that were so?  How responsible, Henny.

And how would I know this? How should I know that board members
of FUFOR are chastizes for a statement that they do without
the knowledge of the full FUFOR board? How would I know that
things are so bad that a FUFOR board member doesn't even dare
to give his name for confirming that a meeting took place?

I thought we were seeking the truth. What kind of goddamn
politics is this, Jan?

>> So I retract that: 'FUFOR acknowledged that the meeting took
>> place' and you can convey that to Richard Hall. But I maintain
>> that 'Jared Anderson says he knows a FUFOR board member who
>> can confirm the meeting took place'.

>Well, that is a start towards responsibility, Henny.  What about
>all the jerks that carried away your revelations to the other
>lists and the newsgroups?  You have with your earlier
>irresponsibility assured that this rumor will go on and on.
>Would it not be better in the very beginning to get your facts
>straight?

See above. And rumors are a problem when they are wrong.
Jared Anderson maintains his statement and I have no reason to
doubt him.

>> To clear this matter up, I just had a lengthy conversation
>> with Jack Shulman before I read your post, Jan, and he says
>> that he does not remember anybody from FUFOR.

>Oh, there's a handy fellow to go run to.  And you could not
>have asked him about FUFOR's involvement earlier?

See above. Eyesight problem.

>>Having spent a
>> goddamn fortune on this international call - the man is virtually
>> uninterruptable - I will not call Richard Hall. I hope you
>> understand.

>You don't need to call him, Henny, just open the window.  You'll
>hear what he thinks of you and your responsible ufology!

Nice guy. Perhaps he can explain to me why this is so important.
To me, it just says a lot about what you and he care about. When
do you start to care about ending such a thing as a UFO cover
up?

>>His hope is to
>> force the US Air Force to change their stance on the release
>> of data about the UFO phenomenon by lawsuit or by other means.
>> He expects to be treated as a liar and a nut.

>Henry, you may not understand the legal system in the United
>States.  You can go into court and put in a lawsuit about
>anything.  That does not mean that it has any standing.  You can
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>only sue the governing bodies in certain narrow cases.  Old
>Schulman has not established that he has any grounds for a suit.
>Another words he is just spouting hype to reload the marks.

Jan, the man can pay more lawyers than the entire UFO community.
Please spare me your prejudice.

>Now read Jared's post again, Henny!

>Where in Jared's post go you find your contention?

>"FUFOR has arranged witnesses for the meeting with ACC and the
>USAF near Princeton University."

>That is your statement, Henny.  Not Jared.  Not Schluman's.

I am not in the habit of makings things up. Maybe I was wrong,
maybe I was right. I read dozens of emails and web sites every
day and I have a good memory for things that matter. Why does
this matter anyway? A board member of FUFOR confirmed the meeting
and ACC had witnesses, that's what matters here. Whether they
came through FUFOR doesn't matter. Whether they came through
MUFON doesn't matter. Whether they were dug up by ACC doesn't
matter. Whether they came through the door, the window or the
chimney doesn't matter.

What matters is that someone is opening a dialogue with the US
Air Force. You can jump up and down over what FUFOR member said
what but in the end people will care as much about that as they
care about how many rotten dead fish were swimming under the
ice cap of the North Pole while Neil Armstrong took his first
steps on the moon.

Now let me turn here to the rest of the list. It seems to me
that this was a wonderful opportunity to see some of the
things that are wrong with Ufology.

Why did hell break lose here? Because someone from FUFOR said
something he was not allowed to say by other FUFOR board
members.

What was he not allowed to say? That ACC had a meeting with the
USAF and DOD to show evidence of a technology seeding project
that had to with stuff from Roswell.

Why was he not allowed to say that? Because ACC is not part of
the UFO establishment and has been damn succesful in something
and they are not. It's sour grapes!

Since I subscribed to this list I have seen many similar things.
ORTK's Ed Komarek wanted support from businessmen. Reaction from
the UFO establishment? Let him shut up! CSETI's Steven Greer
presented a briefing in Washington DC, hoping to get open
hearings. Reaction? Oh boy, he is doing so much damage. Damage to
what? Lt. Col. Corso (ret. US Army) published and began to speak.
Reaction? Stamp him into the ground. Now comes ACC. Reaction?
Commercial ploy, liars, stop them.

Let me remind you of an earlier post by Jan Aldrich and present
to you this gem:

'They [FUFOR - HvdP] completely deny an affiliation, meeting or
contact with you, ACC, Ed Wang or any contact with the Air Force
on this subject.'

Seems like ACC has attracted the typhoid.

I am in the initial stages of drawing the conclusion that by now
things in the cover up situation have turned upside down. In the
old days UFO organizations were hoping to get the truth out. The
enemy was the military-industrial establishment. Now, almost 1998
and after the cold war, the military-industrial establishment,
meaning ACC, US Air Force and Corso, seem to more willing to
present the UFO situation to the people than the UFO
establishment. While UFO investigators at grass roots level are
hoping for results, their leaders content themselves with things
like Project 1947 while kicking the guts out of every initiative
that comes close to opening the lid on the cover up.

It's just a reflection of that same Washington politics that the
American people seems to hate so much. Too many people in the UFO
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establishment have gone native. They care about their own
positions and about who said what. Mutually respectful dialogue
with other UFO organizations or with the US military? Never heard
of. Not surprisingly, they don't produce a shred of results.

To those who are willing to contribute anything to the real work,
let me say this: "ask not what others can do to end the cover up,
ask what you can do to end it."

ACC's Jack Shulman wants input from everyone who can help him
with his endeavor. ACC's telephone number is 1-800-8507710. If
you have valuable information, ask for Jack. He is available. And
he doesn't care about who confirmed the Princeton meeting. He has
moved on to bigger things.

Imagine for yourself about whom the holographics history lessons
of the 22nd Century will be about. Corso and Shulman or the UFO
party apparitsjiks? It seems to me that the traditional UFO
organizations have an interesting choice now that the new
millennium is approaching: start writing history or be history.

            __________________________________________
           /    Met vriendelijke groet/Best wishes    \
                      Henny van der Pluijm
                      hvdp@worldonline.nl

                       Technology Pages
                http://home.worldonline.nl/~hvdp
             \______________________________________/
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 24

Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkin's POV]

From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 00:57:42 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 01:06:13 -0500
Subject: Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkin's POV]

>Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 07:24:25 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Brasilia's Letter

>>Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 21:22:49 -0500
>>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>>From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
>>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Brasilia's Letter

>>I just wanted to add that I too was a bit disappointed to see
>>that Budd Hopkins and Dave Jacobs had put their names to a
>>document that contains so much pure speculation. I also have
>>respect for AJ and I'm just as surprized at his involvement.

>>John Velez

>John,

>Why not ask Budd why he signed?

Just did! Turns out he never even got a chance to read it!
They were all ragged and tired and on a line waiting for a bus
back to the hotel from the convention site when they were
all called back inside to sign this document for the Brazilian
government. Budd says that AJ lined them all up and had them
walk past this long table that had eight copies of the letter
(all of which they each had to sign) Budd signed out of support
for his SA colleagues but never gave it much thought. It turns
out that exhaustion and hunger were the uppermost things
in his mind at the time!

I let him have it for not reading it first to which he replied,
"I didn't think it was going to convince the Brazilian government
to do anything anyway, so I didn't see any harm in supporting
their efforts to get their governments attention."

Everyone who knows Budd personally knows what a sweet and
generous guy he is and I'm not surprised to hear him say that
he was only trying to be supportive of something his hosts
considered important. Typical Budd.

Note: For those fond of bashing Budd,

This post was written in response to Bobs' question and to
share with all Budds response. I'm not going to engage in a
"Hopkins" debate/defense over the whys and wherefores of
his actions.

Mister Shell, adios until next time pard, and to all my friends
from UpDates, may you all have a peaceful and happy holiday.

Cheers!

John Velez
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 24

Re: The FUFOR Factor?

From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 01:02:23 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 01:14:34 -0500
Subject: Re: The FUFOR Factor?

>Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 14:00:25 -0800
>From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: The FUFOR Factor?? [was: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue
>         25)...]

>> From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Leith]
>> Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 15:52:27 EST
>> To: updates@globalserve.net
>> Subject: The FUFOR Factor???

>> From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
>> Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 14:00:57 -0800
>> Fwd Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 15:35:15 -0500
>> Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>> >My question to you is:  Who gave you this information?  Who did
>> >you check with to see if it was true?  Certainly not anyone from
>> >FUFOR.  Seems to me you ought to be more careful in future!

>> I refer you to:

>> http://www.ufomind.com/ufo/updates/1997/dec/m15-017.shtml

>> where you will find this:

>> From:jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
>> Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 12:20:08 -0700
>> Fwd Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 15:39:22 -0500
>> Subject: Re: ACC Press release..... But To _Whom_?

>> [Snipped all but FUFOR reference -Rebecca]

>> "A member of the FUFOR board confirmed to me directly that
>> Shulman's meeting with members of the DOD, Air Force, lawyers and
>> security personnel at Princeton did in fact take place."

>> [end quote]

>> Henny latched on to that and hasn't let us hear the end of it.

>Yes, and then there was also a lot of expanding on it, too.
>Rebecca, you show more courage than the rest of us in confronting
>fuzzy thinking, rumor mongering, and outright charlatanism.  I
>admire you willingness to stand up to this madness and gladly
>suffer the slings and snide comments from the gullible,
>uncritical, wide eyed believers.  Your example may lead others to
>demand higher standards in ufology, also.

>Best regards,
>--
>Jan Aldrich

Couldn't be said better or often enough! Just wanted to add my
name to the list. Rebecca is someone I hold in very high esteem/
regard because of her basic common sense, intelligence and mostly
because she has always had the moxie to state her case and stick
to her guns. I love you too Bex! You -are- an asset to ufology.

John Velez
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 24

Re: Sect Awaits 'His' Arrival In Dallas

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 06:11:15 +0200
Fwd Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 01:35:12 -0500
Subject: Re: Sect Awaits 'His' Arrival In Dallas

Published December 23 on the site of the Houston Chronicle. URL:

http://www.chron.com/cgi-bin/auth/story/content/chronicle/metropolitan/9
7/12/23/cult.2-0.html

*******

8:25 PM 12/22/1997

Religious group's move to Dallas area spurs worries

Official pooh-poohs rumors about mass suicide

By R.G. RATCLIFFE

Copyright 1997 Houston Chronicle

More than 140 followers of an ancient Chinese philosophy have triggered
fears in Taiwan that they will commit a mass suicide because they sold
their homes and moved to the Dallas suburb of Garland to await God's
arrival March 31.

But a Taiwanese cultural official in Houston said Monday that he met
with the group over the weekend and believes they are following a
harmless spiritual calling.

"They respect life. That is why they are vegetarian," said Yu-Chung Lo,
deputy director general of the Taipei Economic and Cultural Office in
Houston. "They would never, never, under any circumstances, never would
they commit suicide, because this is a very great crime."

The concern arose in Taiwan last week after newspapers there reported
that the group planned a mass suicide. The fears were intensified by
English translations that turned the group's name into "God Save the
Flying Objects of the World" or "God Save the Flying Saucers."

Those names conjured images of the Heaven's Gate cult, whose 39 members
committed suicide in March in San Diego believing their spirits would
be carried off in flying saucers.

T.K. Lee, chief information officer of the Taipei Economic and Cultural
Office in Houston, said his translation of the group's name is "God's
Salvation Church."

Lo said the fear of mass suicide led him to travel to Garland over the
weekend to meet with the group's leader, Heming Chen. Lo said the group
consists of 140-150 people, including 30-40 children.

"They are actually a group of tourists," he said. "They believe God
will appear March 31 in the city of Garland. So they stay there waiting
for God to appear."

Lo said Chen told the group that God would appear to them in Garland,
but Lo said he did not know why.

"To me, it's just like somebody who believes in Santa Claus," he said.
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Lo said the group is made up of followers of Daoism, an 8,000-year-old
Chinese philosophy that envisions the universe as a field of energy, or
Dao.

Lo said the group bought 21 houses in Garland and is living on about
$200,000 the members brought with them to the United States. Many in
the group are doctors and have doctorates, he said.

"They are all friendly and reasonable," he said, adding that the group
meditates, jogs and follows a vegetarian diet. "Their life is very
simple."

Lo said members of the group have roundtrip airplane tickets.

"They say that after March 31, if they do not see God, they will return
to Taiwan," Lo said. "This is a case of great misunderstanding."

Garland police spokesman Joel Bettes said the only information the
department has received on the group so far is from the news media.

"We don't have any crimes committed," Bettes said. "We're just
collecting information."

A woman who answered the telephone at Chen's home said she could not
discuss the group, but said there would be a news conference today in
Garland to wipe away all misunderstanding.

"I can certainly tell you we are not committing suicide," the woman
said.
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Ed Stewart <egs@netcom.com>
Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 00:05:35 -0800
Fwd Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 09:39:01 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 17:05:47 -0700
> From: jared@valuserve.com (Jared Anderson)
> To: Updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

Regarding the intentional name dropping of FUFOR using an
ill-conceived appeal to authority in an attempt to support an
otherwise non-supportable story, Jared Anderson stated:

> The reason I did not post the individual's name is because he
> specifically asked that I not post any of the contents of our
> conversation to the Internet (I don't believe this individual
> uses the Internet or has e-mail).

But you did post the contents and you partially identified the
individual as a member of FUFOR. Why did you do that? I am sure
this individual is a member of other organizations also? Why did
you choose only to identify FUFOR? And why betray your friend's
alleged confidence in you by divulging the "contents" of your
alleged conversation with him? Now, you happen to have a FUFOR
Board member that is practically your next door neighbor, Dr.
Richard Haines. I have his phone number and have been to his
home. He wrote the introduction to my book. I am not saying that
your alleged source is Dick Haines, but how do you think Dick
Haines will feel when he finds out from me that you have violated
the confidence of a friend by:

1. divulging alleged contents of a conversation allegedly given
to you in strict confidence and distributing that internationally
over the Internet?

2. Dragging and identifying FUFOR into it implying that it would
add to the prestige of your "unidentified source" who
specifically according to you asked not to be named?

3. And knowing that if you would do that to your unidentified
alleged "FUFOR friend" and presuming also a friend of your friend
Richard Haines, that you would also do that to him should he ever
say anything to you in confidence in the future?

> The individual in question did,
> in fact, confirm to me that the meeting took place as I specified
> earlier and I will stand by my conviction here.

But your alleged "FUFOR friend" doesn't have the conviction,
according to you, to come out of the cold and support your
initial statements. Why is that?

> Any errononeus
> association between FUFOR and ACC as a result of my earlier
> statements by individuals on this list or elsewhere is not my
> responsibility.

WRONG! It is your responsibility. You are the one that
introduced, implied, and suggested through an erroneous appeal to
authority that somehow your anonymous source through his alleged
connection to FUFOR would be in a position to substantiate your
rhetoric of the day.

May Santa bring you what you deserve.
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Ed Stewart

PS. cc of this message to Richard Haines. If the e-mail I have
for Dick Haines bounces, I will be calling him after the
holidays. If it doesn't, I will post any response of his to the
above to this mailing list.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Ed Stewart egs@netcom.com | So Man, who here seems principal alone,
There is Something        | Perhaps acts second to some sphere unknown.
  Going On!       ,>'?'<, | Touches some wheel, or verges to some goal,
Salvador Freixedo ( O O ) | 'Tis but a part we see, and not a whole.
--------------ooOO-(_)-OOoo------- Alexander Pope, Essay on Man -------
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Ed Stewart <egs@netcom.com>
Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 00:44:49 -0800
Fwd Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 09:37:39 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor'  (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 04:36:34 +0100 (MET)
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor'  (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> >Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 13:41:35 -0800
> >From: jan@cyberzone.net (Jan Aldrich)
> >To: updates@globalserve.net
> >Subject: Re: UFO Update: Re: 'The X-Factor'  (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> Jan,

> You have really pissed me off and I am afraid you have
> asked for what is coming.

Henny, you are full of crap. You have been exposed for what you
are, nothing more than a fabricator of tales who has zero
integrity for facts and refuses to demonstrate any responsibility
for the falsehoods you have been caught red-handed by Jan Aldrich
distributing internationally.

> Jan, I admit it when I am wrong and immediately, unlike
> some other people I know. When I hear 'FUFOR board member'
> that means to me 'FUFOR', so in that respect that was not
> a memory lapse.

Neither was your total fabrication a memory lapse when you
stated:

        "FUFOR has arranged witnesses for the meeting with
       ACC and the USAF near Princeton University."

That came from your imagination with no basis in fact. It was a
total fabrication from you, no one else. That makes you a liar,
not to be trusted, not to be listened to. You have no integrity.

> I am not in the habit of makings things up. Maybe I was wrong,
> maybe I was right.

There is no "maybe" and there is no "maybe I was right". You LIED
by inventing something that never had been part of the story.
Your fabrication, your mentality, your lie.

> I read dozens of emails and web sites every
> day and I have a good memory for things that matter. Why does
> this matter anyway?

It matters because it is NOT true. It is an invention of yours. A
pure lie with no basis in fact. An albatross that you will carry
with you around you neck the rest of your ufological life.

[Massive deletion as Henny invoking dark conspiracies and ilk the
likes of ORTK, CSETI's Steven Greer, Corso and ACC in an attempt
to extricate and squirm himself out of responsibility for being
caught red-handed lying and fabricating events on this mailing
list]

> It seems to me that the traditional UFO
> organizations have an interesting choice now that the new
> millennium is approaching: start writing history or be history.
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Reminds me of another bit of past sage ufological advice that
came from that champion of the "unidentified source" Richard J.
Boylan:

   "If you don't like the news. Go out and make some yourself."

Henny, may Santa bring you, and ilk like you, what you deserve
and have earned.

Ed Stewart

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Ed Stewart egs@netcom.com | So Man, who here seems principal alone,
There is Something        | Perhaps acts second to some sphere unknown.
  Going On!       ,>'?'<, | Touches some wheel, or verges to some goal,
Salvador Freixedo ( O O ) | 'Tis but a part we see, and not a whole.
--------------ooOO-(_)-OOoo------- Alexander Pope, Essay on Man -------
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Rob Irving <RobIrving@aol.com>
Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 04:23:20 EST
Fwd Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 09:41:24 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor'  (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 04:36:34 +0100 (MET)
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor'  (issue 25) - Question to Corso

Henny,

>  It seems to me that the traditional UFO
>  organizations have an interesting choice now that the new
>  millennium is approaching: start writing history or be history.

The object of history is to console the reader, so what does that
have to do with truth, and - btw - what does the millennium have
to do with anything?

Rob
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UFO Updates 
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Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV]

From: Ed Stewart <egs@netcom.com>
Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 01:30:16 -0800
Fwd Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 09:48:12 -0500
Subject: Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV]

> Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 00:57:42 -0500
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Brasilia's Letter

> >Why not ask Budd why he signed?

> Just did! Turns out he never even got a chance to read it!
> They were all ragged and tired and on a line waiting for a bus
> back to the hotel from the convention site when they were
> all called back inside to sign this document for the Brazilian
> government. Budd says that AJ lined them all up and had them
> walk past this long table that had eight copies of the letter
> (all of which they each had to sign) Budd signed out of support
> for his SA colleagues but never gave it much thought. It turns
> out that exhaustion and hunger were the uppermost things
> in his mind at the time!

> I let him have it for not reading it first to which he replied,
> "I didn't think it was going to convince the Brazilian government
> to do anything anyway, so I didn't see any harm in supporting
> their efforts to get their governments attention."

Now that Bud has filled his belly with nourishment, rested from a
long trip, caught up on his sleep and apparently has had an
opportunity to read the contents of the Brasilia Letter, he must
have had an opportunity to evaluate his "signing". I am assuming
of course that Budd Hopkins is a responsible ufologist and would
not allow his signature to remain if he was in objection to any
of its contents.

I don't hear a retraction from Budd Hopkins as we have from
others that have had an opportunity to re-evaluate the letter
after the fact. So, I gather he is in support of the Brasilia
Letter and the connotations expressed in it.

A.J. Gevaerd made the following clear:

        "The Brazilian UFO Comission, who hosted the Forum,
        asked the support of the international UFO speakers
        present, representing their local UFO communities
        in that action, just by signing the document. By
        doing that they would make it clear that they
        approve and recommend our letter."

So, who does Budd Hopkins represent in the "local UFO community"?
Did someone elect him to be some kind of "ambassador" prior to
his departure to Brasil?

For those that have not read the Brasilia Letter, here is the
English version, minus all the signatures since apparently there
is still an ongoing dilemma as to who and who did not really sign
the darn thing. One would think that for such an alleged
important milestone document, better care, planning and
coordination would have taken place in gathering legitimate
signatures in the first place.

=3D=3D English:
                  Bras=EDlia (DF), Brazil, December 14,1997.
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                  BRASILIA'S LETTER

Brazilian and foreign ufologists, from 19 nations of all
continents, gathered at the First World UFO Forum, from December
7 to 14,1997, in the World Parliament of Ecumenical Fraternity,
Parlamundi of the LGW, in Bras=EDlia, Brazil. The following facts
were presented in the presence of the Brazilian air force
minister:

1.   That it is of general knowledge that the UFO phenomenon,
represented by the constant visits of space vehicles to planet
Earth, is genuine and been independently confirmed by civilian
ufologists and military authorities throughout the world for the
last 50 years.

2.   That the origin of such phenomenon, already identified as
extraterrestrial and whose visiting vehicles come from
civilizations technologically far advanced than our own, co-exist
with us in the Universe.

3.   That such civilizations are in a continuous process of
approaching Earth and our planetary civilization. Also, that
these civilizations, through their maneuvers, most of the time,
display no hostility towards us.

4. That the visits of such extraterrestrial civilizations to
Earth have been gradually increasing over recent years, accordinq
to statistics provided by national and international statistics,
not only in quantity but also in intensity.

5.  That it is urgent to establish an offcial programme of
knowledge, research and public education of the topic. Through
such methods, make it clear to the Brazilian population the ever
growing, undeniable and extraterrestrial presence on Earth.

     Thus, considering the adopted attitudes taken by countries
who have already recognized the extent of the problem, such as
Chile for example, who a few weeks ago established a UFO
investigating committee, we respectfully recommend that the
Brazilian Air Force, or some of their departments, adopt a
similar approach to formulate an appropriate way to discuss the
subject at all levels possible.

The Brazilian UFO Community, through this act represented by the
national researchers whose names appear below and with the full
support of the World UFO Community, represented in this act by
the undersigned, wishes to volunteer its knowledge, effort and
dedication should our proposal become a reality.

      As an initial point in this process, something that would
represent a positive action taken by our authorit=EDes, the
Brazilian UFO Community respectfully requests that your Ministry
opens the files about at least two specific and remarkable
episodes of our UFO research.

(a)  The Operation Prato, conducted by the First Air Regional
Command (COMAR) of Bel=E9m, Par=E1 State, between September and
December 1997, that resulted in a large volume document,
complemented with more than 500 photos and many films, the
movements of UFOs above the Amazon Region, as was confirmed by
Coronel Uyrang=EA Bol=EDvar Soares de Hollanda Lima; and

(b) Ufological phenomenon which occurred in May of 1986, over the
states of Rio de Janeiro and S=E3o Paulo, among others, when more
than 20 unknown flying objects were observed, monitored, recorded
on radar and were chased by Air Force jets, according to the
Aeronautics Minister at that time, Brigadier Oct=E1vio Moreira
Lima.

      Given that civilian and military authorities have been
aware of the UFO situation and have monitored it at different
levels over past decades, always in the interest of national
security, we believe that this initiative and agreement would
solidify the beginning of a meaningful and prosperous
partnership.

Cordially,

BRAZILIAN UFO COMMISSION (BUC)
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Ademar Jose Gevaerd
Centro Brasileiro de Pesquisas de Discos Voadores (CBPDV)
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Re: Kal Korff's UFO Sighting

From: "Keith Woodard" <qwoodard@worldnet.att.net>
Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 04:46:42 -0800
Fwd Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 09:50:57 -0500
Subject: Re: Kal Korff's UFO Sighting

> From: TotlResrch <TotlResrch@aol.com> [Kal K. Korff]
> Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 02:50:44 EST
> Fwd Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 21:06:32 -0500
> Subject: Re: Kal Korff's UFO Sighting

> Keith, I'd be HAPPY to answer any questions about my
> UFO sighting. Feel free to ask away!!

Thanks, Kal.  I'm fascinated by your sighting.  Apparently, MUFON
can confirm there were sixty-five other reports more or less
corroborating yours.  And even the most hypnotic skeptic would
have an uphill battle attributing your sighting to a bias against
prosaic explanations or a lust for Illuminati conspiracy theories
or channeled Space Brother doctrines.

Although I'm far from knowledgeable in this field, the sighting
strikes me as impressive evidence in both the "flying disk/sphere"
and "craft/technology from another civilization" categories.

For some reason, I'm unable to find your account in the archives,
so I'll repost it here, followed by some questions.

Kal Korff on some occasion or another wrote:

> On February 16, 1981, just after, ironically, I finished
> putting the final touches on my original expose of the
> Eduard "Billy" Meier hoax, I was on my way home
> with two friends of mine at the time, Mr. and Mrs. Al
> and Barbara Reed.

> The time was about 11:45PM and because of the
> tremendous amount of work my original expose of the
> Meier case had taken the Reeds and I to put together,
> the three of us were sick and tired of the UFO subject
> and very much wanted a break from it. Since I knew
> that my book would not be published and on the market
> until May of that year, I looked forward to a few
> months respite from the field of UFOlogy and its
> dreaded politics. I also knew that exposing the Meier
> case as a fraud would not endear me to certain
> individuals and destroy my then-friendship with
> Wendelle Stevens.

> At any rate, while driving home, the thee of us saw off
> to our left in the sky at approximately a 40 degree
> angle, what Mrs. Reed called a "funny looking"
> airplane.

> Immediately, Al and I both said at that same time
> "That's no airplane" and yelled "pull over." This we did,
> and the three of us got out of the car to observe the
> object.

> The object I saw was a bright, red light with a definite
> metallic or "spherical" surface reflection behind it. It was
> about the angular size of the tip or head of a wooden
> stick match held at arm's length. Its' altitude was above
> the horizon, yet below the cloud cover and other air
> traffic. I observed it on highway 237 in California (in
> the San Francisco Bay Area region between the towns
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> of Santa Clara and Milpitas) and it was just hovering
> there with no motion or movement for as long as 4
> minutes. The direction I observed the object was
> Northwest, and the sky was pretty illuminated in the
> direction of the object due to the its' location.

> After observing an airplane (a regular jet airliner) pass
> above and right by the object, (though well above it),
> after the plane left the object it suddenly for a split
> second got momentarily brighter and separated into
> TWO objects!

> In observing this, it was as if a piece of it separated from
> itself, and pulled AWAY from the primary object
> towards the left. For a brief moment, there were TWO
> objects now (looking much like a cell dividing into two
> under a microscope!) and this second object was about
> half the size and half the brightness of the primary
> object.

> As the two "objects" separated from one another, the
> second object flew away and within a few seconds
> literally DISAPPEARED right in front of our eyes! It
> was as if it had "cloaked" and dissolved, just like a
> Romulan or Klingon spaceship does in the science
> fiction series Star Trek! We couldn't believe this.

> After this second object dissolved out the larger, primary
> one then started moving and headed straight East
> towards the mountains of the Bay Area over the city of
> Milpitas and southern Fremont.

> Immediately, the three of us got into the car and sped very
> fast (luckily there were no police with radar guns that
> night, as usual) in order to try and follow the object.
> Lucky for us, Highway 237 goes West to East, so we
> were able to eventually catch up with the object. I never
> took my eyes off it up to this point.

> However, the object soon slowed down again and started
> heading north. We were also coming to the end of
> highway 237 by this time and then headed north on
> highway 880 (formerly known as the Nimitz freeway)
> and caught up to the object once again. This time, it had
> STOPPED and hovered in mid air, and we were directly
> UNDER IT at this point and pulled over to the side of
> the freeway where we got out of our car and the three of
> us watched it where it hovered directly above our heads.

> I tried flagging down some cars but in typical California
> style, no one would stop. I then returned to observing
> the object. It sat there motionless for a minute or so, and
> then executed 8 PERFECT tight circle maneuvers in
> succession before it stopped once again and rose
> STRAIGHT UP above the cloud cover where we lost it
> for good. The total sighting lasted about 11 minutes,
> maybe 15, depending on whose wristwatch you believe.

> In my years since this sighting, where I have become
> quite familiar with almost everything flying and even
> have worked on the "Star Wars" program and in
> particular remote controlled drones, I have never seen
> anything like this and know of no craft the U.S. has
> today that can explain what it saw. The "cloaking" of
> the object (it would have still been visible to us if it had
> merely turned off its lights), the flight characteristics
> and its "dividing into two pieces" still have me baffled
> to this day.

> The next night, I was channel surfing, and Dr. Richard F.
> Haines and Dr. Andrew Grotowski were shown on the
> news out at night looking for a "UFO" which divided
> into two pieces, was red in color, and behaved the same
> way the object the Reeds and I saw. Over the course of
> the next six weeks, there were more than 65 separate
> reports of this same object seen in both the day and
> nighttime. The patterns of behavior were remarkably
> consistent: after "separating" itself, the secondary object
> would "dissolve" and the primary object would take off
> at a high rate of speed , stop and hover, and then fly
> away.
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> Many UFO researchers from the Bay Area chapter of
> MUFON went out to investigate these sightings and I
> did as well. I made a point to investigate both the night
> and daytime reports, but of course never told any of the
> witnesses I interviewed that I had seen the thing as well.
> What was fascinating about this mini UFO "wave" was
> the extreme consistency of reports.

> Later, when I was granted a security clearance and
> assigned to the Star Wars project, I did extensive
> searches for any U.S.-made device that might account
> for what I saw. I never found anything, for what it's
> worth.

> Well, that's it for now...I will be happy to answer any
> questions anyone might have. As I kept looking at the
> object, I remember thinking "Wow, if this is REALLY
> from another planet, then we (humanity) are indeed
> very insignificant in this grand scale of things." I felt
> like an ant trying to comprehend nuclear physics!!

Kal, you describe "a bright, red light with a definite metallic
or 'spherical' surface reflection behind it.  It was about the
angular size of the tip or head of a wooden stick match held at
arm's length."  Now, was it the light itself that was
matchhead-sized?  Did it look more or less like a huge red
aircraft light?  Is "spherical surface reflection" a reference to
an object attached to the light? I want to be clear as to both
the size of the light and the size of the associated metallic
object (if that's what it was).  Am I correct in visualizing a
spherical light attached to a larger spherical metallic object?

Could you expand on the comment, "the sky was pretty illuminated
in the direction of the object due to its location?"

You report that the "second object was about half the size and
half the brightness of the primary object."  Are we now talking
about two spherical metallic objects, each with a single red
light?

The object "executed eight perfect tight circle maneuvers."
Could you hazard a ball-park guess as to the diameter of these
circles? Maybe closer to ten full moons than three?

Aside from the South Bay in the winter of '81, are you aware of
any other UFO reports of objects that appeared or behaved similar
to this one?

Kind regards,

Keith
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Re: Sect Awaits 'His' Arrival In Dallas

From: RSchatte <RSchatte@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 08:44:10 EST
Fwd Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 09:55:24 -0500
Subject: Re: Sect Awaits 'His' Arrival In Dallas

From: AOL News <AOLNews@aol.com>
Subject: UFO Cult Denies Suicidal Tendencies
Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 06:36:17 EST

UFO Cult Denies Suicidal Tendencies

.c The Associated Press

 By AMANDA COVARRUBIAS

SAN DIMAS, Calif. (AP) - They wear monotone clothing and believe a spaceship is on its way to 
take them to the afterlife. That, say followers of God's Salvation Church, is the end of the 
similarities between them and the suicidal Heaven's Gate cult.

Followers of the Taiwan-based church have left their homes to join about 140 other members in 
Garland, Texas, where they believe God will arrive in a spaceship on March 31.

A white-clad family of four emerged from the church Tuesday, saying they were headed for Texas to 
join their fellow congregants, who departed by bus last week.

Although its practices seem similar to the Heaven's Gate cult, right down to the uniforms and 
sneakers worn by followers, God's Salvation members said they have no plans to kill themselves.

``We don't die,'' Pi Feng Chiang, mother of the family, said in halting English. ``We believe 
God. God like life.''

Thirty-nine members of Heaven's Gate killed themselves in Rancho Santa Fe last March by drinking 
a concoction of booze and pills.

God's Salvation followers believe they will board a spaceship to meet God; Heaven's Gate cultists 
believed they would be taken to the ``Level Beyond Human'' on a spaceship trailing the Hale-Bopp 
Comet.

God's Salvation members wear all white clothing and sneakers; Heaven's Gate cultists wore all-
black uniforms and Nike sneakers when they died.

``To commit suicide is to kill God,'' a lone straggler at the church said Tuesday, shaking his 
head behind a chain link fence. ``It's killing your soul that was delegated to you from God.''

The man, dressed in blue jeans and a sweater, would not give his name.

Taiwanese media reports last week said the group's leader, Hon-Ming Chen, was encouraging 
newcomers to kill themselves so their bodies could be picked up by flying saucers.

Chen told reporters Tuesday that he had no such plans.

``There isn't any danger,'' he said.

Chen, a father of two in his 40s, did claim to be the father of Jesus Christ and that God will 
assume his body at 10 a.m. on March 31.

Yu-Chung Lo, deputy director general of the Taipei Economic and Cultural Office in Houston, has 
met with Chen and his followers and agrees there's nothing to fear.

``I believe they would never commit suicide because as so far as I understand they are very 
gentle, friendly and most of them are highly educated,'' Lo said.

Chen set up his organization in San Dimas then moved it to Garland early this summer because the 
name sounds like and means ``God's Land.'' Garland is a middle-class northeast Dallas suburb of 
about 140,000 residents.
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Los Angeles County sheriff's detectives, who investigated a
Taiwanese woman's claim that her teen-age daughter was kidnapped
by the cult, said they did not believe God's Salvation followers
would kill themselves.

The girl had been staying with her uncle, a member of the cult,
but her mother wanted her back after the girl's father died last
week of cancer, Deputy Joe Lomonaco said. She was reunited with
her mother Monday.

``It wasn't a kidnapping,'' Lomonaco said. ``At the most it would
have been child concealment. ... There was no crime.''

AP-NY-12-24-97 0629EST

Copyright 1997 The Associated Press.
The information  contained in the AP news report may not be
published, broadcast, rewritten or otherwise distributed without
prior written authority of The Associated Press.
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Merry Christmas, Mulder

From: John Koopmans <john.koopmans@sympatico.ca>
Date: Fri, 28 Nov 1997 20:53:33 -0800
Fwd Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 13:13:43 -0500
Subject: Merry Christmas, Mulder

Subject: Merry Christmas, Mulder

57 ELM STREET
BETHLEHEM PA
11:51 P.M.

We're too late  It's already been here.

Mulder, I hope you know what you're doing.

Look, Scully, just like the other homes: Douglas fir truncated,
mounted, transformed into a shrine;halls decked with bows of holly;
stocking hung by the chimney with care.

You really think someone's been here?

Someone, or something.

Mulder  over here, It's fruitcake

Don't touch it  Those things can be lethal

It's O.K. There's a note attached: "gonna find out who's naughty and
nice.

It's judging them, Scully. It's making a list.

Who What are you talking about?

Ancient mythology tells of an obese humanoid entity who could travel
at great speed in a craft powered by antlered servants. Once each year
near the winter solstice, this creature is said to decend from the
heavens to reward its followers and punish disbelievers with jagged
chunks of anthracite.

But that's legend Mulder, a story told by parents to frighten
children. Surely you don't belive it?

Something was here tonight, Scully. Check out the bite marks on this
gingerbread man. Whatever tore throught this plate of cookies was
massive -- and in a hurry.

It left crumbs everwhere.  And look, Mulder this milk glass has been
completely drained.

It gorged itself, Scully It fed without remorse.

But why would they leave it milk and cookies?

Appeasement. Tonight is the Eve, and nothing can stop its wilding.

But if this thing does exist, how did it get in? The doors and
windows were locked. There's not sign of forced entry.

Unless I miss my guess, it came through the fireplace.

Wait a minute, Mulder, If you're saying some huge creature landed on the
roof and came down this chimney, you're crazy. The flue is barely six
inches wide, nothing could get through there.
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But what if it could alter its shape, move in all directions at once?

You mean, like a bowl full of jelly?

Exactly. Scully, I've never told anyone this but when I was a child my
home was visited . I saw the creature. It had long white shanks of fur
surrounding it ruddy, misshapen head. Its bloated torso was red and
white. Ill never forget the horror. I turned away,and when I looked
back it had somehow taken on the facial features of my father.

Impossible.

I know what I saw. And that night, it read my mind it brought me a
Mr. Potato Head, Scully, It knew that I wanted a Mr. Potato Head

I'm Sorry, Mulder, but you're asking me to disregard the laws of
physics. You want me to believe in some supernatural being who soars
across the skies and brings gifts to good little girls and boys.

Listen to what you're saying. Do you understand the repercussions?

If this gets out they'll close the X-files.

Scully, listen to me: It knows when you're sleeping. It knows when
you're awake.

But we have no proof.

Last year on this exact date, SETI radio telescopes detected a bogey
in the airspace aver twenty seven states. The white House ordered a
condition red.

But that was a meteor shower.

Officially. Two days ago eight prized Scandinavian reindeer vanished
from the National Zoo in Washington D.C. Nobody --not even the zoo
keeper was told about it. The government doesn't want people to know
about Project Kringle. They fear that if this thing is proved to exist
the public will stop spending half it annual income in a holiday
shopping frenzy.  Retail markets will collapse. Scully, They cannot let
the world believe this creature lives. There's too much at stake.
They'll do what ever it takes to insure another silent night.

Mulder,I...

Sh-h-h Do you hear what I hear?

On the roof. It sounds like..a clatter

The truth is up there. Lets's see what's the matter.........
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 16:49:04 +0100 (MET)
Fwd Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 11:08:44 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 00:44:49 -0800
>From: Ed Stewart <egs@netcom.com>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>> Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 04:36:34 +0100 (MET)
>> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>> From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
>> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>Henny, you are full of crap. You have been exposed for what you
>are, nothing more than a fabricator of tales who has zero
>integrity for facts and refuses to demonstrate any responsibility
>for the falsehoods you have been caught red-handed by Jan Aldrich
>distributing internationally.

Ed,

Let me simply state this. I said something here and I cannot
remember where I got it. I am not going to find out where I
got it because I am not willing to spend the time on something
that is irrelevant anyway. That is done enough already.

If nobody of FUFOR - I am not saying the full board, I said
nobody of FUFOR - can remember this, then I apparently made
a mistake.  Like I said before, I make no bones admitting that.
Did a make a mistake about this? I will never know because I am
not going to find it out. Other matters are more important in
the ACC case.

Then I went on to lay my finger on some very SOUR SPOTS
in Ufology. Suddenly I became a liar. Like everybody suddenly
turns out a liar, at least in the minds of people like you,
who tries his goddamnedest to do something substantial.

Go on, throw me on the same heap where you threw Corso, Shulman
and Greer. It does not make a difference to me. I will not be
intimidated by this kind of behavior in any way. Not a chance.

            __________________________________________
           /    Met vriendelijke groet/Best wishes    \
                      Henny van der Pluijm
                      hvdp@worldonline.nl

                       Technology Pages
                http://home.worldonline.nl/~hvdp
             \______________________________________/
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Today! CNN's Q&A On Alien Research

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 17:54:07 +0200
Fwd Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 13:19:53 -0500
Subject: Today! CNN's Q&A On Alien Research

Today CNN's Q&A (Questions & Answers) features a program on alien
research. You're invited to chat and fax your comments. At

http://cnn.com/CNNI/Programs/qa/

you'll find the necessary links, as you'll see from the copy below,
where they are preceded by black squares. Q&A's introduction to the
program is at the end.

*******

On January 1, 1998, Q&A will replay your favorite show from the
previous year. Now is your chance to vote. See below for information. 
         

Hosted by: =B0Riz Khan
               

Q&A Airs:

Monday-Friday 
2030 GMT
2130 Berlin
1730 Buenos Aires
0430 Hong Kong
0200 New Delhi Interact with CNN's Q&A!

During the show, you can participate in =B0Q&A's real-time chat where
host Riz Khan integrates your comments and questions into the live
televsion format.

If you can't join us real-time, won't you join the Q&A discussion in
one of =B0CNN's Community message boards.

=B0UFO sightings...Is the truth out there?
=B0Christmas in the Holy Land
=B0Byron Janis
=B0Israeli/Palestine peace process
=B0Royals in Review
=B0Mir mission
=B0What's "in" and what's not?

If you have an idea for an upcoming show, or a guest you'd like to see
appear on Q&A, be sure to send your suggestions now, via e-mail.

Send your suggestions to: =B0cnni@turner.com

On the Wednesday, December 24, 1997 edition of Q&A with Riz Khan:

Alien Research

It's an age-old question: are we alone? And if not, where might other
life forms exist? Exhaustive, serious research into possible
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extraterrestrial life forms took place in 1997 and we want you to know
all about it. Astronomer Seth Shostak joins the Q&A forum to questions
and comments about that research and discuss the reality of life forms
away from earth. Wednesday Q&A.

Send your comments to: =B0cnni@turner.com

Post your thoughts on our =B0Message Board: UFO sightings...Is the truth
out there?

=B0Chat in our Q&A chat room

Fax your comments to: 1-404-827-4056

Comments posted here will be reviewed by Q&A producers for possible
inclusion on air during CNN International's Q&A.
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Alfred's Odd Ode #208

From: Alfred Lehmberg <Lehmberg@snowhill.com>
Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 10:56:26 -0600
Fwd Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 18:30:02 -0500
Subject: Alfred's Odd Ode #208

Apology to MW #208 (For December 24, 1997)

I talked to a mole that had been through the maze, and into the
keeps of the man.
There are secrets there buried that would mean an autonomy for
the holder of them, understand? You could power your house from a
cigarette pack, you could power your car from the sun. You could
power your way to the far starry reaches; you could power your
own weight, dependant on none. She said there are gadgets --
fantastic machines! The stuff of sheer fantasy, the stuff of your
dreams. A man who possessed them would be as a king, beholding to
none with a new song to sing. A woman who had them could be on
her own, not dependant on man for a scrap or a bone. There is
life, the mole says, everlasting and young. Have the bloom of
your youth as the years come undone! Your strength can increase,
and that's good for a starter, but the best is the fact you get
braver and smarter!

Then, way beyond unfair control the man could not coerce you.
You'd have the power of the man; no longer could he curse you.

Any wonder that it's buried where it cannot be so found? Can't
you feel, though, the presence of these trinkets so profound?
Can't you sense them in dark caverns where they're covered up
with dirt? Can't you see them in your mind's eye? Does the image
tease and flirt?

UFOs are real enough to hover in our skies. I've seen a few
myself, my friend, this comes as no surprise <g>? But you would
see them too, brave mote, if you went outside to look -- took
your mind away from *lifestyles*, and dared to read some
different books. Read Graham Hancock, he's respected, and his
"Finger prints of Gods" tells a different kind of story than your
pastor gave a nod! Read some Sitchin if you dare to, and his tale
of planets twelve, opens up horizons -- takes your brain down
from its shelf. Velikovsky -- don't disdain him out of hand from
stupid reflex, an early victim of the man, he is relevant, and he
has context.

The mole isn't real as you probably guessed, but I can't say for
sure about all of the rest. I'm sure that strange secrets are
buried for real so the man can continue to plunder and steal.
Plutocracy sucks I'm sure you'd agree if you took a hard look at
what I've plainly seen. It's planned obsolescence -- keep selling
you _stuff_ -- inefficient, and dangerous,  disrespectful  --
enough!

                                       Lehmberg@snowhill.com

Still -- John Ford sits in his dark hole -- tranquilized, mute --
trying to remember what it was he was trying to remember. It
could be you, it could be me -- anyone but the one that put him
there.

We're next.

Free John Ford!

--
Explore the Alien View?
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http://www.fortunecity.com/roswell/arecibo/46/

"I cleave the heavens, and soar to the infinite. What others see from
afar, I leave far behind me." - Giordano Bruno, while burning at the
fundamentalist's stake.
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Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV]

From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 13:53:04 PST
Fwd Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 18:36:32 -0500
Subject: Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV]

> Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 01:30:16 -0800
> From: Ed Stewart <egs@netcom.com>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkin's POV]

> > Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 00:57:42 -0500
> > To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Brasilia's Letter

> > >Why not ask Budd why he signed?

> > Just did! Turns out he never even got a chance to read it!
> > They were all ragged and tired and on a line waiting for a bus
> > back to the hotel from the convention site when they were
> > all called back inside to sign this document for the Brazilian
> > government. Budd says that AJ lined them all up and had them
> > walk past this long table that had eight copies of the letter
> > (all of which they each had to sign) Budd signed out of support
> > for his SA colleagues but never gave it much thought. It turns
> > out that exhaustion and hunger were the uppermost things
> > in his mind at the time!

> > I let him have it for not reading it first to which he replied,
> > "I didn't think it was going to convince the Brazilian government
> > to do anything anyway, so I didn't see any harm in supporting
> > their efforts to get their governments attention."

> Now that Bud has filled his belly with nourishment, rested from a
> long trip, caught up on his sleep and apparently has had an
> opportunity to read the contents of the Brasilia Letter, he must
> have had an opportunity to evaluate his "signing". I am assuming
> of course that Budd Hopkins is a responsible ufologist and would
> not allow his signature to remain if he was in objection to any
> of its contents.

For God's sake, give the guy a break.  The letter is pretty
innocuous, and for all practical purposes it amounts to no
more than a meaningless gesture. If this is going to be made
into a big issue, then ufology has an even bigger death wish
than I would have suspected.

Had I been there, I probably would not have signed
it because, for one thing, I am not a citizen of Brazil.
But that was Budd's call to make, and John has described
the circumstances under which Budd put his name to it.
End of discussion.

Let's give this one a rest, and have a great Christmas and
New Year, one and all.

Jerry Clark
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Re: Merry Christmas, Mulder
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 25

Re: Merry Christmas, Mulder

From: Don Ledger <dledger@istar.ca>
Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 17:56:56 +0100
Fwd Date: Thu, 25 Dec 1997 10:20:03 -0500
Subject: Re: Merry Christmas, Mulder

Bravo John, Bravo.

Happy Holidays and a Merry Christmas to you and Errol and all.

Don Ledger
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UFOR: Happy Holidays

From: Francisco Lopez <d005734c@dc.seflin.org>
Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 16:29:39 -0500 (EST)
Fwd Date: Thu, 25 Dec 1997 10:21:04 -0500
Subject: UFOR: Happy Holidays

HAPPY HOLIDAYS TO ALL!!!

This for all the holidays the many from many places in the lists celebrate
(they are just too many and diverse now to acknowledge individually).

Hope the next year is a good one and everyone is happy.

Francisco
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Re: Merry Christmas, Mulder
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Re: Merry Christmas, Mulder

From: Bruce Maccabee <brumac@compuserve.com>
Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 17:38:32 -0500
Fwd Date: Thu, 25 Dec 1997 11:00:26 -0500
Subject: Re: Merry Christmas, Mulder
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*M*RRY CH*STM*S*
FROM THE NORTH POLE!
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'Its All Here In Black & White'
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Re: exmas!!!!

From: robert windle <orac_uk@yahoo.com>
Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 17:26:26 -0800 (PST)
Fwd Date: Thu, 25 Dec 1997 11:02:06 -0500
Subject: Re: exmas!!!!

happy christmas.......ho..ho..ho..!!!!!!
_________________________________________________________
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Re: E-Greeting Card
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 25

Re: E-Greeting Card

From: ben@abcfield.force9.co.uk [Ben Field]
Date: 24 Dec 97
Fwd Date: Thu, 25 Dec 1997 11:06:24 -0500
Subject: Re: E-Greeting Card

Dear UFOUpdates list members,
        An Electronic Greeting Card is waiting for You at
        http://www.abcfield.force9.co.uk/greetings.html
        Sent to you by Ben.
        Please refer to the Card Number    8240289171
        for viewing the Card.
Regards,
Webmaster,
Electronic Greeting Card Service - FREE.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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A Christmas Wish

From: Dan <geibdan@qtm.net>
Date: Thu, 25 Dec 1997 09:53:10 -0800
Fwd Date: Thu, 25 Dec 1997 11:07:43 -0500
Subject: A Christmas Wish

To..UFO UpDates

A Christmas URL for all of you !

http://www.qtm.net/~geibdan/thegeibs/ufo.html

>From Dan & Nate @ UFO Folklore
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UFO World Greeting Card
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UFO World Greeting Card

From: yogi@iadfw.net [Bill Ralls]
Date: Thu, 25 Dec 1997 10:51:17 -0600
Fwd Date: Thu, 25 Dec 1997 19:59:15 -0500
Subject: UFO World Greeting Card

Greeting List,

We hope all of you are enjoying the holidays.

We have an electronic greeting card available for
all of you to download at

 http://ufo-world.simplenet.com/hholiday.exe

We and would like to thank Errol for his outstanding
job. We know it must sometimes be a hassle for him
and we would just like to thank him again for providing
this forum.

Happy Holidays and Best Wishes for the New Year,

Bill and Glenn
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Jean van Gemert <jeanvg@dds.nl>
Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 20:07:58 +0100 (MET)
Fwd Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 21:35:03 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

At 09:37 24-12-97 -0500, you wrote:
>Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 00:44:49 -0800
>From: Ed Stewart <egs@netcom.com>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>Henny, you are full of crap. You have been exposed for what you
>are, nothing more than a fabricator of tales...

>That came from your imagination with no basis in fact. It was a
>total fabrication from you, no one else. That makes you a liar,
>not to be trusted, not to be listened to. You have no integrity.

And from your 22 Dec post to Bryan Butcher:

>Learn how to read and comprehend the English language.

>What you think is irrelevant.

>There is no perhaps. You have already demonstrated that you wish
>to dwell in gullibility and not muster your energy into finding
>facts to support your initial emotional reaction.

>I am not surprised. You have already shown to have an apparent
>comprehension deficit.

>If the difference is beyond your comprehension, go
>back to school and this time try to learn something.

My my, Ed. Having trouble venting your anger in a decent and
normal manner? Your posts kindly suggest you're not even ca-
pable of doing so. One thing's obvious, which is that you're
not exactly the textbook case of logic and rationality you
make yourself out to be. Sorry if that upsets you. Try
reading some more of Jerry Clark's posts and you *might
just* learn something in terms of civility.
 __________________________________________________________________________

                    Science, Logic, and the UFO Debate:
               http://www.primenet.com/~bdzeiler/index.html
                           -----------------------
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: XianneKei <XianneKei@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 14:36:33 EST
Fwd Date: Thu, 25 Dec 1997 10:16:33 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>>From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
>>Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 16:49:04 +0100 (MET)
>>Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 11:08:44 -0500
>>Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 00:44:49 -0800
>From: Ed Stewart <egs@netcom.com>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>Henny, you are full of crap. You have been exposed for what you
>are, nothing more than a fabricator of tales who has zero
>integrity for facts and refuses to demonstrate any responsibility
>for the falsehoods you have been caught red-handed by Jan Aldrich
>distributing internationally.

Ed, I concur! Very well said. And while I'm at it: Thank you Jan
Aldrich and Thank you John Velez.

Henny said:

> Let me simply state this. I said something here and I cannot
> remember where I got it. I am not going to find out where I
> got it because I am not willing to spend the time on something
> that is irrelevant anyway. That is done enough already.

And I have this to say to Henny: "Hello Pot, have you met my
friend Mr. Kettle?"

http://www.ufomind.com/ufo/updates/1997/dec/m19-013.shtml

>>To
>>some armchair ufologists who haven't mastered the telephone yet
>>this is of course sour grapes.

>If nobody of FUFOR - I am not saying the full board, I said
> nobody of FUFOR - can remember this, then I apparently made
> a mistake.  Like I said before, I make no bones admitting that.
> Did a make a mistake about this? I will never know because I am
> not going to find it out. Other matters are more important in
> the ACC case.

"Apparently," Henny? Are you sure? It is more than apparent that
you made a mistake. To me, it looks like you concocted a story
from a few words to fit your belief system.

> Go on, throw me on the same heap where you threw Corso, Shulman
> and Greer. It does not make a difference to me. I will not be
> intimidated by this kind of behavior in any way. Not a chance.

I hope you can stand the stench.

Rebecca
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 17:02:55 +0100 (MET)
Fwd Date: Fri, 26 Dec 1997 00:47:42 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>From: Rob Irving <RobIrving@aol.com>
>Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 04:23:20 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>> Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 04:36:34 +0100 (MET)
>>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>>  From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
>>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor'  (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>Henny,

>>  It seems to me that the traditional UFO
>>  organizations have an interesting choice now that the new
>>  millennium is approaching: start writing history or be history.

Rob, you said:

>The object of history is to console the reader, so what does that
>have to do with truth,

I don't think I understand your question here.

 and - btw - what does the millennium have
>to do with anything?

This was just rhetoric, Rob. I was trying to make a point.

            __________________________________________
           /    Met vriendelijke groet/Best wishes    \
                      Henny van der Pluijm
                      hvdp@worldonline.nl

                       Technology Pages
                http://home.worldonline.nl/~hvdp
             \______________________________________/
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Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV]
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'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 26

Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV]

From: Ed Stewart <egs@netcom.com>
Date: Thu, 25 Dec 1997 01:05:13 -0800
Fwd Date: Fri, 26 Dec 1997 01:25:50 -0500
Subject: Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV]

> From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
> Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 13:53:04 PST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: RE: UFO UpDate: Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV]

Jerome Clark decides to enlighten this list with his ufological
wisdom:

> For God's sake, give the guy a break.  The letter is pretty
> innocuous, and for all practical purposes it amounts to no
> more than a meaningless gesture.

In that case where do I sign up? I want to be a nice guy also
like Budd and place my name and my reputation behind something
meaningless just not to offend my Brasilian hosts who paid for my
trip, and when I arrive back in the U.S. I can simply dismiss it
with the wave of a hand claiming that I did not read it in the
first place - but not make a peep about whether or not I am in
current agreement with the contents of the letter and really do
or do not support it. I kind of like that. I can have my cake and
eat it too. After all, this is ufology and not something that has
any serious meaning at all and people interested in this subject
for the most part don't exercise any critical thinking to realize
that I am having my cake and eating too by pleasing everyone: the
proponents of the letter by having signing it and the opponents
of the letter by not having read it! After all I want to be such
a nice guy like Budd knowing that such duplicitous action will be
defended by Budd's pal Jerome Clark!!!

> If this is going to be made
> into a big issue, then ufology has an even bigger death wish
> than I would have suspected.

TIME OUT! You speak of ufology has some monolithic field. Since
when has ufology ever been in such a status to have a "death
wish"? It is an impossibility for you to have any suspicions
about "ufology" because there is no such thing as ufology as some
monolithic field in the first place and it is impossible to
address it as such and make any kind of sense. No one has ever
been able to speak for ufology, and if there is one thing, one
lesson, to have been learned after 50 years is that anyone that
has ever stepped up to the podium in the past with that
presumption in mind, i.e. that they spoke for the ufo phenomenon
or ufology, got their ass chewed and dispersed into little pieces
never to be seen again. You sound like your pal James Oberg when
you group ufology as if it was some monolithic body when you
think it pleases your argument. The disaster status of ufology
has been here for decades while people like you have spewed out
their ufological wisdom, but turn their backs on critical
thinking and discernment and fail to challenge and confront the
real issue: the merry-go-round bullshit spewed out by whoever the
present day illuminaries are. It is not ufology that has ever had
a death wish, it is those that claim to speak for it that have
had that long standing death wish, as also the failure of those
to stand up against the irrationality in the subject on the
illusion that confrontation gives ufology a bad name, especially
when it involves one of the sacred cows in ufology.

> Had I been there, I probably would not have signed
> it because, for one thing, I am not a citizen of Brazil.
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First, you weren't there and your statement above is totally
irrelevant.

Second, nobody asked you in the first place. It made no different
where one was from to sign the letter. A.J. Gevaerd made it very
clear and simple. Here again is that part of the post you choose
to ignore and clip in your defense of Budd's duplicitous action:

        --- part of original post clipped by Jerome Clark ---

I don't hear a retraction from Budd Hopkins as we have from
others that have had an opportunity to re-evaluate the letter
after the fact. So, I gather he is in support of the Brasilia
Letter and the connotations expressed in it.

  "The Brazilian UFO Comission, who hosted the Forum, asked the
support of the international UFO speakers present, representing
their local UFO communities in that action, just by signing the
document. By doing that they would make it clear that they
approve and recommend our letter."
                                                --- A.J. Gevaerd ---

So, who does Budd Hopkins represent in the "local UFO community"?
Did someone elect him to be some kind of "ambassador" prior to
his departure to Brasil?

        --- end of original post not addressed by Jerome Clak ---

> But that was Budd's call to make, and John has described
> the circumstances under which Budd put his name to it.

Paraphrasing what appears to be Budd's position: while in Brazil
I pleased my hosts by signing something I didn't bother to read,
while in America I really think my hosts were silly people for
producing such a measure, but I am not going to ask to have my
name removed, now that I have read it, since I am a very nice guy
and don't really wish to offend my silly Brasilian hosts. This
way I can have my cake and eat it too. My reward for being such a
nice guy. Only in ufology!

> End of discussion.
> Let's give this one a rest, and have a great Christmas and
> New Year, one and all.
> Jerry Clark

Okay, let's give this one a rest and return to ufology as usual.
No sense in identifying the silly day-to-day duplicity in the
world of ufology, rocking the boat, or pointing out that ufology
is a disaster as practiced today. Besides, probably hardly anyone
on this list is interested in demanding higher standards from
ufological illuminaries such as Budd Hopkins who apparently finds
it perfectly legitimate to exhibit duplicity and from Jerome
Clark who comes running to Budd's defense ignoring that any
duplicity has taken place in the first place.

May Santa bring you everything that you deserve.

Ed Stewart

PS. I think what is really needed here is a clear statement from
Budd Hopkins. Does he, or doesn't he support the Brasilia Letter
and is or is not in agreement with its contents? In spite of
Jerome Clark's plea, Hopkins' reading public deserves no less
than a clear position and not this duplicitous horseshit from
Budd!
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Ed Stewart egs@netcom.com | So Man, who here seems principal alone,
There is Something        | Perhaps acts second to some sphere unknown.
  Going On!       ,>'?'<, | Touches some wheel, or verges to some goal,
Salvador Freixedo ( O O ) | 'Tis but a part we see, and not a whole.
--------------ooOO-(_)-OOoo------- Alexander Pope, Essay on Man -------
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'Soul Catcher'

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Thu, 25 Dec 1997 03:59:48 +0200
Fwd Date: Fri, 26 Dec 1997 01:27:15 -0500
Subject: 'Soul Catcher'

Found in the news section of the Sci-Fi Channel's site. URL:

http://www.scifi.com/sightings/web061897/news.html

*******

Soul Catcher!

The Research and Development department at British Telecom recently
announced that a micro chip small enough to be placed undetected behind
the human eye is not only theoretically possible, it is also likely to
happen soon. Dubbed the Soul Catcher, whatever memories you record
could be transferred into a computer's memory so that your thoughts can
live on longer than you do. Ian Pearson and the other Futurists at BT
Labs speculate that the Soul Catcher, could be ready in less than
thirty years.

William Gibson, who's impressions about computer technology has been
uncanny was pessimistic. In his first book, Neuromancer, he coined the
term Cyberspace and in his screen play for the movie Johnny Pneumonic,
Gibson wrote of a man who implants computer chips directly into his own
brain. He believes the Soul Catcher will have almost unlimited
potential for abuse by implanting someone with one of these devices
against their will, as a punishment or as a surveillance device.

Europa: Life on Jupiter.

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, California, is analyzing
brand new images from Europa, Jupiter's largest and closest Moon.
Galileo was just four hundred thirty miles away when it sent back
pictures of Europa. Showing evidence that it probably has a liquid
ocean inside of it.

This is very unusual because the temperatures in the outer Solar System
are so cold that ice normally is what you get with water. You don't get
liquid water. It is the first time Earthlings have seen ice flows
anywhere in the outer Solar System. The flows indicate that there may
be warm water below the icy crust.

You find with the Galileo pictures that we have of areas of Europa that
look a lot like the ice flows in the Arctic regions of the Earth. There
could be something like Continents drifting on the Earth on Europa.
Only these would be continents of ice floating like giant icebergs on a
liquid ocean.

Thomas Mcdonough of JPL goes further, hypothesizing that the icy areas
of Europa are not necessarily solid. There are interesting places on
the Earth that remind us of Europa, such as, in the Arctic regions,
where there is an abundance of life, and he believes that there's a
possibility that you could have life living inside of Europa today.
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Re: Sect Awaits 'His' Arrival In Dallas

From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates]
Date: Thu, 25 Dec 1997 19:10:55 EST
Fwd Date: Fri, 26 Dec 1997 01:54:18 -0500
Subject: Re: Sect Awaits 'His' Arrival In Dallas

>  From: RSchatte <RSchatte@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
>  Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 08:44:10 EST
>  To: CNINews1@aol.com, updates@globalserve.net
>  Subject: Fwd: UFO Cult Denies Suicidal Tendencies

>  From: AOL News <AOLNews@aol.com>
>  Subject: UFO Cult Denies Suicidal Tendencies
>  Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 06:36:17 EST

>  UFO Cult Denies Suicidal Tendencies

>  ..c The Associated Press

>   By AMANDA COVARRUBIAS

> SAN DIMAS, Calif. (AP) - They wear monotone clothing and believe a spaceship
> is on its way to take them to the afterlife. That, say followers of God's
> Salvation Church, is the end of the similarities between them and the
> suicidal Heaven's Gate cult.

>  Followers of the Taiwan-based church have left their homes to join about 140
> other members in Garland, Texas, where they believe God will arrive in a
> spaceship on March 31.

  We will see more and more of these type groups and
organizations as we approach the year 2000.

  The latest was an Edgar Cayce TV special claiming that
in 1998 was going to be all these disasters, then in 1999,
we would be hurling nuclear missiles as each other.

  But for those of us that have been around, and remember
how all the experts and learned people predicted the
end of the world/armegeddon to happen no later then fall
1975, then 1979, then .....pick you date, this comes as no
surprise.

  Then when the End-of-the-world doesn't happen, we
will have new dates, new groups,  and new experts
extolling the various new dates.

  Watch and see
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Christmas Greetings

From: ufo1@juno.com [Jack Sargeant]
Date: Thu, 25 Dec 1997 20:14:35 EST
Fwd Date: Fri, 26 Dec 1997 01:56:39 -0500
Subject: Christmas Greetings

Hello the list.

Merry Christmas and Happy Hanukah to one and all.

Jack
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Ed Stewart <egs@netcom.com>
Date: Fri, 26 Dec 1997 00:13:58 -0800
Fwd Date: Fri, 26 Dec 1997 04:04:36 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 20:07:58 +0100 (MET)
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> From: Jean van Gemert <jeanvg@dds.nl>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

Jean van Gemert makes an impromptu appearance after witnessing
his compatriot Henny exposed as a liar on this mailing list.

I didn't realize I was so popular with the fringe crowd to have
my posts collected and quotes extracted in an irrelevant attempt
at distraction from the real issues. I guess in a way I should be
honored that you are paying such close attention to my choice of
words, but may I suggest you start paying closer attention to the
real issues at hand instead of exhibiting your frustration
every time I bring attention to one of your friends and
associates. May I suggest to you that if you are appalled at my
lack of civility in this mailing list directed at those elements
that you support, that you are in dire need to re-evaluate your
personal values and priorities.

[Massive SNIP of examples of alleged incivility researched by
Jean van Gemert]

> My my, Ed. Having trouble venting your anger in a decent and
> normal manner? Your posts kindly suggest you're not even ca-
> pable of doing so. One thing's obvious, which is that you're
> not exactly the textbook case of logic and rationality you
> make yourself out to be. Sorry if that upsets you.

Not at all, no trouble at all. I am so happy you have decided to
join us. I have been waiting since late October for you to answer
some questions that I posed to you after you postured yourself as
the ideal of logic, rationality, and state-of-art center of
knowledge regarding the discussions on FTL.

I refer you to:

http://www.ufomind.com/ufo/updates/1997/oct/m28-018.shtml

Everyone is still waiting on you to back-up your arguments. After
that post of mine listed above you disappeared without responding
to the many questions I posed regarding not only your position,
but also Henny's who also chose to disappear to wherever you guys
hide out when you are not on this list. Was it my lack of
civility that offended you? Or the fact that you got caught
posturing through your hat with clumsy attempts of intellectual
bullyism that caused you to abruptly disappear?

> Try reading some more of Jerry Clark's posts and you *might
> just* learn something in terms of civility.

I am very familiar with Jerome Clark's posts since his very first
mail bag appearance in FLYING SAUCER REVIEW back in 1961, 36
years ago, before he was old enough to be out during curfew
hours. Besides Jerome Clark himself, I am probably one of the
very few people interested in this subject that could publish a
complete as possible Jerome Clark bibliography. I thing I am not
exaggerating when I say that I have seen every one of Jerome's
public faces over the last 36 years. Thank you for the tip, but
please spare me!
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BTW, Jerome Clark has been published 31 times in FSR, three
co-authored with Lucius Farish and twice co-authored with Loren
Coleman. Anyone interested in a complete bibliographical index to
FLYING SAUCER REVIEW, sorted 3 separate ways by author, article
title, and volume number contact either FUFOR or Arcturus Books,
over 600 pages of source information - a tool designed for
serious researchers only, the index contains no claims, no sex,
no sensationalism, in other words boring yet essential.
(Shameless self-serving plug by the compiler)

May Santa have brought you and your ilk what you deserve.

Ed Stewart
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Ed Stewart egs@netcom.com | So Man, who here seems principal alone,
There is Something        | Perhaps acts second to some sphere unknown.
  Going On!       ,>'?'<, | Touches some wheel, or verges to some goal,
Salvador Freixedo ( O O ) | 'Tis but a part we see, and not a whole.
--------------ooOO-(_)-OOoo------- Alexander Pope, Essay on Man -------
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Russia Fails To Put Satellite Into Orbit

From: "Requiemdream:)" <snake@mwaz.com> [R. Scott Holloway]
Date: Fri, 26 Dec 1997 00:57:22 -0700
Fwd Date: Fri, 26 Dec 1997 23:05:35 -0500
Subject: Russia Fails To Put Satellite Into Orbit

Russia Fails To Put Satellite Into Orbit

01:41 a.m.Dec 26, 1997 Eastern

MOSCOW (Reuters) - A satellite owned by Asia Satellite
Telecommunications Holdings Ltd. and launched by
Russia deviated from its planned route into orbit, a
Russian space center spokesman says.

Experts differed over the possibility of the probe
falling to earth.

Konstantin Lantratov, spokesman for the Khrunichev
Space Center (KSC), told Reuters that AsiaSat 3
may fall in several months.

Moscow-based KSC is the maker of the Proton booster
which took the AsiaSat 3 communications satellite into
space for Hong Kong-based Asia Satellite Telecom-
munications.

Lantratov said the satellite would circle the earth for the
next few months, losing altitude until several of its parts
fell to earth.

``Not all parts will burn in earth's atmosphere,'' he said.

But Asia Satellite Telecommunications deputy chief
executive officer Bill Wade said in Hong Kong the
troubled satellite would not plunge back to earth.

``No, it's well beyond the earth's atmosphere.
There's no possible way it can come back to earth,''
Wade said.

He said the company was investigating what appears
to have been an anomaly in the final stage of the
launch of AsiaSat 3, which was launched early
on Thursday from the Baikonur cosmodrome in
Kazakhstan.

The 2,534 kg (5,586 pound) satellite was made by
Hughes Electronics Corp, a unit of General Motors
Corp, to provide television coverage and telecom-
munications services across 50 countries throughout
Asia, the Middle East and the Commonwealth of
Independent States.

The satellite is carrying 28 C-band and 16 Ku-band
transponders, Satellite Telecommunications says.

Its C-band footprint was designed to give extensive
geographical reach while its Ku-band coverage
comprised two fixed beams covering South Asia
and East Asia, as well as an in-orbit steerable beam.

The satellite was planned to be positioned at 105.5
degrees east longitude, the present orbital location
of AsiaSat 1. That satellite reaches more than 220
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million people across the Asia-Pacific.

On Tuesday, Russia put off the launch of AsiaSat 3
because of bad weather -- an unprecedented move
underlining the launch's value to Moscow.

In Soviet times, satellites were launched in line with
directives from Moscow regardless of any risks posed
by bad weather. But two years ago, Russia began
servicing foreign firms on commercial grounds.

Space experts say Moscow gets around $70 million
for each launch.

Peter Jackson, Asia Satellite Telecommunications'
coordinator, said at the time his company welcomed
the decision to postpone.

``Safety is a very important factor in this situation,''
Jackson said.

Russian news agencies said the satellite was launched
 at 2:19 a.m. on Thursday (2319 GMT on Wednesday),
carried by Proton booster rocket.

After six hours and 20 minutes of flight it lost its orbit
when the engine of the last stage of the booster
suddenly switched off.

``The engine has been working only one second
instead of 110 seconds,'' Lantratov said.

The probe separated from the failed block but was
set into a wrong orbit.

Lantratov said both Proton and AsiaSat 3 were insured.

KSC has made seven commercial launches using
heavy Proton-K boosters and Lantratov said the
company would suspend further launches pending
an investigation into Thursday's incident.

Copyright 1997 Reuters Limited. All rights reserved.
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Re: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to

From: Jean van Gemert <jeanvg@dds.nl>
Date: Fri, 26 Dec 1997 12:07:54 +0100 (MET)
Fwd Date: Fri, 26 Dec 1997 23:06:42 -0500
Subject: Re: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to

At 04:04 26-12-97 -0500, you wrote:
>Date: Fri, 26 Dec 1997 00:13:58 -0800
>From: Ed Stewart <egs@netcom.com>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>Jean van Gemert makes an impromptu appearance after witnessing
>his compatriot Henny exposed as a liar on this mailing list.

 Ed, ever try getting a job as a soap opera writer? You'd
 do great, I'm sure. In any case, I'm not responding just
 because Henny's my "compatriot", but because you seem to
 have problems debating anyone *without* falling into your
 repetitive pattern of using scorn and ad hominem drivel.

>I didn't realize I was so popular with the fringe crowd to have

 Quit thumping yourself on the chest Ed, you're not the
 greatest "thing" since sliced bread. This labelling of
 points of view different from yours as "fringe" is now
 getting old very fast.

>my posts collected and quotes extracted in an irrelevant attempt
>at distraction from the real issues. I guess in a way I should be

 No, they contain scorn and insults from your hand, insults
 that weren't necessary.

>real issues at hand instead of exhibiting your frustration

 I don't think I am exhibiting any frustration.

>associates. May I suggest to you that if you are appalled at my
>lack of civility in this mailing list directed at those elements
>that you support, that you are in dire need to re-evaluate your
>personal values and priorities.

 More false logic and inferences. Who ever said I "supported"
 their cases? My critique was solely directed at your (ahum)
 "literary" style, a point which you have trouble dealing
 with.

>[Massive SNIP of examples of alleged incivility researched by
>Jean van Gemert]

 "Alleged incivility"? Come one now.

>Not at all, no trouble at all. I am so happy you have decided to
>join us. I have been waiting since late October for you to answer
>some questions that I posed to you after you postured yourself as
>the ideal of logic, rationality, and state-of-art center of
>knowledge regarding the discussions on FTL.

 What Ed's saying here is that he's not able to deal with the
 issue I brought up, so it's time to take it off tangent and
 zero in on obfuscating trivia.

>Everyone is still waiting on you to back-up your arguments. After
>that post of mine listed above you disappeared without responding
>to the many questions I posed regarding not only your position,
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 Well, Ed, I have a life. I can't be bothered to dig into an
 issue when I don't have the time. This asside from the fact
 that I would not have responded in any case, as I had gotten
 pretty weary from the large number of insults and scorn when
 I got to the end of that response. Perhaps this is a tactic
 of yours, to get people not to respond so you can claim
 "victory," eh?

>> Try reading some more of Jerry Clark's posts and you *might
>> just* learn something in terms of civility.

>I am very familiar with Jerome Clark's posts since his very first
>mail bag appearance in FLYING SAUCER REVIEW back in 1961, 36

 Too bad then, you haven't learned a thing.

>May Santa have brought you and your ilk what you deserve.

 I hope Santa brought you some decency in a package, but
 I'm not holding my breath.

 __________________________________________________________________________

                    Science, Logic, and the UFO Debate:
               http://www.primenet.com/~bdzeiler/index.html
                           -----------------------
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Henny van der Pluijm <hvdp@worldonline.nl>
Date: Fri, 26 Dec 1997 14:20:38 +0100 (MET)
Fwd Date: Fri, 26 Dec 1997 23:11:24 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>Date: Fri, 26 Dec 1997 00:13:58 -0800
>From: Ed Stewart <egs@netcom.com>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

>> Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 20:07:58 +0100 (MET)
>> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>> From: Jean van Gemert <jeanvg@dds.nl>
>> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

Ed said:

>Jean van Gemert makes an impromptu appearance after witnessing
>his compatriot Henny exposed as a liar on this mailing list.

And:

>Everyone is still waiting on you to back-up your arguments. After
>that post of mine listed above you disappeared without responding
>to the many questions I posed regarding not only your position,
>but also Henny's who also chose to disappear to wherever you guys
>hide out when you are not on this list.

For the record, Jean and I don't know each other, except from this
list. This was just one more example of baseless innuendo from
someone who is quick to call other people liars.

About not responding to your posts, Ed, it's no use.

            __________________________________________
           /    Met vriendelijke groet/Best wishes    \
                      Henny van der Pluijm
                      hvdp@worldonline.nl

                       Technology Pages
                http://home.worldonline.nl/~hvdp
             \______________________________________/
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Re: Sect Awaits 'His' Arrival In Dallas

From: Michael Christol <mchristo@mindspring.com>
Date: Fri, 26 Dec 1997 08:52:48 -0600
Fwd Date: Fri, 26 Dec 1997 23:18:22 -0500
Subject: Re: Sect Awaits 'His' Arrival In Dallas

>From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates]
>Date: Thu, 25 Dec 1997 19:10:55 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Sect Awaits 'His' Arrival In Dallas

>>  From: RSchatte <RSchatte@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
>>  Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 08:44:10 EST
>>  To: CNINews1@aol.com, updates@globalserve.net
>>  Subject: Fwd: UFO Cult Denies Suicidal Tendencies

>>  From: AOL News <AOLNews@aol.com>
>>  Subject: UFO Cult Denies Suicidal Tendencies
>>  Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 06:36:17 EST

>>  UFO Cult Denies Suicidal Tendencies

>>  ..c The Associated Press

>>   By AMANDA COVARRUBIAS

>> SAN DIMAS, Calif. (AP) - They wear monotone clothing and believe a spaceship
>> is on its way to take them to the afterlife. That, say followers of God's
>> Salvation Church, is the end of the similarities between them and the
>> suicidal Heaven's Gate cult.

>> Followers of the Taiwan-based church have left their homes to join about
>> 140 other members in Garland, Texas, where they believe God will arrive
>> in a spaceship on March 31.

>  We will see more and more of these type groups and
>organizations as we approach the year 2000.

>  The latest was an Edgar Cayce TV special claiming that
>in 1998 was going to be all these disasters, then in 1999,
>we would be hurling nuclear missiles as each other.

>  But for those of us that have been around, and remember
>how all the experts and learned people predicted the
>end of the world/armegeddon to happen no later then fall
>1975, then 1979, then .....pick you date, this comes as no
>surprise.

>  Then when the End-of-the-world doesn't happen, we
>will have new dates, new groups,  and new experts
>extolling the various new dates.

>  Watch and see

Robert,

While I tend to agree with you about the "millinium paranoia,"
I don't include Edgar Cayce in those whom I label as cultists.
I realize many do label the Cayce group as a cult, and by the
same standards that you could call "religion" cultish, yes I
guess it does fit, but based on the historical background of
Edgar Cayce and the "work" he did with the sick and troubled,
I personally think his name should be protected from this
cult paranoia.
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Remember, he did all his work while he 'slept'.  There were
always present someone to take notes for historical reference,
Doctors, to monitor his physical condition as well as the
advice for medical treatment given by Cayce during his sleep
states.

Any time he used his gift to help others, it worked out fine.
However, when he tried to use this same information to help
himself, it backfired on him.  He did not become a wealthy
man as a result of his gift.  In fact, as the program pointed
out, he struggled to maintain the hospital he established to

help those in need, and to support his family.
I read about Edgar Cayce in the book:  "THERE IS A RIVER,"
back in the early 70's.  In fact I have a collection of
books which number about 20 about Edgar Cayce and his material.
I have visited the A.R.E. Headquarters in Virginia Beach, Va.
It is a nice place, but not overy impressive, in my opinion.
The Old Hospital is still there, but was not open to the
public for touring when I was there.

My wife has read and applied many of the remedies recommended
by Cayce in his "Black Book," for the treatment of ailments
and found them to work.

I personally advised a co-worker, whose hands were covered
with hundreds of "warts" to use casteroil to wash his hands
in for the removal of the warts.  I told him to apply the
oil two to three times a day.

About three months later, he approached me and showed me that
ALL of the warts were gone.  The have not come back!!!
That was over 20 years ago!!!!

The Casteroil packs work!  I suggest that a person get one
of his books which describes how to apply these packs and
try them, before they label these treatments "cultish nonsense!"
Yes, Cayce has missed many of his prophecies.  Yet, he has been
extremely accurate also.

The man made many of his predictions in the early twenty's and
thirties.  Now, in the 90's we want to 'accuse' him of being
a charalatan.

Do as you please, but, I for one will give Edgar Cayce and his
written history, the benefit of the doubt.

What Edgar Cayce gave to humanity, was selfless, not selfish.
He asked nothing in return.  In fact, he did not want the
gift he was given.  Yet, he was the vehicle through which it
expressed.

For those who believe in Faith as expressed through the Judao,
Christian, or other religions, calling these people who work
within the confines of their faith "Cultists", is to me a little
far fetched and judgemental.  To me this implies a purely
materialistic, humanist, point of view.  More of an agnostic
or athiestic point of view.

Of course, this is just my opinion.  I respect the rights of
each person to have and practice their own reality, as long as
they do not force that reality on others.  Sharing with those
who desire to be a part of a particular ideology is fine, but
forcing others to accept said reality is a crime against not
only that person, but society as a whole.

REgards, Mike
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Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV]

From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net
Date: Fri, 26 Dec 1997 11:14:25 PST
Fwd Date: Fri, 26 Dec 1997 23:21:00 -0500
Subject: Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV]

> Date: Thu, 25 Dec 1997 01:05:13 -0800
> From: Ed Stewart <egs@netcom.com>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV]

> > From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
> > Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 13:53:04 PST
> > To: updates@globalserve.net
> > Subject: RE: UFO UpDate: Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV]

> Jerome Clark decides to enlighten this list with his ufological
> wisdom:

> > For God's sake, give the guy a break.  The letter is pretty
> > innocuous, and for all practical purposes it amounts to no
> > more than a meaningless gesture.

> In that case where do I sign up? I want to be a nice guy also
> like Budd and place my name and my reputation behind something
> meaningless just not to offend my Brasilian hosts who paid for my
> trip, and when I arrive back in the U.S. I can simply dismiss it
> with the wave of a hand claiming that I did not read it in the
> first place - but not make a peep about whether or not I am in
> current agreement with the contents of the letter and really do
> or do not support it. I kind of like that. I can have my cake and
> eat it too. After all, this is ufology and not something that has
> any serious meaning at all and people interested in this subject
> for the most part don't exercise any critical thinking to realize
> that I am having my cake and eating too by pleasing everyone: the
> proponents of the letter by having signing it and the opponents
> of the letter by not having read it! After all I want to be such
> a nice guy like Budd knowing that such duplicitous action will be
> defended by Budd's pal Jerome Clark!!!

> > If this is going to be made
> > into a big issue, then ufology has an even bigger death wish
> > than I would have suspected.

> TIME OUT! You speak of ufology has some monolithic field. Since
> when has ufology ever been in such a status to have a "death
> wish"? It is an impossibility for you to have any suspicions
> about "ufology" because there is no such thing as ufology as some
> monolithic field in the first place and it is impossible to
> address it as such and make any kind of sense. No one has ever
> been able to speak for ufology, and if there is one thing, one
> lesson, to have been learned after 50 years is that anyone that
> has ever stepped up to the podium in the past with that
> presumption in mind, i.e. that they spoke for the ufo phenomenon
> or ufology, got their ass chewed and dispersed into little pieces
> never to be seen again. You sound like your pal James Oberg when
> you group ufology as if it was some monolithic body when you
> think it pleases your argument. The disaster status of ufology
> has been here for decades while people like you have spewed out
> their ufological wisdom, but turn their backs on critical
> thinking and discernment and fail to challenge and confront the
> real issue: the merry-go-round bullshit spewed out by whoever the
> present day illuminaries are. It is not ufology that has ever had
> a death wish, it is those that claim to speak for it that have
> had that long standing death wish, as also the failure of those
> to stand up against the irrationality in the subject on the
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> illusion that confrontation gives ufology a bad name, especially
> when it involves one of the sacred cows in ufology.

> > Had I been there, I probably would not have signed
> > it because, for one thing, I am not a citizen of Brazil.

> First, you weren't there and your statement above is totally
> irrelevant.

> Second, nobody asked you in the first place. It made no different
> where one was from to sign the letter. A.J. Gevaerd made it very
> clear and simple. Here again is that part of the post you choose
> to ignore and clip in your defense of Budd's duplicitous action:

>       --- part of original post clipped by Jerome Clark ---

> I don't hear a retraction from Budd Hopkins as we have from
> others that have had an opportunity to re-evaluate the letter
> after the fact. So, I gather he is in support of the Brasilia
> Letter and the connotations expressed in it.

>   "The Brazilian UFO Comission, who hosted the Forum, asked the
> support of the international UFO speakers present, representing
> their local UFO communities in that action, just by signing the
> document. By doing that they would make it clear that they
> approve and recommend our letter."
>                                               --- A.J. Gevaerd ---

> So, who does Budd Hopkins represent in the "local UFO community"?
> Did someone elect him to be some kind of "ambassador" prior to
> his departure to Brasil?

>       --- end of original post not addressed by Jerome Clak ---

> > But that was Budd's call to make, and John has described
> > the circumstances under which Budd put his name to it.

> Paraphrasing what appears to be Budd's position: while in Brazil
> I pleased my hosts by signing something I didn't bother to read,
> while in America I really think my hosts were silly people for
> producing such a measure, but I am not going to ask to have my
> name removed, now that I have read it, since I am a very nice guy
> and don't really wish to offend my silly Brasilian hosts. This
> way I can have my cake and eat it too. My reward for being such a
> nice guy. Only in ufology!

> > End of discussion.
> > Let's give this one a rest, and have a great Christmas and
> > New Year, one and all.
> > Jerry Clark

> Okay, let's give this one a rest and return to ufology as usual.
> No sense in identifying the silly day-to-day duplicity in the
> world of ufology, rocking the boat, or pointing out that ufology
> is a disaster as practiced today. Besides, probably hardly anyone
> on this list is interested in demanding higher standards from
> ufological illuminaries such as Budd Hopkins who apparently finds
> it perfectly legitimate to exhibit duplicity and from Jerome
> Clark who comes running to Budd's defense ignoring that any
> duplicity has taken place in the first place.

> May Santa bring you everything that you deserve.

> Ed Stewart

> PS. I think what is really needed here is a clear statement from
> Budd Hopkins. Does he, or doesn't he support the Brasilia Letter
> and is or is not in agreement with its contents? In spite of
> Jerome Clark's plea, Hopkins' reading public deserves no less
> than a clear position and not this duplicitous horseshit from
> Budd!

Hi, everybody,

None of the above merits a serious response.  I can
only  surmise that Mr. Stewart, who has proven he is
capable of productive work when he is so inclined, has
more time on his hands than most of us, and a lot
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less compassion in his heart.  I was simply suggesting that
understanding, always to be preferred to self-righteous,
finger-jabbing ranting, is called for in the case of the
less-than-burning issue of who did or who did not sign
the Brazilian letter, or why.  Have a happy New Year,
Ed and all of the rest of you, whether you did or did
not sign the Brasilia manifesto.

Jerry Clark
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Re: Help needed (Moore's docs on green fireballs)

From: Edoardo Russo <edoardo.russo@torino.ALPcom.it>
Date: Thu, 25 Dec 1997 17:18:27 +0100
Fwd Date: Fri, 26 Dec 1997 23:22:02 -0500
Subject: Re: Help needed (Moore's docs on green fireballs)

Hello friends!

May I ask for another bit of help from you?

Italian researcher Giuseppe Stilo is completing a work on the
green fireballs over the South-western USA in the late '40s.

We got most available sources on that (from FBI files to Project
Twinkle, from IUR articles to MUFON Symposium proceedings), but
we could not get copy of any of Bill Moore's FWP documents on
that subject.

Is there anybody able to let us have copy of it?

Thanks in advance
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Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV]

From: Ted Viens <drtedv@freewwweb.com>
Date: Fri, 26 Dec 1997 12:57:12 -0800
Fwd Date: Sat, 27 Dec 1997 00:34:16 -0500
Subject: Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV]

> Date: Thu, 25 Dec 1997 01:05:13 -0800
> From: Ed Stewart <egs@netcom.com>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV]

> > From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
> > Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 13:53:04 PST
> > To: updates@globalserve.net
> > Subject: RE: UFO UpDate: Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV]

> Jerome Clark decides to enlighten this list with his ufological
> wisdom:

> > For God's sake, give the guy a break.  The letter is pretty
> > innocuous, and for all practical purposes it amounts to no
> > more than a meaningless gesture.

---Everything else snipped because it is so damned meaningless,
childish, and irrelevant.---

I don't know how to say it differently, Ed.  All the clipped
ranting and raving you dumped on us was shallow, trivial,
liturgical, rhetorical.  It contributed nothing of substance to
me at least.  Empty aruments over definitions and authorities.
Denigrations of other peoples contributions.  Is this what you
consider valuable in this broad area under the diffused title of
Ufology?

If not, just what do you consider valuable or important?  Not
what or who drives you to despondency, rather what fascinates
you, intrigues you, grabs the depth of your curiosity and wonder?

For instance, for me:  My Occam's Razor easily cuts to support of
the ETH.  Such that I am not driven to trace investigations and
witness stories or historical research.  I am far more fascinted
with the individual and social response to the possibility of and
manifestations of the ET presence.  (Hmmm, perhaps I should be
more grateful for your archtypical expression of the shallow
antagonistic rant.)  Still, I am more enthralled by our collected
responses to the beyond-reality experiences than to the
beyond-reality phenomena themselves.

As an example:  My friends and neighbors are uninterested and
perhaps in some ways annoyed by my interest in the ETH.  Yet they
surprised me completely yesterday by giving me, as a Christmas
gift, "The UFO Book" by Jerome Clark.  Needless to say, it was
totally unexpected.  However, it did show a certain tolerance in
the views of some people.  "The UFO Book" is well presented,
accessible, and readable.  Good job, Jerry.  I find reference
books more valuable than collections of incidences.

> -----------------------------------------------------------------------
> Ed Stewart egs@netcom.com | So Man, who here seems principal alone,
> There is Something        | Perhaps acts second to some sphere unknown.
>   Going On!       ,>'?'<, | Touches some wheel, or verges to some goal,
> Salvador Freixedo ( O O ) | 'Tis but a part we see, and not a whole.
> --------------ooOO-(_)-OOoo------- Alexander Pope, Essay on Man -------
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How strange this quote in your signature becomes Ed in light of
the rant it terminates.  Have you lost sight of the fact that the
individauls and their actions that you struggle so strongly with
are but a small part and not a whole?  In the future, whatever
become the common and broadly accepted answers to the questions
we find so esoteric and unfathomable today will have little in
common with our expectations.

So Ed, what fascinates you?  What questions are you endeavoring
to answer?

Bye...  Ted..
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Costa Rica Sighting

From: "Len Fedullo" <lenf1@snip.net>
Date: Fri, 26 Dec 1997 22:51:50 -0800
Fwd Date: Sat, 27 Dec 1997 00:49:22 -0500
Subject: Costa Rica Sighting

Errol,

I thought that your readers might be interested in this recent
siting in Costa Rica. The story is from CNN.

Len Fedullo

**************************************************************

CNN Interactive

Dec. 27, 1997 >> 2:06 am GMT

Unidentified Flying Objects Spotted Over Costa Rica.

Itar-Tass
26-DEC-97

MEXICO CITY, December 26 (Itar-Tass) - The Costa Rican mass media
reported on Thursday that unidentified flying objects were
spotted the day before in the country's air space over Golfito
district, which is 330 kilometres to the south of San Jose.
However, TV cameramen were unable to film them as they did on
Monday.

On December 22 cameramen from two local television channels
filmed at least a dozen "flying saucers" in the sky south of the
Costa Rican capital.

Before the eyes of hundreds of people, they made zigzag maneuvers
for several minutes. Flight controllers of the International Juan
Santamaria Airport counted "approximately fifty thousand traces"
of their movements.

Some car drivers stopped to watch the phenomenon.

According to Ufologist Carlos Vilchez, most remarkable is the
fact that these UFOs appeared in daytime, that they were seen by
hundreds of people and were filmed by TV cameramen. He also
expressed the view that an influx of UFOs into the air space of
this Central American country could be expected within the next
two months.

About ten "saucers" were watched by hundreds of people over San
Jose exactly one month ago. They flew over the city for several
minutes. They were also filmed by TV cameramen.

Scientists have not found any explanations for this phenomenon.
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Skywatch: Filer's Files #51

From: "Skywatch International" <SKYWATCH> To: "(list #1)" 
Date: Fri, 26 Dec 1997 07:32:54 +0000
Fwd Date: Sat, 27 Dec 1997 00:54:09 -0500
Subject: Skywatch: Filer's Files #51

Filer's Files #51  MUFON Skywatch Investigations From George A.
Filer:  MUFON Eastern Director, Dec. 25 Majorstar@aol.com  (609)
654-0020

UFO sightings are down sharply in December indicating crews are
enjoying the holidays.

NEW HAMPSHIRE:

Case 97/11/3: MUFON Investigators Frank Coviello Jr. and Sandra
Black were departing from her home in Stewartstown on 3 November
at approximately 9:00 p.m.. They noticed a large star above the
horizon, that they thought at first was the star Antares.  Then,
the object blacked out and appeared a little to the right in a
ruby red in color.
Susan ran to get binoculars so they could get a closer look.
Both witnesses then saw the object rise and move closer to them.
They also noticed very unusual lightning light up the night  sky.
 It was a strange mixture of lights resembling a mix of Northern
lights and regular lightning.  When the sky glowed white, Frank
was able to see that the UFO was triangle shaped with the corners
angled off.  There was a red light on top of the craft and three
white strobing lights along the center.  Frank also noticed two
"projectiles" emitted from the object.  The first went up on a
sharp angle and then descended.
The second projectile went across the horizon at an faster rate
compared with a nearby jet plane. Frank and Susan watched the UFO
for 10 minutes.

The Manchester Union Leader of Friday, December 5, 1997, reported
on a couple who spotted a very bright light moving from the south
toward Hooksett.  One of the witnesses said, "You could bundle
five airplanes together and it wouldn't come close to that much
light."  The sighting lasted about a minute. Bright lights were
observed  for two days over Hookset, on  3 and 4 December. One
woman watched the lights  hover and suddenly take off.  There
were two independent sightings of the same object.

PENNSYLVANIA

TWO  NEW UFO SIGHTINGS    On Tuesday, December 16, 1997, at 8:00
p.m.,  Kevin L. spotted a large triangular UFO in the skies
above his hometown of Allison Park, Pennsylvania   on the William
Flinn Highway (Route 8) just  north of Pittsburgh.  "My best
description of color would be a dark  classical gray," Kevin
reported.  "There were six large  lights on the outer rim of the
object. The two lights at  the point of the (triangular) objet
were red, while the others on the corners were white.  The lights
on the  object were not very bright compared to what you see  on
aircraft--they looked more like a glow.
"The object was in constant motion.  It basically  looked like a
great granite slab crossing the sky.  My best guess was that the
object was at 5,000 feet. "I looked at it through a pair of
binoculars that  were 7 x 35mm and rated for a view area of 578
feet  at 1,000 yards.  The object took up about one-half of the
view of the binoculars at full magnification."  Kevin estimated
that the UFO approached Allison  Park from the east at about 70
degrees above the horizon.  The object then "headed off in a
northwesterly  direction.  This is an unusual route for air
traffic.  The  Pittsburgh airport is 25 miles southwest of my
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house.  When I first saw the object, it was already one- quarter
of the way across (the sky) from the horizon.  I could  see it
clearly for about one minute, after that it was  too small to see
any real details."  As the UFO left, Kevin estimated that it was
headed for the Franklin Park section of Pittsburgh  and nearby
Marshall township.  (E-mail Interview)

On December 2, 1997, at 11:33 p.m., Brian C.  was driving west on
Interstate Highway 76, the  Schuylkill Expressway, just west of
Philadelphia.  As his car approached the West Manayunk exit
(Belmont Avenue-), he noticed "a green light  with my peripheral
vision to the right of my car out  the passenger side window.  My
initial reaction was  that I thought it was a helicopter. Air
traffic copters  often fly up the Schuykill River for their
reports. Almost as quickly, I realized how fast it was moving,
because it shot straight up the river parallel to the  highway
and no more than 300 feet in altitude."  "The whole incident took
no more than five  seconds," Brian added. "There was no tracer
following,  no smoke or trail of any kind...It could not have
been a  meteor because it was so low and flew straight across  at
a consistent height."  (Many thanks to Tim Hagemeister of NACOMM
and UFO Roundup Vol 2, # 49  12/21/97  Editor: Joseph Trainor for
this report.)

GREENLAND

Last week we reported that a giant meteor  lit up a large area of
the Atlantic Ocean around Greenland on December 9, 1997, at 5:15
a.m.
Fishermen aboard the motor vessels Halton Trawl  and Regina C.
cruising off the eastern coast of Greenland heard a faint
rumbling sound.  Looking  west, they spied "a giant flash split
the darkness." The bright flash was also seen by fishermen aboard
the Timmarut, a Danish motor trawler  moored in Greenland's
Julianehaab Bay.  "The glow lit up the whole ice cap," Jens P.,
one of the fishermen, said.
A parking lot surveillance camera in Nuuk,  the Danish
territory's capital on Greenland's west  coast, "also recorded a
brief illumination at that  time."  Scientific analysis of the
data indicates, " the flash was so huge that we have good reason
to believe that  this was a giant meteor," said Bjoern Franck
Jorgenson of the Tycho Brahe Planetarium in  Copenhagen, Denmark.
 "Jorgenson said it was probably a 'one-piece,  solid meteor'
that exploded.  Most meteors travel  at more than 7,400 miles per
hour and explode or  break up as they enter the atmosphere," the
Reuters report noted. Scientists at the Niels Bohr Institute at
the  University of Copenhagen and the Tycho Brahe  Planetarium
estimated that the meteor struck the Greenland ice cap at a point
50 kilometers   (30 miles) northeast of Narsarsuaq airport. The
meteor "can be compared to the Kap York meteorite," which fell in
"Melville Bay, Sassivik,  south of Thule." "The flashes observed
with the meteorite were  so bright as to turn night into day at a
distance of  100 kilometers and can be compared to the  light of
a nuclear explosion in the atmosphere.  However, we stress that
there is no reason to  believe (the flashes) were other than
natural causes."  The institute reported a strange discrepancy in
the incident, however.  The "meteor" crashed no later than 5:15
a.m.  Greenland time or 8:15 a.m. UTC time.  Yet, six  minutes
later, at 8:21 a.m. UTC, a "seismic  disturbance," attributed to
the meteor, was recorded  at Svalbard, Norway.  Two minutes
later, at 8:23 a.m.
UTC, a second "shock wave" was recorded by the  seismic detectors
at Finmarca, Norway.  The readings were announced by the
Norwegian Seismic  Agency at Kjeller.  Similar readings were
taken in  Finland and Germany.  Yet, according to the Institute,
there were no  readings of a "shock wave" or "seismic
disturbance"  at Danmarkshavn and Sonder Stromfjord, Greenland
only 380 miles (608 kilometers) west of the meteor  strike zone.
Although grounded by a severe blizzard on Monday, December 11,
planes of the Danish Air  Force continued their search for the
meteor crater.  It has not yet been found.  (Many thanks to the
Geophysical Dept. at the Niels Bohr Institute and  the Tycho
Brahe Planetarium for the news release.)

UNITED KINGDOM

Miles Johnston, BUFORA sent the following report: On Monday,
December 8, 1997, at 1415 hours, a British Midland 737 flying
from London Heathrow to Belfast International, had a 2,000 foot
long, cigar shaped UFO maneuver 150 miles off its starboard wing.
 It was a very long, black, thin vehicle,. with a very bright
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white tip.  It moved at all times very slowly, but was of
considerable size.   Relative width to length ratio about 20:1.
Seen almost on the horizon, approximately at the same height as
the aircraft (33,000). Aircraft position, approximately over
Liverpool. Object was seen directly at right angle to its course.
  This would position the UFO approximately over Yorkshire. The
object was observed by a passenger on the plane, for 15 minutes.
The aircraft was flying due North west, from London to Belfast,
Northern Ireland. Conditions:-   Heavy thick cloud base, below
the aircraft would have made sighting of this object from the
ground impossible.  The aircraft was 60-% along its usual flight
path, when it made a very unusual climb seemingly to avoid the
object which was initially moving in a potentially interception
course.   However the object maintained its position, over
Yorkshire area, and steered a slow course in and around that
region.

After 15 minutes the object simply flew in an easterly direction,
into very high cloud. over that region. At all times the object
was visible in bright clear sunlight,  high above the low level
cloud base. Thanks to Miles Johnston, BUFORA. Editor's Note:
Significant sightings of large mother ships are frequently
followed by numerous UFO reports.

WASHINGTON

The Associated Press on  December 16, 1997, announced that most
Americans believe there is life on other planets.  Most of those
who think that way say life out there probably is more
intelligent than anything down here on Earth. Scientists
promoting the effort to detect signals from outer space were
quick to cheer.  Marist Institute conducted the Public Opinion
Poll.  "I'm happy to hear that the mainstream and I have similar
views," said Paul Horowitz, a professor of physics at Harvard who
directs a project that operates a 250-million-channel receiver
listening for signals from space. "It could be that the American
people are taking two and two and    coming up with four," said
Brian Welch, a spokesman for the    National Aeronautics and
Space Administration. The telephone survey of 935 adults asked,
"Do you think there is intelligent life on other planets?" Sixty
percent of the respondents said yes; 40 percent said no.  Marist
researchers then asked those who said yes if they thought    life
on other planets was "more, less, or about as intelligent as
human life on Earth." The aliens came out ahead, with 47 percent
of those who believe  in life on other plants saying they thought
extraterrestrial life was  more intelligent, 13 percent said less
intelligent and 40 percent said it was about the same. By a
margin of 86 to 14, people said they thought galactic  neighbors
are friendly rather than hostile.

Despite the positive expectation of otherworldly life, the survey
found Americans divided on spending for the space program.
Forty-seven percent said the government was spending too much, 43
percent said funding was about right and 10 percent said it was
too low. Asked if they thought the space program was a good
investment, 45 percent said yes and 55 percent said the money
would be better spent on other programs.  The survey was
conducted October 5-7, and the results had a margin of error of
3.5 percentage points. Broken down by age, people from 18 through
60 were strongly supportive of the idea of life on other planets.
But people older than 60 rejected the idea by a margin of 67 to
33.  "The subject has moved a lot in just the last couple of
years, said Louis Friedman, executive director of the Planetary
Society, whose 100,000 members are strong advocates of continuing
research into the possibility of life in outer space. Horowitz
said researchers are "riding along on this wave of
technological innovation." He said that his project listens on
250million channels simultaneously. The first serious search for
signals from space was in 1960 and had just one channel, he said.
 Thanks to John Thompson, GA State Director.

NORAD:

NORAD reports tracking Santa on Christmas. COLORADO SPRINGS,
Colorado.
(AFNS) -- For 40 years, American and Canadian personnel in the
North American Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD) have followed
Santa Claus on Christmas Eve as he delivered gifts to the
children of North America and the world.

The children of Canada and the United States of America once
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again were able to get progress reports telling them of Santa's
flight path from the North Pole to their countries. Using
ground-based radars and satellites in space, NORAD scanned  the
skies of northern Canada and Alaska and detected Santa taking off
from his North Pole workshop. He took off a few minutes earlier
this year and delivered toys to the children in Japan and China
and worked across the world in the various time zones.  He works
at a fantastic pace spending only a few seconds at each house.

Numerous children called the NORAD Command Post receiving data on
Santa's progress on Christmas Eve through each time zone. (719)
474-1110.

The tradition of tracking Santa Claus started in 1955 with
continental Air Defense Command, headquartered in Colorado
Springs. A misprint in a local store's newspaper advertisement
resulted in children calling in to the commander in chief's "Hot
Line." The line was flooded with calls so the director of
operations, Col. Harry Shoup, decided to respond to the
children's queries. The staff jumped in and handled all the calls
as they came in. The duty crew drew a picture of Santa and his
reindeer-drawn sleigh on its display of North America, and a
tradition was born.

The calls are answered by volunteers who work in various work
centers in Cheyenne Mountain and NORAD headquarters. These
civilian and military people answer all calls with a personalized
report, thus adding a human dimension to the program. Thanks to
Skywatch  and AFNS Colorado Springs, Colorado

For all our On-line friends:
Merry Christmas
and
Happy New Year

Regards, George and Janet Filer
_________________________________________________________________
___________
SKYWATCH INTERNATIONAL Administrative:
4757 E. Greenway Rd.
Suite #103-84
Phoenix, AZ 85032
USA
Membership:
PO Box 801
Leander, TX 78646-0801
USA
_________________________________________________________________
___________ Skywatch International and this list service are not
responsible for authenticity of posts "What could be stranger
than the truth?" Public Services
List Postings:
Skywatch_ok@msn.com
Page of the Executive Director:
http://members.aol.com/starmanbh/swi.htm Page of the Executive
Director of Communications:
http://www.itlnet.net/web/skywatch/oklahoma.html Page of the
Executive Director of Finance:
http://www.freeyellow.com/members/pappie/index.
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Back Stabbing

From: Ufojoe1 <Ufojoe1@aol.com> [Joe Murgia]
Date: Sat, 27 Dec 1997 10:45:14 EST
Fwd Date: Sat, 27 Dec 1997 11:50:48 -0500
Subject: Back Stabbing

I joined this list because of all the impressive names that
subscribed to it. I figured I could learn a lot of things with
regards to ufology as well as being able to ask questions of some
of the more knowledgeable people on the list.

Unfortunately, as it turns out, most of the messages on this list
are dedicated to slamming individuals in the field of ufology and
people on this list. It's so disappointing that this is what this
list has turned out to be.

When I talked to a new friend of mine recently (This guy has
helped the CSETI group with some of their work), he and I agreed
that the biggest problem besides all of the government secrecy is
the ufology groups themselves. Can't you people see how
unproductive it is to do the things that you do? It's non- stop
bickering and back stabbing back and forth. I feel like I'm back
in high school!

This fellow and I didn't discuss how CSETI was the best group out
there. We discussed all of the theories and diffeerent cases that
are being talked about right now and we both shared our open
views on the possibilities of each story being true or untrue.
The thing is, we didn't spend our time attacking anybody. We both
agreed that cases like Corso and Shulman sound interesting but
only time will tell if either one is totaly truthful or they're
both full of you know what. He knows that Corso's facts don't all
check but we need to wait and investigate more before we label
his story (and Birnes') a fabrication.

The worst thing is the way everybody attacks each other on the
list. I'm 32 years old and I might have written some nasty emails
too when I was 21 or so. Back then, my immaturity would have
gotten the best of me but now I know better. How old are most of
the people on this list? I'm very curious to find out.

My main complaint is the amount of time put into the attacks of
each other. I feel like I'm wasting my time even reading these
posts. When I start reading a post, I hope that there wil be good
information in it but usually I'm disappointed to find only
personal attacks and insults instead.

Oh well, enough of my complaining. This will probably be my last
post to this list and I'll probably quit the list and concentrate
on making my time more productive. It's too bad because there are
some really smart people on this list and I was hoping to learn a
lot. I respect all of the opinions on this list, but I just can't
handle all of the bickering anymore. Unless we become united,
nothing will get done. And I do feel like egos, jealousy and envy
has been the main reason for all of the disjointedness that has
been seen among everybody involved in ufology. What a great power
we would be if we would all just concentrate on getting to the
truth and forcing our government to come clean. Maybe that's too
much to ask for. Is it?

Joe Murgia
Tampa, Florida
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Re: Skywatch: Filer's Files #51

From: "Keith Wyatt" <kewyatt@teleport.com>
Date: Fri, 26 Dec 1997 23:11:20 -0800
Fwd Date: Sat, 27 Dec 1997 11:55:39 -0500
Subject: Re: Skywatch: Filer's Files #51

>From: "Skywatch International" <SKYWATCH> To: "(list #1)"
><skywatch_ok@msn.com>
>Date: Fri, 26 Dec 1997 07:32:54 +0000
>Subject: Filer's Files #51

> GREENLAND

> Last week we reported that a giant meteor  lit up a large area of
> the Atlantic Ocean around Greenland on December 9, 1997, at 5:15
> a.m. Fishermen aboard the motor vessels Halton Trawl  and Regina C.
> cruising off the eastern coast of Greenland heard a faint rumbling
> sound.  Looking  west, they spied "a giant flash split the
> darkness." The bright flash was also seen by fishermen aboard the
> Timmarut, a Danish motor trawler  moored in Greenland's Julianehaab
> Bay.  "The glow lit up the whole ice cap," Jens P.,  one of the
> fishermen, said. A parking lot surveillance camera in Nuuk,  the
> Danish territory's capital on Greenland's west  coast, "also
> recorded a brief illumination at that  time."  Scientific analysis
> of the data indicates, " the flash was so huge that we have good
> reason to believe that  this was a giant meteor," said Bjoern Franck
>  Jorgenson of the Tycho Brahe Planetarium in  Copenhagen, Denmark.
>  "Jorgenson said it was probably a 'one-piece,  solid meteor'
> that exploded.  Most meteors travel  at more than 7,400 miles per
> hour and explode or  break up as they enter the atmosphere," the
> Reuters report noted. Scientists at the Niels Bohr Institute at the
> University of Copenhagen and the Tycho Brahe  Planetarium estimated
> that the meteor struck the Greenland ice cap at a point 50
> kilometers   (30 miles) northeast of Narsarsuaq airport. The meteor
> "can be compared to the Kap York meteorite," which fell in "Melville
> Bay, Sassivik,  south of Thule." "The flashes observed with the
> meteorite were  so bright as to turn night into day at a distance of
>  100 kilometers and can be compared to the  light of a nuclear
> explosion in the atmosphere.  However, we stress that there is no
> reason to  believe (the flashes) were other than natural causes."
> The institute reported a strange discrepancy in the incident,
> however.  The "meteor" crashed no later than 5:15 a.m.  Greenland
> time or 8:15 a.m. UTC time.  Yet, six  minutes later, at 8:21 a.m.
> UTC, a "seismic  disturbance," attributed to the meteor, was
> recorded  at Svalbard, Norway.  Two minutes later, at 8:23 a.m. UTC,
> a second "shock wave" was recorded by the  seismic detectors at
> Finmarca, Norway.  The readings were announced by the Norwegian
> Seismic  Agency at Kjeller.  Similar readings were taken in  Finland
> and Germany.  Yet, according to the Institute, there were no
> readings of a "shock wave" or "seismic disturbance"  at Danmarkshavn
> and Sonder Stromfjord, Greenland  only 380 miles (608 kilometers)
> west of the meteor  strike zone.  Although grounded by a severe
> blizzard on Monday, December 11, planes of the Danish Air  Force
> continued their search for the meteor crater.  It has not yet been
> found.  (Many thanks to the Geophysical Dept. at the Niels Bohr
> Institute and  the Tycho Brahe Planetarium for the news release.)

I believe NORAD will have the Data for the impact point
of this meteor. If they can track a scud missle launch in Iraq
they can certainly pinpoint the impact zone.
Could someone in the scientific community please follow this up.

Keith Wyatt
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Hindu Mythology & Eth, Sun-discs, etc.

From: wlmss@pegasus.com.au [Lawrie Williams]
Date: Sat, 27 Dec 1997 21:23:30 +1000 (GMT+1000)
Fwd Date: Sat, 27 Dec 1997 12:06:40 -0500
Subject: Hindu Mythology & Eth, Sun-discs, etc.

> Date: Sun, 23 Nov 1997 22:07:23 -0800 (PST)
> From: Jim Deardorff <deardorj@ucs.orst.edu>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: ETH [Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis]

> He spoke of Hinduism as being quite monolithic in its basics,
> though the various gods/goddesses who are recognized depend upon
> local beliefs......

> Hinduism's Shiva (Destroyer God) portion of their Trinity isn't
> comparable to Christianity's "devil," but perhaps someone on the
> List will let me know if, among their many minor gods, a few
> would be treated like they were devils, and UFO entities equated
> to them.....

Hindu Cosmology in Review
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

- Background  -

The world was remade c. 4000 bc by a close encounter with a mass
of cometary debris that gassed the world with CO and generated
such massive oceanic tidal surges that essentially civilization
was sent back to scratch. Small pockets of human survivors then
emerged to re-populate the world.

I see that mainstream science has just started to recognize this
seriously. I wrote about a big dark comet apparently coming in
1994, before HB was reported. If anything, some forms of UFO's
at least are very likely to be related to ancient high tech
civilizations. Anyway, for the massive destruction of Bronze
Age Civilizations (perhaps by the debris in the wake of HB) see:

http://ccf.arc.nasa.gov/sst/icons/
from the Asteroid and Comet Impact Hazard Page,

hope I quoted it right, if not the title will find it.
With so much periodic destruction the ET hypothesis
has grown beyond isolation in UFOlogy, these major
astronomically related events compromised the ecology
of the world and may have sent civilizations hither &
yon or prevented marauders from settling thither.

As you may all know, we are now passing into the zone of danger
since we are less than 0.1 AU (at 9 million miles) from the
path recently taken by HB. It was giving off a million tons
of CO a day not long ago and probably has been doing so for
thousands of years, not to mention the CO2, H20 HCN and graphite.
Anyway, by Jan 4 every year from now on we might have the
inception of a new "twelve days of Xmas" when to put a charm
on the crossing they hung up gold and silver ornaments for
protection. Quaint, huh?  Luckily the Satas are up there
though, in their giant triangular things with red lights,
so our pine decorations are accurate right down to the
sharp pine needles, and then there are the gifts.

So no need for gloom, the arc has been sent as a sign that we
will be saved from the rapture (euphoria of CO poisoning) and
the babel effect (speech centre damage from CO). Dear friends,

http://www.ufoupdateslist.com/
http://www.ufoupdateslist.com/1997/
http://www.ufoupdateslist.com/cgi-bin/maillist-today.cgi?file=/1997/dec/m27-006.shtml
http://ccf.arc.nasa.gov/sst/icons
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please note that the real crackpots out there say the same things,
but they never seem to get the probable dates right.  : )  I do
urge one and all to keep your houses as airtight as possible
for the next month. Just to be sure.

After all comets do not cause disasters. They *presage* them.
They are recorded in history, like UFO's, but until now the
scientific establishment has virtually ignored their relevance
to life down here. The second last one was a dooley, that was
when it seems the world was remade - or "made" like you "make"
your bed - in about 4000 bc.

And as is recorded, the Varginha amphibians, the Dogon "Nommos"
characterized by Berossus' "Oannes" mentioned by Robert Temple -
it was they who did a re-boot to get humans back into production
again. Gen 1:1 in the original Greek: "In the beginning was the
Nommos."

OK. Now, on to Hinduism. "Nu" the smart-fish (Hence Moses, Muses
&tc) is represented in India as Vishnu, according to the people
of pre 3000 bp. From somewhere came a group of people who built
big burial mounds. We call them the Kurgars, the burial mound
people. Their language we now call Proto-Indo-European.

Maybe they originated in Northern Europe, since words like "beech
tree" occur. Yet there is no word for "Oak tree", but then Oak
was especially sacred in later societies, so the word for "Oak"
may never have been uttered in secular company.

It is likely these tribal people had specific animal moities,
such that people were divided into groupings that identified
with, and protected, particular creatures.

From the wide plains of the Russian steppes the Kurgars started
to move into the Danube region between 4000bc and 3500bc. Some
went westwards and Germanic, Greek, Italic, Baltic and Celtic
were amongst the languages that evolved. Others went south-east
and Indo-Iranian and Indo-Aryan were spoken. This last language
group is also called Sanskrit.

Four sacred texts were written in Vedic, an early form of
Sanskrit. Some claim this took place as early as 3000 BC. The
text was probably orally transmitted until perhaps 1000 bc when
it was written down. At this time there came about a great
resurgence of civilization, most of the traces of which have
since been hidden by rising sea levels and by later cultural
imperialism in China, Europe and the Americas.

For instance the Phacaeans or Phonecians traded between the
British Isles and beyond the Indian sub-continent, no doubt
transmitting metaphysical ideas back and forth. Thus at this
time there were ongoing processes of both differentiation and
consolidation, just as there are today.

- Belief Systems -

At about this time the Vedas were adopted into the Upanishads
and became the Vedanta, the basis of a distinctly Hindu monistic
philosophy. Over the following 1000 years a variety of derivative
metaphysical belief systems also were set down: Buddhism and
Jainism in the east, the Greek, Judaic, Christian and Islamic
sacred myths in the west, to mention a few of the bastrdized
variations on the gods-in-the-heavens demons-in-the-earth theme.

Each new belief system seemed to lose in detail and quality yet
they clearly derive from a common lineage. e.g. "To those who....
worship me with love, I give them the understanding by which
they can come to me." So says Krishna in Bhagavad-gita 10:10.
Yet we can find similar sentiments attributed to Christ, with
similar allusions in both sets of writings to the washing of
feet, the exorcism of demons, eternal life, virgin birth &tc
&tc - all written at least a thousand years earlier in India.

Much of the material of other religions is incomprehensible to
Westerners steeped in the limited outlook and symbology of
Judaism and Christianity. The data suffers from being no better
than the best translation that can be effected by people who have
not directly experienced or studied modern esoteric phenomena.
And far be it from me to say the Emperor wears no clothes, but
the cant of the Big Religions never did make any sense.
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If ancient people were approached by shining craft, why is there
no record of it? Well, there is. In many cultures they were called
"sun discs" because of the resemblance to the only other brightly
shining object seen in the sky - and in deference to the fact that
you could get sunburnt!  The mythical Jesus called out for Helios
("Eli") the Greek sun god as he died, for instance.

Much of the information is also cloaked in what we today would
call puns and sight gags. Arjuna is depicted with a hundred hands.
His equivalent in the west is the Hecaton-cheires, literally
"hundred hands" but maybe also "He-Ka-tan cheiros" or "the He-god
Ka of the high light with gifts". And remember this list has a
first hand witness that this process occurs, for they spoke to
me, offering gifts, or so it seems.

Social changes did not eliminate the ancient animal moities.
In the sacred writings of the Hindus the prefix "go" can mean
"cow", "thought" and "land" and it is taught that all 3 are
sacred. All give "milk" in life but are not to be destroyed
prematurely for whatever reason.

- The Hindu ETH -

According to Hinduism, life on this world and on myriads of
others both on this plane and on others was engendered and is
still oversighted by Brahma, the son of the creator-god of the
multiverse and a personality who is billions of years old.

From time to time things break down. At these times there is
a surplus of demons and they burden the very Earth herself. When
this occurs, Brahma calls upon Vishnu to set things straight:

"Whenever and wherever there is a decline in devotional practice...
at that time I descend myself."

- Vishnu, Fish-god from Heaven -

Vishnu is seen as having a life-giving and protective role. He
deals with other entities such as the Asuras who challenge the
gods and cause problems for humans. The interactions between
Vishnu and the Demons are extraordinarily complex and reflect
a long human effort to comprehend observed phenomena.

Vishnu and his wide Shri are depicted in one traditional image
with what appears to be three UFO's hovering above their heads,
each of a slightly different shape. They are like the "discus"
held by Hera, wife of Zeus in the Greek pantheon.

Vishnu comes in ten manifestations or Avatars:

1 Matsya as a fish protects man. This correlates with the Oannes of
Berossus (Sumeria), the Dogon's "Nommos" or "intelligent fish". c.f.
In the original Greek: Genesis 1:1: "In the beginning was the Nommos."
(See also Varginha. Yes, I mentioned it in the intro too, but it is
worth repeating, since it is the joke of the millennium, Xianity,
Judaism AND Islam worship "One God" which is really an agency or
civilization which is represented by a menagerie of extraordinary
ET's.

2 Kurma the tortoise supports Mount Mandara on his back while the
ocean was churned. The churning was done to make the world produce
elixir as well as jewels and herbs for the Demigods to gather for
Vishnu.

3 Varaha the boar used his tusk to raise the Earth/Woman back
up out of the water. This seems like a rather earthy metaphor
for a breeding program to genetically enhance humankind. Other
hindu "myths" point towards the woman turning into an animal
form and escaping the attentions of the demigods, thus bringing
creatures part-man and part-god into the world.

4 Narasimha is the man-lion who has the task of killing the
invulnerable demon Hiranyakashipu. When he is abroad Narashima
comes out to disembowel him on his own veranda. The Greek war
goddess "Athena" contains in her name a sacred pun (diabolic
entendre?) for "lion" as in roaring, dominance, swiftness,
virility, golden-ness, strength and ability to inflict
puncture wounds.

5 Vamana is Vishnu's dwarf form. He begs from the demon Bali
all the land he can cover in three strides - and then grows
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into a giant and thus wins back the world. (I suspect that the
diminutive nordics are either the neotonic or the juvenile form
of the 6-7' Yowie/Bigfoot form. anatomically distinct from Homo
sapiens. We are known as the "fire-monkey" to the "demons" and
as the "hand-monkey" to the "gods".)

6 Parashurama kills the hundred-armed Arjuna with his axe.

7-Ra-ma, known in the west amongst other things as Maria.
Until the giant temple-abbatoir on the hilltop at Eleusis was
destroyed by christians, she visited the Hellenic world. The
females in Zeus's family were a sharing lot, since encounter
theology points to it being the temple of Artemis, but Hera
and Demeter were also involved. (The Christian "Maria" is
a take-off from Demeter, the dark goddess, whose chariot is
tended by horses and dragons.)

8 Krishna, the most cunning manifestation of exotic technolog,
and it is all done with Mirrors, see 7.

9 The Buddah misleads the sinful to ensure their punishment.
Buddhist scriptures give detailed accounts of the torment of
sinners at the hands of demons. (Significantly the methods of
inflicting pain in the east reflect eastern torture methods,
the ancient western experiences reflect Roman torture methods
and modern experiences reflect medical procedures.)

10 Kalkin will come on a white horse to start a new era,
indeed some think he is a horse.  i.e. an empowered human.
At the last churning of the world, done with a serpent, the
asuras (demons or spirits) pulled at one end and the devas
(gods or fairies) at the other, but Vishnu let the devas get
away with the goodies. Rahu got a drop that fell to earth but
he got decapitated.                                     (1)

- Bhaumasura vs Krishna -

The explanation for the existence of the Krishna phenomenon:
"To reduce the burden of the world".

In Hindu mythology there are people called the Saddhu. They are
people who are on the "transcendental platform". In a typical
turn of interpretation, it is said to be a gift from Krishna
that some will fail in material life, the better that they
prosper in spiritual pursuits. Oh joy.

In Hindu religious practice, "abductees" get special protection.
Potential spirit mediums are highly vulnerable in a world that often
denies these phenomena and fails to offer most of them the least
preparation for the bewildering experiences that are in store. Not
so in Hinduism, where all human variations are recognized, respected
and catered to.

Some entities are seen as friendly but some are not. Krishna comes
to vanquish the Demons that assail the Sadhus. He delivers both
Demons and Sadhus, saving both from the eternal bondage of life
after life in this multiverse.

Goodness, Passion and Ignorance fetter the soul. For these who
have already abandoned these limitations, Krishna works to
perplex, bewilder, enhance and enlighten them.

Krisna can appear as a small child and play with other children.
Or he can come as an adult. These are his pastimes, to appear
and vanish at will, in a multiplicity of forms. He does this out
of choice, not out of any duty of obligation. I spoke with him
via a trance medium in 1995 - a busy year for me esoterically! -
and he said there are currently foiurty-something manifestations
of himself active. (Take it or leave it, I am not going to try
to defend spiritism here, I know little about its tenets but can
only say my observations tally with theirs so far.)

The demon Baumasura once kidnapped sixteen thousand, one hundred
and eight girls. Krsna went to the demon's palace and vanquished
him. But the girls were not able to return to their father's homes,
for they had been dishonoured. So Krishna married them all, splitting
into 16108 independent manifestations of a husband for them. Perhaps
while in a lucent state in the company with this familiar spirit,
chupas come in the window to do the dirty work.

The pattern I have started to discern is of a considerable number
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of these entities each interacting through a number of people,
mostly originally child abductees it seems. It is amusing that
the one I chatted with is clearly the archetype for the christian
hero cult stuff centered around ole JC and yet the entity himself
seemed to have a *very* low opinion of said religion!  : )

None of this is new. Many people do not have an Arnold Rimmer type
hologram for a companion but they do have a friendly advising voice
in their head. It is not a new phenomenon and it is hardly a sign
of madness or intellectual disability, for Socrates had such a
spirit companion, as have many others since.

- Summary -

If this pattern holds true for modern abductees some will find
themselves with a seemingly solid and real companion who will be
imperceptible to everyone else. You can apparrently perform some
interesting tricks with billion-year-old technology.  Time will
soon tell. Spirit mediums like Jane Roberts have reported this.
Sounds like a neat cure for overpopulation! Imagine a companion
who is all you could want in a person, yet consumes nothing but
butterfat.

Any would-be Saddhu reading this might try this procedure. Find a
quiet spot that is identifiably sacred. Meditate there daily.
If possible spend all your time there for a week or more. Try
to release all the shackles of the outer world and its affairs.
According to many religious and cultural belief systems, an
entity may come to you. It will depend on your inner symbology
who or what you might see.

Lawrie Williams_____________

1.  "World Mythology"  ed. Roy Willis  publ. Duncan Baird
London 1993  Page 76 of this book illustrates this pantheon.
The devas are shown with dark blue skin. Vishnu is jet black.
The 3 UFO's are in this image.

2.  Srimad-Bhagavatum.
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Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV]

From: Ed Stewart <egs@netcom.com>
Date: Sat, 27 Dec 1997 09:03:38 -0800
Fwd Date: Sat, 27 Dec 1997 12:16:25 -0500
Subject: Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV]

> Date: Fri, 26 Dec 1997 12:57:12 -0800
> From: Ted Viens <drtedv@freewwweb.com>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV]

Ted Viens makes the following point in his defense of duplicity
in ufology by quoting Jerome Clark:

> > > For God's sake, give the guy a break.  The letter is pretty
> > > innocuous, and for all practical purposes it amounts to no
> > > more than a meaningless gesture.

> ---Everything else snipped because it is so damned meaningless,
> childish, and irrelevant.---

Apparently style in communications is more of an important issue
than obvious duplicitous action with the questions such action
brings to an individual's character and integrity in this false
gestalt that has been dubbed as ufology.

So far, both Jerome Clark and now Ted Viens have made it
perfectly clear that their sensibilities have been shaken by the
lack of Ed Stewart's style, and that such lack of style makes the
real issue of duplicity not worthy of a response. The arrogance
of this position speaks volumes of the present status of
ufological wisdom and why there is so much lack of respect for
ufological wisdom in the real world.

So, what is duplicity? Webster gives various definitions:

1. contradictory doubleness of thought, speech, or action; esp:
   the belying of one's true intentions by deceptive words or
   actions.

2. the quality or state of being double or twofold.

3. the technically incorrect use of two or more distinct items
   (as claims, charges, or defenses) in a single legal action.

Now, I pointed out that Budd Hopkins' "explanations" for signing
the Brasilia Letter were duplicitous and that the best think for
Budd Hopkins to do was to make a statement clearing up the
obvious duplicity left by his contradictory remarks after the
fact of signing. Both Jerome Clark and Ted Viens have found my
observation to not only lack merit and relevance by totally
ignoring the contention of duplicity, but in both their
ufological wisdom found it necessary to focus their remarks (a
distraction from the real issue) on my style of communications as
the relevant and important issue here. What is wrong with this
picture?

> I don't know how to say it differently, Ed.  All the clipped
> ranting and raving you dumped on us was shallow, trivial,
> liturgical, rhetorical.

Okay, so this year I won't be nominated for a Pulitzer. Now, what
about the duplicity issue I raised? In your ufological wisdom,
are you going to ignore it because I am not a Pulitzer
candidate?

http://www.ufoupdateslist.com/
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> It contributed nothing of substance to
> me at least.  Empty aruments over definitions and authorities.
> Denigrations of other peoples contributions.

Okay, now what about the duplicity issue I raised? In your
ufological wisdom, are you going to ignore it? Or are you stating
that there was no duplicity as defined above in Budd Hopkins
remarks once he got back to the US over the Brasilia Letter? Or
are you stating that there was duplicity, but it is perfectly
okay to overlook it in the world of ufological wisdom and any
messenger that brings it to the forefront is not making a
contribution worthy of response?

> Is this what you
> consider valuable in this broad area under the diffused title of
> Ufology?

YES, AN EMPHATIC YES. There are no standards of evidence and no
standards of conduct in this arena. That has to change. The
present practice of ufological wisdom is to simply ignore the
improprieties when they occur in the hope that they go away
unoticed and be forgotten and not to ask for clarification.

That is exactly what you and Jerome Clark are doing here. Is
there any wonder that outside this field, ufological wisdom is a
laughing stock in the real world? Ufology refuses to clean itself
up and tries to cover its own undisclipline by involking dark
conspiracies keeping the "truth" away. Yet, it won't lift a
finger to clear up inconsistencies in its own ufological wisdom.
And if a messenger comes along and points it out, that person
obviously "does not merit a serious response". Consequently, the
real issue brought up in the first place is never mentioned and
the thread becomes imbroiled in rhetoric over style of
communication and choice of words. How dare someone point out
duplicity by ufological luminaries? And to do this in a UFO
mailing list? How contentious the sacrilege of disrespect towards
a UFO illuminary and question his apparent duplicity?

> If not, just what do you consider valuable or important?  Not
> what or who drives you to despondency, rather what fascinates
> you, intrigues you, grabs the depth of your curiosity and wonder?

I am not the issue here. Duplicity is the issue. So far all I
have seen are lousy attempts at condoning such action by ignoring
it. Everytime an ostrich sticks its head in the sand two things
happen. The world all of a sudden becomes very dark and the
ostrich's butt becomes exposed for all to see. I can't think of a
better illustration of the current state of ufological wisdom.

> For instance, for me:... [SNIP]

What you believe (or anyone else for that matter) is
inconsequential, irrelevant, and a total distraction. The topic
is duplicity and the current attitudes towards duplicity in the
world of ufological wisdom.

Is duplicity something to be tolerated or not?

> How strange this quote in your signature becomes Ed in light of
> the rant it terminates.  Have you lost sight of the fact that the
> individauls and their actions that you struggle so strongly with
> are but a small part and not a whole?

Ufology does not have a "whole". It has been kept as but a hole
by the people that insist on practicing ufological wisdom in the
pursuit of their ufological beliefs. And in the process of
ignoring their deficit contributions to any real knowledge about
the UFO phenomenon, have found it necessary to invoke dark
conspiracies to hide their exposed butts.

> In the future, whatever
> become the common and broadly accepted answers to the questions
> we find so esoteric and unfathomable today will have little in
> common with our expectations.

If people professing to be interested in this field don't drop
their expectations and/or belief systems, there will never be a
future for ufological wisdom. If ufologists are so easily
disturbed by the identification of duplicity in this field and
instead going after the elegance/lack of elegance of the
messenger, there is no hope for real answers.
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> So Ed, what fascinates you?  What questions are you endeavoring
> to answer?

Why is the belief system associated with the ETH so strong, that
UFO enthusiats are more than willing to park their integrity,
their character, and their discernment outside the temple they
are building for themselves and are more than willing to dellude
themselves that they are making progress towards truth? I would
like to suggest that there is little demand for truth in the
context of ufological wisdom if that truth points away from their
beliefs and current ufological wisdom. To place that in context I
offer you the sage advice of two folks that in all probability
did not know anything about ufological wisdom, but appear to me
to speak volumes about the present state of ufological wisdom.

 "As scarce as truth is, the supply has always been in excess
 of the demand." Josh Billings (1818-1885)

and

 "It is unfortunate, considering enthusiasm moves the world,
 that so few enthusiasts can be trusted to speak the truth."
 Arthur James Balfour 1848-1930 British Prime Minister

Ted, I also suspect that in the final analysis, you will end up
finding out more about yourself than about extraterrestrial
aliens the longer you indulge yourself in this field.

May what you find about yourself measure up to your
expectations.

Ed Stewart
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Ed Stewart egs@netcom.com | So Man, who here seems principal alone,
There is Something        | Perhaps acts second to some sphere unknown.
  Going On!       ,>'?'<, | Touches some wheel, or verges to some goal,
Salvador Freixedo ( O O ) | 'Tis but a part we see, and not a whole.
--------------ooOO-(_)-OOoo------- Alexander Pope, Essay on Man -------
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Alfred's Odd Ode #209

From: Alfred Lehmberg <Lehmberg@snowhill.com>
Date: Sat, 27 Dec 1997 13:30:49 -0600
Fwd Date: Sat, 27 Dec 1997 23:53:28 -0500
Subject: Alfred's Odd Ode #209

Apology to MW #209 (For December 27, 1997)

I don't mean to obsess, and won't _call_ it obsession, I have few
regrets, and I make no confession, but I'm scared of the man
unconstrained and contrary that hides in a blind that defines
arbitrary. He's the guy that's a name that you don't often hear.
His life is a secret-- he has what's held dear.  He has keys to
the kingdom, and admissions of guilt; he's the man, understand,
and he owns what you've built.

He vilifies due process, he has justice on the run, he knows the
code's invented as the means to keep his fun. He's a traffic cop
for bad guys, tells them when to go/slow up. He has written all
the laws that make us wonder why -- give up? He writes the laws
to _favor_ any way he makes his call, so we find them written
plainly saying nothing much at all. Jurisprudence is illusion for
the mass's rank and file -- sends a patronizing message that fair
drips with smiling guile.

John Ford now sits sedated in a washed out, pink walled room. A
victim of indifference, he is tucked into their womb. He's living
in a hell on Earth for those that wish him quiet. They say that
he's a killer, but you can't believe or buy it!

It's true John Ford asks questions. It's true that he can write.
It's true that he gets up your nose, and it's true he'll fight
the fight. He makes the toughest queries, and he'll check the
story close, and facts aren't clear on why the man has got him
presupposed.

He's incommunicado, if he spoke I hadn't heard; this man is in a
silent cage like a hamster or a bird. It's true he may be guilty
of this thing they've said he's done, but I'd lay you odds it's
bullshit, and go _up_ from ten to one!

Lehmberg@snowhill.com

Maybe someone in our honorable community can explain why that
selfsame community is so ominously quiet on the subject of John
Ford.

Do you think he's guilty? Really? And the facts of the case do
not strike you as mysteriously contrived, and smolderingly
convenient? You _don't_ think he got so far up someone's nose
that they surgically removed him to a place where they could
casually but inevitably, and then thoroughly -- discredit him?

You're next, pal, or pal-ette!

Start to wonder if I suddenly become quiet. Know this: I love
life, I'm having a ball, depression and suicide as reasons for my
suicide are _completely_ ludicrous. The same applies if I am
accused of putting radium in an enemy's enema bag! If I become
quiet begin to wonder, begin to be afraid. But, get mad -- now.
Write some letters, make some noise -- stay within the confines
of our *laws* and constitution, as useless as that advise appears
to be. It didn't seen to provide John Ford any protection.
Nothing is safe from the powerful arbitrary when he perceives a
need to reach out and crush you like a bit of soiled tissue.
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Oh -- by the way, I noticed a peculiar light low on the eastern
horizon of this predawn morning. It traversed a soundless single
line flying due north, jet fast, off the usual airway (I was a
military aviator for 23 years). It flashed like a bright white
strobe light, but in a random manner, though I saw it flash,
_once_, a bright RED strobe, then back to random frequency white.
It appeared to jerk back and forth in a thumb thickness as it
traversed this single line, _accounting_ for false autokenetic
movements. After traversing this single line for about forty-five
degrees in my field of view, the light, inexplicably, blinked
out. Yeah.  On my honor as a deacon in my own church of "It Ain't
What You Think=85", the same as any president, trusted friend,
honored relative, or holy person -- Yeah!

So -- how about those contestants favored in the current
Super-Bowl distraction?

Free John Ford!

--
Explore the Alien View?

http://www.fortunecity.com/roswell/arecibo/46/

"I cleave the heavens, and soar to the infinite. What others see from
afar, I leave far behind me." - Giordano Bruno, while burning at the
fundamentalist's stake.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 27

Re: Back Stabbing

From: "rose rotis" <rotis_@hotmail.com>
Date: Sat, 27 Dec 1997 10:59:10 PST
Fwd Date: Sat, 27 Dec 1997 23:51:05 -0500
Subject: Re: Back Stabbing

>From: Ufojoe1 <Ufojoe1@aol.com> [Joe Murgia]
>Date: Sat, 27 Dec 1997 10:45:14 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Back Stabbing

>I joined this list because of all the impressive names that
>subscribed to it. I figured I could learn a lot of things with
>regards to ufology as well as being able to ask questions of some
>of the more knowledgeable people on the list.

>Unfortunately, as it turns out, most of the messages on this list
>are dedicated to slamming individuals in the field of ufology and
>people on this list. It's so disappointing that this is what this
>list has turned out to be.

<snip>

>Joe Murgia
>Tampa, Florida

Hello Joe,

I agree with your post, thoughtful and well-put...it does seem
things can get carried away on these forums sometimes! But I
wouldn't let that stop me from recieving them, the sighting
reports and some of the information given are just too
interesting...just do what I do, when I see that a particular
thread has become a parade of personalities and motives, hit
delete! When they're "on a roll", so to speak, you're not going
to miss much if you don't read them first.

Seems to me, some people think the one who comes up with the
correct answer to the UFO enigma wins the "prize", like it's a
contest or something. I guess this is human nature and to be
expected, but you are right, how much more productive it would be
if everyone cooperated with some sense of unity toward a common
goal....

rose
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A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV]

From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net
Date: Sat, 27 Dec 1997 14:46:56 PST
Fwd Date: Sat, 27 Dec 1997 23:56:58 -0500
Subject: Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV]

> Date: Sat, 27 Dec 1997 09:03:38 -0800
> From: Ed Stewart <egs@netcom.com>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV]

> > Date: Fri, 26 Dec 1997 12:57:12 -0800
> > From: Ted Viens <drtedv@freewwweb.com>
> > To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV]

> Ted Viens makes the following point in his defense of duplicity
> in ufology by quoting Jerome Clark:

> > > > For God's sake, give the guy a break.  The letter is pretty
> > > > innocuous, and for all practical purposes it amounts to no
> > > > more than a meaningless gesture.

> > ---Everything else snipped because it is so damned meaningless,
> > childish, and irrelevant.---

> Apparently style in communications is more of an important issue
> than obvious duplicitous action with the questions such action
> brings to an individual's character and integrity in this false
> gestalt that has been dubbed as ufology.

> So far, both Jerome Clark and now Ted Viens have made it
> perfectly clear that their sensibilities have been shaken by the
> lack of Ed Stewart's style, and that such lack of style makes the
> real issue of duplicity not worthy of a response. The arrogance
> of this position speaks volumes of the present status of
> ufological wisdom and why there is so much lack of respect for
> ufological wisdom in the real world.

Dear Mr. Stewart:

I can't speak for Ted Viens, whom I don't know, but I doubt that
he would disagree when I say that you are as utterly empty of
substance here as you are tediously vitriolic of style.  If the
Brasilia letter is your idea of a major crime in ufology, enough
to generate innumerable paragraphs of overheated rhetoric and
insulting prose, then perhaps you ought to get a life.  Or at
least get some sense of proportion, not to mention civility in
discourse.

Jerry Clark
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 28

Re: Back Stabbing

From: unicat@worldnet.att.net [Dr. Willy Smith]
Date: Sat, 27 Dec 1997 20:33:51 +0000
Fwd Date: Sun, 28 Dec 1997 00:10:25 -0500
Subject: Re: Back Stabbing

>From: Ufojoe1 <Ufojoe1@aol.com> [Joe Murgia]
>Date: Sat, 27 Dec 1997 10:45:14 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Back Stabbing

>I joined this list because of all the impressive names that
>subscribed to it. I figured I could learn a lot of things with
>regards to ufology as well as being able to ask questions of some
>of the more knowledgeable people on the list.

>Unfortunately, as it turns out, most of the messages on this list
>are dedicated to slamming individuals in the field of ufology and
>people on this list. It's so disappointing that this is what this
>list has turned out to be.

[snip]

>Joe Murgia
>Tampa, Florida

I totally agree with your assesment of UFO updates. I have
decided not to waste my time any more reading non-significant
messages posted by people driven by their ambitions, and who, to
top it off, seem to know very little knowledge of the UFO
phenomenon.

Dr. Willy Smith
UNICAT Project
Miami, Florida
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 28

Re: UFO Forum chats with Richard Hoagland

From: "Yvonne Hedenland" <vonni_h@email.msn.com>
Date: Sat, 27 Dec 1997 16:23:55 -0600
Fwd Date: Sun, 28 Dec 1997 00:11:24 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO Forum chats with Richard Hoagland

Former science advisor to CBS News, Richard Hoagland
is now purporting that there is life on Mars as well
as other planets and sattelites in this solar system.
Join UFO Forum on Tuesday, December 30, at 6pm, PT.
for a detailed discussion on what information NASA
could be hiding from the public and why. This chat
is available at http://forums.msn.com/UFO

The Briefing Room chat can be accessed by any IRC
client. The chat server name is publicchat.msn.com
and the room or channel name is #briefing.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 28

FOIA Attorney Peter Gersten chats with Joshua

From: "Yvonne Hedenland" <vonni_h@email.msn.com>
Date: Sat, 27 Dec 1997 18:35:11 -0600
Fwd Date: Sun, 28 Dec 1997 00:19:11 -0500
Subject: FOIA Attorney Peter Gersten chats with Joshua

Monday, December 29th at 6pm, PT, the Timeless
Journeys chatroom's guest will be famed Crystal
Skull-UFO Explorer, Joshua Shapiro,  Author of
Journeys of an Aquarian Age Networker, UFOs,
Space Brothers and the Aquarian Age and co-author
of Mysteries of the Crystal Skulls Revealed.

Joshua has dedicated his life to using all forms
of media to share with others key information and
resources about a Global Transformation he believes
will occur to our world by the year 2013.

He also has personally seen over ten crystal skulls
and was recently guided by spirit to go to the
northern part of Peru, in the Huncabama area, to
find a blue crystal skull.  On August 17th of this
year, Joshua formed the Planetary Light Network, a
central focus point for people to share their message
and visions. This chat is available at
http://forums.msn.com/UFO

The Briefing Room chat can be accessed by any IRC
client. The chat server name is publicchat.msn.com
and the room or channel name is #briefing.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 28

Re: Back Stabbing

From: John Koopmans <john.koopmans@sympatico.ca>
Date: Sat, 27 Dec 1997 20:50:36 -0800
Fwd Date: Sun, 28 Dec 1997 00:26:57 -0500
Subject: Re: Back Stabbing

> From: Ufojoe1 <Ufojoe1@aol.com> [Joe Murgia]
> Date: Sat, 27 Dec 1997 10:45:14 EST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Back Stabbing

> I joined this list because of all the impressive names that
> subscribed to it. I figured I could learn a lot of things with
> regards to ufology as well as being able to ask questions of some
> of the more knowledgeable people on the list.

<snip>

> My main complaint is the amount of time put into the attacks of
> each other. I feel like I'm wasting my time even reading these
> posts. When I start reading a post, I hope that there wil be good
> information in it but usually I'm disappointed to find only
> personal attacks and insults instead.

> Oh well, enough of my complaining. This will probably be my last
> post to this list and I'll probably quit the list and concentrate
> on making my time more productive. It's too bad because there are
> some really smart people on this list and I was hoping to learn a
> lot. I respect all of the opinions on this list, but I just can't
> handle all of the bickering anymore. Unless we become united,
> nothing will get done. And I do feel like egos, jealousy and envy
> has been the main reason for all of the disjointedness that has
> been seen among everybody involved in ufology. What a great power
> we would be if we would all just concentrate on getting to the
> truth and forcing our government to come clean. Maybe that's too
> much to ask for. Is it?

> Joe Murgia
> Tampa, Florida

Dear Joe and List:

I think that many of us would agree with what you are saying, but
I think that you are being a little too harsh in your opinion of
this list. I would like to pass along a few of my observations
that may help us understand your issue better.

If you stay with the list long enough, you will see many
worthwhile contributions, and many positive attitudes. No matter
what group you belong to, there will always be those who like to
impose their egotistical attitudes on others. Because of the
negative emotion displayded in these types of postings, they tend
to stick out more so that you will remember one negative posting
over ten positive postings. If you study TV commercials you will
observe this principle in action.

Try to concentrate on the posive postings, and you will learn
much. Right now, there doesn't seem to be much happening in the
UFO field, so the focus is on the more trivial events and
rehashings of past events.

Be patient and give it more time. When news breaks out, this list
really comes alive, and you will see some top-notch discussions!

Another observation that I would like to make is that this form
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of discussion (i.e. e-mail postings) has some way to go yet
before it starts to mature. People aren't accustomed to provide
opinions or disagreements back and forth in written format
without seeing the reactions of those they are communicating
with. As such, it is very easy to say the wrong thing without
even realizing it. I find that Society in general is becoming
more and more sensitive, and it is no longer possible to say
things directly. Everything needs to be clothed in so much
subtleness that to make a point you often have to say things in
the most indirect way. This has the disadvantage of having a high
risk of being misinterpreted. So, when you disagree with
something that someone says, often the other party misinterprets
what you say and takes it as a personal insult. This is when the
"back stabbing" starts.

Communication and misinterpretation seem to be the biggest
problems, in my opinion. This would be greatly reduced in
face-to-face discussions where you can see the other person's
reactions and be able to gauge whether you may have accidentally
used a word, phrase or thought that the other person interprets
as being insulting. Then you can quickly correct yourself without
losing the focus of your discussion.

I think that once we all are able to agree that this occurs, we
can move ahead in a positive way and focus on the obvious
_intent_ of what the other person is trying to say rather than
trying to "trap" him when he accidentally uses the wrong word or
example (we have to remember too that often these postings are
made in a hurry, sometimes late at night, without the benefit of
spell-checkers, etc.). In response to someone's posting, we may
want to clarify what we "think" (s)he was trying to say, and use
that as a premise to move on to develop the discussion in a
positive direction. Don't expect everyone to be "perfect" all the
time.

Everyone makes mistakes, and their whole life's reputation
shouldn't depend on that one mistake. Let's be more forgiving.
Also, we should allow someone's views to change over time, and
not hold him to past beliefs. How else can one evolve, if views
don't change with more experience and understanding. The main
difference btween two points of view is with the amount of
experience and resultant understanding of the subject matter.
Discussions should focus on bringing more understanding to the
subject.

We also have to realize that in the UFO field, no one is "right"
when it comes to different theories or hypotheses. You can argue
in favour of a position, but it is still only your opinion based
on whatever supporting "facts" that you may have been able to
find. When someone starts to state an opinion as though it was a
proven fact, that is when people's backs start to rise.

I think that these communication problems will resolve themselves
as we become more accustomed to this type of communication. This
will also require us to drop our egotism and come to a common
level, with more compassion and understanding for each othr as we
all try to move to the common objective of understanding what
this pheenomenon is all about.

Joe, I hope you will stay with this list, and you will soon see
that is still one of the best UFO lists around! (Keep it up,
Errol).

Best regards...

John Koopmans
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 28

Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV]

From: Peregrine Mendoza <101653.2205@compuserve.com> [Peter Brookesmith]
Date: Sat, 27 Dec 1997 21:26:24 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 28 Dec 1997 00:30:15 -0500
Subject: Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV]

With the compliments & best wishes for 1998 of the Duke of
Mendoza.

>Date: Sat, 27 Dec 1997 09:03:38 -0800
>From: Ed Stewart <egs@netcom.com>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV]

[polla snipperata]

>There are no standards of evidence and no
>standards of conduct in this arena. That has to change. The
>present practice of ufological wisdom is to simply ignore the
>improprieties when they occur in the hope that they go away
>unoticed and be forgotten and not to ask for clarification.

Sock it to 'em, Ed. It is my observation that to qualify (the
test, score and parchment are all, of course, self-administered)
as either an "agnostic" or an "expert" in this non-field it is
necessary to exclude from one's view many uncomfortable things,
but an absolute exclusion zone surrounds moral issues.

[Mikro snippera]

>Ufology refuses to clean itself
>up and tries to cover its own undisclipline by involking dark
>conspiracies keeping the "truth" away. Yet, it won't lift a
>finger to clear up inconsistencies in its own ufological wisdom.
>And if a messenger comes along and points it out, that person
>obviously "does not merit a serious response". Consequently, >the
real issue brought up in the first place is never mentioned
>and the thread becomes imbroiled in rhetoric over style of
>communication and choice of words. How dare someone point out
>duplicity by ufological luminaries? And to do this in a UFO
>mailing list? How contentious the sacrilege of disrespect
>towards a UFO illuminary and question his apparent duplicity?

[kai polla snipperata akoma]

I hope I am not the only one hereabouts to say, and not merely
think, that all you (Ed) did was: articulate the obvious and
enquire what Budd Hopkins proposed to do about it. I hope I am not
the only one to say and not merely think that the season of
goodwill has nothing to do with whether this should be pointed
out, or whether the "guy" should be given "a break" that, at an
time of year, he does not merit. Bumbling is bumbling and bullshit
is bullshit. You don't have to be a Budd-basher to observe, or to
say, that.

I am reminded of Bruce Maccabee pleading with Bill Spaulding not
to release his finding that the Heflin pix were hokum, because the
skeptics might make much of it. The insecurity may or may not be
pathological, but it is of a piece. And it floats.

(And wherever Ufojoe Murgia goes in ufology he will find it is the
same. Sorry, Joe.)

best wishes
Poultice D. Mentholation
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Soothing Balm
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 28

Re: Back Stabbing

From: natural.state@erols.com [Melanie Mecca]
Date: Sat, 27 Dec 1997 22:29:16 -0600
Fwd Date: Sun, 28 Dec 1997 00:45:29 -0500
Subject: Re: Back Stabbing

> From: Ufojoe1 <Ufojoe1@aol.com> [Joe Murgia]
> Date: Sat, 27 Dec 1997 10:45:14 EST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Back Stabbing

> Unfortunately, as it turns out, most of the messages on this list
> are dedicated to slamming individuals in the field of ufology and
> people on this list. It's so disappointing that this is what this
> list has turned out to be.

Well, you're right about that - it's a
researcher/investigator/author's list for the most part, and they
all like to debate - since there's no referee, pot shots tend to
predominate.

> When I talked to a new friend of mine recently (This guy has
> helped the CSETI group with some of their work), he and I agreed
> that the biggest problem besides all of the government secrecy is
> the ufology groups themselves.

If and when the Really Big Event comes, probably will not be
witnessed by the dues-paying ufologists, or those fascinated with
the subject and eager for sightings (I place myself in this
category) but by Sancho, Sevilla, Muhammad, Yoshiko, Jethro, and
everyone else who never gave a damn.  Murphy's Law, n'est-ce pas?

> This fellow and I didn't discuss how CSETI was the best group out
> there. We discussed all of the theories and diffeerent cases that
> are being talked about right now and we both shared our open
> views on the possibilities of each story being true or untrue.

What I always wish those on this list would do.  For example, a
moderated discussion now and then, based on one or more
assumptions.

> The thing is, we didn't spend our time attacking anybody. We both
> agreed that cases like Corso and Shulman sound interesting but
> only time will tell if either one is totaly truthful or they're
> both full of you know what. He knows that Corso's facts don't all
> check but we need to wait and investigate more before we label
> his story (and Birnes') a fabrication.

That's where I sit too - open-minded on both sides of the
veracity question, but would like Shulman's tale to be true,
especially since as a participant in the computer field it would
be nice for "one of ours" to scoop the pros - ;)

> My main complaint is the amount of time put into the attacks of
> each other. I feel like I'm wasting my time even reading these
> posts.

Me too, and many others on the list also.  Whenever I've complained
about it, nobody that I am, one or more regulars have written me
privately and agreed.

> Oh well, enough of my complaining. This will probably be my last
> post to this list and I'll probably quit the list and concentrate
> on making my time more productive. It's too bad because there are
> some really smart people on this list and I was hoping to learn a
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> lot.

But then the ratio of killer debaters and just plain interested
individuals, pro or amateur, will be skewed further.

>And I do feel like egos, jealousy and envy
> has been the main reason for all of the disjointedness that has
> been seen among everybody involved in ufology.

A good psychologist would probably have quite a bit to observe
about that - same principle, most likely, as the rabid sceptic
who cannot admit the possibility of the visitors because of
reality-shattering avoidance behavior.  A subconscious theme???
- If one "owns" the visitors by locking up the "only possible"
perspective about them, one can tell oneself "I am in control."

> What a great power
> we would be if we would all just concentrate on getting to the
> truth and forcing our government to come clean. Maybe that's too
> much to ask for.

I keep hoping to find an effective grassroots groundswell effort
so that I can put my shoulder to that wheel, but nothing has
turned up yet.  The conditioning, zeitgeist, or, if you favor
conspiracies, mind control aspects of our current political
climate has made individuals doubt their own common sense and
fostered fear of ridicule.  I keep thinking that if a rugged
pioneer man or woman were to have these experiences, they would
just call a spade a spade, but no, we have to get into
"psychological constructs," "delusions," and everything to avoid
stating what is actualy happening.

Keep the faith, GI Joe, there are other humans out here in a
similar frame of mind.  You Are Not Alone.

Melanie Mecca
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 28

Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV]

From: Ed Stewart <egs@netcom.com>
Date: Sat, 27 Dec 1997 22:04:46 -0800
Fwd Date: Sun, 28 Dec 1997 10:42:34 -0500
Subject: Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV]

> From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net
> Date: Sat, 27 Dec 1997 14:46:56 PST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: RE: UFO UpDate: Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV]

> I can't speak for Ted Viens, whom I don't know, but I doubt that
> he would disagree when I say that you are as utterly empty of
> substance here as you are tediously vitriolic of style.  If the
> Brasilia letter is your idea of a major crime in ufology, enough
> to generate innumerable paragraphs of overheated rhetoric and
> insulting prose, then perhaps you ought to get a life.

Is your denial about the subject of this thread so encompassing
that you are unable to discern the subject matter and address it
properly?

Nowhere in this thread have I addressed whether the Brasilia
letter was a worthy document, or not, of signature. Nowhere in
this thread have I implied that the Brasilia letter was the topic
at issue. Can you spell DUPLICITY? What part of DUPLICITY don't
you understand? Can you spell 'Budd Hopkins'? What part of 'Budd
Hopkins' don't you understand?

Is your denial so great that you can't even address the topic at
hand? If not, what are you doing here in the first place?

I have raised questions of duplicity that can be cleared up by
Budd Hopkins himself by either confirming that after he read the
Brasilia letter he is in total support of it, or by rescinding
his signature if he is not. I could care less which way Budd
Hopkins decides to side with. But in the present, based on what
was posted here by John Velez, Budd Hopkins is being duplicitous
by signing the letter and then devaluing his action by saying he
didn't bother to read it and didn't consider it that important.
That is duplicitous. That doesn't serve his hosts and sponsors in
Brazil any more than opponents to the letter. That is what this
thread is about. I'll repeat myself. It is about duplicity in
ufology and it is about accountability in ufology. Are we willing
to condone duplicity and turn our backs, or are we willing to
stand up for accountability and demand that ufologists be
accountable for their positions, claims, and endorsements? My
God! Such a radical concept!

Do you get it now? Do you understand? Would you like for me to
make it clearer for you? I can, but it may be best if I give you
the opportunity to shake yourself away from your denial of what
this topic is about.

Maybe accountability is a tedious subject for you, and maybe
accountability is devoid of substance and not worthy of address
in ufology. I think different. It is long overdue. You want to
turn your back on it? Go right ahead, but you will live with it.

Ed Stewart
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Ed Stewart egs@netcom.com | So Man, who here seems principal alone,
There is Something        | Perhaps acts second to some sphere unknown.
  Going On!       ,>'?'<, | Touches some wheel, or verges to some goal,
Salvador Freixedo ( O O ) | 'Tis but a part we see, and not a whole.
--------------ooOO-(_)-OOoo------- Alexander Pope, Essay on Man -------
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 28

Re: Hindu Mythology & ETH, Sun-discs, etc.

From: "Tom Burnett" <burnettc@gte.net>
Date: Sat, 27 Dec 1997 20:18:44 -1000
Fwd Date: Sun, 28 Dec 1997 10:47:14 -0500
Subject: Re: Hindu Mythology & ETH, Sun-discs, etc.

> From: wlmss@pegasus.com.au [Lawrie Williams]
> Date: Sat, 27 Dec 1997 21:23:30 +1000 (GMT+1000)
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Hindu Mythology & Ramblings.

> The world was remade c. 4000 bc by a close encounter with a mass
> of cometary debris that gassed the world with CO and generated
> such massive oceanic tidal surges that essentially civilization
> was sent back to scratch. Small pockets of human survivors then
> emerged to re-populate the world.
> The world was remade c. 4000 bc by a close encounter with a mass
> of cometary debris that gassed the world with CO and generated
> such massive oceanic tidal surges that essentially civilization
> was sent back to scratch. Small pockets of human survivors then
> emerged to re-populate the world.

No, It wasn't. If we use no other records but the written
records, Sumerian life was well established in large cities
(Eridu, Ur, Uruk, Nippur, Kish and Lagash) by 4,000BC. Sailboats,
wheeled vehicles, potter's wheels and kilns were in general use.
Copper was smelted and tempered from c 4,000BC.

Other contemporaneous evidence shows Neolithic traits and
population centers developing without interruption in North,
Central and South America, SE Europe and the middle east from c
10,000BC and for South and East Asia, Western Europe and
sub-Saharan Africa from c 6,000BC.

Oh...Cometary debris gassed the world with carbon monoxide?
carbon monoxide is a byproduct of  rapid oxidation (combustion).
One of the requirements is a combustible material (fuel).
Another is oxygen. The CO is generated as the burning material is
incompletely consumed in an oxygen environment.  I am not saying
that CO molecules cannot be detected in the tails of comets.  I
am saying that comets are not balls of frozen carbon monoxide
that periodically gas the earth.  If a comet of sufficient size
were to strike earth it could do some damage, but passing through
a cloud of cometary flotsam, including millions of tons of
imaginary carbon monoxide, is not a threat.

> I see that mainstream science has just started to recognize this
> seriously. I wrote about a big dark comet apparently coming in
> 1994, before HB was reported. If anything, some forms of UFO's
> at least are very likely to be related to ancient high tech
> civilizations. Anyway, for the massive destruction of Bronze
> Age Civilizations (perhaps by the debris in the wake of HB) see:

> http://ccf.arc.nasa.gov/sst/icons/
> from the Asteroid and Comet Impact Hazard Page,

It doesn't say anything like that.  Read the page. Then follow
the nasa.gov page to the part about comets:

http://bang.lanl.gov/solarsys/comet.htm

Please take the time to read it this time. Look closely for any
references to Carbon Monoxide.

>From http://bang.lanl.gov.solarsys.comet.htm:
>Comets are small, fragile, irregularly shaped bodies composed of a mixture
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>of non-volatile grains and frozen gases. They have highly elliptical
>orbits that bring them very close to the Sun and swing them >deeply into
>space, often beyond the orbit of Pluto.

>Comet structures are diverse and very dynamic, but they all develop a
>surrounding cloud of diffuse material, called a coma, that usually grows
>in size and brightness as the comet approaches the Sun. Usually a small,
>bright nucleus (less than 10 km in diameter) is visible in the middle of
>the coma. The coma and the nucleus together constitute the head of the
>comet.

>As comets approach the Sun they develop enormous tails of luminous
>material that extend for millions of kilometers from the head, away from
>the Sun. When far from the Sun, the nucleus is very cold and its material
>is frozen solid within the nucleus. In this state comets are sometimes
>referred to as a "dirty iceberg" or "dirty snowball," since over half of
>their material is ice. When a comet approaches within a few AU of the Sun,
>the surface of the nucleus begins to warm, and volatiles evaporate. The
>evaporated molecules boil off and carry small solid particles with them,
>forming the comet's coma of gas and dust.

>When the nucleus is frozen, it can be seen only by reflected sunlight.
>However, when a coma develops, dust reflects still more sunlight, and gas
>in the coma absorbs ultraviolet radiation and begins to fluoresce. At
>about 5 AU from the Sun, fluorescence usually becomes more intense than
>reflected light.

>As the comet absorbs ultraviolet light, chemical processes release
>hydrogen, which escapes the comet's gravity, and forms a hydrogen
>envelope. This envelope cannot be seen from Earth because its light is
>absorbed by our atmosphere, but it has been detected by spacecraft.

>The Sun's radiation pressure and solar wind accelerate materials away from
>the comet's head at differing velocities according to the size and mass of
>the materials. Thus, relatively massive dust tails are accelerated slowly
>and tend to be curved. The ion tail is much less massive, and is
>accelerated so greatly that it appears as a nearly straight line extending
>away from the comet opposite the Sun. The following view of Comet West
>shows two distinct tails. The thin blue plasma tail is made up of gases
>and the broad white tail is made up of microscopic dust particles.

>Each time a comet visits the Sun, it loses some of its volatiles.
>Eventually, it becomes just another rocky mass in the solar system. For
>this reason, comets are said to be short-lived, on a cosmological time
>scale. Many scientists believe that some asteroids are extinct comet
>nuclei, comets that have lost all of their volatiles.

>Comet Hale-Bopp (GIF, 89K; caption)

>These NASA Hubble Space Telescope pictures of comet Hale-Bopp show a
>remarkable "pinwheel" pattern and a blob of free-flying debris near the
>nucleus. The bright clump of light along the spiral (above the nucleus,
>which is near the center of the frame) may be a piece of the comet's icy
>crust that was ejected into space by a combination of ice evaporation and
>the comet's rotation, and which then disintegrated into a bright cloud of
>particles.

>Although the "blob" is about 3.5 times fainter than the brightest portion
>at the nucleus, the lump appears brighter because it covers a larger area.
>The debris follows a spiral pattern outward because the solid nucleus is
>rotating like a lawn sprinkler, completing a single rotation about once
>per week.

End of NASA article.

<snip>

> As you may all know, we are now passing into the zone of danger
> since we are less than 0.1 AU (at 9 million miles) from the
> path recently taken by HB. It was giving off a million tons
> of CO a day not long ago and probably has been doing so for
> thousands of years, not to mention the CO2, H20 HCN and graphite.
> Anyway, by Jan 4 every year from now on we might have the
> inception of a new "twelve days of Xmas" when to put a charm
> on the crossing they hung up gold and silver ornaments for
> protection.

<snip>

>So no need for gloom, the arc has been sent as a sign that we
>will be saved from the rapture (euphoria of CO poisoning) and
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>the babel effect (speech centre damage from CO). Dear friends,
>please note that the real crackpots out there say the same things,
>but they never seem to get the probable dates right.  : )  I do
>urge one and all to keep your houses as airtight as possible
>for the next month. Just to be sure.

HB was NEVER giving off a million tons of CO every day.

The fact is that anyone who keeps their house airtight for a
month during the winter may well get carbon monoxide poisoning.
But it will probably be from your advice to do so, not from any
comet!

I recommend that everyone keep their homes as well ventilated as
possible at all times, especially in the winter when heating
devices are in use to avoid the possibility of carbon monoxide
poisoning and not to listen to potentially dangerous advice.

Aloha
Tom Burnett
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Re: Sect Awaits 'His' Arrival In Dallas

From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates]
Date: Sun, 28 Dec 1997 02:04:47 EST
Fwd Date: Sun, 28 Dec 1997 12:18:32 -0500
Subject: Re: Sect Awaits 'His' Arrival In Dallas

>  Date: Fri, 26 Dec 1997 08:52:48 -0600
>  To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>  From: Michael Christol <mchristo@mindspring.com>
>  Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Sect Awaits 'His' Arrival In Dallas

>  >From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates]
>  >Date: Thu, 25 Dec 1997 19:10:55 EST
>  >To: updates@globalserve.net
>  >Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Sect Awaits 'His' Arrival In Dallas

>  >>  From: RSchatte <RSchatte@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
>  >>  Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 08:44:10 EST
>  >>  To: CNINews1@aol.com, updates@globalserve.net
>  >>  Subject: Fwd: UFO Cult Denies Suicidal Tendencies

>  >>  From: AOL News <AOLNews@aol.com>
>  >>  Subject: UFO Cult Denies Suicidal Tendencies
>  >>  Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 06:36:17 EST

>  >>  UFO Cult Denies Suicidal Tendencies

<brevity snip>

>  Robert,

>  While I tend to agree with you about the "millinium paranoia,"
>  I don't include Edgar Cayce in those whom I label as cultists.
>  I realize many do label the Cayce group as a cult, and by the
>  same standards that you could call "religion" cultish, yes I
>  guess it does fit, but based on the historical background of
>  Edgar Cayce and the "work" he did with the sick and troubled,
>  I personally think his name should be protected from this
>  cult paranoia.

<snip>

>  try them, before they label these treatments "cultish nonsense!"
>  Yes, Cayce has missed many of his prophecies.  Yet, he has been
>  extremely accurate also.

>  The man made many of his predictions in the early twenty's and
>  thirties.  Now, in the 90's we want to 'accuse' him of being
>  a charalatan.

>  Do as you please, but, I for one will give Edgar Cayce and his
>  written history, the benefit of the doubt.

>  What Edgar Cayce gave to humanity, was selfless, not selfish.
>  He asked nothing in return.  In fact, he did not want the
>  gift he was given.  Yet, he was the vehicle through which it
>  expressed.

<snip>

>  REgards, Mike

Cayce himself may have been the nicest guy that ever lived,
although as you admit, he was only partially right.
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The same is true of Gorden Michael Scallion and his earth changes
claims/theories.  About half or more of the time he is wrong and
has admitted it.

What I simply point out is in the early 70s, everybody was
claiming that Cayce/Nostrodamus was saying the end of the world,
armeggeddon was going to happen in 1975.  Then it was 79, then 85
then....

In economics remember the book Bankruptcy 1995 by figgy and some
other guy who claimed in the early 90s that the US would be
bankrupt, could go no deeper in debt then 5 trillion or all this
doom and gloom would happen.

Well 1995 came and went, the US is already passed 5 trillion in
debt and the end of the world still hasn't happened.

Bottom line is don't quit your day job based upon the alleged end
of the world/Armeggeddon pronouncements of Cayce, Scallion or
anybody else.

Cheers,
Robert
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Re: Back Stabbing

From: Michael Christol <mchristo@mindspring.com>
Date: Sun, 28 Dec 1997 08:30:52 -0600
Fwd Date: Sun, 28 Dec 1997 12:35:57 -0500
Subject: Re: Back Stabbing

>From: unicat@worldnet.att.net [Dr. Willy Smith]
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Back Stabbing
>Date: Sat, 27 Dec 1997 20:33:51 +0000

>>From: Ufojoe1 <Ufojoe1@aol.com> [Joe Murgia]
>>Date: Sat, 27 Dec 1997 10:45:14 EST
>>To: updates@globalserve.net
>>Subject: Back Stabbing

>>I joined this list because of all the impressive names that
>>subscribed to it. I figured I could learn a lot of things with
>>regards to ufology as well as being able to ask questions of some
>>of the more knowledgeable people on the list.

>>Unfortunately, as it turns out, most of the messages on this list
>>are dedicated to slamming individuals in the field of ufology and
>>people on this list. It's so disappointing that this is what this
>>list has turned out to be.

>[snip]

>>Joe Murgia
>>Tampa, Florida

>I totally agree with your assesment of UFO updates. I have
>decided not to waste my time any more reading non-significant
>messages posted by people driven by their ambitions, and who, to
>top it off, seem to know very little knowledge of the UFO
>phenomenon.

>Dr. Willy Smith
>UNICAT Project
>Miami, Florida

May I in the spirit of Brotherhood, suggest to both of you, that
your reason for joining this list were wrong from the start.

You were taken in by the idea of communicating with
'Personalities'.

As with the Biblical injunction:  "God is not a respector of
Persons", so we should deal with _all_ humanity on an even
footing, regardless of their educational or social background.
When we can do that, then we will not be disappointed, when those
whom we hold in high regard 'disappoint' us.

Unfortunately, Humanity, for the most part is very childish. They
are still using pacifiers for security.  Be these 'reputations',
'money' or 'skills' they are still pacifiers.

Now, if you will just come to this List for the purpose of
exchanging information, you will not be so disappointed. While in
principal, I agree with your assessment, I learned long ago, that
the ego of humanity will ultimately be both his downfall and
salvation at the same time.
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Please stay and help raise the tolerance level here.  We need it.

Happy New Year...

REgards, Mike
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Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkin's POV]

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Sun, 28 Dec 1997 10:18:10 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 28 Dec 1997 12:54:22 -0500
Subject: Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkin's POV]

>Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 00:57:42 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: John Velez <jvif@spacelab.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Brasilia's Letter

>Everyone who knows Budd personally knows what a sweet and
>generous guy he is and I'm not surprised to hear him say that
>he was only trying to be supportive of something his hosts
>considered important. Typical Budd.

John,

I thought this might be the case.  I wonder how many others
did not read it?????

As I see it, no harm done.  The Brazilian government is not
known for responding to its citizens, so why should it pay
any attention to a bunch of foreigners?

Bob
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Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV]

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Sun, 28 Dec 1997 10:35:28 -0500
Fwd Date: Sun, 28 Dec 1997 13:00:31 -0500
Subject: Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV]

>Date: Sat, 27 Dec 1997 09:03:38 -0800
>From: Ed Stewart <egs@netcom.com>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV]

Ed,

Why waste all this time and disk space on something so
genuinely trivial?

If you want to come down on someone for compromising
ufology, why not devote your time to Kent Jeffrey, whose
actions caused real harm?

Bob
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Revamped Crop Circle Connector Mailing List

From: Mark Fussell <mjfussell@marque.demon.co.uk>
Date: Sun, 28 Dec 1997 16:04:04
Fwd Date: Sun, 28 Dec 1997 13:02:57 -0500
Subject: Revamped Crop Circle Connector Mailing List

Hi

The Crop Circle Connector as many of you know
has been established since June 1995. We have
come along way since then, and are very grateful
for the support we have received in that time.

In January 1998 we are asking all of our Mailing
List members to resubscribe again, under the
conditions stated on the web page below

http://www.marque.demon.co.uk/connector/ml.html

We will continue to send this message to each member
until we received a message from you to resubscrible
or Unsubscribe from the Crop Circle Connector.

When you resubscrible by sending us an email we will
reply with our contact address for you to send the
annual subscription.

The reasons being, that we hope to open a mirror
site in America, to make it easier for our
American readers. Also we will be designing some new
features on the CCC to make it easier to find information.

We will be arranging a monthly
competition which will ONLY be open to 1998 Members.
We  will be providing monthly prizes, such as
Crop Circle books, Videos, Photographs, etc etc.

We would like to take this oppportunity in wishing
all of our members a Merry Christmas, and successful
new year.

All the best

Stuart & Mark
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UFO ROUNDUP, Volume 2, Number 50

From: Masinaigan <Masinaigan@aol.com>
Date: Sun, 28 Dec 1997 11:37:44 EST
Fwd Date: Sun, 28 Dec 1997 13:05:48 -0500
Subject: UFO ROUNDUP, Volume 2, Number 50

     UFO ROUNDUP
Volume 2, Number 50
December 28, 1997
Editor: Joseph Trainor

BRITISH JETLINER SIGHTS
GIANT UFO OVER YORKSHIRE

     On Monday, December 8, 1997, a Boeing 737,
owned by British Midland Airways, took off from
London's Heathrow Airport for a flight to Belfast,
Northern Ireland.
     At 2:15 p.m., the jetliner was flying over
Liverpool on a northwesterly heading.  Then one of
the passengers spotted a very large UFO off the right
wingtip at an estimated distance of 150 miles
(240 kilometers).
     According to Miles Johnston of the British UFO
Research Association (BUFORA), "It was a very big,
black, thin vehicle, with a very bright white tip.  It moved
at all times very slowly but was of considerable size.
Relative width-to-length ratio of 20:1."
     The UFO was described as "a cigar-shaped object"
2,000 feet (667 meters) long.
     The UFO "was seen almost on the horizon (at)
approximately the same height as the Boeing 737,
33,000 feet...This would position the UFO approximately
over Yorkshire," Johnston reported, "The UFO was
observed by a passenger on the plane for 15 minutes."
     Below the UFO was "heavy thick cloud" cover that
made it impossible for the object to be seen from the
ground.  "After 15 minutes, the object flew slowly flew
into very high clouds over the region."  Prior to that,
"the object was visible at all times in bright, clear
sunlight."  (See Filer's Files #51 for December 24, 1997.
Many thanks to George A. Filer of MUFON for this
report.)
(Editor's Note: A UFO was seen over Rotherham,
S. Yorks three weeks ago.)

UFO HOVERS OVER FRENCH
NUCLEAR WASTE FACILITY

     On Tuesday, December 9, 1997, security guard
Michel Collot d'Ouvrard was making his rounds at
the CARB nuclear waste storage facility in Penthe-
les-Brienne, with his K-9 guard dog on a leash.
     The plant is located near Brienne-le-Chateau,
L'Aube department, in eastern France, about
180 kilometers (108 miles) east of Paris.
     At 4:15 p.m., Michel reported, "My dog and I were
at the center of the perimeter, when he suddenly began
barking at an unusual presence some distance in front
of us.  I had difficulty seeing it because of the powerful
searchlights on the nearby pylons.  Then I noticed a
yellow light apparently moving toward our position.
It came from the southwest, from the general direction
of the Foret d'Orient, between Piney and Vandeuvre.
It had the appearance of a car's headlight beacon at
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a distance of 1.5 to 2 kilometers.  But in reality it was
much closer to us, perhaps at a distance of 300 to
400 meters (990 to 1,320 feet)."
     "The luminous object seemed to halt for a
fraction of a second, shot out a series of light beams,
and then it followed the same flight path back to the
southwest," he added.  "Up in the sky, the luminous
object was not moving but seemed to be larger.  I had
it in view for about 20 seconds."
     On Saturday, December 13, 1997, at 6:30 p.m.,
two women working at the CARB plant "discovered in
the sky the presence of two luminous objects at great
height (a high altitude--J.T.)."  They estimated the size
of the UFOs as "four centimeters if at arm's length."
     The women said the UFOs "had a dome on the top
and four lights on the underside.  The two objects left
behind a luminous rectilinear trail, cut short, that looked
like a giant neon tube."
     "The first object suddenly departed to the southeast,
towards 'La CARB,' while the other object remained in
the area, flying around at heights varying from 30 meters
to 300 meters."
     Both sightings are being investigated by French
ufologist Picot Sylvain.  (Merci beaucoup aux Franck
Marie et Banque OVNI pour ces nouvelles.)

UFO FLIES OVER A DAM IN
CENTRAL WALES

     On Friday, December 19, 1997, at 6:30 a.m., a
UFO was seen flying over the hydroelectric dam in
the Black Mountains by two rangers of the Welsh
Forestry Commission.
     The men were five miles apart at the time, but
were in radio contact with each other.  The incident
took place in the mountains overlooking Llandoverry,
approximately 66 miles (106 kilometers) northwest
of Cardiff.
     "The UFO was going in a north-northeasterly
direction," one ranger reported.  "It was a very bright
ball of light with four sparkly tails and about two miles
or so high, about three times the size of a large star.
It was over the dam for about 35 seconds, climbing in
an upward direction."
     The sightings reports were received by the Welsh
Forestry Commission office at Tirabads.  (Many thanks
to Todd Andrews and the Riskers for this report.)
(Editor's Note: Earlier this year, a large dark triangular
UFO was sighted above Highway A40 near Trecastle.)

FRANCE REPORTS TWO
MORE UFO INCIDENTS

     On Wednesday, December 3, 1997, at 9 p.m.,
Philippe Dancoisne was in downtown Rennes when
he "noticed the presence of two shining 'stars' at
40 degrees above the western horizon.  The two
stars 'gleamed' with red and green firebursts, as
if they were two luminous objects some distance
from each other--one red, the other green."
    "The objects remained stationary," he added,
"with the same relative space between them.  I
watched until 9:45 p.m." when the lights vanished.
     "In the days following, the same phenomenon
appeared again, at the very same time" and the
UFOs behaved "in an identical manner, which really
astonished me, for I had never observed stars
(acting) in this fashion."
     Rennes is a city in the department Ile-et-Vilaine,
about 280 kilometers (175 miles) west of Paris.
     On Sunday, December 7, 1997, at 11:10 a.m.,
two hospital workers were driving on the highway
between Troyes and Lusigny near the village of
Montreuil-sur-Barce.  Suddenly, "their attention was
caught by a very bright white flash of light, what
seemed to be a reflection of the sun.  They took note
of this development in the sky, believing at first that
it was an aircraft in difficulty."
     The men observed the mysterious light moving
around inside the overcast cloud cover.  "It duplicated
its own motions, moving in a curved flight in an east-
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west trajectory but drifting towards the southeast.
Its altitude was less than 1,000 meters (3,300 feet).
It seemed to be engaging in 'low-level flying.'"
     They estimated the UFO "to be 10 to 15 kilometers
(6 to 9 miles) away, towards the Foret d'Orient.  The
(UFO's) appearance was circular, elliptical and
presented itself in profile."  (See the French newspaper
L'Est Republicain for December 8, 1997.  Merci aux
Franck Marie et Picot Sylvain pour ces nouvelles.)

UFO, MYSTERY HELICOPTERS
SPOTTED IN PORTUGAL

     On Saturday, December 20, 1997, at 2 a.m.,
Roberto Cardoso "was driving home with a friend"
about 10 kilometers (6 miles) west of Leiria,
Portugal when his companion spotted something
very strange in the sky.
     On "a straight and downhill section of the road,
where we could perfectly see the sky in front of us...
Suddenly, a white-blue round object appeared from
behind a cloud and made a perfect vertical descent"
of 500 meters from the rainy overcast sky.
     "The light made the descent in no more than a
second," Roberto reported, adding that it touched
down about 10 kilometers (6 miles) east of the
Atlantic Ocean shoreline.  "The object itself could
have had a diameter between one and five meters.
The light was strong and it brightly illuminated the
clouds around it as soon as it became visible.  The
light appeared at (the) 11 o'clock (position) just
about in front of us.  We were heading west towards
the Portuguese coast."
     "'Hey!  Did you see that?' my friend said."
     "'Yes.  But it's too far away for us to find it,
damn!'"
     Roberto told his other friends about the sighting.
A few days later, one of them, Manuel Oliveira,
reported an equally strange incident near Martinha
Grande, southwest of Leiria.
     Oliveira "told of seeing some strange helicopters
of a type he had never seen before.  He told me that
they were NOT black and had some nation's insignia
on them.  He only knows the Portuguese and USA
insignias and it was not one of theirs," Roberto wrote,
adding that they might be "of the Westland type."
     Both encounters, he added, took place about
15 kilometers from the Fuerza Aerea Portuguesa
(FAP) air base at Monte Real.  (Email Interview)
     Leiria is 184 kilometers (115 miles) north of
Lisboa (Lisbon), the nation's capital.
(Editor's Note: The Westland Lynx Mk3 and Mk4 are
used by both the UK and France.  For more black
helicopter news, see the Pennsylvania story in
this issue.)

LUMINOUS UFO FLIES OVER
A CITY IN CENTRAL ITALY

     On Sunday, December 14, 1997, at 6:15 p.m.,
pedestrians in Terni, a city in the Monti Sabini
mountain range approximately 100 kilometers
north of Rome, spotted a strange luminous
object flying across the evening sky.
     The UFO was described as "a luminous white
object in the form of a pointed arch."  Witnesses
said the UFO "made a swift passage" through the
sky over Terni "along a horizontal trajectory."
     The case is being investigated by ufologist
Massimo Valloscuro of the Centro Italiano di Studi
Ufologici (CISU).  (Grazie a Edoardo Russo di CISU
per questo rapporto.)

MAN AND SON SPOT UFO
OVER NORTH CAROLINA

     On Saturday, December 20, 1997, at 5:40 p.m.,
Chuck Olmstead and his son "were in the front yard
of our home in Greenville, North Carolina (N.C.)
(population 44,972), looking into the sky.  We had
just launched a helium balloon with a return tag as
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an experiment and were watching it travel to the north."
     "The sky was dark blue, a few of the early evening
stars were visible" and they also saw two aircraft,
one at 45 degrees or so from the horizon with red and
white lights visible and one in the northeast, also at
45 degrees from the horizon."
     "Looking up at zenith, I watched a group of about
6 or 7 stars of varying intensity suddenly line up in a
straight line," Olmstead reported.  "My son saw it also
and yelled out, 'Daddy!'"
     "I told him, 'Run inside and get your mommy.'"
     He estimated the formation's size as "the height of
my index finger (held) at arm's length.  Some of the stars
were large and bright--larger than Venus--and others
were dim.  I then noticed that the entire line was moving
slowly to the west in sync."
     "At the same time, I then noticed another star to the
west that seemed to be the 'leading' star, also moving in
sync with the rest of the stars.  What I visualized was an
equilateral triangle with only one leg of the three visible...
Suddenly, all of the stars seemed to converge at the
center of the triangle, and all faded out just prior to
meeting in the center.  The entire event was probably
only eight to ten seconds long.  This is the strangest
thing I have ever seen in the sky..." (Email Interview)

UFOs SEEN RECENTLY OVER
WAYNESBORO, VIRGINIA

     On Sunday, December 21, 1997, at 5:15 a.m.,
Ellen Mycroft spied a UFO from her home in
Harrisonburg, in Virginia's Shenandoah Valley.
    "I saw what appeared to be 3 to 5 bright lights
in a row in the eastern sky.  After a while, they just
gradually faded away," Ms. Mycroft reported,
adding that she had them in view for "a period of
five to twenty seconds.  I don't know how long they
had been up there before that, but I watched for a
while, maybe 30 seconds to a minute."
     She estimated that the UFO was flying over
nearby Waynesboro, Va. (population 18,549), on
Highway 340 approximately 96 miles (154
kilometers) northwest of Richmond.
     She also contacted another eyewitness in
Crimora, Va., 25 miles from Harrisonburg.
     "We both thought we saw a series of five lights
nearly as bright as Venus around 5:15 or 5:20 p.m.
on Sunday, December 21.  He thought the lights
were 20 to 25 degrees above the horizon, and the
lights appeared to be over the Waynesboro/
Fishersville area which is consistent with my
observation."
     She added that Waynesboro was the site of the
1964 UFO encounter reported by Horace Burns.
(Email Interview)

COUPLE SEES A UFO OVER
HOOKSETT, NEW HAMPSHIRE

     On December 3, 1997, a couple spotted a "very
bright light" in the evening sky south of Hooksett,
New Hampshire (population 2,573).
     One of the witnesses said, "You could bundle
five airplanes together and it wouldn't even come close
to this much light."
     The UFO approached from the south.  When one
witness called attention to it, "the light halted and
suddenly took off."
     Mysterious bright lights along Route 3 south of
Hooksett were also reported by two other witnesses.
     Hooksett is 10 miles (16 kilometers) south of
Concord, the state capital.
(See the Manchester, N.H. Union-Leader for
December 5, 1997.  Many thanks to George A. Filer
of MUFON for this report.)

BLACK HELICOPTERS ACTIVE
IN PENNSYLVANIA AND
NORTHERN FLORIDA

     The night of December 16, 1997, Brett B. was at
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his family's home on Hawk Mountain near Tamaqua,
Pennsylvania (population 7,843), a small city at the
intersection of Highways 209 and 309, approximately
98 miles (158 kilometers) northwest of Philadelphia.
     All at once, Brett heard the sound of a helicopter.
"It sounded as if it was really close," he reported.
"I'm guessing that it was at about mountain level.  It
sounded as if it was right outside the house.  When I
went outside, I didn't see anything" because of the
low overcast.  "I went back in the house because I
didn't have my shoes on or a coat, and it was getting
cold."
     Listening to the helicopter noise, Brett wondered
if there might have been a breakout at a state prison
nearby.  But, he added, "my aunt works at the prison,
and she usually calls us" if a breakout occurs.  After
a while, the mysterious helicopter flew away.  (Email
Interview)
     On Saturday, December 20, 1997, Corey S. saw
two black UH-1D helicopters fly over his farm near
Jasper, Florida (population 2,099).  The choppers
were "flying close to the ground, heading east."
     According to Corey, some neighbors called a
local radio talk show and reported seeing "six to
eight black helicopters, most of them Hueys
(UH-1D) but one was a Hughes 500 with airborne
radar" on the ground at a nearby rural airstrip."
     Jasper is on Florida Highway 41, approximately
85 miles (136 kilometers) east of Tallahassee,
the state capital.

from the UFO Files...

1909: AIRSHIP HOVERS OVER
          WILLIMANTIC

     In addition to Massachusetts and Rhode Island,
UFOs were seen over Connecticut during the "airship
flap" of December 1909.  Here's the actual newspaper
account of the most famous Connecticut sighting
of the period.

     "There was a bright light in the east last night
and the wise ones sized it up for Tillinghast's
mysterious airship.  It was about 7:30 o'clock that
the light was first noticed and it was then in the
southeast, appearing to be above the thread plant
as viewed from the foot of Railroad street but a
long ways off--from twenty to thirty miles in the
opinion of some of the people who saw it."
     "Policemen and other matter-of-fact persons
winked the other eye when the airship was mentioned
but there were plenty of people who were quite willing
to declare, and did so declare, that what they had
seen in the eastern sky answered in all particulars
the descriptions sent out of the mysterious aerial
craft that has been creating such a sensation in
Worcester and other Massachusetts cities and
villages."
     "There were several hundred in Willimantic
who saw what they believed to have been an airship,
and others said it was Hailey's (sic) comet.  Whatever
it was, it caused considerable excitement for a while
and the curious ones spent several hours with their
eyes riveted on the heavens."
     "The light in the southeast looked like a powerful
searchlight.  Because of its size and the aura it
threw, it attracted wide attention.  It remained stationary
for a few minutes, and then it seemed to shoot upwards,
and then ambled around as if the person manipulating
it was trying to get his bearings."
     "As usual, Mayor (John F.) Dunn's store was
crowded about that time, and Benjamin Murphy,
timekeeper on the New Haven (rail)road, was...calling
the men out to see the airship.  Mayor Dunn was
among them, and he stated last night (i.e. on
December 23, 1909--J.T.) when seen by a Chronicle
reporter that he would not swear it was an airship
but it certainly did look like one.  Others who saw it
were of the same opinion."
     "The light was miles away apparently and quite
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high in the air.  It played in the east for about fifteen
minutes and then vanished.  Later there appeared a
brilliant star in the firmament and those who had not
seen the first light and saw this star were of the
opinion that both lights were one and the same, but
those who saw the first light said it was no star."
     "People who had come down street to do their
Christmas shopping forgot what they had come for
and stood on the sidewalk and even in the middle
of the street, looking in the east, hoping to see the
return of the airship.  Some of the skeptics who,
just because they did not hear the hissing of the
engine or got an introduction to the man running the
ship, laughed at those who claimed it was an
airship they saw.  The skeptics could not account,
though, for the strange light and its peculiar actions."
     "It was too bad that the airship, if it was one,
did not come nearer the city so that the people
could inspect the machine.  The scoffers would have
then had no grounds for scoffing."
     (See the Willimantic, Conn. Daily Chronicle
for December 24, 1909, "'Come, Ride In My Airship'
Invitation Awaited by Many!" page 1.)

LAST REFLECTIONS ON THE YEAR:
     This wraps up Volume 2 of UFO ROUNDUP.
Your editor would like to extend his heartfelt thanks
to all who submitted UFO news during 1997.  Your
contributed items are what makes it all possible.
      To our new readers in Bermuda, Japan, Norway,
Colombia and the Netherlands, thanks for being
with us.  We're repeating last year's ROUNDUP
Pledge--to bring full coverage of the global UFO
situation to readers everywhere via the Internet.
     UFO ROUNDUP will continue to publish
attribution wherever possible for every item that
appears in the newsletter.  At the same time,
UFO ROUNDUP will diligently protect the
confidentiality of eyewitnesses.
     Hopefully, the day is coming when UFO
witnesses can talk about their sightings and
encounters without being harassed by government
agents.
     To those who criticize the stories published
in this newsletter...tell me, friends, when was the
last time you saw attribution footnotes in the
New York Times and the Washington Post?
     If 1997--with Heavens Gate, the mass sightings
in Phoenix and Seattle, and the UFO crash in Nova
Brasilandia--is any indication, we could be in for a
rough saucer ride during 1998.
     But UFO ROUNDUP will be there, bringing you
complete coverage of the continuing drama of
the unidentified flying object.  Here's wishing all our
readers a "Happy New Year!" from "the paper that
goes home--UFO ROUNDUP."

UFO ROUNDUP: Copyright 1997 by Masinaigan
Productions, all rights reserved.  Readers may post
items from UFO ROUNDUP on their websites or in
newsgroups provided that they credit the newsletter
and its editor by name and list the date of issue in
which the item first appeared.
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Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV]

From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
Date: Sun, 28 Dec 1997 12:42:33 PST
Fwd Date: Sun, 28 Dec 1997 13:26:01 -0500
Subject: Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV]

> Date: Sat, 27 Dec 1997 21:26:24 -0500
> From: Peregrine Mendoza <101653.2205@compuserve.com> [Peter Brookesmith]
> Subject: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV]
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

> With the compliments & best wishes for 1998 of the Duke of
> Mendoza.

> >Date: Sat, 27 Dec 1997 09:03:38 -0800
> >From: Ed Stewart <egs@netcom.com>
> >To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> >Subject: Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV]

> [polla snipperata]

> >There are no standards of evidence and no
> >standards of conduct in this arena. That has to change. The
> >present practice of ufological wisdom is to simply ignore the
> >improprieties when they occur in the hope that they go away
> >unoticed and be forgotten and not to ask for clarification.

> Sock it to 'em, Ed. It is my observation that to qualify (the
> test, score and parchment are all, of course, self-administered)
> as either an "agnostic" or an "expert" in this non-field it is
> necessary to exclude from one's view many uncomfortable things,
> but an absolute exclusion zone surrounds moral issues.

My friend Peter, in my experience, is often confused, but never
so much as here.  There are, of course, standards of evidence,
and these get debated all the time. Improprieties are not
ignored; they are discussed at huge length.  The amount of
internal criticism within ufology is remarkable and commendable.
Peter really ought to read the UFO literature more, or at least
allow a glimmer of light to shine through a mind otherwise shut
tight.

The point is that Mr. Stewart was making an unusually big
mountain out of an unusually small molehill, all in the interest
of the venerable blood sport of Budd-bashing.  The degree of
incivility, moreover, in the Stewart rant struck more than one
observer as rather extraordinary. My experience is that it is
among Peter's debunking pals, not among sensible ufologists, that
"an absolute exclusion zone surrounds moral issues," as even
disillusioned skeptics (McIver, Lippard, Rawlins, et al.) have
had occasion to learn.  I mean, Peter actually defends Donald
Menzel -- all the while posing as some sort of moral arbiter.
Give US a break, guy.

> [Mikro snippera]

> >Ufology refuses to clean itself
> >up and tries to cover its own undisclipline by involking dark
> >conspiracies keeping the "truth" away. Yet, it won't lift a
> >finger to clear up inconsistencies in its own ufological wisdom.
> >And if a messenger comes along and points it out, that person
> >obviously "does not merit a serious response". Consequently, >the
> real issue brought up in the first place is never mentioned
> >and the thread becomes imbroiled in rhetoric over style of
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> >communication and choice of words. How dare someone point out
> >duplicity by ufological luminaries? And to do this in a UFO
> >mailing list? How contentious the sacrilege of disrespect
> >towards a UFO illuminary and question his apparent duplicity?

................

> I hope I am not the only one hereabouts to say, and not merely
> think, that all you (Ed) did was: articulate the obvious and
> enquire what Budd Hopkins proposed to do about it. I hope I am not
> the only one to say and not merely think that the season of
> goodwill has nothing to do with whether this should be pointed
> out, or whether the "guy" should be given "a break" that, at an
> time of year, he does not merit. Bumbling is bumbling and bullshit
> is bullshit. You don't have to be a Budd-basher to observe, or to
> say, that.

Having written and published more criticism of ufology and
ufologists than probably anybody living, I agree that "bullshit
is bullshit," and so I recognize it when I see it, and I see it a
large share of the substance in the above.

Meantime, my modest plea for civility and a sense of proportion
continues to go ignored here.

Jerry Clark
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'Civil and Uncivil Wars'

From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
Date: Sun, 28 Dec 1997 13:05:58 PST
Fwd Date: Sun, 28 Dec 1997 13:36:33 -0500
Subject: 'Civil and Uncivil Wars'

Hi, everybody,

Those of you following recent discussions on the list
regard civility in ufological debate may find the following
of interest.  It's an editorial I wrote, titled "Civil and Uncivil
Wars," in the May/June 1992 issue of IUR:

The longer I observe what goes on inside ufology, the more I
am struck by the ordinariness of ufologists.  Ufologists, of course,
do not like to think of themselves as ordinary.  They prefer the
ego-inflating view that they are unique in their imperfections, and
not a year passes that we cannot count on reading one, two, or --
if the hysteria aspires to mass status -- more jeremiads about the
essential wickedness of ufologists.

Every flagellant's favorite complaint, of course, is that ufologists
can't seem to get along with each other, and ufology's critics are
only too happy to join the choir.  John Keel, for example, sings with
benumbing regularity of ufology's penchant for internal blood-letting
which, according to him, is just about all we do.  Even many of
ufology's sympathizers morbidly delight in wringing their hands
and bleating about "disunity," my personal nomination for our
most tiresome shibboleth.

In fact, ufologists behave exactly as human beings everywhere
and in all circumstances have always behaved.  Ufology's
shortcomings are every subculture's shortcomings, whether
that subculture consists of physical anthropologists at each
other's throats over human-origins questions or (as an IUR
reader who once was in the business remarked to me not
long ago) raisers of sled dogs.  Whole books have been written
on the bitter conflicts, personal as much as intellectual, that
have raged within anthropology, paleontology, psychology,
AIDS research, and other disparate-personality assemblages
called, often in spite of themselves, "communities."  My late
friend D. Scott Rogo used to regale me with lurid tales of
parapsychology's internecine conflicts, which usually had
the effect of making me feel better about our own.

In fact, conflict within any community built around a
concept, a practice, a belief, or a perceived body of
knowledge is inevitable.  How could it be otherwise?  The
only persons who don't fight over ideas are those who have
none, and such individuals are not attracted to any pursuit
that requires them to think.  To have a strong opinion, you
must have a strong personality, and if you have a strong
personality, you're ready, willing, and able to argue.

We can all lament, of course, the personalization (or the
politicization) of issues, but we ought also to understand that
not all debates arise from thinly disguised personal (or
political) disputes.  In recent years we at CUFOS have taken,
from time to time, dissenting positions on particular cases or
approaches.  We did so out of honest difference of opinion,
and most of our colleagues understand and respected our
stand even when they disagreed with it.  None of this stopped
a few befuddled mopes from whispering that our real motive
was to undercut rival organizations.  This is not only untrue but
absurdly untrue, since (a) the UFO phenomenon is endlessly
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fascinating and challenging, (b) interorganizational rivalry is
endlessly tedious and pointless, and (c) we are not crazy.
Any sufferer who devotes more than one and a half
nanoseconds' thought a year to "power" struggles between
UFO organizations has our sincerest wish for a quick recovery
or, failing that, rapid relocation to another frog pond.

One suspects that much of the talk about ufological
"unity" masks an authoritarian desire to impose uniformity
of opinion where none exists or, so far as that goes, ought to
exist.  If one group disdains Claim X and another embraces
it, why should either not say so and, moreover, argue its case
as vigorously as possible?  Isn't such debate an essential
part of the truth-seeking process?  We can rightly insist that
the debate center on evidence and logic, as opposed to mud
and bombast.  Experience tells us, as we all know, that
personality conflict may well assert itself sooner or later, but if
we can do nothing else about that, we can ensure that it
stays out of the published exchanges.

Some other things to avoid or to do:

(1) Refrain from suing each other.

(2) Don't even contemplate embarking, however much his
foolishly misguided beliefs drive you to distraction, on a dirt-
hunting archaeological expedition into your adversary's
personal history.

(3) Instead, be cordial when you meet.  (At every conference
I attend, I encounter individuals with whom I have profound
intellectual disagreements and with whom I end up having a
great time, during which I learn something and occasionally
even -- gasp -- undergo a change of mind.  If you haven't had
that happy experience yourself, you would do well to search
your soul.  The number of irredeemably nasty persons in this
field is actually quite small, for which the rest of us can be
relieved and grateful.  Like most people, most ufologists are
decent and benignly intentioned.)

(4) Accept the simple, if incredible, fact that not everyone
who disagrees with you is dumb, brainwashed, venal, or
employed by a Certain Intelligence Agency.

(5) Always bear in mind the possibility, however farfetched,
that you could be wrong.

(6) And remember, whenever two persons agree absolutely,
one of them is unnecessary.
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NASA Plans Return to the Moon

From: RSchatte <RSchatte@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
Date: Sun, 28 Dec 1997 13:12:03 EST
Fwd Date: Sun, 28 Dec 1997 13:40:09 -0500
Subject: NASA Plans Return to the Moon

From: AOL News <AOLNews@aol.com>
Return-path: <AOLNews@aol.com>
Subject: NASA Plans Return to the Moon
Date: Sun, 28 Dec 1997 12:04:32 EST

NASA Plans Return to the Moon

.c The Associated Press

 By MARCIA DUNN

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) - Twenty-five years after men last
roamed the moon, NASA is returning with a little robot named
Prospector.

Diminutive as it is and cheap, too, NASA's 4-foot Lunar
Prospector will search for something more precious to scientists
than gold: evidence of frozen water at the moon's poles. The
spacecraft also will rummage for gases and minerals that, like
polar ice, could be used by human settlers.

It will attempt all this during a one-year orbital mapping
mission, set to begin with a Jan. 5 launch.

``We're interested in low-paying resources since, if as I do
believe we will have man back on the moon in the not-too-distant
future and build a base, we have to learn to live off the land,''
said Alan Binder, chief scientist for Prospector and head of the
Lunar Research Institute in Gilroy, Calif.

NASA has no plans to send astronauts back to the moon or anywhere
else beyond low Earth orbit. Of the possible destinations, Mars
beckons most brightly.
However, if Prospector detects evidence of water-forming ice in
the dark, cratered regions of the moon's poles, confirming
findings from the Defense Department's Clementine spacecraft,
lunar exploration almost certainly would be revitalized.

At the very least, more robots would be dispatched, NASA
Administrator Daniel Goldin said.

A lunar camp could follow, with astronauts mining the water and
separating it into hydrogen and oxygen, basic components of the
most efficient rocket fuel.
Such a fueling depot could launch spaceships back to Earth, and
on to Mars and beyond.

The water also might be used for drinking.

``You might decide if it was a large enough supply to pipe it
from the poles to wherever you put your base,'' said Michael
Drake, director of the Lunar and Planetary Laboratory at the
University of Arizona in Tucson.

But he added: ``Nothing that Prospector will find will make or
break a lunar base.''

Prospector - which, at 653 pounds, weighs considerably less than
all the rock and dirt brought back by the 12 moonwalkers - will
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survey the lunar surface from a 60-mile-high polar orbit for a
full year. If there's enough fuel, the drumlike spacecraft will
continue to collect data for an additional six months from an
orbit as low as six miles.

The cost of the endeavor: $63 million, including a mere $20
million for Prospector and $28 million for Lockheed Martin
Corp.'s newfangled Athena 2 rocket.

It's part of a low-cost, fast-paced NASA exploration program
called Discovery, which guided Pathfinder to a stunning Mars
landing last July 4 and has the Near spacecraft en route to a
1999 rendezvous with an asteroid.

Why go back to the moon, inspected by nearly 40 U.S. and Soviet
orbiters and landers from 1959 through the mid-1970s and nine
Apollo crews - 24 men - from December 1968 through December
1972?

``The reality is we've only just scratched the surface of the
moon and there's a lot we still have to learn,'' explained
Drake.

The Apollo missions, for instance, stuck to the moon's equatorial
regions.
Prospector, like Clementine, will orbit from pole to pole and
thus provide global views.

One of Prospector's five science instruments will measure gamma
rays emitted from the lunar surface to determine the amount of
uranium, aluminum, iron, silicon, titanium and other elements.
The findings will help scientists answer The Question: Did
something the size of Mars slam into Earth some 4 billion years
ago, as is presently believed, and rip off chunks of terra firma
that became our moon?

Another instrument will try to detect carbon dioxide, nitrogen
and other gases believed to be seeping from the moon's interior.
Still another, a neutron spectrometer, will measure hydrogen,
deposited in small amounts in the lunar soil by the solar wind.

The more hydrogen found, the more likely the presence of frozen
water.

Scientists announced in December 1996 that Clementine, launched
by the military in 1994 to test missile-detecting sensors, had
discovered evidence of water ice in a giant crater at the moon's
south pole.

The crater is so deep - an estimated 7 1/2 miles - that sunlight
never penetrates the lower parts. Such permanent shadow could
cause water from impacting comets to remain locked in the lunar
soil.

Skeptics contend these patches are not ice but rather rough
surfaces on the steep slopes of the crater.

Prospector will help settle the debate.

``Whether this is true or not ... it's very important to find out
what the resource inventory on the moon is,'' Drake said. ``If
humans leave this planet to permanently inhabit a base on another
planetary object, the most likely place we're going to go to
first is the moon simply because it's easy to get to. It's easy
to get back from if something bad happens. And it's relatively
inexpensive compared probably to going to Mars.''

Even though NASA has no firm lunar plans beyond Prospector,
Japan's space agency is gearing up for a series of robotic visits
over the next several years to pave the way for possible human
exploration.

Apollo 17 commander Eugene Cernan would love to see someone -
American, Japanese, whomever - follow in his lunar footsteps.

``I stand here 25 years later being the last man to have left his
footprints on the surface of the moon,'' Cernan told a Cape
Canaveral crowd on the anniversary of his Dec. 7, 1972, launch.
``That is a truly unique and special honor, but it is also a
significant, overwhelming disappointment. Not because I did it,
but because I'm still the last person, human being, man or woman,
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to have left footprints on the surface of the moon.''

AP-NY-12-28-97 1201EST

Copyright 1997 The Associated Press.  The information  contained
in the AP news report may not be published, broadcast, rewritten
or otherwise distributed without  prior written authority of The
Associated Press.
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Re: Costa Rica Sighting

From: troodon@netnitco.net [David Orr]
Date: Sun, 28 Dec 1997 13:32:46 -0600
Fwd Date: Mon, 29 Dec 1997 00:33:30 -0500
Subject: Re: Costa Rica Sighting

>From: "Len Fedullo" <lenf1@snip.net>
>To: "Errol Bruce-Knapp" <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Costa Rica Sighting
>Date: Fri, 26 Dec 1997 22:51:50 -0800

>Errol,

>I thought that your readers might be interested in this recent
>siting in Costa Rica. The story is from CNN.

>Len Fedullo

>**************************************************************

<snip>

>On December 22 cameramen from two local television channels
>filmed at least a dozen "flying saucers" in the sky south of the
>Costa Rican capital.

Does anyone know if these pictures are on the web yet?

Good fortune, safe travels

David Orr

Push the button, Frank.
********************************
TRANSMISSION ENDED.
********************************
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Re: Sect Awaits 'His' Arrival In Dallas

From: Michael Christol <mchristo@mindspring.com>
Date: Sun, 28 Dec 1997 14:00:20 -0600
Fwd Date: Mon, 29 Dec 1997 00:41:27 -0500
Subject: Re: Sect Awaits 'His' Arrival In Dallas

>From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates]
>Date: Sun, 28 Dec 1997 02:04:47 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: Sect Awaits 'His' Arrival In Dallas

>>  What Edgar Cayce gave to humanity, was selfless, not selfish.
>>  He asked nothing in return.  In fact, he did not want the
>>  gift he was given.  Yet, he was the vehicle through which it
>>  expressed.

><snip>

>>  REgards, Mike

>Cayce himself may have been the nicest guy that ever lived,
>although as you admit, he was only partially right.

>The same is true of Gorden Michael Scallion and his earth changes
>claims/theories.  About half or more of the time he is wrong and
>has admitted it.

>What I simply point out is in the early 70s, everybody was
>claiming that Cayce/Nostrodamus was saying the end of the world,
>armeggeddon was going to happen in 1975.  Then it was 79, then 85
>then....

>In economics remember the book Bankruptcy 1995 by figgy and some
>other guy who claimed in the early 90s that the US would be
>bankrupt, could go no deeper in debt then 5 trillion or all this
>doom and gloom would happen.

>Well 1995 came and went, the US is already passed 5 trillion in
>debt and the end of the world still hasn't happened.

>Bottom line is don't quit your day job based upon the alleged end
>of the world/Armeggeddon pronouncements of Cayce, Scallion or
>anybody else.

>Cheers,
>Robert

Grin...well, Robert, I can't say that I don't agree with you.I
take most of this material with a grain of salt.  Yet, I don't
just trash it because it is speculative.

I tend to use this information to gage the advancement of
humanity.  So long as mankind depends on others to chart their
path thorugh life, they are always open to the deception of
Charalatans.

This is exactly what will usher in the so called Anti-Christ. If
mankind were more self sufficient, and looked within themselves
for the answers, they wouldn't be such easy prey for these
people.

Take care, Robert.

Happy New Year.
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REgards, Mike
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Re: Mantle's 'Article'

From: koch@wad.berlin.fido.de (Joachim Koch)
Date: 28 Dec 97 16:07:00 +0000
Fwd Date: Mon, 29 Dec 1997 00:48:01 -0500
Subject: Re: Mantle's 'Article'

>Date: Sat, 20 Dec 1997 00:28:32 -0500
>From: James Easton <pulsar@compuserve.com>
>Subject: UFO UpDate: Mantle's 'Article'
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

>Regarding...

>On Theresa's dedicated, exceptional and absolutely conclusive
>research - Theresa being the first to _prove_ the video was a
>special effect - duh... this merits a separate comment and in due
>course.

>James.
>E-mail: pulsar@compuserve.com

Recently, a team of film producers from Munich, Germany, has
contacted us. They became aware of the autopsy-video which is
distributed and promoted here in Germany by Mr. Hesemann. He (or
his company) claims that this video contains the complete,
original footage as it came from the reels without any cut.

They informed us that they are able to prove that these claims
are false and that the video they have bought shows severals
cuts.

Greetings

Joachim Koch

        *Homepage International Roswell Initiative, Germany:*
         > http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/jkoch1 <
      *Update December 20,1997*: News about the "Santilli-Film"
   Other items: Lesotho-Crash, Crop Circles, Betty Hill's Star Map
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Re: Back Stabbing

From: "Serge Salvaille" <sergesa@connectmmic.net>
Date: Sun, 28 Dec 1997 15:30:42 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 29 Dec 1997 01:37:41 -0500
Subject: Re: Back Stabbing

>From: Ufojoe1 <Ufojoe1@aol.com> [Joe Murgia]
>Date: Sat, 27 Dec 1997 10:45:14 EST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Back Stabbing

[...]

>I joined this list because of all the impressive names that
>subscribed to it. I figured I could learn a lot of things with
>regards to ufology as well as being able to ask questions of some
>of the more knowledgeable people on the list.

>Unfortunately, as it turns out, most of the messages on this list
>are dedicated to slamming individuals in the field of ufology and
>people on this list. It's so disappointing that this is what this
>list has turned out to be.

[...]

Joe,

Every morning I open my computer, my first task is to get my
e-mail to see what is new on the List.  At a conservative 150
posts a week, guess I read near 8,000 posts in a year.

I may take an hour of spare time I don't have and send in my two
cents.  My posts don't always make it to the list for reasons
known only to Errol. I understand that, with all the flames and
combustibles going around, sometimes a spark is one too many.  I
wonder what previous life Errol has lived to have to endure such
a karma :)

Since I have joined the list, I must have made a few gray hairs,
mainly from the sheer impossibility of taking ALL my time
answering the prepostrous, the grotesque and the pretentious. If
there are pearls to be discovered, you mostly keep those to
yourself in case they turn out to be potassium nitrate crystals
in the dung.

Aside from getting hot news on very interesting sightings (take
the Costa Rica post for example) the experience of the List is
unique and invaluable in at least one way: it allows you to KNOW
THE PEOPLE.

This has no price.

Just think of this: the next time you get to a bookstore or
attend a conference, what will your feelings be when you
recognize the names of some prominent Ufologists(!) here on the
list?  Will you buy the book or the ticket?  I bet your present
choices will be much more enlightened because you joined this
List.

Serge Salvaille
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Re: UFO ROUNDUP, Volume 2, Number 50

From: "Tom Burnett" <burnettc@gte.net>
Date: Sun, 28 Dec 1997 12:12:21 -1000
Fwd Date: Mon, 29 Dec 1997 02:00:12 -0500
Subject: Re: UFO ROUNDUP, Volume 2, Number 50

> From: Masinaigan <Masinaigan@aol.com>
> Date: Sun, 28 Dec 1997 11:37:44 EST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Fwd: UFO ROUNDUP, Volume 2, Number 50

>      UFO ROUNDUP
> Volume 2, Number 50
> December 28, 1997
> Editor: Joseph Trainor

> BRITISH JETLINER SIGHTS
> GIANT UFO OVER YORKSHIRE

>      On Monday, December 8, 1997, a Boeing 737,
> owned by British Midland Airways, took off from
> London's Heathrow Airport for a flight to Belfast,
> Northern Ireland.

>      At 2:15 p.m., the jetliner was flying over
> Liverpool on a northwesterly heading.  Then one of
> the passengers spotted a very large UFO off the right
> wingtip at an estimated distance of 150 miles
> (240 kilometers).

>      According to Miles Johnston of the British UFO
> Research Association (BUFORA), "It was a very big,
> black, thin vehicle, with a very bright white tip.  It moved
> at all times very slowly but was of considerable size.
> Relative width-to-length ratio of 20:1."

>      The UFO was described as "a cigar-shaped object"
> 2,000 feet (667 meters) long.

>      The UFO "was seen almost on the horizon (at)
> approximately the same height as the Boeing 737,
> 33,000 feet...This would position the UFO approximately
> over Yorkshire," Johnston reported, "The UFO was
> observed by a passenger on the plane for 15 minutes."

>      Below the UFO was "heavy thick cloud" cover that
> made it impossible for the object to be seen from the
> ground.  "After 15 minutes, the object flew slowly flew
> into very high clouds over the region."  Prior to that,
> "the object was visible at all times in bright, clear
> sunlight."  (See Filer's Files #51 for December 24, 1997.
> Many thanks to George A. Filer of MUFON for this
> report.)

I originally let this go because I thought someone else would
speak up, but I guess not.

It is absolutely impossible, using Mk1, Mod0 eyeballs, to see
much of anything at a distance of 150 miles horizontally through
the atmosphere, much less identify it's shape and size.  The AQ
(fire control) radar in an F-14 can paint targets at about that
distance but it is well beyond visual range.  Aircraft, even
large ones with landing lights on flying directly towards an
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airborne observer are not visible past 15 or 20 miles. It should
be possible to see a shuttle or large rocket launch at that
distance for a few seconds as it reached the upper atmosphere but
it would not be identifiable as anything but a bright light.
Furthermore, at a cruising speed of around 480 knots, an observer
in the window seat of a B-737 would not be able to see an
external object for more than a few seconds in any case unless it
were on a similar flight path, which means it was probably in a
commercial air corridor. I have flown on commercial airliners a
little.  Observing the tips of the aircraft's wings through the
double-pane plexiglass is difficult.  Identifying an object
within your field of view on the ground from 33,000 feet is no
easy chore.  Identifying something in the air at a distance of
more than about 15 miles through optics like that is
problematical at best.

This report sounds remarkably like another heavy aircraft at the
same altitude on a similar flight path with a horizontal
separation of about 10 miles. Would any other pilots or airline
passengers care to comment?

Aloha
Tom Burnett
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Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV]

From: Peregrine Mendoza <101653.2205@compuserve.com> [Peter Brookesmith]
Date: Sun, 28 Dec 1997 19:31:01 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 29 Dec 1997 02:55:30 -0500
Subject: Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV]

The Duke of Mendoza presents his compliments.

>From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
>Date: Sun, 28 Dec 1997 12:42:33 PST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: RE: UFO UpDate: Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV]

>The point is that Mr. Stewart was making an unusually big
>mountain out of an unusually small molehill, all in the
>interest of the venerable blood sport of Budd-bashing.

The POINT is that whatever the size of the issue, the fact
remains Budd Hopkins has done one thing and said another and the
two are in conflict. You don't (I repeat) have to be Budd-basher
to say that. I don't even know if this is one of Ed Stewart's
sports, and don't much care. I was rather under the impression
that he was more interested in the matter of duplicity,
regardless of source. Have you been mind-reading again?

>The degree of incivility, moreover, in the Stewart rant
>struck more than one observer as rather extraordinary.

So what? You're still not addressing the issue. Some observers
might feel that you are not always civil. Some might say the same
of me. At least neither of us eats peas off a knife. Among many
options, you can choose to brush that aside & get on with the
argument (in the sense of debate, discussion, &c &c) or pump out
a smokescreen about civility. I see smoke, or possibly steam,
from Canby at the moment, and not for the first time. But then I
am deeply confused as everyone knows and hardly know east from
west at the best of times and frequently wear odd socks and
different parts of different suits simultaneously, a trick I
picked up from John Michell.

>I mean, Peter actually defends Donald Menzel -- all the while
>posing as some sort of moral arbiter. Give US a break, guy.

More smoke, irrelevance and plain misrepresentation. I will
defend anyone including Menzel or Budd Hopkins or your good self
when their conclusions appear to the best of my knowledge &
judgement to be sane & sensible, and put in the boot when I think
they including those of Menzel and Budd Hopkins and your good
self are not. No doubt this is the consequence of having a mind
that is tight shut (but not so tight you cannot read it). So what
Menzel or his morals has to do with Budd Hopkins & his I do not
know, except that your connexion of them smells smokey to me and
*sounds* like an incantation.

Hopkins's morals *are* at issue here & in other contexts -
matters about which I am anything but confused - but, for
whatever reason, you choose to overlook them, when not becoming
ventilated when attention is drawn to Hopkins's errant ways. (I
do not mean here to suggest *all* his ways are errant.)

Stick to the point, Jerry, do, and you can have all the breaks
you like. The point is not [in]civility (read your own editorial
again!) and it is not Donald Menzel and it is not your erudition
or even mine, about which you so like to pass comment but wot so
little of. It is why you choose to dismiss comment on Hopkins's
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behavior with a (seasonal) wave of the hand; it is possibly even
what you mean by the words "sense of proportion" in so doing. Ed
Stewart has his own way of putting that. Why don't you just
address what he says, or justify your "defense" of Hopkins?

best wishes
Persimmon D. Molasses
Sweet Young Thing
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Re: 'Civil and Uncivil Wars'

From: Peregrine Mendoza <101653.2205@compuserve.com> [Peter Brookesmith]
Date: Sun, 28 Dec 1997 19:53:48 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 29 Dec 1997 03:49:04 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Civil and Uncivil Wars'

The Duke of Mendoza presents his compliments.

{cf. also: posts on "Back Stabbing'}

>From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
>Date: Sun, 28 Dec 1997 13:05:58 PST
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: civil and uncivil wars

<Mighty snip, after all you've all read it before.>

Heavens, Jerry, it's conceivable I couldn't have put it better
myself, though I think there may be a middle way rather than
something as absolutist as:

>(6) And remember, whenever two persons agree absolutely,
>one of them is unnecessary.

I lately was forwarded the following, which apparently was put
out anonymously, and struck me as entertainingly pertinent.

--------------

[Sorry to interupt His Grace. I was sent this 'list' a while ago
 along with several copies from other subscribers. I've been
 reluctant to post it because of its 'annonymous' nature. It's
 interesting that Boylan places himself as only number three
 'Good Guy' -- ebk]

UFOLOGY's The GOOD, The BAD, and The UGLY

Key to categories:
Bad=harms UFO truth;
Ugly=unreliable
Good=helps UFO truth emerge

Bad Guys/Gals (partial list)

Colonel John Alexander, USA, DIA, INSCOM, (ret.), Ph.D.,
Bigelow's NIDS, Aviary, suspected as a leader in "The [UFO
Cover-Up] Cabal"

Walter Andrus, USN-ONI ("ret."), director, MUFON, sophisticated
disinformation ops

Robert Baker, Ph.D., psychologist/debunker

Bob Bigelow, Las Vegas/New Mexico casinos billionaire/suspected
Intelligence money-laundry

Peter Brookesmith, writer/UFO debunker

Jerome Clark, editor, IUFOR/super-sophisticated
disinfomationer/agitator

Major Ed Dames, DIA, INSCOM, ("ret."), head of PSI-Tech,
remote-viewing disinformer
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Sergeant Richard Doty, USAF-OSI ("ret."), UFO
secrets-"informant"/disinformer

Stanton Friedman, M.S., nuclear engineer, super-sophisticated
disinformer/agitator

Christopher "Kit" Green, M.D., Ph.D., General Motors officer,
former top UFO official at CIA, head of Bigelow's NIDS
Institute's Scientific Advisory Board

Richard Hall, Intelligence mole within Fund for UFO Research

James Harder, Ph.D., "abductions investigator"/Intel mole

Budd Hopkins, artist, "abductions investigator"/disinformer

Admiral Bobbie Ray Inman, USN ("ret."), "ex"-NSA official, head
of Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC) and UFO
black-ops twin, Decision Science Applications, Inc

David Jacobs, Ph.D., historian/"abductions
investigator"/disinformer

Phillip Klass, aerospace writer/UFO debunker

Kal Korff, UFO debunker

John Lear, "former" CIA-operative/disinformer

Ted Oliphant, UFO "investigator"/Intel mole/"information
vacuumer"

Richard Sauder, Ph.D., underground bases
"investigator"/sophisticated disinformer
Derrel Sims,"ex"-CIA operative/"abductions
investigator"/disinformation propagandist

Dennis Stacy, ex-editor, MUFON Journal, disinformer/debunker

General Al "Bert" Stubblebine, USA, DIA, INSCOM (remote
viewing)/Intel mole

"Val Valerian", (cryptonym of John Grace, Air Force Intelligence
operative), disinformer

Jacques Vallee, Ph.D.,
scientist/UFO-"spokesperson"/super-sophisticated disinformer

George Wackenhut, head of security organization for Area 51/S-4

Uglies (Unreliables): (partial list)

Art Bell, mole/information-"vacuumer"/super-sophisticated
disinformer

Graham Birdsall, editor of UK magazine UFO, sophisticated
disinformation "asset"

Professor Courtney Brown, mis-trained by Major Ed Dames to
"remote-view" UFOs and ETs

Glen Campbell, Area 51 "investigator", super-sophisticated
disinformer

Martin Cannon, mind-control investigator/disinformer

Peter Davenport, "ex"-National Security Agency operative; head of
National UFO Reporting Ctr.

Michael Hesemann, UFO investigator/information vacuumer for
Prince Hans Adam of Lichenstein

Linda M. Howe, "useful fool" for super-sophisticated Intel
information-vacuuming/propaganda

Commander Scott Jones, USN (ret.), Ph.D., "ex"-Intelligence
officer/"paranormal investigator"

Roger Leir, D.P.M., implants investigator-extracter/"useful fool"
for partner Derrel Sims of CIA
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Bob Oechsler, UFO investigator, "useful fool" for spreading
sophisticated UFO disinformation

Kevin Randle, UFO investigator, agit-prop ops

Yvonne Smith, abductions investigator, in the past spread
sophisticated UFO disinformation

Good Guys (partial list)

David Adair, former contract scientific consultant to NASA on UFO
propulsion technology

Colin Andrews, crop circles investigator

Richard Boylan, Ph.D., psychologist/ET encounters researcher

John Carpenter, LCSW, ET encounters researcher-therapist

Sean Casteel, UFO investigative journalist

Scott Catamas, UFO investigative journalist-TV producer

James Courant, commercial pilot, UFO investigator-journalist

Major Gordon Cooper, USAF, (ret.), Apollo astronaut, UFO reality
publicist

Lt. Colonel Phillip Corso, USA., (ret.), custodian of Roswell
UFO; UFO reality publicist

Marc Davenport, UFO investigator/journalist

Command Sergeant-Major Robert Dean, USA/NATO, (ret.), UFO reality
publicist

Jose Escamilla, UFO photographer

Timothy Good, top UFO investigator

Steven Greer, M.D., director, Committee for the Study of
Extraterrestrial Intelligence (CSETI)

William Hamilton, UFO investigator/journalist

Norio Hayakawa, UFO investigator, (but has accepted
disinformation about ET motives)

Richard Hoagland, scientist, investigator of ET artifacts on Mars
and the Moon

Jack Kasher, Ph.D., professor, UFO investigator

Captain Guy Kirkwood, USAF, Special Projects (ret.), AKA "Mel
Noel", UFO investigator

Robert Lazar, former physicist at Los Alamos and Area 51/S-4, UFO
reality publicist

Michael Lindemann, UFO writer-publisher

Ted Loman, UFO investigative journalist-TV producer

John Mack, M.D., Harvard Psychiatry Professor, ET encounters
researcher-therapist

Jesse Marcel, Jr., M.D., son of Intelligence officer at Roswell
Saucer, UFO reality publicist

Jim Marrs, investigative journalist, UFO reality publicist

Jamie Mausson, investigative TV journalist-producer, UFO reality
publicist

Edgar Mitchell, Ph.D., Apollo astronaut, UFO reality publicist

Brian O'Leary, Ph.D., Mars Mission astronaut, UFO reality
publicist
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Tech Sergeant Dan Sherman, USAF, NSA (ret.), ET communications
expert/UFO reality publicist

Leo Sprinkle, Ph.D., psychologist, ET encounters researcher

Colonel Wendelle Stevens, USAF (ret.), UFO
investigator/journalist

Whitley Strieber, ET encounters investigator/journalist

Colonel Donald Ware, USAF (ret.), UFO investigator, metaphysician

Michael Wolf, M.D., Ph.D., Sc.D., J.D., repentant member of MJ-12
Special Studies Group, UFO reality publicist

------------------

You just can't win, can you. Whoever you are.

best
Proboscis D. Mastodon
Fearsome Creature
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Spaulding & Heflin Pictures [was: Brasilia's

From: Bruce Maccabee <brumac@compuserve.com>
Date: Sun, 28 Dec 1997 23:50:56 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 29 Dec 1997 04:08:52 -0500
Subject: Spaulding & Heflin Pictures [was: Brasilia's

>Date: Sat, 27 Dec 1997 21:26:24 -0500
>From: Peregrine Mendoza <101653.2205@compuserve.com> [Peter Brookesmith]
>Subject: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV]
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

<MAGNUM SNIPERINO>

>Bumbling is bumbling and bullshit
>is bullshit. You don't have to be a Budd-basher to observe, or to
>say, that.

>I am reminded of Bruce Maccabee pleading with Bill Spaulding not
>to release his finding that the Heflin pix were hokum, because the
>skeptics might make much of it. The insecurity may or may not be
>pathological, but it is of a piece. And it floats.

>best wishes
>Poultice D. Mentholation
>Soothing Balm

Dear Poultice and Soothing Balm... or is that Bomb?

You have apparently misinterpreted 20 years old events here,
regarding Bill Spaulding and the Heflin pix.  My "pleading" with
Spaulding was not, as one might gather from your paragraph, made
from a condition of worrying about the skeptics or worrying about
what could happen to Spaulding or me or ufology if Spaulding
called Heflin a hoaxer.  If I addressed the skeptics at all (I
don't recall now) it was from the point of view that if Spaulding
were wrong, then this would be giving the skeptics ammunition
they didn't deserve.

Anyway, I strongly advised him that if here were going to publish
a paper demonstrating a Heflin hoax then he had better provide
photographic evidence of the fakery that would good enough to
convince the "true believers.".   You see, Spaulding had publicly
claimed the photos were hoaxes, so he was committed to that point
of view (Heflin = hoax).  He had claimed that he could prove it
but virtually no one believed him because he hadn't provided any
proof.  Then he wrote a paper which contained what he called the
proof.  I reviewed the paper and  could see what he was talking
about, but could also see that the layman wouldn't understand.
So I told him he'd better do an enhancement that would make the
"evidence" obvious to everyone.  Spaulding took my advice and
produced excellent color contoured versions ("enhancements") of
the Heflin photos in which there were clearly straight lines
above the UFO in photos 2 and 3 of Heflin (taken through the
right hand window).   These straight lies went from the top of
the UFO image to the edge of the window, consistent with some
small model hanging from a suspension outside the truck.  "True
believers" in the Heflin case really had nothing they could say
because Spaulding's enhancements said it all.

I tested Spaulding by sending him a print which he then used in
his enhancement process.  (Previously he had used prints which he
had gotten from Stanton Friedman.  Spaulding had not returned the
Friedman prints.

The Friedman prints had been made from copy negatives in
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possession of Robert Nathan.  These copy negatives had, in turn,
been made at the El Toro marine base in 1965 soon after the
sighting.   When Robert Nathan saw Spauldings lines above the UFO
he said.."Where did he get those?"  or words to that effect... I
know, because I was in his office when he said it.

Nathan averred that he had never found any evidence of hoaxing in
Heflin's photos...and certainly not lines above the UFOs.  I
might point out that Nathan worked with much better equipment
than Spaulding had.)    The enhancement made from my print (which
was made in 1966 by NICAP photo expert Ralph Rankow) did not show
this supposed suspension as clearly, although my print was of
excellent quality.  However, there did seem to be something
there.  Spaulding returned my print and I examined it for
evidence of tampering by Spaulding.   Why would I do that?
Because I thought it possible that Spaulding had hoaxed his
analysis and had created the lines in the enhance ments to
support his already published hoax claim.

I could not see any evidence of tampering with the print.   I
therefore had to conclude that the "line" above the UFO really
was there (in spite of Nathan's protestations).

Now we are 20 years after the Spaulding analysis.   Spaulding
himself dropped out of sight years ago.   But, what to our
wondering eyes should appear. but  (no, not 8 tiny reindeer) the
ORIGINAL HEFLIN PHOTOS which were "borrowed" by the Air Force
(according to Heflin) way back in 1965 and have been missing for
32 years (about).  Yes, folks, the original photos returned about
a year ago.....

So now SOMEONE can, presumably find out who is the hoaxer....
Spaulding or Heflin (or both????)

So put that in your poultice and smoke it....
And, yes, let's use as much bullshit repellant as is
necessary.......................
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Re: Help needed (Moore's docs on green fireballs)

From: Bruce Maccabee <brumac@compuserve.com>
Date: Mon, 29 Dec 1997 00:36:53 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 29 Dec 1997 04:17:38 -0500
Subject: Re: Help needed (Moore's docs on green fireballs)

>Date: Thu, 25 Dec 1997 17:18:27 +0100
>From: Edoardo Russo <edoardo.russo@torino.ALPcom.it>
>Subject: Help needed (Moore's docs on green fireballs)
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

>Hello friends!

>May I ask for another bit of help from you?

>Italian researcher Giuseppe Stilo is completing a work on the
>green fireballs over the South-western USA in the late '40s.

>We got most available sources on that (from FBI files to Project
>Twinkle, from IUR articles to MUFON Symposium proceedings), but
>we could not get copy of any of Bill Moore's FWP documents on
t>hat subject.

>Is there anybody able to let us have copy of it?

>Thanks in advance<

For green fireball documents I suggest you contact the Fund for
UFO Research which has been compiling GF documents.

Also, I have included sections from many of these documents from
the Air Force intelligence and FBI in my manuscript/book THE
UFO-FBI CONNECTION/ the REAL X-files. This is the reason that
fireball sightings affected the FBI: most of the sightings were
made by security guards around nuclear-related laboratories in
the western USA and the FBI was responsible for preventing
communist sabotage at these laboratories. J. Edgar Hoover,
director of the FBI at the time, was told several times by his
agents that the fireballs were probably Soviet missile devices. I
show in my book that Hoover apparently broke security by
divulging to a radio news commentator the information that flying
saucers and fireballs were real devices built by the Soviet
Union.

Anyway, if you are interested in more information of a copy of
the manuscript send email to brumac@compuserve.com
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PROJECT-1947 - Early sightings of UFOs

From: OregonOtto <OregonOtto@AOL.COM>
Date: Mon, 29 Dec 1997 01:22:28 EST
Fwd Date: Mon, 29 Dec 1997 17:46:59 -0500
Subject: PROJECT-1947 - Early sightings of UFOs

From: OregonOtto <OregonOtto@aol.com>
To: WEINSTEIND@compuserve.com
Subject: Early sightings of UFOs
Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 23:12:17 EST

Dominique Weinstein,

I just received today your Aircraft UFO Encounters (from Aldrich)
and I am really impressed with the good work you have done. I
realize what follows is not a "aircraft sighting " but it is of
great interest to me because of the date and the location.

A famous artist Nicholas Roerich traveled on a long and arduous
trip through the Orient from 1924-1928 in which he traveled
through India, Sikhm, Mongolia, China and Tibet. His epic journey
had many harrowing encounters even though he had many official
documents to assist him, he traveled in remote  and dangerous
areas where they were almost completely useless. There have been
many articles, monographs written about his works, travels and
his art. There is even a Roerich Museum in New York at this
time.

In a book that includes his travel descriptions and diary notes
there is an interesting observation on page 360 of the book ,
Altai- Himalaya written by Roerich.

Aug. 25, 1926
"-something remarkable! We were in our camp in the Kukumor
district not far from the Humboldt Chain. In the morning  about
half past nine some of our caravaneers noticed a remarkably big
black eagle flying above us. Seven of us began to watch this
usual bird. At this same moment another of our caravaneers
remarked, "There is something far above the bird". And he shouted
his astonishment. We all saw, in a direction from  north to south
, something big and shiny reflecting sun, like a huge oval moving
at great speed.  Crossing our camp this thing changed in its
direction from south to southwest. And we saw how it diapered in
the intense blue sky. We even had time to take out field glasses
and saw quite distinctly an oval form with a shiny surface, one
side which was brilliant from the sun".

He also painted a picture of it which I saw on a general program
about UFOs last year. I was able to make a copy of the segment
and it certainly looks a symmetrical metalic-like object to me.

I must also add, there no doubt in my mind that this was a
tactical weather balloon sent up by the Mongolian cavalry in
order to check the wind direction and to locate fodder slopes. No
wonder they once conquered the world !

I really admire the work you have collected and please keep your
research moving. I will probably send for a second copy soon.
With your permission, I would like to forward this letter to the
1947 group as well.

Qoute from Altai Himalya, Nicholas Roerich- ArunPress, Brookfield
Conn. 1983

Jim Doerter (Retired Prof.of Art)   + OregonOtto@aol.com
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Star Clipper Solar Eclipse Cruise

From: RSchatte <RSchatte@aol.com> [Rebecca Keith]
Date: Mon, 29 Dec 1997 09:45:36 EST
Fwd Date: Mon, 29 Dec 1997 17:48:44 -0500
Subject: Star Clipper Solar Eclipse Cruise

From: AOL News <AOLNews@aol.com>
Return-path: <AOLNews@aol.com>
Subject: Star Clipper Solar Eclipse Cruise
Date: Mon, 29 Dec 1997 05:24:39 EST

Star Clipper Solar Eclipse Cruise

EL PASO, Texas, Dec. 29 /PRNewswire/ --
Dr. Alan Hale and Tom Bopp, co-discoverers of Comet Hale-Bopp
will sail on the Star Clipper from Antigua February 21, 1998 to
observe a total solar eclipse.
The Star Clipper will visit Isles des Saintes, Martinique, St.
Lucia and Dominica.  On Thursday, February 26, she will dock
beside Guadaloupe to observe a total solar eclipse. She will
visit St. Barths and be back in Antigua Saturday the 28th.

    The Star Clipper is a true multimasted 360 foot long, tall
sailing ship with all modern amenities including an on board
dive-shop, two swimming pools, piano bar and Victorian library.
A modern ship she is, built in the early 90's, she is powered by
almost an acre of sails.

    Alan Hale and Tom Bopp hope to observe Comet Hale-Bopp one
last time before it fades away.  The comet is still visible from
southern latitudes.

    Cruise only fares are $1,845 to $2,375 per person.  Port
charges ($118) and gratuities ($56) are additional.  Solar
eclipse viewing glasses and a commemorative t-shirt are included.
 Special air fares are available.  For information call Tropical
Adventures, 915-595-1003 or 800-595-1003.

CO:  Tropical Adventures

ST:  Texas

IN:  LEI

SU:
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Re: Mantle's 'Article'

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Mon, 29 Dec 1997 10:10:05 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 29 Dec 1997 17:49:43 -0500
Subject: Re: Mantle's 'Article'

>From: koch@wad.berlin.fido.de (Joachim Koch)
>Date: 28 Dec 97 16:07:00 +0000
>Subject: Re: Mantle's 'Article'
>To: updates@globalserve.net

>Recently, a team of film producers from Munich, Germany, has
>contacted us. They became aware of the autopsy-video which is
>distributed and promoted here in Germany by Mr. Hesemann. He (or
>his company) claims that this video contains the complete,
>original footage as it came from the reels without any cut.

>They informed us that they are able to prove that these claims
>are false and that the video they have bought shows severals
>cuts.

>Greetings

>Joachim Koch

As I understand it the video being sold in Germany purports to be
the complete film as released by Santilli, without any sections
cut out.

Within the film itself, there are many cuts.

What is the point of this post?????

Bob
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Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV]

From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
Date: Mon, 29 Dec 1997 13:12:17 PST
Fwd Date: Mon, 29 Dec 1997 17:57:25 -0500
Subject: Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV]

> Date: Sun, 28 Dec 1997 19:31:01 -0500
> From: Peregrine Mendoza <101653.2205@compuserve.com> [Peter Brookesmith]
> Subject: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV]
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

> The Duke of Mendoza presents his compliments.

> >From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
> >Date: Sun, 28 Dec 1997 12:42:33 PST
> >To: updates@globalserve.net
> >Subject: RE: UFO UpDate: Re: Brasilia's Letter [Hopkins' POV]

> >The point is that Mr. Stewart was making an unusually big
> >mountain out of an unusually small molehill, all in the
> >interest of the venerable blood sport of Budd-bashing.

> The POINT is that whatever the size of the issue, the fact
> remains Budd Hopkins has done one thing and said another and the
> two are in conflict. You don't (I repeat) have to be Budd-basher
> to say that. I don't even know if this is one of Ed Stewart's
> sports, and don't much care. I was rather under the impression
> that he was more interested in the matter of duplicity,
> regardless of source. Have you been mind-reading again?

Peter,

It amazes me that so little is being made of so much.
But of course, when the target is Budd Hopkins, reason
and proportion go out the window.  On the other hand, it
may be no more than a case of everybody's being bored
enough to argue about nothing.

Nope, this is no moral issue.  Not even close.  At most it's
a question of a hungry, tired, naturally polite guy's making a
spot judgment about which later, when not tired or hungry, he
may entertain second thoughts.  That's all, folks.  Now can we
get back to something important, like how many aliens can
dance on the tip of some ufologist's pin head?

Jerry Clark
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Re: Hindu Mythology & Ramblings

From: Peregrine Mendoza <101653.2205@compuserve.com> [Peter Brookesmith]
Date: Mon, 29 Dec 1997 15:41:52 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 29 Dec 1997 18:14:47 -0500
Subject: Re: Hindu Mythology & Ramblings

The Duke of Mendoza presents his compliments.

> From: wlmss@pegasus.com.au [Lawrie Williams]
> Date: Sat, 27 Dec 1997 21:23:30 +1000 (GMT+1000)
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Hindu Mythology & Ramblings.

Let us congratulate Mr Williams on his decision to abandon
abduction research and wish him well in his new vocation as a
profoundly original historian.

>Gen 1:1 in the original Greek: "In the beginning was
>the Nommos."

I understand the boys over at the Beth Din are really excited at
Mr Williams's discovery that Genesis was written in Greek & not
Hebrew as they and countless generations of their co-religionists
had previously believed.

"Well, one lot of funny letters is pretty much the same as
another," explained Rabbi Shmuel Goldfink to the "Jewish
Chronicle" last night. "People could easily make a mistake like
this. Some write to the left, some write to the right. It's
confusing. It happens in Chinese restaurants all the time. They
write up and down. You can get in a lot of trouble in those
places. That's why I always go for the beef in ginger and spring
onions, but hold the oyster sauce."

Mr Williams's further discovery that scholars had persistently
misunderstood the first words of the Book of Genesis also drew
praise. "Tee hee," cried Rabbi Goldfink, wiping tears away from
his bearded cheeks. "Always we were thinking in Genesis they said
'In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth'. But if
you hold the scrolls upside down, yes, you can see, it looks a
little like the Greek characters, sure, if the light is a little
dim, maybe. Though when I try to read it, it seems to say 'Beef
in ginger and spring onions'. I figure from this maybe these
Chinese are a Lost Tribe of Israel or something."

But the revered and erudite rabbi did admit that the first words
of the Gospel according to St John in the Christian canon are:
"In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and
the Word was God."

In the original Greek the word translated as "Word" is not
"Nommos" but "Logos". Transliterating the 1863 Clarendon edition
of "Oi Kainoi Diathiki" (The New Testament): "En archsi sin s
lsgos, kal s lsgos sin prrs trn Thern, kal Thess sin s lsgos."

Rabbi Goldfink refused to comment on the implications of this but
said he foresaw no revision of the kosher laws as a result of the
confusion. "But this Mr Williams, his mother maybe should make
him some nice chicken soup, listen to his troubles more."

The word "Nommos" doesn't exist in ancient Greek. Nsmos (accent
on the first syllable) means usage, custom, or law. Nomss (accent
on the final syllable) means pastureland, or a district or
province. In modern Greek the latter lives on as the word for the
administrative area rough equivalent to a county.
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I myself do not know either the Mandarin or the Pekinese for
"Beef in ginger & spring onions". Clearly this is an area Mr
Williams should investigate with some urgency.

Yours &c
Pharisee D. Mazeltov
Gravad Lax
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Alan Watts' 'UFO Visitation'

From: Brian Cuthbertson <brianc@fc.net>
Date: Mon, 29 Dec 1997 22:04:45 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Mon, 29 Dec 1997 23:17:57 -0500
Subject: Alan Watts' 'UFO Visitation'

A book entitled "UFO Visitation" by British author
Alan Watts has come into my possession (thru a trip
to Barnes & Noble).  The copyright date is 1996.
Just so I can read it with a little perspective,
are any of you on the list familiar with Mr. Watts,
his background, and his reputation (if any) in the
field?

Thanx in advance,

-Brian Cuthbertson
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BBC: Search For Atlantis Off Cornwall And In

From: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Date: Mon, 29 Dec 1997 23:21:28 -0500
Fwd Date: Mon, 29 Dec 1997 23:21:28 -0500
Subject: BBC: Search For Atlantis Off Cornwall And In

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
To: updates@globalserve.net
Date: Tue, 30 Dec 1997 02:37:04 +0200
Subject: BBC: Search For Atlantis Off Cornwall And In Bolivia

Found at

http://news.bbc.co.uk/hi/english/uk/newsid_43000/43172.stm

The link is preceded by a star.

*******

Monday, December 29, 1997 Published at 23:31 GMT
   
UK

          
Russians seek Atlantis off Cornwall
                                                                  
Atlantis could also be Lyonesse

For centuries explorers have searched for the remains of Atlantis - the
fabled city under the sea.

Now a team from Russia says it has identified it - 100 miles off Land's
End, off the south-west coast of England. And this summer they intend
to prove it.

The team from the Moscow Institute of Meta-History is one of two new
projects to start in the New Year. The other is a 30-strong British
expedition to Bolivia to find Atlantis under a lake.

The Russian search is based on a re-reading of classical Greek texts.
They believe Atlantis is at Little Sole Bank, a hill on the Atlantic
seabed.

The site is at the edge of the Celtic Shelf which, before the Ice Age,
was above sea level.

The site description fits in with the Cornish myth of the land of
Lyonesse - also known as the City of Lions. Lyonesse is said to have
stood between Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly.

(Picture text: Plato, the Greek philosopher who detailed Atlantis'
location)

Atlantis was first described by the Greek philosopher Plato in his work
The Republic nearly 2,500 years ago.

Plato said the city existed for more than 9,000 years with walls paved
with silver and gold.

In The Republic, Atlantis is destroyed by the gods when its people
become wicked and decadent.
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But classical scholar Dr Peter Jones told the BBC: "Historically
Atlantis is nonsense."

He added that Plato was using a political allegory but also that he was
very precise about the location of Atlantis.

"It is an island in front of the straits of Gibraltar, and no such
island exists," said Dr Jones.

"This is pure invention. It's not history, it's not even myth, it is an
allegory - a fabulous science-fiction superstate - a utopia, and
ancient philosophers like Plato use allegories like this all the time."

British explorer Colonel John Blashford-Snell, believes there is enough
evidence in The Republic to justify a search for Atlantis in Bolivia.
His team leaves in March.

His team has used satellite mapping technologies to analyse the
topography in Bolivia and has found striking resemblances between the
area and the site Plato describes, he says.

*(RealPlayer) Dr Peter Jones and Colonel Blashford-Snell debate the
existence of the city of Atlantis on BBC Radio 4's Today programme. 
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0FdJYwxwpcyF/wDWyF2bgbQe2RgUAV7K1Gm2Swwp58rzFp5Vwm5yMlzkn0x1/Gk+07X8v5Fbdyq8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7vqc5NAGVc2XmWksLb1mXKhuflIA5PtUej6bCuk32ntsW4dZZRE2CY87ccegK7ff1rbuV/ds2z5e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1OxmpENHLibJVGTTkZAjq/Zo+LPr17BjKyXscXTXpCNy697Nu7dv3Sbprh7eEZHs48iTB6YBcvHS
j7lBts0dITXxuMqza9/etEYskbZRRv+X7lVmx7cgo1u/nrIs9/fw39foQnLuxvv48+vfz78/fvYd
uRffgATKd4hVAgGooEeeFejggwPWcKBYCS6oIE8CsuWFIBlC6OGHMU04XIUWlhgSK/SN1SBlOjwj
yzMdgiijWzXUVE0sLH2nIIkm9ujjSEA9xRxJNc5oZEyxWEPDDiuChtU1P0YpZWRNHmklVDbWB+WU
XFp12ZVgKpclXDx2ySVNNFQZ5pqA1XgdK1bEaUWZZkbJ5nGDCcRKgzUgomZMg+kYV4xdXiEnnXUC
WKR8gYx1yJ9O0dbeUhImmqihc25paV6twbfpp6CqhimioRJJIw1eINJRIExGQB+kSgX/VeqstFY1
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co01FFvD8CrWFByINRhbDADH1XjsMcYbYczwxhshWzKyK1jjkTWAAGCFNVYAAAjMMuO8QsiqeBzI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FfM1R5OERxMABrM0TuUFRyMI7bgRkUWEJyUIgSAILc1XUfm/RAU2qF0S1KA1F3vgGLtYvEWTvtXg
Dt7gPfHgtyXhX0BFdaVIrFBWFr7feRUn3viUX8gjqtBYmVgVok3XcJjiKr7iEmXXMvkRtOiKMd5W
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L+ZcH8JxMgMKXBIzP/ZSD9BlzxrGPBKsYPJs3/Yo//YAUvd6fw0BAQA7
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Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

From: Mike Smith <mickey@anix340.dev.anix.co.uk>
Date: Tue, 30 Dec 1997 11:58:17 +0000 (GMT)
Fwd Date: Tue, 30 Dec 1997 16:54:54 -0500
Subject: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

Hi All,

I don't know whether I'm considered to be part of the fringe
crowd. I personally have never considered myself such. I'm only a
skeptical believer in the ETH so how I can be a fringe person I
don't know. But I have, on occaison, found myself allied with
both Henny and Jean.(FTL in particular)

Whilst we definitely don't subscribe to all the same views, I
respect their rights to have an opinion in the same way that I
repect Mr Stewarts. If I disagree then I would attempt to form a
polite and non- threatening response.

If, as in the case of Henny a mistake has been made, then the
following should be considered:

   1. His initial post was based upon another previously
      un-criticised post.(not his own)

   2. Once this had been shown to be in Error he not only
      disavowed his previous statement, he apologised for it.

Now he faces a constant stream of abuse, which is neither called
for nor useful to the thread.

The following is included un-snipped as Ed seems to be sensitive
about that.

On Fri, 26 Dec 1997, Ed Stewart wrote:

> Date: Fri, 26 Dec 1997 00:13:58 -0800
> From: Ed Stewart <egs@netcom.com>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> > Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 20:07:58 +0100 (MET)
> > To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> > From: Jean van Gemert <jeanvg@dds.nl>
> > Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Re: 'The X-Factor' (issue 25) - Question to Corso

> Jean van Gemert makes an impromptu appearance after witnessing
> his compatriot Henny exposed as a liar on this mailing list.

> I didn't realize I was so popular with the fringe crowd to have
> my posts collected and quotes extracted in an irrelevant attempt
> at distraction from the real issues. I guess in a way I should be
> honored that you are paying such close attention to my choice of
> words, but may I suggest you start paying closer attention to the
> real issues at hand instead of exhibiting your frustration
> every time I bring attention to one of your friends and
> associates. May I suggest to you that if you are appalled at my
> lack of civility in this mailing list directed at those elements
> that you support, that you are in dire need to re-evaluate your
> personal values and priorities.

He was not the only one that was appalled. As I've said before I
don't consider myself an associate. But as I'm the fellow that
caused the initial controversy over the FTL thead, I do feel
responsible/involved in some way. If you'd like you can attack me
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and my beliefs. Having a go at someone will always be counter
productive. You should make your points in a calm and rational
way.

In the FTL debate I attempted to be informative and rational, I
would hope that my posts were polite. If they weren't then I
hereby apologise to all on the list.

> [Massive SNIP of examples of alleged incivility researched by
> Jean van Gemert]

Ahem! What was that about snipping. (Hopefully sarcasm is still
not considered to be too impolite)

> > My my, Ed. Having trouble venting your anger in a decent and
> > normal manner? Your posts kindly suggest you're not even ca-
> > pable of doing so. One thing's obvious, which is that you're
> > not exactly the textbook case of logic and rationality you
> > make yourself out to be. Sorry if that upsets you.

> Not at all, no trouble at all. I am so happy you have decided to
> join us. I have been waiting since late October for you to answer
> some questions that I posed to you after you postured yourself as
> the ideal of logic, rationality, and state-of-art center of
> knowledge regarding the discussions on FTL.

It is my belief that this thread was terminated by Errol. Perhaps
Errol can confirm this?

If you want to pose some questions on physics and FTL perhaps you
could direct these to me privately. (Not that I'm a font of all
knowledge, I just like the debate)

> I refer you to:

> http://www.ufomind.com/ufo/updates/1997/oct/m28-018.shtml

> Everyone is still waiting on you to back-up your arguments. After
> that post of mine listed above you disappeared without responding
> to the many questions I posed regarding not only your position,
> but also Henny's who also chose to disappear to wherever you guys
> hide out when you are not on this list. Was it my lack of
> civility that offended you? Or the fact that you got caught
> posturing through your hat with clumsy attempts of intellectual
> bullyism that caused you to abruptly disappear?

Whilst not subscribing to all of Jeans views, we disagree over
Tachyons, the theory predicts their existence in the same way the
the existence of anti-matter was predicted. There is at present
no experimental evidence to back this up. That however does not
mean that such exotic particles do not exist. In fact the balance
of opinion is that they do.

Work is going on that may eventually lead to some sort of proof.
Should really supply a URL. (But what the hell, that's what
Internet search Engines are for). I don't think that tachyons
will prove to be that useful though.

Still, unlike some I'm prepared to shown the error of my ways.

As too intellectual bullying. A case of the Pot calling the
Kettle black, perhaps ?

> > Try reading some more of Jerry Clark's posts and you *might
> > just* learn something in terms of civility.

> I am very familiar with Jerome Clark's posts since his very first
> mail bag appearance in FLYING SAUCER REVIEW back in 1961, 36
> years ago, before he was old enough to be out during curfew
> hours. Besides Jerome Clark himself, I am probably one of the
> very few people interested in this subject that could publish a
> complete as possible Jerome Clark bibliography. I thing I am not
> exaggerating when I say that I have seen every one of Jerome's
> public faces over the last 36 years. Thank you for the tip, but
> please spare me!

> BTW, Jerome Clark has been published 31 times in FSR, three
> co-authored with Lucius Farish and twice co-authored with Loren
> Coleman. Anyone interested in a complete bibliographical index to
> FLYING SAUCER REVIEW, sorted 3 separate ways by author, article
> title, and volume number contact either FUFOR or Arcturus Books,

http://www.ufomind.com/ufo/updates/1997/oct/m28-018.shtml
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> over 600 pages of source information - a tool designed for
> serious researchers only, the index contains no claims, no sex,
> no sensationalism, in other words boring yet essential.
> (Shameless self-serving plug by the compiler)

Unfortunatly Jean you're on you own here I have no Idea what or
who either of you are talking about.

> May Santa have brought you and your ilk what you deserve.

Not very nice Mister Stewart, I personally hope you had a nice
Christmas, Hanukah (??? Don't know the spelling. Hopefully any
Jewish people will be tolerant of any mis-spelling ???) and I
cordially wish you a happy new year.

I Hope 1998 will be a more tolerant and understanding year for
all of us.

> Ed Stewart

Regards to the list,

Mike

A TOLERANT Skeptic.
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Re: BBC: Search For Atlantis Off Cornwall And In

From: Alfred Lehmberg <Lehmberg@snowhill.com>
Date: Tue, 30 Dec 1997 07:00:27 -0600
Fwd Date: Tue, 30 Dec 1997 16:59:55 -0500
Subject: Re: BBC: Search For Atlantis Off Cornwall And In

> From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Date: Tue, 30 Dec 1997 02:37:04 +0200
> Subject: BBC: Search For Atlantis Off Cornwall And In Bolivia

> Found at

> http://news.bbc.co.uk/hi/english/uk/newsid_43000/43172.stm

> The link is preceded by a star.

> *******

> Monday, December 29, 1997 Published at 23:31 GMT

> UK

> Russians seek Atlantis off Cornwall

> But classical scholar Dr Peter Jones told the BBC: "Historically
> Atlantis is nonsense."

> He added that Plato was using a political allegory but also that he was
> very precise about the location of Atlantis.

Which is in itself rather odd...

> "It is an island in front of the straits of Gibraltar, and no such
> island exists," said Dr Jones.

> "This is pure invention. It's not history, it's not even myth, it is an
> allegory - a fabulous science-fiction superstate - a utopia, and
> ancient philosophers like Plato use allegories like this all the time."

>        +-+-+-+     +-+-+-+ +-+-+ +-+-+-+-+ +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Honored list...

...Granted, that allegory may have been used all the time -- but,
at the same time, weren't they (the ancients) also careful to
admit the allegory to preclude any confusion? Plato's cave
allegory was identified as allegory, and we understand it to be
allegory (No?) -- but where is a similar admission in the
Atlantis account? My study of the uses of allegory is limited, I
certainly admit <g>, but can someone confirm or deny my
supposition? Sitchin and Velikovsky seem firm in their shared
assertion, I understand, that these people wanted passionately to
be understood, and would be clear if they were using some kind of
literary devise. Not so?

Lehmberg@snowhill.com

Free John Ford!
--
Explore the Alien View?

http://www.fortunecity.com/roswell/arecibo/46/

"I cleave the heavens, and soar to the infinite. What others see from
afar, I leave far behind me." - Giordano Bruno, while burning at the
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fundamentalist's stake.
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Re: Back Stabbing

From: wlmss@pegasus.com.au [Lawrie Williams]
Date: Wed, 31 Dec 1997 02:02:18 +1000 (GMT+1000)
Fwd Date: Tue, 30 Dec 1997 17:04:59 -0500
Subject: Re: Back Stabbing

> From: Ufojoe1 <Ufojoe1@aol.com> [Joe Murgia]
> Date: Sat, 27 Dec 1997 10:45:14 EST
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Subject: Back Stabbing

Joe said:

> ...What a great power we would be if we would all just concentrate
> on getting to the truth and forcing our government to come clean.
> Maybe that's too much to ask for. Is it?

On the internet two ways to get to this mythical truth have evolved
on the paranormal newsgroups and mailing lists. Some groups put being
Nice very high on their policy priorities. Other groups are much more
concerned with getting to the Truth.

1   The Nice groups tend to simply exclude people who are not Nice
    according to standards set by the moderator and the more frequent
    posters. Often these groups have a religious foundation, however
    covert. There is often a lot of talk of Love and Unity.  A wide
    range of ideas are offered and these are rarely contested. It
    is considered bad form to take fellow list members to task for
    sloppy thinking, posting outdated files or poor presentation.

2   The Truth groups tend to howl down people who do stupid
    things to the Truth. These groups have a greater respect
    for list members' right to hold dissident opinions. While
    the ideas offered are more limited the information tends
    to be of better quality.

There is without a doubt a see-saw effect here and list members
need to be aware of it. If Niceness is favoured, Truth is bound
to suffer.

I am sure other members of this list have tried a variety of
lists and discovered that this is so. That is why we are here.

May the bickering continue. It is a guarantee of quality.

Lawrie Williams______________
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The Importance of UpDates - a Request

From: SGB List 2 <SGBList2@aol.com> [Stephen G. Bassett]
Date: Tue, 30 Dec 1997 13:35:08 EST
Fwd Date: Tue, 30 Dec 1997 17:10:38 -0500
Subject: The Importance of UpDates - a Request

To the Members of UpDates

This mailing list is one of, if not the best, internet forums
available.

There are major pending political developments which have the
potential to lead to disclosure regarding the issue this list is
dedicated to and which will unfold in the next 3 months.

This is not the time for people to be leaving.  Rather it is time
for list members to be recruiting the highest quality
participants from within and without the field of
extraterrestrial phenomena research.

This list is of critical importance to my work and others who are
using it as a source for current information and analysis.  The
broader the commentary, the greater the value.

I strongly encourage you to view this list, not as a matter of
personal like and dislike, but as a major resource which has the
potential to affect history.  Every researcher in the country
should be subscribing.  Events are going to be moving so quickly
in due course, that a national venue for rapid response and quick
exhchange will be essential.

The UFO research community stands on the two yard line after a
50-year march up a very muddy field.   It's time to bunch
together and finish the job.

Steve Bassett
Paradigm Research Group
ParadigmRG@aol.com
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Re: 'Civil and Uncivil Wars'

From: SGB List 2 <SGBList2@aol.com> [Stephen G. Bassett]
Date: Tue, 30 Dec 1997 13:45:13 EST
Fwd Date: Tue, 30 Dec 1997 17:10:47 -0500
Subject: Re: 'Civil and Uncivil Wars'

>  From: clark@mn.frontiercomm.net [Jerome Clark]
>  Date: Sun, 28 Dec 1997 13:05:58 PST
>  To: updates@globalserve.net
>  Subject: civil and uncivil wars

>  Hi, everybody,

>  Those of you following recent discussions on the list
>  regard civility in ufological debate may find the following
>  of interest.  It's an editorial I wrote, titled "Civil and Uncivil
>  Wars," in the May/June 1992 issue of IUR:

I can only speculate as to whether Jerome knew in 1992 that 5
years later, the importance of the views expressed in this
exceptional editorial would be magnified ten fold.

Steve Bassett
Paradigm Research Group
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Re: Alan Watts' 'UFO Visitation'

From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
Date: Tue, 30 Dec 1997 13:59:36 -0500
Fwd Date: Tue, 30 Dec 1997 17:11:45 -0500
Subject: Re: Alan Watts' 'UFO Visitation'

>Date: Mon, 29 Dec 1997 22:04:45 -0600 (CST)
>From: Brian Cuthbertson <brianc@fc.net>
>To: updates@globalserve.net
>Subject: Alan Watts

>A book entitled "UFO Visitation" by British author
>Alan Watts has come into my possession (thru a trip
>to Barnes & Noble).  The copyright date is 1996.
>Just so I can read it with a little perspective,
>are any of you on the list familiar with Mr. Watts,
>his background, and his reputation (if any) in the
>field?

>Thanx in advance,

>-Brian Cuthbertson

Brian,

Back in the late 60s I ran into Alan Watts, a sort of
hippie guru and friend of Tim Leary.  I don't think he
was British, though.  The Alan Watts I knew wrote a bunch
of books on mysticism and zen.

Probably not the same guy.

Bob
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Re: BBC: Search For Atlantis Off Cornwall And In

From: "George Fergus" <fergus@mail.ccrl.mot.com>
Date: Tue, 30 Dec 1997 13:41:06 -0600 (CST)
Fwd Date: Tue, 30 Dec 1997 17:13:43 -0500
Subject: Re: BBC: Search For Atlantis Off Cornwall And In

> From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
> To: updates@globalserve.net
> Date: Tue, 30 Dec 1997 02:37:04 +0200
> Subject: BBC: Search For Atlantis Off Cornwall And In Bolivia

Atlantis is a very interesting topic.  Personally, I think the
legend has a factual basis (in the destruction of Thera), but
that Plato could not have gotten all the details from anywhere
but his own imagination.

But what does Atlantis have to do with UFOs?

-George Fergus
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Re: Hindu Mythology & Ramblings

From: "WHITE" <mjawhite@digitaldune.net> [John White]
Date: Tue, 30 Dec 1997 13:30:30 -0700
Fwd Date: Tue, 30 Dec 1997 17:22:44 -0500
Subject: Re: Hindu Mythology & Ramblings

Greetings and cheer to all, and to Mastemah (aka "The Duke")
who plots:

>Date: Mon, 29 Dec 1997 15:41:52 -0500
>From: Peregrine Mendoza <101653.2205@compuserve.com> [Peter Brookesmith]
>Subject: Re: Hindu Mythology & Ramblings
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>

>The Duke of Mendoza presents his compliments.

>> From: wlmss@pegasus.com.au [Lawrie Williams]
>> Date: Sat, 27 Dec 1997 21:23:30 +1000 (GMT+1000)
>> To: updates@globalserve.net
>> Subject: Hindu Mythology & Ramblings.

>Let us congratulate Mr Williams on his decision to abandon
>abduction research and wish him well in his new vocation as a
>profoundly original historian.

>>Gen 1:1 in the original Greek: "In the beginning was
>>the Nommos."

>I understand the boys over at the Beth Din are really excited at
>Mr Williams's discovery that Genesis was written in Greek & not
>Hebrew as they and countless generations of their co-religionists
>had previously believed.

    <<Snip the delightful tale of Rabbi Goldfink>>

Duke:

One of the mother lodes of abduction research, if one suspends
questioning an epistemology which brooks no robust dialectic, is
that body of sacred writings known as the Torah/Dead Sea
Scrolls/Old Testament.  Far from going afield, a foray by
Williams into that body of literature can bring forth an
interesting perspective on abductions.  (Yes, I confess to
attempting a topical shift.)

1.  The Sinai dilemma posed in Exodus and Deuteronomy..... Moses
the Mountaineer goes up the mountain six or seven times, but only
comes down twice.  Abduction?

2.  The tale of Jacob the Wrestler who encountered a divine being
at Penuel who dislocated his hip and then gave Jacob the name
"Israel" for having prevailed over god and "human."  Attemped
abduction? Or fanciful account of having slipped and injured his
hip?

3.   The Book of Enoch (Qumran texts) which regales us with its
tales of Giants who were the offspring of human females and a
bunch of evil beings, led by Shemihaza, who were holy terrors
when it came to the locals......punished by God with a flood
despite Enoch's intercession on their behalf. Abductees for
sexual experiments and production of alien spawn?

This material is readily available; not a lot of copyright
problems; and whether its linguistic "origin" is  Hebrew,
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Rabbinical Hebrew, Aramaic (Hebrew variant?), Ethiopic, Greek,
Akkadian, Sumerian, (Basque??), etc., is of little moment to the
tale told, unless one is attempting a chronology for source, but
even that purpose is not without some difficulty like that found
in trying to chronicle Moses the Mountaineer's journeys up and
down the mount.

Would you nip such nascent research in its bud by attempting to
waylay it by means of a mere scrivener's strike, (although I
think you're right to strike Greek for Hebrew), inasmuch as the
genesis tale has many roots?

Further, lest Mastemah dissuade the holiday challenged, high
caliber, intellectually invigorating research can be done by
examining ancient textual materials.  For example, Julian Jaynes
in "The Origin of Consciousness in the Breakdown of the Bicameral
Mind" uses ancient writings to great effect in developing an
interesting theme that psychotic or schizoeffective disorders
giving rise to auditory and visual hallucinations, not unlike
those described as "fact" in the "ancient writings," (and, I
might add, not unlike _some_ descriptions of _some_ abductions I
have read) were a common state of man's "bicameral mind" ca.,
5,000 b.c., ("the two hemispheres can function so as to seem like
two independent persons, which in the bicameral period were, I
suggest, the individual and his god." pg 117, Jaynes), and that
those "ancient writings" accurately reflect a "bicameral mind,"
which, when encountered today, we cure with Thorazine.  Hmmm?
That is, when we start hearing voices and seeing visions and
encountering terrifying "night visitors" who take us away and
stick implements in our nether regions or foist alien spawn upon
us, the current response is to nuke us with meds.

Ancient writings provide ample opportunity to test abduction
theories in much the same way as Jaynes tested his clinical
theories of the genesis of psychotic behavior he observed in
certain patients in mental health wards. So, what do you
say....shall we give it a go?

Hoping the holiday season finds you merry!

John White mjawhite@digitaldune.net
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Re: Alan Watts' 'UFO Visitation'

From: "Philippe Piet van Putten" <abp1@uol.com.br>
Date: Tue, 30 Dec 1997 08:06:20 -0200
Fwd Date: Tue, 30 Dec 1997 20:41:50 -0500
Subject: Re: Alan Watts' 'UFO Visitation'

-----Mensagem original-----

De: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
Para: updates@globalserve.net <updates@globalserve.net>
Data: Ter=E7a-feira, 30 de Dezembro de 1997 21:17
Assunto: UFO UpDate: Re: Alan Watts' 'UFO Visitation'

>Date: Tue, 30 Dec 1997 13:59:36 -0500
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Alan Watts' 'UFO Visitation'

>>Date: Mon, 29 Dec 1997 22:04:45 -0600 (CST)
>>From: Brian Cuthbertson <brianc@fc.net>
>>To: updates@globalserve.net
>>Subject: Alan Watts

>>A book entitled "UFO Visitation" by British author
>>Alan Watts has come into my possession (thru a trip
>>to Barnes & Noble).  The copyright date is 1996.
>>Just so I can read it with a little perspective,
>>are any of you on the list familiar with Mr. Watts,
>>his background, and his reputation (if any) in the
>>field?

>>Thanx in advance,

>>-Brian Cuthbertson

>Brian,

>Back in the late 60s I ran into Alan Watts, a sort of
>hippie guru and friend of Tim Leary.  I don't think he
>was British, though.  The Alan Watts I knew wrote a bunch
>of books on mysticism and zen.

>Probably not the same guy.

>Bob

Dear colleagues and friends,

You're definetely not talking about the same person.
The mystic Allan Watts is deceased now, but there is another man,
with the same name, who's involved in UFO research.

Best regards,

Philippe Piet van Putten
Director - The Brazilian Academy of Parasciences (ABP)
National Director - Picard UFO Research International (PUFORI)
Editor - Fenomenos Aeroespaciais (Aerospatial Phenomena)
E-mail: abp1@uol.com.br
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Re: The Importance of UpDates - a Request

From: RGates8254 <RGates8254@aol.com> [Robert Gates]
Date: Tue, 30 Dec 1997 20:11:49 EST
Fwd Date: Tue, 30 Dec 1997 20:55:11 -0500
Subject: Re: The Importance of UpDates - a Request

>  From: SGB List 2 <SGBList2@aol.com> [Stephen G. Bassett]
>  Date: Tue, 30 Dec 1997 13:35:08 EST
>  To: updates@globalserve.net
>  Subject: The Importance of Updates - a Request

>  To the Members of UpDates

>  This mailing list is one of, if not the best, internet forums
>  available.

>  There are major pending political developments which have the
>  potential to lead to disclosure regarding the issue this list is
>  dedicated to and which will unfold in the next 3 months

I totally agree that this mailing list is THE BEST internet forum
available.

Up and until the Col's death Skywatch used to be a close second.

HOWEVER as to the "major pending political developments..." I
would suggest that we take a wait and see approach.

In the early days of 96 according to all the
top-level-never-wrong intelligence-community sources both
political partys were going to make some kind of big disclosure
BEFORE THE ELECTION. Never happened.

The Mars rock announcement of August 1996 was alleged to be "the
big precursor event to the big ET reality announcement that fall.
Never Happened.  Same announcement to happen JUST AFTER the
election.  Never Happened.

In December of 96 and January of 1997 we were being told tales of
Yellowbook/10,000 year history of ET on earth/Christ is an
ET/mass landings to happen on April 24th 1997.  Never Happened.

Then we had Lee Shargel and his "insider space scientists" at
"Alice Springs tracking station" who allegedly was the source for
the Jan 24th 1997 ET radio waves were going to bathe the earth
which would start a new day for humanity.  Never Happened.

So if some political development does happen, thats fine.  If not
its another broken turd on the pile of things that NEVER
HAPPENED.

Cheers,
Robert
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UFO Award

From: Joaquim Fernandes <j.fernan@esoterica.pt>
Date: Tue, 30 Dec 1997 23:37:47 +0000
Fwd Date: Tue, 30 Dec 1997 21:25:03 -0500
Subject: UFO Award

Dear fellows and members,

I am glad to announce that the prize 'Cuadernos de Ufologia',
related to the 1997 edition, was granted to the Portuguese
journal 'Anomalia', edited by the former CNIFO (National Research
Committee on UFO Phenomena), founded in Portugal in 1984 and now
refunded, as a special branch, in the SPEC, a national research
association of scholars and academic investigators, within the
major Portuguese universities, devoted to the serious study of a
large scope of anomalous and non-ordinary phenomena which was
founded in March 1997.

The Board of the Anomaly Foundation mentioned by unanimity that
"the Anomalia journal, edited by CNIFO, Portugal, has got all the
credits by spreading the rational, objective and critical study
of the "non identified phenomena" problem and encourage the
editor, Dr. Joaquim Fernandes and the editorial team, to maintain
the level of the previous issues of the journal".

The importance of this subject is that for the first time a
Spanish award, promoted by the newly Foundation Anomalia,
congregating the more active groups and individuals working in
Spanis UFO field (the same name of the Portuguese journal...) is
granted to a foreigner specialized periodical, the Portuguese
ANOMALIA journal, which was first edited in 1993, as a 200 pages
book research annual review.

Myself as current editor of the Anomalia and our editorial board
are happy to see this international recognition awarding a
original and professional work, always considering the scientific
background and the methodological criteria of such effort.

We only regret that a great majority of the UFO community, who
cannot read the Portuguese language, don't have a contact our
little contribution to the sincere quest of such anomalous
phenomena.

We are also very grateful to our Spanish collegues for the
important distintion.

Thank you and a good '98 to all the members of this list.

Joaquim Fernandes
University Fernando Pessoa, Porto, Portugal
SPEC Board and "Anomalia" Editor
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ACC Responds To Reports Of SAIC Purchasing Bell

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Wed, 31 Dec 1997 03:10:03 +0200
Fwd Date: Tue, 30 Dec 1997 21:48:32 -0500
Subject: ACC Responds To Reports Of SAIC Purchasing Bell

Just published on the site of "Sightings On Radio". URL:

http://www.sightings.com/ufo/accsaic.htm

*******

SIGHTINGS

ACC Responds To Reports Of
SAIC Purchasing Bell Labs

Note: I received the following email from a listener who
requested I pass it along to Ed Wang, which I did. I also sent it
to ACC for comment and received the following quick reply
containing some new and interesting data:

Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997
10:50:39 -0600
To: eotl@west.net
Subject: Please Forward To Ed Wang

Mr. Wang,

I saw something interesting in the trade papers yesterday that
might relate to your ACC story on the Sightings website.

The news report stated that Bell Labs was being absorbed or
bought by SAIC (you probably realize that SAIC owns Internic, and
has more ex-spooks on its board that the CIA).

I thought it might be interesting that since ACC is a spinoff of
Bell Labs, and if Bell Labs still has any control over ACC, that
this purchase by SAIC might be an end run around ACC's efforts.

For what it's worth.

Thanks, (name on file)

(The following most interesting response arrived from ACC on
12-30-97)
Dear Mr. Rense:

American Computer Company is not a spin off of Bell Labs. It was,
at one time, a Bell Labs limited partnership, but that Bell Labs,
except through American Computer, no longer exists and is not
subject to any contractual or legal obligations or restrictions
which may apply to today's Bell Labs or AT&T.

SAIC is reportedly acquiring the "Assets" of today's Bell Labs,
and SAIC is supposedly purchasing the AT&T Labs corporate entity
from AT&T to hold it. SAIC does not own "the Internic", they
reportedly own "Network Solutions Group" which operates the
Internic under a grant from the National Science Foundation and
whose charter expires at the end of 1978 at which time ANY ONE is
entitled to be appointed the new operator of the Internic who
wins "THE BID". We imagine there is going to be quite a legal
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battle over that one. Again, this may sound like legal banter to
the layman.

Accordingly, we believe this move is just a consolidation by AT&T
under the pressure brought to bear upon them by one Jack Shulman,
who publically, privately and in court has strongly suggested
they, AT&T, are operating a defacto "Monopoly" over the Internet.
It may also be a technique to hide the contract that created
"Computation, Tabulation and Recording, Inc." in upstate New
York, in the first decade of our Century, a hidden subsidiary of
the Bell System, which was later renamed "International Business
Machines Corporation". This is hidden within the realm of Bell
Labs assets - perhaps its most valuable one - and again, pressure
brought to bear upon AT&T by Jack may be forcing their hand,
though don't go expecting them to admit it.

Most people are unaware that IBM, Digital Equipment Corporation,
Netscape, Motorola Corporation, Sun Microsystems, @Home, @Work,
Apple Computer and a whole lot of other businesses, are all among
the many exterior hidden corporate interests, allegedly, of AT&T
(and were of the original Bell System) and the RBOCs. By
controlling the boards and officers of businesses and maintaining
the "appearances of autonomy" - some companies with power the
likes of AT&T are very capable of defeating the indexes of
"Corporate Shareholder's Agreements" and the rules of the
Exchange regarding voting rights. The lines between these
businesses are very well hidden and almost impossible to prove in
court as they go outside of the jurisdiction of the Court: namely
- off shore. AT&T is still the world's largest company, more
powerful and healthier today than GM and GE combined - yet you
wouldn't know it from reading their annual report.

Even though AT&T and the "RBOCs" are not part of the same
business today, it is sufficient to suggest that they may be
aiming at regrouping themselves so that they eventually are. And,
in the meantime, they have had ample opportunity to secure a
substantial position in Cable TV, Credit, Banking and
International Communications.
The "long distance" part of AT&T we see in this country, is
really only part of the picture.

The Court and the Justice Department really failed to break them
up, just doesn't know it yet and Judge Greene and his associates
at the Department are going to be long gone, and Congress quite
of a different mind, when they do re-Unify AT&T.

In fact, because they still value Jack Shulman's opinion more
than the public realizes: he suggested they use the name "UNIFI
Corp" (pronounced like "Unify") as the new business name. Bear in
mind, Jack doesn't hate AT&T, he just wants the secrets about
Roswell/Corona exposed, and AT&T to provide much better service
for a much lower cost, and have some serious competition. His
interests are, as you may have noticed, in seeing "We the People"
served better - for he believes that humanity is already facing
the greatest threat to its own survival: the need to grow beyond
Planet Earth - and that a test of our resolve and ability is upon
us - one which humankind could live or die as a result of. That
test has very little room in it for greedy, communications barons
who charge hundreds and thousands of dollars per month per line
for wired communicating systems when they could be as inexpensive
as $20-40 per month per user, instead.

Until such a time as AT&T makes a financial investment in
American Computer Company, it will have no say in our operations,
every one needn't worry.

-- ACC UFO Newswatch
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Re: Alan Watts' 'UFO Visitation'

From: "Keith Woodard" <qwoodard@worldnet.att.net>
Date: Tue, 30 Dec 1997 18:42:59 -0800
Fwd Date: Tue, 30 Dec 1997 21:54:57 -0500
Subject: Re: Alan Watts' 'UFO Visitation'

> From: Bob Shell <bob@bobshell.com>
> Date: Tue, 30 Dec 1997 13:59:36 -0500
> Fwd Date: Tue, 30 Dec 1997 17:11:45 -0500
> Subject: Re: Alan Watts' 'UFO Visitation'

> Back in the late 60s I ran into Alan Watts, a sort
> of hippie guru and friend of Tim Leary.  I don't think
> he was British, though.  The Alan Watts I knew wrote a
> bunch of books on mysticism and Zen.

> Probably not the same guy.

Definitely not the same guy, Bob.  The Watts you knew was born in
1915 in England, moved to America in the thirties, and died in Mill
Valley in 1973.  He was probably the most important popularizer of
Zen the West has seen.  Some of his pals who are still kicking
include Gary Snyder, Huston Smith, and Robert Anton Wilson.

Kind regards,

Keith
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USAF, UFOs And The Movie/TV Industry

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Wed, 31 Dec 1997 07:33:32 +0200
Fwd Date: Wed, 31 Dec 1997 08:18:07 -0500
Subject: USAF, UFOs And The Movie/TV Industry

Found at Ogden Publishing Corporation's StandardNET. URL:

http://www.standard.net/cgi-win/table.exe?archive+18tv1.htm

*******

TV--Aliens at Hill?
Only in "Visitor'

September 18, 1997

By NANCY VAN VALKENBURG
Standard-Examiner staff

Remember: It's just fiction.

The tip-off that the new Fox series "The Visitor" (debuting 7p.m.
Friday on KSTU Channel 13) is pure fabrication is not that John
Corbett plays an alien abductee who hasn't aged a day since he
was kidnapped half a century ago. The evidence that the show is
pure fiction is not that Corbett supposedly pilots a stolen
saucer back to earth, or even that he crash lands in rural Summit
County, of all places.

No, the absolute proof that the story is fictional comes from a
single locator at the bottom of the screen during a scene
depicting military personnel. The given location: Hill Air Force
Base.

Bruce Collins, deputy director of public affairs at Hill, said he
has no recollection of any alien spacecraft landing in Utah, and
would certainly remember if a well-known actor popped the hatch
and climbed out.

Then he let out a hardy laugh.

"The Air Force did a study, Project Bluebook, which indicated
there was no reason to pursue a study of UFOs," Collins
explained.

Furthermore, producers for "The Visitor" did not even ask
permission to use the name of Hill Air Force Base.

"We have cooperated with requests from the film and television
industries after reviewing scripts for accuracy, but I'm fairly
certain any stories featuring UFOs would not meet our accuracy
requirements."

Chuck Davis, Air Force chief of television and movie liaison,
confirmed Collins' hunch.

"We have not received any request from Fox TV concerning any
military facilities," he said, from his office in California.

Collins said the Air Force is usually happy to cooperate with
television and film projects that depict the services accurately,
as did this summer's "Air Force One." Producers are charged for
use of equipment and technical advisers. The military does not
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rent out uniforms, but plenty of commercial costume companies do.

Then again, if "The Visitor" producers want to build their own
military set and print on the screen that it's Hill Air Force
Base, there's nothing anyone can do to stop them.

"We do have freedom of speech in this country, and producers are
free to build any sets they like, or even use computer technology
to replicate a setting. These days, you can do anything with a
computer.

Like put actors in places they never were or edit public figures
into fictional stories. Examples include this summer's "Contact,"
which included carefully edited footage of President Bill Clinton
that seemed to make him integral to the plot, and -- from a few
years back -- "Forrest Gump," which featured actor Tom Hanks
appearing in various historical footage.

Collins said he does get irritated by some media depictions of
the military.

"There are good, conscientious people in the military, and they
sacrifice a great deal in their day to day jobs to do things for
the American people. We're not going to pretend we enjoy being
portrayed inaccurately."

But he will try to keep a sense of humor if he gets calls from
worried Fox viewers after Friday's series debut.

"Our office will probably get some calls on this," he said, with
a chuckle. "It wouldn't be the first time we got calls about
something wild that people saw on TV."

A cover up of the non-military variety

For news people, the executives at KTVX Channel 4 are awfully
tight-lipped.

Last week, Channel 4 announced the removal of its long-time news
director, John Edwards, after 15 years of service. Edwards was
released from his post the same day the ABC affiliate hired Con
Psarras, former news director at rival KUTV Channel 2.

Psarras' new title is managing editor, but he'll also serve as
interim news director while a permanent replacement for Edwards
is sought, according to a statement released by Channel 4. The
unsigned statement acknowledged Edwards had "been one of those
responsible for guiding and directing the Channel 4 news team to
its many successes."

Psarras and Channel 4 general manager Peter Mathes did not return
calls placed by this reporter, and Edwards declined to comment
when reached at home by an Associated Press reporter.

If other people in Utah news responded with such unified silence,
Channel 4's newscasts would be pretty darn short.

Back to network debuts

Tonight, ABC premieres two of its most controversial shows.
"Nothing Sacred" (7 p.m. on KTVX Channel 4), has inspired
organized protest by various Catholic groups that object to the
less-than-heavenly portrayal of the priests depicted. And
"Cracker" (8 p.m., KTVX Channel 4), has drawn comment for a less
philosophical reason: Most people don't believe Robert Pastorelli
can match the acting talents of Robbie Coltrane, star of the
show's British version.

CBS season debuts on KSL Channel 5 Friday will be "Family
Matters" (7 p.m.) and "Step by Step" (8:30 p.m.), both of which
formerly aired on ABC. CBS series premieres will be "Meego" (7:30
p.m.), a comedy about a space alien (Bronson Pinchot) and the
earth kids he agrees to babysit (including Jonathan Lipnicki).
"The Gregory Hines Show" (8 p.m.), already seen in a Monday
preview, caps the kids' lineup.

Following "The Visitor" on Fox, "Millennium" makes its season
debut.

On Saturday, "The Practice" makes its season debut on ABC, and
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the new season of "Mad TV" (10 p.m., KSTU Channel 13) begins on
Fox.

Fans of singer Brandy may want to switch over to Disney. Saturday
at 8 and 10:30 p.m., the cable channel will premiere "Ray J in
Concert with Brandy." Singer Ray J is the up-and-coming brother
of superstar Brandy.

For people whose cable packages do not include Disney, tune in
anyway.

It's a Disney free preview weekend.

=A9 Ogden Publishing Corporation
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Donaldson Predicts Contact

From: Ted Viens <drtedv@freewwweb.com>
Date: Tue, 30 Dec 1997 23:13:11 -0800
Fwd Date: Wed, 31 Dec 1997 08:22:01 -0500
Subject: Donaldson Predicts Contact

Its the damndest thing...  Here I am reading Nexxus and UFO
UpDates stuff from their mail lists when my attention is dragged
back to the wrap-up of the Nightline light entertainment show on
New Years Predictions.  Sam Donaldson is making the closing
remark when his words start to break into my awareness.  He is
saying something to the effect that "it may be the damndest thing
but I expect the big array in New Mexico will detect aliens this
year and I don't mean from across the border but signals from
outer space."

Life really is weirder than we can ever imagine it to be...

Bye...  Ted..
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Re: Hindu Mythology & ETH, Sun-discs, etc.

From: wlmss@pegasus.com.au [Lawrie Williams]
Date: Wed, 31 Dec 1997 21:14:29 +1000 (GMT+1000)
Fwd Date: Wed, 31 Dec 1997 09:02:55 -0500
Subject: Re: Hindu Mythology & ETH, Sun-discs, etc.

>From: "Tom Burnett" <burnettc@gte.net>
>To: "UFO UpDates - Toronto" <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Hindu Mythology & ETH, Sun-discs, etc.
>Date: Sat, 27 Dec 1997 20:18:44 -1000

>>From: wlmss@pegasus.com.au [Lawrie Williams]
>>Date: Sat, 27 Dec 1997 21:23:30 +1000 (GMT+1000)
>>To: updates@globalserve.net
>>Subject: Hindu Mythology & Ramblings.

>>The world was remade c. 4000 bc by a close encounter with a mass
>>of cometary debris that gassed the world with CO and generated
>>such massive oceanic tidal surges that essentially civilization
>>was sent back to scratch....

>No, It wasn't. If we use no other records but the written
>records, Sumerian life was well established in large cities
>(Eridu, Ur, Uruk, Nippur, Kish and Lagash) by 4,000BC. Sailboats,
>wheeled vehicles, potter's wheels and kilns were in general use.
>Copper was smelted and tempered from c 4,000BC.

"This world-order [the same for all] did none of gods or
men make, but it always was and is and shall be: an ever-
lasting fire, kindling in measures and going out in
measures." Herakleitos of Ephesus, fr. 30

8 Core issue - the UFO phenomenon may be related to
8 not-quite-vanished civilizations driven underground,
8 skywards or into other dimensions by the danger of
8 ironstone, gas, ice and CO from the sky. If the last
8 option was developed, that could help account for
8 weird things like invisibility, ley lines &tc.

There are at least two vectors, one is Scorpio - (the sting is in
the tail) and the archer (nearby) which in other words says he
fires arrows at the Earth, like the mythical arrow of Acestes
that went so fast it caught fire.

The other is Sirius, the vector of a positive flurry of comets
and intrasolar flotsam and jetsam including what appeared to be
coal, organic life forms, broken pottery, blood and mud. Nobody
has ever worked out how these unidentified falling objects came
about.

One thing is for sure, mainstream science not only has not got
the answers but it has not had a fair look at the data.

Written records exist of the total destruction of old Sumeria -
it is vividly described in "The Epic of Gilgamesh" (XI), which
tells of Addad the black storm cloud, of the rain of blight and
how "the wide Earth shattered like a pot!", then the incredible
wind from the south that fetched up the sea and submerged the
land for a week, and the ultimate scene -

"....all of mankind had returned to clay
 The landscape was as level as a flat roof"

>Other contemporaneous evidence shows Neolithic traits and
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>population centers developing without interruption in North,
>Central and South America, SE Europe and the middle east from c
>10,000BC and for South and East Asia, Western Europe and
>sub-Saharan Africa from c 6,000BC.

No. The Earth has been going through semi-periodic bouts of
catastrophes for tens of thousands of years. This is in our
history (see below) and it is backed up by the evidence of
extreme fluctuations in gas and dust in ancient Greenland ice.

What is taught in schools and colleges is directly contradicted
by the literature in the same libraries. Accounts of terrifying
bombardment from the skies and massive flooding on the Earth are
to be found from almost everywhere. Graham Hancock's "Finger-
prints of the Gods" is a good source for those interested,
although I've collected many other accounts.

One telling body of evidence is in the distribution of *pykkos*
(nickel-iron meteorites) - it is only found in the uppermost
layers. For millions of years beforehand lumps of nickel-iron
never fell from the sky. [ See meteors: Britannica - the book ]
Our kind of civilization built as it was on collected fallen iron
might not have happened otherwise.

Perhaps the Egyptians put it best of all when they spoke to
Solon, who relayed the account to Plato:

"You are all young in your minds which hold no store of old
belief based on long tradition, no knowledge hoary with age.
The reason is this. There have been, and will be hereafter,
many and divers destructions of mankind, the greatest by
fire and water, though other lesser ones are due to countless
other causes..........  the truth behind it is a deviation of
the bodies that revolve in heaven round the earth and a
destruction, occurring at long intervals, of things on earth
by a great conflagration...... Any great or noble achievement
or otherwise exceptional event that has come to pass, either
in your parts or here or in any place of which we have tidings,
has been written down for ages past in records that are
preserved in our temples; whereas with you and other peoples
again and again life has only lately been enriched....when
once more, after the usual period of years, the torrents from
heaven sweep down like a pestilence, leaving only the rude and
unlettered among you. And so you start again like children,
knowing nothing of what existed in ancient times here or in
your own country.....your people remember only one deluge,
though there were many earlier....."

In Plato's "Timaeus" we also read of the Earth:

"...overtaken by a tempest of winds....alien fire from without,
and with a solid lump of earth.........the immense flood which
foamed in and streamed out...."

This seems like an unambiguous description of a near miss by a
comet. Here is another perspective:

"Tradition says the world was destroyed on the seventeenth
of the month Daesius (May) when the sun rose in conjunction
with the star Sirius......

"     ..... the sculptured stones of Scotland, and in especial
the Golspie Stone, near Inverness, have preserved the memory of
that period by the juxtaposition of the signs of the Zodiac,
which give the approximate date, a date I estimate to have been
about 156O B.C., a date much later than Plato's Atlantis is
usually accredited with. Be that as it may, we find classic
writers like Tatian, Clement, and Eusebius all agreed that the
Phaeton "escapade" was identical with the Deucalion Flood in
Hellas, as that was coincident with the Flood of Noah, and
these writers linked the Deucalion Flood with the Dog-star
Sirius, from whose direction the twin comets emanated.....

 "...The event was both violent and sudden. It struck the
highest mountains and the lowest valleys, bombarded the
resisting heights from the directon of the north and
north-east, rained a storm of the most devastating rocks
and stones, and much of it must have fallen in a state of
liquid fire...."

[Comyns Beumont "The Mysterious Comet" Rider & Co London 1932]
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>Oh...Cometary debris gassed the world with carbon monoxide?
>carbon monoxide is a byproduct of rapid oxidation (combustion).
>One of the requirements is a combustible material (fuel).
>Another is oxygen. The CO is generated as the burning material is
>incompletely consumed in an oxygen environment.

It could equally be produced inside the "thermos flask" conditons
of a comet. One reaction comes to mind right away could be hot
carbon and iron oxide reacting, the C reducing the ferrous or
ferric oxides (like they were fuel) to iron and carrying away CO
and some CO2. That is how furnaces work on Earth too.

>I am not saying that CO molecules cannot be detected in the
>tails of comets.

CO and CO2, water and cyanide and rotten egg gas, as well as dust
of carbon, probably highly ionized and, as predicted by Velikovsky,
hydrocarbons:

<snip>

>"The discovery of ethane was a blinding surprise,"
>according to research team leader Dr. Michael J. Mumma of the
>Laboratory for Extraterrestrial Physics at NASA's Goddard
>Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD.  The spectral lines, or
>identifying signature of ethane gas, "were so bright they
>seemed to leap off the computer screen when we got the first
>observation," Mumma said.

>I am saying that comets are not balls of frozen carbon monoxide

Agreed. CO has a very low boiling point, for starters.

Comets are balls of frozen methane and ammonia and ice and H2S
and a whole lot of other stuff too. The same material essentially
that Jupiter and Saturn shrug off. It is part of the ecology of
the solar system. I believe the Earth would have died of lack of
air and water billions of years ago except for this constant
process of replenishment.

Instead it has been slowly growing and it could be that everytime
nature resets the clock, someone else comes in and sows it all
again. Or so the ancients theorized.

So there is another explanation for the current phenomena, there
is a genetic salvage operation going on. And the level of
activity and their disconcern for whether they are seen or not
could mean we are all going to get wiped away pretty soon anyway.

>that periodically gas the earth.  If a comet of sufficient size
>were to strike earth it could do some damage, but passing through
>a cloud of cometary flotsam, including millions of tons of
>imaginary carbon monoxide, is not a threat.

Yes it is!

The Greenland ice cores as described and discussed in [Scientific
American Oct 1994 special issue 'Life in the Universe`] and the
human record both suggest to us cyclic catastrophes.

Problem with HB is it can clip the orbit of both Jupiter and the
Earth. If there was a big smash in the past - and it looks like
there was - then a lot of the stuff caused by the smash is now
going to be following in the wake of the comet, decades behind
maybe, or perhaps arriving this week.

Velikovsky actually wrote an entire book about the process of
collective denial that most of humanity engages in with respect
to these events. Another reason could be that Big Religion
cannot face the fact that Jehova/God must have been a comet:

"Behold the Lord maketh the earth empty, and maketh it waste,
and turneth it upside down.....the inhabitants of the earth are
burned and few men left...."     Isaiah 24:1-6.

"Fear, and the pit, and the snare are upon thee, O inhabitant
of the earth......for the windows from on high are open, and
the foundations of the earth do shake. The earth is utterly
broken down, the earth is clean dissolved, the earth is moved
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exceedingly."  Isaiah 24:17-19.

"....there was a thick darkness in all the land of Egypt for
three days...." (Exodus 10:22)

"...fear....poor men....the land is not light because of it."
(Ipuwer Scrolls 9:11)

"....and the lord sent thunder and hail, and the fire ran
along the ground; and the Lord rained hail upon the land of
Egypt, so there was hail, and fire mingled with the hail,
very grevious...  (Ex 9:23)

"Why really, gates, columns and walls are consumed by fire."
(Ip 2:10)

"...and the hail smote every herb of the field, and smote
every tree...." (Ex 9:25)

"Why really, trees are destroyed....no fruit or herbs are
found for the birds.....grain has perished on every
side...."   (Ip 5:12)

"Behold now, the fire has mounted up on high. It's flame
goes forth against the enemies of the land....." (Ip 7:1)

"And it came to pass, when Pharaoh had let the people go....
the Lord went before them by day in a pillar of cloud, to
lead them the way; and by night in a pillar of fire, to give
them light. (Ex 13:19)

>>I see that mainstream science has just started to recognize this
>>seriously. I wrote about a big dark comet apparently coming in
>>1994, before HB was reported.....

>HB was NEVER giving off a million tons of CO every day.

It was reported in New Scientist 2nd November 1996 that Dave
Jewitt et al. at the Uni. of Hawaii had discovered last September
"...that Hale Bopp was throwing out vast amounts of carbon
monoxide - around a tonne of gas per second...." plus about a
third as much CO2.

That is a mere 86 400 tons per day, but following reports caused
estimates to be revised sharply upwards to 6 and then 8 tons per
second. I'll see if I can find references to this. One obstacle
is that astronomers (believe it or not) are putting up barriers
saying they won't let their data be used for "pseudoscience".
(See the RAS site for instance.)

I try to be accurate but my files have been through their own
recent bout of cataclysm and punctured equilibrium.  :)

>The fact is that anyone who keeps their house airtight for a
>month during the winter may well get carbon monoxide poisoning.
>But it will probably be from your advice to do so, not from any
>comet!

I agree! That is not what I meant. Since an early symptom of CO
poisoning is lethargy and headaches, I am sure most people would
have the sense to open some windows at that stage. I meant
"overnight".

Astronomers work from the assumption that the solar system they
are observing in the 20th century is much like the solar system
of 4000 BC. It wasn't. Not long ago there were dazzling comets
everywhere, the "celestial gods" that some mythographers thought
were UFO's. These objects are the planet-grazers, many orbiting
well out of the plane of the ecliptic. They are known to be
relatively recent.

While many are still up there the volatiles are gone now and most
are mere cinders - the reduced iron I suggest gets cooked up
inside the big comets.

As for evidence of widespread poisoning as a result of CO
arriving silently and unexpectedly from the skies, I can only
reaffirm that I have found many references to this encoded in the
old "myths". But this file is much too long already.

Oh, and that rain that falls from the sky about now, perhaps with
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the essence of Jupiter and Saturn in it - is what was known as
lucent or holy water. Collect it if you can. It might help induce
that boggling here-but-there-too experience that can be mistaken
for astral travel, abduction, melding with the god of your choice
or one hell of a nightmare, depending on what you resonate with.
Sigh. More speculation.

Awfully On-Topic Lawrie Williams________________

[and this should be taken to e-mail now please --ebk]

   8 8 8    Truth lies at the bottom of the great abyss    8 8 8

ps  archaic "non" = "spinning top"  hence  "Nonnos" - "top Bringers"?

HAPPY NEW YEAR !

                HAPPY NEW YEAR !!

                                HAPPY NEW YEAR EVERYBODY !!!
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Re: Alfred's Odd Ode #210

From: Alfred Lehmberg <Lehmberg@snowhill.com>
Date: Wed, 31 Dec 1997 06:30:40 -0600
Fwd Date: Wed, 31 Dec 1997 09:19:09 -0500
Subject: Re: Alfred's Odd Ode #210

Apology to MW #210 (For December 31, 1997)

What kind of joy filled season has our old friend John Ford had? Did he
sit around with friends and smoke and joke? Did he unwrap all the
presents that they deigned to let him have; did he hear from any family
or folk? Did he eat a ham or turkey? Did he pound some pumpkin pie, or
did he sit, a placid heap, his heartfelt wish that he would die?

You know he feels forgotten through the haze of drugs he's forced. And
you know they keep him doped "for his own good." You know he's feeling
pressure from the darkest pits of hell, but the reasons are not clear,
nor are they _even_ understood! Suffolk county says he's dirty -- that he
tried to kill some folks, but the story smells of guppies and sardines.
It's all contrived to misdirect attention from what's real? It's the man
at crushing best, and it's obscene.

Call on ABC or CBS or NBC. Drop a line to C-Span -- CNN. Ask them what
the deal is, and can't attention please be given to this man, all but
forgotten, I portend. _Why_ is Ford forsaken, and _where's_ his spot on
Sixty Minutes, and _why_ is he in trouble making bail? =85Plenty worse than
him released from prison every day, but they hold him in a nut ward of a
jail.

"He should be in a nut ward -- as he dared to question why! He'd be
ripping off our blinders! We'd be free to see the sky! He's wants to put
a light on what we'd sooner keep in darkness, so let's lie him in a hole
we've made to keep him safe and harmless."

What _was_ he so involved in, and _what_ had he found out? Where was all
the evidence that 'the man' can do without? Where'd he get the *hot
stuff* that was found outside his pickup, and what of jurisprudence,
then, as wholesome as a spit cup?

Why is he _ignored_, and left to rot in wrongful dungeons? Why can't he
get a hearing; why's he getting culture's truncheon? What is in his heart
when he can see that he's alone, for a crime gone uncommitted, then, for
which he must atone?

      Lehmberg@snowhill.com

Ironic -- that at this seasonal juncture another man suffers a
crucifixion for, likely, what he thought, said, and did within the law.

I've always said it -- but where there is actual threat there is no
paranoia -- your fear is justified. We are all set precariously close to
an edge of something that we _could_ be preparing for.  This thing has a
beneficial potential, like a hard driving rain for a parched pond. It may
be that the rain has a bit of hail in it, but it _is_ all water --
besides, I feel I know where the hail is going =85 the hail you say!

Free John Ford!

--
Explore the Alien View?

http://www.fortunecity.com/roswell/arecibo/46/

"I cleave the heavens, and soar to the infinite. What others see from
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afar, I leave far behind me." - Giordano Bruno, while burning at the
fundamentalist's stake.
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 31

Re: Donaldson Predicts Contact

From: Terry Blanton <commengr@bellsouth.net>
Date: Wed, 31 Dec 1997 09:08:41 -0800
Fwd Date: Wed, 31 Dec 1997 09:20:29 -0500
Subject: Re: Donaldson Predicts Contact

Ted Viens wrote:

> Date: Tue, 30 Dec 1997 23:13:11 -0800
> From: Ted Viens <drtedv@freewwweb.com>
> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
> Subject: Sam Donaldson on Nightline Predicts VLA Radio Astronomy
>          Detects Aliens in '98

> Its the damndest thing...  Here I am reading Nexxus and UFO
> UpDates stuff from their mail lists when my attention is dragged
> back to the wrap-up of the Nightline light entertainment show on
> New Years Predictions.  Sam Donaldson is making the closing
> remark when his words start to break into my awareness.  He is
> saying something to the effect that "it may be the damndest thing
> but I expect the big array in New Mexico will detect aliens this
> year and I don't mean from across the border but signals from
> outer space."

<snip>

Amazing, wasn't it?  I didn't see a single hint of the TIC
Syndrome (tongue-in-cheek) which normally accompanies statements
on the subject by news anchors.  And, although the VLA isn't
often used in the SETI program, there is always the chance of
serendipity, n'est-ce pas. <G>

As a friend pointed out, a signal from space would be the natural
progression of graduated disclosure.  First we find planets
outside our solar system; next, evidence of extraterrestrial
life; and finally, contact!

I hope they keep the White House lawn nicely trimmed. <BG>

Happy New Year to all!

Terry
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 
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Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 31

Re: ACC Responds To Reports Of SAIC Purchasing Bell

From: entropy@brighid.sunflower.com [Tom Genereaux]
Date: Wed, 31 Dec 1997 10:32:10 +0000
Fwd Date: Wed, 31 Dec 1997 16:56:24 -0500
Subject: Re: ACC Responds To Reports Of SAIC Purchasing Bell

> ACC Responds To Reports Of
> SAIC Purchasing Bell Labs

<massive snip>

Ok...let's set the record straight here. SAIC acquired *BellCore*
- not the old Bell Labs, which was spun out and is now Lucent
Technologies.

BellCore was set up by the "Baby Bells" to provide the same
services as the Consumer Products and Network divisions of Bell
Laboratories after the consent decree split the RBOC's off from
AT&T.  BellCore received neither personnel nor facilities from
AT&T - it was formed from scratch.

Other ACC commentary:

The so-called Trans-Cap is actually a failed attempt to create a
solid-state pentode, dating from the early 1950's.  I'm modeling
the structure in SPICE, and will have some commentary on how well
it works in a few weeks. So far it doesn't.

The supercomputer they're touting is an architecture that dates
from the 1980's - the Meiji computing surface. This used a
cluster of 4 transputers (an interesting microprocesser design by
INMOS) per node.

Other variants of the architecture were also poked around at the
time, most noticably the Alewife design out of MIT.  Pretty
boring, and not nearly as interesting as the current "Workstation
Cluster" designs being built at MIT and Berkeley.

Tom G.
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UFO Updates 
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Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 31

Re: Donaldson Predicts Contact

From: Steven Kaeser <steve@konsulting.com>
Date: Wed, 31 Dec 1997 12:20:57 -0500
Fwd Date: Wed, 31 Dec 1997 17:01:28 -0500
Subject: Re: Donaldson Predicts Contact

>Date: Wed, 31 Dec 1997 09:08:41 -0800
>From: Terry Blanton <commengr@bellsouth.net>
>To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>Subject: Re: UFO UpDate: Donaldson Predicts Contact

>Ted Viens wrote:

>> Date: Tue, 30 Dec 1997 23:13:11 -0800
>> From: Ted Viens <drtedv@freewwweb.com>
>> To: UFO UpDates - Toronto <updates@globalserve.net>
>> Subject: Sam Donaldson on Nightline Predicts VLA Radio Astronomy
>>          Detects Aliens in '98

>> Its the damndest thing...  Here I am reading Nexxus and UFO
>> UpDates stuff from their mail lists when my attention is dragged
>> back to the wrap-up of the Nightline light entertainment show on
>> New Years Predictions.  Sam Donaldson is making the closing
>> remark when his words start to break into my awareness.  He is
>> saying something to the effect that "it may be the damndest thing
>> but I expect the big array in New Mexico will detect aliens this
>> year and I don't mean from across the border but signals from
>> outer space."

><snip>

>Amazing, wasn't it?  I didn't see a single hint of the TIC
>Syndrome (tongue-in-cheek) which normally accompanies statements
>on the subject by news anchors.  And, although the VLA isn't
>often used in the SETI program, there is always the chance of
>serendipity, n'est-ce pas. <G>

The Very Large Array (VLA) was designed as a radio telescope, and
was not part of the Search for Extra-Terrestrial Intelligence
(SETI) program. However, I believe that the VLA was sometimes
used in conjuction with several other radio telescopes in the
northern part of the western hemisphere to examine objects in the
sky, and some of those other radio telescopes were also used by
SETI.  As with most major telescopes, the demand for time exceeds
the time available.  Since Donaldson is a New Mexico landowner,
he is familiar with the VLA.  Why he would believe that the VLA
is going to being the extensive search for ET, I'm not sure.

But I would add that both ABC and CBS has done relatively good
documentaries on sightings and the UFO controversy, so not all of
their reports are "tongue-in-cheek".

Steve
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UFO Updates 
A mailing list for the study of UFO-related phenomena 

'Its All Here In Black & White'
Location: UFOUpDatesList.Com > 1997 > Dec > Dec 31

Re: Space Tourism Within 3 Years

From: Stig_Agermose@online.pol.dk (Stig Agermose)
Date: Wed, 31 Dec 1997 18:28:49 +0200
Fwd Date: Wed, 31 Dec 1997 17:13:10 -0500
Subject: Re: Space Tourism Within 3 Years

>From the electronic edition of The Nando Times. URL:

http://www.nando.net/newsroom/ntn/health/123197/health1_16331_noframes.html

*******

First tourists to visit space within 3 years

Copyright =A91997 Nando.net
Copyright =A91997 Reuters

=B0Nando's special report: '97 Year in Review

SAN FRANCISCO (December 31, 1997 11:00 a.m. EST
http://www.nando.net) - Has the thrill gone out of visiting
Timbuktu? Was the Antarctic anti-climactic this year? For world
travelers grown world weary, there is a fresh tourist buzz on the
horizon: pay up, strap in, count down and blast off.

Zegrahm Space Voyages, a division of Seattle-based adventure tour
operator Zegrahm Expeditions, is taking reservations for what it
bills as the world's first tourist space shot on Dec. 1, 2001.

For a cool $98,000, you can book your own recliner on the as-yet
unbuilt Space Cruiser, a shuttle-like craft that will whisk
travelers to the official "astronaut altitude" of 62 miles above
sea-level.

"This is the most exotic, exclusive travel opportunity ever,"
said Scott Fitzsimmons, Zegrahm's vice president and its main
spokesman for outer space travel. "The interest has been
staggering -- mostly from tour companies who realize that the
future is not here on Earth but up in space."

Zegrahm's low-orbit holiday might seem like a pipe dream, but
company officials swear it will occur and a lucky few will earn
their wings as the first tourist astronauts. The plan got a vote
of confidence this year when the alumni travel program at
Stanford University, one of the country's most prestigious
schools, offered its members a chance to book a spot on
"undoubtedly the most expensive program we've ever offered."

WE HAVE THE TECHNOLOGY -- BUT DO WE HAVE THE CASH?

Expensive indeed. While Zegrahm envisions a seven-day package
including hotel, meals, lectures and training, the real thrill is
the 2-1/2 hour flight culminating in just 2-1/2 minutes of
continual weightlessness.

Fitzsimmons says the flight's out-of-this-world pricetag is
unavoidable. "You've got to remember, every time the space
shuttle takes off it costs $500 million," he said.

It still costs a lot to build an entirely new spaceship. Zegrahm
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has joined forces with Vela Technology Development Inc. to
construct the two-stage system, which they say will be
spaceworthy in three years.

Late last month the space travel partnership selected its prime
contractor: AeroAstro LLC of Herndon, Virginia, a satellite
specialist with clients that include Los Alamos National
Laboratory, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Boston
University's Center for Space Physics.

The design is aimed at making space as comfortable as possible
for people accustomed to traveling first class. First, there is
the "Sky Lifter" -- a conventional aircraft powered by jet
engines that will carry the tourist capsule until it reaches an
altitude of 50,000 feet .

Then the patented "Space Cruiser" will detach and continue on its
way.

The snazzy 60-foot-long delta-winged craft, which will carry six
passengers, will be equipped with both rocket and jet engines and
will travel at a maximum speed of 2,300 miles per hour.

'THIS IS NOT A LEAP OF FAITH'

"It is important to say this is not a leap of faith," Fitzsimmons
said. "The technology for all of this exists."

In the cruiser, made of lightweight carbon-fiber composite, each
of the space tourists in their personal flightsuits will have a
porthole and a reclining seat that can be stowed flat when
weightlessness is achieved.

"You'll be able to somersault, twirl and soar through the cabin,"
Fitzsimmons said.

For those who might fall prey to the wrenching nausea astronauts
experience as space sickness, there will also be a toilet aboard
-- but no movies or in-flight service. "No meals or drinks are
planned. You have to cut down on the amount of stuff floating
around," Fitzsimmons said.

Not everyone dreaming of a vacation in space can afford the
Zegrahm program, even with its installment payment plan. So, for
the budget-conscious adventure-seeker, there is another option:
the Civilian Astronauts Corps.

"We hope to get off in 1999, so we'll beat them to it," said
Harry Dace, a businessman who joined with a NASA aeronautical
engineer to form the Houston-based CAC.

The corps, recruiting members for $3,500 apiece in hopes of
getting together the $8 million it will take to finance their
dream, promises astronaut wannabes four minutes of weightless and
the thrill of a ride on a rocket roaring twice as fast as a
speeding bullet.

"Our trip will be a real joy ride," Dace said. "We were joking
around and saying that probably a few minutes into the flight
some of our members are gonna be thinking this was the worst idea
they've ever had."

Other groups are also joining the race to put civilians into
space, many of them spurred by the "X Prize," a $10 million award
that will go to the first private citizen who can launch three
passengers to an altitude of at least 62 miles and repeat the
feat within two weeks.

Others are taking a longer-term view.

"We're looking to space tourism from other companies to build
interest in our project," said Ian Randal Strock, vice president
of Lunar Resources Co., a Texas company with hopes of building a
commercial moonbase resort.

"It is all just a question of who gets there first."

By ANDREW QUINN, Reuters

=1A                                                                     
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